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TO THE TWENTYFIRST VOLUME OF THE NEW ENGLAND KRMER.

Abbot, E., premium farm, 289
Acocia, or locust tree, 323
Accounts, settlement of, 214

Adams, J. Q., Temperance Address, 168

Address of E. Everett at Bristol, 'IS

Do. J. Mason at Worcesler, 129

Do. J. E. Teschemacher, 122

Do. T.N. Welles, 194

Do. N. Biddle, lilU

Do. E. Jackson, 202
Do. H. Colman, 234

Do. A. \V. Dodge,2Gl
Agricultural letter from Gen. Washington, 226
Agricultural Society in Harvard University, 374

Agriculture to be studied, 285
Agricultural Meetings at the State House, 206—Officers

of, 238—objects of, 241—Raising of Tarm Stock, 24U,

249—Root Culture, 254,257— Fruits and Fruit Trees,

262,268, 270, 273—Mineral and concentrated Ma-
nures, 278—Commendation of H. Colman, 286—Bees,

H. K. Oliver's Lecture, 294, 302, 305

Agricultural papers, 138

Agricultural Journals, American, 186

Agricultural pursuits, growing interest in, 158, 189

Agricultural Society, Massacliusetts, Report on farms,

^75—on orchards, 300—premium list, 337

Agricultural Society, Rhode Island, premium list, 345

Alcott, W. A., on drinks, 26, 44—oil for animals, 274

Alkalies, 325

Allen, M., seeding to grass on green sward, 82

Altering males, 202
American Institute premium list, &c. 76— fair, 126— re-

port on corn and oats 1S6

Ammonia, 210—how to detect its escape 301

Anecdotes; of a witty paison, 16—of Audubon, 28— Dr
Byles, 04—stoop, 91— a Connecticut story, 104—of a

lawyer, 112—Job Dodge, 120—a bold preacher, 120—
a fish story, 120—will you take a sheep ? 141—of

Franklin, 171 , 189—revolutionary, 200—of Burns, 208,

221—Religious experience 227—clock, 234—Swift

and the tailor, 272

Animal weather prophets, 112

Animals, domestic, improvement of, 211

Ants, red, 123, 141

Apple molasses, 108

Apple butter, 116

Apple trees, care of, by E. K. Dodge, 27—grafting, new*

method of, 138—^^orchard, report on, 161

Apples, winter, harvesting, 102, 110—for caltle and

sw ine, 115, 124, 181—in Illinois, 272

Arthur, T.S,; the bushel of corn, 2
Artificial manures, 214

Ash, white, a remedy for poison, 14—used by birds to

keep off snakes, 64

Ashes as manure, 92—leached 172, 245—and plaster,

227—on corn, 300—and silicates, 307

Asparagus culling, 331

Aubin,S. W., 274

Ayers, E., his premium corn crop, 73

B

Bacon, preservation of, 139

Bailen Corn, 124

Barley after potatoes, 30, 36, 113

Bartlelt, L., on ashes and silicates, 307

Beech tree, 114

Beef, curing of, 173

Bee, flower-pot hive, 45—moth, 124, 205, 294, 302, 305

Beet exiranrdinary, 171,314

Boots, D. W. Lincoln on, 219

Beginning'!, small, 195

B. Hind, 192

Bement on cattle, 362

Bick's preparation of seed, 371

Biddle, N., address, 196

Birds spare or kill, 132—instinct of, in using white ash,

323, 395
Blacksmith's epitaph, 210—work, 385

Blinds for houses, 356

Uommer's manure 155, 214, 33ii, 347

Bones, 38, 46, 137—for turnips, 196, 213, 340, 358
Borer, destrnclion of, 339, 350
Boston, 231
Bots, 405
Boys and girls, 2.56

Brainirce cattle disease, 182, 225, 318
Bread, steaming of, 84

Broom corn, 124—hay, 381

Buckwheat, 404
Budding fruit trees, time for, 49
Hugs on vines, 269—destroyer, 377, 395
Business prospects, 222

Butler, rancid, restored, 53, 94, 109—making in N. York,
116, 148—winler, 2.55—my mother's, 30.5—experi-

ments, 370—acids, their eftects on, 371—making, 394

Butter-milk as drink, 121

C.

Cabbages, winter heading, 173—new mode of raising,

179- Report upon, 197, 3.57

Calculation for the people, 205
Calves, rearing of, 11—managcmenlof, 314.379
Canada thistle, 209, 403
Cancer, cure of, 209
Canker worm destroyed by sheep, 377, 395

Can she spin, 13

Carrot, white, 150, 230—crop, by D. Rice, 218—by C,
243,257

Cat, sagacity of, 112—American wild, 144

Caterpillars, 374
Caltle, reports upon, 179—distemper among, 182, 225

—

lice, 195—weight, 235—choked, 253,269—Jaques up-

on, 262—breeding, 268—fattening, 298—age of, 317—
shedding horns, 326—for prizes, 362—remedies for,

381—in the highway, 389— hollow horn in, 405—na-

tive and other, 201, 205—feeding 220
Cattle shows, 43, 57—proper articles to exhibit, 94—Es-

sex Co. 110—loads liauled at, 138—accommodation,
171—place of holding, 185

Cement, fire proof, 133

Chemistry of agriculture, 410
Census United States, 212
Charcoal as a manure, 20—nutritive, 113—cuttings in,

225
Cheerfulness a new medicine, 203— in a wife, 203
Chess player, automaton, 80

Cherry leaves, wild, 90
Childhood, 8— heallh of, 77—education of, 120

Chinese foorl, 347
Cholera morbus, 77

Clapp's pulverizer, 382
Clover as manure, 205

Coal, anthracite, ashes, 180

Coke, earl of L , his death, 85

Colman, H., member Royal Agricultural Society, 01

—

European survey, 213, 214—address, 234, 28S—com-
mendation of, 2S6

Colts, taming of, 332, 409
Compost, 93— inquiries about, 286, 398

Conscience, power of, ICG

Consumption, 219

Corn, the bushel of, 2—W. C. Young's crop of, Ky., 4,

Si,—laws, 53—length of its roots, 58—green in win-

ter, 65—premium crop of, 73—cutting or topping

stalks, 78—sowed by, J. Welle.s, 83—sowed, 86

—

harvesting of, 91—sowed by G. Dennie, 117—rolling,

121— Baden, 124—thorough cultivation of,16y— large,

180, 196— P. Chamberlain's crop, 210—J. Slingluirs,

235—broadcast, 235—analysis of, 285, 313—ludder,
293, 301—preparation of, 313, 316—curious method of

planting, 330—Comstock's experiments, 333, 341, 342,

347, 354—exhaustion of soil, 355, 356, 358, 365, 381

Corn meal, cooking of, 89, 413— Clark and Dana, 414

Cows, Blossom, 75, 315—hurt by cherry leaves, 90

—

cleanintT of, 121—feeding, 121—protection of, 133, 134

— the Brooklyn, 142, 230—carrots, parsnips and cab-

ba-es for, 178— soiling, 188, 196—working, 212—vvith

caTf, 321,365,401,411
Cranberries, 86, 110— cultivation of, 245—meadows, 349

Crops of the season and their prices, 22, 70—adaptation

to soils, 132—changes of, 313, 372—care of, 3!

of corn, 285, 313—
acid and sorrel, 393

at cattle shows, 171

105, 225

IV.A. Alcott, 26, 30,

Crows, experiment, 198—outwitt^OO, 222
Cucumbers, how to cook, 75— ear 309, 341
Cultivation of crops, 30—wonde ', 77
Curculio, salt f*or, 342—in the ph
Cuttings, sirikingthcm in charci

Cut worm, 380, 397

D.

Dad, learning from, 355
Dana's Muck Manual, 206—anal

corn as an exhauster, 355—

o

corn meal, 414
Dead alive, 260
Dearborn, on pigeon manure,

2

Denny, G., corn for fodder, 1 17

Dodge, A. W. on accomniodaiii

—address, 261
Dogs, farm, 263
Draining, surface, 9, 61-Smith
Drill planting, 342
Diinks, 6—too much water for,

44—buttermilk lor, 121—liviifilhout, 296
Drought, subsequent benefits o

Dry rot, 251
Ducks, 389
Dung heap, management of, 31

Dynamometer, 70
Dysentery, 45

Editorial difficulties, 115
Editors, 222
Eggs, keeping of, 5, 349
Elliotts, E. A., letter, 318
Encourage your own, 197
England and France, by W. Kjck, 244, 252
Espy's ventilator, 141

Essex County Agricultuial Sty
plowing malch, 242— transac

Everett, E., address of at Brisli

Exercise, 269
Experiment with manures, 157
Exports of American produce,

F.

Failh, efficacy of, 176
Flute player, 48
Farms and workshops, 370

Farm accounts, 73—entering

Farm a place for study, 374

Farm house of XlXlh century,

Farm for the poor, 6
Farming, A. Hill's, 10—D. P. J

dian Hill, 102, 107—profits,

Newhall, 233- U. Saunders,

Farmers, embarrassments of,

46—associations of 81—you
of, 218

Farms, Middlesex report, 162
Fattening cattle and sw'-ne, 260 3

Feeding stock, 214—Scotch ex]

Fences, sod, 49—live, '364

Frgures, beautiful, by a deaf an

Fish, cooking, 233
Flannel healthful, 237
Flower pot bee hive, 45
Flowers preserved fresh, 293
Fly, Hessian, 4

Food, animal, 57—new kind o;

Foote's essay, 286
French, B. V., on the curculio^

Frost, its effects upon soil, 225,

Fruit, pilfering of, 49— pickin.

Fruit trees, budding, time lor,

hill sides, 110, 262,208,270,:

planting, 350

Gapes in chickens, 405
Garden, 326
Gardener's Chronicle, cultivat

premiums, 236-
of, 250

foemium, 317

s,62—B. Poore's In-

-successful, 137—

C

l^Tiagnify your calling,

inls to, 174 — honesty

lents, 220

mb pupil, 181

ii

packing, 169
iruning, &c., 52—on
-girdled, 347—trans-

iiviihoul manure, 371



larget in cattle, 9—root fatal to the lioisc, 23
late posts, setting of, 89

.... ..;i...„ <>)'{

ictory, 123
3Ut!,4ia

6—on mountain ash, 377
4—mode of cutiiiig, 22—preperva-

)m rats, 121—Spring or Summer,

Itureof, 331—Isabella, 371

irass, seeding down lo, 22—on green sward, U5—with

rye, Gd, 77—on greensward, by M. Allen, 82—ma-
nuring, 100— time of sowing, ld2

rreen crops as manure, 101

rub worm and salt, 235, 330, 39o
rumbling, 45
uano, 122, 2S6, 309

11.

lams, curing, 162
lands, soft, SS
lard tunes, cause and cure for, 72

larris on insects, 24(3—sycamores, 406
lartford County Agricuiiural Society, 2G5
larvard University, Agricultural Society in, 374

larlley on milk, 93
lay niaUing,G—brinn upon, 237
leat, man's capacity lo bear, 16

lemlock for sheep, 210
lens, how butchered, 109—management of in cold

weather, 105—hnw to fatten, 185— lice on, 324—feed-

ing, 330—care of, 389—gapes in, 405
lerbs, colleciion of, 43

logs, fittening, 59, 100, 110—kidney worm, 84—salt

for, 123, 211—sick, 237—uncooked food for, 185, 200,

356
lollow hoin, 405
iop, to growers, 89
lorse, kept in cellars, 1—slioeing, 37—meadow shoe, 70

—slavers, by L. Peters, 102, 259, 299-allowanCB of

water, 125—bread for, 152—foundered, cure for, 169

—taming of, 173, 177,409— castor oil kills, 195—cholic
in, 233, 375—blinds on, 253—new shoe, 322—blinds

lor, 356, 395—reasoning, 402
lot-beds, substitute for glazed frames, 309
iousehold products, 193
rlow, Joseph, experiment in fattening swine, 261— ma-
nures, 370

!^ovvard, S., on cattle, 201
husbandry, antique, 154

I.

[can't afford it, 238
(oh houses, Ui5

mprove all the land,3G9

ndian skin dressing, 171

nsects, production of, 5—Harris on,24C—destnyer,377

rrigation, 61, 225, 347

lackson, C. T., mineral and concentrated manures, 278,
286—cliemical salts, 379—on lime, 396—chemistry of

agriculture, 410
lackson, £.. address, 202
Jaques, S., on cattle, 262
Joint stock companies, 357

K.

Kenrick, Wm.,on England and France, 244, 252
Kicking folic, 246
King, D. 1'., reclaimed meadow, 251

Labor, nobility of, 24—obligation to, 210--prices of, 230

Labor-saving implements, 339
Lard Lamps, 373
Lardoil,73, 101, 204, 339
Leailier bu-iness of Danvcrs,60—comments upon, 100

Leicester, earl of, his death, 85

Lime, its mode of application, 140—in compost, 316

—

on so.l, byC. T. J. ,396, 385
Lincoln, \Vm., report upon swine at Albany, 163
Linseed oil (or fattening cattle, 250
Lion's Law, 312
Liquid manure 125, 373

Loam as top dressing, 90
Locust, 412
Lndi Manufacturing Company, 397
Lucerne, Win Johnson's, 5, 314, 390
i.ying about crops and profits, 190, 208, 292

INDEX.'

M.
Males, altering of, 203
Manning Roborl, obit, of, 164

Mangle wurtzol, 324
Mann, IL, 216
Muiiuro, at the bottom, 98—manner of applying, 29—

heap, 35—Danicll's artificial, 8G—salt as, 45—bone,

38, 46, 213, 340—Daniel's by J. E. T., 60—organic,

mineral, 66-nitrate of soda,trial with, 78, 332—aslu-s,

92, 231, 300—compost, 93—mode of applying, 100—
cow dung, 101—salt pctre, 1 13, 259—salt, 103—manu-
facture, 117— liquid, 125, .300, 373—lime, 140—carrot,
beet, and ru bnga tops, 142—Bommer's, 155, 214, 332
— editor's experiments, 156—leached ashes, 172, 245

—anthracite coal ashes, 180—clover, 205—poudrette,

235,260,306,325—mineral and concentrated, 278

—

menhaden, 285—silicates, 307—muscles, 309— porta-

ble, 314—theory of, 324—snap suds, 332—application

of, 340—materials for, 355—J. How's experiment, 370

—cultivating without, 371—tan, 373— by J. Young,
378— plaster, wood ashes, saltpetre, salt, sand, by
Foote, 386-city, 412

Mares in foal, 347
.Massachusetts Horticultural Society, committee of ar-

rangements, &c. 27—annual exhibition, 86, 94, 145

—

festival 94, 97, 108-officers of, 139

Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture, report

on farms, 275—premium list, 337

iMason's, J , address at Worcester, 129

Meadow grounds, wet, improvement of, 33, 38, 41, 161,

178,217,250
Meal, cooking of, 89

Mease, James, on stall feeding, 92
Mechanics, 179

Menhaden as manure, 285
Microscope, 85
Middlesex County Agricultural Society's report on

farms, 161

Milking, 395—cows made easy, 410

Milk, Its characteristics, by H.irtley, 93— affected by air,

food, &c., 170 —business of Boston, 326

Millet, 405
Molasses, apple, 108

Moles, destruction of, 85
Moon, 157
Morals, problem in, 109

Morgan, Franklin, premium farm, 281

Mother's love, 200
Mountains, effects of, 210
Muck, 19, 53— its quality affected by the surrounding

uplands, 66, 70—Washington's use of, 178, 316
Muscles as manure, 309

N.

New England Farmer, notes on, 322

New airricultural implement, 382

New York Agricultural Society's premium crops, 263

—

corn, oats, potatoes and ruta bagas, 301

Norfolk farmer, lime of sowing grass seed, 182

Nose bleeding, 385

Nourishment of different vegetables, 316

O.

Oats and Peas, 10, 196,301,349
Obituary of Robert Manning, 1G4

Odds and ends, 306
Ohio grape, 177

Oil, castor, 105—linseed for fattening cattle, 250, 274

—

cake 274
'

01iver,'ll. K., lecture on bees, 294, 302, 305

Onions. 70, 102—profits of the winter, 117—worm, 347

Orchards, report on 300—planting, 385

Owls, snow, 216
Ox, Syracuse, N. Y, 116—New Jersey, 126— Billings,

236
Oxen diseases in, 147

Ox. eyed daisv, 29
Oxalic acid, 393, 396

Parsnips as food for swine, 261

Pastures, how renovateil, 68

Peaches, sale of, 75—preservation of tree, 140—trees,

401
Peaty grounds—see meadow.
Pea culture, 269
Peas & oats, 10

Peters, L., 102,299
Pets, 406
Pigeon manure. 249, 259

Plants, sleep of, 1

1

111

Plaster, 13, 57—and ashes, 227, 245, 293, 386
Phiyfuir, lecture of, 265, 297—on milk, 305, 310
Plow.i,wet meadow, 70— trial of, 78—at Anduver, 118

—

American Institute, 12C—at Hartford, 133—Kennebec
County, 138, 196

Plowiu;.', 109—matches, scientific, 193— Essex county,
242—remarkable, 209, c.70

Plymouth County Agricultural Society, premium list,

Plum tree and its enemies, 273, 260, 318—curculio, 342
Poetry—temperiiiiro address, 272—bubbling spiing, 152
Charade, 208—Child's address to his father, 320-cup
fiir I'no, 32—crowded street, 330—good cow, 248

—

Heart to bo let, 216— Harvest Hymn, 126— Hope, 280
—Hymn, SO—Law, 248—oh take the maddening bowl
away, 288—man of toil, 8—maiden's reply, 230—puz-
zle, 208—.iimih'S, 24—song for the season, 264—tem-
perance crew, 168— lee-totiiller's auKI lang syne, 96

—

Time's doings 136— Washingtonian call, 4ci—watch-
word, 192

Poison, wliitu ash a remedy for, 14—animal, 411
Pomace, planiing of, 153
Pork, experiments in fattening, 59—curing, 173, 339
Posts, setting, for gates, 89
Post ofhce law, evasion of, 189
Potato, sweet, its various uses, 13—blossoms to be taken

off, 14—harvesting and storing, 102, 109—culture, 1 14,

121, 153—seedlings, 166—our experiments with, 182,

189— new, 197—great yield,2IO—frozen, 2H—novel
propagation, 225, 253, oOl— analysis, 313—steaming,
315, 334—Florida, 349, 356,357, 364, 366—bread, 411

Poudrette, 235, 260, 306, 325, 348, 397
Poultry yards, 114,212
Prime facts, 185, 258
Prices, low, 330
Produce of five acres, 211
Prince, J , on linseed oil, 250
Punctuality in paying fur the paper, Nathan's epistle,

Publisher's notice, 414
Putnam, Gen,, his letter, 264

aueries, 201, 354
a.

Radishes, 340
Rattlesnake, 392
Reading, winter, 179
Remedies and Recipes—.\merican plum pudding, 53

—

ants, 141—acorn coffee, 209—breath bad, 253—bees'

wax, separation of, 35—barley water, 139—burns, 90,
162—cows cleaning, 121— butter, rancid restored, 53
—bacon, 173—candle making, 170—cucumbers,how to

cook, 75—cramp in stomach, 8'3—cement, fire proof,

133—cholera morbus, 77—dropsy, cure for, 32—corns

173, 233—consumption, 190—cancer, cure of, 210

—

dropsy, cure for, 32—dysentery, cure for, 45—cholic

in horses, 233—chokid cattle, 253, 269—cockroaches,
261,355—coffee, 265—color, red and yellow, 411

—

erysipelas, 292—fish cooking, 233— foot rot in sheep,

324—flies kept from animals, 35—founder, cure for,

169—grease from silk, 153

—

Indian cake, 133—^^jaun-

dice, cure for, 29—kidney worm, 81—lice on hens,

324, 397—milk, preservation of at sea, 29—moles,

destruction of. 85—musty grain, 278—paint without
oil or lead, 277—poison, white ash, 14, 91—pork and
beef curing, 173—rats kept from grain, 124—razor

strap, 115—scours in pigs, 81—calves, 354—sheep
skins with wool on, 251—shoe blacking, 107—soap,

357—vermin fmni granaries, 1 1.5—warts in cattle and
horses, 245— Washington cake, 53—wheel grease, 109
—yeast 29, 354— poison sheep, 277

Resting place, novel, 200
Rhode Island Agt. Soc. Prem. list, 346—premiums of,

388,394,403
Rice, wild, 74
Rich, Q,. O., results and inquiries, 283
Richardson, E

,
premium farm, 282

Ridae vs, flat drill, 211

Roller, 253— substitute, 2C9
Root pruning, 173

Rotation by J. H. Turner, 17—by Rufiin, 18—Turner,
50

Roots, winter preservation of, 134—value of, 174, 252,

254,257, 333, 350
Royal Agr. Society of England, 61

Rust,102—vegetable, 354

Ruta baga, efi'ects upon after crops, 91—manure for, 158

—by N, C, Bement, 236, 301—analysi.^ 313, 360
Rye, winter for early spring feed, 25—time of sowing,

37— bone manure for it, 38—by J. Keely, 67—with

grass seed, 66—Spring harrowing unfavorable, 88



s.

Salt, as manure, 45— for destroying grubs, 59, 235—for

wheat, 113, 3C5—on vines, 38a

Salts, chemical as I'ertilizers, by C.T. Jaclison, 379
Saltpetre, 113, 259
Saunders, 11. his farm, 322

Seaaon, 350, 363, 3H3
Seed, selection of, ti7— vitality of, 405

Selfmade men, 213
Sexes, life and death of, 171

Sexton, E., premium farm, 291

Sheep, saxoii merino, history of, 74—winter management
of 83—bells, 93

Sheep, preserved from gad fly, 37—hemlock for, 210

—

foot rot, 324

Shoemaker's wife, 149

Silk reels, culture, 52, 54—convention, 58, 329— native,

60, 306, 334, 341, 347, 353

Seasons, cycles in, 108

Skins, Indian dressing of, 171—with wool on, 251

Sheep, 13—turnips fur, 178—slaughtered fur their pells,

206, 211—wintering, 245
Sleep of plants, 11

Slobber grass, 299
Snow birds, 198—owls, 216—snow a fertilizer, 301, 324
—in Maine, 347

Smith, G. B., on silk, 53—soda nitrate, trial with, 78
Soap, 357
Soil, improvement of by mixtures, 20—stirring of, 45,

310—of the road, who owns it? 53—physical proper-

ties, 18G— pulverising, 197—renovated, 389
Sorrel, 90—N. Darling, 361— D. 369—S. L. Dana, 393,

U. T. Jackson, 306
Sowed corn, by J. Welles, 83, 86—G. Denny, 117
Spin, can she? 13

Spy, Mass., 292
Spring work, 310
Stall feeding, bj' James Mease, 92
Stock, home bred, 81—handling of, 149, 246, 240
Stones on land, 409
Sloven, 190, 206

INDEX.

Straw, 195
Strawberries, 347
Slumps, 169
Sub soil, intervale, 28, 235—plowing, 332
Sugar froM] corn stalks, 54, 205, 393
Swallows, their instinct or reason, 56
Swimming, 96
Swine, profit of, by H. Colman, 21—report upon at Al-

bany, 163
Sycamore tree, disease of, 406
Symphytum, a new kind of food, 173

T.

Tan, a manure, 373
Teschemacher's address, 122
Thanksgiving, 166
Thistle, a biennial, 11—Canada, 30
Thunder and lightning, 4

Tight Dressing, 274
Tillage, 390
Timber, time ofcutting, 405
Times, 315,352
Tomatoes, cure scours in pigs, 81

Too late, 192
Too much truth, 213
Top dressing loam, 90—ashes for, 231
Transplanting trees, 350
True spirit, 232
Turner, J. H., on rolation, 17, 50
Turnips, English, J4—effects upon the soil, 121—-and

bones, 196—feed in England, 274—experiments in, 324
Turnip fly, 141, 404

U.

Uncertainties, charming, 198

Vegetable weather prophets, 75
Vegetables, comparative nutriment in, 316
Ventilation, 141

Vine, grape, culture of, 19, 331—manure for, 37

Vineyards, dressing for, 265
Vines, squash, near the sea, 388
Voice, its power over children, 59

V/.

Wail, Wm. S , on apples in Illinois, 373
Warmth, as food for cattle, 251

Wasliington's appointment, 224—letter, 226
Water, cold, as drink, 20, 30—lime, 81, 227
Wax grafting, 332
Weather prophets, vegetable, 75—animal, 112, 184, 30;

322
Webster, Daniel, his country residence, 96
Weeds, destroy them, 68, 141

Welles, J., sowed corn, 83—sycamore tree, 406
Welles, T. N., 194
W"erden, Elias, prem. farm, 281

Wheat, mediterranean, 57"-seed, 65— quality improvec
65—culture, 140

Smut in, 253—from H. L. Ellsworth, 202—Black se<

341—seed, 380— slugs, 401

While weed, or ox eyed daisy, 29, 406
Who knows the moat, 229
Windpipe, opening of, 208
Winter weeding, 195— breaking up of, 230—work, 23
—butter, 255

Wood, dry and green, 188
Wool, importation of, 235
Worcester Co. Agr. Soc. report on root crops, 218
Work, taking in, 27—farmer's in winter, 174
Worm cut, 19

Yankee oxen and drivers, 277
Year, close of, 206— new, 214
Toung, W. C, his corn crop, 4, I

Young men, hints to, 100

Zizania equatica, or wild rice, 74
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For the N. E. Farmer.

"SPARE THE BIRDS," OR KILL THEM?
.Mr Editor—Sir—We have become almost as

familiar willi the pliraso, " Sparc the birds," as we

havo with the cloclriiie that we should spare tlie

life of the murdprer.

The liawk comes liown, ami kills and carries off

my poultry : th') response of the newspapers is,

" spnrc the birds."

My currants, my strawberries, and my cherries,

are not yet lialf ripe, but while I am writing-, tiie

crested larks, and other robbers, are carrying them

off, ami destroyintj the whole crops, without show-

ing the least disposition to leave me even a tithe of

them. But instead of this, for my comfort when I

take up a newspaper and learn from its pages, that

in the legislature of Connecticut, Dr. D., of N.,

has done honor both to his head and his heart, by

delivering hnnself of a plea tliat the people would

spare tht birds."

If I leave my carriage in my barn, who can count

the number of the places which will bo defiled by

the swallows, which build their nests in barns?

When I wish for rest, the cliimney swallows pay

no regard to my need of repose, and they thunder

along the flues of the chimney, frequently giving

us an idea of the rattling of coaches, the sound of

distant artillery, or the rumbling of an earthquake.

I am very fond of raspberries, and have culti-

vated a number of kinds, but the birds steal away

all they can get from me.

I am an admirer of cherries and of mulberries,

particularly of the black ones, and have set out a

tiumber of trees, but since they have grown large,

though the trees bear abundantly, the robins and

other birds steal them so constantly and so pcrse-

veringly, that / can scarcely get a single ripe one

during the season.

1 am a great lover of grapes, and have cultivated

a number of vines, but after the rose-biigs have

eaten what they can in the spring, the birds claim

the remainder, as soon as they ripen.

My family like green peas, but the birds cl.'iim

the privilege of being served and helped first.

Myself and my family like corn—but the crows,

the brown thrushes and the b'lackbirds combine to

prevent my having any part of the crop.

I cultivate garden seeds, but find it very difficult

;o secure my Centaurea, my Leontodon, my tur-

nips, my ruta baga, my cabbage, or my lettuce

3eeds, from the yellow and other birds, which de-

light in stealing away the fruits of my labors; and

if in addition to stealing my fruits, they do not de-

stroy more than .$100 a year for me otherwise, it

does not seem to be their fault, for they seem de-

termined to do all they can.

" But the birds sing !" True, they seem to fly

iway very joyously, and pour forth their songs in

great glee, after they have robbed me of my trea-

sures; but / had much rather have juy, and smiles,

and songs, in my family, all called forth by the en-

joyment of the luxuriant fruits which I have ciilli

vatcd at so much e.ipeuse, and by the enjoymcni

of plentilul crops, which supply my wite and chil

dren with food, than to have my.-elf and f ciiiily loll

destitute, that the birds may rejoice that they have

stolen from us our crops.

But, say the pseudo-benevolent bird praisers, the

birds catch the insecls. But is this true to any val

uable oxloiu ? "['he caterpillars, of various kinds

eat up our trees, and eat they may, for what the'

birds do, or fur what the birds care; and 1 have

never known hut one kind of birds to show any dis-

po.sitiou to touch the caterpillars at all—and that

kind of bird rarely ever meddles with them. The

buzzing beetles are nearly as thick as hail stones in

a shower, but I never knew a bird to catch one of

them. The cut toorms eat off my beans, potatoes,

corn, &.C., but the birds do not prevent it. The
canlicr worms have eaten the leaves from many ap-

ple trees in this State, this season, till the trees

appear as if they had been burnt to death with fire
;

but I do not know that the birds have yet caught one

of them. The rose bugs make great destiuction

among our roses, cherrie.s, peaches, pears and ap-

ples ; but our birds never disturb the rose bugs at

all. True, the birds sometimes catch a harmless

dew worm, but the dew worms never eat or injure

our vegetables or our fruits, that I know of. Thus

the zeal to "spare tht birds," seems, in effect, only

to give us additional destroyers, and destroyers too

of no very small degree of activity.

But why should we spare these robbers for their

fine plumage (M- for their fine voices, any more than

we would excuse any other thief for the commis-

sion of his crimes, because he also wore a fine coat,

or had an agreeable voice. I had much rather eat

good ripe strawberries, and cherries, and mulber-

ries, and raspberries, and currants, than to lose all

these for the sake of looking at fine feathers.

In short, Mr Editor, if you do not kindly give us

in your valuable paper, something on this subject

which shall be on the side .of justice, I fear that it

will not be long before the unreasonable rage for

the protection of the birds will be as great as the

rage which formerly existed for the destruction of

witches, and that it will not be long, before our

legislators, forgetful of the protection of their con-

stituents, will be found spending their time in le-

gislating for the protection of birds, and in render-

ing it penal for us to defend our vegetable produc-

tions and our most valuable crops and fruits from

the attacks of a ceriain claws of robbers, especially

i|f the robbers wear toie feathers and have fine voices.

Yours, truly, JUSTICE.
East Haddnm, Conn., June 2Qth, 1842.

OC/'Here we have it. We looked for a shot,

though we knern not whence it would come. Wo
are met openly and honoraby, and the aim is true:

but if we are brought down, we do not yet know it.

Soberly—we knew when we cried "Spare the

birds," that they will rob; and "Justice" has only

pleasantly over stated the extent of their depreda-

tions. The question has two sides, and we are ready

to admit a defence of either to our columns. fVe

still repeat, "Spare the birds"—because we believe

it is easy to get from I horn more good than harm.
The songs and the feathers we let pass : on the

ground of profit and loss we are willing to stand.

'I'he cherry -bird, (orchard oreole ?) tufted robin,

tufted lark, canker-worm bird, or whatever else its

name, does feed, and often freely, upon the canker-

worm. Swallows feed entirely upon insects—cer-

tainly not upon the crops—and some scii^en might
be put between the carriage and their nest-t. The
crows and blackbirds do feed much upon worms
and upon the cut-worm while it is taking its early

dawn crawl from stalk to stalk. Most of the birds

live much of the year upon insects, which if not

thus thinned off, would greatly multiply—and as

we think, would soon do us more harm than we
now receive from the birds. Would they ? This
is the question'. Neither side can be proved ;

—
opinion is all that we can get. But there are facts

that should havo some influence in detcr.'nining

opinion.

In the towns around Boston in which fruit is

raised extensively, the cultivators of fruit strive to

save the birds. They are willing to let them take

cherries, in consideration of the many bun-s and
worms destroyed by them. And the cherry is the

principal fruit upon which they make very exten-

sive depredations.

Seeds generally would be better, if the stalks

bearing them were cut up about as early as the

time when the birds begin to peck open the pods.

Regarding the statements of " Justice" as plea-

sant exaggerations on his side, we presume there

is no occasion for us to say more in reply. Should
he or other.s wish to go farther into the matter, our
columns are open for its discussion, and we are

willing to look deeper into it En. N. E. F.

KEEPING HORSES IN BARN CELLARS.
Mr Putnam— I noticed an article in your pa-

per of this week, inquiring about keeping horses in

barn cellars. In regard to the subject of compari-

son, I have nothing to say, as I have had no expe-

rjence. But as regards keeping horses in the

basement story, I have stabled mine in the cellar

the last eight years, and have had no difficulty

whatever; but on the contrary, like it for the rea-

sons assigned by the inquirer. If the inquirer

thinks it not too far, and will call on me, I will

give him all tlio information in my power.

JOSEPH HOW.
Methuen, June '>,o, 1842.

An old picture represents a king sitting instate,

with a label, " I govern all"—a bishop with a le-

gend, " I pray for all"—a soldier with a motto,

" I fight for all"—and a farmer, drawing forth re-

luctantly a purse, with the superscription, '^ I pay

for all'."'

Poor Richard says that " time is money," and

some folks make it the kind of currency to pay

debts in ; and a great deal of time they take to

do it.— Exch. pap.
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03='The following tale conveys so excellent a

moral, by an agricultural illustration, and sucli an

impressive demonstration cf the power of the Chris-

tian precept, " Do unto others as ycni would they

should do unto you," that we make no apology for

the space it occupies in our coluTins, which per-

haps would not be hlled with more profitable mat-

ter, were it devoted, as usual, to that of a strictly

agricultural character.

THE HUSH EL OF CORN.

BT T. S. ARTHUR.

Farmer Gray had a neighbor who was not the

best tempered man in the world, though mainly

kind and obliging. He was a shoemaker. His

name was Barton. One day in harvest tiuie, when

every hand on the farm was busy as a bee, this

.man came over to Farmer Gray's, and said, in rath-

er a petulent tone of voice

—

'Mr Gray, I wish you would send over and

drive your geese home.'

' Why so, Mr Barton ; what have my geese been

doing ?' said the farmer, in a mild quiet tone.

'They pick my pigs' ears when they are eating,

and go into my garden, and I will not have it !' the

neighbor replied in a still more petulent voice.

'I am really sorry for it, neighbor Barton ;
but

what can I do ?'

'Why yoke them, and thus keep them on your

own premises. It's no kind of way to let your

geese run alt over every farm imd garden in the

neighborhood.'
' But I cannot see to it now. It is harvest time,

friend Barton, and every man, woman and child on

tlie farm has as much as he or she can do. Try

and bear it for a week or so, and then I will see if

I can possibly remedy the evil.'

' I can't bear it, and I wont bear it any longer!'

the shoemaker said. 'So if you do n't take care of

them, friend Gray, I shall have to take care of

them for you.'

' Well, neighbor Barton, you can do as you

please,' farmer Gray replied in his usual quiet tone.

' I am sorry that they trouble you, Imt 1 cannot at-

tend to them now.'

'I'll attend to them for you, see if I don't,' the

shoemaker said, still more angrily, and then turned

upon his heel and strode off towards his own house,

which was quite near.

' What upon earth can be the matter with them

geese .'' Mrs Gray said about fifteen minutes after-

wards.

' I really cannot tell, unless neighbor Barton'is

taking care of them. He threatened to do so if I

did n't yoke them right off.'

'Taking care of them! How taking care of

them -''

' As to that I am quite in the dark. Killing

them, perhaps. He said they picked at his pigs'

ears and drove them away when they were eating,

and that he would not have it. He wanted me to

yoke them right off, but that 1 could not do, as all

the hands are busy. He then said, that if I did n't

take caie of them, he would. So I suppose he is

engaged in the neighliorly business of taking care

of our geese.'

'John! William! run over and see what Mr
Barton is doing with my geese,' !Mrs Gray said, in

a quick and anxious tone, to two little boys who

were playing near.

The urchins scampered off, well pleased to per-

^form any errand.

' Oh, if he has dared to do any thing to my geese.

I will never forgive him!' the good wife said, an-

grily.

' H-u-s-h, Sally ! make no rash speeches. It

is more than probable that he ha;; killed some two

or three of them. But never mind if he has. He
will get over his pet, and be sorry for it.'

' Yes ; but what good will his being sorry do

me. Will it bring my geese to life ?'

' Ah, well, Sally, never mind. Let us wait until

we learn what all this disturbance is about.'

In about ten minutes the children came home,

bearing the bodies of three gnese, each without a

head.

' Oh, is n t that too much for hum.nn endurance !'

exclaimed Mrs Gray. ' Where did you find them ?'

' We found them lying out in the road,' said the

oldest of the two children. 'And when we picked

them up, Mr Barton said—''Tell your father that

I have yoked his geese for him, to save him the

trouble, as his hands are all too busy to do it.'"

' I 'd sue him for it !' said M rs Gray in an indig-

nant tone.

' And what good would that do, Sally .''

' Why it would do a great deal of good. It

would teach him better manners. It would punish

him ; and he deserves punishment.'

put a jar ol cream into it as long as yon lived

—

that you would n't. And yet, on trial, you found

that churn the best yon had ever used, and now

would n't part with it on any consideration. So

you see, Sally, that even you can sjy and do un.

reasonable things when you are angry just as well

as Mr Barton can. I<et us then consider him a

little, and give him time to get over his angry fit.

It will be much better to do so.'

Mrs Gray saw that her husband was right, but

still she felt indignant at the outrage connnitted on

her geese. Slie did not, however, say any thing

about suing the shoemaker— for old brindle's head

from which the horn had been knocked off, was

not entirely well, and one prosecution very natu

rally suggested the idea of another. So she took

her three fat geese, and after stripping off their

feather?, had them prepared for the table.

On the next morning, as Mr Gray was goin

along the road, he met the shoemaker, and as they

had to pass very near to each other, the farmer

smiled an<l bowed, and spoke kindly. Mr Barton

looked and felt very uneasy, but fanner Gray did

not seem to remember the unpleasant incident of

the day before.

. It was about eleven o'clock of the same day,

And punish us into the bargain. We have
j
,i,at one of farmer (iray's little boys came running ,'

lost tlireo geese now, but we still have their good

fat bodies to eat. A lawsuit would cost us a good

many geese, and not leave us even so much as the

feathers, besides giving us a world of trouble and

vexiition. No, no, Sally—just let it rest, and he

will be sorry for it, I know.'

'Sorry for it, indeed! And what good will his

being sorry for it do us, I should like to know ?

Next, he will kill a cow, and then we must be sat-

isfied with his being sorry for it ! Now, I can tell

you that I don't believe any thing about his be-

ing sorry, the crabbed, ill-natured wretch.'

'Don't call hard names, Sally,' farmer Gray

said, in n mild, soothing tone. ' Neighbor Barton

was not himself when he killed the geese. Like

every other angry person, he was a little insane,

and did what he would not have done had he been

perfectly in his right mind. When you are a little

excited, you know, Sally, that even yott do and

say unreasonable things.'

" Me do and say unreasonable things !' exclaim-

ed Mrs Gray, with a look and tone of indignant as-

tonishment; 'Me say and do unreasonable things

when I 'm angry ! 1 do n't understand you, Mr
Gray.'

' May bo I can help you a little. Do n't you

remember how angry you were when Mr Mellon's

old brindle got into our garden, and tramped over

your lettuce bed, and how you struck her with the

oven pole, and knocked off one of her horns?"

' But I did n't mean to do that, though.'

' No, but then you were angry, and struck old

hrindle with a right good will. And if Mr Mellon

had felt disposed, he might have prosecuted for

damages.'
' But she had no business there.'

' Of course not. Neither had our geese any

business in neighbor Barton's yard. But, perhaps

I can help you to another instance, that will be

more conclusive in regard to your doing and saying

unreasonable things when you are angry. Yoti re-

member the patent churn ?'

' Yes, but never mind about that.'

' So you have not forgotten how unreasonable

you were about the churn. It was n't good for

any thing—you knew it wasn't; and you'd never
]j^,|(j g^jj

to him, and crying

—

Oh father ! father! Mr Barton's hogs are in

our corn field.'

' Then I must go and drive them out,' said Mr
Gray, in a quiet tone.

' Drive 'em out !' ejaculated Mrs Gray. 'Drive

'em out, indeed ! I 'd shoot them, that 's what I 'd

do ! I 'd serve him as he served my geese yester-

day I'

' But that would n't bring the geese to life again,

Sally.'

' I do 'nt care if it would n't : it would he paying

him in his own coin, and that's all he deserves.'

'You know what the bible says, Sally, aboui

grievous words, and they apply with stronger forct

to grievous actions. No— no— I will return neigh

bor Barton good for evil. That is the best away

He has done wrong, and I am sure is sorry for it

And as I wish him still to remain sorry for so un

kind and unneighborly an action, I intend making

use of the best means for keeping him sorry.'

Then you will be revenged on him, any how.'

No, Sally— not revenged. I hope I have no

such feeling. For I am not angry with neighboM

Barton, who has done himself a much greatei

wrong than he has done me. But I wish him tt

see clearly how wrong lie acted, that he may do sc

no more. And then we shall not have any caust

to complain of him, nor he any to bi; grieved, as 1

am sure he is at his own hasty conduct. Bui

while I am talking here, his hogs are destroying

my corn.'

And BO saying, farmer Gray hurried off towards

his corn-field. When he arrived there, he founc

fotir large hogs tearing down the stalks, and pulling

off and eating the ripe ears of corn. They had al

ready destroyed a good deal. But he drove then

out very calmly, and put up the bars through whici:

they had entered, and then commenced gathering

up the half eaten ears of corn, and throwing there

out into the lane for the hogs that had been sosud

denly disturbed in the process of obloining a'libe.

ral meal. As he was thus engaged, Mr I'arton.

«hu had from his own house seen the farmer turo

the hogs out of his corn-field, cnme hurriedly up,
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I am very sorry, Mr Gray, indeed I am, thai my
hogs have done liiis : I will most cheerfully pay

you for what tticy have destroyed.'

Oh, never mind, friend Barton— never mind.

Such Ihinjrs will happen occasionally. My geeso,

you luioiv, annoy you very mucli sometimes,'

Do n'l speak of it, .Mr Gray. They did n't nn-

nov me hall as much as I imagined they did. But

how much corn do you think my hogs have de-

etroyed .' One bushel, or two bushels—or how

much? Let it be estimated, and I will pay you

for it most cheerfully.'

Oh, no—no( for tiie world, friend Barton. Such

things will happen sometimes. And besides, some

5f my men must have left the bars down, or your

nogs could never have wot in. So do n't think any

nnro about it. It would be dreadful if one neigh-

3or could not bear a little with another.'

All this cut poor Mr Barton to the heart. His

iwn ill-natured language and conduct, at a much

imaller trespass on his rights, presented itself to

lis mind, and deeply mortified him. After a few

noments' silence he said—
The fact is, .\lr Gray, I shall feel better if you

vill let me pay for this corn. My hogs should not

e fattened ul your expense, and I will not consent

o its being done. So I shall insist on paying you

or at least one bushel of corn, for I am sure they

ave destroyed that much, if not more.'

But .Mr Gray shook his head, and smiled plea-

anlly, as he replied

—

Do n't think any thing more about it, neighbor

larton. It is a matter deserving no consideration.

Jo doubt my cattle have often trespassed on you,

nd will trespass on you again. Let us then bear

nd forbear.'

All this cut the shoomuker still deeper, and he

jlt still less at ease in mind after he parted from

18 farmer than he did before. But one thing he

""solved, and that was to pay Mr Gray for the corn

hich Ins hog.', had eaten.

' You told him your mind pretty plainly, 1 hope,'

. ttra Gray said, as her husband came in.

'I certainly did,' was the quiet reply.

'And I am glad you had spirit enough to do it

!

reckim he will think twice before he kills any

iiore of my geese.'

'I expect you are right, Sally. I don't think

'e shall be troubled again.'

'And what did you say to him ? And what did

e say for himself?'

' Why he wanted very much to pay me for the

am his pigs had eaten ; but I would n't hear to it.

told him that it made no difference in the world,

'hat such accidents would happen sometimes.'

• You did ?'

' Certainly, I did.'

' And tiiat 'a the way you spoke your mind to him !'

'Precisely. And it had the desired effect. It

lade him feel ten times worse than if I had spoken

ngrily to him. He is exceedingly pained at what

e has done, and says he will never rest until he

as paid for that corn. But I am resolved never

t take a cent for it. It will be the best possible

uaranty 1 can have for his kind and neighborly

snduct hereafter.'

Well, perhaps you are right,' Mrs Gray said,

fter a few moments of thoughtful silence. ' I

kc Mrs Barton very much—and now I come to

link of it, 1 should not wish to have any difference

etween our families.'

'And so do I like Mr Barton. He has read a

ood deal, and I find it very pleasant to sit with

him occasionally during the long winter evenings.

Ilis only fault is his (juick temper—but I am sure

it is much bettor for us to bear with and soothe

that, than to oppose and excite it, and thus keep

both his family and our own in hot wntcr.'

'You are certainly right,' Mrs Gray said, 'and I

only wish that I could always think and (eel as yon

do. But I am a little quick, as they say.'

' And so is Mr Barton. Now just the same con-

sideration that you would desire others to have for

yon. should you exercise towards Mr Harlon, or

any one else whose hasty temper leads him into

words or actions that in calmer and more thought-

ful moments, are subjects of regret.'

On the next day, ivhile Mr Gray stood in his own
door, fnun which he could see all over the two or

three acres (if ground that the shoeuiaker cultiva-

ted, he observed two of his own cows in his neigh-

bor's corn-field, browsing away in quite a content-

ed manner. As he was going to call one of the

farm hands to go over and drive them out, he per-

ceived that Mr Barton had become aware of the

mischief that was going on, and had already started

for the field of corn.

'Now we will see the effect of yesterday's les-

son,' the farmer said to himself, and then paused to

observe the manner of the shoemaker towards his

cattle in driving them out of the field. In a few

minutes Mr Barton came up to the cows—but, in-

stead of throwing stones at them, or striking them

with a stick, he merely drove them out in a quiet

way, and put up the bars through which they had

entered.

' Adjnirable !' ejaculated farmer Gray.
' What is admirable ?' asked his wife, who came

within hearing distance at the moment.

'Why the lesson I gave our friend Barton yes-

terday, works admirably.'

' How so .'"

' Why two of our cows were in his corn-field a

few minutes ago, destroying the corn at a rapid

rate.'

' Well ! what did he do to thein ?' in a quick

anxious tone.

' He drove them out.'

'Did he stone them, or beat them ?'

'Oh no. He was as gentle as a child towards

them.'

'You are certainly jesting.'

' Not I. Friend Barton has not forgotten that

his pigs were in my corn-field yesterday, and that

I turned them out without hurting a hair of one of

them. Now, suppose I had got angry and beaten

his hogs, what do you think the result would have

been ? Why, it is much more than probable, that

one or both of our fine cows would have been

at this moment in the condition of Mr Mellon's

old brindle.'

'I wish you would n't say any thing more about

old brindle,' Mrs Gray said, trying to laugh, while

her face grew red, in spite of her efforts to keep

down her feelings.

'JWell, 1 won't, Sally, if it worries you. But it

is such a good illustration, that I cannot help using

it sometimes.'

'I am glad he didn't hurt the cows, Mrs Gray

said, after a pause.

'And so am I, Sally. Glad on more than one

account. It shows that he has made an effort to

keep down his hasty, irritable temper—and if he

can do that, it will be a favor conferred on the

whole neighborhood, for almost every one com-

plains, at times, of this fault in his character.'

'It is certainly the best jiolicy to keep fair

weather with him'—Mrs Gray remarked— ' for a

man of his temper could annoy us a good deal.'

'That word policy, Sally, is not a good word,'

her husband replied. ' It conveys a thoroughly

selfish iden. Now, we ought to look for some
higher motive of action than mere policy—motiree

grounded in correct and unselfish principles.'

' But what other motive but policy could we
possibly have for putting up with Mr Barton's out-

rageous conduct ?'

'Other and far higher motives, it seems to me.

We should reflect that Mr Barton has naturally a

hasty temper, and that, when excited, he does

things for which he is sorry afterwards—and that,

in nine cases out of ten, he is a greater sufferer

from these outbreaks than any one else. In our

actions towards him, then, it is a much higher and

better motive for us to be governed by a desire to

aid him in the correction of this evil, than to look

merely to the protection of oursel»es from its ef-

fects. Do you not think so?'

'Yes, it does seem so.'

' When thus moved to action, we arc, in a de-

gree regarding the whole neighborhood, for the

evil of which we speak, affects all. And in thus

suffering ourselves to be governed by such eleva-

ted and unselfish motives, we gain all that we pos-

sibly could have gained under the mere instigatioB

of policy—and a great deal more. But to bring

the matter into a still narrower compass. In all

our actions towards him and every one else, we
should be governed by the simple consideration

—

Is it right ? If a spirit of retaliation be not right,

then it cannot be indulged without a mutual injury.

Of course, then, it should never prompt us to ac-

tion. If cows or hogs get into my field or garden,

and destroy my property, who is to blame most?

Of course, myself. I should have kept my fences

in better repair, or my gate closed. The animals

certainly are not to blame, for they follow only the

promptings of nature—and their owners should not

be censured, for they know nothing about it. It

would then be very wrong for me to injure both

the animals and their owners for my own neglect

—would it not ?'

' Yes—I suppose it would.'

' So at least it seems to me. Then, of course, I

ought not to injure neighbor Barton's cows or hogs,

even if they do break into my corn-field or garden,

simply because it would be wrong to do so. This

is the principle upon which we should act, and not

from any selfish policy.'

After this, there was no more trouble about far-

mer Gray's geese or cattle. Sometimes the geese

would get among Mr Barton's hogs, and annoy

them while eating, but it did not worry him as it

did formerly. If they became too troublesome, he

would drive them away, but not by throwing sticks

and stones at thein, as he once did.

Late in the fall, the shoemaker brought in hie

bill for work. It was a pretty large bill, with su»-

dry credits.

I Pay day has come at last, farmer Gray said,

good humoredly, as the shoemaker presented his

account. ' Well, let us see!' and he took the bill

to examine it, item after item.

'What is this?' he asked, reading aloud.

' Cr. By one bushel of corn, Jijty cents.'

' It 's some corn I had from you.'

'I reckon you must be mistaken. You never

got any corn from me.'
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' Oh yes I diO. I reineinher it |ierfcclly well.

It is all liwlil.'

' Biit nlir>n (liil yuu gft It, friciiii B;irtoti ? I orn

sure that I liav'nt lliu tiiipsl distant recullpctnin df

It.'

'My lio^'s i:(it it,' ihn shoemalicr said, in rallier

a low and hesitating tone.

' Vour hogs !'

'Yes. D(i n't you remember when my hugs

broke into your field, and destroyed your corn ?'

' Oh dear ! Is that it ? Oh, no, no, friend Uar-

ton ! I cannot allow thiit item in the bill.'

' Yes, but you must, It is perfectly just—and

I .shall never rest until it is paid.'

'I can't indeed. You couldn't help your hogs

getting into my Held ; and then yuu know, fiend

Barton

—

(lowerir.g his tone)—my geese weie very

troublesome !'

The shoemaker blushed and looked confused ;

but farmer Gray slapped him familiarly on the

shoulder, and said, in a lively, cheerful way

—

'Don't think any thing more about it, friend

Barton! And hereafter, let us endeavor to rfo as

we wouldbe done by, and then every thing will go

on as smooth as clock-work.'

' But you will allow that item in the bill ?' the

shoemaker nrijed, perseverin^'ly.

'Oh no, I could n't do that. I should think it

wrong to make yon pay for my own or some of my
men's negligence in leaving the bars down.'

'But then

—

(hesitatingly)—those ge.>se ! !

killed three. Let it i;o for them.'

'If you did kill them, we ate them—so thit is

even. No— no— let the past I'e forgotten, and if

it makes better neighbors and friends of us, we
never need regret wiiat has happened.'

Farmer Oray remained firm, and the bill was

settled, omitting the item of 'corn' From that

lime forth, he never had a better neighbor than the

shoemaker.

The cows, and hogs, and geese of both, would

occasionally trespass—but tlio trespassers were al-

ways kindly removed. The lesson was not lost on

either of tliem—for even Farmer Gray used to

feel, sometimes, a little annoyed when his neigh-

bor's cattle broke into his tield. lint in teaching

the shoemaker a lesson, he had taken a little of it

to himself.

HESSIAN FLY.

A farmer in the Zanesviile Gazette says— " I

am led from recent observations, to believe that

the Hessian fly never attacks the stoals or sprouts

that put out from the oritrinal wheat stalk ; but

only thn original stalk itself. Can any of my
brother farmers, or any agricultural editor with

whom yon exchange, give any additional insight

into this matter?"

If the fact here asserted is true, may it not be

that the original stalk is so much more forward in

the early part of the "enson than the sprouts— that

for this reason the Hy selects it .'

—

1'2d. N. F. F.

Ubiquity.—Josiah Qiiincy is President of t''0

Massachusetts Senate, and Josiah Quincy is Pre-

iitlent of the Senati' of New Hampshire, and Josiah

Q,uiiicy is ['resident of Harvard University.

Somebody saysThat " Esq." at the end of a man's

name, in many instances, is like the "quirk" in a

pig's tail—more lor an ornament than use.

THE GREAT KENTUCKY CORN CROP.
We copied an article from the Albany Cultiva-

tor a few weeks since, stating that a Mr Young, of

Kentucky, had raised 19.5 bushels of corn per acre.

Mr Y. has since coinninnicated his method of cul-

tivation to the Louisville Journal, from which we
extract the loilowing:—
"My universal rule is, to plow my corn land the

fall preceding the spring when I plant; and as

early in the spring as possible, I cross-plow as deep

as circumstances will permit: and as soon as this

is done, 1 commence checking off— ihe first way

with my large plows and the second with my small

ones ; the checks three feet by three, admitting of

working the land both ways. And then, I plant

my corn from the ".^Oth to the 2.5th of March—

a

rule to which I adhere with scrupulous exactness ;

planting from eight to twelve grains in each hill,

covering tire same from fuur lo six inches deep,

greatly preferring the latter depth ; and in this

particular I take more pride and more pains than

any oiher farmer in Kentucky, holding it as my
rilling principle, that the product of the corn crop

depends very much upon its being properly cover-

ed, and much on its being properly plowed the first

time. So soon as my corn is up of sufficient height,

1 start the large harmw directly over the rows, al-

lowing a horse to walk each side, harrowing the

way the corn was planted ; and on land prepared

as above and harrowed as directed, the hoeing part

will bo so completely performed hy this process,

that it will satisfy the most skeptical. Then, al-

lowing the corn thus harrowed to remain a few

days, I start my small plows with the bar next the

corn; and so nicely will this be done, that when a

row is thus plowed, so completely will the inter-

mediate spaces, hills, &c., be lapped in by the

loose earth occasioned by this system of close plow-

ing, as In render any other work useless for a time.

I thin to lour stalks upon a hill, never having to

transplant, iho second plowing being performed

with the inoold-board towards the rows of corn;

and so rapid has been the growth of the corn be-

tween the first and second plowings, that this is

performed with ease ; and when in this stage, I

consider my crop safe; my general rule being,

never to plow my corn more than four times, and

harrow once. My practice is, to put a field in

corn two successive years, then grass it, and let it

lie eight years—a rule from which I never deviate.

Now, I do not preiend that the labor bestowed upon

a sod field to put it in a state of thorough cultiva-

tion, does not meet with a fair equivalent from one

crop— but I presume no farmer will doubt when I

say, the second year's crop from sod land is better

than the first, with not more than one half the la-

bor. The best system of fnrming is, to produce

the greatest amount of profit from the smallest

amount of labor.

" I lay it down as an axiom incontrovertible in

the cultivation of corn, that whenever a large crop

has been raised, it was the result of close and early

planting; and I defy proof to the contrary. I

plant my corn three feet by three, four stalks in a

hill, and allow but one ear to a stalk, and one hun-

dred ears to a bushel, and then ascertain how many
hills there are in a shock, sixteen hills square,

which is the usual custom to put it up. My pre-

sent crop, planted on the 20th of March, bids fair

to outstrip any preceding one.

WALTER C. YOUNG.
J(ssamine Co., Ky.

OJ^We publish the foregoing to show the pe-

culiarities of Mr Young's management of his corn

crop. He professes to have raised 195 bushels of

corn per acre. If this was shelled corn, the crop

was greater than any other of which we have had
an account. We have not copied the article be-

cause of any belief that 195 bushels of shelled

corn, the whole crop fairly measured when dry,

have been obtained from one acre of ground, but,

as we have said, because the mode of culture is

somewhat different from what we are accustomed
to. The depth at which the corn was planted

and the harrowing directly upon the corn itself

after it came np, are novelties ; and if the result

was ns favorable as the account indicates, these

points are worthy of remembrance and attention.

The distance at which this corn was planted, 3
feet each way, would give per acre 4840 hills, and
each hill must give something more than 1 quart

and 1-2 a pint of corn to make 195 bushels. If

four ears would give this on an average throughout

the field, they must have been large—larger than
it seems possible to obtain where corn slands so
ihick. But we presume, with the Farmers' Cabi-
net, that the crop was measured in the ear, not

shelled. Omitting to state how the products were h,

measured, is a common neglect with the western
1,1

producers of " mannnoth corn crops."

—

Ed. N. E. F.
f

THUNDER AND LIGHTNING.
The various phenomena which are to be classed

under the head of electricity, and of which the

thunder is one, are very imperfectly understood.

Some facts, and the principles explaining them,

have been thoroughly investigated ; but others

baffle all human efforts.

There is n certain something, called by philoso-

phers electric jluid, which is diffused naturally over

all bodies. It is in the chair in which I sit,— in

the table—the paper—my hand—in a word, in

every thing. In its natural state, it is equally and
generally diffused and produces no sensible effects.

But there are certain causes which colled, it. When
it is thus accumulated in one place or upon one
body, it produces very striking results; one of the

most remarkable of which is, it tends to dart away
into the surrounding objects, vtilh a bright .ipnrk

nnd a noise. 'I his can be easily imitated on a

small scale with the electrical machine ; and it is

this agent, operating precisely in this way, but

with tremendous energy and splendor, which so

often terrifies us in the skies.

Among the processes by which the electric fluid

is accumulated, and thus prepared to produce these

sensible effects, one of the principal is, the conden-

sation of viipnr. Whenever the vapor of the at-

mosphere is condensed, electricity is collected, and
tends to dart off into surrounding objects. When-
ever a cloud is formed in the sky it probably be-

comes more or less charged with electricity.

Now it is one remarkable property of this elec-

tric fluid, that some substances easily convey it

away, and others do not. The former are called

conductors, the latter non-conductors. The metals

and xiinler are the conductors: almost all other

substances, non- conductors.

Whenever the electric fluid is collected in any

place, if there is a conductor, or a chain of conduc-

tors, to convey it away, it passes off silently andl

without any sensible effect. If there are no con-

ductors, it accumulates until it becomes excessive

in quantity, and then it darts off ihrougli the air op
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iny siibslanc^ns wliich are in its way—sometimes

villi great violciico, and often doinij irreparable

iijiiry.

W'e do not, however, always liave thunder ami

iglitnini; when clo>jd3 form in tlie sky. When a

()i» rolls in from the east, its vapors lie in contact

vith the earth and ocean, and the electricity passes

.ff silonily as fast as it accumulates. In a lon;»

(intinued storm the clouds cover the whole heav-

ens, and extenil over a rco;ion of many miles ; and

hey form so slowly that there is opportunity for a

;radual escape of the fluid. But when, in a sultry

imimer afternoon, black masses of cloud risf in

he west, forming very rapidly, and with rounded

nd well delined boundaries, the fluid then accu-

nulates fister than it can escape, and after a time

: darts to the earth, or from rloud to cloud, produc-

n^ the terrific eftVcts which we so often see.

iplendid and appallinu as tliese results sometimes

re, they are imitated precisely but harmlessly, by

he apparatus of the lecturer. The fluid is the

ame in its movements and in its character, wheth-

r it sparkles on the table or thunders in the skies.

When it darts to the earth, its aim is to pass

'iroiigh the best conductor it can find on its win/.

lence it strikes a tree; th.it is, it chooses to come

own throvsh the juices of the trunk ; for it will

e recollected that water was said to be a conduo-

ir. It ofton seeks a way throupjh the walls and

artitions of a house, because it finds there nietal-

c or watery substances which help it forward,

lut it must be remembered that it strikes these ob-

'cts only so far as they fiunish it a passage way

) the place for which it is destined. The uoni-

•lOM idea that a peidtnife, or other metallic body,

Itracts the lijjhtuino', is erroneous. A lightning

)d suspended horizontnltji in the air, would not at-

•act lightning. It is only when it forms a connex-

ion between the place where the electricity is, and

lat towards which it tends to move.

—

Fall River

9peratives' Journal.

From the Eastern Farmer.

PRODUCTION OF INSECTS.

Mr Editor—Your paper of the 17th March
ist, gave a very interesting article on Entomology.

?he following passage struck me as one which I

ad so'no reason to doubt as a correct opinion, so

•Bras one f.ict would warrant a doubt of such high

tithority as you quote— L)r. Harris's Report on

he Insects of Massachusetts:—".'\ll insects are

roduced from eggs, and none arc spontaneously

•eneratcd from putrid animal or vegetable niallor."

The fact to which I allude came under my own ob-

ervation, and is briefly as follows. Having a hen

if a very large size, and very profitable on account

f the number and size of her eggs, I was desirous

.f obtaining some of her breed, and late in the

pring of 1840, sat her on some of her own eggs,

lUt none of them hatched. I then buried her eggs

n a heap of earth. In the spring of the following

'ear, on removing the earth, I found some of the

;g^s unbroken as when deposited there. My cii-

iosity led me to break one of tli?m, which was

lerleotly free from fracture, and in it I found a

iving insect. It was about an inch and a half in

en.'th. Its colors of imperfect black and light yel-

ow, in narrow stripes, the whole length of the

)ody, its belly and logs of a redish yellow. Its

notions were like those of a caterpillar. And on

ts head was a bunch, large for the size of the in-

sect. ( was reminded, by its disgustinu' appear-

ance, of a pa.ssage in a poem by ('olluu Mather,

where the poet wished lu lie.strny sonie hereticul

religious opinion :
—

" Lest that III ngg bring forth a cockatiicH,

To poison all wilh hciuay. and vice."

I make no remark and give no opinion on this

subject, but that " it may not be without amuse-

ment, if "iihout instruction to your readers," to

inquire if other and similar facts cannot be found

to substantiate the doctrine of spontaneous genera-

tion of insects f.'om putrid a;iiiiial and vegetable

matter. A.

LUCERNE.
A correspodent of the Annapolis Republican

takes the following notice of a patch of lucerne,

belonging to Wm. Johnson, Esq., of Princess Ann,

Somerset co., Md.

" It consists of about three fourtlis of an acre

—

it was sown in 182!)—has been cut this makes the

twelfth year. He keeps two horses and three

cows— has a full supply of milk and cream, and

more butter than he knows what to do wilh—much

more than can bo said of many farmers who have

.500 acres of land without a h't of lucerne. This

lot has been cut over once this season, and now

before he can get half over again, the three horses

and cows getting more than they can devour, he

will have to cut it and make hay of it, to prevent

it from getting too old. It comes several weeks

before clover— may be cut four or five times

—

strikes its roots very deep, anil will therefore aland

dry weather, and will last no ime knows how long
;

for this is now a splendid crop, after being cut

eleven years, and yet

—

farmers icon't so.o it ! even

Mr Johnson's neighbors, with a few exceptions,

and with his success staring them in the face ! I

told hirn that the coinmnn objection urged against

it was, that they cannot get it started— that the

weeds and grass will smother it the fiist year.

Walk with me, said he, and I will tell and show

you all about it. The best previous culture, said

he, is Irish potatoes; the hoe in that case kills

grass and weeds, and he showed me a lut of a

neighbor's, which last year was partly in corn and

partly in potatoes, both sowed in lucerne this

spring. That on the poiato part was, to a visible

line, much better than the other. The way to

manage it is tlii.s:—Take a rich lot of ground on

which the water does not lie, winterer summer;

cultivate it in Irish potatoes ; sow it down broad-

cast, Ist May, twenty pounds of seed to the acre,

and in July, cut. Vou may suppose from the looks

of it the first season, that the weeds and grass

would overcome it, but do n't be alarmed : they

die off and the second year the lucerne will sur-

vive almost in immortal vigor. The proof of the

pudding is in eating it: here I saw ihe proof.

When it is considered how early it invites the

scythe, how rapidly it shoots up again, how many

cuts it will give in the year, and how many years

It will last, it is safe to say that an acre of it, well

set, is worth twenty acres of clover.

" But the best is to be told. It is a fact, which

I have learned for the first lime, from authority

and in a manner which leave.^ ine not a doubt of

Its truth—that lucerne possesses the remarkable

characteristic of being exempt from that quality in

clover and other green meat—as English writers

call It—which makes it dangi'rous to give it to

horses when lu active exercise. In other word.s

you may feed them, as Mr Johnson does his car-

nage horses, on lucerne instead of dry fodder or

hay, and travel them on it last or slow, without

dau'fcr of toiicliin;,' their wind! Every one knows

that this can't he done with clover. Mr Robin-

son, who some years since owned a stage line be-

tween Centreville and Easton—a route of 21 miles,

over which a sing'e team wus driven fed on corn

and green lucerne, without ever blowing a horse.

Ill Italy the stage lior.se, in his must active use, is

fed on grain and ulfallaor lucerne. But what sig.

nifies a thousand illustrations.' This, like others,

will bo read and thrown aside, as a thing that

'tells very well on paper,' hut too trouhleseme to

be put in practice !

"It would probably be better to sow it with

oats, cutting ofT oats and lucerne in July ; but what

I saw had not the aovantage of any protecting

crop. The oats would probably assist in kf^eping

down weeds and grass. To conclude—the lot

should be rich, well worked in potatoes, and well

top dressed in February, from year to year; the

oftener the better. That gives the crop an early

and vigorous start. The farmer who once enjoys

the benefit of a lot of lucerne for his horses and

milch cows, will never bo witliout again."

EGGS.

A correspondent of the Piscataquis Farmer says :

"In conversation a few ihiys since with one of our

thrifty farmers on the subject of keeping eggs, he

t(dd mo that only a few weeks since, he took to

market a quantity of eggs which he had kept in

perfect order for seven months. The manner in

which they were preserved so long a time he did

not wish to keep a secret, and it occurred to me
that the fact might well deserve a place in your

useful paper, that others might avail themselves of

the benefit to be derived from the information.

Many modes of preserving are practiced, but none

has yet come to my knowledge so simple and

worthy of being generally known as this. His

method of procedure is simply to collect the eggs

as soon as laid, and place them upon the small

end, closely packed, in any common vessel, such

as a firkin or cask, and let them remain unmoved

in the open air, only covered to prevent being ex-

posed to breaking. But the great secret is, in my
opinion, that of collecting the eggs soon after they

are laid, as otherwise nothing will save them from

decay. Try the experiment, friends, and if you

do not succeed, the expense is nothing, and if the

recipe is true, it is valuable indeed.

Bradford, in his history of Massachusetts, relates

that in 1763, on the anniversary of the society for

promoting industry, 300 females of Boston as.sem-

bled on the common with their spinning wheels !

They were attired in cloth of their own manufac-

ture.

The Vermont Patriot stales that Isaac Tabor,

of Montpelier, performed no less an exploit the

other ilay, than the shearing of 913 pounds of fine

wool from IGti sheep—almost 5 1-2 lbs. per head,

and amounting, at 20 cents per lb., to S2J7 25.

The cotton crop in Miasissippi ia said to pro-

mise abundance.
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SCRAPS.

The b(ij-s in llie printing office must liave n cold wa-

ter spree on MoBilay, llie 4lh, and lliercfure the editor

itiuet give tliem llio copy of his ediloriiil Sntiirday nmrn-

iiig. And here we arc, 9 o'cloci? Friday evening, with

the mercury at hi^h sweating point—our limbs sliiTened

by plowing and hoeing liriskly through Wednesday and

Thursday, and made more uncomfortable by the heat

and the toils of a busy day in the city—and yet before

we can sleep, we must write six or eight letter-shee! pa-

ges of editorial, and that too without a bit of n subject

yet thought of. We wrote Scraps at the top of the page

merely as a convenient rover to any thing that may hap-

pen to come up in our brain, while we move the pen.

First, then, we happen to think it is very hot. Bear

the heat patiently, say common sense, philanthropy, and

piety—all thiee. Fretting will do no good, common

sense very well knows, and experience proves it—there-

fore they say to us, " keej> cool," and so we will try to

do—remembering that this hot weather is good for the

corn, good to sweeten the grass, good for nearly all the

crops upon the farm. Man and his herds will prcbably

have more and better food the coming autumn and win-

ter, in consequence of the heat that opfiresses. The

All-wise Regulator of the seasons is doing well for us

let us strive to be thankful, and requite his unstinted

fayors by the acceptable homage of gratef(jl hearts.

FOURTH OF JULY.

A scrap upon this. Freedom's birth-day :— a d.iy on

which an oppressed people undertook to throw off the

burthen of a king and nobility, and resolved to be their

own rulers:—A day on which th« delegaies to the Con-

grees of '*G boldy and firmly took the high ground ol

civil independence of British rule, and commenced the

inarch which has led our nation to its freedom, prosperi-

ty and greatness. It is a day to be lemembered as long

as Freedom shall have a lover and a friend,—to be grate-

fully retarded as long as the God of nations is thanked

for blessings enjoyed on American soil—and it should be

the aspiration ol every true American heart, thm the sa-

cred principles of libf.rtv and iqualitt which secure

us those ble.ssings, may be ditTused over the whole wide

earth, and hasten the time when the sun in all his course

hall not riseupon a tyrant nor set upon a slave.—Enough

of this.

HAYING.

As soon as Independence is over, if the weather be

good, and his grass is fit to rut, the farmer must go reso-

lutely to his haying. Should there be good weather, the

frass which has had so much wet upon it for the last

three weeks, will ripen very fast, and large fields of it

will ripen at the same time. Therefore be securing it as

fast as possible.

But while haying goes on, weeds will be working up

among the corn, the potatoes, and the roots. Tiie sur-

face of the ground among these will need stirring. Do
not be so over anxious to gel in the hiirj as to lose more

by ni'glecting the fields in tillage than you gain by

slicking to the scythe, the pitchfork and the rake.

Making Hay. Where the grass is quite green when

r.ut, it will take, usually, three common hay days to cure

it. If cut in the morning, we usually turn it out of swath

at 9 o'clock, and between 12 and 1 o'clock, turn it up.

At from 4 to 6, P. M., put it in small cocks. After the

dew is otf the next morning, spread out thin— turn two

or three times in tlie course of the day—towards eve-

ning, put into cock. Spread again the ne.it day—turn

as much as is necessary and then put into the barn.

Should the weather be uncoiniiiunly drying, two days

will answer for curing most hay at the commencement

of the season. After grass which is thin, has become

nearly ripe, it will require comparatively little curing

One day, or a little more than one is often sufficient

But you, farmers, all know how to cure hay, and know
also generally when it is dry. Theie is but one point

here on which we deem it possible to give information.

The point is this: hay which has been in cock one or

two nights and sweat a little in that stale, will do to

slow away in the barn without/ce/in^ quite so crisp and

drv as that should be which has not sweat in cock. In

other words, the sweat in cock tends to prevent sweat

in the mow. Should a lot of hay get hadly damaged, it

becomes less offensive, or more agreeable to the cattle,

by leaving it one night spread out upon the ground. Un-

der the action of dew and its evaporation, some of the

mustiness passes off.

Drinks. Water—pure cold v*ater, sngar and water,

molasses and water, (if it doss not mm acid in the sto-

mach,) milk, milk and water—these are wholesome

drinks, and may he taken with impunity, so far as re-

lates to violent ill effects, in any quantity that the thirst-

ing appetite of a temperate man craves, if he will but

take them often enough to keep himself from being oner

heated. Dr. Alcott may tell us, as he did last year, that

so much cold water will weaken the system. We shall

not dispiiti" that point with him—but we do maintain

that we have never yet heard of a temperate man dying

suddenly from drinking cold water in a very hot day,

unless he had been long, i. e. more than an hour with-

out drinking A tumbler of water every half hour in

the hottest part of the day, while the sweat runs in

streams and keeps all the clothe.i wet, is not taking too

much or too often.

The Barn.—Keep it well ventilated while the hay is

new. Let all the gag or steam that rises from it be car-

ried ofT; for when confined it injures the hay.

Sail.—Should you find it desirable to put in a load of

hay that is not quite as dry as you would choose to make

ii, a peck of salt to the ton will help to preserve it.

The stock reli'h a portion of the hay better for being

sailed. Put in some with, and some without salt.

Time of Cutting.—Where the land is rich enough to

give two crops, there is no loss in culling the first while

the grass is very green. If not fully grown, the second

will make up the deficiency. Clover, redlop and timo-

thy are best if cut when fairly in the bloom.

Curing liny.—Clover it is best not to expose more

than one good day fairly and fully to the sun. It sheds

it* leaves so much, and its stalks become so hard when

rapidly sun-dried, that it is better to do a considerable

part of tho curing in cock. Redlop and timothy waste

but little, and .ire found to be good when dried fully by

exposure to the brightest suns of two successive days.

Possibly they may be better if kept the second day in

cock and put into the barn on the third without having

been spread out thin. Some prefer this mode, but we

have not tried it.

Last season, having some hay in cock during two

cloudy days, and thinking on the second that it might

heat, we took a small fiirk full from ihe top of the cock

atid placed it on the ground ; then another small fork

full was put on that, and so on until we had built the

cock anew, and changed the position, not of lop and

bottom merely, but of the locks tUroughout. This hay,

though out a long lime, was as much relished by the

cattle as any that we put into the barn. It however was

cut while quile green, and was very fine. We think il

would have been much damaged but for that pitching

over.

THK SEASON.

Frequent rains and warm suns have been bringing

vegetation forward very fast for the last two weeks.

The hay crop now promises to be a fair one in quantity.

Some low lands have been recently inundaied, so that

miiny acres of wet meudow grass, and of potatoes, beets,

&c. in low situations, have been nearly ruined. Corn

is not large, but is doing well.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

KXHIBITIOK OF FRUITS.

Saturday, July 2, 1642.

Mr J. F. Allen, of Salem, presented some fine speci-

mens of the Zinfandnl and Chasselas Grapes, and the

Royal George Clingstone IVnch.

Mr Otis Johnson, of Lynn—some fine specimens of

the Ciiolidge's Favorite Peach.

Dr. John C. Howard, of Brookline—Black Hamburg,
Burgundy and While Chasselas Grapes. Also some
finetherrios, var. Gros or Napoleon Bigareau (.')

Mr J. L. L. F. Warren, of Brighton—Poaches and

Cherries.

Mr George Walsh, of Charlestown—Cherries; var.

Relle de Choisy.

Mr John A. Kenrick, of iNewton—White Bigareau

and Black Tartarian Cherries.

Mr A. H. llovey— Early Virginia Strawberries.

Mr M. Skilton, Charlestown—Black Tartarian Cher-

ries.

Mr Wm Hawkes—some fair specimens of Strawber-

ries, var- Methven Castle.

Mr Joseph O Frost, of Boston—some fine specimens

of the Black Hamburg, Sweetwater and Muscat Grape,

and Nectarines.

Mr Leonard Ware, of Boston—some very superior

specimens of the BUck Tartarian Cherry.

From the garden of Mrs Bigelow, of Medford—some

fine Strawberries.

Capt. Charles Rohbins, Master of the House of Cor-

rection, at South Boston, presented two boxes of extra

fine specimens of the .Melhven (^-astle Strawberry.

From the garden ofSnmnel Walker, Roxbiiry—speci-

mens of sixty two varieties of Seedling Strawberries, rais-

ed from the common, or Wood variety.

For the Committee,
S. WALKER.

FARM FOR THE POOR.

Mr Editor—By many well wishers to the necessities

of ihe poor, it is thought it would prove a very praise-

worthy and beneficial plan, if the agricultural associa-

tions would see fit to establish a large farm or tract of

land, for the purpose of employing the vast many of the

poor and indigent of our native population, who have no

means of iheir own of obtaining a regular employment

or the gelling a decent living. It is, from mature con-

sideration, supposed, that great public benefit as well as

gain might he realized from such an institution, placed

under prnpei regulations. Thousands would gladly em-

brace the opportunity of its encouragement, and the pro-

duction of such an establishment could be such as to

make it well worthy the patronage of all who are friends

lo agriculture. HUMANITAS.

Qj= We found this communication in our box, and give

it space in our columns, though we know not from whom

it comes. Our first impressions arc, that the establish-

ment would cause a large pecuniary loss to its owners,

but that it may be a judicious way for the affluent to be-

stow alms upon the indigent. This is merely a first

thought.

Cut off the warts from your plum trees.—Grindstone

this will soon be wanted for daily use. Do n't depend

upon yi'ur neighbor's—buy one for yourself
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M \sSACm;si':TTS! hortigulturac, socikty.

At a stated niiiting of tlio Bociety, held July 2d, it

I ,>leil, That tlu' th.iiiks of the Society, be presented to

Prof. Fisher, Director of the IinpiTi:iI l!otiinic Garden,

St. Pelcrsbiirgh, for liiii valuahle donation of pamplets.

Adjourned to this day tivo weeks.

EBEN. WIGHT
July G /fee. Scc'ij.

ISKKiiiru.N MARKKT.—Monday, July 4, 1842.

ReportpJIurttie New Enjland Fsrmei

At Market 3.55 Beef Cattle, 26 Cows and Calves,

100 Sheep and 150 Swine.

50 Beef Cattle, and several hundred Sheep unsold.

I'l.ic Es.— Beef Cattle. We again reduce our quola-

•ons. We quote a few extra $5 ."iO a 5 G2. First

jslity $4 75 a 5 ?5. Second quality, $4 50 a 4 75.

bird quality $4 00 a 4 50.

Coies and Calces —A few sales only were effected,

>id we shall omit prices.

Sheep—Du\[. Sale (roin 1 25 to $2 50. A few

loicu wethers, 3 50 and 4 00.

hicine. —A lot of old hogs at 4cta. And a lot of Pigs

5 1-4.

TIIER.MO.METRICAL
Roportt^il for llic New BnglancI Farmer.

Htiijjeof the riietninmeternt the (lardeiiof the proprietors

f tin .\'ew England F«riner, Brighton, Ma.'is. in » shaded
Jori lerly exfmstire, for the week en'ting July 3.

July, 1S42.
I
5,A.M. | 12, M. | 7,e.M. | Wind.

I end ay,

ui'SiLiy,

Ve liiesday,

hor-day,
"ri l.iv,

iaiurdav,

l.,y,-

27
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MISCELLANEOUS

MAN OF TOIL.

Man of Toil, wouldst thou be frof,

Lend thine ear to Reason'.^ call :

There's folly in the Drunkard's ijlee

—

There's madness in the midnight bra"

The ribald jest, the vulgar sonir,

May give a keener stin^ to care :

The riot of a reckless throng

May lead to ruin and despair:

Let truth unloose thy fettered soul

—

There is no freedom in the bowl.

Man of Toil, wnuldst thon bo wise,

The paths of moral light explore;

Pierce the human heart's disguise,

And track its motives to the core
;

Creation's boundless beau lies scan,

Observe its wonders—search its laws

Look on the va.~t harmonious plan.

And learn to love the Eternal Cause :

Let Truth illume thy darkened soul—
There is no wisdom in the bowl.

Man of Toil, wouldst thou bo blest,

Give thy purest feelings play
;

Bring all that's noble to thy breast,

Let all that's worthless pass away.

Let generous deeds bid sorrow cease,

Let gentlest words thy lips employ :

Scatter the seeds of love and peace,

And reap a harvest full of joy :

Let Truth make glad thy harrassed soul-

There are no blessings in tlie bowl.

Childhood.—Who does not look back to the days

of his childhood with mingled sensations of plea-

sure and re^iret? Pleasure at the absence of the

cares of life, and regret thst those halcyon days

were not better improved. There is in childhood

a holy ignorance, a beautiful credulity, a sort of

sanctity that one cannot contemplate without some-

thing of (he reverential feelings with which one

should approach beings of a celestial nature. The
impress of the divine nature is, as it were, fresh on

the infant spirit, fresh and unsullied by contact

with this withering world. One trembles lest an

impure breath should dim the clearness of its bright

mirror. And how perpetually must those who
are in the habit of contemplating childhood, of

studying the characters of little children feel and

repeat to their own hearts, " Of such is the king-

dom of heaven." VVliich of us, of the wisest among
us, may not stop to receive instruction and rebuke

from the character of a little child ? Which of us

by comparison with its smiling simplicity has not

reason to hlush for the bitterness, the insincerity,

the worldliuess, the degeneracy of his own .'

—

Se-

lected.

We certainly do not look back with " pleasure

at the absence of the cares of life" which attended

our childhood;— or rather, we do not feel that our

manhood would be happier without life's cares than

with them. It has been our lot to be a child in

middle life—to live for years, and those not idle,

at the paternal board, without having CNciting and

perplexing cares ;— but instead of drawing peculiar

enjoyment frcnii this freedom from care, we felt the

want of it—we felt that useful powers and capaci-

ties were rusting and growing weak for want of

exercise. We loll the need of more care—sought

for more—have Cound it, and have had enjoyment
j

in it. E.\perienc-e tells us that cares are blessings

and comforts. We did not find childhood more

happy than manhood is, though our early days

were passed as pleasantly as those of most chil-

dren
;
yot then there were longings to grow up to

man's stature— to be able to take the candle down
from the mantle-piece without getting into a chair

—

to wear a watch—to be at liberty to go to a neigh-

bor's without asking permission—to be our own
master— to chouse the color of our own clothes—
to have the privileges of a full grown man. 'i'hese

longings, together with the crosses and vexations

which were frequently coming, caused childhood

to be far other than a cloudless day,—caused it to

be a season of as sore trials, compared with the

strength which was given to bear them, as any that

have come upon us in riper years—and in these ri-

per years our trials have been not less than those

of most men.

The innocence of childhood may preserve from

self-reproach, and the pangs of a wounded con-

science; but years of discretion are privileged to

obtain something more grateful to the soul than

that mere absence of self-reproach which attends

upon innocence. There may be humble trust of

sins forgiven, and bright hopes of unmingled joys

—hopes which of themselves give earth's highest

joys—joys higher, far higher than the innocent

ones of childhood. Far be it from us to intimate

that childhood is not a joyous and happy season

—

but if one uses his powers as he ought, manhood
may be still more happy. Shame, shame to the

christian world, when christian principle is not the

producer of purer joys than childhood's innocence

can impart.

—

Eb. N. E. F".

^n "Infernal ,1/ac/iuie."—Mr William Seals,

Pyrotechnist, exhibited to us this morning, a model

of the expanding cannon ball, invented by him.

This ball, when discharged from a 32 pounder, will

expand the instant it leaves the cannon, from three

to four feet, and is capable of destroying the whole

main rigging of a ship, and would cut down four

men standing abreast in the field. This ball was

examined at Washington last week, by the Presi-

dent, the Secretary of the Navy, and several naval

and military officers, who pronounced it a very sin-

gular and ingenious invention. The Secretary of

the Navy is about causing an experiment to be

made with it at the Navy Yard, Charlestown.

—

Boston Transcript.

Wc are not pleased with thoughts of war and

bloodshed. We choose rather to see the iron and

steel wrought in plowshares and pruning hooks,

than into implements for man's destruction. But

the more deadly the weapons of warfare can be

made, the more you can take from individual men
opportunities for displaying remarkable prowess

and courage in conflict, the nearer you come to

placing the weak upon an equality with the strong

in the hour of battle, then the more effectually do

you deter the strong, the valiant, and the lover of

a hero's fame, from seeking to make war upon

their fellow-men. The more deadly the weapons,

the less will be the desire to face them.—Eu. N.

E. F.

Good.—The New Orleans Crescent City has

the following beautiful little allegory :

—

A humming bird once met a butterfly, and being

pleased with the beauty of its person and glory o6

its wings, made an offer of perpetual friendship.

' I cannot think of it," was the reply—" as you

once spurned at me, and called me a drawling dolt.'' =

"Impossible," exclaimed the humming bird,

always entertained the highest respect for such ;

beautiful creatures as you."

"Perhaps you do now," said the other; "but ,

when you insulted me I was a caterpillar. So lei

me give yon this piece of advice: Never insult tht

humble, as they may one day become your super!

ors."

Absurdities.—To make your servants tell lies foi

you, and afterwards be angry because they tel

lies for themselves.

To expect to make people honest by hardeninj

them in prison, and afterwards sending them adrif

without the means of getting work.

'I'o fancy a thing is cheap because a low pricif

is asked for it.
"

To vote for a candidate at any election, becausi

he praises your wife and admires the baby.

—

St

hated.

It is the fashion now for young men to wea

coats cut similar to those which encased thei

grandfathers fifty years ago, and to carry canes

It must be very gratifying to old people to witnes

this respectful desire on the part of the young t

imitate them not only in manners but in dress

Concord Freeman.

The above must be, in part, ironical. We d

not believe the old folks regard it as a mark of re

spect in the young to imitate their coat tails, whil

they curtail the old-fashioned collar of two third

its time-honored breadth, and wear the skeleto

substitute as low as is necessary to show the fu

length of their necks. Bui the editor can't be seriou

GRfcEN'S PATENT STRAW Cl'TTEB.

JOSEPH BRECK &. CO. al llieNow England A?rin
Uiral Warehouse and Seed Sloie Nos. 51 and62Norlh Me
kel Slrcet, have for sale. Green's Palenl Straw, Hay ai

Stalk (JuUer, operating on a mechanical principle not Ireli

applied lo any implement for lliis purpose. The most proi

inenl elfecis of tins applicalioii, and some of the consequc
peculiarities of the iiiachuie are:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power renuisi

to use it, that the strength of a half grown hoy is sufiicie

to work it etiicienlly.

2. With even Ihis moderate power, it easily cutstwolius
els a miaule, which is full twice as fast as has been dainn
tiy any other machine even when worked by horse or slea

power.
3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which tir

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any otfi

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and p
logelher very strongly. It is therefore not so lia!»le as t

complicated machines in general use to get out of order.

MUCK MANUAL.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck M&i

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Danaj price $1.

Boston, April 13.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, orij'2 .10 if not pai

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmastfjrs are permitted by law to frank I

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, witho'

expensti to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PRINTERS.
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N. E. FARMER,

From the Maine Farmer.

GARGET IN CATTLE.

Mr Holmes— I recollect to have seen in the

dine Farmer, some year or two since, commun!-

itions from certain gentlemen on the subject of

hat is called the garget in cattle. If my memory

rves me, there was qnite a difference of opinio.i

1 to the existence and the canse of that disease,

I neither of them, thought I, is right. I think

B oenlleman of Di.xmoiil discarded the idea of

ich a disease as garget in cattle. That there is

is not such a disease, is not my object at present

prove; but would merely say I have no objec-

)ns to applying the name of garget to a certain

isorder in our oxen and cows. It has been fre-

ently said when an ox has the garget, his limbs

e weak, his skin stiff, his eyes sunken, his nose

w, and his appetite more or less gone. I care

It by what name the complaint is called, if I can

it find the cause and best cure ; but in my lan-

ia<Te, I say the ox has taken cold, and has now a

ver. What, says a reader, has the ox a fever ?

Bs, really and soberly, the ox has a fever. Well,

never heard of such a thing before! O, dear

ftder, I have known cases of the above described,

iiich I should term a slow fever—also an inflam-

utory fever; one case of which I will describe.

A few years since, a farrow cow of mine was

Tned out of the barn in the evening, near the

dJIe of April, to lie under an open shed. It so

ppened it was the night before a southerly rain

jrm ; it happened, also, that the shed was open to

e south, and the damp wind blew directly in upon

ecow, and at eight o'clock the next morning, she

iS swollen from lier nose to her rump to an ns-

lishing size, the water was running copiously

im her eyes, her eyelids hung down over lier

es like sacks of water, and the skin so extended

to be almost transparent ; respiration was ditS-

U, with universal trembling, and no disposition

eat any thing : indeed, had she knowledge and

wer, I doubt not she would have said, / am sick

over—for truly that was her appearance. Well,

vs, what is to be doner I don't know—the

w is sick. Well, we will put her into the barn

d cover her with a horse-rug and buffalo— this

ne, a heaping spoonful of saltpetre must be dis-

Ived and turned down her throat ; and the result

IS, that in about two hours the swelling abated

d she began to eat, and by night she appeared

11. So much for doctoring the cow ; whereas

d she been suffered to remain without medical

1, she would probably have died in two or three

ys.

I will also mention one case of lung fever. The
bject was a young ox, fleshy and healthy ; he

IS kept in the barn all winter, except when turned

t to water or in the yoke, which latter case was

Idom. About the first of April he was taken out

the yoke, where he remained half a day without

Dor, during which he laid upon the wet ground

several hours: the next morning I was

look at him ; he was considerably swollen in his

body, and much distressed for breath. It was sup-

posed the difficulty was in his throat, or that he had

drawn something into his lungs. Various kinds of

medicine were given, but nothing for fever, and

nothing relieved him. In about fortyeight hours

after irwas known ho was sick, he died. I assist-

ed in skinning and examining the ox, and found

the diffi^Milty to have been an inflammation on the

lungs, of which he died.

I have been thus particular in speaking of the

cases alluded to, not only to show the importance

of guarding against unnecessarily exposing our

animals to sickness and suftering, but to prepare

the mind of the reader to look at what I suppose

to be the real cause of what is called garget in

cows. There is by far the most complaint of gar-

get in cows soon after they calve and while they

give the largest quantity of milk. Now every man

of reflection must be sensible that a cow is most

likely to take cold soon after she calves, and every

observing man with a stock of cattle, will learn

that they are especially liable to take cold if expos-

ed during cold storms in the spring, summer, and

fore part°of autumn : this being the case, what may

we more naturally expect, than that cows, having

their bags or udders extended nearly to the utmost

with mill-, should be troubled with swelling and

disordered milk, if they are exposed to take cold ?

Where may we look for a cold or fever to be seated,

if not in the part already irritated and predisposed

to fever, from extreme distention ? I think every

man who keeps oxen or cows may, by a little re-

flection and observation, bo satisfied that nearly if

not all the cases of garget in oxen or cows, arise

from the animals taking cold : but enough of this,

if we have found out the cause.

Now for the cure. Garget root rnay be given;

a piece also put in the brisket is beneficial, or nitre,

in quantity from one to two table spoonsful—this

will generally afford relief in a short time. But it

is said an ounce of prevention is as good as a pound

of cure. The course I have pursued of late years

with my cows is this :— near the time of their calv-

ing, before and after, I have endeavored to be par-

ticularly careful to keep them warm and dry, and

keep them up in the barn through storms during

the whole year. In this way, I find the same cows

that used to be troubled' with garget, are free from

it, ffive more milk and keep in belter flesh.

N. F.

SURFACE DRAINING.

From a late number of the Mark Lane Express,

we copy the following:

—

"It is now generally admitted, by all those who

are competent to give an opinion, that draining is

the most important improvement of the soil that can

be adopted. The operation may be divided into

two departments

—

surface drainage and main drain-

age. By the former, lands under cultivation will

be rendered capable of producing a much larger

accruable quantity of produce ; and by the latter.

called to many tracts of land constantly under water, or fre-

quently flooded, will be rendered permanent by

production. Speaking of surface draining, Mr
Dudgeon says :

—'Taking the arable land alone

of the Empire, we may well conclude there are not

less than what would be equal to 10,000,000 acres

annually under crop, to which the improvements of

thorough draining and its accessaries might be pro-

fitably applied, and with immense advantage to the

nation's comfort and pecuniary resources. From

what is known of the effects of those operations,

on different kinds of soil, I consider that I am with-

in the mark in estimating the result of their appli-

cation on so extended a scale as I have contem-

plated, as equal to an average of fully eight bush-

els an acre. Indeed, Mr Smith stales, the effect of

such improvements upon the most unpromising

sterile soil, as exhibiting a return of sixteen bush-

els an acre higher than the average assumed by

Mr McCulloch for the arable land of all England ;

and, in point of fact, to justify the expense of all

those operations, we are warranted in assuming to

the full the increase I have supposed. This, then,

without having recourse to new soils, would give

an addition to the annual produce of the empire of

10,000,000 quarters—an amount about ten times

larger than our average annual importations for the

last forty years.' Here is a source of improvement

involving the profitable employment of from fifty to

sixty millions in labor, and affording means for

continuing the permanent employment of that labor."

Upon the above, the British American Cultivator

says

—

" We have for long been convinced thut there

is not any improvement more required in Canadian

agriculture, than more perfect surface draining and

main draining. Good farming, or productive crops,

we never can have on land that is not sufficiently

drained. In this climate, in particular, the soil

never can be in a proper state for arable culture, if

it is not drained. And how can we expect that

plants will thrive and find nutriment in a soil that

is at one time saturated with moisture, and at anoth-

er time dried and hardened by the effects of exces-

sive heat and drought. When the soil is properly

drained, plowed land will not become hard, but re-

main loose and open, and receive the full benefit

of the dew, and light summer showers, tliat are so

well calculated to nourish and preserve, in a healthy

state, the plants growing upon it. The tender and

delicate roots of plants cannot extend, or collect

sufficient nutriment in a hard soil, which neither

dew nor slight showers can penetrate ; and soil not

sufficiently drained, will be sure to become hard in

the summer heat we have in this country. In pass-

ing through the country in the summer season, it

is easy to observe the destructive effects of the

want of draining, on lands that are naturally flat,

and the soil of strong quality. Last year, in par-

ticular, we had an opportunity of seeing the crops

of grain growing upon such lands, and we believe

in many instances they would not produce the seed

sown. How could it bo otherwise ? as the soil

must have been in a wet and unfit state for sowing

and harrowing, when the seed was put in."
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CAUSES OF THB EMBARRASSMENTS OF
FARMERS.

It wn.ild .spem at first blush very extraordinary

that, in New England, a farmer, who has for exam-

ple his farm free of incumbrance, shrmld ever be-

come bankrupt. So intimately connected is this

subject with the prosperity and respectability of

the africultural profession, that some remarks in

reference to it, will not, I hope, be deemed mis-

placed. Among the Romans, six acres were con-

sidered ample for the support of a family ;
with

tlieir hundred acres, some of our farmers grow poor,

and become hopelessly insolvent. In many cases

not a tenth part of such farms is cultivated. In-

stead of asking how he can make every acre of his

land productive, the farmer inquires how lie can

subsist with the least possible expenditure of labor

in its cultivation, or of capital in its improvement.

No good in life can be attained without labor; and

sometimes, oftentimes, large and valuable tracts of

land lie unproductive and worthless, because the

farmer is unwilling to expend any thing in their

redemption and improvement.

Then again, in the families of many farmers

there are too many unproductive hands. In the

changes which, since the introduction of extensive

manufactories of cotton and woollen among us,

have taken place in our habits of domestic labor,

some of the internal resources of the farmer have

ment to his success. The false notions which pre-

vail among us in regard to labor, create a distaste

for it ; and the fact that, if the time required to be

employed in many articles of household martuf'jc-

ture be reckoned at its ordinary value, the cost of

producing or making many articles of clothing

would be more than that of purchasing them at the

store, is deemed a sufBcient reason for abandoning

their production at home. In many cases, liow-

evor, this time is turned to no account, but abso-

lutely squandered. But yet the clothing, if not

made, must be bought ; and they who might pro-

duce it must be sustained at an equal expense,

whether they work or are idle.

Another great occasion of many a farmer's ruin,

is the credit which ho easily obtains, and a practice

of dealing at the village store for barter. The fact,

so common and notorious, that the owners of most

of our village stores obtain liens in the form of

mortgage, attachment, or forced sale, upon many

of the farms in their vicinity, shows how great is

the danger of the almost universal system of store

trust and credit. Few farmers keep any accounts,

and before they are at all aware, they have a long

score on the trader's books, and that not only for

the current price of the goods, but enhanced by an

additional charge for the delay of payment.

But there is another circumstance in this case,

which is not always considered. In many instan-

ces, the trader will purchase the produce of the

become dried up, and new occasions of expendi-
c,.;^^ only upon what is called store pay-that is,

ture introduced. I cannot better illustrate th

matter than by a recurrence to a conver.<ation,

which I had with one of the most respectable far-

mer in Middlesex county. "Sir," said he to me,

" I am a widower, and have only one daughter at

liome. 1 have gone to the utmost extent of my

limited means, for her education. She is a good

scholar, and has every where stood high in her

classes, and acquitted herself to the satisfaction of

her instructers. She is expert in all the common

branches of education. She reads Latin and

French ; she understands mineralogy and botany
;

and I can show you with pleasure some of her fine

needle-work, embroidery and drawings. In the

loss of her mother, she is my whole dependence
;

but instead of waiting upon me, I am obliged to

hire a servant to wait upon her. I want her to

take charge of my dairy, but she cannot think of

milking; and as her mother was anxious that her

diild should be saved all hardship, for she used to

say the poor girl would have enough of that bye

and bye, she never allowed her to share in her la-

bors ; and therefore she knows no more of the care

of a dairy, or indeed of housekeeping, than any

city milliner ; so that in fact I have sold all my

cows but one. This cow supplies us with what

milk wc want, but I buy my butter and cheese. I

told her, a tp.vi days since, that my stockings were

worn out, and that I hud a good deal of wool in the

chamber, which I wished she would card and spin.

Her reply was, in a tone of unaffected surprise

—

Why, father! no young lady does that; and be-

sides it is so much easier to send it to the mill and

have it carded there. Well, I contiuued, you will

knit the stocking if I got the wool spun.' Why no,

father! mother never taught mo how to knit, be-

j

cause she said it would interfere with my lessons
;

and then, if I knew how, it would take a great deal

of time, and be much cheaper to iiuy the stockings

at the store."

This incident illustrates perfectly the condition

ij.
of many a fanner's family, and exhibits a serious

» , , , ,• :... -„,i : :,.,„„j;

From the same.

PEAS AND OATS.

The prevailing custom among the Deerfield ft

mors, is to sow pi>as and oats together, so that l

crop shall be in the proportion of one quarter pe

to three quarters .of oats. 'J'he pea customari

sowed in these cases, is a green pea from Canac

which ripens about the lime of the oats, and I

which while growing, the oats act as supporte

Peas and oats are usually ground together as fe

for their fatting cattle, and ore deemed valuab

thouffh not so good or so much relished as Indi

meal without mixture.

I have only two estimates of the cost of cultiv

ting oats, and these where they come in in the i

tation the year after the corn.

Expense of Cullivating an Acre of Oats.

$2 00

1 00

1 50

4 00

1 75

Plowing,

Sowing oats and dragging,

3 bushels seed,

Gathering,

Threshing,

Return.

Straw, more than one ton,

35 bushels oats, at 50 cents,

$10 25J

7 00'

17 50'

drawback upon his prosperity, and a serious impedi-

making his payment in goods from his store. The

farmer, in this way, is not only obliged to sell at

the lowest market price, and pay the trader his

profit upon his goods, but he and his family are in-

duced to purchase a great many things which they

do not need, and which they would be better with-

out. This leads likewise to the keeping of an open

account; which, if not most rigidly watched and

frequently settled, is as sure as fate to surprise the

farmer with an unexpected and iieavy balance

against him. This usually produces ill blood be-

tween both parties, leading to vexatious lawsuits

and all their miserable consequences; and so far

as any further comfort or success in life are con-

cerned, a farmer might as well see at his elbow a

personage, whom it may not be civil to name, as

get into the fangs of the law, or have a sheriff up-

on his premises. They are alike equally ruthless

and inexorable. Unless, therefore, in the rare in-

stances, and there are some such, of men disposed

to deal with perfect honor and integrity, a village

store in the vicinity of a farm, must but too often

be regarded as a precursor to debt and ruin to the

neighborhood.

The farmer should, as far as possible, sell only

for cash ; and endeavor to supply his wants, and

those of his family, wholly from the farm. He

should beware of debt under all circumstances, ex-

cepting for property—such as land for example

—

whose value is not likely to be reduced, and which

is susceptible of immediate improvement and profit.

He must recollect that, at least in New England,

the returns of his husbandry come in various and

small forms ; and that it will never be easy for him

to discharge any large debt but by a slow and grad-

ual process from the products of his farm. Espe-

cially must he remember that his principal capital

is labor; that he can never afford to support many

hands which are idle, inefficient, or unproductive;

that the drones do ni>t only not fill but exhaust the

hive, and consume the products of the working

bees ; and that an expense avoided is a double

gain.— Colmmx's Fourth Report.

$24 50

Balance in favor of the oats, $14 25.

Another farmer gives the following account ol

mixed crop of wheat and oats in the proportion

half a bushel of wheat with two bushels of oa

This is thought to make an excellent feed for ai

mals. Some of the human family have no absoli

distaste for it.

Plowing, $2 34

Seed— 1-2 bush, wheat, $1 00 ;
'2 bush.

oats, $1 00, 2 00

Sowing and harrowing, 50

10 lbs. clover, 1 00

Cradling, $1 50; threshing by flail, $2; 3 50

$9 34

Return.

Straw,

35 bushels, at 75 cents.

3 00 5

2C 25 kj

$211 25

Balance in favor of the crop, $19 91.

The crop of peas and oats, when raised togeth

is ground together ; and the meal is much valu(

both for cattle and swine when in a course of fi

tening. Forty bushels of peas and oats per ac

would be regarded as a large crop. This has be

produced, however, on nine acres, in ]>eerfif

meadows. Some farmers sow at the rale of p

third peas and two thirds oats.

From the same.

FARMING OF AMQS HILL, W. CAMBRIDG

Mr Hill's farm consists of lf.>4 acres. Tillaf

25, English mowing 60, wet meadow 60, pastu

20, orcharding 15, wood 10, salt marsh 4 acres

Mr Hill commenced some years since the drai

ing of his meadows. He has completed the drai

ing of one hundred acres. The advance in t

value of these lands by this improvement is em
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1 IK. It may well quicken tlie nniliitioii ofolliers

I'vo their grounds, wherever iinproveiiieiit

I :iblp. liorore this operiitiori, this h\ii(i

li for 20 and sometimes 10 dollars per acre;

III

whioii is now thorouglily redeemed and cnlti-

led, wonM readily command two hundred dollars

r acre, und will pay the interest upon a larger

n than this, and keep up its condition. The

atcr part of this soil is a deposit of rich alluvial

d and decayed ve^'etablo matter, thougli in some

ts a smnll amount of peat is found. Air Hill

aks with stroncf emphasis of the value of clay

Dlied to those lands, as to be preferred to any

nure which can be put upon them, lie puts no

ver upon theni, but sows herdscfrass, redtop, and

l-incadow, which last he considers a valualile

S8. These meadows when subdued are capable

producinj almost any crop. From some acres

last season, he obtained crops which yielded

,1 150 dollars per acre.

Mr Hill's objects are the production of vegeta-

s, fruits, milk and hay. His ordinary number of

8 is from 10 to 12. These he changes twice

a year ; purchasing new milcli cows in the au-

in wliich lie turns off in the spring for fatting,

selling in the fall the cows which he purcha-

n the spring. He owns pasturtge in New
nipsiiire, to which his cows are sent in the

Jing to be fatted ; and his sales of beef the pre-

t year, amounted to about 15,000 lbs. In this

7 he lias Ihe full advantage of his cows in the

t of their milking condition ; and his sales of

k average about 800 dollars. The average

d of milk he considers about 6 1-2 quarts, or a

a day to a cow, which seems not a large yield

er this management. The average cost of his

• milch cows is 25 dollars ; and their value

rn turned off in the spring, is estimated at 15

ars. He fats annually about 1000 lbs. of pork,

'he returns which he has given me of some of

crops, are as follows: English hay 75 tons, of

ch he sells about 40 tons; salt hay 6 tons
;

ii meadow hay 35 tons
;
peas, sold green, 275

aeU
;
potatoes, 1000 bushels; onions, 200 bush-

; beets, 250 bushels; ruta baga, 400 bushels
;

ter apples, 350 barrels
; cider, 10 barrels ; as-

iigus, squashes, and melons, 500 dollars' worth;

weradish, 100 dollars ; celery, 151) dollars ; 5
'!8 of cabbages, savoy and drumhead. These
principally drumhead, which are sold to coast-

and ships, and bring from four to seven dollars

hundred; the price at the present time is ten

ars per hundred. His sales of cucumbers for

ling, have this year amounted to $1000. There
many small items which it is unnecessary to

icularize.

tr Hill has usually six or seven acres in squasli-

nd melons, and one acre in asparagus. His
jns are planted in the rows of his peas. The
i are sowed in rows five feet apart: the melons
very other row of peas, in hills ten feet apart.

hills for the melons are manured with two
1 shovelfuls of manure when the peas are sown,
igh the melons are not planted until some weeks
r the peas.

'he cultivation of asparagus was formerly a la-

ous and expensive affair. It has ceased to be

Mr Hill deems his lightest and most sandy
best suited to this crop. The land after being
tilled, is laid out in furrows or trenches, three

apart and about a foot deep ; the plants are

1 set in the trenches ; and the land kept clean

well manured. In this way it is as easily cul-

tivated as Indian corn, and is a very profitable

crop. Horseradish is cultivated much in the same

way ; the land requires very high manuring, and

the plants are set out by cuttings in narrow rows.

As the root is taken up, this requires a frequent

planting. I have known two square rods of horse-

radish to produce 50 dollars in one season iu the

market.

From an acre in apples, Mr Hill in one case ob-

tained 300 barrels. As a wash for his trees, he

uses a coniposition ot one pound of potash to one

gallon of water ; but is of opinion that this or any

other application to the bark will seldom be re-

quired, where the land is well manured and culti-

vated.

The observations and experience of so success-

ful a farmer, who has been exclusively devoted to

agriculture for thirtyseven years, and, in that time

has sold much more than 75,000 dollars' worth of

produce from his place, exclusive of the consump-

tion of his family, are highly valuable, and I there-

fore make no apology for going into these details.

Here is the encouraging example of a man mak-

ing himself rich and independent by farming, un-

assisted but by his own labor and the resources of

his own farm, which his improvements have contin-

ually multiplied and enlarged. He began before

the mast, and now walks the quarter-deck. Many
men think it extraordinary that they cannot walk

the quarter-deck without knowing, far less pulling,

a single rope in the ship. They are afraid of get-

ting tar upon their hands. Agriculture is a trade

or profession, to be studied and learnt as much as

any other trade or profession. The general opin-

ion is, that any dunce may be made a fanner ; so

any dunce may be made a merchant, or a lawyer,

or a minister—but what sort of merchants, or law-

yers, or ministers will dunces make.'

ON RF.ARING CALVES.

A correspondent of the London Mark-lane Ex-

press says :

" I never have reared any calves entirely with-

out milk. If possible, for the first month, twelve

pints of new milk is daily given them, six at morn-

ing, and six at night. Hay is placed before them

in a small rack, which they soon learn to eat. The
following fortnight, six pints of new, and eight of

lilue (skim) milk is given them daily; the latter is

much belter boiled, and when new, milk-warm,'

mixed with the new milk. At the expiration of

that time, 1 commence mixing porridge with the

skim-milk, and entirely leaving off the new. 'J'he

porridge is made of boiling water, and ground lin-

seed and wheat. Stir the latter into the water as

it boils, until it becomes as thick as good gruel;

when cool it is fit for use. Five stone of linseed

to a bushel of good sound wheat, ground together,

makes very good lining for gruel. When the milk

fails, the gruel is given as a substitute in the same
quantity. A few cut turnips are likewise given.

This has been the general .manner in which I

have roared calves, and they turn out well in the

spring to grass. At times, being much pressed

for milk, I have been obliged to commence with

porridge ; when the calves have been very young,

sometimes only a fortnight old, a little new milk

was always put into it ; the calves were also kept

at the pail a much longer time.

I have been in the habit of rearing from ten to

eighteen calves yearly for the last eight years,

during which period I have lost but five. Linseed

whide, oil-cake, and Sago have been tried, but the

ground wheat and linseed have been always found

to answer the best. Your correspondent might

try the linseed and wheat. The first month with-

out milk, will be the most trying to tlio young calves.

Oil-cakc, beans, or oats ground, should be placed

daily in a trough, which they will soon begin to

lick, and it will keep their bodies from becoming
large. The wheat should be sound, and above all,

the serving of the calves should be intrusted to ,%

trusty person. If this food is given either too hot

or too cold, they are injured. New milk warm,

and regular feeding does much for them. I have

turned out firler calves than some persons who
have given much more milk, but have neglected

warmth, regularity of feeding and cleanliness."

Tht Thistle.—The thistle is a biennial plant,

and consequently if the seed of every thistle on a

farm were to be kept from ripening for two years,

the whole race would bo eradicated. It would

pay well, therefore, in pastures, to employ an old

man and hoy during the month of June; one to

cut oft" the thistles just below the crown of the root,

and the other to place a tablcspoonful of common
salt on the root, which is thus destroyed at one

operation, before the seed has been ripened or

scattered abroad. If the same expense were gen-

erally incurred m destroying thistles, the mischief

of which plant is almost incurable, as in catching

moles, which do probably no more mischief than is

balanced by their usefulness, thistles would soon

be as scarce as moles. To effect this, however,

there hiust be no thistles left in the hedgerows or

on roadsides, to scatter their baneful seeds over the

neighboring land.

—

Selected.

The Sttep of Plants.—The common chickweed

with white blossoms, affords a remarkable instance

of what is called Ihe sleep of plants, for every night

the leaves approach in pairs, so as to include with-

in their upper surface the tender rudiments of the

new shoots, while the next under pair at the end

of the stalk are furnished with longer leaf-stalka

than the others, so that they close the terminating

pair, and protect the end of the branch.

—

Selected.

Punctuality.—Method is the very hinge of busi-

ness ; and there is no method without punctuality.

Punctuality produces calmnefs of mind: a disor-

derly man is always in a hurry ; he has no time to

speak to you, because he is going elsewhere, and
when he gets there, he is too late for his business

;

or he must hurry away to another before he can
finish it. Punctuality gives weight to character.

"Such a man has made an appointment; and I

know he will keep it." This conviction generates

punctuality in you; for, like other virtues, it propa-

gates itself. Appointments become debts. I owe
you punctuality, if i have made an appointment

with you ; and have no right to throw away your

time, if I do my own. Punctuality in paying tht

printer, is a shining virtue, and is one of the re-

quisites to the character of a good member of com-
munity.

—

Selected.

The Editor of the Dayton Register says, there

is no knowing but that Miller's prediction of the

destruction of the world next year may be true, and
thinks it would be safest for his delinquent subscri-

bers to pay up, and thus be better prepared for the

great event.
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For the N. E. Fanner.

.'\N EPISTLE TO MR BRECK,
Touching: vpon matters of interest to those Subscri-

bers of the JY. E. Fanner, who throurrh some fault

or infirmity, are deficient in the virtue of punctu-

ality in paying for their paper.

Respected Frie.nd Joseph Breck:— I addrcps

this to tliee, as the well known senior proprietor of"

the "New England Farmer"—and as the matters

whereof I discourse, do not, as I can see, concern

the wortliy Editor, he need not read or comment
upon the contents of this, except by thy desire.

Imprimis.—Upon roadin^f the notice in the last

" New England Farmer," annoiincinij that that num-
ber closed the 20th year of its very nsefnl existence,

I observed there was not appended to it the cnsto-

n.ary hint for those subscribers who are in arrears

to " wallt up to the captain's office and settle." Is

it po.isible that they have all squared up ? I asked

myself—or is friend lireck reluctant to tell them
that their dues ore wanted, and, fnrthermor", that

they need expect no sort of prosperity unle.ss they

pay the printer ? I felt not a little desirous to learn

the •« hy and wherefore of the absence of the dun-
nin o- paragraph, which is the time-honored (?) and
as I had thought, somewliat necessary accompani-

Dient to the notice of the close of a volume ; and I

am still anxious to know the reason for this extra-

ordinary departure from ancient usage. I do not

know but that my inquisiliveness in regard to this

ir)atter may subject me to the imputation of officious-

ly intermeddling with affiiirs which are none of my
concern ; but I disclaim all such intention, and am
influenced by no more unworthy motive than curi-

osity— curiosity to know if thy subscribers, as a

whole, have become so commendably punctual (ar.d

in that respect so peculiarly different from a large

portion of newspaper pnfrons generally,) as to pre-

clude the necessity of an annual rfj/n for the a.Tiount

of their subscription dues. If so, I shall not yet de-

spair of our species,—my opinions of human nature

will be exalted—and I shall look forward with new
hope for the long-delayed but welcome era, when
the printer or the publisher, as it may be, shall bo
regarded as worthy his dues as any other laborer,

and newspaper subscribers instead of making the

insignificant amount of his bill a reason for neg-
lecting to pay it, shall feel as sacredly bound by
the dictates of cimscience and common honesty, to

liquidate his claims as punctually as they do others.

D'Israeli has written a book entitled, I think,

" The Calamities of Authors ;"— (if that isn't its

name, it expresses its subject)— and the thought
occurs to me that should the gifted writer employ
his genius in depicting as touchingly the grievances

of newspaper publishers through the delinquency of
their patrons, as he has the sufferings of book au-

thors, he would not only add new lustre to his lite-

rary fame, but do a praise-worthy service to the

publishers, by exciting the sympathy, and hence,

perhaps, improving the negligent (not to say dis-

honest) practices of their patrons: ami—7/ this

should come under the author's notice, I would com-
mend the suggestion to his very serious considera-

tion.

I am, in charity for human failings, disposed to

believe, that the notorious backwardness of news-
paper subscribers in paying their subscription dues,
is not, in general, ascribable so much to a lack of
honest principle on their part, as to a wrong view
of the matter. Each delinquent decides that the

pulilishcr can^t possibly be crippled in his pecunia-

ry means by merely his neglecting to pay him a

couple of dollars yearly. Now this reasoning and

consequent action, would not, it is true, be very

detrimental to the publisher's interests, were it cir-

cumscribed in its limits to a particular extent. But
this is not the case. One man persuades himself

that the newspaper proprietor can 't suffer from

merely his delinquency, but when he makes this a

ground of justification for his neglect, he does not

consider that there are five hundred or a thousand

others holding the same opinion and practicing up-
on the same motive.

It is by the accretion of small particles that the

ant forms its miniature mountain; and upon a par-

allel principle is formed the newspaper proprietor's

mountain debt, or rather the aggregate debts of liis

subscribers. Little thinss— little, C(msidered indi-

vidually—constitute great things by collection ;

—

and this siniple axiom is peculiarly true in the case

of the newspaper publisher's dues. Why, friend

Breck, with what astonishnjent, methinks, would
some of thy delinquent subscribers be struck,

could they look over the pages of thy subscrip-

tion ledgers for six or eight years past, and see the

practical effect of the principle which operates so

seriously to the publisher's detriment. How would

they wonder at the facts revealed by figures I— won-
der, that so many, acting upon the same influence

as themselves, had neglected to pay punctually for

their paper, or worse still, (and I apprehend almost

as cominon a fault,) had never paid at all. And
not a little would they wonder too, how the propri-

etor held out to pay his debts (which he has to do
promptly) incurred in publishing the paper, while

his books showed such a stupendous amount due
him for value received. I should suppose that an

inspection of such convincing evidence as your
books would exhibit (and not yours more than other

publishers') of the gross injustice and serious injury

done the proprietor by a lack of punctuality or

honesty on the part of subscribers in paying their

annual subscription dues, would, in an upright

mind, produce both conviction and conversion,

—

would excite regret for past negligence, and a re-

solve, in that respect, to sin no more.

But I am reminded that I have already extended
my rambling remarks to too great a length. And
to conclude, friend Breck, I will say, that shouldst

thou deem me an interloper, and my epistle gratui-

tous, uncalled-for, and impertinent, be it so,—but

let me plead in extenuation of the misdemeanor, a

perfect freedom in committing it, from any other

than the most respectful feelings toward thee, friend,

individually, thy subscribers collectively, aiNl the

good old '' New England Farmer," with its enlight-

ened and judicious farmer-Editor, who (as he is not

expected to read this, I will say) is an honor to his

station—and, to couple with this a compliment to

his predecessors, I will add—he is honored by it.

Thine to serve, NATHAN.
7th mo., 4th, 1 642.

C^/^In answer to the inquiries of our sympathiz-

ing Iriend in relation to the non-appearance of our

customary annual dun, we would remark, that the

consciences of our delinquent subscribers have be-

come so callous, that we considered it would be

time mispenl to ask them again at present to pay.

Our fears are very great for these delinquents;

for having been so often reminded of their deficien-

cies, and so long kept back the publishers' dues,

there is danger they will never be aroused toaj

proper sense of their injustice and sin, but become
so hardened that all their good moral feelings will

be destroyed, thus ending all hopes of collectini^

our dues. Out of mercy, therefore, to them, as ueU
as an eye to our own interest, we had resohed to

let them alone for the present, hoping by our for-

bearance and lenity to bring them to a right state

of feeling.

But to be serious, friend " Nathan," we are very

much in need of the amount due us on our books,

and it is very unjust to keep us out of these srniill

sums. The amounts are small indeed—hut when
two thousand of them are added together, tiny

swell into a large sum. Many of our subscriberj

owe from five to ten dollars, and others a iiinr h

larger amount. We are occasionally refreshed by

the payment of some of these h'ng standing dcbia.

It was not long since we received in one day fnini

two individuals, whose consciences had been awak-
ened by some agency, (Miller, perhaps,) sixtythree

dollars—one for ].3 years, the other for 8. But
such days are ''like angels' visits."

The N. K. Farmer circulates in every State in '1

the Union, and in the British provinces ; and in f

consequence of the deranged state of the currency,

we suppose many of our subscribers find it difficult

to remit bills, current in Boston. To such we|)i

would say, send us the best you can get hold of:

should there be a little discount upon them—never
mind; we will be thankful for any thing iiilhe|n

shape of money— but do pray relieve us from pay-

ing postage : it is too bad to saddle us with that.

The annual amount of our postage bill, would give I "i

many of you a comfortable support. To our sub-l|

scribers in New England there is no excuse, for s'

our currency is good, and Boston is a place easy tor:

communicate with from every quarter. Look at
j

our numerous railroads and steamboats centering
|

here from every direction, and see the company ot

express men, ever ready to accommodate you for a>

small compensation.

Delinquents, do not longer keep us out of oui

dues :—send by express, send by post, send by

steamboat—send any way—only send enough U.

pay the bill, and ease your consciences ; and be

assured you will at the same time very much oblige

your obedient servant, J. B.

Do Something.—The idler is a sponge on so-

ciety, and a curse to liis own existence. lie 15

content to vegetate merely—he springs up like a i

toad-stool, and is about as useless. He never -j-j

troubles himself to produce a single thought, and df

his hands are never concerned in the fashioning of 'r

a single article of use or ornament. n

The most important principle in life is a pursuit, ii

Without a pursuit—an innocent and honorable pur- ii

suit—no one can ever be really happy and hold » 1

pri>per rank in society. The humble wood-sawyer
is a better member of society than the fop without

brains and employment. Yet many young men of

our great cities, strive only for the distinction

awarded to fools. They are content to exist on
the products of other hands, and are, in truth, little

better than barefaced rogues. 'I'hey live on ill-
|

gotten spoils—go on "tick"— lie and cheat, and
|,

consider it a grand achievement to swindle success-

fully—and pursue this criminal course rather than

follow a pursuit which would render them useful to

themselves and mankind generally. None can be

happy or useful without employment—something

uixm which to use the mental or physical faculties.

—Selected.
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THF, UNIVERSAL SWEET POTATO.

The following nmusinjr illiistratioii of the divcr-

ified uses to which swei-t potatoes may be npplicil,

•e extract from Col. Cljiiborne's graphic sketches

fa "Trip through the Piney Woods," in the east-

rn pnrt of our State, (Mississippi.)

—

Soulh ll'estern

'armer.

"In answer to our eager shout, a female voice

lat sniii-.ded most benignantly, bade us ' light.'

t/o walked in, drenched and dripping, and found

irselves at the residence of an aged widow, who

ilh four daughters and three sons, have lived there

any years, their nearest neighbor being twelve

les off. They owned a large stock of cattle, and

e three boys (as the good mother called her sons,

ho were tall enough for Prussian grenadiers.)

ere llicn absent wiih a drove. Finding ourselves

come, we stripped our horse, and led him to a

nail stable that stood near. We found the trough

led with polntoes, and the rack with hay made

the dried vines. Our horse ate thcni with great

llish. On this farm, as on most of the others in

I same locality, a few acres are cowpened and

nted in corn, for broad ; an acre or two for ice ;

It the main crop is the sweet potato. .Some nations

last of their palm tree, which supplies them with

md, oil, light, fuel, shelter and clothing—but it

111 be seen that we have in the potato, a staple

tide scarcely inferior to it. It will grow upon

Is too thin to produce corn, and with little cul-

e. It may be converted into a valuable manure.

If forage, it is exxellent. Hogs and cows thrive

(on it exceedingly. An acre properly cultivated,

II yield from three to five hundred bushels. Its

inaceous properties make it almost equal to bread,

«1 it supplies some of the most delicious dishes

the dessert.

"Supper was somewhat tardy; but in an adjoin-

t; room, lit up by a brisk fire, we heard sundry

otes of preparation.' It was a rare chance that

ought a guest to that lone dwelling, and its kind

nates were intent on making us comfortable.

lied by the cheerful signs and savory odors, we

St ourselves into an arm-chair and dozed, until at

Uglh a gentle touch and a musical voice, sum-

med us to the table. The repast was abundant,

•-ellent, and scrupulously neat—but almost every

h was composed of potatoes, dressed in many

io'js ways. There were baked potatoes and

;d potatoea—bacon and potatoes boiled together

a fine loin of beef flanked round with potatoes,

ely browned, and swimming in gravy. A hash

wild turkey was garnished with potatoes mixed

with it. A roast fowl was stuffed with pota-

is : beside us stood a plate of potato biscuit, as

Iht as sponge : the coffte, which was strong and

ill flavored, was made of /)o(a(oe«, and one of the

lU drew from a corner cupboard, a rich potato pie.

In about an hour a charming little blue-eyed

1 brought us a tumbler of potato beer, that spar-

d like champagne, and rather archly intimated

t there were some hot potatoes in the ashes, if

felt like eating one. The beer was admirable,

1 we were told that good whiskey, molasses and

car, were sometimes made of potatoes.

' At length we turned in. The little chamber

were shown to, was the perfection of neatness.

e floor was sprinkled over with white sand. A
ill mirror .«tood on the wall, from which was

pended a sort of napkin, tastily worked all over,

ove was a rosary of birds eggs of every color,

i over the window, and pinned along the white

curtains of the bed, were wreaths of flowers—now

dry indeed, but retaining their beautiful lints, and

making really a very pretty ornament. An old

oaken chest, highly polished and waxed, set in a

corner, and over that a range of shelves stored with

quilts, comforts, coverlids, of many colors, the work

of the industrious household. The pillows were

bordered with fringed net work and the sheets as

white as the uritrod snow ; hut the bed itself, though

soft and pleasant, was made of potato vinfs. Either

from our fatigue, our'late and hearty supper, or

from our imagination being somewhat cxciteil, we

rested badly; the nightmare hroodcd over us; we
|

dreamed that wc had turned into a big potato, and

that some one was digging us up. Perspiring,

struggling, we clenched the bed and finally leaped

up, gasping for breath. It was some time before

the horrid idea would quit us. In the morning,

owing to the drenching of the previous day, we

were an invalid, and threatened with fever and

sore throat. The kind old lady insisted on our re-

maining in bed, and she immediately bound a mash-

ed roa.sted potato, just from the ashes, moistened

with warm vinegar, to our nnck, and gave us pro-

fusely a hot tea, made of dried potato vines. These

applications acted like a charm, and with the addi-

tion of a few simples from the wood, were all the

remedial agents ever used by this happy family.

They could scarcely form a conception of a physi-

cian, such as we see hiiii here

—

riding day and

night—keeping half a dozen horses— following the

pestilence to enrich science with its spoils—at-

ter.ding the poor from charity—accumulating for-

tunes from the infirmities of the human family, but

not unfrequently losing life in the effort. The mis-

tress of the house had never known a fever, old as

she was ;—her blooming daughters looked incredu-

lous when we described the ravages of diseas(rin

other parts of the State, and certain it is that none

of them had ever before seen one the worse for

having rode six hours in wet clothes. When we

took leave of our kind friends, it was in vain that

we offered them compensation. They welcomed

us to every thing, and we set oflf with our pockets

filled with biscuit, jerked venison and potato chips,

a sort of crystalized preserve, steeped in syrup and

then dried in the sun."

CAN SHE SPIN.'

It is said that a young girl was once introduced

to King James I., and that the person who intro-

duced her, boasted of her proficiency in the ancient

languages. "I can assure your Majesty," said he,

"that she can bolh speak and write Latin, Greek,

and Hebrew." "These aie rare attainments for

a damsel," said the King, " but pray tell me, cnn

she spin ?"

This is rather an important question to ask at

the present time, when music, dancing, painting,

&c. are considered the only requisites in the educa-

tion of young girls. They can paint, sing, dance,

but few, very few of them can spin, or perform any

of the simpler household duties. A painted doll

would, in most cases, make quite as good, profitable,

and economical a wife, as the great majority of

young women of the present day. A singing,

dancing, and par consequence an extravagant young

girl, may make a good wife fur a man of wealth,

who is not obliged to labor with his own hands for

his livelihood, but to the young merchant or me-

chanic, such an one would prove a constant source

of annoyance and a complete drain upon all that he

could acquire by honest industry. It is much more

important to the nii^rchant and mechanic, that a

young woman should know how to spin (not street

yarn,) and perform all tho various household duties,

than that she .hould be ac<|uninted with the ancient

languages, possessing a smattering of the modern

also, »vith an imperfect knowledge of the fine arts.

Times are indeed strangely altered, and much

for the worse. It was once thought honorable to

toil in some useful avocation ;—there was a day

when labor was no disgrace ; when he or she who

worked hard for a livelihood, was not considered

an unfit associate of the wisest and best of the

land. But how different is the case now. It is a

disgrace to labor, even with the pen. .\ young

woman, especially if she is oi/ige(i to work, takes

every pains in her power to keep this fact conceal-

ed from the world,—she would not have it known
;

as in case it should be, she would lose caste with

her associates, and perhaps her friends. Most of

them tliink more of dressing up in the latest fash-

ion, with the dresses trailing upon the ground,

laced as tight as possible, sleeves pinching the

arm, and worst of all, with a most unsightly article

worn over the hips— they think much more of these

matters than of fitting themselves for wives or

mothers, and to fill their stations in society, when

the present generation shall have made their exit

from the stage. We wish they could be brought

to imitate the matrons of our Revolution ;—it

would be better for them, for the men of our coun-

try, if such could be the case

—

Bost. Daily Bee.

Plaster.—Sometimes the increase of crop from

the use of this article has paid four or five times

the cost, and old pastures have been improved by it

so as to support twice the stock it had been accus-

tomed to do ; while in other cases it has had no

perceptible effect ; it would bo well, therefore, to

make the experiment cautiously, until it is ascer-

tained what are its real effects.

In the British American Cultivator, a farmer

states, that on 12 acres of land that usually pro-

duced six tons of hay, by sowing four barrels of

plaster in May, 1837, he cut from it the same sea-

son 1.5 tons. He had applied plaster every year

since with great success, except the last, which

was unfavorable to grass on all soils, in consequence

of the drought. But he finds that plaster applied

in the spring to any kind ofgrain, although it causes

a good and quick growth, adds nothing to the crop

at harvest, nor does it ripen so well and uniformly.

—Far. Jour.

Slf.ep.—" Blessings on him who first invented

sleep," said the immortal SanchoPanza; "it wraps

a man all about like a cloak." Never did grateful

heart utter a truer saying. What is like sleep?

As the rains of heaven, it comes to all—the rich

and poor, the healthy and sick, the happy and tin-

happy. It is a perfect leveller, knowing no dis-

tinctions, and making all classes and conditions

for awhile alike. Under its influence, the poor

forget thfir poverty, the rich their cares, tho well

their weariness, the sick their disease. The happy

wake from it to a keener enjoyment of life's plea-

sures—the unhappy forget in it that the world has

gone hard with them. Even to the criminal in his

cell, it brings an occasional cessation of the pangs

of conscience ot the dread of punishment. It alike

sustains and blesses life. God has denied it to

none, and what physical gift like it has he bestowed

upon our race .' Be grateful for it, and be prepared

for it when it comes for the last time—" the sleep

that knows no wakin?."— Con''"'''
^
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ENGLISH TURNIPS.

Where other seed has failed—where early peas have

grown, and in various vac.mt spots about the garden and

fields, the seed of the English turnip may now be suv»n.

Some have recommended sowing this seed among the

corn at the last lime of hoeiag. We have no strong

fdith in the economy of the course, unless the corn has

been planted in rows at an uneconomicalhj great dislance

apart ; say four feet or more each way ; and many far-

mers do plant as wide as thai, without being aware of

the fact. In fields thus planted, if there be not corn

enough standing on the ground to take up all the availa-

ble manure, some turnips may be obtained with very

Utile trouble. But where corn is thick as it should be,

iC one intends to get a good crop, say 70 bushels per

acre, turnips will not grow large enough to he worth

gathering

New land may now be plowed up, manured and sowed

to turnips. Wo prefer manuring in drills, and sowing

BO that the crop can be conveniently thinned and hoed.

The old method of sowing broadcast and leaving the

plants without any culture to do what they can, is a

very slovenly and improvident way of managing with

the turnip. One faithful thinning and hoeing, is labor

well spent, for it greatly increases the crop, and not only

so, but it causes the roots to be so much larger, that

nearly, if not quite, all the labor expended upon hoeing

and thinning, is saved when you come to pulling and

topping. Should you sow broadcast, it is well to cut

through with the hoe after the plants are up, and then

form rows. These plants are usually left too IhieU. If

sowed before the 20lh of July on land in good condition,

six inches between the plants is little space enough.

The rows may be 15 inches apart on a flat surface. If

the ground is ridged, 30 inches is a good distance for the

ridges, and two rows or one may be put on the lop ol

each ridge, as you choose. If you have two rows, the

plants in each should be 8 or 9 inches apart, and the

plant in one should be opposite the open space in the

other.

This root is less valuable for stock than any other

that is commonly cultivated, but as it can be sowed la-

ter, and requires less culture, it is well to have a con.si-

derable quantity of it on the farm, especially if the other

root crops are unpromising. Late in autuuin and early

in winter the turnip ii good for all horned cattle.

point, has some fact to show that gruin is usually Ixft In this and my former communication I have bef-n

standing too long The last slatcrmint was this—' We
j

careful to avoid expressing more confidence in the vir-

cut a cart path through cur rye, while it was so green
|
tues of the White Ash, than the facts which have been

that we supposed it would not be worth threshing ; but ' collected will justify. And, even if I have erred in any

when we came to thresh, that was the best rye from the \
case, I see nnt that any can be injured by such experi-

I

ments as v»ill lead to the whole truth. I have never

heard that any bad qualitii-s belonged to this tree. I

POTATO BLOSSOMS. have often swalloweil the juice of ils leaves and bark

field.

Many accounts have been published which purport to after chewing them, and no unpleasant effects have re-

prove that the potato crop is increased several per cent, i
suited.

by taking off the blossoms. The earlier they are taken

off the greater the benefit. Tliis is a very simple expe-

riment, and we hope that many will try it; and this too,

with such accuracy that we shall be able to get some

valuable information.

NOT TO BE FORGOTTEN.

The hogs will want several supplies of muck, loam,

soil, marsh mud, or something else to be working over

while you are getting your hay.

The weeds will grow among ynur corn and potatoes

and other crops, while you are handling the scythe and

the fork :—Don't be in such hurry to gel the hay, as to

lose two dollaas by neglecting the cultivated fields, while

you could save only one by f ticking to hay-making.

You do n't like to break off from hay-making in good

weather and stick to the hoe for a day or two—no won-

der— vve know how hard it is—and yet the farmer's in-

terest will often call upon him to do so.

Permit me, therefore, to urge physicians, farmers, and

all others, to collect and communicate facts concerning

the virtues of the White Ash. S. W.

iti

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION or FP.0IT3.

Saturday, July 9, 1842

From Or. Howard, Brookline—fine specimens of l_
B'ack Hamburg and While Chassulas Grapes, and

Black Tarlaiiiin Cherries.

From Dr. J. B. Adams, Boston—White Bigaieau Cher-

ries.

From E. Vose—very large aad fine White Antwerp
Raspberries.

J. L. L. F. Warren exhibited good specimens of tho

following Cherries : Morello, Napoleon Bigareau, While

Bigareau, Napoleon, Spaiah.nwk's Honey Heart. Also,

EaHy Royal George and Gio.xs Mignonne Peaches, and

Antwerp Raspberries.

Very large Royal George Peaches and Savoy Bigareau

Cherrips—trom George Walsh, Charlestown.

Carnation Glierries and White Thimbleberries—from

Col. Bigelcw, Medford.

Handsome Gooseberries, from S. R. Johnson, Charles-

town.
A specimen of Cantelope Melon, from J. L. L. F.

Warren
Cucumbers from John White, gardener to Col. Per-

kins, Brookline.

For the Comniitttec,
P. B. HOVEY, Jr.

TIME TO CUT GRAIN.

Did you ever know grain cut so green as to shrink in

drying, and make less measure or less excellent meal .'

Of course we have no intention to affirm that it may

not be cut too young. But we do mean to say, that, as

far as our experience and observation go, the error has

been in letting grain stand loo long before it is cut. As

soon as the milk of the grain has become of a firm con-

sistency—not dry and Aacrf—but only firm, the grain

will cure as plump, as heavy, and as sweet, as it will if

left to stand longer. If cut while the straw is green,

more care and labor will be required in the curing, und

more labor perhaps will be necessarj to thresh clean—but

less grain will be lost in the gathering in of the crop;

the grain will be plumper and sweeter. Bushels of

grain are annually lost on most farms by the shelling

out while harvesting, and other bushcl.s by shrinkage,

which might be in great measure avoided by earlier cut-

lin". Almost every person lo whom we speak on this

[Communicated,]

THE WHITE ASH A REMEDY FOR POISON.

In a communication in the New England Farmer a

few months ago, I endeavored to call public attention lo

the virtues of the White Ash. Whether any persons

have been induced lo try experiments with it, I am not

informed; hut I have extended my inquiries, and ob-

tained many important facts.

I lately conversed with a Baptist minister who travels

much in Virginia and North Carolina. He assured me

that many penpln in these Slates well knew that rattle-

snakes and mociisin snakes have the utmost dread of

the White Ash, and ihat it will cure lho>e who are hit-

ten by these snakes. He related many facts proving

that persons had been cured when the effects of Ihe

poison had rendered them helpless, so that others bad to

apply the remedy. The bark or leaves is chewed, and

the juices swallowed, and also applied lo the wound ;

or, if there is time, a tea may be mode of the barker

leaves, and drunk freely, and also used externally.

I have obtained other proofs of ils efficacy in curing

the bite of serpents, and of its preventing their biting.

I am now confdent lhat many in all parts of our country

have some knowledge of its virtues ; and it seems sur-

prising lhat they have not been more regarded by our

physicians. In several medical works tha subject is

mentioned ; but I have found no physician or botanist

who has devoled much attention to it. One in Lowell

and one in Boston have promised to prepare medicines

from the White Ash, and to use them whenever they

have opportunity.

I have recently had a case of poison from ivy. I took

a little branch of this valuable tree, and cut up wood,

bark, and leaves into small pieces, and poured half a Wonders of Philosophy.—The body of every spider

pint ot hot water upon them, and soon made a sirong contains four little mosses pierced with a multitude of

tea. I caused the patient to drink about a wine-glass
^

imperceptible holes, each hele permitting the pitssage df

full of the lea, and to bathe the poisoned limbs. The a single thread ; all ibe threads, lo the amount of a tbon-

cure was nearly complete ; but the dose ought to have sand lo each mass, join together wlun they come out,

been repeated after an hour or less. I was satisfied and make the single thread, with which the spider spins

that we can, by this mode, control this species of poison
; itaweh; so that what we call ilie spider's thread, coo-

but I am not able to say how it would affect cases of sists of more than four thousand united. This fact was

poison from dogwood. aecert.iined by Lewenhock.

EXHIBITION or ELOWIBS.

The exhibition today was unusually fine for the sen-

son. The show of Chinese Roses, Seedling Geraniums

and Dahlias was particularly fine. The following is a

brief report :

—

From D. Ilaggerston—about 75 Dahlias, well grown

and fine specimens for the season ; among them several

new kinds.

From S. R. Johnson—extra fine specimens of tender

Roses—among which the Noisette Jauno Desprez was

the most remarkable.

From Wm. Kenrick—Spira; jnponira, Ohio Lilies, &c.

From Messrs. Winsliip— Spirfe almifolia.

From S. Walker— Picoiee and Carnation Pinks.

From Hovey & Co.—Chinese and Bouiboo Roses,.

Picoteo Pinks and Verbenas.

From J. White, gardener to Col. Perkins—a few Dah-

lias.

From J. F. Trull, Dorchester—Dahlias, and WaX
Plant.

From W. Meller—Seedling Geraniums and Bouquets.

From F. A. Bigelow— Dahlias.

Dahlias and Bouquets from Dr. Howard and J. L. L.

F. Warren.
From T. Warren, Portland-a fine bunch of Moss Ro-

ses, remarkable fur the clearness of the loliage and the

size and perfection o( the flowers.

Bouquets from Hovey & Co., Misses Sumner, J. Ho.

vey, A. Bowdilcb, &c
Native planti from B. E. Colling.
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MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIKTV.
'

1 .i.ljourneii nieeliiiL; ol' llie Society will lie held on

iV.July isili. KBE.\. WIGHT
,13. • Rcc. Sec'y.

I^JiMIUM EXHIBITION OF CARNATIONS AND
riCOTEE PINKS,

! I take place on Saturday nest— at the Horticultural

|, i. v..vers for premiums must he placed in the stands liy

o'clock, A. M. The Flower Committee are requested to

le present at that lime.

THEtlMO.METRICAL
Reported fur the NVw England Farmer.

li inge of the Thei nioineter at the (iardenof the proprietorK

f III-! .New England Farmer, Urighton, Mass. in a shaded

Fort lerly exposinre, for the week ending July 10.

"July, 1S42.
I
5, A.M.

| 12, M. | 7,P.M. |
Wind.'

•londay,

ocsday,
fVednesday,
hiir^day,

'ri lay,

•lurday,
lunday, 67

86
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MISCELLANEOUS

CAPACITY OP MAN TO BEAR HEAT, &c.

An experiment to ascertain the degree of heat

it is possible for a man to bear, was made in the

month of July, 182S, at the New Tivoli, at Paris,

in the presence of a company of about two hun-

dred persons, amongst whom were many pro-

fessors, savans, and physiologists, who had been

especially invited to attend, by the physician

Robertson, director of that establishment. The
man on whom this experiment was made was a

Spaniard of Andalusia, named Martenez, aged

forty-three. A cylindrical oven, constructed in

the shape of a dome, had been heated, for four

hours, by a very powerful fire. At ten minutes

past eight, the Spaniard, having on large pan-

taloons of red flannel, and a large felt, after the

fashion of a straw hat, went into the oven,

where he remained, seated on a foot-stool, du-

ring fourteen minutes, exposed to a heat of from

forty-five to fifty degrees of a metallic thermom-
eter, the gradation of which did not go higher

than fifty. He sang a Spanish song while a

fowl was roasted by his side. At his coming
out of the oven, the physicians found that his

pulse beat one hundred and thirty-four pulsa-

tions a minute, though it was but seventy-two

at his going in. The oven being heated anew
for a second experiment, the Spaniard re-entered

and seated himself in the same attitude, at three-

quarters past eight, eat the fowl and drank a

bottle of wine to 'the health of the spectators.

At coming out his pulse was a hundred and sev-

enty-six, and indicated a heat of one hundred

and ten degrees of Reaumer. Finally for the

third and last experiment, which almost imme-
diately followed the second, he was stretched on

a plank, surrounded with lighted candles, and
thus put into the oven, the mouth of which was
this time closed : he was there nearly five min-

utes, when all the spectators cried out " Enough,
enough!" and anxiously hastened to take him
out. A noxious and suffocating vapor of tallow

filled the inside of the oven, and all the can-

dles were extinguished and melted. The Span-

iard, whose pulse was two hundred at coming
out of this gulf of heat, immediately threw him-

self into a cold bath, and, in two or three min-

utes after, was on his feet, safe and sound.

About the year 1809, one Lionetto, also a

Spaniard, astonished not only the ignorant, but

chemists and other men of science, in France,

Germany, Italy, and England, by his insensibil

ity to the power of fire. He handled, with im-

punity, red hot iron and molten lead, drank boil-

ing oil, and performed other feats equally mirac-

ulous. While he was at Naples, he attracted

the notice of Professor Sementeni who narrowly

watched all his operations, and endeavored to

discover his secret. He observed, in the first

place, that when Lionetto applied a piece of red

hot iron to his hair, dense fumes immediately

rose from it ; that when he touched his foot with

the iron, similar vapors ascended, which affected

both the organs of sight and smell. He also

saw him place a rod of iron, nearly red hot, be-

tween his teeth, without burning himself; drink

the third of a table-spoonful of boiling oil ; and

taking up molten lead with his fingers, place it

on his tongue without apparent inconvenience.

Anxious to discover the means used by Lion-

etto to render himself capable of thus enduring

the application of heat, Sementeni performed

several experiments upon himself, and made
many important discoveries. He found, that by

friction with sulphuric acid diluted with water,

ihe skin might be made insensible to the action

of the heat of red-hot iron : a solution of alum,

evaporated until it became spongy, appeared to

be more effectual in those frictions. After hav-

ing rubbed the parts, which were thus rendered,

in some degree, incombustible, with hard soap,

he discovered, on the application of hot iron,

that their insensibility was increased. He then

determined on again rubbing the parts with soap,

and after this, found that the hot irori not only

occcasioned no pain, but that it actually did not

burn the hair. Being thus far satisfied, the Pro-

fessor applied hard soap to his tongue, until it

became insensible to the heat of the iron ; and

after having placed an ointment, composed of

soap mixed with a solution of alum, upon it,

boiling oil did not burn it: while the oil remain-

ed on the tongue a slight hissing was heard,

similar to that of hot iron when thrust into wa-

ter; the oil soon cooled, and might then be swal-

lowed without danger.

[./Irt of Legerdemain.

grant Richardson Hulcliinson twenty acres of land

in addition to tiis share, on condition " he get up

ploughing."

1643. The Court order, that at tTie election of ,

assistants, Indian beans should be used instead of

paper, the while to be affirmative, and the black K
negative. W'

1C47. The Court order that if any young manf*
attempt to address a young woman without the con

sent of her parents, or in the case of their absence, _;

of the County Court, he sliall be fined .5/. for the

first offence, 10/. for the second, and be imprisoned

for the third.

16-1!). Matthew Stanley was tried for drawing

in the affections of John Tarbox's daughter, with-

out the consent of her parents : convicted, and fined

5/— fees, 2s. 6rf. Three married women were

fined 5s. each for scolding. (Good.)

1653. Jonas Fairbanks was tried for wearing

great boots, but was acquitted

—

JVational Slgis. i.

A WITTY PARSON.

A Scotcli clergyman by the name of Watty Mor-
rison, was a man of great laughter and humor. On
one occasion a young officer scoffed at the idea

that it required so much time and study to write a

sermon, as ministers pretend, and offered a bet that

he would preach half an hour on any passage in

the Old Testament, without the slightest prepara-

tion. Mr Morrisim took the bet and gave him for

a text, " And the ass opened his mouth and he

spake." The parson won the wager, the officer

being rather disinclined to employ his eloquence

upon that text.

On another occasion, Morrison entreated an offi-

cer to pardon a poor soldier for some offence he

had committed. The officer agreed to do so, if he

would, in return, grant him the first favor he should

ask. Mr Morrison agreed to this. In a day or

two, the officer demanded that the ceremony of

baptism should be performed on a young puppy.

The clergyman anreed to it; and a party of many
gentlemen assembled to witness the novel baptism.

Mr Morrison desired the officer to hold up the

do?, as was customary in the baptism of children,

and said, "As 1 am a minister of the church of

Scotland, I must proceed according to the ceremo-

nies of the church."

" Certainly," said the major, ' I expect all the

ceremony."
" Well, then, major, I begin by the usual ques-

tion :— You. acknowledge yourself the Jather of this

puppy r
A roar of laughter burst from the crowd, the offi-

cer threw the candidate for baptism away. Thus
the witty minister turned the laugh against the in-

fidel, wiio intended to deride the sacred ordinance.

—Ibid.

In the thirtyfifth chapter of Jeremiah, is the fol

lowing account of a temperance society established it

some thousands of years ago

5. " And I set before the sons of the house ol

the Rechabites, pots full of wine, and cups, and I

said unto them, drink ye wine.

C. liut they said, We will drink no wine; foi

Jonadab tlie son of Rechab our father, commanded
us saying, Ye shall drink no wine, neither ye, noi

your sons forever:

8. Thus have we obeyed the voice of Jonadab

the son of Rechab our father, in all that he hath

charged us, to drink no wine all our days, we, oui

,wives, our sons, nor our daughters."

Old Times.— In IG'27, there were but thirty-

seven plows in all Massachusetts, and the use of

these agricultural implements was not familiar to

all the planters. From the annals of Salem, it ap-

pears in that year it was ^agreed by the town to

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.

.TOSKPH BREGK & CO. atlKeNew England A^ncnl

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 61 and 52 North Mat

kel Street, have lor sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay am

Stalk Cutler, operating on a mechanical principle noi heloi'

applied to»Byimplerr>ent lorthis purpose. The most prom ^i

inent eUects of lliis application, and some of the consequen

peculiarities of the machine are :

^
1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power requisil

to use it, that the slienglh of a half grown boy is suflicieii

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two huso

el.s a minute, which is full twice as last as has been claimw

l>y any other machine even when worked by horse or steao

power.
. |.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which tlir
J

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any othe|

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple inits construction, made and puj

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as lb|

complicated machines in general use to get nut of order.

WEW KNGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKLT PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or$ii 50 if not jir

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to franl

subscriptions and reniittancfcs for newspapers, will

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PKINTERS.
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For Ihe N. E. Farmer.

ROTATION—BY J. H. TURNER.

A No. ' the N. E. Farmer, dated June 22(1,

342, has just como under [ny notice. In this No.

e Editor has done me the honor of copying cn-

re from the Farmer's Register, a piece which I

rote some time ago, on the rotation of crops.

,o this he has appended a note, in which among

berthings, he says, "Nature teaches rotation."

I this I wish to offer a few remarks.

I take il for grunted that all who have seen this

mark, have also seen the piece which called it

irth. It is ther(!fore needless for me to say, that

that piece, 1 did advance the sentiment that Na-

re in her course proceeded upon the plan of no

ed rotation. This sentiment I still feel disposed

defend, the opinion of the Editor to the contrary

twithslanding.

And that I may enter upon my task at once, I

.mid observe, that without intending to invade the

iVince of the geologist, I think it more than pro-

Ible, that the earth now presents an aspect very

Rerent from what it did at the time of its crca-

«u. I admit that agriculture, and not geology, is

•proper d.-parlment: but still I will venture to

Dress tiio opinion, that large portions of the earth

.ich are now covered with immense forests, or

i,ich have been reduced to cultivation, and are

w bearing large and lu.\uriant crops, were at

It nothing but barren and naked rocks. If I may

>iture to specify, I would name that rich and

iititifui .gouuuy around Lexington, in Kentucky,

forming one of this description : also, that por-

u of Pennsylvania, embraced in the counties of

•rk and Lancaster. A continuation of the same

lo passes through what is called the Valley of

r: I -ginia. In nearly or quiie all of this section of

i
I
mtry, there is a remarkable similarity of fea-

,1
j es. The soil is for the most part very shallow,

t ( jedded on a limestone rocli at a very little dis-

1- ce from the surface, and though so shallow, is

fertheless exuberantly rich.

And now, how can we account for these remark-

e facts—that there should be any soil at all
;

I that this soil, though so shallow, should be so

] ? I account for them in this way : 1 have as-

ned that all this section of country was at first

lere barren rock. Whilst in this state, nature

3 too skilful a manager to plant forest trees

re, for ihey could not subsist. But she planted

at could and did subsist, viz: mosses and licli-

. These, vith the aid of the lime substratum,

-e rapidly iecomposed, and thus speedily chang-

into a little, thin, nutritious soil. Here, then,

3 a beginning. What she employed next, I

not tell—probably '' grasses of various kinds,

I afterwards shrubs." The materials, whatever

y were, continued to be skilfully managed, until

afficiency of soil was accumulated for nature's

at crop, and then she planted the forest tree

I

Here then is a change, a great change, from the

very lowest to the very highest order of vegeta-

"
I tion—from no soil at all, to a soil of the richest

character.

!
But this is not rotation, in' the general and proper

signifioalion of that terirf It is properly and em-

piratically the creation of a soil. But rotations are

never employed in making- a soil : they are always

resorted to where n soil already exists, and where

cropping is in actual operation. A degree of fer-

tility must, therefore, actually exist, or the whole

policy of rotations must necessarily be fru.strated.

To prove this, let me inquire, what is the main ob-

ject of all rotations ? It is, as I conceive, to main-

tain a fertility already in existence, or to increase

that fertility. No one ever thinks of resorting to

a rotation, until he has brought the soil lo that

state in which it is capable of bearing a crop of

some kind.

But it was stated a little while ago, that nature,

in the case of the barren rock, employed her mos-

ses, lichens, shrubs, &c. until she produced a soil

capable of sustaining the forest tree, and that then

she planted it. This seems to be the great object

to which all her efforts are constantly tending. All

her previous efforts are mere preparations in refer-

ence to this: And having attained it, the question

is—does she ever change it ? I maintain that

there is no instance upon record, in which nature,

uninterrupted in her course, has ever been known

to substitute a tree of soft wood fir one of hard

wood. On the other hand, if the sap dies of old

age. or is killed by lightning, or is uprooted by the

hurricane, not a 'pine., but another oak springs up

in its place to repair the injury.

There is one event and one only, in which na-

ture resorts to a rotation, and that is when man in-

terferes with her usual course. If the forest of

oak be removed by man, and the soil on which it

n-rew, be reduced to poverty and then abandoned, I

will admit, that in this event, nature resorts to a

rotation. In repairing the injury, she substitutes

the soft wood for the hard. But then it ought to

be borne in mind, that in this case nature has been

turned out of her usual course, and that therefore

no general conclusion ought to be drawn from this

special exception.

But if the case of the barren rock and the accu-

mulation of a rich soil upon it, appear to be too

fanciful, we will suppose another case, which, un-

fortunately for our country, is of too frequent re-

currence. We will suppose a piece of land so

poor as to bo incapable of any production whatev-

er. In summer it bleaches in the sunshine, and

in winter it merely receives the frosts and snows

which fall upon it; hut no crop docs it produce.

Let us suppose further, that instead of nature,

some skilful farmer takes this hopeless spot in

hand. In what way would he go about it in order

to ensure success ? Is it by any system of rota-

tion which has ever yet been thought of, much

less, carried into effect.' Does not every one see

that this is a case which is plainly beyond the

reach of any rotation ? He must then here, as

nature did in the case of the barren rock, first

create a soil in which there is some fertility, and

then if he is a believer in the virtue of rotations, he

may with propriety resort to them.

Nor is this a case of mere fancy. If I am cor-

rectly informed, n considerable portion of Flanders,

now fruitful in every desirable production, was

once a mere barren bench. Not even mosses nor

litchens grew there. No blade of grass of any

kind relieviMl the eye of its dull prospect. And
how did the enterprising farmers of that now de-

lightful country, effect this mighty change ? Was
it by any rotation .-' No. They carefully hus-

banded every available resource—they collected

and applied all their manures, liquid as well as

solid, and by a long course of patient perseverance,

extruding from generation to generation, have

made their country the fruitful and delightful spot

which travellers represent it to be. Whether,

therefore, barren land be taken in hand by nature

or by mnn, the very same process is to be pursued :

a fruitful soil must first be created. When this is

effected, man often, and perhaps generally, resorts

to his rotations; but Nature, when left to her own

course, never does.

I cannot conclude this without expressing to the

Editor my obligations for the very favorable and

even flattering terms in which he has been pleased

to speak of me as a writer. I never knew, till he

told me so, that I had any talent at all of this kind.

In all my efforts in this way, I can, in candor, say

that I invariably aimed at nothing but truth and

simplicity. If I failed, I determined that I would

not subject myself to that keenest of all sarcasms

—

" Monies parluriunt nascilur ridicutus niws"— or,

as the Saviour of sinners has beautifully expressed

it—"This man began to build, but was not able

to finish." If, therefore, I have succeeded in con-

tributing to the amusement or instruction of any

reader, I have in this my most grateful reward.

J. H. TURNER.

Remarks.—In our note appended to Mr Turner's

article, (see vol. xx.. No. 51,) we expressed an

honest opinion of him as an agricultural writer.

We think not a whit the less of him now for com-

batting our assertion that " Nature teaches rota-

tion." We are thankful to him for his communi-

cation, and if he is the man we take him to be, he

will not suspect the sincerity of our thanks because

we accompany them with a reiterartion of our re-

mark, "Nature teaches rotation." We think we

can prove this from Mr Turner's own facts. He
Bays— " There is one event, and one only, in which

nature resorts to a rotation ; and that is, when man

interferes with her usual course. If the forest of

oak lie removed by man, and the soil on which it

grew be reduced to poverty and then abandoned, 1

will admit that in this event, nature resorts to a ro-

tation. In repairing the injury, she substitutes Ihe

soft wood for the hard." Upon this fact we are

agreed. "But"—adds Mr T.—"in this case na-

ture lias been turned out of her usual course, and

therefore no general conclusion ought to be drawn

from this special exception." Here we join issue.

The exception ought to authorize the general conclu-
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$ion ;—for it is in the case of llie exception, and

in tlial alone, lliat nr.tiire starts upon Iter course
i

under circiiinstances lilte those in which the far- I

mer finds himself every spring. He tool; off his

crop in autumn,—that lia'l exhausted in some
]

measure his soil :— in the winter, he cut down and

carted oft' the oak forest, which had been drawing
;

sustenance from the soil and exhausting it. Sprinir
j

comes, and nature will put on that crop which will ;

succeed best where the oaks have been stript away. I

What is that crop—oaks? No—but pines:— ro-

|

tation will be her principle. Our circumstances

are like hers. She may here then be our teacher,
i

And what is the lesson she gives ? ft is rotation :
[

rotation whenever we are at work upon soil which i

has been impaired by takinj; off" a preceding crop;

that is, generally in our farming operations.

Nature's course, where all her productions are

left to perish on the soil, may be our rule when we

can afford to leave all our crops unharvested. But

80 long as we purpose annually to lay up stores in

our barns, and corn bins, and cellars, we must study

what nature does where we strip her fields, if we
would get the instructions that we most need.

With Mr Turner's remarks upon nature's course

in making a soil, we fully concur; and we are

pleased with his article, as we have been with all

that we have seen from his pen. It will give us

much pleasure to hear from him again and often.

But the true question for the farmer is not

brought out in the discussion thus far—certainly

not for the N'orlhern larnier. No good husband-

man here over thinks of planting any crop that is

to be tilled, without manuring his land for that

crop. And the qurstion is, whether, having put

six cords of good manure upon an acre in 1842,

and planted to corn, it will be better for him in

1843 to put six cords more on the same acre, and

plant to corn again, or to put some other crop where

he had his corn last year, and take a new lot for

corn. We are satisfied from our own experience,

that more income is derived from an equal exhaus-

tion of soil by changing the crop than by repeat-

ing. And of another fact we are satisfied, viz ;

that there are many fields which will yield more
Indian corn the first year of manuring well and

planting, than they will the second, even though

the manure applied the second year be the same in

quality and quantity as the first. This fact favors

change of crop from year to year—in other words,

rotation.

Before we received this communication from

Mr Turner, we had marked for insertion, the re-

marks of Air Ruffin, Editor of the Farmers' Regis-

ter, upon Mr 'I'urner's former article. Mr R.'s

monthly writings prove that he stands foremost in

science among the agricultural editors of the coun-

try, and his opinions in regard to Nature's rotation,

have our concurrence.—Eu. N. E. F.

MR RUFFIN'S REPLY TO MR TURNER'S
REMARKS ON ROTATION.

Mr Turner has (juoled as proof to sustain his

opinions, the facts reported to him by several per-

sons, that they had cultivated some one or other

particular crop for several or n)any years in contin-

ued succession on the same ground, without deteri-

oration of product, or only such deterioration as

was caused by the decrease of fertility, caused by

such exhausting tillage. The fact that any pers(m

had persevered in so injudicious u course for any

length of time, and without learning his error from

experience, would show him to be so injudicious a

farmer as would alone bring his testimony into

doubt. We are very sure that Mr Turner will

never have such proofs to offer from his own prac-

tice. But aihnil all the facts alleged by his infor-

mants of their success, and what do they amount
to ? Why, merely that, as in thousands of other

cases, particular facts hnve contradicted, or have

appeared to form exceptions to general rules. And
if such apparent exceptions are to be admitted as

servins to discredit general rules, then there is no

one rule of good farujing tliat cannot be so oppo-

sed, and its utility or necessity put down by the au-

thority of facts. We have heard of cases as well

established by testimony as those stated by Mr
Turner, which, if deemed conclusive, would as

clearly prove that manuring land did no good to

the crop—that purchasing and applying rich town

manures brought the neighboring farmer to loss

—

that marling was injurious to land, &c. In short,

there is scarcely any one agricultural opinion, how.
ever false and even ridiculous, that has not been

sustained by one or more facia alleged by honest

and veraciius, though certainly mistaken witness-

es. And these particular exceptions referred to

by Mr Turner, however apparently successful and

profitable, have never been considerable enough

or long enough continued, to cause any general

practice to be founded on their example. No far-

mer, good or bad, has adopted, as a system of cul-

tivation, the continuing the same crop on the same
ground every year. There are many different ro-

tations of crops pursued in Virginia, some few of

which are good, or established on sound princi-

ples, and very many are decidedly bad and very

objectionable. But, whether the rotation be right

or wrong, every cultivator aims at some rotation, or

change of crops, instead of continuing one alone

in perpetual succession on the same ground.

But universally as is rotation thus approved by

practical cultivators, perhaps such testimony may
be objected to, (as might many other general prac-

tices,) because of the ignorance of most practical

cultivators, and the theoretical and visionary views

of the more learned. Thereforp, wo are content to

put aside all such authority, and to abide by the

practice and experience of only one intelligent, ob-

servant, practical and successful farmer; and the

credibility of that witness shall be beyond doubt

or cavil—for we shall summon as that witness Mr
Turner himself.

If no change of crops be necessary, why does

Mr Turner follow corn by oats, and oats by grass.'

If there be no necessity for, or superior profit in

this succession, why not as well reverse the order

of these crops, or keep corn always on one field,

oats on another, and grass on the remainder of the

farm ? If the answer be, that althuugh corn might

well follow corn, and oats follow oats, yet that the

corn tillage cleans and prepares the ground for the

growth of oats, and that the oats shelter the young

herdsgrass and clover, this explanation is, in fact,

yielding the whole question, and slating good and

sufficient reasons for the particular succession sta-

ted.

Mr Turner's rotation is uncommon, and even pe-

culiar. Still it is not therefore less a rotation
;

and, according to his peculiar position, we had

given him credit for having adopted a rotation of

very valuable features and effects. We especially

admired the plan of two successive crops of corn,

(though a different kind of hoed crop might have

been better in place of one of them,) though such

a repetition might have been a barbarous and

abominable part of a course of crops at ten miles

from a town, or where no putrescent manure could

be obtained other than the farm furnished. With
Mr Turner, grass for hay is the most important and
profitable market crop. Oats is the next in impor-

tance, and corn is not worth raising for sale, and
only desirable for bread, and as a cleansing crop

to prepare the fields successively for grass. To
make the most of this cleansing operation, and be-

cause he can make up by purchased manure for

the double exaction from the field, he cultivates

two crops of corn in succession, and thereby makes
the ground as clean as possible. Still herdsgrass

and clover would not take well immediately after

corn ; the shade of oats is required as shelter from

the sun, and even the exhausting power of oats, to

keep down weeds, and when reaped, to leave the

land wholly to the young grass, when nursed to an

age to be able to withstand both sun and weeds.

The land then remains several years in grass, until

weeds have gained the ascendency ; when the crop

and tillage of corn again are resorted to, for the

purpose of recommencing the same rotation. We
merely here present reasons, and aim to show that

Mr Turner not only uses a rotation, but one found-

ed on sound principles, according to our views of

the theory of rotation. The practice—the facts

—

the merit of the system—are all his own ; and we
have so much respect lor his excellent practice, n

this respect, that we are content to rely on it alo e

to rebut all his arguments against the necessity of

rotations, even were his witnesses and particular

tacts of exceptions to general rules, ten times as

many and as cogent as they are.

Mr Turner has been singularly unlucky in one

case adduced as practical proof of there being nc

necessity for a cliange of crops. In this case Na-

ture is the cultivator, and her farm " is the world

and the crops are the immense forests with whict

it is covered"—and Mr Turner adds, " here too i^

no relief from rotation, for the same crop has beei

on the land for thousands of years." Now thi

actual facts are directly the reverse—and so strik

ing, that they have been often cited by writers a

proofs of the necessity of changes of growth. Th'

ordinary growth of a forest even at the same time

is far from being the same crop. There are man
different trees, as different in kind, and in thei

habits and wants, and products of manure by thei

decay, as the different kinds of cultivated grain

and grasses. Therefore, even though the compo
sition of a forest might appear to be unchanged ii

general, for thousands of years, yet it probably i

the case that entire changes are perpetually mad
in the death and replacing of each tree. For ex

ample, a pine may occupy its place for a cehturj

and then die, and be succeeded, not by anothe

pine, but by an oak, which may stand for five can

turies, and then be succeeded by a beech or poplai

But Nature is not satisfied with this gradual chang

and rotation by mixing crops. When fires, the de

predations of insects, inundations, or tillage, ha?

completely destroyed a forest growth, another sue

ceeding growth is generally of trees entirely dil

ferent. Thus, if a forest principally of oak, shorl

leaved pine, hickory, dogwood and chinquapin, i

lower Virginia, be cut down, and the land suffere

to grow up again, (either early or late,) the nej

growth of trees will be almost exclusively of pin(

and that of a different kind (the " old field pine,'

from those which formed part of the previous cove

This is a fact notorious to every resident of thi

region. In other regions the changes of kind ar
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different, but not less marked 'lion these. And so

complete have been such changes, and sucli toliilly

II new growths of trees produced, that many persons,

and even some men of science, have thence boliev-

jl ed in the spontaneous production of such new

j

growth, or equivocal generation of the new trees,

because they could jiot conceive whence their

I seeds had been derived. Such fucts and proofs,

I directly opposed to Mr Turner's position, are too

, ' numerous to be cited here. The subject is howev-

, er curious and interesting, and may be resumed

' hereafter in a distinct and substantive article.

In sundry of the particular positions assumed by
' Mr Turner as proofs, orsiepsin his argument, we
* entirely concur, and suppose that no one would

dispute. For example— it is not our opinion, nor

I the opinion of any reasonable advocate for rotation,

that the mere growth of any crop serves to enrich

:i the land producing it—or that any rotation of crops,

if all are removed, can increase fertility. Nor

j: would we dispute that some tilled crops, as corn,

cotton and potatoes, (the very cases adduced by

Mr Turner,) may each be continued for many years

on the same ground, without very manifest deteri-

oration, especially if dressed by various hinds of

manures. But the true question is, could not, even

in the most successful cases, these crops have been

raised better, and to greater profit, if alternated

with others ? Hut even the admission of such ex-

ceptions cannot be made as to broadcast crops,

which are not cleaned by tillage. It is manifest

and notorious, that neither wheat nor oats, nor any

one kind of grass, can be continued to any prot'it,

for years in succession on the same ground. Mr
Turner's statement of his own herdsgrass giving

place after a few years to green sward, or to weeds,

is not only a proof of this position, but also of Na-

ture's urgent demand for a change of crops.

—

Ed.

Far. Reg.

THE CUT WORM.
We do not think this destructive insect was ever

known to be more destructive than the present

season. In many sections of the State, entire fields

have been utterly and totally destroyed, and in

most regions from which we have any account,

their ravages are represented as being altogether

unprecedented in the memory of man. As the

corn crop is one on which we place our principal

reliance for bread, this evil is one of fearful mag-

nitude. It is calculated to affect all classes but

more especially perhaps, the indigent but indus-

rious poor. Still, great as it is, the evil is not to

be regarded as wholly without remedy. There

are many valuable crops, which in this climate will

come to full maturity if sown now ; and those who
have suffered in the loss of their corn should lose

no time in getting in some crops to occupy the

soil and supply in its produce, the loss involved in

the failure of their com. Buckwheat, Peas, and

i((
many of the earlier varieties of the bean tribe will

have sufficient time to grow even if planted as late

as the last of June or the first of July. Potatoes

also and Turnpis, may yet be planted, and the

spaces in our fields which have been vacated by

the destruction of the original growth, be made to

produce a crop equivalent, in point of actual value,

to the corn. Fortunately, the cereal grains prom-

ise at present a most luxuriant crop ;— rye, oats,

barley, millet, and wheat wherever it is cultivated,

will be abundant, and of a quality, judging from

,( the present favorable indications, seldom if ever

Borpassed.

—

Maine Cull.

From the Conn. Farmers' Gazelle.

MUCK AGAIN.
Mr Stoker— I wont say " For the Gazette,"

because I wi.»h to have you dispose of what I write

as you lliink proper ; hul I want to say a few words

to you about vtucli —yes, muck ngaiu. My wife

says that it's all muck, and that I do n't want any
thing more if I can get a ditch to dig, or a barn-

yard to plow and scrape oLit ; and that my neigh-

bors and every body says that I never shall pay

my debts, but will certainly go down, or " come
upon the town," if I undertake so many, what she

calls, extra jobs,—or work that I never shall get

any thing for, and that is not, in her estimation,

necessary to be done,—such as draining and plow-

ing land which nobody else ever thought of plow-

ing, and which never was plowed since Mother
Eve picked all the roses and killed all the bushes

but the alders, sumachs, haz!e-nuts, white bushes,

sweet fern, elders, briars of all sorts, and nigfrer

heads, (cinnamon fern.) I wanted to kill what few

bushes the old lady left, and I could do it in no

other way than by plowing. They have been cut

once in about two or three years ever since I was

a little boy ; but they grow thicker and faster.

I have made land which was estimated at five

dollars per acre, worth thirtytive, and some say

fifty. It cost me fifteen, perhaps, to subdue it,

more than I have as yet received from it. But I

am away from the subject I started upon. I was
about to tell you what a brushing I had when I

stepped on to the clean floor and carpet after I had

been digging muck.

I had a piece of swamp meadow which formerly

produced a good burthen of grass. It grew wet

and miry, and my father dug a ditch through the

middle of it. It was drier for this, but the grass

would not grow after the ditch filled up; the grass

grew where the water run on to it, but not much
elsewhere. I dug a ditch round it, cutting off all

the springs, and that was the finishing stroke to it.

Nothing of much value except upon what was

thrown out of the ditch, and there the weeds, &c.
were so rank and large that 1 concluded my mea-
dow %vas worth more for manure than any thing

else. I carried off about twenty loads of the sod,

wliich is composed of moss, vegetable matter, such

as decayed grass, leaves, limbs, roots of trees, and

sand washed in from the hills. Some of this I put

upon my upland meadow last fall, and laid in a

heap, hoping it would rot so that I could beat it to

pieces. In the spring I succeeded in spreading

two thirds or three fourths of it ; the rest I have

piled up. But not(vithstanding it was not fully

prepared for manure, the effect is strikingly visible

more than one fourth of a mile. I put some of it

in my yard. This spring I put it on my corn

ground, and the corn is better where it comes in

contact with one of those sods which have been

saturated in the barn-yard, than it is where I put

on stable manure. I believe if this can be decom-

posed and neutralized, it is worth more for manure,

on some soils, than any thing else, because it will

last longer. Now what do you think about it, Mr
Editor.' Just lot me know, when you send me one

of your agricultural handmaids.

Eggs from Ohio.—700 bbls. of eggs were re-

cently shipped from Cleveland, Ohio, for Boston.

F.hch barrel contained 70 dozen. The "enter-

prise" was " got up" by a genuine Yankee of Mass.

I

CULTURE OF THE VINE.

We notice n letter from Mr Longworth, of Cin-

cinnati, to the editor of the Horticultural Maga-
zine, published in New York, in which some useful

ob.seivations occur on this subject. Mr L. has

been long known as a distinguished amateur in

things of this sort, and the vine particularly has

received from him a large share of judicious atten-

tion, lie has given up nio.stly, if not altogether,

the attempt to cnliivate the European species, and

has found his labor best rewarded by procuring and
improving the best varieties of the native vine.

The result of his experience in this particular is

worthy of note. A light soil is especially adapted

to the vine. Mr Longworth says:

"I have three varieties of native grapes which

I consider far superior to the Catawba for the ta-

ble. They have none of the hard pulp common to

the Catawba, Schuylkill, Muscadel, and the Isa-

bella. For the table, they are equal to the Meu-
nier, or Miller's Burgundy, and as free of pulp.

One of them, which I first met with a few years

since. I call the Ohio grape. The vine is perfectly

hardy, a fine bearer, has never had the mildew or

rot, and the branches very large, say four times

the size of the Burgundy. I sent a bunch of these

grapes to Boston last fall, but it was too long on

the road to be in perfection. I will give five hun-

dred dollars for a root of native grape that, in qual-

ity of the fruit and size of the bunch, shall surpass

it. The other two are equally good for the table,

perfectly hardy, great growers, but the bunches of

fruit not so large.

" I was surprised, when East, to see no good na-

tive grapes. At my difllerent vineyards, I have

about sixty acres in grapes, but not all in bearing.

"There is, perhaps, no fruit so much affected

by circumstances of soil, position, and culture, as

the grape. By taking the native vine, the proba-

bilities of success will be greatly increased, since

its quality may be better known, and the necessary

situation as it respects soil and exposure more sure-

ly ascertained."

—

Ball. Amtr.

Risks of Mercantile Life.—Gen. Dearborn, in a

lecture delivered last winter before the farmers of

the Massachusetts Legislature, declared that 97

out of every 100 persons who obtained their liveli-

hood by buying and selling, failed or died insol-

vent. This fact he ascertained by reference to the

books of the custom-house, the banks, the probate

office, and from the recollections of the oldest mer-

chants. If this statement approximates to the

truth in relation to the risks of mercantile life, it

should induce fathers to instil into the minds of

their sons a love of agricultural pursuits. Gen.

Dearborn declared that " he would prefer a cottage

in the country with five acres of ground, to the

most splendid palace that could be erected in the

city, if he must depend upon the success of mer-

chandize to support it."

—

Ohio State Jour.

Sound Sentiments.—That mechanic or profes-

sional man, who cannot sustain himself without

assailing those of his neighbors engaged in similar

business, may always be considered a mean-spirited

creature, unworthy the name of man. He who
goes about slandering a competitor, however exalt-

ed his merits in his own conceit, will always be

despised by noble minds, as a thing which makes

tself despicable to gratify a bad heart.

—

Selected.
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From Gniy's Sciemific and practical Agriculture.

IMPROVEMKNT OF TIIR SOIL BY THE
ADD! TION OF EARTHS NOT EXISTING
IN 11', OR IN TOO SMALL QUANTITIES.
1. Carhonale of Lime.— '1 lierfi is no siibjpct le-

spectlnjr ivlilcli there is a r;rpiiter diversity of opin-

ion among practical farnicrs, than that of the appli-

cation of lime. It is saiil by some, to hum up the

vegetable matter ; while it is believed by others,

to add greatly to the fertility. When applied as a

carbonate, no ill effects can be experienced. In

its caustic state, it may prove injnrions by furminij

with the vegetable matter an insoluble substanci',

which thus removes a part of the vegetable food.

It is hardly necessary to repent here, that most

of onr soils are nearly destitute of lime, although

reposing on limestone rocks. We have no soils

which are strictly cnlcnreon.i, and hence this earth

may he added without the least fear of injury, but

with the certainty of ultimate and permanent bene-

fit. The quantity need not be large—four or five

per cent, and even less, will essentially improve

the ttrlure of the soil, and supply the necessary

earthy ingredients, and it is in these two respects

that we are now speaking of it. Hence it should

be applied, for these objects, in the form of marl,

shell, or ground limestone. Quick or slacked lime

applied to the soil, ao(m becomes converted, in part,

into carbonate, and air-slacked lime is already par-

tially carbonated ; but the application of lime in

this form is better suited to it as a saline mnmire.

The effect of lime, as an earthy ingredient, is to

render cold, stiff clay soils more friable and light
;

of course dryer and more easily heated by the rays

of the sun. Upon sandy soils, the effect is just the

reverse ; and it enables such soils to retain the

manures placed upon them, and counteracts the

electro-negative character which the silicic acid

or silex imparts to them.

2. Sand or Gravel.—When a soil is too clayey

or peaty, its texture may be improved by the addi-

tion of sand or gravel. Their effect upon such

soils is similar to that of lime. The sand gives to

the clay a better consistency, and renders the peat

more compact. It is easy to understand how this

is; but it has been a question of some difficulty to

determine whether sand or coarse gravel is the

better form in which to apply siliceous matter.

This question is one of easy solution, provided all

the cireumstanecs aie understood. If the soil is

peaty, the fine gravel will produce a more immedi-

ate effect, and loam is better than gravel; but

coarse gravel will be more durable, because it not
|

only supplies the earthy ingredients which influ-

ence the texture, but also the decomposable mine-

rale, which are equally necessary for the growth of

vegetables. Loam, or fine gravel, spread directly

upon peat meadows, after they are drained, will

render them fertile at once
;
provided that a small

quantity of lime, ashes, or other alkaline substance

is added, to correct the acidity, and dissolve the

vegetable matter.

If the soil is clayey, coarse gravel will ultimate-

ly prove the most valuable, for the same reason as

above, and loam or fine sand will produce a more

immediate effect; hence, the decision of this ques-

tion and the practice, will be one way or the other,

according to the object we have in view in making

the improvement. If a sufficient quantity of loam

could be added, it would undoubtedly be better

than either sand or gravel.

3. Clay.—Sandy, light, peaty and calcareous !

soils arc often benefited by the addition of clay.

The niiMle of applying it (as derived from experi-

ence "od ccmtirmed by theory,) is to spread it upon

the soil ill the fall or commencement of winter,

that the frost may break it down, and render it fit

to be intimately mingled with the soil, by the pro-

cess of plowing and harrowing in the spring.

Cliaplal recommends the practice of baking and

then pulverizing, by which process it approaches

nearer to sand in its physical properties.

The utility of clay in agriculture has long been

acknowledged, but the manner in which it operates

is yet a little doubtful. Some things, however,

are well settled. It adds its adhesive and reten-

tive properties to sandy and peaty soils, and fur-

nishes one indispensable earlhy ingredient; but its

effects are not wholly accounted for by the texture

which it imparts. Wo must resort to its composi-

tion. Now, it has been found that some of our

clays, especially the clay-marls, contain small

quantities of carbonate of lime. By adding one

earth, thcrelorc, we actually add two, both of which

are especially important to soils of the above de-

scription ; for, where there is too much sand or si-

lica, both clay and carbonate of lime operate to

equalize the electrical forces : both act as conver-

ters of vegetable fibre into vegetable food.

A specimen of common blue clay from Lowell,

analyzed by Prof. Hitchcock, gave

—

Water and organic matter, 4.0

Silica, r)I.,53

Alumina, 20..50

Protoxide of iron, 9.82

Oxide of manganese, 0.56

Lime,
"

0.56

Magnesia, .44

Sulphur and loss, 3.23

It will be seen by this analysis, that there is a

large quantity of protoxide of iron, and this ex-

plams further its influence. " Our common clays,"

sa>'s Dr. Dana, "contain more or less of siilphuret

of iron. The conversion of this into the persul-

phate of iron, is the natural conseqio.'nce of expo-

sure ; free sulphuric acid then results, which acts

on any lime in the soil, forming sulphate of lime, or

gypsum." But the mo.st important effect of the

prutoiide is, that in passing into the peroxide, it

tends to induce decay in the vegetable matters

which are in contact with it ; hence clay acts upon

a soil as an alkali, an alkaline earth, and a me-

tallic oxide.

Finally, clay has the property of absorbing gase-

1
ous bodies, which are useful in vegetation. Lie-

1
big attributes to it the power of absorbing anuno-

' nia, from which plants derive their nitrogen. Uau-

beny regards this power in a soil, as an indispen-

;
sable condition of fertility.

i As sand will improve a clayey or peaty soil, and

'clay a sandy soil, it is matter of no little astonish-

ment that New England farmers have not resorted

frequently to this mode of amelioration. In various

parts of the country, sand-hills, peat swamps and

clay beds, are so situated often, that it would be

the easiest thing in the world to transfer portions

of the one to the other, to the mutual improvement

of all. It sometimes happens, that a soil is reduced

to an impalpable powder when dry, and to a soft

paste when wet, while the earthy and vegetable

ingredients are in the right proportions to ensure

fertility. Such a state of the soil results from a

long course of tillage, and is due to the fact that

the minerals are all decomposed by the action of

growing plants, nnd without decomposable minerals

in tint soil, no plants grown upon it will come to

maturity. Such lands, therefore, require gravel,

sanil or loam, and as in the cases above mentioned,

the 1 itter has been found to produce the best ef-

fect, while theory at least would load to the opin-

.

ion that the former would be most durable.

The general theory relative to these modes of

improvement of is, first to improve the texture and

consistency and equalize the electrical state of the

soil, and secondly to furnish those decomposoable

minerals which plants must have in order to mature

their seeds.

There is a limit, however, to these methods,

while time and expense are required to carry out

a system sufficiently rigorous to produce the high-

est effect ; but if the farmer will have patience,

coupled with perseverance, he may have the satis,

faction of seeing his soils gradually but surely ap-

proaching to the best possible texture, and to the

most favorable proportions of all the mineral ingre-

dients.

CHARCOAL AS A MANURE.
The following is copied from the first volume o

the Transactions of the N. Y. State Agricultural

Society :

" There is no subject connected with farniinf

that requires so great attention as manure. Le

the land be ever so sterile and barren, it has beei

fully ascertained that by a judicious course of iim

niiring it can be enriched and made productive

Lot the soil be as rich and as full of succiilen

matter calculated for the producing and nourish ini

the variety of plants necessary to be grown for On

use of man and the benefit of the animal creation

a continued course of tillage, and a series of yearf

neglect of manuring will certainly render it barre

and unproductive. Upim the state of the soil o

every farm, depends the living, we may say, of th

farmer and his family; and, carrying out the prir

ciple in its most extensive sense, upon the nctivit

and intelligence of the farming comniiiiiity de

ponds the whole interests of the entire commerci;

and civil conimunity of any country. 'I hose fuel

are so evident to any man who will take but a mc
meiit for reflection upon lliem, that it is a woiide

indeed that more attention has and is not directe

to this all important question, as to ^what are ih

best manures.

I have recently had my attention directed to th

use of charcoal, by the knowledge of some facl

that have been communicated in answer to my ii

qiiiries. I shall not pretend to enter into a serie

of reasonings upon the chemical affinities of cha:

coal to the soil upon which it may be applied ;-

these matters I shall leave to those whose educs

tion and pursuits have better fitted them to ascot

tain these things, by enabling them to reach thei

by chemical analysis, which I am unable to maki

I shall simply state the facts which I have obser\

ed, and those which I have learned from other;

whom I have requested to look to them, togethe

with the results that have lieen obtained, leavin

to others to say whether the question is not of su

ficient importance to lead them to try whether th

results will not be equally beneficial in very man
other situations.

In the neighborhood in which I live, there are

great many hearths of coal-pits, as they are called

places where wood has been piled, and burned ini

charcoal. I have invariably observed, that upo
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these hearths, in t)ie course of a very few years, a

luxurious coat of grass made its appearance, when

all arnnnd in the vicinity scarcely a blade of grass

could be found, and what there was found out of

the coal hearlli, was sickly nnd dwarfish. 'I'his

was so well known, tli:it in the heat of summer,

when the pasture in other places was dried and

withered by the summer drought, it was a common

practice to drive the cattle to the •' coalings," as

they are called, sure that ^liey would there obtain

food. During the last autumn, business called me

into Harford county, in Maryland. While there, I

was surpris>'d at the exceedingly luxuriant growth

of a crop (if grain but lately seeded into a field, on

Deer creek, and also at the very peculiar appear-

ance of the soil. The soil upon which the grain

was growing had a remarkably dark appearance,

and appeared to be so mellow and friable as nearly

to bury the foot at every step, and althmigh it lay

very level, did not appear to the touch to be so;

not as the .'soil in the other fields around it on the

same level. My attention was excited by what I

saw, and I inquired if the field had not been cov-

ered with charcoal, and was told that it had been.

I inquired when it was done, and was told it had

been spread upon it more than twenty years ago !

I then asked what was the general quality of the

crops raised upon it, and ! was told that they were

invariably fine, both as to quantity and quality.

The person who lived upon the property informed

me that he had repeatedly hauled the soil from tliat

field and spread it upon the surrounding fields, nnd

he could, for years, or in fact from the time he

spread it there to the present day, always see, by

the growth upon these places, exactly where he had

put it!

I had for some time past had my attention di-

rected to the subject, but here I found it fully de-

veloped to my full satisfaction.

When I returned home, I made it the subject of

conversation frequently with tlie farmers in our

neitrhborhood, and from one of them I learned that

when he lived in Chester county, Pa., with his fath-

er, a part of their farm became worn out and un-

productive. It was abandoned for several years,

and in the mean time many coal-pits had been

formed upon several of the old fields, by drawing

the wood there to burn into coal, that had been cut

•in the adjoining timber lands. After some time,

they again put those fields under tillage, and he

states that wherever a coal hearth had been left,

there the crop of grain and the growth of grass

was equal, if not superior, to that which grew upon

any of their most productive fields. Another case

of the application of charcoal I have found in this

neighborlMiid, was made by a gentleman in the

iron business to his meadow, near the coal house.

He had a large quantity of the coal that had be-

come too fine to be used in the furnace, and he

concluded, as the easiest way to dispose of it, to

haul it out and spread it upon the grass land. He
spread it late in the fall, and for many years he in-

formed me he observed the most astonishing effect

produced upon his yield of grass. The quantity

was nearly double, and the effect continued as

long as he owned the property, which was at least

ten years : so he informs me.

From what I can see of its effect, where a large

quantity is left upon the ground, as for instance, in

the centre of the hearth, it takes a considerable

time for it to acquire a sufficient degree of mois-

ture to penetrate to the bottom, and until it has ac-

quired that degree of moisture, nothing will grow

there. Around the outer edges of the circle where

it is thrown upon the ground, it is soon saturated

with moisture, and vegetation is soon facilitiitcd,

nnd goes on rapidly. I should judge from this,

that when about to be applied to land, the coal

should be ground fine, and then thoroughly wetted

and sown or spread over the surface of the soil.

From the circumstance of its being easily powder-

ed or mashed up, I should suppo-ie that the process

would be very easily effected by maki.ng a floor of

plank, say circular, and procuring a good sized

stone, to bo afhxed by a shaft to an ugright post,

and drawn over the coals. The cost of covering

an acre would be trifling, and if it produced no

other effect than that of forming a permanent vege-

table basis in the soil, for lime to act U|)on, it ap-

pears to me it Would well repay a greater amount

of labor and expense than would be necessary to

try it.

I have just been made acquainted with another

result of the application of charcoal to arable land ;

that is, wherever charcoal has been applied, rust

ntver affects the growing crop of whiai. My friend

who has communicated this fact to me, states that

he has observed it particularly, and when the field

generally has been "struck with rust," as it is

called, those places where he had applied the char-

coal invariably escaped.

J. H. HEPBURN.

PROFIT OF SWINE.

The question of profit in keeping and fattening

swine, has been much discussed, and so much de-

pends on circumstances of age, breed, food, length

of time kept, and price in the market, that the

question must remain open. Mr Phinney gives it

as his opinion, that with Indian corn at 1 dollar

per bushel, and potatoes at .33 cents, and the price

of pork 12 cents, they may be fatted to a profit.

In his experience, he says, four quarts of Indian

or barley meal with an equal quantity of apples,

pumpkins, potatoes or roots cooked, will give two

pounds of pork.

A small example of fatting swine in Medway,

Norfolk county, which came under my notice,

seems worth recording, because an exact account

of their cost was kept. The owner was a mechan-

ic, and bought every article of their feed, not even

keeping a cow. His two hogs when killed weigh-

ed, one 420 lbs.—one 382 lbs., and pork was then

worth V2 cents per lb. Value when dressed, $90 24.

They were killed at 14 months old. They were

bought in November and killed in the December of

the next year. They were kept in the sty the

whole time ; were fed three limes a day with

weeds, corn and potatoes. The potatoes were

boiled and the Indian meal mixed with them into

a mash. They were fed exclusively., on corn one

week before being killed. They did as well in

winter as in summer. Salt was frequently given

to them in their swill. The price of corn bought

for them was 117 cents to 136 cents, or an average

of 130 cents per bushel. Potatoes were 30 cts.

per bushel. The whole cost of the hogs when fat-

ted was $02, including the price of purchase, or

7.8 cts. per lb.

I shall here subjoin some careful experiments

made by myself a few years since in relation to

this subject.

Experiment].—Two hogs about one year old
;

one of them a barrow in very good condition; the

other a barrow recently gelded and in ordinary con

dition, were put up to be fed exclusively upon In

dian hasty pudding, or Indian meal boiled with wa-

ter. We began feeding them the first of March

18:?1, and weighed them ngain on the nineteenth

of the some mouth. In the 18 days they consum-

ed six bushels of Indian meal. They were offered

cold water to drink, but did nut incline to lake any.

The result

—

No. 1 weighed on the 1st March, 233 lbs.

10th " 209

Gain, 36

No. 2 (recently gelded) weighed on 1st Mar. 190

19th " 247

Gain, 57

The gain of the two was 93 lbs. in 18 days. The

quantity of meal consumed by them was 10 quarts

per day to the two. We allow 30 quarts to a bush-

el, deducting two for grinding. The price of com
at the time was 70 cents per bushel. The expense

of the increased weight is 4.5 cents per lb.

Experiment 3.—No. 2, mentioned above, weighed

On 23d March, 253 lbs.

Do. 30th April, 312

In 38 days, gain, 59 lbs.

No. 3, a shoat purchased from a drove, weighed

On 2Sth March, 100 lbs.

Do. on 30th April, 151

Gain in 33 days, 51 lbs.

This is a fraction over 1 lb. 8 oz. per day each.

In this case their food was exclusively boiled

pstatoes mashed with Indian meal. The exact

amount consumed not ascertained, but fed as freely

as they would bear.

Experiment 3.—The two last named hogs were

for the next 20 days put upon Indian hasty pudding

exclusively, with the following result:

No. 2 weighed on 30th April, 312 lbs.

« on 20th May, 382

Gain in 20 days, 70 lbs.

No. 3 weighed on 30th April, 151

" " on 20th May, 185

Gain in 20 days, 34 lbs.

The two in the above named WO days, consum-

ed four and one half bushels of meal, cooked as

above. Meal 78 cents per bushel. Gain of the

two, 104 lbs. in 20 days.

In the fourth experiment, sundry swine were fed

with meal and potatoes, washed and mashed. In

52 days they gained asfollons : one 68 lbs., anoth-

er 48, another 86. Two others in 24 days, gained,

one 55 lbs., the other 25.

[Another experiment with Indian hasty pudding

was made, and the gain was large. We have not

room for the details.]

The results ol" the experiments "seem to demon-

strate the great advantage of cooked food, both as

it respects its increase of bulk and the improve-

ment of its nutritive properties. Whether it would

apply to those substances whose bulk is not in-

creased by cooking, equally as to Indian meal and

the like, is a matter which experiments only can

determine. In an experiment recently made, of

giving swine raw meal mixed with water, I have

found a falling off in their gain of nearly one half,

compared with giving their food cooked.

—

Abridged

from Caiman's Fourth Report.
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THE CROPS—PRICES, &c

Tliere is a general and proper curiosity in ihe minds

of all classes of our commnnily, to learn whelher the

labors of the husbandman are to be rewarded by a luxu-

riant, an ordinary or only a scanty harvest. The brief

items of a newspaper upon this subject, which generally

are founded upon the appearances in n single county,

and ofien upon the appearance of a single field, are

worth but little taken separalely as data for an opinion

And yet these items collectively, gathered from the pa-

pers of every section and State of the Union, will ena-

ble one to form a tolerably correct estimate of the amount

of the harvest. Wc seldom copy the notices which fall

under our eje, but we reinember the substance of them,

and endeavor to draw a correct inlerence from the whole.

The wheat crop of the country will be large. In

some sections, as in parts of Maryland and Virginia, the

rust has shortened it, but the accounts from the immense

West are all thus far favorable. It is not certain, how-

ever, that the harvest will be as abundant as accounts

indicate. Blight, rust, mildew, &c. often come when

the crop is very near maturity, and suddenly cut short

the expectations of the reaper. We have no special

grounds for anticipating such disappointmenis the pre-

sent season ; and we think it is late enough now for us

10 say with much confidence, that the crops of winter

and spring grains throughout the country will be unu-

sually large. Bread stuffs will be abundant and cheap.

In our vicinity, the barley worm lias mode sad rava-

ges in some fields; but barley is not a crop that is exten-

sively grown. E.\cepting where barley has thus suffer-

ed, all the grain that has come under our notico looks

well. The few fields of swheat, the winter and spring

rye, and the oats all promise to yield plentifully.

Tke Hay Crop.—Farmers arc now busily getting this

into their barns. Last week was favorable for their ope-

rations, and they improved it. On Friday there were

showers, and Saturday was somewhat overcast. With

this exception, the weather has been good for drying

the crop for eight days preceding Monday (18lh)—and

the ciop is abundant. The copious rains of June and

the early part of July, have entirely dispelled the appre-

hensions which were felt in the early part of June.

The 6u/& of hay is very great. The crop absolutely is

good ; but it is not so much greater than in most years

as the mere looker on imagines. The growth has been

very rapid, and the hay is light in proportion to its bulk.

The pitchfork makes a much smaller return than the

eye does. Th<'re is less weight and less substance in a

barvfull of hay, than we have known for several years.

The crop, though good, is not so great as many persona

represent it ; and we predict that hay will command

very nearly as high a price next April and May, as was

paid for it in those months this year.

Potatoes—The early kinds will yield abundantly.

Of the latter ones it is not yet time to have an opinion :

the vines look well.

Fruit is abundant on the trees.

Prices. With such prospects for a bountiful harvest,

and with a general want of activity in business, the far-

mer can anticipate only low prices for his productions.

Plentiful as the harvest now promises to be, the year

will not be one of great prosperity with him. He would

make as much, probably more, money, were the crops

of the country generally short. The extra expense of

harvesting and marketing, when crops are large, and the

greater difficulty of turning bis produce for cosA, cause

it to be more difficult for him to pay ofi' his laborers, and

to settle his grocer's and blacksmith's bills, than it is

when his crops are less in quantity, but meet with a

more ready sale.

But whether we are correct here or not, we are not so

solicitous to have the farmer's purse gn^w full, as to re-

joice because he thrives at the expense of hunger and

suffering en the part of those poor, who are obliged to

buy their sustennnci! from day to day . Though we
I

would gladly see the farming interest more flourishing,

we are not disposed to be otherwise than grateful to the

God of the seasons, for those genial influenci s of sun-

shine and showers, which are bringing fruits out of

earth's Ktorehouse with such rapidity and in such great

profusion.

Farmers will be wise if they make themselves eco-

nomical, industrious and cheerful as possible, until the

time comes when our national government shall impose

a tariff, and o'iscriminating duties which shall foster

American labor, and give a good market to the New

England farmer at his own door, or in the neaiest vil-

lage; or, if that time is not soon to come—and we see

but little ground to expect it—then prepare to keep up

courage and to hold on manfully, until the indomitable

energy and enterprise of New England shall make for

itself, in spite of government, canals and railroads of

business, and shall press vigorously ahead in such

branches of business as will remunerate them for their

toils. What that business can be, we do not pretend to

divine; but we do cherish a faiih that Yankee sagacity

will find some way in whifh to recover from the pros-

tration of business occasioned by maladministration of

national affairs, and by a mad career of the people in

" making haste to be rich."

HARVESTING GRAIN.

Custom has induced farmers generally to believe tin

it is an improper and wasteful practice to cut eithi

wheal or rye with the scythe and cradle. If the grai

be neither lodged nor entangled, it may be cut off :'

clean by the scythe and cradle, iis by the sickle. If
|

be properly gathered and bound, but little, if any, moi

loss will arise from gathering it in this way. If tl

grain be cradled in proper lime, it shatters less, on lli

whole, than when it is reaped and secured in the Usui

way. It is readily granted that if grain be cradled anr

reaped at the same time, it shatters more by the formt

practice. It should be recollected, however, that ih

very tardy progress of the sickle greatly increases th

shattering, by procrastinating the harvest so long tha

the chaff opens, and much of the grain falls out. Where

as the rapid progress of the scythe and cradle cuts o

the grain before any material loss from shattering ca.

take place, if the cultivator commences in time. Ni

evil, but much good, will arise from beginning early

This not only prevents shattering, but also the risk o

encountering the various injuries to which the crop i

exposed by useless delay. Some farmers of the first re

sprctability assert, that practice and observation hav

convinced them that the grain, and also the flour ar

best when wheat is cut much before the usual tinu

This, however, does not accord with my practice. Th

middle course between the extremes of cutting ver

early, or at the usual time, will be found the best, e.ii

cepl when mildew occurs. In that case, wheat shoul.

be cut immediately after it can be determined that th

disease is severe. If the crop is only slightly affected

it is far better to let it stand until the grain be fit to cut

—Lorain s Hvshandry.

SEEDING DOWN TO GRASS.

The old custom of seeding down lands to grass with

the grain crop, has not been very successful for the last

few years. The grass has failed to do well. At this

we are less surprised than we are that the grass did,

years ago, generally survive the hardships to which it

was subjected. If the seed is sown in the spring with

orain, the young grass grows during the early and cooler

part of the season in the shade—and when the holiest

and dryest weather comes, then the plants, tender as

shade and shelter can niske them, are suddenly laid

bare to the scorchings of an August sun. No wonder

that they die;—greatershould be the wonder when they

live, as they often do. After the grain is taken off, the

field may be plowed or merely well harrowed, and sow-

ed with hay seed, and the chances for a crop the next

season will be good.

Moist lands that are bound out, and that can be plow-

ed, may be turned over as soon as the grass is taken off,

or at any time in August—the earlier the better—and

with a top dressing well harrowed in, may be forthwith

sown with grass seed, and they will do well. This is a

profitable course on all l.mds that are so moist and lieavy

thai it is difficult lo plow, plant and hoe them in wet

seasons. On such lands grass is the best crop, and it

may be kept in without going through the process of

planting.

It is too late now to prepare your corn fields for seed-

ing down at the last time of hoeing, unless you have

had an eye to this in the applicaticm of your manure and

in the hoeings up to this time.

We regard this process of seeding down light and

warm lands, as the safest, the best, and the most eco-

nomical of any with vvhicli we are acquainted.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Saturday, July 16, 1842. ,

EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS.

From the President of the Society—Spiroea lobata

var. Americana, 7 feet high; Delphinium Barlowii

Phlox Thompsonii and Cleopatra (both handsome kinds

—Gladii'lus floribundus; Double Lychens, &c.
From Hovey & Co.—Picotee and Clove Pinks ; )

kinds of Bengal Tea, Noisette, and Bourbon Roses
Verbenas ; Lilium japonicum, and Hoya carnnsa.

From S. Walker—Carnations and Picolees—some o

them very fine, and justly obtained the premium.

From W. E. Carter—Picotees and Carnations, am
Lilium japonicum ; Eximicum, and Canadensis subra.

From Messrs. Winship—Specimens of Spirtea ulina

ria variegata.

From Jos. lirecU &. Co.—Fine seedling Picolees.

From S. R. Johnson—Hardy and tenderRoses, Carna
tion and Picotee Pinks and Double Pomegranates.

From A. Bowditch—lender Roses and Yucca gInriosB

From D. Haggeiston—upwards of .50 good Dahlias.

From P. Barnes—Dahlia Cunstanlia, and Gladiolu:

floribundus.

Bouquets were exhibited from W. Kenrick, Dr. How
and, VV. Meller, Miss Sumner, J. Hovey, Hovey & Co.

J. L. L.F. Warren, ii.c.

The exhibition of Carnations anil Picotees for premi

ums, took place today, and the awards were as follows

For the best display of flowers, to S. Walker.
For the 2d do. do. to J. Bieck & Co.

For the best Seedling, to J. Brcck & Co.

D. Haggerston,) , J
S.R.Johnson, '^"^Ses.

Per order of the Committee,
C. M. HOVEY, Chairman.

[Tr'We acknowledge the receipt of a box of extra

large Gooseberries from J. G. Thurston, Esq., Lancas-

ter, Mass. Fine specimens of this fruit have a number

of times been exhibited by this gentleman at the Horti-

cultuial Rooms, equal to any that have been shown.

J. B.
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Roporifillor the New England Farmer.
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[,JllKl(;nrO.N MARKKT.—MoKDAT, July 18, 1842.

Kel'orIe<U'..rIhe .Nnv Ensliind fnriner.

J Al Jlnrlvul C8,'. Heel Cattle, 20 Cows and Calve.s,

210n Sheep and 40 Swine.

I'mcES.— Bee/ Cattle. We quote a few extra $5 25

a 5 38. First quality, $4 75 a 5 00. Second quality,

,j$4 25 a 4 50. Third quality $3 50 a 4 -25.

Coics and Ca/rei—Sales 18, 21, 23, 25, 28, 31 and

$35.
SAecp.—Dull. We quote lots 1 38, 1 50, 1 75, 1 81,

1 91, 2 00, 2 25 and $2 50.

kjcinc. —No lots were sold to peddle. At retail from

4 1-2 to 5 1-2.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Corrected uitli great care, weekly.

SEEDS. Herds Grass, $0 00 to 00 per bushel Red Top,
10 to 50 cents, (."lover—Northern, Id to 12c.—Southern, 8
1 10 c. I'lax Seed, Sl 50 per bushel. Lucerne, 25 c.per lb.

Canary Seed, S5 00 per bushel.

GR.\IN. The arrivals of Corn, during the past week,

ire about 50,il00 bushels, a large portion oi which has been

aken by the dealers at a reduction on the last weekly report.

Corn—?\'orthern. old, bushel 62 to 63—Southern, round
fellow, old, 60 a 61—Southern flat yellow, new, 57 a 68—
Jo. do. white do. 55 a 5G--Barley — a — —Rye, Northern,
'5 a 00 —do. Southern, 65 a 70 —Oats, Southern, 35 a 36—
Vorlhern do. 00 to 40— Beans, per bushel 75 a 1 50.— Shorts,

Der double bush. 35 a 40— Bran, 25.

FLOUR. The market for Genesee has been decidedly

Detter to day, holders generally asking 116 a 1 8 advance.

Baltimore, Howard Street, 4 mos. cr. S6 12 a 00 —do.
wharf, *6 00 a 10 do. free of garlic, 46 12 a Phila-
lelphia fio. 4 mos. $5 87 a 00 —Fredericksburg, lowi'd 4

no3. S6 00 a 00 —Alexandria, wharf mountain, —6 00 a
Georgetown, S6 25 a C 62-Richmond Canal, S6 12 a 6 23

—do. City, S6 75 a 7 00— Pelerslrjrgh, South side S6 50 a 00
—do. CountrvSe uo a6 12—Genesee, common, cash, S6 12 a
) 00— do laiicy brands S6 18 a 6 25— Ohio via Canal.
J6 00 a 6 12—do do New Orleans, cash *5 75 a 00. Rye,
13 75 a 4 00—Indian Meal in bbls. $2 75 a 3 12.

PROVISIONS. The principal sales of the week have

leen by auciion, and consist of nearly 3000 bbls Pork, of

rarious qualities and prices

Beef—Me«s 4 i lo new bbl. $9 00a9 25—Navv—S7 50 a
3 00.—Ko. 1, 7 00 » 00—do Prime S4 50 a 5 00- Pork-
Extra clear 4 mo. bbl. SlOSOa 11 (0—do Clear SlOOOa 10 25
do. Mess, 7 00 a 8 00—do Prime S5 00 a 6 00—do Mess
from other States,— a do Prime do do *5 00 a 5 50
:lo. Cargo do. a 00 Clear do do SlOOOalOSO —
Batter, shipping, 6 a 11—do store, unin.spected, 10 a 14—do
dairy, 15 a 17,—Lard, No. t, Boston ins 6 a 6 1-2 — do
South and Western, 5 1-2 a 6 1-4 Hams, Boston, 6 a 7—do
Southern and Western, 5 a 6—Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,
C a 8—do new milk, 9 a 1 1

.

WOOL. l>uty. The v,ilue whereof at the place of ex-
(ortation shall not exceed 3 cts. per pound, free. Allwhere-
1 ("the value exceeds 8 cts. per pound, 32 per ct. ad. val. and
i cts per pound.

The market for this article remains in a very quiet state.

Sales are confined to small parcels, to supply the iinoiediate

necessities of manufacturers. We have reduced our quota-

tions to conform lo sales.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, lb. 37 a 40 c.—Amer-
ican full blood, do 35 a 37—Do 3-4 do .)2 a 35—Do. 1-2 do
30 a 32 -1-4 and common do 25 a 23 — Smyrna Sheep,
washed, 20 a 25— Do. unwashed, 10 a 13— Bengasi do
3 a 10—Saxony, clean — Buenos Avres unpicked, 7 a 10

—

CO. do, picked, I2 a 16— Superfine Northern pulled lamb 33
a 35—Np. I do, do, do. 2iJ a 30—No. 2 do no do 20 a 22—
No. 3 do do do 12 a 15.

HOPS. Duty 20 percent.

1st sort, Mass. IB41 per lb 10 a 1 1 .—ad dodo do S a 9.

HAV, per Ion, S12 to 13- Eastern Screwed 814 to 16

CHEESE- -Shipping and 4 meal, 6 to Sc—New 9 to II.

EGGS, 12 a 16.

SAYLE'S GAROKN ENGINE:.

This is a splendid article. It will throw a constant stream
of water to the distance of 50 or 60 feet, with great force,

and in case of fire would be a good substitute for a fire en-

gine. The most perfect article (or the purpose ever intro-

duced. For sale by J. BRECK & CO., No. 51 and 52 North
Market street.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have been made the past year in the

form and workmanship of these Ploughs ; the mould beard
has been so formed as to lati the furrow completely oner
turning- in every particle of grass or sluhb/e, and leaving the
ground in the best possible manner. The length of the
mould board has bf n very much increase.1, so that the
Plough works with the greatest ease, both with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Woreester, say,
" Shoulil our opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo
the inquirer, if your land is mostly lightand easy to work,
try Prouty & Mears, but if your landis heavy, hard orrocl.y,
BEGIN WITH Mr. Howahd's.''
At the above mer.tioned trial the Howard Plough did

more work, with the same pmner of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentysn.'eji
and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while ihe
Hoxoard Plough turned tivcntynine and one half inches , to
the same poxeer of team : All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has Ireen quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secuies
the mould board and landside together, and strengthens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 toSl5. A Ploiigh,

sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about
*10 50, and with cutter *1, with wheel and cutter, 82 50
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed St.ire,

Nos. 51 & 53 North Market Street, by
JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

April 20

TYK VP CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derby, Esq. of Salem,
and Col. Jacques, for the purpose of securing cattle to the

stall, are found tc be the safest and most convenient mode
of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 North
Market st.

UUAIN CRADI.RS.

The difTfrence in gathering a crop is so much in favor of
cradling, that we must suppose that it will be the only mode
ado)iied hereafter, and the grain cradle will become of as
much use as an implemenl of husbandry, as the plow now is.

There has been a very great improvement in the inanu-
fncluring of this article, they are now made on the most
improved plan ; the scythe is well secured and finished in a

superior manner and made of the best cast steel.

For sale by JOSEPH CRECK, & CO. No. 61 & 52,

North Market St., Boston. July 13

REVOLVING HORSE RAKE.
This is one of the most useful and labor saving machines

now in use. One man and a horse with a boy to lead, will

rake on an average from 25 to 30 acres per day, with ease
and do the work well There is a great advantage in this

rake over all others, as Ihe person using it does not have to

stop the horse to unload the rake. For sale by J, BRECK
&CO., No. 52 North Market st. May 22.

GRINDSTONES, ON FRICTION ROLLERS

Grindstones of difTennt sizes, hnngon friction rollers and

tnoveil with a foot treacler, is lound to be a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung

in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale by J-

BRECK & Co., No. 61 North Market street.

LACTOMETERS— a simple instrument for testing

the quality of milk. For sale by J BRECK & CO.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Similes.—" Prny, mother, what arc similes?

They are resemblances, my child ; Ihe word

simile means a thing; that is like another. We
often use them to give clearness and energy to our

ideas. I will tell yon some similes in common
use, and put into rhyme so that you may remem-

ber them.

As proud as a peacock—as round as a pea

;

As blithe as a lark— as brisk as a bee
;

As li^ht as a feather—as sure as a gun
;

As green as the grass—as brown as a bun ;

As rich as a Jew—as warm as toast

;

As cross as two slicks—as deaf as a post.

As sharp as a needle—as strong as an ox;

As grave as a judge—as sly as a fox.

As old as the hills—as straight as a dart
j

Ass'ill as the grave—as swift as a hart.

As solid as marble—as firm as a rock
;

As Bofi as a plum—as dull as a block.

As pale as a lily—as blind as a bat

;

As white as a sheet—as black as my hat.

As yellow as gold—as red as a cherry;

As wet as water—as brown as a berry.

As plain as a pikestafl'—as big as a house
;

As flat ;iS Ihe table—at; sleek as a m-tuse.

As tall as the steeple— as round as a cheese
;

As broad as 'tis long—as long as you please.

Merry's Museum.

Nobility of Labor.—The man who labors in

some honest occupation and supports himself by

his own industry is one of nature's noblemen. He
carries with him an independence of feeling un-

known to many a titled aristocrat who spurns the

idea of labor, and holds in utter contempt the man
who lives alone upim the result of his own indus-

try. To what pitiful shilts and disreputable means
are the labor haters often driven to maintain the

digniiy to which they aspire, the dignity of living

without manual labor.

Many, not relishing work, think that some pro-

fessional parsults would elevate them in the scale

of human dignity, and, in spite of what nature de-

signed them for, commenced a profession in which
they can never rise above mediocrity, whereas they

might acquire reputation in their legitimate sphere.

How many of the three professional hangers-on
may every where be met with, who by some means
have obtamed a fine suit of clothes, and being too

proud to work, live a life of miserable dependence,
and encounter the sneers and jibes of the honest
mechanic who asks no favors but from heaven, and
a plenty of employment from his fellow men.
Many a poor, laughed at doctor, and pettifog-

ging la wyer who are more than half starving for

want of em|)loyment, might have made good me-
chanics, been respected in their calling, and in the

enjoyment of at least a decent competency. Pa-
rents, we advise you to let your children follow the
indications of nature in their choice of pursuits

through life.

—

Lickinu Valley [Ky) Register.

A Parson well paid.—The income of the
Archbishop of Canterbury is stated to be £41,000
a year which makes £788 9*. 2*/. per week, £112
6«. M. per day, and £4 13s. 6d. per hour, reckon-
ing 24 hours to the day."

This is at the rate of about one hundred dollars

every three hours of breath the Archbishop draws.
What a charge for working his own lungs, and

living ! If we deduct for his sleeping eight hours,

and for his eating Jour hours,—(and this is very

little, for a hiah feeding Englishman usually sits

fours hours at his dinner-table)— for exercise and

recreation four hours— it takes our parson the re-

mainder of his twenty four to receive and count

his cash without leaving him a minute to say his

prayers. Archbishops, however, manage money
and divine matters for the most part by deputy, and

in this way gain time for many secular employ-

ments which we have not taken into our estimate

of occupations, which cost the people so dear.

—

Glohc.

Chri.stian Phila>"Thopy.— Seldom are we call-

ed upon to record a finer incident than recently

came to our knowledge. A gentleman well known
in onrcity, who has been constrained by severe pe-

cuniary losses to abandon the business which at

one time bade fair to enrich him, was induced to

ask his creditors to discharge him, on condition of

his giving up all his property. He preferred to do
this instead of availing himself of the boon extend-

ed to him in common with thousands of his fellow

citizens, by the benevolence of Congres.^. His
creditors, without one exception, signed his dis-

charge ; but one of them whom he almost loared

to approach, having been compelled to pay his en-

dorsement on an " accommodation note" for two
thousand dollars—actuated by a peculiarly gen-

erous as well as Christian feeling, remarked to the

applicant for relief, (or he observed his embarrass-

ments, " Come on, don't be afraid. I know what
you have come for," and instantly affixed his name
to the discharge. Not satisfied with doing this,

after a short pause, he seized his hand and said,

" Take this—I know you must be short of money
—you have a large family to support, and it will

help you." The debtor to his utter amazement
found it was a check for one hundred dollars

!

There is something refreshing in such a scene as

this. The debtor told us the slory, and while nar-

rating it, his eyes but too plainly indicated how
his heart felt the generosity of one who had suf-

fered by his misfortunes. The same morning this

fine specimen of nature's nobility has discharged

another person, who owed him nine thousand dol-

lars. There is no romance in this.

—

JV. Y. Com-
mereicil.

Extracts.—Every man is guilty of wrong, which
it would be wrong for any other man to attempt to

right. We cannot act right where we have
no right to act. It might be good for the idle,

were ho compelled to labor ; and for the spend-

thrift, were we to control his estate. But what
would be attended with partial good, would involve

universal evil, endangering all personal liberty and
separate interest. In righting one man's wrong,
we would wrong every man's right.

Virtue is both a title and an estate ; a title the

most exalted, because it is God who confers it; an
estate the most rich, because it endures forever.

Envy may not derogate the title, because it is writ-

ten in the book of Heaven ; and fraud cannot di-

minish the estate, because no sin can reach it.

There is nothing purer than honesty— nothing
sweeter than charity ; nothing warmer than love

—

nothing richer than wisdom—nothing brighter than
virtue—and nothing more steadlast than faith.

These united in one mind, form the pure-^t and
sweetest, the warmest, the richest, the brightest

and the most steadf«3t happiness.

When we see birds at the approach of rain

annointing their plumage with oil, to shield off" th

drops, should not it remind us, when the storms c

contention threaten us, to apply the oil of forbear-

ance, and thus prevent the chiling drops from en
tering our hearts.

To accomplish much, a man must live as if h

were immortal.

GRBEN'.S PATENT STUAW CUTTER.

JOSEPH BRECK &- CO. al Ihe New England Agncu
tural Warehouse and Seed Slore Nns. 61 and.«.2Korih Ma
ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay ni

Stalk Culler, operating on a mechaiiicsl principle not belo

applied InaHy implement for this purpose. The most proi

inent effects of this application, and some of the cunsequi

pcculiariiies of the machine are :
,

1. So great a reduction of the quanlmn of power reqiiisi|

lo use it, that ihc strength of a half grown hoy is sufticie

to work il efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bus
els a minute, which is full twice as lasl as has been clainu

liy any other machine even when worked by horse or slea

power.
3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which til

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any oth

straw cjtter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and
i

together very strongly. Il is therefore not so liable as 1

complicated machines in general use to get out of order.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, &c.

The I'roprielors of the New England Agricultural Wai )

house and Seed Store No. 61 and 52 North Market sire' '

would inform their customers and the pulilic generally if

they have on hand Ihe most extensive assortment of Ag
cultuial and Horticultural Tools to be found in the L'nil

States. Part of which are the following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
Iron Ploughs

300 Common do. do.

aoo Cultivators.

100 Hreene's Straw Cutlers

60 Willis' do. do.

100 Comm^jn do. do.

100 Wiflfe' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

50 " Vegetable Cullers

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1500 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 '• Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz
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WINTER RYE FOR EARLY SPRING FEED.

Tlie following^ article, which we copy from ihe

Journal of llie Royal .Af;riciiltural Society of Eng.

land, is worthy of attention by many farmers in

this country. The length of our winter.^, and the

lateness of tlie season helore our cows and young

stock can get a good supply of feed from our pas-

tures, render it very desirable to find some article

which may answer for feeding or soiling earlier

than any that is in general use among us. Rye is

sometimes sown for feed, but when it loolis well,

the fanner is reluctant to turn in his cattle upon it.

But its lii.xuriance would not be objected to by his

stock, and he must get over his compunctions.

Our Indian corn crop affords us an opportunity to

re.<ort to the rye more conveniently than the Eng-

lish farmer can. We can sow our seed at the

last time of hoeing the corn, and the work is done.

The great obstacle in the way here is, the fact that

our corn in most cases covers only a part of the

field, and we cannot feed the rye without turning

other lands out to pasture also. With us, unless

we go more extensively into the cultivation of tur-

nips or some other crop that can be sowed later

llian we generally do, we must give up the land to

the rye for an entire year. But we think this

would be good husbandry for many farmers whose

pastures are short.

Tlie article below was based upon English soil

and climate— but the necessary adaptations to our

circumstances, any farmer is competent to make.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

ON EARLY SPRING FEED.
BY MATTHEW M. SIILECU.N.

The increased quantity of stock which the far-

mer is enabled to keep by the introduction and

successful cultivation of green crops, requires liis

best attention to furnish them with a coustant sup-

ply of green food, especially such portion of his

stock as are not intended for fattening. The use

of the artificial grasses on arable land in summer,

and of turnips in the winter, has been brought as

near perfection as may be ; but it is quite certain

that the wants of the sheep and cattle, from the

time when llie turnips are consumed to that when
the grasses become available, are not equally well

provided for. In order.as far as possible, to reme-

dy this deficiency, recourse has been had to the

cultivation of turnips which long retain their nutri-

tious qualities, and the swede has been truly inval-

uable for this purpose. But while these roots have

furnished very palatable and nutritious food for one

portion of the stock, they have altogether failed for

I

the young—tiie principal object of the breeder's

anxiety. For as well as having an abundant flow

of milk from tiie dam, every breeder is desirous of

training the young slock to help themselves as

soon as lliere is food of a proper quality available

for them; and if the young lambs in particular are

kept from green food until tliey are turned into the

gross clover leys with their dams, there is great

danger that a portion of them will be lost. It is

generally desirable to keep the clover leys free at

least until May, and long before that time the young

stock should be trained to cat a considerable por-

tion of green food.

With the view of supplying this want, several

crops have been cultivated for early feud in the

spring, with gieater or less success, and under

greater or less disadvantage, according to circum-

stances, but the farmer who occupies a poor soil

is, more than any other, under the necessity of

grappling with the difficulties he may have to con-

tend with ; for lateness of vegetation and certain

destruction of his crops of grass, are sure to be the

consequence if he break into them before they at-

tain a proper degree of maturation, and yet he has

also the greatest difficulties to surmount in culti-

vating any spring crop.

The fanner, on the other hand, who cultivates

rich fertile land, where he has a deep alluvial soil,

growing every crop luxuriantly, can easily free a

pasture early in the autumn, and have it full of

young grass as early as he may require it, and

knows nothing of the difficulties which attend his

less favored neighbor.

The avidity with which any new variety of

grass or plant promising early growth is tried, indi-

cates how desirable a point it is to secure an early

supply of succulent food. At one time it was

hoped that this desideratum was discovered in the

crimson trefoil.

The winter tare is one of the most valable escu-

lents for stock in possession of the cultivator, and

affords the greatest bulk of nutriment of any culti-

vated green crop, turnips perhaps e.\cepted, and is

relished at all seasons and by every kind of stock.

It is sometimes resorted to for depa.sturation in the

spring, with a view to subsequent soiling, but it is

after all rather a summer than a sprinfc crop ; and

it is more than problematical that the injury done

to the crop by spring feeding upon it, is greater

than the amount of spring food thus obtained. If

it be worth while to have a supply of early Ired, it

is worth while clearly to provide a crop specially

lor that purpose. As a spring crop, according to

the writer's observation and experience, it is de-

cidedly inferior to olher cultivated plants.

The writer of this paper has seen rye-grass very

successfully cultivated as early spring feed sown

alone. It requires to be sown a whole year before

it is fit to consume, and thus lies open to the objec-

tion of interfering with good husbandry, particular-

ly the hoeing of the corn crop, with whicli it is

sown a whole year before, as well as preventing

the plowing of the land for the same period ; thus

encouraging the growth of quitch and weeds, while

the adhesion of the soil which it produces, and the

accumulation of roots, &c. very materially prevent

its kindly working for the crop intended tu follow.

The above remarks are made on the supposition

that the rye grass is introduced as a half crop, for

it must be quite clear to every practical farmer

that there is no sound practice in throwing away a

whole year's crop for the .sake of one month's feed

in the spring, valuable as it undoubtedly is. The

trials above mentioned which the writer has leen,

have been with Pacey'a rye grass, and though

the Italian rye grass would furnish n greater por-

tion of food, supposing it tillered as much as Pa-

cey's, which is not the case, yet it is liable to all

the above objections, and from the observation of

the writer it appears exceedingly doubtful whether

it will bear an equal degree of frost to Pacoy's.

It is the intention of the writer now to state his

experience, and offer his recommendation of a crop

embracing all the advantages of the preceding, and

several peculiar to itself. It is that of rye, eaten

in the early stages of its growth. It is intended to

intervene between the last crop of the four-course

system, which is generally wheat, and to be eaten,

and the land plowed and worked for a crop of tur-

nips. It is equally applicable to all kinds of rota-

tions, and would well precede a fallow or a crop of

rape. As it is generally upon farms where the

four-course system is pursued that spring feed is

most wanted, the writer will confine his observa-

tions to that rotation.

So soon as the wheat is cut in the autumn, the

plow should be set to work. This may be done

even before it is carted, during the mornings of

harvest. A single plowing is given, and a very

slight dressing of any kind of short manure. In

some cases where the farmer lays on his manure in

the autumn, for turnips the ensuing year, it might

be better to lay it on before the plowing. It should

be remembered that the slight dressing should not

all be considered as given to the rye ; in reality it

becomes incorporated with the soil, and more inti-

mately mixed with it than by the ordinary mode of

spreading it on in the autumn, and any part of it

which the rye may abstract, will be more than

compensated by the droppings of the stock and the

carbonic acid gas which ihey evolve while consu-

ming it; and which the'soil more readily absorbs

in the spring than in any other part of the year,

evaporation going on at that period to a much small-

er extent than in any other.

The seed must be sown upon the plow-seam

broadcast, at the rate of 2 1-2 bushels per acre,

and if of that year's growth, so much the better, as

it is earlier and more certain of germination. To
this a peck of rapeseed per acre should be added

;

for alihough the latter is notable to stand a winter

when the frost sets in early and severe, in many

cases it will get sufficiently vigorous to resist any

ordinary frost, and will much improve the feed in

the spring. Should the rape not be sown, n peck

of winter-tares per acre will improve the feed, or

an additional peck of rye rnay be added ; as a full-

er bite and excited growth in its early stages will

be secured—a point gained when wanted to depas-

ture, although it might be injurious if sown for a

crop.

In cultivating rye as feed there need be no fears

entertained of its becoming "winter proud," for as

that only affects the ears of the corn, it is a cir-

cumstance of no importance, and therefore the ear-

lier it is sown the better able it is to resist the

early frosts, as well as having a better cover and

more feed when wanted. When sown it should bo
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tliornughly harrowed, but nnt rolled— a double with

a pair of fine harrows is sufficient, and the surface

weeds should be gathered off, or the whole raked

with the hand, which will more efficiently cover

the seed. An advantage is gained to the soil by

this plowing, which cannot be obtained when the

land is sown with the vetches. The annual weeds

on the old surface arc prevented from running to

seed, and a new surface is exposed to the air and

frost.

The ryo will be fit for consuming the last week

in March or the first in April, or if allowed to re-

main until the middle of the latter month, it will

carry a greater quantity of stock. After it is tlio-

rnughly eaten up, it should be freed, and by the

first week in May, will afford another pasture of

fine young nutritious feed ; at least, in ordinary

seasons. It is bad management, though sometimes

practiced, to allow the rye to remain uneaten until

the seed-stalk begins to shoot, for in that case it

will become much less palatable and useful. By

consuming it young, it is much more valuable,

and the succession crop equally so as the first.

The second crop being consumed, the plow must

be put into operation, and the soil prepared for the

Bucceeding crop ; and the advantage of its cnltiva

tion, by no means a small one, is, that it interferes

with no other crop.

Perhaps a short digression may be pardoned on

the subsequent preparation of the soil. The wri-

ter's practice is different to that of most other per-

eons. Usually it is cross-plowed a fortnight after

its first plowing. Time is thus lost, and the slices

are cut into squares difficult to be acted upon by

the harrow. The writer begins to harrow as soon

as the newly turned up surface of the first plowing

is sufficiently dry. This brings up the lowest part

of the roots of the weeds and closes the interstices

of the furrows, so that the remains of vegetation

being covered, deprived of air, and gathering mois-

ture, begin to decompose. Instead of cross.plow-

ing, it is again plowed lengthways, and the old sur-

face again brought up and harrowed. The weeds

separate much more easily by this process, and

much time and labor is saved ; the same practice

is applied to bastard fallows with the same good

effects.

Rye has the decided advantage of being capable

of resisting any conceivable degree of frost, and

when even the hardy wheat is carried off by an

ungenial season, it will escape injury, and even

thrive. At this time (Feb. 21, 1840) the writer has

a plot growing for feed which would now afford

more eating than almost any mixture of artificial

grasses in the middle of April, and that on a thin

light soil not worth more to rent than 25s. per acre.

Sortie of the rape has succeeded, even in this sea-

son of incessant rain, which prevailed not only in

the early stages of its growth, but ever since it

was sown. It can bear so much and constant wet,

worse even than frost.

The expense of this crop will be somewhere as

under. Say per acre

—

2 1-2 bushels of rye at 4s. GJ

1-2 peck of rape,

to be used ; a guide by no means unsafe as to its

nutritious qualities, and which is borne out by the

condition of the stock feeding on it.

To recapitulate the advantages of its cultivation :

I. Provision of excellent green food is made at

a season of the year when of all others it is most

wanted.

II. It is produced without sacrificing any portion

of the usual rotations pursued on a farm, and with

little extra labor, nor does it interfere with the man-

agement of any preceding or succeeding crops.

III. It will grow on any soil, but is especially

calculated for poor loose sand, when every other

green esculent is more or less uncertain.

IV. It will bear any degree of frost to which

our climate is subject, and is sufficiently hardy to

defy the effects of the coldest situations in the

country, being there cultivated instead of wheat

for a corn crop from necessity.

V. It is as inexpensive or more so than any grass

or leguminous plant.

VI. It is readily consumed by slock, especially

young animals.

VII. It improves rather than deteriorates the

soil upon which it is grown.

Thorpfield, near Tliirsk, Yorkshire.

Us. Sd.

10 1-2

12 1 1-2

It should be remembered that this interferes

with no operation of hushandry, and prevents no

crop, so that no rent of land or other extras are to

be reckoned—the plowings would be nearly the

same if the rye were not sown. Nothing is better

relished by stock at the season when it is intended

DRINKING TOO MUCH WATER.
To the Editor of the New England Farmer

:

Dear Sir—Your allusion in your paper of July

6, to my remarks of last year about cold water, re-

minds me of a determination I then formed to add

a few thoughts on the same subject. But before

I had leisure to do so, the hot season had passed by.

Even now it is getting late, but I am unwilling

longer to defer. If aught I may say shall be worth

remembering, however, some of your readers may

be able to retain it, perhaps, till next year.

You observe that I said, last year, that the quan-

tity of cold water you recommend would weaken

the system. I have forgotten the particulars of

what was said then, on either side. But I must

say, now, that two gallons of water a day, or at

that rate, for any considerable part of the day, es-

pecially, under the circumstances of great heat end

fatigue, will injure any person on earth. Yet "a

tumbler of water every half hour in the hottest part

of the day," is at the rate of two gallons for every

sixteen hours, and most laboring people are awake

so long.

You allude, as almost all do who recommend the

use of much cold water while we are hot, to the

necessity created by a profuse perspiration. Now,

which is the cause, and which the effect, in these

cases ? Is the perspiration the effect of excessive

drinking, or is it the canst ? If the latter, let the

cause be removed ; that is, let a smaller amount

of drink he taken.

I grant that eating salt food, as we often do in

hot weather, together with many other kinds of

food, and also many more unhealthy habits, tend to

induce thirst; and that to most persons a conside-

rable amount of drinks is necessary, unless they

will change their diet ; but not half a pint every

half hour." I grunt, too, that whatever is drank

should be cold water—that is, water at the usual

temperature of our rivers and exposed springs—not

at the temperature of our deep wells or our ice-

houses.

Yet it would certainly be a " more excellent

way," if laboring men would gradually (not too

suddenly) change their habits. Let them go to

bed early and rise early. Let them bathe in coli

water as soon as they rise; or if equally conve

nient, let them just take off the " edge" of the hea

by a plunge or two, or a shower-bath, two or threi

hours (not more) after breakfast. The last is pre

ferable—but people cannot generally spare tht

time in the middle of the forenoon ; and after tei

o'clock in the forenoon is generally worse thaii

early in the morning, and even somewhat dange>

rous.

Let them also inure themselves, as soon as the;

can, to plain food and water : bread, milk, pota

toes, apples, pears, rice, boiled corn, boiled wheati

beets, carrots, with the berries in their seasor/

without salt, or any other condiment ;—these ar

the things for laboring men who would avoid mor

bid thirst or intemperance. True it is, that evei

an excess of these will cause thirst; but not thei

moderate use.

Let them also have "long patience," and no

fret too much, cither against the Lord or agains

themselves. Fretting and worrying, of itself, wil"

cause thirst. To tell a fretful man not to drink

would be as useless as to tell Vesuvius not to poui

out its lava. i

I have made two experiments which so far as S'

small an amount of evidence can go, are in point

From August 6, 1840, to May 25, 1841, I followei

the above rules, except that I did not use two gal

Ions of milk during the whole time ; and thoug]

my employments, nearly the whole time, expose

me to thirst as much as those of any other man,

never had less thirst in 9 months and 19 days i

my whole life, and never was in better healtl

Since January last I have abstained in like niannc

to the present hour, and am able to do so ; th

heat, perspiration and fatigue of haying and hai

vesting to the contrary notwithstanding. Say nc

,

that I have a peculiar constitution. It is just lik

that of any other man in similar circumstance

Twenty years ago, I was drinking water and cide

and beer at the rate of two or three gallons a da;

and thought I needed it. Remember, however,

do not recommend the no-drink system to any bod

else. I only use it for experiment's sake.

You say you " never heard of a temperate ma

dying suddenly from drinking cold water in a ver

hot day, unless he had been long, i. e. more tha

an hour, without drinking." Perhaps not. But ]

it likely that the fiflynine soldiers who killed then

selves at the battle of Monmouth by drinking col

water, were none of them exceptions to the rul

you lay down ?

But I " will not dispute that point" with yof

More mischief is done to human health by drinkin.

cold water, where the evil falls far short of sue

den death, or even of immediate disease— I ha

almost said immeasurably mote—than in the con

paratively few cases where sickness or death ar

the speedy consequence.

. Yours, &
VV. A. ALCOTT.

Dedham, July 18, 1842.

A very successful horticulturist, who had a moi

repulsively ugly countenance, wss thus addresse

by a good-humored visitor :—" No wonder, Phili|

that you have the finest fniit in the country, for yo

are not only your own gardener, but, egad, yoi

own scare-crow too."

Wan-e war against the weeds.
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MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION OF rHUIT?.

Saturday, Jttly IC, 1842.

Sweet Montmorency Clierries, a new Seedling,

fine variety, from J. Fisk .Mien, Salem.

White Currant.-, from Samuel Jackson, of Rox-

bury.

White and Red Currants and Gooseberries, from

Azel Bowditcli, Roxbury.

White Currants and Gooseberries, large and

fine, from Jno. Hovey, Roxbury.

Franconia Raspberries, a fine specimen, from

Messrs. Hovey & Co.

Gooseberries, from John C. Thurston, Lancaster.

Black Hamburg Grapes, Currants, and Green

Chessill Pears, from Dr. Howard, Brookline.

Cherries—Hyde's Seedling, from Samuel Hyde,

Newton.

White and Red Antwerp Currants, Warren's

Franconia Raspberries, late Bigareauand Warren's

Transparent Cherries ; Early Royal George and

Gross Mignonno Peaches, fine specimens— from

Mr Warren, Brighton.

Gooseberries, a fine specimen, from S. R. John-

Bon, Charlestown.

Black Hamburg Grapes, a fine specimen, from

Otis Johnson, Lynn.

Gooseberries and Raspberries, from Samuel

Pond, Cambridgeport.

White Antwerp Currants, Savoy Bigareau, and

Belle de Choisy Cherries, a box of superb Goose-

berries—Roaring Lions—supposed to be from

Wm. Oliver, Dorchester.

Red Antwerp Raspberries, a superior specimen,

from R. S. Mackintosh, Roxbury.

Gooseberries, and George the Fourth and Royal

George Peaches—luscious specimens—from Geo.

Walsh, Charlestown.

For the Committee,

B. V. FRENCH.

(U°At an adjourned meeting of the Massachu-

setts Horticultural Society, held July 16th, the fol-

lowing Committees were elected to make arrange-

ments for the next Annual Exhibition :

Committee of General Arrnngements.

Samuel Walker,

Jona. Winship,

Wni. Oliver,

B. V. French,

L. P. Grosvenor,

M. P. Wilder,

Josiah Stickney,

J. L. Russell,

R. T. Paine,

C. M. Hovey,

J. E. Teschemacher,

Otis Johnson,

David Haggerston,

Wm. H. Cowen,

Robert Manning,

Josiah Lovett, 2d,

A. E. Story,

Cheever Newhall,

Joseph Breck,

Alexander McLellan,

Wm. Kenrick,

S. R. Johnson,

Samuel Sweetser,

P. B. Hovey, jr.

J. L. L. F. Warren,

John A. Kenrick,

Wm. E. Carter,

Samuel Pond,

John Hovey,

Azel Bowditch,

E. M. Richards,

John C. Howard,

H. W. Dutton,

Eben Wight,

Parker Barnes,

J. F. Allen,

J. Wentworth,
Hugh H. Tuttle,

F. W. Macondrv.

Committee tu Decorate the Hall and to take Charge

of the Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables.

Samuel Walker, E. M. Richards,

Wm. Oliver, Samuel Pond,

B. V. French, David Haggerston,

L. P. Grosvenor, S. R. Johnson,

M. P. Wilder, Azel Bowditcli,

C. M. Hovey, A. E. Story.

Josiah Stickney,

Committee to Make Reports on Fruits, Flowers and

f'egetables.

Samuel Walker, Samuel Pond,

B. V. French, C. M. Hovey.

Adjourned to Saturday, Aug. Gth, at 1 1 o'clock,

A. M.
EBEN WIGHT, Rec. Sec.

TAKING IN WORK.
It is no discredit to a female to be obliged to

maintain herself by work. On the contrary, it is

an honor to have it said that she can support her-

self. It is her glory, and the best recommendation

to the society of all whose good will and friendship

are alone worth possessing. But there are females

who have been so educated by their parents, that

they look upon labor as something derogatory to

their sex, and esteem those who are willing to

work, as far beneath themselves. They do not

care to associate with those of their own sex whom
misfortune or poverty compel to take in work, or

who labor in shops or factories. But which is the

most honoralile, to doze away existence in follow-

ing the foolish fashions of the day, in dressing in

the latest style and be waited upon by servants,

caring nothing for the poor and distressed around,

if self can only be decorated and the first circle of

society be entered, or to rise with the dawn, sup-

port yourself, and enjoy the blessings of life by

living as the God of nature designed ?

Which, we ask, is the most honorable, the most

useful life ? And who are the best calculated to

become real companions and happy and contented

wives ? Who but a fop, a drone, or a fool, would

choose the former for a friend and companion

through life, if it were not for her wealth ? and

who lives the happiest, and enjoys the most of this

life ? The answer is plain, and yet there are mul-

titudes around, following after the foolish fashions

of the day, spending the property of their fathers

in gewgaws and silks, to make a splendid appear-

ance to tickle the fancy of the simpleton, or unloose

the purse-strings of the miserly wretch. Girls, if

you know what belongs to your happiness, you will

never be ashamed to work
;
you will never let the

crimson mantle your cheeks when it is said, " She

takes in work," or " she enters a shop or factory."

No, it will b? your joy and yonr passport to suc-

cess to a cheerful and contented home, and all

the blessings of a virtuous life.

We have been led to these remarks, by hearing

from the lips of a young woman as we passed her

in the street a few days since, in a tone of haughty

pride and a toss of the head, as she remarked to a

companion in reference to an acquaintance, " I

want to know if she takes in work !" We know
not the female, but we thought what a fool the

young man must be to choose such a one for a

companion. If we were in want of a wife, and

possessed a princely fortune, we should search out

that poor, industrious girl, and she should be made

independent. We know she must make an excel-

lent companion, an industrious, useful wife, and a

kind and devoted friend. » She takes in work !"

In a few years, though now despised for her indus-

try and economy, she will far, far outshine her

proud and haughty acquaintance, and be introduced

to better society, while she, poor thing ! may be

glad to work in her family, or wash in her kitchen.
Such cases have occurred.

Females, love labor— despise sloth. Care not
for the sneering remark, and treat with contempt
the scornful look, and your reward, though slow,
will be certain. Vears of trial and anxiety, with
prudence and industry, will work out for you bless-

ings and favors incomparably great and lasting.

" 'J'ake in work"—do any thing but live a lazy,

fashionable life. We abhor and detest it; and so
do all whose favor and friendship you would over
care to gain. Though others may wonder at your
course and smile at your disposition, they shall be
led in the end to regard it as the height of wisdom
and sound philosophy. If your parents are wealthy,
remember riches often lake to themselves wings
and fly away: nothing earthly is more unstable.

Of'your industrious and economical habits you will

never be deprived. These are far more valuable
to bring to a young man than a princely fortune.

Secure these, whatever may be your situation in

life, and never, never be ashamed to have it re-

marked of you, " She takes in work."

—

Portland
Tribune.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

CARE OF APPLE TREES.
Mr. Editor—Travelling through the United

States in 1840, '41 and 43, I observed the apple
trees were become very scrubbed, and many of

the apples inferior in size and flavor. The inhabi-

tants ascribed these effects to the apple tree worm.
I believe they are all mistaken. Why do they not
destroy the »vorins .' it is very easy to be done.

Lime water, or strong soap suds, thrown on them
will give them a quietus. I am, however, certain

the defect is owing to no other cause than lopping
the trees in the month of March and April. Let
them alone until after they are out of blossom, and
then from that time until the leaves fall, trim and
lop them. If you are doubtful of the good effect

of this treatment, just try one or two of the worst
trees in your orchards, and you will see a great
change in them in less than two years. Instead of
putting out suckers, as it is generally called, the
trees will grow smooth and thrifty, and the fruit

become smooth and fine, with a great increase in

size and flavor. I have tried the experiment, and
found it to succeed beyond my expectations.

The best manure I ever found for an orchard is

to draw fresh earth from a distance and throw a
few shovel fulls carelessly near the root of the

trees, but not to touch the trunk.

Apples are deemed by many a worthless crop

since the temperance societies have been estab-

lished. As cider is going out of fashion, try how
your horses, cows and swine will relish a feed of

those sorts you used to grind up for cider. Apple
trees in general, produce the greatest profit for the

labor, of any crop produced on a farm, and if well

attended, will pay 50 per cent, clear gain, on all

outlays. B. K. DODGE.

The ancients tried to make a science of medicine,

and failed : the moderns have tried to make a-lrade

of it, and have succeeded.

It has been ascertained that a person in plowing

an acre of land, on a common furrow, walks over

eight miles.
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MANURE AT THM BOTTOM!
We are not often able to present from otir own

experience any new facts in relation to agriculture

that may be considered valuable. We venture on

no experiments wliere the chance is that we niny

encounter loss. We have however satisfied our-

selves iin one point that we deem conclusive ; and

that is, that manure covered deep in the soil where

the water does not stand, xcill yield a srrenler henifil

to the series of crops than where it is laid jtpon and

near the surface.

There is a piece of oats now (June 30) growing

near the lower bridge on the east side of the Mer-

rimack river, better than we have elsewhere seen

ihis season upon tlie Concord intervale. That

piece of land had been laid down to hay some ten

years, and produced not much over half a ton of

hay to the acre. Manure from the stable which

had been taken out m the fall of 1840, laid in piles

near this ground through the winter: this manure

was spread over the ground at the rate of about

twenlvHve loads to the acre. The ground was

broken up and turned over with Prouty & Mears'

plow No. 2, carrying a furrow of about twelve in-

ches in width and full ten inches deep. The

sword of the plow cutting diagonally, brought the

sward at the bottom far out of the way, and the

edge of each furrow with such an inclination that

no part of the yrass appeared. The field was left

clean for tillage with the under soil turned up as a

piece of old plowed ground free of weeds. T he

sod was down at the depth that no conunon plow-

ing or harrowing could disturb it; and the whole

body of manure was still below the sod. The

soil was principally a heavy black mould upon the

top; the plowing however was so deep that in some

places it turned to the top a soil of a bluish or clay

cast and of a yellowish cast at others, full four in-

ches deeper than any previous plowing had touched

it.

Without doing any thing beyond the first plow-

ing— not even passing a harrow or roller over it,

this ground was planted, two thirds with potatoes

and one third with corn. Instead of furrowing out,

the potatoes were dropped on the line between eve-

ry third row, and pressed into the ground with a

stick sharpened just enough to make a hole for

lhf:ir reception. '1 he season was without rain from

the time of planting, and the corn came up and

looked sickly at first, until the grub worms took

away nine-tenths of it: beans at the two first lioe-

ings supplied the place of corn, but the extreme

drought sufl^ered only a portion of them to come

out of the ground, and the worms still preying on

some of these. The continued drought also pre-

vented the coming up of English turnip seed, ex

cept in small numbers, and the grasshoppers left

only a tVw of these. What corn, beans and tur

nips were left, grew to a large size, so that we

obtained a decent crop at the end of the year. The
potatoes, after a longtime, came out of the ground

they vegetated better than other potatoes on si-

milar ground encountering the same drought; but

in the first part of the very dry season their pro-

gress was slow. Gradually they came on, and not-

withstanding there was no rain until August, they

assumed more and more that deep green which in-

dicates a healthy plant. When the fir.-t rains

came on and other potato vines were dead, these

potatoes continued to grow, and the green vines

were arrested only by tho first frost. The yield

was full two hundred bushels to tho acre, where

other grounds of the same quality rarely gave one

lundreil liuslu' s. The potatoes rooted down into

tho u'.anure through the decaying sod, and received

continued allnicut. They were taken from the

ground very handsomely, being in a nest entirely

above the turned over sward.

The present spring this same ground was simply

plowed once without disturbing the sod. Not a

particle of the manure has yet been moved or made

is appearance above. After harrowing, one and a

half bushel of oats to the acre have been sowed

—

harrowed again and rolled ; and again rolled after

the oats were about two inches high. The oats

have as much assistance from the manure, although

no plow or other instrument has disturbed it, as

they require; they areas large and of as deep a

color as manure can well make them. The worms

so prevalent on this ground hive destroyed some

;

yet there are oats enough left to make a crop as

great at least as was our crop of last year.

—

Far-

mers' Monthly Visitor.

From the same.

INTERVALE SUBSOIL.

About half an acre of alluvial land near the rail

road, being a portion of a corn field of last year,

aud that part, because it was a ridge, more eleva-

ted than the rest of the field, which failed in the

crop of corn, has been e.xcavated and removed for

the use of the rail road. The excavation will ave-

rage about the depth of four feet : in that depth are

several layers or strata alternately of sand and ve-

getable soil, showing that the river has formed the

ridge, sometimes by an overflow washing the sand

directly over it, and at other periods by more gent-

ly backing in a richer sediment. 'I"he roots of

vegetables running horizontally without any com-

munication with the surface, and retaining the

freshness of life, are found at the depth of three

feet, showing that mayhap after the lapse of hun-

dreds if not thousands of years, these may spring

anew into life when exposed to the surface.

The digging of this spot was not completed until

since the co'umencemcnt of the month of June.

After it was done, a plow was passed through the

surface ground at the bottom of the excavation, and

without manure or other dressing, oats have been

sown. In about three weeks time, these oats have

sprung up so as to cover the ground with green,

and they really look better than most crops of oats

sowed on land previously well cultivated. This is

more than we expected from land where the sur-

face had so lately been exposed to the atmosphere.

Another piece planted with potatoes where the

excavation was only about three feet, also without

manure, shows a handsome growth thus far. 'I'his

experiment demonstrates that the under soil of our

intervales is as valuable as the surface soil— per-

haps much more so than the upper soil long culti-

vated and scantily manured.

Auduhon, the Ornithologist—A few days ago,

there arrived at the hotel erected near Niagara

Falls, ail odd looking man, whose appearance and

deportment were quite in contrast with the welli

dressed and polished figures which were assembledl

at that celebrated spot. He seemed to hive just

sprung from the woods. His dress, which was

made of leather, stood dreadfully in need of repair,

apparently not having felt the touch of the needle

for many a hmg month. A worn out blanket, that

might have served for a bed, was buckled to his

shoulders, a long knife hung on one side, balanced

by a long rusty tin box on the other; and his

beard unrropped, tangled and coarse, fell down up-

on his bosom, as if to counterpoise the weight of

the dark thick locks that supported themselves on

his back and shoulders. This strange being, to

the spectators seemingly half civilized, half sav

age, had a quick, glancing eye, an elastic, firm

movement, that would no doubt cut his way through

the canebrakes, both of the wilderness and of soci

ety.

He entered the silting room, unstrapped his lit

lie burden, quietly looked around for the landlord,

and then modestly asked for breakfast. The host

at first drew back with evident repugnance at the

apparition, which thus proposed to intrude its un-

couth form among the genteel visitors, but a few

words whispered in his ear speedily removed his

doubts. Tho stranger took his place at the table

with the company, some staring, some shrugging

and some laughing outright.

Yet, reader, there was more in that single man
than in all the rest of the throng. He was an A-
merican woodsman, as he called him.'^elf ; he was

a true, genuine son of Nature—yet, unpolished as

he looked, he had been entertained with distinction

at the tables of princes—learned societies, to which

the like of Cuvier belonged, had bowed down to

welcome his entrance; kings had been compli-

mented when he spoke to them ; in short, he was

one whose fame will be growing brighter, when

the fashionables who laughed at him, and many
far greater than they, shall have jierished and be

forgotten. From every hill-top and every deep

shady grove, the birds, those messengers of heaven,

will sing his name. The little wren will pipe it

with her matin hymn about our houses ; the onolo

carol it from the slender grasses in the iiic.idows
;

the turtle dove roll it through the secret forests ;

the many-voiced mocking liird pour it along tho

air; and the imperial eagle, Freedom's favorite, as

he sits in his craggy home, far up the clood-capt

niounlain, will scream it to tiio tempests ami the

stars. The man was John James Audubon, the

far-famed ornithologist.

—

Af. Y. paper.

Fatal Effects of Garget upon a Horse.—A cor-

respondent of the Genesee Farmersays—"I do not

think it is sufficiently kn.wn that garget is death

to a horse. A neighbor of mine was in the habit

of giving his horse small cars of corn as ho passed

his stall. Passing evi'uing before last with some
pieces of garget in his hand, and not having any

corn, he offered the horse a piece of the garget,

which it took, and died within twentyfour hours.

W. W."

More wonders are appearing, and here is some-

thing fine thiit merits notice. It comes from tho

land of " notions."

—

Jf'estern pap.

" A useful invention for these hard times has

just been introduced at the dinner table. It will

be capital fiir green peas. Every eater is provided

with a pair ol magnifying spectacles, which increa-

ses the size of the eatables amazingly. Juvenile

peas look as big as cannon balls, a roast pig swells

to the size of an elephant, and the snialleft pota-

toes are made to appear as huge as stupendous i

pum()kiuji. By this arrangement tnucli expense it
'

is expicted will be saved, and people can eat their

fill on a few potato parings. The inqiroveiuent, it

IS thought will reduce the price of board, also."
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From llifl Tarmer's Journal.

ON THE MANNER OP APPLYING MA-
NURES.

Mr. EniTOR,— I Bill aware that the time of treat-

nff the subject of matiurcs praclicilly has passed,

but tlie time of spcakinj; theoreticnily will ever be

present. Not that I would intimate that they must

be treated in theory only, for I think no person is

competent to speak or write on this subject with-

out some practical knowledge of it, but tliat the

application of manures can be much better under-

stood by a knowledge of the theory than without it,

as this shows its component parts and their manner

of operation.

One of llie principal points now seems to be

whether manure can be applied most successfully

to soil, by plowing in, or by harrowing in on the

top. I would state in the outset that I am in fa-

lOT of plowing it in, for two reasons, the first of

ivhich is, that my own experience and that of the

3rincipal part of the farmers around me, has con-

irmed the ojiinion ; and secondly, that what knowl.

dgfe 1 have of the constitution and changes of

nanure, favor the same opinion. Not that I would

!ay that my way is the best, or that I would con-

ienin men for not believing as I do, for every one

laa a right to think as he pleases, but I think free

liscussion on this subject will be productive of no

larm.

In order to understand this subject aright one

nnst be acquainted with the constitution of ma-

urcs. This has been ably investigated by some

)f the greatest chemists that have ever lived, (sucli

13 Davy and Chaptal,) and they did not deem it

leneaih their notice to inquire into the contents of

he firmer's grand restorative of nature. And as

ong as the science of agriculture shall exist, the

laines of Davy and Chaptal will be handed down

o 'iiture generations as being the authors, in God's

land, of the blessings which they now enjoy.

But to return to the subject. The inve'=tiga-

ions of these able men showed that manure con-

ists principally of woody fibres, soluble salts, and

vater, and that during the changes which it under-

goes by fermentation, &c., there are formed car-

lonic acid, ammonia, carburetted hydrogen, and

cater. 'J'he carbonic acid, and carburetted hydro-

;en are not known to be of much importance to

egetation, and are formed in less quanlitii^s than

•ilher of the other three, all of which are of great

mportance. The carbonic acid is absorbed by the

eaves and enters the roots in a state of solution in

he water. The ammonia which exists in the stale

)f a gas, is of no importance, it is supposed, in a

mre state, but unites with some of the salts, more

larliciilarly with tlie insoluble salts, and forms solu-

ile salts, as with sulphate of lime, or plaster of

laris, which is insoluble, and forms sulphate of

immoiiia, which is soluble. I have been thus par-

iciilar in enumerating the products of the dec(mi-

losition of the manure, to prepare for the applica-

ion to practical purposes.

We will now examine the effects of manure as

)uri(?d in the soil by plowing, or as buried by har-

owing.

First, suppose it harrowed in ; that is, the great-

er part of it covered with soil sufficient to keep the

fun from drying it up. It is a matter of fact that

ill the manure is not covered up by the harrow,

aut that a small porti<m of it remains on the top,

md is in a measure lost. One of the strongest ar-

guments in favor of applying it to the surface is,

that the carbonic acid which is generated, being

nearly twice as heavy as common air, if placi'd

under the surface at any distance will soon fall be-

low the reach of plants. To the superficial ob-

server, this at first might seem to have considera-

ble weight, but if "e look at it candidly, 1 think

we shall see that there is not much advantage

gained in placing it near the surface, with one ex-

ception ; that is in argillaceous soils. There is

one thing to be kept distinctly in view, and that is

that water is continually rising from below, as the

evaporation from the surface is very fast in warm

and dry weather, of which there is much while the

manure ia in action. When the carbonic acid is

generated near the surface, the only forces to

cause its ascension are the plow, the vapor of the

water, and its own abundance. But when gener-

ated some six or eight inches bolow, the rising of

the water would tend to force it up, and at the

same time would condense a considerable quantity

of it, which would rise with it and the rest be ab-

sorbed by the roots. However, on the whole, I

think it rather doubtful whether much of the gas

formed beneath the surface ever reaches the

leaves, combustion, respiration, and other causes

producing it in sufficient quantities for the food of

plants.

The ammonia, which is but half as heavy as the

atmosphere, would, if formed near the surface of

the soil, and as the greater part of the roots run to

considerable depth they would be deprived of

much food which they would otherwise obtain,

were the manure lower. This last remark would

apply only to dry or moderately dry seasons, as

were there much rain the juices would be washed

down ; and this accords with experience. Last

season, which was a dry one with us, my land on

which the manure was ploughed in, raised much
better potatoes than the same kind of land on

which the manure was both harrowed in and put

in the hill.

But I fear that I am encroaching on the reader's

patience, and therefore will be short in speaking

of plowing in manure : the manure is not all turn-

ed under the depth of the furrow, nor is any of it

on the top of the earth.

It has already been shown that there is nothing

more lost by plowing in as it respects the forma-

tion of the carbtmic acid. There is, I think, a

great advantage in the retention of the ammonia,

for the gas has a stronger affinity lor tiie constitu-

ent principles of many substances, than they have

for themselves, and combines with insoluble and

forms soluble matters. There are many morn good

effects from covered manure which may be inferred

from the foregoing principles, but I have already

taken up too much room and will say no more at

present. Yours truly, Drosera.

Attleboroiigh, June 17, 1842.

neighborhood of Boston for example, whire this

weed abounds, this manure is undoubtedly in many
cases surcharged with the seed. If the land is

cultivated with corn for example, and kept tho.

roughly clean, and the ensuing year sowed with

grain, without manure, and laid down as we ob-

served above with clean seed, it will be mainly ex-

tirpated ; but if any appears among the grass, we
know no other way than to root it out thoroughly

as fast as it appears by hand or hoe. Some far-

mers do not object to it as hay. Cattle and horses

will eat some portion of it when cut early ; but ita

free growth very much diminishes the crop of

hay; and putting before them the best mixture

you can tind of herds-grass, red-top and clover,

and an equal quantity of white weed in the best

cured state, and we think they, brutes as they are,

will have no difficulty in making a choice. We
in such cases, if left to us, should be very apt to

follow our nose.— Genfsee Farmer.

Successful mode of preserving Milk at Sen.—la

November, 1836, a part of the conductor's family

being about to sail for Europe, a dozen bottles of

milk were prepared for their use, in the following

way:—The milk was drawn from the cows imme-

diately into the bottles, the bottles were corked,

and the corks secured with wire. The bottles

were then laid into a kettle upon some straw, the

kettle filled with cold water, and the water heated

to the boiling point. The milk was used on the

passage, perfectly sweet, except one bottle, which

lay in a chest unnoticed till it reached Ireland, and

then it was found to be as sweet as when bottled

at Albany.

—

Cultivator.

To make Yeast.—To two middling sized boiled

potatoes, add a pint of boiling water and two ta-

ble spoonfuls of brown sugar. One pint of hot wa-

ter should be applied to every half pint of the

compound. Hot water is better in warm weather.

This yeast being made without flour will keep lon-

ger, and is said to be much better than any pre-

viously in use.

—

Ibid.

WHITE WEED, OR OX-EYED DAISY.

Mr. Editor—Will you or some of your corres-

pondents have the goodness to inform me of the

best method of exterminating white weed from

fields and pasture lands .'

A Young Farmer.

We know no better way than to cultivate the

land a year or two, and then lay it down with

clean seed. In a barn yard where this weed is

mixed with the hay that is used, the manure will

of course he filled with the seed; or where ma-

nure is purchased from city elables, as in the

Cure for the Jaundice.—The jaundice is occa-

sioned by an obstruction of the gall, and thi^ gall

instead of pa-ssing into the intestines to perform an

important office there, is thrown into the system,

giving the skin a yellow appearance, which color,

in severe cases, is imparted to the clothes next the

skin. It produces a disposition to sleep, dulluesB,

and weakness, and the white of the eyes become

suffused with yellow.

Take yellow birch and black cherry tree bark,

or one kind if the other cannot be conveniently ob-

tained, green or dry
;
put it in a vessel and pour

on cold water till it is covered. Then let it re-

main one night or half a day. Take a wine glass

full of the liquor before eating at morning, noon

and evening, and it will generally effect a cure in

a short time. We have known many cases cured

bv it. This is a very pleasant tonic and a good

bitter to take in the morning in case of languor

and a loss of appetite. When a person is in good

health excepting the jaundice, this is a good and

safe remedy, but in case of a cough, or a low and

debilitated state of the system from other disor-

ders, this medicine may be too bracing.

—

Farmer's

Journal.

Condition and circumstances should not control

us. We should mould them to suit our wills.
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CULTURE OF THE CROPS.

The fine weather for hay making during llie hist two

weeks, has enabled the farmers to secure in good ordiT

the principal part of the abundant hay crop of the year.

And now before they comniente getting the hay from

their wet mendows, let the corn and potato fields be

freed from weeds; let the root crops of all kinds be

properly thinned and freed from weeds. If such work,

is neglected now for a week or two, the weeds will be-

come excessively lank, and will greatly exhaust the

soil and injure the crop.

Should anv thing like drought come upon the tilled

fields, then all the crops will be benefited by as much

stirring of the soil as you are able to give. The abun-

dant rains of the summer thus far, and the copious show-

er of last Sunday, which extended widely out from this

city, in all directions, have put off the possibility of the

crops suffering generally Irom want of moisture for some

time to come. There is less occasion now, than in the

latter part of July of most years, to move the earth in

order that it may preserve moisture—but yet the stirring

does good as often as you can give it. The beating

showers will sometimes pound down the surface and

make the ground hard around the plants; then the cul-

tivator and the hoe will do good by breaking up the

crust that has been formed. Where the soil is too wet,

moving it will help to throw off the excessive moisture.

This process of stirring, blows hot and cold both with

the same breath ; it helps to make light and dry the

lands that are too moist, and helps in times of coming

drought, to preserve the moisture which the plants need.

Therefore, let the grass in your fresh or wet meadows

stand, until the cultivated fields have been well freed

from weeds arid well stirred. In working the corn, after

the tassels have come out, and the potatoes, after they

have blossomed, it is belter not to move the earth, ex-

cepting just deep enough to break up tho surface crust.

The roots should not be disturbed, nor should their dis-

tance below the surface be much changed, either by

earthing up or by hoeing away the soil from the plants.

DRINKING TOO MUCH WATER.

In another column will be found an article from the

pen of Dr. Alcott, against as free use of cold water or

any other drink as is common among haymakers and

hard laborers geiierally. It was called forth by a para-

graph in our article on Haying a week or two since, in

which we recommended drinking very ofun while hard

at work in the hottest days. We yield all claims to as

much dfcquaintance with the human system as tho phy-

sician possesses, and of course make no pretensions to

know equally well with him what is beneficial and

what injurious to human health. Something more than

this we will concede :—We as firmly believe as Dr. Al-

cott can, that the mass of our laborers take more drink,

even those who confine themselves to the simplest arti-

cles, than is good for their health. Too much liquid

overloads and injuriously distends the stomach. The

whole system is thus weakened : but we have thought

that our own experience has taught us, that this is the

case'cliiefly when the weather is so cool or our occupa-

tions are so sedentary, that perspiration is very limited.

When the sweat flows freely, the drink is soon carried

out to the surface, and at such times we work with

greater ease and comfort than at any other. Nor have

we ever been conscious that the copious sweats which

'ollow the frequent and free drinking of cold water,

have ever done us harm. The theory of doctors may

maintain that it does—the experience of many may

leach them that it does—but it is not so yet with us.

However, tho question is important ; for all questions

of health are so. And we very willingly give insertion to

views differing fiom our own, when they come from a

source that entitles them In respectful consideration.

I There is much in Dr. Alcoti's letter that is sound and

worthy of remembrance ; but he must allow us to say of

him, as we might of nearly every one who attempts to

reform the habits of society, that he rides his hobby fast

and far;—few will be willing to rival him in speed on

the course of abstinence, or to reach the bounds to which

he has already run. We doubt whether it is desirable

that they should.

CANADA THISTLE, WHITE WEED, YELLOW
DOCK, &c.

Having learned from experience in past years, that

when we have attempted to extirpate the White Weed

and the Dock by pulling and digging, that the work is

but imperfectly accomplished; that the pests will grow

the following year where we had doni: cur best to make

utter extermination ; and having conjectured that this

was owing in part to roots and fragments of roots that

were left in the ground, and put forth the following year

we this season, after pulling, deposited aboui a table

spoonful of salt directly upon the hole out of which we

had pulled each root : the appearance now is that we

have done a thorough work. When we liad finished

our work upon the white weed, having a little salt left

in the basket, we placed a small handful upon each of a

dozen or twenty thistles that were growing by the path

that led us back to the house. We put the salt directly

upon the thistle without pulling or culling it. All of

them now are apparently as lifeless as the timbers of

the barn. We mention the fact in hope that others may

give the same dose to the thistle, and ascertain whether

it will prove invariably a deadly poison.

BARLEY AFTER POTATOES.

We notice an article in the Maine Farmer, which

shows, in one instance at least, that barley does less

well after potatoes than after Indian corn. Is this a

general result? As we go back in memory to the years

of 1839 and 1840, and look at our fields which were

thon ill barley, and where the preceding crop was corn

on a part of the land and potatoes on the other part, we

ihink we have evidence of the same result. This inde-

finite statement is worth nothing, excepting the influ-

ence it may have in causing those who have the oppor-

tunity, to notice their fields now, and remember and

communicate the facts. Next week we will copy the

article from the Maine Farmer relating to this matter.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Saturday, Jvly 23, i8i2.
|

EXHIBITION OF KLOWERS.

Dahlias from M. P. Wilder—Rival Revenge, Uxbrid
Magnet, Widnall's Eclipse, do. Argo, Fanny Keynt
Darecroft Rival, Ne Plus Ultra, &c.

Pinks—Carnations and Picotces—also, China Roses
from S. R. Johnson, Charlestown.

From Hovey & Co.—Roses, of the following kind

Teas— Bougere, Gigaiitesqiie, and Odoratissima. Be
gal—Cramoise Lupinum, Roi de Crainoise, Triumphal
Bourbon—Ninon d' L'Enclos, &u. Also, Lilium japoi

cum, and Cercus coccinea.

From Parker Barnes, Dahlias, viz : Andrew Iloffi

Ne plus ultra, Ansel's Unique, Miss Johnston, Marsh
Soult, Burr's Rosea, Pickwick.

From Otis Johnson, Lynn— Penstemon Gentianoidi

From Messrs. Winship—Yucca Gloriosa.

From H. W. Dutton—Dahlias, viz : Uxbridge Ma
net, Mrs. Rushtnn, Striata.

Dahlias, from J. F. Trull, Dorchester.

From A. Bowditch—China Rosiis and Bouquets.

Pinks, Carnations ^and Bouquets, from S. Walki
Roxbury.

Bouquets from J. L. L F. Warren, W. Kenrick, \

Meller, J. Hovey, Hovey &Co., Dr. Howard and othei

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

From A. D. Williams- fine specimens of Red ai

While Currants, and good Black Mulberries.

From R. S. Mackintosh—Raspberries and Currants.

From M. P. Wilder—Red Asiracan Apples.

From J. Lovett—very fine Seedling Currants ai

Gooseberries.

From Samuel Pond—Franconia Raspberries.

Hovey & Co.—Franconia Raspberries.

From Geo. Walsh—Pears, without name. Bigare

Cherries, and very large Peaches.

From Wm. Kenrick—good Gooseberries and Blai

Currants,

From Otis Johnson—beautiful specimens of Bla

Hamburg and Zinfendel Grapes.

From J. C. Lee, Salem—very large and fine Swei
water and White Frontignac Grapes.

From John C. Allen—St. Michael's Figs, and spei

mens of the Monlmoiency Cherry.

From J. L. L. F. Warren—Red Antwerp Raspberri.

fine Gooseberries, Seedling Raspberries, Warren's Trar

parent Cherry, and Tom.itoes.

From Dr. Howard—While and Red Currants; go

and fine large Potatoes.

From A. Bowditch—several varieties of Gooseberrii

For ihe Committee,
P. B. HOVEY, Jr.

MUCK—OUR HOBBY.

The nag has been out to pasture for some weeks, and

we have rode only when we could borrow a beast that

suited us. But we shell soon take her up and put her

to the work again.

As soon as your hay and grain arc secured, you must

prepare to go with us to the mud holes, the swamps, the

peal meadows, &c. &c. There you will find some of

your besi lands; and there too, will you find the cheap-

est means of improving and fertilizing your light and

warm uplands.

[Communicated.]

We underst.ind the Massachusetts Horlicultural Soc

ty have chosen committees to make arrangements i

their Annual Exhibition of Flowers, Fruits and Vege'

bias; also, for an address and dinner,at which the ladi

are to be invited. Single gentlemen will please ta

notice, and govern themselves accordingly. This hi

move should not have been so long delayed. No Soi

ety that we know of, has so uniformly had the smil

and approbation of the ladies as this. Philo.

THOSE POTATO BLOSSOMS.

Have you pulled them off from a few rows, or a fe

hills in the potato field, so as to learn at harvest tin

what will be the effect ? If you have not, go and do

this evening, after you have done work.

THE HOG-YARD.

Keep the hogs supplied with muck—it will contribute

to their thrift and your own also.

To Preserve Eggs.—Take 1-2 bushel of quick lime

put it in a tub, and slack it with hot water till it becom

of the thickness of cream ; then add 3 1-2 lbs. salt ar

1-2 lb. cream of tartar. Stir them together ; then sKi

your eggs in kegs or barrels, and pour in the preparatu

when cold, till Ihe eggs are entirely covered. Tli

quantity is enough for one barrel of eggs. If the cask

kept tight, the eggs will keep 18 monihs,or perhaps iv

years.

—

Farmers' Jour.
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MISCELLANEOUS

THE CUP FOR ME.
BV H. DEED.

TnuE :
—" The rose that all are praising."

The drink that's in the drunkard g bowl
Is not ihe drink for me,

It kill< liis body and bis soul,

How sad a sigbt is he !

But there's a drink that God has given,

Uistilling in the showers of lioaven,

In measures kvge and free ;

Oh, that's the drink for me.

Oh, that's the drink for me.

The stream that many prize so high,

Is not the stream for me

;

For lie who drinks it still is dry,

Forever dry he'll be.

But there's a stream so cool and clear,

The thirsty traveller lingers near,

Refreshed and glad is he

;

Oh, that's the stream for me.

Oh, that's the stream for me.

The winecup that so many prize

Is not the cup forme;

The aching head, the bloated face,

In its sad train I see,

But there's a cup of water pure.

And he who drinks it may be sure

Of health and lenglh of days;—
Oh, that's the cup for me.

Oh, that 's the cup for me.

Remarkable Magntlic Rocks.—The following is

given 83 true, by the 'Vicksburg (Miss.) Whig :°

" Near the iron mountain in Missouri, there is a
ledge of stone extending half a mile in length and
several liundred yards in width. This stone is

very strongly impregnated with magnetic proper-
ties—so strongly indeed, that it is impossible to
ride a well shod horse over it, A gentleman, hav-
ing his horse newly shod, once attempted it, hut
before he had made two 'revolutions,' his horse
was 'brought up st^ndmg'—perfectly immoveable.
In vain our traveller urged his gallant steed for-
ward—coaxing and force proved equally futile, un-
til his patience became exhausted, and he went for
a blacksmith. The son of Vulcan soon arrived,
and found the horse standing ' stock still,' and to
all appearance as immoveable as the rock of Gib-
raltar. Various expedients were resorted to, to
relieve the horse, but all failed. There he stood,
and to all appearances, there ho was likely to
Bland, with his feet literally glued to the Bolid'and
impervious rock. At last the blacksmith's eyes
glistened—he had it sure. He sent off to his
smithy for his shoeing tools, which were soon forth-
coming, when he proceeded with all possible dis-
patch to nnclinchthe nails which bound the horse's
shoes to his hoofs. One by one the nails were un-
clinched, the whip was applied to the horse, and
as the last nail gave way, he escaped with a bound,
but left his shoes welded lo the rock .'"

Depend upon yourself.—The success of indi-
viduals in life is, under God, greatly owing to their
own resources. Money, or the expectation of it

by inheritance, has ruined more men than ever the
want of it did. Teach the young men to rely on
their own efforts, to be frugal and industrious, and

you have furnished them with productive capital

which others cannot wrest from them, and which
they themselves will not be disposed to alienate.

This is peculiarly the case in this country, where
a man is the artificer of his own fortune, where the

road to ivealth and honor is open to all, and where
those who would win must labor for the prize.

Gov. Everett has well said, that "time.i and uni-

versal experience, abundantly admonish, that how.
ever the children of wealth may indulge in indo-

lence and dissipation while their means last—the

great mass of Americans must and ought not to

depend upon their own fortunes, but their useful-

ness. Fortune is at best precarious
;
patrimonial

dependence is uncertain, and reliance on the friend-

ship or charity of the world, or upon office, is frai

and debasing. Self-dependence is the only sure
stay. We are ever willing to help those who help
themselves. Productive labor is the legitimate

source of wealth, individual or national—and labor

is profitable to the individual and to the nation, in

proportion to the measure of intelligence and sci

entific knowledge which guides and directs its ope
rations. Hence it is o( primary importance that

our youth should be effectually imbued with that

kind of knowledge which will instruct them in the

principles of their business, render it honorable,
and make them independent in their minds and
their fortunes."

—

Selected.

Cure for Dropsy.—A friend has furnished us
with the following simple cure for dropsy. It has
been tried with the greatest success by several ac-

quaintances of ours, and we ourselves have proved
its efficacy in a recent case on our plantation:

1 gallon of best Holland gin,

1-2 pound of white mustard seed,

1 handful of horseradish root, chipped up,

6 pods of garlic.

Mix these ingredients together in a jug, and
keep the same well corked. Shake the mixture
repeatedly.

Dose.—From a tablespoon full to a wine glass
full, to be given before each meal.

The most violent cases of dropsy have been
cured by this remedy.

—

Southern Jlgrkulturist.

At St. Louis recently, a gentleman was standing
in the crowd at the Planter's Hotel, when he felt

a suspicious twitching in his coat pocket. He
turned suddenly round, and observed to the nibbler,

"Don't give yourself any trouble, sir: it is only a

quid of tobacco !"

The Book of Life—It is a great work. Every
year is a volume—every month a chapter every
week a page—every day a paragraph. Study it

well.

A premium being lately offered by an agricultu-
ral society, for the best mode of irrigation, and the
latter word being made irritation, by mistake of
the printer, a farmer sent his wife to claim the
prize.

—

Bee.

A German while crossing the Alleghany moun-
tains during the past winter, states—" Dat veil go-
ing up de mountain, hish foot slipt him on dc ice,

and he come down on de broad of hish back, mil
hish face sticking in de mud, and dere he shtoot."

Kopp your barns well ventilated while the Iniy

is now.

" Why do you not hold up your head as I do i

said an aristocratic pettifogger to a laboring farmi.

" Squire," replied the farmer, " look at that field
*

grain: all the valuable heads hang down like mi

»

— while those that have little or nothing in the

stand upright like yours."

" If you want to see me, just drop a line," as t

fish said to the angler.

GHEEN'S PATENT STRAIV CUTTEIS.

JOSEPH BRECK & CO. al the New England Agn
lural Warehouse and Seed Store Kos. 51 and 62 Mdrilyid
kel Slreel, have for sale. Green's Patent Straw, Hay
Stalk Culler, operating on a mechanical principle not Ire

applieil lo QHV implement for this purpose. The mcil pr
inent effects of Ihis application, and some olthe cuuscqi
pcculiarilies of the machine are:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power requi

to use it, that ihe sirenglh of a half grown boy is sutnc
to work il efficiently.

2. Willi even this moderate power, it easily cutstwohi
els a minute, which is full twice as fasi as has been daii

by any oiber machine even when worked by horse or si'

power.
3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which I

cut, require sharpening less ofien than those of any oi

straw caller.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made andi

together very strongly, ll is therefore not so liahl

complicated machines in general use lo get out oforde

AGKICULTURAl. IMPLKBliSSTS, <&c.

The Proprietors of ilie New England Agricultural W'
house and Seed Slore No. 61 and 62 Norib Market si

would inform iheir customers and the public generally

ihey iiave on hand the most extensive assorlrnenl of P
cultural and Horticultural Tools to he found in the L'l

Slates. Part of which are I he following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
Iron Ploughs

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators,

too Greene's Straw Cuttei

60 Willis' do. do.

lOU Common do. do.

100 Wiifts' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.
60 " Vegetable Cullers

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.
100 Ox Yokes.

1500 Doz. Scythe Stones.

3000 ' Austin's Kifles.

March 17.

S0UTJID01\-N STOCK.
For sale by the subscriber at the foot of Alwell's Av

in the city ol Pioviiience, one imporied Southdown I

Six Kwes and four Lambs. The above are of the pi

blood, and second lo none in the country.
June 8. 8w JOHN GILE

Ik

il

nik

fti

100 doz
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N. E. FARMER.

•RACTICE OF ENGLISH FARMERS IN THE
I.MPROVEMENT OF PEATY GROUND.

By Ph. Pusey, M. P., President of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England.

Although the improvement of peat is not a sub-

ect that can be of general interest, yel, as there

ire large tracts of such land in the countrj', and ns

have had the advantage of observing in my own
ieig)iborhood the mode in which it has been im-

iroved by good farmers, as well as of receiving in-

brmation from members of our Society who have

eclaimed peat in other districts, I think it may be

if some use if I endeavor to describe their various

nethods of management. Our science, we may
lope, would gradually advance, if we could obtain

aithful accounts of our actual practice upon each

ariety of our soil. The peat I am most conver-

ant with, follows generally the borders of all the

ivulets in this levol stone-brash country. Along
he margin of each sandy arable farm, there runs a

elt of such poor marshy ground. Long after the

neadows are green in spring, these pastures retain

he brown of winter : in summer they are covered

fith rushes and coarse grass, but are of some use

or the sheep in dry weather : in autumn they soon

eturn to their withered hue ; and in winter again

hey are scarcely to be passed on horseback. Al-

aost every kind of tree has been planted upon
hem in vain ; but the birch, the alder, and the

bele, not the least ornamental of our trees, I have
ound to grow with some vigor: they are too poor

or the willow.

The first step of improvement is of course to ac-

uire command of the water and obtain an outfall

y digging a straight ditch, about 8 feet wide and
i deep, down the middle of the hollow : this takes

he place of the winding stagnant rivulet that is

requently found there. In wider bogs more of
hese ditches should be dug, and one may be placed
n each side so as to divide the peat from the sound
and, and thus cut off the springs which ooze from
he higher ground. However slight the apparent
all of the ground, it is generally practicable, by
arrving along the new water-course to a sufficient

ength, to reduce the level of the water 3 or 4 feet

lermanently below the surface : this then is the
irst and indispensable step, the open drainage

:

Jie next is the under or close drainage: it has
)een done on the Deanston principle—thorough
Iraining. Tlie parallel drains have been cut to a

iepth of 30 inches in the gravel underlying the
Jeat, the materials being tiles and broken stones
)ver the tiles, covered with a sod 16 inches below
:he surface ; the distance between the parallel

drains varying from 20 to about 80 feet. The lev-
iU are so flat that tiles have been often necessary.
It is essential that these drains should be formed
before the surface is broken up, that the work may
be clean for the laborers: winter and early spring
will be the most convenient seasons.

dividing the peat into fields of 12 or 15 acres, have

been found to lay it sufficiently dry.

When the draining, of whatever kind, is com-

pleted, the question next arises how the coarse and

rushy swamp is to be brought into cultivation. I

must say that the practice of paring and burning

the surface, employed by our farmers, has been

justified by its effects. As soon as the harsh east-

erly winds of spring have set in, the breast-plows

are put to work, the surface is pared and turned

over, and, when dry, piled in heaps and burnt to

ashes. The proceeding may be defended I think

on these grounds:— If the coarse sward filled with

the roots of rushes were merely plowed over, it

would not decay during the whole summer, and

would be far too tough and hollow for any crop

that might be sown on it. Again, when a fertile

well-dressed surface is burnt, the volatile parts of

manure which it contains, may be dissipated by

fire, but on the land we are dealing witli, there is

no fertility to be destroyed. Lastly, the ashes

which are produced, are a manure peculiarly adapt-

ed for the crop which experience has taught the

Lincolnshire farmers to make their first crop on

such land ; that crop is rape, a plant not generally

grown in this country. On such ground so pre-

pared, it shoots up with unfailing luxuriance, re-

sembling the tops of strongly growing swedes, but

forming a dense mass of dark leaves, about a yard

high, through which it is difficult to make one's

way. Although peat may be well suited to the

growth of rape, it is to the peat-ashes I believe that

the chief strength of its vegetation is due. In

fields where the soil is moory but not a pure peat,

when they have been pared and burnt in the same

manner, a singular appearance presents itself which

proves this point. On the spots where the heaps

have been burnt, may be seen dark tufts of rape

growing in the vigorous manner already described.

On the rest of the ground you can hardly distin-

guish the pale blue or purple dwindled plants of

rape scarcely raising themselves from the surface

and choked with grass. This fact illustrates in

some degree the chemical laws of the food of

plants; for Dr. Liebig states that peat ashes con-

tain a small proportion of potash : I believe that

the rape itself also contains potasli : hence proba-

bly the wonderful influence of peat-ashes upon its

growth. There is also a further circumstance

which may be remarked ; the quantity of ashes

which thus occasions the diflference between a

strong plant 3 feet high and a feeble weed of a

kvr inches, is very small ; but, of that small quan-

tity, the potash and other salts which enter into

the composition of the plant and enable it to bring

forth its tall stem and broad leaves, are still more
minute: the ashes cannot then be called the food

of the plant ; they can only aid the plant to make
use of the other matters of which its vegetable

frame is formed ; yet they act precisely as farm

dung, which is supposed to afford the substance of

vegetation. Such is the fact; the explanation re-

mains for that chemist who at some future davIn Lincoln-
shire, however, the heavy expense of under-drain- shall unfold to us the great mystery of the food of
ing has not been required. Deep open ditches, ' plants.

I have omitted to mention the manner in which
the rape or swedes are sown ; and, in now advert-

ing to it, I have to state an instance in which the

knowledge of a practical farmer was better than

my own theory. I had been very desirous that

one of my tenants should subsoil-plow his peat land

after it had been drained, in order to let down the

water through the tenacious subsoil : this he was

very reluctant to do, because in his opinion it could

not he plowed too shallow. He was unwilling

even to plow it 4 inches deep, thinking the depth

of 2 inches enough. Now it happened that in a

peaty field of my own, which had just been broken

up, one half of the 2.5 acres was plowed 2 inches

deep, the other half, contrary to my intentions, 4

inches deep. On the half which had been plowed

shallow, I found a very fine growth of swedes ; on

the other, which had been plowed deep, about 8

acres were almost perfectly bare, nearly every

plant having been destroyed by the wire-worm.

The looseness of the ground arising from the deep-

er stirring, may have rendered the progress of the

wire-worm more easy ; but 1 think the true cause

of the destruction was the enfeebled state of the

plant, in consequence of which it perished under

the attack which greater vigor would have enabled

it to survive. This 1 believe is often the case, and

certainly under the strong swedes on the firmer

land, an equal number of wire-worms was to be

found. The farmers in fact here, led by experi-

ence, carry to a great length the principle of keep,

ing such poor light ground as tight as possible. I

should have mentioned that the rape is planted by

sowing it broadcast on the unmoved ground after

the ashes of the first breast-plowing have been

spread, the seed being afterwards covered by par-

ing and turning over another thin slice of the sur-

face in a second breast-plowing. On one farm, .50

acres of land, which though not peat are peaty, and

equally loose in texture, were broken up from grass

three years ago, and have been cultivated ever

since by the breast-plow alone. I did try tlie sub-

soil plow last year on two acres of peat, cutting

through a subsoil of weak clay, and it appears to

me that the present crop of swedes has suffered ma-

terially by the consequent looseness of the ground,

the land being but half covered with plants: in-

deed, although it has been thorough drained, it has

returned to the state of bog, and is once more al-

most impassable. It is right, however, to mention

that in Lincolnshire deeper plowing is practiced.

Mr Handley writes to me, "the peat is plowed ns

deep or deeper than other lands. A relative of

mine has for years "been in the practice, when the

surface has become exhausted by cropping, of

plowing with two plows in the same furrow, depos-

iting the top soil in the bottom of the furrow, and

raising the subsoil from the depth of fourteen in-

ches to the top, with most beneficial results ; but if

that depth was exceeded, the following crops were

bad." But even there the practice is not unani-

mously approved, and Lincolnshire farms have been

by no means exempt from the wire-worm. On
Exmoor, too, in Somersetshire, I have lately seen

subsoil plowing practiced upon peat by Mr Knight
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with success • but there the peat, about 8 inches ' and it is thorefore liable to be laid ; the grain, too, oak, I believe, but in some instances maple, popl

thick, rests on 'Sne or two inciies only of retentive
[

is but thin. The advocates of barley, however, as

earth, to which its growth is owing. Below this sert that a bad sample of barley is better than a

crust' a porous stone^brash is found. The wetness had one of oats, because thin barley may be ground

of the climate may also remedy the hoUowness of | or may be used for seed, whereas seed oats

soil produced by the subsoil-plow. The shallow

plowing of our farmers seems to me to be decided-

ly right upon our own peaty and other loose soils.

I may mention another mode in which this prin-

ciple has been applied with success for some years

by IMr Williams, at Buckland, on a light blowing

sand, as it is called, as it seems to answer equally

well upon peaty ground. In the common Northum-

berland system of growing turnips, it is well known

that the ground, when sufficiently plowed, is thrown

up into alternate ridge and furrow with the double

breasted plow, that the dung is placed in the fur-

rows, the ridges split, so what was furrow before,

row becomes ridge, and the turnips drilled upon

this new ridge standing, of course, over the hollow

earth which has been filled into the furrow. But

upon a very light sand, Mr Williams, thinking it

desirable to keep the ground firm under the root,

whether turnip or mangel wurtzel, proceeds in this

way. The ground is plowed first very shallow—
upon prat it may be merely scarified ; the dung i.s

then spread upon the land, the double-breasted

plow is used, as in the (jommon mode, to throw up

ridges ; but the process is now complete, and the

turnips are drilled at once on these first-formed

ridges, so that, while the dung is collected round

them as in regular ridging, they have a solid bed

to stand on in this bastard ridging, as it may be

called ; and I must say that a trial I have this year

made of this method with swedes upon peat, has

confirmed Mr Williams's experience upon sand.

This operation, however, which I have mentioned

in order to show the leading principle acted on

Here by farmers in the cultivation of peat—tight-

ness of ground—applies to a later crop of swedes:

at least in the first crop no dung could be required,

the ashes being amply sufficient.

Rape or swedes being established as the first

crop, after the breaking up of peaty land, in the

system I am describing, the ne.xt crop is usually

oats: they are drilled in upon a very shallow fur-

row, with plenty of seed, and well pressed with a

press. roll, as well before they are come up as after-

wards, in order to guard against the wire-worm,

tfie enemy to be feared on such land. It is re-

markable that, by very late sowing, as late as the

end of April or beginning of May, you may be al-

most certain to escape the wire-worm— it is sup-

posed, because the oat grows more rapidly out of

their reach : but on the other hand it will be har-

vested late ; and there is this further disadvantage,

that the grain, which is always light on such land,

will become so much lighter, that you perhaps lose

in weight as much as you gain in quantity. I may

observe that the oats do not ripen together upon

this ground : the farmers cut them while they are

partially gieen, because they find that, if they wait

until the whole crop has changed its color, the

best grains, which are those that first ripen, shed

in the mowing and carrying, whereas these are

preserved by early cutting, while the unripe grains

and green stalks improve the straw as fodder for

cattle. This first crop of oats is generally beaten

down by the weather, being weak and long in the

straw, and, though not a bad crop, looks better

than it really is.

On land which is not peat but peaty, some far-

mers grow barley : there is a large crop of straw,

lioiild

be as plump as can be found. On the other hand,

it has been stated to me by a gentleman residing

in Lincolnshire, that " he considers barley the most

objectionable grain which can be sown upon peat

soil, and that its injurious effects are visible for

five years."

The rape and the oats will generally have proved

successful, and indeed by their lu.vuriance may

lead one to suppo.se that more improvement has

been made than is really the case. It is now that

doubt and difficulty begin. The oats or barley are

followed by rye grass, which has been sown among

them, but if these have been laid, as they often are,

large patches of the rye-grass will have been de-

stroyed. Even if they have not been laid, the

peaty soil will perhaps throw out many of the

grass-plants by the roots in the next winter, and

still more in the succeeding one, if, as is usual

here, the rye-grass be left for two years. The

motive for so leaving the ground two years in

grass is, that it may regain solidity before it is

and aspens, all lying in one direction. At t

time of the first enclosure, from what I hear, t

land was brought into cultivation by paring s

burning, sowing with cole (rape,) then afterwar

oats and rye, which oats it grew of very bad qua

ty, being very light, and I believe it nearly ruin

the first class of occupiers. It had been occupi

before I took it by a tenant, and had been all clay

over once at my expense. After getting it into i

own hands, the first thing I did (it being very mu
out of condition) was to fallow it thoroughly, a

sow it with cole, and I had some very fair cro

After that I clayed it again : we usually have i

clay-dykes 11 yards from Ihe centre of each, taki '

off" the peat and putting on the clay, 3 feet wi ^

by 4 feet deep— a very heavy dressing, being ne:-

ly 300 cubic yards per acre. After tliat it w :

sown with, 1st year, oats; 2d, wheat ; 3d, ci

with manure; 4th, oats; 5th, wheat; 0th, cole •

turnips well manured, and then clayed over a th I

time the same as before ; and most certainly I hi

very productive crops, that is, as much as 5 qrn

wheat per acre, and from 8 to 9 qrs. of oats, ;i I

very fair quality. I began again to clay the fou

time, but not with the same favorable results

iigain plowed: still this is but a poor rotation which I have only done some little over again, thinking t

ffives only one crop of corn in four years. On the I lands have got quite sufficient solidity ; in fa,

other hand, if the ground were left permanently in
| some of it is, I consider, almost over-clayed. I i

grass, there is reason to suppose that in a few years

the fine grasses would wear out, the coarse herbage

return, and the land be no better for the expenses

incurred in drainage. Nay, one farmer thinks he

had observed it become worse, because the aquatic

grasses natural to peat no longer obtained the

moisture which they require, and the better grasses

do not grow well. In order to meet this evil, the

gravel or rubble which has been taken out from

the main drains, is spread over the ground in the

winter before the oats are sown : and, however

sterile and hungry be the material tiius used as a

manure, there is no doubt that it produces a strong

effect, for the rye-grass is much thicker and sweet-

er where this has been done: this is called firming

or weighting the land ; it is good as far as it goes,

but the staple of the soil is still very weak. When
wheat is sown on ground that is at all peaty, it

will almost certainly lose plant in large patches,

even though the land has been dunged, and the

young wheat has been trodden in by women, as is

sometimes done in the spring. There is clearly

some principle defective in the composition of the

soil: that principle is cohesion, and can only be

supplied by clay.

The operation of claying peat is one of the me-

thods by which English farmers have for many

years been silently changing the face of the coun-

try, which now constantly come to our knowledge,

but for which they liave not hitherto received Ihe

credit due to them : its effect is so wonderful that

I oiiirht not to withhold a further account of it

which I have obtained from Mr Wingate himself,

whose farm at Leake is mentioned by Mr Morton:

" Dear Sir— I will endeavor to describe to you

what we have done in our east fen since its great

improvement by drainage, confining myself to that

land which I consider decayed vecetable matter on

a clay or silty subsoil at various depths, and which

had been under water generally for ages in the

winter season, and getting partially dry in the sum-

mer. A great deal of wood in the first instance

was taken out of it—nay, in fact, is still in many

parts where the plow goes a little deep, chiefly

not attribute my getting less produce of late ye; i

to the over-cropping of the land, but to the destri

live ravages of the wire-worm. Still I do consid ,

on the whole, I have fared much better than i

neighbors, who generally have some portion
"

their land in seeds either mown or summer-grass .

Perhaps I ought to add, I have generally ci

sumed G or 8 tons of oil-cake, with about 12 ac '

of meadow-land hay, to assist in converting

straw into manure. The size of that farm is ab. ;

100 acres. I ridged some peat land for turn ;

one season, with but indifTerent success; and I

ways find the corn much better and much less

fected with the wire-worm in the clay-dykes, wh (

the land has been turned over perhaps from 3 I I

feet in depth. We attempt very heavy rollir ;

tread the wheat land with men or women in s

spring ; but if we have cold, backward wcatli
,

all we can do appears of but little avail agai ;

the destructive insect.

I have mentioned your note to a neighbor c I

much respected friend of mine, one of the b t

cultivators of the soil I ever saw, and he falls i

partly with your views of shallow plowing. I c •

tainly do not. It is possible in the first instan
,

if you put on a small portion of clay, by plowi
f

deep you may lose it ; then I would say in re| r

to that, I would clay the land, and sow the ci

)

without plowing at all, simply well harrowing?

scarifying it, then breaking it up and well mix!
f

it. On some peaty land of wretched quality whc j

I live, I have doubled, nay trebled, the produce r

drainage and very heavy claying.

I beg to remain, dear sir,

Yours, respectfully,

W.M. B. WiNGATF.."

(To he conlinued.

)

Too true.—Three years ago, says the Crescil

City, the question with men was, "How shall

make a fortune .'" Now the inquiry is, " H f

shall I support my wife and children?" How -

pricioua is fortune.

i
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From the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

THE MANURE HEAP.

Mr Editor—I wish to call the attention of

, ihose farmers who read the Visitor, to the impor-

'tanceof enlarging their manure heaps. There

cannot be too much said and written upon this sub-

ject. Most of our fanners seem lo be satisfied

with what they merely make from the hay consum-

ed in their barns, and do not even in this way al-

ways return to the soil what they have taken from

t, for many who make no more manure than what

the consumption of the hay affords, sell olf a por-

tion of their hay, and thus rob their fields own

pockets.

If I may be allowed to lecture fanners a little, I

would say

—

J. Makt your hogs work.—Many farmers are

now-a-days looking out for the best breed of

hogs lofat fasij ; but such hogs are not always the

best for the farm, especially if it is run down. Fat

hogs are generally lazy. Whether their corpulen-

cy induces laziness, or vice, versa, I am not able to

say; but of this I am sure, thf.y will network

well. If you wish to have help from your hogs in

making manure, get raw-boned, long-snout fellows,

that will plow a furrow six or eight inches deep.

If you wish to have a fat one to kill, you might

put one into the sty as a kind of overseer. By oc-

casionally casting an eye at the laborers, and grunt-

ing and lounging, he would perform his office as

well, probably, as many overseers of our public

works, at two dollars per day.

But you must give your working porkers room
enough, and stock to work over. If you have

muck near at hand, bring it to the yard. If you

cannot get at that, plow up sods by the rond-side,

in your pasture lanes, and by your walls in the

fields. Children may not like it so well to have

the raspberry bushes and blackberry vines plowed

up, but the hogs will be glad to work them over,

and you will save having your grass trodden down.

When you get a good heap by the side of your

hog-yard, throw in a little at a time, for if you put

in a largo quantity they will get discouraged. If

their plows get dull, so that they do not turn over

the furrow well, dig a few holes and scatter in

some corn or oats. If the hogs gel the scent of

your deposit they will work over the whole mass.

Brakes and leaves may be thrown in to help

loosen up the muck or sods. In this way you may
do much towards enlarging the manure heaps.

Every hog should make at least six cartloads of

good manure, and he will do it if you give him a

chance.

2. Get Muck or Soil into your Barn-yard.—

I

know of many farmers who are in the habit of

drawing into their cow-yards several loads of muck,
or soil in the spring, and frequently plowing it up
with the manure which the cattle drop during the

night. This is carried out in the fall on to the

grass land for a top-dressing, being left in heaps
till spring, or else thrown into heaps by the side of

the yard or in the middle, so that it may not be in

the way of the cattle. Ijate in the fall another

laying is spread on the bottom of the yard, for the

stock to run over during the winter. Throw down
a load or two under each window where you throw
out your dung, and it will become so well satura-

ted with mire as to be good manure in the spring.

If possible, let all be thrown together in the spring

as soon as the frost is out ; then let it ferment till

it is time to draw it to your 'fields. It is a good

thing to have the ilung which the cattle make dur-

ing the winter, under cover, as the rains waste I he

heap, and disengage a portion of the ammonia,

which escapes int" the air. Many are in the habit

of drawing their sninmer manure in the fall on to

the ground which tliey intend lo plow the next

spring. This is probably a convenience, but there

is a loss in its strength, especially when it can be

kept under cover by remiiining in the yard.

3d. Gather up the JhJdments.—There is a great

deal of valuable matter in leaves and brakes, which

if gathered in season would be valuable as manure.

Brakes, while Ihey are green, miglit be mown and

thrown into heaps, and then covered over with a

little loam or mud, wlien they would rot very soon.

Leaves can bo gathered in the fall, and thrown into

heaps in the same manner as brakes, or what is

better, carried into a spare room into the barn or

shed, and used as litter for the cattle.

Old woollen rags, horns, bones, hair, &c. can

be thrown into a pile and covered over, which in

process of time will rot and make the most valuable

manure. The sweepings of woollen factories,

carding mills and tailors' shops, where they can bo

obtained, are not to be despised. In Chaptal's

Chemistry, I find the following, which is worthy of

notice :

"A very good manure is formed from wool. Ac-
cording to the ingenious experiments of M. Hatch-

ett, hair, feathers and wool are only particular com-
binations of gelatine, with a substance analogous

to albumen ; water can only dissolve them by
means of fermentation, which takes place slowly

and after a long time.

"One of the most surprising instances .of fertile

vegetation that I have ever seen, is that of a field

in the neighborhood of Montpelier, belonging to a

manufacturer of woollen blankets. The owner of

this land causes it to be dressed every year with

the sweepings of his work shops ; and the harvests

of corn and fodder which it produces are astonish-

ing.

''It is well known that from the hairs of wool

transpire a fluid which hardens upon their surface,

but which possesses the property of being easily

soluble in water. This substance has received the

name of animal sweat ; the water in which wool

has been washed contains so much of it as to make
it very valuable as a manure.

" I saw, thirty years since, a wool merchant in

Montpelier, who had placed his wash-house for

wool in the midst of a field, a great part of which
he had transfonrred into a garden. In watering

his vegetables he had used no other water than

that of the washings ; and the beauty of his pro-

ductions was so great as to render his garden a

place of general resort. The Genoese collect

with care, in the south of France, all they can find

of threads and rags of woollen fabrics, to place at

the foot of their olive trees.

"According to the analysis of M. Vauquelin,

this animal sweat is a soapy substance, consisting

of a base of potash, with an excess of oily matter,

and containing besides, some acetate of potash, a

little of the carbonate and of the muriate of the

same base, and a scented animal matter."

To what 1 have already said, I might add, have

a heap of loam or sods under your sink-spout.

The soap-suds and greasy dish-water which are so

frequently running from the sink, should not be

lost. The vessels from your chambers likewise

should be emptied upon it, and also the blood,

when you kill any of your creatures. If you

do not wish lo throw all together, have another
pile a little removed from the house. Some ashes
or lime thrown on occasionally, would remove all

unpleasant scent. JETHRO.

EXCERPTS.
Without Agriculture and Manufactures flourish

in a country, it is impossible to attain an advanta-

geous commerce. The excellent maxim of Calo
should never be lost sight of, that "a master of n

family should be a seller, not a buyer." AH the

comforts of a family, all the wealth of a city, and
all the grandeur and power of a State, depend on
selling much and buying little, or selling more than

is bought.

—

Farmer's Monthly VisUor.

Never yx-press what you should svp-press, nor

RE-press what you should F.x-press. CoM-jirest

your ideas into as Biiiall ii space as may be, and
you will never need to press others to listen to you.

Neither will you op prt.is them with the length of

your discourse— but you will impress them with

the wisdom of your remarks. Thus you will never

T>E-press the spirits of your hearers.

—

]b.

Home.—The only fountain in the wilderness of

life where man drinks of water totally unmixed
with bitterness, is that which gushes up in the

calm and steady recess of domestic life. Pleasure

may heat the heart with artificial excitement; am-
bition may delude it with golden dreams; war may
eradicate its fine fibres and diminish its senditive-

ness, but it is only domestic love that can render it

truly happy.

—

lb.

The neatest way to separate bees-wax from the

comb is to tie it up in a linen or woollen cloth or

bag with a pebble or two to keep it from floating :

place it in a kettle of cold water, which hang over

the fire ; ns the water heats, the wax melts and

rises to the surface, while all the impurities remain

in the bag.

—

Far. Cab.

Pennyroyal.—Farmers might confer great kind-

ness on their animals, in preventing the grievous

annoyance of jflies, by simply washing the parts

with the extractor pennyroyal. Flies will not

alight a moment on the spot to which this has been

applied. Indigo weed fastened about the harness,

will likewise keep oflf flies Selected.

She who mnkes her husband and her children

happy ; who reclaims the one from vice, and trains

up the other to virtue, is a much greater character

than ladies described in romances, whose only oc-

cupation is to murder mankind with shafts from the

quiver of their eyes.

—

Goldsmith.

The Marquis of Glanricarde lately staled in the

British House of Lords, that although the popula-

tion of the country had largely increased, the con-

sumption of food had considerably diminished.

What a horrid revelation does this single and sim-

ple fact give!

A jPtVenan's Toast.—The Ladies—The only in-

cendiaries who kindle a Jlame which water will not

extinguish.

Learning is an ornament in prosperity and a re-

fuge in adversity.
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From the New Genesee Farmer.

DANIELL'S NEW ARTIFICIAL MANURE.
At length we have notice of tlie mode in which

thi.s new mi.\ture is formed. The ingredients are

as follow. Any wood mechanically reduced to

powder— in plain words, sawdust; this is the ba-

sis, and it is to he thoroughly saturated with bitu-

minous matters, of all, or any kind ; to this is to be

added small proportions of soda and quick lime,

and a very small quantity of sulphur. The princi-

ples on which this compound is formed, appear at

first rather obscure; liut one thing is apparent— it

is an attempt to make an artificial bituminous coal,

and to keep this in a state of slow combustion
with only the substitution of soda for the potash of

the wood, and the addition of quick lime. The
proportions are not told, nor how long the compost
is to remain before used, nor what the bituminous

matters are ; the only additional information is,

that in using, it should be buried two or three in-

ches under the surface of the soil, to prevent the

evaporation of the volatile and valuable parts. Mr
Hall produced a sample of the manure—a coarse,

black powder, having a strong smell, somewhat re-

sembling coal tar. Samples of the wheat grown
by Mr Daniell were also exhibited ; and it was
stated in reply to questions, that the crops produced
were greater in quantity, better in quality and
weight, and produced with one-third the ordinary

quantity of seed. If this new manure will give us

artificial coal, which will, of itself, enter into slow
combustion, and furnish vegetables with its amino-
niacal product, by degrees, as required, it must be

of immense importance to agriculture.

The value of bituminous sooi as a manure, has

never been doubted ; but, like many other manures,
it has too often been applied in such large quanti-

ties or in such strong solutions, as have rendered
it injurious instead of beneficial. Bituminous coal

contains from 13 to 16 per cent, of nitrogen or

azote, and from 4 to 12 per cent, of hydrogen.
When coal is burnt, these two gases unite and
form ammonia ; when burnt in the open air, the

ammonia goes partly into the atmosphere, and is

^ partly condensed in the soot ; but when burnt in

retorts, for the purpose of afl^brding gas for illumi-

nation, the ammonia is dissolved in the liquor used
for purifying the gas, and is called the ammoniacal
liquor of gas works. The manure will probably
be about one-third the price of bone dust.

The following account of it was given to the

Royal Agricultural Society, and is extracted from
the Boston Courier.

"It had long been a subject of inquiry, what is

the food of plants, how are they supplied, and what
are the elements of their growth? There was

' every reason to believe that a reply could be now
given of a more satisfactory nature than had ever
been hitherto known

; besides which, by the dis-

covery of Mr Daniell, a most important corrobora-

tion had been obtained of what had been consid-
ered the elements of vegetable growth ; those

elements were carbon or charcoal, hydrogen or in-

flammable gas, oxygen or vital air, and nitrogen.

All these elements existed in the atmosphere, in

combination with other elements, in which state

they were found to be the sources of vegetable de-

velopment. It was known to persons accustomed
to rural pursuits, that the heaps of vegetable sub-

stances collected for the purposes of manure, dur-

ing the process of decomposition, became greatly

reduced in bulk and weight. If they investigated

the causes of this reduction, they would find that

it was occasioned by the evaporation of the carbo-

nic acid and ammonia, the principal sources of nu-

triment to plants. The discovery of Mr Daniell

contained all the elements of vegetable growth.

It did not supply new elements, but the same de-

rived from other sources. It was known, that by

combustion substances were rapidly decomposed,

and its operation produced the elements of vegeta-

ble growth. There were on the earth numerous

plants which were apparently useless, but it was a

principle in nature that nothing should be lost, and

they were capable of a reduction into their ele-

ments, and being made the means of vegetable

growth in other forms. The discovery of Mr Dan-
iell was suggested by the fact that, while burning

vegetable substance, he observed that the ashes

became blackened by the surrounding smoke, and

when used in that state were very fertilizing. This

led him to investigate the cause, and as the result

of his investigation ho had produced the new ma-
nure, the elements of which were carbon and am-
monia. With it the principal properties would not

fly off during decomposition, as that would take

place in the earth. Among other advantages, it

was light in weight, cheap, and capable of being

produced in any quantity.

"This manure has been applied by the discove-

rer to his own crops, on three acres of poor land, in

an elevated situation, on some of which he has

grown wheat four successive years, with improving

results each year ; its good cflTects are therefore

founded upon experience, personal observation, and

the testimony of other observers competent to

judge. From the nature of the manure, it is appli-

cable, with some variations in its composition, to

every kind of crop. It is not a stimulating ma-
nure, in the ordinary sense of the word—that is,

it will not have a tendency to call into activity the

existing resources in the soil—but its direct effect

is to convey to the soil the direct nutriment of fu-

ture growth. This effect is produced by the sup-

ply of ammonia to the soil in substance calculated

to retain it for a time—to again absorb it from the

atmosphere—as they give it out to plants during

their growth. It will probably prevent also the

ravages of insects.

" Its mode of application may be various, accord-

ing to the circumstances of the crops. The appli-

cation by drill is conducive to economy of the ma-
nure, and a direct application to the infant plant, as

is the case with bone-dust. Care, however, must
be taken that it is not applied too directly to the

plant, or without some portion of mould around it.

This is the only precaution needed to avoid danger

in its use. There is one required to prevent waste,

as it is of a volatile character ; that is, to place it

sever.il inches in the earth as the earth will absorb

and retain the volatile and valuable part. For
grass lands, for similar reasons, it will be well to

have it mixed with a considerable portion of ordi.

nary unvalued mould. If the manure, as manufac-

tured, be mixed with an equal bulk of mould, it

will be perfectly safe for application ; or if the

mould of the field be stirred over it, when drilled,

it will suffice. The quantity to be used will vary

according to the crop, like any other manure.

About twentyfour bushels per acre aro recommend,
cd for wheat, and half as much more, or thirtysix

bushels, might be beneficially applied for turnips or

mangel wurtzel. The most beneficial quantities

will easily be ascertained by the intelligent far-

mer."

From the Maine Farmer.

IS BARLEY A SUITABLE CROP TO FO

.

LOW POTATOES?
The experience of the agricultural world prov

that a rotation of crops is not only the best mo
of husbandry, but is in some instances necessai

in order to keep up the fertility of the soil,

has been also observed, that, whatever may be t

true food of plants— whether mineral, animal,

vegetable matter, whether silicates, or gcine

ammonia—some crops do better after certain kin

than after others. Hence some little experienc

as well as observation, is necessary to ascerta

what rotation is best suited to the soil, climate ai

situation of the field to be cultivated. The theo/

of De Candolle, that plants exude or deposit fro

their roots excrementitious matter that is not suit

ble for them, has never been disproved. If th

matter is unsuitable for the crop that deposits

may it not be so for some others? As a gener

rule, it has been thought that root crops should pr-

cede or follow the cxdmiferoua or grain crops. Bi

there are some exceptions. Indian corn does n^

do well after ruta baga ; and we, the other da

witnessed a very striking instance of the effect >

a potato crop on a crop of barley that succeeded i

Mr Ziphion Howard, of this town, a very carefi

and industrious farmer, last year planted a piece i

land to corn, with a row of potatoes on the ea

side of it, and quite a number of rows of the sam^

on the west side. If we recollect right, the cor

was manured broadcast, and the potatoes in lb

hill. The soil is all as near alike as it can bi

This last spring he plowed up all the same piec

at the same time, harrowed, and sowed upon it bai

ley. The barley was all sown on the same da

and was all of the same kind, but at the preset

time that which grows upon the corn ground is ou

of blossom, and the seed approaching to ripeness

while that which grows upon the potato ground i

just beginning to head out. The difference ca

be pen:eived as far as the crop can be distinguish

ed by the eye, and it is remarkable to see wit

what exactness this difference in the crop mark

out the bounds of the corn and potatoes of las
,

year. A row or two of the corn was not planter

out last year, and the space was filled with pota

toes, and this break or jog in the row can be dis

tinguished by the difference in the barley, as dis

tinctly as it could last year, when the corn am
potatoes were growing. We went on to the easi

side of the piece, and there found the same diffe-

rence. The barley growing where the single row

of potatoes was, being as far behind the other as

it was on the west side. The question arises, is
,

this always the case when barley follows potatoes:

Mr Howard thinks it is. He remarked that he had

always heretofore sowed his barley on ground pre-

viously cultivated to potatoes, that he never had

very good crops, and that he came te the conclu-

sion that his soil was not suitable for this kind of

grain. But the accidental experiment of this year

convinces him that the error was not so much in

the natural properties of his soil as in following

barley with potatoes, because the barley upon the '

corn ground, is as handsome a crop as one gener-

ally sees.

inijw

The Cincinnati Chronicle estimates the wheat

crop to promise 120 millions of bushels, or 30 mil-

lions more than in 1839, and that flour may be

even has tlian $3 per barrel.
, I
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rO PRESERVE SHEEP FROM THE GAD-
FLY.

In vol vii. of the N. E. Farmer, we find the fol-

lowing: rnnmrks upon this subject, by Mr Fesseii-

]en :

Tliere exists in some parts of the country, a spe-

lies of fly, which nnturalists call Q^slrus ovis, of

Lhe same genus with that whicli deposits eggs in

[he hair of horses, and causes bolts. This fly at-

tacks sheep from about the middle of August to

the middle of September, deposits its eggs in the

nostrils of the animals, and causes those worms,

which so frequently destroy them. The Mechan-

ic's Gazette recommends as a preventive, covering

the nostrils of sheep with a list of gauzy substance,

;hrough which the animal can breathe, and keeping

It in its place by some adhesive substance. We
doubt, however, the practicability of " keeping it

[in its place." Another preventive which sheep-

jwners tell us is effectual, is to keep the noses of

he sheep constantly smirched with tar, from about

he middle of August to the latter end of Septem-

If the sheep swallow some of the tar, so much

he better, as it prevents or cures the rot, and oon-

irms their health.

If the fly has performed its mischievous func-

ion and the seeds of the disorder are already sown,

loa may make use of the following: Take half a

jound of good Scotch snuff, pour two quarts of

)oiling water on it, stir it and let it stand till cold
;

nject about a table spoonful of this liquid and sedi-

iient up each nostril of the sheep with a syringe.

This must be repeated three or four times at proper

ntcrvals, from the middle of October to the first of

(anuary ; the grubs are then small and are easier

lestroyed than afterwards, and have not injured

he sheep as they will if deferred until later. Half

in ounce of asaafoelida, pounded in a little water,

nd added to the snuff, will make it more effectual.

The owner of the sheep need not be alarmed when

he operation is performed, to see the sheep very

Irunk and apparently in the agonies of death, as

hey will in a few minutes recover. I never knew

iny bad effects to follow. Dry aiiuffmay be blown

ip the nose with a quill, and have a good effect;

)ut it is a tedious dirty job. I have tried vinegar

ind blue dye with but little or no success.

Instead of Scotch snuff, a decoction of tobacco

vill answer the purpose. A gentleman who owns

I large flock of sheep, informs us that he had used

t with perfect success. Spirits of turpentine are

njected into the nostrils of sheep, as a remedy for

*orms ; but that substance appears to possess one

naterial disadvantage, which should preclude its

ise for that purpose, namely : when thrown into

Jie nostrils it kills the sheep us well as the worms.

Frmn llie Karmer's Cabinet. CHEAP MANURE FOR THE GRAPE VINE.

" Nothing more," soys a vine-dresser upon the

banks of the Rhine, "is necessary for the manure

of a vineyard, than the branches of the vines them-

selves ; my vineyard has been manured in this way

for eight years, and yet more beautiful and richly

laden vines cannot be pointed out. I formerly fol-

lowed the method usually practiced in this district,

and was obliged in consequence to purchase ma-

nure to a large amount. This is now entirely

saved, and my land is in excellent condition ; and

when I see the fatiguing labor used in the manur-

ing of vineyards—horses and men toiling up the

mountains with unnecessary materials, I am inclin-

ed to say to all, Come to my vineyard and see how

a bountiful Creator has provided that vines should

manure themselves like the trees in the forest! and

even better than they, for the foliage falls from the

trees in a forest only when the leaves are wither-

ed, and then they lie for years before they decay ;

but the branches are pruned from the vines about

the end of July, while still fresh and moist, and if

they are then cut into small pieces and mixed with

the earth, they undergo putrefaction so completely

that at the end of four weeks not the smallest

trace can be found."

Another poor man writes—"For the last ten

years I had been unable to place dung on my vine-

yard, because I am poor and could buy none ;
but

I was very unwilling to allow my vines to go to

decay, as they are my only source of support in

my old age ; and I often walked very axiously

amongst them without knowing what I should do.

At last my necessities became greater, which made

me more attentive, so I remarked that the grass

was lonyeron those spots where the branches of

the vine fell, than on those on which there were

none. So I thought upon the matter and then said

to myself, if those branches can make the grass

grow large and strong and green, they ought also

to be able to make my plants grow belter and be-

come strong and green. I dug, therefore, my vine-

yard as deep as I would have done to put dung into

it, and cut the branches into small pieces, placing

them in the holes and covering them with earth.

In a year I had the great satisfaction to see my

barren vineyard become quite beautiful ; and this

plan I continue every year, and my vines grow

splendidly and remain the whole summer green,

[
I

even in the greatest heat. All my neighbors won-

der very much how my vineyard has become so

SHOEING THE HORSE.
Mr Editor—The remark of your correspondent

at page 318 of yimr number for May, "That many

of us transpose the order of our labors," reminds

me of a mode adopted in the shoeing of the horse,

which I once witnessed, and which is I believe of

importance sufficient to deseree notice in the pages

of your valuable and very interesting work. It

occurred at the town of Croydon, near London,

which is well known as the centre of the stag-hunt,

so well attended by the whole country around, and

especially by the high-bred bloods of London ; and

where may be seen a field of the best horses in the

whole world—many of them worth five or seven

thousand dollars.

As I once passed through this town, one of my
horse's shoes became loose, and I went to the shop

of a smith named Lovelace, to get it fastened : the

shoe was nearly new, and had become loose in

consequence of the nails having drawn out of the

hoof, although they had been clinched in ihe man-

ner universally practiced. The smith remarked

that all the other shoes were loose, and would soon

drop off, wheti 1 requested him to take them off

and replace them : and then did I perceive the dif-

ferent mode which he adapted for fixing them,

which I will here detail.

As fast as he drove the nails, he merely bent the

points down to the hoof, without, as is customary,

twisting them off with the pincers : these he then

drove home, clinching them against a heavy pair of

pincers, which were not made very sharp; and

after Wis had been very carefully done, he twisted

off each nail as close as possible to the hoof; the

pincers being dull, the nail would hold, so as to

get a perfect twist round before it separated.

These twists were then beaten close into the hoof

and filed smooth, but not deep, or with the view to

rasp off the twist of tlie nail. "Oh ho!" said I,

"I have learnt a lesson in horse-shoeing." " Yes,"

said he, "and a valuable one; if I were ever to

lose a single shoe in a long day's hunt, I should

have to shut up my shop ; my business is to shoe

the horses belonging to the hunt, and the loss of

a shoe would be the probable ruin of a horse worth,

perhaps a thousand pounds; but I never am fearful

of such an accident." "Simply because you drive

home and clinch the nails before you twist them

off," said I. " Yes," replied he, "by which I se

cure a rivet as well as a clinch." i
— '

, ,, ,
-

,
' , ,_ . j..„™

The thing was as clear as the light of day, and i

rich, and yet they allUow that I have put no dung

I have several times endeavored to make our shoe- "P"" •' *"'"' 'e" y^"^' , . c ,v.^ .,;„„

ing-smiths understand it, but they cannot see the A most rumous plan of tnanagement of the vme

advantage it would be to themselves, and guess. Prevails in some places : .t.sto pmch off the top

SOWING WINTER RYE.

From the middle of August to the middle of

September is said to be the best lime for sowing

vinter rye. By sowing early, you provide green

"ood for sheep late in the tall and early in the

spring, and by early sowing and feeding in the

all, the roots of the grain take such firm and ex-

•.ensive hold of the soil, that they are less liable to

De thrown out of the ground by frost, or winter-

killed. When sowed so early, three pecks of seed

will be sufficient

—

Ibid.

Sweet flag root cut in thin slices and scattered

among woollens of any kind, will effectually repel

the attacks of moths.

therefore, it would never do in these parts ; but .f of the bear.ng shoot when ,t has advanced about a

my brother farmers cannot see how it works with foot beyond the last fru.t-jo.nt wUh the view of

halfan eye, and have not the resolution to get it
'throwing more of the Jmces of 'he

^;;«^ '"^^ ^
put into practice, they ought to see the shoes drop i

fr"it; and th.s ,1 no doubt does
;
but this juice s

from the feet of their horses daily, as I was once not properly concocted or cooked as it is by pass-

J.J NT 1 . „ f u„ „„„„ in" on to the end of the shoot and returning to the
accustomed to do. Now, let any one take up an '"s "" ••" "•" "

, . ,. , c.
fruit, there to be deposited in a slate ot purity, tit-

led by the hand of nature for the express purpose,

and in a way which she only knows how. Hence

arise plethory and mildew—the vessels overcharged

with the crude sap are bursted, and then putricity

and life are engendered, to the destruction of tho

crop. Of a piece with this highly improper treat-

ment, is the removal of the tendrils, and, at a later

period of the season, the leaves which shade the

fruit—all wrong, depend upon it : we cannot im-

prove nature—all we can do is to aisist her, as
" "= ' "^

J s some one very properly has it.—Furmer*' Cabitiet.

old horse shoe at any of the smiths' shops on the

road, and examine the clinch of the nails which

have drawn out of the hoof, and he will soon per-

ceive how the thing operates. In short, if the nails

are driven home before twisting off, and the rivet

formed by the t.mst be not afterwards removed by

the rasp, I should be glad to be told how the shoe

is to come off at all, unless by first cutting out the

twist I am, sir, a constant reader of the Cabinet,

and one who has benefited many dollars by the va-

rious hints which have been given in its pages.

J. S.
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A TEIAL OF CRUSHKD BONE AS A MANURE
FOR WINTER RYE.

In the month nf August, last year, we broke up be-

tween two and three acres of j>hiin pasture land ; the

soil rather light, and the surface quite mossy. After it

was plowed, the roller was passed over the whole.

Sept. 8, wo marked out a portion of it into squares, three

rods by three, and on to 16 nf these squares, we put 8

bushels of bone—a half bushel on each 6i]uare. Tliis

bone was applied dry and unmixed, just as it came from

the cask. The rate was was a little less than 9 bushels

per acre. Another and contiguous pirtion of the land

had applied to it at the same lime four bushels of bone

at the rale of 16 bushels per acre. This is all the appli-

cation that was made to any part of the lot. The ground

not covered by this hone was left without any manure.

On the 8th of Sept. the rye was sowed, .5 pecks of

seed per acre, and this with the bone were harrowed in

together. The harrow passed first lengthwise the fur-

row, and then crosswise, and after this the ground was

again rolled.

The weather immediately after tliis wa< warm anil

the ground was moist. In one week the grain was well

up, and in three weeks, that where the bone was applied,

was very perceptibly in advance of the other. It kept

in advance through the autumn, became more firmly

rooted, and much less of it was killed out by the winter.

Late in March, the field was again rolled. In April, a

considerable portion of ihe piece was harrowed ; the

teeth of the harrow used being so set that they run six

inches apart.

Also in April, we spread bone atthe rate of 9 bifshels

per acre upon a portion of the rye wliere none had been

applied the preceding autumn. This bone was lefi upon

ihe surface, and was neither rolled nor harrowed in.

During the spring and early part of the summer, the

straw looked nearly as well where we applied 9 bushels

per acre as where the rate was 16 ; and this that was

boned had apparently four times as much bulk of straw

upon it in June as the other.

At one time this rye woie a strange appearance : near-

ly ever? straw was as white as it is now, in placfs an

incli, an inch and a half, or two inches long, and extend-

ing enlirtly around the straw. On some straws these

white rings were near the head, on others as low down

as the middle. We never saw or heard of any thing of

the kind bfifore; we supposed that the crop nas ruined,

and connncnced cutting up and feeding cut to our stock.

In two or chiee days, however, we found that the sap

continued to flow, and we left oft' cutting. The offec

tion was seen as well on tlie [larts not boned as on those

that were

On the lOth of July, the rye was fit for the cradle,

and we then cut portions of it to be bound and threshed

Bepcrately, for the purpose of ascertaining the effect of

the difTerunl applications and different treatment.

To do this fairly as possible, we took in the cenire of

the field, the half of one of the lands made by plowing;

and in measuring, went from the centre of the hollow or

dead furrow, to the centre ol the ridge or back furrow.

Our applications had been so made that each of them

crossed this strip at right angles. We cut July IfiJ

threshcil and measured July 2ri and 29. The lois were

as follows

—

No. 1. Containing 10 17 square rods. Had bone, 9

bush, per acre, applied in the spiiiig, and was not har-

rowed. Gave IS qts. of rye, or 9 bush, per acre, by mea-

sure. The weight was 33 1-2 lbs.

No. 2. Containing 10 1-3 square rods. Was harrowed

in April, but had no manure at any lime. Gave 15 qts.,

or 7 bush. 8 qts. per acre by measure. Weight 29 1-2 lbs.

No. 3. Containing 13 2-5 rods. Had bone in Sept.;

16 bush, per acre ; was harrowed in April
;
gave 52 qls.

ur 19 bush. 12 qts. per acre, by measure. Weight 08 lbs.

No. 4. Containing 13 2-5 rods. Had bone in Sept.,

9 bush, per acre, and was harrowed in April. Gave 39

qts, or H bush. 17 qts. per acre, by measure. Weight

73 1-2 lbs

No. 5. Containing 8 3-4 rods. Boned in Sept., 9 bush,

per acre. JVoi harrowed in April. Gave 27 1-2 qts. , or

15 bush. 23 qts. per acte, by measure. Weight 51 1-2

lbs.

These several lots give an average weight of ihe

grain per bushel, of CO 2-5 lbs. nearly.

The results arrived at by this trial are

—

1st. That harrowing in the spring reduced the crop

from 15 bushels and 23 qls , to 14 bushels and 17 qts.

;

i. e. caused a loss of 1 bush, and 6 qls per acre.

2d. 9 bushels of bone gave an increase of 7 bush, and

9 qts. of rye per acre.

3d. 16 bushels of bone gave an increase of 12 bush,

and 4 qts per acre.

4th. The application of bone (9 bush ) in ihe spring

seems to have given an increase of 1 bus)), and 24 qts.

per acre ; but this ground was not harrowed in the

spring, and it may be but fair to ascribe one half the gain

to this cause.

The above trial was as fair as is often made. The

soil of lots 1 and 2 was a little lower and a little strong-

er than that of the others. This caused it losufTjImore

in the winter from the frosts, but gave it an advantage

in the summer.

Should results generally be such as we have here ob-

tained, Mr Ward's bone should find a ready sale ; for

the cost to us at the mill is 35 cents ; truckage, 20 miles,

6 cts. per bushel, and co>t of sowing I cent—whole cost,

42 cts. per bushel. Now each bushel of bone where we

applied bushels per acre gave an increase of grain of

25 8-9 qts., and where wn used 16 bushels, each bushel

o-ave as increase 24 1-4 qts. The increase of straw amply

pays for the increased expense of harvesting and thresh-

ino- the larger crop, so that is proper to reckon the grain

at the market price in making up the account. If 3

perks and more of rye can be obtained at 42 cents and

the bono be left in the ground to benefit the future crops,

and we know it will work lor four or five years, then

the farmer does well by such an operation. We honest-

ly think that those who intend to sow winter rye this

fall upon light lands, will find it a good operation to

apply to them from 12 to 20 bushels of bone per acre

Our figures lead to this opinion.

IMPROVEMENT OF PEATY GROUNDS.

We copy today a portion of an article upon this sub-

ject upon this subject from the Journal of ihe Royal Ag-

ricultural Society of England. The article is from the

pen of Philip Puaey, M. P , President of that Society.

We do not furnish it to be taken in its details by the

farmers of this country as their guide. Labor being

cheaper in England than with us, and land being worth

more there than here, they are remunerated for outlays

upon their soil which would generally be improvident

here Still, the soundest principles of husbandry there,

are worth knowing here—and we ask attention to two

or three points in that communication . for instance, the

elT( CIS ot burning the surface; of ditching around by the

shore and there digging through into the hard pan ;
also

ihe benefits of clay as a top dressing. The second of

these points may be attended to here, for generally tliei

U no other way in wiiich one can put upon peaty land

valuable top-dressing so cheaply, as by digging into lb

pan along the margin of his wet meadow, and throwir

the gravel, sand, clay or whatever he finds, directly or

upon the surface of his peaty grounds. Either of the;

substances is good in such a place. Clay, where it cc

conveniently be had, is worth trying. We meniioned la

year, that Mr Peter Dodge, of Wenham, covered his w
meadows years ago with clay, and that wekno^vnot-

lands any where that yield a larger burthen of grass tha

these, without greater expense in keeping up their fertil

The article we give today is worth studying by thoi

who intend to work upon their lowlands this autumi

and we trust there are many such—especially is it won
their notice so far as it teaches them to dig up from h
neath the peat a dressing for the surface.

When you go to these lands, it is generally well I

commence by opening a good ditch through the centre

this, however, in some narrow strips may not be necei

sary. Next open good ditches at the sides, sinkin

them into the pan : thus you cut off the waters whio

are constantly working oul from the high lands, and oo

ing up through the peat. Having obtained control

the water, the surface may be operated upon various!

according to its texture and situation. If there are bai ilJ

socks or bogs upon it, they should be cut o(T and lemov

ed or burned on the land. After this, if the texture ai

lows you to plow, it is well to turn over the sod, but

is not advisable to plow deep. After the ground h;

been plowed, a dressing of ihirly or forty loads of grave*

loam, soil, or clay, spread upon the surface and harrowc

in with grass seed, or applied after the grass seed hii

been worked in, and left without harrowing, will prnba '"'

bly give you a fine crop of good hay for several yeair

Where yon cannot plow, a much thicker coating upa #1

the surface is desirable.

Ml'

MASS. HORTICULTURAL, SOCIETY.

Saturday, July 30, 1842.

EXHIBITION OF FI.OWEKS.

From the President—a few Dahlias, viz; Rival Rli

vcnge, Constaiitia— [ihe names of the others are loo i

legible in the MS. to be deoiphcred.]

From Hovey & Co.—Bengal, Tea, Noisette and B014

bon Roses.

From S. R. Johnson—China Ro.<es and Carnalions.

From Dr. J. C. Howard—Dahlias.

From J. F. Trull-Dahlias, Verbenas, &c.
From A. Bowdiich—China Rose.

From S. Dearborn— a large pink in a pot.

Carnalions fiom S. Walker.
Bouquets from Dr. J. C. Howard, Hovey & Co

,

Hovev, W.E.Carter, W. Meller, J. A. Kenrick,
Walker, and J. L. L. F. Warren.

Pel order, C. M. HOVEY, Cli'mn.

EXHIBITION OF VEGETABLES.

From John Hill, No. 103 Faneuil Hall Market, extl

larjie White Onicns.
From A. Bowditch—fine large Chenango Potatoes.

From John C. Howard—large While Potatoes.

From J. L L F. Warren—'I'oraatoes.

For the Committee,
A. D. WILLIAMS

HON. EDWARD EVERETT.

Our Minister to England has recently mode a V9«

happy speech at a dinner of the Royal Agricultural Si

ciety, which we shall copy next week.

The Season.—Crops thus far abundant. The latM

part of last week was dry and hoi—the corn began

roll in some spots—but on Sunday we had n fine showi

[O'Fruit report received too late for insertion. "H

reports should be sent in during Monday morning. *
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TIIEllMO.M ETHICAL
Rpponeil for the New Cngliinu Knrmer.

Itingenrilie riieimoinetpral tlie nanleiiaf the proprietors

>f 111-? New Englaiiil Farmer, Uriglil»n, Mass. in n sliRilei)

Nori ici ly i-xposure, for ilie HCt-k emiing July 31.
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lilUlilirUiN MARKf.T.—Monday, August 1, lS4d-

Kcporteil fiirllie New Enslnnd Fnrmer.

Al .Market 2C0 Beef Cattle, 15 Ciiws and Calves,

»lJ2S0O Sheep and 90 .Swine.

I'riicKs — llerf Cattle. We quote to correspond with

last week. We quote a few extra $5 38 a 5 50. First

I quality, $5 00 no 25. Second quality, $4 50 a 4 75.

Third quality $3 75 a 4 25.

Cows and C,dvcs.—Sa\es 22, 25, 27 and $31.

Slieep.— Dull, and prices reduced. Lots 1 2.5, 1 42,

1 50, 1 75, I 02, 2 00, and $2 37.

t, fiicine. —The large Kentucky hogs were sold since

( last .Monday for about 3 1-2. Sales to day old hogs

3 1-2 a 3 3-4. Small pigs 2-3- Barrows at 4 1-2 At

retail from 4 1-2 to 5 1-2.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Conedcd uiih great care, weekly.

SEEDS. Herds Grass, $2 50 to 3 00 per bushel. Red Top,

40 to 50 cents. Clover—Northern, lU to 12c.—Southern, 8

a 10 c. I'lax Seed, SI 50 per bushel. Lucerne, 25 c.per lb.

Canary Seed, 35 00 per bushel.

GR.AIX. Corn. The principal sales of the week have

been by auction, consisting of the late arrivals from New
Orleans, and comprising about 30 a 40,000 bushels.

(^oni— Xorthern, old, bushel 61 to 62— Soutliern, round

vellow, oil, 60 a 61—Southern flat yellow, new, 56 a 57—
So. An. while ilo. 54 a 55—Barley — a — —Rye, Northern,

TO a 75 —do. Southern, 65 a 67 —Oats, Southern, 30 a 33

—

Northern do. 35 to 00—Beans, per bushel 73 a I 25.— Shorts,

per double bush. 22 a 25—Bran, 20 a 21.

FLOUR. There has been rather more activity in the

market this week for e.xporlatiun, and the steady operations

in the article during the month past, has prevented t!ie ac-

cumulation of large supplies

Ballimore, Howard Street, 4 mos. cr. S6 25 a 00 —do.
wharf, S6 12 a CO do. free of garlic, JO 25 a Phila-

delphia do. 4 mos. $5 87 a 6 00 —Fredericksburg, lowl'd 4

mos. S6 00 a 00 —Alexandria, wharf mountain, —6 00 a

Georgetown, S6 25 a 62—Richmond Canal, S6 12 a 6 25
—do. City, S6 75a 7 00—Pelershurgh, South side So 00 a 00
—do. Country So 00 aO 00—Genesee, common, cash, $6 12 a
00— do lancy brands S6 18 a 6 25 — Ohio via Canal.

86 00 a no—do do New Orleans, cash S3 75 a 5 87. Rye,
S4 00 a 4 25—IndiaT Meal in bbls. *2 75 a 3 12.

PROVISIONS. For Beef and Pork there is no great

change; demand steady, and last quotations mostly contin-

ued.

Beef—Mess 4 i lo. new bbl. $9 00 a 9 23—Navy—S7 50 a
8 00.— No. 1, 7 00 .1 00—do Prime S4 50 a 5 00—Pork—
Extra clear 4 mo. bbl. Sll Oi all 50—do Clear SlOOOa 10 50
do. Mess, 7 50 a 8 00—do Prime S5 00 a 6 00—do Mess
from other States,— a do Prime do do S5 00 a 5 50
do. Cargo do. a 00— —Clear do do SlO 00 a 10 50—
Butter, shipping, 6 a 10—do store, uninspected, 10 a 12—do
dairy, 17 a 20,—Lard, No. 1, Boston ins. 6 a 7 — do
South and Western, 6 1-2 a 7 Hams, Boston, 6 a 7—do
Southern and Western, 4 a 6—Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,
5 a 6—do new milk, 6 a 7.

WOOL. Duty. The value whereof at the place of ei-
I'lrlalior, shall not exceed 8 cts. per pound, free. Allwhere-
< f the value exceeds S cts. per pound, 32 per ct. ad. val. and
4 cts per pound.

The market for this article still remains in a very unset-

tled state. No sales of importance have been made during

the week.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, lb. 37 a 40 c.—Amer-
ican full blood do 35 a 37—Do. 3-4 do 32 a 35—Do. 1-2 do
30 a 32—1-4 and common do 23 a 28 — Smyrna Sheep,!
washed, 20 a 23— Do. unwashed, 10 a 13—'Bengasi do

j

8 a 10—Saxony, clean,— Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a 10—

I

<o. do. picked, 12 a 16—Superfine Northern pulled lamh 33
8 35—No. 1 do. ilo. do. 28 a 30—No. 2 do do do 20 a 22—
No. 3 do dodo 12 a 15.

HOPS. Duly 20 per cent.

The season, thus far, has been very favorable lor the

growing crop, and a lar^^e yield is expected.

1st sort, ^la^s. 1.M4I per lb 10 a 1 1.—2d do do do 8 a 9.

11 A^'. pi-r lini, Sl6 to 18- Eastern Screwed 814 to IC

CHEESE— Shipping and 4 meal, 6 to 8c.—New 9 to 11.

EGGS. 12 a 16.

SAYLE'S G.4RDEIV ENGIKE.

This IS a splendid article. It will throw a constant stream
of water to the distance of 50 or 60 feet, with great force,

and in case oi fire would be a good substitute for a fire en-

gine. The most perfect article lor the purpose ever intro-

duced. For sale by J. BRECK & CO., No. 51 and 52 North
Market street.

- HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have been made the past year in the

form and workmanship o( these Ploughs ; the mould beard
has been so formed as to la^i the furrow rompletebj oner,
turning in every particle of grass or stubble, and leaving the
ground in tlic best possible manner. The length of the
mould board has hf n very much increased, so that the
Plough works with the greatest ease, both with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,
" Should our opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo

the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try Prouty & Mears, but if your land is heavy, hard orroehj,
BEGIN WITH Mb. Howard's.''
At the above mer.t;oned trial the Howard Pl-^ugh did

more work, with the same power of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentyseven
and orie half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while the
Howard. Plough turned twetilifnine and one half inches, to

the same power of team .' All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has been quiie an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secuies
the mould board and landside together, and strenglhens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 toSlS. A Ploiiph,

sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about
Sip 50, and with cutter Si, with wheel and culler, S2 00
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Slure,

Nos. 51 & 62 North "Market Street, by
JOSKPH BRECK & CO.

April 20

TYi''. VP CHAINS,
Just received by 500 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derbv, Esq. of Salem,
and Col. jAcauEs, for the purpose of securing cattle lo the

stall, are found tc be the safest and most convenient mode
of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 52 North
Market st.

GRAIN CRADLES.

The diffrrence in gathering a crop is so much in favor of
cradling, that we must suppose that it will be the only mode
adopted hereaftpr, and the grain cradle will become of as
much use as an implemeni of husbandry, as the plow now is.

There has been a very great improvement in the manu-
facturing of this article, they are now made on the most
improved plan ; the scythe is well secured and finished in a
superior manner and made of the best cast steel.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK, & CO. No. 51 & 52,
North Market st., Boston. July 13

REVOLVING IIURSE RAKE.
This is one of the most useful and labor saving machines

now in use. One man and a horse with a boy to lead, will
rake on an average from 25 to 30 acres per day, with ease
and do the work well There is a great advantage in this
rake over all others, as the person using it does not have to
stop the horse to unload the rake. For sale by J. BRECK
&CO., No. 62 North Market St. May 22.

GRIlVOiiTONES, ON FRICTION ROLLERS.

Grindstones of different sizes, bung on friction rollers and

moved with a foot treader, is lound to be a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung

in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale by J.

BRECK & Co., No. 51 North Market street.

LACTOMETERS—a simple instrument for testing

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Quarrels.—One of the most easy, the most com-

mon, most perfectly foolish things in the world, is

to quarrel ; no matter with whom—man, woman, or

child— or upon what pretence, provocation, or occa-

sio'n whatever. There is no kind of necessity in it,

no manner of use in it, and no special degree of

benefit to be gained by it ; and yet, strange as the

fact may be, theologians quarrel, and politicians,

lawyers, doctors, and princes quarrel ; the church

quarrels, and the State quarrels ; nations and tribes

and corporations, men, women, and children, dogs

and cats, birds and beasts quarrel about all manner

of things, and on all manner of occasions. If there

is any thing in the world that will make a man bad,

it is unquestionably a quarrel. No man ever failed

to think less of himself after than he did before

one; it degraded him in his onn eyes, and in

the eyes of others ; and what is worse, blunts his

sensibility to disgrace, on the one hand, and in-

creases tlie power of passionate irritability on the

other. The truth is, the more quietly and peace-

ably we all get along, the better—the better for

ourselves, the belter for our neighbors. In nine

cases out of ten, the wisest course is, if a man

cheats you, quit dealing with him ; if he is abusive,

quit his company ; if he slanders you, take care to

live so that nobody will believe him. No matter

who he is, or how he treats you ; the wisest re-

venge you can resort to is, generally, to let him

alone ; for there is nothing belter than this cool,

calm, quiet way of getting along with the wrongs

we meet with.

—

Selected.

No man can ever borrrow himself out of debt.

If you wish for relief, you must work for it, econo-

mise for it. You must make more and spend less

than you did while you were running in debt. You

must wear homespun instead of broadcloth, drink

water instead of champagne, and rise at four in-

stead of seven. Industry, frugality, economy

—

these are the handmaids of wealth, and the sure

sources of relief. A dollar earned is worth ten

borrowed, and a dollar saved is better than forty

times its amount in worthless gewgaws. Try our

scheme— it is much better than to depend upon

bank favors, and a thousand times more honorable

than a resort to bankrupt laws Selected.

How beautiful does the fine spirit of benevolence

displayed in the following extract from one of

Pope's letters, contrast with intense selfishness

which characterizes the present age:

" I am rich enough, and can atford to give away

£100 a year. I would not crawl upon the earth

with doing a little good. I will enjoy the pleasure

of what I give, by giving it alive, and seeing

another enjoy it. When I die, I should be asham-

ed to leave enough for a monument, if there were

a needy friend above ground."

Jl Good Illustration.—At a temperance meeting

in Western New York, some one alluded to the

plea, so often urged by the Society of Friends, that

it is not well to aid in the reformatory movements

of the day, because it leads to " mixing with the

world." The speaker was followed by Henry

Colman, of agricultural celebrity. In the midst of

his remark.^, he stopped suddenly, pointed out of

the window, and looking at a Quaker friend oppo-

site to him, exclaimed, in a tone of alarm, "Dr.

Robinson! is that your house that's on fire?" In-

stantly the whole audience were on their feet.

" Stop ! slop !" shouted he : " Nobody must go but

Quakers ! Do n't mix with the world ! Nobody

must go but Quakers !" The fire was, of course,

a hoax; but we trust a serious use will be made of

its witty application.

—

JV. Y. Standard.

The Forget-me-not—Origin of its M'ame.— Mills,

in his work on Chivalry, mentions that the beauti-

ful flower called Forget-me-not, was known iu Eng-

land as early as the time of Edward IV., and in a

note, he gives the following pretty incident, in ex-

planation of the name :

—

"Two lovers were loitering along the margin ol

a lake, on a fine summer evening, when the maiden

discovered some flowers of the Myosotis growing

on the water, close to the bank of an island, and

at some distance from the shore. She expressed a

desire to possess them, when her knight, in the

true spirit of chivalry, plunged into the water, and

swimming to the spot, cropped the wished-for

plant ; but his strength was unable to fulfil the ob-

ject of his daring ; and feeling that he could not

regain the shore, although very near it, he threw

the flowers upon the bank, and casting a last affec-

tionate look upon his lady-love, he said, "Forget

me not," and was buried in the water."

At a meeting of the Temperance Societies of

this city, says the New York Tattler, a young man

—a noted " buster"—being requested to go for-

ward and sign the pledge, remarked, " Oh, I can't,

for I drink like a fish." " But fish," said the gen-

tleman who urged him to sign, " never get drunk."

'J'o which he replied, " Well, I can 't say that I 've

seen them drunk, but I am certain I have seen them

pretty well corned."

Brought up with Them.—"Good morning, Mr
Smith, and what do you bring to marki't today, eh ?"

" The finest, freshest pork, sir, the handsomest, I

reckon, that you ever laid your eyes on. Let me
sell you part of that little grunter yonder—you

shall have it cheap," said Smith.

" It is good, you say—eh ?"

Yes sir, if I 'm any judge of hogs, and I reckon

I orter be

—

1 luas brought up with them t"—Selected.

In the Slate of Vermont the people arc so dull

that it takes ten men to make a joke.

—

English pa-

per.

The English editor has drawn his inference from

the fact that old Col. Ethan Allen with nine Ver-

mnnters, took Ticonderoga with a large British

garrison, in old revolutionary times. If it took ten

men to play that joke, it must be acknowledged

that it was a good one.—A". O. Picayune.

DRAFT AKD TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable lor Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO

No. 52 North Market st.

POUDRKTTE.
For sale 200 Barrels Poudrelle, at S2 per barrel, Lv

BRECK ik CO, 51 and 52 North Market St., Boston.

May 18.

The Difference.—The Declaration of Indepen-

dence says, "all men are born free and equal."

The Halifax Herald gives a practical illustration

that such is not the fact. It says that a lady in

Hiilifax recently gave birth to twins, two boys,

one weighing 12 pounds, and the other 18.

MUCK MANUAL..
Forsaleby JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Mil

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price *1.

Boston, April 13.

"Rachel, my daughter, why don't you learn as

fast as your sister Hannah ?"

" Why do n't every stalk of clover bear four

leaves, mother?"
" Go bring in a basket of chips, child."

" We are doing a smashing business," as the

hail-stonos said to the gardener.

ORKEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.
JOSEPH JiRECK & CO. at the New England Agricii

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and 62 North Mb
ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hey ar

Stalk Culler, operating on a mechanical principle not bete,

applied to any implement for ihis purpose. The most proii

inent cfTecIs of ttiis application, and some of the consequc

peculiarities of the machine are :

1

.

So great a reduction of the quantum of power requisi

to use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is sufficie

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bus

els a minute, which is full twice as fasl as has been clainn

by any other machine even when worked by horse or slea

po'weT. . ,. . . . , ,

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner m which til

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any oih

straw cJlter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and p

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as 1

1

complicated machines in general use to get out of order.

AGRICU1.TURAL. IMPI-EMBKT8, &.C.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural War

house and Seed Store No. 51 and 52 Norlh Market stret

would inform their customers and the public generally ih

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of Agi

cultuial and Horticultural Tools to be found in the Uniti

States. Part of which are the following:

1000 Howard's Patent Cast

Iron Ploughs
.300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

50 Willis' do. do.

too Common do. do.

100 WillHs' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2o0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

50 " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1600 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 '• Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz. Cast Steel Shovel:

Common do.

Spades.
Grass Scythes.
Patent Snaiths.

Common do.

Hay Rakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.
Hay do.

500 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

100 Draft do.

500 Tie up do.

50 doz. Halter do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 Grind Stones on rollers

300
200
500
200
200
300

SOUTH DOAVN STOCK.
For sale by the subscriber at the foot of Atwell's Aveni.

in the city of Piovidence, one imported Southdown Buci

Six Kwcs and four Lambs. The above are of the pure:

blood, and second to none in the country.

June 8. 8w JOHN GILES.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, orf2 50 if not pai

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank a

subscriptions and remittancea for newspapers, withoi

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLK AND DENNETT, PKINTF.K8.
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N. E. FARMER.

PRACTICE OF ENGLISH FARMERS FN THE
IMPROVEMENT OF PEATY GROUND.

B;/ Ph. Pusey, M. P., President of the Royal Jlgri-

cultural Society of England.

[Concluded from p. 34.]

I Jo not quite agree with Mr Johnson as to the

application of lime in llie quantity or 250 or 300
bushels per acre, although he has high authority in

the tlieory of Sir Humphrey Davy ; not that I so

much doubt its efficacy as fear the expense. In-

deed, Sir Humphrey Davy's opinion, that quick-

lime will dissolve peat, is now much doubted
;

ime, too, is generally applied not in a caustic but

n a slacked state, and the advantage of burning

ime for farming purposes is by many supposed to

:onsist merely in its consequent reduction to a fine

>owder.

As this is a point, however, on which the farni-

;rs of one half of England, the western side,

vould probably give an opposite opinion to those

m the eastern side, while in Lincolnshire a most
mportant improvt'incnt has been made with clay

inly, and lime has been tried without any advan-

age, it is right that I should now mention two in-

tances of great success effected by means of lime,

"or the first case, I am indebted to Dr Buckland,

<n whose application Sir Charles Monleith furnish-

d to him the following account of some extensive

perations on peaty land m Scotland :

—

Edinburgh, Xov. 7th, 1841.
" Mt Dear Sir,— It is the geneial opinion

mongst improvers of peaty soils that lime is ab-

olutely necessary to produce crops of grain well

lied with farina ; and I found from experience, in

he improvement of part of my peat-meadows in

iew of my house, that when the first crop grown
pon it was potatoes, well dunged but without
ime, the potatoes were found to be hollow in the

eart of them and very watery, while in other parts

f the meadows upon which dung was employed,
otatoes of a good quality were produced when
me was employed in addition to the dung.

I

"The farmers in Scotland think they cannot
aise good crops of grain without lime, as the

reatest part of the south of Scotland is composed
f new red sandstone, grauwacke, and granite, and
herefore devoid of lime, which forms a very con-

' iderable portion of every fertile soil ; indeed it

I

'as found that tlie soil in Dumfriesshire did not

reduce well-filled barley-crops till the farmers

,
mployed lime, which they now do to a great ex-
eat, and find it equally useful for potatoes and
Jrnip crops, which is amply testified by the farm-
rs purchasing lime to the amount of 3000/. an-

! ually from my lime-quarry at Close Farm.
"You are correct in saying that a considerable

I
art of my peat-bog improvements have been made
ty lime alone, and have been productive of very
alerable crops of hay. I have always considered
eat more suitable for crops of grass than corn,
n addition to the lime I have commonly employed

50 or 60 tons of sandy earth to the imperial acre of

peat-bog.

"I have improved al'out 200 acres of peat-bogs,

the average not worth (id. the acre in their natural

state, now worth fully 3/. A considerable part of it

was very expensive to accomplish, as it was neces-

sary to fill up large holes from which peat had been

dug for fuel : many acres of il cost me upwards

of 30/. the acre ; but still this ground remunerates

me for the expenditure of so large a sum, besides

removing an ugly object in the middle of the low

grounds in the neighborhood of my residence
;

every hollow, of which there were many within a

mile of the house, was filled by an ugly, useless,

bl.ick peat-bog.

" I do not recollect whether I pointed out to you

some grass-fields that had been improved from

black moor-land, by first pairing and burning, and

then ploughing the first season, the ground being

exposed tu a winter's frost, and during the next

summer lay about IGO bushels of lime upon the

imperial acre, and sowing out the ground in July

or August with 5 bushels of the holcus lanatus

without taking a corn-crop. The reason why I

did not take crops of corn from moor-ground gen-

erally having a peaty surface of 4 or 5 inches was

to keep it in a compact state ; as I have found that

soil of this kind, after bearing crops of corn and

being frequently ploughed, becomes so loosa and

pulverized that the feet of cattle completely de-

stroy the pasture, and that the roots of the grass

are injured by the loose state of the ground. This

grass-land has given nie upon the average from V2s.

to 14s. per acre annually, in its original state not

worth Is. G(/. The nioor-grounri upon grauwacke

after this improvement is much more valuable than

where the subsoil is sandstone.

"I have employed lime as it is practised in Der-

byshire to great advantage upon the surface of

moor-land ; but as it requires a very large dose of

lime, it can only be done where lime is cheap, as

it requires from 200 to 300 bushels of lime per

acre to destroy the great quantity of vegetable mat-

ter in moor-soils, which it soon accomplishes, ns is

shonn by the land being soon filled with mole.s,

which are drawn to it by the decayed vegetable

matter producing worms, the food of moles.

"In Craven, in Yorkshire, lime is employed very

extensively as a top-dressing even upon limestone-

soil. I have found that the cattle feed upon pas-

ture well top-dressed with lime much quicker, and

that the meat is much richer and better mixed, than

upon pastures apparently equally productive of herb-

age.

" I remain, dear Sir,

Yours truly,

" C. G. Stuart Monteith.
" The Rev. Dr. Buckland."

It is certainly a very successful operation to

have improved, at whatever expense, 200 acres of

land from the value of si.xpence per acre to that of

throe pounds. I have lately seen as great an im-

provement upon the property of Mr Blake, at Up-
ton, in West Somersetshire. The peat-bogs there

lie on the slope of a hill. The mode of treat-

ment was this:—To underdrain at depths vary-

ing from 3 to G feet, to pare and burn the surface,

to grow turnips two years successively, dres.iing

twice with 50 bushels of lime per acre, then to

lay the land doivn with grass seeds to permanent
pasture. The grass is let yearly at sums varying
from 3/. to 41. per acre. It ia singular that in one
field so treated, and afterwards watered, no trace

of the peat remained in the upper part of the soil,

which had become a pale-colored earth— I suppose
by the entire destruction of the peaty substance.

The grass on this land is sweet and close, like the

turf upon chalk downs, and the land almost as

firm. This land is on the same subsoil with Sir

Charles Monteith's, the grauwacke or shillet, an
imperfect clay-slate, which in Somersetshire, as in

Scotland, is considered favorable to grass.

It is proved then, by the success of farmers gen-

erally in the fens of our eastern counties, of Sir

Charles Monteith in Scotland, and of Mr Blake in

West Somerset, that peat, which by nature is the

nmst unpromising of all wastes, can lie profitably

improved, and even be raised to the rank of our

most productive soils. But, in order to effect this

great benefit, it is considered necessary that either

clay or lime should be applied to the surface

—

which, however, of the two is not certain. Find-
ing this variety of practice, I have endeavor-

ed, in the course of drawing up this statement,

to obtain fresh evidence in order to clear up
the point. I cannot say that I have succeeded in

clearing in up ; but the facts which have come to

my knowledge may serve as materials for future

inquiry, and I ought therefore to lay them shortly

before the Society. It occurred to me that, as the

Lincolnshire farmers, who had been so successful

in the use of clay, had derived no benefit from the

use of lime, the Lincolnshire clay possibly contain-

ed lime already. Mr Cooke, at my request, sent

me two specimens of clay from Digby Fen : one
of these, a very strong clay in appearance, effer-

vesced much with muriatic acid, and consisted

entirely of finely-powdered lime mixed with fine

sand. It contained, I believe, scarcely any true

clay ; it is, in fact, a strong blue marl. The sec-

ond specimen contained no lime at all, some true

clay, and a great deal of fine sand. Mr Cooke
stated, as I expected, that the first specimen was a

much more effective dressing than the second :

but I learn on the other hand from Handley, that a

clay resembling Mr Cooke's second specimen had

been used with great success by a relative of his

own ; and a clay of Mr Wingate's, which I ex-

amined three years since, certainly contained no

lime at all. Lime, therefore, is not indispensable

for the improvement of .lome peat. Dr Buckland
suggested to me that such peat may contain lime

already ; and I have since found his conjecture

perfectly right in the following instance. On my
mentioning to Mr Wingate that some of the Lin-

colnshire clay is in fact marl, he replied that he

had carted marl upon peat without benefit, but had

found clay to answer upon the same peat. I ask-
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ed him therefore for specimins of the two siibstan-

cea. The marl, which had entirely failed, proved

to be a white tenacious marl, consi.sting entirely of

powdered hinc, apparently unmixed with any other

description of earth. The blue clay, which had

succeeded, was in fact a mirl also, containing a

large quantity of lime mi.-ied with clay and fine

sand. The peaty soil when mi.xed with acid

threw up bubbles copiously ; so that as Dr Buck-
land had anticipated, it contained enough lime in

its natural state. In another part of the fens a

white marl lies so near the surface of the peat that

it is purposely brought up by the plough, and there-

by forms what is locally called grey-land, a soil of

known fertility in that district. I am not aware
whether this peat contains lime naturally.

But although wo must remain for the present

uncertain as the application of Inne to peat, there

arc some rules which those who are desirous <if

reclaiming their peaty land may gather from the

practice of English farmers, to serve for their

guidance until further discoveries shall have been

made. Peat must in the first place be laid dry by

open ditches, and further, where necessary, by

under-drains also. It may be pared and burned,

and sown with a shallow furrow (tor all farmers

agree that this first ploughing should bo shallow)

to rape, swedes, or turnips—sown early for the

reasons already given. It is next necessary that

some other earth should be laid on the peat ; if

the subsoil be clay, that clay should be brought up

from wide trenches—if it be gravel or sand, I

would bring up a portion of it, however poor it

may be : if clay be near at hand, I would cart it

upon the peat.

There is, however, some difficulty in carting

clay upon peaty ground, for the lumps of clay

must be spread on the ground and exposed to alter-

nate frosts and thaws, expanding and contracting

them, which gradually break down by the spring.

The peat, however, is generally so soft in winter,

that it will scarcely bear up a loaded cart, unless

during a frost, so that the work is often interrupted.

The clods may also be reduced by exposure to al-

ternate drought and moisture in summer
; but this

is a less convenient time for carting the clay, and
It must take place on the rye-grass, which is there-

fore lost. If spread in winter after rape or swedes,
the clay is harrowed in dry spring weather, and
plowed in with a two inch furrow, or scarified. I

would on no account burn the surface again after

it has been spread, because it is well known that

clay once brought to the state of brick, however
finely ground, never recovers its quality of cohe-
sion.

It must be remembered, also, that there is a wide
difference among clays ; and, where the heavy ex-
pense of carting is incurred, it is of course impor-
tant to choose the most effective clay, in order that

a smaller bulk may be sufficient. Clay for this

purpo.se should be, I believe, of the most solid and
glutinous kind. However wet the place from
whence it is taken, it should feel solid when rolled

in the hand; if it bo loose and liquid, it probably
contains too much fine sand

; if gritty, coarse sand.
Generally in draining, but almost always in peat

draining, it is necessary to dig deep open ditches
as main outfalls for the water. The strand or

clay thus thrown out, should not be left in a high
ridge, but should be spread by wheelbarrows over
the peat land in winter. The steep hanks, howev-
er, of a ditch five feet deep will crumble in year by
year, and, unkss the water-course be constantly

cleared, there will arise some obstruction. But in

Scotland, as Mr Morton informs me, there is a very

neat practice of shelving back the banks from the

water's edge by a gradual'slope of 15 or 20 feet in-

to the field, so that the new level of the water-

course is thus placed for ever beyond the chance

of neglect ; and if the field be arable, the plow

works down to the very brink. The appearance of

this Scotch practice is exceedingly neat, and its

application to peat land is, I see, very easy.

MR EVERETT AT THE DINNER OF THE
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At a meeting of the Royal Agricultural Associ-

ation in Bristol, held during the week ending July

16, Mr Everett, the American Minister, was present.

The Bristol Mirror, in mentioning this tact, says:

" We rejoice that one distinguished foreigner

was there to witness the scene, and to heighten its

interests by the topics which he introduced and

adorned with the charms of American eloquence,

in our mutual mother tongue. Happy will it be

for the two greatest countries of the earth, if the

cordial wishes of that hour shall be realized; if so

genuine and enthusiastic an expression of public

opinion in favor of the ambassador and the people

of that great kindred nation, and the continuance of

amicable relations between us, shall have its

weight in the councils of the two nations, and in-

cline the wavering balance to the side of peace.

Strong in their unanimity, England and America

might devote their energies to promote the welfare

of mankind, to prevent tyranny and warlike aggres-

sion, and instead of weakening each other by the

arts of mutual destruction, might run together the

happy career of civilization and improvement, scat-

tering their blessings in both hemispheres."

Mr Everett made several speeches in the course

of the week, but his principal addresses were at

the great dinner of the Society. The Chairman
introduced the toast which called up Mr f'verett,

as follows :

"The next toast which I have to propose to you

is that of the health of the foreign ambassadors

present. (Cheers.) I am aware that in strict di-

plomatic language, the term foreign minister must

be applied to his excellency on my right hand

—

the Minister of the United States. But, gentle-

men, in the reception that you will give him, you

will shew that you do not forget that his ancestors

are ours—(loud cheers)—that we are united in the

ties of one common language and of one common
blood—(continued cheering)—that it was from

these shores embarked those enterprising men who

in the wilds and desolate wastes raised up a mighty

nation. (Cheers.) In a word, gentlemen, to bor-

row the language that is peculiar to our class, it is

the children of old England who have taken the

occupation of the Western continent upon a lease,

which I hope and trust they will find both advan-

tageous and interminable. (Laughter and cheers.)

Gentlemen, I am sure that you will allow me to

request that his Exctdlency when he communicates

with our distant relations on the other side of the

Atlantic, will assure them how welcome they will

always be to the shores of their mother country

—

(loud cheering)—to remind them that our avocations

at least, are based on faith—(cheers)—and that we
earnestly pray that they may long continue united

with us in the bonds of good will, and to our mutual

advantage. (Loud cheers.) Gentlemen, I will

not longer detain you from expressing the good

feeling which I am sure you are prepared to exhi-

bit, but at once give you

—

The Health of the Hon.
Edtoard Everett, the Minister of the United Stales.'''

—(Vehement cheering.)

The Hon. Edward Everett upon rising, was re-

ceived with several rounds of applause, which hav-

ing subsided, he said—
" May it please your Royal Highness, Mr Hand-

ley, my Lords and Gentlemen :—I beg that you
will believe me when I tell you I am deeply sensi-

ble of the very kind feeling which you have been
pleased to express towards myself and my country.

I assure you, sir, without the least affectation, that

I want words to do justice to my emotion. To be

received with so much kindness so far from my na-

tive home, by such a company as this, almost, con-

fuses and overpowers me: and let me say, sir, that

there is no part of this prosperous country where
such a reception could have been more welcome to

me than it is here ;— (cheers)—for it is a singular

circumstance that the history of North America
runs hack to this very point,— its very lirst chapter

was written in the chamber of the Merchant Ven-
turers' Society at Bristol. (Hear, hear.) I am not

now alluding to that little coincidence mentioned

the other day, that Columbus himself was once a

resident here ; this is a mere casual circumstance :

but Sebastian Cabot, sir, the great discoverer of

North .America, who in the year ]'197 sailed forth

from these waters, discovered Newfoundland, and

then ran down the northern coast to Cape Florida,

was a native of Bristol, and started from this city

upon his enterprise. Vou all know that it was
under the auspices of the Plymouth Company that

the settlement named New England was begun
;

and the rock upon which the fathers of New Eng-
land first stepped, was called, and is called, to the

present day, Plymouth Rock, from that circum-

stance. Again, I would mention, that the father

of William Penn, the great founder of Pennsylva-

nia, lies buried in the vaults of St. Mary Radcliff

—(Hear, hear)—and though William Penn himself

was not a native of Bristol, yet there is no doubt of

the circumstance, that in his youth he was accus-

tomed to hear the stories of the navigators from the

western regions, which first led his thoughts to the

formation of a settlement there ; and I am glad to

find, sir, that it seems to be the purpose of the

Merchant Venturers of Bristol to keep up th:it com-
munication which they were the first to discover.

(Loud cheers.)

I went up at an early hour this morning to the

tower of Blaize Castle—an elevated point, com-
manding such a panorama— a more beautiful one

my eye never rested upon—but there was one ob-

ject which arrested my attention : I could scarcely

discern it in the distance, but I saw what seemed
to be the masts of the great steam ship Great West-

ern, which, the day after tomorrow is going to

launch into the deep.

You desired me, sir, in my next communication,

to let the people of America know the kind feeling

expressed towards them at the table: I will do so :

(Cheers)—and, sir, in fourteen days from the time

that vessel sails, she will have carried the tidings

to my native country, and almost before those cor-

dial cheers have died away here, they will be re-

echoed from beyond the Atlantic. (Loud cheers.)

I can assure yon that this community between us,

resting on our common descent, cemented by one

common language and kindred blood, is not con-

fined to speculation in business, or commercial ad-
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ventures; this is the least important part of it;

but this common origin and kindred blood, ties of

our common ancestry, actually make us one people

in every thini,' else. (Cheers.) Tor every |)iirposo

but that of political jurisdiction— for every pur-

pose, social, literary, moral or intellectual, it in-

deed does make us one people. (Cheers.) Every

thing that emanates from you is immediately re-

ceived and eulogized by the reading public of my
country ; and I am happy to say, that our authors

are received with equal favor liere. (Loud cheer-

ing.) My most respected friend, Dr. liuckland,

told you yesterday with liow much pleasure he had

perused a geological work of a transatlantic au-

thor; that he had lent the volume to a friend, who
had not since returned it; but I can assure him

that he shall suffer no loss, for as soon as I can

send to the United States, I will take care that he

shall be provided with another copy ; and 1 can

tell him in the mean time that his own excellent

works in every department of the science of geol-

ogy are as well known and as much appreciated in

the United States as they are in Great Britain.

(Hear, hear.)

We who have kept our eye upon the practical

part, see what has been doing for the improvement

of agriculture. The climate of the New England

States, though severer than that of Great Britain,

and running to either e.itreme to an e.\tent which

yours does not, is not greatly dissimilar, and tliere-

fore we are able to derive instruction from the

books printed at the English press upon agricul-

ture ; those works are now read with great avidity
;

for instance, in reference' to the subject upon which

we heard a lecture yesterday—thorough draining

and subsoil plowing—that has received the atten-

tion of our farmers, and I intend that the excellent

pamphlet by Mr Smith shall be transmitted by that

stecm ship which leaves on Saturday, and I have

no doubt that it will be received with the greatest

satisfaction. (Cheers.) I wish the Agricultural

Society of England to understand that the improve-

ments which they secure are literally sowed broad-

cast across the Atlantic. (Hear and cheers.) You
cannot by your improvements shorten the bones of

pigs, nor straighten the back of the cow, nor ren-

der the fleece of the sheep finer, but that in due

time the effect is felt in the husbandry across the

.Atlantic. (Laughter and cheers.) I am happy to

aelieve that the community will persevere in this

nost peaceful of all departments, and one too, as

lis Royal Highness has so well expressed it, by

vhich all other branches are materially affected. I

)elieTe the people of the two nations to be good

Viends, and they ought to be engaged together;

ind while Mr Smith is teaching us his system of

horough-draining, I doubt not that at the same
ime it will draw off the bitter waters oi' interna-

ional disagreements, and will create a warm and

jenial soil, in whirh will grow the fruits of har-

nony and good order. (Loud cheers.) I fear that

have already taken up too much of your time.

Cries of "Nc, no," and "Go on.")

I most cordially respond to the wishes you have

!xpressed ; I wish for harmony and peace between
ho two countries ; I wish from the bottom of my
leart for nothing else than that the differences be-

ween the two countries were amicably adjusted.

am happy, however, to siiy that from all the

neans of information, which I have at my com-
nand, that such an event is most likely to take

Idace. (Loud cheering.) Those little clouds once
down over, and I should wish to see the two na-

tions ru!raged heart and hand together in the pur-

suit of all the great objects which would improve

the condition and ennoble the character of man
;

and, with England and America united, I do be-

lieve, ihiit if it were necessary, they might bid de-

fiance to the world. (Cheers.) 1 would add noth-

ing more than again to return you my most heart-

felt tlinnks for this unexpected, kind, and flattering

reception from this great and respectable company.

(Prolonged cheering.)

Mr. Everett shortly :ifterward rose and said—It

is necessary lor me to say, having so recently oc-

cupied the time of the company, that I should not

have arisen again except by special command of

your Chairman. I have been requested to propose

a toast, which I am sure will be received with the

greatest enthu.sinsm, it being one wishing prosper-

ity to the great Society under whose auspices we
are assembled this day.—(Loud cheers.)—This is a

duty which I perform with the highest satisfaction
;

it is. Sir, in the first place a debt of gratitude,

since you were so kind yesterday, as the organ of

the Council, to inform me that they had done me
the honor to make me an Honorary member of this

Society,— a distinction for which I shall ever pre-

serve the most grateful recollections ; but for rea-

sons far above personal gratification, do I perform

the duty with pleasure. I am persuaded from

what I have seen and heard, that no other institu-

ticm of the kind in the world is doing at this mo-
UiCnt a greater amount of good than the R^yal Ag-
ricultural Society of England;—(Loud cheers)

—

and let me say that it appears to be good of the

very best character too.—(Renewed cheers.) It

has been said that he is the greatest benefactor to

his race who can make two blades of grass to grow
where only one grew before ; but by the labors of

this Society, men of science are brought to unite

with men of practice,—men of the highest station

in the realm mingle together with the farmer and

the cultivator, and by this means they are not only

making two blades of grass to grow where one on-

ly grew before, but they are producing this good
in a quadruple ratio. (Cheers.) I have had statis-

tics given to me on the average of crops, and it is

plain as day that by the improvements which have

been introduced into the agriculture of England
during the last generation, aye, even within the

last fifteen years, not only two blades of grass, but

five and even six have been made to grow where
none grew before.—(Loud cheers.)— Surely then

you ought to be considered not merely to bo bene-

factors to the human race, but creators, humanly
speaking, if you can double the quantity of food to

supjdy the wants of men; if you have doubled the

expense of your territories, you must provide for

that expense—you must snatch land out of the

bosom of the encircling sea, and make another

England to rise up,—(Cheers) or make another is-

land rise from the depths of the sea with all its

" Deep waving folds and paslnres green,
lis gentle slopes and groves between."

— [Cheers.)—AH this added to your dominions,

and all subjected to the sway of your youthful and
beloved sovereign ;—(Loud cheering)—and all this,

sir, without the cost of one pound, (except what
comes back to supply the wants of the people,) and
without shedding one drop of human blood. (Cheers.)

Oh, sir, what is there in all the conquests of the

Alexanders and the Ceesars that ever wasted man-
kind, compared to a victory like this. (Deafening

cheers.) These, sir, are the blissful triumphs of

your Society,— triumphs not confined to your own

king<l(]m, but which all other nations share—and
confer benefits in which all nations will wish you
God speed. (Cheers.) I will not take up more of
your lime, but proceed to propose to you

—

Success

lo the Royal English Jlgricullurnl Sucitti/." (Loud
cheers.)

CATTLE SHOWS.
The great cattle show at Syracuse, N. Y., was

very much indebted for its unusual excellence, to

the public spirit of the N. Y. Railroad companies,
who carried hundreds of fine heavy cattle from a

great distance to the place of exhibition, free of

charge. When we consider the great public ad-
vantage of these fairs, and that no more than one
in a hundred who exhibit live stock, do not do it

at their own expense, it appears to us that the sutr-

gestion that our railroad companies adopt a similar

policy in relation to the conveyance of live stock

to these fairs, need hut be made to the public spi-

rited directors of these corporations, to secure its

immediate adoption. This would make the Wor-
cester show the crack show of the country.

—

Bost.

Times.

HERBS.
A wise housekeeper will remember in time, that

he and his may be sick in the course of a year,

and that then he may want certain valuable herbs
whicli he cannot find without much trouble or loss

of time. Now is the season for getting them, and
let it not be passed unimproved. The following

will be found valuable : Sage, thyme, peppermint,

spearmint, tansy, rue, summer savory, hoarhound,
wormwood, b'alm, mellows, horse-radish leaves.

These are generally cultivated in gardens. Our
fields and woods afford the following valuable

herbs: gold-thread, life of man, sarsaparilla, blood

root, sweet flag root, bog onion or mucillaginous

brake root, elecampane, catnip, wormwood, Johns-

wort, &c. Do n't let the present opportunity to

save such things pass.

All herbs should be gathered when fairly in blos-

som, and dried by spreading them in the shade, as

up garret or in an open chamber. The sun ex-

tracts the aroma, and causes them to lose half their

virtue. Yankee herbs, like the Chinese tea, are

always best for being dried in the shade.—JV. E.
Ploughboy.

TOBACCO.
Tobacco is the servant of Alcohol and Idleness.

He is a sallow, ill-fuvored, good-for-nothing fellow.

Some pretend he is a dentist and cures the tooth-

ache. Beautiful work he makes of it ! The
mouth where he has operated—what a place it is

for pearls! The breath, how balmy! But for a

dentist, he is a great while at it. He is a sort of

travelling dentisl. You can hardly step into a

tavern without stumbling over one of the beautiful

basins which he keeps for his patients to spit in.

Ar.l ".".'hen he doco not fui'iiish Lliese basins, his pa-

tients, the plagues of b'-gypt take them ! spit on the

floor. If people have ocoasion for a dentist, why
not resort to his office and rrcoive his attentions in

private, instead of lugging the doctor about with

ihem, and spitting his fragrant tooth-wash in all

sorts of places ?

—

Selected.

An up-country editor says if his subscribers can't

pay him cash, he'll take potatoes, string beans, hop

poles, or winter squashes, at 15 per cent, discount.
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For the N. E. Farmer.

ON DRINKS.

Will 'y"" indulge inc once more, Mr Editor ?

For I wish to make myself understood, and oa you

do not appear to have entirely apprehended my
meanini;, il is possible, and more than possible,

some of your readers may not. As to riding "my
hobby fast and far," I need only observe, that, as a

general rule, this is said by every one, 0/ every one

who rides farther and faster than himself. Il will

be soon enough to add to this remark, in the way

of reply, when my particular errors are specified.

It would seem as if no reader of your paper

could overlook my sole object in statinif my experi-

ments. Still allow me to repeat that I neither re-

commend nor wish a repetition of the experiments

by any one. To some, in fact to most, they would

not be safe. The only general inference I wish

to have made is, that if I, who need drink, consti-

tutionally, as much as any body else, can abstain

entirely from it without any perceptible inconve-

nience or suffering, for nine or ten months, others

do not need so much as has been usually supposed.

1 protest against being understood to recommend

to mankind not to drink at all.
|

True it is, that if we use such food as nature
I

intended, the suffering by total abstinence from all

drink, would be neither immediate nor great in the

end. In the case of a proper vegetable diet, a la-

borer would swallow from two to three quarts of

water daily in his food; and in any ordinary diet,

from one to two quarts. But then I consider it to

be the decree of Heaven that man should drink

more or less ; and that if he obey not the decree,

(that is, for a great length of time together, and

especially when he follows the ordinary usages of

society,) he or his posterity or both, must experi-

ence a degree of suffering.

But the idea of gratifying our thirst at pleasure,

at any time, whether in hot weather or cold, with-

out regard to the causes of thirst, or the circum-

stances in which we are placed, ia most manifestly

absurd. Yet such is the practice of most laboring

people, and 1 am sorry to have intelligent men in

any way encourage it.

To rinse the mouth well and wash the face and

hands often with cold water in a hot day, is far

better than to drink as largely as many do. A
gill of water every half hour, cool but not too cold,

swallowed very slowly, will quench the thirst far

better than double the quantity, especially il swal-

lowed with rapidity.

Generally speaking, if our habits are as they

should be, we need no drink when we first rise in

the morning. If our bodies are thoroughly washed

with cold water, and our mouths rinsed and throats

gargled, we shall lind ourselves better prepared for

brc'^lcfast withoot drinking, thin with i'. Then
again, if the breakl'ast is what it should be, and we

eat slowly enough, we need no drink with that, and

it is physiologically wrong to use any. If after

breakfast we work properly, however hot and dry

the weather may be, we need no drink before the

middle of the forenoon or somewhat later. Froiri

this time till noun, a hard-working, freely perspi-

ring man, however good his habits, may use a little

water— not exceeding a pint; and those whose

food is salt, need a little more.

If rules like these are observed, there will be no

troublesome thirst at dinner; and the dinner will

be enjoyed. If this again contai.is a full amount

of fruits or vegetables, and they are well masti-

cated, no drink ought to be used with it, or for

some three hours afterward. I care not how hot

the weather mny be, how freely a person perspires,

or how thirsty he may imagine himself to be. Let
him rinse his mouth and gargle his throat often, and

he ought not to drink till three hours or more after

dinner. There may be an exception in this case

in favor of obvious ill health or a degne of fever.

But between 3 and o'clock, P. M., whon the sup-

per is taken at 6, and is dry, (as it always ought to

be,) some water may be used ; though not by gjil-

lons or even quarts.

It is impossible, however, to give particular di-

rections for every case, in a few paragraphs. A
few thoughts and general directions must suffice;

at least for the present. Enough I trust has been
said to show that it is the comfort and happiness of

the laborer that I seek, and not his sufiuring. I

would not have him injure himself either by indul-

gence or denial, though I believe that a degree of

self-denial is as salutary as it is virtuous. The
truth is that we owe most of our indulgences and
excesses to prior ones. One indulgence creates

a demand for another, and so does an excess.

Drinking too much water causes violent per^^pira-

tion ; and the drain, and above all the exhaustion of
the vital energise by profuse perspiration again pro-

duces thirst. So very cold water cools us, but Jit

the same time produces a degree of heat and dry-

ness (a species of inflammation) in the passages to

which it is applied, that creates new ihir.-^t.

Let it i\ot then be said that I set forth my own
experience to be applied to the case of every body

else. The farthest from it possible. I am not—
I never was—the individual to do thi«. If I

mention my experiments, as I sometimes do, it is

for quite another purpose. What I advance, is

according to ascertained and settled laws. It is

no one man's ipse dixit, nor any one man's expe-

rienee. It is science. If I were to use half a

pint of cold water every half hour for years, and

yet not discover any evil consequences to result

from it during that time, I should no more dare

to recommend the practice to others, than that of

not drinking at all.

W. A. ALCOTT.
Dedham, Aug. 1, 1842.

A LETTER TO US.

A subscriber in Worcester county says:

—

" You will find enclosed two dollars, which I

send for the continuance of the New England

Farmer another year. It is a publication which I

very much value, from which I have derived much
valuable information, and for which I hope long to

be a subscriber; if it continues to be what it has

been, and now is, I know not why 1 may not be

able, fur it is not like many of the publications of

the day, yearly making a demand from tlie purse,

and returning nothing for the benefit of either body

or mind, but its valuable articles and useful hints

weekly thrown out to put us farmers up to do what

we are so apt to neglect, returns four fold, I should

say, if we put in practice what js priicticnble.

We have this return besides the satisfaction of

having work done up in time and as it should be.

But the greatest difficulty I meet with is to find

ti ne to read all that is valuable and at the same
ti lie have every thing attended to abroad which

you suggest is well to be, and the wants of my
family say muil be."

[C?"We publish a few only of the business let-

ters that are sent to uo. The preceding one affords

a text upcm which we will say a few words. A
portion of our subscribers would be glad to have

us give them a summary of the news of the week
others would like more anecdotes and pleasant sto

ries ; others would prefer more sprighlliness aiic

shorter articles ; but we have reason to think thai

the mass of our readers are desirou.? to have us gc

on in our old course, collecting and publishing as

much solid agricultural information as comes with-

in our reach. Such is our own taste, and our view

of the course in which we can be most useful. I(

is hifjhly probable that we might get a wider circu

lation and get more money by throwing in more
matter tlinl would merely entertain or amuse foi

the moment, but we should be guilty of injustice tc

those who pay for the paper, if we did not keef

instruction foiemost and as our great object:—en
tcrtainmcnt can be regarded only as incidental anc

unimportant. We will sooner quit our editoria

chair than try to get a living in it by catering ti

any depraved hankerings of the public for mere

amusement; or by any importunities for additim.

to our subscription ; or by oft repeated dunnings u

subscribers.— Ed. N. E. F.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHlBITIOiX OF FRUITS.

Saturday, July 30, 1842.

A fine specimen of Currants and Raspberries
|

from Wm. Mackintosh, Roxbury.

While and Red Currants, with a specimen bus)

in full fruit—large and handsome—from A. I)

Williams, Roxbury.

Early Harvest Apples and Mulberries, from Jno
Hovey, Roxliury.

Gooseberries, from Stephen Glover, Roxbury

—

i

fine specimen.

Cultivated high bu.^h Blackberries—a fine spcci

men, and well worth a place in every garden— b;

Eliphalet Thayer, Dorchester.

Black Hamburg Grapes, from Otis Johnson

Lynn. Mr Johnson succeeds in giving his grapei

a fine color and bloom.

Early Scarlet Cherry Plum, from J. F. Trull

Dorchester—a fine specimen—a shy bearer, ant

judged not worth cultivating from its barrenness.

Sopsavine Apples, from J. C. Howard, Brookline

Belle de Choisy Cherries, Hamburg Grapes
Goo.ieberrics and Early Pears, from George Walsh
Charlestown.

Late Red Bigareuu and Belle Magnifique Chei

ries, from John Koiirick, Newton.
Gooseberries, from Win. Meller, Roxbury.

Belle Magnifique and Heath's Early Nonsucli

Apples, from B. V. French, Braintree.

Raspberries, Royal George Peaches, Ogden's

larr^e Hlack Currants, fruit of thf Weeping Cherry,

and Tomatoes, from J. L. L. F. Warren, Brighton.

For the Committee,

B. V. FRENCH.

Strawberries.—The soil of Ohio yields strawber-

ries in abundance. The Cincinnati Republican
says :

" We have it from unquestionable authority, that

one man has raised this season, from two acres,

four hundred bushels of strawberries, which have

averaged him in our markets, two d<dlai8 per bush-

el, his two acres of strawberry patch having thus

yielded him eight hundred doliars. A snug little

profit this."
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i„ FREQUENT STIRRING OF THE SOIL.
;[.l A bonk has lately fallen into my liandii, entitled

;iij<' Observations on Husbandry," by Edward Lisle,

uij
residinjr.in the county of Hampshire, (Eng.) a part

wof the kingdom which has always ranked high in

,j|lho estimate of agricultural knowledge: printed in

„ the year 17.50. In his chapter on plowing, the au-
Jthor says:

,, "The ancient writers on husbandry lay a very
|()great stress on making the ground fine by frequent
,'plowings: the Romans conceiving that they could

f.
not give their lands too much tillage, especially if

, it be of a rich nature, so as to hold water; then it

;

oii;'lit to lie turned up so often and reduced to so
tine a powder that the track of the plow-share may
be scarcely distinguishable in it. The sun and
air lire thus enabled to operate iully upim it, by

.
which llie soil is benefited more than by a coat of
dung. Besides, the water sinks more easily through
pulverized earth, so that the roots of the jilants are

,

in less danger of being suffocated by too much
iioisuire, or of becoming injured and destroyed by
he cold. And there is this further advantage in
t— by admitting the air more plentifully into the
vessels of the roots, it gives them a freer respira-
tion, which is no less necessary to plant.,- than to
iniinals. Those, therefore, labor under error who
ancy that the turning and stirring of land frcquent-

y in the winter, before it is employed for a crop,
rauses it to exhale and spend itself; there being,
n truth, no compost or dre.'ssing comparable to this
:oritinual motion, for it evaporates the malignant
Nipurities of the imprisoned air, loosening the parts
iiid giving deliverance to these seminal salts and
udiinents, which, wherever latent, are free to move

1
ind exert themselves : more benefit is thus ascribed

I repeated stirrings, opening and ventilating the
harth, than to dunging. But if to pulverize" the
oil were the only end in plowing the land, without
egard to opening it to thej emanations of the sun,

I frosty winter fallow would do this and make it as
Viable as a summer fallow

; but the difference is

jreat, for the sun, as has been already said, im-
iroves the earth as much as dung does ; therefore
he more you open the land to the influence of thu
un by plowing, the greater the benefit. But bene-
icial as is the practice of repeatedly stirring the
oil, it is better to omit it altogether than to turn
ip the ground while it is wet, and in a state of
nortar, or even when it is only partially wet, after
. long season of drought ; for if you touch it while
n this wet and dauby condition, there will be no
vorking it after for the whole year— it must lie
iseless; and ifyou plow it up when the surface
inly has thus been thoroughly wetted, it will be
rijured lor three years after. The best season for
itirring the land is, certainly, when it is neither
00 wet or too dry, for by too much moisture, k
viil stick together and be like mortar; and after a
ong drought, and though a little moistened at the
op, the plowshare will either not be able to peno.
rate it at all, or if it should enter, it <vill not ren-
ler it fine, but turn it up in large clods, \jhich will
le a continual hindrance to the ne.n plowing, and
:t last be left unbroken and in impenetrable Tumps
m the field

; and add to this, the part which lies
leepest is always the least fruitful. Avoid work-
ng your land when it is cold and wet, and in a
ew years it will become marvellously sweetened,
leahhy and kind to all crops, and you will obtain
• dominion over the weeds and natural grasses of
he soil."

45
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FLOWER-POT BEE-llIVE.

Mn.EDiroR,_After all that has been said and
written on the bee-hive, and the praise-s which
have been sung in favor of the palace of several
stories, the non-swarming, self-ventilating, moth-

I
preventing, life-preserving structures, to the tune
of more tlian twenty dollars a-piece, perh:ips there
is one which will at length take the lead of all, in
the march of bee-breeding, and that is the common
gardfnjlower.pot! It is strong, warm in cold and
cool in hot weather, cheap, simple, convenient, and
particularly neat in appearance

; it is only necessa-
ry to take one of the largest size for a InoeJwg-pol,
and when it is desired to add to the hive, to choose
one of the next size, the mouth of which shall ex-
actly fit the bottom of that below it, and open the
hole

;
and immediately it becomes an elegant and

neatly finished compartment, which mirrht'ln this
way be ad.led to, forming a pvramid of'most exact
structure and elegant proportions, to anv hei<»ht re-
quired. A hole of entrance could be'easiFy cut
in the edge of the lower pot, or two holes pretty
near together may be better

; it mijht be placed
close to the bottom board, or raised half an inch all
round by small wedges, which might be preferable
in hot weather—any how you might wish to fix it

—and all, comparatively, at a very trifliiio- ex-
pense

; then taking away the upper pot, in cLe of
Its becoming full, requiring only a cork with which
to stop the hole of communiciilion with the lower
pot. Now, I calculate this plan ofa hive will
prove better adapted for the health of the bees than
many highly finished domes of expensive work-
rnanship, which, I have reason to know, the bees
do not value n cent; for, after being at the ex
pcnse of erecting one which I thought would win
the heart of the most fastidious bee that was ever
created, and placing in it a swarm of the present
season, they immediately left it; hut beincr deter-
mined that they should stay, nolens volens they
were returned, merely to give them another oppor-
tunny to show that they were determined to have
thoir own way

: after this they were olaced in a
common home-made box, where they are industri-
ousand happy. A person who has fifteen hives
told me this day, that his strongest swarm inhabits
the half of a.salt-meat barrel, the only substitute
for a hive which he possest at the swarmino- of the
bees, but which they have since filled with the
choicest honey. Now as I have taken no patent
for ihejlower pot hive, it is at the acceptance of
any of your numerous readers, only requestinc
those who make trial of it, to afford the editor the
means of judging of the flavor of the h.mey made
in an earthern pot instead ofa box, which I have a
notion will be found very superior.

John Stakket.
June 19, 1842.

If ho cuts but ten tons of hay to sell, and the
whole brings him a hundred dollars, or ten dollars
per ton, he grumbles that he has not more hay.
If the crop the next year is such that he may cut
double thi* quantity of hay for market, and sells
for one hundred and ten dollars, or five and a half
dollars per ton, ho grumbles that the price is so
low.

Farmers, ye who indulge it, why grumble.' Re-
member the unchanging truth, '• the greater the
supply, the less the price," not only of your salea-
ble articles, but those of all others. Grumbling
will make the matter no better, while it makes
your disposition grow worse. Then do not grum-
ble. Better, when your crops are large, thank
God for the same: and if you cannot thank him
for a small crop, thank hiin then for the proceeds
of it. Don't, don't grumble. Give thanks, O

!

give thanks ; in all things give thanks.

Jonathan.

SALT.
At the request of the Editors, Mr. John C. Ma-

ther, of New York, furnishes the Cultivator with
the result of his experiments with salt as a manure
In the spring of ]S;J8, he sowed five bushels an
acre on land well broken and harrowed, which was
much infested with the cut-worm, leaving a strip of
half an acre on each side of the field unsalted, to
test the experiment. The worms were destroyed,
and the corn and potatoes manifestly better on the'
salted than the fresh land—This superiority has
been continued to be manifested in throe succes-
sive crops since. In time of drought, the salted
land has exhibited a continued moisture as mani-
fested in the verdant green of the ve<Tctable
growth. Mr. Mather also states that he lias°sowed
salt on his meadows with such satisfactory results
as determine him to continue its use Farmer's
Cabinet.

IFrom the New England Ploushl.oy.]

GRUMBLING.
There is altogether too much grumbling in our

world; and a good share of it_^is to be found where
we ought to look for it the least—in the abode of
the farmer. It is not universal, but too general.
II there is a prospect of a small crop, so that the
crop will bring a high price in market, the farmer
too often grumbles at the little crop. If the crops
are large, ho grumbles because the price is low.

Dysentery—As the season h at hand when all
classes of citizens are liable to be afflicted with
Dysentary, Diarrhea, &c., we deem it our duty to
make public the following simple and efficacious
remedy, which had been known to us for several
years, and which we have repeatedly used with
complete succe.ss. It is simply to take a tumbler
of cold water, thicken it with wheat flour to about
the consistency of thick cream, and drink it. This
is to be repeated several times in the course of the
day, or as often as you are thirsty; and it is not
very likely you will need to try it on the second
day. We have not only used it in our own case,
but we have recomniendod it to our friends in ma-
ny instances, and we never knew it to fail of ef-
fectinga speedy cure, even in the worst stages of
dysentery. It is a simple remedy, and Costs noth-
ing. Try it, all who need it.—Fanner's Gaxetk.

Fruits oj Drought. Who ever knew a very dry
season but was followed by a fruitful one ? Last
year the soil had time to rest and regenerate her
powers, under a drought, and this year every spe-
cies of vegetation is rank. Corn, grain, and pota-
toes all look exceedingly well. And what is bet-
ter news than all the rest, we hear of little or no
damages by the weevil amongst wheat, or by
worms or flies amongst other crops. Maine this
year will hardly need to go to New York to mill.
We shall bread ourselves, if nothing happens to
destroy the present hopes A*. E. Ploughboy.
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dispraise llieir own calling as any class in the comriiunr- I part that was dressed with these, we let stand, and

ty. They call it laborious, uncleanly, and a pursuit by gave us 12 bushels of rye per aero. The other parts

"FARMERS, MAGNIFY YOUR CALl-ING."

Prince Albert (now probablyj King Consort, has laki'n

into his own hands a farm at Windsor. He is now a

governor of the Royal Ag.icultural Society, and in De-

cember last, he was elected a member of the SmilliHeUl

Club. This is as it should be :—the head of a nation

should be a leader in a nation's surest source of wealth,
, ., , r i .

, ,.,, II r r,i,„ Pr„=;H..ni« r,f Hon to theirnumbcrs, than lo the men of almost any
•icu ture. Who can tfll us if any ol the 1 residents ol ' •-

,_, ,. , a- I
I other oi-cupation. II the prizes in agriculture are less

whirh they can gain weilih but very slowly. All this

is true—but it is nrit true that these things constitute so

great an objection to farming as ihcy are often thought

to be. Hard labor IS not an evil:—the decree which

sentenced man " to earn his bread by the sweat of his

brow," was one of God's kindest dispensations. And a

browned face, and soiled hands are no very great evil,

—

thev are more healthful if not more honest Inolung than

the excessively delicate and white. Money too, if it

comes slowlv here, yet does come in quantity sufficient

to get the coinforis of life, lo more farmers, in p-opor

the United States, e.\cept Washington, JeiTerson and

Jackson, were noleil foi their devotion to this great

great cause? I conceive, Mr Kditor, imitative beings

as we are, nothing would go further to "magnify the

farmer's calling," than to hear through the farmers' jour-

nals frequently, of the successful experiments, the devo-

tion, and wholesome examples of our great men in this

country. A FARMER.

pation. II tlie prizes

lav»e, there are more of them in proportion to tin; blanks,

than in most of the other lotteries of life.

Thai this most vital pursuit—lying as it does at the

very threshidd of man's subsistence—should be held in

esteem as one of the highest and most honorabla of all

occupations, is surely very desirable. And that the in-

fluenre of example by crowned (or half crowned) heads

by Presidenis and Governors—by the affluent and the

^[J-Remarks—The enterprise, talent, and learning of
| („„^gj_by all men of eminence—that such influence in

our country, have sought the crowded cities, rather than
j
^^^^^ of agriculture is desirable and useful, we can make

the fields, for their chosen residence There has been i

_^^ question. And we can heanily say, yes, in reply to

the lot, being bare of living plants in the spring, we h;

rowed thoroughly, spread on bone at the rale of 9 bu;<

e's per acre, and sowed oats. These made only a vc

small growth.

The infercnre from the two trials is, that sowing'

Sept. 8, was much better than the 16th, in the way

fitting the rye to resist the action of the winter ; ar

this suggests a general inference in favor of early sn:

ing. The rye sowed Sept. 8lh without any inanuri

far survived as to give 7 bushels and a peck per acri

while that sowed 16th, nearly all perished. That sm

Sept. 8, with 16 bushels of bone per acre, passed thrrn,

the winter so well as to give more than 19 bushel>

acre, while that sowed IGth, though il had near 20 1,!

els of bone per acre, and 100 gallons of salt ley,

gave only 12 bushels of grain per acre. In most yi

rye would grow more in the months of October and 1

vember, than it did last autumn, and it will seldom Iki

pen that eight days will make so great a difference as i

this case. Tho only inference by way of advice tij

we make is, that farmers, when they can convenie.

should sow winter rye early enough to give it a cli^i;

to get well rooted before winter comes.

a "eneral desire with ihnse who could choose thei.

course, to leive the diudgery and toil of agricultural

pursuits, and " buy and sell and got gain" in the great

cities, or lo get a living in some other way in ihe popu-

lous places. The lields have been deserted by many, a

vast many, whose energy, enterprise and rank, (subiie-

quenlly gained,) far surpass what is displayed or gained

by any of the cimipanions of their early days, who re-

main where ihey passed their childhood, and who culti-

vate the acres on which their fatl«..'rs toiled.

But few have gained fame, but few have gained afflu-

ence, by cultivating ihe soil of New England. Conse-

quently ihci young who are seeking where and how

they may gain the highest, or rather the most eniicing

rewards for which the world is toiling, leave the quiet

homes of the country, and launch out upon the troubled

billows of the crowded city, and seek there ler fame or

wealth, or influence.

The farmers and the farmers' w ives, in their child-

hood, were the plaj mates and equals of this man who

our correspondent, when he asks us, by implication,

whether it would not be useful to publish the " success-

ful expeiiments, the devotion and wholesome examples

of our great men in this country." Yes Give the ac-

counts—faithful and true—or show us how we shall

make such accounts—and we will do witat we can lo

give them circulation.

There is another chapter that must be headed

—

We have Farmtrs enough already, ujtless we can enlarge

ihe Variety of the Articles produced, or

increase our Markets.

But we have no room for it this week.

-ANOTHERCRUSHED BONE AND SALT LEY
TRIAL.

Last week we detailed ihe results of a trial, on our

own lands, of crushed bone as a manure for winter rye.

Thiit bono was applied Sept. 8, upon land that was

phm'cd in August, 1841. .4bout the 14th and 15lh of

now dwells in his' merchant palace, enjoying all the
j

September, we plowed more land similar to the other,

comforts, luxuries nnd distinction which wealth confers; I i. e. poor, plain pastureland. Afier rolling, we put upon

they were the familiar playmates of that lady who rides 100 square rods of ihis, 12 bu.^hels of bone mixed with

in her carriage, dresses in the richest silks and satins,

and moves in the most polished circles in society. The

fathers and the mothers in the country, speak often of

the good fortune of those who left their circle in youth,

and mingled themselves up in the mnss that crowd the

city; and when they ti.uch up<m a topic like this, there

comes up a contrast of their own humble stale, with the

supposed enviable, cotnlition of those who in early life

had no brighter prospects than their own. The manners

and tones, if not the words of parents, tell their chil-

dren that other places than the fields, other pursuits

than agriculture, oS'i^r the most tempting prizes. At

such limes, youthful as[iirations to be rich, or famed,

will prompt the mo.-t enterprising or talented of those

children to leave the plow, and the toil and sweat of the

field, and devote themselves to trade, commerce, manu-

factures, or to the learned professions From this cause,

among others, coines the comparative low rank which

many think is given lo agriculture among the occupations

of men. This pursuit, however, is not in disrepute with

the reflecting and wise portion of tlie people who have

left it, or with these in the cities and towns, whose

opinions are emitled to any consideration.

Tile furmers Ihemselves are quite as much addicted lo

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, ^vg. 6, 1842.

A D. Williams—some fine specimens of Dutch Ki

and White Currants.

John Hovey— Early Harvest Apples and Mulberrii

Dr. John C. Howard—Sopsavine and Williams' F
vorite Apples.

Oii< John-on, Esq., of Lynn—two bunchesof lilac

Hamburg Giapes.
John F. Trull—Scarlet Plums.
George Walsh, Charlestown— Royal George Peaelie

Apricots—fine specimens—from A. S. Lewin, lIi

bury, and Wm. Thomas, Boston.

H. J. Oliver, Brookline—Plums ; two varieties of A
pies, viz ; Eaily Bough and River .'

J. F. Allen, Esq., Salem— fine specimens of V

Figs

J. L. L. F. Warren—Sugar-lop Pears.

Grapes—White Chasselas, Zinfindal, Black Han;l

and White Frontignac— all specimens of great size

well colored—from John C. Lee, Esq , of Salem.
For the Committee,

S. WALKER.

about one large ox-cart load of soil that had been pre

viously saturated with salt ley. The usual rate of ley to

soil was about GOO gallons to len cartloads of soil. Proba-

bly, therefore, we applied in this load that was mixed

with bone, about 60 gallons of salt ley. The bone and

ley were applied on 15th of Sept., and the seed, rye, 5

peeks per acre, was sowed, hnvtowed in and rolled the

16th ; that is eight days afier the other.

The piece sowed, of which this hundred square rods

was a part, conlained an acre and an half or more. The

whole was sown on the same day. All came up well.

But about llie last of September the wealher became

cold, and the remainder of the autumn was prevailingly

cold. This rye consequently was very email when the

winter set in. The oiher lot, which we described lasi

week, having been sowed eight days earlier, and those

days having been warm, that lot attained l") twice the

size, before winter set in, that was reached by the lot

we now are describing. We aie unable, therefore, to

make any fair comparison of the two lots.

The lesult was, this rye being small, nearly all of it

was killed by the freezings and thawings of the winter,

where we gave no dressing to the land, and was very

biiilly injured where the bone and ley were used. 'J'he

Qj^At an adjourned ineeling of the Mass. Horiiculli

ral Society held Aug. 6th, it was
Voted, That tlie Annual Exhibition of the Society L

held on the I4lh, 15th and Ifith Sept. next.

An Address will be delivered by J. E. Tkschehach ki

Esq.

The fallowing gentlemen were chosen a Committee t

provide the anniveisary dinner :

M. P. Wilder, Chair.nan ; Samuel Walker, B. \

French, C. M. Hovey, David Haggerslon, H. W. Dn
ton. Joseph Breck, J. C Howard, Eben Wight, .1 1

L. F. Warren, F. W. Macondry, P. B. Hovey, Jr., J 1

Allen, Otis Johnscm, S. R. Johnson.

Adjourned lo Satuiday, Aug. 20th, at 11 o'clock.

EBEN WIGHT, /fee. fiec',

[Jj=Tlie Dahlias exhibited list week by the Presiii .

of the lloiticultiiral Socieiy, the names of » liich as wril

ten by the Chairman of tlie Flower Commiltee, uc r

vnrcailahle by any one connected with our paper, w
learn are called I'resident Von Litchenberg and Anclrcvi

Hofer.

I

The Season—On the; nights of ihe 1st and 2d of tlii:|

month, there was frost in the wet or fresh meadows 0|

Worcester and Essex counties. No damage to the crops ,

The latter p.irt of last week nnd the first ol this, brough

copious rains. The potatoes, corn, and vines have now

an abundance of wet to carry them on far towards tht,

completion of their growth.
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ISCELLANEOUS

THE WASHINGTONIAN CALL.

Tdse—" Ulien I can read my title clear.

Come join Ihe Washingtoiiians,
Ye young men tmid and slrniig,

And with a proud and cheerful zeal,

Come, help Ihe cause along.
O ihat will III- joyful, joyful, joyful,
O that will he joylul, when young men drink no more,
When young men drink no more,

'Tis then we'll sing nnd offerings bring,
When young men drink no more.

Come join the Washingtonians,
Ye men of riper years,

And save your wives and cliildren dear
From want, and liitter (ears.

O that will he joyful, joyful, jovful,
O that will he joyful, when strong men driuk no more,
When strong men drink no more,

'Tis then we'll sing and ofiering liring.
When strong men drink no more.

Come join the Washingtonians,
Ye men of hoary heads.

And end your days where temperance
Its peaceful influence sheds

O that will he joyful, joyful, joyful,
O that will he joyful, when old men drink no more.
When old men drink no more.

'T is then we'll sing and offerings bring,
When old men drink no more.

CoiTie join the Washingtonians,
Ye dames and maidens fair,

And hreathe around us in our path,
Affection's hallowed air.

O that will he joyful, joyful, joyful,
O that will he joyful, when woman cheers ns on.
When woman cheers us on, lo conquests not yet won :

'Tis then we'll sing and ofl'crings bring,
When woman cheers us on.

Come join the Washingtonians,
Ye who distill, and sell

The poison, that destroys the health.
And brings the fatal spell.

O that will be joyful, ]oyfiil. joyful,
Olhat will he joyful when the still is worked no more,
VV hen the still is worked no more, in all our happy shoi

T IS then we'll sing and offerings bring.
When the still is worked no more.

Come join the Washingtonians,
Ye sons and daughters all,

Of this our own America,
Come at the friendly call.

O that will he joyful, joyful, joyful,
O that will he joyful, when all shall proudly say,—
When all shall proudly say, " Away the bowl, away."

'1 IS then we'll sing and offerings bring,
When all shall own our sway.

THE FLUTE PLAYER.
The celebrated Vauconson invented an Au-

tomaton Flute-plajer, of which there is a minute
description in the Memoirs of the Royal Acade-
my of Sciences at Paris, by whicii it appears
that the figure was about five feet and a half
high, and was placed upon a square pedestal,
which concealed a portion of the machinery.
The air entered the body by three separate
pipes, into which it was conveyed by nine pairs
of bellows, which expanded and contracted in
regular succession, by means of a steel axis
turned by clock-work. These bellows per-
forrned their functions without any noise,
which might have discovered the means of con-
veying the air into the machine. The three
tubes that received the air from the bellows
passed into three small reservoirs in the trunk
of the figure, where they united, and ascend-
ing towards the throat, formed the cavity of the
mouth, which terminated in two small lips.

Within this cavity was a small movable tongue.

which, by its motion, nt proper intervals, admit-
ted the air or intercepted it in its passage to the
flute. The fingers, lips, and tongue derived
appropriate movements from a steel cylinder,

also turned by clock-work. It was divided into

fifteen equal parts, which, by means of pegs
pressing upon the ends of fifteen different lev-

ers, caused the other extremities to ascend.
Seven of these levers directed the fingers, hav-
ing wires and chains fixed to their ascending
extremities, which being attached to the fingers,

cnused them to ascend in proportion as the other
extremity was pressed down by the motion of
Ihe cylinder, and vice versa ; thus the ascent or
descent of one end of a lever produced a similar

ascent or descent in the corresponding finoers,

by which one of the holes of the flute was oc-
casionally opened or stopped, as it might have
been by a living performer. Three of the lev-

ers served to regulate the ingress of the air, be-

ing so contrived as to open and shut the three
reservoirs above mentioned, by means of valves
so that more or less strength might be given,
and a higher or lower note produced. The lips

were directed by four levers, one of which
opened them to give the air a free passage ; the
other contracted them ; the third drew them
backward ; and the fourth pushed them forward :

the lips were projected upon that part of tlie

flute which received the air, and by the different

motions already mentioned, properly modified
the tune. The remaining lever was employed
in the direction of the tongue, which it easily

moved, so as to open or shut the month of the
flute. The just succession of the several mo-
tions performed by the various parts of the ma-
chine, was regulated by the following simple
contrivance :—the extremity of the axis of the
cylinder terminated, on the right side, by an
endless screw, consisting of twelve threads, each
placed at the distance of an eighth of an inch
from the other. Above the screw was fixed a

piece of copper, tind in it a steel pivot, which
falling in between the threads of the screw,
obliged the cylinder to follow those threads

; and
thus, instead of firning directly round, if was
continually pushed on one side. Hence, if a
lever were moved by a peg placed on the cylin-
der, in any one revolution, it could not be moved
by the same peg in the succeeding revolution
because the peg would be an eighth of an inch
beyond it, by the lateral motion of the cylinder.
Thus, by an artificial disposition of these pegs in

different parts of the cylinder, the statue was
made, by the successive elevation of the proper
levers, to exhibit all the different motions of a
flute-player.

A Washingtonian says after a spree his eyes
always looked as though lliey were dressed up in

dier's clothes.— Organ.

' I had rather not take a horn with you," said

the loafer to the mad bull— but the bull insisted

upon treating him to two, and the loafer got quite
high.

Pure /r,/icr— Tlie strength of the brave and the
drink of the free.

Send a boy for the cows, but see to the milking
yourself.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable (or Ploughing.
2ua " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

No. 52 North Market st.

POUDRETTE.
For sale 200 Barrels Poudretle, at $2 per harrel Iv JBRECK &. CO, 51 and 52 North Market St., Boston. '

May 16.

MUCK MANUAl,.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Man

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Danaj price «l.
Boston, April 13.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK &. CO. at the New England Altilu)

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 61 and 62 North Mar
ket Street, have (or sale. Green's Patent Straw, Hay am
Stalk Cutler, operating on a mechanical principle not behxi
applied to any implement for tliis purpose. The most proni
inent effects of this application, and some of the consequi i;

peculiarities of the machine are:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power reqiii^ii

to use it. that the strciiglh of a half grown boy is sutiic;i i,

lo work it etficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, il easily cutstwobusli
els a minme, which is full twice as fast as has been claii',i i

by any other machine even when worked by horse or stem:
power.

3. The knives, owing lo the peculiar manner in which tli r
cut, require sharpening less often than those of any othe
straw culler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and |ni

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as iln

complicated machines in general use lo gel nut of order

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEBIEKTS, <tc.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural V\ arc
house and Seed Store No. 61 and 62 North Market street
would inform Iheir customers and the public generally thn
they have on hand the most extensive assortment of Agri
cultuial and Horticultural Tools lo he found in the Unilei
Slates. Part of which are Ihe following ;

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
Iron Ploughs

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 fircenc's Straw Cutlers.

50 Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Con;
Shelters.

50 Common do do.

2o0 Willis' Seed Sowers.
60 " Vegplahle Cutlers
60 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.
1 00 Ox Yokes.

1500 Do2. Scythe Sloncs.

3000 '• Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz- Cast Steel Shovels.
150 " Common do.
100 " Spades.
500 " Grass Scythes.
300 " Patent Suaiths.
200 " Common do.
600 " Hay Rakes.
200 " Garden do.
200 " Manure Forks.
300 " Hay do.
500 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.
100 Dralt do.
600 Tie up do.
5U doz. Haller do.

1000 yards Fence do.
25 Grind Stones on roller*

SOUTIIOOVCN STOCK.
For sale by the subscriber at the foot of Alwell's Avon;

in the city o( Providence, one imported Southdown But
Six Ewes and four Lambs. The above are of the pure
blood, and second lo none in the country.
Junes. 8w JOHN GILES

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPEIt.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, orf2 50 if not p
within thirty days.

N. B.— Postmasters are permitted by law to frank
subscriptions and remiltancce for newspapers, willi<
exjiensB to Bubscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PKINTRRS.
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PILFERING FRUIT.

The following is e.xtiacted from a paper in the

Transactions of the New York State Agricultural

Society, by David Thomas, Esq. Let us tell the

truth to our shame, and hereafter maintain a con-

science void of offence : —
"Unfortunately for the moral character of our

population, fruit is too generally considered lawful

plunder. The cnlturist is allowed lo have a full

and exclusive right to his corn and potatoes: it

would be infamy to steal tkem; but no exxlusive

right to his fruit, if they can get it. Thousands of

honorable exxeptions to this charge indeed may be

found, but it is not the less true that a great part

of our population is tainted, and deserves to be

branded with reproach.

" The native fruit of a thinly populated country,

growing without culture, and free to all, has doubt-

less had its share in producing this laxity of mor-

als. 'I would sooner have a hundred Irishmen

around me than one Yankee,' was the deolaration

of a sufferer, whose fruit had been plundered near

the line of tlio Erie canal, when that great work

was in progress. Europeans are generally more

exemplary on this point than Americans—shame

on us ! When Professor Stowe was in Prussia,

where the roads are lined with fruit trees, by order

of the government, he observed a wisp of straw,

attached to particular trees to protect the fruit—

a

sufficient guard ; but he suggested to the coach-

man that in America it might only prove an invi-

tation to plunder. 'Have you no schools ?' was

the significant reply.

"Yes, we have schools ; but how many where

the child is taught to respect his neighbor's pro-

perty ? Too often he acquires literature and vice

at the same time. The State of New York is fa-

mous for her schools and her prisons—the latter

to supply the defects of the former system, which

they do, however, very imperfectly. Better let the

mandate go forth that the morality of the Bible

shall be one of the chief objects of instruction.

Teach her children to be honest."

How very just are the sentiments of the above
;

how applicable they are to the population in and

round our boasted moral city of Boston. In this

case we are worse than the Irish, and we have not

the respect for our neighbors fruits, that a Bedouin
Arab has for the property of one of his tribe.

In Stephens' Incidents of Travel, vol. 1. p. 203,

will be found an account of their honesty. "Not
far from the tract we saw, hanging on a thorn bush,

the black cloth of a Bedouin's tent, with the pole,

ropes, pegs, and every thing necessary to convert
it into a habitation for a family. It had been there

SIX months ; the owner had gone to a new pasture

ground, and there it had hung, sacred and untouch-

ed, until he returned to claim it. 'It belongs to

one of our tribe, and cursed be the hands that touch

't,' is the feelings of every Bedouin. Uncounted

gold might be exposed in the same way ; and the

poorest Bedouin, though a robber by birth and pro-

fession, would pass by and touch it not."

Now what nation, by us Christians, is held in

greater contempt than the Irish or Bedouin Arabs,

as to their just sense of right and wrong—and

here we have their character from competent wit-

nesses, and it should cause us to reflect, and set

our faces against this wicked practice of converting

to our use what is not our own. Our children

should be instructed on this evil practice; our sab-

bath and common schools should be made instru-

mental in this moral reform, and it should no longer

be to our shame that orchards of fine fruits cannot

be cultivated, and kept sacred for the use of the

cultivator and his family. A Farmer.

The evil here noticed by " A Farmer," is vexa-

tious and grievous. We hope it will be comment-

ed upon by others, until an impression shall be

made upon the public mind, so wide and deep that

this petty thieving shall be scorned by all classes

and characters in the community. The subject is

a fruit-M one, and we invite our correspondents

to give it their attention.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

From the Farmers' Journal.

SOD FENCES.
In many sections of Maine and Massachusetts,

this species of fence is rapidly coming into use. I

perceive also, that many of our agricultural papers

speak favorably of it, particularly the Now Eng-

land Farmer, by the way an excellent and powerful

coadjutor in the good work, and which is seldom

guilty of recommending any thing not of actual

and veritable utility to the cause which it supports.

The Eastern Farmer also joins in recommending it,

besides which we have the testimony of many who

have tested its merits, and found it to subserve all

the uses, and to be characterized by all the impor-

tant characteristics which their previous concep-

tions of its utility had led them to expect. Yet

there are some who blindly ridicule the idea, be-

cause it is an innovation. The system is a new

one, relatively speaking, and they cannot consent

to favor, openly, a practice in husbandry which has

not received the sanction of, or been adopted pre-

viously by, their sapient sires. The innovation in

question, for we readily admit that it is one, savors

forsooth, a little loo much of ^'foreignisin," or, it

may be, of that species of farming, which, having

originated in transatlantic climes, is consequently

known to us only through the medium of books.

This prejudice should be overcome. An i.Tiprovo-

ment in science or the arts is no less valuable for

having been effected by an Englishman; nor

should we hesitate to adopt any practice that is

calculated lo effect a saving of time and money,

be its origin what and whence it may. The oppo-

nent of Galileo refused to look through his tele-

scope because he felt assured in his own mind that

he should see the moons of Jupiter, and thereby be

forced to admit that he was wrong, and Galileo

right.

There are many sections of New England where

this species of fence must evidently one d.iy be of

use. As other materials become scarce, necessity

will compel us to use sods as our only resource.

We shall then find that those who have listened to

the promplings of their own evil prejudices, and

neglected lo practice a system sanctioned both by

reason and experience, have done wrong. The ex-

pense is trifling, and on most farms it will be found

as cheap as wall, and stand as many years.

ffindham, Me. H. D. White.

TIME FOR BUDDING FRUIT TREES.
No exact time can be set for budding, as much

depends on the season, yet some general rules may

be of advantage to the inexperienced. \Vhen the

season is early, and very favorable in the first of

the summer to the growth of trees, they will be in

season for budding at an earlier period than in late

seasons. Dry wxather tends to lipen the wood

and check the growth, so that the season for bud-

ding will not continue so long as it will when the

weather is warm and rains are abundant, which

causes a late growth of trees.

In this climate, August is the time for budding

cherry, plum, pear, and apple trees. The cherry

generally from the 1st to the 10th or I5th, the plum

a little later, from the 5th to the 15th or 20th, Ihe

pear and apple from the lOlh to the 20th or 25th,

and sometimes to the last of the months. In some

seasons the apple continues to grow so 1-ite that it

may he budded the first of September. Tho pear

should be budded a little earlier than the apple,

though nearly at the same time.

The peach of two years growth may be budded

from the middle of August to the middle of Sep-

tember ; of one year's growth, from the 1st to the

10th or 15th of September. Much depends on the

season. Eight or ten warm days are necessary

after setting the buds to cause them to take well.

Sometimes they succeed when set the 20th, but

when set so late we are liable to have cold nighis,

which will destroy the buds, or prevent their unit-

ing with the stock. As the peach grows rapidly

and is generally a short-lived tree, it is best to bud

it the first year, as with a good growth it will be

large enough.

As peaches grow late and are budded late, it is

more diflScult to fix on the best time. It cannot

be done, but is a matter of risk, as we cannot fore-

see the weather. If set early and the warm weath-

er continues long, the buds are likely to start the

first season, and in this case they will be so tender

that they will be destroyed by the cold, and if set

late, cold weather may succeed and prevent their

taking, as it is termed. So the safest way is lo

take a medium between the extremes of early and

late.

Buds of all kinds when set too early will grow

the first season and thus be liable to destruction by

the cold. Some persons bud in June, in order

that the buds may start early and get a good

growth, and the wood become hardened before cold

weather, but this method is not much practiced

—

Farmers' Joxtr.
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MR TURNER AGAINST ROTATION. |
"It is true that I do practice a cliange of crops,

Our readers will remember the articles in recent ,
""t '^om choice but from necessity : and in a pre-

numbers, in which Rev. J. H. Turner, (a very sue- i

ceding par. of this paper I have stated the ertent

cessful farmer near Richmond, Va.,) has maintain

ed that nature does not resoit to rotation of crops

and those in which the editor of the Farmers' Re-

gister and we ourselves have maintained the oppo-

site. We give below, from the Farmers' Register,

parts of Mr Turner's rejoinder to the attacks that

have been made upon him. This we do as an act

of courtesy to him, partly—partly also because his

communication is in itself a spirited and interest-

ing description of what he has observed of nature's

operations—but especially because his views are

here seen to be, so far as they have any practical

bearing upon agriculture, quite accordant with

those held by his opposers.

He does not call frequent changes of crops upon

the same soil

—

rotations. Strictly, they are not

such— but usage has made rotation signify very

nearly if not precisely tke same as change.

Mr Turner linds it most profitable to change the

crop frequently upon liis land. Ho therefore has

learned the only lesson upon the subject that we

have any desire to inculcate.

A few of his remarks—"not one of which," he

says, " I nm bold to say, can be controverted"

—

we should be bold or rash enough to controvert,

were we in want of matter to fill our columns—but

being short of space for the week, we will merely

say, that with us, the assertion that "the whole ob-

ject of plowing, weeding, &c., is merely to destroy

nature's crop," is not orthodox. We plow and stir,

partly, to hflp man's crop to grow vigorously. We
should soon tire of farming, if our only object, and

especially our only success, were the destruction

of natnre's crop

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Extracts from Mr Turner's Article.

" Having now shown that I am no rotatlonist,

either on the peculiar ingredients system, or for the

sake of increasing, or even maintaining, a present

fertility, which, by-the-by, as I still think, fairly

covers the whole ground, I will proceed to state,

that I advocate a change of crops, whenever I can

make a greater profit by so doing. The profit,

then, is the leading idea, by which I am governed

in this thing. In illustration of this, I will sup-

pose that there is a piece of ground just recovered

from the forest. I will not sow grass, or wheat, or

any other broadcast crop there, because it is cer-

tain that with the soil unbroken, and the large

quantities of litter on the ground, the seeds would

not vegetate, and therefore a crop could not be

reared. But I will plant corn, or tobacco, or some

other crop there, which I can cultivate on the plan

of drill husbandry, and in this manner may ultimate-

ly so cleanse and pulverize the land as to make it

more profitable in a baoadcast crop. Or, there is

afield which has borne several crops of grass:

this field is now so filthy that it does not yield a

profitable crop ; at least the crop in something else

would be more profitable, paying me at the same

time for the labor of changing the crop. As a

matter of good management, then, I would root up

the grass, and substitute its place with that other

crop. But this is not rotation. It is merely a

change, of the crop, not to effect any of the pur-

poses of a rotation, but to make the land with its

cropping ns profitable as possible. If the field

would yield a fairer profit in grass than in any other

crop, I would continue it in grass for ever—and so

of other crops."

and the reasons tvhy I do so ; and the editor may

make the most of it. But the editor, using me as

his witness, says, that ' Mr Turner's statement of

his own herds grass giving way, after a few years,

to green-sward or weeds, is not only a proof of this

position, but of nature's urgent demand for a change

of crops.' Thus he brings both his arguments to

bear upon the main point at the same time ; and

this at once opens the wlmle field of controversy.

" But before I enter upon the subject in hand,

it is necessary to promise a few things. I state,

then, in the most distinct manner, that I make no

pretensions whatever to any thing like a critical

acquaintance with vegetable physiology. With

the exception of a few short detached pieces, I

have read nothing on this subject. But I have

eyes, somewhat dimmed by age, it is true, and I

have thoughts, and I have tried to use them also.

A book has been constantly before me— ' the open

volume of nature '—the pages of which I have

made it my habit to consult more or less every

day. From this book then, I Iiave learned some

strange things, which I propose now to detail.

Among other things I have learned that nature

and art, in all their designs and in all their opera-

tions, are as completely and as thoroughly opposed

to each other, as any two things can possibly be.

By the term art, I here mean all the operations of

man in which cropping is concerned. Considered

in this respect, light and darkness are not more

really and truly at variance, than nature and ait.

They are not only opposed in their very being, but

also in the whole course of their operations. What-

ever, therefore, the one endeavors to do, the other

endeavors to undo. If man digs a ditch, nature

immediately begins to fill it up. If man erects an

enclosure around his field, nature at once begins

to pull it down ; and if man builds a house to

dwell in, nature directly begins the work of dilapi-

dation upon it.

Nature and man are also directly at variance in

regard to their wants. The wants of man are as

numerous as the ' stars of heaven or the sands on

the seashore.' JVature, on the other hand, has but

one want, and that is rich fertile lands. This ob-

ject she constantly pursues with the most untiring

and patient perseverance. If a weed springs up,

and nature is not counteracted in her course, slie

uses it to enrich the spot on which it grew. If a

/eq/" falls to the ground, nature makes use of it to

nourish the tree, that produced it; or if a limb or

even a twig is broken ofl^, nature, with the most

admirable economy, changes it into nutriment.

Thus nature with her trees, her shrubs, her weeds,

her grasses, and in fact with every thing else which

she has under her exclusive control, is constantly,

is steadily employed in enriching her lands. But

what is the case in regard to art ? It is well known

that the whole policy of cultivation is not to enrich,

but to impoverish tlie land. Instead, therefore, of

giving our artificial crops to the land, as nature

does the whole of her natural crops, man takes

them all off. And instead of enriching our lands

as nature does, man constantly impoverishes them.

I observe further, that the crops which nature

and art cultivate, are just as distinct as the objects

are for which they are cultivated. Nature has her

crops, and man has his also ; and they are as dis-

dislinct as the objects are to which they arc to be

applied. Nature rears her mosses, her lichens, h(

shrubs, her grasses, called natural or indigenou

but the crop in which she seems to take cspecii

delight, is her own forest tree. Man, on the othi

hand, cultivates his corn, his wheat, those grassE

which are called artificial, and the fruit tree

Nature never cultivates the artificial grasses, bt

cause weeds and natural grasses answer her pui

pose better. If, therefore, the artificial grassf

are made to grow, it is only at the expense of lubi

and trouble, and nature is trying all the time t

destroy them. The whole system of cultivatio

thereforo, is a counteraction of nature, and it is

counteraction which she continually opposes.

In accordance with this we see, that when w

fell the forest, nature immediately makes a stron

effort to restore it. Sprouts spring up, and youn

trees make their appearance, so that if we fail 1

remove them, nature will soon erect a forest in th

same place again. In the same manner, whe

man plants any of his crops, nature abhors then

and does every thing in her power to destroy then

Her great object is to put her own crops in the sam

place. Hence it is that a war is constantly ws,

ging between them, and this war is of the mo;

deadly character, amounting to nothing short (

actual extermination. Man tries to destroy nature

crop, and nature tries to destroy man's crop. Tl

lohole object of plowing, weeding, Sfc, is merely •

destroy nature's crop—and nature, with her weei

and grasses, tries to destroy man's crop. Now, tl

editor knew all these strange things very we

when he was a practical farmer. But since he lu

laid aside the plow, and taken the pen in its stea<

he has perhaps forgotten them. I therefore ta!-

the liberty of bringing them to his remembrance.

With these remarks— not one of which, I a

bold to say, can be controverted— I feel, as tl

witness cited in the case, no difficulty in tellir

why 'Mr Turner's herds-grass gives place in a fe

years to green sward or to weeds.' It is not b'

cause the land is tired of the herds-grass and n

quires a rotation ; but it is pimply and truly bi

cause herds-grass is an artificial grass. It is oi

of man's crops. Nature, therefore, abhors it, u\

does every thing in her power, from the beginni:i

to destroy it. If herds-grass had been less hard

less tenacious of its hold, nature would have c

fected its destruction at an earlier period. As

is, it required three years to accomplish it. Bi

what are three years or three thousand years in tl

account of nature ? Green-sward, on the olln

hand, is a natural grass. It is one of nature

crops, and one of the uses which she makes of

is, to destroy man's artificial crop.

But this argument, to be worth any thing, mu

go a step further. If herds-grass yields to greet

sward because the land is tired of it, or becaus

it has taken up all the peculiar ingredients in th

soil which are fitted for it—as the editor and hi

correspondent contend*—and therefore requires a

alternation, then, for the same reason, in thre

more years, the land ought to be tired of the greer,

sward, and the green-sward ought in its turn t

yield to the herds-grass. But this I utterly den]

and the editor dare not avow it. Nature has he

various grasses, but this seems to be her favoriti

When, therefore, I see my herds-grass yieldin

to green-sward or weeds, (which unfortunately i

too frequently for my comfort or profit,) I ascrib

*This is a mistake, as to the editor. The doctrin

may be sohd, or it may be groundless ; but we neitht

assumed it, nnr referred to it.

—

Ed. Fab. Reg.
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;, not to a propensity to nltcrnatP, but to that strug-

te which nature is continually making- to destroy

'iiy artificial crops, ami it seems to me that the

*pditor must in candor ascribe it to the same.

But if the editor will favor me with a visit, I

will Bhon- him an argument much more in point,

*ind much stronger in force, tlian the one he hag

jdduced. Last -'^printj I planted my corn about the

isual time, perhaps a little earlier, and during all

Its early stages cultivated it ivell. But for the last

Four weeks we have had an almost constant euc-

:ession of cloudy weather, attended with frequent

showers of rain, some of which have been very

heavy. The consequence i.-;, that our plows, culti-

vators, and hoes, have been almost entirely banish-

ed from the field, and the whole field, from the

excess of grass and weeds, presents at this time the

imost mortilying aspect. But what can bo the rca-

Ison
of this ? ' Oh, I can tell,' says the editor, ' and

I cite Mr Turner as my evidence to prove it: the

land is tired of tiie corn, and therefore seeks to

'alternate it.' What! tired in three short months?

Or is it not, as I stated, that nature with her crop

of grass and weeds, is seeking to destroy my crop

ofart, andhas taken advantage of the unusually

wet season to effect her purpose ?

But it was stated some time ago, that nature's

great and favorite crop was the forest tree. In-

deed the chief and prominent object of nature seems

to be to cover the whole face ot the earth with her

trees. She has them of the greatest variety, and

she plants and nurtures them in every practi-

cable situation. Some grow even in tlie water,

and I have seen them growing also on the hard

rock, where there was but a scant supply of soil to

sustain them. Indeed I think it not improbable,

visionary as it may appear, that large .sections of

land in the Valley of Virginia, now covered with

forests of immense trees, were once nothing but a

naked limestone rock. IIow else can we account

for the remarkable shallowness of the soiK' Now
I do not say that nature planted her trees originally

on tlic naked rock. She was too skilli'ul a mana-

ger for such a blunder as that. But, in the first

instanic, she planted what could and actually did

grow there, viz : mosses and lichens. With these,

using the lime to decompose them, she first formed

a little thin soil. Here was a beginning. After-

wards she probably employed grasses, first of the

lower and then of the higher orders. After this,

shrubs, &c., until, in the long lapse cf time, she

accumulated soil enough for her favorite crop, the

forest tree, and then she planted it. And now she

has the crop to which all her efforts were directed

from the very beginning.

Now here I have supposed an extreme case :

from no soil at all, there has been soil enough

formed to sustain the forest tree. In bringing

about this result, great changes have taken place,

the moss has yielded to the grass; the grass to the

shrub, and the shrub to the forest tree. And do

not these chani^es prove rotation? Not at all.

On the other hand, I fearlessly affirm, that not one

of these changes was made for any of the purposes

of rotaticm ; but they are all to be regarded merely

aud solely as so many preparatory steps towards

nature's final crop. You might as well tell me
that plowing, harrowing, maimring and planting

are so many rotations, as that the preparatory mea-

sures adopted by nature, with reference to her crop,

are so many rotations. Nature, it is true, has no

stable nor farm-pen to furnish manure. Nor has

she a plow, or hoe, or spade, with which to prepare

her lands. But till she has her own resources, de-

caying vegetation, and the frosts of winter, and

these she employs in the untiring manner, until she

brings her lands into the proper state to receive

her crop, and then she plants it. All the grada-

tions, however, from one material to another, in the

mean time, are not to be regarded as so many rota-

tions, but simply as so many links in the great

chain of preparation.

We will now suppose that the great business of

preparation is at last completed, and that nature's

grand crop, the crop in which she seems to take

special delight, the forest tree, is actually planted.

The question is, does she ever change it.' The
editor aftirms, but I deny ; and thus we are directly

at issue. But the editor demands—when the for-

est of oak has been removed, and another forest

grows up, is not the latter different from the former ?

True I but whose work is this ? Is it nature's ?

Did nature destroy her own forest of oak ? Or
rather, did not man destroy it? Here man came
in, and interfered with nature in her steady opera-

tions. He violently took away the crop in which

nature glories, and he substituted his own artificial

crop, a crop that nature abominates in the place

of it. This crop he constantly appropriated, year

after year, to his own use, returning nothing to the

land which produced it, until fertility is destroyed

and positive impoverishment has been fixed upon

it. In this state, he gives the land back again to

nature. And how does nature manage it now ?

Does she put the same crop on it as before ? By
no means. She has too much skill for this : but

finding the land in a very different situation, she

varies the crop according to the different circum-

stances in which she finds it, wisely adapting her

crop to the present impoverished situation oi the

land. The change, therefore, from the hard wood
to the soft, is not properly an alternation— it is

merely a change brought about by the peculiarity

of the case. If I have a piece of land so poor that

it will not produce turnips, and I plant peas there,

is this nn alternation ? No one will pretend that

it is. No more can that be regarded as an alterna-

tion, when nature, finding that her land will not

produce tlie former crop, plants a different one on it.

Having now disposed of the case on which the

editor seems to rely with so much confidence, I

go a step further and say, that nature unviolated,

but let alone in her own free course, never alter-

nates her crops. Go to some sequestered spot

where man has never been, if such a spot can be

found, and where violence of no other kind, by

tempest, by flood, nor by fire, has ever been inflict-

ed, and the forest which was of oak a thousand

years ago, is a forest of oak still. I insist upon it,

that no instance can be adduced, in which nature,

left to her own free course, has been known to al-

ternate an oak for a pine, or a pine for an oak.

Such changes do constantly occur where man has

been at work, but then the handy work of man has

been the cause of it.

Furthermore, if the editor will favor me with a

visit, (I am too busy at this time to visit him,) I

will 'show him, what it seems is a strange sight in

his section of country, and that is not one young
oak, hiil great multiudes of them, growing from the

decaying stumps of the parent tree, ond nourished

by what I call the humus of the same. It seems
that no such thing ever occurs in the editor's coun-

try ; but there, when a tree dies in the natural way,

or is uprooted by the storm, or destroyed by fire or

inundation, it is succeeded by a tree of different

order. Even the long-leafed pine, or the short-

leafed pine is succeeded by the old-field pine—

a

tree of different order. Now here, I assure the

editor thai [ witness ihn /net as stated above, and I

venture to assert that it will bo found to exist in a

great many other places. Changes of this charac-

ter, I admit, do often take place, but rarely, if ever,

except where a change has been cfiected in the

condition of the land. Let the land remain the

same, and leave nature to work in her own way,

and the forest, which is her main and final crop,

will remain the same. If under these circumstan-

ces the oak dies, another oak will spring up from

the stump to supply its place.

* * It is notorious that the aspen is remarka-

ble for covering the whole space occupied by its

roots with a multitude of young aspens. But I

shall bo told, these all proceed from the roots. I

know it ; but I ask, in my turn—why do not these

roots so exhaust the peculiar ingredients fitted

for the tree, as to render the land incapable of rear-

ing the same? If in case the aspen were removed,

would a pine make its appearance ?

But / am exhausted, though my subject is not. I

must, however, say something about the admirable

economy of nature in compassing her main object.

I have elsewhere stated that nature has but one

want, and that is rich lands. All her efforts seem
to tend to this one point. She abhors the idea that

there should be a barren or unproductive spot in

any part of her vast farm. We have seen that she

will even take the naked rock, and first clothe it

with verdure, and then plant the grand forest tree

there. And how does she effect this ? It is simply

by husbanding all her resources, and then, with an

admirable skill, turning them to the best account.

Nature never wastes any thing. Not a weed, not

a leaf, nor even a bit of moss is thrown away by

her. In her /)ro(/«c(io?i*, also, we see this wonder-

ful skill displayed. She produces but little Jruit,

for she has no use for it. Whilst this is the case,

it is wonderful what a multitude of berries orna-

nent the plants, the shrubs and the small trees of

nature. For these she has a use, and that ii to

feed the immense number of her beautiful birds.

But man can gather ten times as much fruit from

one of his small trees, as can be gathered from one

of nature's huge oaks. But if nature be deficient

in the production of fruit, she is by no means de-

ficient in providing the means by which she may
enrich her lands. If, therefore, the oak produce

but few acorns, it produces a large crop of leaves :

acorns also often fail, but leaves never.

The above may perhaps be regarded as mere

fancy. Not so. I have a distinct object in stating

it, and that is to illustrate further what ( have said

about that deadly warfare which nature is carrying

on upon the cultivation of man. She regards the

whole world as her property. She claims every

acre, every inch of the land as her own. Her
main, her constant object—an object which she has

puisued for thouj.ir..'..j of years with the moct un-

tiring perseverance, is to make every foot of the

land rich. This she does by taking off nothing,

but restoring the whole product, weeds, grass,

leaves, to the land. Now the very tendency and

policy of .'cultivation is to defeat nature in this her

favorite object, and this, in my opinion, is the cause

of that deadly grudge which she owes to man."

Wheat was selling at Rochester recently at

cents per bushel.
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From the Albany Cultivator.

SILL CULTURE—REELS, REELING, Sic.

The most difficult part of llic whole business of

silk making, is that of reeling the cocoons; with-

out which, all the previous operations will have

been fruitless. It is at tliis point, that thousands

of i)ersi)ns who have began the culture of silk,

under high hopes and expectations, have been ar-

rested in their progress by what they call insur-

mountable difficulties, and abandoned the whole

business in despair ; there being no market acces-

sible to them for the sale of the cocoons. In vain

have they been e.xhorted to persevere in the trial

with patience and industry for a few days—in vain

have they been told, that the devotion of one

week's time, and half a dozen pounds of cticoons,

would be sufficient to teach them the art. The
process seems so tedious, the result so trifling,

that, after a few hours trial, they give it up, and

thus ends their career in the silk culture. Thous-

ands of instances of this character have occurred
;

not more than one person out of every hundred

that have made the trial, has persevered to the end,

and really learned to reel silk. It is to this cause

that a large portion of the obstruction to the pro-

gress of the silk culture is to be attributed.

Thousands of bushels of cocoons are stowed away
in garrets and out-huuses, and eaten by roaches

and mice, in the United Slates, because the prodn.

cers had not perseverance enough to learn to reel.

Had each producer of cocoons learned to reel, and

reeled the cocoons he produced, he would not have

abandoned the business, but would the ne.\t sea-

son have commenced on a larger scale, and with

greatly increased prospects. For the encourage-

ment of those who wish to learn to reel, I can and

do assure them, that, when any intelligent person

has persevered for one week, he has invariably be-

come an expert reeler in that lime. Many have

become so in less. Any person, therefore, that

will devote one week and five or six pounds of

cocoons, steadily and perseveringly to the object,

will be certain of accomplishing it. It requires

almost Job-like patience, but patience has never

been better paid. Let this be an invariable rule

with all who would learn to reel : Take 5 or 6

pounds of cocoons, set apart one week of time,

with a determination to waste all the cocoons, if

necessary, and to allow of no interruption, during

the time, and then go ahead. If, in two or three

hours your find yourself making a good thread, all

the better : but don't be discouraged if you pre-

sently find that thread becoming worthless from

Borne causs or other, but take it off the reel and

begin anew. Who ever heard of a young woman
learning to spin cotton, wool or flax, even in one

week's trial, or in a month's .' Why, then expect

to perform a much nicer operation by iiiluition ?

Persevere, then, and you will learn. Lei me, for

further encouragement, inform young beginners,

that I have taught many persons to reel by writing

one letter to them, describing the process, which
forms the basis of the following instructions:

The Silk Reel.—The substance of the fol-

lowing remarks have been published by me in va-

rious forms, at least twenty times, in the course of

the sixteen years 1 have devoted to the business,

and I have as yet seen no cause to change a sylla-

ble of them. Indeed, my opinion has been sus-

tained by the experience of every successive year,

and by every observation. The Reel most pro-

per for the purpose, is the one established by the

Piedmontese government, and now well known here

by the name of the " Piedmontese Reel." Rea-
sons are as " thick as black-berries" for this opinion.

Its construction is peculiar, by which it secures

several important points in raw silk. By means

of its vibrating bar, it lays the threads obliquely

across in such manner as to prevent adhesion by

means of the still wet gum. It draws two threads

at a time, and they are wound around each other,

between the plate and the guide wires, on passing

up to the bars of the reel, in such a manner as

to compress the otherwise loose fibres of each other

into a solid cylindrical thread, without twisting,

which is important, as the raw-silk can then be

used as floss, or twisted more or less to suit the

various purposes for which it may be wanted.*

Our countrymen seem, however, disposed to reject

them ; or rather think that a compound machine,

that will reel and double and twist at the same

time, is belter, and hence there are various con-

trivances for this purpose. But I feel it incum-

bent upon me to urge again upon ailk cultiirists

the reasons that have actuated me in rejecting

everything of the kind. There is no principle bet-

ter established than that of the economy of the

division of labor. So well do manufacturers un-

derstand this, that they will not allow one machine

to spin a perfect thread— they first pass it through

one machine that forms it into a sort of loose rope,

and then through another to spin it into the thread.

As to reeling silk, the object is to produce raw

silk in the simplest possible form—that any sort of

goods may be made out of it afterwards. But even

supposing that simple sewing silk is ultimately in-

tended to be made, it is more economical then, to

reel it first, and double and twist with other ma-
chinery afterwards. For mere family purposes,

the reeling and twisting machines may do very

well ; but for commercial purposes, the silk must

be reeled in a manner similar to that produced by

the Piedmontese reel, and that, or some reel pro-

ducing the same results, must ultimately be adopt-

ed by us if ive ever become a silk growing people.

All staple articles of commerce must have some
fixed and uniform character as a standard, all de-

viations from which, deteriorate its quality. Why
does the raw silk of China sell for a less price

than that of Piedmont ? Simply, because it is

not reeled like the latter. Its ^fi.bre is every way
equal to that of Piedmont; but its reeling is so

slovenly, tiiat much of it is wasted in working it up.

[The pam)dilet from which Mr S. wishes us here

to make an extract, has not come to hand.]

Waste Silk a.nd Pkrforated Cocoons, may
be worked up as follows. Put the cocoons into a

bag, put it into a boiler, with rain or river water

sufficient to cover the bag, put one quart of good
soil soap to every four pounds of cocoons ; boil

from one to four hours, depending on the age of

the cocoons. If they are fresh, one hour's boiling

will be enough—if a year old, four a five hours

will be required. Rinse them in clear water, hang
them up to drain. When well drained, they may
bo spun like flax on the flax wheel, by holding the

cocoon ill the hand, and spinning from the perfora-

ted end. The silk comes entirely off, leaving the

shell of the crysalis bare, and makes a most beauti-

ful article for stockings, inits, &.C.

This concludes what I have to say on the sub-

ject, unless information be required on some par-

ticular point on which I have not been sufficiently'

explicit, in which case I shall, with much pleasure

answer any interrogatories that may be directed to

me either privately or publiclv.

GIDEON B. SMITH.
BaUiinore, July, 1842.

TRANSPLANTING, CULTIVATION AND
PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES.

David Thomas, Esq., in the Transactions of the

N. Y. Agricultural Society, says :

—

"Stunted trees always produce smaller frmt

than when the same kind grows on vigoroas branch

es ; but the fruit suffers in flavor as well as s'':

The trees therefore should be planted in deep bi .,

of fertile soil. In dry seasons more especially,

this provision is of great importance ; and young

trees treated in. this manner are not only more like-

ly to live, but grow much faster, bear sooner, and

bear much better fruit than on sterile land. AH
our observations go to justify these remarks.

" When young trees are taken from the nursery,

inquiry is often made how soon will they come inlu

bearing.' It is a very proper question, and it

would be a proper answer to say : Very much ac-

cording to the treatment they shall get. W^Ih i:

they are set in holes cut out of a sod, just lar;^>'

enough to receive the roots with some crowding

,

and are then left to take care of themselves, wl

have no right to expect them to come soon inu;

bearing, nor to bear much when they do. Neither

half starved cows, nor half starved trees will be

found profitable. In the latter case especially, the

interest on the purchase money is generally \r>l

some years, and not unfrcquently the purchase ton
;

but we hardly ever lose a tree in good condition,

set in mellow ground wliich is kept mellow.

"The holes for tree^ should be not less than

four feet diameter and fifteen inches deep, but i

greater breadth and depth is desirable. Place tliu

soil round the brink of the hole, ready for filling

in again ; but scatter the harder subsoil back out

of the way. The hole should then be filled with

the best earth, and rise a few inches above the

general surface on account of its settling, first mix-

ing three or four shovelfuls of chip-dirt with the

part that is to come in immediate contact with the

roots. It helps to keep the ground loose and moist,

besides yielding much nutriment to the trees.

" The roots of the trees when taken from the

nursery should be carefully guarded against dry-

i7ig ox freexing. If such care, however, lias nut

been taken, bury the frozen roots in the ground

before they can thaw, and plunge the dried roots

with several feet of the main stein in water, to soak

there from 12 to 24 hours, till the moisture is suf-

ficiently restored.

' In planting, spread out the roots carefully,

and let the best point against tlie strongest winds.

Fine or ineKow earth should fill up all the spaces

between the roots, so that every fibre shall come

in contact with it on every side; and in order to

accomplish this intention more perfectly, throw in

a pailful of water when the roots are covered, to

wash the earth down, and to fill up every interstice.*

*llfts our correspondent ever used Jones' Silk Reel .•'

It appears to us to possess all the advantages here attri-

buted to the Piedmontese Reel.

—

Eds.

* An experienced horticullurist says, " Nine-lenths of
j

the Oeaths from transplanting, arise from the hollows

left among the roots of trees by a careless and rapid mode
of shovellinjr the earth in about the roots."
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" Newly planted trees being acted on as levers by

le wind, often press the eartli round their stems

side, and make an opening down to their roots,

•hicl'i in consequence suffer from both drought and

isturbance. To prevent this disaster, it is therc-

,rc important that stakes should be provided to

jpport and stiffen them. If driven before the

ees are planted, tliey may be erect ; if driven

fter«ards, they may be slanting ; and in both

ases, straw bands should bo first wrapped once

uund to prevent the trees from chafing.

» When trees are set in clay which holds water

iko a tub, they soak and often perish ;
especially

r transplanted in autumn. This evil may be

eadily prevented, however, when the plow can be

ntroduced, by drawing several very deep furrows

^here the trees are to stand, cleaning out the

oose earth with the shovel, and then employing

hips, brujh, potatoe tups, straw, cornstalks, or old^

ails, in constructing an underdrain. Even if

iiade with tliese materials, it would last for an

ge, for when mouldered into earth, the water

could soak away along the seam.

" Early in summer, after the trees are planted,

Bt the ground be well dug round with the spade,

ommencing shallow near the trees, but deepening

s soon as there is no danger of disturbing the

oots. One spading is worth several hoeings,

hough the broad hoe may be profitably employed

nee a month after the spade has thoroughly loos-

ned the soil. Trees managed in this way, will

row much faster than if the ground were just

cratched over to the depth of an inch or so
;
and

lany of ours have grown as luxuriantly through

he late excessive drought, as if they were in want

f nothing.

"The pruning of young trees to prevent their

pliUing down, is a very important operation.

Jany are greatly injured, and sometimes ruined,

or want of this precaution. Where the limbs di-

erge considerably, nature has provided a kind of

let-work of the firmest wood to connect them to-

rether; but where two leading branches take near-

y the same direction, they soon begin to press

igainst each other; and the bark interposing, the

,Tood is prevented from uniting. The consequence

generally is, that when loaded with fruit, they are

jroken down by the wind. Now it is far better to

•,ut off the limb in time. No material loss is sus-

.ained, as all the nutriment flows into the other

jranches, and increases their vigor.

" The advantage of pruning apple trees, is gen-

jerally known ; and unless many of the limbs are

'ut out, some of the finest varieties become com-

paratively diminutive and insipid. The same care

however, is rarely extended to other fruit trees.

When the twigs become stunted and mossy, some-

times they are trimmed by the tempest, or broken

down by an untimely fall of snow ; and then the

benefits of pruning are manifest, even when done

n that rough style. It is better, however, to de

which purifies the bark, and leaves it in a fine

healthy condition. Once a year is quite sufficient.

Krom llic All>any Culuvaior.

„„, a right to remove the soil, it is the man who

owns the land from which the road was set off,

and he alone. Even he lias no right to remove

any thing by which he will prevent the safe pass-

ing (HI a road or highway.

—

Ed. Me. Far.

USE OF MUCK.

Editors of the Cullivator.—/i3 I promised a short

time since, to give you some account of my expe-

rience in muck, I now proceed to state that in the

winter of '39-40, I drew from a larse mill pond on

the Kayadarosseras, 1000 loads, and put it on a

poor worn out field of 17 acres; soil, sand and

gravelly loam ;
planted to corn the following

spring; product 50 bushels to the acre. This field

had gone through the genuine skinning process

previous to coming into my hands, and grew noth-

ing but sorrel and mullein. The extra product 1

counted at over 20 bushels per acre.

In the fall of MO, I drew from what had been a

black ash swail or narrow strip of swamp, 300 loads,

and put on 4 acres of almost barren sand ;
planted

to corn in '41, and though the drought was severe,

yet the produce was at least 50 bushels per acre.

In the winter of '40-'41, I drew from the pond

aforesaid, about 700 loads, and applied it to two

other fields
;
planted to corn the following spring

;

produce equal to any thing in the neighborhood.

I drew last fall and winter, from the asfi swail,

about 500 loads, and put it on 8 acres ; now plant-

ed with corn, and looks first rate. After corn, 1

have sown oats and seeded down : the seed which

before was invariably lost for want of nourishment,

has, since the muck application, taken in the most

perfect manner. The fields are all renovated, and

I consider the exporiment a complete triumph, to

the great discomfiture of certain wiseacres, who

prophesied, on my commencement, a failure. I have

the happiness to state that several of my neighbors,

who " seeing, believed," have adopted the practice,

are as uniformly successful, when applied to light,

worn out soils, for which it is, in my estinntion,

pre-eminent. For heavy loams, or clay, an admix-

ture of lime or yard manure, would be indispensa-

ble.

The muck of my mill pond is making new ac-

cessions at each freshet, and where I first began

removing it there has nearly as much more accumu-

lated. I intend making largo and continued drafts

on these " banks of deposite," finding thus far, the

dividends fat, and " repudiation" and " protest"

unknown in the matter.

Respectfully, yours,

SETH WHALEN.
Saratoga co., JV. Y.

From the Maine Farmer.

WHO OWNS THE SOIL OF THE ROAD.'

Mr Editor—We wish to learn through the me-

dium of your paper, whether we have a legal right

in that rough style. It is better, however, to de-
^^ ^^^J^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^,_._,^, ^^^^ j,,^^ p,,,,,^^

pend on art than accident. As s general rule, the
hi-rhwavs, opposite and contiguous to our

best flavored fruit of the kind grows on the most

vigorous branches well exposed to the sun and

air; and with this idea constantly before us, we

shall hardly do amiss when we apply the axe, the

saw, or the chisel; though we may specify that

cross branches should be lopped, and thrifty shoots

that have room to spread, should be saved.

" The tree mosses are parasitic plants, and

should be expelled from the Fruit Garden. Lye

is often used for this purpose on the apple tree ;

but we think it is no better than lime whitewash,

to the highways, opposite and contiguous to our

neighbor's land, and convert the same to our own

private use, when the public convenience does not

require such removal. Suppose we are, or are not

vested with the authority of a highway Surveyor,

and has my neighbor above referred to, a right to

prosecute for damages.' iNQUiRtR.

J^ote.—A man relinquishes to the public, (when

a road is located on his land,) only the right of

way, and what pertains to it that will be necessary

for the road and repairs. Of course, if any one

THE NEW CORN LAW SYSTEM

Appears to meet with little favor from the agri-

cultural interest in Great iiritain. The following

extract from the London Farmer's Magazine, will

show the bitter nature of the feelings with which

it is regarded :

" We cannot give employment at the same time

to foreign and to home agriculture. It seems to

be the d'clermination of the British legislature, how-

ever, to give the preference in this respect to for-

eign serfs, boors, and American field laborers.

* * Although the Americans were not entire-

ly satisfied with our amended corn law, stiU they

promised themselves a favorable market thereafter,

for the surplus of their wheat crops ; and they also

calculated on the speedy establishment of anew

description of commerce, as likely to arise out of

our new tariff of duties, from the shipment of cured

provisions for the consumption of the inhabitants of

the United Kingdom. In New York, and indeed

in all the large cities and towns in the American

Union, beef was plenty at 3d. per pound for the

best quality. The means for increasing the growth

of cattle in the United States, are absolutely bound-

less, and in a few years it may possibly not be ne-

cessary for our farmers to pay rent for marshes, or

to grow winter food for cattle, for preserving meat

in a sound state, is an easy and cheap operation ;

and no doubt it will be attended to and acted on,

in due time, by our transatlantic brethren."

RECIPES.

Washington C<.4e.—This cake derives its name

from the fact that it was a great favorite at the table

of General Washington: the last two years of his

life it always lormod one of the delicacies of his

breakfast table, and is considered one of the stand-

\n<y dishes of a Virginia dejenne.

"Recipe for Making—Take two lbs. of flour, one

quart of milk, with an ounce of butter heated to-

gether, put the milk and butter into the flour A-hen

ft is about lukewarm, add a penny's worth of yeast,

3 eo-ns and a tea spoonful of salt, place it in pans

over'night, and bake it in the morning, in a quick

oven for three quarters of an hour. S.

Recipe for American Plum Pudding.—Take one

quart and a pint of whortleberries, wash them and

let them drain through a sieve ; to this put a pint

and a half of molasses, dissolve a tea spoonful of

pearl ash in warm water and stir it in the molasses

until it foams, then stir in flour enough till it be-

comes the consistence of pound cake before it is

baked, add spice to your taste. Tie the batter in

a bag, and let it boil 3 hours—serve it up with

sauce to your liking. ^•

To Restore Rancid Butter to its original Sweet-

ness Churn the butter with fresh sweet milk, in

the proportion ol 3 lbs. butter to half a gallon milk ;

it is said that this simple process will restore ran-

cid butter to nearly its former sweetness.

—

Hbany

Cult.

Gen. Van Rensselaer, of Albanj, has a Century

plant now in flower. The flower-stalk is 17 feet

high. It has been in the family half a century.
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SILK AND SUGAR.
We stated last week that there are Tarmers enough in

this country, unless we can find some new articles for

extensive cultivation, or better markets than can nmv
be had.

These positions scarcely need a word of illustration.

For even before the plentiful harvest of the present year

began to come in, the country was v\cll supplied wilh

all the articles of subsistence which we are accustomed

f) grow. The prices of beef, pork, meat of all kinds—
also of every thing that is worked into the form of

bread, are as low as the farmer can possibly live by. The
supply is ample (or the wants of the country, and for all

markets that are accessible. An increase would be no

public benefit.

The withdrawal of men from the work-shop, the fac-

tory or counting room, into the fields, would enlarge the

production, increase the number of sellers, diminish the

buyers of agricultural productions, and thus not only

lessen prices, to the injury of (hose now engaged in

farming, but cause also the accumulation of grains and
meats, beyond what are needful tc the sub.-istence and

prosperity of the country.

What we need now is a good market. This we can

hardly expect abroad. The increase of manufacturing

business, in its innumerable branches, and the trade con-

sequent upon that, would do much to kei'p the number
of producers from the soil down where it now is, while

it swelled the ranks of those who must purchase what
the land yields. This would hflp the farmers. But
the government gives us little ground for expecting that

the days of bri.sk business are near;—and even should

business revive, it would be well for the nation to pro-

duce from our o«n soil as many of the articles which
our people consume as the climale allows.

Sugar from the corn stalk, it is maintained, and we
think correctly, can be easily obtained in large quantity.

To this article the attention of the Western farmers, by

whom the corn-stalks can be easily raised, should be di-

rected. Could the nation make its own sugars, our people

would find, in the increased labor furni.shed for them,

and in the saving of millions upon millions at home,
which now annually go abroad,—in these they would
find a vast addition to national wealth and piosperity.

But this is a matter for the West.

What can we turn our attention to in New England .•

SILK—SILK.
Start not, reader—the Mullicaulis fever has entirely

subsided :—there is no danger of your takino it.

Something like 30 millions of dollars are annually

sent out of the country for the purchase of silks, and

this too, while we have in New Kngland both soil and
climate suited to the tree and the worm ; and while we
have also mechanical skill to aid us in the manufacture,

greater than exists iu any one of the silk iirowing coun-

tries.— Could there be creuled a fair marketfor cocoons,

hundreds and thousands uf Yankee farmers might forth-

tnith produce cocoons in very considerable quantities.

What we now need, is an establi.ihment—a factory— for

the woiking up of the cocoons after they are produced.

We know of no other way in which the ric:h men, who
desire to promote the interests of agriculture, could do il

more effectually than by creating a demand for cocoons.

Give us reasim to trust that in two or ihiee ye.irs time

such a demand will exist, and we arc ready to appropri-

ate a considerable portion of our own small farm to the

mulberry.

These brief statements are the results of much reflec-

tion. We have for years believed that the silk business

might gain a foothold and flourish on our New England

soil. We see no reas m to abandon the belief, but hold

it more strongly than ever. And now while the busi-

ness of the country is languishing ami while the ordina-

ry crops of ihe fiirm bring but little profit, the time is fa-

vorable for looking deliberaiely at this subject, and for

miking efforts to see whether it cannot be made a means

ol national prosperity.

Our columns for a year and an half have contained

but little relating to silk. The omission has been less

because we doubted whether the subject was important

to agriculturists, than because we found the paper so

much given up to articles upon silk, when we look

charge of it, that we should soon find it changed from a

farming paper to a Silk register, if we did not firmly

take a stand, and exclude mucli of the matter that was

furnished us by silk-growers or llieir friends.

We now have accomplished the object designed, when
we displeased subscribers by refusing to publish more

upon their favorite topic

—

Silk.

At present we would welcome any calm and sensible

article upon the subject, and we are very ready to give

such statistics as will exhibit the importance of this

business as a source of nationa I industry and economy.

the strength of his proofs or of his argument— but it

because our opinion of the man, will not lei us hav
our name and character go out before the public in fi

miliar association with his. Never, until his deportmei.
shall do away the impressions that twelve or fiftee

years' knowledge of him li.ive made upon our mind-
never until then can we consent to enter into jirotracte
discussion with him.
Wilh a deep sense of our responsibility to the God c

Truth, we say that it is in sorrow that we make tl

above statement of our reasons. Wo have borne iinju)
charges in silence, hoping by forbearance to be spare
the necessity of disclosing our want of confidence in oi
neighbor. But the wrong which our own character su
fers, calls upon us to speak distinctly. We do it in so
row, not in anger—and forgiving the injustice, we c:

press a hope that we shall be spared the necessity (

reading or noticing any thing of the kind in future.

INJUSTICE.

The editor of the Boston Cultivator, in his last paper

says :

" O'Tlie Editor of the New England Farmer copies

our article, ' Cattle Shows,' and credits it to the Boston
Times. We always knew that both he and his readers

w;inted some of the precious morsels of the Boston Cul-
tivator, but we never dreamed of this way of doing it.

Now « e like the Editor's articles very well on practical

farming, and one or two of his late ones particularly.

And we pledge ourselves never to give this flourishing

fstablishment, the Boston Times, the credit of them.
But when the Editor talks about the rifihts of Farmers,
the beiiring of our laws and institutions upon the profes-

sion, Oh ! bah ! we cannot frankly and honestly, be-

lieve a word of it."

The editor of the Bosion Cultivator ouglit to know,
and all who are acquainted with us do know, that we

j

are above— far above—the meanness here charged upon
us. We fiMind the article above referred to, in the

Maine Cultivator of July 30, credited to the Boston
'J'irnes, in which paper we supposed it originally appear-

ed. Our direction in the printing office is, that every
thing not our own, shall be credited to its proper source.

We had not the slightest suspicion that the article

had ever appeared in the Bosion Cultivator, either a'i

original or copied, until we saw the paragraph above
quoted. Wo say further, that whenever wc sUallfiwA any
thing in that paper which we judge would be useful to

our readers, «e will take it f)penly and honorably, and
give due credit fi)r it. Further—" Oh ! bah !" are not

arguments iha't tell as much against the g^iod sense ami
discretion of him at whom they are hurled, as they do
in evidence of the frothiness or em|ilinpss of the brain

that pours them forth. They do indicate something of
the character of iiim from whom they come.
We have had repeated injustice at the hands of the

e<litor of the Ciiliivator ; and he can see one instance of

it if he will only read the ichoteiA the report upon Flows
tried at Worcester, and learn what opinion we then held

of Howard's Plow—-and thai was months before we
had any connection with the New England Farmer.
We tell liiui, distinctly, iind if he wants wilness of it,

we refer him to Hon. Win. Clark, Jr., of NorthaTupton,
that we then may have given, as we did, the preference
to Howard's Flow for general use an common fiirms.

We have let his seeming proof of oui being swayed un-
duly by interest, and some other matters also pass un-
answered, which might easily be shown to he the ofi"-

spriug of his ignoranc^ We have let his baneful
and unsound articles upon grave [lolilical questions

pa'^s unnoticed. And whtj ? It is not because we fear

THE BORROWED COAT.
Our friend of the Massachusetts Plowman, seems t

have applied our stalenient of the fact ihal we do not g
round soliciting subscriptions to our paper, as a lull
his doings. Now, with and about brother Buckminsie
we can talk in a playful manner—for we think an
speak well of him as an editor and as a man. And w
say to him, that we simply meant to signify that w
have had the same delicacy about asking a man to pa
for what we write, that we should have in asking a pai
ish to take us and pay us as their minister, or in asUiii

a town to send us as their representative to the Goner:
Court. We were thinking only of our own unprnfiir
ble feelings, that have stood in the way of puslmi
our fortune by the augmentation of the subscription li-

Therefore we lay you, good sir, under no injunction^ I

keep the coat on—we made it for our own back— w
never meant it for yours. Nor do we blame or cen^l)l

your course;—we aie as ready as any one else tn ~.i

that every man who pays /or your paper, gels his iie

ney's worth, and more.
Were we disposed to retort, il were very easy lo .- \

that we do not estimate the worth of our iutelleeini

productions by the number of square inches over u l.n

they can be stretched—that. we would not purcha-
library by the cord, &c. &c. But as we lake very ^
naturedly the borrowing of our coat by Br Buckiniir-
and his hit at the small compass into which we can c-n
press much matter, we will say no such things.

MEDITERRANEAN WHEAT.
Hon. II. li. Ellswoith, Commissioner of Patents, ha

favored us with a small parcel of Mediterranean whea
(or which we sincerely thank him. We hope to give
a fair trial here, near the Bay, where wheat of ever
kind has been exceedingly subject to rust. Next wee
we will give the circular which accompanied thepresen

Til

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, Aug. 13, 1843.

From J. F. Allen, Salem—Black Figs ; the fiiu

fruit of the kind we have ever seen. Early IX'<\

George and Gross Mignonno Peaches— beautiful S|i(i

mens—but the finest one bore the marks of a
thumb upon its fair surface. Will not the visito

member to keep their hands off.' Mr Allen exhibitc
fine Grapes and Peaches a fortnight since, which wer
omitted by the reporter.

From Wm. Thomos, Boston—Plums : Iialian Dam
ask and Bolmer's Washington.
From Robert Manning, Salem— Plums: Early Oi

leans and Morocco. Pears : Muscat Robert, Early Rous
selelle. Green Sugar, and Bloodgood; Red Astracha
Apples.
From Dr. J. C. Howard, Brookline—Pears: Jar^o

nell, Summer Burgamotte, and French Fear, name un
known. Summer Pearmain Apple.
From B. V. French— Apples: Sopsavine and River

Pears : English Catherine, Sugar-top, English June;;!

ing Jargonelle, and three varieties without names.
From Otis Johnson, Lynn—Apples Early Bou.tI

and Red Aslrachan ; the last named variety were \ir'

beautiful and decidedly the finest that have been c.\lii

bilcd at the rooms. Also a dish of the President Peaeli
eilra fine. Mr Johnson has repeatedly e.xhibitcd veii

superior specimens of grapes, peaches, and other fruits

From Samuel Pond, of Cainbridgepoit—23 boxes n

Plums of five difterenl sorts, viz: Apricol, Italian Dam
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k, r. nil's Seedling, Royal de Toura and Prince's Im-

, r; li Cu^e.

Ir 11 A. D Williams, Roxbury— fine specimens of

\ illi.iiiis' Early Apple—(very beautiful.)

For the Committee,
JOSEPH BRECK.

EXHIBITION OF KLOWF.RS.

Mr W.irren—fin« Bouquets, and several good Dahlias,

vl: Procurator, Canute, Famosa, (new German var.

,ip'd ;) Loid Liverpool, ice.

Wm. Uleller— pretty Bouquets, and Dahlias.

Miss Sumner— Bouquets.

Ur. Howard— IC etiowy Bouquets, and good Dahlias
;

mong them. Lady Fordnick, Mrs. Rushton, Essex Ri-

al, &c.
D. L. Uibbens & Son—a fine plant of the Pancretian,

1 bloom—veiy pretiy.

O.Johnson—a branch of the Erythrina christigalli, in

lower—most beautiful.

Messrs. Breck & Co.—A large and fine display of

)ouble German Asters, from seed imported fmm Kng-

jnd. They were in great variety of tints «nd colors,

jrge, beautifully quillud, and what is desirable, very

arly varieties.

H. W. Dutton—Dahlias, viz : Painted Lady, (new,

?hite with blood-red stripe,) Haidee, Charles XU.,Mrs.

tushton, Primrose, &c.
Mr Willet—Cactus grandiflora, or Night Blooming

^ereus, in flower, pot plant.

Mr McLennan, gardener to Mr Pratt—BouqueU and

>ahlias.

Ip'Tlie Chairman of the Committee not furnishing

s with the report, we lake the above from the Trans-

sript. We would remark that the variety of Dahlia

Painted Lady," exhibited by Mr Dulton, was very

luch udinired for its singular beauty, although not a

erfect shiiped flower.

For the Committee, JOS. BRECK.

THIRD GRAND DAHLIA SHOW
Of the MassachuseUs Horticultural Society.

The third Annual Dahlia Show of the Massachusetts

lorticull'iral Society, will he held at the Societys' room,

.'o. 23 Trcmonl Row, ou Thursday and Fridiy the 22d and

3d of Sepleuitier next, when premiums to the amount of up-

•ards of Sano will be awarded Ibithe best specimens.

A circular, containing a schedule of the prizes, and the

lies and regulations which will he observed in the exhihi-

nn of flowers, will he ready for distribution, and may he

ad on application, at the Societys' room, on the last Satur-

ay in .August.

All cultivators who intend to exhibit, must signify their

itenliou to do so, and in what class or classes, on, or before

Saturday, ihe I7lh of September, at which time the Flower
ommitlee, will meet at the Societys' room at 10 1-2 o'clock

1 the morning to appoint judges to decide upon the respec-

ve merits of the flowers, anri award the prizes. All culti-

ators who do not signify their mlention to exhibit on or

elbre the aNove day, will be excluded from premiums.
All flowers must be arranged in the stands by 10 o'clock

1 the morning, in order to allow sufficient lime for the judges

1 examine the flowers. The exhibition will be open to the

ubiic at I o'clock, P. M.
Per order of the Committee. C. M. HOVEY,

Ckairman.

THERMOMETRICAL
Reported tor Ifle New England Farmer.

K iiige of the riiei mometer at the Gardeuof the proprietors

f til". New Englanil Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

lort-ierly exposure, foriheweek ending August 14.

August, 1842.
I
5,A.M.

| 12, M. |
7,P.M. \

Wind.

I onday, 8 I 65
|

77 67 I S. E.
ucsday, 9 66

|
81 72 I S. E.

Velnesday, 10
|

68 I 81 67 S. E.
Ihiirsday, 11 I 63 76 70

|
S. E.

-li lay, 12
I

63 75 67 S. E.
^aiurday, 13

|
62

|
64 62

|
E.

Sunday, 14
|

61
|

73 | 64
|

E.

It has rained (more or less) every day but one for the last

en days.

(
SOUTH DO\\Tir STOCK.

For sale by Ihe subscriber at the foot of Atwell's Avenue
iO the city ol Pi evidence, one imported Southdown Buck,
'Six iLwes and four Lambs. The above are of the purest
lood, and second to none in the country.

June 8. 3w JOHN GILES.

UUKJIITON MAUKKT.—MoNOAT, August 15, IB42.

Reiiorleilforlhe Nfw KnsLind FHrinsr.

At Market 550 Beel Cattle, 2700 Sheep and 725
Swine.

I'liicEs.- Heef Cattle A large proportion of the cat-

tle at Market were small and thin, some of which were
sold at reduced prices. We reduce our quolalions, viz :

a few extra $^ 25. First quality, $4 75 a S 00. Sec-

ond quality, $4 25 a 4 50. Third quality $3 00 a

4 00.

Sheep —We quote lots from 1 25, to $2 00. Weth-
ers, from 1 75, $2 25.

'^winc. —Prices have further declined. Lots to peddle,

2 7-8 a 3 for sows and :! 7-8 a 4 for Biiirows. Selected

Barrows, old hogs 3 1-4. At retail from 3 1-2 lo 5,

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Corrected with great care, weekly.

SEEDS. Herds Grass, $2 50 to 3 no per bushel. Red Top,
40 to 50 cents. Clover—Northern, 1(1 to 12c.—Southern, 8

a 10 c. l-'lax Seed, Si 50 per bushel. Lucerne, 30 c.per lb.

Canary Seed, So 00 per bushel.

GRAIN. There has bi'eu no material change in prices

during the past week ; good mealing corn is in fair demand.

Corn—Northern, old, bushel 61 to 62—Southern, round
yellow, old, 60 a 61—Southern flat yellow, new, 57 a 58

—

do. do. white do. 52 a 53—Barley — a — —Rye, Northern,

65 a 67—do. Southern, 60 a 62 —Oats, Southern, 23 a 25—
Northern do. 23 to 30— Beans, per bushel 75 a 1 25.— Shorts,

per double bush. 22 a 25—Bran, 20 a 21.

FLOUR. The market has been gradually declining

throughout the week, with a limited demand for all descrip-

tions.

Baltimore, Howard Street, 4 nios. cr. t5 75 a 00 —do.
wharf S5 62 a HO do. free of garlic, Ss 75 a Phila-
delphia do. 4 mos. $5 62 a 00 —Fredericksburg, lowi'd 4

inos. S5 62 a 00—Alexandria, wharf mounlain, — 5 62 a
Georgetown, S5 75 a 37— Richmond Canal, So 00 a 00

—do. City, SOOOaOOO— Petershurgh, South side 30 00 a 00
—do. CounlrvSO 00 aO 00—Genesee, common, cash, S5 50 a

5 62— do faiity brands S5 63 a 5 73 — Ohio, via Canal.
«5 50 a 00—do do New Orleans, cash SS 37 a'o 00. Rye,
Si 00 a 4 23— India'i Meal in bids. S2 75 a 3 12.

PROVISIONS. The sales of Beef have been about 10

a 1200 bbls Mess No. 1 and Prime at quoted rales. (Sales

of Pork light, and prices remain about the same as previous-

ly reported.

Beef—Mess 4 i lo. new blil. $9 00 a 9 25—Navy—$7 00 a
7 50.—No. 1, 6 25 I 6 50—do Prime S4 00 a 6 50- Pork-
Extra clear 4 mo. bbl. Sll all 50—do Clear *l 00 a 10 60
do. Mess, 7 50 a 8 00—do Prune S5 00 a 6 00—do Mess
from other Slates,— a do Prime do do *5 00 n 5 50
do. Cargo do. a 00 ^Clear do do SIOO0alO5O-
Buller, shipping, 6 a 10—do store, uninspected, 10 a 12—do
daily, 17 a 20,—Lard, No, I, Boston ius- a 7 — do
South and Western, 6 1-2 a 7 Hams, Boston, 6 a 7—do
Southern and Western, 4 a 6—Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,
5 a 6—do new milk, 6 a 7.

WOOL. Duly. The value whereof at the place of ex-
["inalion shall not exceed 8 els. per pound, free. All where-
tithe value exceeds 8 cts. per pound, 32 per ct. ad. val. and
4 cts per pound.

But few operations have been made in domestic "wool

during the week; jirices are unsettled and our quotations

should be considered as nominal.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, Ih. 37 a 40 c.—Amer-
ican full blood, do 33 a 37—Do. 3-4 do 32 a .35—Do. 1-2 do
30 a 32- -1-4 and common do 25 a 28 — Smyrna Sheep,
washed, 20 a 25— Do. unwashed, 10 a 13— Bengasi do
8 a HI—Saxony, clean,— Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a 10

—

iio. do. picked, 12 a 16—Superfine Northern pulled lamb 33

a 35—No. 1 do. do. do. 28 a 30—No. 2 do do do 20 a 22-
No. 3 do do do 12 a 15.

HOPS. Duty 20 percent.

The prospect continues favorable for a much larger yield

from the coming crop than has been experienctd for many

years.

1st sort, Mass. 1841 per lb 10 a 11.—2d do do do 8 a 9.

HAY, per ton, SIO to 18- Eastern Screwed SI4 to 16

CHEESE— Shipping and 4 meal, 6 to Sc—New 9 to 11.

EUG.S. 12 a 16.

TYi-". I'P CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derbv, Esq. of Salem,

and Col. jAcauES, for ihe purpose of securing cattle to the

stall, are found to be the safest and most convenient mode
of fastening cows and oxen lo the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 52 North
Market st.

STIlA^VBEKI{Y PI.A1VTS.

Those who intend lo form plantations of the Strawberry

are infbimed that the month of August is the most suitable

time. By planting out the sets, early Iruit may be obtained

the next season.

The subscribers offer the following fine varieties for sale

at reduced prices, viz :
—

Early Virginia. Very early and prolific, a well known
and highly esteemed variety, and decidcilly the most profita-

ble variety in cultivation. Price SI per hundred.

Keen's Seedling. One of the largest and highest flavored

varieties known. Price S2 per hundred.

Methvcn Castle. A late hardy variety, good bearer: fruii

of the largest size. Price S2 per hundred.

English M'ood. Well known as a late and very produc-

tive variety, succeeding and continuing in bearing several

weeks afier other sorts have disappeared Irom the market.

Price Si per hundred.

Bishop's Orange. A new and desirable variety, a very

great bearer, and excellent quality. Price S4 per hundred.

Hovey's Seedling. Fruit of the very largest size, of su-

perior qualiiy, perfectly hardy and a great bearer. The fo-

liage of this splendid variety, is very beautiful, and is a great

favorite with all who have cultivated it. One doll, per doz.

Price So per hundred.

Royal Scarlet. Fruit long, oval shaped, free bearer and

very hardy. Price Si per hundred.

We have also a few dozen of the Downlon, Myotts and

Ellon Strawberry plants; new varieties and very highly

esteemed. Price iS per doz.

J. BRECK & CO. 61 and 52 North Market st. Boston.

Aug. 10. 3w.

SAYLE'S GARDEN ENGINE.

This is a splendid article. It will throw a constant stream

of water lo the distance of 50 or 60 feet, with great force,

and in case of fire would be a good substitute for a fire en-

gine. The most perfect arliele lor the purpose ever intro-

duced. For sale by J. BRECK &, CO., No. 61 and 52 North

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have been made the past year in the

form and workmanship o( these Ploughs; the mould beard
has been so formed as to lay the farrow completely oacr.

turning in every particle of grass or stubble, and leaving the

ground in the best possible manner. The length of the
mould board has b( a very much increased, so that the

Plough works with the greatest ease, both with respect to

the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should our opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughs
we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo

the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy lo work,
try Prouty & Mears, but if your land is heavy, hard orrocLy,

BEGIN WITH Mr. Howard's.''
At the atiove me-.f.oned irial the Howard Plough did

more work, with the same pdwer of team, than any other

plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentyscven
and one half inclies, to the 112 lbs. draught, while ihe

Howard Plough turned twcnti/nine and one half inches, to

the same power of team .' All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially

made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without

having to furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secures

the mould board and landside together, and strengthens the

Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to Sl5. A Plough,

sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about
Sio 60, and with cutler $1, with wheel and cutter, $2 60

extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Nos. 61 & 52 North Market Street, bv

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 20

LACTOMETERS— a simple instrument for testing

the quality of milk. For sale by J BRECK & CO.
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MISCELLANEOUS

SWALLOWS.
The following life-like article is from the pen of

Mrs. Cliilds:—
°

'J here are difTerent theories on the subject of

instinct. Some consider it a special revelation to

each creature ; others believe it is founded on tra-

ditions handed down among animals, from genera-

tion to generation, and is therefore a matter of edu-

cation. My own observation, two years ago, tends

to confirm the latter theory. Two barn swallows

came into our wood-shed in the spring time. Their

busy, earnest twitterings led me at once to suspect

they were looking out a building spot; but as a

carpenter's bench was under the window, and fre-

quent hammering, sawing and planing were going

on, I had little hope that they would choose a lo-

cation under our roof. To my surprise, liowever,

they soon began to build in the crotch of a beam

over the open door-way. I was delighted, and

spent more time watching them than "penny-wise"

people would have approved. It was was, in fact,

a beautiful little drama of domestic love. The
mother bird was so busy, and so important; and

her mate was so attentive ! Never did any newly

married couple take more satisfaction with their

first nicely arranged drawer of baby clothes, than

did they in fashioning their little woven cradle.

The father bird scarcely ever left the side of the

nest. There he was all day hmg, twittering in

tones that were most obviously the outpourings of

love. Sometimes he would bring in a straw or

hair to be interwoven in the precious little fabric.

One day my attention was arrested by a very unu-

sual twittering, and I saw him circling round with

a large downy feather in his hill. He bent over

the unfinished nest, and offered it to his mate with

the most graceful and" loving air imaginable ; inid

when she put up her mouth to lake it, he poured

forth suck a gush of gladsome sound ! It seemed

as if pride and affection had swelled his heart, till

it was almost too big for his little bosom. 'J'he

whole transaction was the prettiest piece of fond

coquetry, on both sides, that it was ever my good

luck to witness.

It was evident that the father bird had formed

correct opinions on "the woman question;" for

during the process of incubation, he volunteered

to perform his sliare of household duty. Three or

four times a day would he, with coaxing twitter-

ings, persuade his patient made to fly abroad for

food ; and tliR moment she left the eggs, he would

take the maternal station, and give a loud alarm

whenever cat or dog came about the premises. He
certainly perf)rmed the office with fur less ease

and grace than she did ; it was something in the

style of an old bachelor tending a babe ; but nev-

ertheless it showed that his heart was kind, and

his principles correct concerning division of labor.

When the young ones came firth, he pursued the

same equalizing policy, and brouglit at least half

the foot! for hia greedy little family.

But when ihey became old enough to fly, the

veriest misanthrope would have laughed to watch

their manoeuvres. Such a chirping and twittering!

Such diving down from the nest and flying up

again! Such wheeling round in circles, talking

to the young ones all the while ! Such clinging

to the sides of the shed with their sharp claws to

show the timid little fledglings that there was no

need of falling

!

For three days all this was carried on with in-

creasing activity. It was obviously an infant fly-

ing school. But all their talking and fussing was

of no avail. The little downy things looked down,

and then looked up, and alarmed at the infinity of

space, sunk down into the nest again. At length

the parents grew impatient and summoned their

neighbors. As I was picking up chips one day, I

found my head encircled with a swarm of swallows.

They flew up to the nest, and jnbbered away to

the young ones ; they clung to the walls, looking

back to tell how the thing was done; they dived,

and wlieeled, and balanced, and floated, in a man-

ner perfectly beautiful to behold.

The pupils were evidently much excited. They

jumped on the edge of the nest, and twittered, and

shook their feathers, and waved their wings, and

then hopped back again, saying, "It's pretty sport,

but we can 't do it."

Three times the neighbors came and repeated

their graceful lesson. The third time, two of the

young birds gave a sudden plunge downward, and

then fluttered and hopped till they lighted on a

small upright log. And oh, such praises as were

warbled by the whole troop! The air was filled

with their joy ! Some were flying around, swift as

a ray of light ; others were perched on the hoe-

handle, and the teeth of the rake ; multitudes clung

to the wall, after the fashion of their pretty kind,

and two wore swinging, in most graceful style, on

a pendant hoop. Never, while memory lasts, shall

I forget that swallow party. I have frolicked with

blessed Nature much and often; but this, above

all her gambols, spoke into my inmost heart, like

the glad voices of little children. Tho beautiful

family continued to be our playmates, until the

filling leaves gave token of approaching winter.

For some time the little ones came home regularly

to thi'ir nests at night. I was ever on the watcli

to welcome them, and count that none were miss-

ing. But at last they flew away to more genial

skies, with a whole troop of relations and neigh-

bors. It was a deep pain to me that I should nev-

er know them from other swallows, and that they

would have no recollection of me. We had lived

so friendly toijether, that I wanted to meet them in

another world, if I could not in this ; and I wept

as a child weeps in its first grief.

There was somewhat too, in their beautiful life

of loving freedom which was a reproach to me.

Why was not my life as happy as theirs ? Be-

cause they were innocent, confiding, and uncon-

scious; they fulfilled all the laws of their being

without obstruction.

A promising poet down east, who rejoices in e

classical name of " S. Olympus Hubbard," afr

returning from a visit to Mount -Aganientici,

" bust" out in a poetic strain, concluding thus

—

" \Vhen I came down, the streets they wore
A different aspect from what they did when I wenin

a little while before !"

Heavy Dose.—Have you no pen and ink ? said a

doctor to a poor woman whose child he was tend-

ing.

No, said the poor woman.

Well, I hav'e lost my pencil—give me a piece

of chalk.

And the doctor chalked a prefcription upon the

door, telling the afflicted mother to give tkat to her

son when he woke.

Take it, my boy, take it— said the old woman,

lifting the door from its hinges and carrying it to

the sick youth when he opened his eyes. I do n't

know how you are to do it, I am sure; but the

doctor says it is good, and you had better try it!

—SiUcteil.

" Never strike the wife of thy bosom, even with

a blossom," says a Hindoo maxim.

Dutch Jicumen.—" I 'm pound to decide dis cas

said a Dutch justice, " py de weiglitof de desdir,.

ny—dat ish de law. Vel, here ish Hans Van P ;

Nechlas Vebber, Brom Vander, and Helger \t,

Brunt who shwears dey tid not see de prison

take de poofs, and only dree shwears dey tid .i

him take de poots. De weight of de desdimtf
ish in his favor. He may go away, and lie goiu

stable shall pay for de poots .'"

—

Mohawk Courier

*W.

GRBKN'.'; PATKNT STUAW CUTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at the New England A^tu

tuial Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 61 and .'sa North B

ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, H.av

Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not i-e

applied to any implement fortius |mrposc. Tlie most
|
k

inent effects of Itus application, and some of the coii'-.

peculiarities of Ifie machine are :

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power re,

to use it, that the strength of a half grown liny is siil,,,

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cutstwo l,i

els a minute, which is lull twice as last as has lieeu clan

fiy any other machine even when worked hy horse or Mt
power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which t

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any oi

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and
together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as

complicated machines in general use to get out of orde:

AGRICULTURAl. IMPI.EMKRTS, &c.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural W;
house and Seed Store No. 61 and 52 North Market sir

would inform their customers and the pulilic sjcnerally t

they have on hand the most extensive assortmenl of A
cultuial and Horticultural Tools to he found m the llni

States. Part of which are the following:

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
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N. E. FARMER,

MEDITERRANEAN WHEAT.
We acknowledjjed, last week, the receipt of a

ijimall parcel of lliis wheat from Hon. H. L. Ells-

Ji«orth. The following circular accompanied the

)resent :

—

Patent Office, 1

July 20. 1842.
)

Sir.— I have the honor to transmit a parcel of

Mediterranean Wheat, respecting which much has

lately been published, and the peculiar qualities of

which are described in the accompanying letters

from Dr. Smith, of Philadelphia, and Mr Powell,

seedsman, in the same city.

I am, most respectfully, yours,

H. L. ELLSWORTH.

Philadelphia, July 14M, 1842.

Dear Sir—Yours of the Cth instant, came duly

to hand, and I should have answered it sooner, had

business and other circumstances permitted.

That variety of the Mediterranean Wheat which

[ I have sown for several years past, I consider

^roi^" against the Jly, and almost proof aPainst the

rust.

For the formor, no rational e.i:planation has thus

far been given : but the instances have been so

numerous where this and the other kinds of wheat
among us have been sown on adjoining lands in

the same field, with cultivation precisely the same,

where this has remained untouched by the fly, pro-

ducing a heavy crop, and Ihe others almost entirely

destroyed, that the most skeptical have no longer

any doubts upon the subject.

But that it should so [Generally escape the mil-

dew, we have endeavored to explain from the fact,

that it ripens from ten to twelve days earlier than

any wheat now sown in the Middle or Eastern

States, (as far as my knowledge extends.) But

that this is a full and satisfactory explanation, I

am not entirely prepared to believe ; for the causes

to which we have generally attributed the produc-

tion of mildew may exist, when this wheat is sits-

r.eplibte of being acted upon by them, as well as

the other kinds.

These causes we understand to be

—

1. That state of the plant when the grain is

fully formed but very soft and milky, the whole en-

ergies of the plant directed to its perfeolion, and

the sap vessels all distended.

2. That state of the atmosphere which tends still

farther to distend the vessels ; as heavy dews, and

fogs and clouds, which obscure the sun for several

hours after his rising.

3. A sudden outbreaking of the sun, with such

power as to rupture the sap vessels of the plant,

thereby giving a nidus for the seeds of the para-

site to take root.

But be the causes what they may, it is rarely in-

jured by the fly or rust. Nor are these all its ad-

vantages over any wheat among us. For it may
be sown from the first of September to the middle

of October, and upon soil so thin that the farmer

would not think of sowing any other kind of wheat

and yet produce a fair crop.

I have sown it for two years, after a crop of'

corn and potatoes had been taken from the ground,

and fully believe, that the yield afier the potatoes,

was upwards of thirty bushels to the acre.

If sown early, one and a half bushel per acre

will be enough, but if not sown till in October, at

least two bushels should be sown.

Now although the straw is so soft that it will

most certainly fall in rich ground, still it ripens

well, even should the timothy grow up through it

and hide it from view. And although the grain is

not so white and mellow as some other varieties of

wheat, still, that it will produce more superfine

flour to the acre for a given number of years than

any other wheat now extant, I feel no hesitation in

asserting.

I shall be able to supply any moderate quantity

in time for sowing, delivered at any place to be

mentioned in Philadelphia.

With sentiments of regard,

1 remain your friend,

MOSES B. SMITH.
Hon. H. L. Ellsworth,

Commissioner of Patents.

Philadelphia, July I4th, 1842.

H. L. Ellsworth, Esq.—Dear Sir—So far as

heard from, the Mediterranean wheat grows more

in favor as it becomes better known. Mr White,

formerly a merchant of our city, stated to me last

fall, that he had tested it side by side \vith two or

three others, and that this was the only one that

escaped rust, fly, &c. It is an early wheat, adapts

itself lo the generality of soils, but especially to

light sand—and as it becomes acclimated, assumes

more the cast of our Orange wheat. I find a con-

curring opinion from many neighborhoods, that the

Mediterranean wheat this season, exceeds by great

odds, all other varieties. I can supply a clean

good article, as per sample, at $1 75 per bushel.

Very respectfully,

"M. S. POWELL,
23 Market street.

ANIMAL FOOD.

The best tests of the restorative qualities of

food are, a small quantity of it satisfying hunger

—

the strength of the pulse after it—and the length

of time which elapses before appetite returns again.

According to these rules, the editor's own experi-

ence gives a decided verdict in favor of roasted or

boiled beef or mutton, as most nutritive ; thengame

and poultry, of which the meat is brown; next,

veal, and lamb, and poultry, of which the meat is

white; the fat kinds of fish, eels, salmon, herrings,

&c. ; and least nutritive, the white kinds 'of fish,

such as whiting, cod, soles, haddocks, &c. By

Dr. Stark's very curious experiments on diet, it op-

pears that " when he ted upon roasted goose, he

was much more vigorous, both in body and mind,

than with any other food." That fish is less nu-

tritive than flesh, the speedy return of hunger after

a dinner of fish, is suflicient proof. Crabs, lobsters,

prawns, &c., unless thoroughly boiled, (which

those sold ready boiled seldom are,) are tremen-

dously indigestible. Shell-fish have long held a

high rank in the catalogue of easy digestible and
speedy restorative foods ; of these, oysters certain-

ly deserve the best character; but we think that

they, as well as eggs, gelatinous substances, rich

broths, &c. have acquired not a little more reputa-

tion from these qualities than they deserve.

—

Jlrt

of Invigorating Life.

[C^Our own experience tells us that a bowl of

bread and milk keeps off" hunger and keeps up

strength longer than any other food that we take

—

though roasted meats—beef especially—give more

vigor for the first two or three hours after eating.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

NEW YORK STATE CATTLE SHOW.
The Cattle Show and Fair of the New York

State Agricultural Society, will bo held at Albany

on the 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th. days of Septem-

ber. Trialof implements on Tuesday, 27th ; Show,

28th and 20th ; Sale of Stock, die, 30th.

We notice that their judges are selected, in part,

from citizens of other States.

" The premiums for essays, to artists, and for

agricultural implements, will be open to the United

States; but all others will be confined to residents

of this (New York) State, who are members of the

Society, or who may become so by the payment of

one dollar on entering their articles."

From the New Genesee Farmer.

Sowing Plaster.—Many farmers suppose that

plaster should only be sown after spring vegeta-

tion has advanced ; this is evidently a mistake, as

plaster must be dissolved before its manuring pro-

erties are developed ; rain, frost, and even snow,

are necessary to eflfect this result; hence some

have observed that their plaster did no good in a

dry season of the first year. S. W.

Fall Plowing.—Some farmers condemn fall

plowing, because it does not succeed on an easy,

friable soil. Is this any reason why a stiff clay

should not be improved by it? A clay garden with

long manure plowed under in the fall, will save

much tedious labor in the spring, besides vegeta-

tion will be much earlier. S. W.

In the midst of the greatest plenty that ever fell

to the lot of any country, we are crying our eyes

out for distress ; and the National cow, with a

swimming pail of milk under her, seems determin-

ed to kick it all over.

—

Colman.

Straioberries.— It is a good time to transplant

and form your new beds.

Budding.—Apples and pears—most of the trees,

indeed, in which the sap flows freely, may be bud-

ded now.
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SILK CONVENTION.
To Silk Growers and Silk Manufacturers in JVeiv

England :

Ge:»tlemen—At a nieetin(j of silk growers in

Northampton, last November, the subscribers were

appointed a committee to call a Convention for

New England the present season. Notice is,

therefore, given, that a

New EiNGLAND Silk Cowvention

will be held in Norlliampton, on Wednesday, Sept.

28lh, at i) o clock, A. .M. The object of the meet-

ing is to collect and embody fads ; to consider

what further legislative action may be required on

the part of Congress, and the several New England
States ; and to discuss whatever questions con-

nected with the silk business that may come before

the meeting.

For three years this business has been making
silent, yet rapid advances in New England and

throughout the country. It has outlived the sad

revulsion of 1839 ;— it has gained for itself the

confidence of the well informed ; and is quietly

surmounting the whims and the prejudices of the

ignorant. It has made its way through the House
of Representatives and the Senate of the United

States; and, for the first time in the history of our

protective tarifl^s, it has been permitted, without re-

buke, to take its place among kindred interests as

equally worthy of a liberal protection : and, if it

has died in the hands of the E.xecntive, it has died

only where other, and older, and larger interests

could not live. All this the business has accom-
plished, solely as the result of the labors of practi-

cal silk growers, amidst the multiplied discourage-

ments that have beset our path.

We will come together, therefore, to rejoice in

view of the advances gained, and to consult and
act for the future, ftlay we not expect a full and
an interesting meeting ? We trust the members
will come prepared to give us fads, and fact's as

accurately stated as may be, according to the Cir-

cular issued by the Committee in March. Gentle-

men who cannot attend personally are requested to

write by the 18th of September, giving us fads,
together with such suggestions as they may deem
useful. Direct to D. Benedict, Postmaster, Paw-
tucket, R. I.

I. R. BARBOUR, Mass.,

D. BENEDICT, R. I.,

L. SEVERANCE, Me.,

P. BROWNELL, Conn.,

A. ROBBINS, Vt.,

L. JENNISON, N. H.,

Aug. 15, 1842. Committee.

An Illinois Farm.—Mr Isaac Underbill, of Peo-
ria, has a farm at Rome, about 18 miles above Peo-
ria, of 2300 acres, which has a straight line of

fence on one side three miles long One field of

200 acres is enclosed with a good board fence, at

an expense of $I2G.5—another of 500 acres, has a

Virginia fence, 8 rails high. The wheat on the

Qth of July was ready for harvest, overtopping the

fence .5 feet high, and was expected to yield from
25 to 3.5 bushels per acre. The breaking or plow-

ing of this farm cost $2 50 per acre.

—

Silcded.

John Smith has said many good things, and
among the rest, that "a newspaper is like a wife,

because every man ought to have one of his

own."

We lake the following article from the Ameri-
can Parmer, and ask our readers to remember its

doctrines until the time when we shall be able to

give them the results of a trial we are making
with the corn crop. Our principle has been, this

season, deep and thorough stirring of the soil very

near the plants, while they were small—and a mere
scratching of the surface with small harrow-teeth

set in the cultivator frame, for the subsequent

forking. We shall have no very extraordinary

crop, compared with such as are often obtained on
good lands, but at present we have no distrust of

the soundness of our principle of tillage Ed. N.
E. F.

LENGTH OF THE ROOTS OF CORN—SUG-
GESTION AS TO rrs MODE OF. CUL-
TURE.
We make the following extract from a communi-

cation which appeared in the Upper Marlbro Ga-
zette, of the 2l3t ultimo, with a view of recording,

what to us appears as important facts, not only in

connection with the growth of the corn plant, but

from which its proper mode of culture may be de-

duced with unerring certainty.

The writer, in the previous part of his letter, was
describing the ravnges of the freshet which oc-

curred on the 15th July, ultimo, in Prince George's

county. We mention the date, because it is all

important in the consideration of the question

growing out of the facts mentioned by him. And
what are those facts ? Why, that from the 20th

of April till the 14th July, a period of 85 days only,

the roots of a corn plant, which had been washed
out by a freshet, had grown to the enormous length

of four feet, extending horizontally across the fur-

rows, so as to render it impracticable, " to plow,

even one furrow through the middle of the row to

the depth of fight or ten inches, without severing

some of the main roots." Now we ask the reflect-

ing corn-grower, whether the facts here disclosed,

should not teach us that there is danger in ploxving

corn after the plants attain any considerable size ?

We think there is, because we believe that nature

intends every root and rootlet attached to a corn

plant, as a mouth, whereby it is to receive its sus-

tenance, and that every injury, by severance, which

they receive is an impairment of some function es-

sential to the integrity of the plant, either in the

growth of its stalk, or the ripening of its grain.

If those roots, in their entire ramifications, were

not necessary to sustain and keep up a healthful

and vigorous action in the plant, wo take it for

granted that nature never would have furnished it

with them : to suppose otherwise, is to presume
that Providence is but an indifferent workman. If

they be necessary, why should we lacerate and tear

them to pieces some three or four times in a sea-

son ? It may be, and doubtless is, very proper to

give the corn one or two good plowings in the ie-

ginning of its growth, before the side roots have

time to extend across the furrows ; but after that,

it surely would be best to use some other and more
suitable implement, to keep down weeds and grass,

and the earth open and free to the action of the

rain and atmosphere: and in our view, the most

appropriate implement is a well constructed cidti-

vntor. Wilh such an implement, the great ends

of cultivation can be secured ; for without indulg-

ing in exaggeration it may be assumed as a truth,

that twice the quantity of land may bo worked
with that implement, in the same time, as with the

plow, and by going close to the stalks, except un-

der peculiar circumstances of soil and weather
the work can be so effectually done, as not to neet
the aid of the hoe.

The following is the extract from the communi-
cation above alluded to :

—

"But I am digressing; so I will give you anoth-

er leaf, plucked from the great volume of nature,

which I should not have seen if I had not kept my
eyes open, for I was riding at a sweeping canter

through Mr Wm. F. Berry's farm, when I saw
something that prompted me to rein up my horse

as suddenly as you have seen an old huntsman to

avoid riding across the trail ahead of the track.

"A current of this tremendous freshet had
crossed the road and washed up some stalks of

corn ; leaving the roots more perfectly bare and
clean than could be done by the most careful man-
ipulation. Tliere they were, stretched along the

course of the ravine, on the surface; the force of

the current, after the dirt had all been nicely

washed away, had collected the threads and spread

them together like a tangled hank of white brown
thread. It struck me in an instant that I had nev-

er seen, and might never again see, so good a spe-

cimen to exemplify the extent and process of
growth of the roots of this king of grain-bearin"

plants. So I leaped from my horse, plucked a few
of the roots close from the foot of the stalk, wound
them into a large ball, put it into my pocket, and I

wish you could see it, as it hangs now before me,
suspended from a nail at the top, and falling below
the bottom of a twelve-light window oyer my table

—lookina>piuch like, what a gentleman guessed
it was, a large "bunch of sea-grass," measuring
iuW four feet in length!

"This bunch of roots, spreading as already sta-

ted, from a single stalk, in all directions around to

the extent of more than four feet, before it was
washed up, and permeating as it were every inch

of ground, suggests interesting hints and reflec-

tions on the growth and culture of that noble plant.

Pray will you invite some more practical, and oth-

erwise better qualified correspondent to take up
these threads and follow them to useful conclusions,

as to the proper times and depths of hoeing, and
plowing, and manuring in reference to the propen-

sity of this greedy plant, as here established, to

open a hungry mouth in every minute subdivision

of the soil where a particle of nutriment can be

found ?

" The corn in this case was probably planted

about the 20th of April ;—it was very good, with-

out being very extraordinary. These facts, among
others, are established by this specimen: that up
to the 5th of July—say in three months—the

growth of the roots in length must exceed the

stalk—that is, the solid portion of it; that from
each main root thousands of fibres branch ofl^ in

search of food; and that it would not now, though
the crop has not been 'laid by,' be practicable to

plow even one furrow through the middle of the

row to the depth of eight or ten inches, without

severing some of the main roots, with their innu-

merable fibres, searching subsistence in all direc-

tions, and forming a closely matted web-work.
Here, as to the effect of occasional and of partial

severance of the roots: Can it be, under any cir-

cumstances, beneficial .-' and do its effects depend
chiefly or entirely on the weather—or does not the

fact that these roots are lying near to, or below the

surface, in reference to the presence of their ap-

propriate food, and in proportion to the depth of
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the tilUi, adnionisli us ihatllic earth or pasture in

which tlie plant is to graze, should be made soft

and ponelnible, in proportion to the quantity of sus-

tenance to be found, and that the food being thus

made accessible at planting I'lmo, or before, to the

messengers which are to be sent after it, these

nessengers, or roots, should be left quietly to do

;heir office, without being disturbed or in any man-

ler crossed or interrupted, after planting time
;

stirring only the surface lightly after that to let in

lir and moisture, and such aliment as they may of

hemselves aflord ; and by their agency, render

nore soluble the food which the pasture contiins,

lius converting it more easily and completely to

he sustenance of the plant ? Let every one, Mr
Editor, draw his own conclusions, but let liim not

elfishly hide his light under a bushel: that's nei-

ler liberal nor fair."

EXPERIMENT IN FATTING PORK.
A correspondent in North Andover « rites to us

i follows:

—

"I took three pigs, all of one litter, weighed
lem, and put them in separate pens.

One eat 5 bushels of apples, 5 of potatoes, and
50 pounds of meal—apples and potatoes boiled

id meal-scalded in. Slaughtered March 22d.

Weight when killed, 207
When put up, 13Q

Gain, 75

Second pig was killed March 25 : fed with same
iterials and same quantity

—

all raw.

Weight when killed, 235
When put up, 150

Gain, 85

Third pig killed April 23d, eat the same quantity

apples and potatoes, and 450 lbs. shelled corn,

t boiled.

Weight when dressed, 187
When put up, 120

Gain, 67
[Mass. Plowman.

Thus it seems that the pig fed with raw apples,

atiics and meal, gained more tiian the one fed
cooked apples, potatoes and meal. The third

was killed one month later: his corn was
ole, and he gained less than eitiier. More ex-
iments are wanted before we can come to any
y definite conclusion. Some pigs gain more
n others of the same litter, when the food is the
ne

—

Ed. Plowman.

' THE USE OF SALT FOR DESTROYING
GRUBS.

Mr Henry Colman—In your June number is a
uabli; communication relatitive to the efficacy of
in destroying the grub. By way of confirming
opinion, would it not be well to republish a

imunication made by Major Smith, of Albany,
n this subject, to the "Plough Boy," as long
as 1821 .= Vou will find it in the 2d vol. 98ih

e. I am induced to make this suggestion in
sequence of our mutual friend, H. D. Grove, re-
king to me that he had used the quantity per
- recommended by your correspondent, without
liplete success, if with any success at all which
|ording to Mr Smith is quite impossible unless
salt is dissolved." My experience confirms the

truth of Mr Smith's statements— I have long since

calleil the attention of the cultivator to it, as one
of the most important coninuinications that have

been made to the farmers.

Dr. Harris, in his report on the insects of Mas-
sachusetts, has made mention of the value of salt

water in removing those aphides that prey upon
the roots of plants—which confirms as far as it

goes, the statement of Mr Smith. The English pe-

riodicals contain numerous communications rela-

tive to the value of salt in destroying slugs, (snails ?)

and worms :—Grub worms, I presume are meant.

They also state that to insure success, the weather
and the land must be damp. Mr Field (Cultivator,

vol. iv. p. 183,) killed grubs by using beef brine.

Any farmer who has a quantity of old brine and
a watering can, may easily prove the truth or false-

hood of these positions when the grubs appear ne.\t

year. It is very desirable that intelligent farmers

would on some scale or other, no matter how small,

settle the question experimentally—and forward

the result to some agricultural journal, so that

from the number and variety of the communications
something like certainty may be derived. It is to

be regretted that the attention of intelligent far-

mere ii not sufficiently concentrated upon the va-

rious topics of agricultural inquiry that are contin-

]

ually recurring. From the want of concert among
them, many a valuable suggestion is lost. Here is

a communication from a most respectable and accu-
rate man, that has slumbered for twenty years,

which would have been of incalculable value to the

farmers, if ten of them had during that long period,

stated Its truth, and published their experiments.

It is true that with the generality of farmers their

experiments are rather the result of accident than
design; at least this has been the case. But as

there is now a spirit of liberal inquiry aroused in

the farming mind, can it not be directed in a good
degree to the same channel by the agency of the

agricultural editor.' Will it not do for you to

urge your correspondents, for example, to put a

good deal of salt—attic, as well as common in

their communications for some time to come and
thus furnish abundant data for settling the value of
salt to the farmer, both as a manure and a vermi-
fuge.

Every year the wheat districts suffer to a greater
or less extent from the ravages of rust, and yet it

is rendered more than probable that the free use of
salt as a manure prevents this terrible disaster.

At all events, the celebrated Dr. Cartwright ascer-
tained that if one pint of salt be dissolved in eight
pints of water and applied to rusted wlieat at the
rate of two hogsheads to the acre, the rust entirely

disappears in two or three days, leaving only n

slight discoloration of the straw. Now will not
the sowing of vei^ fine salt upon rusted wheat
when it is wet with dew or rain, answer every pur-
pose and save the farmer from heavy loss .-

Yours, most truly, .T. B. NOTT.— [Genesee Far.

Beautiful and True—The following well writ-

ten, article deserves to bo studied, remembered and
practiced upon by every parent and teacher.—En.

POWER OF THE VOICE OVER CHILDREN.
It is usual to attempt the management of child-

ren either by corporal punishment, or by rewards
addressed to the senses, or by words alone. There
is one other means of government, the power and
importance of which are seldom regarded. I refer

to the human voice. A blow may be inflicted on a
child, accompanied by words so uttered as to coun-
teract entirely its intended effect. Or, the parent
may use language in the correction of the child,

not objectionable in itself, yet spoken in a tone
which more than defeats its influence.

We are by no means aware of the power of
voice in swaying the soul. The anecdote of a
good lady, in regard to her minister's sermons, is

to the point. She heard a discourse from him
which pleased her exceedingly. She expressed to

a friend the hope that he would preach it again.

"Perhaps," said her friend in reply, "he may print

it." " Ah," said she, "he could not print it in that

holy tone." There is a tone in the pulpit, which,
false as is the taste from which it proceeds, does
indeed work wonders. So is there a tone in our
intercourse with children, which may be among the

most efficient aids in their right education.

Let any one endeavor to recal the image of a
fond mother long since at rest in heaven. Her
sweet smile and ever clear countenance are brought
vividly to recollection. So also is her voice ; and
blessed is that parent who is endowed with a pleas-

ing utterance. What is it which lulls the infant

to repose .' It is no array of mere words. There
is no charm to the untaught one in letters, sylla-

bles and sentences. It is the sound which strikes

its little ear, that soothes and composes it to sleep.

.\ kw notes, however unskilfully arranged, if utter-

ed in a soft tone, are found to possess a magic infl-

ence. Think we that this influence is confined to

the cradle.' No— it diffuses every age, and ceases
not while the child remains under the parental roof.

Is the boy growing rude in manner or boisterous

speech? I know of no instrument so sure to con-
trol these tendencies, as the gentle tones of a

mother. She who speaks to her son harshly, does
but give to his conduct the sanction of her own
example. She pours oil on the already raging

flame. In the pressure of duty, we are liable to

utter ourselves hastily to our children. Perhaps a

threat is expressed in a loud and irritating tone.

Instead of allaying the passions of the child, it

serves directly to increase thoni. Every fretful

expression awakens in him the same spirit which
produced it. So does a pleasant voice call up
agrcable feelings. Whatever disposition, there-

fore, \Ve would encourage in a child, the same we
should manifest in the tone with which we address
him.

The mind is fashioned and furnished, in the
main, at school ; but the character of the affec-

tions is derived chiefly from home.— 1 have heard
of a father, who, when his children became engaged
in a dispute, would at once require them to unite in

a song. The blending of their voices in harmony
was soon found to subdue their angry and conten-

tious feelings. There is a native, spontaneous,

untaught music. It consists in the tones which is-

sue from her who is overflowing with Christian

love. While, then, I would advise the mother to

the culture of a pleasant voice, and warn her of

the evils of addressing her children harshly, I would
still more earnestly counsel her to discipline her
heart. Out of a kind heart come naturally, kind
tones. She who would train up her family in the

sweet spirit of Christ, can succeed best and most
enduring of all, by cherishing such sentiments as

shall seek their own unbidden expression in gentle

yet all powerful tones.

—

Hartford Courant.

He who is contented with his lot, is rich indeed.
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LEATHER BUSINESS OF DANVERS.
We find in the New Genesee Fanner for Au-

gust, the fiillowing accnunt of the shoe and leather

business of our native town. The compiler is re-

markable for Ilia accuracy in statistical matters, and

our own belief is that the account is not exagge-

rated. It was originally furnished for the Salern

Gazette Eu. N. E. P.

STATEMENT.
A statistical account of the Shoe and Leather

business in the town of Danvers for the year 1841,

compiled from the returns made by committees ap-

pointed in each department of the business, who

reported specially what was done by each person

engaged in it.

1. Boots and Shoes manufactured—924,000 pairs.

Estimated value, when ready for mar-

ket, $050,000

Forty per cent, of this is labor applied

—1255 males are constantly employed,

and 946 females.

2. Tanning and Currying.—373,800

aides of leather.

10 per cent, of labor applied in the

process of tanning—20 per cent, of labor

applied in the process of currying up-

per leather. A large proportion of the

leather tanned here is also curried. 328

males are constantly employed in thia

business.

The Real Estate, consisting of tan-

neries and mills used in this business, is

valued at .$123,000. 0500 cords of bark \

lire used in the tanneries, estimated at

$8 per curd, when delivered at the yard,

$50,000, 9-lOths of this is the result of

actual labor applied. The transportation

of the bark from Maine to Massachu-

setts, employs 15 vessels of 80 tons each

and CO men. The transportation of

hides from South America employs 5 ves-

sels of 200 tons each and 50 men. lu

addition to the above, citizens of this

place are concerned in tanneries in

Maine and Vermont, from which they re-

ceive leather ready for the market, of

the value of $200,000
3. Miinufacturc of Mtris.—150,000

dressed annually.

Estimated value when ready for the

market, 90,000

40 per cent, of this labor is applied—
44 males constantly employed.

Gross amount of the value of materi-

als brought to market annually by our

manufacturers,

81,732,000

The whole number of persons employed as sta-

ted above, is 2639. Supposing one third of the

nett proceeds to be applied as a compensation for

their labor, this would give about .$214 to eacl

person, not by any means an extravagant compen
sation for their labor. It is not pretended that the

amount of capital employed is as large as the sum
above stated ; because some of the articles are

twice estimated.

Such for instance is the case with the leather

purchased by the currier of the tanner. It will

also be remembered tliat a large part of the stock

worked in the shoe factories, is purchased in the

New York and Philadelphia and Baltimore markets.

The foregoing estimates are the best approxima-

tion to Ihe facts that I liave been able to obtain

from an examination of the returns of men practi-

cally engaged in the business. Throughout it has

appeared to me they were not disposed to overrate

their business. A more sober, industrious, and

mind-their-own-business class of people than the

manufacturers of this place, it will be difficult to

find in any community.

I hope sir, that the above statements, hastily

sketched, will be found a satisfactory answer to

your inquiries.

Very respectfully and truly yours,

Danvers, March, 1842. J. W. PROCTOR.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

ADDITIONAL ON DANIELS' PATENT MA-
NURE.

In my last letter I gave you my ideas respecting

Mr Daniels' new manure; since then I have re-

ceived the specification of the patent :— here it is, a

little abbreviated.

The substances are divided into three classes :

First: Ligneous matters, (say sawdust of any

wood,) also peat, straw, and weeds of any kind.

Second: Bituminous matters ; these are, mineral

coal, (not anthracite, I am sure, although this is

not so stated,) asphaltum, pitch made from coal

tar, or other pitch, mineral resin, and also tar.

Third: Animal matter, such as butchers' offal,

graves, flesh of any dead animals, also fish.

The ligneous matters are ground to powder—or

the same cfl^ect may be produced on them by mix-

lure with caustic (unslacked) lime.

The bituminous matters, when brittle, are ground

into powder by machinery ; but if sticky, like pitch,

a small quantity of dry quick lime is added to pre-

vent their sticking to the machine. When these

bituminous ingredients are liquid, they are convert-

ed into vnpnr by dry distillation, with which vapor

the ligneous matters are saturated. These ligne-

ous matters may be, spent tanners' bark, dyers'

spent wood, sawdust, &c. The soft bituminous

matters may also be reiliiced to a state of minute

division, by being rendered soluble in water by the

addition of caustic alkali—and in this solution the

ligneous matters are steeped.

The animal matters nre mixed with pulverized

ligneous or bituminous ingredients before mention-

ed, and are then ground into fine powder.

This manure is deposited in the ground with the

seed by means of a drilling machine, or scattered

over the ground broadcast.

The words within parentheses are my additions.

It will be immediately perceived that the partic-

ulars given in this patent are calculated more to

conceal than to disclose the real method of con-

cocting this manure. Still, as the patent right

would be vitiated unless all the ingredients were

irentioned, there is no doubt that every substance

used is given, and that the sulphur, of which I did

not see the use, is not amongst them.

There are two ways in which this preparation

may be made. The bituminous matters, any or

all, may be dry distilled, that is, enclosed in an

iron retort and acted on by fire, the ligneous sub-

stances expo.sed to tlie vapor proceeding from this

distillation, and thoroughly saturated with it. Coal

gas, for illuminating cities, is produced by dry dis-

tillation of bituminous coal. This method, howev-

er, would require a regular manufacturing estab-

lishment with proper machinery.

When peat, weeds, &c. are used, then, with th

tar and liquid bituminous matters, they may
operated on by quick lime, and sawdust adde

either of these mixtures, with finely divided anim

matters, would no doubt make a rich manure.

The principles of the formation of this new m
nure of Daniels', seem to agree pretty well w
those I have laid down—namely, that all ligneo

matters containing the basis humus or geine

source of carbonic acid gas, well saturated wi

azote, particularly in the form of ammonia, ai

mixed with alkaline bases, as lime, potash, or sot

are highly important manures, particularly on lig

sandy soils ; and that animal and carbonaceo

matters are excellent ingredients to produce ti

saturation of azote.

Also, as a general rule, that whenever any ri

manure, as cow or horse dung, is put on a hill

which plants are to be set, it is an excellent pi

to mix a little quick lime with it before cover)

up. The lime liberates the ammonia, with wh
the earth around becomes impregnated, and

roots then find their proper food with its digest

power ready for them in abundance. The o,

precautions necessary, are to guard against

lime coming into contact with the roots, and a

to cover up carefully, so that none of th,e anmio

may escape into the atmosphere. J. E. T

NATIVE SILK.

The Cincinnati Gazette gives the following sti

ment of facts showing the progress of the silk bi

ness in this country, as indicated by the boun

annually paid in the several States:

"In Ohio, the bounty paid to silk-growors in

1839 was $71 10

1841 wa3 2681 76

The whole amount of reeled silk produced

year is set down at 3000 pounds.

In Massachusetts, the bounty paid in

1836 was ,$85 20

1839 was 439 99
1841 was 4675 10

In New York, the increase in the quantit

cocoons produced, has been very rapid, in ]

being 2000 pounds, while in 1841 it was 6426

In Pennsylvania, the bounty paid in

1840 was $2101 80

1841 was 4418 55

The Rev. Frederick A. Ross has probably n
more silk than any other |)erson in the cou

During the last year he sold 300 pounds of re

silk in Burlington, N. J., for $1600. A silk

ture has been established in Philadelphia."

In France, and some other countries of the

tinent, companies fur the insurance of agric

rists from loss through the destruction of star

crops by hail storms, have long been establi:

and have proved of great utility. In Engl
happily, our ripening harvests are not so frequ

exposed to injury from such causes, but, neve i<

less, it is the part of prudence to guard agbl

even improbable danger, when the cost is tri Ij

Men do not insure their houses from fire bee II

they exptd a visitation from the devouring eleiill

but simply as a measure of wise precaution agDI

a possible casualty,—JVew Farmers^ Jour.

05=The annual Cattle Show, &c. of the li9

Agricultural Society, will be held at Anda
South Parish, on Sept. 28th.
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DR.\INAGE AND IRRIGATION.

Water is a necessary agent in the production of

vegetation: the redundancy of water is scarcely

less deleterious than the entire absence of it on any

piece of cultivated land. Where the water stands

a larf'C part of the year upon and near the surface,

the production will he little or nothing. Lands

drowned in time of rain and wet, often in time of

drought suffer as much for want of wet as the most

dry and porous soils. The difficulty with much of

this land is that there is no action of the soil but

upon a very thin surface, because the standing wa-

ter in spring and fall hardens all to the surface; and

as soon as tlie dry weather succeeds, the corn and

potatoes droop, and so.iictimes wither and die. So

in any sunken swamp which may not be flowed and

drained at pleasure, the water stands a part of the

season, leaving only a chance for the growth of

wild grasses, while the continued absence of rain

in the summer months leaves thfe swamp itself high

and dry, and the growth of the poor vegetation is

weak and stunted.

The land thus rendered little better than waste

possesses the elements of more fertility than much

of the upland. Drainage and submersion are the

two great principles to be brought into use on such

land.

1. Drainage.—There are many swamps in most

towns that may be very easily drained by ditches

deepening the natural passage of the water. In

some cases a single ditch will carry off all the wa-

ter that msiy be required. Lowering the water one

foot in some instances may be sufficient: the mud
in swamps that have been submerged forages may
he brought into action as the best of soil, yielding

hay and other vegetable productions for a long time

almost without the aid of manures. If cold springs

come in near the edges, these may be cut off and

carried away by means of ditches filled in with

rocks that are often found near at hand ; or where

rocks are not to be found, the logs and stumps dug
from the swamp may be used in the place of stones,

leaving apertures in the drains for the water to pass

off. Large swamps are by these means reclaimed,

and a vast quantity of the richest soil brought into

use.

Of the hard lands continually suffering from sur-

face water, there are thousands of acres that may be

changed entirely by drainage: when an under-

drain cutting off cold springs and receiving the

water from the surface is once made, the ground or

subsoil may be stirred below ; and the deeper we
go less than eighteen inches or two feet, the great-

er will be the capacity of the ground to produce.

Even stiff clayey soils may be drained so as to be-

come light and permeable. The action of stimula-

ting manures upon such grounds often brings out of

the ground giant vegetable productions.

In the cultivation of lands, whether they be wet

or dry, the stiring of the subsoil or deep plowing is

always of great advantage. The ground cannot be

stirred too deep. It is true the turning up of mere
cold sand, or gravel, or clay upon the surface, and

the burying deep of the vegetable mould already

upon the surface may injure present crops; but the

Stirring of under-soil, while the vegetable mould is

kept above, will always be of advantage to the

crops. In some instances crops are doubled simply

from the moving of the under soil: this is often

done in gardens by trenching, taking care to keep
the mould upon the surface.

Whether the ground be dry and porous sand or

gravel, or whether it be stiff clay or loam or grii-

velly pan, the moving of the ground is always ad-

vantageous. It leaves an ample field for the roots

of the crops. If the season be very dry, the roots

seek the moisture deep in the stirred ground: if it

be very wet, the superabundance of wet settles off

at once into the deeper stirred ground—so that

vegetation in ground thus prepared better stands

both drought and wet.

2. Iriugation. Strange as it may seem, that

although cold water kills and destroys the crop if

suffered to stand long, so it invigorates and stim-

ulates when it passes over or lays for a short time

upon the surface. The effect of the wash of roads

and from other sources upon mowing grounds is

often seen. Tons of hay are produced in a suc-

cession of years where little or nothing would grow

without this wash. F.very good farmer will take

advantage of all these sources of gain. The idea

generally is that the increase of production results

not so much from the water as from the fr'Jctifying

materials brought along with it—the droppings of

cattle, sheep, swine, &c. But if we reflect a mo-

ment we will perceive that the amount of these

droppings, &c. is by no means equal to the effect

produced. The simple cold water running from a

spring flashed over ground in the spring and fall

will have nearly as great effect as water wasliod

from roads. The washings from the melting snow

or from the spring or fall rains is as good and as

strong a stimulant as the earth will at any time re-

quire.

The hilly grounds of New England, the lands of

small rocks and hard pan, as well as the lands of

deeper, richer mould, are very favorably situated for

irrigation. Every part of a man's farm may be

overflowed where there is a high spring near it, or

where water from the melted snow or rains may be

collected into a stream above. At little expense

the water in the spring may be flashed over an ex-

tensive side hill: where this can be done annually

there will be little need of frequent plowing and

manuring ; and whenever either or both are resort-

ed to, the flashed water coming in aid of the other

stimulants will have its greater proportionatie ef-

fect.

Extensive meadows drained in the manner we

have described, by means of a dam, might be sub-

merged for a short season in early spring or alter

the crops come off in the fall for a few weeks to

great advantage ; the complete drainage afterwards

will leave such ground in the very best condition

for the growing of crops.

In the month of April last, while on a journey

through Massachusetts, our attention was attracted

to a conical field belonging to Doct. Nathaniel

Pierce of Ashburnham : the frost had not yet been

extracted from the ground; but this little hill was

clothed in living green much in advance of the

grounds around it. We went early in the morning

to ascertain the cause of the difference. A brook

run down a valley at the foot of the hill, where the

effect of the superabundance of water had been the

injury in the lowest ground rather than the benefit

of the grass crop. Doct. P. with very little labor

had turned the course of this stream, which was al-

ways nearly dry in summer, to a point as high as it

could run upon the conical field. In several chan

nels one below the other winding round the hill,

the water was carried. The channel was such a

one as might be made with a common sward plow

with the furrow turned upon the lower side : through

the bank at short distances small crevices were

made for the leakage of the water. With very lit-

tle labor these were slopped up and now ones made
at pleasure, so that the ivater by thi.s extra atten-

tion was made to do its work over the whole sur-

face.

The field on which this experiment was in op-

eration wo were acquainted with from a child—be-

fore wo know the State of New Hampshire. In the

rough point of '.hat town which is very stony like

most of the higher ridge towns between the Merri-

mack and Connecticut rivers, it was one of the fer-

tile hills which might be cleared of rocks and plow-

ed . Fields thus cleared embracing only a small

portion of the whole land have generally been kept

under the plow for the longer portion of the time.

Now and then they are laid down to grass and con-

tinued for two or three years. With sp:ue manur-

ing, they cannot long be kept profitably in grass.

Doct. P. informed us that this field had not been

plowed for about ten years; that he had irrigated

it partially for the last seven years, and that the

crop of hay had been doubled. This season the

prospect of the crop was as good as it had been in

any previous year.

Doct. Pierce, so well pleased with his first exper-

iment, was extending the water spout upon this cone

to mowing fields below with great success. This

pure cold water process as far as it was carried on

made abundance of hay, and of itself created a ma-

terial for making manure that would soon bring a

farm to its highest point of cultivation.

In whole countries in South America the agri-

culturist depends entirely upon irrigation, there

being no rain through the growing season. Where
the waters of the rivers can be taken out and flash-

ed over the ground immense crops of grain, rice,

&c., can be procured—where no water can be

brought, the grounds are barren. This we have

been told, is the condition of the countries in Peru

and Chili from the feet of the high Andes to the

western or Pacific ocean.

In the United States we are happily not reduced

to that position: we have here alternate rains and

shines ; but we do not doubt the time approaches

when irrigation will be here introduced among

those grand agricultural improvements which the

spirit of the times call into action.

Roynl Agricultural Society of England.

" At a meeting of the Royal Agricultural Socie-

ty of England, on the 18th of May,' in London, on

motion of the Duke of Richmond, seconded by Earl

Spencer, Prof. Justus Liebig of Giessen, Germany,

and Mr Henry Colman, Agricultural Commissioner

of Massachusetts, were unanimously elected hono-

rary members of this Society."

Mr Colman gratefully appreciates this distin-

guished honor ; an honor much higher than any to

which his ambition had ever aspired ; and the more

highly valued on account of the eminent friends of

agriculture at whose instance it has been confer-

red. Viewed aright, it can serve only as a new

stimulus to render oneself deserving of it; and

quicken efforts, however humble, to be useful in a

cause deeply and inseperably connected with the

physical comfort and the moral welfare of mankind.

—JVew Genesee Farmer.

The annual consumption of poultry and small

irame in the city of Paris, usually amounts to twen-

tylwo millions of pounds.
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Boston, Wednesday, August 24, 1842.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BOSTON CULTI-
VATOR.

Reply—Some Explanations, and a Confession nf IVrong

We were prepared for an article of strong reproiif

from the eililor of the Dosloti Cultivator ;—our remarks

last week we supposed would draw such an one from

him. This article is severe upon us. But it was not

unproked. Before his ariicle appeared, we regretted

what we had done.

At the head of the article is quoted this ttwt of scrip-

ture—"God, I thank thee lliat 1 am not as other men
are,"&c.;—and then after alluding tn our former pi o-

fession—that of the ministry—the editor says that our

article reminds him of the self-righteous Pharisee. To
the implied chargo of hypocricy, we have merely to say,

thfit it is difficult for man to know certainly the charac-

ter of the motive which influences a fellow man to per-

form a particular deed or to utter a particular sentiment.

Such questions can be determined with unerring ju.vtice,

only at the bar of the Searcher of Hoaris. And not-

withstanding the implied charge of insinri-rity in our

call upon the God of Truth, we humbly thought whtn
we made it, that we were sincere. And we strive lo

remember h.ibitually, that we must appear and answer
for our deeds at the dread tribunal of one who will not

be mocked. If we are charged with failing to come up
to the rsjquirements of the perfect laws of our Moral

Governor and Judge, we niu.-t humbly plead guilty to

that charge.

Our article last week was written, as we said, in a

sorrowful spirit. It bore hard upon che editor of the

Cultivator;—we now know, too hard. We will not say

that we took a wise or a kind cour.-e— but we can say

that we had no wish to harm the writer of that article,

but only to put a stop to charges against us which we
felt to be unjust and uncalled for;—wo were unwi^e,

unkind and unjust in our mode of trying lo accomplish

our purpose. V^e can say to the writer of that article,

that we have never regarded our position in reference to

him as thiii of" an opponent"—and that while we read

portions of his paper, it has never been our habit to look

through the paper with caro. Many of its articles we
do not read, and we have not the slightest remembrance
of having seen there the one to which he alludes. That
he has given some valuable statistical articles that would
be useful to politicians and lawmakers, we have never
doubted

; but our leading purpose as editor is, lo give in-

struction lo [he farmer that will be useful lo him in the

field, and not as a politician or statesman. Tliis latter

work more properly belongs to ilie conductors of politi-

Ciil journals. We, however, have occasionally slept

aside from our usual course. If at such limrs we have
never taken any article fro n the Cultivator, it has been
because such ot them as we happened lo read, have not

suited our purpose. If charged vvilh being prejudiced in

our judgment, we shall ttol claim exemption from the

common frailly of prejudice, and shall not deny that

prejudice may be among tlio causes why we do not set

as high a value upon the contents of the Cultivator as

many others do.

While we allow the value of some statistical articles

to lawmakers, we honestly have dili'ered in opinion

from the editor in very many of his positions and in

much of his reasoning. We called them baneful, and

have thought ihem s". Such a st:iteiiieiil implies no

AI' 6. 94,1843

impeachment of motive, and no charge upon the charac
ler, but only a difference of opinion.

" Why did you commence a controversy with us two
or three months after we took charge of the Cultivator,

and accuse us of holding mercenary opinions?" This
question is put to us. In reply, we say, we wrote an
article upon plows, in which we stated, as nearly as we
remember, that the New England Farmer was owned
by the agents for selling Howard's plows, and that

Messrs. Prouty & Mears, it was understood, had been,

or were interested in the Boston Cultivator. We stated

this for the express purpose of letting the public know
the simple facts, so that they might, if there was reason
for it, let the facts influence them in forming a judgment
of the worth of our opinion, and of the opinions of oth-

ejs in regard to the several plows. We no more brought
a charge of mercenary motives against the editor of the
Cultivator than we did against ourself, and to bring an
injurious charge against ourself, certainly we had no de-
sign. The article bore as hard upon ourself ns any one

;

and we were never more surprised by any communica-
tion in print, than by the Cultivator's reply to our arti-

cle then. We neither designed nor expected controver-
sy. And when we saw the article in the Cultivator,
ihough it contained charges or implications against us
which a few facts might have shown to be unfounded

;

yet such was our unwillingness to enter into controver-
sy, that we chose lo bear the charges in silence, hoping
Ihat there would be an end of every thing like conflict.

In regard to the editor's call upon us to come on with
our proofs, we have had a struggle. It is hard to back
out where any thing like a threat is off"ered. But we
are in the wrong.

We have no reason to suppose that we could estab-
lish any overt acts agrnnst the editor of the Cultivator,
or that he has been guilty of any such acts as would fix

a deep and indelible slain upon him, if all his deeds
were brought to light. And yet we see now that we

reason for the inference among those who knew
him not, that sucli might be the case. We did not de-
gn any thing approaching that. We have done him
wrong. We did design to express our want of sympa-
thy wiih his course, our want of confidence, and our
unwillingness to be intimately associated with him.
But even this was wrong. We should have kept it pri-
vate, or liave communicated it in a less public way.
We felt hurt at his article, and in our sorrow spoke as
we ought not to have spoken. Could we recal the pub-
hciiy of our feelings, we would gladly do it. And on
this point, we beg our readers lo think, with the Editor
of Ihe Cultivator, thai our opinions are not worth a straw.
We bog Mr Merriam's forgiveness for the wrong we

have done him-and hope, also, that we sincerely ask
forgiveness of heaven for the yielding so blindly to our
feelings o( sorrow, perhaps mingled with sinful resent-
ment of which we were not conscious.

Our readers, we trust, will pardon us for taking fo
much space in trying to right the wrong w.e have done
In future we hope to be able lo avoid occasion for any
tliingof the kind.

ANOTHER LABORER.
We find on our table the first number of the Beik-

shn-e farmer, published at Pitisfield, Mass. William
Bacon is ihe editor. We presume that he is the W. B.,
of Mount Osceola, whose communications were once
frequent m the columns of the New England Fanner.We wish him success The paper is to appear monthly.
Price 50 cts per year.

MEMORANDA.
The week before last, we spent a pleasant hour wit.

Hon. Daniel P. King, of Danvers, in walking over hi
farm. On his premises we met with various crops an
operations that are not common in this vicinity. Mille
sowed in the spring failed to grow : sowed in June

i

became luxuriant
: sowed July 12, on land from whici

a crop of hay was taken this season, it looks vigorous
and gives promise of a good result. The fads indicat
that it is decidedly a summer plant, and will not grov
well ifsowed in the spring.

Oats and peas together, 1 1.2 bush, of oats and 2 bush
of peas per acre of seed, for a crop when seeding dowi
to grass, though common in the interior, is iinusua
along the sea-board. Mr King has tried it, with appa
rently profitable results. The crop he describes as liav
ing been large, and the grass speaks for itself, and muct
in its own praise.

His winter rye he fed down in May and June, and yei
obtained a good crop. Nor is this all—for he sowet
grass seed upon the, rye field in March, and let naturt
cover it. This grass also looks well, though on lighl
land, and this not much enriched by cultivation.

The manure used upon the farm this season, contain
ed a large admixture (three or four hundred per cent.;
of muck from the swamp, and yet the crops are very
green and flourishing.

On one piece of land, however, " the fish have eaten

up his corn." We have forgotlen what variety of fish

he charges with this unseemly deed; but a salted fish

and an half, of some kind, in each hill, has certainly
made the corn much smaller than it is where no fish

have had a chance to feed. These things, and some
others which we have not space to notice now, are
' memoranda," because we wish to ask our friend to

watch his trials faithfully, and at the proper lime favor
us with the results.

The capital employed in the manufacture of cotton;oods in Ihe U Stales, is $51,000,000.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, Aug. 20, 1842.

From Samuel Pond—Twentyfive boxr-sof Plums, viz :

Isabella, Apricot, While Gage, Bingham, Washinoton
Prince's Imperial, and Royal de Tours. The Washing^
ton plums were very large and fine.

From A. Bowditch—Sweelwaler, Black Hamburg
and fronlignac Grapes; Bartlett Pears ; Dwarf Apples.
From Win. Thomas, Boston—Bolmer's Washington

and Italian Damask Plums.
From Henry Vandine—Cloth of Gold .' and Early

Black .' Plums.
'

From Samuel Walker—Summer Francreal Pear.
From S. R. Johnson—fine Washington Plum; very

superior.

From Robert Manning—Pears : Muscat of August,
Bezi blanc, Elizabeth, Passans du Portugal, Rostiezer,
Hoyersworde ; Dodge's Early Red Afiple.

From J. F. Allen— Black Fig of St. Michael's; Gross
Mignonne and Early Royal George Peaches—most su-
perbly colored.

From Mr Bigelow^—fine Rareripe Peaches, open cul-
ture.

From John Low, Chelsea—Prince's Imperial G.-eu
Plum,

"

From Otis Johnson—very fine specimens of Early
Bough and Red Asiracan Apples. The former of much
larger size than what is figured in the Magazine. Pre-
sident Peaches.
From John C. Howard—Yellow Siberian Crab Ap-

ple ; Summer Bon Chretien and Callen Pears.

From George Brown— Bezi blanc Pear.

From the Public Garden—A dish of ilie fruit of Passi-
flora edulis.

For the Committee,
JOSEPH BRECK.

A letter from Meniz says that whole villages, rich as
well as poor, are emigrating from Germany to North
America.
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NOTICE.
Mass. HoTticultural Rooms,

\

AUimUy, Aug: iOth, 1S42. \

A meetinjr of ihe Committee q/ Gcncrat, Arrangc7nents,
ill he helil nt the Hall of llie Mass. Hdhticultubal
ociKTV, ou Saturday, Mi'ri/ Oay of Sepieinlier, nt 1-2 past
I o'clock, A. M , a general, and punctual attendance is

?quesied.

Per order S. WALKER,
Aug. 24. 2w Chairman.

THER.MO.METRICAL
Kt;[Mirteil lor the New Ciigland Fanner.

R:iiigeof tlie rhei motneterat the Gartlenof ti»e proprietors

til-! New Englanil Fanner, Brighton, Maes, in a shaded

trtierly exposure, for ihe week ending August 14.

[August, 1S42.
I
5 A.M. | 12, M. | 7,P.M. | Wind.

^inday,

ifsdav,

e.lnesday,

irsday,

lav,

urilay,

nday.

15
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MISCELLANEOUS

Remarkable Case nf Instinct in a Bird.—One of

the njnst remarkable casor; of instinctive linowl-

eiige in birds, was often related by my grandfather,

who witnessed the fact with his own eves. He
was attracted to the door, one summer day, by a

trembled twitterinr;-, indicating distress and terror.

A bird, who had bniit licr nest in a tree near the

door, was flying; back and forth with the utmost

speed, uttering wailing cries, as she went. He
was at first at a loss to account for her strange

movements; but they were soon explained, by the

sight of a snake, slowly winding up the tree.

Animal magnetism was then unheard of; and
whosoever had dared to mention it, would doubt-

less have been hung on Witch's Hill, without bene-
fit of clergy. Neverthele.ss, marvellous and alto-

gether unaccountable stories have been told of the

snake's power to charm birds. My grandfather,

having a mind to test the truth of such stories,

thought he would watch the progress of things,

but, being a humane man, he resolved to kill the

snake before he despoiled the nest. The distress-

ed mother, meanwhile, continued her rapid move-
ments and troubled cries ; and he soon discovered

that she went and came continually, with some-
thing in her bill, from one particular tree—a white
ash. 'J he snake wound his way up ; but the in-

stant his head came near the nest, his folds relaxed,

and he fell to the ground rigid, and apparently

lifeless. My grandfather made sure of his death
by cutting off his head, and then mounted the tree

to examine into the mystery. The snug little

nest was filled with eggs, and covered with lenves

of the white ash ! .

That little bird knew, if my readers do not, that

contact with the white ash is deadly to a snake.

This is no idle superstition; but a veritable fact in

natural history. I'he Indians are aware of it, and
twist g.irlands of white ash leaves about their an-

cles, as a protection against rattlesnakes. Slaves
often take the same precaution, when they travel

through swamps and forests, guided by the North
Star; or to the cabin of some poor white man, who
teaches them to read and write by the light of pine

splinters, and receives his pay in niassa's corn or

tobacco.

I have never heard any explanation of the effect

produced by the white ash ; but I know that set-

tlers in the wilderness like to have these trees

around their log-houses, being convinced that no
snake will voluntarily come near them. When
touched with the boughs, they are said to grow
suddenly rigid, with strong convulsions; after a

while they slowly recover, but seem sickly for

some time.

—

Mrs. L. M. Child.

Industry and Economi/.—There is nothing pos-

sible to man which industry and integrity will not

accomplish. The poor boy of yesterday, so poor

that a dollar was a. miracle in his vision— house-

Jess, shoeless, and breadless—compelled to wander
on foot from village to village, with his bundle on
his back, in order to procure labor and the means
of subsistence, lias become the talented and hono-
rable young man of today, by the power of his

good right arm, and the potent influence of his pure
principles, firmly held and perpetually maintained.

When poverty and what the world calls disgrace
stared him in the face, he shuddered not, but pressed

onward, and exulted most in high and great exer-

tion in the midst of accumulating disasters and ca-

lamities. Let this young man be cherished, for

he honors his country and dignifies his race. High
blood—what matters if this courses not in his veins

— he is a freeborn American, and therefore a sov-

ereign and a prince. Wealth—what cares he for

that, so long as his heart is pure, and his walk up-

right?—he knows, and his country knows, that the

little finger of an honest and upright young man,
though destitute of wealth, is worth more than the

whole body of an effeminate and dishonest rich

man. These are the men who constitute the pride

of the country—who bring to it whatever of iron

sinew and unfailing spirit it possesses or desires

—

who are rapidly rendering it the mightiest, as it is

already the freest land beneath the sun.

—

Selected.

Jlnecdole of Dr. Byles.—During the unhappy
divisions preceding the American Revolution, the

Rev. Dr. Byles, who was favorable to the mother
country, was sentenced to be confined to his own
house in Boston, with a guard placed over him.

On one occasion he exhibited his love of ridicule,

by persuading his sentinel to go on an errand for

him, promising to take his place. This he did very

faithfully, and to the great amusement of all who
passed, the Doctor was seen very gravely marching
before his door, the musket on his shoulder, keep-

ing guard over himself. A short time after, it was
tlionght best to relieve him I'roni the presence of a

sentinel. On some further complaint, a guard was
again placed over him ; but he was soon freed and
no further noticed. Speaking of these transactions,

he said, '' he had been guarded, regnarded, and dis-

reguarded.—Selected.

Glass Waistcoats.—The very ingenious discove-

ry of working glass into a substance resembling

the richest silk, is now being brought into very

general operation, and in various ways, such as

gentlemen's waistcoats and stocks, ladies' dresses,

and many other articles of decorations, in the most
splendid patterns. It is superior even to silk in

flexibility and softness, and the durability of it, (a

point, however, of no consideration with the rich,

among whom at present it exclusively is,) as a mat-

tor of course, vastly superior. In process of time,

wlien the manufacture has arrived at a more per-

fect state, and all defects remedied, and all its

wastings discovered, it will probably come within

reach of most classes of society, but at present, its

cost is its only drawback. The magnificence of

its appearance is quite remarkable, and when used

in any considerable quantity, such as window cur-

tains, &c., it should be seen before a just apprecia-

tion of its richness and elegance can be entertain-

ed.

—

London paper.

" Shon," said a Dutchman, "yon may say vat

yon please 'bout pad neighbors—I hatd te verst

neighbors as neffer vas. Mine pigs and mine hens

comes home mid dcre ears split—an todder tay

two of dein come homa missing!"—Selected.

Life.—An old writer says—"This life is begun
with a cry, and it endeth with a groan. Such be-

ing the two e.Nlremes, why should its midway stage

be di-^turhed by ihe warring elements of discord

and strife !-"

New wheat is selling at 50 cents a bushel in

Ciucinnati.

Conscience of Head and Heart,—There is _

conscience of the head as well as of the heart, and
in old age we feel as much remorse, if we have
wasted our natural virtues. The profound and ex-

ultant satisfaction with which a man who feels thai

he has not lived in vain—that he has entailed or

the world an heir-loom of instruction or delights-
looks back upon departed struggles, is one of thi

happiest emotions of which the conscience can h.

capable.

—

Selected.

During a discussion on matrimonial rights,

man remarked to his better half, "What's your
is mine. ''I'm agreed to that," said she, '

just take my tooth-ache, if you please, along wit

the rest."

—

Selected.

GRBBIV'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at Ihe New England A!;nt

tural Warehouse and Seed Slore Nos. 61 and62Nonh M
kel Street, have for sale, Green's Palcnt Slraw, Hay i

Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not lief

applied to any implement fonliis purpose. Tile mo.st pr(

inent effecls of this appiicatinu, and some of the conscqu

peculiarilies of the machine are :

1. So great a reduction of ihe quantum of power reqm
to use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is suffici

to work it efficiently.

2. With even ttiis moderate power, iteasilycutstwobV'

els a minute, which is full twice as fasl as fias been claii

by any oiher machine even when worked by horse or sti

power.
3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which i

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any o

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, mode anr
together very strongly. It is therefore not so liabie af
complicated machines m general use lu get out oford<«

AGRICULTURAI.. IMPLiEMEXTS, &c.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural W
house and Seert Store No. 61 and 62 North Market si

would inform their customers and the public generally

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of i

cultuial and Horticultural Tools to be found in the U
States. Part of which are the following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast

Iron Ploughs.

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

50 Willis' do. do.

too Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shelters.

50 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.
50 " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1500 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 ' Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz. Cast Steel Sho
Common
Spades.
Grass Scythes.
Patent SnaitliS'

Common do.

Hay Rakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.

150

100

500
.300

200
500
200
200
300 " Hiiy do.

500 Pair Trace Chains,
too " Truck do.

IMO Draft do.

500 Tic up do.

50 doz. Haller do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 Grind Stones on rolil

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, §2 per y eat in orfuoncc, or$2 5J ifno.l

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmastnrs arc; permitted by law to frail

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, wl
e.xpense to subscribers.
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SEEDING ON GREEN-SWARD FURROWS.
To the Editor of the Mass. Plowman :

Sir— I observe that you call your plan of sow-

ing grass seed in August on the green furrow, the

" New Husbandry," or at least one branch of the

new system wliicli you for three or four years have

been recommending. But I noticed in another pa-

per of last Saturday, I think it was the Boston

Cultivator, a statement made by the editor of that

paper, which was, in substance, that the plan which

jyou call new, has been long known and practiced

upon by tiie best farmers in the State. That edi-

tor says he has known it to be the practice of the

best farmers from his early childhood, and he names

the last week in August as the time ; also the very

mode of getting in the seed which you are now

jrging farmers to adopt.

Now, sir, I confess I have but a limited knowl-

;dge of the practices of (arniers out ot the county

jf Essex; but I am constrained to say that so far

ts my knowledge extends, none of the farmers here

lad ever tried the plan of seeding down to grass

it once, on the green sward furrow, before you

)roposed it when you commenced publishing the

Cultivator in 18.3'J.

And now I find that most farmers are extremely

)ackward in altering their course. They are cau-

iously looking on to see how the plan will work

inder the trial of others who have more faith.

If this system has, in truth, been pursued for a

I

ong course of years, I should like to know in what

1 )art of the State it was, and how the farmers liked

j t. I shall try one field this month, and I want all

he light I can have before I commence.

Yours, respectfully, ESSEX.
August, 1843.

dl/'We do not take the Boston Cultivator, and

ve do not often see it. Last Saturday, however, a

riend showed ns that paper, and the article alluded

o by " Essex," was pointed out. It was headed.

Nothing New," and then follows a statement by

he editor, in substance as represented by our cor-

espondent.

If such has been the practice of "the best far-

ners, ever since our boyhood," as that editor says,

ve too should like to know in what county those

armers live, and why they could not have been

tind enough to publish, in some paper, an account

if their success. We have conversed with no

ess than three thousand farmers within one year,

ind have brought to their view this subject, which

IBS made no light impression on our mind. And
ive most positively declare that not an individual

las ever told us that this was an old practice of

armers.

On the contrary, we have had much difficulty in

rying to persuade the farmers we have met, in the

iix counties lying nearest the capital, to adopt the

lew mode we have been recommending.

But this statement from us is unnecessary.

There is not a farmer in the Commonwealth, who

has the least regard to truth, who will confirm the

assertions made in the Cultivator. Every intelli-

gent farmer knows they are false.

—

Ed. Plownian.

gj^-We last year gave Mr Buckminster, editor

of the Mass. Plowman, credit for being the first

writer, as far as we knew, who had strongly and

earnestly recommended " seeding to grass on green

sward furrows." We believe him entitled to this

credit—and it is no small credit, for the course is

as good and economical as he represents it. But

as some Essex farmer seems to think that the course

had never been thought of there until 1839, and as

he wishes for information, we can state to him that

it was tried by Mr Daniel Putnam, of North Dan-

vers, some fifteen or twenty or more years ago, on

a small part of his pasture where the rocks were

not so thick as to forbid rough plowing. The bene-

fit of the course was obvious—and the preference

which the cattle give to the grasses there, indicate

that its good effects are not yet gone. The great-

er part of the pasture is so thoroughly paved with

rocks that (he plow can do nothing. This (the

rocks,) stood in the way of the extension of the

course in the pastures; but on moist lands in the

fields it has been so much resorted to by Mr Put-

nam as to become a part of his system of culture
;

and it was commenced, we believe, long before Mr
Buckminster, publicly recommended it. But these

facts make Mr B. none the less an originator of

the course, for he knew nothing of them. Wo
have no knowledge that the practice ever exten-

sively prevailed any where.

—

Ed. N. R. F.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

SEED WHEAT.—CAUTION TO FARMERS.

The subjoined is a very important communica-

tion. Some years since, having taken great pains

to get some celebrated wheat from a distinguished

cultivator, we received a few bushels very much

mixed with rye, oats, &c. We undertook to clean

it by picking out with the hand all the "foul stuff"."

The undertaking was most tedious ; and being

obliged to leave home before it was finished, we

left it in charge to a man in our employ. He be-

ing very impatient, and not destitute of that self-

conceit of superior sagacity so common in such

cases, immediately after we left, took the whole to

the mill and passed it through the smut machine.

The consequence was, its germinating power was

destroyed, and with the exception of a very few

straggling plants, we Inst our seed and our labor;

to say nothing about our temper.—-Erf. Gtn. Far.

Mr Colman—Through the medium of your pa-

per, I wish to caution the farmers of Western New
York, against sowing wheat threshed with a ma-

chine, for I believe it is one great reason, if not the

only one, why we do not have wheat grow as thick

now as it did before machines come in use. I came

to that conclusion last fall, and threshed my seed

with flail, and the result is, my wheat came up

twice as thick as my neighbors, according to the

quantity of seed sown per acre, threshed with ma-

chine, which was about one bushel and three

fourths per acre, and it stands so yet. I further

believe wheat should be sown as soon as the last

week in August, for as far as my knowledge ex-

tends, wheat sown at that time has not failed to be

of a good quality, when that sowed ten or twelve

days later has been very much injured by the rusL

JOS. WICKOFF.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE QUALITY OF
WHEAT.

Too much cannot be said, if it produce corres-

ponding action, upon the importance of improving

the various kinds of seed. Wheat, being eo im-

portant a staple, much pains should be used in

bringing the seed as near to perfection as possible.

Select some of the largest and plumpest heads be-

fore thrashing, say enough to make a half bushel or

more, and sow it by itself, and see if it does not

produce a finer crop than that which has not been

selected. The following we find in the Albany

Cultivator.— Union Agriculturist.

" Col. LeConteur, the most skillful grower of

wheat in England, in some tables lately published

in one of the English periodicals, has given the re-

sults of some of his loiig-eontinuod experiments in

improving wheat by crossings and selections. By
continuing to select and propagate only those va-

rieties that gave the most and best flour, with the

least bran, he now obtains over 2,400 pounds of su-

perfine flour to the acre, and so thin is the skin of

his wheat, that, from an acre of 53 bushels, only

542 lbs. of bran, middlings, and shorts were given.

One hundred pounds of this flour, as repeated and

careful experiments have proved, will make from

6 to 10 per cent, more bread, of the first quality,

than the same quantity of the best common market

flour. The beauty, purity and weight of some of

the specimens sent by the Col. to the Fair of the

Royal Agricultural Society, surprised all who no-

ticed the samples, and most strikingly proved the

improvement that skill and perseverance can effect

in the most common cultivated plants."

To Prepare Green Corn for Use in Winter.—

A

few months since, a farmer ate some green corn at

our mother's table,'which he liked so well that he

requests us to furnish the process of curing to our

readers.

She has a large copper boiler of boiling water,

which she fills with ears of husked corn, such as

are used for roasting ears, and after boiling about

ten minutes, the corn is scraped off" witli an iron

spoon, and spread in the sun to dry, either on

plates, boards or cloths. When thoroughly dried.

It is hung up in bags, and makes in the winter a

most delightful dish—almost as good as fresh green

corn. The best kind is the sweet corn, of which

the best variety is that which shrinks most in dry-

ing.— Chicago Jlgricult.

Massachusetts has a population of 94 1-2 to a

square mile. If all the States were as densely pop-

ulated, we should be a nation of nineiyfive mil-

lions. Who shall say we may not arrive at this ?
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CHARACTER OF THE SURROUNDING UP-

LANDS INDICATIVE OF ! HE VALUE OF
MOULD AND MUCK FOR MANURE.
We have once statnd in our columns tliat an in-

telligent and observing farmer expressed to us a

conviction that the mud and mould of the holes

and swamps that are surrounded and covered by a

Aacrf !/;£")(/ growth, are More fertile and more fer-

tilizing than those found where the growth is pine.

We give below an article from the Garihnirs Chron-

icle, (an English paper,) which maintains that tena-

cious and clayey soils contain in the hollows that

occur among them, better mould than that found in

sandy sections. The opini<ms of our friend, the

farmer, and of the German chemist as stated below,

are in striking accordance with each other. For it

is the strong loamy and clayey soils, generally,

that produce the hard wood, while the sandy ones

support the pine. The question is one of much

practical importance, for it may help to determine

the comparative value of the several wet meadows

and mud holes upon a fanner's premises, and also

the worth of these lands in one neighborhood or

. district, compared with their value in another.

We have made no observations which help us to

any opinion upon the subject. But if any of our

readers have any facts that will throw light upon

the point suggested, we will thank them to send

the facts to us for publication.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

ON ORGANIC-MINERAL MANURES.
By Prof. Charles Spbengei., (translated from the German.)

Under the name of organic-mineral manures are

comprised those materials which (as the name im-

plies) are composed partly of organic remains and

partly of mineral substances ; thereto belong mould,

mud, artificially-prepared compost, rubbish collect-

ed in the streets, the soil of sinks, &c. These or-

ganic mineral manures are of great importance in

agriculture.

]. Mould.—Mould is that kind of soil which oc-

curs often in low lands, is very rich in humus, and

at times contains some remains of jjlanls. If the

situation is not too damp, and if the higher grounds

which surround it are composed of clay, argilla-

ceous, marly, or calcareous substances, it gener-

ally possesses such superior qualities that it can be

innnediately carried and spread as manure, inas-

much as, under the circumstances just mentioned,

it consists of a mixture of earths impregnated with

humic acid and other materials strongly promoting

vegetation. If, however, this mould is accumula-

ted in wet places, and the surrounding heights are

composed of sand, it i«, generally speaking, of such

an anomalous composition that it will spoil any

ground on which it may be carried, unless it under-

goes some previous preparation, because in this

case it contains much protoxide of iron inipregna-

with with humic acid, and is, at the same time, very

deficient in the earths coinbined with that acid, as

well as in the saline substances which constitute

a most essential nutriment of plants. The value

of every sort of mould depends (as is the case with

all substances used as manures) on its component

parts. If it is, therefore, intended to form at once

an accurate idea of the eflTect which this manure

will produce, it is to be subjected to an accurate

chemical analysis ; especially the organic remains

containing nitrogen, are to be inquired into, inas-

much as its value will entirely depend upon their

quantity. The generally received opinion, howev-

er, is, that any sort of mould is only so far useful

as it supplies the soil with a greater quantity of hu-

mus. I have already analysed several sorts of

mould which were used as manures, and for the

sake of proving what I have just stated,! subjoin

the analysis of a mould which came from a valley

surrounded by sand-hills, and which, in its applica-

tion, did not produce any considerable result.

100,000 parts of it are composed of

—

53,910 " silica and quartz.

31,26!) " humic acid.

10,200 " coal of hunms and vegetable remains.

2,312 " alumine, combined partly with humic

acid, but mostly with silica.

1,554 " protoxide and oxide of iron, combin-

ed with humic and phosphoric acid.

0,044 " protoxide of manganese, partly com-

bined with humic acid.

0,632 " lime, mostly combined with sulphuric

acid, but partly mixed with the

coal of hmnus.

0,14G " magnesia, partly combined with sili-

ca or mixed with the coal of hunnis.

0,870 " sulphuric acid, partly combined with

calcareous earth, partly mixed with

coal of humus and vegetable re-

mains.

0,045 " phosphoric acid, combined with ox-

ide of iron.

0,008 " common salt.

0,010 " potassa, mostly combined with silica,

and traces of substances composed

of nitrogen.

100,000 parts.

If an approximate calculation is made of the

quantity of humic acid which is combined with the

bases (alumine, manganese and iron,) it will be

seen, that this mould contains at least 15,000 parts

of free humic acid, acting as such. To this is to

be added, that it contained neither humate of lime,

humate of potass or soda, nor any substance con-

taining nitrogen; and another reason why it could

not yield a good manure is, that it contained a

quantity of humic protoxide of iron. This mould

was, therefore, of very little use ; so much so, that

an additional quantity of common manu.'e was re-

quired.

All those kinds of mould which are ascertained

to possess superior manuring qualities, and which

are found in low places surrounded by clayey or

argillaceous hills, are, on the other hand, composed

of the following substances ;—33 per cent, humic

acid, C per cent, coal of humus, 9 p. c. alumina,

3 1-2 p. c. lime, 1-2 p. c. magnesia, 2 1-2 p. c. ox-

ide of iron, 1-2 p. c. oxide of manganese, 42 p. c.

silica and quartz or sand, 1-2 p. c. gypsum, 3 4 p. c.

phosphate of lime, 1-4 p. c. potash, 1-10 p. c. com-

mon salt, and 1 1-2 p. c. organic remains contain-

ing nitrogen- Fn.m the quantity of bases here, it

is clear that such kinds of mould cannot contain

any free humic acid; they consequently act very

differently from the last. At times, good kinds of

mould contain only 12-13 p. c. of humic acid, and

45 50 p. c. of sand.

It would be superfluous for me to detail again in

what manner tlie humic acid of the mould is bene-

ficial to vegetation, as this has been repeatedly

stated on former occasions. If it contain organic

remains composed of nitrogen, they form by their

decomposition nitric acid, which then, combined

with the different bases, forms saltpetre, possessing

powerful manuring qualities.

Mould improves, chemically, all sorts of soil,

even that richest in humus not excepted, because

it conlains generally from 50-CO p. c. mineral sub-

stances, amongst which are, as we have just seen

some very efficient ones. The mould, or the hu-

mus [contained in it, renders a clayey soil mors

light, whilst a sandy soil is made thereby more firn

and kept in a damp state. It is, consequfntly, es.

pecially adapted for soils that burn, in which it is

often more efficacious than even dung. If th.

soil is light and sandy, you will make use of !

mould somewhat clayey ; if, on the contrary, thi

soil is clayey, a rather sandy mould is to be em
ployed.

The length of time during which the effects o

the mould may continue, cannot be easily deter

mined, as it depends on its quality and the quantitj

used. Large quantities improve the soil after evei

20 and more years, whilst small quantities act bu'

for a comparatively short time.

Before the mould is plowed in, it is to be wel

pulverized, which will have the advantage of caus

ing the seed of weeds which may be contained ii

it to germinate, and of inducing the protoxide o

iron contained in every sort of mould sooner t<

change into the oxide. It is this protoxide whicl

produces the sharpness or acrimony which is si

distinctly perceivable in some sorts of mould. I

is also advantageous to scatter it in winter ove

growing rye, and then harrow it in early in th(

spring, and roll it. The latter operation is, how

ever, not advisable with a mould which is verj

light and rich in humus ; such mould is better ap-

plied when the rye is a few inches long, otherwise

it may be carried away by the wind.

If it conlains a considerable quantity of vegeta.

ble remains iindecomposed, it is always advisabh

to collect it at first into smaller, and then into lar

ger heaps, for the sake of drying it, allowing it tt

decompose in that way for a year or a year and i

half; and this will be still better accomplished i

it be mixed with lime, marl, ashes, or dung, or con

cocted into compost.

[Fr: at 'Transactions of the Essex Agricultural Society.'

ON THE CULTIVATION OF RYE.

Gentlf.men—Having for some years past been

more than commonly successful in raising largj

crops of winter • rye, by a process of cultivatioi

which I believe is entirely new, I have been indue

ed by the suggestion of some gentlemen whosi

judgment I very much respect, to submit for you.

consideration a statement of the mode of cultun

with the produce. And that the success of the ex

periment this season may not appear to be altogeth

er accidental, it will perhaps be as well to commui

nicate the result of the process for the three or foui

previous years.

The land on which the experiment has beei

conducted is situated on the Merrimack, about t

mile and a half east of Haverhill bridge
;
and came

into possession of my father in 1827. I'he soil iei

a sand, approaching to loam as it recedes from tb«

river. Perhaps the term plain land (by which i'.

usually passes) will better convey an idea of the

quality of the soil. It is altogether too light fo>

grass. The crops we imd most profitable to culli^

vate on it are winter rye, Indian corn, potatoes.)^

and to some extent turnips. Oats might probablj
j

be raised to advantage, were it not that the land is

completely filled with the weed commonly callec

charlock, which renders it entirely unfit for an)

spring crop, excepting such as can be hoed. The
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I- of rye, on the neighboring soil of the same

iro, vary I believe from seven or eight, to twelve

or tliirlcoi) bushels per acre, nccorJinjj to the cul-

tiviuion and their approximation to the river. We
usually raise on the land from thirteen to thirty

bushels of Indian corn per acre. Potatoes are very

good ill quality, but the quantity is quite small
;

not sufficient to be profitable, were it not that the

and is very easily cultivated.

In the summer of 1837, we sowed three bushels

of winter rye near the river, on about two acres of

land, which produced twentycight bushels.

In 1828, we sowed four bushels on four acres of

land running the whole extent of the plain from

the liver. [This piece was sowed in the spring

with oats, but they were completely smothered

with charlock, and about the middle of Juno, the

whole crop was iiioweil to prevent the charlock

seeding. About the middle of Aug. a second crop

having covered the land, it was plowed very care-

fully, in order completely to bury the charlock;

and then suffered to remain until the I,5th of Sep.

tember, when we began sowing the rye in the fol-

lowing manner: A strip of land about twelve yards

wide was plowed very evenly to prevent deep gut-

.ers between the furrows, and the seed immediate-

y sown upon the furrow and harrowed in. Then
mother strip of the same width, and so on until

.he whole was finished. We found the oat stubble

ind charlock entirely rotted, and the land appeared

ts if it had been well manured, though none had

jeen applied to this part since it had been in our

30sscssion. The rye sprung very quick and vigo-

•ously, having evidently derived great benefit from

jeing sown and sprouted before the moisture sup.

died by the decaying vegetable matter in the soil

lad evaporated to any considerable extent. This

;rop produced 133 bushels—33 1-4 bu. per acre.

In 18"20, the charlock was suffered to grow on

:he land appropriated to rye, until it had attained

;
ts growth and was in full blossom. The land was

I
:hen plowed very carefully, and the charlock com-
Dletely covered in. In a short time a second crop

j
ippeared, more vigorous than the first. This also

I
was allowed to attain its growth, and then plowed

I n as before. A third crop soon appeared, which

' jf course was destroyed when the land was agnin

I alowed fur sowing about the middle of September.

I

Phis piece of land was a parallel strip running from

ihe river, and containing two acres. Two bushels

( 5f rye were sowed. The crop presented a reinark-

I
ibly promising appearance, and yielded seventyfouf

ind a half bushels—37 1-4 bu. per acre.

In 1830, the land appropriated to rye included

nearly all the lighter parts of the soil, and owing
to a pressure of business was not attended to as

we could have wLshed. It was plowed in the early

part of the summer ; but harrowing, to destroy the

weeds, was substituted for the second plowing.

This, and the unusual blight which affected all the

grain in this part of the country, led us to antici-

pate a small crop. It yielded, however, fifteen

bushels to the acre.

The land on which the crop of rye was raised

the present season, had for the three or four pre-

vious years been planted with Indian corn. And
owing to the extent of our tillage land, we have

not been able to apply more than four or five loads

of manure to the acre this season. The charlock

was suffered to attain its growth as usual ; and on

the IStli and 19th of June it was carefully plowed
in. Tlie second crop was plowed in on the Cth

and 7th of August. On the I4lh and 1.5th of Sep-

tember it was sowed in the usual manner, namely :

a small strip of land was plowed and iho seed sown

immediately upon the furrow and then harrowed in.

Then another strip of land was plowed, and so on

until the wliole was completed. One bushel per

acre was sowed as usual. The seed was originally

obtained from a farmer in Ibis vicinity, and I sup-

pose is similar to that which is generally used. We
have ne^fer prepared our seed in any manner, but

have directed our attention solely to the prepara-

tion of the land ; and to this we attribute our suc-

cess. Owing to the unusual severity of the winter,

the crop was considerably winter killed ; but re-

covered very soon in the spring, excepting in the

iiiidfurrows. There, as the land lies very level,

the water settled and so compleiely destroyed the

rye that they continued bare the whole season.

This would of course cause some diminution in the

crop—perhaps a bushel or two. The rye was

reaped at the usual season, and, as the weather

was favorable, immediately put into the barn. The
land contained one acre and thirteen rods, and

yielded forlijsix bushels and three pecks. A re-

markably fine sample.

In entering a claim for your premium, I would

ask your attention particularly to the process of

cultivation. It is, I believe, entirely new ; and

capable of general application.

Sowing the seed immediately after the plow, we

consider very advantageous to the crop. The soil

being then moist, causes 'the seed to spring imme-

diately, and gives a forwardness and vigor to the

plants, which they ever after retain.

The process of plowing in three crops of weeds

before the seed is sown, very much enriches the

soil. It would be altogether unnecessary to at-

tempt to refute the notion, that by such a process

nothing more is applied to the soil than was before

derived from it. If one could not discover by the

light which chemistry has shed upon the subject of

agriculture, sufficient reasons for the contrary con-

clusion, observation, one would think, would be

sufficient to convince any intelligent man of the fact.

And here I would suggest that I do not consider

the experiment as we have conducted it, quite com-

plete. To render it more so, in the first place, in

plowing in the weeds, I would not turn a furrow

after the dew had evaporated. I have no doubt but

that a large portion of that fertilizing quality in

the soil, which (during the summer months) is con-

tinually exhaled from the earth, is by the dew

brought again within our reach, and it would be

wise to avail ourselves of the opportunity of again

burying it in the soil. And in the second place, I

would by all means use a heavy roller after each

plowing. It would fill all the cavities left liy the

plow, and by pre.ssing the soil more closely to the

weeds, at once hasten their decompositi(m and very

much retard the evaporation from the soil.

But the land is not only very much enriched by

this process. There is, I conceive, no method by

which it can be so effectually cleaned. Three

times during the season, a fresh surface is present

ed to the atmosphere, and each time, as the decay

ing vegetable matter increases in the soil, so is the

exciting cause augmented to mike a more vigo-

rous effort. We have in this manner gone over

nearly all our land which is infested with charlock,

and the diminution of the weeds is quite sufficient

to warrant the expectation, that in a few years it

may be comparatively eradicated.

Very respectfully, JOHN KEELY.
Haverhill, Sept. 23, 1832.

SELECTING SEEDS.

Groat improviMiiont may ho made by a judicious

selection of seeds. In most all crops, some plant*

will be found more early, or in some respects su-

perior to others. Erom such, seeds should be

carefully selected.

If a cultivator desires to have any production

earlier than usual, after procuring ^n early kind,

let the first seeds that ripen on a well grown and

productive plant be secured, and so proceed yea^

after year, and in this way a variety will be obtain-

ed that will excel in earliness.

Every variety of vegetable may be rendered

more productive by selecting every year the seed

of the most productive and well formed plants.

And this method of improvement will bo found the

cheapest that can be pursued, as the difference in

the cost of good and poor seed is a mere trifle.

Select peas for seed that grow in long full pods

on vines that will bear abundantly, and if you

would have them earlier, take those which ripen

first. Choose beans in the same way. Select the

finest heads of grain for seed before reaping. Se-

lect seed corn from stalks that bear two or more

good ears, and take the largest and best formed

ears. Choose from stalks that are largo at tho

bottom and run off to a small top, not very high.

If you would have early onions and few scul-

lions, select for seed a few that ripen first, and

have a good form. Follow the same rule in every

thing. Like produces like, is a general law of na-

ture ; the same in the vegetable and animal king-

dom : there are some exceptions, but not enough to

affect materially the general crop or production,

and by these exceptions we may profit, for when
the exceptions are an improvement we may follow

them out and in a long time establish a new race

or variety, but when the exceptions are inferior we

can reject them.

These exceptions to general rules offer great ad-

vantages, and a wide field for improvement, while

the disadvantage is a mere trifle. As a spark will

kindle a great fire, so from a single seed of supe-

rior excellence, large crops of this superior produc-

tion may be raised, and widely disseminated to the

benefit of thousands.

There is no subject of improvement so much
neglected as this : it is within the means of all,

and yet few give attention to it. Too many are

content to plod on in the old way, and while they

spend much in manure and cultivation, they neg-

lect a much cheaper way of improvement, or to

avail themselves of those made by others in this

way, when at less expense they could accomplish

it, and perhaps more effectually.

We selected seed from the first pumpkin that ri-

pened, in a variety which we cultivated for several

years, and last year some wore ripe in two months

and five days from the time of planting. NumerouB
instances could be cited for the truth of the above

remarks, but it is so clear to every common obser-

ver, that no evidence is necessary, but it is impor-

tant that they be reminded of a subject so much
neglected, and with so much loss

—

Farmers^ Jour.

" Never," says Drew, "shrink from doing any

thing which your business calls you to. The man
who is above his business, may one day find his

business above him."

That life is long which answers life's great

ends.— Young.
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WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH OUR EX-
HAUSTED PASTURES?

Shall we plow them again and try to get another

crop of rye, of eight bushels per aero; or shall we
so manage as to recruit them and make them worth

fencing? In some of the southern counties of this

State, a large portion of the pasture lands are run-

ning up to wood. We prefer seeing this to seeing

the bush scythe swinging over these acres, or the

plow in quest of a rye harvest that will scarcely

repay the expense of cultivation, though it will in-

evitably leave the soil poorer.

It is evident that too much of our land was clear-

ed up and too much time was spent by the early

settlers to destroy the young growth which would

have been far more profitable fur timber and wood

than grain. A great proportion of the cleared

land was quite too rocky and rough for any thing

but wood ; and if a proper system bad been early

established, we should now see all our ledgy and

rocky land covered with a forest growth, and all

our cleared fields in such good heart as to be woith

cultivating.

But what do we now see within twenty or thirty

miles of the old Capital of New England ? Tliou.

sands of acres of land reduced so low by eternal

cropping, that ten acres are not sufficient to feed

one cow through the summer: and instead of any

attempts to bring back these acres to their pristine

fatness and vigor, we see the owners folding their

hands, and saying they can buy no manure and

can therefore do nothing to improve tliese acres
;

that they have not manure enough for their tilled

crops or for their mowing lands, much less for old

pastures or for old bogs.

But we are much pleased to see that a better

spirit is prevailing in nearly every town within the

limits named, and we have hopes that the " New
Husbandry" will be as contagious as any fever of

the times, and will spread as rapidly over the land.

A few short years only have elapsed since we
commenced urging farmers to use their plows in

their pasture grounds and to endeavor to make
them gradually richer than to exhaust them by

snatching away every spear of grain that could be

grown. Many have tried our plan, and many are

pleased with the results.

Deacon Levi Parker, of Wilmington, tells us he

has sown two bushels of rye per acre in his pasture

grounds in September, for the purpose of feeding it

in the spring
; that this gives him a fine early bite

for his cows long before they could obtain any

thing green in any other part of his pastures—that

he sows on his grass seed in the latter part of

March, on the snow, if there is any, and that he

has not yet failed of its taking well and yielding

fine feed before the summer was gone, the rye giv-

ing him a great abundance early, while the clover,

redtop, &c., would be ready later in the season.

The expense of this mode of renovating old pas-

tures is quite trifling compared with that of fencing

off and planting for a year or two—buying ma-

nures or robbing the fields of the share that has

been usually dealt out to them. And any man
who has a team may bring back all his old pas-

tures., gradually, to produce as much as on the first

clearing. If any farmer is really afraid that he

could not keep his sickle off a good looking field;

or that it is sinful to let cows eat any thing but

grass ; let him sow grass seed alone. He will

have better feed than before ; and though his pas-

ture will not grow rich so fast as if he sowed rye

to be fed, for he cannot have so much stock on it

to manure it, still it will improve, and no doubt] I have plowed my ground for planting for the

will keep pace with his own ideas of advancement
|

last two years the last week in August, and have

in farming.

Our readers will bear in rjiind that the new

modes of renovating pasture grounds here recom-

mended, admit of plowing at the most leisure sea-

son of the year ; when the team is strong ; when
it can be kept at the cheapest rate ; when the pas-

ture can be best spared ; and when it is neither

too dry nor too wet. For we may plow pastures

at any leisure time from August to November

;

taking care not to sow seed late in the fall, but to

harrow and prepare for sowing on the light snows

of the next spring. Grass seed will then bury it-

self sufficiently without human aid. When rye is

sown for feeding, it is advisable to sow it early in

September.

Another important advantage is gained by reno-

vating pastures in this way. We avoid all neces-

sity of fencing off that portion of the land which is

to bo plowed—we can choose our ground, and take

up one, two, or more acres out of a dozen and leave

other parts untouched, letting the cattle run over

the whole as freely as if no seed was sown.

'I'his is a great saving of labor in fencing ; and

people who have but one single pasture and no

fencing materials, can have no excuse for suffering

their old pastures to lie fifty years without an at-

tempt to make them profitable.

—

MaiS. Plowman.

done nothing to it only harrow it in the spring, andl

it is about as good planting as ground that was>

planted the year before.

Respectfully, yours,

LEVI PARKER.
Wilmington, Aug. 8, 1842.

From the same.

SOWING RYE WITH GRASS SEED AND
FEEDING OUT.

Sill—A subscriber from Wrentham, to your pa-

per, wishes to be informed whether grass seed sow-

ed this fall with rye, for feeding next summer, will

take as well when the rye is suffered to ripen and

is taken off by the fick/e, as when no rye is sowed.

Now, Mr Editor, I will let you know my experi-

ence in this matter. I have plowed my pasture

and sowed rye to feed off, a number of years, and

I think that the grass does far better to feed llio

rye off than to reap it.

I had a piece sowed to feed off twenlynne years

ago, and my neighbors told me if I suffered my
cows to feed it off, they hoped I should have to

pay two dollars per bushel for rye. So that year I

reaped the rye and a very good piece of rye I had
;

but where the rye was large I did not have any

grass, though it never failed to do well when I

have let my cows feed the rye off.

Last year I plowed a piece in August and sowed

a double quantity of rye, and on part of it I sowed

the grass seed when I sowed the rye, and on the

other part I sowed the grass seed last March, and

that I sowed in March, I should say was four times

as good as that I sowed in August.

I believe there is no risk in sowing grass seed in

March. I have sowed it more or less for these

twentyfive years, and I never have had poor luck:

as people say, it always has done extraordinarily

well.

In 18.39, I plowed one of my pastures and plant-

ed it with corn and potatoes in 1840, with one

shiivelfuU of manure in the hill. After I had taken

the crop off, in the fall, I sowed rye, plowing and

levelling as well as we could with harrow and hoes.

In March, 1841, I sowed my grass seed—herds-

grass, redtop and clover; part of the land very wet

and part very dry ; and I never had grass do any

better. You must remember I let my cows feed it

all summer.

DESTROY THE WEEDS.'

It is an old proverb and a true one, that " one

year's seeding makes seven years' weeding." To
eradicate thoroughly the plants to which the seed

of one parent will give birth, is a labor of no small

difficulty. Some species of noxious weeds are

prolific beyond measure, and if suffered to run to,

seed, on soils devoted to cultivation, and which are'

adapted for their reception and growth, are of in-

calculable evil, and the source of no small vexa-

tion and waste of time.

It is an excellent plan to go over our cultivated

lands, therefore, in the early period of autumn, and

carefully pull up and destroy every weed that can

be found. No matter how insignificant it may be,

ing appearance, it will assuredly produce seed, and

this seed, when sowed broad cast by the winds,

will vegetate and produce a progeny which will be

eradicated only by the greatest care. There ie

nothing, indeed, which reflects more discredit upon

a farmer, than the sight of fields infested and over-

run with weeds. The thistle and the mullen are

ever the companions of the sluggard, and wher-

ever found, indicate a state of indolence and inac-

tivity on the part of the owner, deserving only the

severest reprehension and rebuke. Some farmers

are in the habit of gathering up the weeds, &c..

that grow about their premises, and placing then:

in their yards and styes. But this is a pernicious

practice, and will never be indulged where any re-

spect is paid, either to facile cultivation or th«

health and cleanliness of the crop.

With many, a very erroneous opinion appears t<

prevail as to the strength of the heat engenderec

by dung while undergoing the process of fernienla

tion ; the general supposition being that it is suffi

ciently powerful utterly to destroy the vitality o.

any seed, however indurated may he the pericarps

which may be deposited in the mass. This suppo^

sition, however, is groundless, as the fermentatior

never (unless in particular circumstances,) is found

to rise sufficiently high to effect this end. The
seeds of sorrel, mullen, and white-weed, are in no

wise injured as respects their vitality, even whet

exposed to the intensest heat that can be produced

in this way without an actual combustion of the

dung. On the contrary, all the above named seeds

are actually benefited by it. The heat thus pro-

duced, induces an early germination, and by the

time the soil is fit for the reception of the manure,

the youtlit'ul weeds are in a state of development

which enables them, when transferred to the soil,

to take root before those, upon the timely germina-

tion and subsequent healthiness and strength oJ'

which the hopeful husbandman bases his expecta-

tions of a crop. In this way what was judged tc

be judicious economy, results, ultimately, in a ru-

inous and almost suicidal waste. The little ma-

nure he gains by the decomposition of the weeds,

is purchased at an outlay of no small labor and

expense, and, what is still worse, his fields, instead

of being purged of their noxious tenants, the weeds,

are more prodigally infested than before. They,
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ro, wlio regard cleanliness of cultivation as

iblo object of attainment, should destroy tlio

,- weeds which infest their premises, whili:

!,•. This is easily done, hut if any should es-

;ape the scythe or hand, let thorn be gathered care-

ully together in some convenient place, and burn-

sd. The above processes are easy as regards their

;xec\ition, and the accomplishment of the object

limed at, sure Maine Cult.

VN EXAMPLE WORTHY OF IMITATION.

In the freshet wliich lately overflowed and de-

rastated a large portion of the Roanohe country,

lot only the growing crops were utterly swept

iway, but largo quantities of old corn were de-

troyed in the barns, carrying distress to all around.

The immediate effect was to increase the price of

hat article from $i a barrel, at which it had been

elling, to ten dollars. At this period of gloom, a

voalthy planter on the Roanoke, perceiving that

ome men were disposed to extort upon the people,

iromptly ordered three thousand barrels of corn to

is factor in Halifax, witli positive instructions not

o permit it to become a subject cf speculation, but

sell it out in such parcels as the demands of the

eople might require, at three dollars a barrel, two

!ollars and filty cents to be paid to him, the plant-

r, and the balance to be retained by the merchant,

8 a commission for his trouble. The consequence

f this generous act, as may be readily supposed,

• as to restore comfort and diffuse joy among a de-

ressed population.

—

jYorfolk Beacon.

(II7°This statement induces us to say that a simi-

ir course of action on the part of a Mr Joseph

'orter, of Danvcrs, who died more than twenly

ears ago, has caused us to hold his memory in

igh esteem.

Somewhere along in the years of '13, '14 or '15,

'hen New England crops were sliort, and the

5ritish cruisers along the coast interrupted the

ransfer of corn from the Middle States to the

^orth, the price of corn was up to $2 per bushel,

^hen this Mr Porter, who had corn of his own rais-

iig, to spare, would sell to the poor for $1 33 per

ushel, and would sell no more than four bushels

1 any one man, even though poor ; and to those

'hose circumstances were comfortable, he would
ot sell at any price.

Such was the^story, heard in our boyhood, and
iiough we know little more of the man than this,

••e now seldom pass the farm on which he lived,

/ithout remembering the account, and thinking

lat he must have been a good man.—Ed. N. E. F.

TOMATO DUMPLING.
Although we have hut little faith in the belief

hat the inventor of the tomato pills will ever he
ble to substitute liis concentrated extract of toma-
o for calomel, yet we verily do most conscientious-

y believe, that the day is not distant when tomato
lumplings and puddings will be just as fashionable

•n the dinner table, as buiiles now are with the

adics. In the manner of composition, mode of
:ooking, and sauce, the good housewife must pro-

:eed the same as she would with an apple dump-
ing, with this exception, that care must be taken
n paring the tomato, not to extract the seed, or

ireak the meat in the operation of skinning it. We
lave eaten this vegetable raw, without any thing

;

:utup with vinegar, salt, pepper and mustard;
Vied in butter, and in lard, broiled and basted with

butter ; slewed with and without bread—with cream

and with butter—and with a clear conscience we

can fay, we like them in every way they have been

ever fixed for onr palate. But of all the modes of

dressing thoin known to iis, we prefer them cooked

in dumplings, for to us it ajipcars that the straining

they receive in their dough envelopes, increases in

a very high degree that delicate spicy flavor, which

even in their uncooked state, make them such de-

cided favorites of the epicure ^imer. Far.

From the Chicjgo Agriculturist.

WELL, HOW'D VE DO IT.'

Some forty years ago, on a New England holi-

day, I was seated in a room in company with some
dozen of my playmates, amusing ourselves by be-

holding the sliglit-of-hand tricks of some ventrilo-

quist. The performer, in the course of the amuse-

ments, began to squeak and squeal like a very

small pig ; and, when our oars and eyes were all

attention, he conveyed the sound of tins intense,

half-suffocated squealing directly under the spot

where one of the young urchins sat crouched in

the middle of the floor, who instantly tumbled over

upon all fours, and, after looking earnestly about

for the pig, came to a stand, and looking the ven-

triloquist full in the face, said, " Well, how''d ye do

it ?"

Although this question and the peculiar circum-

stances—taken, as the young lad was, by .surprise

—

produced much laughter at the time, and was con-

tinued liy way of byword to the no small annoy-

ance of ouryoung Jonathan, yet 1 have often found

a like query arising in my own mind, and have,

many a time, in good sober earnest, exclaimed,

" H ell, kow did ye do it ;^"

When, on a long winter evening, I was engaged

in some knotty game with a youth whose mental

energies I considered not much superior to my
own ; and when, after having expended all my
skill in tact and manteuvre, I found myself fairly

beaten, I would, in a half earnest sort of a jesting

way, vociferate, " ff-'ell, how 'd ye do it V
When I was just entering on the busy scenes of

life, and had begun to contend among men for the

meed of praise which public opinion is wont to be-

stow on mechanical skill and dexterous manhood
;

and when, after a somewhat continued succession

of prosperous effort, I have found myself outdone

by some brother of the trade, I have said, " Well"—
and always succeeded in making his excellence a

part of my own, just in proportion as ! succeeded in

understanding the highly important "how did ye do

it ?"

When I had gathered around me some of the

comforts of life, and was beginning to enjoy some
of the comforts of agricultural employment, I found

myself associated with a class of men eager to

merit the praise of having growed the most abun-

dant crop—of having produced the best specimen

of agriculture ; and as often as I find myself super-

seded in this most laudable game by a farmer of

less means than I possess, I frankly acknowledge
" Well" and then set myself to know the " ?iou> did

ye do it ?"

Now, Mr Editor, when the toils of the day are

over, and I am refreshed by my evening repast, I

sit down elated with the buoyancy of the hope of

brighter days, when rich harvests will be made to

cover our wide-spread fertile prairies, almost solely

by the labor of the ox and horse,—in short, when

the ox shall both sow and reap, and haul to market

our various products. I take up your valuable pa-

per to learn the advances that are making, and to

gain the wished-for knowledge of agriculture ; and

when I read of "great yields of corn," ranging

from 90 to \'H husliels to the acre ; and whi^n I

read of Mr Dunlap's one hundred and thirtynine

bushels, and of Col. Walker's one hundred and sev-

enty bushels to the acre, and not one word about the

previous preparation of the ground, or the manage-

ment of the crop, I cannot help exclaiming, " Ifell,

well ! how did ye do it ?"

P. S.—Wiien I write again, I will tell you how
I raised 1f>,2.')0 lbs. of ears of corn to the average

of one acre, and how I have raised one hundred and

thirti/ bus^lie'.s of good wheat to an averaged acre.

Sangamon Co., III. VV. B. IDE.

Note.—Most capital— all but the P. S. That
we are at a loss to understand. If Mr I. means

literally what he says, we will ask him a dozen

times, if necessary to obtain the information, " How
did ye do itV—Ed.

EASTWARD HO!
There is no mistake now, we presume, that the

long contested boundary is settled, and the line so

well defined, that there is no sort of difficulty in

telling where it is, and in whose dominions you are

when in that section of the country. The "dispu-

ted territory" is now a thing of history, rather than

of present existence, and the terms of the treaty

by which the 'dispute is ended, as far as Maine is

concerned, are advantageous. We therefore ad-

vise those who wish to go to a " wild lot," to walk

over to the Aroostook or St. John, and look out a

place to suit their convenience and taste, and forth-

with commence operations. The time cannot be

long before lumbering operations in that region

will increase in extent, and the whole length of the

St. John, from the ocean to its source, be "vexed"

by "live Yankees," engaged in the business.

These must have supplies for their men and their

teams ; and all that the farmers of that section can

raise in the shape of breadstuffs, beef, pork, pota-

toes, grain and hay, will meet with a ready sale at

their very doors. All that you can make of cloth-

ing in the domestic way, will also meet with ready

sale—such as stockings, mittens, shirts, coats, &c.

&c. In addition to all this, those who migrate into

that country will require supplies until they can

raise some for themselves, so that there cannot be

a reasonable doubt that agricultural products will

meet with a ready sale there and good prices for

many years to come. Indeed we do not at present

know of a location where a fairer prospect is held

out for the industrious and enterprising young man

than in that part of our State.

—

Maine Farmer.

The Hon. Henry Clay has recently been pre-

sented with a plow, by Messrs. H. Hays & Co., of

Louisville. In acknowledging the receipt of it,

Mr Clay says :

" Among my earliest recollections, is that of hav-

ing, when a boy, followed the plow. In the eve-

ning of life, I shall renew and cultivate my ac-

quaintance with this old companion, one of the best

and most faithful friends of man. * *

God speed the plow and the plow maker."

The Barre Gazette estimates the loss to Wor-
cester county by reason of the effects of bad weath-

er upon mown hay, at $50,000.
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MUCK.

The mu.l or muck from the pond holes and swamps

raust not be forgotten next month. 'I'lje low places are

more wet than usual at this season of the year, and it is

on that account less convenient working there than in

most seasons. But generally " where this is a will there

is a way." Do n't omit because of the wet to try to do

something. Get out this valuable material fir compost.

There can he no question tliat one load of stable nianure

mixed with two loads ot some kind of swamp muck, is

as valuable for the land as three loads of stable or barn

manure. We cannnt question this without (jueslioning

the judgment, and almost the vera'-ity of many of ihe

best agriculturists and best men. And there is another

substance abundant in many places, to which we would

ask attention as an ingredient to mix with the meadow

mud—we mean sand. Knowing that floriculturists have

found it beneficial to put some sand where th^y plant

bulbous roots, we thought it might be well to have sand

in our compost for rnta b.-igas. Accordingly we mixed

sand and swamp muck in nearly equal proportions, for

the reception of crushed bone and salt ley. 'I'l.e action

of the sand in pulverizing the mud, was speedy and very

great. The action is partly mechanical, but we think if

has a chemical action also. The alkali in the sand prob-

ably co.nbines with the acid of the muck, and improves

it as a manure. We cannot give results yet, but our

crop of rula bagas is now more promising than any other

that we have ever grown. Many farmers can conve-

niently mix muck and sand, and we solicit them to make

experiments, more or less extensive, according to their

faith in its utility, or to their convenience. The sand

itself would be useful on very many fields—more than

is usually supposed. We cannot givo a rule by which

to determine where it would be serviceable, better than

this : where the raould-boH.rd of the plow takes a per-

fect polish; in other words, where the plow is not

scratched, there, generally, sand v/ould be serviceable.

When you have taken out your muck, then, if you

have not done it before, obtain Dr. Dana'sMuck Manual,

or some oilier work to guide yourjudgment in its use, or

to give you suggestions. Do not distrust your own good

sense and sound judgmmt so much as to fear to read :

you are never obliged to put in practice any thing but

wh&t promises to be useful on your farm.

While you are getting out murk, "kill," if you can,

"two birds with one stone." Tnke the muck where

ditches are needed lo drain your wet meadr.ws. The.'e

meadows contain the most profitable of all lands, if you

can but free them from their excess ol vvat^r.

WET MKADOW PLOW.

When nttempting last year to plow our wet or pe

meadow, we found that where the surface was coiled

yvith two, three or lour inches of a spon^e-like moss,

the moss would cnllecl upon the cuiter so as lo throw

the plow out Also we found that where the sward was

lough, being composed mostly of the roots of what is

called by fanners here, wire-ha3sock grass (i. e a roui:d

short grass, growing in bunches,) that the share of the

plow was not wide enough. For the strip of the furrow

two or three inches wide, under which the share did

not pass, (ontaincd uncut roots strong enough to bring

the furrow back into its natural position, as soon as the

,,lo>v had passed. Hoping lo remedy thesi' evils, we

ohtained a wheel to the plow, that had a rolling cutter

revolving upon it This cutler opens a way through

the moss, in which the perpeni'icniar culler f diows

without obstruction. The evil of "choaking" is thus

successfully avoided. Also, we obtained from Mr How-

ard, a point fur his E. 2 plow, thai is three or four

nches wider than the pointsgenenilly used on that plow,

and is so tempered that it can be ground and kept sharp.

We now have a belter plow for work in the meadows

ihnn we have ever seen elsewhere; hut we can give a

better model than the instrument we have procured.

By increasing the widtji of the share .without adding to

its length, we have such a form as does not cut advan-

laEeously. The angle at which the edge of the share

strikes the roots, is too large. The mosses and fibrous

roots some of the way are shoved along before the edge
;

they mat over it ;- these make the work hard for the

team, and press the plow too much to land. This irou-

ble occurs piincipally where the surface is mo>sy and

soil. The plow is, in its present form, an improvement

upon all that we have tried be'ore, but it would he much

better had we have increased the length of the share

while we added to its width. A good plow for such

lands as we are Irying to work upon, is very much want-

ed. We give this account of the difficulties lo be over-

come which our own experience has met with, and of

our partial success in overcoming them ; hoping thus to

lead our correspondents rnd readers to do ihe same ; and

thus enable the plow-makers to go inielligently to work

in their efforts to furnish something that shall meet the

general want.

DYNAMOMETER.
: instrument for measuiing, oriathe

CORN AND OTHER CROPS.

The growth of corn appears large—a'oove the average

Ii would mature faster had we more sun than has showi

upon us recently ; but with the ordinary Septembei

weather, it will do well.

Potatoes, and the roots generally, promise to be abun

dant.

iquashes, where they escaped the worm that preya ii

the root, are flourishing. The marrow squash generall;

suffered more than any other from the worm. We hav

seen but one field of this variety that has not been inju

riously thinned off. That field is near the Ocean House

on Phillips' Beach, Lynn, and immediately upon th

sea shore. How far has the salt from the ocean wale

preseived these vines.' This field of an acre or two ap

parently, is completely covered with luxuriant vines, ai

the fruit near the borders—the only part we examined

is abundant.

EFFECTS OF THE RAIN AND CLOUDS.

Much hay and grain have been destroyed by Ihe lonj

continuance of wet, cloudy and warm weather of Au
gust Some individuals will suffer loss from the pecni

liarily of last month's weather; but while some hay am
grain have been ruined, the later crops and the graa

upon the mown fields have been growing luxuriantly, s.

that there may on the whole be a no less quantity of ag

ricultural products preserved, than would have beci

with a dryer state of the atmosphere.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, Mug. 27, 1842.

Wm. Oliver, Esq., of Dorchester, presented a spec:

en of the Tyson Pea.', introduced by H. V. Frencti
amount of strength put forth by the team in moving the

j.^^ ^ of Braintree, from Dr. Pcxse, of Philadelphia,

plow, can now he had in this city. Messrs. Prouty &
|
said to be superior to the Sickle. The specimen exhibi

Mearshave made one for the Essex County Agricultural

Society, and we presume they would be '

for others who may want.

iliing to make

MARSH OR MEADOW HORSE-SHOE.

Mr H. F. Glover, of Dedham, has left at the Agricul-

tural Warehouse of Messrs. Breck & Co ,
samples of the

shoe used lo prevent the miring of horses on soft grounds.

These must be valuable foruse in taking hay from many

of the salt marshes, and for much of the work on the

wet meadows which our farmers are reclaiming. We
know not the price, but the appearance o,' the article

leads us to suppose that it can he furnished for three or

four d'dlars per set.

ONION CROP.

This crop, which is very extensively cuJlivated in

Danvers, has, during the rains and fogs of tlie month,

been struck with a mildew which has entirely checked

the growth. We noticed last week that a large part of

the crop was already pulled. The size of the onions is

apparently from half to two thirds « hat they would

have attained without this check.

COMPOST.

Be collecting coarse water gra.<!ses, brakps, &c for

litter or for the compoil heap . Bring together, as you

cim find time, loam, soil, meadow mud, sand, clay, wash

fnuM the roadside, &c. &c , fiir the purpose of making

composts suited to your dift'oroiit soils. Fear not that

you will gel the pile too large—the longer it remains

unused, and the oftener it is thrown over, the better it

will become.

ted by Mr Oliver was premature, and of course not

fair sp<cimen. We hope to see this variety on our Is

bles when it shall be in perfection. At present we thin

favorably of it Its size and flavor are decidedly gooi

It bids fair lo rank among out best early varieties.

Col. T. H. Perkins, of Brookline, by his gardene

presented some very fine specimens of the Presidei

Peach, and two varieties of melons.

J. Fisk Allen, Esq., of Sulein, presented Summer Bo
Chretien, Summer Francreal, and Julienne Pears ; Earl

Royal George and Gross Mignonne Peaches.

By Hovey & Co., some fine specimens of Duane'
Purple Plums.
By Mr A. Bowriitch, Chehn.sford—Bartlett Pears.

By Mr George Walsh, of Charlestown—Green Gag
Plums.

E. Kdes Bradshaw, Esq., of Charlestown, presentet

two dishes of extra fine Plums, var. Duane s Purple.

Mr Samuel Pond, of Camhrtdgeporl, made his usut

fine display of Plums—among them we noticed som fin

specimens of the Washington, White G.ige, Duane'
Purple and Smith's Orleans.

The specimens of the Bcdmer Washington Plum, pre

sented by Mr Samuel R Joiinson, of Charlestown, wen
very fine,

By J. Lovett 2d, Esq , of Beverly—Bezy Blanc Pears

Prince's Imperial, and Bingham Plums; also, a fin

melon.
Mr Leonar:! Stone, of Watertown, presented fair spe

cimens of Boimer s VVashington Plums.

From Aaion I). Williams, Esq , of Roxbury—Applet

var. William's Favorite.

From Dr John C Howard, of Brookline, some Ber

gamotie Rouge Pears.

Mr Samuel Salisbury, of East Can, bridge, presentei

specimens of Black Hamburg and St. Peter's Grapes.

For the Committee,
S. WALKER.

jlpples.—Enough of them.

The warm and wet weather has been propitious

the growth of weeds. Pull them out of the corn-field

and the root grounds. By all means prevent their m8

turing their seeds, or they will bury them in your soil

and spring up another year in greater abimH.>n -e.

fo
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
53-The nnnual Exhibition of the Massachusetts Honi-

ullural Society will take iilace at their Rooms, 2't Tremonl
.<ow, tniH'o-iilc the Savings Bank) on WEDNESDW,
rHl'KSDAV, and FRIDAY, Ulh, lEth, and 16ih of Sep
lemher.

Choice and rare specimens of Fruits ami Flowers are re-

inccHully solicited from the memlwrs of the Massachusells
ioniculiural Society, and from the !o\ers of the science of

iorticultiiie scenerally. Coininitlees will be 1:1 attendance to

eceive contnhulions on Monday and Tuesday, I2lh and
3lh of Septeinher, and will retain the specimens sent sub-

ect to the or^er of the owner.
A list, givins: the names of the specimens of Fruits and
lowers present-^d, is respcctfuMv requested.

By order, SAMUEL WALKER,
Chairman Coinitiittee of Arrangements.

Aug. 31 3w

NOTICE.
Afass. Horticultural Hooms^ )

Saiurdaij, Aug. 20th, IS42. (

A meetinn of the Cmiimiilce of General Arrangements,
(ill be held at the Hall of the Mass. Horticultural
SociKTY, on Saturday, //lire/ tlay ol Seplemher, at 1-2 past

1 o'clock, .A. M , a general, aud punctual attendance is

equesled.
Per order S. WALKER,

Au!?. 24. 2w Chairman.

THEliMOMETKICAL
Repnrleil tortile New England Farmer.

Rungeof the Pheinioineterat the Garden of the proprietors

'lilt New Englanil Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

ort lerlyexjiostire. foriheweek ending August 28.

August, 1S42.
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MISCELLANEOUS

CAUSE OF, AND CURE FOR HARD TIMES

By an Old Farmer of 1788.

I profess myself to be nn honest farmer, for I

can say that no man could ever charge me with a

dishonest action. I see with great grief, that all

the country is afflicted, as well as myself. Every

one is complaining, and telling his grievances, but

I find they do not tell how their troubles came on

them. 1 know it is common for people to throw

the blame of their own misdeeds on others, or at

least to e.xcuse themselves of the charge. I am in

great tribulation; but to keep up the character of

an honest man, I cannot in conscience say that

any one has brought my troubles on me but my-

self " Hard times— no money," says every one.

A short story of myself will show how it came to

be hard times with me and no money at the age ol

si-xtyfive, who have lived well these forty years.

My parents were poor, and they put nie at twelve

years of age, to a farmer, with whom I lived Sill I

was twentyone. My master fitted me out with

two stout suits of homespun and four pairs of shoes.

At twentytwo I married me a wife, a very good

young woman she was. We took a farm of forty

acres on rent. By industry we gained fast. I

paid my rent punctually, and laid by money. In

ten years, I was able to buy myself a farm of sixty

acres, on which I became my own tenant. I then

in a manner grew rich, and soon added another six-

ty acres, with°which I was contented. My estate

increased beyond all account: I bought several

acres of outland for my children, who amounted to

seven when I was fortyfive years of age. About

this time I married my eldest daughter to a clever

lad, to whom I gave one hundred acres of land.

This dauohter had been a working, dutiful girl,

and therefore I fitted her out well, and to her mind
;

for I told her to take of the best of my wool and

flax, and to spin herself gowns, coats, stockings,

&c.'; nay I suffered her to buy some cotton to

make into sheets, as I was determined to do well

by her.

At this time my farm gave me and my whole

family support on the produce of it, and left me,

one year with another, one hundred and fifty dol-

lars, for 1 never spent more than ten dollars a year,

which was for salt, nails, &.c. Nothing to wear,

eat or drink was purchased any where, as my farm

provided all. With this saving, 1 put my money

to interest, bought cattle, fatted them, and made

great profit.

In two years after, my second daughter was

courted. My wife says, " Come, you are now rich
;

you know M'oUy had nothing but what she spun,

and no other clothing has ever come into our house

for any of us. Sally must be fitted out a little;

she ought to fare as well as neighbor N.'s Betty."

" WelCwife, it shall be as you think best. I have

never been stingy, but it seems to mo that what

we spin at home would do." However, wife goe.-<

to town in a few days, and returns with a calico

iTowu, a calimanco petticoat, a set of stone tea-

cups, half a dozen pewter teaspoons—things that

wore never seen in my house before. They cost

but little— I did not feci it—and I confess I was

pleased to see ihcin. Sally wa« as well fitted out

as any girl in the parish. In three years more, my

third daughter had a spark, and wedding being con-

cluded upon, wife again comes for the purse; but

when she returned, what did I see ? a silken gown,

silk for a hat, a looking-glass, china tea geer, &c.

and a hundred other things, with the empty purse.

Then followed family jealousies and quarrels

—

Molly ought to be fitted out as well as B.-tsey.

Good homespun and cotton fixens were ruled as

vulgar, and white feathers and silks must take their

place ; Sal's husband must speculate in stocks,

backed by my endorsement ; but lie had all the fun i

of speculating, and 1 all the miseries of pni/tng-.

Then children came tumbling into the world, and

irrand-pa must be their treasury department for all

tilings needful. Nothing was heard but arrange-

ments for journeys, balls, parties, and such like.

In about a year, Bet's husband made a mistake,

and signed somebody else's name to a check, in-

stead of his own : he was arrested and sent to jail,

and I had to spend half of my earnings to get him

out. Sal's husband died, leaving a legacy of nine

children, whom, with the mother, I 've got to sup-

port. Bet's eldest boy was trained for a doctor

—

took his degree, and sent his first six patients out

of the world by improper treatment— for which he

had to rty the land, leaving his dear incumbrance

attaches on my purse.

I could fill your paper with further particulars,

but that might not be so agreeable to your readers.

I will only say in regard to hard times, let every

man exercise the ability nature has given, in his

proper and prescribed sphere— let contentment

reign within the breast, nor envy reach its thresh-

hofd. Regard not the apparent glitter of thy

neighbor, nor aim at an equality beyond your com-

prehension ; live more to please yourself, and less

to please other people—be frugal, industrious and

just bring your ideas down to a proper level, nor

let them be disturbed by bad example. So shall

you avoid the mishaps 1 have experienced in fami-

ly matters, and rejoice in old age over a life well

applied, with just hopes for peace hereafter.

—

Se-

lected.

JVb« Bad.—The Philadelphia Gazette perpetrates

the following :

"Peter Snubiiose says that his daddy told him

many a time, that in old times there was a comet

that had a tail so long that it reached half waj

across the sky, and on the end was written i:

Greek, to be continued."

Goodness, aspersed by slander, may be compar-

ed to that finely tempered steel, which, thougl

dimmed for a moment by the breath, presently as

sumes its accustomed brilliancy.

" 1 'II help you out of this," as the powder sai(

to the bullet.

Trifles.—Trifles are not to be despised. The

nerve of a tooth, not so large as the finest cambric

needle, will sometimes drive a man to distraction.

A musquito can make an elephant absolutely mad.

The coral rock which causes a navy to founder, is

the work of a worm. The warrior that withstood

death in a th(jusand forms, may be killed by an in-

sect. Small pleasures make up the sum of human

happiness. The first glass of wine that was drank,

led to all the horrors, miseries and crimes that have

sprung from drunkenness, and darkened the earth

for centuries.

—

Selected.

GREKN'IS PATENT STHAW CUTTER.

JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at iheNcw England Agricu

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and S2 ^orlti Mai

kel Street have lor sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay an

Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not beloi

applied to any implement lor this purpose. The most proti

iiienl effecis of this application, and some of the consequei

peculiarities of the machine are:

1 So "reat a reduction of the quantum of power requtsii

to use it,°that the strength of a half grown boy is sufficiei

to work it elliciently.

a With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bus!

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claimf

hy any other machine even when worked by horae or steal

power.

3. The knives owing to the peculiar manner in which th:

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any oth

straw cutler.

4 The machine is simple in its construction, made and pi

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as III

complicated machines m general use to get out of order.

AGRICUtTURAL IMPI.EMENTS, &c.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural W
bouse and Seed Store No. 51 and 52 North Market stre^

would inform their customers and the pulilic generally Ul*

the- have on hand the most extensive assortment of AgK

culluial and Horticultural Tools to be found in the Uniti

States. Part of which are t he following :

Grammatical.—We do n't know who originated

the following, but it 'a a good one at all events :

" Bobby, what is i-team ?"

" B'l^ijj.t.ig water."

" That 's right—compare it."

"Positive boil, comparative boiler, superlative

buet .'"

—

Post.

Bass What is tic dolere.uz?-

Dr. Humm.— It is a disease which arises when

one has spent the last dollar which he could get on

tick.

Bass.—And rues the day he ever borrowed?

Dr. Humm.—That's it.

—

Bast. Post.

" If Brittannia rules the waves," said a sea-sick

fellow in a storm, "I wish she'd rule 'em straight-

woo Howard's Patent Cast

Iron Ploughs

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

60 Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Con
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2o0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

GO " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.

1600 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 ' Austin's Rifles.

March \7.

too doz. Cast Steel Shovel
Common do.

Spades.
Gross Scythes.
Patent Snaiths.

Common do.

Hay Rakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.

Hay do.

600 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

too Drall do.

600 Tie up do.

50 doz. Hahcr do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 &rind Stones on rollers

600
30O
200
600
200
200
300

IV E W ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or:$2 50 if not pai

within thirty days.

ISj. B.—Postmastors arc permitted by law to frank a

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, withoi

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PRINTERS.
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N. E. FARMER,

PREMIUM CORN CROP.

At ameetingof the Board of Trustees of tlie Mas-

ichusetts Society for Proniotinnr Agriculture, held

uJy 0, 1842, the following report was. read and ac-

;pted.

The committee to whom was submitted the

laims for premiums on crops, having taken into

onsiJeration the claim of Mr Elias Ayres, for a

remium on his crop of corn, (his statement and

laim by "ccident not having been handed to them

ith th*' ;!ier claims at the time they made their

^port,)do now award the sum of Tiotnty Dollars

I be paid Mr Ayres by the treasurer—being au-

lorized by a vote of the Board to grant Mr Ayres

sum equal to the highest premium on corn, if his

ateinent and certificates would have entitled him

I the premium, had the papers been with the com-

ittce at the time they made their report. They

80 recommend the publication of his communica-

ODS, P. C. BROOKS,
For the Committee.

•Vr .lyres's Siatement.

Barre, Nov. 22d, 1841.

Benj. Guild, Esq.—Dear Sir—The ground from

hich I raised the corn mentioned in the enclosed

irlificates, which together with (he following state-

ent, are presented for the Society's premnmi, is

hat is usually denominated upland, and was a

•ugh s«ard, having been mowed once, and for a

reater part of the time, twice, for the tliirteen pre-

jding years. During that period of time, the only

iltivation it received was, one topdre.ssing of ma-

jre, and for nine years of the thirteen, two bush-

s of ground plaster a year, sown usually in the

I iring. I plowed about half of the acre late in the

II previous to planting, and the residue in the

lUowing spring. I then harrowed and spread up-

) the ground seventeen common cart bucks of ma-

ire, which was in about equal proportions of

reen, compost, and light straw manure from the

ards. It was then cross plowed and about the

ime quantity and quality of manure spread on and

jain harrowed. I then plowed it into furrows

30ut three and a half feet apart one way, and

lanted the corn about twice as thick the other way.

1 dropping the corn, I put from ten to twelve ker-

els in a lull, putting into each hill a small quanti-

' of plaster—using in the whole two bushels

—

ad planted the corn on the 17th and IStb of IVIay,

itendincr, should there be a superfluity of stalks,

) pull up a portion of them at the first hoeing.

lany of the hills were, however, neglected; and

thers but partially attended to. I hoed the corn

ut twice, making little or no hill, and would here

amark, that the hills containing ten or more stalks,

ad not so much corn as those having but two

talks. As near as I could judge, hills having four

talks were the most productive. There were upon

le acre about eight thousand hills. The variety

f corn planted was the white eight-rowed corn,

'hich T have called the many-eared corn, from the

fact of its having generally from two to five ears

upon a stalk ; and I have known as many as seven

good sound ears upon a stalk. I have planted this

variety for twelve years, usually selecting my seed

from stalks whicli had two or more ears upon them.

The cobs from which I shelled a bushel of corn,

weighed but eight pounds.

The account which I have made out upon the

opposite side of this page, will e.-chibit the expense

of cultivation and the product of the acre.

Very respectfully, I am yours,

ELIAS AYRES.
P. S.—Should any thing further be required

than the enclosed certificates and the above state-

ment, I should be happy to be informed, that I inay

be able to conform to the requisition.

E. A.

Cost of CuUivation.

First plowing^ $4 00

Harrowing, 1 00

Second plowing, 2 50

S.') loads manure,. 30 00

Planting, 4 00

Hoeing first time, 5 00

do. sec<md time, 3 00

Cutting and binding stalks, 3 00

Harvesting, 8 00

Two bush, plaster, 1 50

1-2 bush, seed corn, 75

Produce of the Acre^

115 bushels of corn, at 92 cts.

4 tons of fodder, at $5,

5 cart loads of pumpkins.

.$62 75

$105 80

20 00

7 50

$133 30

First Certificate.

Barre, Oct. 11th, 1841.

To Benj. Guild, Esq.—Sir— I hereby certify,

that [ have raised, the present season, one hundred

and fifteen bushels of Indian corn on one acre.

ELIAS AYRES.

We do hereby certify, that we helped harvest and

measure the acre of corn above described, and that

the above statement is true.

JASON DESPER,
HIRAM AYRES.

[Sworn to before N. P. Bryant, Justice of the

Peace.]

BARBiE, Oct. llih, 1841.

This is to certify, that I, David Lee, of Harre,

have this day surveyed a piece of land owned by

Elias Ayres, of Barre, on which he raised corn this

season, and find it to contain one acre and no more.

DAVID LEE, Surveyor.

[Sworn to before N. P. Bryant, Justice of the

Peace.]

The above certificates not being deemed by the

committee sufl^iciently full, omitting to state how

the corn was measured, another was requested and

the following received :

Barre, June 4th, 1842.

Good Sir— I send you enclosed the following

certificate, which I hope will be satisfactory.

Yours, with respect,

ELIAS AYRES.
Benj. Guild, Esq.

Barre, Juno 4th, 1842.

We, Jason Desper and Hiram Ayres. hereby

certify, that we were present and helped harvest

and measure the corn as above stated to have

grown on one acre of the land of Elias Ayres, as

surveyed by David Lee, and that I he measure, at

the rate of seventyfive pounds to the bushel, was

one hundred and fifteen bushels.

JASON DESPER,
HIRAM AYRES.

[Sworn to before Scth Caldwell, Justice of the

Peace.]

FARM ACCOUNTS.
What would be thought of a merchant who did

not keep a set of books, nnd who at the end of the

year could not tell whether a certain, branch of his

business had been productive or not? And why
is not a farmer as much interested in the result of

his operations as a merchant ? The pettiest shop-

keeper must have a clerk to keep his books, with

double entries, and yet the most extensive farmer,

operating with thousands, keeps no record of his

proceedings. The manufacturer opens an account

with each department of his business, charging it

with the stock employed, the expenses incurred,

and crediting it with its products. At the end of

the year, he sees at a glance whether it has been

productive or not, and concludes to lop it off, or to

extend it. So should the farmer open an account

with every crop he cultivates ; charge it with the

outlay and credit with the proceeds. At the end

of the year, he should take another account of the

stock on hand, and he will see at once how he

stands on the year's operation. If he is unable to

keep so simple an account, he should employ a

clerk
;
(although he had better go to school him-

self;) he certainly needs his assistance as much as

a merchant. But there is no difficiilty about the

matter—an<l extracts from a farmer's books, well

kept, would form the most .valuable contributions

to an agricultural paper.

—

Southern Planter.

Lard Oil.—At a large auction sale of groceries

at Cincinnati, winter-strained sperm oil of the very

best quality, was bid in at 37 1-2 cents per gallon.

Lee's No. 1 lard oil sells at 50 cents, and as it

burns brighter and longer than sperm, of course the

latter must give in. Our Nantucket friends may
spout and blubber as much as they please, but we

assure them the day for sperm oil and candles,

west of the mountains at least, has gone by. Any
sane man might as well send warming pans to Ja-

maica, as sperm oil and candles to the west, in ex-

pectation of a profit.

—

Cincinnati Gaz.

Words are but articulated breath. Deeds are

I the fac simile of soul.
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THE WILD RICK.—Zhania nqualica.

This splendid and interesting cereal grows in

water at the edges of ponds, and in Bliiggish

streams, in various parts of the county of Middle-

sex. It bears some resemblance to slender stalks

of Indian corn, and grows from seven to ten feet

in height.

But let iia give a short account of it, as it is

found in its natural location, the t'rr west.

'i his singular and spontaneous grain, is by the

Indians called Meiwmen, 9nd claims particular at-

tention. It is found in inexhaustible abundance

in the northern part of Illinois and in Wisconsin

and Iowa Territories, in almost every one of the

innumerable lakes, ponds, rivers, and creeks. It

frequently grows when the water is six feet deep,

where the bottom is not hard or sandy, and rises

above the surface from four to eight feet, and is

often so thick as to prevent canoes from passing

readily through it. A few days before it ripens, it

is usual for the Indians to force their canoes

through it, and tie it in large bunches for the pur-

pose of preventing the wjlJ ducks and geese from

breaking it down and destroying it. When it is

fully ripe, they pt.ss through it again, and spread-

ing their blankets in their canoes, ihcy bend the

bunches over tkeni and thresh off the grain with

sticks—an operation that requires but little time,

and is generally performed by the women. After

drying it in the sun, it is put aside for future use.

It is said to be as palatable and nourishing as the

rice of Carolina. There is a tribe called the Me-
noinonies, or Rice Eaters, and their physical supe-

riority and personal comeliness, is thought to be

the result of their frequent and long continued uso

of this kind of food.

Professor Bigelow, in his "Collection of Plants,"

has given it the following description: "Culm
jointed, as large as the little finger; leaves broad-

linear ; panicle a foot or more in length, the lower

branches with spreading barren flowers, the upper

with appressed, erect fertile ones ; the seeds are

blackish, smooth, narrow, cylindrical, about three

quarters of an inch long, deciduous;—within white

and farinaceous ;—ripens in August."

It may now be found in the Mill Brook, from

the banking-house down to the river.' It is proba-

ble that the seed was originally deposited there by

some bird of passage. Horses are said to be fond

of it, and no plant employed as forage yields a

larger crop.

The wild rice will, probably, at no distant day,

become an object of cultivation, since it affords a

means of rendering productive large tracts of inun-

dated ground, and stagnant water, boring's Pond
in Concord, and Robbins' Pond in Acton, and per-

tiaps others in this vicinity, have a deep, rich, allu-

vial bottom. The former, containing seventy or

eighty acres, and but three or four feet depth of

water, might, probably, with a little trouble in col-

lecting and sowing seed about the borders, be in

the course of a few years, entirely covered with it.

It is Imped that the proprietors of these ponds, nev-

er behindhand in labors of useful enterprise, will

not suffer any delay to take place until they liave

tried the experiment ; and if it has the valuable

properties of the commim rice, its cultivation is

certainly a desideratum, and may become a source

of additional wealth to the owners of such lands,

and to New England. W.

Qj^The above description of the wild rice of

the western waters, copied from the Concord (Ms.)

Freeman, leads us to suppose that we have seen

it the present season, on the borders of the outlet

stream of Wenham Pond, When rutting our

grass there, we found several stalks for which we
knew no name, and which were new to us. Our
examination of them was not very particular, but

our remembrance of them is such as to satisfy us

that they were the same plant that is described by
" W," in the foregoing article. The plant is worthy

of attention.— Ej>. N. E, F,

HISTORY OF THE SAXON MERINO SHEEP.
The following is extracted from a paper on the

"History and Characteristrcs of the different breeds

of Sheep," by Henry S. Randall, Esq., in the Trans-
actions of the N. y. State Agricultural Society :

"In the year 1765, Augustus Frederick, elector

of Saxony, obtained permission from the Spanish

court to import 200 Merinos, selected from the

choicest flocks of Spain. They were chosen p.-in-

Icipally from the Escurial flock, and on their arrival

in Saxony, were placed on a private estate belong-

ing to the elector, under the care of Spanish shep.

herds. So much importance was attached to the

experiment, as it was then considered, that a com-
mission was appointed to superintend the afTairs of

the establishment : and it was made its duty to

diffose information in relation to the management
of the new breed ; to dispose of the surplus rams
at prices which would place them within the reach

of all holders of sheep; and finally, by explaining

the superior value of the Merinos, to induce the

Saxon farmers to cross t)iem with their native

breeds. Popular prejudice, however, was strong

against them, and this was heightened by the rava-

ges of the scab, which had been introduced with

them from Spain, and which proved very destruc-

tive before it was finally eradicated. But when it

became apparent that the Merino, so far from de-

generating, had improved in Saxony, and that the

Saxon wool exceeded the Spanish in fineness and

value, the wise and patriotic efforts of the elector

began to reap their n^erited success, and a revolu-

tion took place in popular sentiment.

The call for rams became so great, that the gov-

ernment resolved on a new importation, to enable

them more effectually to meet it, and to improve

still further the stock already obtained. For this

purpose an individual, considered one of the best

judges of sheep in Saxony, was dispatched to Spain

in 1777, with orders to select three hundred. For
some reason— probably because he experienced

difficulty in obtaining a greater number presenting

all the (|nalifications he sought, he returned with

but one hundred and ten. They were from nearly

all the different flocks of Spain, but principally the

Escurial, and were considered decidedly superior

to the first importation. In addition to the estab-

lishment at Stolpen, already founded, others were
now commenced at Rennersdorf, Lolimen, &c.

;

schools were established for the education of shep-

herds
;
publications were distributed by the com.

niissioners to throw information on the subject be-

fore the people; and the crown tenants, it is said,

were each required to purchase a certain number of

the sheep. When we take into consideration the

unwearied pains bestowed on this favorite object,

by Saxon government, the fact that the Saxon va-

tiety are descended only from the choicest sheep
of Spain ; and that a degree of care and attention

are bestowed on their breeding in the former coun-
try entirely unknown iii the latter, it is not a sub-

ject of surprise, that the emigrant Merino in Sa
ny excels the parent stock in the quality of

fleece and that roundness of form and fincnns.'

bone, which indicate better feeding properi i.

The Spanish shepherd is little changed from

he was in the days of Cardinal Ximenes or ''

IV., with much practical knowledge of liis

ncss, but never dreaming of improvement
his knowledge strangely blended with prejn(!

as ancient as the pedigrees of his sheep, riinii '

back to the period when Spain was a Roman ji .,

vince. He is not the owner of the sheep under &
care, but the ill-paid servant of a titled family ob^

religious order, who, in nine cases out of ten, M
no more disposed or more competent to carry oua
system for the improvement of their flocks, ll i

himself. And finally, the Spanish custom of
i

turing their sheep during the entire season iv

flocks without enclosures to render thenect,
division practicable, entirely prevents that u j

adaptation to each other of the male and female -

lected for breeding; that counterbalancing of la,

defects of one parent by the mnrked excellence I

the other in the same points, which exhibits IB

skill of the modern breeder. In Saxony, and (

other States of Germany, the case is far othcrwi

The electoral flocks—the parent stem—are un(

the direction of commissioners, appointed for th

intelligence and knowledge of the subject ; a
,

the noted private flocks employed the first agrici i

tural skill of the Saxon land-holders.

In 1834, the best Spanish wool sold in the Er
lish markets at 2s. Gd. to is. ; the Saxon at t

same time commanded from 4». Od. (o 5s. 3J.
\

pound. In the United States, where less dif

rence, and very unjustly, is usually made, the fi

blooded Saxon sells for about one third more
f

pound than the Merino. 'I he fleece in good floe

averages about two and a half poinds, and often,

grown sheep were only included, would rise

high as three. But this is far from the stands

of manj flocks in the United States, called a

doubtless believed by their owners, to be genui
Saxons. This brings us to a most painful part

our subject, and one which we would willing

pass over in silence, were not our obligations

the public paramount to any considerations for t

feelings of individuals. In disclosing the frau

practiced on the American public, we are cm
pelled, for the purpose of doing justice to the i

nocent and the guilty, and also for the informalii

of those who have been the purchasers of the ii

ported sheep, to go into a minuteness of dela

which would be otherwise uninteresting, and pe
haps be deemed censurable.

The following statement was submitted to tl

committee [of the N. Y. Agricul. Soc. ?] by IV

Grove :

"The first importation of Saxony sheep into tit

United States was made by Mr , a me
chant of Boston, at the instance of Col. Jam*
Shepherd, of Northampton. They were but six (<

seven in number. In 1824, Messrs. G. & T, Searli

of Boston, imported 77 Saxon sheep. They wep
selected and purchased by a Mr Kretchman, a coi

respondent of the above firm, residing in Lepzij

and shipped at Bremen on board the Americai
schooner Velocity. I was engaged to take chargi

of the sheep on the passage, and I also shipped si

on my own account, I am sorry to say, that a

many as one third of the sheep purchased b

Kretchman, (who shared profit and loss in the UD
dertaking,) were not pure blooded sheep. Th
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irgo were sold at Brooklmc, as ' pure blooded

ecloral Saxons,' and thus unfortunately in the

ry outset, the pure and impure became irrevoca-

y mixed. Unt I feel the greatest certainty that

e Messrs. Searle intended to import none but the

ire stock; the fault lay with Kretchman. In the

of ISM, I entered into nil arrangement wiili

e Messrs. Searle to return to Sa.xony, and pur-

lase, in connection with Kretchman, from l(iO to

10 electurcl sheep. I was detained at sea seven

seks, wliicli gave rise to the belief, that I was

ipwrecked and lost. When I finally arrived,

e sheep had been already bought by Kretchman.

n being informed of what the purchase consisted,

protested against taking them to America, and

sisted on a better selection, but to no purpose,

quarrel ensued between us, and Kretchman even

int so far as to engage another to take charge of

e slieep on their passage. My friends interpos-

g, I was finally induced to take charge of them.

The number shipped was 167, fifteen of which

fished on the passage. They were sold at

ighton, sonic of them going as high as from $400

$450. A portion of this importation consisted

grade sheep, which sold as higl] as the pure

lods, for the American purchaser could not know

! difference. It may be readily imagined what

inducement the Brighton sale lield out to spccu-

ion, both in this country and Saxony. The
Tmnn newspapers teemed with advertisements

sheep for sale, headed 'Good for the American

irket'; and these sheep in many instances were

tually bought up for the American market at

e, eight and ten dollars a head, when the pure

)ods could not be purchased at less than from

to $40. In 1836, Messrs. Searle imported three

rgoes, amounting in the aggregate to 513 sheep,

ley were of about the same character with tln'ir

or importations— in the main good, but mi.ved

th some grade sheep. In the same year, a cargo

221 arrived, on German account, Emil Bach, of

pzig, supercargo. A few were good sheep, and

pure blood ; but taken as a lot they were mise-

)le. The owners sunk about $3000. Ne.\t

me a cargo of 210 on German account; VVas-

iss and Multer owners. The whole cost of these

s about $1,12,5, in Germany. With the excep-

n of a small number, procured to make a flour-

1 on, in their advertisements of sale, they were

eep having no pretensions to purity of blood. In

27, the same individuals brought out another car-

. These were selected exclusively from grade

cks of low character. On the same year, the

3ssrs. Searle made Iheir last importation, conaist-

j of 182 sheep. Of these I know little. My
ends in Germany wrote me that they were like

;ir other importations, a mixture of pure and im-

re blooded sheep. It is due, however, to the

2ssrs. Searle to say, that as a whole, their impor-

ions were much better than any other made into

ston.

I will now turn your attention to the importations

ide into other ports. In 1825, 13 Saxons arrived

Portsmouth. They were miserable creatures.

1826, 191 sheep arrived in New York, per brig

illiam, on German account. A portion of these

:re well descended and valuable animals, the rest

re grade sheep. In June, the same year, the

:ig Louisa brought out 173 on German account.

; 3t more than one third of them had the least pre-

'iHsions In purity of blood. Next we find 158,

ripped at Bremen, on German account. Some
i pre diseased before they left Bremen, and I am

happy to state, that twontytwo died before their ar-

rival in New York. AU I intend to say of them

is, that lliey were a most curious and motley mess

of wretched animals. The next cargo imported

arrived in ilie brig Maria Elizabeth, under my own

care. They were 165 in number, belonging to my-

self and v. (lebhard, of New York. These sheep

cost me $65 a head, when landed in New York.'

They sold at an average of $50 a head, thus sink-

ing about $2,100 ! 1 need not say that they were

of exclusively of pure blood. A cargo of 81 arriv-

ed soon after, but I know nothing of their quality.

The next importation consisted of 184, on German
account, per brig Warren. With a few excep-

tions they were pure blooded and good sheep. We
next have an importation of 200 by the Bremen
ship Louisa. They were commonly called the

'stop sale sheep.' They were of the most misera-

ble character, some of them being hardly half grade

sheep. The ship Phcebe Ann brought 120 sheep,

of which I know little, and 60 were landed at Phil-

adelphia, with the character of which I am unac-

quainted. Having determined to settle in Ameri-

ca. I returned to Saxony, and spent the winter of

1826-7 in visiting and examining many flocks. I

selected 115 from the celebrated flock of Macherns,

embarked on board the ship Albion, and landed in

New York, June 27, 1827. In 1828, I received 80

more from the same flock, selected by a friend of

mine, an excellent judge of sheep. I first drove

them to Shaftsbury, adjoining the town of Hoosic,

where I now reside. On their arrival they stood

me in $70 ahead, and the lambs half that sum."

It should be remarked that the above statements

were made by Mr Grove witt, ihe greatest reluc-

tance, and only at the earnest solicitation, or rath-

er requisition of the committee, who conceived it

their duty to place the whole circumstances before

the public.

It will be inferred from the facts above stated,

that there are few Saxon flocks in the United

States that have not been reduced to the quality of

grade sheep, by the promiscuous admixture of the

pure and the impure which were imported together,

and all sold to our breeders as pure stock. This

accounts in u satisfactory manner for the different

estimation in which this breed of sheep are held

in (jcrmany and this country, and for the degene-

racy of the pseudo-Saxon of the United States.

In its general habits and characteristics, its do-

cility and patience under confinement, as well as

its deficiency as a breeder, and ils slowness in ar-

riving at maturity, the Saxon bears a close resem-

blance to the Merino. It consumes about the

same amount of food, and is equally remarkable for

its longevity.

The Famous Cuw " Blossom."—We had the

pleasure of seeing- this splendid animal a few weeks

ago, at the residence of her owner, near this city,

and high as our expectations had been raised by

all that we had heard of her while owned by onr

friend, Mr Samuel Cunby, who reared her, they

were more than realized. Jilossom is now seven

years old, vigorous and healthful, and akhongh it

is six months ^incc she dropped her last calf, she

is giving suren /raltons of milk per day, and that

of llie richest quality. This year, in the beginning

of the fifth month after calving, she gave as high

as 35 quarts of milk in a day, and ranged from .34

to 35 for several days that her milk was measured
;

and from her milk of that week were made 15 3-4

lbs. of butter, not weighed till it had been well

worked. It is believed by her owner that Blossom

would have done better than this, if she had had

free access to water ; but she was in a pasture

where there was none, and consequently depended

for what she got upon the unreliable attendance of

a servant. Blossom is now supposed to be in calf

by Mr Canby's fine imported shorthorn Durham

bull, " /fas/inig-ion 7;-Ding," by whom she has now

a splendid heifer calf six months old, with her.

The present owner will part with Blossom at a

price winch we deem very moderate. We hope

that some of our liberal breeders will secure her

for Maryland. We should like to see her grace

our Baltimore County Agricultural Fair. If her

owner does not part with Blossom, we learn he

will sell her fine heifer calf which we have men-

tioned.

—

Baltimore Farmer.

To Cook Cucumbers.—Pare off the rind, then

cut the cucumbers into slice, t^nglliwise, dust both

sides of those slices with corn meal or wheat flour,

pepper and salt t|iem to please your taste ; this

done, fry tlieni brown, and you will have one of

the most delicious dishes that you can imagine,

combining in their flavor those of the oyster- plant

and egg-plant. Of their healthfulness, thus cook-

ed, there can be no question, and of their palata-

bleness, it is only necessary that you try them, to

say with us that they are exquisite.

—

Filchburg

Sentinel.

The usual crop of wheat in the Genesee valley

docs not exceed 20 bushels to the acre.— Gen. Far.

Vegetable tf'enther Prophets.—The cnrrollas of

the Germander Speedwell, are all securely closed

at the approach of rain, and they are surely open

again when the storm is over-past. The Pimpernel

also called "the Poor Man's Weather-glass," closes

its tiny but brilliant flowers many hours before the

occurrence of rain; its delicate flowers "goto
sleep," or close up, soon after twelve, and expand

again at seven in the morning. Thus by this sim-

ple monitor, can we ascertain both the hour and

also foretell the weather. The common and de-

spised Dandelion, a word evidently a corruption of

the French translation of the word Dent de Lion,

is one of the most correct sun-dials or rather " dial

flowers," closing at five in the afternoon, and open-

ing again at seven in the morning. If the Siberni-

an Sowthistle shut at night, there will generally

ensue fine weather on the next day ; if it open, the

weather will be cloudy and rainy. If the African

Marigold remain shut after seven, P. M., rain may
be expected. If the Trefoil contract its leaves,

thunder and heavy rain may be expected.

—

Selected.

Good Specviation.—Major Raybold, who owns a

splendid peach orchard near Delaware city, con-

tracted with some New Yorkers to deliver ten

thousand baskets of peaches this season. The
product of this peach orchard appears incredible,

yet it is nevertheless true. The peaches were con-

tracted for at §2 50 per basket, so that the owner

will realize twentyjive thousand dollars New Jer-

sey paper.

".\re them peaches fit for a hog to eat?" asked

a soap-lock dandy of a grocer. " Try one and see,"

was the reply. Dandy cut dirt.

—

Hartford Times.

" The cause of public happiness is public virtue."
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FIFTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR OP THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

The Board of Agriculture have the pleasure to

state, that liberal and extensive arrangements have

been entered into for a Plowing Match, an Exhibi-

tion and Sale of pure blood and other Cattle, and a

Horticultural Show. The attention of farmcis,

stock-breeders and horticulturists is respectfully

requested to the following regulations;

Plowing Match.

The Plowing Match will take place at East
JVew York, on Long Island, about five miles from
the city, on Wednesday, the lath day of October.

For the best plow, silver cup. For the second best

plow, silver medal. The following premiums will

be awarded for the best plowing, performed within

one hour, on one eighth acre of green sward : Best
plowing, silver cup, value $8. Second best plow-

ing, silver medal. Third best plowing, diploma.

JEREMIAH JOHNSON, N. Y.,

ALLEN PUTNAM, Mass.,

P. SCHUYLER, N. J.,

Committee on Plows and Plowing.

Exhibition of Pure Blood and Native Cattle.

Tlie committee have again secured the extensive

premises at the junction of Broadway and Union
Place, which will be completely arranged with

suitable sheds, stalls and pens, for the ample and
safe accommodation of the various kinds of stock

presented. Messrs. Whitney, Poole, Choules,
Schuyler, and Clark, the Superintending Commit-
tee, will have the entire control of the arrangement
of the Cattle exhibition. Feed of every descrip-

tion will be provided on the ground at the cheapest
possible rate, for those who wish to purchase; and
as no entrance money for cattle will be required,

and exhibitors may bring their own feed, the ex-
penses of the occasion will be greatly reduced.
Careful and experienced men will be in attendance
to assist in taking charge of the animals.

List of Premiums on Cattle.

Bulls.— For the best bull, of an improved breed,

2 years old and upwards, gold medal or silver cup,

$15. For the second best do., of an improved
breed, 2 years old and upwards, silver medal. For
the best one year old do., of an improved breed,
silver cup, $10. For the second best do. do., silver

medal. For the best bull calf, do., silver cup, $8.
For the second best do. do., silver medal.

Cows.—For the best cow, of an improved breed,

3 years old and upwards, gold iiedal or silver cup,

$J5. For the second best do. of an improved
breed, 3 years old and upwards, silver medal. For
the best one year old heifer, silver citp, $10. For
the second best do., silver medal. For the best
heifer calf, silver cup, $8. For the second best
do., medal.

A''utive Stock—For the best bull, native breed,
2 years and upwards, silver cup, $10, For the
second best do, silver medal. For the best bull
calf, do. do. For the best cow do., 3 years and
upwards, silver cup, $10. For the second best do.
do., silver medal. For the best heifer calf, do.

Working Omn.— VoT the b^st pair of working
oxen, gold medal or silver cup, $15. For the second
best do., silver medal. Fat cattle will receive dis-
cretionary premiums. For a method of workin"
oxen without the use of the common yoke, which,
in the judgment of the committee, shall be deemed
an improvement, silver cup, $10.

Sheep.—For the best buck, silver cup, $8. For
the second best do., silver medal. For the best

ewe, silver cup, $8. For the second best do., silver

medal. For the best nelhej-, do. For the best

amb, do.

Swine.—For the best boar, silver cup, $8. For
the second best do., diploma. For the best sow,
silver cup, $8. For the second best do., diploma.
For the best shoat, do.

Horses—For the best stud horse, gold medal or

silver cup, $] a. For the second best do., silver

medal. For the best brood mare, gold medal or

silver cup, $]5. For the second best do., silver

medal. For the best colt, not exceeding two years
old, silver cup, $8. For the best Jack, do., $8.

Mules.—For the best pair of working [noles, sil-

ver cup, $10.

QJ^To avoid the confusion incident to exhibi-

tions of this kind, the owners and exhibitors of cat-

tle are urgently requested to observe the following

Regi'la.tio.ns.

1. All entries of stock must be made, either

verbally or in writing, at the office of the Secretary

of the American Institute, in the Park, rear of tlie

City Hall, on or before Monday, the 17th day of
October, with full pedigrees of tlie animals, their

breed, ages, owner's names, &,c., and with such ob-

servations as to their food, thrift, constitution, milk-

ing, or fattening qualities, as they may see lit to

append. This is absolutely necessary, that the

Secretary may be able to prepare a catalogue in

lime for the use of the Examining Committee; and
neither the Secreta.'y nor the Committee will be
responsible for the omission of any animal on the

catalogue, if this rule is not complied with.

2. All animals must be upon the ground by 9
o'clock, A. M., on Wednesday, Oct. 19, attended
by their owners or keepers, for the inspection of
the Examining Committee.

3. The Judges upon Stock, will meet at Niblo's

Garden, at half-past 8 o'clock, A. M., on the 19th
day of October, to organize and proceed immedi-
ately to the discharge of their several duties. On
the completion of their awards, the committees
will append to each prize animal a certificate desig-

nating the particular premium awarded.

4. No animals can be removed after entry, with-

out the consent of the Superintending Committee.
5. A public sale of pure blood cattle will take

place on Friday, Oct. 21st, at 10 o'clock, A. M.,
when an auctioneer will be provided at the expense
of the Institute, for the disposal of the same, and
it is particularly desired that they may be specially

designated as fur sale on the catalogue.

6. All animals will be admitted on the ground
designated for the exhibition, on the presentation
of a ticket, which the owners or proprietors will ob-
tain from the Secretary at the time of entering the

same.

7. The rule in force at former Fairs, of exclud-
ing animals which have already taken prizes at the

American Institute, is now abolished, and the pre-

miums are now open for competition without reser-

vation.

Judges on Cattle.—Francis Rotch, N. York ; L.
F. Allen, do. ; B. V. French, Massachusetts; Da-
vid Haggerston, do. ; G. M. Geddings, Ohio.

Judges on Horses.—Charles Henry Hall, New
York

; Wm. T. Porter, do. ; James Bathgate, do.

;

Win. Jones, do. ; Wm. Gibbons, N. Jersey.

Judges on Swine.— Richard L. Allen, N. Yorl

Caleb N. Bement, do. ; A. De Russey, New Jerse'

Wm. Cooper, do. ; Win. K. Townsend, Conn.

Judges on Sheep E. P. Prentice, N. Vorl

John B. Taintor, Conn. ; Francis Rotch, jr., Ne
York ; Jonathan A. Taber, do. ; Charles Blac

bourn, do.

Judges on Agricultural Products.—Henry Cc
man. New York ; Eli Ives, Conn. ; Francis Pric

New Jersey.

Judges on Dairy Products Luther Tuckt
New York ; John E. Hoyt, Conn. ; Charles-

Stetson, New York.

The Committee on Horticulture, in conjuncti'

with the Agricultural Board of the American fnsi

tute, have, after mature deliberation, concluded th

as autumn, (the time of holding the annual F;ii

is not the most propitious season for an exhibitii

of the choicest specimens of Flowers, the objects

the Institute will be better promoted, by not co

fining their premiums to any select species or vnrj

ties, but to offer inducements to all Horticulturi;

and Florists, professional and amateur, to lurni

daily supplies of the flowers of the season to i

decoration of the Horticultural Rooms; and th

stimulate their fellow-citizens in general, to purs

t that most healthful and enchanting of all recre

[
tions, the cultivation of flowers.

1 It is proposed to set apart the second story

1

the north wing of the Saloon in Niblo's Garde

I

expressly for the purpose of exhibiting Agricult

j

ral and Horticultural productions, and the root

' will be so fitted up, that their contents can be bci

by visitors to the best possible advantage, witho

risk of despoliation. A skillful gardener will

engaged to receive and arrange all the field ai

garden products, such as vegetables, grain, fru

flowers, or whatever may be committed to his cai'

and the Horticultural Committee will be in atte

dance daily, to superintend that particular depai

ment, to see that every contributor to the Hortici

tural Show is fully and fairly represented, by I

name being attached in legible and uniform chf

actors, to every article he may offer for exhibitit

and to record every transaction for the governme
of the Judges at the time of deciding the premiun
when the quantity as well as the qiialily of

flowers furnished ivill be duly considered, ani

names of all contributors to the Ornamental I)

partment, eiitere.d on the annals of the Institute.

The Board of Managers of the last annual Fu
having awarded several copies of agricultura' n

horticultural books, as premiums for superior s|i

cimens of garden and field productions, and tli

present Board being of opinion that mental acquir

ments are the most enduring memorials, have bft

constrained to follow so wise and noble an e-

ple. Competitors are hereby assured, that

volume will be embellished with a tablet, contaii

ing the name and object for which it was awarde
so as to render it a truly honorable memento, in tl

following form:

Awarded by the American Institute,

At their 15th Annua) Pair, 1842,

To A. B , as a Premium for Superior Specimer '

of Garden Product.

Competitors for premiums are informed that th

act of the Legislature of this State, of May 5tl

1841, requires that " before any premium shall b

delivered, the person claiming the same, or t

whom the same may be awarded, shall deliver i
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writing to tiie President of the Society, as accurate

a description of the process in preparing the soil,

including the quantity and quality of manure ap-

plied, and in raising the crop, or in feeding the

animal, as may be, and also of the expense and

product of the crop, or of increase in value of the

animal, with the view of showing accurately the

profit of cultivating the crop, or feeding or fatten-

ing th3 animal."

Competitors are respectfully requested to furnish

such description to the Clerk, at the time of entry.

JAMES TALLMADGE,
President of the .Imerican Institute.

THE WONDERS OF CULTIVATION.

The following are e.xtracts from a speech by

Col. Knapp, in delivering the premiums awarded

by the American Institute, at the last annual Fair:

"Every thing in this country (said he) has been

brought forward by protection. In this bleak clime,

but few of the sustaining fruits of the earth were

here indigenous, or in a perfect state. Even the

Indian corn, so often considered a native here, was

with difficulty acclimated. It was brought from

the south, and by degrees was coaxed to ripen in a

northern latitude. The aborigines who cultivated

it, taught the pilgrims how to raise it ^ they pluck-

ed the earliest ears with the husk and braided seve-

ral of them together, for the next year's crop.

The pumpkin, brought from Spain, was first

planted in Rowley, Mass., and it was several years

before it came to a hard knotty shell, which marks

the true Yankee pumpkin, such as are selected for

the golden pies of their glorious thanksgiving fes-

tival.

Our wheat was with difficulty acclimated. That

brought from the mother country had grown from

spring to fall, but the season was not long enough

here to ensure a crop : it was then sown in the fall,

I
grew under snows in winter, and catching tho

I warmest growth of spring, yielded its increase by

I
mid-summer.

j
Asparagus, which is now the delight of all, as

an eirly vegetable, and for which many millions of

dollars are paid our gardeners yearly, is of late

culture in this country. At the time of the revolu-

tion, asparagus was only cultivated on the seaboard

—this lu.Kiiry had not then reached the farmer of

the interior.

The history of the potato is a singular one.

Rees' Encyclopedia states that the potato was

brought from Virginia, by Sir Walter Raleigh, to

Ireland. The writer should have said from South

America, in the latter part of the sixteenth century.

Sir Walter had no idea of its ever being used as

an esculent at that time. It was pointed out to

him as a bea\itiful flower, and its hard bulby root

was said, by the natives to possess medicinal quali-

ties. He took It to Ireland, where he had estates

presented to him by Queen Elizabeth, and planted

it in his garden. The flower did not improve by

cultivation, but the root grew larger and softer.

The potato in its native bed, was a coarse ground

nut The thought struck the philosopher to try

the potato as an edible, and boiling and roasting it,

found it, by either process, excellent. He then

gave some of the plants to the peasantry, and they

soon become in a measure, a substitute for bread

when the harvest was scanty.

The potato was successfully cultivated in Ire-

land before it was thought so little of in England.

It grew into favor by slow degrees, and it was so

little known wlu-n our pilgrim fiithcrs cama to this

country, that it was not thought of for a crop in the

new world. It was not until 1710 that the Irish

potato reached the country. A colony of Presby.

terian Irish, who settled in Londonderry, in New-

Hampshire, brought till? root with them. This

people found their favorite vegetable flourished

well in new grounds. By degrees their neighbors

came into the habit of raising potatoes ; but many

years elapsed before the cultivation of thorn was

generally known among the yeomanry of this coun-

try. Long after they were cultivated in New Eng-

land, they were held in contempt, and the master

mechanic often had to stipulate with his apprentice

that he should not be obliged to eat potatoes. An
aged mechanic once informed me that he had rais-

ed nine bushels, havinir at that time (1740) a do-

zen apprentices ; but did not venture to ofi'er them

a boiled potato with the meat, but left them in the

cellar for the apprentices to get and roast as tliey

pleased : he soon found that he should not have

enough for seed, and locked up what was left.

The next year he raised the enormous quantity of

thirtysix bushels;—the neighbors started—but his

boys devoured them during the following winter.

About this time, some of the gentry brought thi.s

vegetable on their tables, and the prejudice against

them vanished. Thus by degrees a taste for this

food was formed, never to be extinguished. The
cultivation of the potato is now well understood—

a

crop ameliorates instead of impoverishing the soil,

and the culture can be increased to any extent.

Thus by the curiosity of one lover of nature, and

his experiments, has an humble weed been brought

from the mountains of South America, and spread

over Europe and North America, until it is emphat-

ically called the "bread of nations." Still the

country from which it was taken has been too igno-

rant or superstitious to attempt its cultivation, until

within a few years. Now tho lights of science are

chasing away the long deep shadows of the Andes.

Rice was brought from India in 1792, and was

cultivated by way of experiment in South Carolina.

It succeeded well, and was for many years the sta-

ple article of that State.

The cotton plant was at first cultivated as a flow-

er in our gardens, and a beautiful flower it i.s. This

plant alone has made a revolution in the finances

of the world. Look at the growth and consump-

tion of it in the United States, and the immense

maimfaclure of it in England, where it cannot be

grown, and you will find my assertion true in its

most extended sense."

oil, the gra.ss is exposed to the parching sun of dog

days, and unless the weather is wet, ten chances

to one if it is not entirely killed, which, as we be-

fore said, has been the case for two or three of the

last seasons.

Our method is this :—after the grain is taken

ofi" in the fall, plow in the stubblo, harrow the

ground, sow your grass seed, harrow again, and

])ass the roller over the field to leave it smooth and

even, and you will be pretty sure of a good crop

of hay the next season— allowing the land is rich.

Anothur method to increase the grass crop,

which we have tried, is to plow such mowings as

are too wet to plant and hoe, in the fall, as soon as

can conveniently he done after the hay is off, and

give them a top-dressing of manure and sand ;
sow

the grass seed, harrow and level the field smooth,

and a good crop will be the result. We tried a

piece of ground in this way last fall and have cut

a decent crop of hay—say a ton and a half to the

acre, with the prospect of a second crop.

Another error amongs'cmost farmers in seeding

the land is, they do not put on so muih seed by at

least one third, if not one half, as is profitable, in

our humble opinon. -Seed is expensive, we well

know, but if you wish, a full return, do not neglect

to apply a sufficient quantity of seed.

—

Ktene ('JV.

H.) Sentinel.

Health of Children -~-'rhe hot suns of noonday

and the d.imps and chills of evening, at this sea-

son, are trying to most constitutions. Children

and adults both suflTer from the almost daily chan-

ges of temperature from warm to cool. The abun-

tknce of fruits which now comes in the children's

way, increases the dangers.of disease. Ripe fruits

are as wholesome as any food, if taken regularly;

and our observation teaches that children who eat

fruit quite abundantly, if they only get it daily,

pass through the early autumn, with less sickness

than those that are debarred the pleasure of feast-

ing regularly upon apples, pears, &c. We choose,

whcre"fruit is abundant, to let the healthy children

eat when and as much as they like. Some consti-

tutions perhaps will not bear this—but most will.

Where fruit is attainable by tho children only oc-

casionally, and as a luxury, much care and modera-

tion are needed to preserve them from sufiering.

Another cause of sickness at this season, is the

chilis to which we are exposed at evening. Keep

the children warm when the sun goes down.—Eu.

N. B.F.

SEEDING GRASS LAND.

The hay crop, in this vicinity, beirig the most

profitable one, it certainly should be the aim of the

farmer to adopt that method ia seeding his land,

which will be the most likely to ensure him the

earliest and the largest quantity of hay. We have

bestowed some considerable attention to this sub-

ject, the last two or three years, and have come to

tho conclusion that the old method of seeding down

to grass in the spring or fall with the grain crop, is

not the best. For the last two or three seasons

this method, owing perhaps in a measure to the

extreme dry weather in the fall, has entirely failed

in many instances—the consequence of which is,

our hay crop this season is very much diminished.

In seeding down with the grain, either in the

spring or fall, the grain starting first, the grass

must necessarily grow in the shade, and of course

slender and feeble ; then as tho grain crop is taken

Cholera Morbus and Cholera Infantum.—At this

season of the year, when cholera morbus and chol-

era infantum daily carry oflT scores of children, we

apprehend we shall be doing the public an accept-

able service in promulgating the following efficient

remedy for those prevalent and fatal diseases. The

antidote is a sure one, and will not hurt the most

delicate infant, if judgment is used in prescribing

the quantity :—Take a handful! of peach leaves,

put them in cold water, and steep them about ten

or fifteen minutes, without boiling ;
then sweeten

the liquid with loaf sugar, and give it in small

draughts, as the patient can bear it—a table spoon-

ful at a time, once in two hours, to an infant of six

or eight months old, or oftoner, if the extremity of

the case requires.

—

Selected.

The mahogany tree does not attain its full

growth till it 18 200 years old.
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TRIAL OF PLOWS AT C.'VTTLE SHOWS
Several ugriculLurnI socit ties in the country offer pre-

miums fur llie best plows tliat sliall be presented for trial.

This is well :—the importance iif the plow in husbandry

entitles it to this marked attention. Ail farmers wish to

bo able to Inrn their grounds well, and this with as little

draft upot) the strength of the team as possible.

The importance of correct decisions in regard to these

implements, is perhaps greater than in regard to almost

any thing else that is submitted for trial or inspection.

The best animal has not his like precisely, and one far-

mer only can possess the best at any given time. But

the plows from our best manufacturers are so much

alike, that each of an hundred or a thousand plowmen

niuy at one and the same lime be using implements that

are scarcely distinguishable from each other.

Most of our farmers loo have no good opportunity to

compare the plows from one factory with those fiom

another, and are greatly influenced in their choice by

the judgmenis ofcommitlees. Probably no other imple-

ment can be named, to which this last remark so fully

applies as to the plow.

We have made these remarks, hoping that they may

influence those who are to puss jmigment upon plows,

to try such as are presented, with es much care as possi-

ble. A fair trial cannot be made wilLout much time,

nor without attention to many parliculai..i. Large plows

that cut a wide and deep furrow, have as. advantage over

small ones in draft, if you measure by (he number of

square inches turned over. The power required to

force the cutter or coulter through, is little if any greater

where the furrow is 15 inches wide tli;m where it is only

10 inches. In most soils the resistance of grass loots is

greater at G inrhis below the surface than at 8 inches.

The weight of the plow itself is the same, and the f^^rce

required to draw that weigli), thcaame, whether the fur.

row be wide and deep or narrow and shoal. The plow-

man, too, may make a very considerable difference in

the power required hy the team. By shovingand throw-

ing the pressure much upon the wheel, he mav cause

the plow to move easier;—by bearing upon the handles

and holding back, he may increase the libor of tlie team

The texture of the swani often varies much in a field

that is apparently uniform Where the grass roots are

most abundant, especially where there are patches of

couch grass, the dynamometer will instantly show that

the team exerts a greater force than in other spots.

Some plows which work well at the depth of six or seven

inches, Uiough large, are so constructed as to work but

poorly at a greater depth. •
Committees should examine well the ground lo be

plowed, and take proper account of its variations in

texture; they should try every plow at various depths;

lliey will do right by the owners of the plows in lettin;;

thetn furnish plowmen of their own choosin", for a lew

furrows ; but they can but very unsaiisficloiily judge
of the ins;ru!nent if ihey do not also put their own
hands to it. We should be reluctant to pass Judgment
upon a plow until we had seen it turn nearly one-ei"hlh

of an acre—a strip f) rods by 4. Kach plow should liave

its separate land ; its work should not be mixed up with

the work of others. And thai the trial may he fair, a

field should be chosen that is as uniform in soil and tex-

ture as can be any where found. To make the trial

perfect, each plow should be used on level land, free

from obstructions, and al-o un land that is uneven and

rocky. But all the labor that this would require, will

be attended to by few committees. The best that can

be ho]>ed for, under such arrangements as are usually

made, is an approximaiion to a fair and full trial Cut
no effort should bo spared to make the approximaiion as

near us possible

CUTTING CORN-STALKS.
The usual time for taking the lops from llii' corn-field

has arrived. We believe it a well established point that

very early cutting is unfavorable lo the corn. Whether
the enhanced value of the stalks counterbalances the in-

jury lo the corn, is not so well settled. Our opinion is

against early topping, where that procesn is resorted to.

The boys must be careful, when doing this work, not

to let the knife pass through the husks; for if it does,

the corn where it is cut often moulds, and is much in-

jured. In stocking the stalks, do not put them where

the grass is thick, for such grass obstructs the circulation

of air and is unfavorable to curing the stalks well. The
decaying grass loo, sends up into tlie stock unfavorable

gases.

Our preference is to let the corn stand untopped until

eight or ten days later than the usual time of topping,

and ihen put the knife at the bottom. Wo shall treat

our own in this way, because we have compared the

two proct'Bses several years, and believe that we get

more corn and better stover. As far as we remember
published accounts, all fair trials have shown that the

corn is larger when thus cured than when topped at the

usual time. But this point is not established to the sat-

isfaction of farmers generally, and we are not disposed

to speak harshly of the old way. We hope those who
can, will make some limited trials, and ascertain which

is tlio more economical process.

We have no fears from storms, fogs or frosts, after the

corn is once stooked. We do not say that these cannot

injure it then ; but we have for years seen the corn es-

cape harm entirely from these causes. We have never

seen it injured by them after it was well stooked. The
process of curing in this way, we gave last year, and it

is unnecessary to repeat it now.

NITRATE OF SODA.

This article which is now coming much into use in

England as a fertilizHr of the soil there, we have tried

on a limited s;ale. In 1841, we sowed a little of it up

on various crops and found that timothy, redlop, couch

grass and June grass, i. e. the upland spear grasses,

were all benefited by its application. But upon clover,

grain, and the wet meadow grasses, it seemed lo be in-

ert. The present season we applied it, and obtained,

as far as the eye could determine, the same results.

Wherever it was used upon the spear grasses, they verv

soon put on a deeper green, and shot up more vigorous,

ly- We sowed, about the first of June, quarts upon

about oO square rods of land, or at the rate of one bushel

per acre. About the middle of July, we cut one swath

of timothy 43 feet long and 7 12 feet v\'ide, where the

nitrate bad been applied. The hay from this, when
well dried, weighed 37 1-2 lbs., or 5137 lbs. per acre.

Wc cut an adjacent swath of the same length and width,

and the hay weighed 2!) lbs , or 3973 lbs. per acre. The
increase was llGl lbs. per acre. On other spear grasses

the effect was apparently quite as great as here; but up-

on clover and b.-irley it did no good.

This nitrate of soda, bought in 1841, cost about $4
per cwt. A bushel probably would weigh near 100 lbs.

At this rate it wou'd be a cheap application, were re-

sults to be siK'h as we obtained on the measured piece.

But we apparently lost so much by putting it whore it

did no good, that the purchase was not on the \VhoIe a

very profitable one. We have corn, carrots, beets, po-

tatoes and ruta bagas upon it, and expect to be able to

give the results in a few weeks. These we think now
will be rather favorable ihan otherwise.

The present price of nitrate of soda is 5 or $7 per

cwt
,
if it can be had at any price. Report says it has

been bought up for the English market, where it is murli
sought after for manure. Others in this vicinity hav<;

used the nilratn of soda, and we hope by this account to

induce them to give the results. More experiments arc

needed before the article can be either recommended or

discarded.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FROiTS.

Saturday, Sept 3, 1842.

Belle Lucrative and Beurre d' Amonlis Pears, from
Col. Wilder—giving evidence of their rank with our
best pears.

Tomatoes, of extra size and quality, from S. Butter-
field, West Cambridge.

Haitletl Pears, Siberian Crab Apples and Tomatoes,
from J. F. Trull, Dorchester.
Egg Plants, from A. C. Hall, Roxbury.
Chelmsford Pears, Black Hamburg Urapee, and Bart-

lett Pears, from A. Bowditch, Roxbury.
Bnrtlett and Andrews Pears, from Wm. Mcller, Rox-

bury.

Surpasse Virgalieu and Van Mons' Kenrick Pears

;

Hawthorndean and four other kinds of Apples, names
unknov\'H, from Dr. S. A. Sliurtleff, Brookline.
Long Blue French Plum, Diamond and Lombard

Plums and Cushing Pears, from Samuel Pond, Cam-
bridgeport.

Gravenstein, Early Bough and a Scedline ApDle
from Rev. G. B. Perry, Bradford.
Long Blue Phim and a fine Muskmelon, from J. Lov-

ett, 2d, Beverly.
Belle d' Viiry and Gross Hignonne Peaches, open

culture
; Henry Van INlons Pears and Early Violet Nec-

tarine—all fine specimens—from Dr. J. C. Howard,
Brookline.

Fine large Peaches, from Mrs Bigelow, Medford.
Early Crawford Peaches—very fine—from Nathan D.

Chase, Lynn.
Summer Thorn, Bartlett, Julienne, Summer Frank

Real, Dearbo.-n's Seeilling, and Russet Pears, name un-
known, and fruit of the Podephela Peltatum, or May
Apple—fine specimens—from Otis Johnson, Lynn.
Bon Chretien Pears, Black Figs, and a specimen of

beautiful Peaclies.from J. F. Allen, Salem.
Black Hamburg Crapes, from John Cummini', ir..

Woburn.
n « i. J •

Porter Apples, Julienne Pears, Plums, and the Corne-
lian Cherry—from J. L. L. F. Warren, Brighton.

While and Green Gago Plums, from Gcoree Walsh.
Charlestown.

^ '

Bartlett, Deaiborn's Seedling, Hampden's Bergamot,
Domina Dall, C.-ibot and Beurre d' Amonlis Pears

; Early
York and Waters' Early Peaches—fine specimens—from
R Manning, Salern.

Devonshire Quarrenden, Garden Roval and a largo
Red Apple, name unknown, from B. V. French.

Blue Gage, Purple and White Magnum Bnnum, Green
Gage and Bolmer Washington Plums—a fine specimen
from Mr A. P. Hearlt, of Troy, N. Y., for which he has
the Society's thanks.

Tyson Pears, from Wm. Oliver, Porchester. The
specimen was fine—promising in its early bearing, to
take high rank. A typographical error in the last re-
port, gave credit lo its introduclion into this Common-
wealth, to Dr Pease ;— it should have been to that emi-
nent patron of agriculture and horticulture, Dr. Mease,
of Philadelphia, who associated himself early in life with
the first agricultural society in this country, and who has
ever since been constant in promoting lis best interests.
He sent it to the subscriber in the spring of 183G. The
scions were distributed, and arc now giving evidence of
a strong and thrifty growth of wood.

For the Committee, B. V. FRENCH.

NOTICE.
Contributors of Fruit lo the coming Annual Exhibi-

tion, will please forward their contributions to the rooms
early on 'I'uesday morning next, Sept. 13lh.

B. V.FRENCH, Chairmnn.
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JIORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
'f^The annual F.shibition of the Massacliuscits Horli-

«uUuml Society will lake place at their Rciiuns, 2 i Trcnioiit

Row, (opposite ihc Savings Bank) on WEDNESDAV,
THURSpAV, and FRIDAV, 14lh, 161h, and 16lh of ?ep
Wmlier.

Choice and rare specimens of Fruits and Flowers are re-

spectfully solicited from the memliers of the Massachusetts
Horticullurul Society, and from the lovers of the science of
Horticulture tjcneraliy. Committees will be in attendance ti>

receive contrlhutions on Monday and Tuesday, lath and
I3th of September, and will retain the specimens sent sub-

ject to the order of the owner.
A list, giving the names of the specimens of Fruits and

Flowers presented, is respectfully reijuesled.

By order, SAML'EL WALKER,
Chairman Committee of Arrangements.

Aug. 31 3w

TIIER.MO.\IETRICAL
Reporlrilfnrlhe New England Farmer.

It (ngeof the riieinionieterat the (larrienof the proprietors

of 111-! .New England Fiirmer, Ilrishlon, IMaas. in !< shaded
Nort lerly cuposure, for ihe week ending Sept. 4.

~S^. IS42.
I
5,A.M.

I
12, M. |

7,P.M.
| ^IndT'

/Viiindtv,

luesd.iv.
We Infsday,
'IhMrHlav,
l-ri Ijv,

Saturday,
Sunday,

29
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MISCELLANEOUS

HYMN.
BY D. RUSSELL.

Tune—" From Greenland^s Icy Mountain
'

From the bright crystal fountain

That flows in beauty free,

From shady hill and mountain

Fill hiffli the cup for me !

Sine; of the sparklinjr waters,

Sing of the coolinjj spring

—

Let Freedom's sons ami daughters

Their joyous tribute bring.

'Twas the pure pledge in Eden,

Ere sorrow's notes were heard.

Ere our fiist mother heeding

The subtle serpent's word

—

Forgetting her Creator,

Plunged her long race in woe,

And caused o'er bounteous nature,

The seeds of Death to grow.

From many a happy dwelling.

Late misery's dark abode,

Now the glad peal is swelling—
The hyvin of praise to God.

Hear the glad song ascending.

From many a thankful heart :

Hope, Joy, and Peace are blending,

And each their aid impart.

THE AUTOMATON CHESS-PLAYER.
Pew matters of mechanical ingenuity have ex-

cited more wonder than Maelzel's Automaton Chess

Player. The following account of it is interesting :

The construction of mafhines capable of imi-

tating the mechanical action of the human body
shows exquisite skill. This, however, has been
done ; M. De Kempelen, a gentleman of Pres-

burg, in Hungary, constructed an Adroides ca-

pable of playing at chess. Every one, who is in

the least acquainted with this gaiiie, must knovv
that it is so far from being mechanically per-

formed, as to require a greater exertion of the

judgment and rational faculties than is sufficient

to accomplish matters of greater importance.
That such a machine was made, the public had
ocular demonstration. The inventor came over
to Britain in 17S5, and exhibited his automaton
to public inspection for more than a year. On
his death, it was purchased by M. Maelzel, who
paid this country a visit in 1827, when the .in-

vention created as much wonder as ever, not-

withstanding the vast progress made:iji mechan-
ical science.

The room where it was exhibiied had an in-

ner apartment, within which appeared the fig-

ure of a Turk, as large as life, dressed after the

Turkish fashion, silting beliind a chest of three

feet and a half in length, two feet in breadth,
and two feet and a half in height, to which it

was attached by the wooden seat on which it

sat. The chest was placed upon four castors,

which, together with the figure, might be moved
to any part of the room.

On the plain surface formed by the top of the

chest, in the centre, was r.iised an immovable
chessboard, of handsome dimensions, upon
which the figure had its eyes fixed, its right arm
and hand being extended on the chest, and its

left arm somewhat raised, as if in the attitude of

holding a Turkish pipe, which was originally

placed in its right hand.

The exhibitor proceeded by wheeling the

chest to the entrance of the apartment within

which it stood, in front of the spectators. He
then opened cert.ain doors contrived in the chest,

two in the front and two in the back, at the same

time pulling out a long shallow drawci-, made to

contain the Chessmen, a cushion for the arm of

the figure to rest upon, and some counters
;

two lesser drawers and a green cloth screen, con-

trived in the body of the figure and its lower

parts, were likewise opened, and the Turkish

robe which covered them was raised ; so that

the construction both of the figure and chest, in-

tentionally was displayed, and the exhibitor in-

troduced a lighted candle ipto the body of the

chest and figure, by which the interior of each

was, in a great measure, rendered transparent.

The chest was divided by a partition into two
equal chambers; that to the right of the figure

was the narrowest, and occupied scarcely one
third of the body of the chest ; it was filled with

little wheels, levers, cylinders, and other ma-
chinery used in clock-work : that to the left con-

tained two wheels, some small barrels with

springs, and two quarters of a circle, placed hori-

zontally. The body and lower parts of the fig-

ure contained certain tubes, which appeared to

be conductors to the machinery. Alter a suffi-

cient time, during wiiich each spectator satisfied

his scruples and curiosity, the exhibitor closed

the doors, made some arrangenient in the body
of the figure, wound up the works with a key
inserted into a small opening in the body of the

chest, and placed the cusliion under the left arm
of the figure, which then rested upon it.

In playing a game, the automaton made
choice of the white men ; it likewise gave the

first move. It played with the left hand instead

of the right,—the right hand being constantly

fixed on the chest. This slight incongruity pro-

ceeded from inadvertence of the inventor, who
did not discover his mistake until the machinery
was too far completed to remedy the defect. At
the commencement of a game, the automaton
made a motion of the head, as if taking a view
of the board ; the same motion occurred at the

close of the game. In making a rnovc it slowly

raised its left arm from the cushion placed under
it, and directed it toward the square of the piece

to be moved. The arm then returned to its po-

sition pn 'Jhe cushion. Its hand and fingers

opened on touching the piece, which it took up
and conveyed to ,any proposed square. The
motions were performed with perfect correct-

ness, and the anxiety with which the arm acted,

especially in the delicate ,operation of castling,

seemed to be the result of spontaneous feeling ;

bending at the shoulder, elbow and knuckles,

and cautiously avoiding to touch ,any other piece

than that which had been moved.
On giving check to the king, it moved its

head as a signal. When a false move was
made by its antagonist, which frequently occur-

red through curiosity to observe in what manner
the automaton would act,—as for instance, if a

knight had been moved like a castle,— the au-

tomaton smote impatiently on the chest with its

right hand, replaced the knight in its former
square, and would not permit its antagonist to

recover his move, but proceeded immediately to

move one of its own pieces, thus appearing to

punish him for his inattention.

It was considered of importance that the per-

son matched against the automaton should be at-

tentive in moving a piece exactly in the centre

of a square ; otherwise, the figure, in attempting

to lay hold of the piece, might even sustain

some injury in the delicate mechanism of the

fingers. If its antagonist hesitated for a consid-

erable time to move a piece, it tapped smartly on
the chest with its right hand, as if testifying im-

patience at the delay.

During the time the automaton was in motion,

a low sound of clock work was heard, as if run-

ning down, which ceased soon after the arm was
reclined on the cushion. The works were
wound up at intervals often or twelve moves by

the exhibitor, who was usually employed pacing

up and down the room ; approaching the chest,

however, from time to time, on its right side.

It was understood that the automaton could nol

play, unless M. De Kempelen, or his substitute,

was near to direct its moves ; but it is very cer-

tain that the whole mystery lay in the chest, and
that there could be no connexion with the floor

as the inventor advertised his willingness to ex-

hibit at private houses.

To avoid the obstructions frequently occasion-

ed by the inattention of strange antagonists, ir

moving the pieces required exactly to the centrf

of squares, a new arrangement was subsequent-

ly made, by which the adversary did not play a

the same board with the automaton, but had £

chess-board to himself, on which he copied the

automaton's moves, and made his own ; while •<

person who attended at the automaton's board
copied with due precision, for the automaton, thi

adversary's moves.

In concluding our account of this extraordina

ry machine, we must observe that it has beei

asserted., without contradiction, that although i

beat numerous skillful chess players, in difleren

countries, its moves were directed by a boy con

cealed within the machinery ; so that, in fact

whoever the boy could beat at the game, wa
sure to be conquered by the automaton.

[Art of Legerdemain.

SAYLE'S G.^RDEN KNGINfi.
Tills is a splendid article. It will throw a constant sir'

of water to tne distance of 50 or 60 feet, with great lei

and incase ot fire would be a good subsiilnte for a fir*?

The most perfect article lor the purpose ever ml
ed. For sale l.yJ. BRECK & CO., No. SI and 52 N,.

Market street.

DRAFT AND TRACK CdAIJVS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable lor Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

No. 52 North Market st.

POUDRETTE.
For sale 200 Barrels Poudrelle.at S2 per barrel, bv J

BRECK &. CO, 6t and 52 North Market St., Doston.

May 18.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, orf2 GO if not pai^

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank ai

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, willioi

expense to subscribers.

TnTTLE AND DEl^NETT, PRINTERS.
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N. E. FARMER,

HOME-BRED STOCK.

If good working oxen are Jesired, and Ilerefords

Devons are not to bo procured, as you cannot

se the precise form or character in either the liull

r cow, select fiuch aa in their general conforma-

on approach nearest the models required ; but

luch more is to be relied on in using such as be-

jng to good working families. A form somewhat

elieved from the unwieidiness of the more bulky

I, should be selected, with longer legs, lighter

arcass, firmer muscle, medium bone, slanting

houlder, well knit withers, broad chest; spreading

before legs well, yet not too deep; ribs well

Tched immediately behind tho shoulders, afl^brding

mple room for the heart and lungs to play, and

caching well back and near the hips ; a broad

3vel back ; and most especially a fine open coun-

enance, with as much intelligence and as kindly

lisposition as possible. Such an animal, with

roper attention and feed, will nearly come up to

he horse in capacity and endurance, and when

cosed from the yoke, will fatten kindly, and pay

he grazier as generously as the plowman. The
Devon and Hereford, and their crosses, though une-

lualled for the yoke arc not surpassed for grazing

ind the shambles.

The pig should have a short fine snout ; an eye

hat will not look you out of countenance—nothing

3f the Vermillion hue ; a mouse ear we prefer,

though others that prefer a large size may be com-

pelled to take a flop ear with it ;) a little jowl ; a

short neck ; capacious chest; broad back, a little

crowning if very long, or perfectly level if very

short; belly well let down; legs short and stand-

ing on the toes ; broad and deep haras ; tail small

and well set up, with a kink or two in it; little

hair and no bristles ; a soft handler; quiet habits,

and any color you please. He should mature early,

and fatten at any age between nine and eighteen

months ; eat moderately, and convert into pork on

equitable shares whatever food he takes ; returning

as near one fourth in weight as possible when nu-

tritious, or if coarser and lighter, as much as he

can afford.

To all this, the farmer may say, this is a very

plausible theory, and we are willing to concede it

may be true enough, but unfortunately wo are be-

yond the reach of such improvement ; our neigh-

bors liave not this fine stock, nor have we the

means to go abroad and procure. Well, then, gen-

tlemen, we will advise you what to do. For your

breeders, use the very best animals you have or

can procure ; and if access to a mule stock animal

of the right kind can be had, do n't button up your

pockets when the price is stated, but pay liberally.

Every penny thus expended is seed scattered on a

fertile soil, that in a few months wi,l return you

ten or twenty fold. And when your young stock

is produced, do n't sell your best filly because she

will bring a few dollars more than an indiflforent

one ; or work her till superannuated, and breed

from some crazy jade, because she is fit for nothing

else. Do n't take your best calf to the butcher,

and raise the others because they are worthless to

him ; but save your best, your very best heifer, and

if your neighbors have not a belter bull than your

best cow otfords, save that for use, though his car-

cass should be worthless when you have done with

him, which it is not.

If your sheep are of the common kinds, any of

the improved rams will benefit them ; but do not

attempt mi.xing the improved breeds, unless you

are a skillful and experienced breeder. They

have been brought to their present perfection only

by careful and judicious crossing. An unlucky

cross may unsettle this nice adjustment ; and from

two races eminent in their own peculiar excellence,

you may get a third willi most of the faults and

scarcely any of the merits of either. The points

of a highly improved breed are like the well-bal-

anced elements in a chemical compound, that are

brought together and sustained by their just pro-

portions, scientifically arranged. If another ele-

ment be presented, or an excess of what is already

held in combination, a disturbing principle is af-

forded, that, by its attraction, resolves the elements

into new and mischievous combinations, that suc-

cessive generations may be required to re-establish.

But no danger need be apprehended by crossing

on to an indifferent stock; it might be difficult to

make it worse, and there are ninetynine chances in

a hundred that it will be made better.

—

Jlmer. Ag-

riculturist.

VARIETIES—SUGGESTION.
A correspondent at Buffalo, " G. P.," has drawn

the following portrait of what he calls an enemy of

l>ook farming—a class of men once very numerous,

but now fortunately quite limited. After noticing

the many benefits he has derived from agricultural

reading, he says : "The individual I allude to,

despised books and papers, saying book farming

was fit only for fools; other people could get along

well enough without it. His wood yard was in

front of his house : the gate was broken down
; the

windows broken and filled with rags; around his

barn roamed numbers of half-starved cattle and

pigs, the strongest rushing over the weakest, and

twice as many of all kinds as he could keep with

profit. And inch pigs ! They were the true land-

pike breed ; legs and snouts as long as the rest of

their body; and might be seen standing at a rail

fence, digging up the third row of potatoes on the

other side. Improvement of stock he scorned as

he did books; mortgages accumulated, and his

farm went under the hammer of the auctioneer."

" I have seen a communication in the Cultiva-

tor, in which the writer says he always takes away

the nest eggs of hens, and that he has never known

a nest deserted in consequence. His experience

differs from mine ; as I have kept some 20 or .30

hens for several years, and they almost always

leave their nest when the nest eggs are removed.

My hens are of the breed called Poland hens, ex-

cellent layers, and rarely setting until the third

year."

" There are many farmers who complain of be-

ing too poor to purchase and pay for an agricultu-

ral paper. As I have not seen the thing mention-

ed, I would suggest the propriety of forming far-

mers' associations or clubs, to purchase books and

papers, relating to agriculture; and having meet-

ings at suitable places to take out books and pa-

pers, to relate their experience in farming, and dis-

cuss topics relating to agriculture. In this way,

by the payment of a very smull sum individually, a

large circle of farmers might bo provided for; and

I have no doubt with the most beneficial results."

—

Mhany Cult.

WATER LIME—CISTERNS.
Charles Merriwether, of Graysville, Ky., requests

some " information as to burning water or hydrau-

lic lime, the best sand to mix with it, and the mode
of making cisterns."

Hydraulic lime is burned in the usual- manner,

but aa it will not slake like common lime, it is

ground to fit it for use. Hydraulic lime varies so

much in quality, that no general rule can be given

as to the quantity of sand it will bear in making

cement. When good, three bushels of sand to

one of lime, will be the proper quantity, although

some use more sand. The sand should be sharp

and clean. There should be no clay or loam

among it ; since if these are present, the cement

will not have the requisite hardness, or set quickly.

The best method of making cisterns, is to dig the

excavation of the proper size and depth ; then

make over the bottom a firm floor of stone, or brick

laid in cement, (a single flat stone like those used

for paving, that will make an entire bottom, is the

best,) and on this foundation build the wall of stone

or brick for the reservoir. Whatever may be the

material of the wall, it should receive one or two

coats of cement on the inside, to insure its being

water tight. Some, in making cisterns, place the

cement on the earth of tho pit, using neither stone

or bricks. Where the ground is very dry, and the

sides can be made smooth, this method, where two

or more coverings of cement are used, may answer

;

but in general, the best way is to construct a wall

as above directed. The cistern when made must

be covered so as to be secure against frost. In

making the cement, it must not be wet up, or pre-

pared, faster than it is wanted for use, as lying for

any coneiderable time spoils it.

—

Ibid.

Tomatoes a Cure for Scours in Pigs—Last fall,

we had a pig that was taken with the ecours badly.

We tried various remedies for it with but little ef-

fect. One day we threw over to it two or three

tomatoes, which it ate readily, and which we found

gave it relief By following this course a few

days, it was finally cured.

—

Maine Farmer.

Let no man be ashamed to work. Let no man

be ashamed of a hard fist or a sunburnt counte-

nance. Let him be ashamed only of ignorance

and sloth. Let no man be ashamed of poverty.

Let him only be ashamed of idleness and dishon-

esty.
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For llie N. E. Fanner.

SEEDING ON GREKN-SWARD FURROWS.
Mr Pctptam— In yoTir paper of the 31st of Au-

gust, there is an inquiry, in what part of the State

the experiment lias been maje of eeedinrr on green-

sward furrows, and how the farmers liked the prac-

tice. We are disposed to give " Esse.v" informa-

tion concerning our experience and practice, with-

out participating at all in the dispute wliether this

be old or new husbandry.

Some twenty or twentyfive years since, the wri-

ter was told that Mr Z. Estis, of Hanover, practiced

plowing sward-bound fields, manuring and seed-

ing with grass, without any intervening crop. The
first suggestion of such a course was sufficient in-

ducement to make an experiment, as much fruitless

labor and expense had been given in attempts to

raise gram crops on cold and clayey soils. Every

experiment made has been attended with very sat-

isfactory results. There is no loss of crop in the

course, and yet most of the purposes of naked fal-

low are fiilly accomplished. The gradual dissolv-.

ing of the sod prevents the soil from tailing into

too compact a state, (a common evil on low lands,)

and imparts nourishment for many years to the new
grass. We have a field which was plowed and

seeded irt August, 1825: it has not been very fre-

quently or copiously dressed with manure, and is

still in better condition than mowing fields gener-

ally. Another field, seeded twelve years ago, and

dressed once in two years, produced this year a

very large first crop and a second is now ready for

mowing. This practice is worthy of all commen-
dation on land not suited to grain crops. Where
Indian corn would be likely to grow well, we
should think it a more economical and better course

to plow in the spring, apply manure, plant with

corn, cultivate with a level surface, and sow grass

seed at the last hoeing.

" Essex" seems disposed to l)]aiiie farmers for

neglect in communicating to the public, if the sys-

tem concerning which he inquires, has been pur-

sued " fur a long course of years." Remissness in

communication is no doubt an easily besetting sin,

Rnd the writer will not deny that it sometimes lies

at his door; but on this subject there is no con-

sciousness of any improper reserve on his part;—
all suitable occasions have been -embraced to di-

rect the attention of fanners to a practice so inti-

mately connected with their interest and prosperi-

ty. All practicable publieity has been given to

views entertained on the subject. In an account

of the cultivation of the writer's farm, which was

published in the N. E. Farmer, vol. x., page 300,

this practice was mentioned as part of the system

pursued. In the county of Plymouth, the practice

has not been extended proportionate to its utility
;

but we have the satisfaction of seeing a good num-

ber of farmers every year adopting it, and where

one experiment has been fairly made on a farm, an

intelligent owner will be very certain to repeat it.

Pemb,oke,Sept. 2d., 1842. JM. ALLEN.

This communication induced us to turn to the

back volume where Mr Allen detailed his modes

of farming, and we found a part of his account so

full of instruction that may be valuable to many
of our readers, that we make no apology for repub-

lishing it.

—

Ed.

To the Trustees of the Mass. AgricuUural Society :

" Gentlemen—Situated at a distance from any

considerable market town, it would be absurd in

me to think of entering into competition in the ag-

gregate amount of crops, with farmers in the vici-

nity of the city, where manure is attainable to any

desired extent. On the supposition, that the man-

agement of farms is judged in reference to local

advantages and inconveniences, my hope is found-

ed of sustaining a claim to a premium. There

have never been any very great improvements made

on my farm in any one year. The object has been

yearly to add something more in earthly and vege-

table substances to the fields, than was taken from

them in the removal of crops. To give a just idea

of improvements made, a brief history of the opera-

tions may be necessary.

My first purchase of land was in 1802—fifteen

acres; the greater part of which was in a very

rough state, and, as much of it had been tilled, re-

duced by severe cropping. The rocks were remov-

ed to enclose the lots, and the bushes subdued with

the plow, as fast as necessary means could be ob-

tained for accomplishing those objects; the pro-

gress was not rapid in the beginning, because, be-

ing entirely destitute of capital, I was obliged, in

seaman's phrase, to ' work my passage.'

" When the fields were enclosed with walls and

the bushes subdued, attention was directed to the

pints which had been tilled almost to exhaustion.

And the principal means of renewing them within

my power, was the incorporation of earths of diffe-

rent qualities. Cold and tenacious soils were

dressed with silicious earth and other materials

that tended to open and warm them. Sandy soils

were dressed with clay, swaiiip mud, and alluvions

in which sand formed the least considerable part.

This course, in seven years, gave ten tons of Eng-

lish hay where less than two were obtained before,

and about double the quantity of grain on the acre.

In 1817, another lot of sixteen acres, a large

portion of it in a similar state with the first, was

purchased and managed in the same way. About

the same time were purchased seven acres of fresh

meadow ; on which no other improvements have

been made than clearing away bushes, tunnelling

and cutting ditches in such directions as would ir-

rigate the whole meadow. Another small lot was

enclosed from a pasture in 1820, and has since been

cultivated as English meadow and tillage. Four

acres of the above lots are light sandy soils ; six

acres hazpl loam, suitable for grain or grass ; five

acres dark friable soil ; fifteen acres argillaceous
;

and ten acres of irrigated fresh meadow. Seven

acres were planted with Indian corn the present

year—three acres of loam and four acres of sandy

soil. On one acre of the loam about six cords of

barn manure were spread and plowed in ; on anoth-

er acre, where in other years meadow mud had

been applied, six casks of lime were spread ; on

the other fields, which produced rye the preceding

year, there was no application. The corn was

planted in drills: this method has been in practice

on the farm more than twenty years, and is in my
judgment preferable to any other. The corn was

harvested between 90th September and 20th Octo-

ber. Weight of the whole crop, 22,381 pounds

—

208 31-75 bushels. The same field the preceding

year, produced 120 bushels of rye. The present

year there were only about two acres in rye, and

the produce was 25 bushels.

" There are nine acres in tillage, alternately

planted with corn and rye, excepting once in five

or six years each field is planted with potatoes,

beans, or some other vegetable considered favora-

ble as a change from the ordinary course. The

s

stubble of rye is plowed in, immediately after th

removal of the crop, and some kind of seed applie

to produce herbage to bo plowed in as green dress

ing. Potatoes this year were planted only on thr

borders of cornfields, under trees, and in other sit;

ations where not much produce could be expecte<

— eighty bushels were gathered. From two hun

dreii to three hundred has been the average cro

in the last four years. No other roots are culti

vated except in the kitchen garden. Thirtytw

acres are mowed, twenty of which have been plow-

ed and will produce good English hay in commo
seasons, with liboial manuring; but a successio

of wet seasons has introduced on a part of it S'

much wild grass, that the hay is not now suitabh

for the market, though good stock hay. There an

ten acres of irrigated land, as above mentioned, am
two acres of fresh meadow over which the wate

does not often pass. The hay was located befori

the offer of premium was published, in such man
ner that it is impossible for me to ascertain witl

accuracy the quantity. Some of it was placed it

barns with old hay, and some of it sold in the field.

The crop of hay has varied very little for four years- rf

yet supposed to have gradually increased. Ii

1827, the whole crop was measured in the mow ir

September, after it was thoroughly settled. Foui

cords of English hay were considered equal to 8

ton, and five cords of fresh. According to thai

measurement, there were thirtythree and tliree quar-

ter tons of first quality, or good English hay ; ten

tons of second quality; and fourteen and two fifths

tons fresh hay. Five acres then mowed are now
in tillage. From two to three tons of second crop

are annually cut, in situations where it is not con-

venient for cattle to feed.

"Compost manure, made with reference to the

quality of the soil where it is to be applied, is every

year spread on the mowing land. Sand is made a

principal ingredient of compost for clayey soils, and

swamp mud or clay for loose soils. From three

to five hundred loads, forty bushels in the load, are

made in a year and applied chiefly in autumn, not

so much for choice as necessity, there being no

other season of sufficient leisure to accomplish the

work. In laying down tilled land to grass, I

choose to sow the seed about the last week in Aii-

gu.st and put no arain with it ; but any time in iUe

month of September will do belter than either of

the spring months ; and if sown with winter ryi',

it will do better than with spring grain. The clay-

ey soils which are not suitable for grain, I some-

times turn over with the plow immediately after the

grass is cut, roll down the furrows, and put on a

dressing of manure and seed again. In this course

cultivated grass is renewed without the loss of any

crop. I use chiefly herds grass seed, and put one

fourth of a bushel on an acre.

" I have forty acres of pastures of a light soil, and

in the possession of other owners, it was alternate-

ly tilled and pastured in so quick succession, that

only very small crops of corn or rye can now be

obtained. The number of acres discouraged me
from attempting to renew it in my usual way of

mixing soils ; and therefore a plan is formed to re-

new it in the operations of nature. Last spring, a

field of between two and three acres was fenced,

plowed, and sowed with the seed of the yellow lo-

cust tree. The seed came up well, and the most

thrifty of the young trees are now three and a half

feet high. If the worms should not oppose me,

there will probably be a very flourishing grove,

which in a few years will efl'ectuaily recruit the
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ow planting- several acres with acorns, which it is

III (tended to protect against cattle with a fence."

SOWKD CORN.
'o the Editor of ibe N'ew En-rlaml Farmer

:

It may amuse, and perliaps be of some advantage

the agriculturists of the country, to be correctly

iformed to what extent of production the soil may
" e relied upon or referred to. This is especially

mportant to those who have but little land to cnl-

ivntc. My attention having been drawn, in past

ime, to this subject, I this year (1842) appropriated

piece of ground for the purpose of sowing in

roadcast (.so called) a quantity of Indian corn.

ielying on the prevalent saccharine matter thought

be therein contained, I took what is commonly
allod sweet corn. It came up well, though its

'" jrowth was not comparable with that planted in

' the hill. At the first appearance of the spindle, a

* portion of the lot of average appearance was cut,

"^ and two careful persons were my assistants in

weighing the product (August 22.)

The production was as follows; 272 1-2 square

feet or one rod, gave at the rate of 13 tons 122.')

pounds to the acre. It may be well here to ob-

serve, thai after spindling, at several subsequent
periods, there was a decrease of weight.

My next experiment was made with Southern
flat corn. This was scattered in rows. The
growth was rapid, favored by the season. This
too was taken as the spindle began to appear, and
the production was calculated in like manner as in

the preceding case, and was a little over 21 tons

to the acre (Sept. 2d.)

In both cases these crops were fed out in aid of
the pasture.

The result in both these experiments, would
8eem to give great force to the system of soiling,

well thought of and recommended by so many ag-

riculturists.

I am, sir, yours,

JOHN WELLES.
J^atick, Sept. 6, 1842.

MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP IN WINTER.
Extracts from a paper by L. A. Morrell, Esq., in

the Transactions of the N. V. State Agricultural

Society :

" It will readily be acknowledged by all who
have had the least experience in sheep husbandry,

that winter is the season, in our latitude, when the

skill of the sheep-master is most severely tested
;

and that in the ratio of his attention or neglect, is

his profit or loss.

The first iujportant point which will bo discuss-

ed, connected with the winter management of

sheep, is prolcctiun, in support of which greater

space will be required than is wished. The strong
and inveterate prejudice entertained by thousands
of farmers against this necessary matter in slieep

economy, is truly surprising; the grounds of which
are, that it enervates the constitution and induces
disease, and consequently deteriorates the qualitv

and diminishes the quantity of the fleece. It will

be my endeavor to prove that these conclusions are

the very reverse of being true.

It is now many years since I embarked in sheep
husbandry. My original purchase amounted to

about 500, the half of which were from the then

with these, nnd steadily pursued the policy, even
to the prr.ient time, of improving their quality by
combining fineness and closeness of pile with as

much regard to size and vigor of colistitulion as

possible. A judicious course was adopted during
the season of pasturage, by changing the flocks

often from one field to another, feeding an abun-
dance of hay and grain during winter, but heavy
losses, varying from Jiine to twelve per cent.—and
let this be noted— would occur yearly, in despite

of these efl'orts. It was not, however, until about
the year '3.5, that my eyes were opened to the cause
of this mortality, so sensibly felt in the purse, and
revolting to humanity ; it was the necessity of pro-

tection. Accordingly, I forthwith erected a num-
ber of barns with sheltering apartments—hereafter

tn bo ascribed—which proved an immediate reme-
dy to these misfortunes. Since that event, on re-

ference to my sheep records, it appears that my
loss has not averaged, annually, to exceed one and
a half per cent, with regard to number, and if com-
parative value were the standard, not the half of
one per cent., inasmuch as the deaths were con-
fined to small and late lambs, and ewes inclined to

age
; whereas exposure cut down good as well as

indifterent. But to make my limited loss, during
the season of foddering, appear still more striking,

I will state the fact, that last Avinter, out of two
thousand, sixteen only died of the age of two years
and upwards, (several of these through casualties,)

and the residue that died were small lambs, ten
from bad nursing, and the number about twenty.
If this statement is contrasted with the per centage
before the resort to protection, it will readily dis-

pel the delusion that it tends to enervate the con-
stitution of sheep.

Although philosophy enters largely in support of
the position that sheltering of sheep in our vigo-
rous climate, is a counteracting cause of disease,

yet it is deemed necessary to state only a simple
fact to overthrow the pri-judice heretofore stated in

reference to this point. When my flocks were ex-
posed, the diseases to which they were subject
were scab, pelt-rot, scours or purging, and an ex-
cessive discharge of mucus from the nose, and many
died from apparently no other disease than sheer
poverty. But since protection, no epidemic has

prevailed, and disease of any kind is rare indeed,
only occurring in individual cases. From this re-

sult, whatever may be the conclusion of some, it

must nt least be clear to every unprejudiced mind,
that tvarni shelters are the preventives of disease,

rather than the inducing cause.

That protection will deteriorate the quality of the

fleece, of which very many seem quite sure, nothing
is more groundless; a mere delusion, and like eve-
ry thing else of this character, originating in igno-
rance. This class of farmers say, that the Saxons,
which yield a finer wool than any other variety, and
possessing more delicate constitutions, live in a

colder climate than ours, and hence conclude that

exposure is necessary here, to prevent deterioration.

That the climate of parts of Germany, where the

pure Saxon abounds, is colder than this latitude, is

very true
;
but the fact it appears, is not known,

that there protection is of the utmost necessity, and
is most rigidly practiced. Ignorance of this is the f'"' Cramp in the Stomach.—Warm water sweet-

foundation of the fallacy which so generally pre- ened with molasses or brown sugar, taken freely,

vails. will in many cases remove the cramp in the sto-

With the statenicnt of one or two facts, I will mach when opium and other remedies have failed.

close the discussion of ihis point, although it could
he made stronger by other illustrations. The first

clip shorn after my flocks were slielteicd, their

wool (stapled at the Middlesex manufactory. Low-
ell,) sold, sorted, three cents per lb. higher than the
previous one, which arose not from selling the
coarsest sheep during the interim, having parted
with only about fifly of iliis class. And again, my
wool, previous to that period, was harsh, weak in

fibre, and to use a technical term, dead in feeling ;

since then, it has been distinguished by life, soft-

ness and elasticity, and great strength of fibre. This
is always a natural and sure consequence, when
sheep are kept in vigorous and hcaltliy condition.

The next point I shall notice is, that protection

wilt increase the loeight of the Jl.rece. .Ml farmers
are aware th^it in fattening swine, or other stock,

mildness of temperature is of paramount importance
to hasten the process—and why .' Because the

comfort of the animal is thereby promoted. And
it is asked, will not the same cause produce a simi-

lar result with the sheep, when its comfort is thus
consulted ? Surely this will not be questioned.

And who will deny that a sheep in good condition
will shear a larger amount of wool than one in

very ordinary flesh. But I will leave theory, and
resort to stubborn facts spread before me in my
sheep records, which will place the point in ques-
tion beyond the cavil of the most sceptical. Be-
fore protection, the average yield of wool per head
was from 2 lb. 7 oz. to 2 lb. 9 oz. ; and this too,

when the flock partook more of the 'old fashioned

Merino' characteristics than at present ; and pro-

vided the same means had been adopted to secure
their health and condition as now, the produce
would have exceeded 3 lbs.: of this there is not a
doubt. The first clip that followed protection, the

average per head was 21b. 10 oz. ; the second, 2 lb.

14 oz. ; third, 2 ib. 12 3-4 oz. ; fourth, 2 lb. ID 1-2

oz. ; and the last clip, 2 lb. 12 oz. The disparity

in these averages is in part to be attributed to the

difierenco in the number of yearlings, but mostly
to the seasons, which in an unaccountable manner
affect sometimes the weight of fleece generally. I

shall not go into further particulars, but state that

the aggregate increase of five clips, as above,

amounts to seventeen hundred pounds, which at the

prices sold, would cover the interest of the whole
flock for five year.^ valuing them at one dollar and
fifty cents per head 1 This is submitted as one
only of the solid arguments in favor of the policy

of protection. The legitimate conclusion to be
drawn from the above premises is, that sheep kept
in good condition will yield a larger quantity of
wool

—

ergo—the necessity of protection, as one of

the means to promote this condition.

Increase of lambs, is another sure result of pro-

tection. It is almost superfluous to tell an intelli-

gent, practical farmer, or the animal physiologist,

that in order to produce a healthy and vigorous oflT-

spring, the sire and dam should possess sound con-
stitutions, and good condition during pregnancy is

of the highest importance. By means of great at-

tention to those important particulars, together with

skillful crossing, may be ascribed nil the improve-

ments which have been made from time to time, in

domestic animals."
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THE KENTUCKY CORN CROP.

We copied, some months ago, an account of a

crop of corn raised by a Mr Young, of Kentucky,

which was stated to have averaged 195 bushels to

the acre. We expressed at the time our opinion

that the crop must have been measured in the cob,

but it appears by the following article, copied from

the Dollar Farmer, (a paper issued from the office

of the Louisville Journal,) that our opinion was er-

roneous :

—

Walter C. Young's Corn Crop.—We per-

ceive that some of t)ie Eastern editors, in speaking

of Mr Young's corn crop of 195 bushels to the acre,

say that they presume, of course, that it was not

shelled corn. When ive said that Mr Young pro-

duced 195 bushels of corn to the acre, we meant
corn. If it had been 195 bushels of corn and cobs,

it would not have been so extraordinary. Mr Geo.

W. Williams, of Bourbon county, Ky , liad previ-

ously produced 167 bushels to the acre; but Mr
Young's crop goes far beyond even that, and it was

precisely because it did so far transcend the high-

est recorded crop, that we deemed it of such vital

importance to make Mr Young's method known.

That Mr Young did produce 195 bushels to the

acre, we feel just as certain as that we now hold a

pen in our hand. It was measured by as respecta-

ble gentlemen as any in Jessamine county— gentle-

men appointed for the purpose by the Jessamine

Agricultural Society. And let it be remembered
that this was no first experiment on a single acre.

The corn was planted and cultivated according to

the method long adopted by Mr Young, and his

whole crop was pronounced equal to the five acres

measured. This extraordinary crop was produced
in 1840, a year very favorable to corn ; but we are

told by Mr Young that in the dryest years he does

not get less than 100 bushels to the acre.

^ Here then is not " book farming," but a method
of cultivation pradktd for years by a plain, practi-

cal, but intelligent farmer. Here then is actual

experience for a course of years, the very thing

the farmer says he must have before he can be con-

vinced. But, reader, are you convinced ? No.
You cannot get round the experience, provided it

was experience, and you will take a short way of

evading the matter by simply saying that you do n't

believe a word of the whole story.

Strange as it may seem, these worthy farmers

that go so strong for fads and erperience, and who
yet deny all facts and all experience that do not

tally with their own notions—these very farmers
are fond of arguing, and like mightily to have the

reason or rationale of things explained ; and many
a one of tliem will yield to a theory who will not

listen to a fad. Well, then, let us look into the

theory of Mr Y.'s practice. Hear him :

"My universal rule is, to plow my corn land the

fall preceding the spring when I plant ; and as

early in the spring as possible, I cross-plow as deep
as circumstances will permit ; and as soon as this

is done, I commence checking off—the first way
with my largo plows, and the second with my
small ones; the checks three feet by three, admit-
ting of working the land both ways.. And then I

plant my corn from the 20th to the 25th of March

—

a rule to which 1 adhere with scrupulous exact-
ness; planting from eight to twelve grains in each
hill, covering the same from four to six inches deep,

greatly preferring the latter depth. So soon as

my corn is up of sufficient height, I start the large

harrow directly over the rows, allowing a horse to

walk each side ; harrowing the way the corn was

planted; and on land prepared as above and har-

rowed as directed, the hoeing part will be so com-
pletely performed by this process, that it will sat-

isfy the most sceptical. Then, allowing the corn

thus harrowed, to remain a few days, I start my
small plows with the bar next the corn; and so

nicely will this be done, that when a row is thus

plowed, so completely will the intermediate spaces,

hills, fee, be lapped in by the loose earth, occa-

sinned by this system of close plowing, as to ren-

der any other work useless for a time. I thin to

four stalks upon a hill, never having to transplant,

the second plowing being performed with the

mould-board towards the rows of corn; and so

rapid has been the growth of the corn between the

first and second plowings, that this is performed

with ease; and when in this stage, I consider my
crop safe—my general rule being, never to plow

my corn more than four times, and harrow once.

My practice is, to put a field in corn two succes-

sive years, then grass it, and let it lie eight years

—

a rule from which I never deviate. Now, I do not

pretend that the labor bestowed upon a sod-field to

put it in a state of thorough cultivation, does not

meet with a fair equivalent from one crop ; but I

presume no farmer will doubt when 1 say the se-

cond year's crop from sod land is better than the

first, with not more than one half the labor. The
best system of farming is to produce the greatest

amount of profit from the smallest amount of hibor."

Now, what are the essentials of this method.^

First—Fertility of soil, kept up by his system of

manuring and grass, of which we shall not speak.

Second—Early planting. In consequence of

this, the corn matures before the dry season com-

mences, and every farmer knows that plenty of

rain will make a good crop of corn in almost any

soil. They all know that the essential thing for

corn is rain, and that there is generally plenty of

rain till about the 1st of July. Mr Young might

plant his corn considerably later, and have it come
up as early, and grow oflT more rapidly, by soaking

it in a solution of saltpetre. Thus would the ef-

fect of frost and chilly mornings be in a degree

avoided, while wo feel confident from our own ex-

perience, all injury from the cut-worm would be

avoided.

Third— Close planting. Every farmer must
know that, to produce the heaviest possible crop, a

certain number of stalks must be upon the ground.

It is often observed that the great sin of American
agriculture is too thin sowing. Grass is nearly al-

ways sowed too thin, and the same is true of small

grain. In England they sow four and five and

sometimes six bushels of oats to the acre ; in this

country generally not more than a bushel or a bush-

el and a half. Hence in England they yield three

or four limes as heavy as in this country ; while

in this country we never hear of an extraordinary

crop where less than three or four bushels to the

acre were sown. Now, we venture to affirm that

no very large corn crop was ever grown un-

less it was planted more than usually thick. In

the crop of George W. Williams, of Bourbon coun-

ty, Kentucky, the corn was planted in rows two
feet apart, with a stalk every foot in the rows.

This crop produced 1G7 bushels to the acre. But
there is another important advantage of close plant-

ing. The corn very soon becomes so dense that

the ground is shaded, and the growth of the grass

is prevented, and the moisture retained in the soil.

By this method of cultivation, no grass is ever al-
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lowed to absorb the moisture from the earth, or I

take up the nutritious gases which ought to be a{

propriated exclusively to the corn.

Fourth—Deep planting. This probably ope

rates favorably by giving the roots a bedding wher

the soil is always moist. Another advantage ma
be that the roots are thus not so liable to be broke

by the plow in cultivation. But it must be herljIlS:

noted, that by Mr Young's method, the corn is ' lai

by' before the roots are so extended as to be liabh

to much injury from the plow.

Fifth and last.—It will be observed that, by M
Young's method, the soil is kept very friable ani

loose, and that to a considerable depth. This ma;

bo considered the all-essential point in husbandry

One of the chief advantages of all manures is, et

to divide the soil as to make it that the atmosphere

from which plants derive their principal nutriment

may freely penetrate to the roots of the plants. It

such a loose soil, too, it is well known that much
less rain is requisite than in a stiff, cold, close soil.

For this reason, gravel, sand, or saw-dust is ofter

the best manure that can be put upon a stiff soil.

In the fall of the year, Mr Young turns down very

deep a thick. rooted sod of eight years standing.

The vegetable matter in the sod will obviously

keep the soil very loose for a year or two by me-
chanical division, as well as by the slow fermenta-

tion of this matter in the soil. But this is not all.

The soil is deeply broken up before planting; it

is harrowed thoroughly as soon as the corn comes
up, and then there is a rapid succession of plowing,

until the ground is shaded by the corn, and plow-

ing is no longer possible or necessary. No doubt

the plow is preferable to the hand-hoe or cultiva-

tor in the case of Mr Young; for it makes the soil

loose to a greater depth, and wo have already ex-

plained that, according to his method, the roots of

the corn are not exposed to injury from the plow.

Having explained Mr Y.'s method, we must now
caution our readers that they must by no means
plant as close as he does, until they plant also as

early, and observe his other essential rules. In-

deed we do not desire all our readers to adopt his

method at once ; but we do desire that they may
understand that they cannot raise a hiri;e crop

without leaving a certain number of stalks on the

ground, nor without observing the other important

conditions of which we have spoken.

Sleamiii'ir Bread.—Not steam for making bread,

good lady, hut steam for making old bread into

new. It is well known by every housewife, who
has a family, that in baking a large batch of bread,

some of the loaves will get dry and hard, before it

is all used. In the first place, fill your porridge-

pot about half full of water, and as quick as it boils

have some short sticks or rods to lay in across the

pot, close to the water; then put in your loaf, shut

down the cover, and let it remain about fifteen or

twenty minutes. However, you can try it with a

fork, and when it is done put it on the table ; and

if you don't say it is as good as new bread, if not

better, (and more wholesome withal,) then you may
set me down as a false prophet. L. Durand.

Derby, Conn. [.Ilbany Cult.

Corn soaked in ley, perseveringly used, has cured

the disease in swine called kidney-worm, in nume-
rous instances. A neighbor of ours succeeded with

it in a very bad case. If breeders would give

their hogs plenty of salt and brimstone, they would

rarely be troubled with diseases.

—

Dollar Farmer.
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From llip Farmer's Monthly Visilor.

MICROSCOPIC.

Sometime since, I saw in your Visitor a state-

lent tliat apple-tree lice were Icfrged animals. Dr.

;. Fisher, of Kennebunk, I believe, was the one

ho made the discovery. I have a small double

lass, that magnifies but 10 lineally, 100 superfi-

ially, and of course 1000 in magnitude.

What is commonly called appletree lice, are

ut their hulk or houses, and never move more

lan any house. It contains from twenty to forty

ggs, which look very much like the pismire's egg,

ut 1000 times sm;illor. They begin to hatch out

le first of June. After they are out of their shell

nd hulk, tliey look much like their eggs. They

ave many legs, and eat through the bark into the

ood ; and when there are many of them, kill the

mb, and sometimes the whole tree.

Scraping their houses off, and washing with

trong lye or lime, soapsuds, or many other things,

ill kill them. The best time to examine with a

licroscope is a little before sundown, letting the

ght strike on what you are observing.

It is stated in the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, that

le mite takes five hundred steps in a second of

me. I know not what mites they mean ; but the

lite on old cheese is a very slow walker for so

mall a thing; five steps instead of five hundred,

re all he can make out, and his steps are easily

ounted. The mite on the outside of figs, and the

eevil in rye meal, and grain, are about the same

ize of those in cheese ; but they have more legs,

nd take more steps—perhaps twenty or thirty in a

econd of time. This is the extent. They all ap-

ear very nmch like cabbage lice, only one thou-

and times smaller.

This same Encyclopedia says also that the gnat

r midge moves his wings two thousand times in a

econd. Now the heron, and eagle, which weigh

bout ten pounds, move their wings but twice a

econd—the crow twice— the swallow three or

3Ur times, (which weigh about an ounce)—the

umble bee forty—the honey bee sixty— the mus-

uito one hundred—the gnat about two hundred.

The partridge, which is larger than the crow, moves

er wings oftener, on account of a heavy body,

ompared with her wings—probably ten or twelve

imes in a second. So as to bees, they move their

Kings faster than flies, because their bodies are

heavier in comparison.

It has been said that every pebble is peopled

fith animalculffi ; and that all fluids are filled with

hem. I think not so. True, in vinegar and other

nucilaginous liquids there are many, and sometimes

large as to be seen with the naked eye, but dis-

illed vinegar or pure water has none. I have not

leen able to discover but two or three kinds in wa-

er ; one looks like an eel, another, which is very

imall, like a toad or frog. In most flowers two or

hree kinds also can be seen ; the smallest is very

ike the red lady-bug, or garden spider, only a

housand times smaller. You will see the same

in rocks, especially where there is new and very

ine moss. Their step is not over thirty in a se-

:ond.

I have seen by the solar microscope, a louse

jnagnified as large as an o.x ; but in a drop of pure

water thus magnified, nothing was to be seen but

water, or perhaps a little dust. Therefore I do not

believe in these millions of animalculae. Indeed,

if there were as many as some pretend, I could see

them with " my" microscope, even if were tliey one

hundred times smaller than the red bug in flow-

ers and on the moss of rocks, or the frog-looking

creature in water, which is the smallest I have

been able to sec. These are sufticionlly minute

and curious for me, but some people are like my
aunt Sally, who could not think of mediocrity, but

every thing was the very biggest, or a " lectle the

leetlestshe ever did see," and her last cold was

always the worst.

I wish some one could tell how to destroy the

powder bug on vines. I have tried many ways to

no effect, except catching them and knocking their

brains out.

The wind was east when I wrote the above.

H. F.

most of them having proceeded from a present of

sir, which he made to our accomplished country-

woman, the Marchioness of Wellesley, and by her

to her venerable father, and late father-in-law, both

at the time, and one of them now, residents of our

city.

During the whole of our revolutionary struggle,

Mr Coke was the firm and consistent friend of

America, and from that period to the hour of his

death, he was as warmly attached to our country.

At Holkhani our countrymen ever found that wel-

come, which an English country gentleman knows

so well how to give, and now, that he sleeps with

his fathers, we feel that this notice is due to his

memory.

—

Baltimore Farmer.

EARL OF LEICESTER.

We observe with regret, by the late European

news, that the Earl of Leicester died recently in

England in the iJIst yrar of his age. This illus-

trious man was better known in this country by the

name of Mr Coke, of Holkham, a name which he

had ennobled while he bore it, by the practice of

every virtue which lend a charm to human actions,

and dignify man in the walks of life. It is only

since the ascension of Queen Victoria to the throne,

that Mr Coke would receive title, having refused it

from the hands of the late William IV., and we
believe also, from those of George IV. ; but when
again presented him by the young Queen, the old

man could no longer resist a boon coming from the

hands of his sovereign, and that sovereign the

daughter of his old friend and associate, the Duke
of Kent. To have refused under such circumstan-

ces, would have been doing a violence to former

friendships and the promptings of gallantry, and he

consented to have restored, in his own person, that

title which, in a former century, had belonged to

his forefathers. In receiving this distinguished

mark of favor, it was admitted on all hands, that

title imparted no dignity to Mr Coke, who as the

representative of his county, had won more honor

in the House of Commons by his patriotic and gen-

erous bearing, than could be conferred by all the

titles within the gift of the crown. To be called,

and to deserve being called, the Great Commoner

of England, vi&a, indeed, enough to fill the mea-

sure of any man's ambition.

But however high this good man stood as a Brit-

ish statesman, his claims to public gratitude rested

on a more exalted basis—he was, in the broadest

sense of the term, an agricultural benefactor. No
man ever lived who had done more to advance the

cause of enlightened husbandry, or to elevate the

character of the tillers of the earth— to him, as

much as to any other individual, is England in-

debted for the present improved state of her agri-

culture. He was not a mere theoretical talker, but

an odor, and his own estates are evidences of the

truth of what we say. Many portions of those es-

tates, which, when they came into his management,

were floating beds of sand, have not only been im-

proved, but changed in the very texture of their

soil. By the addition of clay and 7iiarl, he con-

verted thousands of acres of such sands as we have

described, into;)ro(/uc(i'i;c loams—lands which fifty

years ago, would bring nothing but peas, are now

among the best wheat soils in the kingdom. He
was, too, among the most zealous improvers of

stock, and to his munificence is our country mainly

indebted for the introduction, within the last thirty

years, of those beautiful Devons, which are now to

be found every where over our wide-spread domain,

Destruction of Moles.—The following recipea

fur destroying moles, we extract from an English

work by Charles Fothergill, of Salisbury, England.

—Amer. Farmer.
" L Make a paste with powdered hellebore roots,

wheat flour, and ground glass
;
place it near their

holes to eat, and you will soon destroy them.

"2. Make a mixture of brimstone, rosin, and tur-

pentine; put them into a horn with a narrow neck,

first enveloping the same in tar ; set fire to the tow

thus prepared ; then insert the mouth of the horn

into the burrow of the mole, and he will soon be

suffocated to death."

Manure.—Put on your land all th© manure that

can be scraped from your premisesi or that you are

entitled to from the road. Leave not a particle in

the barn-yard. It matters not hci.» coarse or long

it is if you can plow it in. All j.ou can get from

it before another season, is clear, gain, for it will

lose but little more under the ground with a crop

over it, than exposed to the action of the sun and

rains in the yard. If it cannot be used, place it in

heaps and cover it two feet thici.with earth, which

will inhale and retain most of jts enriching gases

till wanted.

—

Amer. Agricult.

Preservation of Grain.—A correspondent of the

Farmers' Cabinet says, that "in a late visit to a

branch of the Cooper family in New Jersey, he ob-

served that the grain of different descriptions was

stowed away in large strong iron-bound casks; and

in these the wheat, &.C., was preserved for any pe-

riod, no matter how long, without fear of the wee-

vil, grain-worm, vermin, damp or mouldinesa. The

grain is introduced by a funnel through the bung-

hole ; and when full the cask is carefully closed,

and made air-tight, and kept in that state by occa-

sionally driving the hoops. The casks are laid on

sleepers so high that a bushel measure can be

placed under them, when it is necessary to draw

the grain."

Education is a companion which no misfortune

can repress, no clime destroy, no enemy alienate,

no despotism enslave—at home a friend, abroad an

introduction J in solitude a solace; in society an

ornament; it chastens vice; it guides virtue; and

is the grace of genius. Without it what is man?

A slave.

—

Selected.

Frazer says—"I certainly blame no lady who

has been accustomed to the ordinary elegancies of

life, for refusing to marry a poor man ;
but must

beg my sweet friends to recollect, that though a

man without money is poor, a man with nothing

but money, is still poorer."
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anh horticultural register.

Boston, Wednesday, Sept. 14, 1842.

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCI-

ETY.

Today commences the Fourteenth Annual Exhibition

of fruits, flowers and vegetables, in the rooms of the

Horticultnrni Society. The exhibition is to be contin-

ued through ihej two following days. We hope that

there will be a full attendance at the rooms, and that

a generous public will, on this only week in the year

when admission fees are taken at the door, flock to the

e.'(hibition and contribute to the funds of the Society.

At all seasons of the year, when any thing worth exhi-

biting can be found, the Society's rooms are open, and

the fruits and flowers may be seen there every Saturday

morning, by any one disp(jscd to call.

There the finest specimens of every beautiful flower,

of every choice fruit, and every valuable vegetable may

be seen. There the flowers and fruits from one garden

may be compared with those of another. There culti-

vators can compare processes and results, and mutually

assist each other in tlieir good works. There a generous

spirit of emulation is engendered and kept up : there

fruits can be identified and their names learned. There

the desire to excel in making the eaith furnish the love-

liest and most perfect flowers, or the most beautiful

and delicious fruits, is created and fostered. There too,

weekly, the eye of the mere visitor may feast on the

beauty, the delicacy and the richness of the best flowers

from many a fine garden and green-house. There the

mouth longs to be better acquainted with the rich, ripe

fruits that load the table.

This Society contributes largely to the innocent and

desirable pleasures of the city, while it sends its stimulus

and gives instruction to gardeners and farmers not in the

immediate vicinity alone, but far abroad over the coun-

try.

The well formed opinions of its members in regard to

fruits are made known to all who will take the trouble

to inquire, and they are passed along, more or less modi-

fied, from mouth to mouth, and froin farm to farm, until

they have a favorable influence upon many cultivators

in their choice of fruits. The action of the Society in

introducing and improving varieties of Apples, Pears,

Peaches, Plums, and smaller fruits, and also its benefits

to flowers and vegetables, cannot be very definitely de-

fined, and yet there can he no doubt that our flowers

are fairer, our fruits more delicious and our vegetables

more valuable for what this Society has done.

Its inembers deserve encouragement and approbation.

They were not many in their infancy, but they were

faithful and persevering. They have gone on doinw,

for their oicn pleasure, a good work, the benefits of

which, hundreds and thousand.^ share. We trust ihaj

the partakers of the good will visit the moms this week,

and thus encourage their benefactors to go on. The
show itself will unquestionably be very fine—well worth

seeing.

At the dinner on Friday evening. Champagne and

Madeira will be missing—but Alisses and Madams will

supply their places.

SOWED CORN.

The article in another column from Hon. John Welles

upon the weight of his fodder corn, is worthy of atten-

tion. Tile article bears on its face, to us, evidence of

the fai' ncBS of the trial ; and the result is not greater

than can be often reached by any farmer. At least we
should so infer from the facts that several year.< since,

the editor's father weighed the produce of one square rod

of rich land sowed with Souther" corn in drills, and ob-

tained about 37 tons per acre; and last week, his b.'ollier

in Wenliam weighed the stalks from one square rod,

similarly pl.inlcd—but the land less rich—and obtained

at the rale of between 21 and 22 tons per arce. A gen-

tleman from Worcester county, recently stated to us that

he has this year obtaine'l a much larger result than either

of the above. We hope ho will lake the hint and give

us a statement

How much of this will stock ordinarily leave uneaten

when it is given to them green .'—how much wjll they

waste when given to them dried.'—how much does it

shrink in curing .'—these are questions which we must

ask experimenters to determine.

Another question has been in our mind for some weeks
past. The Southern corn gives a greater yield than

Northern ; but we fancy that our cattle like the stalks of

the Northern best. And our question is, which will

produce l\iQ most palatable food at the same expense.''

We are in doubt, and should be happy to have the doubt

removed by any one who can furnish facts, or the re-

sults of accurate observations.

Cranberries.—As far as wc can learn, there are few

—

veryfew—cranberries in this vicinity. Did the vines

over-bear last year, so as tn form no fruit the present

season, or did the frost about the lOili of June, destroy

the fruit—or was the cause something else than either

of these .'

CATTLE SHOWS, FAIRS, &c.

Mass. Horticultural Society's Annual Exhibition at

Boston, Sept. 14, 15 and 16.

New York State Agricultural Society, at Albany, Sept.

28 and 29.

American Institute, at New York, Oct. 12, 19 and 20.

The Rhode Island Agricultural Society have postponed

tlieir Cattle Show for the present year. The election of

officers will take place at the Society's Hall in Pawtuxet,

on Wednesday, 28th inst., at 2 o'clock, P. M.
Berkshire Co. Society, at Pittsfield, Oct. 5 and 6.

Essex Co, Society, at South Andover, Sept. 28.

The time cfthe exhibitions of the other County Soci-

ties not ascertained.

WEEDS—WEEDS.
The wet and warmth of tlie weather generally for the

last sii weeks, have caused the wetds to get the upper
hands in very nmny fields. It is not well to let them
shed their seeds upon the ground. If you can possibly
find time to cut them offer pull them up, do it.

POTATOES.

How is the yield to be .' Some farmers—and those
not grumblers—tell us thrt the crop is less than the vines
indicate—that there are but few in a hill.

lD=We thank Rev. G. B. Perry, of Bradford, for a
Seedling Apple, which to our taste is equal to the Por-
ter. A handsome fruit.

ITKeep the operatives in your manure manufactory
ell fiupjilied with the " raw material."

[D=ln fatting your hogs this fall, make some cxperi-
niKuts to determine the value of cooked and uncooked
food—and, mind ye, send us the results for publication.

0"Don't withhold from publication the result of any
experiment merely because it is unfavorable. Failures
should be made known as well as successes.

(CrThis is a glorious world for the happy, and the
most of us might be happy could we summon courage to
be innocent.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, Sept 10, 1842.

Crawford's Early Peaches, measuring 10 inches roui

and weighings oz.—of superior flavor and beauty—fro

N. D. Chase, Lynn.
Thomas's Plum and Bleeker's Gage, from Wm. Thoi

as, Boston.

Bartlett, Valle Franche and Harvard Pears, from 1

Brown, Lynn.
Red Rareripe and Early George Peaches, from Sani'

el Tufts, of Lynn—very fine speciiiiens.

Moore Peach— fine specimens—from Thomas Hai
ings, East Cambridge.

Five dishes of fine Gushing Pears, from Samuel Pod
Bonaparte Peach, introduced by the Count Survilliei

and the Crawford Peach—fine specimens—from Wi
Kenrick.
Andrews and Julienne Pears, from Otis Johnso

Lynn— fine specimens.
Williams' Seedling, Jalousie, Seckel, and Pears fro

Parris, Me. ; and Peaches—fine specimens—from Ge
Brown, Beverly.

Bartlett Pears—beautiful ; fromS. R. Johnson, Charle

Three varieties of Pears, seedlings, desirable kinds'!

from Joshua Wilder, Hingham, presented by Professi
Russell.

Bartlett Pears and Hamburg Grapes, from Azel Bot
ditch, Roxbury.

Porter Apples, Lemon Clingstone Peaches—two vai
etii:s of Seedlings, Teton de Venus, Red Rareripi
George IV. and Griiss Jlignonne do. from J. L. L. I

Warren.
Henry Clay Peach, a large hand.some seedling—flavti

rather austere—from F. VV. Lincoln, Canton.
White Hamburg or Nice Grapes, lioin J. O. Frost
Orange, Common Red, and Cuba Tomatoes ; Hen

Van Mons Pears; Smyrna, Napoleon, and Green Mino
ca Melons—fine specimens—from Dr. J. C. Howar
Brookline.

A fine specimen of Peaches from Col. Perkins, Brool
line.

For the Committee, B. V. FRENCH.

N. B.—The President of the Society has received t I

acknowledgement from one of our most esteemed cit

zens, of the receipt of a basket of fruits, which was set

in the name of the Society, by some individual unknow
to us at the lime. The fruit is represented as being '

excellent quality and a timely present. If the fruit Tie

been indifferent, it would have been to our discredi

It will appear evident that the act was done without dt
reflection, and we trust will not be repeated hereafti !

without the knowledge of the government.
B.V. F. I

EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS.

Saturday, Sept. 3, 1842.

Dahlias, from the President of the Societv, J. Cadnes;
(of the Public Garden,) H. W. Dutlon, A. Bowditc
and S. Srt-eetser.

Cactus Triangularis—from Messrs. Winsliip,Brightoi
Gladiolus florabundus—from A. H. Hovey.
Roses—Agrissina, White Tea, Blush and Yellow Tet

Triumph d' Luxenburgh, Yellow Noisette, &c. Seed
ling Verbenas. A beautiful flower if llie Aloe. Flo:

Drummondi; Gladiolus Natilenscss—from S. Sweetsei
Woburn.

Balsams, China Roses and German Asters—ijne-
from S. R. Johnson, Charlestown.
German Asters—goiid—from A. C. Hall, Roxbury.
Verbenas, from Tlios. Mas'in, Bo.stoii.

Double Sunflower, from Mr Everett. Wrcniham.
From J F. Trull, Dorcliesier—Dahlias, in great vari

ely ; Asters and Cut Powers.
Bijuquets and Cut Dahlias, fioiu Wm. Jlellcr, Rox

bury.

Roses and Bouquets, from Wm. Kenrick, Nonantun
Hill.

From the Botanic Gard'in, Cambri.lge, by W. E. Car
ter— Dahlias ; a Seedling Phlox, white striped (beauti

ful)—Bignonia grandiflorn. Magnolia glauca, and Bou
quets.

Dahlias and Asters, from Parker Baines.
'I'welvc Bouquets, from Dr. J. C. Howard, Brookline
Dahlias and Bouquets, from Hovey & Co.
Dahlias and Bouquets, from J. L. L. F. Warren

Brighton.
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iMtnCULTURAL EXHIllITION.
!'!i.' aniuiiil Kshiliilioii of the MassucluiscUs Horli-

^'K'leiv will liikt' place at their Hoiun.s. 2;J Tremoiit
iposiie Itie Saviii-s BaiiU) on VVKDNESDIV,

;S1)AV, aiM FlUDAV, l-llli, 16th, and IClh of Sep

JDhoice and rare specimens of Fruits and Flowers arc re-

.'Ctfully solicited from the members of the Massachusetts
lirlicultural Society, and from the lo\ers of tiie science of

B>rticulluie generally. Cotnmittees will be in attendance to

:eive contributions on Monday and Tuesday, I2lh and
h of September, and will retain the specimens sent sub-

I to the order of the owner.

K list, giving the names of the specimens of Fruits and
jwers presente»5, is respectfully requested.

by order, SAMUEL WALKER,
Chairman Committee of Arrangements.

Aug. 31 3vv

THIRD GRAND DAHLIA SHOW
0/t/ie Mcu^sachusctls Horticultural Socielij.

The third Annual Dahlia Show of the Massachusetts
orlicultural Society, will be held at the Societys' room,

23 Tremont Row, on Thursday and Friday the 2ad and
dof September next, when premiums to the amount of up-

irds of Saoo will be awarded for the best sp.'cimens.

A circular, containing a schedule of the prizes, and the

les and regulations which will be observed in the exhihi-

in of flowers, will be ready for distribution, and may be

id on application, at the Societys' room, on the last Satur-

Kin August.
11 cultivators who intend to exhibit, must signily their

(ention to do so, and in what class or classes, on, or befoia

iturday, the 17th of September, at which time the Flower
(mmiltee, will meet at the Societys' room at 10 l-'2 o'clock

the morning to appoint judges to decide upon the respec-

e merits of the flowers, anr) award the prizes. All culti-

tors wlio do not signify their intention to exhibit on or

tore the above day, will be excluded from premiums.
.\11 ilowers must be arranged in the stands by 10 o'clock

the morning, in order to allow sufficient time for the judges
e.\.L:nuie the ilowers. The exhibition will be open to the

bh. at 1 o'clock, P. M.
1' -r order of the Committee. C. M. HOVEV,

Ckairman.

THERMOMETRICAL
Reported for the New Bngland Farmer.

Hinge of the fhei monieter at the (iardenof the proprietors

lli-j New Englanil Farmer, Brighton, Maas. in a shaded
Drt.ierly exposure, forihe week ending Sept. 11.

fiept. 1842. |5,A.M.
I
12, M. 1 7,P.M. I

Wind."

londay,
uesday,
/ednesday

,

htirsday.
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MISCELLANEOUS

SOFT HANDS.
There are false ideas of dignity, politeness and

beauty in the world, as well as false ideas on al-

most all subjects. A small key unlocks a large

house. So the expression of one thought will give

113 insight into a large region of mind. " VVhy
do n't you wear gloves ?" says a gentleman to a la-

dy with whom he is walking. "I dislike the feel-

ing of them," says the lady. "You should accus-

torn yourself to them.'' "Why?" " Because your
hands would be much more soft and beautiful."

Granted—they might be to some; but there are

different ideas of beauty—false and true. Let us

think a little about these soft hands : A certain

amount of physical exercise is necessary, to secure
health of body and mind. Where are intellectual

giants found ? Are they found in the families of

kings or nobles.? No. Thrones have been filled

by idiots, and monsters not iinfrcquently. Empty
titles have descended on empty heads, and the no-

bility and gentry, the rich and inefficient, are often

well nigh mindltss. Look at society as it is at

present. See our men of business, racked with

ten thousand cares, torn by ten thousand fears, suf-

fering daily martyrdom, with no time to cultivate

their intellectual powers—their minds running to

waste, their moral powers often vitiated, and a no-

ble soul degraded even to fraud—and for what ?

Because they must get, gel, get. They have per-

haps a wife and half a dozen daughters, with Jcuu-

tiful soft hands, hanging upon their single arm.
The wife cannot make home happy and desirable

without servants, because it will spoil her soft

hands. If sickness enters the dwelling, (and where
liealthful activity is wanting, sickness is a frequent
guest,) the daughters are inefficient. The father's

heart is not cheered, his cares are not lightened,
nor his hearth made cheerful by his daughters'
timely labor. Why ? They must have soft hands.
They may have intellectual capacity, ability of a

high order—but without exercise—active physical
exercise—these cannot be developed. Study and
labor must be combined, else there is listlessness

and ennui : the mind sympathizes with a diseased
body. There is often—perhaps always—a dis-

ease, a morbid developement of the animal propen-
Bities, and in the words of another, " the heart eats

itself out." This is never the case where there is

mental culture combined with bodily labor.

If men wish to be chained to the oar for life, to

support useless lumber in mind and body, in those
women who hang dead weights upon them, let them
encourage the growth of soft hands, and they may
rest assured that by next generation, soft heads
will be added to the hands.

Men are unjust to themselves, when they labor
so as to make life an intolerable burden, merely to

supply artificial wants, or gratify a foolish taste,

which results in making those depending on them
helpless and sickly. They do not wish to spend
their own lives in misery, or make those they love
miserable, but in gratifying this silly taste for soft

hands, they do both—and so, it is to be feared, will

they continue to do, till industry is ennobled and
made attractive and honorable.

—

Boit. Times.

Wanted.—Girls want good husbands
; young

men want prudent and sweet tempered wives.

Dandies and fashionable ladies who screw their

waists to resemble a wasp, want common sense.

' HuUua, you man with the pail and frock !" said

a British officer, as he brought his fiery steed to a

stand in front of Governor Chittenden's dwelling

—

" Can you inform me whether His Excellency the

Governor of Vermont resides here ?"

" He does," was the response of the man, still

wending his way to the pig-stye.

"Is His Excellency at home?" continued the

stranger.

" Most certain/y," replied the man of the frock.

"Take my horse by the bit, then," said the offi-

cer, "I have business to transact with your nins/er."

Without a second bidding the man done as re-

quested, and the officer alighted and made his way
up to the door and gave the pannel several hearty

taps with the butt of his riding whip— for be it

known, in those days of republican simplicity,

knockers and bells, like servants, were in but little

use. The good dame of the house answered the

summons in person; and having seated the officer

and ascertained his desire to see the Governor, de-

parted to inform her husband of the guest's arrival
;

but on ascertaining that the officer had made a

hitching post of her husband, she immediately re-

turned and informed the officer that the Governor
was engaged in the yard, and could not well wait

upon his Honor and his horse at the same time.

The predicament of the officer can be better imag-
ined than described.

—

Selected.

Causes of Death amongst Women.—The mortali-

ty of English women by consumption may be as-

cribed partly to the indoor life which they lead,

and partly to the compression of the chest, by cos-

tume. In both ways they are deprived of free

draughts of vital air, and the altered blood deposits

tuberculous matter with a most fatal facility.

Thirtyone thousand English women annually die of

this incurable malady. Will not this impressive

fact induce persons of rank and influence to set

their countrywomen right in the article of dress,

and lead them to abandon a practice which disfig-

ures the body, strangles the chest, produces ner-

vous or other disorders, and has an unquestionable

tendency to implant hectic malady in the frame?
Girls have no more need of artificial bones and
bandages than boys.

—

English Register.

The Olden Times of England.—The records of

the Corporation of Canterbury for the year 15.3.5,

contain the following items : "Paid for bringing a

heretic from London, I4s. 8d. ; for a load and a

half of wood to burn him, 2s. ; for gunpowder, Id.

;

a stake and staple, Sd."

English Grammar.—" Did it rain tomorrow .'"

asked the Dutchman. "I guess it was," replied

the Frenchman.

Quite an animated discussion is going on among
ornithologists down east, upon the following ques-

tion :
—" Which is the mother of the chicken—the

hen that laid the egg or the hen that hatched it?"

Franklin says that "seven hours sleep is enough
for a scholar, eight for a laborer, and nine for a hog."

Who flutters ?

"Can you tell me the way to the penitentiary?"

asked a stranger. " Yes, sir—pick the first man's

pocket that you meet."

"How do you do, Mr Smith ?"

" Do what ?"

" Why, how do you find yourself?"
" I never lose myself."

" Well, how have you been ?"

" Been—been where ?"

"Out upon your nonsense! How do you feel?'
" Feel of me and see."

"Good morning, Mr Smith."

"No, 'tis n't— it's a confounded wet and nastj

morning."

—

Western pap.

It is very agreeable when making a call upon a
i;

friend, to be met at the door by a large growlingj

ugly barking dog.

When is a man over head and ears in debt;
Until his hat is paid for.

Why are a lawyer and a lover alike ? BecauseHjS'
they go to couit.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER,
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. al IheNcw England A^ncul

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 61 and 52 North Mar-
ket Street, have for sale. Green's Patent Straw, Hay ani

Stalk Culler, operating on a mechanical principle not beion
applied to aay implement for this purpose. The mosl prom
inent effects of this application, and some of the coosequen:
peculiarities of the machine are :

1. So great a reduction of the quanluin of power requisiti

to use-it, thai the strength of a half grown boy is sufficien

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bush
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claimei

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or stean
power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which thj]

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any othei

straw culler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and pu

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as the

complicated machines in general use to get nut of order.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.,

No. 62 North Market si.

POUPRETTE.
For sale 200 Barrels Poudreite, at $2 per barrel, by J.

BRECK Si, CO, 51 and 52 North Market si., Boston.
May 18.

SAYLE'S GARDEN ENGINE.
This is a splendid article. It will throw a constant stream

of water to the distance of 50 or fio feet, with great force,

and in case of fire would be a good substitute for a fire en-

gine. The mosl perfect article ior the purpose ever intro-

duced. For sale by J. BRECK & CO., No. 51 and 52 North
Market street.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or$2 50 if not paid

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmnsturs are permitted by law to frank all

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, without
expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PRINTERS.
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N, E. FARMER.

TO HOP GROWERS.
As I have recently heard complaints from brew-

irs and purchasers of hops, that there was not suffi-

ient care taken in picking tliem, and that the con-

umcrs of the article suffered much loss from stems

nd leaves, and the grower hns lost also from the

ame cause by the lower marked quality of liis

lops, I would respectfully suggest to growers, that

;reat care should be taken to have their hops as

ree from stems an<l leaves as possible. Too early

icking also is injurious to the strength and quality

.fhops. The following are communications which

have received on the subject from the principal

irewers in Philadelphia and New York.

BENJ. FARNSWORTH, Inspector.

Philadelphia, Jlu«;. 24(/», 1842.

Benj. Farnsworth, Esq,—Sir—The under-

igned, brewers of the city of Philadelphia, having

een informed of your appointment to the office of

nspector of Hops for the State of Massachusetts,

eel encouraged to address you briefly on the sub-

set. For some years past, the hops grown in the

Eastern States have seriously declined in charac-

Bt. We believe this to be owing chiefly, if not

olely, to gross carelessness, to say no worse, on

he part of the grower, at the time of gathering,

nd not to any deterioration in the quality of the

lant. Vicious habits of picking have been fos-

8red by a careless system of inspection. Hops

re annually shipped from Boston and other East-

rn ports, as first sort, and purchased by the con-

umer at the highest prices, which upon examina-

ion arc found to contain such large quantities of

eaves and stems as to render them unfit for the

rewers' use in manufacturing the finer qualities of

iquor. In this way the purchaser not only suffers

positive loss in weight, but the effect of tliose e.\-

raneous substances, when applied to manufacturing

urposes, is detrimental in the highest degree, and

I

lOt unfrequently the cause of irretrievable injury.

I t is to these abuses we would invite your atten-

ion, for we feel assured that any reform must origi-

late in a nice distinction of quality on the part

f the Inspector. As long as the producer is offer-

d a premium for mismanagement and neglect, by

laving his inferior article passed current as prime,

t seems evident that remonstrance alone will not

lave much effect on his conduct. 'J'he ultimate

lolicy of this system may well be questioned, liow-

:ver advantageous it may seem at first sight; in-

leed its effects are already visible in the increas-

Dg demand for hops raised in western New York,

ind the advance in price which they generally

:ommand. This preference, we think, is in some
neasure attributable to the care bestowed in the

licking, and the superior condition in which they

ire brought to market. The benefit resulting from

I more rigid system of inspection, would not be

;onfined e.\clusively to one branch of trade : a

'radual approximation in quality to the English

itandard might reasonably be expected, as the nat

ural tendency of judicious reform; and in time of

foreign demand, the interests of the merchant and

exporter would evidently be promoted and perma-

nent advantages finally accrue to the grower. Be-

lieving a simple statement of facts and their more

obvious results to be the most judicious appeal to

a candid and honorable mind, we respectfully com-

mend our cause and its merits to your favorable

construction.

Y'ours, respectfully,

M. L. DAWSON & CO.,

FRANCIS & \VM. S.PEROT,
FREDERICK, GAUL & SONS,
WM. C. RUDMAN,
ABBOTT & NEVVLIN,
GRAY, WHITE & CO.,

SMITH & SECKEL,
R. R. TAYLOR.

Mw York, Sept. 7, 1842.

Benj. Farnsworth, Esq.—Sir—It having come

to the knowledge of the undersigned that you had

lately received the appointment for the Inspection

of Hops for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

they would respectfully suggest to you whether,

on entering upon the duties of that office, the char-

acter of Boston inspection cannot be re-established.

The general complaint made within a few years

past, of the inspection of Eastern hops, you must

be aware has not been made without foundation.

The advantage to be derived from a fair and uni-

form inspection, is not only advantageous to the

consumer, but it will also be readily seen that it is

If it be true, as the above memorials imply, that

our hops are decreasing in price, because of care-

less picking, growers should be informed of the

fact, and all possible efforts should be made to ren-

der our hops as good as those from any other sec-

tion of the country.—Eu. N. E. F.

From the Albany Cullivaior.

SETTING GATE POSTS.

Messrs. Editors—As I was about setting a gate

post, the Cultivator caine from the oflice ; I sat

down to peruse it, and cast my eye on an article

giving directions how to set posts. The writer

says: Dig your hole something larger than your

post; then take water lime and sand, make it into

mortar, pick up small stones throw them into it, set

down your post, take a shovel and throw in your

mortar, fill up the hole and let it stand until it gets

hard before using. It struck me that it was an im-

provement ; but after a little reflection, I thought I

could improve upon it. I therefore set down my
post, which was 8 by 10 inches, gathered small

stones, filled up the hole with them, made my mor-

tar so that it would pour, filled the hole a little

rounding with it, so that no water could stand near

the post, smoothed it off, let it stand two or three

days, and hung my gate, where it has been two

years, as firm as the tree before it was cut down,

in a solid body of cemented stone, two feet square.

As water lime is an article that but few people

keep by them, I would say that I have no doubt

but mortar made of common lime and sand would

equally so to the grower, and must be to the mutual be a great improvement in preserving the post as

advantage of each, as a goad and uniform inspec

tion, when known in a foreign market, will be in-

quired for, when those that cannot be depended on

would be entirely neglected. It should also be

borne in mind, that the hops of the State of New
York are now as well cured, and better picked, than

those of New England, and that while the general

character of the former has been improving, that of

the latter has been deteriorating.

URI BURT,
SADGEBURY & SHERWOOD,
M. P. READ & BROTHERS,
M. VASSAR &. CO.,

ALEX. McLACHLAN,
C. & S. MILBANK,
BILSBORROW & BULLOCK,
DAVID JONES,
WM. B. & A. MILES,
ALEX. M. GREGORY,
J. BURIDGK & CO.,

JOHN TAYLOR,
EGLESTON, PUTNAM & CO.,

NASH BEADLESTON & CO.,

GEORGE ROBINSON.

Q^^We are indebted to Mr Blanchard for a copy

of the above articles, and would thank him for

some statistics showing the amount of hops inspect-

ed in Massachusetts. We know generally that

the business is so extensive that hops are an im-

portant item of agricultural produce in the Common-
wealth ; but of the particulars we are not informed.

well as keeping it firm.

Galway, Saratoga Co., J\r. Y.

P. OTIS.

COOKING CORN AND CORN MEAL.

We think there can be no safer position assumed

in the economy of feeding stock, than that quantity

as well as nutriment is essential to their preserva-

tion in a healthful condition. If this point be con-

ceded, then it follows as a corollary, that both corn

and corn meal should be cooked before being fed.

This will appear the more manifest when we state

these facts : Corn, by being boiled or steamed, will

increase in bulk two hundred percent.; while corn

meat, by the process of boiling, is increased three

hundred and fifty per cent. To make ourselves

more distinctly understood, we will remark, that a

bushel of corn after being boiled will measure three

bushels ; and that to cook a bushel of meal, it re-

quires five bushels of water to make it into the

consistence of mush, so that every pound of meal in

its raw state, will give 4 1-2 pounds of cooked food,

with a volume correspondingly increased. These

facts should, we think, go far to point out to the

observing farmer the advantages to be gained by

cooking whatever meal he inay feed to his cows or

hogs.—jjmfr. Far.

The felicity of human life depends on the regu-

lar prosecution of some laudable object, that keeps

awake all our powers.
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SORREL APPAREN'l'LY NOURISHED 15Y h^-d been dropped on «cu/ miV (subject to produce been formed. This led us to look for sorrel wher

MARL.
To the Editor of ihe Farmer's Register:

My attention lias lately been called to a fact,

wliiuti bus surprised tne very nincli, so much in-

deed as to nit'.ko me very desirous to hear your opin-

ion on the subject, as well as that of some of your

correspondents who have most experience in the

use of marl. The fact is this : my nephew, Mr R.

M. T. Hunter, has been marlinar 'I's \B.n<i for two

years past, to a considerable extent, and nearly all

the piles deposited during the winter and spring

months, were covered by midsummer with a luxu-

riant growth of sorrel I This has happened both

years on each of his two farms, although the field

on one of them, upon which the murl was deposited

this year, has no sorrel on the greater part of it,

except upon the marl heaps.

The universal opinion, I believe, is that marl

will kill sorrel ; but here is a fact which has been

witnessed by many, that appears directly and unde-

niably to disprove it. Can it be possible that tlie

same substance can produce and nourish a par-

ticular species of plant, the seeds of which must

either have been blown upon the mass by the winds

or deposited therein from time immemorial ; and

yet destroy tliese plants when plowed into the earth

wherein they previously grew ? To me the mat-

ter seems altogether incomprehensible. The fact

admits of neither doubt nor contradiction ; it is ab-

solutely certain ; for there were the piles of marl,

hundreds of them to be seen for weeks together,

covered with luxuriant sorrel, which continued to

spread and flourish until the marl was spread and

plowed in. Do let us hear what you think of this

matter; and continue to believe me
Yours, very sincerely,

James M. Garnf.tt.

[As we had given an answer to a similar inquiry

formerly, which has been forgotten by our corres-

pondent, and never seen by much the greater num-
ber of our present readers, we beg leave to repub-

lish it, together with the inquiry and statement of

facts which drew it forth.— Ed. Fur. Reg.]

WiUiamsburg, Jan. 15, 1833.

* * * On a recent visit to my farm, one fact

struck me with considerable surprise, as it seemed

to be inconsistent with one of your leading princi-

ples respecting calcareous manures. 'I'he marl

which I am now using is very strong, supposed to

contain 75-100 of lime, and is in heaps of from four

to live bushels. On these heaps I observed sorrel

was growing in bunches of c<msiderable size.

Will you have the goodness to account for this fact ?

It seems to me that I can never get clear of sorrel

by the use of marl, since it grows on a marl bed.

Your experience, however, may explain this effect,

and assist my future use of the manure. * • *

Answer by Ihe Editor of the Register.

* * * My own experience, more than ten

years ago, furnished me with several opportunities

of observing facts similar to those you describe

—

and like yourself, I was alarmed at flrat, at what

seemed to bo a positive contradiction of my pre-

vious opinion, that calcareous manures in sufficient

quantity, rendered a soil incapable of supporting

the growth of sorrel. But further observation

served to remove these fears, and even afforded ad-

ditional proof of the general position before assum-

ed. Where I found sorrel growing on lieaps of

marl, it was under these circumstances : the loads

sorrel) and had remained without beitig spread, per- :
the barilla had 'been spread, but we there foun

haps twelve months. By carefully removing the little if any. We knew not how to account fc

marl from the plants, I found that they had sprung, the fact. Mr Ruffin's account above of the actio

not from the marl, but from the acid soil below

and that the communication between the soil and

the air, where the leaves opened, was through a

single tap-root, which merely passed through the

heap of marl, without drawing any sustenance from

it. The plants were usually where the marl was

thin, near the edges of the heaps—but one of the

roots which I examined was of the remarkable

of marl, lets us suppose that the barilla heap kille

the other plants, but not Iho sorrel. We have n

necessity then of supposing that the barilla pre

duced sorrel. Indeed our own observation of fact

had deterred us from such an inference; for w
had two other heaps of barilla of the same si2

and form, on other parts of the farm, where thei

was no sorrel on the surrounding land. One (

length of nine inches : it had thrown out a few hori- these heaps was spread out in September— tl

zontal fibres of about an iuch in length, as if in

search of nourishment, but which were then (some

time in June) quite dead. The few plants then

observed, though full of the coverings for seeds,

yet were quite destitute of the seeds which should

have been within : but this remarkable abortion,

though often to be seen under like circumstances,

is not general.

Calcareous earth alone is insoluble in water, and

can in no way affect growing plants except when
mixed with and acted on by other substances in

soils. A load of marl dropped on the surface of

the land and left undisturbed, can have no more

effect than so much silicioiis sand or any other

substance of like insolubility, weight and texture,

though perfectly worthless and inactive as manure.

Marl, if thinly spread though left on the surface,

in the course of time would have all its finer parts

carried down into the soil by rains ; and thus ulti-

mately would act as a manure. But even this slow

effect would be prevented by the thickness of a

cartload of marl, which would shelter the covered

soil from rain, except what it could imbibe slowly

by absorption. By thus calling to your mind the

existing circumstances, and the insoluble quality

of calcareous earth, you will see that in noway
could your marl exert its chemical power of neu-

tralizing the acid quality of the soil ; by which

means only it destroys the growth of sorrel. The
germination of the seeds at such depths, and the

rising of the plant through such a layer of dead

earth, (as marl is in such cases,) proves the remark-

able hardiness of sorrel ; but its growth in such

situations furnishes no proof whatever that marl

when acting as a manure is not destructive of sor-

rel. To produce this effect, it only requires that a

sufEcient quantity shall be applied, and equally

and thoroughly mixed with the soil by tillage. If

plants of sorrel are found on a field that has been

sufficiently marled, and the soil well stirred by

cultivation, it only proves that from careless spread-

ing, those spots were left without their share of

the dressing. But should my reasoning be not en-

tirely satisfactory, you may rely on the testimony

of my experience, which pronounces that sorrel

will never be found plenty enough to be injurious

after even a moderate marling, and that after a

proper application, the soil is found not only cleared

of sorrel, but incapable of producing it.

(JJ^This article reminds us of a fact we noticed

on our own field in June. Last year, in the month

of August, we brought to the field an hundred bush-

els of barilla ashes and deposited them in one heap

near the border of a small piece of reclaimed mea-

dow land, upon which they were to be spread. In

September they were used as intended—but the

bottom of the heap was not very thoroughly cleaned

up. In June of this year we noticed much sorrel

and no other plant growing where the heap had

other not until May. We have seen no sorrel o

these spots. But where the sorrel did appear,

was seen also, though not in very great quantit

among the surrounding clover.— Ed. N. E. F,

LOAM FOR TOP-DRESSING.
Now is the time to prepare the rich loam fro

the road -side, and excellent manure from hoh
where the wash accumulates from surrounding hil

and uplands, as a top-dressing for swales and lo

English mowing ground.

One ot the best practical farmers we have evi

known, for a series of years, top-dressed much
his English mowing ground with nothmg but con

men loam, and he assured us, that years of exper

ence had proved to his entire satisfaction that tl

practice was very profitable.

Where this loam is thrown out by the plow c

to the adjoining mowing land, who has not seen i

good effects on the grasses .-

—

Bost. Cult.

Wild Cherry Leaves—A correspondent of tl

Hartford Courant states that two cows died recent

in Kensington, Conn., in consequence of eatir

wild cherry leaves in a wilted state. The bus

had been cut about two hours, and one of the cov

died in about forty minutes after eating, and tl

other ill a little over an hour. The writer aa

that the leaves in a wilted state are a most dead

poison ; and cattle eat them with avidity, being

a sweetish taste.

Burns.—A subscriber in Lowell has given i

the following recipe for the cure of burns :

"Take any quantity of clover blossoms and be

them thoroughly in enough of water to cover the

well ; then strain off the water, and boil it dow

to a thick syrup of the consistence of molasse:

then bottle the syrup up for use, and it will kea

for years."

Our informant, who has tried the remedy repea

edly, says that if applied to scalds or burns, it w
extract the fire almost instantly.

—

Bost. Merc. Jbi

.Mayiual Labor.—The great Locke had the rig

notion of the salutary influence of moderate lab

upon the mind. Gardening, or husbandry in gen

ral, he says, and working in wood, as a carpente

joiner, or turner, are fit and healthy recreations f

a man of study or business. It is well understoi

by physiologists that to increase the vigor of tl

mind we should increase the vigor of the bod;

not by eating and drinking alone, but by healthf

exercise.

—

Selected.

Rightly Served.—Three young men were recer

ly convicted of stealing fruit from an orchard

Worcester, and fined $10 each.
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ON HARVESTING CORN.
To iho Editor of the Mass. Plowman :

Seeing a request in the last nninber of the

Ploughman for those who were Hcquainted with the

modern method of hftrvesting corn, to give the re-

sult of their experience showing the superiority

if an.v) over the old fashioned way of topping the

tallis, I thouglit T would have the presumption ti.

5ay a few words upon the subject. Having tried

3ach way for fifteen years past, give me a decided

areference for cutting up the corn, by the roots, so

soon as the corn is well glazed, which is generally

nrhcn the leaves and husks begin to turn.

Generally speaking, corn will do to cut up by

he middle of September, soiTielimes before, at

.Thich time the fodder possesses most of its plea-

mnt and nutricious qualities. I general/y cut from

ix to eight hills to the bundle, taking two rows at

time, taking good care to lay the butt ends of the

talks even when I lay them down, thereby render-

ng them much more sun to withstand the winds.

lay two rows of bundles withtheir butts opposite,

ometimes four rows. I then put five bundles in a

took by standing one perfectly erect, then putting

jie other four bracing or a little leaning at right

ingles against the middle one. They will be very

afe when done in this way and not hurt or mould i

nd will readily cure if the weather be good, if not

hey will also be " safe in a storm." I have had

hem withstand the severest gales done in this

I consider the corn equally heavy when

helled, harvested in this way as when allowed to

tand out with the tops off, till the under foliage and

utts are almost and oftentimes wholly rendered use-

ess as fodder. A man can secure an acre of corn

n the stook in this wny as soon as he can an acre

f stalks, and if the fodder is properly taken care

f the cattle will eat the greater part of the stalks

r butts, especially if cut with a straw cutter. Corn

ut up in this way can be got to the barn more

eadily and stowed away upon scaffolds, or put in

tables with ease, and remain a long time without

njury to the corn or fodder. I have taken some
hree or four acres in at a time to clean a field for

lowing or putting in cattle. I, till within the two
ast years have resided upon Connecticut river,

rhere great attention is paid to the raising of corn

nd the " modern method" is the prevailing one

nd much preferred by all that try it. Some have

dopted the method of leaving one hill uncut and

ying as many around as a man can gather in his

rms at a time, and tying the top with suckers to

he standing hill, taking care to keep a straight line

Df the stooks. But this method is by no means a

ood one to preserve the fodder, as it leaves it very

luch exposed. But when harvested by the above

nethod it has a quicker chance to dry the ears, if

he corn bo late. I am always particular to turn

he top of the stooks down to where I tie them,

fhich renders them impervious to water and makes
hem stand firmer. I have frequently filled a shed

iO by 20 feet on the scafTold as close as it could be

towed or stood up—as also underneath on the

[round floor, and not have it harm ; I am, however
10 advocate for doing thus except when circum-

tances demand it.

If it be desirable to sow the land, the bundles

:an be drawn oflf with a sled and stood upon grass

fround or otherwise. If stowage is an object, yon

•.an make the fodder take much less room by bind-

ng some half dozen bundles when you are husking
nto one. The time taken to unbind the corn and
)ind up the stalks is well paid for, by saving ail the

corn in the bundle and rendering the stalks quicker

slowed 11 way, and more easily and better got at in

foddering time.

AN ANDOVER FARMER.
P. S. In short I consider the neiv method by far

the most expeditious of any— as well as preferable

ill every particular.

Rtmnrlis.—There can be no doubt that the fod- !

der from the corn cut up in the fore part of Sep-

tember and put in shooks, is worth a vast deal more

than it is when allowed to stand out through a part

of October. All the improvement that we then

need is to cut up the fodder so short that the cattle

can get it into their mouths.

This season is so wet and the coi;n is so back-

ward, we expect to hear that much of it is nipped

by September frosts.

We advise those who have not cut their stalks,

and whose ciun is not ripe to cut up the whole to-

gether and put it in .'ihooks where frosts will not do

it much injury.

—

Ed. Plowman.

From the Maine Farmer.

WHAT CROPS WILL DO WELL AFTER
RUTA BAGA ?

In the July No. of your paper, under the inquiry

" Is Barley a suitable crop to follow potatoes?"

The call was made for more facts in regard to the

question of rotntion. To ime remark there made, I

purpose to speak at the present sitting. " Indian

corn does not do well after Riita Baga." Allow

me to introduce the subject by asking what crop

does do well after Ruta Baga "7

I have given some attention to rotation and noted

effects till I have resolved that Ruta Baga are from

this time forward 'rotated,^ out of my catalogue.

The latest facts I have to record, and such as I

shall shno up on this occasion are simply as fol-

lows, and simply told. In June, 1840, I plowed

half an acre of exhausted mowing land, and in the

fall gave it a dressing of about 40 loads of yard

manure, and plowed it in. It is a dry, slaty soil, in-

clining to the South. In the spring of '41 my
intention was to make the most of it with a crop of

roots. We commenced operations at the south end

of the piece, and planted ten or more rows of early

potatoes.—Next in order we planted 1-8 of an acre

of Sugar Beets ; then a piece of carrots, then 1-8

of an acre of Ruta Bagas ; and finished the piece

with Christie potatoes. The whole received ample

justice from the hoe, with some plaster and ashes.

The drought affected the crop severely. The
potatoes gave us a yield at the rate of more than

500 bushels per acre ; the Ruta Bagas not more

than half of the rate of the potatoes, the Beets not

one fourth of that rate, and the carrot seed nearly

all failing, its part in the matter stood nearly at 0.

The present season I sowed the piece with Flax.

The ground was well prepared for the seed, and

after sowing was roiled smooth. I find my in-

terest in sowing flax every year, as much as in rais-

ing wheat, and in this instance I expected a fine

crop. But, IMr Editor, I am disappointed. I have

been cheated. 1 accuse no man of being an acces-

sory to the mischief: but these rascally roots that

you have been "cracking up" for so many years,

have treated me, in this case, as they ever have me
and my neighbors. Soon after the flax came up,

it told a tale that should forever put to silence the

advocates of ruta bagas. That I might not be

obliged to testify alone in this case, I called some

of my neighbors to view it at different times. All

wore surprised at such results. The potato ground

at each extreme, and where the carrots were sown
in the middle of the piece, alike threw up a luxu-

riant crop, while the intermediate spaces, occupied

before with the beets and ruta bagas appear uni-

formly sickly and pale, the flax at any time no

more than one half the size of the other, till the

larger had attained the height of four feet. I have

hitherto been an advocate for beets, considering

them wortli something after they were grown; but

in this case they cost more than twenty times as

much as they were worth.

This is a case in evidence against ruta bagas

plain enough in point, but not more so than others

that might be cited in this vicinity. There may
be cases in which a farmer may find his interest in

raising ruta baga. But in my humble opinion it is

only with such locations as unavoidably receive

the wash from buildings, and where the most ex-

hausting crop may be taken with impunity.

Yours, trulv,

C. CHAMBERLAIN.

Sloop a little.—The following story related by

Dr. Franklin in a letter to Dr. Mather, has been

often told, and is well worth telling again :

" The last time I saw your father (says Dr. Frank-

lin,) was in 1724. In taking my leave, he showed

me a shorter way out of the house, through a nar-

row passage, which was crossed by a beam over

head. We were still talking as I withdrew, he ac-

companying me behind, and I turning towards him,

he said hastily, ' Stoop! stoop!' I did not under-

stand him till I felt my head hit against the beam.

He was a man who never missed an occasion of

giving instruction, and upon this he said to me,

'You are young, and have the world before you:

stoop a little as you go through it, and you will

avoid many hard tliumps,' This advice, thus beat

into my head, has frequently been of use to me ;

and I often think of it when I see pride mortified

and misfortunes brought upon people by carrying

their heads too high."

Caution against Poisons.—Housekeepers should

be cautious about using glazed earthen vessels for

holding confections, either preserved in acids or

liable to undergo acetious fermentation. The lead

used in the process of glazing is deadly poison.

It is disengaged by the action of the acids, and dif-

fuses itself through the entire contents of the ves-

sel from which it is corroded. Many persons, not

aware of this fact, preserve pickles and sweetmeats

in glazed earthen jars, and from the deleterious

change which the confections undergo in conse-

quence, lose their health, if not their lives, without

ever suspecting the cause. Stone or glass jars

should be used.

—

Selected.

Slander.—"My dear friend, that woman has

been talking about you so again ! She has been

telling the awfulest lies you ever heard: why she

railed away at you for a whole hour!"

" And vou heard it all, did you?"
" Yes."'

" Well, after this just bear in mind that it takes

two to make a slander ; one to tell it and one to

listen to it."

—

Selected.

By a recent act of Congress, the value of the

pound sterling is fixed in our currency at four dol-

lars and eightyfour cents.
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From Dr. Dana's Muck Manual.

ASHES AS MANURE.
The value of ashes in agriculture, depends upon

its being a combination of salts, derived from plants,

all of jvhich have a powerful and decidedly bene-

ficial effect. The question is often asked, what is

the relative value of spent or leached and unleach-

ed ashes ? It may be answered by reference to

the analysis of sslies.

Burning reduces these constituents to two classes

—ashes and volatile salts. The last are found in

soot. The ashes are formed of salts and silicates.

These vary iu quantity and quality, not only in dif-

ferent plants, but, as is well known, in different

parts of the same plant. Let us take oak, beech,

basswood, birch, as the types of the composition of

hard wood ashes, yellow pine (pinus (xbiesj as the

type of soft wood ashes; and wheat straw as the

type of the ashes of the grasses.

The average quantity of ashes from 100 parts of

dry oak, beech, birch, &c., is 3.67. Ashes are di-

vided by the simple process of leaching, into two

parts, soluble and insoluble in water. 100 parts of

hard wood ashes thus afford—soluble, 13.57 ; insol-

uble, 86.43.

100 parts of the soluble contain;

Carbonic acid, 22.70

Sulphuric acid, 6.43

Muriatic acid, 1.82

Silex, .95

Potash and soda, 67.96

100 parts of ttie ins
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peculiar t) some cattle, as it is from tho loose and

flabby leel of others."

9. Carding the animal tiirice daily with appro-

priate cards, is an all-esaential part of the process.

The operation is highly gratofnl to tho animals,

and its elTi'cts eminently salutary. It promotes the

action of the small vessels on the surface, and the

muscular fibre*, which sympathize and act indirect-

ly upon the stomach. Medical men are well ac-

tjuainteil with the intimate connexion subsisting be-

tween the state of the human corporeal surface, and

the stomach and viscera connected with digestion,

itnd the same connexion is observed in the o.\ when

Feeding.

10. Regularity in the hours of feeding and wa-

tering, is essential.

11. Cut straw, free from mould or smell, may he

given once a day, by way of a change, slightly

sprinkled with corn meal and salt. It will be eat-

in freely. The stable should be well ventilated,

if possible—for the more pure the air, the more

leenly will the animals eat. The utmost attention

nust also be paid to cleanliness. The animals

Tiust not be permitted, when leaving the stall to

irink, to walk through a yard covered with wet

nannre, and to return to their stall with the clefts

>f their feet filled therewith—for, owing to the ac-

imony of the liquid, a soro therein will be the al-

nost certain effect, with a consequent loss of appe-

ite. This cleft must be occasionally examined in

loth o.xen and sheep, and if found sore, should be

vashed with soap and water, when the application

)f a dossil of tow, dipped in spirits of turpentine,

norning and evening, for three or four days, will

emove it.

12. Clean bedding is a point obvious to all.

—

Philaclelphia Sat. Cow:

CHARACTERISTICS OF MILK.

Milk is a well known, white, opaque fluid, secre-

ed in peculiar vessels by females of the mammi-
erous class, which, of course, includes those of the

luman species, of quadrupeds, and of cetaceous

inimals. Its principles, so far as they have been
•-hemically examined, are essentially alike by what-

!ver animal produced
; yet these are so modified

)y the diflierent proportions in which they e.xist, as

constitute a peculiarity that distinguishes the

nilk of one animal from that of every other. The
nilk of animals was, doubtless, designed by the

Author of nature for the nourishment of their off-

pring. But man has extensively appropriated

his admirably adapted nutriment to his own use ;

md in this, as in numberless other instances, has

isserted that superiority over the brute creation

'»hich was originally conferred by the Sovereign
Ilroator, who in giving him dominion over every

iving thing that moveth upon the earth, appointed

lim lord of this lower world.

The milk of the cow (^lac vicinum,) forms a very

Jssential part of human sustenance, and for several

•easons is deserving of special consideration. It

8 the best and most palatable aliment for the

/oung
; it is suited to nearly every variety of tem-

jerament; and is adapted to the nourishment of

he body in every age and condition. In order to

irrive at a competent knowledge of its nature and
oroperties, we propose to confine our observations

ind analysis chiefly to the milk of the cow. Pre-
vious, however, to a chetnical investigation, there

ire a few particulars appreciable to the senses,

which deserve a passing notice.

.1 Color.— Milk fresh drawn from the cow,

should be of a bennliful white color, slightly tinged

with yellow. It has the deepest lolor at the com-

mencement of the perioil of lactation ; but this is

often varied by the seasons and by food without

materially afl'ecting the nutrient and healthy pro-

perties of the milk. The juicy herbage of the

pastures in the spring brightens the yellow tint,

which gradually fades as the fields become arid

and the season advances ; and the dry fodder of

winter produces milk comparatively white. The
ranunculus, or butter-cup, with which some pas-

tures abound, imparts not only an unusually deep

color to the milk, but also an acrid property, which

is e.xtremely pernicious. The milk of cows which

are fed on distillery slo|)s, brewers' grains, the re-

fuse of kitchens, and similar food, owing to a defi-

ciency of the oily and albuminous principles, is

generally of a pale bluish color, and comparatively

innutritious ; as is also the milk of cows confined

in pens, although supplied with proper herbaceous

aliment. The white, opaque appearance of milk,

is obviously owing to the curd or albumen which

it contains ; for when this substance is perfectly

separated from the milk, the serous residuum be-

comes colorless and transparent as water.

II. Smell.—Although taste and smell are diffe-

rent senses, and employ different organs, they are

so closely connected, that the impression made on

the one, in many instances produces a correspond-

ing excitement in the other. It is thus with milk,

which may be said to smell as it tastes. Good
milk has a peculiar animalized aroma, which is

very pleasant, especially when new. By exposure

to the atmosphere, it loses this odor in some de-

gree, but the application of heat will restore it.

The grateful and savory smell of milk is often de-

stroyed by certain kjnds of food. In the case of

cows confined in stables, and fed with the refuse

of the distilleries, the milk is generally rank and

nauseating.

III. Taste.—The taste of milk is peculiar, slight-

ly saccharine, and of a rich agreeable flavor. But

this, of course, is aiTected by particular descrip-

tions of food. Rank grass, noxious weeds, acid

apples, sorrel, a plant of the genus rumex, which is

found in many pastures, turnips, cabbage, wild-

garlic, distillery slush, fetid water, &c., will, when

taken by the cows, iuipart their peculiar flavor to

the milk ; as will also impure utensils and the at-

mosphere of filthy rooms or pens where it is milked

and allowed to stand. Milk of inferior quality is

insipid, often somewhat acid or bitter, and unplea-

sant to the palate. In autumn the decayed leaves,

particularly of the ash tree, communicate a rank

and bitter taste to milk. The poisonous quality of

the leaves of the yew tree, should prevent its

growth in or even near to such grounds as are used

for pastures.

IV. Good milk is slightly alkaline. This is too

important a characteristic to pass unnoticed, and

we are not aware that it has been observed by any

previous writer. This quality is not perceptible to

the taste, but is readily discovered by litimus pa-

per, or any other vegetable blue which will detect

acesency. Ifthe color of the paper remains un-

changed when dipped into fresh drawn milk, it has

alkaline properties: hut if the paper becomes red,

the milk has a predominance of acidity. We
would not hastily deduce conclusions frAm, per-

haps, too limited a range of experiments. But per-

sonal observations have induced the conviction that

the alkaline property, in some degree, is essential

to healthy milk, and is the unfailing characteristic

of tho fluid secreted by animals that are in healthy

condition and properly kept. On the contrary,

where the natural conditions of tho cattle have

been reversed, the milk, as shown by appropriate

tests, was as uniformly acid. We have not known
an exception to this rule. It would appear, there-

fore, that these results could scarcely become gene-

ral, except on the supposition that they happen in

accordance with established laws.

The characteristics of good milk are thus sum-

marily described in a valuable English work re-

cently published: Good milk should be quite liquid

and homogeneous ; not viscid ; and should contain

only spherical transparet globules, voluble in alka-

lies and ether; should not become thick when mix-

ed with ammonia ; and should form a llocculent

precipitate with acetic acid, but not be coagulated

with heat.

—

Hartley's Essay on Milk.

COMPOST.
But there is still another form in which this ar-

tificial manure (peat) may be prepared—that is by

the addition of aminonia, the real Simon Pure of

cow-dung. Take
.3 cords of peat,

61 lbs. sal ammoniac,

1-4 cask, or about Gl lbs. lime.

Slack the lime, dissolve the sal ammoniac, and wet

the peat well with the solution through every part.

Then shovel over, mixing in the lime accurately.

We have here then, 3 cords of manure, at a price

as follows

:

3 cords peat, $4 50

61 lbs. sal ammoDiaoj-at Is., 10 17

61 lbs. lime, 27

3)$] 4 94($4 98

It will be observeii* that three cords are used in

these calculations, because the quantity of salts

used are equivalent to the ammonia in a cord of

dung, and that is supposed to be composted with 2

cords of loam, or meadow mud. Whether the esti-

mates are correct, each one will determine by the

value he may place on his peat and manure, and

can apply his own estimates. When a cord of sta-

ble or barn-yard manure is usually estimated worth

$4, the price of a cord of clear pure cow dung will

not be thought high at $17. In fact, it probably,

when mixed with the usual proportion of litter,

straw, stalks, and the usual loss by waste of its

value, would become worth only about $5. But

these questions do not affect the principle, that

from alkali and peat as cheap a manure may be

prepared, and as good, as from stable dung; for

let that be called $5 00—tlien adding two cords

of peat, 3 00

3)$8 00

$2 66 per cord.

—Dr. Dana's Muck Manual.

Bells for Sheep.—We happened to be in a

hardware store the other day, when a farmer came

in and inquired for sheep hells. He stated that the

only way in which he could protect his lambs

against the depredations of the foxes, was by put-

ting bells on a few of the sheep in his flock; when

this was done, the lambs were safe. We thought

the hint worth remembering, and have put it

down here for the benefit of our readers.

—

Far. Gaz.
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BosTOK, Wednesday, Sept. 21, 1842.

HORTlCULTUR.\L EXHIBITION.

The e.xhibition ot Fruiis, Flower.s and Vegetables at

the rooms of the Massachusetts Horiicultur^il Sucieiy

last week, was gladdening lo the lovers of good fruit and

fine flowers. The rooms nero tastefully decorated with

evergreens and the rich auiumnal flowers, and the ta-

bles were completely covered with liie fruits of the sea-

son. Our friends in the country catj have but fainl con-

ceptions ol the variety and richness of pears, peaches

and apples to be found in lite vicinity of this city, unless

they occasionally call at these rooms.

The show of fruits this season v/as better, in point of

variety, than in past years. The season having been

wet and cold, the Iruits were less ripe than last year :

the late pears were not in the best condition for exhibi-

tion. But the fruits and flowers generally were fine

specimens of their kind, and the show was superb The

weather was very unfavorable, and consequently the

visitors were legs numerous thiin usual. We regret this,

because a full attendance is gratilying and encouraging

to the contributors, and also because the indiviiluals who
see the rooms enjoy a rich treat. We hope soon to get

the reports of the committees, and as we shall publish

those in full, we shall not pieoccupy the ground by our

individual opinion of the beauties and richness of con-

tributions from the several cultivators.

FESTIVAL OF THE MASS. HOR'ftlCULTURAL
SOCIETY.

On Friday evening, after the Society's exhibition was

over, a charming festival was held at Concert Hall. The
tables were beautifully ornamented with flowers and

richly loailcd with the finest fruits of the season. They
were surrounded also by beauties fairer than Flora ever

gave to earth. The presence of the ladies gave a purer

and happier spirit to the meeting than was ever genera-

ted by the gifts of Bacchus All seemed delighted with

the exchange, ond all sneak in raptures of the enjoy-

ments ol the evening. The speeches from the Prostdent

of the Society, from the Mayor of the city, from invited

guests, and others, were appropriate and hnppy. Next
vpeek we hope to give them to our readers in better form

than this week will allow u- to put them into..

Keep your pails and pans and churns, and all your

dishes clean and sweet. Keep your cellars cool and

well ventdated ;—use none but the best salt—rock salt

—

and not too much of that ; and work out all the butler,

milk. And when ynu have done all this, not more than

half of you will make decent butter. On some farms

the cows, too many oi' them, will furnish white and poor

cream : the mow every where is far from sweet : some of

the cellars are unavoidably warm and poor : and some

of you have hands too «arm to put to the butter

So much we will whisper in the ears of the citizens in

yourdcfence—and will say lo them also, that the weath-

er for the last two months has been of the worst fir your

business. But when we have said all this, we shall not

be able to satisfy either the good people of Boston or

ourself, that ynu are all entirely blameless in this matter.

Ifyou do not reform— (the guilty only we are speaking

to)—then we shall be under the dire necessity soon of

uttering the fearful wish that you may yourselves be

obliged lo eat the stufl^, when a week old, which you

sell in the market fur butter.

connected with coarseness, and is so often a mere acci'

dent, that we are not ready to look upon it as very im-

portant, or as possessing any peculiar claims to reward.

Tke best, not always the largest, deserve favor.

BUTTER.
What shall wc write about.'—(said we, in tlie way of

chat, to a friend who knows nothing about farnjing) I

What shall we write about this week ? " Write," said
!

he, " 10 the farmers' wives, and tell them how to make
|

good butter." No wonder, tliought we, that you are so
'

ready to give that answer
; for we have not Ijad the. good

fortune to find any good butter at any one of the many
I

tables in and around the city at which we have eat for
'

the last lour or five weeks. Were we to put our ques-
tion into the mouth of the city crier, and direct him to

ask in the streets— What shall the editor of the Farmer
write about.'—we should expect an unanimous and in-

stant response from side-walks, from behinrl counters
and desks, from parlor and fr.-.m kitchen

—

BatUr! But-
ter ! Butter! Write about ;'00(/ 6M««r.—Yes, yi' farmers'

wives and daughters, if ye knew the li:ilf that is s.ijd, or

the fourth that ia thought of the buttered salt, and plas-

tered up buttermilk., that is sold and used for butter, ynu
would blush, and vve;ir as in my colors on your cheeks
Oi the knife discloses when it severs your pound lump.

ARTICLES FOR EXHIBITION AT CATTLE
SHOWS.

The Fairs of the many Agricultural Societies benefit

the cause of husbandry by bringing together, where

thousands can see them, the good productions of the

stall, the field and the garden. No farmer can attend

such an exhibition without seeing or hearing something

that will be instructive or that will enkindle his zeal.

Though one cannot hay his finger upon this animal or

that ; though he cannot name this farm or that, and say

that its peculiar excellencies are the eflects of an Agricul-

tural Society's exhibitions or premiums; yet it is not

probable that the eflects can be other than great and good.

Hundreds and thousands are annually stimulated by

them to make efforts to excel. Those who succeed,

make known the result; others have tried—have learned

something—and have become more interested in their

pursuit,, though they say nothing of their design to have

been coiiijietitors for premium, had their animals or crops

trrown better. The stimulating leaven works more gen-

erally than iV supposed by those whoso opportunities for

observation are limited. The influeiices of the sliows

are great and gOL^d.

But we have oft.'^n thought that many men's opinions

as to what kind of ar 'ides are most suitable lor exhibi-

lion and most dcserviii^'! o' premiums, are not correct.

If one has a very /«ri./-e ca'"". because of the itze alone the

calf will be entered f)r pre,'"'""!- If there grows in the

garden a huge hybrid squash, /'"'* "lust he exhiuited; a

few overgrown sugar beets, too' coarse to be good for

any thinu;, are bronghi to the hall i'or show. There is

ho harm in exhibiting ihese monslefs.; but the articles

most deserving of the Society's rewards are, huch ani-

mals as are usually preferred for proi"l—being of fair

size, good form, good eye, good skin, iSLc. ;and such

vegetables as are a tair sample of the whole gvowth upon

« field that has been cultivated with care and t"!Conomy.

No valuable lesson can tie learned from a squash or beet

that happens to be very largt, nobody knows w?iy or

how The fairest and best articles of fair size, are more

useful than the cciarse though very large ones. In the

rase of animals and vegetables, premiums should not be

awarded lor euriMsitUs, merely as such, but for etcellence

attained by pcrs everance in >vellrdirecled efl"ort. Com-
mittees in awaj ding premiums and bestowing gratuities,

are in danger of letting size influence their decisions

more than the y would if purchasing animals or vegeta-

bles fir their own ustt. We have often thought that

size was cons idered the greatest eicellence ; but very

ejtrjpxdjflary size iniUnirTWls and vegetable? is so often

Where no oten are, the crib is clean.—Solomon.

You may have the barn clean when you keep no cat-

tle in it. The house may be clean when uninhabited.

Every tool on a farm may not only have its place, but

may ba kept in its place if but little work is done. But

the text implies that where work goes on briskly and

successfully, there will be clutter and dirt. This is true
;

and if we could say a word teaching that over nicety and

order are unfriendly to the dispatch of business—if we

could say it without giving encouragement to slovenly

and unorderly habits, we would speak.

More farmers are in fault lor neglecting order and

neatness, than are lor excessive regard to these. Yet

we now and then see a place where so much attenlion is

given to appearances, to neatness and to order, as to be

satisfied that labor cannot be prosecuted vigorously and

profitably there. The crib is clean—but there being no

oxen at it, it yields no income. The tools are in place,

but this being because they are seldom taken out for use^

they give but little profit. The yards, and fences, and

avenues are neat, because the work of the fields is post-

poned till they are attended to. Neatness and order in

their £3:<:es5, may be pardoned in the affluent, but will

not do for those who are to earn a living from the soilj

But do n't think we are advising you to neglect them :

they both are proper and profitable to a considerable ex-

tent—to a greater extent than most farmers in the coun-

try p-actice them.

CATTLE SHOWS, FAIRS, &c.

New York State Agricultural Society, at Albany, Sept.

28 and 29.

American Institute, at New York, Oct. 12, 19 and 20.

The Rhode Island Agricultural Society have postponed

their Cattle Show for the present year. The election of

officers will take place at the Society's Hall, in Pawtuxet,

on Wednesday, 28th inst., at 2 o'clock, P. M.

Berkshire O. Society, at Fittsfield, Oct. 5 and 6.

Essex Co. Society, at South Andover, Sept. 28.

Hampshire Society, at Northampton, October 12 and'

Vi.

Worcester Co. Society, at Worcester, October 12.

Plymouth Co. Society, at Bridgewater, October 12.

Middlesex Co. Society, at Concord, October 5.

Bristol Co. Society, at Taunton, October 13.

To be satisfied with the acquittal of the world, thought

accompanied with the secret condemnation of conscience,

is the mark of a little mind ; but it requires a soul of no

common stamp, to be satisfied with his own acquittal, I

and to despise the condemnation of the world

—

Lacon

Some reputed sointe that have been canonized, ought

to have been cannonaded ; and some reputed sinners

that have been cannonaded, ought to have been canon-

ized —Ibid.

The earth, indeed, is doubly grateful—inasmuch as

she not only repays forty fold to the cultivator, but reci-

procally improves its improver, rewarding him with

health, strength and vigor.

—

Ibid.

Avarice has ruined more men than prodigality, and

the blindest thoughtlessness of expenditure has not de-

stroyed BO many fortunes, as the insatiable lust of aceor

Xiial&Uon.^-Ibid.
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THIRD GRAND DAHLIA SHOW
Of Ihc Massachusetts Horticultural Socicl;/.

Tho third Annual Dahlia Show of the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, will lie held at the Societys' room,

No. 21 Treniout Row, on Thursday and Fridiy the' 2'2d and
23d of Septomlier nest, when premiums to the amounl of up-

wards of S-200 will he awarded for the best specimens.

A circular, cojilainiug a schedule of ihc prizes and the

ules and regulations which will he observed in the exhihi-

;ion of flowers, will he reaily for distribution, .ind may he

ud on application, at the Societys' room, on the last Salur-

iay in August.

All cultivators who intend lo exhibit, must signify their

ntenlion to do so, and in what class or classes, on, or brjom
Saturilntj. ihe inli of September, at which timi' the Flower
'omminee, will meet at the Societys' room at 10 1-2 o'clock

n the iTiorniu!; lo appoint judges to decide upon the respec-

ive merits of the flowers, aufl award the prizes. All culli-

'alors who do not signify their mteution to exhibit on or

jefore the aliove tlay, will he excluded from premiums.

All flowers must he arranged in the stands by 10 o'clock

n the morning, in order to allow sufficient timefor the judges
o examine the flowers. The exhibition will be open lo the

mhlic at 1 o'clock, P. M.
Per order of the Committee. C. M. HOVKY,

Chairman.

M.'^SS. HORiaCULTURAL SOCIETY.

NOTICE.
|j-An Annual Meeting of the Massachuselts Horticultu-

jral Society will he held at the Rooms, No. 23 Tremont

low. Oil SadircMv/, the first of October next, at 11 A.M.,

)r the choice of ofScers for the ensuing year, viz :—A Pres-

lent, four Vice Presidents, a Trsasurer, a Corresponding

ecrelary, a Recording Secretary, Professor of Botany and

'egetable Physiology, Professor of Etomology, Professor

' Horticultural Chemistry, an Executive Committee, and

tanding Committees on Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, Li-

-ary, and Finance.
EBEN WIGHT,

Sept. 21 2w Recording Secretary.

T11ERMO.VIETRICAL
Reported for the New England Farmer.

Itingeof the Fheiuioraeterat the Oardeuof the proprietors

111-! New England Farmer, Brighton, Ma3s. in a shaded

ort.iei-ly exposure, for the week ending Sept. 17.

S^^t^ 1842. |5,A.M.
I
12, M.

I
7,P.M.

I
Wind.

onday,
ucsd.iy,

ehiisday,
luirsday,

lilay,

ilurday. 17
I

48,

N.
S. E.
S. E.
N. E.
N.
W.

RKiHrON MARKKT.—MoNDAT, Sept. 19, 1842.

lirimrleil furtlir iNew Eneland Firmer,

At .M.irketTOO Beef Cattle, 875 Slores, 3200 Sheep

id 1125 Swine.

I'liicEs.— fieef Cattle We quote to correspond with

•St week, viz. a few extra $5 00. Fiist quality, $4 50

4 75. Second quality, $:! 75 a 4 25. Third quality

3 00 a 3 50.

Stores.—Two year old $7 a 12. Three year old, $14

^.
Sheep.—A little quicker without much advance. We
otice lots sold for 75 cts., 1,08, 1 25, 1 33, and $1 50.

'ethers, $1,25, 1,6'2, and 1,75.

Saine. —tiols to peddle 2 1-2 for sows and 3 1-8 for

arrows. Old hogs, 3 cts. At retail from 3 1-2 to 5.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Corrected uith great care, weekly.

SEEDS. Herds Grass, $2 50 to 3 00 per bushel. Red Top,
to 50 cents. Clover—Northern, On to I2c.—Southern,

ID c. Flax Seed, Si 50 per bushel. Lucerne, 30 c.per lb-

luary Seed, $4 50 per hushfll.

GRAIN. Duly, Corn, Rye and Beans, free ; Barley 20
r cent, j Oats 20 per cent.

The market, in view of expected arrivals, has barely sus-

lued the late quotatious.

Corn— Nortlicrn, old, bushel CI to C2—Southern, round
yellow, old, 60 a Southern flat yellow, new, 67 n Oil-
do. do while do. 00 n 54—do New Orleans, on a 00— Barley
— a — —Rye, Norlheru, 65 a 67 —do. Southern, GO a 62 —
Oats, Southern, 26 a 28— Northern do. 30 to :!l— Beans, per

bushel 75 a I 23.— Shorts, per double bush. 22 a 23— Bran, 20
a 22.

FLOUR. The market acquired a little more firmness at

the close, owing lo a temporary scarcity, but as large sup-

plies are now daily expected, no improvement in prices is

looked for.

Baltimore, Howard Street, 4 toos. cr. $4 87 a 00 —do.
wharf, S4 75 a lO do. free of garlic, So nO a Phila-
delphia do. 4 mos. $4 75 a 4 87 —Fredericksburg, lowi'd 4

inos. S4 87 a 00 —Alexandria, wharf mountain, —C 00 a
Georgetown, $5 00 a on-Richmond Canal, S4 75 a 00

—do. Cily, Soooa iioo—Petershurgh, South side So 00 aO 00
—do. Country S4 75 a 00—Genesee, common, cash, 34 87 a
n 00— do laiicy brands S5 00 a 00 — Ohio via Canal,
84 62 a 4 73— do do \ew Oileans, cash io 00 a 00. Rye,
So 00 a 00—Indian Meal in bbls. S2 75 a 3 00.

PROVISIONS. The transactions at private contract com-

prise 600 hbls. .VIess Pork, and 200 Prime. Lard is in

steady demand, and prices improving.

Beef—McBs 4 mo. new bbl. S.3 75 a 9 00—Navy—So 00 a
00.— No. 1,6 23 a 6 75—do Prime S4 00 a 5 00- Pork-

Extra clear 4 mo. bbl. Si I or a 00 00—do Clear SlOOOa 10 50
do. Mess, 7 50 a 8 00—do Pjime S6 00 a 6 00—do Mess
from other Slates,— a do Prime do do S5 00 a 5 50
do. Cargo do. a 00 Clear do do Sio no a 10 50 -

Butter, shipping, 6 a 8—do store, uninspected, 8 a 10—do
dairy, 14 a 16,—Lard, No. 1, Boston ins- 7 a 7j — do
South and Western, 7 a 7 1-2, Hams, Boston, 6 a 7 — do
Southern and Western, 4 a 6— Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,
3 a 4—do new milk, 5 a 6 1-2.

wool,. Duty. The value whereof at the place of ex-

1 irlalion shall not exceed 8 cts. per pound, free. All where-
( I the value exceeils S cts. per pound, 32 per ct. ad. val. and
4 cts per pound.

Sales of pulled and fleece in moderate quantities have been

made without any material advance from former prices.

—

Sales of 300 bales foreign coarse at improved prices.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, lb. 37 a 40 c.—Amer-
ican full blood do 35 a 37~Do 3-4 do 32 a 35—Do. l-2do
30 a 32- -1-4 and common do 25 a 28 — Smyrna Sheep,
washed, 20 a 25-- Do. unwashed, 10 a 13— Bengasi do
8 a 40—Saxonj, clean,— Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a 10

—

I'o. do. picked, 12 a 16—Superfine Northern pulled lamb 33
a 35—No. I do. do. do. 28 a 30—No. 2 do do do 20 a 22—
No. 3 do dodo 12 a 15.

HOPS. Duty 20 percent.

There have been none of the new crop inspected, and

prices are not yet established.

HAY, per ton, S16 to 18-Eastern Screwed SI4 to 16

CHEESE— Shipping and 4 meal, 6 to Sc—New 9 to II.

EGGS, 12 a 16.

STKAWBEUnV PLANTS.
Those who intend to form plantations of the Strawberry

are informed that the month of August is the most suitable

lime. By planting out the sets, early iruit may be obtained

the next season.

The subscribers o8t;r the foljOTing flpe- varieties for sale

at reduced prices, viz :
—

Early Virginia. Very early and prolific, a well known
and highly esteemed variety, and decidedly the most profita-

ble variety in cultivation. Price SI per hundred.

Keen's Seedling. One of the largest and highest flavored

varieties known. Price S2 per hundred.

Methven Castle. A late hardy variety, good bearer: fruit

of the largest size. Price S2 per hundred.

English Wood. Well known as a late and very produc-

tive variety, succeeding alid continuing in bearing several

weeks after other sons have disappeared Irom the market.

Price SI per hundred.

Bishop's Orange. A new and desirable variety, a very

great bearer, and excellent quality. Price S4 per hundred.

Hovey's Seedling. Fruit of the very largest size, of su-

perior qualiiy. perfectly hardy and a great bearer. The fo-

liage ofthis spleijilid variety, is very beautiful, and is a great

favorite with all who have cullivatei! it. One doll, pec doz.

Price 83 per hundred.

Royal Scarlet. Fruit long, oval shaped, free hearer and,

very hardy. Price $1 per hundred.

Wc liar's ilso a few dozen of the Downton, Myotts and
Elton Strawberry plants: new varieties and very highly

esteemed. Price IS per doz.

J. BRECK & CO. 61 and 52 North Market st. Boston.

Aug. 10. 3w.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great iinprovcnienls have been made the nasi year in the

form and workman.ship of these Ploughs; the mould b( ard
has been so formed as lo la\i the furrow comfilctely oecr,
lurning in ercry particle of grass or stubble, and leaving Ihe
ground in the' best possible manner. The length of the
mould board has bi a very much increased, so that the
Plough works with the greatest ease, both with respect to
the holding and the team. The Coininitlee at the late trull
of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should our opinion be asked ns to which of the Ploughs
we should jircler for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo
the inquirer, if your land is mostly light ami easy to work,
try Prouly & Menrs, but if your land is heavy, hnrd orrocky,
BKGiN WITH Mr. Howard's.'*
At the above mer.f.oned irial the Howard Plough ilid

more work, with the same power of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No .ilhcr turned more than Iwentysuven
and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while Ihe
Howard Plough turned ticenlijnine and one'half inches, to
Ihe same power of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside: this shoe likewise secures
the mould board and landside together, and strengthens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from $6 to Si 5. A Plough,

sufliciein for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about
SIO 50, and with culler Si, with wheel and cutter, S2 BO
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at
the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,
Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, hv

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 20

MUCK MANUAl,.
For sale by .lOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Man-

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana.; price Si.

Boston, April 13.

GRAIN CRADLES.
1'he difference in gathering a crop is so much in favor of

cradling, that we must suppose that it will he the only mode
adopted hereafter, and the grain cradle will become of as

much use as an implement of husbandry, as the plow now is.

There has been a very great improvement in the manu-
facturing of this article, they are now made on the most
improved plan ; the scythe is well secured and finished in a
superior manner and made of the best cast steel.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK, & CO. No. 51 & 62,

North Market St., Boston. July 13

TV« I'P CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduceil by E. H. Derby, Esq. of Salem,

and Col. Jachues, for the purpose of securing callle to the

stall, are found tc be the safest and most convenient mode
of fastening cows and oxen to the slanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 52 North
Market st.

AGRICULTURAI. IMPLEMEKTS, &c.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural Ware-
house and Seed Slore No. 51 and 62 North Market street,

would inform their customers and the public generally Ihat

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of Agri-

culluial and Horticultural Tools to be found in the United

States. Part of which are the following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
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MISCELLANEOUS

TE-TOTALLER'S AULD LANG SYNE.

Bt; finys of flrinkiiig wine forgot,

Let water goblets shine;

And from your memory ever blot

The days of drinking wine.

Those days of (blinking wine my friend
;

Those days of drinking wine
;

A teniy)erance hour is worth a power
Of days of drinking wine !

We twa have quaffed to days long past

Bright juices of the vine
;

But let us from our memories cast

Those customs of " lang syne."

Bad customs of" lang syne ;"

Our temperance age must blot the page
Of customs of " lung syne."

We twa can meet as friends should meet

;

We twa together dine
;

Our beverage quaff from fountains sweet,

And ne'er regret the wine.

At temperance's shrine, my friend, my friend,

We're pledged at her fair shrine
;

And hold her cause above the laws
And eustoms of " lang syne."

[H'ashingtoman Songiler,

DANIEL WEI3STER'S COUNTRY RESL
DENCE.

Marshfield, Aug. 26, 1842.

Mr Editor— It is about thirty milea from Bos-

ton to this place, or rather to the seat and occasion-

al residence of Daniel Webster.

Few persons, I am inclined to think, who have

not been here of late, are aware of the extent of

Mr Webster's agricultural operations, or of his

taste and interest in their pursuit.

The house is situated about a mile from the

stage road, and is not therefore generally seen by

travellers. In passing off the main road that runs

by the premises, in your appjoach to the house, you

enter a level and somewhat circuitous carriage-

passage, of two or three hundred yards in length,

neatly lined on either side with 8hrubl)Rry, and

plainly indicating, from its neatness and order, what

may be expected on a further examination.

The hnuso is a large square one, surrounded by

a piazza, and built about eighty years ago, by some
one whose ideas were evidently far in advance of

his neighbors, and who must have been regarded

by them, unless he were a most benevolent and

obliging man, as an aristocrat. It is two stories

high, painted white, with a half story raised from

the roof, surrounded by a range of low windows,

and has two large handsome white cliiinneys,

striped with black, coming out of the roof just in

the right place to look well. Entirely through the

house runs a spacious entry, ten feet in "idth, hav-

ing in it a large and apparently superior barome-
ter, with three or four pictures in gilded frames,

representing hunting parties, a /' Anglais, on horse-

back, in full tilt after game. On either side of

the entry are two convenient and commodious
rooms, pleasantly facing the south, which arc fur-

nished by no means extravagantly, but neatly and
in good taste. A few portraits decorate the walls,

and a few books are seen lying around. Their
whole appearance is just what would he expected

in a country gentleman's residence.

On the west end of the house is the library, and
a very pleasant room it is too—opening three ways

upon fruit trees of various kinds, and at the present

time laden with fruit. In the library is a small

book-case, containing not a taw hook, as I could

perceive—as Mr Webster does not trouble himself

or allow any body else to trouble him with law

matters while here—but about two hundred and

fifty volumes of a miscellan'ous character, a good

sprinkling of which are on agriculture, horticul-

ture, angling, and gunning. In one corner of the

room is a superior rifle, which doubtless never

tails, in the owner's hands, to bring down the game.

A table with writing apparatus, a formidable walk-

ing stick, a splendid'Indian costume, a curious hat-

Iree made of buck's horns, with a few other pre-

sents, rare and inleresting, compose tho furniture

of the library.

In passing out of the house eastward, after dodg-

ing the limbs of a wide-spreading and magnificent

elm, you enter a square garden of about an acre,

fenced in and handsomely laid out, with a great

variety of trees, shrubbery and flowers. From the

bottom of the garden you ascend through a serpen-

tine track, an eminence covered with foreign trees

and shrubbery, crowded together so as to resemble

a nnlural grove, made entirely under the direction

of Mr Webster, within a few years. On the top

of the hill is a circular summer house, made of

trellis roof, about fifteen feet in diameter, and per-

haps twenty in heiget, surmounted with a globe,

and the whole or a good part of it, overrun with

woodbine and honeysuckle, presenting in the dis-

tance, as well as in the near view, a pleasing ap-

pearance.

The farm owned and improved here by Mr Web-
ster, consists of more than a thousand acres; but

a part of it, however, is under cultivation, much of

it being improved as pasture ground. Tha^t part

which is improved, presents a fine appearance.

There are a variety of young and thrifty orchards

surrounding the house, which have been set out

under the direction of Mr Webster, and which are

now overloaded and bent to the ground by the

weight of the fruit. Indeed, the whole establish-

ment, house, out-houses, garden and farm, are in

excellent keeping, and indicate in their owner

taste and interest in agricultural and horticultural

pursuits ; and the astonishment is how he can find

time amidst his numerous cares and public duties

to give it a thought or pay it a visit.

—

Bosf. Merc.

Jour.

Sivinuning.—There is one scientific rule which

if suitably impressed upon the mind, would save

life in all ordinary cases
; and for a want of a knowl-

edge of this rule, very experi swimmers are some-

times drowned. The rule is this : Clasp your

hands behind your back, make your nose the high-

est point of your body, (or look towards the hori-

zon over your forehead,) and do not stir a muscle,

and you will infallibly float.

Thus every human being has a life-preserver

against water, if only taught to use it. The brutes

from liieir different conformation, and especially

from their want of the great rational developemcnt

of the forehead, float by necessity, and swim by

instinct. It is a pity and a paradox that men
should lose their lives by a more liberal allowance

of brains !—Fiee Anxer.

It is computed by Dr. Caspar that there are on

the earth 900,000,000 human beings and that the

average deaths are 29,000,000 annually, 80,000 dai-

ly, Tiearly ."5,700 hourly, and 75 every minute.

GRINDSTONES, ON FRICTION R0L.1.E:RS.

Grindstones of diflerent sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved with a foot treader, is found to be a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung

in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in the common 'ay. For sale by J.

BRECK & Co., No. 61 North Market street.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at the New England Agricuj

tural VVarehnuse and Seed Store Nos. 61 and 62 North Mar-

ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay am

Stalk Cutler, operating on a mechanical principle not behiii

applied to any implement for this purpose. The most prom

inent effects of this application, and some of the consequeii

peculiarities of the machine are :

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power requisit'

to use it,°that tho strength of a half grown hoy is sufficien

to work it elficicntly.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bush

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claimei

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or stear

power.
3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which tiK

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any olhe

straw caller.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and pu

together very strongly. It is therefore noi so liable as Ih

complicated machines in general use to get out of order.

POUDRETTE.
For sale 200 Barrels Poudrette, at S2 per barrel, by J.

BRECK & CO, 61 and 62 North Market St., Boston.

May 18.

SAYLE'S GARDEN ENGINE.
This is a splendid article. It will throw a constant strean

of water to the distance of 60 or OO feet, with great force

and in case ol fire would he a good substitute fur a fire en

"ine. The most perfect article for the purpose ever intro

duced. For sale by J. BRECK & CO., No. 51 and 52 Norli

Market street.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO
No. 52 North Market St.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year tn nrfrunce, orf2 50 ifnotpai

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank n

Riibscriptiona and remittances for newspapers, witlioi

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PRINTERS.
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THE HORTICULTURAL FESTIVAL.

Thi; Courier, of Friday inoniinjf, contained a full

ccounl of the proceedings at the late annual festi-

al uf tlie Mass. Horticultural Society. .'\s we

annot give the proceedings entire, occupying as

ley would the whole space of one number of this

aper, we must content ourselves, though reluctant-

,-, with an imperfect abridgement.

The festival was held at Concert Hall, on the

vening of the 16th inst. The hall was decorated

/ith the most splendid contributions from various

ardens in the vicinity, and the tables literally op-

ressed with the weight of the grapes, pe.iches,

ears, apples, cakes, pastry, custards, ire creams,

nd other delicacies—lu.xurious but innocent, ex-

iliraling but not intoxicating. A tablet placed

ver the cornice at the upper end of the hall, bore

he inscription, " The Fourteenth Anniversary of

he Massachusetts Horticultural Society." Oppo-

ite to this, at the other end of the hall, was anoth-

r tablet, with this inscription

—

"The world was sari—ihe garden was a wild,

And MA:-',the hermit, sighed, till woman smiled."

The members of the Society, having assembled

n the adjoining apartments, with their guests,

assed an hour in agreeable, social intercourse, and

iciprocating congratulations, suggested by the

lovelty of ladies being invited to participate in the

estivities of '_the occasion. At six o'clock, the

loors of the supper room were thrown open, and

he company—more than two hundred in number

—

ook seats at the tables. The hall being brilliantly

ighted, the spectacle was truly magnificent. En-

ivened by music from a band in the orchestra, em-

lellished with the most glorious specimens of floral

igeiicy, and dignified by the presence of female

jrace and loveliness, the scene was altogether un-

laralleled, and seemed as much to outvie in splen-

Jor and taste the entertainmrmts of the Arabian

Nights, Qs in reality it exceeded the magnificent

snterlainments of the East in moral sublimity.

The Rev. Mr VVinslow invoked the blessing of

the Creator upon the bounties he had provided for

his offspring, and upon his creatures, who were

there to participate in their enjoyment. After a

short time spent in partaking of the refreshments,

the President of the Society, M. P. Wilder, Esq
,

rose and said :

Gentlemen of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society : Another period has in the course of time

elapsed, and assembled us together to celebrate

the Fourteenth Anniversary of this Society— to ex-

change mutual congratulations on the success of

our past efforts, and to crown the year with re-

joicing.

At our last anniversary, I had the pleasure of

briefly adverting to the flourishing condition of the

Society, and to the progress of the science whose

object it has been to promote. And I am now

During the past year there has been a greater

accession of members to the Society than in any

former one since its disconnection with the Mount

Auburn Cemetery. The increased number of con-

tributors, the improved character of the productions

exhibited, and the anxiety to posi=ess tn-os and

plants, give the most gratifying evidence of the

rapid advancement of the art, and the high rank

to which it has attained.

The patronage of the community has also been

so much augmented, that the Society feels itself

straightened in its present location, and have in

contemplation, at no distant day, to erect an edi-

fice suitable in elegance and convenience to the

importance of the subject.

The love of gardening, in which is comprised the

science of Horticulture, seems, to be an innate and

natural principle of the mind, congenial to, and

connected with, our ideas of happiness. From the

earliest ages, it has in all civilized nations held an

honorable^and distinguished rank, and to which man

has looked, not only as a source to which he might

apply his industry, but for amusement and gratifi-

cation.

Solomon says, " I made me gardens and orchards,

and T planted in them trees of all kind of fruits ;"

and Cyrus, one of the Persian kings, we are in-

formed, boasted that ho had not only laid out and

designed his own garden, but had planted many

of the trees with his own hands.

At the present time, there is a spirit of enter-

prise hitherto unknown, pervading the world in the

cause of Agriculture and Horticulture. Men of

talents and influence are more than ever giving

their attention to the subject, and enrolling their

names as its patrons; and there are few, if any

pursuits, so generally held in high esteem, and no

anniversaries or exhibitions so decidedly favorites

with the public, as those of Agricultural and Hor-

ticultural Societies. That these have had a happy

and powerful influence in disseminating a love for

those objects, I think cannot be doubted. A wri-

ter many years since remarked that the London

Horticultural Society had aooomplished more since

its formation, than China had done in a thousand

years ; and as an illustration of the popular fdvor,

allow me to read you an extract from a journal

giving some account of the patronage bestowed on

this Society at their exhibition in May last.

" As early as four o'clock in the morning, the

notes of preparation for the Horticultural Socie-

ty's Exhibition were sounded in completing the

arrangement at the gates. Then succeeded great

numbers of carts, wagons, vans and other vehicles,

bringing multitudes of the finest flowers in the

world to the show.
" As the day drew on, mounted and foot police

began to gather ; carriage after carriage slowly

dropped into line, which was extended to five miles

in length, and until seven o'clock, the arrival of

visitors was incessant. The three gates of admis-

sion were choaked up ; the greens, the lanes, the

roads, and every field that had an authorized inlet.happy to state that there has been no diminution of

the zeal and intf .est so universally felt in the cause became crammed with horses, and all sorts of car-

of horticulture. I riages, and, at last, thirteen thousand five hundred

and' cightytwo visitors had passed into tie Gar-

den."

But 1 will not trespass further upon the time,

which 1 am awae will be so mucli better occupied

with remarks and sentiments from our friends pre-

sent. Allow me, gentlemen, however to observe,

and to which I know your feelings will respond,

that it is a matter of the highest gratificaticm that

we are hcmored with the piesence of the ladies on

this occasion, and that woman, with her bright

smiles and cheerful looks, has come up to partici-

pate with us, and to chasten and reTine this Feast

of Fruits and Flowers. She it was, who was placed

in the principal garden to help dross and keep it,

and who has ever been, from the most elevated

ranks of society, to the humble cottage girl that

ornaments her window with a few favorite plants

and flowers, the distinguished patroness of the sci-

ence.

Gentlemen of the Society : Permit mo to con-

gratulate you on the harmony and good feeling that

exists among us, and on the success which has

crowned your efl'orts thus far. Let this excite and

encourage you to attain to a still greater degree of

excellence ; and let ns rejoice that we are here as-

sembled under such happy and auspicious circum-

stances, to promote a cause which conduces so

much, not only to our own, but to the comfort and

happiness of mankind.

Ladies and Gentlemen: Allow me to propose

for your cons. deration, the following sentiinent:

Horticnltural Anniversaries—Nature's grand

Festivals ; at which she opens her storehouse of

plenty and crowns with rich profusion the labors of

her sons.

The President then proposed the following senti-

ments :

Our Country—A favored spot of earth, where

Liberty has taken root, and its fruits surpass in val-

ue the "Golden Apples" of antiquity.

The Orator of the Day—Whether in the field,

in the laboratory, among the flowers of the garden,

or in the academic grove, ho is equally at home.

To this sentiment J. E. Teschemacher, Esq., re-

plied :

The liberal cultivation of reciprocal esteem and

friendship among nations—It is sure to produce tho

blessed fruits of peace.

Woman—A '' Floral Lexicon," complete, as fol-

lows :

Whate'er has beauty, worth or power,

Or grace, or lustre, is a jloicer :

WoM*t» 's a flower—in lier we trace,

Some blossom of the mind or face.

Does womin lead the country dance.'

We hail the Flower of Ele.g/mce.

Does fashion's wreath adorn her brow.'

The Flower of Taste woman now.

In woman's raien, in woman's mind,

Tlie twin-born Fhwersof Grace we find.

And in her blushing cheek, we see

The Royal Rose of Dignity.

The Lily, symbol of her youth.

Blooms next her heart, ihe Flowr of Truth ;

And more, the violet buds express

The Flowerets of her tenderness!

The President remarked that the i ext sentiment
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had been prepared in honor of a di-stin^nished indi-

vidual, a member of tho Society, wbn feels a deep

interest in agricultural and horticultural pursuits,

but who from the inclement slate of the weather,

was prevented from being present:

Daniel Webster—His laurels are not linffed with

blood: the FtJie entwines the pillar of his fame;

the Myrtle springs up in the tr:ick of his footsteps.

and his country delights to repose under the shade

of the OHvt he has planted.

Long and loud applause succeeded this sentiment.

The Mayor of Boston—Worthy to represent a

city renowned for public spirit, intelligence, and

patriotism.

His honor, the Mayor, responded in his usual fe-

licitous style—expressing his admiration of the

scene, and in allusion to the presence of ladles,

spoke in a beautiful strain of the elevating influ-

ence of Christianity and civilization upon man and

woman. He gave as a sentiment,

The Modern Garden of Eden—Where woman

shall still be a match for a man, and more than a

match for any serpent.

The President then gave :

Harvard University—A fountain opened by the

pilgrims : many have drawn of its waters, and thou-

sands are now dispensing them for the refreshment

of the souls that thirst after knowledge.

President Quincy, in reply, said, that a response

to a sentiment on such an occasion as this, was

from liim scarcely to be expected ; that he came to

enjoy and not to display ; that the feelings excited

by this rich and beautiful exhibition of fruit and

flowers, were of a nature not perceptible of descrip-

tion. To attempt it would be obnoxious to a like

censure with that which the great English poet be-

stows on the attempt to paint the lily, or to add

another perfume to the violet, of" wasteful and ri-

diculous excess."

It was impossible that the scene before us should

not awaken in his mind reminiscences of times long

gone by, "hen the improvements these fruits and

flowers indicate, were unknown, and to the degree

here realized, unanticipated. He had been for at

least fifty years, an interested observer of the culti-

vation of the soil in this vicinity, and for several

years actively engaged in it, and he could not re-

frain, on this occasion, from perceiving and ac-

hnowledging the striking and beneficial progress of

the art.

It was in the year 1792 that the first attempt

was made in this city anu vicinity to aid and en-

courage the cultivation of tlie snil, through the

agency of an incorporated society. At that time,

some of the greatest men of their age formed and

obtained an incorporation of the Massachusetts Ag-
riculmral Society, the precursor and the parent of

that most successful society whose anniversary we

now celebrate. I need only repeat the names of

Lowell, Cabot, Ames, Adams, Lyman, and Strong,

not to mention others, to awaken in every contem-

porary mind, the recollection of their worth, their

greatness and their patriotism. 'I'hese gentlemen,

with their associates and successors, labored for

twenty years in endeavors to improve the agricul-

ture of the country. But do you think, Mr Presi-

dent, that they sought to introduce, or even indulg-

ed in imagination, the hope of tho glorious results

we at this time are v/itnessing? Did they dream

of raising peaches under glass, and grapes in green

houses, for sale in the market, or for agricultural

profit? 'I'hey would have as soon thought of mak-

ing a voyage across the Atlantic, as is now d(me,

in twelve days, by the power of steam. How to

improve the tlesh and Hecces of sheep, how to

raise the best breed of hogs, how best to manage

pasture or grass lands, how to enlarge the quantity

and improve the quality of manures, and the like,

were the labor of their thoughts, and the objects to

which their useful and patriotic influences were di-

rected. As to •' Horticulture," it was a term not

known, practically, in their nomenclature. The
culture of fruit trees— peaches, apples, pears, and

even grapes, in the open nir, is, indeed, occasion-

ally mentioned in their publications. But it was

not, I think, until the year 181.5, that any very ac-

tive measures were taken to excite our farmers to

a scientific and systematic attention to fruits and

trees. The term " horticulture" was still, in a

manner, unknown to us, in a practical sense. Nor
was it until the year ]82I, that a regular and ur-

gent notice was taken in their publications of " the

.Scitnct of Horticulture." And what did they then

say on the subject ? Why, that in this country

" we are yet infants in horticultural science ;" that

" we have not yet brought into use all the common
culinary vegetables;" that "in the cultivation of

fruits, and in the manajrement of trees and grapes

we are, in point of skill, half a century behind

Dutch and English gardeners."

This state of things continued, with some grad-

ual improvements, until 1828, when the spirited,

enlorprizing and patriotic gentlemen who laid the

foundation of this Horticultural Society, obtained

that charter of incorporation, under whose influen-

ces, and by whose example, these noble results

were effected, the fruits of which we now witness

and enjoy.

While rejoicing in the present, it was impossi-

ble for tno to refrain from recollecting the past,

the days of humble but honorable endeavors, in the

same field now so happily improved. Nor could I

refrain from doing honor to those great men, who

in times less happy, prosperous and advanced, first

set the example of exciting and directing our far-

mers in the cultivation of the soil, and were the

remote, but among the efficient causes of the noble

improvements now made and advancing in both ag-

riculture and horticulture.

Lord Bacon says, somewhere, that " God Al-

mighty first planted a garden," from whence he de-

duces that there is something elevated in its labors,

and something divine iu its creations and results.

He adds, that it is " the purest of all pleasures, and

the greatest refreshment to the spirits of man."

Borrowing the languase of this great man, I pro-

pose the following sentiment

:

Horticulture—The purest of all pleasures, and

the greatest refreshment of tJie spirits of man.

The next toast was

The Clergy—They scatter broadcast that good

seed, which shall bring forth thirty, sixty, and an

hundred fold.

Which elicited a pertinent response from the

Rev. Mr Winslow, who gave :

Paradise Regained—No more in danger of be-

ing lost by the presence of her F.ve, since the

" fruit of the tree" that is " gooil for food, and plea-

sant to the eyes," is no longer forbidden.

Several of the clergy being present, the Presi-

dent remarked that he should be pleased to receive

sentiments from them.

The name of the Rev. Mr Pierpont resounded

from various parts of the hall, and he rose, an

afti.T making a few pertinent remarks, gave

The Gardener—The co-worker with the Croa

tor of all that is beautiful and good.

By Rev. Mr Croswell. The Waters of Massa
chiisetts:

" Though with thosfi streams they no rfisimblance hold

WhosR foani is amber, and whose gravel pold,

Wonldsl thou llieir genuine, guihiess worlli explore,

Search not their bottom, but survey their shore."

The next sentiment was :

Louisiana—Her sons knaw how to defend, a:

well as cultivate her soil. Her products havi

proved her bulwarks, as they have her support.

The Hon. .Mr Conrad, U.S. Senator from Louisi

ana, responded in some remarks eulogistic of thi

show, and gave :

The State of IMassachusctts—Always the first it

the arts of peace, and never behind any in war.

'J'he next sentiment from the Chair was

:

Flora and Ponuma—To spread our tables thii

day, these tutelar guardians have emptied thei

" Horns of Plenty." " In gratelul numbers le

their names be sung."

To which succeeded an original song, writter

for the occasion, by Thomas Power, Esq., and sung,

by Mrs Andrews.

Then succeeded the following sentiments :

Queen Victoria and Brother Jonathan—The)
each have large families, and land enough for nl

practical purposes. The Fence Viewers having

adjudicated on the lines of division and made law-

ful record of the same, may they live in harmony

till their leases expire.

Maine and Massachusetts—Sister States, whose

valuable interests in the Disputed Boundary have

been so happily secured by their intelligent com
missioners.

To which the Hon. Abbott Lawrence, a membei
of the Society, and one of the Commissioners foi

settling the Boundary question, replied. He offer-

ed the following sentiment:

Rural Economy—May the people of the United

States become as distinguished for its cultivation

and advancement, as they have been for the estab.

lishment of civil and religious liberty.

The next toast was :

Railroads—Modern sources of travel which les-

sen space, annihilate time, and develop the wealth'

of nations.

This sentiment called up the Hon. Josiah Quin-

cy, Jr., who made some very appropriate and beau-

tiful remarks, in relation to the festival. Mr Quin-

cy stated that this was not tho first dinner party at

which the ladies were present, and he would pro-

ceed to show that an entertainment of this kind

was one of the oldest on record ; that instead of be-

ing of a novel character, it could claim the high-

est antiquity. To establish this point, he read ex-

tracts from the report of that dinner, as given by

John Milton, which proved that the ornaments of

the hall, the fare upon the table, the after dinner

speeches, and above all, the presence of the other

sex, were precisely the same at the last as they

had been at the first dinner party. Ho concluded

with the following sentiment:

The first and last dinner party—Fruits and flow-

ers, graced by the presence of the fair. At such

an entertainment, well might an ang"l exc!,"' a:
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" Though in heaven the treos

or life ambro-iul fruiUso beiir, aud vinos

ViclJ iipclur; though Trom oll'lho boughs each
morn,

W'f hrush mellifluous dovvs ; yet Go I hath here

VaritM! liis bounty sn with new deiigltts

As iiiiiy iiinipiire with Hoaven.'?

The I'resiilent having previously callrd upon the

1^
idies (or sfiitiincriis, the foilowinL; wore sent up :

Haclielors—A tribe of plants which occupy much
arden ron-n, but add nothing to the ornament of

le paittrr,.

Tlie Bacliebr's Button—As a flowor, simple;

an cinbleiM, dansrerous. " Buchelor's Butlons'''

in never be " Ladies' Delights."

The I'dst and the Present—Our Puritan Path-

's when they landed from the MavH.iwer, were

lankl'ul for the blessings of the snnil and the stas.

et their children be doubly grateful for the exotic

"the garden, and tlie luxurious fruits of our mod-
•n cultivaliu::.

The next sentiment from the Cliair was:

Our Young Men—"Just as the twig is bent the

ee's inclined :"

" If prone to earth, the infant stalk we Irain,

Nor height nor glory will it e'er attain
;

But il its tender years erect we guide,

'Twill be tiie Garden s or the Forest's pride."

Hon. Horace Mann, Secretary of the I5oard of

ducaiion, replied to this sentiment in some ex-

llent remarks^ and gave:

Horticultural Improvements—which have exalt-

1 the useless into the useful, have adorned the

elegant with beauty, and purified the poisonous

to the healthful. May they be the emblem and

e augury of similar improvements in the iatelluct-

tl and moral world.

The President then gave :

The Speaker of the House of Representatives

—

pmmaniling re?pect by his talents, and enforcin

I oderation by his urbanity.

Mr Kinnicult replied, and gave as a toast

:

The Ladies of the Members and of the Guests of

e Massachusetts Horticultural Society—The
chest fruits of our New England soil ; the briglit-

Ist flowers of our New England homes.

Hon. J. '1'. Austin, the Attorney General, being

tiled upon for u sentiment, preceded the follow-

g with some eloquent and pertinent remarks:

Fruits and Flowers—The poetry of nature.

The President then proposed :

Mount Auburn—The peaceful shades where re-

:)se the loved and lost of earth. When we tread

3 umbrageous paths, may we not forget to whom
e are indebted for the conception of so interest-

ig a spot.

A letter was here read by the Chair from Gen.

'earborn, (flie first President of the Society,) who
as prevented from being present. He transmitted

le following sentiment:

A Garden

—

" Sic itur ad aslra." [This is the

ay to heaven.]

Next followed this sentiment:

The Bunker Hill Monument—The corner-stone

obly speaks the praise of Man : the top-stone that

f Woman. "Let the earliest light of morning
ild it, and parting day linger and play upon its

uinmit."

J. T. Buckingham, Esq., President of the Bunker
lill Monument Association, replied, and expressed

is thanks to the ladies, in behalf of the Monument

Association, for ihcir noble and elfectnal assist-

ance in completing that sublime column. He
concluded by oflering es a sentmient :

T.ie Horticultural Exhibition of IS-JS—The
peaceful triumphs of those active and generous

spirits who prnpairate the truest wealth ami the

most innocent luxuries of the people.

By a Lady. As the first Gardener of Eden in

his solitude soon discovered that an Eve was want-

ing, so onr Horticultural friends, by the rapid march
of intellect in six thousand years, have arrived at

the same conclusion.

'I'he followhig sentiment was then given:

The Gentleman who first successfully advocated

the admission of Ladies to public festivals— In fol-

lowing his example, we acknowledge the good

taste which suggested the source of so Tnucli en-

joyment.

The Hon. \Vm. Sturgis, whom this sentiment

was intended to compliment, responded, and gave :

The Improvement of Flowers, Fruits, and Man

—

Evidpuce is befiu'e us that_/Zoicers ani\ fruit maybe
improved and perfected by the care and industry

of mnn : He can be best improved and refined by

the genial influence of wo.ma.»(.

An original song, written for the occasion by J.

H. Warland, Esq., was then sung.

The next toasts were :

Wives—The apples of the eye to married men ;

ioiir grnyjes to old bachelors. May the ladies all

consent to be paired.

Flora and Fancy : A Goddess and a Personifica-

tion—We wear the flower-crown of the one, and

acknowledge the supremacy of the other. Under
the influence of both, we are this day "making a

worship of the beautiful."

By Rev. J. L. Russell, Professor of Botany, &c.

to the Society. The Fourteenth Anniversary of

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, which has

taught us to listen again to the voice of God in the

stillness of evening, amid flowers and fruit.

By J. T. Buckingham. Importers and Cultiva-

tors of Exotics—They labor to adapt our soil to the

plants, and to make the plants delight in the soil.

By Hon. J. C. Gray, former Vice President. The
Marshfield Cultivator and his American and British

Coadjutors in the Treaty of Washington—Who
have caused the olive to blossom and to ripen its

fruit in the short space of six weeks.

By B. V. French, one of the Vice Presidents of

the Society. Van Mons, the enlightened Pomolo-

gist and Philosopher—His name will be cherished

while the eaith continues to bear fruit.

By E. M. Richards, Vice President. The La-

dies who have honored us by their presence on

this festive occasion-^! f any are skeptical in re-

gard to the perraanerri; influence of wosuan, lot

them turn their eyes towards the Monument on

Bunker Hill.

The President then [imposed the following:

Horticultural and Agricultural Periodicals—
Birds which scatter the seeds of fair flowers and

fine fruits in gardens throughout the land.

Mr Putnam, Editor of the New England Farmer,

replied to this sentiment, and gave:

Members of the Massachusetts Horticultural So-

ciety—The gardeners whose productions migratory

birds are most pleased to carry to the distant fields

which they visit.

The President also called upon Mr C. M. Hovey,

editor of the Magazine of Horticulture, who re-

sponded, and offered the following :

The London Horticultural Society—The great

parent of all similar associations throUL'hout the

world
; whoso labors in the noble pursuit of si i-

eiice, have strewed our gardens with beautiful flow-

ers, and enriched our tables with the choicest fruits.

Samuel Walker, Esq., Chairman of the Commit-
tee of Arrangements, being called upon, gave:

Flora and Pomona: twin sisters. Tlicir "ways
are ways of pleasantness, and all their paths are

peace."

By Parker Barnes. Our Fair Guests—All hail
;

"thrice welcome." Now have we obtained the

priceless gem, to crown the many colored liglits of
nature's diadem.

By John Owen. The Memory of Rev. Thad-
deus Mason Harris, one of the corresponding menfi-

bers of this Society—A man who, for simplicity of

manners, benevolence of character and purity of

life, as well as for his eminence in natural history,

deserves our grateful recollection, on this our first

anniversary since his decease. Well may we ap-

ply the lines of Thomson, on Lord William Russell,

to onr departed friend :

"Bring every sweetest flower, and It't us strew
Tlie grave where Harris lies."

Frotn the Chair. The Ladies

—

"Forget-tne-nots"

when they give no " Heartsease" to the " Coxcomb,"
though he may live as long as the '^ Aloe."

I!y John H. Warland, (one of the poets of the

evening.) Flowers—In their bloom the sweetest

symbols of innocence and purity in this world: in

their decay, the loveliest emblems of a resurrection

in the next.

The President having retired, Mr French took

the Chair, and announced the following sentiment :

The President of the Massacliusetts Horticultu-

ral Society—Who, to the intelligence of the mer-
chant and the skill of the horticulturist, adds the

liberality of a prince, tlie manners of a gentleman,

and the viitues of a Christian.

By Dr. Adams. The Chief .Wars/ta/ of the even-

ing—Who can display such skill in subduing the

wild flowers of the forest, though he himself is

Wilder.

By Geo. Brown, of Beverly. Daniel Webster

—

A noble specimen of native growth an(J self-cul-

ture. Equally flourishing on the granite hills of

New England, or in the sunny climes of the South.

Ho needs but one more transplanting, to fill the

place he deserves to occupy.

By Otis Johnson, of Lynn. The Cultivation of

the Earth
—

'I'he most noble employment of man
;

ill its progress towards perfection, dispensing bless-

ings upon the whole human race.

By Dr. Wight, Recording Secretary of the So-

ciety. Horticultural Societies— .^lay they spread

like the vine, and harmonize like its tendrils.

By H. W. Dutton. Our Buds and Blossoms,

our Banquet and our Bairns !—Proud of the one for

producing our festivals, and proud of our fete for

the presence of our children. Let the day we cel-

ebrate he remembered : let its memory live "fra-
grans el perennis" even as the flowers continue

from everlasting to everlasting.

By J. L. L. F. Warren. The Fair Trio of the

Horticultural Fair in 1842—Our Flowers, our

Fruits, and our Guests. Our Flowers are fair,

sweet, good ; our ¥r\\\t, fairer, sweeter, better; our

Guests, fairest, sweetest, best.

Hy G. B. Jones. The substitution of Women
for Wine—Although it is a species of intoxication

that will not cause the liver complaint, is there not

danger of heart-burn ?
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Gov. Hill, Editor of the Farmer's Monthly Visi-

tor, in commenting upon the Stalislical Statement

of the Shoe and Leather Business of Danvers, fur-

nished by J. C. Proctor, Esq., and copied into our

columns a short time since—has the following just

remarks :

—

•' What would be the prospects of the farmers

and producers of New England and of the country,

without its manufacturing enterprise and industry?

Go to the place where this industry prevails—
where Iialf of the population is engaged in some

useful manufacture which is sent abroad for sale.

You will there see comfortable dwellings and build-

ings, and whore the land will allow of it, very pro-

ductive gardens and small fields improved as a re-

creation to the mechanic from the confinement of

more sedentary labor. And you will find in the

neighborhood of every such community, busy and

prosperous farmers, who generally make tliPir lands

each succeeding year more and more productive.

Such farmers seldom fail to find in their own neigh-

borhood a ready market for every thing they pro-

duce ; and they find customers who are always

able and willing to pay for every thing they raise.

In such a community, the farmer is able to hire

help and pay good wages, because the purchaser

at his door is able to pay him promptly.

"The example presented by a highly respecta-

ble citizen, of the leather business in Danvers, is

demonstration that every new business profitably

pursued, brings new profits and increase to other

pursuits in the neighborhood. The interests of the

farmer and the manufacturer are mutual : where

the latter docs not prosper, the former can scarce-

ly expect to flourish."

FATTENING HOGS.
Those who wish to be economical in feeding,

should begin early. Every farmer who is fatten-

ing hogs, should have a cauldron set in an arch

near his pen, in which he can boil pumpkins, pota-

toes, meal, &c., as it will be found much cheaper

to feed with boiled food than raw.

Considering the comparatively Ion value of po-

tatoes and pumpkins, and their great weight, it is

better to make them the principal food in fattening,

and save the corn, which is a more valuable and

less perishable article.

When potatoes are boiled and mashed, they

make excellent feed for hogs; if a proportion of

pumpkins are mixed with them, they are still bet-

ter ; and if to both a small quantity of corn rneal be

added, we do not know of any feed with which hogs

can be fattened to more advantage.

We know that it is said that pork which is fat-

ted with boiled food is not as hard, and of course

the purchaser will endeavor to take advantage of

the circumstance ; but let hogs be fed in this man-
ner for the first three fourths of the time they are

fattening, the remainder with meal and corn, and

we assure our farmers that they will find a ready

market for their pork, and at first prices.

A portion of time spent in gathering up those

things which of themselves are not so marketable,

and convening them into food for hogs at this sea-

son, will save much that is more directly so, and

will prove equally profitable as tlia*. spent in rais-

ing such crops— for the old adaije says, "a penny
saved is as good as a penny earned."

—

Old Gene-

see Farmer.

Our wealth is often a snare to ourselves, and al-

ways a temptation to others.

—

Lacon.

MANURING GRASS GROUNDS.
There is scarcely any question on which far-

mers are morn divided, than as to the policy of ap-

plying manure as a top-dressing to grass lands in

the spring or fall. The reasoning seems to he in

favor of spring dressing, and it is supported by

many excellent names. But it ought to be known
that intelligent farmers near the metropolis, most

generally dress their lands in autumn. Grasslands

are less injured by carting over them in the fall
;

it may be added, also, that it is a season of greater

leisure ; and although it is confi ontly asserted that

the manure is waslod by rains and snows, yet much
ought to be allowed on the other side, for the pro-

tection afforded by the top dressing to the tender

roots of the plants during winter, and ought we
not to add something for the low temperature of

the atmosphere in winter, which prevents evap<ira-

tinn ? Whatever principles of fertility exist in

manure, are in winter carried down into the soil.

We are fully convinced that a scorching sun, and

drying air, are more pernicious to manures, spread

thinly over the surface, than any drenching rains

can be, unless on declivities, where top dressings

are unquestionably of less value than on level

grounds. The fact that farmers who grow rich by

supplying the great towns with hay, generally

adopt the practice of fall dressing flieir grass lands,

deserves weight.

—

Deane's Georgical Didionari/.

From the American Fanner.

MODE OF APPLYING MANURE.
As the season has arrived for the application of

manure to wheat lands, the question may very prop-

erly be raised—What is the best mode of its appli-

cation .' This is an important question, and one
that has been frequently discussed.

Some persons recommend top dressing after the

wheat is sown, but the general impression seems to

be, that spreading previous to sowing, and turning

under imynedialety, is the most efScient mode of ap-

plication. An experienced practical farmer in

Pennsylvania, of some forty years standing, was in

the practice, until some ten or twelve years since,

of turning the manure under with as little delay as

possible. So impressed was he with the impor-

tance of attaining this object, that it was his cus-

tom to plow in, if possible, all that was spread on

each day. It so happened on one occasion, that

the press of other business broke in on his accus-

tomed practice, and the manure after being spread,

was left to lay two or three weeks before it was
turned under. To his surprise, a marked diflierence

soon appeared in the wheat in favor of the part

on which the manure was suffered to lay longest

previous to being plowed in. This diflTerence con-

tinued until harvest—at which time the latter por-

tion was about one foot taller than the other, with

proportionate yield of grain. This induced him to

rCipeat the experiment the following year—which

resulted as before. It has now become his prac-

tice to spread the manure as soon as convenient

and allow it to lay on the surface until seeding

time, in some cases for tlie space of five or six

weeks. Now this is practical knowledge—the uni-

form result of fair and repeated experiment. As
to the why and wherefore, I leave it for the scien-

tific readers of the Farmer, of whom I doubt not

there are many.

In relation to top-dressing wheat, I may say,

that not having quite a sufficiency of manure be-

fore sowing last autumn, 1 was induced to try tl

experiment of top dressing a portion of the fiel

For this purpose I selected short, well lotted m
nure, which was evenly spread over the surface -

some part in the early, and the balance in the la
»''

ter part of the winter, the ground being frozen

the time of application ; though it was decided

beneficial, the effect both on the wheat and your

timothy and clover was far inferior to that portic

of the field where the manure was turned undi

previous to sowing. E. P.

Baltimore Co., Aug. 20.

[ttu,USEFUL HINTS TO YOUNG MEN.
Start, I beseech you, with a conviction firm

fixed in your mind, that you have no right to \\\

in this world, being blessed with a hale body ar

sound mind, without doing work of some sort

other, unless you have ample fortune whereon
live clear of debt. Start with this convictic

thoroughly implanted in your mind. To wish

live on the labor of others, is, besides the folly

it, to contemplate a fraud—and to resolve to do si

is to meditate robbery.

1 suppose you in the middle rank of life. Ha
piness ought to be your great object, and it is to h

found only in virtue and independence. Look n

to office for support—look not for success to favc

to partiality, to friendship, or what is called int

rest:— write it on your heart, that you will deper

solely on your own merit and your own exertions.

The great source of independence the Frenc

express in a precept of three words, " I'ivre cle peu
which I have always very much admired. T
" /I'oe vpon little," is the great security a'.r.ii]i*t sic

very ; and this this precept extends tf' i: >! ar

other things, besides food and drink.

A great misfortune of the present day is, th;

too many are, in their own estimate, raised abo\

their real state of life, and strive to win the repufi

tion of '^gentlemen" by avoiding the appearance i

working for their bread. But we cannot all I

"gentlemen" of this sort; (and he is less than ms
who would wish to be ;) there must be a large pa

of us after all, to make and mend clothes ar

houses, and carry on agriculture and commerce-
and this part are the useful men and the genitif

gentlemen.

A young man, some years ago, offered himself f

me, as an amanuensis. The terms were settlei

and I, who wanted the job despatched, rcqueste

him to sit down and begin ; but he, looking out c

the window, whence he couid see the church clocl

said, somewhat hastily, " I cannot stop now, sir;

must go to dinner." "Oh," said I, "you must g
to dinner, must you ? Let the dinner which yo
must wait upon today, have your comtanl services

then ; for you and I shall never agree." He ha

told me that he was in great distress for want o

employment ; but when relief was there before hi

eyes, he could forego it for the sake of getting a

his eating and drinking three or four hours, per

haps, sooner than I should have thought it righ

for him to leave off work.

—

Cobbett.

Children should be taught to respect the aged
to feel for the oppressed, and to sympathize will

the unfortunate.

God is on the side of virtue ; for whoever dreadi

punishment, suffers it ; and whoever deserves it

dreads it.

—

Lacon.
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From Or. Dana's Muck Manual.

TURNING IN GREEN CROPS, &c.

Tuniiiiof in ^reen crops, is returning only lo the

oil the salts, silicates and gainp. which the plant

las drawn out of it, toorcther with all the organic

latter, the plant itself has elaborated, from o.\ygen

! nd hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen, from whatever

ource derived. It has decompo.sed, during the

i(i hort period of its growth, mure silicates and salts

han the nir only could eftoct during the same pe-

d, which bemg turned in, restore to the soil

rem wliich they grew, salts and silicates in a new

orm, whose action on vegetation is like that of al-

alies. But powerful as are the etTects of green

rops plowed in, it is the experience of some prac-

ical men, that one crop allowed to perfect itself

nd then die where it grew, and then turned in

Iry, is superior to tiiree turned in green. The
vholo result is explained by the fact, that dry

ilanls give more geine than green. Green plants

erment,—dry plants decay. A large portion es-

apes in fermentation as gas, and more volatile

irodncts are formed than during decay. The one

s a quick consuming fire, the other a slow mould-

ring ember, giving off during all its progress,

jases which feed plants and decompose the sili-

:ates of soil.

The power of fertility which exists in the sili-

:ates of soil is unlimited. An improved agricul-

ure, must depend upon the skill with which this

lower is brought into action. It can be done only

ly the conjunction of salts, geine and plants. Bar-

en sands are worthless; a peat bog is little bet-

ler ; but a practical illustration of the principles,

which have been maintained, is afforded by every

«andy knoll made fertile by spreading swamp muck

ipon it. Tills is giving geine to silicates. The

ery act of exposure of this swamp muck, has

jQUscd an evolution of carbonic acid gas; that de-

;omposcs the silicates of potash in the sand ; that

lotash converts the insoluble into soluble manure,

md lo ! a crop. That growing crop adds its pow.

3r to the geine. If all tlie long series of experi-

Tients under Von Voght, in Germany, are to be

jclievcd, confirmed as they are by repeated trials

jy our own agriculturists, it is not to be doubted

.liat every inch of every sand knoll on every farm,

;nay bo changed into a soil in 13 years, of half

that number of inches of good mould.

That the cause of fertility is derived from the

decomposing power of the geine, and plants, is

evident from the fact, that mere atmospheric expo-

sure of rocks, enriches all soil lying near and

uround them. It has been thought among the in-

explicable mysteries, that the soil under an old

stone wall, is richer than that a little distance from

it. Independent of its roller action, which has com-

pressed the soil and prevented the aerial escape of

it3 geine, consider that the potash washed out of

the wall has done this, and the mystery disappears.

The agents to hasten this natural production of al-

kali, are salts and geine. The abundance of these

has already been pointed out in peat manure. Next

to this, dry crops plowed in ; no matter how scanty,

their volume will increase, and can supply the

place of thatBwamp muck. Of all soils to be culti-

vated, or to be restored, none are preferable to the

aandy, light soils. By their porousness, free ac-

cess is given to the powerful effects of air. They
are naturally in that state to which trenching, drain-

ing and subsoil plowing are reducing the stiffer

lands of England. Manure may as well be thrown

'nto water as on land underlaid by water. Drain

this, and no matter if the upper soil be almost

quicksand, manure will convert it into fertile arable

land. The thin covering of mould, scarcely an

incii in thickness, the product of a century, may
be imitated by studying the laws of its formation.

This is the work of "Nature's 'prentice hand;"

man has long been her journeyman, and now guid-

ed by science, the farmer becomes the master

workman, and may produce in one year quite as

much as the apprentice made in seven.

VALUE OF COW MANURE.
Without violence to chemistry, the composition

of cow dung may be stated as follows:

Geine, 1.5.45

Salts, 0.95

Water, 83.60

In 100 lbs. hardly 1-C of any value in agricul-

ture! Only about 1-0 of cow dung is soluble

geine. The insoluble is converted to soluble by

the action of the evolved ammonia.

.An important question here presents itself. How
much ammonia will TOO lbs. of cow dung produce?

The ultimate analysis of this substance, that is,

that analysis which gives the proportion of the or-

ganic elements, is the following:

In 100 parts of cow dung

—

Nitrogen, .506

Carbon, .204

Hydrogen, .824

Oxygen, 4.818

From these data may be calculated how much
ammonia will be formed; for one part of nitrogen

unites with three parts of hydrogen to form ammo-
nia, or in the atomic proportions by weight

—

14 of nitrogen,

3 of hydrogen, which form

17 of real or pure ammonia.

100 parts of fresh fallen cow dung will afford

therefore 0.614, or 5 8 of a pound of pure ammonia,

or 2.13 lbs., or about 2 lbs. 2 oz. of carbonate of

ammonia of the shops, called sal volatile or salts

of hartshorn.

Cow dung then, the type of manures, resolves it-

self into geine, free alkali and salts. The salts,

considering the nitrogen as carbonate of ammonia
of the shops, will form about three per cent, of the

weight of the dung; or a bushel of 8(3 lbs. will

contain, in round numbers, 2 12 lbs. of salts of

ammonia, potash, soda and lime.

The cow, then, is the great manufacturer of salts

and geine, and it is a question of the highest inte-

rest, what is the daily produce of her manufactory .'

In order to determine this, the following experi-

ment was conducted with great care at the barn

connected with the print works of the Merrimack

manufacturing company, in Lowell. ,\ single cow,

being only an average producer of the article in

question, was selected from the 50 cows usually

kept at the establishment. She was fed as usual

and as the other cows were. The food and water

were accurately weighed for seven days. She

consumed in this period,

Water, 612 lbs.

Potatoes, 87 '

Hay, 167 "

Total, 866 " food and drink,

and voided, free from her liquid evacuations, 599

lbs. of dung.

From the facts which hove been now stated, it

is evident that one cow prepares, daily, from 24 lbs.

of hay and 12 lbs. of potatoes, about one bushel,

or Sr,.r-,7 lbs. of dung. This affords only 14 1-2 lbs.

of solid manure, composed of hay so acted on by

the digestive organs as to form geine, when united

with the ammonia produced by putrefaction. One
cow daily forms therefore

—

12 lbs. geine,

1-.5 " say 3 oz. of phosphate of lime,

1-10 " say 1 1-2 oz. of plaster of Paris,

1-10 " say 1 1-2 oz. of chalk.

Or per year,

4400 lbs. of geine,

71 " of hone du.st,

37 " of plaster,

37 " of lime, marble, or chalk,

24 " of common salt,

15 " of sal enixen, or sulphate of potash.

These are equal to one cow, or a curd of green
cow dung, pure as dropped, would be formed, daily,

by 108 cows. A cord of dung weighs 9,289 lbs.,

to produce which requires 108 cows. And one
cow daily produces in excrements, salts of lime

sufficient for half a bushel of i;orn.

Multiply the quantity produced by one cow, by
the number of cows kept, and it may easily be cal-

culated how much salts and geine are annually

applied to soil in this form. This is better done
than the estimate by cords or loads. The manure
from one cow is a definite, comprehensible quan-

tity, and it may be expressed by saying, that one
cow is spread per acre.

Estimating the nitrogen as ammonia, the yearly

product of one cow is 15,5 lbs. of nitrogen, equal to

188 lbs. of pure ammonia, or equal to 550 lbs. uf

carbonate of ammonia of the shops. A single

cow, will therefore give annually, fed on hay and
potatoes, 31,025 lbs. of dung, containing

4,400 lbs. of geine,

550 " of carbonate of ammonia,

71 " of bone dust,

37 " of plaster,

37 " of chalk,

24 " of common salt,

J5 " of sulphate of potash.

It is perfectly evident from this view, that the

main agricultural value depends on the ammonia or

nitrogen, and the geine. The lime in its forms of

salts, goes but little way towards this value, yet

valuable so far as they exist. It is evident that the

lime in the above salts of lime, the annual product

of one cow, is sufficient to supply the grain and
straw of a crop of wheat, of twenty bushels per

aere, on three acres.

—

Dana's Muck Manual.

Lard Oil.—The new use to which hogs' lard

has recently been applied, in the manufacture of

oil and candles, equal to the best sperm, is one of

the most important innovations of the age. The
oil can be well afforded at 50 cents a gallon. Fac-

tories have already been established at the West
in St. Loui.", Cincinnati, Lexington and Louisville.

It is now reduced to a certainty that the hogs will

soon supply the whole demand for oil and sperm
candles. We say the tchole demand, because it is

obvious that we can grow land whales far cheaper

than we can obtain the sperm whale from the

ocean. The whales were becoming quite scarce,

and the hogs have timely stepped in to supply the

deficiency. The whaling business must ere lontr

be abandoned, and the whales may prepare for a

holiday Louisville paper.
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SLAVERS IN HORSES.

Ai.LBN PuTNiM, F,sq.— Deiir Sir—1 send yon a small

quantity of the gniss wliicli 1 iliink, indeed I know,

makes horsps slaver. My horses have had nothing of

the slavers for a number of years, jinii there has been

none of this kinil of grass in mj' pa>tures. This sum-

mer they have the disorder again, if it is proper to call

it a disorder, and Ihe gras< has made its appearance

again. It is much more plenty in my mowing land,

such <i* lias never been plowed, than in the pastures.

One piece is now half that kind of grass.

For proof that this kind of grass does the mischief, I

tetliercd my horse on thf hist mentioned piece about one

hour, and it caused tin; water to run from liis mouth a

continual stream

There is some doubt whellicr the gia's will get to

you in so fresb a state as is desirable, for you to give it a

fair examination.

I should like to have some chemist make an examina-

tion of this grass, to ascertain its property or what it

contains that should cause sucl) an effect.

Yours, &c. LOVETT PETKRS
Wesllioro,' Sept. 20, 1842.

UXTbe sample of grass sunt by Mr Pelers, came to

us in|good condition. Cut it being blades, merely,

without roots or flower*, we have some doubts whether

we have seen the kind before or not, though we think

we have. If so, it is a plant called the Hijpoxis. It

grows in tufts, and has a blade in a slight degree reseni-

blirg the oat, when five or. six inches high, but is thick-

er and firmer—more velvety to the touch, and of a paler

green. If we know the plant, it is one that grows in a

cold rocky pasture, where we used ta go to "catch the

horse," in our boyhood, and where tije horse used to

catch the slavers. It used then—(we mean the plant

that we were acquainted with)— il used to produce a

small, bright yellow si.\-lenved flower—the leaves of the

flower quite pointed. We have had no o[iporiunitv yet

to submit it to the inspection of any skillful botanist.

Mr Pelers has on former occasions given good reasons

for bis belief that this grass produces the troublesome

affection in horses which he ascribes to it now. Some
have maintained that the evil was produced by lobelia,

and others that clover docs the barm. No one, to our

knowledge, has better supporlcd his opinion by facts and

observation.s' than our present correspondent. If others

have facts we shall be glad to receive iliem.

tlo bins in the slate in which you find them, unless the

ground or weather is quite wet. When there is unnalu

nil moisture U[ion them, that may be injurious, and it is

well to dry it off".

Afior they are stored in the cellar, keep tliein as nnich

excluded from the air as possible. Some who have

packed potatoes in casks, filling all the spaces between

and around them with loam, or sand or sawdust, say

that tliey retain all their e.'ccellenee in perfeclion until

they begin to sprout in the spring. Any lover of good

potatoes may very easily put up in this or some similar

way, enough fur his own use.

Pits ill the ground for storing potatoes, we have never

tried. It is said that they are in fine condition in the

spring when first taken fiom a well secured pit, but that

exposure to the atmosphere causes them In deteriorate

very rapidh'.

HAUVESTLNG AND STORING POTATOES.
Where the ground is icct and the vines of the potatoes

are dead or hailhj rusled, it may be well to harvest the

crop forthwith. But the quality will be better, if they

are in dry lands, to leave them iindug fur three or (our

weeks, even though now ripe. We say this upon the

presumplio" that, if dug, they will be put immediately

into bins in the cellar, and that Ihe air will circulate

among them. If the vines remain green and the tubers

are yet growing, whether in moist or dry lands, leave

them—they are belter where they are than in any other

place in which you can put them, until it is so lale in

the season that yuu fear they may freeze in the ground.

If not wet and coated wilh dirt at the time of digging.

it is best not lo expose them any more than is absolutely

necessary to the sun's rays. We do nut wish to dry

oS" the ordinary moisture upon ihem. Let tiiom go into

RUST.

We menlioned, three or four weeks since, that the on-

ions of Essex county were badly blighted. The evil is

not confined to onions: many fields of potatoes—even

the long reds, which usually escape—sufler in the same

way. And the carrot crop is very extensively aflected,

esjiecially where sowed early. From this cause the

crop of roots generally will be very ccmsiderably less

ihan rhe tops promised a few weeks since.

HARVESTING WINTER APPLE.S.

Less pains is taken to avoid bruising apples than is

desirable. Most tiirmers we know pick by hand— that

is, take the fruit from the trees by band, and think that

is enough. But bruises made by throwing the fruit into

a ba.sket, or by emptying the contents of the basket into

a barrel, are none the less bruises, and are no less harm-

ful than those made by falling from the tree to ground.

Some of the venders of apples in Boston market, line

the baskets inio which they gather the fiuit, with coarse

blankets, and are very careful lo avoid all bruising. By
this care they can keep their fruit until it becomes

scarce in the spring, and thus can command an extra

price. The owners of orchards farther in the interior,

inigiit sell their fruit for more than they now geneially

gel, if they would gather and pack it with extraordinary

care.

Most apples will be in as good condition for gather-

ing in a few days now, as at any later time.

estimates his crop the present season at 150 tons. Re
cenlly he has commenced operations upon a meadow c

thirty or forty acres, in a very rou^li state, with the in

tention of subduing that also. Should he go on for 1

years to come as he has gone for 15 past, he will have
farm of immense productiveness. Il will become a plac

of greater interest ilian it now is, though i't present it i

labor enough for more than one man, and the best o

help-meets into the bargain, to act the agreeable and th

polite lo the niullilude of visitors whom his buildiniis

his grounds, and above all, his hospitalily draw to hi

residence.

INDIAN HILL FARM.
lusincss calling us last week to West Newbury, we

bad the pleasure of spending an hour or two at the lios-

pitiible home of Mr Benjamin Poorc, Indian Hill. The
mansion here is unique in its style of architectuure, and

gives an expression of a curious but good taste in its own-

. Differing in all its details as well as in the general

firm, from any thing tliat we had seen elsewhere, the

iiansion was lo lis a great curiosi'y. But the l/arn is

qually unique. It is an L in form, is 12 feet high, and
about 200 feet in length. The floor, or drive way, is on

one side, and the hay is on the olber. Immediately un-

der the hay is a basement, or as the Scotch call it, a

byer, in which the horses, oxen and cows are kept. All

are fed very conveniently from the floor above. The
floor of the basement, which is paved wilh small stones,

is on a level with the barn yard, and the whole arrange-

ment, if costly, is comfortable for the stock. The urine

is conveyed in gulters to a large reservoir, where it is

composted v\'iih muck, iVc.

Mr Poore has done much at reclaiming wet meadow
lands, which he lias accomplished thorovgljij—and from

ihesc lands he now takes immense ciops of hay. He

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FRDITS.

Saturday, Sept. 24, 1842.

White Sweetwater Grapes, from I{. M. Copeland
Boston.

Clingstone Peaches from D.S. Godfrey, Milford, Mass
Orange Quinces, iron or Black Pear of Worcester

and Egg Tomatoes, from J. F. Trull, Dorchester.
White Sweetwater Grapes, open culture, from S. R

Johnson.
From .James Monroe, Cambridge—a large Pear, knowr

in some places as Tucker's Winter.
Green and White Gage Plums, from George Walsh

Charlestown.
Lady Haley's Nonesuch and Summer Pearmain Ap-

ples, from Elijali Vose, Dorchester.
Coe's Golden Dro[) Plinns—the best specimen thai

has been exhibited of lh.it beauliful and excellent fruit-
by Henry Vandinf, of C^ambridge.

Seek-no-furthor Apples, from Jairus Lincoln, Hing-
ham.
Lemon Clingstone Peaches, from J. L L. F. Warren.

Brighton.

Gloria Mundi Apples, from Samuel Woods, Saxon-
ville—(weight 2(1 1-2 oz

)

Orange Quinces, from Albert Hager Lincoln.
Lemon Clingstone Peaches, fiom Capt. Wm. Stone,

Nalick.

Gloria Mundi Apples, from Francis Low, Jamaica
Plain—(weight 20 3 4 oz.)

Bartlett Pears, from Otis Johnson, Lynn—fine speci-
men.
Lemon Clingsione Peaches- fine specimen—from Jno.

Hill, West Cambridge.
Hibstone Apples— fine specimen—from Geo. Lee, W

Cambridge.
Porter Apples and Seedling Peaches, from A. D.

Weld, Roxbury.
Barlletl Pears and Porter Apples, from Zaccheus Read,

Weslford—fine specimens.
Bartlett fears, from 'I'honias Dowse, Cambridgeport—fine specimens
Pearmain, (in appearance like pears,) Abingtoncons,

(last year's growlli—have kept iwo years,) Rock, Beam,
Niles's Swecling Apples—from .Mr N. N. Dyer, Abing-
ton.

Loll Apple— a fine specimen—from Lemuel Dana,
Dedham

Bilboa, Belle el Bonne, Bcurre d' Isamberg and two
unknown kinds of Pears, from Capt. Hooper, Beverly
fine specimens.

For Ihe Committee,
BENJ. V. FRENCH.

inrWe intended last week to insert in the present
number, the speeches at length whir h enlivened the
Horiii:ultural Festival, but we find that they will occu-
py loo much space. The remarks of ttie President of
the Society, and of President Quincy, conlainiiig facts
and reminiscences, we deem it desirable to preserve.
These with the toasis are all that our limits will permit
us to give, though our abridgement causes us to keep
back much thai is brilliant and entertaining.

frosr—On the morning of Saiurday last we had the
first frost of autumn that reached the fields generally
and the hijiblands. It cut down many of the vines, but
probably did no extensive injury. Peppers, grapes,
.iquashes, &c., may have suffered some from it.

ITTVVe have not been furnished with an account of
the Premium Dahlia Exhibition of last week.
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MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

NOTICE.
|3>An .Annual Meelins; nf tlio M.is'

ral Society will lie held at the I?(if

IV, on Salimhy, the (iist of Octoln

the choice of officers for tlie ensuin

chuscils Horlicnliu-

is, No. 23 Trcmonl

next, al 11 A. M.,

;
year, viz:

—

A Pres-

ent, four Vice Presidents, a Treasurer, a Corresponding

cretary, a Recording Secretary, Professor of Botany and

etahle Physiology, Profe-^^sor of Etotiiology, Professor

Horlicuhural Chemistry, an Executive Committee, and

anding Conimiuees on Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, Li-

»ry, and Kmance.

Sept. 21

EBEN WIGHT,
Recording Seereiary.

TIIKKMO.METKICAL
Ri-porleil tiirlhe .\e\v Enslaml Fanner.

aof llie rheinionieterattlie Gardenof the proprietor^

111-; .\ew England F.irmer, Urighlon, Mass. in a shaded

irt lerly exposure, for I he week ending Sept. 25.

Sept. 1842.
I
6 A.M. | 12, M. |

6,P.M.
I

Wind.

iltill IU.\ MAKKET.—MoNUAT, Sept. 2C, IS42.

Kponrtedlurllie New Knclanit Fanner

Al M.irliel 7.50 Beef Cattle, 9!0 Stores, 3800 Slieep

d 12(50 .Swine.

I'l.icKs.— Iletf Cattle. We quote to correspond with

!t week, viz. a few extra $.5 00. First quality, $-4 50

4 7o. Secimd quality, $:> 75 a 4 25. Tliird quality

J 00 a 3 50.

Stores—Two year old $7 a 12. Three year old, $14

|eo.

Sheep —Salt s quick, without much advance. Lots

ere sold at 1,00, 1, 19, 1,25, 1, 33, and $1 02. Weth-

s, $1,50,1,75, and 2,00.

Siei'ne. — Lots to peddle 2 1-2 a 2 5-8 for sows and

11-2 3 5-8 for Barrows. At ret.iil from 3 to 4 1.2.

Extra clears mr., l.hl. 811 Oi a 00 00—do Clear SIOOO n 10.'io

do. Mrs-., 7 30 a 8 00—dn Prime S5 OU a C 00—do Mess
iVoin oihir Stales,— a do Prime do dn Sj 00 n 5 50

do. (.'urgodo. a 00 Clear dn do SionoalOSO-
Hutli'r, shipping, r, a 8—do store, uninspected, 8 a 10—do
ihiirv, H a Ifii— Lard, No. 1, lirslon ins- 7^ a 3 — do

Sout'h and Western, 7 1-2, a Hams, Boston, Ha 7 — do

Southern and Western, 4 a 6—Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,

3 a 4—do new milk, 5 a C 1-2

wool.. Duly. The value whereof at the place of ex-

I'lrtation shall not exceed Sets, per pound, free. Allwhere-

r I the value exceeds S els. per pnuiid, 32 per ct, ad val. and

4 els per pound.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, Ih. 37 a 40 c—Amer-
ican full Mood do 35 a 37—Do 3 4 do 32 a 35— Do. 1-2 do

30 a 32-V-1-4 and common do 23 a 2S — Smyrna Sheep,

washed, 20 a 25-- Do. unwashed, 10 a 13— Hengasi do

8 a 10—Saxonj, clean,— Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a 10—
lO. do. picked, 12 a 16—Su|ierlinc Northern pulled lamli 33

8 35—No. I do. ilo. do. 23 a 30—No. 2 do do do 20 a 22—
No. 3 do dodo 12 a 15.

HOPS. Duly 20 percent.

About 100 bales of Maine and New Hampshire inspection

have been received dnring the week, and sold, part for ex-

portation and residue for Southern markets, al 8o.

1st sort Mass 1842, lb. 7 a 8. 2d do. do. do. 6.

HA'i', per ton, Sl6 tolS-Eastern Screv/ed SI4 to 16

CHEESE— Shipping and 4 meal, 6 to Be—New 9 to 11.

EGGS. 12 a 16.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Corrected uitk great care, loeekhj.

•SEEDS Herds Grass, §2 50 to 3 00 per bushel Red Top,

to 50 cents. Clover— Northern, Ou to 12c.—Southern,
10 c. Max Seed, 31 50 per bushel. Lucerne, 30 c.per lb,

Hilary Seed, S4 50 per bushel.

GRAIN. Duty, Corn, Rye and Beans, free ; Barley 20

r cent. ; Oats 20 per cent.

The market has been very laiiguid throughout the week,

d prices somewhat lower.

Corn—Northern, old, bushel 60 to 61—Southern, round
How, old, 57 a 68—Southern flat yellow, new, 55 a 66—
•. do. while do. 00 a 54—do New Orleans, oo a 00— Barley

a Rye, Norlhern, 65 a 6S —do. Southern, 60 a 62 —
its. Southern, 26 a 28— Norlhern do. 30 to 31— Beans, per

shel 75 a 1 23.— Shorts, perdoulde bush. — a Bran, —

FLOUR. For the most part of the week there has been

orisk demand, for all descriptions, but without any improve-

ent in prices.

BaltiiTiore, Howard Street, 4 mos. cr. S4 87 a 00 —do.
harf, S4 75 a oO do. free of garlic, $4 81 a 4 87 — Phila-

!lphia do. 4 mos. S4 75 a 4 87 —Fredericksburg, lowl'd 4

03. S4 81 a 4 87 —Alexandria, wharf mountain, —t> 00 a
- —Georgetown, S5 00 a On— Richmond Canal, SO.OO a 00

-do. City, So 00 a n oj—Petersburgh, South side So 00 aO 00

-do. Country S4 75 a 00—Genesee, common, cash, 34 87 a
- do lar'icy brands S5 00 a 00 — Ohio via Canal.

1 81 a 4 87—do do New Orleans, cash 80 00 a 00. Rye,
3 00 a 00— Indian Meal in bbls. S2 75 a 3 GO-

PROVISIONS. There is no material change in the mar-

et since the last report ; a steady demand prevails, and

otae further sales of Pork and Lard have been made to go

ut of the market.

Beef—Mess 4 iio. new bbl. S8 50a9 00—Navy—So 00 a

00.—No. 1, 6 25 a 6 75—do Prime $4 00 a S 00—Pork-

STRA-WBEKK-V PLANTS.
Those who intend to form plantations of the Strawberry

are informed that the month of August is the most suitable

lime. By planting out the sets, early Iruit may be obtained

the next season.

The subscribers olfer the following fine varieties for sale

at reduced prices, viz :

—

Earhj Virginia. Very earlv and prolific, a well known
and highly esteemed variety, arid decidedly the most profita-

ble variety in cultivation. Price SI per hundred.

Keen's Seedling. One of the largest and highest flavored

varieties known. Price Z2 per hundred.

Methven Castle. A late hardy variety, good bearer: fruit

of the largest size. Price $2 per hundred.

English Wood. Well known as a late and very produc-

tive variety, succeeding and continuing in bearing several

weeks alter other sorls have disappeared Irom the market.

Price SI per hundred.

Bishop's Orange. A new and desirable variety, a very

great bearer, and excellent quality. Price S4 per hundred.

Hovei/s Seedling. Fruit of the very largest size, of su-

perior qiialuy, perfectly hardy and a great liearer. The fo-

liage of this splendid variety, is very beautiful, and is a great

n.vorite with all who have cultivated it. One doll, per doz.

Price 85 per hundred.

Royal Scarlet. Fruit long, oval shaped, free bearer and

very hardy. Price St per hundred.

We have also a few dozen of the Downton, Myotts and

Ellon Strawberry plants; new varieties and very highly

esteemed. Price IS per doz.

J. BRECK & CO. 61 and 52 North Market st. Boston.

Aug. 10. 3w.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.

Great improvements have been made the past year in I he

form and workmanship o( these Ploughs; the mnulil biaril

has been so foiineil as to lai/ the furrow rorifilr.'elil orcr,

turning in evcrij particle of grass or siuhble,and icnring the

ground in the' best possible ma7incr. The leiipth ol the

innidd boaril has hi n very much increase:', so that the

Pbiiigli works with the greatest ease, both wirh respect to

the holding anil the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,
" Should onr opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say to

the inquirer, if your laiiil is mostly light and easy to work,

try Prouty & Mears, but if your land is heavy, hard orrocl.y,

BEGIN wrrH Mb. HowAnn's.''
At the above me-.fiOned trial the Howard Plough ilid

more icorh, with the same pmrer of team, than any other

plough e.vhibiled. No ,itlier turned more than tweniyse.'cn

and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while the

Howard Plough turned twcnh/ninc and one half inches, to

the same poxoer of learn .' All acknowledgt that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially

made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side o( ibis Plough, which can be renewed without

having to furnish a new landside: this shorlikewise secuies

the mould board and landside together, and strengthens the

Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 toSl5. A Ploin-h,

sufiicienl for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about

S.n 50, and with culler Si, with wheel and cutler, S2 50

extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and relail,at

the New England Agricultural WarchoMse and Seed Slme,

Ncks. 61 & 52 North Market Street, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 20

MUCK MAMUAl..
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., Thr

ual for Farmers, By Dr S. L. Dana; price *

Boston, April 13.

GRAIN CR\DLKS.
The diiTrrence in gathering a crop is so much in favor of

cradling, that we must suppose that it will be the only mode
adopted hereafter, and the grain cradle will become of as

much use as an implement of husbandry, as the plow now is.

There has been a very great improvement in the manu-
facturing of this article, they are now made on the tnost

improved plan ; the scythe is well secured and finished in a

superior manner and marie of the best cast steel.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK, &. CO. No. 51 & 53,

North Market si., Boston. July la

AURICIILTI'KAL IMPLI--,MK.\TS, Jic

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural Ware-
house and Seeit Store No. 61 and 62 North MarLet street,

would inform their customers and the public i^enerally thai

ibey have on hand the most extensive assortment of Agri-

culluial and Horticultural Toids to be I'oniid in the L'niied

Slates. Part of which are the following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
Iron Ploughs

300 Common'do. do.

2110 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

50 Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

60 " Vegetable Cutters

60 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1500 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 ' Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz
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MISCELLANEOUS.

A Connectiatt Story.—The following is a fact,

having;" actually happened some years since in the

State of Connecticut— (so says the paper in which

we find it, but in which it is not original.)

A man in rather embarrassed circumstances, sur-

rounded by a large family, being hard pushed lor

meat, Imd recourse once in a while to the sliecp-

fold of Ills neighbor—a wealthy farmer— for a sup-

ply. The neighbor having a large flocU of sheep,

did not perceive that he had lost any until one of

the finest of the flock, very large and fat, was miss-

ing—and counting his sheep, he found he had lost

several. Unable to account for this extraordinary

loss, he resolved a few nights after to watch. A-

bout midnight he observed an uncommon distur-

bance among his sheep, by the sudden appearance

of a man dressed in disguise. Curiosity, us well

as to observe the conduct of the person and find

out his unprofitable customer, induced him to lie

still. In the flock there was a ram, with whom it

seems the man was in the habit of conversing, as

if he had been the actual owner of the sheep.

"Well, Mr Ram," says the nocturnal sheep-

stealer, " I am corae to buy another sheep : have

you any more to sell ?"

To which he replied himself, as in the person of

Ihe ram, " Yes, I have sheep to sell."

By this time the owner perceived him to be one

of his neighbors.

" What will you take for that large fat wether ?"

says the purchaser.

'•Four dollars," replied Mr Rant-

"That is a very high price," says the customer,

"but as you are so good as to wait for your pay, I

think I will take him."

" Well, Mr Ram," continues the honest sheep-

buyer, " let us see how many .sheep I have bought

of yon."

" If I am not mistaken," s»ys Mr Ram, " this is

the fifth"—and then went on to cast up the amount

of the whole, and alter giving Mr Ram a polite in-

vitation to call on him for his pay, and bidding him

good night, the man led the wether home, while

the owner lay laughing at the novelty of the scene,

as gratified as if he had ample pny for the whole.

A few nights afterwards, when he supposed his

neighbor was nearly out of «iutton, he brought the

old ram and tied a little bag under his neck, and

placed a piece of paper between his horns, on

which ho wrote in largo letters, I HAVE CO.ME
FOR MV PAY.

Under this line he footed up the whole amount

of the five sheep, exactly as his neighbor had

done, as before related. He then took the ram to

his neighbor's house, where he tied him, near the

door, and went home. When the neighbor rose in

the morning, lie was not a little surprised to find

a sheep tied to his own door; but greater was his

astonishment when he found it was the old ram

with whom he had been dealing so much in mut-

ton, with his errand on his forehead, and the amount

of five sheep accurately made out, as he had done

before in the person of the ram.

Sufl^ce it to say, he obtained the money, and af-

ter tying it up nicely in the little bag, and tearing

the paper from his horns, set the rain at liberty,

who immediately ran home jingling his money, as

if proud of having accomplished the object of his

errand. The ram's customer quit patronizing the

sheepfidd thereafter, and his past offences were

never mentioned to him by the owner of the sheep.

Yitnkte Wit.—A Yankee, travelling in one of

the Southern States, stopped at an inn for the night.

He saw his horse well lodged in a barn, and enter-

ed the house, where he found a party of Southern

gentlemen assembled on their return from a horse

race. The Y'ankee during the evening amused the

company with jokes.

Ill the morning, on preparing to mount his horse

to resume his journey, he fuund him too lame to

proceed further. In this dilemma, the Southerners

met him in the yard, where they were preparing

to mount some of their fine racers. Says one of

the Southerners to the Yankee :

" My friend, we have heard much of Yankee wits

and tricks : do show us such a trick before you

leave us."

The Yankee attempted to assure them that he

was not witty, nor had any tricks to exhibit, but in

vain.

Whereupon, says he, " well, gentlemen, if you

insist upon it, I will just show yon a trick. Let

any of you start his horse as he pleases, and I will

bet you a ' five spot' that I will run and jump up

hehind."

" Done I" cried several voices at once.

One rider immediately set forward at full speed.

He found no Yankee on the crupper behind him.

He stopped to claim the bet ; but then, he discov-

ered thai the Yankee had run after him, (on his

starting,) for a few rnds, and had afterwards con-

ned jumping up in the air—he had jumped up

behind! It was decided that the Yankee had won
the bet.

•' Who could not do thnt ?" exclaimed the mor-

tified Southerner, as he forked over the money.
" You can't 1" said the Yankee.

"I will bet you my horse of that, my lad!—here

mount him. There, start ahead."

The Y'ankee mounted the horse, and set furward

at a steady pace. But just as the Southerner had

run forward some rods, and was about to ''jump up

Jiehind" to his infinite chagrin he saw the Yankee

face about, riding with his back to the horse's head I

The Southerner looked firebrands and daggers !

—

and he continued to look until the Y'ankee and his

horse were out of sight. And he has- never seen

either of them to this day.

—

Exchange paper.

[[C7°It is totally immaterial whether the above

story he true or not: it will accomplish its object

of exciting merriment with the million. So far as

the Yankee was innocently witty, it was well. But

when, in illustration of " Yankee tricks," he virtu-

ally stole a horse, he disgraced the title of Yankee.

Such mean-spiritedness as this, instead of being

made a matter of merriment, should be frowned up-

on by every true Y'ankee who glories in the "land

of steady habits" as his birthplace. Such exhibi-

tions of low cunning, which, if not synonymous

with, are but one remove from, actual dishonesty,

have done great discredit to the Y'ankee character,

and, ill many iniiids, have made Yankee "shrewd-

ness" inseparable from guilt. That there is no

necessary affinity between wit and crime, is a fact

with which the young particularly should be im-

pressed—and that to take advantage of another by

any means which would be offensive if used by

another towards ourself, is despicably mean, and

incompatible with a noble mind.]

Idleness not a Pleasure.—Particular care shoul

be taken that children do not associate the idea

of idleness &ni pleasure. The mind and the bod

both need occasion:il recreation; but there is n

necessity that either should ever in our waking mr
ments be idle. Proper employment not only pre

motes good, but prevents evil ; so also, idlenes

has Us positive as well as its negative effects.

Nature, or rather the God of Nature, has s

formed the human heart that it cannot be happy i

a dormant slate. Nothing is so grateful to th

mind as the consciousness of being well employe
There is a principle in man which disposes him 1

be proud of responsibilities, and pleased with th

idea of discharging them aright. This principle

early developed. Children are never so happy ;

when invested with some responsibility. It is i

great consequence that this should be encourage
Children should be taught, as much as possible, I

derive pleasure from usefulness Maine Cult.

GREEN'S PATKST STRAW CUTTER.
JOSKPH BRECK & Ct). at Ihe New England A^ric

tiiral Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. SI and 52 Norlh M:
ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay a

Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not beli

applied to any implement lor lliis purpose. The most pro

inent effecls of this application, and some of the consequi

peculiarities of the machine are:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power requis

to use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is sufficii

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this ninderate power, it easily cuts two bui

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been clain

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or sle

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which tl

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any ol

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as i

complicated machines in general use to get out of order

A perfect knowledge of the depravity of the hu-

man heart, with perfect pity for the infirmities of it,

never co-existed but in one breast, and never will.

—

Lacon.

SAYIjE'S G4RDEN ENGINE.
This is a splendid arlicle. It will throw a constant stre;

of water to the distance of SO or 60 feet, with great for

and in case ol fire would lie a good suhsiitule for a fire i

"ine The most perfect article for the purpose ever int:

duceri. For sale by J. BRECK & CO., No. 51 and 62 No
Market street.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitalde for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.

20n " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & Ci

No. 52 North Market st.

POUDRETTE.

For sale 200 Barrels Poudrette, at S2 per barrel, by

BRECK &, CO, 51 and 52 North Market St., Boston.

May 18.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or$2 50 if not p:

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank

siibscriptions and remittances for newspapers, wilhc

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PKINTERS.
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made of clay and burnt. They are very handy and

useful ; and where stones arc not to be had they

are to be preferred. But there are districts where

the clay-tile cannot be procured at any reasonable

price. Lord James Hay has recently discovered

a method of making them of concrete stones ce-

mented by lime ; in most instances they will come

considerably cheaper than the brick tile, and, if exe-

cuted on the ground, where they will not have to

be carried far, the breakage will be found to be

very liltle, and they will prove to be durable. The

cement made of lime is more lasting when covered

up than if exposed to the atmosphere.

There are two other modes of making drains

—

peat earth has been cut into a shape somewhat

like a hollow wedge ; and a sort of instrument has

been made for the purpose of cutting peat earth

into the form of the tile, so as to produce an open-

ing not liable to the objection of the wedge, which

frequently sinks and pulls up the opening. A
stone is frequently used to lay the concrete tile

upon, and prevent its sinking. It is also made of

concrete.

Many persons have expressed the opinion that,

in some of the very stiff clays, drains of this sort

wonid not be efficacious, and that the application

of the subsoil plow after the draining would have

no good effect. With the view of showing the

beneficial results both of draining and subsoiling, I

have brought some specimens of different clays, in

order to show what improvement can be made.

Here is a piece from the Pass of Stirling. 'Jhis

kind of soil has been cultivated from a subsoil, and

lias been kuown to produce excellent crops of

Swedish turnips. Here is another very hard clay

from Yorkshire.

A gentleman inquired how long after the sub-

soiling the land assumed a different character.

Mr Smith.—Almost immediately— in the very

first year. It requires some years before it comes

adapted for a turnip soil. I have a specimen of

some soil which twenty years ago was so extremely

stiff from the alluvial deposit in the Pass of Stir-

ling, that it required to be broken with large mal-

lets, to reduce, mechanically, the great lumps of

soil. Thorough draining or subsoiling was never

thought of till about twenty years ago, when this

land was' first drained; and now they get from it

splendid crops of turnips, and in almost any sea-

son.

A gentleman wished to be informed of the na-

ture of the soil in Mr Smith's farm.

Mr Smith.— It varies. In some parts it is sandy

clay, and in others, clay perfectly impervious to

water. When I first began to subsoil, there was

not more than three or four inches of active soil,

properly so called, for growing plants ; after a la-

bor of about fifteen years, I have now an active

BitW of sixteen inches, and can turn over that now

in any part of the farm.

How neur are the drains in order to produce that

result ?

Mr Smtth.—Twenty feet. I think a distance

of about eighteen or twenty feet from drain to

drain, is a proper distance for almost any subsoil.

I shall now proceed to detail the application of the

subsoil plow.

When I began to cultivate my own farm, al-

though I had put in the drains, I found they were

work with the least possible power. I made my
plow strong, and of that form to which the least

resistance would be opposed, at the same time tak-

ing care to have suflicient power fairly to stir up

the soil.

I will here explain the principle of the subsoil

plow. The great principle is, that there are many
subsoils, which, though capable of being converted

into a good soil, yet if brought up and mixed with

the active soil, will so far deteriorate it as to make

it for some time sterile. The great point is to

stir up the subsoil, still retaining the good soil on

the surface. Stirring up the subsoil would, in the

first place, very much facilitate the escape of the

water in the drains ; and in consequence of the

passage of the water through the stirred up subsoil

and the attendant admission of air, it would be so

acted upon as to be converted into good soil, while

at the same time, have all the advantages of work-

ing the active soil as before.

Upon the application of this principle, I have

been successful in every instance. The process of

applying the subsoil plow is this: a common plow

goes along first, and removes a furrow of the active

soil. After that the subsoil plow passes along be-

low, and scarifies the subsoil to the depth of from

twelve to sixteen inches, in some instances eight-

een inches. This is continued furrow after fur-

row, the plow going first to lay the active soil on

the part already opened up ; then the plow comes

a second time and takes off a furrow from another

part of the soil, and places it on that which is al-

ready scarified.

As to the proper period for applying the subsoil

plow, in places where the drains have much effect,

it may be applied the following year ; but in clay

soils it is important to give the clay sufficient time

to dry, and to have it in a friable state ; because,

in the application of the subsoil plow, when clay

subsoil has been recently drained, and it is not suf-

ficiently dry, more harm is done than good ; the

clay being worked in a wet state is almost prepar-

ed for making bricks. If we once work it in that

state, it is a long period before it recovers its fria-

ble property again. Therefore, in soils rather free,

the subsoil plow may be used the second year after

the drainage.

The proper time to execute drains is the sum-

mer season; you can then get it much more tidily

done, and the drains are prevented from running.

In many places there are little sandy veins and

portions of running sand, which are very apt to fall

in before the drains are covered up. In the winter

season this is almost sure to be so ; you may be

taken with frost, which draws off the adhesion of

the earth, so that it falls down and fills up the

drain. It is best to execute them in grass land

before it is broken up for cropping, otherwise it is

too soft. Executing it therefore in the summer

season on the lee, produces very little loss, because

the growth of the grass in the after part of the sea-

son will be so much increased by the execution of

the drains, that you will be repaid for the time lost

for the use of the pasture during the time the drains

were in process of execution. After the drains

have been completed, take a crop from the land,

and if the land has been pretty good, it will, per-

haps, afford two crops ; at all events, one crop

should be taken ; that will pass over one summer

not so efficacious as expected, and I then began to I before the subsoil is to be plowed. During this

kicl

iiiiiie
«'

ittie

liteli

til t

think of stirring up the subsoil, which gave rise to

the idea of the subsoil plow. I thought I must

construct an instrument which would execute the

season, the earth between the two surfaces has

time to dry; it is more friable, and the subsoil

plow will be more efficacious in stirring it up. It

often happens that there are stones in the so

which must be removed before you can procei

with good husbandry ; and it will be found that,

consequence of the contraction of the soil, tht

have become in some degree loose, and will 1

turned out very easily by the subsoil plow,

many instances we have stones exceeding 200 lb

weight, which are turned out very easily by tl

subsoil plow with four horses.

With regard to the direction in which the sul

soiling ought to be carried, I should say at rigl

angles with the drains: yon thereby form channe

from the centre to the side, in all directions. 1

that manner you form artificial channels from th

centre of the ridge into the drain ; these may pai

tially close up, still there is an openness given t'

the subsoil, which will permit the water to paS'

freely.

Having thus applied the subjoil plow to stir u

the subsoil, the after cultivation may be the com

moil rotation of the country, such as the farmff

thinks suitable. When agriculturists have sub

soiled their land, they should lay down the land fia

on the surface, without any ridges or furrows

Nothing is more injurious to the land than ridgin;

it up. In the old modes of draining, it was quit'

necessary to have ridges and furrows ; but now

when land is thoroughly drained, there is no occa

sion for it, and it is hurtful ; because when wate

falls on a rounded-ofl^ surface, it immediately be

gins to sink away to the lower level, and the wate

which has fallen on the tops and middle parts o

the ridges is added to the water on the side, whicl

thus has to bear a great deal more than its owr

proportion of water ; the water carries portions ol

the soil along with it, and the cracks are constantly

filling up by the running of the sand from the high-

er part of the ridge to the lower part. When a
||.

field is laid down with ridges and furrows, espe-
|

cially on stiff land, a great part of the best of the 1.

land runs down into those furrows, and is deposited |
in largo quantities at the bottom of the ridge, there-

by doing a material mischief. If laid in a flat

form you get rid of this evil, and obtain this advan-

tage—that if the water is beneficial to the soil,

which it certainly is, you have that benefit equally

distributed ; every part receives its own water, and

the benefit which the water can give.

A peculiar change takes place in any subsoil

—

it does not matter what composed of—after it is

plowed. This change begins to take place imme-

diately, and the soil gradually goes from the state

in which it was beti^re to that of a mould. If you

examine a soil which has become mould, it is of a

peculiar structure. It appears as if all the parti-

cles were connected together, and it seems to have

some attractive properties, by gathering together

in that way. Vacuities for the air are thus formed,

and there is a tendency to absorb and retain as

much moisture as is useful to the plant. If filled

entirely with moisture, it is injurious to the plant,

but if a certain quantity, becomes beneficial; and

when a great depth of soil is attained, there is

great advantage indeed, in either a wet or a dry

season. In a wet season the water flows away,

leaving the soil in a dry state ; but in consequence

of the mouldering state in which the soil is, it is

retentive of moisture, and there is a great maga-

zine of water preserved in soil for a dry season.

Being covered by the active soil, the drought may
penetrate a few inches, but in consequence of the

lower part of the soil being covered with this up-

per stratum, it is defended from the extreme action
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he rain, and a very dry atmosphere. It will be

id that in soil so treated and converted into this

ildy condition, in dry seasons sufficient quantity

moisture will be ret.\ined for the use of the

Its, which will grow viijorously when land in

snnio neighborhood is completely dry.

do not think that it is possible to drain land

much, from the fact that the mould becomes an

ellent magazine for the retention of moisture.

ircumstance took place in regard to this in my

1 district, in 1820—a very dry season. In that

r lliere was so long a period of dry weather,

, the pond was dried up, and there was a great

ciency of crops. I had a field which had been

ted in the way I have e.'cplained, and I had a

) of hay on iL The hay in tKe country round

luced not above half a crop. On this field,

oil I had deepened to l(i inches, I had a splen-

crop. A proprietor of land in the ncighbor-

1, one of the old school, resisted to the utmost

regard to the result of thorough draining and

loil plowing. A person occasionally employed

ne was also engaged in doing work for him.

had asked about this hay, ami the old gentle-

was rather puzzled at the state of the crop,

exclaimed, that ho really thought I had drained

and so much that I should have no crop at all.

was immediately after this completely wedded

e system, and from that day he has been vigo-

ly engaged in introducing thorough draining

subsoiling all over his estate; and he is now

ig a great deal of poor soil, on a very rich and

uctivc estate, treated in the same way. Tak-

the average of that gentleman's estate, ho

produces double the quantity of corn that he

to obt.'iin. He now grows potatoes where he

1 not grow them before ; and on the old clay

oduccs regular and large crops of turnips.

1 inquiry was made as to whether there was

I

and where subsoil plowing would be success-

ithout thorough draining.

r Smith.—I am much obliged for that hint.

,' persons have thought that plowing the 8ub.

night do without thorough draining, but there

;w instances indeed in which that application

» plow will not be hurtful instead of being be-

al. If you have a retentive bottom which

lot allow the moisture to pass away, it must

il n till absorbed by the atmosphere ; therefore

!;reater the chambers for receiving rain, so

the longer will the land be kept in a wet

The practice which now prevails in the

sh clay districts of plowing with a shallow

w, has arisen from the e.^cperienco of ages,

1 has t.iught them that on such soils you can-

ultivate wheat if you plow a deep furrow, be-

you make jupt so much the larger chambers

;eive water. Even in open soils I would not

imend the application of the subsoil plow till

lorough draining had been executed,

gentfeman asked if it was necessary to repeat

ibsoil plowing.

Smith.—It may not be essentially necessary

leat the subsoil plowing, but it is beneficial,

eat the plowing at every shift, every time I

up my fallow,

it always done in the same line ?

Smith.—Generally : sometimes I have done

quely.

1 you ever try it diagonally ?

Smith.—Yes ;
perhaps it is better to do it in

fay, according to the drop of the land. The
lea I had was to use the subsoil plow ; then

I thought I might use the trench plow, and that I

might, the next shift, turn up the whole soil, so as

to have a complete mixture. In some fields, where

the soil was of a bettor (piality, and there was

uioro vegetable matter, I had excellent crops ; on

the poorer soils, I found that by bringing up the

subsoil to mix with the active soil, after the first

shift, I did a great deal of mischief. I found, es-

pecially with regard to grass, that I could not get

that growth of plants which I had before; imme-

diately on observing that, I resolved a third time to

go over those fields, and that I would again use

the subsoil plow ; I have now lallen into the prac-

tice of doing so every time I turn. I took up al

the first shift, perhaps about three inches, even in

the poorest field; the next time three inches more;

and by that means I gradually attained a thorough

depth of soil to the extent of sixteen inches. On
my own farm I have a thorough depth of sixteen

inches, but that is in ci>usequenco of using a trench

plow on the second shift; and in some fields that

was unsuccessful. If [ had then the experience I

now have, I would use the subsoil plow at each

shift; instead of going down the whole sixteen in-

ches, I would only take up perhaps three inches

the first time and three the next, till I had com-

pleted the depth of sixteen inches.

A Gentleman.—In draining in the summer sea-

son, how do you get the level ?

Mr Smith By the spirit-level, of course.

A Gentleman.—The great object would be to

get it done cheap ; but it would be much more ex-

pensive if done in the summer.

iMr Smith No doubt ; but if I had the choice

of executing draina during the winter, at an ex-

pense of 50 percent, less than the summer, I would

prefer doing it in summer. The efficiency is of

far more importance than the expense.

A gentleman inquired whether the rocks under

the stratification were horizontal or perpendicular.

Mr Smith There was very little stratification

at all. I am aware of what has been stated with

regard to destroying the pans, such as are placed

upon gravel ; but thorough draining may be ap-

plied with advantage to sand or to gravel; and

though in the gravel the opening must be at a con-

siderable distance, and consequently the water

will be long in finuing its way out, if it gets into

the channel it will go off easily. These dry soila

retain moisture a great deal too long for agricultu-

ral purposes. When agriculturists have determin-

ed on draining a field, they should resolve to drain

it wholly, otherwise they, are only throwing the eJf,-

pense away.

FARMING ON A LARGE SCALE.

What large tracts of land are sometimes tilled

in the Western States under the name of farms,

may be judged from the following article which is

found in the Peoria Press:

—

An Illi.nois Prarie Farm.—Mr Isaac Under-

bill, of Peoria, has a farm about 18" miles above

this place, at Rome, on the Illinois river, which is

the largest, or at least one of the largest in the

State.

The first field of this farm that meets your view

in approaching Rome, consists of five hundred

acres, under what is called a Virginia or worm
fence, eight rails high. Three hundred acres of

this are in wheat, principally put in last fall, and

which was sowed upon the sod, last year for the

first time broken up by the plow. From such

ground a full crop is never expected, before the

large furrows, which had lain in a solid body of

matted roots for ages, are thoroughly decomposed

and pulverized, which cannot take place in a few

month.f. The wheal is now (July Uth,) " white for

harvest ;" and it is estimated that parts of the field

will yield twentyfive, and some thirty bushels to

the acre, though the whole may not average much
over twenty bushels. The difference in the crop

is mainly attributable to the time and manner in

which the plowing and sowing were done. The
balance of the field is in corn and oats.

The second field, which is nearest Rome, and

separated from the first named, by the road leading

from Northampton to thai place, consists of two

hundred acres, which is enclos'jd with a beautiful

and excellent board fence. '1 his was done at an

expense of .$1205, which was about the cost of the

fence around the five hundred acres. This field

contains wheat, rye, oats, and corn, and shows

what the La Salle paririe can do when under full

subjection to the hand of the cultivator. The
wheat here presents a scene beautiful beyond de-

scription. It overtops the fence, which exceeds

five feet in height ; it is clean, well headed and

even, and must produce thirtyfive bushels to the

acre. A description of the rye and oats, would

be such as might excite doubts of its truth in the

minds of those who have never seen the crops of

our prairie State. The corn, though fine, is not so

well grown as it is at the same time of the year in

ordinary seasons.

The third field, which lies north of the second,

will be of mammoth size when completed, which

will be in a very short time. Much of it is now
under fence, broken up, and a part of it in corn.

It will consist of sixteen hundred acres, all under

one fence.

The whole farm comprises about two thousand

three hundred acres, and has a straight line of

fence on one side, three miles long.

Mr U., expects this fall to be able to put seven

or eight hundred acres in wheat. Much of this

will be in ground a second year under cultivation,

and with an ordinary season the next year's crop

of this and the sod wheat, or what will be put in

new ground, may reasonably be calculated to yield

at least, an average production of twentyfive bush-

els per acre.

The breaking or plowing of the prairie, cost

Underbill $2,.50 per acre by contract, and wheat

sold here nearly all last winter at 75 cents per

bushel. We add these prices to the preceding

account, that the reader may form some idea, of

what can be done in the way of prairie farming in

Illinois.

Mr U. is now building two large barns, 30 by

50 leet, on the bank of the river, at Rome, where

there is one of the best steamboat landings on the

river. The first of these was raised last Satur-

day, and the frame of the other will be ready to go

up in a short time.

Shoe Blacking;.—Perhaps the best in the world is

elder berries. Mash the berries with your hand in

a large kettle of water ; set them in the shade a

few days, filling the vessel up with water. After

they are cool, strain and wring them through a

coarse cloth, and then boil down to the thickness

of molasses. Put a small quantity with a feather

on a brush, and rub the shoe till there is a fine

gloss. The same will make good writing ink.

—

SdtcUd.
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APPLE MOLASSES. j

Brother Fanners—Will you listen to me a few
minutes wliile I tell yuu how to provide yourself

"'ith a first rate article, and one of prime necessity, i

You are probably in something of u liaste, though I

hope you will have your potatoes dujr and safe in
|

your cellar, for there arc many things a farmer has

to do to be ready for winter. It is just about elec-

tion time also, and every farmer should manage so

as to be able to drop in at. the poll and give his

vote for a good and true man ; but do not, as many
ivill, make the privilege of voting an e.xcuse for

spending a whole day at the tavern, imbibing " wet

damnation."

If you are a married man, as I hope you are, for

no other one lias a consistent claim to the charac-

ter of a good citizen, you know, or if you do not,

your wife does, tliat i» costs no trifling sum to pro-

vide sweetning for the family, while there is no

possibility of living without it; and experience has

fully shown me, that for many of the purposes of

domestic cookery, apple molasses is far preferable

to West India, while it is at the same time much
cheaper.

I make little cider ; my apples are worth more
fed to my hogs than for cider ; but 1 make a prac-

tice of selecting my sweet apples, those that fur-

nish the richest, heaviest liquor, and make a cheese

from them, using the cider thus obtained for making
apple or quince preserves, boiling down for molas-

ses, and keeping two or three barrels for drink, or

ultimate conversion into vinegar. When new from

the press, and before fermentation commences, that

which I intend for boiling is brought to the house,

and boiled in brass, to the proper consistence;

taking care not to hum it, as that gives the molas-

eea a disagreeable flavor, and taking off all the

scum that rises during the process. The quantity

to be boiled, or the number of barrels required to

make one of molasses, will depend greatly on the

kind of apples used, and the richness of the new
liquor. Four or four and a half are generally suf-

ficient, but when care is not used in making the

selection of apples, five barrels may be necessary,

but let it take more or less, enough must be used

to make the molasses, when cold, as thick as the

best West India. When boiled sufiiciently, it

should be turned into vessels to cool, and from
them transferred to a new sweet barrel, put into a

cool cellar, where it will keep without trouble, and
be ready at oil times.

Molasses made in this way will be pure, and
possess a vinous or rather brandyed flavor, which
makes it far superior to the West India for mince,
apple, or tart pies, though where the apples used

are very sour, a small quantity of imported molas-

ses may be advantageously used. It is also excel-

lent for making beer in summer, giving it a brisk

flavor which common molasses will not. In short,

there are but few uses to which molasses is ap-

plied, in which it will not be equal or superior to

the other. Its cheapness should also be a decided
reconmiendation with the farmer. The cider from
which I manufacture my molasses, is worth at the

press a dollar a barrel, and it is worth a dollar to

reduce it to molasses, thus making the cost of a

barrel of molasses, allowing four and a half barrels

to be used, $5 iSO. The price of common molasses
will average about 50 cents a gallon, or si.\teen

dollars a barrel—making a saving to the farmer, in

the use of apple molasses, of about ten dollars per

barrel. Try and See.—Farmers' Jour.

For ihe N. E. Fanner.

REPORT OF SPEECHES AT THE HORTI-
CULTURAL FESTIVAL.

Mr Putnam—Dear Sir— In the Courier of Mon-
day last, is a glowing description of the Horticultu-

ral festival of the previous week. From indispo-

sition, I was unfortunately unable to attend it. I

am fully aware of the great increase and spread of

fruits, flowers and vegetables since the incorpora-

tion of this Society, and was somewhat sorry to

see by some of the speeches that the credit altn-

gether was given to it for the great variety of

fruits now among us, and saying that only four or

five kinds of cherries, about as many pears, and as

many of other fruits were previously cultivated

among us. This is a very great mistake, as will

be proved before 1 close. It will be recollected

by many, that iMr Preble, S. G. Perkins, J. Prince,

G. Parsons, S. W. Pomeroy, and many others,

from 1808 down to the incorporation of this Socie-

ty, in 1828, had been collecting fnmi all parts of

Europe, and our Middle States, great quantities of

fruit trees, &c. &c. I have seen lists of some of
these gentlemen, in which above one hundred and
Ihirly sorts of apple trees, as many of pears, forty

of peaches, thirty of plums, ten of apricots, &c. &c.
were in iheir collection at the latter date. Indeed
it must be in the recollection of some now living,

that at the very first exhibition of (he Horticultural
Society, one of the above gentlemen senlfiflyeifrht

specimens of apples, (as will appear by referring

to the New England Farmer of that period,) being
a larger number than any person has since shown,
(except from a nursery, for sale.)

It is very true, since the weekly and annual
shows of this Society, all these things have become
more circulated abroad. It must be well remem-
bered that Mr Lowell had also received his large

collection of pears from Mr Knight, and freely dif-

fused scions from them.

The following named pears were also, before

ISIO, in high repute and in large quantities: St.

Germain, St. Michael, Virgalicu, Chaumontel, Col-
mar, Crasanne, Bon Chretien, Broca's Bergamot.
What has become of them .^ Can any person in-

form us the cause of their disappearance—or are

they well replaced ?

Of vegetables, also, it is believed that all now
cultivated, were then; but the spread since has
been much increased.

It is hoped the preceding remarks will not offend

any one: the writer is far from intending to do it:

this is only intended that auld lang syne may not

be forgotten.

Yours, truly, N.
P. S.— It is hope(J itie Courier will copy the

above, as it should follow the published account of

the festival.

d^The above communication is anonymous:
we know not whence it comes. We should have
liked the writer's name; but we shall not withhold

it because of our ignorance as to who its author is.

We presume its facts are correct, and in the opin-

ion of many they may be an important sequel to the

report of the speeches at the horticultural festival

;

but we supposed that those speeches generally

would not be regarded as of mucli authority or con-
sequence, so far as their facts go ;—they, like most
speeches on similar occasions, were intended to

please the company present, and were not supposed
to be full and authentic histories of the cultivation

of flowers and fruits among us.

—

Ed. N. E. F

CYCLES IM THE SEASONS.
There is a belief prevalent among some aged

people, that there are cycles in the seasons ; by
which is meant a return of the peculiarities of each
season every nineteen or twenty years. Or, in

other words, .the season nineteen or twenty years
ago, was similar to the present, and that nineteen

or twenty years hence there will be also a similar

one to the present.

We believe that the exact period is not yet

agreed upon by those who are believers in cycles,

but it does not vary much from twenty years.

We were reminded of this subject by reading

the remarks of "Viator" in the Bangor Whig and
Courier, who states that he found such a theory

believed by some of the people in New Brunswick,

Some years since, a diary kept by old Parson
Smith, of Portland, (Falmouth,) during many years

before and after the Revolution, was published.

In this, notes of the seasons were made, and we
believe there is a summary of the seasons at the

end of the book. It is now out of print, and we
are not able to procure a copy. We should like

very much to see an abstract of this diary, as far

as the crops and the seasons are concerned, and:

venture to set brother Smith, of the Eastern Far-

mer, the task of making one. He can probably

procure a copy of the work. Let us investigate

this subject. If the belief is well founded, and it

shall be proved that there is such a thing in nature:

as cycles of the seasons, it will be a valuable dis

covery. If, on the other hand, facts ivill not war-

rant this belief, and it shall turn out upon investi'

gation that there is nothing to found such a theory

upon, we shall do good by overthrowing iL The
most marked instances of similarity, tli;it cm be

found within the last forty years, we presume are

1816 and 1836. The former (1816) will always

be known as the "cold season."

The year 1836 was not quite so disastrous, but

yet it was a cold and comparatively fruitless year

Both wheat and corn came in very light throughout

the Union. During the winter and spring follow-

ing, immense quantities of foreign wheat were im-

ported into the United States, and even a cargo ol

German wheat was brought up the Kennebec tc

supply the deficiency in this part of Maine. We
do not now remember the particulars of other years

so distinctly.

The drought of last year, (1841,) we believe die

not have a prototype in 1821. It may be answered

however, that droughts do not, as a general thing,

affect a large extent of country at a time ; thai

they are more local in their character, and are not

felt, like temperature, over the whole length and

breadth of the country throughout a whole season.

We should be glad to hear from our correspondentfi

on this subject.

—

Maine Far.

ii

Good Farming.—"Sambo, is your master a good

farmer.-' "Oyes, massa fuss rate farmer— he

make two crops in one year." " How is that

Sambo.'" "Why, he sell all his hay in de fall

and make money once ; den in de spring he sell dt

hides of de cattle dat die for want of de hay, and

make money twice."

—

Selected.

Illio can heat this ?—Mr Luke Bush, of this town.

has an ox which he has fattened on his farm, thai

weighs 3000 lbs. We challenge any farmer in

New England to produce an equal.

—

Wesifield Pal-

ladium.
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From the Maine Farmer.

PLOWING.

Mr Holmes:— I liave heretofore, and from time

I time given my ideas upon the important subject

r plowing. One object to be nccojiiplished by

lowing, is to pulverize or loosen the soil. How-

er skillful tlie farmer may be in other respects,

d however liberal in the application of manure,

the soil be not properly pulverized, we cannot

xpect a good crop. One good plowing is better

five plowings poorly done. Let us be cau-

cus that the plow be suffered to run to a proper

epth. Let all obstructions to the plow be clear-

d away if possible, so that a continued unbroken

rrow may be turned from one end of the field to

le other. And again, we must teach our skillful

echanics that they may lack for patronage if they

not give to the plow its proper shape, construe-

on, length, and turn.

The plowing in of crops to enrich the soil, is a

ubject that should claim the attention of our farm-

I will just give you Mr Editor, an account

f my practice thus far in plowing in crops for

lanure. Last year I turned over an acre of

ward and sowed grass seed (chaff,) I invariably

refer chaff, because if it does not vegetate the

rst year it will the second. This was the case

nih the acre of sward land above mentioned, the

eed did not vegetate the first year but enough

rass sprang up the present year, so that I obtain-

d a tolerable crop. At this time the young clover

to be seen thick endugh, which grew from seed

own last year. On the second day of the pres-

nt month, I turned over one half acre of sward

ind sowed hay seed (chaff,) liberally, and harrow-

jd with a light harrow lengthwise. While plow-

ng the said field I was under the necessity of em-

ploying an unusual amount of patience. By the

way I will just inform you that I do not own a

ireaking up plow myself, and have thought I should

I lelay purchasing till I can find one of the right

' ;onstruclion. I hired a plow of a neighbor, who

1 understand had purchased one of rather a super-

! lor quality, but ah 1 I was disappointed. The field

was entirely clear of obstructions to the plow and

nearly level, but I could not, although I employed

ray best skill to, turn the furrows perfectly well,

but was under the necessity of employing a hand

a few hours with a hoc, to right the furrows which

were badly turned.

I shall probably resume this subject again here-

after, and I will endeavor to give you the result of

my e.xperiments. J. E. ROLFE,
'

Rumford, Sept. 1842.

says to A., now your dog will feast no more on my

sheep, and you may help yourself, and went home.

Bid B. do as he would bo done by ? or, in other

words, did he do right?—Maine Faimcr.

Note—Neither of them did right. If A. wished

to keep his dog he ought to pay B. the full value

of his sheep which he killed, and then keep him

secure in future. If A. would not do this, the

civil law, which is, or ought to be founded on jus-

tice and moral right, points out to B. the proper

course to pursue.

—

Ed. Me. Far.

HARVESTING POTATOES.

The potato crop, as far as we have had an op-

portunity to examine, is very good this year, both

as it regards quantity and quality. Care should

be exercised in the harvesting, in order to preserve

the good qualities that they now have. There is

danger of erring or either hand, by digging too

early before they are fully matured, or by postpon-

ing it until the fall, rains have saturated the earth,

and the potatoes have become loaUr logged and

spoiled.

One great fault, however, is the exposing the

potatoes too long to the warm sun. If it be pos-

sible, they should not be exposed to the light at all,

but as this cannot be avoided, they should be al-

lowed to remain exposed as little as they can be

while securing them. Digging and putting them

in a hole in the commen way, where they can be

preserved at a uniform cool temperature until

spring, preserves their good qualities remarkably

well. In like manner if the cellar be warm, we

have found it advisable to place sods over them

while in the bin so as to prevent the action of heat

as much as possible, and prevent the change which

invariably takes place when not kept sufficiently

cool.

—

Maine Former.

PROBLEM IN MORALS.

Mr Editor:—I wish the following problem to

be answered. " Do unto others as you would wish

to be done by" is the command. A.'s dog killed

B.'s sheep, which is known to both. B. walked

over to his neighbor A.'s with his gun in his hand,

where he found him in the door yard, the dog lay

near him on the chips, well gorged with sheep

meat. B. says to A., Sir will you be so obliging

as to kill your dog ? A. says he is a young dog,

and I hope he may be broken of killing sheep.

B. says, I cannot willingly purchase sheep for your

dog's food, and moreover I will not ; Sir, will you

kill that dog ? A. says, no, I think he may be

broken of so bad a practice, upon which, B. turns

round and shoots the dog dead on the spot, and

leaves out and fasten them with a smiill skewer.

When prepared in this way, your poultry will be

much nicer and entitled to a belter price than if

dressed in the old way.

—

Ibid.

BUTTER.

The great point in making good butter, and that

which will keep, is the freeing it from all butter-

milk ; and if every thing else is well done, if this

point is overlooked, good butter is impossible for

any length of time. The mixture of milk in any

degree with the butter, is sure to produce an un-

pleasant taste to the butter; and the entire free-

dom from this constitutes the grand secret of mak-

ing good butler. There are many who think wash-

ing butter with water incompatible with retaining

the rich flavor ; but if the water is cold and pure,

it is scarcely possible that anything should be

washed way, the buttermilk which^ destroys the

flavour of all butter excepted. Besides, the best

butler in the world, and that which in all markets

commands the best price, viz: Dutch butter, is in-

variably made in this way ; and where the exam-

ple has been followed by others, it has rarely fail-

ed of success. If any, however, doubt the pro-

priety of washing butter, they may use any meth-

od they choose, provided the milk is separated per-

fectly. Perfectly free from the substance that

causes it to assume the putrid taste of bad butter,

it may be kept with almost as much ease as tallow.

Solidity in packing, clean, sweet vessels, and a

low temperature, will insure its keeping for any

reasonable time. Let no one expect good butter,

however, so long as coarse impure salt is used, or

a panicle of the bultermilk is allowed to remain

in it.

—

Domcitic Annals of Butter.

HOW TO BUTCHER A HEN.

A friend of ours, who has been for some years

engaged in supplying poultry to the market dea

ers of that article, in Boston, wishes us to give the

farmers, up East here, a lecture on the mode of

butchering and preparing poultry for the market.

And first—the way it shouldn't be done. You

shouldn't chase your poultry all over the neighbor-

hood, with boys and dogs, and finally club or stone

the fowl to death. Then you shouldn't cut its head

off and let it dance all over the door yard until it

is dead. Then you shouldn't scald it to prepare

it for picking easily. When picked you shouldn't

cut the wings off. Then you shouldn't cut a great

hole in the breast, in order to get the crop out, and

another in the rear in order to get out its intestines

and gizzard.

But if you want to prepare your poultry in the

nicest manner for the Boston market, so that it

shall bring the best price— First, fat them well,

then let them go without eating for 24 hours pre-

vious to being killed. Then, when you kill them,

instead of chopping their heads off, run a small

penknife into the jugular vein by the side of the

neck", Ji(s( under the jowls. Then hold them while

bleeding, and pick them immediately,—picking

off all the wing feathers as well as the others,

while warm. Then let the head remain on,—let

the crop alone, but cut a small hole in the rear just

large enough to take out the intestines. Do not

remove the gizzard from its place, but if the fowl

be very fat, you make a larger opening—turn the

Starling Children in the World.—The following

extract from the works of a living writer, is re-

plete with sound philosophy and common sense.

It is well worth the attention of parents.

" Many an unwise parent labors hard and lives

sparingly all his life for the purpose of leaving

enough to give his children a start in the world, as

it is called. Setting a young man afloat with

money left him by his relatives, is like tying blad-

ders under the arms of one who cannot swim; ten

chances to one he will loose his bladders and go

to the bottom. Teach him to swim, and he will

never need the bladders. Give your child a sound

education, and you have done enough for him.

See to it, that his morals are pure, his mind culti-

vated, and his whole nature made subservient to

the laws which govern man, and you have given

what will be of more value than the wealth of the

Indies. You have given him a start which no mis-

fortune can deprive him of. The earlier you teach

him to depend upon his own resources, the better."

Tar for greasing wagons, we think an absurd

article. In the hottest weather it soon gums up

and becomes adhesive, and in cold weather is al-

ways so. Wherever iron axletrees are used black

lead mixed with greese is best ; or flour mixed

with lard.—Selected.

An American Aloe, said to flower but once in

one hundred years, is now in full bloom at Har-

den Grange, Yorkshire, the seat of W. B. Ferrand,

Esq., M. P.
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ESSEX tOUiNTY CATTLE SHOW.
Thie was lield at Andover on Wednesday last, and in

most departments was an unusually fine exhibition. The

day was fine, and the concourse of people was greater

than we have witnessed in almost any past year. This

fact speaks well fur the cause of Agi-iculture in the

county. It shows that the people aie awake to the

subject.

We are not, in Essex, stock raising farmers; and our

show of animals, especially young animals, is not equal

to those of inosl societi^'s in the interior. Of bulls we
have enough exhibited, and some of them are good—very

good. Our milcii cows, loo, compare well with those

of other places. Sut in young stock, generally, we are

deficient. In swine we have soinelinies dori« well, but

the premiums are so small that they will not pay for the

trouble of Ciirrying the hogs to the place of exhibition.

Last wcfk very few were shown, and those all were

from the town in which the show was held. One soli-

tary lamb was the solo representative of the wool-bear-

ing tribe. Our working oxen may have less beauly

than those exhibited where stock is raised, but in point

of size, training, and the useful qualities of working cat-

tle, we have never seen those surpassed that appeared

on the ground at Andover last week.

The show of fruits, flowers and vegetables was highly

gratifying, as was that also of domestic majiufactures.

But the part of the show in wliicli we took most inie-

rest, was the_ plowing match. About iwentyfive ox

teams entered the lists—twelve, we think, were double

teams— i. e. had two yoke of oxen and a driver; and

one had a yoke of oxen and a horse, with a driver. The
others had each a single yoke of oxen, and the plowman

drove. The land allotted to each d'luble team was one-

sixth of an acre; that to a single team one-eighth. The

sward of the land was brittle, and besides many fast

rocks, numerous small ones troubled the plowmen ex-

ceedingly. There was no opportnnily here to show the

speed, and power of the teams, but their training was

well exbibitid—and the sirength and skill of the plow-

men were brought 'to a severe test. The day was warm,

and we never saw^a more sweaty set oi men than these

five and twenty fiiowmen were, about the time of finish-

ing their work. Vhe work was well done by nearly

every plowman there—excepting that the swingle teams

generally did not plow deep enough. The Society re-

quire these teams to plow five inches deep. The plows

were guaged so that in free and easy land, such as is

usually taken for a plowing match, they probably would

have run five inches deep or more ; but here the fur-

rows loohtd less than that. Would not the Society do

well to require single teams to plow deeper—say 6 or

6 1-2 inches.' They now encourage shallow plowing.

The ground was so rocky that many of the teams were

near an hour in finishing their work.

Besides the above, theie were fjur horse teams, of

two horses each, the plowman managing them. In this

rocky land they did less well than the ox teams.

Of 28 plows u<ed on the field, we noticed 15 made by

Prouty & Mears, 10 by Ruggles, Nourso & Ma.son, 2 by

Charles Howard, and one Pike plow. So many circum-

stances besides the merits of the plow itself, come into

the account in determining who deserve the premiums

for plowing, that the fact that the plows from one maker

take either more or less premiums than those from anoth-

er, is not decisive of their respective merits Th

however, is not a method of testing that should be en-

tirely set aside, provided it be extended through several

years and to the trials in several counties. Were com-

mittees to report the name of the maker of each plow

used, there would soon be a record from which the com-

parative success of the plows could be learned. Such a

report was made at Andover, by the chairman of the

commitiee on double teams, J. W. Proctor, Esq. The

work of each team, whether successful in obtaining a

premium or not, was minutely described—and the re-

port was vastly more valuable than any other we ever

heard. We hope the esample set by this commitiee

will be copied in future years, and that all useful facts

and hints will thus be put upon record.

One remark made by the committee on double teams,

we were pleased to hear, viz : thai the furrows turned

by one of the plows, though laid flat, were cracked

much. This the committee said, was not named as a

fault—but in ihe opinion of some ofthem, it was an ex-

cellence. This opinion we think correct, and we were

glad to hear it advanced.

The trial of working oxen we were unable to witness,

as we were also the trial of plows. We learn that seve-

ral made by Prouty &, Mears, and several manufactured

by Ruggles, Nourse Ac Mason, were entered for trial,

and that the committee made some progress in their

work, but were unable to complete it that day, and ad-

journed to Tuesday (yesterday; to finish their labors.

We are glad that they show this disposition to do iheir

work thoroughly. Had we have known in season that

the work would be so faithfully performed by the com-

niiitee, we would have furnished them with one of How-

ard's plows for trial by the side of the others.

The Howard plow has been successful at the Essex

plowing matcli the hist two seasons. Last year there

were but two of this make out of the seven used by "the

sinde teams, and those two took the second and third

premiums This year two of Howard's only were found

among the eleven drawn by bingle teams, and one of

them took the first premium. These facts are certainly

favorable to the 'Howard plow.

A good dinner for the occasion was provided under a

tent, where two or three hundred partook—and among

them were many ladies. Hon. L. Sallonstall, President

of the Society, made an animated and appropriate speech.

Hon. Daniel P. King, the Secretary, and C. A. Andrew,

Esq., of Salem, made a few pleasant remarks—when

the Society adjourned to the meeting house, and listened

to a very good, practical address by Hon. Allen W. Dodge,

of Hamilton. This address will be published in the

Transactions of the Society, and then we shall willingly

i give it more extended notice.

This Society multiplies its benrfus far beyond What is

usual with other societies, by publishing annually in

pamphlet form, all its transactions, and circulating them

among its members and others interested in agriculture.

We should do good service were we to influence other

societies to copy the example of Essex in this respect

PIGS AND PORK.

We have heard that 1.^0') " passengers" came down
from Albany on the Western Railroad on Friday last.

They were brought at $8 per ton. These travellers do

not make their appearance in our streets, but we pre-

sume that they exhibited themselves in Brighton on

Monday. Not only bipeds, but the four-legged and

bristled come from the Hudson to us in a night. Shoals

will be low in our market, and pork too. 5 and 5 1-2

cents is as much as the dealers are willing to pay for our '

best northern hogs We cannot afford to raise for this.

We have no disposition to complain of rail roads

—

they are a pw/»/ic benefit ; but many New England far-

mers will for some lime suffar by competition opened to

the New York and the more distant farmers. We shall

be obliged to change in part our articles of production.

Those which are perishable and difficult of transporta-

tion, must claim our chief attention.

CRANBERRIES.
We have recently spoken of these as very scarce in

this vicinity. On Monday morning, we saw for the

first time this year, a considerable quantity in the mar-

ket. These were brought from the neighborhood of

Providence, and sold by the quantity for $2 25 per

bushel.

THE CONNECTICUT FARMER'S GAZETTE.

This useful and good paper, edited by Joseph Wood,

and published by Wm. Storer, Jr., at New Haven, Ct._

has been changed from a weekly to a semi-monthly

journal, at $1 per year. We like its appearance and

wish it success.

PLANTING FRUIT TREES ON THE SIDES OF
HILLS.

Dodart first observed that trees pushed their branches

in a direction parallel to the surface of the earth. If a

tree stands on a steep, it pushes both towards the hill

and towards the declivity ; but on both sides it still pre.

serves its branches parallel to the surface. As there is

an attraction between the upper surface of leaves, and

light, (says Dndart,) I am also persuaded, though not

equally certain of it from experiment, that there is an

attraction of the same nature between the under surface

of leaves and the surface of the earth. This I consider

theciiuse of the phenomenon.

I had long observed that the most fruitful orchards

and the most fertile trees, are those planted on a declivi-

ty, and the steeper it is, though not quite a precipice,

the more fertile will they prove.

It is well known that the spreading of trees always

renders them fruitful. On a plain, however, they in-

cline to shoot upwards; and therefore art is called in by

skillful gardeners, and applied in various ways to check

their perpendicular, and to promote their lateral growth.

But this point, which can only be gained on a plain by

art, is obtained on a declivity by nature. There a tree

loses its tendency to shoot upwards, and in order to pre-

serve its branches parallel with the surface, is constrain-

ed to put them in a lateral direction.

Hence an important rule in the choice of orchards and

gnrdens.— Selected.

ij'ThiH'sday, November 24th, has been appointed for

Thanksgiving in Massachusetts.

APPLES.

The crop of these is abundant, though the fruit is

more wormy than usual, and many varieties not as large

and fair as in most seasons.

It is an unfortunate thing for fools, that their preten-

sions should rise in an inverse ratio with their abilities,

and their presumplion with their weakness; and for the

wise, thill diffidence should be the companion of talent,

and doubt the fruit of investigation.

—

Lacon,

If there be a pleasure on earth which angels cannot

enjoy, and which they might almost envy man the pos-

session of, it is the power of relieving distress. If there

be a pain which devils might pity man for enduring, it

is Ihe death-bed reflection that we have possessed the

power of doing good, but that we have abused and per-

verted it to purposes of ill —Ibid.
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BKICHTON MARKET.—Monday, Oct. 3, 1842.

Reported fur the New England Former.

At Slarkel 820 Beef Cattle, 860 Stores, 450 Sheep

ind 1550 Swine.

Viiicts — Geef Cattle. We quote to correspond with

ast week, viz. a few e.xlra $5 00. First quality, $4 50

4 75. Seccind quality, $'i 75 a 4 25. Third quality

S!3
00 a 3 50.

Shorts —Two year old $7 a 12. Throe year old, $14

20.

Sheep —Ordinary lots 62, 75, $1,00, 1,12. Better qual-

ies, $1,25, 1,62, 1,88, and 2,00.

Sici/ie. — Lots to peddle 2 1-2 a 2 5-8 for sows, and

1-2 3 5-8 for Barrows. Old hogs, 2 3-4 to 3 1-2. At

•tail from 3 to 4 1-2.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Corrected icith great care, weekly.

SEEDS. Herds Grass, $2 50 to 3 00 perlmshel. Red Top,
I to 50 cents. Clover—Northern, Ou to 12c.—Southern,

10 c. Klax Seed, Si 50 per bushel. Lucerne, 30 c. per lb.

auary Seed, S4 50 per bushel.

GRAIN. Duty, Corn, Rye and Beans, freej Barley 20

r cent. ; Oats 20 per cent.

The market has been very languid throughout the week,

d prices somewhat lower.

Corn—Northern, old, bushel 68 to 59—Southern, round

Mow, old, 57 a 00—Southern flat yellow, new, 55 a 56—
. do. white do. 53 a 64~do New Orleans, 00 a 00— Barley

a — —Rye, Northern, 65 a 68 —do. Southern, 60 a 62 —
Its, Southern, 27 a 28— Northern do. 30 to 31— Beans, per

shel 73 a I 23.— Shorts, per double hush. — a Bran, —

FLOUR. There has been an active demand fi.r the ar-

Ic during the past week, and the soles of all descriptions

! nearly 10,000 barrels.

Baltimore, Howard Street. 4 mos. cr. S4 75 a 4 87 —do.

larf, So 00 a CO do. free of garlic, S4 75 a 4 87 —Phila-

Ipliia do. 4 mos. S4 62 a 4 75 —Fredericksburg, lowl'd 4

IS. S4 SI a 4 87 —Alexandria, wharf mountain, —P 00 a

— Georgetown, *5 00 a 5 50— Ricliniond Canal, 34 75 a 00

in. Cav.SjuOa 1100— Petersburgh, South side So 00 a 00

io. Country S4 75 a UO—Genesee, common, cash, S4 81 a

u— do faiicy brands S4 87 a 4 94 — Ohio via Canal,

75 a u 00— do do New Oileans, cash SO 00 a 00. Rye,
OU a 00— India'i Meal in bbls. $2 75 a 3 00.

^'ROVISIONS. There is a considerable decline in Beef,

:l;ers bei'.ig anxious to close their old slock, as now will

m 1-e in the market.

>,;.,.f— Mess 4 110. new bbl. S7 75 a 8 00—Navy—So 00 a
i~:\n. 1, 6 50 .1 6 00—do Prime S4 00 a 5 00—Pork—
,n . Inar 4 mo. bhl. 811 aOU 00—do Clear SlOOOa 10 50

M .-•., 7 50 a 8 00—do Prime S5 00 a 6 00—do Mess
hf-r Slates,- a do Prime do do S5 00 a 5 50

-'do. a 00 Clear do do 810 00 a 10 50—
shipping, 6 a 8—do store, uninspected, 8 a 10—do

... 14 a 16,—Lard, No. 1, Boston ins- 7^ a 8 — do
: III. and Western, 7 1-2 a Hams, Boston, 6 a 7 — do
.' iihern and Western, 4 a 6—Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,
'. 1—Jo new milk, 5 a 6 1-2.

VOOL. Duty. The value whereof at-the place of ex-

::'.t;iir, shall not exceed 8 els. per pound, free. AUwhere-
1... value exceeds S cts. per pound, 32 per ct. ad. val. and
's per pound.

i-vie has been a moderate demand for mo>t descriptions

' '.his article during the week, at recent prices.

'rime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, lb. 37 a 40 c.—Amer-
1 n full blood, do 35 a 37—Do. 3-4 do 32 a 35—Do. 1-2 do

a 32—1-4 and common do 26 a 28 — Smyrna Sheep,

washed, 20 a 25-- Do. unwashed, 10 a 13—Bengasi do

8 a 10—Saxonj, clean,- Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a 10—
•lo. do. picked, 12 a 16—Superfine Northern pulled lamb 33

a 33—No. 1 do. do. dn. 23 u 30-No. 2 do do do 20 a 22—
No. 3 do do do 12 a 15.

HOPS. Duty 20 percent.

About all the receipts of the week have been taken at 8

a 8 l-2c. per lb.

Isl sort Mass 1842, lb. 8 a 0. 2d do. do. do. 6.

HAY, per ton, S16 to 18-Eastern Screwed 814 to 16

CHEESE— Shipping and 4 meal, 6 to 8c.—New 9 lo 1 1.

EGGS, 12 a 16.

ORAPK VINES.

Isabella Grape Vines of proper age for forming vineyards,

propogated from, and containing all, the good qualities which

the most improved cultivation for over ten years has confer-

red on the vineyards al Crolon Poin<, near Sing Sing, N.
Y.. are now oflered to the public. Those who may pur-

chase will receive such instructions as will enable them to

cultivate the grape with entire success, (pro\ided their lo-

cality is not loo far north.) All toiiimunications. post paid,

addressed lo R. T. UNDERBILL, M. D., No. 400 Broad-

way, N. V. will receive attention He feelsquite confident,

that he has so far ameliorated the character and habits of

the grape vines in his vineyards, and nurseries by improved

cultivation, pruning, &c., that they will generally ripen well,

and produce good fruit, when planted in most of the North-

ern, all the Western, Middle, and Soulhern Slates.

Oct. 5. 2w

l-TNSJEXS BOTANIC GAKOEN &. NURSERIES.
#The new Catalogues (32d edition) ol this ^jt^

establishment, with reduced price-, compris- ^^^^
ing the most extensive assortment of trees ^^^P
and plants in America, are now ready for dis ^^

Iribution, gratis, and will he sent lo all who app:y by mail,

post paid. They comprise the following;

No. i—Fruit and Hardy Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Plants.

&c.
2—Bulbous and Tuberous rooted Plants, Double Dah-

lias, &c.
3—Green-house Trees, Shrubs and Plants.

4—American Indigenous Trees, Shrubs and Plants.
5—A Calalfgue of Garden and Flower Seeds.

6—Do. do. do. in French.
7—A Catalogue of Double Dahlias, comprising the most

splendid varieties.

BOOKS— Prince's Treatise ou Horticulture, 50 cents.

Prince's do. on the Vine. Si 60.

Prince's do. on Fruils, Pomological Manuel,
containing accurate descriptions, in detail, of about 800 va-

rieties of Fruits, in 2 vols. *2 00.

The Fruit and Ornamental Trees are of fine size, and

among which are several thousand Plums, of the choicest

kinds, grafted on Plum Stocks, 8 to 9 feet high, at the low

price ot 36 per dozen. Cherries, 9 lo 12 feel high, at *6 per

dozen. Pears, 4 to 5 feet high, S34 per 100, and larger sizes,

50 cents each. Apples, S25 per 100. Peaches, S22 1 2 per

100. Isabella and Catawba Grapes, S3 per dozen. Orders

with a remittance, or staling on whom lo draw for the pay-

ment, will be promptly executed.
WM. K. PRINCE.

Mushing, L. I. Oct. 1st. 1842. 3w Oct.

TO BE S0£D,
Two pair of old WiM Geese—Two pair of old large Bre-

men Geese—Several Wild Ganders, of suitable age to match
with the Native Geese,—and 30 full blooded Dorking Fowls.

Inquire at the Braintree and Weymouth Toll House, Brain

tree. 3w Oct. 5

SITUATION WANTED.
A young man who understands Nursery, Flower and

Kitchen Gardening, and Farming, in all its various branches,

and who has had three years' experience in this country,

wishes a situation. He will have no objections to going
Wesi or South. Can furnish the best reference. Address
J. S. al this Office. Oct. 3, 1842.

MUCK MANUAL..
Forsaleby JOSEPH BRECK& CO., The Muck Man-

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price $1.

Boston, April 13.

LACTOMETERS— a simple instrument for testing

the quality of milk. Forsaleby J. BRECK & CO.

GRINDSTONES, ON FRICTION ROLLERS.

Grindstones of different'sizes, hung on friction rollers and

tnoveit with a foot Ireader, is lound to he a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung
in tins manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaclion. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in llie common way. For sale by J.

BRECK & Co., No. 51 North Market street.

HOWARD'S IMffiOVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH,

Great improvements have been made the past year in the

form and workmam+liip of these Ploughs ; the mould bt-ard

has been so formed as to lay the JUrrow completely oi^cr,

turning in every particle of grass or slubble, and Leaving the

ground in the best possible manner. The length of the

mould board ha»b( n very much increased, so that the
Plough works with the gr.eatestease, both with r»»pecl to

the holding and the team. The Committee al the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should our opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughs
we should prefer lor use on a farm,, we might perhaps say to

the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try Prouty &. I\Iears, but if your landis lieavy, hard orrochy,

BEGIN WITH Mr. HowAan's.'"

Al the above mer.t;onad trial the Howard Plough rfid

more work, with the sams power of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentyse/ea
and one half inches, to the 113 lbs, draught-, while the
Howard Plough turned tv>cntynine,a»d one lm(f inches, to

the same power of team .' All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially

made.

There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side ol this Plough, which can be renewed without
having lo furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secures

ihe mould hoard and landside together, and strengthens the

Plough very much.

The price of the Ploughs is fro.m S6 to Sl5. A Plough,
sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about
SlO 50, and with cutter Si, with wheel and culler, S2 60
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricullural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 20

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, &c.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural Ware-
house and Seed Store No. 51 and 62 North Market street,

would inform their customers and the public generally that

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of Agri-

cultuial and Horticultural Tools lo be found m the United
Stales. Part of which are the following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
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MISCELLANEOUS.

The Safracitjf uf a Cat.—We have heard and

read—and we liave witnessed—many instances of

the (/ojf's sagacity ; bnt we had thought that cun-

ning, tre:iclicrous puss, was always indifTerent to

every thing but her own ease—attached to places

only, and not to pmsons. But a gentleman related

to us the nther day, a singular instance of the cat's

fidelity to the family, and actual attachment to the

children of the household where she domiciled.

A mother at Trnro, recently, went out to the

field to milk the cow just before nightfall, and her

little child, of tender years, was inclined to follow

her, hcit she ordered her back, and supposeil she

obeyed. Wllen the mother returned to the house,

however, the child was missing. She Immediately

sought after her in the neiulihorlmod, unsuccess-

fully, and nii;ht set in to make the search more

doubtful. The whole neighborhood and all the

inhabitants of the north p;irt of Truro were

alarmed and the search e.\tendi.il ; rain fell during

the night, and the parents' solicitude was increased

most painfully as their doubts doubled. Just after

daybreak, one of the neighbors who had been in

search, noticed the house cat making short excur-

sions from the door towards the meadow, and re-

turning with as strong e.xpressions of an.viety to

lead off some one on her track, as she was capable

of making—such as mewing fondly and mournful-

ly, standing on her hind feet, so as to attract atten-

tion, and then running off, always in the same di-

rection. The neighbor was curious to see what
puss meant, and followed her—she constantly run-

ning ahead and coaxingly returning again, and ap-

parently pleased that she was followed. This pro-

cess was repeated and I'ollowed, till, more than a

mile from her home, down in the inarshe-^, puss led

her chase directly to the little wanderer, who was
rescued and returned to her frantic friends in safe-

ty, not materially affected by the night's excursion.

On tracing the child's footsteps made in the wet
sand, it was ascertained that its feline deliverer had

been its companion in its wandering during the

night. Let us give Tab somt credit for disinterest-

ed attachment and valuable sagacity.

—

Darnstabte

Patriot.

Anecdote of n Lawyer of Olden Time Henry
15nl!, one of the ancient Attorney Generals of

Rhode Island, was put in youth to the carpenter's

trade, at which he worked till he came fully of age,

during which time he built him a house, and en.
gaged in various mechanical employments. He
determined, however, to study the law, havinrr had
a good common education for those days, and be-

ing nuich celebrated for his talents and wit. When
he had made up his mind to practice law, he went
into the garden to exercise his talents in address-

ing the court and jury. He then selected five

cabbages in one row, for judges, and twelve in

another row for jurors. After trying his hand
there awhiie, he went boldly into court, and took

upon himself the duties of an advocate, and a little

observation and experience there, convinced him
that the same cabbages were in the court house,

which he thought he had left in the garden; five

in one row and twelve in another. He rose to

great eminence in his profession in the courts of

law and admiralty; and he was one of those pecu-
liar men whose quaint "sayings" are ever remem-
bered.

—

Transcript.

Animal Ji'eather Prophets.—Spiders generally

alter their webs once in 24 hours ; and a rule has

been deduced from this, by an attentive observer of

these natural prognostics, whereby to foretell the

coming change. If they thus alter their web be-

tween 6 and 7 in the evening, there will be a fine

night; if between those hours in the morning,

there will be a fine day. If they work during rain,

expect fine weather; and the more active and busy

the spider is, the finer will be the weather. If spi-

der webs (gn.'isamer) fly in the autumn with a south

wind, fine weather. If garden spiders break off

and destroy their webs and creep away, expect con-

tinued rain and showery weather. The leech also

possesses the peculiar property of indicating ap-

proaching changes in the weather, in a most emi-

nent degree. In fair and frosty weather, it re-

mains motionless and rolled up in a spiral form at

the bottom of the vessel
;
previous, however, to

rain or enow, it will creep to the top, where should

the rain be heavy, or of long continuance, it will

remain for a considerable time ; if trifling, it will

descend. Should the rain or snow be accompan-

ied with wind, it will dart about with great velocity,

and seldom cease its evolutions until it blows hard.

If a storm of thunder and lightning be approaching,

it will be exceedingly agitated, and express its

feeling in violent convulsive starts at the top of the

glass. It is remarkable that however fine and se-

rene the weather may be, and to our senses no in-

dication of a coming change, either from the sky,

the barotneter, or any cause, yet if the leech shifts

its positions, or moves about sluggishly, the coin-

cident results will undoubtedly occur within twen-

tysix hours.

—

Selected.

The Jllillerites'' Tent.—The following is the de-

scription of the "big tent," which the Millerites

have erected at Albany, N. Y., where they intend

to reside until the end of the world, to take place,

as some of them believe, on the 23d of April, 1843.

The great tent or " markee," is 140 feet in diame-

ter, covering an area of nearly half an acre. It is

supported in the centre by a pole 100 feet high,

and around the sides by stakes or uprights. It is

open all around the botttnn to let the air circulate

freely within, and can be closed all round so as to

make it light, should the weather be unfavorable.

It cost .f700, and is said to be the best specimen

in the tent-making line in the United States. Every

part of the work about it is really beautiful. The
interior is fitted up with rude benches or seats

without backs. The ground is covered with straw,

to protect the feet from damp. It is said that 3000

persons can be comfortably seated, but that 2500

only have been accommodated under it.

—

Selected.

.4 If'heeling Article.—Going to dinner the other

day, we saw a little codger, about two years old,

sitting in a wheelbarrow and trying to wheel him-

self It struck us that many people in this world

are often caught in the same act ; and we shall al-

ways think, hereafter

—

When we see a business man trusting every

thing to his clerks, and continually seeking liisown

amusement; always absent from his counting

house, and yet expecting to get along, he 's sitting

in a wheelbarrow and trying to wheel himself.

When we see a professional man better acquaint-

ed with every thing else than his own profession,

always starting some new scheme, an'J never at-

tending to his calling, his wardrobe and credit will

soon designate him as sitting in a wheelbarrow an
trying to wheel himself.

When we see a farmer-with an over abundanc
of "hired help," trusting every thing to their mar.

agement ; his fences down, implements out of r<

pair, and land suffering for want of proper tillage

too proud or too lazy to off coat and go to wor!

he's sitting in a wheetbnrrow and trying to whe

himself.

When we see a man busily engaged in circuli

ting scandal concerning his neighbor, we infer th,

he is pretty deep in the mud himself, and is siltir

in a wheelharrotv, trying to wheel himself out.-

Wheeling Gazette.

GREEN'S PATENT STRA1V CXJTTEK.
.TOSEPH BRECK & CO. at the New England Ai»ni

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and 52 Norlh M
kel Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay :

Slalk Culler, operating on a mechanical principle not liel

applied toawy implement for this purpose. The most pn

inent effects of this application, and some of the consequ

peculiarities of the machine are:

1

.

So great a reduction of the quantum of power requi

to use it, thai the strength of a half grown boy is sufBc

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two hi

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claii

by any other machine even when worked by horse or si'

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in whichi

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any o

straw caller.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made ant

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as

complicated machines in general use to get out of ord(

SAYLE'S GARDEN ENGINE.
This is a splendid article. It will throw a constant sti

of water to the distance of 50 or fiO feet, with great fi

and in case of fire would be a good substitute for a firf

gine. The most perfect article lor the purpose ever ii

duced. For sale by J. BRECK & CO., No. 51 and 52 K'

Market street.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK &'

No. 52 North Market si.

POUDRETTE.
For sale 200 Barrels Poudrelle, at $2 per barrel,

BRECK &, CO, 61 and 52 Norlh Market St., Boston.

May 18.

TYt: UP CHAINS.
Just received by 600 Chains for lyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derby, Esq. of Si

uud Col. Jacques, for the purpose of securing cattle I

stall, are found Ic be the safest and most convenient j

of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BUECK & CO., No. 52 B
Market st.

KEW KNGLANU FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or$2 50 if not

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters arc permitted b}' law to frar

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, wi
expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PRINTERS.
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NUTRITIVE QUALITIES OP CHARCOAL.
Though l!io importance of mixing charcoal with

he food of animals, particularly that of swine, has

leen generally acknowledged, and it.s benefits ex-

.ensively tested, still it has been supposed that it

inly acted aa a corrective to the acid tendency of

nod, and facilitated fattening by improving the

lealth of the animal. Some experiments are, how-

ever, on record, which would seem to show that

;harcoal acts a more important part in the matter

han has been usually assigned to it.

In 1793, a family being driven from New York

ly the fever, were absent six or eight weeks be-

bre it was deemed prudent to return. A number

if fowls confined in a loft in the workshop of the

lOuse, were forgotten at the time of leaving, and as

t was known that there was nothing provided for

heir siibsi.^tence, it was expected on the return

hat they wjuld be found starved to death. To
he astimishinent of all, the fowls were found alive

nd (at, Ihou^'h there was nothing upon which they

•ould have fed, except a quantity of charcoal and

havings, water being supplied from the grind-

tone trough.

Those facts coming to the knowledge of a gen-

leman in New York, aa we learn from the Record-

r, he instituted the following experiment. He
laced a turkey in a box or enclosure, 4 feet long,

I feet wide, and 3 feet high, excluded light as

much as could be done, and allowed a freecireula-

ion of air, and fed the turkey with soft brick, brok-

en fine, pounded charcoal, and six grains of corn

•er day. The box was kept locked. At the end

fa month, the turkey was killed in the presence

f several gentlemen, was large and heavy, and on

eing opened was found filled with fat. Nothing,

n dissection, was found in the gizzard and entrails

ut charcoal and brick. Last winter the experi-

aent was repeated, and with the same success.

Scvi -'l years since, in fitting out nne of the

iverp' . 'd'TS at New York, a pig on h'^-^n' •.as

lissing, and was supposed to have been lost. The
argo was taken on board, slowed, and the vessel

ailed. It nas now discovered that the pig was

live in the coal hole, but as he could not be got

t readily, it was concluded to leave him to his

ate. He remained in this retreat until the pas-

age was made, when his pigship was found to b?

lot only alive and well, but materially improved in

ondition, though there was nothing, coal excepted,

e could have swallowed.

When it is remembered that wood, sugar, and

everal other substances, some of which are most

lutritive, are compounded of nearly the same origi-

lal elements, it would seem possible, by anijiial

;hemistry, to convert them to saving life ; though
dl experiments with which wood or charcoal failed.

The German chemists have converted wood into

ery palatable bread, by roasting and pulverizing
;

lut calcination, it has been supposed, would de-

troy whatever powers of nutrition wood ndght
)riginnlly contain. The chemical action of vege-

tables seems unable to produce the least effect on

coal, and not the least particle of it has ever been

found in the structure of vegetables, though mixed

with the earth and water in which plants were

growing, in the form of the most impalpable pow-

der. Whether animal chemistry is able to do

what vegetable organization cannot, remains to be

seen; though if there is no mistake in the state-

ments alluded to, it would seem probable that this

intractable substance is, in some way, made sub-

servient to the nutrition of animals.— Genesee Far.

From the Conn. Farmer's Gazette.

EXPERIMENT WITH SALTPETRE.

Mr Editor—Sir— I saw in your paper an ac-

count of Mr Allen's experiment with saltpetre and as

he was unsuccessful and lost his labor for his pains,

I thought I would give you mine, that people may

be induced to make further trial. I have not gone

so far in the trial of it as he has, but the result is

a little different. My experiment was in planting

two acres of corn, with the ground prepared in the

usual way. In the first place I took a portion of

saltpetre, and made a solution with hot water, and

soaked about four quarts of corn from eight o'clock

in the evening till six in the morning ; then I took

it out and mixed plaster with it, and planted part of

it the next day, which came up very well. The

remainder I planted the succeeding day, on a colder

piece of land than the other, and with it I planted

six rows of dry corn. Not more than one half the

soaked corn came up, but the dry came up well

;

but there was a great difference in the color. That

which I planted dry was yellow and sickly, but the

other was dark and thrifty. The saltpetre used to

soak the corn in, was one pound, which is too

much for so small a quantity of corn. If the solu-

tion is too strong, it will kill the chit, therefore

it will nut come up, and the farmer will lose his

labor and seed ; but I think it will be a benefit to

use it, if we do not soak it too long in strong pickle,

and plant it the day it is soaked ; for it not only

helps the growth, but keeps the worms and crows

from destroying it. When I hoed the first time, I

found the pumpkins, which were not soaked in salt-

petre, eat by the worms, while the corn remained

untouched ; therefore I think it may be used by the

farmers, if they are cautious.

Yours, G. G. Siiipman.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SALT AS A MA-
NURE FOR WHEAT.

In Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry, already

mentioned, are contained some highly important

experiments on wheat fields, by William Flenir.g.

Mr F. gives the result of eight different kinds of

manure on the eighth of a Scotch acre of wheat.

The two most important are : Nitrate of Soda, 80

lbs., with Rape Dust, .'5 cwt. to the acre, which

produced 240 lbs. of wheat, weighing 62 1-4 lbs.

per bushel, on one-eighth of an acre.

Common salt, KJO lbs. to the acre, produced 249

lbs. of wheat, weighing 02 lbs. to the bushel, on the

same quantity of ground. While the same mea-
sure of land, without any manure, produced only

90 lbs. of wheat, weighing CI lbs. to the b«ishel.

The salt is therefore the most economical and pro-

ductive manure used by Mr F. in his course of ex-

periments.

Five bushels of Liverpool salt to the acre is said

to produce great effect on any crops, either of

grass, grain or routs. More than six have been

found to be injurious in some instances. The use

of salt, as a manure, was early known by the Ro-
mans, and other nations of antiquity, but has been

little understood, or practiced, in modern times. It

is somewhat extraordinary, that this important item

in the cultivation of the earth should have gone

into disuse, on the sea-coast especially, where the

inexhaustible fountains of the great deep are

continually dashing their briny billows at the feet

of the cultivator. Hut modern experience has de-

monstrated its usefulness, wherever it has been

tried.

It is also destructive to insects, the greatest ene-

mies of the vegetable kingdom ; and if it had no

power as a manure, this nione makes it more valua-

ble to the world, than all the preventives which the

ingenuity of man has been able to discover against

the innumerable hosts of these depredators, with

which the earth is infested.

A thin sprinkling of green sea-weed, salt hay,

sedge, or any other marme vegetable, on pasture,

old meadows, or plowed land, contains sufficient

salt, to produce most surprising effects, if spread

so sparse, as to let the grass grow freely through

it, and to admit the rays of the sun to the earth.

Like every other powerful, concentrated manure,

a Hide too viuch destroys vegetation for a time

—

Conn. Farmer's Gaz.

BARLEY AFTER POTATOES.
We find the opinion is prevalent to some extent,

that barley will not succeed well after potatoes
;

and a late number of the Maine Farmer, gives

some instances of a field sown with barley after

potatoes and corn, in which the barley was good

after the corn, but a failure after the potatoes. Our

experience has been different from this ; having

raised as good barley after potatoes, as after any

other crop. Last year, wishing to seed down a

field on which potatoes and corn had been cultiva-

ted the year preceding, it was sown to barley, with

herds grass and clover. It was one of the finest

crops of barley we have ever raised, and that on

the potato ground was at least equal to that from

the corn land. We should have no more fears of

a failure of barley after potatoes, than of spring or

oats ; but should consider our prospect of a good

crop of either, a faint one, unless the root crop had

been well manured and cultivated. Harley is a

very good crop to sow grass seeds with, but wheth-

er this or other spring grains are used, if we

would Insure success, the roller should be used.

—

Albany Cult.

Keep the hogs supplied with muck, turf, loam, &c.
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From ihe AUjany Cultivator. farmer whose capital in lanJ, stock, labor, &c., is

ten thousand dollars, may expend in taxes, for ob-

PROFITS OF FARMING. jects not connected with the farm, and fur the sup-

Messrs. Editors—\l\sbe.Ueveil by many, that port of his family, the entire product of his farm;

capital and labor bestowed upon agriculture, is less so that not a dollar shall be left; and yet, if these

productive than the same amount of capital and la- expenditures equal in the aggregate 700 dollars, it

bor applied to most other branches of business. I is clear he has received 7 per cent, on the capita'

think it exceedingly important to ascertain whether

this be true or not ; and also the per centum of

clear profit that is realized by farmers on the esti-

mated value of their farms. I propose this aa an

inquiry, and hope it may receive such attention

and call forth such answers, as to fix and settle

some general principle.

The inquiry is, not what a single field or a part

of a farm near a good market may yield occasion-

ally ; but what is the profit of the whole farm, in-

cluding woodland, from year to year, after deduct-

ing all the expenses of labor, tools, taxes, fencing,

the interest of the capital, &c. ? Does any farm

as a whole, do farms generally, yield, independent

of all expenses, an income of 7 per cent, on the

capital invested, including land and buildings.

Block, and farming utensils ? If they fall short of

this, then one of two inferences must be true
;

either that money invested in farms is less produc-

tive than when loaned on interest, or that the price

of land is generally held much too high; for I be-

lieve it is a correct principle that a farm is in real-

ity worth no more money than it will pay the inte-

rest of, after all annual e.tpenses are deducted.

Will you, Messrs. Editors, pnd your correspon-

dents, give us the result of your experience and

observation on this subject?

I do not propose the above inquiries on the prin-

ciple that a man should always engage in that kind

of business which promises the greatest immediate

profit. Far otherwise. Other considerations

should have equal or greater weight in determining

his choii;e. And I most fully believe that the busi-

ness of agriculture is subject to less temptations to

vice and crime ; less cares, anxieties, and excite-

ments ; less fluctuations and losses; and is more

calculated to produce virtuous iiabits, good health,

peace, contentment, and ultimate prosperity, ihnii

any other business. "A man's life consisteth not

in the abundance of the things which he possea-

seth ;" and if happiness be the aim, agriculture is

the most certain and pleasant path to her abode.

H._^A. P.

It is very difficult to givf a definite answer to

the inquiries of our correspondent. For a few

years past, the prices of our agricultural produce

have fluctuated so much, that the same amount of

crops which in one year would have given a profit

of 10 per cent., in another would not yield 6 per

cent, on the capital, expenses, &c. of a f>irm. We
firmly believe, however, that any well conditioned,

and well manngtd farm, will, at a fair average price

for the products of it, yield the owner 7 per cent,

on the capital invested ; and we can point to many
that do far more than this. It must be admitted.

invested. So at least it appears to us ; but we

are willing to give place to such of our correspon-

dents as may choose to be heard in the matters re-

ferred to by our correspondent.

—

Eds. Cult.

iiSt'

From the same.

CULTURE OF POTATOES, &.c.

Messrs. Gaylord &,• Tucker— I wish to state my
experience in raising a potato crop the past season,

upon a piece of land which had been worn out by

a process of skinflint farming, for more than twen-

ty years. It was plowed the first season on the

10th of May ; again on the 1st of July ; then buck-

wheat was sown, and it was seeded heavy with

clover. As soon as the buckwheat and clover be-

gan to appear, the piece was sown with about two

bushels of plaster to the acre. The clover grew

finely, wintered well, and was pastured until the

aOtli of June following, when it was again plowed

and sowed with buckwheat, which proved an entire

failure. I now feel qualified to advise all those

who wish to raise a good crop of buckwheat, not

to sow upon freshly plowed green sward. In or-

der to have the soil in the best condition possible,

it should be plowed early in the spring, and again

immediately before sowing.

But to my subject. The next spring I carted

on twenty loads of manure to the acre, which had

been well housed, and which I concluded was

worth 2.5 loads of commonly well drenched manure.

This was spread upon the surface and immediately

plowed in, which I believe to be the best way, every

tiling considered, of applying it to our kind of soil

;

it being a heavy loam, and in some places border-

ing upon clay. The ground was then furrowed,

three feet apart each way, and planted with several

kinds of potatoes considered the best, in all imagi-

nable way.s, large and small, cut and uncut. As

soon as they were up sufticiently, they were plow-

ed both ways ; in about two weeks were plowed

again, and slightly hilled. When gathered in the

fall, there was no material difference in the lot,

and the yield was at the rate of 309 bush, to the

acre. H. COOK.

ore authentic history, give any account of injury)

having been sustained by a beech tree, from the

effects of electricity. So notorious is that fact!

that in Tennessee, it is considered almost an im

possibility to be struck by lightning, if protectior

be sought under the brarches of a beech tree.'

" Other trees may be surrounded by these anc

shivered to splinters, while the beech remains en

tire and unhurt." Dr. Mitchell adds, "Improve

ment might and ought to be made of this fact, b)

planting and rearing beeches near and around tht

dwelling houses and barns of our farmers, for lh(

immunity of cattle as well aa human beings fron

the violence of lightning. Let a leech grore, as

easy to rear as a plantation of huttermds, accom

pany every inhabited spot, and let solitary beecH

trees arise here and there over every farm anc
i,;

plantation."

How often do we read of aome flock of sheep

some two or three horses or cattle, or men, beinj

killed by lightning, who had taken shelter tinde

some oak, [uaple, or hickory tree! .And yet fev

farmers suffer a beech tree to stand, notwithstand

ing it is as shady and ornamental as the maple

"Woodman, spare that tree." H. A. P.

Bxiffalo, Aug., 1842.

From the same.

THE BEECH TREE.

Messrs. Editors—My attention has lately been

called to the question whether the Beech tree, Fa-

gus syhatica, is ever struck with lightning; acd

after an extended inquiry and examination, I am
brought to the conclusion, that for some reason, as

yet unexplained and unaccounted for, this tree has

however, that a great nuijority of farmers do not 'always escaped the effects of atmospheric electri-

receive from their farms a profit equal to 7 per city. This fact has been noticed for tnore than a

cent., owing to the imperfect manner in which their ' hundred years, both in Europe and this country,

business is conducted, and the condition of the and yet it is not so generally known as it should

soils they cultivate. Difieront views of this mat- be: at least, very little improvement seems to have

ter, too, will depend on the manner in which the been made of it.

profit is reckoned ; some considering only as clear In an address delivered by Dr. S. L. Mitchell,

profit the cash or products left, after all the expen- in 1826, before the New V'ork Horticultural Socie-

ses for labor, taxes, &c. and those of the family, ty, there is a letter from Dr. Heeton, of Tennessee,

are deducted. This is not the correct way. A in which the writer says: "Neither tradition, nor

POULTRY YARDS.

Every farmer should supply his table ciiiefl;

with fresh meats from his poultry yard. By prope;

attention, it may also be made a source of profi

in addition. A yard of suitable size enclosed will

pickets, including a poultry house, and a supply o

fresh water, and a pond to wash in, are indispensa

ble to the success of raising poultry.

To ensure a plentiful supply of eggs in winter

let the fowls have a warm habitation in which the]

can remain through the day in cold severe storms

with room to move about. Place a trough aboii

four inches wide and four inches deep, and lengtl

according to circumstances, within the yard, with i

roof so low as to prevent their getting into tli(

trough; keep this well supplied with feed, tha

they may have it by them constantly. In summe

let them out once or twice a day to ramble awhile

if you have no crops near enough to be injured bi

their depredations. As they are somewhat carni

vorous, some kind of fresh meat is necessary fo

them once a day in winter, when they are not sup

plied with insects.

No poultry is profitable to be kept after three

years old. Something depends however, on the

breed and the manner in which they are kept. The

Poland top-knots are considered as the best foi

eggs, and are sometimes called everlasting layers

They are more hardy than most kinds for the ex-

tremes of weather.

—

Conn. Far Gaz.

We are ruined not by what we really want, but

by what we think we do ;
therefore, never go a.

broad in search of your wants; if they be real

wants, they will come home in search of you ;
and

he that buys what he does not want, may soon

want what he cannot buy.

—

Lacon.

•' Father, I come plaguy near selling my pup to-

day." "Ah! Billy: well, how near?" " Why, I

asked a feller if he did n't want to buy him, and he

said no: if he had only said yes, wouldn't I have

fixed him ?"— Selected.

An employer's eyes are aa useful as his hands.
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EDITORIAL DIFFICULTIES.

Next Id [juverty, delinquent subscribers and duns,

which most editors nro siil)ject, their greatest

lifficulty is to picasfl '-tiie public." For so great

s the Viirioty ol' public tnsie and feeling-, that had

.he conductor of a periodical pnper as many heads

ind as many pens as his paper has readers, he could

lever hofie to please all, for they cannot please

hemselves. Does he sficak out in language plain

nd simple ? it is mere common-place ; the taste

if the learned is not gratified ; it is fit only for the

tili'ar. Does ho aspire to elegance ? the unlearn-

•d cannot uiiderst'ind, and the learned pronounce it

icdantry. Does he show his colors, and boldly

nnlend for his ground ? he is too severe. Does

le hide himself behind a mass of etinivocal matter ?

,e is a teri;pcirizing hypocrite. If he publishes ex-

racts that are better than he can write, he has no

alents of his own to display ; and if he fills his

laper with original matter, he might have given

umething better from the works of others. If he

ttempls to philosophize, it is dull and uninterest-

ng ; and if he write on plain and familiar subjects,

is ideas are stale ; every body knew them before.

•)oe3 he attempt to instruct ? he needs to be in-

truded. Does he endeavor to amuse ? it is flat

nd insipid. People generally are fond of being

raised, and one would suppose this might satisfy

lem. But let an editor try the experiment, and

e will soon find out his mistake. For such is the

ower of envy, that no one will thank him for

raising Iiiiit, and every one will hate him for prais-

ig others. .Most people are fond of hearing their

eighbnrs slandered ; but if you attempt to point

ut either the vices or follies of mankind, every

ne will find something applicable to himself, and

ere again you encounter the hatred of the mass.

Ivery person can tell you how to conduct a paper

1 please himself, and of course to offend every one

Ise. These being stubborn facts, there is no al-

?rnative but for an editor to please himself, if he

iin, and hazard the consequences. If he does this

e will be certain of satisfying one, which is more

lau he can hope to accomplish if he tries to please

It.— Upland Union.

TO KEEP VERMIN FROM GRANARIES.
We were exceedingly pleased with a plan which

e lately saw adopted by a farmer in Essex Co.,

[ass., for preventing the depredations of squirrels,

lice and other creeping things in his corn crib

lid granary. The building was mounted on four

osts, about three feet high, and on the head of

acli post was placed an inverted tin pan. No
irther explanation is necessary. It is plain to

II, that neither rat, mouse, weasel, nor reptile, can

y any means approach the building near enough
> lielp themselves to corn, however open the sides

f the building may be for the purpose of ventilla-

on.

—

Amer. Mechanic.

Somebody says, that a piece of block tin, or pew-

;r, being rubbed on a razor strap, prepares it to

roduce a finer and keener edge, than the best me-
Ulic paste in use.

The capital invested in the manufacturing busi-

ess in Lowell, Mass., is $10,500,000 ; the number
f operatives employed is about 10,000, of whom
000 are females.

APPLES FOR CATTLE AND .SWINE.

!\In CooKF.—Sir—In the autumn of \'6'X\, having

a good supply of apples, about the 20th of Septem-

ber I gave my cows, with some young cattle, free

access to my orchard, having previously gathered

up what lay on the ground, to prevent their inju-

ring themselves by eating too many at first. The
cows ate the apples as they fell from the trees, and

probably did not get more, on an average, than a

bushel apiece per day. The effect was, tlmt the

milk of the cows was increased forty per cent, in

quantity, and much improved in quality—making

butter not inferior to that made in June, with clover

feed. The young cattle thrived remarkably well,

their hair having a glossy appearance, as when fed

on grain. They had no additional feed, except

what grew in the orchard, (containing four or five

acres) which had been close fed in August. The

apples were mostly early, and a mixture of sweet

and sonr, with scarce an unpalatable one in the

orchard, and were generally mellow when they

fell from the trees.

I tried an experiment last fall, by feeding my
cows with hard, sour apples—giving them about

half a bushel apiece, night and morning. I could

not perceive any diflierence in their milk, either in

quantity or in quality.

I have tried various experiments in feeding hogs

with apples, and always with good success when 1

used good apples.

I have not as yet been able to ascertain whether

apples are most nutritious when boiled or in a raw

state. lam confident there can be but little diffe-

rence. One thing is certain ; apples should not

be fed out till they are ripe.

I am not able to decide upon the comparative

merits of sweet and sour apples ; some varieties of

sour being more nutritious than some varieties of

sweet. The nutritive property of the apple con-

sists principally in the saccharine matter which it

contains ; and sour apples have been found, by

actual experiment, to contain as much of this as the

sweet ; the acid being superadded to the sweet.

I intend to continue experiments with apples,

and hope others will, also—so as to thoroughly

test their value as food for fatting and store swine.

—larmers'' Museum,

Jieadinf;.—Of all the amusements that can pos-

sibly be imagined for a hard-working man after his

daily toil, or in its intervals, there is nothing like

reading an interesting newspaper or book. It calls

for no bodily exertion, of which he has already had

enough, or perhaps too much. It relieves his home
of its dullness and sameness. It transports him
into a livelier and gayer, and more diversified and
interesting scene ; and while he enjoys himself

there, ho may forget the evils of the present mo-
ment fully as much as if he were ever so drunk,

with the great advantage of finding himselfthe next
day with the money in his pocket, or at least

laid out in real necessaries—and without the drunk-
ard's misery of mind and body. Nay, it accompa-
nies him to his next day's work

; and if what he
has been reading be any thing above the idlest and
liglitest, gives him something to think of besides

the mere mechanical drudgery of his every day oc-

cupation—something he can enjoy while absent,

and look forward with pleasure to. If I were to

pray for a taste which should stand me instead un-

der every variety of circumstances, and be a source

of happiness and cheerfulness to me through life,

and a shield against its ills, however things might
go amiss, and the world frown upon me, it would
be a taste for reading.

—

Sir J. Herschel.

Idle Daughters.—It is, says Mrs. Ellis, a most

painful spectacle in families where the mother is

the drudge, to see the daughters elegantly dressed,

reclining at their ease, with their drawing, their

music, their fancy work, and their reading; be-

guiling themselves of the lapse of hours, days and

weeks, and never dreaming of their responsibilities

or their duty. These individuals will often tell

you with an air of affected compassion— for who

can believe it real ?—^that " poor dear mamma is

working herself to death." Yet no sooner do you

propose that they should assist her, than they de-

clare she is quite in her element—in short, that she

would never be happy if she had only half as much

to do!

"Been a gunning, Jake?"
" Yes."
" What did you get ?"

" Got tired."

" Husband, I don't know where that boy got his

bad temper;— not from me, I'm sure." "No, my
dear—for I don't perceive that you have lost any !"

Early Formation of Good Habits.— If a child is

neglected till six years of age, no subsequent edu-

cation can recover it. If to this age it i.s brought

up in ignorance and dissipation, in all the baseness

of brutal habits, in that vacancy of mind which

such habits create, it is in vain to try to reclaim it

by teaching reading and writing. You may teach

it what you choose afterwards, but if you have not

prevented the formation of bad habits, you will

teach in vain. With children under the age of six

years, learning—school learning—should not be
the chief consideration, but the formation of moral

principle.

—

Brougham.

Large Yield.—Our fellow citizen, Mr Robert Ol-

iver, has raised from two acres of ground, one hun-

dred and fortyseven and a half bushels of oats, of

good quality, or almost seventyfive bushels to the

acre.— H'attrtown Jefftrsonian.

A Sensible Girl.—The New York Express gives

the following reply of a young Mies to a gentleman

who had solicited her heart and hand. It may
serv;; as a model

:

C , May 25, 1842.

Dear J. :—I received yours of the 16th, informing

n>e of your attachment for one who is no less at-

tached to you. Having consulted my parents, I

find they have no objections. Knowing it was a

contract for life, I have considered well the subject,

and have come to the conclusion to accept your

offer. It is something I did not expect ; but since

I have been the object of your choice, may I prove

worthy of your love.

Very sincerely, jours, Ann.

Cost of War.—When Napoleon was asked the

expense of his first campaign in Italy, he replied,

" I spent two thousand men every month." A dear

thing is military glory. And what benefit did the

world reap, that justified this stupendous sacrifice

of human life ?

How much of most men's lives is made up of

their faults, their follies, and their misfortunes.
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EXHIEITIO.N OF FRUITS.

Saturdiiy, Oct. 1, ISii.

From R. iManiiing— lielle Lucrative, Bello et

Bonnp, Capiaunmiit, Jalousie <le Vendee Foiite-

nay, Frederick of \Viirleiiibiir{:, Sljrean, and AI-

plia Pears ; Catlierine and Robinson Crusoe Peach-

es— all fine specimens. The Jalousie de Vendee
Foiitcnay, promised to he a very good pear.

From Allen Putnam, Danvers ; Aunt Hannah
and President Apples,

From George Walsh ; Clingstone Peaches, and

a large red Apple, of fine appearance, name un-

known.

From Jared Lincoln, Hingham ; fine specimen of

Seek-no-furlher Apples.

From W. Meller ; Heath Peaches— fine speci-

men.
From C. VV. Hartwell, Andover; Kiihani Hill

and Phillips's Red Winter Sweet Apples— fine

specimens. The Phillips' is an apple of fine size,

color, and full of juice; a spreading tree of 70

feet from which .the fruit was taken.

From H. Vandme ; Coe's Golden Drop Plums.

From Cheever Newhall ; Peaches ; Benrre Diel,

and St. Germain Pears : Gravenstein Apples— fine

specimens.

From Francis Walker, Newton ; large Chelms-
ford Pears; weight 21 oz.

From J. Lovett, Sid ; St. Michael, Beurre, Gris,

and Bergamot de la ftlotl Pears; Seedling Apples,

of fine appearance ; some russet and others a dingy

red striped, growing promiscuously on the same
tree. Red Rareripe and Royal George Peaches—all fine specimens.

From H. J.Oliver, a large Red Apple, quiie at-

tractive but not very good, and the Dutch Codlin.

From J. F. Trull, Orange Quinces and Catillac

Pears.

From S. A. Shurtlefi", Seedling Grapes—a fine

specimen.

From Mrs T. Bigelow, Heath Peaches— large

and handsome.

From D. L. Giddings, of Wiiyland ; a fine spe-

cimen of Seckle Pears.

From Samuel Walker, a Williams' Bon Chretien

Pear, grown from a tree set out 28th April last,

then just imported from France
;
(sameas the Bart-

lett.)

From C. E. Hunt, Boston ; a fine specimen of

Golden Chasselns Grapes.

From J. L. L. F. Warren ; Lemon Clingstone
Peaches.

From Rev. G. B. Perry, Bradford ; Long Rus-
sets, Bellflower, Fall Harvey, Kilham Hill, and
Gravenstein Apples.

From Wm. Lawrence, Groton ; several kinds of
Apples ; fine specimens ; names unknown.

From Capt. Hooper, of Meverly ; St. Michael,
Hooper's Bilboa, Bergamot de Paqiies, and a kind
unknown; all fine specimens.

From F. Tudor, Nahant ; Brabant and Colville

Apples; Fortune, Beurre Diel, Louis Bon d' Jer-

sey, Beurrc Bronze, Belle et Bonne, Napoleon,
Duchess d' Angoiileme, Gross d' Brussels, Brown
Beurre and St. Michael Pears. These wcro grown
on the exposed point at Nahant. The fruits were
excellent, and in appearance would do credit to

the best cultivator in a protected situation. Mr T.
in this, as in other matters, shows great skill by

protecting his trees by an open trellis. After this

e.xhibilion, r.o one should de.^pr.ir of producing fine

fruits, however unfavorable his situation.

For tlie Committee,

B. V. FRENCH.

APPLE BUTTER.
We have eaten apple butter, made by the Ger-

mans in Pennsylvania, and a most e.xcollent thing

it is. Rev. Mr Drew, while editor of the Maine
Cultivator, a few years since, gave the following

directions for making. We hive had it made of

an excellent quality as detailed below, excepting

that the cider was boiled down to one third, which
was considered an improvement in the quality, and
it would keep the better.

—

Amer. Far.

"Late in the autumn, when the evenings be-

come quite long, invite one of those social parties

to your house— which are made truly social by be-

ing gathered for the purpose of performing some-
thing useful and seasonable—called "bees;"' for

they are busy seasons, when drones have no place.

Commit to these good hearted and merry neigh-

bors six bushels of sweet apples, and set the ladies

at work paring, quartering and coring them. Mean-
while, let the boys or young men be engaged in

boiling down two barrels of new cider to the di-

mensions of one. When the apples are prepared,

(which will make just about a barrel,) deposit them
in the boiling down barrel of cider, apportioning

them in different vessels, if you have not one large

enough lor the whole— (or manufacturing a less

quantity than above stated, if you do not want so

much, but regarding the proportions)— and then

commences the real work of making apple butler.

Pile on the wood and keep the fire blazing. Mean-
while, from the time boiling commences, the con-

tents must be stirred up by a Kuitobh) stick, with-

out a moment's cessation. This will require alter-

nate turns from all the members of the party—

a

merry business amongst them all night to accom-
plish the object ; but when the whole is reduced
to a pap about the consistency of thick hasty pud-
ding, turn in some essence of lemon or cinnamon,
to give it a flavor, and the operations may cease,

the fire suHeied to die away, and the party return

to their homes. The ensuing day, the mass may
be committed to pots and jars for future use. When
cooked, it will be about as hard and fine as butter.

It is a delicious article, and wiJI keep many years :

indeed it improves by age. That which we ate in

Pennsylvania was seven years old. Families in

that region make no apple sauce, or rather they

make it this way, once in seven years only, and
then call together friends and neighbors for a great

operation. We made 100 lbs, three years ago, di-

rectly after our return, and a fine article it is. We
keep it for the benefit of age."

[n England, fine large houses are built with half

iheir windows false, to save the tax on windows.
Families are also taxed for every servant they keep,

and if the servant wears a powdered wig, the tax is

a guinea extra. Many of the family carriages

large enough to contain four or six persons, are

perched upon wheels hardly large enough for a

child's wagon, on account of wheels over a certain

size being heavily taxed.

—

Selected.

The largest ox in the United Stntep, is owned
and raised by P. N. Rust, of Syracuse, N. Y. Its

weight is 4100 lbs.

Frnm the Maine Cultivator.

BUTTER MAKING IN NEW YORK.
Mr Editor—Business led me to visit Goshen

and Minisink, Orange Co., N. Y., in my late jour-

ney to that State, and knowing that it wag noted

through the Union as a superior butter making

country, I determined to learn every part of the

process. I was surprised to find that after the

milk is strained, every part of the process difTers

from ours.

First, the keeping of the cows, e.=;pecially in

winter, is somewhat peculiar. When the 'and is

laid down to grass, six quarts of southern c\over,

and as much herdsgrass or timothy, is sowed on an

acre. This ensures generally a very thick growth

of rich pasturage or mowing land. They prefer

the southern clover, because it is smaller than ours,

and has the advantage, in that the second crop of

the season is well seeded, and is the one frotn

which the seed is gathered.

I am convinced from what I saw, that on the

average not more than one half the quantity of

grass seerl is sown in Maine which should be.

They feed their clover hay to cows, and I was

surprised to see how green they put it into the barn.

They say they wish it to he fermented.

I visited Gen. Wickomb's yard, in Goshen, where

I saw forty cows—all, or nearly nil, grade nnimalg

of the Durham short-horned breed. Every cow

has a separate stall, and outside door, made of three

upright boards, with two open spaces three inchesi

wide, to admit air.

The barn is an L, with a southern aspect. Each

door is numbered. In many of the yards I saw

boxes for every four cows, made as follows: Four

slit-work posts, 5 feet long, at each corner; four

side boards 12 to 15 inches wide and C> feet long,

nailed on so that the lower edge is 20 inches from

the ground ; a bottom is laid over at this lower

edge. From the top of each post there is a board

about 4 feet long, coming down on the side board

like a brace, and nailed to it; of course there are

eight of these. This forms a place on each side

for one animal to feed, and they cannot throw out

the straw or hay, which is all put in the box, when

the cattle are fed in the yard.

I have been thus particular, because I do believe

it an important arrangement.

Some raise the sugar beet for winter use.

Now for the butter making. The milk is strain-

ed in pans or oaken tubs, holding two pails full,

Every thing is done in the cellar. The milk is

not meddled with until it coagulates, when each

day's or each half day's milk is put in the churr

with nearly an equal quantity of cold water in

summer, and warm water in autumn or winter, Ir

bring it to the proper temperature, which is from

55 to CO degrees of Fahrenheit.

The churn is made in the barrel form, of oak,

hooped with iron, with a wooden hoop three inches

wide at top, in which the cover rests. For six tn

ten cows, the churn should hold 30 gallon.*— and

in that proportion for a larger number. I believe

they rarely exceed two barrels, as in larpe dairies

they prefer to churn several times a day, to the use

of larger vessels.

Churning is never done by hand, except for o

single cow. In small dairies it is done by a dog

or sheep, on an inclined wheel, propelling the dasli

by very simple gearing. Those larger, have horse

or water power. The motion can be conimunica-

ted to the shaft and arm, elevating and depressing
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le tlasli a convciiiejit distance from tlio moving

wer, by t"o wires. For a liog or a sheep, (die

Met is preferred, both fro:n economy and efficien-

/,) a wlieel 8 foot iii diameter, is inclined about

i" wiib the horizon, on wliich tlin animal is |)laccd,

vins; cleats nailcii on to jirevent liis slipping^.

\o other harness is required than a strap around

neck. His weight is sufficient to move the

lachine. On the upper side of this wheel is fas-

•ned a oast iron coij wheel or circular racket, 3

et in diameter, which carries a pinion and crank.

lit; wheel is often out door— sonietiine.s in the

>llar. It may be in a barn or shed, and the nio-

lon communicati.'d by wires, as before stated.

( Wlien the butter begins to curdle, as it is

(illed, all is washed down with another pail of wa-

r, and the motion continued till the butter gatli-

•s. Let it be remembered the butitr is never

. uched wilh the hands. All is done with a short

die, the blade of which resembles in shape the

am shell, and is five inches across at the end.

he handle about five inches long.

The ladle and tray are always kept filled with

lid water, when out of use, to prevent the butter

3m sticking to them.

The butter is worked and salted with the ladle

a tray. When it has stood lonj enough to be-

inie firm, after saltin;.', all the buttermilk is work-

I out, and it is packed down solid in tuba of 40 or

kins of 80 lbs. If it cannot be made solid by the

die, a pounder is used. When one churning is

It down, a cloth is put on, covered with salt,

his is taken off at each addition and replaced,

itil the tub or firkin is almost full, when half an

ch of strong brine is poured over the cloth. Salt

never left between the layers.

They prefer blown to ground salt, because it is

ler, and difli'uses itself sooner and more perfectly

rough the mass; it requires a greater measure,

t the same weight.

A churn used daily is cleansed twice a week,

ine tubs are prepared of oak or ash, and when

!t rubbed thoroughly with as much fine salt as

ill stick on the inside.

Butter tliu» made and cured, will keep for years

a cool plai-e, and sells on an average fifty per

nt higher than butter made in the usual way in

r State.

Cows average from 150 to 200 pounds a year,

id the buttermilk is estiniated to make 100 pounds

pork, which, when it brought ten cents, paid all

penses of making the butter— Jiou', only half.

Some churn over the buttermilk after standing

, le day and pouring off the water. One man who

.d ten cows, told me he made all the butter used

his family in this way, and had JO lbs. on hand.

' This letter may appear both too long and too

linuto. The subject is a most important one, and

insist on the truth of my assertion last winter,

that the same number of animals now kept, if the

liry were thus managed, would produce in this

;ate 200,000 dollars more than they now do."

Yours, truly,

JAMES BATES.
mrridgewock, Sept. 20, 1840.

Many a farmer has toiled on year after year, beg-

:ng, as it were, a pauper existence from his old

id emasculate fields, unconscious of the value of

lat bog, or that swamp, the prodigious capabilities

" which might, in one year, have been developed

erhaps by a single drain.

—

Maine Cult.

For the New England rarincr.

SOWED CORN.
Mr Plt.nasi— In 18:!9 and '40, I sowed corn in

drills for green fodder. The last and the present

year, sowed southern white corn hrondcnst, follow-

ed by the harrow and roller. August (itli, with a

careful hand cut and weighed the corn on one

square yard. The product gave at the rate of 52

tons and a fraction to the acre. August I'Jtli, for

the purpose of testing the correctness of the esti-

mate made on the 6th, and also of satisfying my-
self what might be expected from ground in proper

condition to plant for the grain— with a careful and

judicious person to assist, we measured and weighed

with much care, and found the production was at

the rate of 6.5 tons and a fraction to the acre.

August 22d, cut and weighed 229 lbs.

Sept. 26th, the same weighed 71 "

Loss, 158 "

or 69 per cent. ; giving, say, 20 tons of dry fodder
to the acre—which if well cured, is considered by

some equal to 10 tons vplnnd hay.

From one half acre I cut l\\e second crop, which
was estimated of sufficient value to defray expense

of seed and labor for same.

Three bushels of seed, allowing some for tlie

crows, is suflJcient.

It may be said that the quantity of ground mea-
sured, was too small to make a correct estimate.

I called the attention of my assistant to this point,

who was satisfied that it gave a fair result, and one

within tiie reach of any farmer.

Very respectfully, yours,

GEO. DENNY.
Ifestboro', Oct. 6lh, 1842.

MANURES.
The manufacture of manure, is the most impor-

tant part of the farmer's business. It requires a

knowledge of the component parts of vegetables,

and the chemical properties of the various kinds of

manure. In the hilly country of New England and

several other States, there is scarcely a farm to be

found, but like the human intellect, contains abun-

dant resources for its own improvement; and they

are to be found in every sviramp, pond, basin or

valley. Alluvial deposites, muck, or animal and

vegetab'e decomposition, are the natural conse-

quences of an uneven surface. All our creeks,

and harbors on the sea coast, contain inexhaustible

beds of these deposites; but most of them having

lain long excluded from the atmosphere and sun,

in a state of rest, have imbibed an acidity, which

requires the application of alkali, which is contain-

ed in lime, ashes and potash to remove it. These
decompositions, a,ided by fermentation, thus be-

come manure, on^ a proper medium to attract and

retain the gases and salts necessary for vegetable

nutriment, Every clement which enters into the

formation of vegetables, must be in a state of solu-

tion, or a gaseous form, as neither the roots nor

leaves of vegetables are capable of imbibing or

absorbing the insoluble portion of manure, desig-

nated by chemists by the name of geine or humus.

The kind of humus, or earth, best calculated to at-

tract and retain the gases combined with atmosphe-

ric air, are clay, gypsum, chalk, muck, and others

of similar character. An open, sandy soil, will at-

tract or retain them very imperfectly, and there-

fore a mixture of muck is necessary to render such

soils productive.

A great portion of vegetable nutriment is no

doubt derived from tlio gnses contained in the at-

mosphere. 'I'he powerful effect of gypsum, char-

coal, &c., can be accounted for on no other princi-

ples. Nitre and .'iait operate as powerful manures,

from their tendency to attract and condense atmos-

pheric vapor, and bring the nutriment they contain

ill contact with the vef,etable. Sal aniiiionin, com-
monly called spirit of hartshorn, is ascertained to

be the most important manure known, and is con-

tained in great abundance in urine. It is the es.

sence of all manures, and forms the chief ingredient

in poudrette and urate. Gypsum, pulverized char-

coal, muck, ground oyster shells, lime and ashes,

saturated witli urine, form a highly concentrated

manure by extracting the ammonia and preventing

its escape in a volatile state. It then undergoes a

solution by water, in which state it is transmitted

to the roots of vegetables, and enters into their

composition. Thus a continual change is going on

in the vegetable kingdom, from organic life to

death, from death to decomposition, by which the

same gases are rejiroduced, which are again re-

quired to reorganize the same species of vegetables

into new life, or to enter into new comhinatioiis

necessary for animal or mineral production. The
animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms are com-
posed of some of the same elements, but in diffe-

rent proportions. It becomes the farmer, therefore,

to understand the nature and relative impurtance

of them all, in the preparation and supply of ma-

nures. We know of no work from which he can

derive more useful information on these topics,

than the excellent lectures of Johnston, of the Dur-

ham University, on agricultural chemistry and ge-

ology. The work is addressed to practical far-

mer.^, many of whom know nothing of scientific

chemistry or geology.

—

Conn. Farmer's Gaz.

CHEAP COVERING FOR OUT BUILDINGS.

It is frequently the case that farmers find it ne-

cessary to erect buildings, the real value of which

is scarcely sufficient to warrant the expense of a

coat of shingles, notwithstanding their principal

utility depends upon the circumstances of their be-

ing thoroughly tight and impervious to winds and

rains. Whenever such buildings are to be con-

structed, a very economical covering may be sup-

plied by thoroughly seasoning the boards, and cov-

ering them with common sheathing paper, previ-

ously dipped in tar, and spreading over the whole

roof a cement composed of tar, lime and sand.

This is represented by those who have tested its

value, to be equal in point of durability to shin-

gles or any other covering that can be supplied.

They who are desirous of economizing, would do

well to attend to this suggestion.

—

Maine Cult.

Most Important.—A man in Bristol, Md., de-

clares that the coming winter will be awfully se-

vere, because the onions have such thick skins—

a

sure sign. Thin skins, warm winter

—

thick skins,

cold winter: that 's the doctrine. What a lucky

thing that the world has been blessed with onions.

—Ibid.

There is what Goethe would call a naturalness

in the writers upon agriculture, that is very re-

freshing. Defending the breed of while cows against

imputations upon the quality of their milk, tiie Maine

Farmer enumerates as one of their virtues, that

they are sometimes handy to find of a dark night.—
Bost. Post.
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a^n horticultural rkgi5ter.

Boston, Wednesday, October 12, 1842.

TRIAL OF PLOWS AT ANDOVER, BV A COM-
MITTEE OF THE ESSEX CO. AORICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY.

Minutes of an Examin,Ttion of Plows piiterpH fiir Premi-

ums, «t Andnver, Oct. 4, 1812, by a Committee oltlie

Essex Agricultural Society :

Deserijition Power Depth of Width Earth lie-

of Plow. applied. Jurrow. of do. tamed, suit

tifx would show eiglit hundred at the same point where

it was found as he weighed up. Then another hundred

was ta];en off, and an examination made at the point of

seven hundred—and so on all the way down. Then it

was weighed up and drtwn again, before the permanent

marks were fixed. The insirument (/oes show the num-

ber of lbs. of power—and it shows too, that in common
plowing, a team does not exert more strength than is ne-

S«

The 7 Prouty plows, if we have added right, give an

average of 16 1-3 inclies of earth turned by 100 lbs.

power; and the 5 Ruggles' give 16 9-10. The average' "

depth of the Prouty furrows was a vcri/ sinall fraction,

over 6 1-5. That of the Ruggles exactly U l-.'i. The

width of the Prouty was lii inches ; that of the Ruggles-

11 4-5.

Any one who looks at the foregoing tables carefully,|J'

ry to lift from four to six hundred pounds directly ' will notice that generally wide and deep furrows give it

1. Prouty & Co.'s A.

7. Ruggles &Co'i
rd C.

.S5

33
31

36
34

37

44

33
40
33
33i
33

61
6
G

6''

fi

6

7i

12J
12

10

10

13

13i
13

12

13

11

lU
lOl

2.28

2.1!)

1.94

1.61

2.30

2 16

214

72

94
66
69
65

2.19

2.35

2.00

2 06
1.99

8. " Eagle

9. " sward D.

10. " Eagle

The above plows were drawn with two pair of oxen,

the same to each plow, moving moderatebj, on a grass

Bward, free of stones. Two of the plows were used

with a powerful span of horses, moving quick, as follows :

6 Prouty & Co.'s A. 40 Si 12 66 1.65

7. Ruggles&CosC. 40 6i 12 75 1 87

Note.—The power is estimated by supposing the dy-

namometer to be subdivided into 72 parts—and the re-

sult ii ascertained by dividing the quantity of earth turn-

ed by the power applied. P-

Quere.—In the uso of the dynamoraeler, it is apparent

that wo ascertain correctly the relative power applind to

the different plows; but I am not salisfiid that the num-

bers on the instrument show the actual power in pounds

weight—especially if those numbers from 1 to 9 are

intended as indicative of hundred ponnils. As you, Mr

Editor, are familiar with the use of this instrument, I

wish you would give such an explanation of it as we

farmers can understand. Can it be possible that when

the index of the instrument points to the numbers 4, 5

or 6, that only so many hundred pounds of power are

applied . If so, then four men attached to a plow would

be able to draw it. I wish you would give us an expla-

nation (if the actual force exerted by the team, when the

work is done as above meniioned.

Remarks BY the Editor.—The preceding minutes

and inquiry have been sent us, and we gladly give pub-

licity to them. We stated last week, that the committee

for trying the above plows, were unable to finish their

work on the day of the cattle show, and adjourned t"

the following Tuesday. They then met and completed

upwards. This may surprise many people, but the dif-

ference between piiliing directly upwards, and sliding

or rolling, is apt to be overlooked. Were a horse at-

tached to a rope that passed over a single pulley or

block, or fall, and then passed down without any doub-

51!

a plow an advantage in point of power of draft. The ''

Prouty plows, in this trial, made furrows a very Utile

wider and deeper than the Ruggles, and yet with this r^

advantage, its draft was a grain less favorable. In point ||

of draft alone, the Ruggles plow has here done a little

ling, to a tub in the well which you are digging, the the best; but the two are very nearly equal.

horse would be able to take up only a very small part of

what he could move easily in the cart. Two men, we
iliiuk, would ca.sily lift a tub, which it would require a

strong horse to raLse 40 or 50 feet, when thus situated.

Three or four men, could thoy conveniently exert their

strength in a horizontal direction, would probably move

a plow, in common sward land ; but though they can

exert this force for a short time, they are unable to con-

tinue it for many minutes. A man of ordinary strength

What the judgment of the committee was, we havi
^

not learned.

Our figures, as we omitted some fractions, are not pep ^

fcctly accurate. They are no improvement on those

sent us by P. They merely show the result in anotheii
j(

form.

The ease of draft, though an important point, is not

all that is to be considered in a plow. The ease witll

which it can be managed by the holder; the steadinesi

will carry three, or even four bushels of grain upon his and trueness of its run, and the quality of its work, arr

back for a few rods, easier than he will carry a single ' all of them imporlani; and should a committee fim

those from one factory surpass those from the other ill
^j

these respects, the difference in draft is not such as prohl _

ably would be considered material.

bushel s mile. The team, though it may be capable of

lifting fifteen or eighteen hundred pounds, may yet find

five or six hundred a wearisome load, when obliged to

carry it ten or twelve miles, as is the case in plowing an

acre. Take an ox wagon that weighs 2000 pounds, and

two men will move it on level ground—put on to this

wagon 8000 pounds, and it will require a strong team to

manage itcomfortably—and this too though the form of

the ox or horse lets him work in a favorable position,

while the man at the wagon is unfavorably placed. At

the single pulley, the. true place to try the power, man
will come nearer to the horse in strength than is gene-

rally supposed. We know not how near, but we think

two men would raise as much gravel from the well as

one horse.

The dynamometer used in the present case, had its

scale divided into 72 parts—the highest point indicated

900 lbs. Each division therefore, was one eighth of an

bundled pounds, or 124 pounds. The 35 in the table

ajjiiinst plow No. 1, is 35 eighths of an hundred—or it is

437^ pounds. The 33 against No. 2, is 412i pounds.

There is another form in which results are often pre-

sented, and perhaps we may help fome of our readers to

understand this trial better if we give it. Plow No. 1

required 437 1-2 Jbs. to move it: the furrow was 6 1-4

inches dfiep, and 12 3-4 wide. Multiplying these to

gethef gives 80 square inches of earth turned over by

the application of 437 1-2 lbs. power. Now make this

proportion : If 437 1-? lbs. will turn 80 inches of earth,

how many inches will 100 lbs turn ? Making the pro-

thc trial. A premium had been offered lor the best plow portions thus, wo find the fiillowing results, nearly—(for

—and any citizen of the county could enter his plow, we discard some of the fractions)

The consequence was, ih^it the committee were obliged ^ Proiity l^ Co.'s Plows—
to try many from the hands of the same makers. We
have previously stated that none were offered for trial

but those manufactured by D. Prouty & Co. and by

Ruggles, Nourse & Miison. The comparison, iherefoie,

is only between the instruments manufactured by those

two firms.

The scale of the dynamometer was graduated by a

balance makir. Af\er the spring was constructed, he

attached an hundred pounds weight lo it, and made n

mark where the index pointed ; then added anolher hun-

dred pounds, and made a mark—and so on up to the

nine hundred. Then he took off an hundred, to see

whether alter being bent by the greater weight, the in-

SOWED CORN.

The communication of Mr Denny, of Westboro

which will be found in another column, deserves th

attention of our readers. We have had several convei

satinns with Mr D. in relation to his crop, and are satis

fied that he measured with much care, and wa» parlict

lar to select spots for trial that should give no more tha

a fair average of his field; and are satisfied also, that h

land was not in a higher state of cultivation than muc

of the land on almost all fiirms.

MR TESCHEMACHER'S ADDRESS.

A part of the exercises attending the annual exhib

tion of the Mass. Horticultural Society, which we we

unable to be present at, was the delivery of an addrei

by Mr J. E. Teschemacher. We have now enjoyt

the pleasure of reading this production. It is an appr

priale and beautiful address. We shall extract from

for our next number.

No. 1.— A. 100 lbs.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Educate your Children Early.—What is the ob-

ject of education ? To form the character. How
is this to be done ? Not by lesaons, but princi-

pally through the influence of example, and circum-

stances, and situation. How soon is the child ex-

posed to these influences? From tl.c moment it

opens its eyes and feels the pressure of its mother's

bosom—from that time it becomes capable of no-

ticing what passes around it, and knowing the dif-

ference of one thing from another. So powerful

are the tjraduul and unnoticed influences of these

early months, that the infant, if indulged or humor-

ed, may grow into a petty tyrant at ten months old,

and totlle about in two years, a selfish, discontent-

ed, irritable thing, that every one but tlie mother

turns from in disgust. During tliis period, every

human being is making its first observations, and

acquiring its first experience; passes his early

judgments, forms opinions, acquires habits. They

may be ingrained into their characters for life.

Some right and some wrong notions njay take with

firm liold, and some impressions, good or bad, may

sink so deep as to be with scarcely any force, eradi-

cated. There is no doubt that many of these incu-

rable crookednesses of disposition which we attri-

bute to nature, would be found, if they could be

traced, to have originated in tlie early circumstan-

ces of life; just as a deformed or stunted tree, not

from any natural perversity of seed, from which it

sprung, but from the circnmatances of the eoil and

situation where it grew

—

Journal of Education.

Job Dodge, or the Stormy Day.—It was a half

drizzling, half stormy day in the middle of Novem-

ber—just such a day as puts nervous people in a

bad humor witli themselves and every body else.

Job Dodge was brooding over the fire immediately

after breakfast. His wife addressed him as follows :

"Mr Dodge, can't you mend that front door-

latch today ?"

" No," was the answer.

"Well, can't you mend the handle of the water

pail ?"

" No."

"Well, can't you fi-X a handle to the mop ?"

" No."

"Well, can't you put up some pins for the

clothes, in our chamber?"

"No."
"Well, can't you fix that north window, to tiiat

the rain and snow won't drive in ?"

"No, no, no," answered the husband, sharply.

He then took his hat, and was on the point of

leaving the house, when his wife, knowing that he

was going to the tavern, where he would meet some

of his V. et-day companions, asked him kindly to

stop a moment. She then got her bonnet and

cloak, and said to hor husband, " Ynu are going to

the tavern : with your leave, I will go with you."

The husbar.d stared. " Yes," said the wife, " I may

as well go as you : if you go and waste the day at

the tavern, why shall I not do the same ?"

Job felt the reproof. He shut the door; hung

up his hat; got the liamnier and nails; did all his

wife had requested, and sat down by the fire at

night, a better and happier man.

—

Siltcted.

A Bold Preacher.—Samuel Davies, when Presi-

dent of Princeton College, visited England for the

purpose of obtaining donations for that institution.

The King (George H.,) had a curio.'sily to hear a

preacher from "the wilds of America." He ac-

cordingly attended on one occasion when Mr Da-
vies preached, and was so much struck with his

commanding eloquence, that he expressed his as-

tonishment loud enough to be heard half way
over the house, in such terms as these: "He is a

wonderful man !" " Why, he beats my bishops !"

&c. Davies, observing that the King was attract-

ing more attention tl'.an himself, paused, and look-

ing his Majesty full in the face, gave him, in an

emphatic tone, the following beautiful rebuke :

"When the lion roareth, let the beasts of the for-

est tremble ; and when the Lord speaketh, let the

kings of the earth keep silence." The King in-

stantly shrunk back in his seat, like a schoolboy

that had been rapped over the head by his master,

and remained quiet during the remainder of the

sermon. The next day the monarch sent for him,

and gave him fifty guineas for the institution over

which he presided, observing at the same time to

his courtiers, " He is an honest man ; an honest

man." Not one of his silken bishops would have
dured him such a reproof.

—

Selected.

The latest Fish Story is this, from the St. Louis

Organ :

"A few miles from St. Lonis, on the Illinois

shore, are large lakes, which abound with fish of

the choicest kind. The prairies are filled with

cattle, which resort to the borders of the lakes, in

the heat of the day, and sometimes go into them up
to their middle and lash themselves with dripping

tails to keep the flies off. While a large two year

old bull of the Durham breed, was lashing himself in

the water and dipping his nose in the rippling

wave to cool it, an enormous fish caught him by

the nose and drew it under; when with a powerful

struggle he drew it up again; and you could see

the fish fast to his snout, half his length out of wa-
ter. The roaring of the bull and the thrashing of

the fish was quite an exciting scene, and the battle

continued some time, until the hull appeared to

grow faint, and eventually gave up: the last that

was seen of him that evening, was at some dis-

tance in the lake, when the rump of the bull would
bob up occasionally like a float. It is said that

the fish and bull were both found the next day on
the lake shore, dead ; the horns of the bull beinf

through the fish near the gills."

Horace Walpole tells the annexed anecdote of a

humane jailor in Oxfordshire, who made the fol-

lowing application to one of his condemned prison-

ers. " My good friend ! 1 have a little favor to ask

of you, which, from your obliging disposition, I

doubt not yon will readily grant. You are ordered

for execution on Pridiy week. I have a particular

engagement on that day ; if it makes no difference

to you, ivould you say 7ie.xt Friday instead .'"

Posthumous charities are the very essence of

selfishness, when bequeathed by those who, when

alive, would not give away a penny.

—

Lacon.

A secret is like silence—ynu cannot talk about

it and keep it; it is like money— when once you
know there is any concealed, it is half discovered.

" .My dear iMurpliy," said an Irishman to his friend,

"why did ye betray that sacret I told you." "Is

it betraying ye call it? An sure when I found I

was n't able to kape it myself, did 'nt I do well to

tell it to somebody that could .'"

—

Selected.

A Dutch Advertisement.—We copy this from aa
exchange paper:

—

Sothering.— I dakea dis vay to inform de biiblio

vot I can do—dat I can Make stove Bipe.-^, brass
Copper, and tin vork of any kind, from a Still vorin
to a Vistle, and I can Sother up de hooter, de bots

vot has hole in 'em, and make em just as coot aa

new. All dish I vill do for de Moneys, at mine
old shtand in dish little Village, neer Vare de car.

pentcr lives vot makes de Wheel barrows, mendi
sick Hosses and Tolcs de bell.

Haks Vanbruggen.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.
JOSEPH BKECK &. CO. at the New England Aqricii

lural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and52]\orlli Ma
kel Street, have for sale. Green's Patent Straw, Hay ai

Stalk Culler, operating on a mechanical principle not I elii

applied to any implement for this purpose. The most |,rni

inent effects of this application, and some of the conseque
peculiarities of the machine are:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum o( power requisi

to use it, that the slrenglh of a half grown hoy is suliicie

to work it efficiently.

2. Wilh even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bus
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claim
by any other machine even when worked by horse or slec

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which th

cut, require sharpening less olien than lliose of any oil

straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and
|

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as I

complicated machines in general use to get out of order.

SAYLE'S GARDEN ENGINE.
This is a splendid article. It will throw a constant stre:

of water to the distance of 50 or 60 feet, wiili great for

and ill case of fire would tte a good suhslitule for a fire i

gine. The most perCccl article for the purpose ever inl

duced. For sale liy J. BRliCK & CO., N'o. 51 and 52 No
Market street.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Urafl Chains. For sale by J. BRECK &C

No. 52 North Market si.

POUDRETTE.
For sale 200 Barrels Poudreite, at S2 per liarrel, 1

BRECK & CO, 61 and 52 North Market si., Boston.
May 18.

TYF, rP CHAINS.
Just received by 600 Chains for tyeing up Catlle.

These chains, introduced liy E. H. Debbv, Esq. of SaW
and Col. Jacques, for the purpose of securing callle lo

stall, are found lo tie the safest and most convenient ni

of fastening cows and oxen lo the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 No
Market St.

NEW F. NGLANU FARMER.
A WEKKLT PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in ailvunce, orf2 50 if not p

within thirty days,

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank

subscriptions and rernittancts for newspapers, with

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PKIKTERS.
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SCRAPS.

C/fMtiui? of Cows.—We liavo had one or two

atneciled assistance ; in every instance an eft'ect-

il assistance has heen given, by giving two or

ree e:irs uf roasted corn. Just throw the ears

Id cornl into the tire anil brown or burn them,

lot blaci; it'you can help it,) and it will be found.

>presunie, a certain cure. It has in no instance

liled with us. We have once or twice been

jiliged to repeat giving the corn a second time, but

!;ver more than twice.

P. S.—My wife tells me that five or sir ears

lubbins) should be given, and repeated daily as

ing as is necessary.

Potatoes.—Your ideas relative to lightness of

,il, are porfpclly correct; and any one may easily

3ve the fact. I had made the experiment before

Imw any tiling in your paper, and have never had

ly doubts since. Another circumstance :— I have

Iver been able to produce nearly as good a crop

I low land as on high land ; and if I wish to make
|-e of a crop of putatnes I always plant on the

\-hcst land I have. Again— I always plant lohole

I

latoes, and have invariably found the larger the

; d the better the crop. I have memoranda upon a

I
ip raised three or four years since, but they are

! voluminous for this letter. The result by mea-

i-einenl, in the half bushel, was 10 bushels to the

I
V where the seed was large, and 8 bushels only

I the row (of the same length,) where the seed

issmaii. Planted in drills at 11 inches apart.

I ame to this conclusion—that an equal quantity

I seed, targe or small, will produce an equal quan-

I
' oj potatoes—but those from the large seed will

[ duce the best potatoes, and will require less

I
und and be more easily dug.

Rolling Corn Land.— I am satisfied, by two or

I ee years' trial, tlint light land rolled when plant-

E will stand a drought much better than if it were

Irked.' This present year I had an excellent

\ U All my corn was rolled as soon as planted.

I fery severe drought e.\isted after the corn came
b and got to be a foot or a foot and a half high.

I 111 the plow, bar side to the corn, on each side

the corn ; and immedialrly levelled the interstices

h the cultivator; so that whatever was plowed,

s immediately afterwards levelled with the culti-

or. The ground thus managed, when turned

was moist and tine ; in a day or two not a sign

Tioisture was to be found : it was a complete dry

1 of well pulverized earth; while that part of

I field whicli had not been so served, (say one

I-d
of the field,) upon removing a seeming crust,

1-2 or 3-4 of an inch thick, exhibited a charming
||!isture. To complete the experiment, I left this

I'd untouched the balance of the season. It is

I'T all standing—and if any of your doubting cor-

I pondents could just visit the field and see how
I cli better the corn is on the untvorked part, I

I ik they would admit that rolling light lands and

leaving them unworked, will enable them to stand

n drought much better. With respect to weeds, I

find in the unworked part an abunJuiice of what is

here called ;>urs/n/; loin not botanist enough to

call it by any other name, nor do I know whether

that is the name you give it at the North. Here,

we consider it does no injury whatever to the land.

Ammig the parsley is here and there a stalk of

what is /lore called " lamb's quaiter," but what I

recollect is, at the North, called ])ig weed. I raised

an excellent crop of corn, some five or six years

since, and never put hoe, plow or cuttirator in it

after it was planted; and a wheelbarrow would

have held all the weeds upon eight acres. One

gentleman, who heard of the fact, rode ten miles to

see the corn and satisfy himself of the fact. It

was done thus: I plowed land that had never be-

fore been broken up, (virgin sod) eight inches deep,

with a lurrow slice of 18 inches, and laid in com-

pletely flat, and planted the sod in corn. The

next year I plowed the same land fourteen inches

deep, and again put it in corn, and this was the

yt'ar alluded to above;— it was the secoiul year I

had raised corn on the same land, without manure

and without any other cultivation than the plowing

previous to planting. The soil is a light, black

mould, of from 4 to ti inches deep; subsoil, a rich

sandy clay. You know our Western lands are

more easily cultivated and widely different, in many

respects, from your Northern lands, and I know not

how far the same results would answer the same

practices in your cold latitude. I am fully satis-

fied that early planted corn here, will so shade the

land by its rapid and luxuriant growth, as to pre-

vent many weeds from growing.

Turnips.~^\, and several of my neighbors, upon

trial, have become satisfied that good wheat cannot

here be raised upon land that had turnips the pre-

vious year. We have all noticed, also, that the

land seemed to be nearly dead for a year or two

after a crop of turnips has been taken from it, and

we have accordingly ceased to raise turnips on

land intended for wheat. What do you think can

be the cause .' * Our turnips are of the very best

kind ; as big as a hat crown, and 3 or 4 inches, and

even more, thick. Does not wheat follow turnips

in England^ Is it climate ? Is it soil ? Oris

it because we use no manure, and turnips exhaust

the soil .'

Cows and Calves.—^l have always found that

high feeding of cows immediately before and imme-

diately after calving, to be injurious. I know this

is contrary to the opinions and directions expressed

in all, I believe, the agricultural works I have ever

read ; still the fact with me is as stated. My cows

always do better at that time, i( no alteration what-

ever takes place in their feed. Two years since,

I determined to give a fair experiment. Two of

my cows had calves in the winter; one of the

calves was well housed and well tended ; of the

'As to the cause why wheat will not do well after tur-

nips, we can say nothing, for we know nothing. We
have found corn do but poorly, very poorly in tlie cartij

part of t\\c season, where it followed turnips.-ED. N.E.F.

other, which uvis dropped upon the snow, no care
was taken—nor was the mother sheltered at all.

The latter calf was decidedly the better animal,

though for a day or two it lay upon the snow, or

what was worse, " i/os/i," or melted snow. Facts
are stubborn things, and we must yield to them.
My feelings, I confess, were not very pleasant

while the experiment was going on ; but I thought
nature was sufficient to take care of itself; and the

opportunity to try the experiment was so fine, that

I could not let it slip. I did not expect to lose the

calf—but I had previously noticed that all my cows,

if left to themselves, both summer and u'inter, would

always leave home at calving time, and be absent

from one to six days, when they would come home
with the calf at their side. I have never housed a

cow during my residence in the West. They arc

regularly fed twice a day in winter—morning and
night; and after having been milked in the morn-
ing are turned out of the barn-yard, let the weather
be as it may— rain, snow, or sunshine. I endeavor

always to have plenty of ashes and sail in the

troughs in the barn-yard, which they lap at will,

and more or less daily ; and this keeps them, I

presume, in good health. This is a very simple

matter: fill a trough half full of ashes; put your
salt w^o« the ashes; the cattle, unaccustomed to

ashes, will lick the salt and get a taste of the ashes
;

they will soon be very fond of it, and will lick the

ashes alone if no salt be there. If your troughs

(like mine) ate not under shelter, and it should

rain, no matter—the salt v/ill only dissolve and

mix with the ashes. I renew the u^hes only as oc-

casion may require, but I salt once a week, whether

the old salt be gone or not.

Drinks.— I am a little surprised that buttermilk

has never to my recollection, been recommended
in your paper as a drink during harvest and the hot

months. At the South and West, it is always, I

believe, used. Sometimes it is mixed with water.

I, being a Yankee, cannot drink it at all times, but

of a right hot day, I know nothing more palatable

nor more refreshing than a glass of fresh buttermilk,

either with or without water mixed : a real old but-

termilk-drinker prefers it two or three days old ;

but under no circumstances can / drink it that old.

It is unnecessary to say I have written "currente

calamo," for the paper shows it. I have no time to

copy or to put it into form. Finding, after having

stated my private businnss with you, that I had

considerable space left, and knowing that Uncle

Sam would charge just as much fi>r conveying

blank paper as for matter that might be useful, I

concluded to fill out the sheet with some random
hints, which I hope may not be entirely de.stitute

of value. Your well-wisher,

A WESTERN FARMER.
St. Charles, (.Missouri.)

In civil jurisprudence it too often happens that

there is so much law, there is no room for justice,

and that the claimant expires of wrong, in the

midst of right, as mariners die of thirst, in the

midst of water.— Lacon.
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EXTRACTS FROM MR TESCHEMACHER'S
ADDRESS BEFORE THE MASS. HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

Guano.—" Owing to the kindness of Mr Benja-

min Bangs, of this city, who presented to me a

small portion of guano, brought by one of his ves-

sels, the Henry Lee, from the coast of Peru, it has

fallen to my lot to try the effects of this much cel-

ebrated manure on several plants. The chemical

constitution of this substance, renders it probable

that it is the excrement of birds, which has, during

countless ages, accumulated on the Peruvian coast,

where it forms beds of considerable thickness, and

where it has for several centuries been used by the

inhabitants of that sterile coast to raise luxuriant

crops of corn. There are this year sixty English

vessels employed in fetching this manure to the

English farmers.

The most recent, and probably most correct

antlysis of Guano, that by Voelckel, shows that it

contains many of the ingredients favorable to vege-

tation, such as several salts of ammonia, phosphate

of lime or the chief component part of bonedust in

abundance, potash, soda, and as much as one third

of organic matter, which would furnish humus with

a little clay and sand.

Immediately on receiving this Guano, about the

17th June of this year, I commenced my experi-

ments, which I will now explain in order, and as

briefly as possible.

First observing that all those plants which were

treated with Guano, were potted in a mixture, con-

sisting of plain earth without any manure, sand,

and a little leaf mould and peat, with which the

Guano was mixed—that those plants which com-
pare with them have been grown in our richest

compost, and that both have had the same atten-

tion, and been grown otherwise under the same
circumstances.

Fuchsia fulgens—one year seedling
;
potted 17th

June, 'i 1-2 inches high, with one teaspoonful not

piled up, of Guano; repotted 9th August, then 12

inches high, with another teaspoonful of Guano: is

now (Sept. 16,) 1 1-2 foot high.

The contrast between this and the two years old

plant, is very striking, both as to luxuriance of

growth and color of the foliage, the plant with Gua-
no being vastly superior. I think, also, that the

color of the flower is improved. It is well known
among gardeners that it is rather difficult to grow
this plant well.

Pelargonium—two seedlings grown with Guano
and one of the same sowing without: on the 17th

June, these two were potted with one teaspoonful

of Guano, and repotted on the 9th August with

another teaspoonful. Here also the difference in

favor of Guano is very great.

China Roses—two cuttings with Guano, potted

17th June, with one teaspoonful Guano—one was
then 7 inches high, the other 4 1-2 ; they are now
34 inches and 28 inches respectively, with large

healthy foliage and stem: these lia?e not received

a second application of Guano.
Cetosia cristata, or Cockscomh—one seedling,

with one teaspoonful, and one of the same sowing
without ; the size of the stem, foliage, and head of

that with Guano, is more than double that of the

other, and the difference in the green color of the

leaves remarkable.

Salvia patens—with one teaspoonful of Guano:
the effect here has been to lengthen the joints, and

the flower appears a trifle smaller than usual.

Acacia Farnesiana—a seedling, showing the

sizi; of the foliage and length of the joints previous

to the application of a teaspoonful of Guano, and
the remarkable growth of both afterwards.

Camellia—with two teaspoonsful, ]7th June, and
none since. This specimen, which was quite small

and unhealthy before the addition of Guano, as

may be seen by the lower leaves, exhibits in a most
marked manner, by its beautiful large deep green

leaves and healthy bud, the action of this manure.

I have also exhibited a Camellia grown with a

large proportion of fine wood charcoal. The fo-

liage and bud is extremely fine and luxuriant, and

of a very healthy green color, but, as may be seen,

not at all equal to that worked with Guano.
One Balsam, 17th June, two spoonsful, repotted

9th August, with two more to which a little lime

was added.

This is an ugly specimen, being nearly past flow,

ering ; but I sent it to confirm an observation in

the London Gardener's Chronicle, which states that

the Balsams worked there with Guano, came with

smaller flowers. It is evidently the case here, but

I have watched it carefully and found that not a

single flower missed bearing its seed vessel, and

that every seed vessel I have opened, is quite full

of perfect seeds containing from 14 to 20 in each.

I wish this point to be carefully remembered, as I

shall found some farther remarks upon it.

From what I have seen of Guano, it is quite

clear that its action is rapid and powerful on the

stem and foliage, increasing their size and deepen-

ing their green color : of this fact there can be no

doubt. I think it probable that it diminishes the

size of the flower in some cases, and that it im-

proves the seed, both in quantity and quality—of

this, however, much more experiment is required

to prove the certainty. I have one more remark

to make ; when those plants were repotted, which

received a second application, the roots were very

numerous, and appeared in the most vigorous health

—thick, succulent, pure white, the tips with that

hairy appearance so well known by cultivators as a

sign of strong growth.

In Peru it is customary, when using Guano to

raise pepper, to manure three times ; first on ap-

pearance of the roots, then on the appearance of

the leaves, and lastly on the formation of the fruit.

I think the experiment of its action on all fruits,

particularly the larger fruit trees, as apples, pears,

&c., will be extremely interesting, as well as on

the vine, which is well known to be excessively

greedy for rich food, particularly for bone manure,

the chief ingredient of which, phosphate of lime,

Guano contains in considerable quantity."

Observation of the Growth of Plants Important—
"I cannot resist the temptation to explain a single

instance where the close observation of the growth

of plants is of importance, and I do so more wil-

lingly as the result is likely to he useful, and bears

directly upon the interesting subject of Guano.

The nectariferous juices, or, as it is commonly
called, the honey in flowers, is usually separated or

secreted by glandular bodies called nectaries, and

this honey has by many been supposed to be of in-

dispensable service in the fecundation of the seed
;

but there are also glands on the leaves and leaf

stalks, (petioles) of many plants, which perform the

same office of secreting honey ; here, of course, it

cannot be of use for this purpose. Such glands

exist on the petioles, or leafstalks, of most of the

Acacia tribe, on the tips of three or four of the

lower serraturea on the leaves of Grewia, on vari-

ous parts of the leaves or stems of the Balsam, <,

Passiflora, and many other plants. Thes'> glan

only secrete honey during the youth and growtlj

the leaf ; it is then only that their operation ai

beautiful structure can be properly observed ; wh.

the leaf has attained its full growth and perfectic

the active part of these glands dries up, the ti'

for observing their powers is past, and the leaf th

proceeds in its own important function of elaboi

ting the sap. It has been lately surmieed, and

appears to me with every probability of truth, tl

this honey is an excretion thrown off, of the supi

abundant and useless part of the juices, after t

leaf or flower has selected all that is necessa

precisely analogous to the excretions of the anin

frame. I will attempt, very briefly, to show, tl

this view, if correct, is of some importance both

Agriculture and Horticulture. Mr A. A. Hayes,

Roxbury, in a beautiful, simple, and I believe ori

nal experiment, exhibited before the Chemical {

ciety of Boston, last spring, proved the existence

phosphoric acid (probably combined) in seve

seeds, by immersing sections of them in weak so

tions of sulphate or acetate of copper; in whate

part of the seed phosphoric acid existed, on t

part was deposited a precipitate of phosphate

copper: this was particularly evident in the sei

of Indian corn.

A certain quantity of phosphoric acid, or ph

phates, is therefore necessary to the existenci

these seeds ; and that part of the plant, (prolia

the flower,) destined to perform the function of
[

paring the juices for these seeds, must go on

erting its utmost powers in selecting and reject

until the requisite quantity of phosphates ami ot

ingredients for the seed are obtained. Now
phosphates in most soils exist in extremely mir

quantities ; therefore, those plants and floH
j

whose seeds require any quantity, must ext

large portions of food from the soil before they

select the amount of phosphates necessary for

perfection of their seeds ; and probably onl;

many seeds arrive at maturity as the plant can
]

cure phosphates to complete ; the remainder,

bryos of which are always formed in abunda

are abortive— that is, never come to perfection.

The same line of reasoning of course applie

the other necessary ingrediei.'ts of seed.-^.

therelbro, we present to a plant food cento iniii;

abundant supply of these ingredients, it seems

sonable to suppose that we shall produce i,

seeds, or rather that more of the embryo seeds

be perfected. Now I have before stated that

chemical analysis of Guano shows that it ccnil;

in abundance, most of the necessary ingredien

plants and seeds, the nitrogen of its ammonia

ing absolutely requisite for the cellular, vase

and other parts of the stem and loaves, an

phosphoric acid, as well as it nitrogen, tor

seeds; and if future experience should coi

what I have today stated as an opinion, thai •

flowers of plants manured with Guano bcc

smaller, it may be accounted for on the assi

tion that, as there is presented to the plant t
'

ingredients in abundance, particularly those ne •

sary for the seed, the flower, and its glands, w «

office it is to prepare the latter, have less wn

perform, less food to analyze, less to selet

less to reject ; hence there is no necessity to

them of so large a size as where much exertic*]

these functions is required. The seed will «||

be larger and in greater quantity.

I offer this train of reasoning on an absi
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iille understood suhjuct with the utmost diffi-

;•. md certainly under the impression that w.e

;i It yet sutficient evidence or experience on
-t interesting manure, to ofl'er a solid and

Miiunded opinion ; but it is at oil events a

' lit foundation on which to lay the supcr-

iire (tf experiment."

The Lndits— " 1 cannot help congratulatinjr you,

e we part, on the resolution to admit the ladies

participate in sell the pleasures of our meetings
;

r whether we reijard the department of fruit,

)wers, or vegetables, they are unquestionably the

ief supporters and promoters of Horticulture.

ere it not for female society, who would care to

corate the festive hall with flowers ? or would
e plodding man of business feel any interest in

ilivening the parlor window with the choicest

jButies of the greenhouse ? In the happiest hour
"her life, the maiden must be crowned with the

idal wreath of flowers ; is she sick, the fragrance

id delicate form of flowers soothes her weary day,

id assuages her anguish ; and when her pure
)irit is translated to heaven, flowers must deck
;r mortal remains and ornament her tomb. In the

ursuits which tend to brutalize the human species,

war, at the inebriating cup, or the gambler's

aard, man stands alone ; or if woman shares, hers

only the share of suffering. But in all those

jrsuits which tend to ennoble the race, to advance
vilization, or encourage refinement, there she
ands at his side to rejoice, to enjoy, to stimulate

y her applause, to reward by her smiles : so that

le presence and sanction of woman is a feather

hich wu may add with pride to the plume of Hor-
iculture : and to us, Horticulturists, her patronage
like the atmosphere of liberty to the free— if we

Bve it not, we languish and die. Let us, thero-

nre, hail her appearance at our assemblies and en-

erUinments with delight ; not as a boon conferred

y us, but as her right by all the laws of justice

nd chivalry. When we tilt for prizes, shall not

eauty grace out tournament and enliven our feast ?"

Jl Cheerful. Home.—What might there is in kind-
less ! What a thrill of pleasure is given by kind
/ords from a heart full of the true milk of humani-

y ! Happy the children who have such a father,

.nd blessed the wife with such a husband ! But
here is no man without his crusty moments ; the

i^ear and tear of business, the irritation conse-

[uent upon it, must sometimes give rise to harsh
rordsand harsh conduct, when at home in the do-

nestic circle. Then comes the test of the good
*ife—the looks of condolence and of affection, the

issiduous cares, the cheering words, the smile, the

ear of sympathy, and the »ionest, common sense
ind unselfish advice. Ah, if we could bear in

nind how necessary it is to bear and forbear, how
much more profiUtble. are (he words which turn
iway wrath than those that annoy, and engender
quarrels, how many homes that are now the abodes
)f misery, would be made cheerful and happy.
Sdtded.

Virtue.—The most vicious cannot but pay a ee-
:ret, though unwilling homage to virtue, inasmuch
IS the worst men cannot bring themselves thorough-

y to esteem a had man, although he be their dear-
3st friend, nor can they thoroughly despise a good
nan, although he be their bitterest enemy.

—

Lacon.

Murmur at nothing; if our ills are reparable, it

18 ungrateful ; if remediless, it is vain Ibid.

For the New England Farmer.

RED ANTS.
Mr Editor—Can you or any of your readers

inform me what can be done to pel rid of these

little pe.sts—these jrreat pesl.'i, I might say ?

My house (a new one, and as clean and neat as

new paint and good care can make or keep it,) is

infested with them from cellar to garret.

I saw, some time since, in a paper, that green

snge would cause them to leave any placu where it

was strewed around. This I have tried, but it does

no good.

Please insert this in your paper, and request any
old housekeeper who has been troubled as I am,

and been lucky enough to devise a remedy, to in-

form the public through the medium of the Farmer,

what remedy was applied. The sooner the better,

for they multiply like hornets.

Yours, truly,

A YocNG Housekeeper.
Boston, Oct. 1842.

Please answer this inquiry, any one who can.

—

Ed.

NEW ENGLAND FACTORY GIRLS.
During a collecting tour a few days since, a-

mongst our subscribers residing in Rowley and
Ipswich, (a pleasant route, by the way, where we
almost universally find a hearty welcome and prompt
pay,) we met in Rowley, with one of our town me-
chanics, employed upon the mason work of a neat

and commodious dwelling house. Now for whom
would our readers guess that this comfortable home
was constructing .' For the country seat of some
city merchant.' For the abode of some industri-

ous mechanic or thrifty farmer ? No, for none of

these, but for two factory girls, sisters, natives of

Rowley, and who since some of our enterprising

fellow citizens established manufactories here,

three or four years ago, have been employed in the

cotton mills of this town.

We know of nothing which gives us greater

pleasure than the witnessing such cheering proofs

of the sure reward which attends the labors of the

industrious and the prudent in this country. Here,
while merchant princes have been breaking ; while
the idle, the careless and the dissipated have been
wasting their substance ; while financiers in high
places have been swindling the public and their

employers out of immense sums, which like all

property dishonestly or unjustly procured, seldom
enriches those who obtain it, but is scattered they
know not where ; while the cry of hard times
and poverty has been resounding in half the habi-

tations of the land—these girls have illustrated

the truth "that the hand of the diligent maketh
rich." Their are no times so hard as to be an over-

match for intelligence and industry : these may
bid defiance to the rudest storms which sweep over
the land: they are indomitable: the hand of dis-

ease only, among all the ills which are abroad in

the earth, has power to blast their liopes.

These two sisters during the time which they
have worked in the cotton mills in this town, have
boarded in a respectable residence within sight of
the window where we pen this paragraph ; have
clothed themselves handsomely, and have saved of
their earnings, including, we suppose, the interest

on their earnings, about 81200. The house of

which we have spoken, will cost them about $1500,
and by the time the bills on it are called for, they
will, no doubt, be able to pay them all.

We perhaps owe an apology to the young ladies

for thus bringing them before the public; but we
have derived so much pleasure at hearing of their

prosperity, that we could not forbear to share it

with our readers, and to liold up their example for

the imitation of others.

—

JVeieburyport Herald.

A Beautiful Thought.—How {evi men seem to

have formed a conception of the original dignity of

their nature or the exalted design of their creation.

Regarding themselves only as the creatures of time,

endowed merely with animal passions and intel-

lectual faculties, their projects, and aims, and ex-

pectations, are circumscribed by the narrow outlines

of human life. They forget that instability and
decay are written, as with a sunbeam, upon all

earthly objects ; that this world with all its pageant,

ry of pomp and power, is crumbling into dust ; that

the present life is scarcely deserving of a single

thought, excepting as it forms the introduction to

another; and that he alone acts either a prudent

or a rational part, who frames his plans with a di-

rect reference to that future and endless state of

being. Sin has so blinded the understanding, per-

verted tiie will, and debased the affections, that

man never fails to invest some temporal good with

fancied perfection, and idly imagine that the at-

tainment of it would satisfy the desire and till the

capacities of the immortal spirit. Vain thought!

How little they know themselves I The soul is

not of the earth, and they will strive in vain to

chain it to the dust. Though its native strength

has been impaired, its purity tarnished, and its glo-

ry changed, it will always be a prisoner here. Send
it forth if you will, to range through the whole ma-
terial universe, and like the dove dismissed from

the ask, it will return without finding a single place

of rest— for it has no resting place but the bosom
of GoA.— Selected.

*'' Sail for Hogs.—Hogs, during the process of fat-

tening, should be supplied with salt as often as

once a week. It is no less advantageous to them
than to the ox, the cow or the sheep, and when
liberally given, is a preventive of many diseases to

which, from their continual confinement, and the

effects of hearty food, they are inevitably exposed.

Some hogs, also, are greatly benefited by it, and
will partake of it once or twice a week as eagerly

and to all appearance, with as good zest as they do

of corn or meal. Charcoal is also highly salutary

in its influences upon the hog.

—

Selected.

Mince Pies.—To make mince pies without ap-

ples or cider, take the requisite quantity of meat,

and one third the quantity of beets, that is common-
ly used of apples. Boil the beets, and let them
pickle twelve hours. Chop them very fine, and

one-eighth of grated wheat bread. Sweeten and

season with spices, &c. to taste. F. W. S.

[Albany Cull.

There are two things that speak as with a voice

from heaven, that He who fills the eternal throne,

must be on the side of virtue, and what He be-

friends must finally prosper and prevail. 'I'he first

is, that the bad are never completely ha|ipy and at
,

ease, although possessed of every thing that this

world can bestow ; and that the good are never

completely miserable, although deprived of every

thing that this world can take away.

—

Lacon.
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From the American Fanner.

BADEN CORN.

Last spring oarly, we pave lo our friend, Mr. J.

B. Egerton, a handful of Baden corn, lie promisin]];

at the time to plant it and report his success this

fall. The other day he reminded us of his promise,

and invited us to examine a hill of the stalks which

he had cut up with the ears on for our inspection.

Th''se w« presume were amonj; the tallest of

those which grew on his patch, for they ranged

from 14 feet to ](> feet 10 inches in height, and

the thickest at the lower end measured 5 inches in

circumference. This liill hore eleven ears on the

three stalks. We were informed by Mr E. that

the whole patch {8 by 20 feet) would average 9

ears to the hill, the majority of which were of me-

dium size. It is his opinion that there would have

been more ears on the stalks, but that the corn

lacked a free circulation of air, being located in a

confined yard in the first place, and had the mis-

fortune, in addition to tliat, of having tomatoes

growing among it. But our friend Egerton we

think has no right to complain of the yield of his

tiny field; for though only one hundred and sixty

square feet, it has yielded him more good corn

than we have seen in our day grow on the fourth

of an acre; for, strange as it may sound in the

ears of those who are in the habit of garnering ten

bushels to the acre, it is no less a fact, that Mr Eg-

erton's patch has exceeded 300 bushels to the acre.

This fact sho«ld go far to show how much labor is

thrown away, in attempts to cultivate corn upon

poor lands, and how practicable it is, with good
{

land, plenty of nian^ire, and good culture, to raise

an average crop of a hundred bushels to the acre.

Had this little crop of Mr Egerton had the advan-

tage of sun and air, we hav,e no hesitancy in saying

that he would have made fully ojie-fourth more.

His ground was as good as.manure and ashes could

make it, and only required a more congenial posi-

tion to have done for Its owner all that he could

have asked of itj but eveq under the inauspicious

circumstances of which we have spoken, aided by

his skill, Farmer Egerton roust from this day, hence-

forth, stand at the head of all amateur corn-grow-

ers.

A word more about the Baden corn. From our

own experience this season, we are convinced that

by an early planting, and with a rich soil, there is

no other variety more productive ; but it does not

come to maturity as early as other varieties.

Commissioner of Patents.—We have observed a

paragraph going the rounds stating that this excel-

lent officer is to be removed. As no cause appears

to be assigned, we hope that the report is without

foundation. So far as agriculturists are concerned,

we feel certain that such a procedure would be re-

ceived with feelings of profound regret, as the

disinterested and enlightened course pursued by

bim in behalf of their interests, has endeared him

to them by the mingled feelings of gratitude and

respect.

—

Ibid.

At a recent trial of Fanny Elssler, the French

dancer, befiue the Court in Paris, for a breach of

her contract with one of the theatres, it was stated

by the counsel that she received ,'6148,000 in the

United States for 178 performances, and the ro

VALUE OF APPLES FOR STOCK.

The following facts, communicating to a late

meeting of the Hartford County Temperance Soci-

ety, arc as interesting and important to the friends

of agriculture as they are to the friends of tempe-

rance. We have long believed that cider, at the

price it ordinarily is sold for in the market, does

not warrant the labor i.nd expense attending it,

and have doubted wjiether any but the choicest

varieties of the apple, could be cultivated and dis-

posed of in such a manner as to yield a profit.

Previous experiments have satisfied us that apples

are worth more for food than for cider ; but we

were not aware that the balance was so great in

favor of the former. The facts, however, commu-

nicated by Mr Clark, show it to be so, and his well

known character for integrity and intelligence, is

a sufficient guaranty for their correctness.

"Joel Clark, Esq., of East Granby, Ct., in 18.3.5,

for the first time instituted an experiment for test-

ing the value of apples for food for horses, and for

fattening swine and beeves. At this time he was

incredulous upon the subject. The result was con-

clusive proof to his own mind of their being deci-

dedly beneficial. The present year he has pursued

the same experiment with precisely the same re-

sults. Last year he slaughtered two hogs, which

weighed a little over 400 lbs. This year he has

slaughtered the same number, a smaller sized ani-

mal, one weighing 348 lbs., t:ie other 328. They

were fed, in both cases, exclusively on raw apples,

sour and sweet promiscuously, until a short period

before being butchered, and the pork is of the first

quality.

In August last, he discontinued the milking of

a cow, which he had designated for fattening, and

turned her into the summer pasture with his young

stock. On the first of October he removed her to

rowen feed, and commenced feeding witli apples.

The most she would have commanded in market at

this time was 13 to 14 dollars. He kept her seven

weeks, giving her nigbt and morning as raaiiy ap-

ples as she would eat, which was just about a bush-

el a day. The thrift was such as to excite the

particular notice of himself and hired man, and

equal that of any animal on any kind of feed. At

the expiration of the seven weeks he sold her ; and

to be Btill better able to know the result of his ex-

periment, he rode four miles to see her slaughtered.

A better beef is seldom found than this proved to

be. He received $28 30 for her, that is, $14 30

gain for seven weeks.

He fed at the same time, and in the same man-

ner, a two-year-old heifer, and with results more

favorable, rather than less. Though not the lar-

gest of his herd, she weighed, on being slaughter-

ed, ,573 pounds.

What farmer who understands at all the article

of profit and loss in the use of the products of his

farm, and consults his pecuniary interests simply,

will not be surprised to hear that this gentleman

has commenced operations for constructing a cellar

under his barn, for the purpose of preserving his

apples for feeding his stock during winter.

Mr Clark's orchards have producoil 150 barrels

of cidt'r, and even more, in a year, which he has

ence of $235, no trifle, surely, in the profits of one>

man's orchard ; or, if you value the cider at $1 per

barrel, the difference is $1.50.— SiV^ Culturist.

THE BEE MOTH.

Mr T. Hudson, of Hudson, Ohio, stales in tlift

Ravenna Cabinet, that; in his opinion, the favages J

of the great enemy of bees, the bee moth, may ba

prevented by the simple process ff thoroughly satil

rating the hives with salt, as the niilJer will not de^

posite its eggs in the hive thu.s prepared. His plan

is to plane and prepare the boards far the hive and

then let thein remain for » fen- days immersed in

strong brine. His own personal, observation and

experience as an apiarian, has led him to the abovft

conclusions and practice.— Cleveland Herald.

OJ^In the spring, about the time the bees com- •

inence working, we whitewash our hives for the

purpose of promoting the ho;ilth of the bees and

preventing depredations from the bee moth. We
put a good portion of fine salt in the white-wash,'

and pMt it on the hives, outside and inside up to

the comb, and apply it very liberally on the lower

edge of the hive and on the board at the bottom.

We learned the value of this by experiments on,

sHck bees. A number of patients were put in a[

glass and various remedies tried. When this was

offered they commenced eating it and recovered in

a few hours. We then ap|ilied the white-wash to

six or eight hives in which the bees weie dying

fast, and had ceased to labor, and the next day they

were all in good health, and able to do a good day's

work.

We are never troubled with the bee moth ot

sick bees. We apply the whitewash to the lower

edges of the hive, and on the board a few times

during summer. The boes sremed pleased with

it, and many of them take a good dose, though they

look w«li. They doubtless c/iisider prevenlion

better than cure.

—

Ed. Far. Jottr.

fit"

To Protect Grain from Rats.—One of our sub-

scribers wishes us to state for the benefit of his

brother farmers, that green Elder boughs scaltciec

in and about a mow of rye or other grain, will ef-

fectually protect it against the depredations of rats

These vermin are often very troublesome and de-

structive in their ravages in the farmer's barn ; and

if so simple a remedy will prevent their mischief,

it should be known and remembered by all

—

Far,

Gaz.
\

A farmer informs us that he drove the rats from n

his premises by laying stalks of green mullein, with I

the leaves and all as they grew, in the places fre-

quented by them.

—

Et. Far. Jour.

Deterioration of Broom Corn.—It has been l

found in diflTerent sections of the country, that broom l|

corn is deteriorating, in consequence, as it is snp-li

posed, of mixture with Indian corn, as it is inclined']

to run up at the top in a manner similar to the i

spindle of common corn. Where a mixture has

taken place, kernels of Indian corn have been found

on broom corn. Broom corn i.'i carelessly cultiva-l

ted near or by the side of Indian corn, even when '

sold to the distiller for .50 cents a barrel, because the seed is sowed for planting. To prevent dete

he knew no more profitable manner of disposing of

It. Now, the quantity of apples necessary to make

1,50 barrels of cider, upon the above estimate,

mark was made " that the Americins might have re- would yield, according to the results of his experi-

served some part of it for their European creditors."
]
ment in feeding this year, .$300—making a differ-

rinralion, seed should be selected from liandsome

'

plants, with well formed brush, and cultivated at a
'

distance from the other corn.— Far. Jour. '

Cheap.—Potatoes sell for 25 cts. in Boston.
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EXHIBITIO.N or FRUITS.

Siiturday, Oct. 8, 1842.

From J. M. hrs, of Salein, by Wm. Kcnrick :

xfori! Stump, Svvaar, Conn, Ronibo, Quince, Mi-

lel Menry I'ippin, and Piper Apples; Catalino,

liimliian Virgalion, Bt'llo Lncrntive, Beijrre Ro-

in ? Bcurre Ho3C, (tine specimen,) Bnffnni, and

pwiimnnt Pears; Red Cliei-k iWelacatoii (fine

cii: en.) and Seedling Peaches ; Coe's late Red
ims,

Fr< 11 Edmund Marsh, (iuincy ; fine specimen of

all'.cote and Lewis Pears.

From John Hovey, Roxbury ;
Quinces; Cataw-

nnd Sweetwater Grapes.

Fine specimen of Orange Quinces from S. W.
kfon, of Boston.

Wt. V Muscat and Isabella Grapes, bunches full

] ri by John Cass, Boston.

Coe s Gulden Drop Plums, fine specimen, from

nry Vandine, of Cambrid<repi)rt ; also Quinces.

Sweetwater Grapes, from Geo. V\al6h, Charles-

'n.

Baluwin and Russet Apples, extra size, having

in forced on young trees, by Eldridge Tufts,

Tibridgeport.

Liargo Red and Green Apples, from Rev. G. B.

•ry. East Bradford.

Ijonis Bon d' Jersey and Capiaumont Pears, by

in. Kenrick, Newton.

?roin the President of the Society, Portugal or

able Quinces— fine specimen.

<'rom R. Manning, Salem ; Beurre Bosc, Bezi la

tt, Bcurre lironze. Jalousie, Brown Beurre,

)c's Russet, Urbaniste, and Fulton Pears—all

1 specimens.

For the Committee,
'.

B. V. FRENCH.

From the Farmer'a Journal.

LIQUID MANURE.
\\r F/Ditor—When accounts of the great value

iquid manure, as proved by experiment.'-', have

n published, and its great utility is so evident

examining the subject, it is surprising that far-

•s do not give heed to the subject. Every one

ware that '' manure is the farmer's gold mine,"

great attention is given to the subject in mak-

compost heaps, procuring various materials, and

ing manure, often at a high price, all which

I be profitable ; but the far cheaper method of

ing li(]uid manure, should not be neglected, as

enerally is.

Animal bodies are constantly wasting away and

Hiring a new supply of matter from food. The
Jte passes ofli" in urine and contains a large

lunt of fertilizing matter, and being in a liquid

:e IS well adapted to support plants ; as soluble

Iter only can be taken up by the roots of plants,

ough dung may appear far more valuable, from

body and substance, that part only which is sol-

e will be appopria'ted by the plant to its support.

Arthur Young manured four equal portions of a

d, one with dry cut straw, another with straw

ked five hours in fresh urine, a third with straw

kcd in like manner fifteen hours, and a fourth

h straw soaked three days; to a fifth portion

hing was applied. The whole was tilled alike

1 sowed with grain. The product of the first

8 30, the second 50, the third 63, the fourth 126,

1 the fifth 9. This experiment demonstrates, by

the straw, tlie great value of vegetable lunlter for

manure, and by the urine, the great fertilizing pro-

perties of liquid manure, which is wasted by most

farmers in the country.

A fiirmerin Scoilnnd dug a pit near his feeding

stall, and filled it with loam, at an expense of 2'.i

dollars. On this he conducted the urine of 14 cat-

tle for five months, and the whole was sntiirated.

The contents of the pit were 280 loads, which were

applied at the rate of 40 loads to the acre. There

was no perceptible difl'erencc between the crops on

land thus miinured, and on that to which an equal

quantity of (lung was applied. So he considered

the liquid and solid manure of equal value when

applied to the land; and the expense in the saving

and application of liquid manure, will not justi'y

its waste, as it will aflord a large profit beyond all

the expense and trouble.

There are various ways of saving liquid manure,

and every farmer can follow that which is most

convenient, and by experiments learn which is

best. Dry loam, and litter, such as leaves, brakes,

weeds, refuse straw, &c., may be thrown on thn

floor to absorb the moisture, or a pnition of plaster

sufficient to be used with the manure, may be used

to absorb the moisture.

Another method is to make the floor light, with

a channel at the back part to drain the urine into

a cistern, from which it may be carried to the field

and sprinkled upon grass or tillage lands, or used

in a compost heap, or it may be directed on a quail-

tity of loam placed to receive and absorb it.

The cattle house may be so constructed that

loam, sods, &c., may be placed under the floor to

receive the liquid manure as it runs through. If

dry loam be used, it will require much less to ab-

sorb the liquid manure, and it will be much lighter

to cart.

As manure is of so much importance to the far-

mer, and as a large amount of liquid may be col-

lected and applied conveniently, and at little ex-

pense, I hope the subject will no longer be neg-

lected. Let every farmer contrive some method to

save it this fall, and learn from his own experience

its great value. Economy.

ALLOWANCE OF WATER TO HOR.SF.S.

It is b/ no means an uncommon notion that if

horses are to be got into condition to work, they

should be allowed to drink but a very small qu.nn-

tity of water. On what physiological basis this

opinion is founded, I con%ss appears to me a per-

fect mystery. Nevertheless, as many persons adopt

this treatment, it is fitting to notice it. For my
own part, I have ever found that it is an extremely

bad plan to stint a horse in his water, and I have

consequently always made a practice of leaving a

plenty of it at all times within roach of every horse

I ever had. Of course I do not intend to say that

when a horse comes in healed from exercise, he

should be suffered to drink, or should have a belly

full of water just prior to lieing ridden; but if a

horse be watered ad libitum in the morning, he

will not require to drink again for some hours, and

should never be allowed to do so then, unless per-

fectly cool. Those horses that arc only supplied

with a limited quantity of water at a time, and are

never permitted to slake their thirst fully, will be

much more liable to be griped, if at any time they

by chance should drink their fill, thun those that

are always sugered to take as nature dictates to

them; but should a horse have been hard worked

nml come into his stable very hot, I would, after

having seen him well dried, nnly give him a small

quantity, for two reasons : first, because his eager-

ness for water may lead him to drink mnre at a

time tlian is good for him; and, secondly, because

a large quantity of water will probably ciiiiso him

to break out into a cold sweat, in which he may re-

ihain all night, if not looked to. After having

taken a third, or less, of a stable pailfull of water,

he should be kept without any for some time, and
then be allowed to take what ho pleases. When,
however, yon intond to stint your horses in this

way, do not suffer your groom to offer him a pail-

full of water, and to take it from him when he has

drunk a small portion of it, but let just the quantity

you wish him to have, and no more be given to him ;

he will then feel lo a certain degree satisfied with

what he gets ; whereas by taking from him what
he expects to have, he becomes fretful and discon-

tented. In the first instance he makes up his mind
to slake his thirst with a short allowance of water;

whereas in the second his just expectations are

baulked in mid career, and his imagination cheated

as it were, in the height of his enjoyment—and

there is much more in this than may be sujiposed.

Physiologists are well aware of the connexion ex-

isting between the stomach and the brain ; and

those who have not inquired into this fact, must

either do so before they attempt to refute it, or to

take what I have 'said as proved.

—

Sporting Maga-
zine.

In Roberts's Life of Hannah More, we are told

that in 1783, Hannah More sat next to Dr. Johnson,

(the " giant of learning,") at a dinner party at the

Bishop of Chester's house. She says, '• I urged

him to take a Utile wine. He replied ' I can't drink

a little, child, and therefore I never touch it. M-
stinence is as easy to me as temperance would be

difficult.'"

They are buiMing a reservoir on a very large

scale at Fresh Pond, (West Cambridge.) for the

purpose of manufacturing ice the coming winter.

It is intended to pump up the water into the basin,

and allow it to freeze, which it will much more
readily do than in the pond, as the depth will be

but little, and it can be but slightly disturbed.

What won't be done next.'

—

Bost. Amer.

Education in the South.—The N. O. Picayune

has the following: "A gentleman in the upper

part of the Second Municipality, says that school

learning is of little use to a boy, and ho according-

ly teaches his son real practical knowledge, such as

he can get a living by—that is, he has kept him

turning a grindstone for about five years past."

.Yohle.:—Miss Harriet Martinenu,of England, the

authoress, has declined a profl^ered pension of about

$800 per nniinm, on the ground that the Premier

has no right to bestow public money at his plea-

sure, especially when the people are suffering from

the want of bread ; and for the additional reason

that the pension would take away her freedom of

speech. She appears to be in straightened circum-

stances, and expresses her willingnejs to work for

her support Selected.

A German farmer in Pennsylvania has given 200

bushels of wheat to the poor, as a thank-offering

for his abundant harvest.
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Boston, Wednesday, October 19, 1842.

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE AMERI
CAN INSTITUTE.

This Insiilute, whose object is lo foster and enconr-

Bge Ameiican skill and labor in all the various useful

purposes to wliich they are applied, hold annually a fair

in New Yorlt, which is kept open fir two or ihree weeks.

At Niblo's Garilens are brought every thing of new in-

vention, of exqui.site workmanship, of rare beauty and

excellence, or of remarkable utiliiy, which the posses-

sors are disposed to exhibit.

In the first saloon, last week, we found stoves, grates,

cooking-ranges, ovens, &c., &c., indescribable both

in form and finish. Small boats of rare beauty, and

several light carriages were in the same apartment.

Passing into the next room, we noticed India rubber

shoes clothes, &c.; also cloih of all the countless fab-

rics tiiat are common. Then in the large central saloon

were gathered articles of cabinet furniture, of dress, of

ornament, of every thin^, almost, in numbers more than

we had lime to count—in variety more than we dare at-

tempt to describe.

In the floral department were many fine Dahlias, and

the tables contained some good fruits.- The productions

of gardens and farms, such as beets, carrots, onions,

squashes, &c., &c., were many of them large and ex-

cellent.

Of agricultural implements the show was not exten-

sive. A few plows, straw-cutters, seed-sowers, &c.,

made up the rolleclion, in which we saw nothing new

or worthy of special notice. Onr visit, however, was too

early : we saw only a portion of what will be found

there this week.

The part of the Fair which we were more immedi-

ately concerned in, was the plows and plowing. Be-

fore giving a description of these; we wish to remark,

that the inconvenience of giving a fair trial to plows and

plowmen by a society which holds its principal Fair in

the centre of a large city, is so great, that the trial is wit-

nessed by only a few people, and does not draw to it

many competitors.

As the reporter for the New York Herald, who was

on the ground, by some mesmeric or other skill, con

trivod to divine ihe decisions of the committee with

great accuracy, and has made them public, we take the

liberty to say that the report of the committee will ap-

pear somewhat in the following form.

Plows were entered for competition by

F. L. Wyckoff, of Flatbush, L. I.,—VViskonsan plow.

Cornelius Bergen, Bro(.klyn, L. I,,—Bergen's self-sharp-

ening plow.

Minor, Horton & Co., Peekskill, N. Y.— M., H. & Co.'s

plow No. 22.

Philip S Crook, Brooklyn, L. I.,— Bergen plow.

Charles Howard, Hingham, Mass.

Also lor exhibition and plowing, there was entered by

Mooers & Slater, Ithaca, N. Y.—Side-hill and level-

land plow.

The jjrouii/l upon which the plows wcTe tested, was

a cliiyev loam, quite dry and hard at the swr/acc, wilhaul

• much swiird, and unfavor.ible for smooth and handsome

work, ll required, however, less power of draft than

would he requisite in most soils.

The competitors were reqm'sted to turn furrows each

12 inches widii and 6 deep. The following table gives

the power required for each iilow,and Ihe weight of each.

Average power. Weight.

F. L. Wyckoffs Wiskonsan plow, 3:15 lbs. 140 lbs.

C. Bergen's Self-sharpening do. 3324' 131 '

Minor& Horton'sNo. 22 do. ?.2r> ' 139 '

Phillip S. Crook's Bergen do. 312i

'
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Mooers & Slater's Side-hill do. 335 ' 166 '

Mr Howard's plow, sent by him from Massachusetts,

did not arrive.

After testing the draft and examining the work exe-

cuted by the .several plows at the trial for plowing, the

judges decided unanimously, that of the plows entered

for compeiition and tried by them, that

Minor, Horton & Co.'s No. 22, is best;

F. L. WyckofTs Wiskonsan, next best.

Mooers & Slater s Side-hill and Level-land plow is an

implement of ingenious construction, which accomplish-

ed its work well.

Ploicing.

At the trial of Plowing, there were four entries, and

the lots were drawn as follows, viz :

No. 1, by Cornelius Bergen, of Brooklyn, L. I.,—Ber-

gen's Self-sharpening plow.

No. 2, by Philip S Crook, of do. Bergen plow.

No. 3, by Mooers & Slater, Illiaca—Side-hiU "

No. 4, by F. L. Wyckoft', Flatbush—Wiskonsan "

Each of these plows v^as drawn by a span of horses.

No. 5. Minor & Horton, of Peekskill, N. Y., who had

made no arrangements fjr plowing, allowed their plow

to follow a yoke of oxen picked up on the spot at the

moment, and indulged Col. Wm. L. Stone, of New York,

with the privilege of acting as plowman.

Each lot as staked off, was about 210 feet by 27, and

contained about one-eighth of an acre. The texture and

condition of the soil were the same as that on which the

draft of ihe plows had been tested.

The following table (from our private minutes,) gives

the time and number of furrows taken by each team to

do its work ;

Time. JVo. offurrows.

No. 1. Cornelius Bergen's, 24 min. 24

' 2. Philips. Crook's, 33 ' 22

< 3. Mooers & Slater's, 28 28

' 4 F. L. WyckofTs, 35 ' 24

' 5. Minor & Horlon's, 40 ' 27

After nn examination of the work, the judges unani

mously decided that

Lot No. 3, plowed by Mooers k. Slater, was best.

I < 4 'by F. L. Wyckoff, was «con(f do.

.15 'by Minor&Horton,wnst7iir(i(io.

This trial was made at East New York, six or seven

milesfrom the city. After the labors of the committee

were over, an off hand speech, and a good one too, was

made on the field, by Chauncy P. Holcomb, Esq
,
of

Newcastle, Del.

He had seen four plowing matches in two or three

weeks : one at his home, where the thing was new ;
and

he found that in a day or two afterwards the plowmen

on his own farm were »ieing with each other, and doing

better work than ever before. Tliis he looked upon as

only one of numberless instances in which the plowing

match would influence plowmen to do their work at

home better than before. At Albany, he said the judges

of plowing were not allowed to see the teams and men

work, but" were to decide by examining the lands nfler

the work was completed, but without knowing by whom

the lands were plowed. He would prefer to see the

men and teams while at work.

At Hartford, Ct., the Yankees drove ahead—plowed

furrows 15 or IG (not to over state)- 15 or IC inches

wide—[22 and 24 inches, said a Hartford man in the

company]—yes, 22 and 24 inches wide—but he (Mr H)

was afraid to come up to the truih. In England anc

Scotland, they plow a 9 inch furrow, and he prefirre.

one much narrower than those he had seen at Hartford

These are but one or two points of Mr Holcomb's np

propriate and spirited address.

WORCESTER COUNTY AGRICULTURAL FAII-

Was holden on Wednesday last. We regretted ihi «

necessity of failing to attend it; but until we put our i'

self into the hands of some animal magnctizer who cai
'"'

endow us with ubiquity, we shall probably be unablo li

^^
witness a show in both New York and Worcester at tbi _
same hour. From several who were at Worcester, wi "'-

learn that their show was very fine—that the plowini
j,

match was well contested, and that the horticultural ex II^

hibition came, in excellence, close upon that of ihf["

Mass. Horticultural Society. The Address, by M;

Mason, we hope to lay before our readers next weel;

PLYMOUTH COUNTY CATTLE SHOW.

This Fair also was well attended, we learn, and

better than usual.

THE NEW JERSEY CATTLE.

While in New York last week, we saw four oxen .11;

a cow, about six years old, all raised on one farm i |i
,

New Jersey, that surpassed in size all that we have eT(|
'

before seen from one flock. They are all from on["

bull — a Durham, we understood. The oxen wrig

from 3800 to 4000 lbs. each, and the cow weighs 3lli

lbs. They are perfect masses of fat.

THE EMPIRE OR SYRACUSE OX.

This animal is the largest we have seen.- His weigl

is about 4100 lbs. : he is between 6 and 7 years old.

good looking ox, hut not remarkable for any thing bi [t:.

size. He is now in New York, at the Fair of the Ame
1

ican Institute.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

exhibition of fruits.

Saturday, Oct. 15, 1842.

By Sam'l Pond, Cumbridgeport—Dix Pears; v.

large and fine.

By Dr. R. T. Underbill, Vineyard, Croton Point.N. r

—Catawba Grapes, very handsome.
||

By Henry Plympton, Boston—St. Michael Pears^- II

good speoimen.

John Cass, Boston—Isabella Grapes.

By Hon. E. Vose—Apples: Pickman's Pippen, Kii

of Ihe Pippens. Pears : Columbia Virgalieu, Prmci

St. Germain. White Chasselas Grapes.

By James Arnold, New Bedford—Twentysix varieii

of Pears for names. The Committee decided on pari

them as follows:—No. 2, Beurre Diel ; Nos 4 and I

Louise Bonne de Jersey ; No. 5, Mont Marie Louis

Nos. G and lo, are the same variety, but the name is u

known ; No. 7, Beurre de la Motte .' No. 8, Pope's Qo
jj

ker; No. 9, Van Mons' Le Cure; No. 10, Napoleoi
I

No. 12, Gloux Morceau ?
,. , , I

By J. L L. F. Warren. Brighton—Three dishes I.'{

bella Grapes, for premium. A Seedling Peach—ve

fail. Citron d' Hiver and Washington Precox AppkJ

By M. P. Sawyer, Boston—Belle of Flanders Pears
j

C. Kingsley, Northampton—A Mammoth Pippen
|

weight 1 lb. 2 oz.

By Thos. Dowse, Cambridgeport-Seckel Pears— ve

superior; Broca's Bergamot—an excellent specimen.

By Azel Bowditch— Russet Apples—a goodspecime

For the Committee, 1

S. POND. I

Neutrality is no favorite with Providence ;
for we i

so formed that it is scarcely possible for us to stand ne

ter in our hearts, although we may deem it prudent

appear so in our actions.

—

Lacon.
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M \SS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
\:i adjnurneii Meeting of the UlassacliuscUs Horli-

1 Society will lie liclci on Salurday, October 29lh, at

. ;<,A. M.
EBEN WIGHT,

[ 10 Rccordinf^ Secretary.

TIlKa.MOAlKTltlCAL
l!t.n.irteillorllir New Englunil Farmer.

if the rheimoineteraltlie Caidenof the proprietors

. ...: .<eiv Eiiglaml Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shuUed

ortierly jxpostire, for the week ending Oct. 16.

~OcI 1842. |6,A.M. |12, M. |
6,P.M.

|
Wind.

"onday,
uesdav,
Vfln^'sday,
htirsduy,

'ri i.iv,

falurday,

'Und.iy, 161 39

69
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MISCELLANEOUS

HARVEST HYMN.
Tlie God of harvest praise

;

111 lotid ilianksgivint;, raise

Hand, heart and vnice
;

Tlie \alleys lauirli nnd sing,

Fiiri'sls and mountains rint;,

Tlie [ilains their iriljiile bring,

The streams rejoire.

or food for man and be i-t,

Jehuvah spreads a feast,

Above, beneath
;

Ye herds and flocks draw near,
Fowls, ye are welcome here;
His p,iodness crowns the year

For all that breathe.

Garden and orchard ground,
Anturnnal fruits have crown'd,

The vintnije glows:
IlfTH F'lf nty pours her horn,
There the full tide of corn.

Swayed by the breath of morn,
The land o'crflows.

The wind, the rain, the sun,

Their genth; work i)ave done ;

W'ould'st thou be fed,

Man, to ihy labor how.
Thrust in the sickle now,
Reap where thou once didst plow

—

God sends the bread.

The few seeds scatter'd wide,
He hath so multiplied,

That thou may 'si find

('hrist's miracle renew'd :

With self-producing food,

He feeds a multitude

—

He feeds mankind.

The God of harvest praise;

Hand*, hearts, and voines raise,

With sweet accord ;

From field to garner, throng.
Hearing your sheaves along,
And ill your harvest song,

Bless ye the Lord.

Yea, bless His holy name.
And your heart's thanks proclaim

Through all the earth :

Be joyous o'er your lot

—

'T is comely,—but be not
The Giver's due forgot

Amidst your mirth.

[Selected.

From the Olive Branch.

SHORT SERMON ON GOSSIPPING.
"For all the Athenians and strangers which were

there, spent their lime in nothing else but either to tell
or to hear some new thing. "—jJcf* xvii, 21.

The first tliinjr to be noticed in this scriptural ex-
tract is, that all the Athenians were engaged in the
traffic of the article, news: not one exception: both
rich and poor, servant and master, male and female,
parents and children, all returned to their homes
laden with the concerns and affairs of each other,
each contributing to the other's stock of informa-
tion. Only think for one inoment—every house a
news office !_and just imagine yourself a specta-
tor at their evening repast. What a commingling
of voices, as each strove to tell what he heard, and
nt the same lime asserting that his was the most
important and the most likely to be true, as it came
from a source where there was not a shadow of
doubt as to its correctness. Now, reader, can von
not form some opinion of this family circle ? Oh,
I can almost fancy I hear them converse.

The ne.vt in course is, that stranfreis were em-
ployed in the same way. But how could it he that

those who were entirely disinterested, could feel

so intensely about the affairs of a stranger city ?

Why, I venture to e.xplain it on the principle of

curiosity. The inhabitants of the city did not tell

strangers the plain truth about iriattcrs, but gave a

crimson coloring to every report they circulated.

And who, I ask, would not have a curiosity to in-

quire, even if they were strangers, about things of

so glaring a hue ? I say without hesitation, that

the common incidents of a city or a town, or a vil-

lage, cotilil not interest a stranger; but those same
incidents cotdd be decked in a hue sufficiently

bright to call forth the inquiry, "Are these things

so?" which would naturally lay them liable to the

charge of possessing the same news-gathering pro-

pensity with the Athenians. Again—"they spent

their lime in 7iothinf; else." What a picture ! A
whole city discarding business, as of minor impor-

tance, to a knou lodge of the characters, property,

relations and future prospects of their neighbors.

"To tell or hear some new thing," implies at

once that those who told news,- e.xpqcted to be paid

in the same coin,—a coin too, they considered of

more value than gold, or they would not have spent

Iheir whole time in this loquacious calling.

Well, perhaps you say, those Athenians are dead

and gone. Yes, so they a/e, but their spirit and

disposition, like the mantle of the prophet, has de-

scended upon our New England. If any of my
readers ever dwelt any time in a country village,

they know what is meant by the text. About every

country place with which I am acquainted, have a

news exchange, where representatives meet and
tell all they know, and what they cannot find out,

they guess at, and report accordingly, for a fact.

Will any one attempt to say that persons so en-

gaged are innocent.' A person who t.eals in news,
will always exceed the bounds of truth. Mark
this. There is not generally real news enough to

suit noted trafficliers in this article, so they invent,

exaggerate, and color enough to keep the market
full. I repeat, a busy-body in oilier folks' matters

will always lie. I never would, nor ever shall give

credit to the stories of any one whom I know
abounds in information about that which concerns
him not. Time is a commodity too precious to

idle away, much more to spend it in injuring the

characters and blasting the prospects of olhers.

But, you say, all news is not ot this tendency. I

answer, those who tell news, never tell the good;
that is not congenial to their tastes. It is that

which deterioralts that pleases the palate of a gos-
sip. This evil prevails more among the female
community than with the other sex. It originates

in idleness. I am a keen observer of what is pass-

ing around me, and I have ever found that those

females that are industrious and attend to domestic

avocations and improvement of the mind, are far

from this habit of communicating intelligence.

The fact is, their mind is employed about their

own affairs, and not their neighbors'.

To all those who have chosen this occupation
through life, to bo called "the mail," I would give

one word of advice. Re sure to tell only what
you /?ioio to be the truth

; guess at nothing
; give

no coloring to any incident, if you wish to attain

to respectability in your calling.

This is the first sermon that ever I wrote, and
lest any of the fraternity of ministers should have
the Inmor of this discourse, I shall give you my
name at full length, that all may know just how I

prize a tattling tongue. Choose ye a more worthy

employment, that your sun may go down and not

see your couch wet nith tears of anguish, for th

mischief you have done to others, and fur the Unit

precious time, you have worse than thrown away
iMaktha An.n DoncE

Hamilton, Mass., Sept., 1812.

Drunkenness is the vice of a good constitution
of a bad memory :— of a constitution so tieach(

ously good that it never bends until it breaks, or
a memory so treacherously bad, that it remcmbi
the pleasures of gettmg drunk, but forgets the pa
of getting sober.

—

Lncon,

GRBEK'SPATEBiT STRAW CUTTER.
.TOSKPH BRECK &. CO. at the New England As-ricuj:

turai Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 61 andsaNonh Ma

M

ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay arl

Slalk Culler, operating on a mechanical principle not hedi

applied to any implement lor Iliis purpose. The most |iroii
|

inent effects of this application, and some of the consequo '

peculiarities of the machine are :

1. So great a reduction of ihe quantum of power rcquiii

to use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is suliicie

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bus "

els a minute, which is full twice as last as has been elamn II

by any other machine even when worked by horse or sica
]

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which I'l

cut, require sharpening less oflen than those of any oili

straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and n |,'

together very slronj;ly. It is therefore not so liable as 11

complicated machines in general use to get out oforder, j'

6AYL.E>S GARDEN ENGINE.
This is a splendid article. It will throw a constant slrea

||

of water to the distance of 50 or fi(l feet, wilh great fore
'

and in case of fire would he a good substitute for a fire e i

gine. The most perfect article lor ihe purpose ever intr Ir

duced. For sale by J. BRECK & CO., No. 51 and 52 Nor
Market street.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suilahle for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leaJiug Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CC

No. 52 North Market st.

POUDRETTE.
For sale 200 Barrels Poudrette, at S2 per barrel, bv

BRECK & CO, 61 and 52 North Market St., Boston.

May 18.

TYifl rP CHAINS.
Just received by 600 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derby, Esq. of Sakii

and Col. Jacques, for the purpose of securing cattle lo tl

stall, are found to he the safest and most convenient mm
of fastening cows and oxen lo the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 Nori

Market st.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKLT PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or$2 5J if not |i;

within thirty days.

N. U.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, witli>

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DE^•NErT, PKINTf.RS.
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N. E. FARMER,

flJ^VVe most chcprfully comply with the re-

jest of ihe Corresponding Secretiiry of llie Socip-

before whicli the following well written address

ns delivered, to trive it an in.<;ertion in onr col-

nns. Tlic profession and circumstances of Mr
'ason, do not allow him to become practically ac-

jainted with nil the minutia! of agricnlture, and

cannot be expected of a yonng lawyer, to give

e results of personal c.vperienco in farming; but

e opinions of men in other pursuits in regard to

e habits and customs of farmers, and in regard to

eir duties and the matters in which they are do-

:ient, are always valuable. We have read the

Idress with much pleasure, and we believe it will

! quite acceptable to our readers

—

Ed. N. E. F.

ADDRESS
elivcred before Ike Jforcester Jigricullural Society,

October 12, 1842, by Joseph Mason, Esq., of
Templelon.

Gentlemen ok the Societt—You have assem-

ed here on this occasion under circumstances

.ghly encouraging to the objects of your meeting,

le blessings of Divine promise have again been

luchsafed to you in the timely return of seed time

<d harvest.

' The little germs which were cast into the earth

t a few months ago, fostered by warm suns and
pious showers, and the nightly returning dews of

aven, have sprung up and brought forth fruit,

me thirty, some sixtv, and some even a hundred

d.

A season of more than common productiveness

3 rewarded the labors of the industrious husband-

in with an abundant harvest, supplying not only

; most ample provisions for the approaching win-

•, but products of superior excellence to exhibit

I our mutual edification and improvement.

And now, at this closing season of the harvest

)ors, you have brought in hither the best

lits of the earth and the firstlings of your flocks

d herds, not indeed as a sacrifice, but to display

!m as a voluntary to the tutelar deity of your
;ation.

While these exhibitions are highly gratifying to

i taste, and afford an occasion of a most interest-

(J
festival, it can now hardly be doubted that they

otribute much to the improvement of agriculture,

disseminating a knowledge of the best objects

matters of cultivation and exciting among the

•mers a generous emulation to excel in the quali-

and quantity of the products of llieir farms.

But these are not the only advantages which
ve been derived from Agricultural Societies and

hibitions. Their chief benefits have been con-

•red by their instrumentality in awakening and

•ecting attention to the subject of agricultural

provemenL

Previous to the establishment of these institu-

»ns, but little attention was given in this country

improvements in husbandry. It was thought

Ifficient to till the earth in the " good old way,"

id consequently the wasteful and exhausting mode

of cultivation which was practiced in the first set-

tlement of the country, when lands were plenty

and fertile, still generally prevailed. It is now but

twentythree years since the first anniversary of this

Society. Then not a single weekly agricultural

paper was published in New England. The JVeiv

England Farmer, which is the oldest paper of that

cha'racter, was not established till the year 1822.

About this time, a spirit of inquiry was awakened

which has already led to great improvements in

husbandry, and which promises still more important

results. Who cannot perceive that within the

short period to which I have alluded, a most favo-

rable change has taken place, in the improved con-

struction of the implements of husbandry; in the

more thorough cultivation of the soil ; and in fine,

in the greater neatness and productiveness of the

farms.

But even such a comparison does not give a

just conception of the actual benefits which have

already been derived from this increased attention

to agricultural improvements.

The richness of our virgin soil was sufficient for

many years to sustain it against the effects of the

most exhausting mode of husbandry. For ages

had it lain at rest and been annually enriched by

a fresh deposite of vegetable products, which form-

ed a layer of rich mould upon its surface, which

was greatly increased by clearing the country, and

the conversion of wood into ashes. Rut this store-

house of food for plants was rapidly exhausting

where nothing was done but plow and sow and

reap, and must have resulted in a progressive dete-

rioration of the soil, had not the progress of decline

and waste been checked by the introduction of im-

provements in the manner of its cultivation.

But, Gentlemen, although you have much occa-

sion for congratulation in the improvements which

have already been made in agriculture, you have

still greater occasion for further efforts in this work

of improvement.

I cannot. Gentlemen, be expected to give you

the results of my own experience. My occupation

has not led me to give very particular attention to

the practical parts of husbandry. Having, howev-

er, passed much of my life in an agricultural com-

munity, I have not been inattentive to the great

leading interest of those around me. I rejoice

that an increased attention has been attracted to

the great subject of agricultural improvement. I

rejoice that the great value of these improvements

is now becoming more generally understood, and

that a spirit of inquiry and investigation now more

generally prevails. In many of the countries of

Europe, as well as in our own, the subject is now

commanding the attention of the intelligent and en-

lightened.

In Flanders, Felgium, England, Scotland, and

France, greater progress has been made than in

our own country. Pattern farms and agricultural

schools have been established. Commissions and

other measures to obtain and disseminate agricultu-

ral information, have been instituted. The light

of science has been brought to its aid, and has led

to many experiments by intelligent and sciuntific

agriculturists, based upon practical experiment.

The prejudice which formerly existed, and which
now exists to some extent against Agricultural So-
cietios and "book farming,'' as it is contemptuously

called, is gradually yielding to the light of reason

and the clear demonstration of stubborn facts. It

is, indeed, a prejudice indulged only by weak and
ignorant minds, and which tends to degrade the

agricultural profession from its true character as

one of the noblest of the .sciences, to the mere
drudgery of the field, and to place the labor of the

farmer on a level with the labor of his ox.

Is it true that in the great art of 'cultivating the

earth, science can afford no light and furnish no

improvements Is it true that thought and intel-

ligence have nothing to do with it ? Then, indeed,

" book farming" is a mockerj# But then, too, may
a blockhead be as good a farmer as any one .'

Then, too, is agriculture degraded below all other

occupations; for among all the other arts which

are exercised by man, there is not one which has

not become intimately connected with science, and

which has not been elevated'' and improved by the

connexion. There is, indeed, a sympathetic con-

nexion between all the arts and sciences, for they

are only the various consequences and results of

the universal and harmonious laws of nature. The
great improvements which have been made in the

arts during the past fifty years, is the direct conse-

quence .of the unparalleled progress of physical

science during that period of time. Of what incal-

culable advantage has chemistry been in the arts

of coloring, bleaching and tanning; in extracting

metals from their ores, and the conversion of iron

into steel ; in the manufacture of glass, paper,

paints and varnish ; in purifying and refining the

precious metals, and a great variety of manufac-

tured articles. Nor have the sciences of mechan-

ics and practical geometry been of less advantage

in the whole art of building, in raising weights, in

the construction of arches and domes, and in esti-

mating and applying forces. The application of

the principles of science to the construction and

manufacture of all kinds of machinery, has led to

astonishing improvements in every art to which

machinery is applied ; in the manufacture of all

kinds of cloth, as well as of a great variety of arti-

cles from the metals. But in no manner has the

application of science to the arts conferred so ex-

tensive and universal benefits, as by the great dis-

covery of the use of steam as a mechanic power.

Time would fail me were I to attempt to enume-

rate the wonderful results of the employment of

this power in driving all kinds of machinery, and

in propelling cars upon railroads, and vessels along

rivers and across the ocean. Nor is there occa-

sion for me to do so. It would be a work of supe-

rerogation to point out other examples to show the

great benefits of science to manufacturers, artists

and mechanics. Nearly all the discoveries by

which the arts have been advanced, have been the

results of patient scientific investigation and expe-

riment. The same may be said with equal truth

of improvements in agriculture. Hy whom was

discovered and made known the [theory of a rota-
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tion of crops, by which lands may be kept under

constant cultivation without exhaustion? Who
have originated the various methods for reclaiming

and improving waste lands ? Who have suggest-

ed the improvements which have been made in the

plow and other implements of liiisbandry ? Who
liave introduced into use the various compost and

other artificial manures ? To whom are we in-

debted for the introduction of a great variety of

new fruits and grains ? T feel that F do not Ijazard

the truth by saying that these improvements, almost

without exception, have been made by men of ac-

tive, intelligent, and cultivated minds, who have

studied agriculture as a science, and who have

been led to these results by frequent experiment

and careful and systematic examination.

And yet. Gentlemen, even at this day, we occa-

sionally hear such men sneered at as "hook far-

mers." I admit that mere book farming—mere
theory, which is not based upon practical experi-

ment, can be of no advantage. I am aware, too,

that the scientific agriculturist who labors by expe-

riments to make discoveries for the improvement of

agriculture, does not always labor most profitably

for himself. But thiFis equally true of him who
makes experiments in any department of science.

There is no magic glass by which we can see and

understand the operations of nature, as Joe Smith
reads tlirough the stone spectacles the pretended

revelations o( God. The laws of nature are dis-

covered only by a patient examination of her works.

Experiments which cost much labor and money
may fail—wholly fail : but when by repeated ex-

periments, a new fact or principle of science is dis-

covered, which in its application to the arts and
occupations of life, tends to relieve the sufferings

or increase the conveniences and comforts of man-
kind, then is all the cost and labor rewarded a hun-
dred fold. Nor is the benefit of the discovery limi-

ted to the discoverer. By him, indeed, estimated

merely in a pecuniary point of view, the knowledge
may have been purchased at a dear price. But to

the world it is transmitted free of cost. Its bene-
fits to mankind are coextensive with civilization.

Wherever the light of science sheds its rays, the

value of such a discovery i.s realized by every indi-

vidual who will avail himself of it, to as full an ex-
tent as by the original discoverer.

This is true of every valuable discovery in agri-

culture. An improvement once well established

and tested by experiment, will speedily be adopted
by every intelligent and skillful agriculturist, and
become not merely an individual but a nltional

blessing.

It has been said that he who makes two spears

of grass grow where <inly one grew before, is a

benefactor of his race. How deeply tl.en are we
indebted to the scientific agriculturist who makes
known a new principle in husbandry, causing not
merely two blades of grass to grow in the place of

one, but many tons of grass to grow where none
ever grew before. And yet in many places a sys-
tematic husbandry has accomplished all this, in the
reclaiming of waste lands, transforming worthless
swamps and marshes, covered with wild flags and
rushes, into cultivated fields, waving with grass
and grain ; redeeming the barren and unproductive
parts of the earth; making the wilderness and sol-

itary place to be glad, and the desert to rejoice

and blossom as the rose.

But notwithstanding considerable improvements
have of late been made in agriculture, there is per-

haps no one of the arts of life which has received

less benefit from the application of the principles of
science, nor is there any which could be more pro-

moted by the application.

A knowledge of chemistry, botany, geology, and
mineralogy, would be a great advantage to the ag-

riculturist ; but an acquaintance with chemistry,

especially, is of the utmost importance. It explains

to him the nature of the various kinds of soils,

teaches him how to analyze them, and discover the

difference between those which are sterile and
those which are productive, and thus enable him to

sup])ly to the former those materials or elements
necessary to render them fertile.

By chemical analysis he may be able to ascer-
tain those principles or agencies which are produc-
tive of the most rapid and luxuriant growth of
plants, and by supplying these elements to the
soil, obtain with the least expense, the largest

quantity of vegetable products.

By similar means he can learn the changes which
take place in soils during the process of vegetation

of particular plants ; what element of fertility is

taken up or extracted by each, and thus adopt his

crops to the nature and conditions of his soils.

And as all manures are applied to sustain the fer-

tility of the earth, an analysis of these will teach
the kind and quantity which may be applied with

profit to each particular kind of soil.

A knowledge, too, of the process of vegetable
decomposition, and the effects of decaying vegeta-
ble and animal matter in the different stages of pu-

tresence will enable him to use these to the best

advantage in enriching his fields.

It is said by Dick, on the authority of another,

"that the celebrated Lavoisier cultivated 240 acres

of land in La Vendee, on chemical principles, in

order to set a good example to the farmers; and
his mode of culture was attended with so much
success, that he obtained a third more of crop than
was procured by the usual method, and in nine
years his annual produce was doubled."

The application of chemistry to agriculture may
well be considered the highest branch of that noble
and useful science. For if we consider the vast

extent and infinite variety of the objects and mate-
rials to which agricultural chemistry may be ap-

plied, and its unequalled importance in improving
the art of producing food for man and animals, and
as constituting the great source of national wealth
and prosperity, it must be admitted that while it

presents a field for noble and philanthropic efforts

for the benefit of our race, it also affords objects for

the most nice and critical analysis ; subjects for the

most careful experiment and investigation, and the

broadest scope for philosophical study and reflec-

tion.

It has been said that "the undevout astronomer
is mad ;" and it may be as truly said that the sci-

entific agriculturist who has observed and studied

the works of God as annually manifested in the

changing seasons, the growth of vegetables, and
the wonderful adiptation of the earth and its pro-

ducts to the wants and comforts of loan, and who
does not feel his soul lifted in devout gratitude to

the Author of all these blessings, is mad indeed :

for he might plant and water in vain, did not God
give to him the increase.

I have, Gentlemen, already alluded to a rotation

of crops as among the benefits derived, and to be
derived from the application of the principles of

chemistry to agriculture.

The utility, and even necessity, of an occasional

change of crops, seems to be generally admitted,

and a practice corresponding to this belief, genera

ly prevails. I apprehend, however, that the princ

pies of this theory are not much understood, ai

that the crops cultivated, and the order of ths

succession, are usually determined by accident

convenience, rather than by any examination

their effects upon the soil and its capabilities

further production.

The theory of a rotation of crops is plainly inl

mated by the usual operations of nature. A fore

of pine trees when cleared away is usually su

ceeded by oaks, and in the same manner, pine ai

hemlock generally succeed hard wood. 0th
trees alternate on the same principles. The vai

ous grasses also interchange naturally. For i

stance, a field of clover will often change "per 3

into other grasses.

Experience too has demonstrated, that the cul^

vation of the same plants upon the same field f

several suci-essive years, will exhaust the soil, ai

that the fertility of land is better sustained by

frequent interchange of crops.

Chemistry explains the reasons of these fad
and teaches how they may be made subservient

the improvement of agriculture.

It is found by chemical analysis, that differc

plants are composed of different elements or su

stances, and that these are combined in them
various proportions. And as all plants derive th«

principal nourishment from the earth, it is obvio

therefore that different plants will extract from tl

soil those particular elements or substances

which they are composed, and which are, cons

quently, essential to their growth.

Hence the cultivation of one kind of crop on tl

same field for several successive years, will exhai'

the soil of those elements or components whii

form the principal substance of such a crop, and co

stitute its peculiar food.

It is immaterial whether the process of ahsor

tion by the roots of vegetables, be merely mechai
cal, as some suppose, or whether there is a chen
cal operation by which the roots of a particul

plant separate from their combination in the sc

those elements only which form its substance, a

which, therefore, nourish it and promote its growl

Those who maintain the former theory—that t

operation is merely mechanical—that a plant

liable to take up by its own roots whatever is ne

to it in a state of solution— maintain, also, that

the process of digestion or assimilation, whatev

is taken up by the roots that is not congenial

the growth of the plant, and is not altered by tl

vital action, is excreted or thrown off, as in tl

process of animal life.

Which ever hypothesis may be true, then, the r

suit is the same. One supposes that a plant tak'

nothing from the soil but what it can assimilaK

the other, that it returns to the soil every thir

which it cannot assimilate.

(neither case the soil becomes exhausted

those particular elements which the plant growit

upon it can assimilate ; and the fact is well attoa

ed that the same crop cannot be repeated toadvaii

tage, until by some means the exhausted elerneni

of the soil are restored. This was formerly doni

and is now, to some extent, by letting the land li

fallow— it being erroneously supposed that tb

soil, like animal nature, required repose.

But it is obvious that a soil thus exhausted b

the growth of one kind of plants, may contai

enough of the elements necessary to the produc

lion of other plants composed of different substar
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es and requiring ilifloront food to nourish and sus-

»in them. Those in their turn inny bo succi'cded

y a third and fourth crop of dilFcrent plants suc-

essively, in ns many yours—each extracting cer-

Rin components of the soil necessary to its sup-

ort, and leaving behind or returning to the soil

ther elements required for the growth and proJuo-

ion of other kinds of crops.

Thus in three or four years the land may again

ecome prepared for a crop like the first of the so-

les, and so on again successively in rotation.

In this manner, the skillful farmer may keep his

nm under a constant system of cropping, and at

•^e same time improve its fertility and increase its

oducts.

Bat it is evident that this result will not be ac-

omplished by a mere succession or rotation of

rops without regard to their kind or adaptation to

le nature and condition of the soil. Unless the

nation be established upon well considered scien-

fie principles, there is no guarantee of success:

11 is hazard and uncertainty. For as different

lants require different kinds of f(jod, and as diffe-

3nt soils contain different component elements, it

I obvious that a rotation of crops, in order to be

uccessful, must be established with reference to

hat tlie plants require and what the soils contain.

It is, therefore, only by a knowledge of the na-

ire of his soils, and the kind of plants they are

dapted to produce, that the farmer will be enabled

establish a judicious rotation of crops. With-
ut going into a more particular e.\amination of

lis theory, I will allude to one more important

rinciple belonging to it, and which should be con-

dered in establishing a rotation of crops.

Plants while green, derive much of their nour-

hment from the air ; and those which have large

laves exposing a large surface to the atmosphere,

erive from it much more nourishment than those

aving a slender stalk and small leaves. Those
rops which remain upon the land to ripen after

leir leaves become dry, are found to exhaust the

uil much more than those which are taken off

ircen, because during the time the fruit is ripon-

ig, the plant draws its whole nourishment from

le soil. These are generally called white crops,

•hich class includes all our grains. The green
rops, including potatoes, carrots, turnips, beets,

nd some others, exhaust the soil but little, and
hould always be embraced in a rotation of crops,

8 they serve to ameliorate the soil.

Little of a systematic rotation of crops prevails

1 any part of this country ; but in many parts of
lurope the system has been carried to great per-

sction, and been practiced with eminent success

nd upon a large scale. Cliaptal, a French writer,

ays that by this means " nearly the whole sea-

oast of Belgium, consisting of sterile sand, has

•een rendered as fertile as the best soil ; and the

ichest harvests have followed a judicious system
,f cropping." " Upon the sands in the neighbor-

lood of Burges, Ostend, Niewport and Arvens,"

ays the same author, " the cultivation of the grains

s made to alternate advantageously with that of

leans, cabbage, potatoes and carrots." "In the

Iry bed of sand which forms the soil of Cumpine,
he industrious inhabitants have, with equal suc-

;ess, vanquished all obstacles and fertilized the

loil. It is surprising," says he, " to find in these

ilains of sand, excellent crops, which by their judi-

;ious arrangement, are constantly ameliorating the

oil."

Equally satisfactory results have attended a sys-

tem of rotation of crops in England. It is said

that the Karl of Leicester, whose Iai;ds lie in the

county of Norfolk, and are similar to the lands in

our own county of I'lymoulh, by his judicious rota-

tion of crops and other improvements which he in-

troduced, increased the rents of his farms from
iwontyfive to two hundred thousand dollars a year.

The great secret of good husbandry is to obtain

the greatest amount of crops with the least ex-

pense and the least detriment to the soil. Extra-

ordinary crops may be obtained with but little at-

tention to principles of vegetation, by applying
large quantities of manure and bestowing unusual
labor; but this can be done only to a very limited

extent, and as the expense of cultivation is in-

crensed in proportion to the increase of crop, but

little advantage is gained.

Economy is the fundamental principle in agri-

culture. I have endeavored to show how a farmer
may economize the strength of his soils, by a sci-

en'ific rotation of crops.

By attention to the same principles of science,

applicable to a system of cropping, he will be able
to make the most economical use of his manures.
As there is a great variety in the nature and fer-

tility of different soils, in order to make a judicious
application of manures, a farmer should not only

understand the different qualities and components
of his soils, but he should also have a knowledire
of the component elements and effect of the various
substances which he uses as manures. These are
composed of a variety of elements, which consti-

tute the food of plants. A knowledge of these is,

therefore, necessary, to enable a farmer to select

and apply as dressings, those fertilizing substances
in which a particular soil is deficient, and which
are consequently necessary to render it productive.
The importance of chemical tests is strikingly

illustrated by another fact, mentioned by Sir Hum-
phrey Davy. He says that some lands of good
apparent texture, are sterile, on account of some
noxious principle which they contain, and which
cannot be discovered by common observation, but
which may be easily discovered and destroyed by
a chemical test and remedy. The salts of iron, he
says, is one of these noxious substances, and this

chemists have discovered may be destroyed by
lime, and the soil rendered fertile.

I have thus endeavored to show in what manner
a knowledge of chemistry may be an advantage to

the agriculturist. I might go further with my il-

lustrations, but I fear I have already wearied your
patience.

I am aware, gentlemen, that some may reply to

what I have said, that a knowledge of chemistry
may be a great advantage to the agriculturist, but

that to obtain this knowledge requires much time
and study, and that farmers generally have little

time to devote to such pursuits.

Lr;t me not be misunderstood. I do not pretend

that every farmer must be thoroughly acquainted

with all the branches of chemistry, or be able to

make a nice analysis of his soils, or of every plant

that grows upon them. He should, however, have
an acquaintance with the different kinds of soils,

and the nature of the ; different species of plants.

Ho should also understand the principles of chem-
istry applicable lo agriculture, and then the knowl-
edge requisite to a systematic husbandry may be
easily acquired by experiments upon his own and
analogous soils.

A great number of such experiments have al-

ready been made and are now continually being

made, in this country and in Europe, a knowledge
of which may bo obtained by every farmer, through
the medium of the various agricultural newspapers
and journals of our country. From these alone he
may learn a great nuiiibor of facts and experiments,

and acquire considerable knowledge of the princi-

ples of agricultural chemistry.

Every man who cultivates a farm, should take
and read a good agricultural newspaper. Every
intelligent firmer who will do this, and use the

other means of knowledge within his reach, may
obtain the knowledge requisite to establish a syste-

matic husbandry, by which he may essentially in-

crease the productiveness of his lands.

I would not advise every farmer to attempt new
experiments. To do this, except on a small scale,

might prove ruinous to a man of limited means, or

a very limited knowledge of science. There are

those who may do this, who have ample means and
time to devote to such objects,—men whoso minds
have been rendered acute and subtle by the study

of science, and habits of observation, and who are

therefore better qualified to seize upon minute indi-

cations, and conduct a course of experiments to a

successful result.

I would, however, advise every farmer to obtain

by the means which I have suggested, a knowledge
of such experiment.s, and avail himself of every ad-

vantage they afford.

Every fiirmer has much leisure time to read.

The long winter evenings can be devoted to no

better purpose. If he is not afraid of "book farm-

ing," he may find, in addition to the agricultural

papers, many excellent and practical works upon

the different branches of agriculture, by which ho

would be both entertained and improved— unless,

perchance, he knew the whole before.

Nor is the mere pecuniary advantage the only

benefit to be derived from the pursuit of scientific

knowledge. Beyond all that there is a compensa-

tion not to be computed, in the pleasures of intel-

lectual cultivation, and in the new interest and

attraction which it gives to every agricultural ope-

ration.

" Happy the mnn who, studying Nature's laws.

Through known effects can trace the secret cause ;

His mind possessing in a quiet state.

Fearless of furtune and resigned to late
;

And happy too is lie who decks the bowers
Of Sylvans, and adores the rural powers."

Gentlemen, I will come now to the inquiry,

whether the requisite amount of scientific knowl-

edge is possessed by the yeomanry of this our own
beloved Commonwealth .' And I think it must be

admitted ihat it is not;—that a better acquaintance

with the principles of science is required to carry

into effect a systematic husbandry. I infer this

from the fact, which is sufficiently obvious, that

but little of a scientific husbandry prevails in this

State. And I appeal to you if the inference is not

warranted.

I would. Gentlemen, be the last person to de-

tract from the high reputation of the farmers of

Massachusetts. I have lived too much among them

not to know their worth. They are and ever have

been, my friends and neighbors. But while I honor

their incorruptible integrity, their devoted patriot-

ism, their high aonse of duty and justice, their gen-

eral intelligence, and strong common sense, I

would excite them to use the faculties which God

has given them, in the study of his works, and to

avail themselves of all the aids which a knowledge

of science can afford, to improve the art of culti-
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vating the earth. It was aaid by Lord Bacon, that

" knowledtje is power." And the extent of the

power which the af!;riciilturist acciiiires by a kuowl-

edge nf niitnral science, has no oilier limitation

than tlie systematic operations of Nature. A Unowl-

edge of her laws gives him the powor to use these

as his instruments and agents by conforming to

their operation. In its application to agriculture,

it is not only true that " knowledge is power," but

power is wealth, or that which makes and increases

wealth. It is the power which a knowledge of the

laws of vegetation gives to the agriculturist to ta.i;

to the utmost tlie productive energies of the earth,

by conforming to those laws and to draw from iier

those exhaustless stores of agricultural wealth

which lie latent within her.

Farmers of the County of Worcester: These

considerations present to you the strongest induce-

ments to the acquisition of scientific knowledge.

Apply yourselves, then, to the work of agricultural

improvement. Pursue your inquiries and experi-

ments as far as prudence will allow. You will all

find enough to do. The system of husbandry is no

where so perfect as to be incepable of improvement.

You should not be satisfied with doing as your fath-

ers did before you. Tlie old way may be good,

but it is quite as likely to be bad. It should only

be followed till a better way can be found. It is

as absurd now to suppose that no further improve-

ment can be made in husbandry, as it was when
Cincinnntus plowed his field with the limb of a tree

for his plow-beam and a knot for liis coulter and

shear. And yet undoubtedly many farmers in the

days of Cincinnatus, believed that no improvements

could be made in the plow then used. Though
we may smile at such folly, I can easily believe it

to have been eo, when I find the maxim, " Change
not your plow," ascribed to so wise a man as Cato

the censor. Beware then, that you do not commit

a like error. Do not beguile yourselves into su-

pineness by the fallacious dogma, that agriculture

has attained its ultimate perfection. Such is the

tendency of every age. But so far is it from the

truth, even now, that it may more properly be said

that agriculture, as a science, is yet in its infancy.

It is but a little more than thirty ycar.s since atten-

tion was first attracted to ngricultural chemistry in

England, by Sir Humphrey Davy, in a course of

lectures before the Board of Agriculture. The
first work upon the subject which appeared in

France, was that of Chaptal, an eminent chemist

and practical agriculturist, which was published in

1833. No American work upon the subject, of a

scientific character, was published, that 1 am aware

of, until within a very recent period of time. And
these, I apprehend, have been but little read by

practical agriculturists, or the principles which they

leach but little applied.

It has been my design, gentlemen, to draw your

attention to this subject, and awaken your minds

to a conviction of its importance. If there is any

truth in the views which I have expressed, (and I

sincerely believe there is,) then these truths should

stimulate you to increased cffVirls in tin; work of

agricultural improvement. Let not the farmers of

Massachusetts be outdone in exertions to promote

the progress of agriculture.

No where in the wiile world are there stronger

inducements or better opportunitios to advance
that noble art. If our soil is by nature compara-

tively sterile, so much more need have we of the

aids of science. Our civil and religions institu-

tions have secured to all liberty of thought, speech

and action. Our schools and seminaries of learn-

ing afford to all the advantages of a good educa-

tion. Where, then, if not here, ought we to ex-

pect agricultural improvements to be made? Who
are more capable of doing it than the independent

and educated yeomanry of our own Commonwealth .'

Gentlemen, neglect not the opportunities by

which you are surrounded. Apply yourselves to

the improvement of agriculture. Mndeavor to raise

the standard of agricultural education and render

the profession more attractive. Our schools should

all be made seminaries of agricultural knowledge,

that the young who are destined to the pursuit of

agriculture, may bo educated in its principles.

Let these principles be the subjcots of your daily

study, reflection and conversation. Summon to

your aid the principles of science, and diligently

apply them to the cultivation of the earth. Com-
municate your own experience to your neighbors,

and obtain from them the results of their experi-

ments and inquiries. Endeavor to establish ( ir

yourselves the best system of husbandry, and set a

good example for the imitation of others. Thu?
may you increase your own and the nation's wealth,

fill the land with plenty, beautify and adorn the

country, and make our agriculture the glory of the

State.

" The fame that heroes cherish,

The ginry earned in deadly fray,

Sliiiil fide, decay and perish.

Honor waits, o'er all the earth.

Through endless generations,

The art that calls the harvest forth,

And feeds expectant nations."

ADAPTATION OF CROPS TO SOILS.

One of the evils which grows out of our contin-

ual efforts to force soils to our own purpose, reck-

less of the laws of God, is the introduction of poi-

sonous or hurtful plants or grasses—such as ergot,

buttercup, darnel, or tares, &c. Where do we
most frequently fine acrid and poisonous plants .'

Certainly it is where we apply our strongest and
most forcing manures.

Mr Whitlaw, who has paid much attention to the

subject, and written on it extensively, has arrived

at the grave conclusion—a conclusion based on

numerous facts—that a very largo number of

sheep and cattle in our highly cultivated section of

country, are poisoned, and not a few destroyed by

these selfsame acrid plants. Among these, proba-

bly, no one among us is more destructive than the

buttercup.

Will it be said that cattle and sheep will not eat

it on account of its bitterness? Perhaps not, to

any great extent, as long as they can get better

feed. But sometimes grass is short, and they bite

so close that they receive a little of it. This is

especially the case with those animals that are

most highly domesticated as we call it—that is,

diverted from nature's path. The wild animals,

whose instinct is more perfect, will seldom eat lau-

rel or buttercup. Buttercup, however, is chiefly

eaten in the form of hay. Our strongly manured

grounds abound with it, and the cattle in winter,

can hardly separate it wholly if they would; and

some of our younger, tougher, half starved cattle,

will not try to do so.

Here it will perhaps be asked, why sheep and

cattle—if these notions are correct—do not oftcner

die ? To this, I reply, it is for the same reason

that men do not oftener die from eating poisonous

things. They are tough. The current of life is

onward. The poison is usually in small quanti-

ties. In the cow or sheep it is often divided be-

tween the mother and her suckling. In the hard- "!

working animal it is carried off, in part, by perspi- '

ration. In others, however, it irritates slowly, and
gradually paves the way for disease, if indeed, it !

does not actually induce disease. Besides, as it is

difficult to elevate a race that has been deteriora-}*''

ted, or even an individual, God has provided against

its rapid detPrioration.

The truth is, however, that both men and the ani- "'

mals, properly so called, in our highly cultivated

society, are more or less poisoned continually.

Lay open the first passages—the alimentary tube—
in man or domesticated animals, and you vfill gen.

erally find a degree of subinflammation, as medical

men call it. This state of things—this unnatural

redness of the stomach and intestines— is by no
means harmless. Grant that no ulcers form, still

the parts are injured ; and all other parts or or-

gans are injured from sympathy.

Hence— I repeat it—an additional reason for

a more simjile, natural and healthful cultivation of

our soils, and as strong argument against over-

stimulation. I wish this subject might be fully in-

vestigated. What is wanted is to apply the light

of science and religion to the pathway of the hus-

bandman no less than to that of other men, of more
fashionable, but not more useful cmjiloyments.

W. A. A.

(U^The above is one of a series of articles upon
agricultural topics, which are being published in the

Dedliam American, and written, we presume by

Dr. Alcott, whose pen has little respite from its la-

bors of benevolence. To question the orthodoxy

of the writer's positions upon matters of animal phy-

siology, would, poriiaps, be heretical ; for he speak*
by the authority of knowledge. But in regard to

another of his positions, which.comes more particu-

larly within our province, we wish to make a few

remarks. We never suspected that/iigA cuUiration

will produce the buttercup. It grows abundantly

on some moist soils—but it grows in the pas-

tures that M'ere never tilled or manured, as abun-

dantly as in fields. Clean tillage, connected with

the highest manuring, helps to remove it from the

land. It is generally true that rich lands, «(/(

tilled, give us crops as free from noxious weeds and

plants, as any other grounds.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

SPARE THE BIRDS.

I was right glad, friend Smith, that you have

taken up arms in defence of the poor birds. The
barbarous fashion of shooting sparrows and robins

lias gone quite out of date with decent men. There

are now only a parcel of great grown up boys,

two fisted, almost men-kind of boys—who deem it i

a great thing to carry on this miserable warfare.

I saw one coming home after his day's campaign
;

lie was six feet high, with an old rusty firelock on

Ills shoulder, and in his hand, as a trophy, one poor
1

1

robin. I could not help asking him—Did you kill i|

that bird?

The amusement of shooting birds is pretty much
the same as if you were to catch some little wren

or torn tit, and stick pins into them—he to be the
i

hero who first could touch the little bird's heart

and kill him.

I would not say one word against the humane
and gentle, and kmd-hearted sport, if these gunners

would always kill these birds stone dead, and thus

put them out of their suffering at once. It is no
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, to kill an animal ; biit to kill for amusement

—

Ixreak a bird's winrf, to slioot off its legs, to tear

ay a portion of its beak— in sport! Anil then

• the poor creaturn to starve to death, pine away,

ing by inclies—-Sport ! A man wit|j a renson-

j mind, a conscience, fine fcelioiT—doini; that

lich a cat does—torturing to death some poor

serable little victim I

A sportsman—now a sportsman no more— told

I that he was cured of iiis folly by shooting a

lutil'ul bird and breaking its wing. " The poor

ly tiling," said he, ," could not escape tne and I

ked it up whilst it screamed out in pain—its lit-

heart I felt beating in agony, and its eyes look-

at me so beseechingly,— I had not the nerve to

I it ;
yefl dared not let it go to starve to death,

after mustering courage, I shut my eyes and

in crushed its head:— it made me sick of this

id of sport."

There was another story told me by a clergyman

. far distant. " When I was a boy," said he,

ke other boys I went a gunning: after a long

nble, 1 found nothing to shoot at but one poor

le jay. This was my only trophy of the day's

irt. Feeling thirsty, I called at a house hard

where I had shot the bird, with viy game in my
id. When I got up to the door, I saw a poor

Jt boy tied to a chair sitting in the door-way
;

soon as he saw me, he began to scream, and

sc and swear: it was shocking ; he appeared to

in great rage ; all I could understand was, ' bir-

,' ' birdie,' ' my birdie.' I asked for water—it

s given me in silence by his mother. I then

ed what troubled the boy. She answered, ' you

e shot his little bird, one that had been lamed,

I that he had fed at the door every day.' . This

ed me of the sport."

rileader, don't shoot the " pet birds." It is not

I nly, nor humane, nor respectable.

—

Portsmouth

PROTECTION OP COWS.
3ows at this season should be well tended and

j tected from cold and wet. Exposure to chilling

I rms and privation of feed are, at this period, oft-

I the causes of disease and even death. No far-

;r w.'io values his reputation as such, or who has

I' regard for his own interest, will ever be negli-

j it or remiss in his duties to so valuable and

l.hful a servant as the cow. But still there are

! iiers who sometimes neglect the performance

i important duties through ignorance, and who,

I h the best intentions, may therefore need occa-

I tially, a '' gentle jog" to set them right

t Formerly it was iho case in most districts of

Iw
England to ^^ yard cuttle," ai it was technically

led, and especially oows and young heifers, from

j
time they were turned from the tie-up in the

ing until October, without any shelter whatever,

t or dry. Such a system could not but be pro-

:tive of other than the worst results, and, as

^bt be expected, the result was frequent sickness

1 loss of stock.

In an excursion recently through a portion of

issachusetts, we noticed that on many farms the

>vs were provided with coverings to protect them

; only from the inclemencies of the weather, but

shield them also from the annoyance of flies.

hen the weather was wet and damp, an oiled

litli was used ; if dry, and favorable for the ope-

ion of their insectivorous enemies, the oiled

ith garment was laid by and one of a lighter and

oler texture substituted in its stead.

Such a system of protection un.l defence, cannot

we are persuaded, be otherwise than favorable in

its effects. As the expense of these coverings is

comparatively trifling, they ought to be in the pos-

session of every one who is the owner of a cow.

With those who are disposed to adopt them, there

will be no necessity, we apprehend, of referring to

a tailor, or even to a " plate of fashions," to deter-

mine the " cut" or effect a "tit;" the good sense

of the owner will at once determine the style, and

enable him to give to her cowships' robe the sha|)e

best calculated t,o subserve the end designed. We
have no doubt that should this plan be gencrnlly

adopted, an immense saving would be the result.

Every farmer and dairyman knows that after expo-

sure to cold and drenching rains, even in early au-

tumn, cows " shrink their milk ;" and particularly

is this the fact with regard to those animals in

whose systems, though to all outward appearance

apparently healthy, there is a predisposition tosome

disease, not yet visible by obvious and definite

signs. To animals in this condition, an exposure

to cold and wet is frequently the cause of serious

evils, and which, to say nothing of the inhumanity

of the thing, will oftentimes involve the merited

penalty of personal discomfort and expense. For

ourselves, we hold to the truth of the old maxim
which declares "an ounce of prevention is better

than a pound of cure ;" in other words, that it is

belter and more consonant with the rules of econo-

my, to preserve the animal's health by expending a

few shillings, than to restore it at an expense of as

many pounds.

—

Maine Cult.

TRIAL OF PLOWS AT HARTFORD.
The following test of plows is handed to us by

one of the Hartford County Committee*

Test of Plows hy a Committee of the Hartford Coun-

ty Jigricultural Society, Sept. 6lh, 184^.

Samuel H. Huntington, Chairman ; William Big-

elow, Benj. Lyman, Horace Goodwin, Samuel T.

Wolcott—Committee.

The plows were divided into two classes, largo

and small.

Depthfurrow. Width, do. Poioer

Large Howard plow, (5 3-4 I.') 1-4 4fi8

Small do. do. 6 14 7-8 444

Large Bergen do. 7 1.5 3-4 575

Small do. do. 5 3-4 13 438

Worcester B. do. 6 14 1-4 594

Large Demiiig do. (i 7-8 15 3-4 594

Small do. do. C 1-4 15 3-4 518
Barnaby & Mooers' C 1-2 13 3-4 500

The Committee were of opinion that the large

Bergen plow was decidedly the best turf plow, and

awarded the premium accordingly; and that the

small Howard plow was the best for general use,

and awarded the premium accordingly tBrooklyn

(L. l.J Strr.

ROBBING AN EDITOR!
The editor of the Portland Argus, Mr Case,

gives the foHowing account of the loss of his pock-

et book in New York, which may serve to put oth-

ers on their guard against a like mishap :

—

" I artived here this morning at 7 o'clock. Just

as I was stepping off the steamboat Cleopatra, I

had my pocket-book cut out of my inside coat

pocket. It had about .f 100 in it, together with

some papers, of no use to any one but the owner.

I have carried this book, 1 presume, more than

100,0(10 miles in all, during the last twenty years.

I saw the rascal that look it, on board the boat, as

ho came on from Boston. .^s usual, when sur-

roimded by a crowd, I kept a cautious look out.

My hand was not off my pocket two seconds ; and

yet the scoundrel escaped without any one being

able to identify him. I felt somewhat mortified at

being thus outwitted; but it was necessary that it

should be so, or I must have been without experi-

ence in such matters. It was his business to get

it if he could ; and it was my business to see that

he did not succeed in the attempt. I am, there-

fore, much more provoked with myself, for my stu-

pidity, much more than I am with him. I went to

the Police, where I was informed that it was done

by an Englishman ; and that the English pickpock-

ets are the most accomplished villains in the world.

They cut open the pockets with a little blade, fixed,

in a ring, worn upon the finger. The blade is

thrown out by a fine spring.

A poor fellow-sufferer who had been robbed of

.'§2,600 near Albany, came into the Police Office,

after ine, to complain of his hard lot.

No man should carry money in his outside pock-

et—if he does, he almost deserves to be robbed.

The fellow doubtless took me to be a lawyer or a

merchant, and concluded that my pockets would

"open rich." He did not know me to be a poor

editor, ile must have been sadly disappointed that

he got so little."

Coal Fires.— People who wish for good coal

fires, should select their coal as carefully as if it

were wood they were purchasing. The size of

the coal should be in accordance with the furnace

or cylinder in which it is to be burned : aa these

are large or small, so should the coal be. As to

kinds, if the draught be is strong, use the hard Le-

high coal ; if a middling draught, use the white or

grey ash Schuylkill ; and if a poor draught, use the

red ash, which is a softer kind. An attention to

these rules will be of service to those who study

economy and comfort in warming their rooms.

—

Selected.

Fire-proof CemeiU.—Take a quantity of water,

proportioned to the surface of wood you may wish

to cover, and add to it as much potash as can be

dissolved therein. When the water will dissolve

no more potash, stir into the solution, 1st, a quanti-

ty of flour paste of the consistence of common
painters' size; 2d, a sufficient quantity of pure clay

to render it of the consistence of cream. When
the clay is Avell mixed, apply the preparatiim as

before directed to the wood : it will secure it from

the action of both fire and rain. Subjected to vio-

lent heat, the wood thus saturated may be carbona-

ted, but will never blaze.

—

Selected.

To make Indian Meal Cake.—One quart sifted

meal, two great spoonfulls of salt, a' bit of short-

ning half as big as a hen's egg, stirred together;

make it pretty moist with scalding water; put it

into a well greased pan ; smooth over the surface,

and bake it brown on both sides. A little stewed

pumpkin scalded with the meal, much improves the

meal.

—

Selected.

" Father," said a eport-Ioving youth, " they say

trout 'II bite now." " Well, well, mind your work,

and you'll be sure they won't bile you," was the

consoling reply.
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GOOD COWS AND GOOD KEEPING.

Some unknown correspondent has furnished us with a

communication describing the way in which cows are

kept along the hanks of a rertnin unnamed river. Such

communications are valuable as suggnstivo of topics for

remark, and sometimes ihey are. valuable treatises upon

the subjects to which they refer. We make no com-

plaint at the withholding of the name of the writer and

of the place referred to ; but we must remark, th:it when

names are given, the articles carry with ihem much
more force, and are more valuable.

We often hear farmers blamed fur keeping poor cows.

Facta and arguments are put forth to prove—and they

do prove, thai there is much more profit in i<eeping one

good cow than two poor ones. This position we are

perfectly willing lo take, believing that we can maintain

it without difficulty. But if wo make the inference

from tliis that all farmers are blind lo their own interests

who will coniinue to keep cows that are not emphati-

cally goodj we are rxpoHcd to the ciiarcre of presuming

that there are good coics enovgh to he had, if one will

take pains to look for, and will hand over the cash to

purchase them. Such a presumption seems to be the

basis of many communications that have been printed in

relation lo this subject. But the nature of the present

generation of cows is fixed; asmall portion of them only

are decidedly good for either the pail or the churn.

Most people must keep cows not remarkably good, or

go without cows. With the greatest care and with a

willingness lo pay good prices, a farmer is fortunate if

he can get a herd in which half the cows shall be good.

There c;in bo no cliange in regard to ilie natural pro-

perties of the cows in a state or country, without paying

particular attention to the Jrccfii/io' animals, and taking

time 10 bring up an improved breed. This U a slow

process, and if resorted to will forever result in producing

cows some of wliich will bo much better milkers than

others.

There is not much meaning in a charge of folly in

men because they keep many poor cows :-"this must he

the case ;—no care of man cm make it otherwise. Years

of attention may Icssim the relative ratios of the poo" to

the good, but there always will be jioor ones left, and

many comparatively poor ones must be kept. Tliis,

however, is no argument against the closest and best at-

tention to breeding, or against eflViris to make the race

of cows as good naturally or conslilutionally as possible.

The point in which farmers are most al laull, and

that for which our correspondent, and liumlrcds of olh

ers blame them, and with reason too, is, that they over-

stock their farms—only half fceii their onim."ls— let skel-

eton cow-fi ames drag themselves over the premises, and

complain because the dry bones do not give milk abun

dantly. Wherever cows are kept for the dairy, it is

possible, and proper—yes, it is a duty—to keep them
well. Tliis may be done. If you cannot keep four

well, try <iCo. The two, well kept, will give more in-

come than the four half slarved ones. The goodness of

the cow is determined partly by her native properties

—

but the food also has much, and very much, to do in

making her good or otherwise. Keep no more than you

can feed well—very well.

How far the farmers i.re wrong who keep cows mostly

on fresh tueadow hay, in the particular section of coun-

try alluded to by our correspondent, where such hay

is verv abundant, we c.mnoi determine, until we arc

furnished with more particulars. Where such is the

only hay to be had, a reduction of the number of cows

kept would not cause those thai are left to do well.

The subjoined is the communication above alluded to :

To the Editor nf the X. E. Farmer :

Sm—It has been for some time a source of surprise to

me, that some— in other respects very tolerable farmers

—should deny themselves the entire profit of their farm

stock, simply by keeping poor cattle, and those poorly

fed. This remark will apply, I think you will allow, to

a considerable portion of our farmers But it is so re-

marknbly exemplified in a certain part of this State,

which has fallen under my immediate observation, that

I cannot refrain from givingyou a short description of it.

The district of which I speak is a portion (/f some four

or live contiguous towns intersected by the riv-

er, which in its course traverses an interval of some

IhousTnd acres of fiesh meadow, producing a mixture of

coarse grass, cranberry vines, brakes, and skunk's cab-

bage, which mixture when dried in the sun, is called

** fresh bay
'*

That none of this production is a wholesome or profita-

ble Piod, for any of the brute creation, I am fully satis-

fied, both from observation and something of experiment

;

but that it will sustain the breath of life for a period, in

neat cattle, has been proved to be a fact. Profiting by

this fact, the farmers of the district alluded lo above, are

accustomed to keep large stocks of cattle through the

winter, entirely on this extensive morass.

It is quite amusing to witness the enterprise with

which the business of /rcsA //«?/mo^ ii carried on in its

season—the entire male population of the community

being called upon to lend a Jiand in lliis all engrossing

temporal occupation, and their joyous looks when return-

ing to the shore in the evening, with their gondolas

freiiihted with the preciuns commodity, pictures lo one's

imagination, Ihe expressions on the countenances of the

servants of Solomon when returning from a golden expe-

dition to the ancient Ophir.

The result of all this misspent labor is, that not only

the barns are filled with the drug, hut huge stacks of it

are seen towering in all directions ; every man taking

care to provide himself with a supply, notwithstanding

the majority of them are possessed of good strong grounds

above the tide, which with a moderate outlay of labor

and expense, would supply their cattle with wholesome

and nutritious fodder. The cattle are taken to the barn

in the fall, having had during the summer's pasturage

scarcely time to recover from ihc last winter's " fresh

hay" campaign, and are doomed to another siege ; and

in the spring they are again returned to the pasture fam-

ished and emaciMled, their projecting bones and sunken

eyes giving melancholy evidences of the trying times

tltey have had the fortune to survive.

In that community are persons keeping four, five or

six cows, the entire produce of which does not equal in

quantity and quality, that of one good cow pro|ierly fed.

And yeljhrso men who thus praclice are not to be set

down entiiely as bad farmers; they raife good crops of

grain, have fine orclrirds, productive gardens, &c., but

they are so influenced by prejudice and former custom,

that they cannot he led to consider those semi-deluged

prairies, which have been the greatest bars lo their agri-

cultural enterprise and improvement, in any other light

than as mines of gold situated in their midst.

OBSERVATOR.

WINTER PRESERVATION OF ROOTS.

Those who have good barn cellars for storing carrot *"

,

beets, ruta bagas, &c., for use in the winter, will find

most convenient to put their roots in them row. B
there are no?many cellars in which they will be preser

ed in g-ooi/ condition for use in April and May.

A nietliod adopted by many cultivators of much exp

ncnce in this vicinity, is to dig a trench in the ground

(if the ground should slope a little, all the better;)—

d

a trench about four feet wide and eight inches deep, at

of any desirable length. Then take the roots and lay

bed of them in the trench three and an half feet wide,

lay more and more upon this bed, drawing in at tl

sides, until the pile takes the form of a common roc

Then cover the roots with sea-weed, old h%, leaves

whatever is most convenient. Over this covering put

coating of earth an incii thick. If the weather is war

you may open a few small holes in the lop ilirou|

the covering. The pile sliould be left in this stale f

some days or weeks, according to the weather. B

when the thin coating of earth that is over the roots shs

have become frozen, then put on another covering

sea-weed, hay or whalever else you have at hand—

1

this covering be five or six inches thick ; then upon if

put four or five inches of earth. Thus placed, the riic

will escape the action of frost and will come out in fii

order in the spring.

Carrots and ruta bagas should be left in the ground

long as they can be without danger of becoming frozt

in. They keep better when thus lefl, than when hi

vested early. One experienced feeder on the Connec

cut river, tells us that he pulls and tops his ruta bagi

and lets them lie on the ground for a week or ten daj

and lliat if a little frozen while thus exposed, they ai

not injured. We should rather avoid the freezing.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FRniTS.

Saturday, Oct. 22, 1842.

From the President of the Society, fine specimens

the following Pears : Capiaumont, Buffuin, Autumn 5

perb. Pope's Russet.

From S. Pond—Beurre Die! and Fix Pears— large a

fine. Aho, Isabella Grapes.

From Hall J. How, South Boston— Isabella Grapes.

From John Cass, Boston—Uabella and White Frc

tignac Grapes.
From J. F. Allen, Salem—specimens of the JllackF

and Black Prince Grapes—the latter of fine flavor a

sweet ; and rarely met with in this vicinity.

From S. W. Cole—Jewell's fine Red Apple—a ban
some fruit.

From the Pomological Garden, Salem—handsoi

specimens of the following Pears, viz : Jalousie, Duim
tier, Marie Louise, Urbanisle, Pope's Russet, Beur
Bosc, Brown Beurre, Fulton and Dundas.
From John Howland, New Bedford: Beurre Be

Pears—fine specimens—and six varieties for nririK

wliich llie committee report as follows: No. 1, llioci

Bergamol.' No. 2, Pope's Russet ? No 3, Biown li. uii.

No. 4, Passe Colmar;" No. .5, St. Germain ; No. 0, .M,n

Louise.

From John C. Gray, an Apple having the appe.iinn

of being part Baldwin and purt Russel, and called : '

Gray, Baldwin and Russet— but the russet appear,

doubtless owing to ihe dark, wet weather in Aug;.

Seplember, as other fruits have been noticed lo iiu

been affected in n similar manner.
For the Coiiimiltee,

P. B. HOVEY, Jr.

A harmless hilarity, and a buoyant cheerfulness, are

nol infrequent concoinilanls of both genius and goodness

;

and we are never more deceived than wlien we mistake

gravity for greatness, solemnity for piety, and pomposity

for erudition.

—

Lacun.

Time is the most undefinable yet paradoxical of i

things : the past is gone, the future ii not come, and tl

present becomes the past even wliile wc attempt lo d

fine it, and like the flash of the lightning, at once exis

and expires. Time is the measurer of all things, but

itself immeasurable—the disoloser of all things, but is i

self undisclosed.

—

Lacon.
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MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETV.
[;^Aii adjourned Meciiug of the Massacliuseits Horli-

uial Siiciely will be held on Saturday, October 29lli, at

o'clock, A. M.
E8EN WIGHT,

)ct. 19 Rcconlim;- Secretary.

TllEKMOMETHICAL
llcpurleJ for the New En^luliil Fanner,

iiigeof ilie rheiiiioiuelerat llie (iardciiol llie proprietors

If! New Englanil Farmer, IJrighton, Mass. in n shaded

rt.ierly exposure, foi ilie week ending Oct. 23.

5i^. Ili42.
I

6 A.M.
I
12, M. |

6,P.M.
|

Wind.

nddy,
psilay,

.lne«l!iy

irsday,

lav,

urday,
id.iy.

43
43

36
I

60
33

I W.
I

s.

1

£••

I N.
22

I

23
I

46 j 54
I

43 | W.

UCillTON MAKKKT Monday, Oct. 24, 1842.

Krimrteii furtlje Mew England Firmer.

kt Alarket 3800 Cattle, about 1500 of which wero

f Cattle, COO Slieup and 1000 Swine.

'iiicEs.— Beef Cattle. We quote to correspond with

week. A few extra $5 00. First quality, $4 25 a

I). Second quality, $:3 50 a 4 50. Third quality

50 a 3 50. .

Telling Cattle.—The Barrellera did not advance

n the prices offered last week, and purchases wero

le at those prices, viz : .$3 25. No 1, .$2 50.

tores.— Prices for a hke quality were hardly sustained,

large numbers remain unsold. We quote the same

Two year old $7 a 12. Three year old, $14 a 20.

keep —Lots were sold from 75 to $1 75. Wethers

L 75 to 2 75.

wine.

—

.\ small advance was effected on small shoals.

3 lo peddle from 3 to 3 1-4 for sows, and 4 a 4 1-4

Barrows. A lot of Old Hogs Irom a Distillery at

4. At retail 4 for sows and 5 for barrows.

WHOLESALE PRICES CUKRENT.
Corrected tilth great care, weekly.

lEDS. Herds Grass, 82 50 to 3 00 per bushel. Red Top,
( 50 ceuts. Clover—Northern, OU 10 I2c.—Southern,
c. I'la.K Seed, St 50 per bushel. Lucerne, 30 c.per lb.

-ary Seed, S4 50 per bushel.

«A1N. Duty, Corn, Rye and Beans, free ; Barley 20
:enl. ; Oats 20 per cent.

he maiket remains without any great change on the

;s of last week.

—Northern, old, bushel 69 to 60—Southern, round
)w, oW, 58 a 50—Southern flat yellow, new, 56 a 53

—

lo. while ilo. 53 a 00—do New Orleans, 50 a 00— Barley
Rye, Northern, 65 a 67 —do. Southern, 60 a 65 —

i. Southern, 27 a 23— ^orlhern do. 30 lo 31— Beans, per

lel 75 a 1 25.— Shorts, per double bush. — a Bran, —

LOUR. There has been rather more animation in the

ket for Genesee, and the stocks not being large, prices

been better sustained,

ialtimore, Howard Street, 4 nios. cr. S4 37 a 4 50 —do.
rl", SO 00 a (10 do, free of garlic, $4 50 a 00 —Phila-

ihia do. 4 mos. S4 37 a 4 50 — Fredericksburg, lowl'd 4

. 34 50 a 00 —Alexandria, wharf mountain, — S 00 a
Georgetown, S4 63 a 4 75—Richmond Canal, So 00 a 00
J. City,Soi.i0aiiO0— Petersburgh.South side So OH aO 00
). CountrvS4 37 a 4 50—Genesee, common, cash, S4 44 a— do fancy brands S4 66 a 4 62 — Ohio via Canal,
:7 a 4 44—do do New Orleans, cash So OU a 00. Rye,
lO a 00- India'i Meal in bbls. S2 75 a 3 00.

ROVISIONS. Several parcels new Beef were brought

larket this week, but not enough to establish prices, and

the present we omit the usual quotations. For Pork

-e is an increased demand, and prices are acquiring more

mess.

leef—Mess 4 MO. new bbl. $0 00 a 00—Navy—So 00 a
J.—No. 1,0 00 a 00—do Prime So 00 a 00—-Pork—
ra clear 4 mo. bbl. 811 On a 00 00—do Clear SlOOOa 10 50
Mess, 8 00 a 8 50—do Prime $5 00 a 6 00—do Mess

from other States.— a do Prime do do SO 00 a 00
do. Cargo do. u a 00— —Clear do do SOD 00 a 00 00 —
Butter, shipping, 6 a 8—do store, uninspected, 8 a 10—do
dairy, 12 a IS,—Lard, No. 1, Boston ins. 7 1-4 a "J — do
South and Western, 7 a 7 1-4 Hams, Boston, 6 a 7 — do
Soulliern and Western, 4 a 6—Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,

3 a 4—do new milk, 6 a 1-2.

WOOL. Duty. The value whereof at the place of e.'s-

p-»rlatioii shall not exceed 3 els. per pound, free. All where-
01 the value exceeils 8 cts. per pound, 32 per ct. ad. val. and
4 els per pound.

We have no important transactions to notice in this ar-

ticle.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, lb. 37 a 40 e.—Amer-
ican full blood. di>'33 a 37—Do 3-4 do 32 a ,35—Do. 1-2 do
30 a 32- -1-4 and common do 25 a 23 — Smyrna Sheep,
washed, 20 a 25-- Do. unwashed, 10 a 13— Bengasi do
3 a 10—Saxony, clean,— Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a 10—
00. do. picked, 12 a 16— Superfine Northern pulled lamb 33

a 33—No. 1 do. do. do. 23 a 30—No. 2 do do do 20 a 22—
No. 3 do do do — a —

.

HOP,S. Duty 20 per cent.

The article came into market quite freely during the past

week, and for the most part met ready buyers at Bets per lb

for the first sort.

1st sort Mass. 1842, lb. 8 a 0. 2d do. do. do. 6.

HAY, per ton, SIO to 18- Eastern Screwed 814 to 16

CHEESE— Shipping and 4 meal, 6 to 8c.—New 9 to 1 1.

EGGS, 12 a 16.

SPLENDID BULISOl'S FLOWER ROOTS.
Just received by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., from Hol-

land, a very larj^e and well selected assortment of Dutch
Bulbous Roots, among which are the following.

Hyachiths—Double while, double rosy, double red, dark
blue, light blue, liglu blue and yellow, single while, white
with red and purple eye rosy, pink, light and dark blue, com-
prising 150 varieiies of choice named sorts.

Tulips—Fine late named sorts, fine double do., mixed
single, mixed double, single and double, Van Throll for forc-

ing. Parrots, &c. &c.
Crown Imperials, double red and yellow, single red and

yellow, &c. 6lc. &c.
Polyanthus Narcissus, Narcissus, Jonquilles, Ranauculus,

Anemones, Iris, Crocuses of all colors and varieties. Glad-
iolus, Lilies, PiEonies, cVc. &c.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No 51 and 62
North Market st. Oct. 26

POUDRETTE ! POUDRETTE ! !

The subscribers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,

Poudretle in qnanlities to suit purchasers i packed in Bar-
rels in order for shipping, or transportation by wagon or Rail

Road.
The experience of five years past has satisfied many

farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation upon
vegetable matter, producing greater abundance, and is the

cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the

factory in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For sale bv J.BRECK & CO, 51 and 52 North Market
St., Boston. ' Oct. 26.

CA9IBRIDGEPOUT MIRSERY,

Columbia Street.

SAMUEL POND,
NURSERYMAN, Cambridgeport, Mass., has for sale a

choice assortment of

Fruit Trees, Shrubs, and Vines.

Among them are the best varieties of Apple, Pear, Plum,
Cherry, Peach, Apricot, Grape Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb.

Also— Pear, Apple, Plum and Cherry Mocks constantly

on hand.

Currents, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Src

Trees of an extra size always on hand, and will be deliv-

ered to any part of the city free of expense.
Orders by Mail, or otherwise, promptly attended to.

Oct. 19. 8w

SITUATION WANTED.
A young man who understands Nursery, Flower and

Kitchen Gardening, and Forcing, in all its various branches,

and who has had three years' experience in this country,

wishes a situation. He will have no objections to going

West or South. Can furnish the best reference. Address
J. S. at this Office. Ocl. 3, 1842.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have been made the past year in the

form and workmanship of these Ploughs ; llie mould beard
has been so formed as to liuj the furrow eompletehj oocr,
turnihg- in every particle of ^rass or stuhbtc, andtcaoinff the
f(round in the bat ponsi'ble manner. The length of the
mould board has Ik n very much increased, so that Irtfe

Plough works with the greatest ease, both with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Plough^ it Worcester, sav,
" Should uur opinion be asljed as lo which of the Ploughs

we should prefer lor use on a farm, we might perhaps say to
the inquirer, if your land is inoslly light and easy to work,
try Prouty & Mears, but if your land is heavy, hard orrochj,
BEGIN WITH Mr. HoWAUD's.''
At Ihe above mer.tMiied trial the Howard Plough did

more work, with the same power of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentyseveu
and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while ihe
Howard Plough tumed twenlynine and one half inches, to
the same power of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having lo furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secuies
the mould board and landside together, and strengthens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from $6 to 8|5. A Plough,

sufficienl for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about
SiO 50, and with culler Si, with wheel and cutter, 82 60
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Stole,

Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 20

FRUIT, ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c,
NURSERY OF WlLLIAjl KENRlCK.

Of Peach and Pear, of Plum, of Cherry
and of Apple Trees, a collection, unrivalled in

any former year, for fine trees of thriftiest growth,
of new and finest kinds.

Gooseberries of first quality, Apples, Quinces,

Grape Vines, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, &c.
The new abridged and descriptive Catalogue for 1842 will

be sent to all who apply.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Honeysuckles, &c., splen-

did varieties of double yellow Harrison and other Roses

—

of Tree Pceonies, of Hebaeous Pceonies, and other flowering

Plants- of double Dahlias, &c. Rhubarb of first rate new-
est kinds, Cockspur, Thorns, &c.

All orders addressed to the subscriber will be promptly
attended lo, and trees, when so ordered, will be securely

packed in Mats and Moss for safe transport to all dislant

places by land or sea, and delivered in the ciiy free of charge,

for transportation by the wagon which is sent thither daily,

or orders may be left with any of the agents.

WILLIAM KENRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston, Oct. 12, 1842.

Oct 12 eplDec 1

IiINN^lAN BOTANIC GARDEN &, NURSERIES.
#Tlie new Cataloaues (32d edition) of this ^j«^

establishment, with reduced prices, compris- ^^^^
ing the most extensive assortment of trees ^^^^
andplanlsin America, are now ready for dis ^^

tribution, gratis, and will I'e sent lo all who apply by mail,

post paid. They comprise the following :

No. L— Fruit and Hardy Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Plants,

&e.
2— Bulbous and Tuberous rooted Plants, Double Dah-

lias, &c.

3—Green-house Trees, Shrubs and Plants.

4—.'Vmerican Indigenous Trees, Shrubs and Plants.

5—A Cjtab'gue of Garden and Flower Seeds.

6—Do. do. do. in French.
7—A Catalogue of Double Dahlias, comprising the most

splendid varieiies.

BOOKS—Prince's Treatise on Horticulture, 50 cents.

Prince's do. on the Vine. 81 50.

Prince's do. on Fruits, Pomological Manuel,
containing accurate descriptions, in detail, of about 600 va-

rieties of Fruits, in 2 vols. 82 00.

The Fruit and Ornamental Trees ate of fine size, and
among which are several thousand Plums, of the choicest

kinds, grafted on Flum Stocks, 8 to 9 feel hiuh, at the low
price of 86 per dozen. Cherries, 9 to 12 feet high, at 86 per

dozen. Pears, 4 lo 5 feet high, 834 per 100, and larger sizes,

50 cents each. Apples, 825 per 100. Peaches, 822 1-2 per

100. Isabella and Catawba Grapes, 83 per dozen. Orders

with a remittance, or slating on whom to draw for the pay-

ment, will be promptly executed.
WM. K. PRINCE.

Flushing, L. I. Oct. Ut. 1842. 3w Oct. 5

LACTOMETERS—a simple instrument for tesling

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.
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For the New England Farmer.

TIME'S DOLNGS.

Since last we cronies met, Tnm,
Old Time lias fled apace,

And stole your laugh, to leave, Tom,
A wrinkle in its place

And now and then the churl, Tom,
Has touehed your pow with white,

And lelt its crown so bald, Tom,
Your brain has worn it bright.

The same old busy fellow, Tom,
Has not neglected me ;

But every passing season, Tom,
Has bid some pet grace flee.

He is a saucy chap, Tom,
To use his best (riends thus.

But there 'a no use in crying, Tom,
He will not mind the fuss.

And as Ills fleeing proves, Tom,
That life is but a span.

We d better try and do, Tom,
What little good we can.

And every day ihalgoes, Tom,
To join the misitpent past.

We 'II hopo to make its record, Tom,
Some Better than the last.

And although care with thorns, Tom,
Has strewed our pnthway here.

And every ringing laugh, Tom,
Is followed by a tear

;

We 'II do the best we may, Tom,
To brave this present pain.

And by some work of love, Tom,
We'll burnish life's siiort chain.

And when old Death, in earnest, Tom,
Insists upon our card.

We 'II try and die like men, Tom,
Nor think the summons hard.

But leave to those that follow, Tom,
The many flowers we've pass'd,

And hope to find together, Tom,
A happy home at last.

the virtuous iiBpirations and efTorts of after life,

can " lighten the burden of the noontide heat,"

and gild with the light of a well-grounded hope of

another and happier e.^iatence, the gathering shades

of declining life, and the deeper darkness of the

nightfall of death.

—

Selected.

TUG.

hnac Kidder.—Isaac was a resident, not a grad-

uate at Cambridge, although it is said that he " wont

through" old Harvard many a time. He had a

stammering speech, which unfitted him for either

of the three great professions, but nature had en-

dowed him with a strong desire to make the most

of present opportunities, and turn them to individual

benefit, and he would frequently endeavor to show

to mankind that he was a man of tried valor and

judgment. Isaac was one day crossing a meadow,

and he came to a ditch ; so, said he to himself

—

I-F-Isaac, I-I-I bet yo-o-o-u a ha-ha-half pint,

y-o-o-o-ii cant't jump over. Done, said he, done.

So, going well back, he started, and running smart,

he gave a leap and went over. Now, said he,

I-I-Isaac, you o-o-o-owe me a ha-half pint. Yes,

but I-I'll bet yo-o-ou can't j-j-jump back again.

Done, said lie—and rot using the same exertion,

he struck his toes against the opposite bank, and

fell sprawling into the ditch. When he had got

himself ottt as well as he could, he shook himself

and said—Now, I-I-Isaac, yo-o-ou and I are sq-sq

square.-

—

Bost. Cour.

AGRICUliTURAI. IMP1.EME!VTS, &c.

The Proprietors of the New Ensland Agricultiual Wa
house and Seed Store No. B I and '62 North Market stri

would inform their customers and the public generally t

lliey have on hand the most extensive assortment of A;
culluial and Horticultural Tools to be found in the Uni
Stales. Part of which are I he following :

1000 Hov;ard's Patent Cast

Iron Ploughs.

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

60 Willis' do, do,

100 Common do, do,

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

GO Common do do.

2uO Willis' Seed Sowers.
50 " Vegetable Cutlers

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.
1 no Ox Yokes.

1600 Doz. Scythe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

Good and True The natural bent of the young

mind to mischief, and sometimes crime, is greatly

increased and confirmed in the purest heart, by the

least touch of corruption. Confidence in compan-

ions leads us to the commission of that which un-

der other circumstances would liave been revolting.

Freedom from parental restraint is the beginning uf

loose morals, and he who sends a child to school

should be careful to see that his companions are

youths of moral principles, and equally as careful

to have the instructor a man competent not only in

point of learning, but also in point of morals. Noth-

ing can save, when the heart is tainted, but the vir-

tuous e.xample and gentle admonitions of a mother.

The youth thus rescued by a mother's influence, in

after years ivill love his benefactor too much to go

counter to her counsels—and when her chiding

voice is hushed in the grave, no sinful allurement

can tenijit without the warning accents of that voice

being heard from the tomb. The importance of

early moral instruction will appear more forcibly, if

we reflect that the seeds of vice are diflicult to be

destroyed. Sown in the younj lunl tender mind,

they grow with the growth of the body, and the

harvest of age will be rife with poisonous weeds.

Store the youthful mind wiih the sublime teachings

of Jesus, so that when the days of boyhood have

passed away, happy memory may travel back to the

flowery fields of early associations, and find in the

recollections of past virtue and present purity, a

solace and a joy, of which no earthly misfortune

can deprive them. Boyhood integrity, linked to

Sentimental. Senliment Rural.—" I think I

must look over it," as the horse said to the gate

which divided him from the clover.

Sentiment Coiisolatort/.—"All's well that ends

well," as the young wife said when the old man

died

—

rich.

Senliment Human.—"I'm a victim to an artifi-

cial state of society," as the monkey said when

they put trowsers on him.

Sentiment Contemptuous.—" You are beneath my
notice," as the hawk said to the field mouse.

Sentiment Jipologetical.—" I was really not a-

wnre," as the young rat said to the trap.

Sentiment Diplomatic.—" I have the honor," as

the blackleg said at whist.

Sentiment Polite.—" Pray do n't wait for me," as

the mouse said to the cat.

Sentiment Sentimental.—" Would that we ne'er

had met," as the pickpocket said to the constable.

Sentiment Musical.—"Those notes enliven nic,"

as the printer said when a remittance came for five

years' subscription Selected.

A valuable Boy.—"VVhat can you do?" asked a.

traveller of a country urchin, whom he saw by the

roadside tickling a load with a long straw. "0,1

can do nior'n consider'ble : I rides tlie turkeys to

water, milks the geese, cards down the old roosters,

puts up the pigs' tails in papers to make 'em curl,

keeps tally for dad and marm when they scold at a

mark, and cuts the buttons oflf dad's coat when he's

at prayer in the morning!"

—

Richmond Star.

100 doz
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SUCCESSFUL FARMING.

A correspondent of tlie Farmers' Register, gfives

e following account of the faniiinn; of Air William

'^eaver, of Rockbridge Co., Virginia :

"About ten or twelve years ago, Mr Weaver

ircliased this farm, (now embracing upwards of

10 acres.) in several distinct tracts, at an average

ice of $2 an acre, principally for the purpose of

ocuring the wood (with which it was then cover-

1, with the e.\ception of about ]00 acres of cleared

id e.shaus'.cd land,) to supply liis iron establisli-

snt witli coal. The native growth consisted of

k, hickory and dogwood, willi large pines inter-

ersed. Tlie soil is a red gravel, strongly dashed

th shite, reposing on a limestone foundation. So

promising an appearance did this land present

• agricultural purposes, that when Mr Weaver

d his neighbors he intended to make a corn farm

these poor and steep hills, a laugh of derision

s the only encouragement he received.

" As tlie clearing progressed, Mr Weaver divid-

the cleared land into four field;:, one of ]00 acres

standing pasture, and three of about V20 acres

;h for cultivation. The first field of new ground

s broken up early in the spring, and cultivated

:;orn. The crop did not exceed an average of

"nty bushels to the acre. In the fall the field

3 seeded in wheat, upon which, late in the win-

the usual quantity of clover seed, and half a

hel of plaster were sown to the acre. After

wheat was removed at harvest, the stubble was

aned by tiie stock of hogs. Very early ne.xt

ng, an additional half bushel of plaster was

n to the acre over the whole field. During the

ng. summer and fall, not a single animal of any

1 whatever was permitted to invade the clover

i, nor was any clover cut, except a very small

ntity on the most luxuriant spots, for the use of

mules while at work on the farm. The next

ter, however, the stock of hogs was kept in the

,, which was plowed up early in the spring, and

n planted in corn. In the fall it was seeded

1 wheat, and in the winter sown with clover and

ter. The other fields as they came successive-

1 cultivation, were treated precisely in the same
ner, with the exqeption of the standing pasture,

;h has never been plowed up since the first

'se of crops, and of the hundred acres of e.x-

;ted land above spoken of, which, being too

to produce corn, was sown first with oats, and

with rye, clover and plaster, when it took its

'se in the regular rotation.

Now mark the result of this system of cultiva-

Tlie crops of corn on these poor hills, have

everal years past, averaged about 40 bushels

le acre, while this year's crop, on a field of

acres, is pronounced by competent judges to

le best in the county, on either bottom or up-

. The ei.tire held, it is supposed, will average

ird of JO bushels to the acre, while many con-

Dus acres can be found which will yield at least

fliusheis. I have heard some of the most intel-

ligent neighbors express the opinion, that it was

tire best field of corn they ever saw. The crops of

wheat succeeding corn, though improving every

year with the progressive improvement of the land,

have never been heavy. The average may be set

down at from 8 to 15 bushels, the crops having

been of late years very materially injured by rust.

Mr Weaver's object is corn, of which immense

quantities are consumed by his iron establishment.

Were wheat his staple crop, he would sow it upon

a clover ley.

".Mr Weaver informs me that clover did not suc-

ceed well on his new ground until it had been

well cleansed by his second course of crops. It is

now generally very heavy, llis fields were at first

much infested with sorrel, which has at length been

almost entirely extirpated. Mr Weaver regards it

as all-important to the success of his clover, that it

should be plastered at the rate of half a bushel to

the acre, about the time of sowing the seed. Ho

attributes the rapid improvement of his soil to the

shelter afforded to his land by the thick growth of

standing clover, as well as to the heavy coat of

vegetable matter which it enables him to plow un-

der.

" No lime has ever been applied to this land, nor

any manure, except a few loads annually from the

mule stable to the poorest spots. The improve-

ment 'has been effected exclusively by the use of

clover and plaster. The land, as steep as it is,

does not wash—a result which Mr Weaver attri-

butes to his deep plowing, and to the large quantity

of long vegetable matter the soil contains, which

binds It together, and at the same time keeps it

loose and porous, enabling it to absorb and retain

a large quantity of water.

"Mr Weaver lays great stress on applying plas-

ter to his clover fields, either in the winter or very

early in the spring, that it may be thoroughly dis-

solved by the early rains. He attributes much of

the benefit he has derived from the use of plaster to

his practice in this respect, in which he says he is

sustained by Prof. Liebig. Plaster, it is well

known, absorbs a large quantity of water, and does

not operate on growing plants until it is dissolved.

" Mr Weaver's mode of cultivating corn is as

follows : In the montli of December he sows one

bushel of plaster per acre upon his clover field de-

signed the next year for corn. He prefers this

mode to plastering his corn in the hill, as more be-

neficial to the corn and to the land. About the

1st of March, and not earlier, (for Mr Weaver pre-

fers spring to winter plowing; being more recent,

it leaves his land looser and in belter order for a

crop,) he commences breaking up his corn ground

as deeply as possible. About the 1st of April, he

lays off his ground in rows, 4 1-2 feet apart, and

drills his corn very thick, as he never replants. His

usual allowance is a bushel of seed to five acres.

With this quantity of seed he has never failed, not-

withstanding the depredations of the grub worm,

&c., in obtaining an abundant stand of plants. He
plows and hoes twice, thinning at the first hoeing

to the distance of about 2 1-2 feet in the row. This

is all the work his corn ever gets. He endeavors

to finish working his corn as early as practicable,

in order to injure the roots as little as possible.

With this cultivation, his corn field, under his sys-

tem of improvement, is kept throughout the season

both clean and loose—the great points in the man-
agement of the corn crop.

"This year Mr Weaver has 20O acres in corn.

Mr Weaver confidently estimates his entire crop

of corn this year at not less than eight llimisand

bushels. His 90 acres of oats were supposed to

average between 40 and .'lO bushels to the acre

—

making, with his corn, an aggregate crop of twelve

thousand bushels of grain, as the product of the la-

bor of 12 hands, exclusive of tlie teams. Hi'* is

what I would call very energetic and successful

farming. Is it excelled, or even equalled, by any

other farmer in the United States, under any thing

like similar circkimstances ?

" Mr Weaver has a field of 40 acres on his home

farm, which he cultivates for two successive years

in wheat, and two in clover for hay and seed. His

first wheat crop on the clover ley, has averaged, by

actual measurement, thirtysix bushels to the acre,

weighing GO lbs. to the bushel. The second crop

is never as heavy as the first. He has Irtqucntly

made two hundred barrels of flour from his wheat

crop on these forty acres— being an average of 25

bushels of wheat to the acre. Mr Weaver does

not object to taking several successive crops of

corn or wheat from the same land, provided it is

rich. He contends that it is necessary to take two

successive crops of wheat from his clover field, in

order to cleanse and pulverize it sufficiently to se-

cure a good stand of clover. It should be stated

that considerable quantities of manure from Mr
Weaver's barn and stables are applied to this field,

on the young clover. Mr Weaver uses all his ma-

nure as a top-dressing to his grasslands and clover

lots. He disapproves the practice of plowing under

manure.
" Mr Weaver's stock of every kind, are of a very

fine quality, and are all kept constantly fat—the

most economical and profitable mode, as Mr Wea-
ver contends, of keeping stock. He crushes all

his corn for stock-teeding in the ear, and he con-

siders his crushing machine as the most profitable

upon his estate. Plowbov.

Rockbridge, Co., Aug. 29, 1842."

Bones.—It is said that in 1839, there were up-

wards of 30,000 tons of bones imported from for-

eign countries into Hull,(Eng.,) and that in 1837,

the value of this article imported into England,

was nearly a million and a quarter of dollars. We
remember to have seen a notice some months ago,

of an exportation of bones from our own port, to

Liverpool. Now is it possible that the enterprise

and good judgment of our farmers will allow John

Bull to carry our bones 3000 miles to spread upon

his lands, and they themselves stand by, as if they

thought them hardly worth the grinding ! We are

apprehensive that bone dust is not sufficiently ap-

preciated in this vicinity, or the material would not

be sent from our very elbows to enrich the broad

pastures of England.

—

PItiladel. Far. Cabinet.
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The following report on Plowing, by a commit-

tee of tlie Kennebec County Agricultural Society,

we copy, thinking that its fullness makes it a good

model for other committees to adopt.—Ed. N. E. F.

ON PLOWS.

Your committee report: That there were no

plows presented for premiums, but there were four

to which the attention of your committee was

called, and the qualities of each were tested at the

plowing match, viz

:

Ist. The Eagle plow, manufactured by Ruggles,

Nourse & Co., a neat and handsome finished arti-

cle ; it laid the furrow very flat and smooth, giving

to the work a handsome finish, and to those who

approve of having the furrow laid perfectly flat, we

can recommend this plow.

2d. Manufactured by Doe, of Augusta. This

plow has the quality of lapping the furrows in such

a msnner that it entirely covers all the grass, not

leaving any to turn tip from the edge of the lap.

Mr Doe's plow is made with a coulter which adds

to the strength, and is far preferable for breaking

rocky or rooty land. It did not give that smooth

and handsome finish to its work that Ruggles &
Co.'s plows did, but your committee are of the opin-

ion that the work was every way equal, if not su-

perior, for all the purposes of tillage, and they do

not hesitate to recommend it as equal to any plow

Opinions vary as to the benefit of lapping the

furrows, but we think that where the furrow is

lapped so as to admit the air underneath, decompo-

sition takes place much sooner than where the fur-

row is laid flat, and of course is better for vegeta-

tion.

3. Barnaby & Mooers' double-mould board plow

from New York. This plow is made in such a

manner as to turn the furrow either way ;
what

was the land-side passing one way, becomes the

mould-boaid returning. It possessed the quality

of lapping the furrow, but left the grass projecting

from under the lap. This plow is a decided im-

provement in side-hill plowing, but we are nut pre-

pared to say whether it will be an improvement on

level trround. Your committee were informed that

it took less strength of team to plow with this plow,

but we did not see this tested.

Of the new plow from Hallowell, made by Cyrus

Putnam, we cannot give an opinion. It has not

been in use long enough to obtain a character.

Probably it has some defects which may be reme-

died. We hope it is not out of place to remark

here, that if as good plows can be made here as

those brought from other States, our own mechan-

ics should have the preference. The amount of

money carried out of the State for plows and other

agricultural instruments, that could as well be

made here, is quite large, and would furnish busi-

ness for many men, and support for many families.

'I'he nearer the mechanic and farmer can be brought

together, the more profitable to both and the less

nioney is wanted to efl'ect their exchanges, at the

same time we should bo willing to pay to paten-

tees from other States the just rewards of their in-

ventions.

LUTHER SEVERANCE,
JOHN VEATON,
CHARLES LITTLE,

Oct. 1842. Committee.

The number pledged to the VVashingtonian cause

in Portsmouth, N. 11., is said to be about 5000, out

of a population of 8000.

WORCESTER TEAMSTERS, JUST LOOK
AT THIS!

We see the following account of the drawing

match at the Worcester Cattle Show, in the Boston

Cultivator :

" At the drawing match, 22 teams entered for

the prizes. The loads drawn consisted of two tons

of stones, and the way they were handled by these

young teams, did great credit to the enterprising

farmers of Worcester, while this conclusively prov-

ed how much the value and usefulness of the ox

may be improved by proper care and training."

Two tons I ! why that is n't a load for a pair of

Kennebec calves. We saw Peleg Haines, of Read-

field, at the drawing match at the Kennebec Cattle

Show the other day, hitch his single yoke of oxen

on to a load tliat weighed six tons Jive hundred and

mW/iy, and walked them up a hill just as easy as

you would a wheelbarrow. When he got in the

steepest part of the way, he. stopped them a mo-

ment, just to show the spectators how easy they

could start it again. At the word, they started

forward as readily as they did at the bottom—no

wringing or twisting, or any fuss about it. None

of the oxen drew up less than 8.500 lbs.—(four tons

five hundred.) J. W. Haines, of Hallowell, had a

yoke there that would probably have hauled the

same load that Peleg !:3ines' did, had they been a

little more used to the road and less shy of the

great concourse of people that surrounded them.

We understand that they afterwards started a lar-

ger load on a drag th ai Peleg's did.

If the Worcester boys want to see cattle haul,

they must come to Kennebec.

—

Maine Far.

25='Shame upon yon, Kennebeckers. We
thought you had more mercy for your beasts, than

to hi'tch ihem to such loads. True, we] used in

Massachusetts once, to work in that way, but we

have grown wiser. We now take a two ton load,

and let the cattle take it up hill and down, and

back it, and turn it in various directions, and thus

learn which are the best trained—not the strongest

—Ed. N. E. F.

which seemed to be the farmer's glory, I remarked

to a farmer of the old school that our Cattle Shows

and Fairs were calling forth much emulation among

his brethren of the plow—that I believed more in-

terest was felt by them to improve their mode of

cultivation ; and I thought it a fair presumption

that a spirit and energy were awakened, which

would lead to immensely beneficial results, &c.

"I don't know," said he, very coldly, and evinc-

ing neither interest nor animation.

" Are many of your neighbors in with their cat-

tle ?"

" No."
" Ha ! I am surprised—yours is a large town."

"Yes ! and we might produce as many fine cat-

tle as any other. But we do n't think the gratifi-

cation pays for the troulle."

"Have you ever tried any experiments on youi

land—manuring it with lime, plaster, asl.'.s, swamj

mud, sea-weed, shell.^, bones, &c. ?"

II No— it costs more to drag out swamp mud, nn(

make such manure than it is worth."

" Do you take an agricultural paper ?" said I.

iiN o!"

Oh ! ho! thought I—what's the use o' talking

Yours, truly, Y.

From the Conn. Farmers' Gaielte.

AGRICULTURAL PAPERS.

Mr Wood I have often thought, while a sub-

scriber to the Albany Cultivator, that the contents

of either number, well repaid me for the amount of

my subscription ; and though my pursuits are not

those of a farmer, still my taste leads me to feel

much interest, and to make much inquiry, on every

subject connected with the welfare, and improve-

ment of that worthy class of my countrymen. One

thing has always surprised me—how any farmer,

having a nut-shell full of brains, and an ounce of

sense'to enlarge ihem, should be contented in these

days, without taking an agricultural paper. Why,

i look for mine as anxiously as for a much esteem-

ed friend, and devour its contents without fear of

repletion. But, Mr Editor, there are men—and

farmers, too—who do not take any paper devoted

exclusively to their interests—men who, even at

this day, scout the idea of deriving any benefit

from book farming, as they call it ;
and who eeem

as much alarmed at the bare name of science and

practical experiment, as if the one had teeth like

Nebuchadnezzar's image, and the other claws to

match.

Yesterday, the delightful exhibition (of the New

Haven County Agricultural Society) on the Green,

From the same.

NEW METHOD OF GRAFTING APPLE
TREES.

Plant the seed in rows at a suitab'- distanc

;

from each other, and the hills say abc.iit five fe«
j

apart in each row. But one tree should lio sutTore

to grow in a place. Now when the young tree

sufficiently grown, in the spring of the ,ocond (

third year, any quality of fruit may be ;;i ifted inl
|

it in the following manner: First, hei;.: the tre
^

over and obtain for it a firm resting place, either ( l

a block or a board resting on the knee, (after it h;

been divested of its branches) and with a sto

sharp-pointed knife, pierce holes directly throuj

the centre of the tree, about five inches apart, in

which the scions are to be introduced—leavii

above, two or three buds. A trench is then to i

dug, in a direct line between the trees, about fo

inches deep, and the whole tree bent down a

buried, leaving the tops of the scions above grout

In this new condition, the scions become uniform

thrifty young trees, supported and nourished fr(

the buried tree, from which issue, in due time, roi

from its entire length. The second year from tl

operation, the whole parent tree may be dug i

the new growth sawed apart, and transplanted,

will thus be seen that if the tree is five feet in heig

ten or twelve young trees, of whatever quality

chosen, may be obtained in this way, whereas

the ordinary method of grafting, there could bet

one, provided the graft lived. The young sci

will bear fruit, thus transplanted, in the same tii

it would had it been grafted into a tree fifte

years old.

I know not whether this process is new amo

your agricultural community at the North ; bu

have repeatedly witnessed it in Georgia and A

bama, and I have been informed by some of r

best horticulturists in those States, that it is alwi

successful. Yours, respectfully,

HENRY LEE

The foregoing communication of Dr. Lee, <

serves the attention of every farmer and garder

—Ed. Far. Gaz.
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"I MASASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITIO."* OK FRUITS.

Siittirda;/, Oct. 39, 1842.

The rresii'.eiit of tlie Society presented a basket

nd two dishes, of very superior Pears, var. Duch-
esse d' Angoiileine.

By Hon. V,. Vose, Dorchester—a disli of Pears,

var. Duclicsse d' Angouleme, and some fine speci-

mens of the Di.\.

The quality and quantity of the Duchesse d'

Angouleiiie by the President and Mr Vose, and the

Beurre Diel Pears by Mr Samuel Pond, were very

much admired.

By Mr Sam'l Pond—eight dishes of Beurre Diel,

three dishes Di-i, and a fine specimen of Maria
Louise Pears, together with seven dishes of Isa-

bella Grapes, made a very handsome display.

By Mr Eben Wight—Apples; var. Newton Pip-

1

pin, Gillyflower, Lady Apple, Bellflower, Winter
Queen, Spitzenburg, Jersey Sweet, Vandervere,

Wine Apple, American Golden Pippin, Gloria IVlun-

di/and Fall Pippin.

From the Pomological Garden, Salem—Pears
;

var, Henry IV., Wilkinson, Jalousie, Bouguia,

Beurre Bronze, Bezi de la Motte, Beurre Duval.

By Mr J. Leeds, Brookline—-Hubbardston None-
such Apples.

By Mr S. R. Johnson, Charlestown—Beurre

Diel and St. Michael Pears.

By Mr J. M. Ives, Salem—Apples ; var. Catline,

Danvers Winter Sweet, Rombo, Pickman's Pippin,

and Swaar. Pears; var. Winter Nelis, Napoleon,

Josephine, Duchesse d' Angouleme and Beurre
Bosc.

By Mr John Cass, Boston—Isabella and White
Muscat ? Grapes,

By Mr Rufus P. Sumner, Milton—Apples; var.

Sumner Pie.

By Mr J. C. Gray—Apples; var. Baldwin.

By Mr 3. W. Cole—Apple ; var. Jewett's Fine
Red.

For the Committee,

SAMUEL WALKER.

B.

Washintrtoman Pig.—Among the animals exhi-

bited at the cattle show in this town, was a remark-
ably large and handsome pig, raised by Frederick
Pishon, of this town. We questioned neighbor
Pishon, who is a staunch Washingtonian, how long
ht had been an amateur in pork raising, and how
he made the creature grow so. " Oh," says he,
" it is by feeding him well and taking care of him

;

taking the money that used to be spent for grog,
and buying corn, potatoes and peas. There is no
secret about it. I could have raised two or three
in the same way. This is a Washingtonian pig.

He shows wliat a Washingtonian can do when he
keeps the pledge and attends to his business." The
pig had no superior at the cattle show.

—

Kenntbeck
Jour.

There are two things in this country that want
cutting down, says some one; viz: high salaries

and Canada thistles.

Prof. Nuttall, of Cambridge, the Avell known
botanist, has lately come in possession of a fortune
of $500,000, by the decease of relatives in England.—Selected.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At a slated meeting of the Society, held Oct'

1st, the following members were elected :

President.

MARSHALL P. WILDER.
Vice Preaidenls.

V. FiiENCH, Jo.VA. WiNsnip, Cheever New-
hall, E. M. Richards.

Treasurer.

Samuel Walker.

Corresponding Secretary.

J. E. Teschemacuer.

Recording Secretary.

Ebenezbr Wight.

Professor of Botany and Vegetable Physiology.
John Lewis Russell, A. M.

Professor of Entomology.

T. W. Harris, M. D.

Professor of Horticultural Chtmistry.

S. L. Dana, M. D.

Committee on Fruits. B. V. French, Chairman
;

P. B. Hovey, Jr., O. Johnson, S. Pond, J. Lovett,
2d., L. P. Grosvenor, J. Breck, Jona. Winship, D.
Haggerston, J. L. L. F. Warren, J. F. Allen.

Committee on Flowers. Samuel Walker, Chair-
man ; H. W. Dutton, S. Sweetser, S. R. Johnson,
J. Stickney, W. E. Carter, P. Barnes.

Committee on Vegetables. J. A. Kenrick, Chair-
man ; W. B. Kingsbury, John Hovey, A. D. Wil-
liams, J. C. Howard, A. Bowditch, John Hill.

Committee on the Library. C. M. Hovey, Chair-
man ; R. T. Paine, C. K. Dillaway, J. E. Tesche-
macher, E. Wight, R. M. Copeland.

Committee on Synonyms of Fruit. R. Manning,
Chairman ; S. Dov/ner, W. Kenrick, J. Prince.

Executive Committee. M. P. Wilder, Chairman ;

Enoch Bartlett, A. Aspinwall, F. W. McCondry,
J. J. Low.

Finance Committee. E. Vose, Chairman ; Chee-
ver Newhall, E. M. Richards.

[Their term of ojice commences on the first Sat-

urday of April, 1843, and terminates on the first Sat-

urday of April, 1844.]

If yuu are at a loss for something to do, make
cellar under your barn for your manure.

PRESERVATION OF BACON.
Messrs. Editors,—As the season is rapidly ap-

proaching when all good house-wives feel a natural

solicitude for the preservation of their bacon, per-

mit me to inlbrra such of your readers as may not

be apprised of the fact, that by white-washing their

bacon, they can preserve it, perhaps, more econom-
ically and effectually, than by adopting any other

of the various modes which have been recommend-
ed for this purpose. A respectable neighbor of
mine has saved his bacon in this way for the last

twenty years, without the loss of a single piece.

Early in the spring, after his moat is well cured,

he gives his bacon a good coat of white-wash, with

the common brush, on the fleshy side and on the

ends of the hocks, sprinkling a small quantity of
ashes on the moist white-wash, and hangs it up
again in his smoke-house, where it is permitted to

remain until it is taken down for use. The pro-

cess does not injure the meat in the slightest de-

gree. It owes its efficacy, obviously, to the fact

that the hard crust it forms over the bacon, prevents

the fly from depositing its eggs in it. Any other

means, which would e.vclude the fly from all ac-

cess to the meat, such as burying it in salt, oats,

and covering it witli canvass bags, plastering it

with ashes, &c., would, of course be equally cflcct-

ual.

Never wound your meal until you use it, for the

fly will be sure to deposite its eggs in the wounds.
A friend of mine lost a number of hams last sum-
mer, in consequence of his wife's thrusting a knife

into them to ascertain their quality.

To preserve meat well, a smoke house should be
roomy, dry, cool, and dark, and yet sufficiently

open to permit a free circulation of air, otherwise

your bacon will be soft, damp, and rancid. On this

account, wooden smoke-houses are greatly prefera-

able to those constructed of brick or stone.

It is a great, but very prevalent error, to smoke
bacon in wet damp weather ; for by smoking it at

such seasons, the "sweat" which tlien collects on
the meat, and which has a peculiar disgusting

taste, is driven into it and dried upon it, and im-
pairs its flavor. Smoke only in dry weather. If

your meat is well cured, the only use of smoking
in summer time, is to expel the fly from the house.

If any of your readers smack their lips as heart-

ily as I do over a good old Virginia ham, that fair-

ly melts in your mouth, they will not fail to observe

these plain directions for the preservation of their

bacon.

—

Cultivator.

FOR THE SICK AND CONVALESCENT.
BARLEY WATER.

Take two table-spoonfuls of pearl barley, wash
it very clean, and add to it a pint of boiling water

;

let it boil for five minutes, pour off" this water, and
add two quarts more boiling water: reduce it to

two pints and a half, and strain. This is simple
barley water ; it may be made very pleasant by
adding the following : one ounce of figs, two
ounces of raisins, stoned, a quarter of an ounce of

liquorice
; boil it till reduced to a quart, and strain.

TOAST AND WATER.

This article, simple as it is, is rarely well pre-

pared. Cut an upper crust of bread as thick again

as it is usual for toast ; brown it carefully, but see

that it be not burnt, smoked or black
;
pour on as

much water as is required, cover the jug till cold.

A slice of thin cut orange or lemon peel infused

with it, improves it greatly; it should be made
early in the day during the summer, and placed in

the sun, when it may be drank with impunity.

MUTTOIt BROTH.

Put into a two-quart saucepan one pound of mut-
ton chops, cleared of fat, one onion, half a dozen

corns of black pepper, and three pints of cold

water ; let it warm gradually, when it boils, skim
it, cover the pan close and set it over a gentle fire

till the chops are cooked, which will be (if the meat
is not too fresh,) in three quarters of an hour.

BEEF TEA.

Cut a pound of lean beef into thin slices, put it

into threo pints of cold water, set it over a gentle

fire where it may become gradually warm, let it be

well skimmed, cover the saucepan close, and boil

gently for two hours, strain it, and let it stand to

settle, then pour it oflf clean. One onion, a few-

peppercorns, and little salt may be added if re-

quired.

MILK GRUEL.

Take half a tumbler of thick gruel, and the same
quantity of new milk, both lukewarm ; mix to-

gether and let the patient drink it.
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LIME, AND THE MODE OF APPLYING IT.

Tiie practice inculcated in the followinnf, which

'we clip from the American Farmer, has novelty at

least, to recommend it: we trust our friends will

give it the attention it deserves. That lime is ono

of the most valuiible farm manures, has been long

settled : the best mode of applying it, is not so

well understood.

—

Farmer^s Cab.

" Mr Raymond Haker communicated to the Roy-

al Agricultural Society some observations on the

use and abuse of lime as a dressing for land, by

Mr Wm. Ilcnry Fisher, at 18 Conduit street, Lon-

don. The author's great object is to impress upon

farmers the importance of using quick lime, and

not lime whicli once had been quick, but by decay

in use and exposure to the atmosphere has become

effete, and has absorbed from the air the carbonic

ncid, which changes it again to the carbonate of

lime it was before burning. He considers that

many thousands of pounds are annually thrown

away by agriculturists, from want of a proper

knowledge of this simple fact ; and he recommends

them to use their lime in the fresh burnt state, by

carting it direct from the kiln upon their land,

spreading it in the lump, and in that state plowing

it in directly, the sooner it being got from the kiln

into the land the better. The author concludes

his communication with the following remarks:
" The liine will be found, if properly burnt, on a

second plowing, to be crumbled to ])ieces or pow-

der, and on harrowing will be intimately mixed

with the soil. From the heat evolved during the

slacking of the lime underground, and its caustici-

ty, which diffuses itself by the agency of the mois-

ture it meets with through the soil, it will bo found

to destroy, or at any rate to be extremely obnox-

ious to wire-worms, slugs, grubs, and oilier ene-

mies which the farmer has to contend with, and

which are frequently the cause of failure in his

crops, as well as to render most vegetable matter

in the soil soluble, and food for future crops.

These are the properties that lime has in contradis-

tinction to chalk : the latter, no doubt, is a very

useful addition to make soils ; but do not go to the

great expense of buying or burning lime, and then

allow it to be converted again into chalk, or car-

boiiate of lime, before you plovv it into your land.

If the turnip-fly is generated in the soil, lime ap-

plied in the manner I have directed, would, no

doubt, do much towards its extermination : and the

same effect and result would hold good in respect

to the black caterpillar. In conclusion, the good
effects of applying lime in the manner recommend-
ed, I have myself experienced, and have received

ample testimony to the like purport, from exten-

sive agriculturists, who, at my suggestion, have

adopted the plan-"

CULTURE OF WHEAT.
Plow deep, if for no other reason than to bring

the lime to the surface. Lime must he had to

produce a good croji of wheat ; and if it exist in

the subsoil, as is generally the case in the West,
deep plowing will bring it up.

Time of Sowing.— For at least two good and
sufficient reason?:, early sowing is best on the prai-

ries. The greater growth will afford protection to

the roots, so that the soil will not be blown from

around them, as is frequently the case, and then

left to freeze uncovered. The snow will also be

kept from blowing away, thereby preventing early

thawing in the spring. The early starting of vege-

tation in the spring, and subsequent freezing, as

appears to us, is what is usually called winler-kill-

jn.fT— spring killing we think more proper.

Again, our wheat being so peculiarly liable to

rust, it is desirable to have it mature as early in

the summer as possible, so as to be out of danger

from the hot, damp, murky days so common in

mid-summer, and which unquestionably are the

cause of rust. For this reason it should be sown
as early as possible, and not have the heads so far

advanced as to be injured by the frosts of winter.

The proper season of sowing will of course vary

with the latitude.

Cover ivith the Plow.—We have never seen a

farmer who plowed in his wheat, who did not say

it was much better than harrowing. The chief ad-

vantage seems to be, it roots so much deeper, that

it is not thrown out by the early spring thaws, and
then frozen.

Roll it with a heavy roller immediately after

sowing; again late in the fall ; and again as soon

in the spring as the ground is dry enough so as not

to adhere to the roller, and pull up the wheat.

—

Union Jisricult.

PRESERVATION OF PEACH TREES.
To the Editor of the Farmer's Cabinet

:

Having to a certain extent, succeeded in the

cultivation of the peach in a limestone soil, gene-
rally considered uncongenial to its growth, I for-

ward by your request, a short account of the method
of cultivation and mode of nursing adopted.

The soil of the peaeh orchard is underlaid with

primitive limestone, but is not of the yellow cast

and tenacious texture, so general in limestone re-

gi(ms ; which, however adapted to the growth of

wheat, has but little affinity with any description

of fruit. It is, on the contrary, a rich loam, and
constitutes a part of the garden enclosure, the trees

occupying about half an acre, and bordering on the

Wissahickon creek. This location in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the water, may p<;ssibly have a bene-
ficial effect.

The orchard, consisting of about fifty trees, was
planted in the spring of 183G. At the time of
planting, the ground was in grass, but was then

subjected to the action of the plow, and has since

been thoroughly tilled every year, yielding alter-

nately heavy crops of sugar beets, potatoes and ruta

baga. The trees have also been examined once,
and sometimes twice a year, for worms, but have
not generally been much infested by them.

This comparative exemption is, no doubt, incon-
sequence of the various alkaline substances which
have been successfully used. The most remarka-
ble and immediate effect has followed the use of

what is termed "fallen lime," fresh from the kiln
;

which, when applied in the proportion of about half

a [)eck to the roots of unhealthy trees, and covered
with earth, has restored a healthy color to the

leaves; and trees which did not look worth a

week's purchase, have produced fair crops of good
fruit in after years. Ashes from anthracite coal,

liave also iieen applied with very good effect.

These applications have usually been made in

the spring, but occasionally later in the season.

'J'his year, wood ashes were used in June, with a
a marked benefit. Soap suds also have been ap-

plied to advantage. In fact, any substance which
by its caustic quality is destructive of insect life,

must be beneficial, provided it be nut applied in

quantities sufficient to injure vegetation. It is :

interesting and encouraging circumstance, tliii

several substances combine the properties of de-

structiveness to insectivorous life, with a direct and
positive stimulating effect upon vegetation. In il-

lustration of this fact, my friend, Dr Noble, has ap.

plied oil soap to a portion of his extensive peach
orchard, in the State of Delaware, to manifest ad-

vantage.

The mild weather of January and February, will

sometimes bring forward vegetation so that peach

trees are liable to blossom prematurely. An at-

tempt has been made to obviate this difficulty, by
covering the roots about the body of the trees with

wheat straw, when the ground is deeply frozen in

winter. This process, by retarding vegetation, has

secured them from the danger of the late frosts.

M'hen, however, an intensely severe frost occurs

late in winter, so as to freeze the genn or' the fruit,

which is developed very early, all expectation of a

crop must be abandoned. This inisfoi tune is easily

verified, by an examination of the germ, when the

embryo peach will be found black and Masted.

These observations are not set forth under the

impression that they are new, fur doubtless they

are familiar to those enterprising f.ir.ners, who, by
their successful cultivation, supply our city mar-

kets with this most healthy and delicious fruit,

—

such an universal favorite, that it would be an era

in a lifetime, to find a man who did not like a

peach. It is to-be hoped that larger aud more suc-

cessful producers may be induced to favor you with

a detail of their mode of operations, to f'u- advan-

tage of the agricultural community r-rid iiie public

at large, whose interests indeed i c ii 'iilinal.

The writer had the pleasure oi examining the

extensive peach orchard of Major Heboid, near

Delaware City, in the month of May, at which that

enterprising farmer had a prospect, as ho .stated, of

about half a crop. It covered 120 acres of land,

and contained 12,900 trees. His half a crop has

produced 6000 baskets, which Jiave been chiefly

sent to the New York market. A remarkable fact

in connection with the produce of this and the

neighboring orchards, was mentioned by him, and

confirmed by several other gentlemen of that vicin-

ity. A cold north-west breeze had prevailed during

an afternoon while the trees were in bloom, which

was accompanied in the evening by so severe a

frost, that the total failure of the peach crop was
anticipated. About II 1-2 o'clock at night the

wind changed to south-east, which, blowing over

Delaware bay, so far modified by its mildness and

moisture the air of that portion of the orchard which

was nearest the water, that the blossom was saved.

The other portion of the same orc'urd, which in-

clined inland, and had received the full force of the

cold blast, was almost a total failure.

From the healthy appearance and vigorous

growth of many of my trees, I have a hope of se-

curing a degree of longevity for them, so desirable,

considering the care and expense inevitable in their

cultivation. Several of
_ them are now about six

inches in diameter, a foot from the ground, and the

produce this year, is estimated at from 30 to 40

bushels.

That peach trees are capable of attaining to con-

siderable longevity, can be attested by many of

your readers, who may remember them struggling

for years in the hedge-rows of bushes, which were

wont to adorn the fences of old-fashionciMariners.

There is now a tree in the garden of a lady in

Arch street, Philadelphia, planted 2.5 years ago,
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licii tliis sonsDi) pioJiiccd a trooil crop of fruit. KED OR BLACK ANTS.
in. Cobbed, also, in his valuable little treatise, Tq ,1,^ Editor oflhc New Enu'bmd Farmer:

Plie .\morican Gardener," refers to a peaoh tree

[FruMce, in full boarinsr, as 50 years old.

Willi great regard,

1 remain vonr friend,

MOURIS LONGSTRETH.

TO KILL WEEDS.

Is tiicre any inaiuire that will kill xvteds? is a

eslion not unfrequently put. Will nitrate of so-

, or nitrate of ammonia, or guano, or urates .'

lat sucli nueslions should be asked, proves one

at least, that there is a general desire to

n\v how to e.xlirpate weeds. We wish we could

d that they also indicate some acquaintance with

rudiments at least of vegetable physiology.

Weeds, like other plants, have each their pecu-

r constitution, prefer certain kinds of food, and

rish on the application of others. We have seen

jouiul of nitrate of soda administered to a Sca-

le plant without visible eSect; half an ounce

luld probably destroy a Rhododendron. Com-

n stable manure is prejudicial to Coniferous

nts, and in overdoses will kill them ; an oak

ds greedily upon it. So it is with weeds. E-x-

•sivo doses of salt will destroy all ordinary vege-

ion, veeds included, but promote the growth of

oaragus in a most remarkable degree, thus prov-

; itocll' to be a poison to one plant and a nutri-

as food to another. But salt cannot be used in

^i^o doses to extirpate weeds generally, because

ne, like the asparagus, may flourish under its

ion, and most crops will certainly be destroyed

it. I'rofcssor Henslow succeeded in destroying

ss and weed.s on gravel walks, by means of cor-

ivo sublimate, green vitriol, and blue vitriol, cs-

;ially ihe last. But corrosive sublimate destroys

>ry living form of vegetation, as well as the

cds ; and the two sorfs of vitriol have no perma-

it action, encouraging the subsequent growth of

aj sorts of plants, and so promoting the vegeta-

n of weeds rather than destroying it.

In practice, these chemical agents can only be

ployed for the destruction of weeds in certain

icial cases, such as the asparagus, which thrives

Jer doses of salt, which kill most other plants;

as tobacco, which feeds greedily upon quanti-

3 of nitrate of soda, which would destroy any

inary vegetation. In general, we must look to

er means for ridding ourselves of troublesome

edf, and we shall find those means in induslry

J common sense. The two separate are good

ngs, but they are better mixed together. The
.in and obvious rule is to pull weeds up as fast as

:y appear, and while still in the state of seed-

gs. Then every plant that is removed is effec-

lUy destroyed, and leaves no young ones behind

Any boy, at half-a-crown a week, can be taught

distinguish them ; and if the plan is persevered

there will very soon be nothing for the boy to

tilrict attention must, however, be paid to

!ir thorough extirpation when young ; it will not

to pull up almost all, and to leave the remainder

seed ; for in that case the labor has to be all

ne over again.

—

Loudnn^s Gardeners' Chronicle.

Dear Sir— If you think the following remedy

for ants would be of any benefit to the " Young
Housekeeper" who complains of these " groat pests,"

please allow it a place in your exceedingly valua-

ble paper.

Take a h^v sprigs of green wormwood, and

place them in immediate contact with red or black

ants, and they will disappear. I have found this to

be eiVoctnal after using every other remedy within

my limited knowledge.

Another remedy is to sprinkle chalk around the

places they frequent. It is said the chalk will

cause them to make their exit, but I have not had

occasion to prove it. G. C.

We have heard before that the red ant will

not pass over broad and distinct chalk marks.

Take the sugar firkin and chalk a stripe around it

an inch wide, and they will not crawl over this

mark.

—

Ed.

though not ono myself, I know, from the effects

produced at various times on a email fcale in mjr

garden, that animal matter in solution with lime, is

an active and [lowcrful manure; and what induced

me to think it might bo a preventive to the tly was,

that I had observed, however stale and foetid, ani-

mal life cannot exist in it."

Chnosxng Bees.—Place your ear close to the

je, and give it a tap: if the inmates give a short

Id sudden buzz, all is right; but if it be a languid

m, or rather a purring sound, the hive must be

jjccted, for the bees are weak.— If'righlon.

1

THE TURNIP FLY.

From a letter signed " A Tanner," in the Mark

Lane Express," wo copy the following simple, and

as is said, elficacious remedy for checking the rava-

ges of this destructive insect :—" In my constant

intercourse with farmers, I have frequently heard

their lamentations on the destructive ravages of

the turnip fly. A small patch of turnip seed was

sown in my garden some weeks since, and thought

no more about for a considerable time ; till one day

chancing to pass by it, I discovered, on closer in-

spection, that the young plants were swarming

with flies, and already half destroyed. I lost no time

in applying what I hoped would bo a remedy for

the mischief. This consisted of some stale liquid

from a lime pit, scattered over the plants with a

watering pot. On revisiting the patch next day, I

observed that the enemy was gone, and scarcely a

fly was to be seen, except one solitary little wretch

that was perched on a plant just unfolding; but

not one could be seen on any plant that had re-

ceived a sprinkle from the contents of the water-

iniT pot. The next apprehension was, that the

sprinkling might have injured the plants ; a few

days, however, removed all doubt, for rain came

and washed the sprinkling (of lime and animal

matter in combination,) from the plants down to the

roots, and they have since grown away in rank

luxuriance, have been thinned once, and require

the same operation again. Thus, by this sprink-

ling, the plants received protection from the fly

/?rsJ, nnd then, when the rain fell, wore nourished

by a highly-stimulating manure. It will, however,

be said, but of what avail is this information? Far-

mers have not access to the lime pits of the tanner
;

and if thoy had, the quantity to be procured would

be so small as not to be of any material benefit
;

which is very true, and therefiire the writer would

recommend every farmer to have his own lime pit

in his farm yard : if so situated as to take the drain-

ings of the yard, all the better; or whore water

may be obtained, a brick pit or tank, into which

should he thrown a few casks of lime, with a suffi-

ciency of water; and, when it can be procured, all

manner of refuse animal matter cut in pieces, such

as the carcases of animals and the entrails of what

may bo slaughtered. Sometimes, on the coast, a

load of worthless fish may bo obtained. Farmers

are little aware what an amount of rich liquid ma-

nure may be obtained at a very trifling cost. Al-

WILL YOU TAKE A SHEEP?
A valuable old farmer, about the time that tho

temperance reform was beginning to exert a health-

ful influence in the country, said to his newly

hired man :

" Jonathan, I did not think to mention to you,

when I hired you, that I think of trying to do my
ork this year without rum. What shall I give

you to do without.'"

" Oh," said Jonathan, " I do n't care much about

it—you may give me what you please."

" Well, said the farmer, " I will give you a sheep

in the fall, if you will do without."

" Agreed," said Jonathan.

The oldest son then said

—

" Father, will you give me a sheep, if I will do

without rum ?"

" Yes," was the reply.

The youngest son, a stripling, then said

—

" Father, will you give me a sheep, if I will do

without ?"

" Yes, you shall have a sheep too, if you will do

without rum."

Presently the young one speaks up again

—

" Father, had n't you better take a sheep too?"

This was a poser; he hardly thought that he

could give up what he had long boon accustomed

to ; but the appeal was such a home-thrust, and

from such a source, that it was not easily to be dis-

regarded. The effect was, rum was henceforth

banished from the premises, to the groat joy, and

ultimate happiness of all concerned.

—

Selected.

ESPY'S VENTILATOR.
Whether Mr Espy has found out the laws which

regulate storms on a great scale or not, he has hit

upon a little matter by which we think he will make

the laws of the wind, on a small scale, serve the

public, and fill his pockets. It is that thing so long

sought in vain, a remedy for smoky chimneys, and

a general ventilator. It consists of nothing but a

metallic cone placed on the top of a flue horizon-

tally with a vane, to keep the point of the cone to

the breeze. The direction which the wind gets

by passing over the cone, produces a vacuum at the

large end, which is the outlet, and so creates a

draft. The effect is altogether surprising. Some
places which were odious with foul air, have been

rendered perfectly sweet by this simple apparatus,

and chimneys which were given over by the doc-

tors as incurable, have been brought to regular ac-

tion Jour, of Com..

Responsibilit;/.—If a man is not fit to hold an

office before he is married, he is not fit to be mar-

ried.

—

Fitclibtirg Sent.

True. And then a man who is married, already

holds as important an otfice as is to be found in any

of the united states.

—

Barre Gaz.

To be sure he does : and the responsihilitics will

rest upon him.

—

Fitchburg Sent.

Aye, and the way they '11 clamor for the loaves

anrf^s/ics will bo a caution to demagogues

—

Me.

Far.
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WORK AFTER HARVESTING.

The fine wcatiier (if l+ie post five or six weeks, lins

enabled the farmers generally to gather in their iibuii-

dant crops in good season. The labor of harvesting is

now mostly over. The wet weather of the past season

lias been j'eculiar, and merits a passing remark. The

spring opunt'd early t\ir plowing and otlier work upon

the farm. The weather for sowing the summer grains

and for planting corn and potatoes, was propitious— but

June was a wet and cool month. About the 5ili of July

the weather became settled, giving three gnoj we'^ks

for getting in the greater part of the English hay and the

earlier grains ; but August and purl of September were

very wet, causing much damage to later grains, to fresh

meadow liay, salt hay, &c. There wap, however, an

abundant (;rowth of second crop or after-math npon the

mowing fields, and vegetation was generally vigorous

—

the fields retained their verdure through the season, and

all crops were generally healthy and luxuriant. When
the rains of September were over, the weather became

beautiful, and has continued so almost without change

up to the present. Near forty d,iys have passed in which

there have been scarcely two rainy ones. The later sec-

ond crop of hay Vfas well made in the first portion of

this fair weather, and since then the autumnal crops

have be-n secured in fine condition. So much of di-

gression.

To return to our subject—Work after harvest. Clean

out the ditches and drains in your lowlands, so that the

waters of the winter and spring may pass off freely. If

you can find a spot dry enough, get out muck or meadow

mud fur use anotlier year—or if you can open a needed

diich through your meadow, be busy about that. Some

of your stone fences may need lesetling: new stone

wall may be wanted. Leaves, potato vines, dried muck,

&c. &c. are to be brought to the barn- yard and hog-

yard for litter and manure. The contents of the yards,

on many farms, are to be carried to the fields. If the

manure or compost now taken out is strong, and is in-

tended for planting next spring, either spread it forth-

with and plow it in, or put it in heaps of good form, and

cover it with meadow mud or soil to preserve it from

the wasting action of winter's winds, frosts, and snows.

After the yards are cleared, put into them meadow mud,

soil, or whatever else you may find more convenient

and desirable. Where a choice of materials can be had,

it is well to take that which is unlike the soil to which

you intend to apply your compost when made. If you

intend it for the reclaimed meadow, then loain, clay, or

sand, cither of them is better than meadow mud. If for

a clayey soil, take sandy materials : if for sandy soil,

take meadow mud : for light upland soils generally take

meadow mud ;—clay does well on such soils, but it

makes bad work in a wet yard, and we would rather

carry it directly to the field, there leave it in small heaps

or spread it over iho surface, as is most convenient, and

let it take the action of the frosts.

Autumnal plowing too, is desirable. All clayey and

heavy soils are the better for being plowed in autumn.

It benefits them to ridge them up by turning two fur-

rows together. When thus fixed, the land becomes fit

for the plow earlier in the spring and works better

through the summer. Nearly all the lands to be tilled

the next season, would be benefited by plowing before

winter. The larva; of destructive insects are likewise

destroyed by fall plowing.

THE VALUE OF CARROT, BEET AND RUTA
BAGA TOPS AS MANURE.

Mr Wm. F. Porter, of Newton, mentioned to us the

other day, that ho has grown carrots on the same ground

four successive years, and that his crop has been annually

increasing—at the same time some of his nciglibors

have been growing their carrots on the same grounds for

successive years, and have found their crops regularly

diminishing. The only respect in which Mr P.'s course

has differed from that of his neighbors is, that he has

topped his crop upon the ground and plowed the tops in,

while thoy have removed the tops.

Last season we topped ruta bagas on the ground where

they were grown, and havn thought that the ruta bagas

there have done something better this season than on

the pan of the field from which the tops were removed.

It has been told to us that a field high upon the moun-

tains in Lyndesboro', N. H., has been sowed to grain

for many successive years—that the grain is threshed up-

on the mountain and the straw annually plowed into the

land on which it grew. The report adds, that the crops

of grain here are regularly increasing.

These things suggest, the questions whether carrot

tops are not a peculiarly good manure for carrots ; beet

tops for beets ; ruta baga lops for ruia bagas ; straw for

grain, &c. We can add a few other facts : three or four

years ago, when fitting ground to sow corn in drills for

fodder, which ground had been planted to corn the pre-

ceding year, we took pains to collect all the old stalks

that lay along near three of four of the drills, and place

them in the drills. These rows or drills were thought

to yield better than the others, where the stalks were

left scattered upon the surface or partially buried.

We published, a few weeks ago, an article which

maintained that the trimmings oY grape vines are the

best manure for the vine.

These things suggest a subject on which it is desira-

ble that farmers should make observations.

PRICES OF PRODUCE.

The general inactivity in manufacturing operations,

and the abundant crops of the year, have caused the

productions of the farm to bring but very low prices

—

farmers are not doing any thing like a good business—in

the way of profit we mean. Business generally being

dull last spring, eveiy mechanic who could get a patch

of ground, set about cultivating his own potatoes, cab-

bages, &c. &c. This caused more land to be tilled than

is usual, and diminshed the number of purchasers. In

all parts of the country too, the soil has yielded abun-

dantly. Wholesale prices are low. In this city, good

potatoes go at from 20 to 25 cts. Beets, carrots and ruta

bagas at from 5 to 7 dollars per ton. Onions at 1 dollar

per barrel ; butter at 15 to 20 cts. per lb , &c. Beef is

at from 15 to 5 dollars per hundred. Pork at 5 to 5 1-2

cts. These prices sre favorable to the dwellers in the

city, but are loo low for the farmer.

The God -of the seasons has been bountiful, and for

this every benevolent heart will rejoice. We do not

comp/am of the low prices; but simply state the facts.

And we say to the dwellers in the city, that the farmers

are seeing hard times.

EXTRAORDINARY COW.
We have heard that a cow was offered for premium i

the Fair of the American Institute, New York, by tb

Mayor of Brooklyn, that has yielded, for ten months, 8

average of 27 quarts of milk per day.

The cow was purchased in England, by the master

some vessel coming to New York, and sold by him u

on his arrival. She is without pedigree. The own

has once in four or five weeks cut the end of her it

slightly, so as to produce a little bleeding, and has occ

sionally baihed her back and loins with spirits of turpe

tine, to increase the secretions in the urinary passagi

The food has been varied every week somewhat, but

amounts to about six quarts of Indian meal and six q

of oat meal per day, besides as much hay ar.d grass

she will eat. Such is the report. We should be hap|

to learn from the judges (for we have two of tbeni

this vicinity,) whether the report is correct.

COMMON SCHOOLS.
The season is drawing near when the farmers are

send their sons and daughters to school for the wint

Teachers are now to be engaged, where this has r

been already done. Men are to be selected to wh(

the young are to be entrusted awhile for the training

their intellects, and to some extent, their morals. T
duties of Committee men in this matter, are vastly i

portant. Upon their selection of a teacher depends

no small degree the intellectual and moral welfare

all the children and youth around them. Let not a bai

ful parsimony prevent your taking him for the teaci

who is likely to perform the teacher's duties best. T
blindest and most injudicious of all measures of pseu

economy is that which makes the cheapness of a teache

terms the chief consideration in engaging his servic

The good or evil consequences of his teachings, are i

to be reckoned by dollars and cents. A good school

six weeks, is better

—

vastly better, for your childr

than a poor one for twice six weeks.

Read, parents, read—if you can got it—the Oration

Hon. Horace Mann, Secretary of the Board of Edu

tion, before the citizens of Boston on the 4th of Ji

Learn there our country's need of good schools. Le

there our dangers and duties, and then perform v

your part towards the rising generation.

Manvfactureof Silkin Ohio.—We find the follow

statement in one of our exchange papers. There

many evidences in different parts of the country, that i

withstanding the severe shock which the silk culture

ceived from the exphision of the Multicaiilus bubble, i

by no means prostrated. It is really very gratifyini

observe the amount of enterprise and perseverance I

is brought to bear upcm this subject. We hope its frie

will never tire, unless it shall be thorouglily demons
ted that silk cannot be profitably made in the Un
States.—Fur. Cab.

" Mr John W. Gill, of Mount Pleasant, Hamilton

Ohio, manufactured during the last year, upwards

$9,000 worth of silk goods. His clear profit on the c

ital invested, was ten per cent. He has three large

cooneries, and commenced this season to feed upwt
of two millions of worms, which he calculates will yi

him upwards of six hundred bushels of cocoons, w<

at present prices, ,«:2,000, but much more to him, as

will manufacture the whole crop into various fibrics.

Some read to think—those are rare : some to write

—

these are common ; and some read to talk—and these

form the great majority. The first page of an author not

unfrequently suffices all the purposes of this latter class,

of whom it has been said, they tieal books as some do

lords ;—they inform themselves of their titles, and then

boast of an intimate acquaintance.

—

Lacon.

Addrkss to the Norfolk County Tempkrance Si

ETY, Sept. 2!), 1S42. By John Qvincv Adami
Gould, Kendall &, Lincoln, Boston.

This Address has been spoken of by some as ailvo

inc the moderate use of wine ; others have denied t

it does any such thing. The latter are correct; thoi

this assertion needs explanation. The wisdom of

sage, and the consistency of ihd christian who holds

to the oracles of God as the best fountains of instriicli

shine out in every page of the address. Mr Adaii

positions are all of them obvious and necessary ded

tions fiom the scripures he quotes.
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JIASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
3'.4» ailjcHirned Meeting of the Mussachuseits Horli-

tiirnl Society will be held at the Rooms, 23 Tremoiit

w. on SiilurJaij, Not. 6th, at II o'clock, A. M.

EBENEZER WIGHT,
)ct. 19 according Secretary.

TllERiVlO.MKTRICAL
Rf purled lor the New Elnglnnd Farmer,

tinge of the Thei niometerat the Gaiilenof the proprietors

ill-; .\eiv England Farmer, Urighlon, Mass, in a shaded

rt.i«rly exposnre, for ihe week ending Oct. 30.
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KUillTON MARKET.—MoNDAT, Oct. 31, 1842.

Iteiionedfortlie New Enjland F»rmer.

At .Market 5000 Cattle, about 3000 of which were

ef Cattle, 2000 Stores, C300 Sheep and 2300 Swine.

['bices.— Beef Cattle. A few extra $5 00. First

ility, §4 25 a 4 50. Second quality, $:i 50 a 4 00.

ird quality $2 50 a 3 25.

Barrelling Cattle.—Mess $3 25. No 1, $2 50.

Stores—Two year old $7 a 12. Three year old,

4 a 20.

Sheep —Lots were sold from 42 to $1 75. Wethers

in $1 75 to 2 75.

Stcine.—Sales brisk for lots to peddle, 3 for sows, and

or Barrows. One or two lots for a fraction more. Old

igs, 3 for sows and 3 1-4 a 3 1-2 for barrows. At retail

or sows and 5 for barrows.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Corrected leilh great care, weekly.

>EEDS. Herds Grass, $2 50 to 3 00 perhushel. Red Top,
to 50 cents. Clover—Northern, 00 to 12c.—Southern,

c. KIa.x Seed, Si 75 per busliel. Lucerne, 3D e.per lb.

nary Seed, 33 50 per bushel.

jRAIN. Duty, Corn, Rye and Beans, free 5 Barley 20
cent. ; Oats 20 per cent.

The arrivals of the week are about 30,000 bushels Corn,

which 20,000 bushels have been sold at prices not very

I
ferent from the last weekly report.

IJorn—Northern, old, bushel 59 to 60—Southern, round
low, old, 58 a 59—Southern flat yellow, new, 55 a 56—
do. white 62 a 53—do New Orleans, Oil a 00—Barley

a Rye, Northern, 65 a 67 —do. Southern, 60 a 65—
ts. Southern, 27 a 23— Northern do. 30 to 31— Beans, per

ihel 75 a I 23.—Shorts, per double hush. — a Bran, —

FLOUR. The market, at the close, in consequence of

V arrivals by water and small receipts at the railroads, sus-

iied former prices, with a little more firmness.

Baltimore, Howard Street, 4 mos. cr. $4 37 a 4 50 —do.

larf. So 00 a OO do. free of garlic, S4 37 a 00 — Phila-

Iphia do. 4 mos. S4 37 a 00 -Fredericksburg, lowl'd 4

5S. S4 37 a 00 —Alexandria, wharf mountain, — p 00 a

— Georgetown, «4 62 a 4 75—Richmond Canal, S4 62 a 00

do. Ciiy.SOOOaiioO—Petersburgh.South side So 00 a 00

do. Country S4 37 a 4 SO—Genesee, common, cash, 80 00 a

00— do faiicy brands 81 56 a 4 62 — Ohio via Canal,

37 a 00—do do New Orleans, cash So 00 a 00. Rye,
1 DO a 00—Indian Meal in bbls. S2 75 a 3 00.

PROVISIONS. Pork continues firm at late reported

ices
;
public sales consist of 350 bbls. Clear.

Beef—Mess 4 110. new Mil. S8 00 a 8 50—Navy—S7 00 a

50.—No. 1, 00 a 00—do Prime S4 00 a 4 50—Pork—
xtra clear 4 mo. bbl. 811 Oi^ a 00 00—do Clear SlOOOa 10 60

). Mess, 8 00 a 8 50—do Prime $5 00 a 6 00—do Mess
om other Stales,— a do Prime <lo do SO 00 n 00
>. Cargo do. a 00 Clear do do SOO 00 a 00 00—
utter, shipping, 5 a 8—do store, uninspected, 8 a 10—do
dry, 12 a 15,—Lard, No. 1, Boston ins. 7 1-4 a 7j— do
oath and Western, 7 a 7 1-4 Hams, Boston, 6 a 7 — do
autberii and Western, 4 a 6—Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,
a 4—do new milk, 5 a 6 1-2.

WOOL. Duly. The value whereof at the place of ei-

p irtation shall not exceed S ds. jier pound, free. All where-
of the value e.\-ceeds 6 cts. per pound, 32 per ct. ad. vul. and
4 cts per pound.

Sales of Pulled and Fleece Wool to a considerable ex-

tent have been made during the past week, at the annexed

prices.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, lb. 37 a 40 c.—Amer-
ican full blood, do 33 a 33—Do. 3-4 do 32 a 33—Do. 1-2 do
28 a 30--1-4 and common do 26 a 28 — Smyrna Sheep,
washed, 20 a 23-- Do. unwashed, 10 a 13—Bengasi do
8 a 10—Saxony, riean, 00— Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a 10—
do. do. picked, 12 a 16— Superfine Norihern pulled lamh 33

a 35—No. 1 do. do. do. 28 a 30—No. 2 do do do 20 a 22—
No. 3 do do do — a —

.

HOPS. Duty 20 percent.

The article came into market quite freely during the past

xveek, and for the most part met ready buyers at Sets per II)

for the first sort.

1st sort Mass. 1842, lb. 8 a 8 1-2. 2d do. do. do. a 6 1-2.

HAY, per ton, SI6 to 18— Eastern Screwed 814 to 16

CHEESE— Sliipping and 4 meal, G to 80.—New 9 to 11.

EGGS, 14 a 18.

WILLIS'S LATEST lilIPROVED VEGETABLE
CUTTKR.

This machine surpasses all others for the purpose of cut-
ting Rula Baga, Mangel Wurtzel, and other roots. The
great objection to other machines, is their cutting the roots
into slices, which makes it almost impossible for the cattle

to get hold of them: this machine with a little alteration,

cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shape as is

most convenient for the cattle to eat. It will cut with ease
from one to two bushels of roots per minute. For sale by
J. BK-ECK & CO., Nos. 61 :. ul 52 North Market st.

CHINESE MULBEKRY TREES FOR SALE.
The subscriber at West Bridgewater, Mass., oifers lor

sale 30,000 Chinese Mulberry trees of one year's growth,
from two to three and a half feet hi;,'h, haudsomo, flourish-
ing trees, for 20 dollars per Ibous-jnd iie.tt spring, which
will be packed in good order, : n 1 seni to Coston gratis, if

desired. Inquire at the New England Farmer Office, or of
the subscriber at West Bridgewater.

FRANKLIN AMES.
West Bridgewater Oct. 26, 1842. Nov. 2

FRUIT AND OR\AMEKTAL TREES.
The subscribers offer for sale a great variety of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, among which are
Pears, Plums, Cherry, Apple, Quince, &c.. Grape
Vines, Gooseberrys, Currants, &c., Roses in

great variety ; also, an extensive assortment of
Hardy Herbaceous plants.

All orders will receive prompt attention, and the trees
will be packed so that they may be transported to any part
of the country with safety. For sale by JOSEPH BRECK
& CO., Nos. 61 and 62 North Market st. Nov. 2

SPLENDID BULBOrS FLOWER ROOTS.
Just received by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., from Hol-

land, a very large and well selected assortment of Dutch
Bulbous Roots, among which are the following.

Hyacinths—Double white, double rosy, double red, dark
blue, light blue, light blue and yellow, single white, white
with red and purple eye rosy, pink, light and dark blue, com-
prising 150 varieties of choice named sorts.

Tulips—Fine late named sorts, fine double do., mixed
single, mixed double, single and double, Van Throll ibrforc-

ing. Parrots, &c. &c.
Crown Imperials, double red and yellow, single red and

yellow, &c. &c- &c.
Polyanthus Narcissus, Narcissus, .Tonquilles, Ranauculus,

Anemones, Iris, Crocuses of all colors and varieties. Glad-
iolus, Lilies, Pneonies, iltc. &c.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK &. CO., No 51 and 52

North Market st. Oct. 26

POUDRETTE ! PtIUDRETTE ! I

The subscribers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,

Poutlretle in quantities to suit purchasers ; packed in Bar-

rels in order for shipping, or transportation by wagon or Rail

Road.
The experience of five years jast has satisfied many

farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation upon
^etabie matter, producing greater abundance, and is the

cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the

factory in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For sale by J.BRECK & CO, 51 and 52 North Market
St., Boston.

'

Oct. 26.

LACTOMETERS— a simple instrument for testing

the quality »f milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great iniprovcnicnls have been nnuic the past year in the

form and workmanship ol these Ploughs ; tlie mould beard
has been so formed as to lay the furrnw complclchj oiicr,

lurnitiir in every particle nf grass or siuhblc, and waving the
ground in the bed possible vianncr. The length of Iho
mould board has be n very much increased, so that the
Plough works wiih the greatest ease, Iroth with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial
of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should our opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughs
we should prefer (or u.se on a farm, we might perhaps say to
the inquirer, if your l;md is mostly light and easv to work,
try Prouty & Mears, but if your land is heavy, hard orrochy,
BEGIN WITH Mr. HowAno's,''
At the above mer.t-.oned trial the Howard Plough did

more work, with the same power of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more ihan iwentysoven
and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while the
Howard Plough turneil twenlimine and one half inches, lo
the same power of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secuies
the mould board and landside together, and streii^ihens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S5 to SIS. A Plough,

suflicient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about
SIO 60, and with cutter Si, with wheel and cutter, S2 60
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Stiire,

Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, by
JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

April 20

FRUIT, ORNADIISNTAL TREES, &c.
NURSERY OF WILLIAM KENBICK.

Of Peach and Pear, of Plum, of Cherry
and of Apple Trees, a collection, unrivalled in

any former year, for fine trees of thriftiest growth^
of new anil finest kinds.

Gooseberries of first quality. Apples, Cluinces,

Grape Vines, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, &c.
The new abridged and descriptive Catalogue for 1S42 will

be sent to all who apply.
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Honeysuckles, &c., splen-

did varieties of double yellow Harrison and other Roses

—

of Tree Peonies, of Hebaeous Pasonies, and other flowering

Plants— of double Dahlias, &c. Rhubarb of first rate new-
est kinds, Cockspur, Thorns, &c.

.411 orders addressed to the subscriber will be promptly
attended to, and trees, when so ordered, will be securely

packed in Mats and Moss for safe transport to all distant

places by land or sea, and delivered in the city free of charge,
for transportation by the wagon which is sent thither dally,

or orders may be left with any of the agents.

WILLIAM KENRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston, Oct. 12, 1842.

Oct 12 eptDec 1

CA9IBRIDGEPORT NURSERY,

Columbia Street.

SAMUEL POND,
NURSERYMAN, Cambridgeport, Mass., has for sale a

choice assortment of

Fruit Trees, Shrubs, and Vines.

Among them are the best varieties ol Apple, Pear, Plum,
Cherry, Peach, Apricot, Grape Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb.

.4lso— Pear, Apple, Plum and Cherry Stocks constantly

on hand.

Currents, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Sfc.

Trees of an extra size always on hand, and will be deliv-

ered to any part of the city free of expense.

Orders by Mail, or otherwise, promptly attended to.

Oct. 19. Sw

SITUATION WANTED.
A young man who understands Nursery, Flower and

Kitchen Gardening, and Forcing, in all its various branches,

and who has had three years' experience in this country,

wishes a situaliou. He will have no objections to going

West or South. Can furnish the best reference. Address

J. S. at this Office. Oct. 3, 1842.

SEED BEANS.
The subscribers will pay cash for the following Beans, viz:

China Dwarf, Dwarf Casekmfe, Horticultural, Early Mo-
hawk, and Thousand to One. They must be clean and pure.

J. BRECK & CO. 61 and 52 North Market St. Boston.

Oct. 12.
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MISCELLANEOUS

THE AMERICAN WILD CAT.

In the southern portion of the United States, but

especially in Louisiana, the "-vild-cat is found in

abundance, and althourjh every year vast nuuihcrs

are killed, they remain seeminoly as plentiful as

they ever wore " in the lueumry of the oldest in-

liabitant."

'J'lie wild-cat seeks the most solitary retreats in

which to rear its yountf, ivliere, in some natural

hole in the ground, or some hollow tree, it finds

protection for itself and its kittens IVoin the destruc-

tive hand of man. At nifrht, or at early morn, it

comes abroad, stealinix over tlio dried leaves, in

search of prey, as quietly as a zephyr, or ascending

the forest tree witli almost the ease of a bird. The
nest on the tree, and the burrow in the ground, are

alike invaded ; while the poultry yard of the far-

mer, and his slieepfold, are drawn liberally upon to

supply the cat with food. It runs downs the rabbit,

'coon, and 'possum, sprinijinn- from some elevated

bout;li upon the bird perched beneath, catching its

victim in its mouth, and doing this while descend-

ing like an arrow in speed, and alighting with the

softness of a feather upon the ground. Nothing
can e.vceed its beauty of motion when in pursuit

of game, or sporting in play. No leap seems too

formidable, no attitude is ungraceful. It runs, flies,

leaps, and is at ease in an instant of time: every

hair of lis body seems redolent with life. Its dis-

posiliiin is untameable. It seems insensible to

kindness—a mere mass of ill-nature—having no
sympathies with any, not even of its own kind. It

IS for tills reason, no doubt, that it is so recklessly

pursued, its paw being, like the Ishmaelites, against

every man ; and it naturally follows that every

man's dogs, sticks and guns are against it. The
hounds themselves, that hunt equally well the cat

and fox, pursue the former with a clamorous joy,

and kill it with a zest that they do not display when
finishing ofT a fine run after reynard.

Ill Louisiana the sportsman starts out in the morn-
ing professedly for a fo.\ chase, and it turns "cat,"
and often both cat and fox are killed, after a short

but hard morning's work. 'I he chase is varied, and
is often full of amusing inrident— for the cat, a?

might be expected, takes often to the "tree," tu

avoid pursuit, and this habit of tlie animal allows
the sportsman to meet it on quite familiar terms.

If the tree is a tall one, the cxcitable_creaturo man-
ages to have its face obscured by the distance ;

but if It takes to a dead, limbless trunk, where the

height will permit its head to be fairly seen, as it

looks down upon the pack that are yelling at its

foot, you will see a rare exhibition of rage and fury :

eyes that seem living balls of fire; poisonous claws
that clutch the insensible wood with indentations

;

the foam trembling on its jaws, its hair standing
up like porcupine quills, its ears pressed down to

the head— its whole contour forming as perfect a
picture of vicious, ungovernable dcstructiveness as
can he imagined. A charge of mustard-seed shot,

or a poke with a stick when at bay, will cause it to

desert its airy abode; when it no sooner touches
the ground, than it starts off at a killing pace, the
liounds like mad fiends on its trail.

Beside " treeing," the cat will take advantage of

some hole in the ground, and disappear as suddenly
as gliosts at cock-crowing. The hounds come up
to the hiding places, and a fight ensues. The first

head intruded into the cat's hole is sure to meet

with a warm reception ; claws and teeth do their

work, still the staunch hound heeds it not, and eith-

er he gets a hold himself, or acts as a bait to draw
the cat from his burrow: thus fastened, the dog
being the most powerful in strength, backs out,

drawing his enemy along with him ; and no sooner
is the cat's head seen by the rest of the pack, than
they pounce upon him, and in a few moments the
" nine lives" of the "varmint" are literally chawed
up.

Sportsmen, in hunting the cat, provide themselves
generally with pistols, not for the purpose of killing

the cat, but to annoy it, so that it will dfsert from
the tree, when it has taken to one. Sometimes
these infantile shooting irons are left at home, and
the cat gets safely lodged out of the reach of sticks,

or whatever other missile may be convenient. This
IS a most provoking affair; dogs and sportsmen
lose all patience, and as no expedient suggests it-

self, the cat escapes for the time.

Of all the peculiarities of the wild cat, its un-
tameable and quarrelsome disposition is its most
marked characteristic. The western hunter, when
he wishes to cap the climax of braggadocio with
respect to his own prowess, says " he can wliip his

weight in w ild cats." "I am a tall specimen of an
earthquake, in a fight," bellowed out one of these

half-horse-and-half-alligator fellows: "lean strike

as hard as fourth-proof lightning, and keep it up
rough-and-tumble as long as a wild-cat." These
high encomiums on the cat's pugnacity, are justly

merited—for, considering its size, it can bite fierc-

er, scratch harder, and live longer, in a fight, than
any other animal \vlMtever. " .A singed cat" is an
excellent proverb, illustrating that a person may be
better than he looks. " A singed tvild-cur," as such
an illustration, would be sublime. There is no
half-way work, no exception, no occasional moment
of good nature; starvation and a surfeit, blows and
kind words, kicks, cuffs, and fresh meat, reach not
the sympathies of the wild-cat. He has the greedi-
ness of the pawnbroker, the ill nature of an old

usurer, the meanness of a pettifogging lawyer, the
blind rage of the hog, and the apparent insensibili-

ty to pain of the turtle. Like a woman, the wild-
cat is incomparable with any thing but itself.

In expression efface, the wild-cat singularly re-

sembles the rattlesnake. The skulls of these two
"varmints" possess the same venomous expres-
sion, the same demonstration of fangs, and proba-
bly no two creatures attack each other with more
deadly ferocity and hate. They will stare at each
other with eyes filled witli defiance, and burning
with fire, one hissing and the other snarling, pre-
senting a most terrible picture of the malevolence
of pasion. The serpent in its attitudes is all grace
— the cat all activity: the serpent moves with the
i]uickness of lightning, while making the attack:
the cat defends with motions equally quick, bound-
ing from side to side, striking with its paws. Both
are often victors, for they seldom separate until

death-wounds have been inflicted on both sides.

The Indians imagine that the wild-cat has the attri-

bute of gloating over the displays of evil pa.ssions

in a quarrelsome person.

—

JV. Y. Spirit of ilie Times.

Complication of Evils.—"What did Mr
die of?" asked one neighbor of another. "Of a

complication of disorders," was the reply. "And
what is that .5" " Why, he died of two physicians,

a surgeon and an apothecary."

—

Selected.

Forgive : let not the sun set upon your wrath.

AGRICULTURAL IMFLEMEIVTS, &c
The Proprietors of the New tini;land Asricuiliiral W

house and Seed Slnre No. 51 and 52 North Market sir
would inform their customers and the piiMic ^el:e^ally :

lliey have on hand the most extensive assoiimem ol A
cullnial and Horticultural Tools to he found in ihe In
Stales. Part of winch are the followins-:
1000 Howard's Patent Cast

iron Ploughs
300 Common do. do.

200 Cullivalors:

too fJreene's Straw Cutters
60 Willis' do. do.

do. do.

Patent Cc

do.

100 C
too Wllii;

Shellcrs

50 Common d.j

2ii0 Willis' Seed So ...
50 " V'egetslile Cutlers
50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.
200 Grain Cradles.
100 Ox yokes.

1500 Doz- Scvthe Stones.
3000 " Austin's Rifles.
March 17.

100 doz. Cast Steel Shov
150 " Common do.
100 " Spades.
300 " Gra.ssScyihes.
300 " Patent Snaiths.
200 " Common du.
500 " Hay Rakes.
200 " Garden do.

200 " Manure Forks.
300 " Hay do.
500 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.
100 Draft do.
500 Tie up do.
50 doz. Halter do.

1000 yards Fence do.

23 Grind Stones on rollc-

GRE.EN'S PATi-AT i TRAW CUTTER.
.TObr..PII BRECK i't CO at the New England At,

tural Warehouse and Seed Stole Nos. 51 and52Norih M
ket Street, have for sale, G.-een's Patent Strjiw, Hay i

Stalk Cutter, operating on a nieehanical princijile not i'cel

applied to any implement i'or this purjxise. The most prt

inent effects of iliis application; and some of the ctiuscqu

peculiarities of the iiiachinc are:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power rcqui:

to use it, that the slr.'iigth of a half grown boy is suffid

to work il efheieri;ly.

2. With even ihis nmderatepower, it easilycut* twolin
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been ciaiit

by any other machine even when worked by horse or sir
power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which t

cut, require sharpening less often than those uf any oi

straw cutter. -*

4. The mnchine is simple inits construction, made and
togetiicr very slrnnsly. It is therefore not so liol.le as
compliciii-d iiuichiiie.s HI "cneial use to gel out of order

SAYLE'S GARDEN EKGINE.
TIlis is a splendid article. It will throw a constant stre

of water to the distance of 50 or fio feet, with great f'oi

and in e.Tso of fire would he a good substitute for a lire

gine. The most jierfecl article lor the purpose ever inl

dueed. lAirsale hyj. liRECK & CO., No. 51 and 52 No
Market street.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
2110 •' Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & C(

No. 52 North Market St.

TYE UP CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derby, Esq. of Sale
and Col. jAcauES, for the purpose of securing tattle to t

stall, are found tc he the safest and most convenient mo
of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK Si CO., No. 62 Noi
Market St.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year zn nrfrance, or$2 50 if not pa

within thirty days.

W. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank i

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, witho

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENIVETT, PKINTERS.
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ANNUAL EXIIIBFTION OF THE MASSA-
CHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
ON THE I4tli, 15ih, AND IGih SEPT., 1842.

" Meditation here
May tliinU down hours to moments. Here tlis heart
I^Iay i;ive a usetul icsson to the head,
And learning wiser grow without iiis bool\s."

The wise, the ernod, the fair and the lovely, of

our fellow-citizens, are now awake to the science

of horticulture, and unless we greatly mistake the

signs of the times, the day is not far distant when
all classes will be interested in, and delighted with,

the cultivation of the soil, in some way or other
;

and, in fifty years from tfie present time, very few,

ifany, willbe found willing to acknowledge that

they feel no pleasure or interest in the cultivation

of fruits and llowers.

'

Our readers will recollect that the drenching

rains and stormy weather, previous to, and during

the exhibition, had greatly injured the Dahlia and

other flowers; and we must acknowledge that we
were fearful, when we commenced decorating the

hall, that our tables of fruit and stands of flowers

ould not be fllled to the extent of some previous

l^ears: but our doubts were soon removed. We
teted to our friends that we wanted their aid, and
Dy Wednesday noon every table was crowded with

Fruit and every stand covered with flowers.

Where so much has been done, and so well done
by the contributors, it is a difficult task for us to

iDiiter into details, and to acknowledge our obliga-

I :ions to our friends individually in the manner we
I should like to do, but we cannjt refrain to offer our
.hanks to Messrs. Haggerston, Story, Carter, and
McLennan, and to other members who took a part

with us, for their ready assistance in decorating the

"oom.

The number of pot plants was greater than last

?ear, and comprised a better and more select varie-

.y of kinds. Among the most conspicuous of these
ivas a fine specimen of Lagerstrojmia indica, be-

onging to the President of the Society, upwards of
Jight feet high, and proportionally broad ; it was in

"ull bloom, and was deservedly admired. Several
"uchsias from the Botanic Garden and S. Sweetser,
were elegant objects, and added much to the dis-

play. The r.'jble Pan Palm, (Chamcerops humilis,)

rom tiie collection of Mr Gushing, was very im-
oosing: a fine date palm (Phoeni.x dactylifera,) con-
.rasted well with the other plants. Achimines coc-
:inea, well grown, and in fine bloom, Russellia jun-
:ea, and a fine tall specimen of the elegant Abuti-
lon striatum, from the Public Garden, were each
sery showy. In addition to these, several plants

were exhibited, grown in soil to which guano had
Deen added: these were more particularly intended
LO illustrate the experiments of Mr Teschemacher,
fvho delivered the annual address, in which he re-

ferred to these plants.

For the decorations of the hall the committee are
indebted to Messrs. Winship for a very splendid
pyramidal bouquet

; to Mr Jaines L. L. F. Warren,
for a very large and beautiful bouquet of Dahlias,

and to Dr. J. C. Howard, Brookline, for a Inrge

and elegant bouquet, displaying great taste in its

arrangement. These decorations were, as they

deserved to be, greatly admired.

In the Dahlia stands we noticed beautiful speci-

mens of Primrose, Uxbridgo Magnet, Rouge ct

Noir, Pickwick, Maid of Bath, and Marshal Soult,

from the President of the Society ; Ne plus Ultra,

Eva and Pickwick, from Mr J. C. Stickney, Bos-

ton ; Pickwick, Lady Rae Reed, Maid of Bath and

Rienzi, by Mr H. W. Dutton, Boston; Fowler's

Qui-en Victoriri, Sarah, and Lady Bathurst, by Dr.

J. II. Trowbridge, Dorchester ; Revenge and Mar-

shal Soult, by Mr Sprague, Boston ; Countess of

Pembroke, Beauty of the Plain, Widnall's Queen,

and Eclise, by Mr David Haggerston, W.^tertown;

Virgin Queen, (extra fine, and very large,) Fire-

ball, Pickwick, and Miss Jones, by Mr J. F. Trull;

Widnall's Queen (very superb and fine,) Pickwick,

Bridesmaid, and Francis, by Messrs. Hovey & Co.
;

Ne plus Ultra and Fireball (extra,) by MrS. Sweet-

ser ; Pickwick and Primrose, by Mr Parker Barnes.

There were also several other fine specimens by

Messrs. J. L. L. F. Warren, Breck & Co., Carter,

Meller, McLennan, H. K. Oliver, and S. Walker,

The fruit was excellent, but not in so great va-

riety or in such profusion as last year. Mr Man-
ning sent a large number of pears, apples, peach-

es, &c. The President exhibited a number of fine

appearance and extra size. Mr O. Johnson's and

Mr Vose's fruits were exceedingly fine. Mr Da-

vid Haggerston presented a basket of nectarines

and peaches, forming the base of a pyramid, which

supported several clusters of grapes from Mr Cush-

ing's large and extensive collection: the Muscat of

Alexandria were rich indeed, and berries of the

Black Hamburg were of inonstrous size, many of

them measuring three to four inches in circumfe-

rence. An immense large cluster of the Black

Hamburg was sent by Joseph Grennell, Esq., of

New Bedford. Very fine grapes and peaches from

Col. Perkins's vineries. Apples and pears from

Mr French. A most beautiful display of peaches

was made by J. Hill: it consisted of several bask-

ets of the Lemon Rareripe, large, handsome, and

very deeply colored. But these are only some of

the more remarkable of the fruits exhibited. Every

collection contained something worthy of notice
;

and the names of all the fruits exhibited will be

given in our report.

On Friday, the Ifith, at 12 o'clock, noon, an ad-

dress was delivered before the Society, at the Swe-

denborgian Chapel, by J. E. Teschemacher, Esq.,

Corresponding Secretary of the Society. The ad-

dress was replete with useful information, detailing

some experiments with guano.

Our report is as follows:

—

PlanL:

From the President of the Society ; a large plant

of Lagerstroemia indica.

From J. P. Gushing, Esq. ; Chamserops humilis,

PhcEuix dactylifera, Amaryllis Belladonna, Ardisia

crenulata, Poinciana insignis, diosmas, o'eanders,

roses, &c.

From VV. E. Carter ; Cereus senilis, Campanula
pyramidalis, Hakea gihbosa, Beaufortia decussata,
Fuchsia glubosa, stricta and grandiflora, Nerium
coronarium, &c.
From Messrs. Winship ; orange trees in fruit,

Tocoma capensis, Agapanlhus umbellatiis, Cereus
speciosissimus, Alloysia citriodora, two lurgo.Salvia

splendens and fulgens. Begonia discolor, &c.
From \V. Meller; Oxalis Bowiei, in bloom. Fuch-

sia globosa and tcnella, myrtle orange, Gloxinia
speciosa, seedling calceolaria, yellow and white
tea roses, heliotropes, salvias, &c.
From J. L. L. F. Warren ; a large plant of Mau.

randya Barclayana, Begonia sp., Cycas revoluta,

Tecoma capensis, orange tree in fruit. Salvia splen-

dens, &c.
From the Public Garden; Russellia juncea,

Stapelia ambigua, Achimenes coccinea. Salvia pa-

tens, Abutilon striatum. Fuchsia fulgens, cocks-
comb, camellias, &.c. Some of them were potted

in common soil, others with common soil and gua-
no, and others in charcoal.

From S. Sweetser ; camellias raised from eyes
in 1840, 1841, and 1842; Fuchsia gracilis and glo-

bosa, Lechenaultia formosa, blush tea and Triumph
of Luxembourg roses, budded on tall stems ; Eu-
phorbia Poinsettii, &c.

Bouquets and Cut Flowers.

From the President; a fine lot of Chinese roses.

From Hovey & Co. ; a great variety of superb

double German asters ; also roses, verbenas, Didis-

cus cseruleus, Phlox Drummondii, scarlet zinnia,

&-C.

From Josiah Stickney ; a fine display of German
asters.

From J. F. Trull ; German asters, verbenas, and
other flowers.

From W. Meller ; roses, flowers of various kinds,

and handsome bouquets.

From S. R. Johnson ; fine German Asters and
verbenas.

Bouquets from J. Hovey.
From W. Kenrick; a large basket of flowers,

prettily arranged, and an immense bouquet, four

feet wide and five feet high.

From J. Breck & Co. ; German asters and tiger

flowers.

From Dr. J. C. Howard; a very large bouquet

of dahlias, and several small ones.

From W. E. Carter ; bouquets, verbenas, and
other flowers.

From Messrs. Winship; a large and beautiful

pyramid bouquet, finely arranged; also, a large

number of blooms of the Passiflora alata.

From J. L. L. F. Warren ; a great bouquet of

dahlias, displaying the letter W in the centre.

From J. A. Kenrick ; several fine bouquets.

From S. Sweetser ; German asters, verbenas,

roses, &c.

From Miss liittle, Cambridge ; fine balsams, and

a bouquet of dahlias.

Dahlias.

From the President of the Society ; Marshal

Soult, Primrose, Rouge et Noir, Maid of Bath,
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Pickwick, Unique, Constnnlia, Mackenzie's Perfec-

tion, Mrs Jones, Uxbridge Magnet, Andrew Holer,

EvB, Argn, &c.

From J. Slickney ; Argo, Pickwick, Marshal

Soult, Miss Johnson, Ne plus Ultra, Metella, &c.
From J. H. Trowbridge, Dorchester; Contend-

er, Mrs Rushton, Sarati, Marshal Soult, Heroine,

Reliance, Unique, Virgin Queen, &c.
From J. F. Trull ; Mrs Jones, Fireball, Virgin

Queen, Pickwick, Rienzi, Hero of Tippecanoe,

Mrs Rushton, Bree's Rosa, Glory, Hylas, Marshal

Soult, Ne plus Ultra, Duke of Bedford, &c.
From Hovey & Co. ; VVidnall's Queen, Pick-

wick, Eva, Bridesmaid, Metella, Le Grand Baudine,

Andrew Hofer, Argo, Bishop of Winchester, Maid
of Bath, Regina, Jones's Francis, Marshal Soult,

Sulphurea elegans, Exampler, Widnall's Eclipse,

Quilled Perfection, Henry Fletcher, Yellow Per-

fection, Unique, Premier, Striata formosissima, &c.
From D. Haggerston ; Rienzi, Pickwick, Virgin

Queen, Unique, Suffolk Hero, Rosa, Argo, &c.
From W. Melier; a variety of blooms, some very

good.

From J. G. Sprague ; Reliance, Miss Johnson,

Rosa, Pickwick, &c.
From A. McLennan ; a variety of blooms, in-

cluding several kinds.

From H, W. Dutton ; Charles XH., Metella, Ma-
jestic, Mrs Jones, Pickwick, Maid of Bath, Prim-
rose, Striata formosissima. Marshal Soult, Hero of

Tippecanoe, Conqueror of the World, Le Grand
JJaudine, Fanjosa, Lady Rae Reed, Constantia,

Premier, Rienzi, &c.
From S. Sweetser ; Virgin Queen, Juno, Advan-

cer, Reliance, Heroine, Lady Bruce, Castanda,

Miss Scronpe, Unique, Mrs Rushton, Fireball, Sylph,

Hope, Grace Darling, &c.
From J. Breck cSi Co. ; a variety of blooms.

From J. H. White; Pickwick, Duchess of Port-

land, Maria, Le Grand Baudine, Unique, Duchess
of Richmond, Beauty of the Plain, Virgin Queen,
&c.

From H. K. Oliver, Salem ; a stand of fine

blooms.

Blooms were also shown by P. Barnes, W. E.

Carter, A. Bowditch, J. L. L. F. Warren, and oth-

ers, of which we have no list of the names.

Fruits.

From the President of the Society ; tlie follow-

ing pears :—Andrews, Napoleon, Bonne Louise de
Jersey, BeurreDiel, Beurre Bronze, Autumn Su-
perb, Monsieur le Cure, Belmont, Capiauniont,

Chaumontel, Duchease d' Angnuleme, Glout Mor-
ceau, brown Beurre, Belle et Bonne, Bartlett,

Prince's St. Germain, pear from Van Mons, Whit-
field, King Edward, Ne plus Meuria, Long Green,
Wilkinson, Beurre d' Amanlis, Echasserie, Lewis,
Gushing, Easter Beurre, Fulton, Rouse Lench,
Young's Baking or Pound, Belle Lucrative, Queen
Caroline, Cumberland, Fondante des Bois, Colum-
bian, Catillac, Beurre d' Aremburg, Iron or black
pear of Worcester, Doyenne Blanc, St. Michael,
Butfum, Bleeker's Meadow, Di.x, Seckel, Alpha,
Thompson's Pope, Colmar, late Wilbur, French
pear (unknown,) Green pear of Yair, Pope's Qua-
ker, Bezi de la Motte, Hericart, Bon Chretien Fon-
dante, Verte Longue d' Autumn, Urbaniste Cante-
lope of New Haven, Rousselet de Rheinis, Gar-
nons, Bergamot de Paques, and Heathcot. Also
Coe's Golden Drop, blue Imperatrice, Lombard,
and Quetche or Prune plums. Yellow red Rare-
ripe and seedling peaches ; and fall Harvey, Minis-

ter, Adams's sweeting, and two varieties of seed-

ling apples.

From Robert Manning, S.-ilem ; Pears viz:

Belle et Bonne, No. 6(58 Van Mons, Slienk'H, Rous-
selette de Meester, Muscadina, Glout Morceau,
Cumberland, Passe Colmar, Ronville, Easter Beurre,

Bezi de la Motte, Harvard, winter Nelis, St. Mi-
chael, Beurre Bronze, Forme Urbaniste, Calabash,

Bon Turk, Urbaniste, Hu£:uenot, Bon Chretien,

Seckel, Heathcot, Iron, Jalousie, Wilkinson, Hen-
ry IV., King Edward, Golden Beurre of Bilboa,

Lammas, Belle Lucrative, Prince's St. Germain,
Nauinkeag, Dearbon'a Seedling, Beurre Duval, An-
drews, Beurre Bosc, Capiauniont, Bonne Ijouise

Royal, Summer Thorn, Commodore, Beurre Van
Mons, Poire d' Amour, Hannas, Beurre Diel, Boc-
quia, Beauchamps, Jalousie of Vendee, Lewis,

Rouse Lench, St. Ghislain, Gilogil, Dundas, Wash-
ington, Long Green of Autumn, Duchess of Mars,

Dix, Echasserie, Beurre d" Aremberg, Johonnot,

Alpha, Hays, Belle of Flanders, Surpasse Virgou-

louse, Bartlett, Pailleau, Poire Cellestin, Hacon's
Incomparable, Althorp Crassane, Fulton, Roi de

VVurtemburg, Catillac, Pound, Hericart, Dumor-
tier, Chaumontelle, Monsieur le Cure, Cabot,

Queen of the Low Countries, Marie Louise, Aman-
da's double, brown Beurre, Duchesse d' Angouleme,
Quillettette, Beurre Amandes, Bleeker's Meadow,
Pope's Russet, John Dean, Green Sugar, Great

Citron of Bohemia, Capsheaf, Dearborn's (Van
Mons,) Bonne Louise de Jersey, Bal Armadi, Can-
telope, Syrian, Monarch, Buffum, Nouvello Bos-

Bouck, Long Green, brown St. Germain, Beurre d'

Angleterre, Sullivan, Josephine, Wilhelmina, Phil-

lips, Bezi Montigny, and Beurre d' .Amanlis.

Peaches—Crawford s Early, Apricot peach, Malta,

red Rareripe, Hogg's Melacaton, yellow Alberge,

yellow Rareripe, Cole's Early, Kenrick's Heath,

Grosse Mignonne, Brattle's White, Hastings's

Rareripe, New York Rareripe, Cutter's yellow Rare-

ripe, 'Walter's Early. Plums—Green Gage, Kirk's

seedling, and Italian Prune. Apples—Dutch Cod-

lin, Reinette Coeur de France, yellow Belltlower,

President, Gravenstein, Boxford, Rhode Island

Greening, Danvers winter sweet, Baldwin, Lyscom,

Sam Young, summsr Rambour, Haskell sweet,

Canadian Reinette, fall Harvey, Pennock's Red,

Minister, green Sweet, Baltimore, Ribstone pippin,

Faineuse, English sweet, Cambulhnethaii.

From B. V. French, Braintree ; the following

pears—Monsieur le Cure, Julienne, Belle et Bonne,

Grosse Bruxelles, Beurre d'Amanlis, Passe Col-

mar, Beurre d'Argenson, Mouille Bouche, Angle-

terre d'Hiver, Coffin's Virgouloiise, Sargent, St.

Lezain, Vert Longue Panache, Bleeker's Meadow,
Messire Jean, Poire d'Ananas, Harvard, Phillips,

long green, Beurre Knox, Beurre Romain, Napo-

leon, Spanish Bon Chretien, Seckel, King's Bon
Chretien, and seven kinds names unknown ; Ap-
ples—Newark King, Burrasoe, sweet russet, Rug-
gles's Queening, Garden Royal, Dutch Codlin,

Pearmain, American Wine, Adams's sweet, Rox-
hury russet, Pomine d'Api, red winter, sweet Seek-

no-fiirther, golden russet, Swaar, Blenheim pippin,

Ribstone pippin, Jonathan English Wine, Mela
Caria, red everlasting, King of the Pippins, Bell-

flower, black apple, Blenheim orange, Canada
Reinette, winter spice, Prince's Seek-no-further,

Gardner's sweet, Danvers winter sweet. Porter,

Gloria Mundi, Garden striped, Hawthorndean, and

three kinds unknown ; also, Coe's Golden Drop,

and blue Imperatrice plums.

From Josiah Lovett, 2d, Beverly ; Bartlett, Seck-

el, St. Ghislain, and Harvard pears ; long blue
plums.

From George Brown, Beverly, the following

pears—Bartlett, Rousselet de Rheims, Prince's St.

Germain, Epine d'Ete, Monsieur le Cure, Passe
Colmar, Passans d'Hiver, Bleeker's Meadow, La
Vanstalle, St. Michael, Compte de Michaud, Fox-

'

ley. Jalousie, Hericart, William's early. Beau-
champs, brown Beurre, Harvard, golden Beurre of
Bilboa, Messire Jean, Seckel, Holland, French (un-

known,) two varieties from Parris, Me., Easter
Beurre, autumn Bergamot, and Pound pear ; also,

Drap d'Or, Pearmain, and Pomme d'Api apples,

and a kind unknown.

From Elijah Vose, Dorchester; LTrbanistc, Na-
poleon, long green. Gushing, golden Beurre of Bil-

boa, Bartlett, winter Warden, Buffum, and Bezi de
la Motte pears; Gravenstein, Hawthorndean, old

English Codlin, Mackay's sweeting. King of tho

Pippins (English,) and Roman Kryger apples.

From \Vm. B. Kingsbury, Roxbury ; Bartlett

pears.

From Isaac Hager, Newton Lower Falls ; Bart-

lett pears, and a now seedling peach.

From Joseph Balch, Roxbury ; the following

pears—Louise Bonne d'Avranches, Bartlett, Pope's

Quaker, Doyenne d'Hiver, Echasserie, Heathcot,

summer Thorn, Franc Real, Bergamot de Soulers,

winter Bergamot, Beurre d'Or, and Beurre d'Aman-
lis ; Apples—English apple, Blenheim Orange,

striped sweet russet. Garden sweeting, McCarty,
Hop, Hawthorndean, Fair Maid, and a kind name
unknown.

From Azel Bowditch, Roxbury
; Bartlett and

St. Michael pears, and black Hamburg grapes.

From Snmuel Pond, Cambridgeport ; Dix, St.

Ghislain, Wilkinson, Beurre diel, Andrews, Maria
Louise, Surpasse Virgoulouse, Napoleon, Belle Lu-
crative, and Cushing pears.

From W. li. Sumner, Roxbury ; Boiighton Ber-
gamot pears.

From Richard D. Hill, Geneva, N. York ; Rox-
bury russett apples, growth of 1841.

From Edward Flint, Leicester, Cloth of Gold
plums, and Rhode Island greening apples.

From Otis Johnson, Lynn ; the following pears

—Bartlett, Biiffuni, Passe Colmar, St. Michael,

striped long green, green sugar, Easter Beurre,

Harvard, summer Thorn, Julienne, Calebash,

Charles of Austria, Beurre Diel, Pound, Catillac,

Swan's Egg, Washington, Cushing, Bonne Louise,

Princess Orange, Monsieur le Cure, Duchess d'.An-

gouleme, Bleeker's Meadow, Jalousie, long green

of autumn. Napoleon, Seckel, Roi de Wurtemburg,
and three kinds names unknown ; also, Semiana,

Huling's Superb, and blue Imperatrice plums,

George IV. peaches, and Porter, Greening, Bald-

win, and fall Harvey apples.

From A. D. Williams, Roxbury, William's seed-

ling, summer Thorn, BufTum, Cnpiaumoiit, Heath-

cot, English Bergamot, and two kinds pears un-

known ; also, Porter, Lady apple, Ram's Horn, and

yellow Nonsuch apples, and a kind unknown.

From Hovey & Co., Boston ; blue Imperatrice

plums, and Scott's Mountain Sprout melons.

From Mrs. Timothy Bigelow, Medford ; Spanish

Bon Chretien and St. Michael pears ; Heath, yel-

low rareripe, and Bigelow's seedling peaches ; and

Rambour de Franc, Monstrous pippin, and a large

Lemon apple.

From i\Ir Dwighl Springfield ; Dwight's seed-

ling peaches.

From John Clapp, Leicester ; Coburg and Jaques
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peaches ; while gage, blue gage, and blue Mogul

plunw, and Porter apples.

From Richard Ward, Roxbiiry ; Burtlett pears,

and two kinds names unknown.

From Willinni Forbes, Lexington; black Ham-
burg, and .Muscat of Alexandria grapes.

From VV. Alcller, lloxbury ; black Hamburg

grapes ; two kinds peaches, names unknown; pears,

names unknown.

From John .\. Kenrick, Newton ; red rareripe

l>eaches, and St. Michael, Andrews, and Duchess

d'Angouleme pears.

From J. P. Gushing, Watertown, by David Hag-

gerston ; black Hamburg, Muscat of Alexandria,

Frankendalo, black St. Peter, while Frontignac,

Syrian, and while Chasselas grapes; Noblesse,

Royal George, Nivclte, Vanguard, Col. Ansley's,

Mignonne, and Madeleine Rouge peaches ; Violet

Grosse, Newinglon, Early Newingion, Roman, El-

luge, and new white or Mountain or Snow nec-

tarines ; and the following pears—Bartlelt, Bon

Chretien d'Hiver, Sieulle, Colmar Epineaux, striped

long green, Duchess d'Angouleme, Bczi Montigny,

brown Beurre, Doyenne Santelete, Vert Longue,

Sucre Vert, Beurre de Ranz, Beurre Blanc, Epine

d'Ete, Doyenne Blanc, Martin Sec, and striped St.

Germain.

From J. F. Allen, Salem ; black Hamburg and

Chasselas grapes ; Royal Geo. clingstone peaches:

Golden nectarines ; and Seckel, Gansell's Berga-

mot, St. Michael, Bartlett and Bonne Louise de

Jersey pears.

From N. D. Chase, Lynn ; Crawford's early

peaches.

From Wm. Osborn, Lynn ; Bartlett pears.

From J. H. White, gardener to Hon. T. H. Per-

kins, Brnokline ; black Hamburg, Muscat of Lunel,

white Nice, white Frontignac, black Frontignac,

and St. Peter's grapes, and Persian green flesh

melons.

Froir I. Grennel, New Bedford, by his gardener,

Geo. Coleriun ; black Hamburg Grapes.

From George Ncwhall, Dorchester; Bartlett,

Fulton, I'asse Colmar, Louise bonne de Jersey,

Seckel, Broca's Bergamot, and Crassane pears, and

Belle et bonne, Bellflower, and Tippecanoe apples.

From J. C. Howard, Brookline; black Hamburg

and white Chasselas grapes. Beurre Diel, Duch-

esse d' Angoulemc and two kinds pears, names

unknown. Yellow and red Rareripe peaches ;
and

Persian, Napoleon, Citron, green Minorca, and

green Smyrna melons.

From A. Fislier, Brookline ; Andrews, Seckel,

Fulton, Roi de Wurtemburg, Bartlett, and five

kinds of pears, names unknown ; also, Gravenstein

apples.

Krom Horace McFarland, Framingham ; St. Mi-

chael pears.

From S. R. Johnson, Charlestown ; Sweetwater

grapes, out-door culture ; also, Beurre Diel pears.

From S. Phipps, Dorchester ; King's Bon Chre-

tien, Duchess d' Angouleme, Bartlett, two kinds

names unknown, and Long Green pears. Haw-

thorndean and Dutch Codlin apples, and a kind

name unknown ; also Coe's Golden Drop plums.

From J. Breck & Co., Brighton ; Harvard pears.

From A. B. Muzzey, Cambridgeport; a branch

containing thirtyeiglit peaches.

From J. Hovey, Roxbury ; Sweetwater grapes

and Apple quinces.

From Geo. Walsh, Charlestown ; white and green

Gage plums, and two seedlings, white and red ; al-

so, seedling peaches ; St. Michael pears, and Lady

apples.

From A. McLennan, gardener to VVm. Pratt,

Esq., Watertown ; black Hamburg, St. Peters,

Sweetwater, Frontignac and red Chasselas grapes
;

also, Bartlelt pears.

From J. C. Parkinson, Brighton ; large red ap-

ples, name unknown.

From Wm. Kenrick, Newton ; Crawford's Early

and Adams's Clingstone peaches.

From Dr. Sparhawk, Walpole, N. H., by A. D.

Capen ; large striped apples—(beautiful)— name
unknown.

From Eben'r Brown, Lynn ; Harvard pears.

From John Hill, W. Cambridge ; Oldinixon,

Lemon Rareripe, Hill's Lemon Rareripe and varie-

gated Wax peaches.

From Madam Eustis, Roxbury ; Bartlett pears.

From O. Cook, Brighton ; Rareripe peaches.

From J. L. L. F. Warren, Brighton ; Siberian

Crab apples ; President, seedling, Prince's yellow

Rareripe, Lemon Clingstone, and red Rareripe

peaches ; Bartlett, Duchess d' Angouleme, Napole-

on, new French pear, Buffum, St. Marc, Easter

Beurre pears ; also, red Roman nectarines.

From J. Owen, Cambridge ; large red apples,

name unknown ; also a kind of grape, name un-

known.

From J. T. Coffin, Meredith Bridge, N. H. ; Bol-

mar Washington plums.

From H. Dutch, Chelsea; seedling peaches.

From L. Glazier, Gardiner, Me. ; au apple grown

in a glass globe.

From Wm. Sturyiss, Jr., New York ; Early

Crawford poaches.

From S. H. Colton, Worcester ; Early Crawford,

yellow red Rareripe, yellow Rareripe, and red

Rareripe peaches; Seckel, Beurre Fortune, Beurre

Capiaumont, Bartlett, Napoleon, and Buffum pears;

also, Minister apples.

From J. P. & D. R. Palmer, Boston ; a water-

melon, weighing G 1-2 pounds; cultivated by N. S.

Bright, Watertown.

From Edmund Smith, West Cambridge; Bart-

lett pears.

From Wm. Thomas, Boston ; Bartlett pears and

"reen Gage and Thonras's seedling plums.

From Levi Tha.xter, Watertown ; Porter apples

and a kind name unknown.

From S, Lyman, Manchester, Ct. ; Eve, Graven-

stein, Flint's sweet Russet, and Colman apples.

From D. Chaplin, Cambridgeport; Parkinson,

Warden? De Toneau and Poire d' Amour pears.

From Samuel Walker, Roxbury ; Bartlett, Mon-

sieur le Cure, Autumn, English, Bergamot, and a

kind of pears name unknown.

Vegetables,

The exhibition of vegetables, though not near so

numerous as in previous seasons, was nevertheless

very good in respect to the quality and growth of

the articles exhibited. The backward season has

been unpropitioiis for the growth of squashes, and

other vegetables which require warm weather, and

but a few specimens were shown.

A great variety of fine vegetables were exhibi-

ted by Capt. Lovett, of Beverly, viz:—Five heads

of purple brocoli; five heads of cauliflower—all

large, well grown and excellent specimens ; French

Sugar, early Blood Turnip and Mangel Wurtzel

beets ; white Altringham Carrots; white Dutcli

parsnips; white Portugal, yellow and red, and the

top or Tree onions. Among the potatoes, there

were two seedlings of the growth of 1841, and the

Chenango, early Flat, white Dutch, Jackson or

Snowball, two kinds of black, and the round red.

Ruta baga turnips ; white bush. Horticultural,

white cranberry, red cranberry, purple striped, Sic-

va, and new scarlet beans.

From F. W. Macondry ; three varieties of cele-

ry ; South Sea tomatoes ; and Crookncck winter

squashes.

From Dr. J. C. Howard ; Orange, common red,

and Cuba tomatoes ; also, red solid celery.

From J. F. Trull ; six roots Bailey's red Giant

celery ; six roots Bailey's white Giant celery ; one

basket Cuba tomatoes ; six egg plants, and Crook-

neck winter squashes.

From J. C. Parkinson, Brighton ; four kinds Bra-

zilian beet.

From George Walsh ; three ears of extra fine

corn.

From A. D. Weld ; fine large Chenango pota-

toes.

From George Newhall, Dorchester; yellow to-

matoes.

From Mrs. Bigelow, Medford ; common red to-

matoes— large and fine.

From A. Bowditch ; a basket of fine large Che-

nango potatoes.

Messrs. Hovey &. Co. exhibited two very large

handsome squashes, called the Italian—weight 52

pounds each—round and of a deep orange color.

From O. Johnson; sugar beets; early Blocd

Turnip beets, and Orange carrots— all large and

good.

From R. Ward ; large and excellent Lima beans.

From J. L. Ij. F. Warren ; several varieties of

the fruit of the egg plant.

For the Committee,

SAMUEL WALKER,
Chairman,

DISEASES IN OXEN.

Mr E. Wood, in the Maine Farmer, says :
— '' A

short time since, in the county of Somerset, I heard

of a number of oxen which were spoiled by what
was there called the stub complaint. On inquiring

for the symptoms, I found it not a new complaint

to me. From some cause or other, a sandy sub-

stance collects in the pipe, or sheath, where the

water escapes from the body. I had some experi-

ence before, and will relate one instance, which

will give you an idea of my experience. I had a

very good and valuable yoke of large oxen: one of

them was affected in the manner and with the dis-

ease above mentioned, call it what you will. He
appeared to be in pain whenever he passed his wa-

ter, by the soreness of the part affected. T pur-

chased a small quantity of the sugar of lead, took

the ox down and washed and cleansed the part af-

fected, with soap and warm water, and then washed

it with sugar of lead and water. Not liking the

application in that way, I powdered the sugar of

lead and faithfully applied it in a powdered state,

taking care to gel it as far into the sheath as it

was diseased. The consequence was that the parts

became contracted and healed, and he continued

well for that fall and winter and the next summer,

which was as long as I kept him. When I sold

him, I informed the purchaser of the disease and

the remedy also. He lived two or three years af-

ser I sold him. I have been told that the remedy

had to be used once after I put him away."

Woollens should be washed in very hot suds,

and not rinsed. Lukewarm water shrinks them.
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From tlie Cleveland Dciily Herald.

BUTTER MAKING.
Travelling across the Western Reservp, a year

or two since, in connpany with a gentleman from

New York, I was surprised to hear liim state that

"in the eastern markets, Ohio butter was a bye-

word, a term synonynjous with dirty butter."

I attempted to defend the character of the pro-

duction of our dairies, and we compromised matters

for the present, by atjreeingto rest the decision up-

on the samples wo should meet with on the tables

of the public houses in the cour.se of the journey.

In the end, I had the mortification to find, in a ma-

jority of instances, either an oily, rancid, or a ring

streaked and spotted article was set before us, that

came within the limits of his description.

This should not be. Butter is one of the sta-

ples of northern Ohio, and that which is well made,

will in all instances, command a cash price suffi-

cient to compensate the dairyman for the extra la-

bor he bestows upon it.

My wife and myself claim the merit of being

adepts, or as political demagogues would say, "ren/

workies" in this business, founded on a practical

experience of near twenty years.

Our [nethod I will detail ; first premising that it

is perhaps no better than that pursued hy many
others, for there is here and there a family that

furnishes a prime article, though a large share of

that which conies into market is of an opposite

character. The publication of our method may in-

duce others to throw more light on the subject. In

our hands it is invariably successful, but it is like

certain chemical processes, mad<} up of a series of

manipulations, the omission of any one of which

may derange the whole, and endanger the result.

Every part must be carefully carried out.

1. Choice of Cows.—A judicious selection from

the common stock, I deem to be equal if not supe-

rior to any of the imported. The Devons and

Bakewells I have tried, and found them deficient in

the quantity of milk they afford. The Durhams I

have not tested. The Gore breed was introduced

into Portage county some years since, by a gentle-

man, I think, of the name of Thorndike, from Mas-

sachusetts. A few of the descendants and crosses

are to be met with in the south part of Trumbull

county, and they prove to be the best of milkers.

The quantity and quality of the milk surpass that

of any other breed in our section uf the country.

2. Change of Pastures.—To insure the produc-

tion of the largest quantity of butter, a frequent

change of pasture is required. A farm should be

go fenced that the cows can be changed into a dif-

ferent lot every four or five days.

3. Salting.—A constant and full supply of salt

should lie before our cows in some secure place.

They will eat moderately what they require. If

only occasionally furnished, they often take it in

quantities so large, as to act medicinally to their

injury.

It corrects almost any bad quality of the milk,

arising from the eating of aromatic or bitter herbs,

and also much of iho natural i^iiiinal odor, that fre-

quently impairs the sweetness of butter.

4. Water.—It is perhaps superfluous to add, that

without a full and steady supply of this article f«r

his cows, the hopes of the dairyman will never be

A large and deep excaration can be made in the

several pasture lots, or between two or three of

them, so as to answer the purpose, except in very

protracted droughts. It should be so enclosed that

cattle can approach it and drink, without running

into it.

5. Driving—kind treatment.—Many a faithful

cow has been seriously impaired by a careless boy

driving her furiously to and from the pasture. All

harsh treatment of any kind, as scolding, striking,

kicking, &c., is also detrimental. I have known

many cows rendered worthless from these causes.

The utmost kindness and gentleness of manner

must be shown on the part of those who manage
our stock. I once dismissed a hired man for strik-

ing my cows. Too much cannot be said on this

point.

6. Mining.—This process should be done sys-

tematically at regular periods of the day. Sunrise

and sunset are perhaps the best periods ; for imme-

diately after the one, and before the other, cows in

hot weather, feed to the best advantage. They
are so much creatures of habit that the milker

should be changed as rarely as possible. A stran-

ger is always regarded as an unwelcome visitor by

a milch cow.

7. Cleanliness with the Utensils.—The pans,

pails, strainers, bowls, churn, and every implement

employed in butter-making, must not only be well

washed, but they must be thoroughly scalded with

boiling hot water, and be perfectly dried after-

wards, either in the sun or before a fire. This

must be repeated every time they are used. Mere-

ly pouring boiling water upon them when loaded

with sour milk or cream, will only serve to scald

in the bad flavor, if I may use the expression.

Wash them at first, and then scald them thorough-

ly, if you would have sweet butter.

There are certain filthy practices which slatterns

fall into, that should be corrected—such as wetting

the cows teats with milk, and permitting it to drop

into the pail—milking in the morning without

washing the hands, &c.

8. milk-house and Buttery.—In hot weather a

good spring-house is necessary for the making of

butter. It must be constructed of either brick or

stone, and in no instance of wood, as that article

never fails, in such a situation, to become mouldy,

and impair the flavor of butter. It must be built so

that it can be thoroughly ventilated. A window

should be placed on the north, east, and westsidea,

which must be furnished on the outside with wire

gauze screens, and on the inside with tight shut-

ters. During the day, the shutters must be closed,

and at night must be raised.

A spring may be dispensed with—and it is even

problematical whether it does not, upon the whole,

do as much injury by imparting dampness, as it

does good by lowering the temperature. A well

constructed house without the spring, will answer

the purpose. It should be shaded with trees, or

arbors of grape-vines. All mouldy and decaying

wood-work, boards, boxes, barrels, &c., must be

kept out of it—also all foreign substances, as meats,

fish and vegetables. T'.e air of my spring-house

was ruined for a week or more, merely by placing

in it a few mackerel.

At the approach of autumn, a cool and well ven-

tilated buttery, shaded well without and kept clear

realized. Driving them once or twice a day to a of all foreign substances that can impart a bad

watering place will not answer the purpose.
| flavor, is preferable to a spring house, aa the latter

becomes too damp, at that season, to allow the

cream to form well.

9. Straining the Milk.—This should be attend-

ed to without delay after milking. The new fash-

ioned tin strainer (a tin pail with a wire gauze

strainer) is far preferable to the old fashioned cloth

strainer. Either tin pans or stone crocks may be

used for holding the milk ; I know of no prefer-

ence, except the tin work is liable to rust in a damp
spring house. Earthen crocks should never be

used, as the load in glazing may act chemically

with the cream or butter, so as to poison it.

10. Skimming the Milk.—In hot wci\ther the

milk may be allowed to curdle bef.iri; thi'S opera-

tion is performed, but if it be delayed 3.tiy longer,

a tliin, watery fluid will form between the milk

and the cream, after which the good qjalities are

inevitably destroyed. It is necessary, in midsum-
mer, to skim the milk every mornii.g and night.

This point must receive the stncto.st attention.

Neglect of it often gives a streaked r mottled ap-

pearance to butter, as well as impairs its flavor.

11. Cream.—As soon as it is collected it should

be placed in a stone crock, which should be either

hung into a well, or set up to the brim in the spring

within the milk house.

It has been thought by some that the cream im-

proves, or matures, by exposure to the air after it is

collected, and that placing it in a situation as cool

as a well, or spring, is unfavorable for that change.

This view may be correct late in autumn, when it

becomes sometimes necessary to mature it by ar-

tificial heat, but during our hot and dry summers
we believe the course recommended, •? to be pre-

ferred.

12. Churning.—This operation r:rust be resorted

to as soon as a supply of cream is o' ; .ined, and in

hot weather cannot safely be delayed beyond the

third day.

A variety of pati^'nt churns have been palmed

upon the public, none of which, we believe, is to

be preferred to the old fashioned, upright Dasher,

or the Barrel. We at present employ the former,

and by the aid of a well adjusted spring pole, con-

nected with the top of the dasher-rod, can fetch

twelve or fifteen pounds of Butter, in from fifteen

to twenty-five minutes, without any violent efTorts.

The Barrel-churn is not as easily cleansed.

13. Working of Butter.—This must be repeated

until every drop of the buttermilk is expelled,

twice or three times will be necessary, nor must it

be delayed too long, till a change begins to take

place in the remaining buttermilk, as that will im-

pair the flavor of the Butter, which no subsequent

treatment can restore.

The operation must be done in a bowl, by the aid

of a wooden spatula, or paddle, and in no instance

should the hand come in contact with the butter,

if it can be avoided, as the warmth of the individ-

ual renders the butter oily and bad-flavored.

Some persons destroy its sweetness and richness

by washing out the buttermilk by means of cold

water, a practice always to be avoided.

14. Salting.—The salt should be added at the

commencement of the first working. Much of our

western butter is injured by the employment of the

common New York salt. The finest ground ar-

ticle should be used. It can now be obtained in

sacks, of our merchants, at a reasonable price.

15. Preserving Butter.—That made in the spring
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summer may be laid down in slone crocks, and

iiir'acc covered with brine of strengtii siifli-

it to bear up an egg. In winter tbis will an-

r all tbo purposes for cookery, and even for

e will be sweeter than much that finds it way

J. P. KIRTLAND.
lockport, Oct., 14, 1842.

TIIF. WIFE OF A SHOEMAKER.
I can always smell a shoemaker, if there is one

e room," said the proud and fashionable Eliza

-, whose wealthy parents had brought up in

foolish principle that labor was degrading. Her
i had been cast in such a mould, that when
ce tbr 'w a mechsnic or a farmer in lier way,

indeavnred by her acts, or her conversation, to

inc^e him she was his superior. Indulged with

lat wealth could bestow, the haughty girl had

ish ungratified. A desire was simply express-

nd her request was granted. Others attended

ants, so that she grew up not only wholly

quain^ed with domestic affairs, but she could

common sewing. When in company, the

1 girl took particular pains to show her con-

t for the worthy mechanic, by making some
jper remark, or not deigning to cast upon him

gle gracious look. It was at a public house,

e a journeyman shoemaker happened to be

nt, that Eliza made the remark, " I can al-

smell a shoemaker." The words were ad-

ed to a young woman wlio expected to bc-

the wife of the very mechanic ; but she being

wise and less fashionable, did not deign to

but turned the conversation to some more
able topic.

w unstable is property ! The man who to-

ides in his carriage, the possessor of millions,

row may bo a bankrupt. Events which the

pri^dent cannot foresee, nor the closest calcu-

guurd against, have une.xpectedly dashed the

5t hopes and sunk the largest property. It

o in the case of the father of Eliza. When
full tide of prosperity, adding riches to rich-

d never dreaming that life would be anything

mshine, a dark cloud suddenly overspread his

His extensive wealth was swept almost in-

neously from, his grasp, and he became a poor

His house, his carriage, his splendid furni-

as taken from him, and the possessor of a for-

lecame a beggar. The gorgeous palace was
nged for a hovel, servants were dismissed,

e delicate, the proud Eliza was the daughter

Mor a father as the humblest mechanic of

:qtiaintance. Poor girl ! it was an awful

to her. She had lived as if riches had no

,
but were as permanent as her family name,

ner erroneous ideas, totally unprepared for

.sad reverse of fortune, it came with tenfold

Joignancy.

shoemaker married the girl of his choice

—

iman who considered it an honor to be the

tcr of a hard-working mechanic and the wife

urneyman. He prospered— commenced busi-

jr himself—was steady, industrious and eco-

il, and as a matter of course, succeeded well

'ed comfortably and contentedly. In a few

he purchased a small but convenient dwel-

nd by the prudence of his wife and his own
rious habits, became an independent man,
;es as happy as mortal could wish,

'as a bitter cold day in the depth of winter,

a female, poor and destitute, called at the

ng of the meclianic, begging for a little as-

sistance. She was the once haughty Eliza .

Till' benevolent wifi; of the mechanic took pity up-

on her, and being in want of help, took her into

llie family. Nothing hard was put upon her to do,

while she often in tears expressed her gratitude for

the kindnesses received, and regretted from her

heart the folly of her early days. "If I had my
life to live over again," she often said, "I would
early accustom myself to labor, and do all in my
power to elevate the mechanic."

Eliza lived iir this pleasant family for some time,

during which she became acquainted with a jour-

neymlBi shoemaker in the employ of her friend, and

finally became his bride. Having learned a useful

lesson by her.ri'iisfnrtunes, F.liza made a prudent

and industfuios wife, and now lives comfortably

and happily. Whenever she hears a young and
thoughtless girl speak in terms of contempt of an

industrious mechanic, or sees him shunned on ac-

count of his freckled, sun-browned face and cal-

loused hands, she administers a gentle reproof, and
relates her own experience.

From this story many a pampered devotee of

fashion may learn a profitable lesson. If you are

borne along by the tide of successful prosperity,

are indulged by injudicious parents in all the luxu-

ries and extravagances and follies of life, have an
eye, we pray you, to the future. Trust not to un-

certain riches, but prepare yourselves for every

emergency in life. Learn to work ; and not to de-

pend upon servants to make your bread, sweep your
floors and darn your stockings. Above all, do not

esteem lightly those worthy and honorable young
men who sustain themselves and help support their

aged parents by the work of their own hand.s, while

you caress and receive to your houses those lazy,

idle, popinjays, who never lift their fingers to help

themselves, as long as they can keep body and soul

together, and get funds sufficient to live in the

fashion. If you are wise you will look at this sub-

ject in the light that we do—and when you are

old enough to become wives, you will prefer the

honest mechanic with not a cent to commence life,

to the fashionable loafer with a capital often thou-

sand dollars. Whenever we hear the remark,
" Such a young lady has married a fortune," we al-

ways tremble for her future prosperity. Nine ca-

ses in ten, property left to children by wealthy pa-

rents turns out to be a curse instead of a blessing.

Young women, remember this ; and instead of

sounding the purses of your lovers, and examining
the cut of their coats, look into their habits and
hearts. Mark if they have trades and can depend
upon themselves, with minds that will lead them to

look above a butterfly existence—and if so, always
give preference to them. Talk not aboutthe beau-
tiful white skin and the soft delicate hands and the

splendid form, and the fine appearance of the younT
gentlemen:— let not these foolish considerations

engross your thoughts. On the contrary, let a

healthy constitution, a* stout fist and a brown skin,

accompanied with a virtuous deportment, induce

you to make that choice which will result in your
future happiness Portland Tribune.

There is an elasticity in the human mind capa-

ble of bearing much, but which will not show it-

self until a certain weight of affliction be put upon
it : its powers may be compared to those vehicles

whose springs are so contrived that they get on
easily and gently enough when loaded, but jolt

confoundedly when they have nothing to bear

Lacon.

HANDLING STOCK.
There are a great many persons who do not un-

derstand even the signification of the term hmidlin^,
as applied to cattle, sheep and swine. It i.^ a sub-
ject pretty difficult for words alone to explain, and
to thoroughly learn it, one must go into the cattle

yard and pons with a good instructor, and do so
from the living subjects themselves. A knowlgdge
of handling is of the first importance to tin' breed-
er and grazier, and if ignorant of it, they can never
produce animals of quick feeding properties, unless
guided by others, or by mere chance.

As well as the term handling can be defined on
paper, it is this. When we press the finners upon
the fleshy parts of an animal, and the Imir, hide
and especially the flesh beneath have a fine, soft

firm, elastic spring, it is called good hiindlin<r •

on the contrary, if they are coarse, thick, hard and
rigid to the feeling, with little or no sprintr under
the pressure of the fingers, that is called hud hmid-
lijxg. Of course there are as many degrees in

handling, from very bad to very good, as there are
grades of animals. The better an animal handles,

the kinder or quicker it feeds; that is, the sooner
it will mature—become fully grown for the pur-
pose of breeding, or to fat for the butcher; and
will do so at a much less consumption of food than
a bad handler. By cultivating, therefore, a race of
cattle that handles well, there is a savin-r in two
ways; first, we gain time ; second, we gain food

;

as a good-handling steer, for instance, will be fully

grown and fat for the butcher, the fall after he is

four years old ; whereas, it will take the bad-hand-
ler two to three years longer to mature and become
fat, and at this time he will weigh no more than
the four-years old steer ; and the quality of his

meat will be not as good. The breeder of this

last, then, has lost at least two years interest on
the amount of money for which the first sold ; two
years more of risk by accident. and disease; two
years more time and attention to his animal, and
two years additional consumption of food; which
altogether makes a difference, probably, at least, of
fifty per cent, in favor of good-handling beasts.

So important is handling considered in England,
that when the grazier comes to purchase stock of
the breeder to feed through the season, to fat for

the butcher, he would rather buy his animals i/mrf.

folded, and handle \.hem, than by an inspection of
the eye alone, without handling. This observation
applies more particularly to the improvid breeds of
cattle ; the unimproved, such as the Scotch, Welsh,
and from several counties of England, are judged
by the eye alone ; still, when not too wild to get
his hand upon them, the grazier, in purchasing,
will always feel their fleshy parts with his fingers,

the better to assist his judgment in a profitable out-

lay of his capital.

Lectures ought to be publicly delivered on this

subject, with the living animals before the auditors,

at all our cattleshows ; for our breeders and gra-
ziers are deplorably ignorant upon the point of
good or bad handling.

—

Amer. Agriculturist.

A Christian builds his fortitude on a better foun-
dation than Stoicism ; he is pleased with every
thing that happens, because he knows it could not

happen unless it had first pleased God, and that

what ])leases him must be best. He is assured that

no new thing can befall him, and that lie is in the

hands of a father who will prove him with no afflic-

tion that resignation cannot conquer, or that death

cannot cure Lacon.
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UJ-NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Mr HFNfiy M Lewis is collpcting for us in Alabama,

Tennessee, and part of Missouii.

Mr Israel E. Jamks is collecting for ns in the South

and South Wesiern Stales and Florida, assisted by Jan.

K. Whipple, Win. H. Weld,0. H. F. Stem and Henry

Piatt.

Mr C. W. James is our agent for the Western Slates,

Iowa and WiscoTisin, assisted by James R. Smith, J. B.

Humphreys and J. W. Ewing.

THE ELECTION.

We e.'tclude partij politics from our columns, and have

1)0 purpose now to urge or ask any man to vole wilh us

as we vote. But as we somemlitnes prate about the far-

mer's work for the month, we will try to bring under

that head the voting to which the farmers of Massachu-

setts will be called next Monday. This work should

not be nefflecled. Our revolutionary sires, the present

generation, and the welfare of posterity, call upon every

intelligent man to do his part in supporting and in pre-

serving in their purity the political institutions with

which we are blessed. We say blessed, for whatever

may be thought of imperfections and faults in our con-

Btitutioiis and laws, no other government so good as ours

was ever before allowed to man, in any one of the innu-

merable nations that have existed on the earth. And

the preservation of this government is entrusted to the

people— to the farmers of the land as well as to others.

Politics is ofien decried lis a matter which wise and pru-

dent men will let alone. Not so—not so. True, the

wise and prudent will eschew politics as a Irado or pro-

fession—they will shun political wrangling—will spurn

political triikislincss— will frown in virtuous rebuke up-

on all "ho have the moral baseness to maintain that " ail

is fair in politics." Many of the practices of political

demagogues, many political maxims, many of tlie com-

mon consequences of zealous devotion to political mat-

ters are base, false or evil enough to make the wise and

prudent ponder. But by attention to politics we do not

mean the becnraing an office seeker, nor the base tool of

an office seeker;—we do not mean unqualified devotion

to parly ;—we do not mean the blind following of a file

leader, go he right or go he wrong;—we do not mean a

disregard of truth, facts and principle ;— we do not mean

a neglect of one's own business, and the going upon an

electioneering campaign. But we do mean such reflec-

tion and reading as will enable a man to judge what

public iiieasurea promise to be most for the public good,

and who are the fittest men to be trusted to advocate

and adopt those measures. Wo mean more than this

—

for we hold that it is the duty oi every good and intelli-

gent citizen to vote—la vote for the men whom he hon-

estly thinks will be the wisest, most faithful, and most

useful public seivants.

Butic/iyis thus to act, his duly f Why may ho not

let politics entirely alone ! Why not omit to vote? It

is because our institutions are safe and beneficent only

when the administration of our alfairs is entrusted to the

wise and virtuous ;— it is because he is bound to give

liis aid 111 piocuring a wholesome and safe adminislra.

tion ;
it is hecauso we must yield up our republican in-

stitutions and come under despotism or anarchy, if the

better portion of the community will not give their aid

in helping to put the reins of government into trustwor-

thy hands. It is because, at the ballot box, lessons of in-

struction are given to our law-makers and to our exccu-

'ive officers.

Go to the brllol box, then, every honest, patriotic fiir"

mer:— Gotolhe ballot box, and there vote for those

whom you honestly judge to be the best men for office

We can respect llie manly opponent of our own opin-

ions—we can respect the zealous sujiporter of men and

measures that we distrust; but the citizen who mani-

fests indiff'erence to our political institutions—the man

who cares not to vole, we cannot call a good citizen or

a fit subject to be favored wilh the blessings of a free

government.

But when judging of the qualifications of men to hold

office, do it upon broad and liberal grounds. Select men

not because of tlieir devotion to one favorite measure of

yours ; not because they have at heart the interests of

one class of citizens moro llian those of another; but be-

cause their good sense, their enlarged views, their

whole-souled patriotism, fit them to look fairly at all

'objects upon which they may have to deliberate, and

because they will act wisely upon all. Wo be to us

—

wo must come to us, if the representatives of merchants

shall feel bound to advance the merchants' interests at

the expense of the manufacturer, the mechanic and the

farmer :—equal wo, when the representatives of far-

mers shall act as though the tillers of the soil alone are

to be favored by legislative action. Far, fiir from us be

the day when laws shall be made to favor one religious

sect at the expense of others. Differing as men do nnd

must in their pursuits, their opinions, their sentiments,

their every thing—law makers and executive officers

should be selected not because of their views upon a

particular 8ub{ect, but because of their fitness to see

clearly and act wisely upon all matters that may come

before them. Go for your country—the whole country.

PREPARATIONS FOR WINTER.

Be putting your dry fuel under cover—be collecting

such fuel as lies scattered about where the snows of win-

ter will cover it and prevent your finding it when want-

ed.

Drive the needed stakes and make all necessary pre-

paration for hanking up your houses and other buildings,

where bankings ore desirable.

Batten if necessary your barns nnd sheds, so that your

animals shall not he exposed to currents of air pressing

in directly upon them through cracks.

Wake for the hogs a warm nest. Comfort—we have

before said, and we repeat it

—

comfort is cheap food for

all domestic animals. If you can throw the manure

from the horse stalls where the pigs can get access to it,

they will like that much to sleep upon. In cold nights

they will go to that even if it be outof doors, rather than

sleep upon straw in any common hog-house or barn. If

you can make under the barn a good receptacle for your

manure, and can winter the pigs there in a warm place,

they will thrive better than where exposed to cold, and

your manure will be much better for Iiaving them among

it. Four shoals will gain 100 lbs. more on the same

feed, in four winter inomhs, if kept in a warm and com-

fortable cellar, than they will in a common pen.

THE AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST.

This work, issued monthly at New York, and edited

hy A. B. and R. L. Alleji, Esqrs ,
has now reached its

7th No. By some inadvertence we failed to receive it

until recently. Now that all the numbers have come

and we have bad opportunity to examine it, we take

pleasure in recommending it to the agriculturists of the

United Slates. The editors eihibil more reflection and

good sense, and write in a more spirited and forcible

style than is common iin the papers of the day. We
wish the work ihe success il deserves.

WHITE CARROTS.
We have at our office several fine while carrots, f

the field of B. V. French, Esq., where he oblaii.'cl so

thing over 22 Ions per acre. This is a large yicld-

pccially for ground that was nol prepared with extra'

nary care and expense. We understand that M
thinks that subsoil plowing his land in the sprinj

1841, contributed very much to the size of this

1842.

We have been repeatedly asked whether the m

carrol is as rich and nutritious as the yellow, and wli

er it will keep as well. And we in turn have put

same questions when and wheie we could. Bu

have yet received no satisfactory an<wer. Some t

the white as good as the yellow, and some deem ii

so good. Some think that the white will not keep

—that it becomes corky early in the winter ; others

it ihe character of keeping well. The questions a

some importance, because the while carrot prove

most fields, much the most productive. If its valut

bushel is equal to that of the yellow, it will c.ime

the most exLensive cultivation, apparently. If its \

is not as great, the sooner the fact can he c'labli
'

and made known the belter. There are enni.^h of

kind raised this season, to settle the mooted points, I

users of them will only be careful in their observal

THE MAYOR OF BROOKLYN'S COW.
We gave some account of this extraordinary cbi

week, and asked whether the gentlemen on the con*
^

lee who examined her, would confirm the account

have since seen one of the committee, who says thai

statements were correct, and also that the owner

publish soon a full account of her in the Americat

ricullurist. When the account comes' we will give
j

our readers.

Health.—Repletion, or eating loo mud., is '.he

of most maladies, and this is particularly i:; ;i us

advance in life. Occasional fasting will g(..i.i ally

reel indispusition, without medicine, which tlioi

considered as only a desperate resource. We re

about a fourth of the twentyfour hours for sleep
;

should be good, and that only can be acquired by

ular digestion and inhaling pure air while in bed

tutor's Simplicity of Health.

The best practical rule of morality is, never to d

thing which you would be unwilling that all tlie

should know.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At an adjourned meeting of the Society, held Noi

it was

Voted, That the Massachusetts Ilorticultural Si

have learned wilh emotion and deep regret, the d

of their late worthy member, Mr Robert Maicni

Solom ; and that sensible of the valuable services fa

rendered the cause of Horticulture in our coiintrj

more especially lo this Society, of which he has b

most active and zealous member from its origin
;

would most respectfully lender the sympathies am

dolence of its members to the family of the deceas'

their afflictive bereavement.

Voted, That (he Recording Secretary be direct

communicate a copy of ihe foregoing vote to Ihe f

o( the late Mr Manning, and that ihe same be eii j'^

on the records of ihe Society.

Adjourned to Saturday, Dec 3d, at 11 o'clock.

EBENEZER WIGHT, Rcc. Sec
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TIIERiMOJIKTlllCAL,
Upportcdlortlic New Eiiglanrt Farmer,

geof the riiRimometcrat llie (iarcieuof the proprielorB

i\ew Kn;;lan(l Farmer, Bright.in, Mass. in a shaded

jflycxposure, furlhe«cek ending Nov. 6.
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THE BUBBLING SPRING.

If one bright 3pot there is on earth,

More lovely than the rest,

One, which fond nature at her birth,

With purest beauty blest;

It is the place where some cool fount

Jts crystal waters fling
;

Where, in the mead, or on the mount,

'Mid rocks and flowers, that liide the fount,

Gushes the bubbling spring.

Tell me not of the sparkling bowl,

Tiiat glows with red'niiig tire;

Oh tell me not of the joy of soul,

Tiie wine-cup can inspire !

A brighter glass—a purer joy

—

A healthier draught I sing
;

Nature's own cup without alloy

—

Pleasure that reason can enjoy—
Health from the bubbling spring.

Then till the glass with water bright

—

The nectar nature gave ;

Let faithful hearts round this unite,

A bleeding world to save :

For naught can soothe the woful wound,

And heal the viper's sting

—

Nay naught these fires of death hath drown'd,

But pure and healthful water, found

Fresh in the bubbling spring.

[SelecUd.

FOREIGN EXTRACT.

A proposition has been made to the Minister of

War by a M. Lnngchamp, lo try a new method
of fe(?ding horses, which he asserts will prodiiCH

a vast saving in the anmunl of forage necessary

for thi* army. This gentleman proposes to make
a sort of bread, three fourlhs potatoes and the rest

oatmeal, with which the horses are to be fed in

place of oats. The averajre quantity of oats for a

horse per day, M. Longcliamp estimates to be 10

lbs. cosling about 18 sous, fie proposes lo re-

place this food by 10 lbs. of the bread made with

oats and potatoes, the price of which will be only

5 sous, leaving a saving of 8 sous a day. As
there are t;0,000 horses in the army, a saving

would arise on the whole of the cavalry, of 11,-

680,000 fr. a year. M. Longchamp considers this

food to be more nutrilious than llie food generally

given to horses, for a great portion of the oats

taken by a horse is imperfectly masticated, and
therefore the nutritive qtialitiea are allowed to re-

main latent. Heat and moisture, he declares, are

necessary to bring forth fully the qualities ot the

fecnia of oats, and this can be procured most ef-

fectually by subjecting it to the heat of an oven,

after having been moistened and well mixed up.

Cakes of this kind have been long used in Hol-
land with profit, and M. Longchamp expresses

his surprise that potato flour has not been more
commonly and openly mixed with bread; bakers,

he says, being in the habit of using it. But this

is nol the only advantage to be gained by this

proposition. A hectare of oats (2 1-2 acres) is

worth about 92 fr., whilst one of potatoes produ-

ces 240 fr. M. Longchamp thinks that if one
third of the land at present under cultivalion for

oats were planted with j)0taloes, five times a

greater quantity of cattle could be bred in France.

By this means butchers' meat would become
cheaper, and be within the reach of the generality

ofthe inhabilants of the kingdom. 'J'he more
generous diet thus procured, would have a con-

siderable influence, IVl. Longchamp declares, on
the average height of the natives of France, which
the reciuitment of the army proves lo be each

year decreasing in stature.

—

Paris paper.

Sound.—The diminution of the intensity of

sound, in a rarefied atmosphere, is a familiar phe-

nomenon to those who are accustomed to ascend

very high mountains. The deep silence of those

elevated regions has a physical cause, independent

of their habitual solitude. Saussure relates, that a

pistol fired upon the summit of Mont lilanc, pro-

duced no greater report than a little Indian cracker

would in a room. Hcrschel noticed the compara-
tively small extent to which the voice can be heard

at an altitude of upwards of J.'},000 feet on Monte
Rosa. The height, however, to which an atmos-

phere or medium capable of conveying sound, ex-

tends, far exceeds any aitainable on mountains.

The great meteor of 1783, produced a distinct rum-

bling sound, althounh its height above the earth's

surface, was full fifty miles at the time of its ex-

plosion. The sound produced by the explosion of

the meteor of 1719, at an elevation of at least G9
miles, was heard as the report of a very great can-

non or broadside ; shook the windows, doors and
houses, and threw a looking-glass out of its frame

and broke it. Scarcely less violent was the sound
caused by the bursting of the meteor of July 17,

1777, near Paris, the height of which at the mo-
ment of the explosion, is assigned by Le Roy at

about 25 miles. The report of a meteor, in 17.5(),

threw down several chimnies at Aix, in Provence,
and was taken for an earthquake. These instan-

ces, and others wliich might be adduced, are suffi-

cient to show that sound can be excited in, and
conveyed by, air of an almo.st inconceivable tenuity,

provided the exciting cause be sufficiently power-
ful.

—

Pierct's Treatise on Sound.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at the New England A^ricul-

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and,'i2 North Mar-
kct Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay and

Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not befote

applied to any implement for this purpose. The mo.st prom-

inent effects of this apphcation, and some ofthe consequent

peculiarities ofthe machine are:

1. So great a reduction ofthe quantum of power requisite

to use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is sufficienl

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easilycutstwobush-

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claimed
by any other machine even when worked by horse or steam
power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in whichtlny
cut, require sharpening less often than those of any other

straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and put

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as the

complicated machines in general use lo get out of order,

TYK VP CHAINS.
Just received hy 500 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derby, Esq. of Salenn,

and Col. Jachoes, for the purpose of securing cattle to the

stall, are found to he the safest and most convenient mod*
of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale hy JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 North
Market si.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 ' Truck and leailiiig Chains.

200 " Urnft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.,
No. 62 North Market st.

,-ffiife.v

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROLLKRS.
Grindstones of diffen^nl sizes, hung on friction rollcra

TJiovert Willi a foot ireader, is lound to be a great iinpn

in'?iit on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Siones h

HI this manner are hecommg daily more in use, and when
used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can he atu
ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale bj

BRECK & Co., No. 51 ]North Market street.

CAMBRIDGEPORT NURSERY,

Columbia Street,

SAMUEL POND,
NURSERYMAN, Cambridgeport, Mass., lias for Si

choice assortment of

Fruit Trees, Shrubs, and Vines.

Among ihem are the best varieties of Apple, Pear, P)*!

Cherry, Peach, Apricot, Grape Vines, Aspara^'us, Illiut

Also—Pear, Apple, Plum and Cherry Mocks coustEi

on hand.

Currents, Gooseberries, Raspberries, ^-c

Trees of an extra size always on hand, and will be dil

ered to any part of the city free of expense.

Orders Ijy Mail, or otherwise, promptly attended to.

Oct. 19. 8w

AGRICIUL.TURA1. IMPIiEMEKTS, &c.
The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural V

house and Seed Store No. 61 and 52 North Markets
would inform their customers and the public general!)

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of

cultuial and Horticultural Tools lo he found in the U
States. Part of winch are the following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
Iron Ploughs.

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

50 Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.
60 " Vegetable Cutters
50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.
100 Oi Vokcs.
ISOoDoz- Scythe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

500
300
200
500
200
200
300

100 doz- Cast Steel Sh(

150 " Common di

too " Spades.
Gross Scythes.
Patent Snailhsi

Common do.
Hay Rakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.
Hay do.

500 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

100 Draft do.

500 Tie up do.

50 doz. Halter do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 Grind Stones on roU

MUCK MANUAL.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck

ual for Farmers, by Dr S. L. Danaj price SI.

Boston, April 13.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or:$2 53 ifnoi

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frai

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, wi

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DKNMETT, PRINTERS.
a
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PLANTING POiMACE.

It w.nild be easy for mo^t farmers to supply

jnH Ives alnmdamly with young trees, if they

luli' iiiily ;)lnnl a little ponneo nnw «nd then, in

ir ^'ard'-na or some other pUce, where the cattle

not allowed to run ; and would learn, also, to

ift .uul bud, both of which can be very easily

irned by any one who has tho ordinary Yankee

II at vvhittlinsr. The plantiiiij may be done at

3 S' .: . r ".lie year, or the pomace may be put

lert tc , :l 1 .'oze in the winter, and bo planted

the spring. We like best the latter course, as

jnablos ua to plow the ground in the spring, and

IS p;it it in better condition for the trees the first

ir, and by thus proceeding we get a larger

iwlh tho first season.

Trees of good size now command fair prices
;

; so much is doing in this branch of !)usiness,

t by the ti;:ip trees from seed now planted shall

e saleible trees, prices may coaie down.

Fruit has sold as well for the last few years as it

ir )ias. The demand has grown with the in-

cased supply. And as fruit, particularly apples,

locoming more and more a part of the daily lux-

es, if not of tiie daily food in most families, tlie

(land will ;i-;;bably continue good. And should

shipmeii' oi'ice to warmer countries be extend-

the apple trade will increase with it, for in

'se ships freighted with ice, apples can be car-

1 to all parts of the globe. And should the

es of fruit fall, tlie farmers of this vicinity will

i but little by growing the apple tree, for that

'orth for fuel, nearly if not quite all that it will

t them. It is good economy to have some young

t trees growing on your place.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

CULTURE OF POTATOES.
\ correspondent ("J. M. G.," of Weston,) in one

he early volumes of this paper, says :

'However excellent I hold a well drained mca-

r soil for th culture of potatoes, yet there is no

;bt that in very wot seasons, when heavy rains

le on in succession, the spongy soil of a

idow, if it is ever so well drained, may eventu-

get drenched, in which case the crop is likely

)e injured; in such seasons, thin uplands with

velly bottom may do well, which at other times

jld give but scanty crops of an inferior quality.

;oil just reclaimed Irom nature will give pota-

3 of the best quality. Grass land just broke up,

I prove, in general, very favorable, both for

nlity and quality ; tho furrows should be well

ned, and then harrowed the same way, lightly,

g care not to disturb the swarth, which will

nent, and be the best dressing for that crop,

lunds which are situated near large cities, and

e been long and heavily enriched with dung,

1 yield great crops, but seldom of a good ([uality.

'The clinice of iht hist seed I consider to be in-

Densiibie for u good crop. Small potatoes are

illy unlit fur the purpose ; the eyes or germs,

ch are lo be the principle of life in Ike new Crop,

being, as it were, but half born, dwarfish, weakly

and unripe. By a careful nlleiition to select the

handsomest and best potatoes for seed, I have

found my sorts to improve, and to run, ho; onl, but

gradually into greater perfection.

" Next to the clmice of seed, we are to ccmsider

ivhiih kind of manvre is the most favorable for this

crop ; and I believe that on that que-'^tion all prac-

tical farmers will agree, thiit fresh dung, wherewith

some kind of litter i.n mixed, is the most favorable;

uniting strength and richness with somewhat to

lighten the soil round the plant, to make a sort of

a nost for the bulks to form, to grow, and to pros-

per. Cattle dung is generally used, and the diffi-

culty often is, that the quantity of litter among it is

but small, and that it is not sufficiently turned over,

mixed, and made fine before it is used, by which

fault many hills are manured with clear dung, in

large pieces, which, if tho season turns out dry,

will harden in the hills and do but little good.

Such hard pieces are often found in the f.^.ll when

digging for the crop, and hive evidently been of

little benefit. Fine compost manure, which is pro-

per for corn, is not fit to use for a crop of potatoes,

and will make but a poor return. For many years

I have been in the habit, in the fall, to collect

leaves in my wood lot, and to use them as a litter

for my cattle throughout the winter: when the

floor is cleared in the morning, the loaves and the

dung are turned over and chopped together, before

they are thrown out. This kind of manure for

planting potatoes, I find superior to any other that

I ever used : it connects tho richness of animal

manure with the sweetness of a woodland soil, and

I feel confident that it not only contributes to the

abundance of the crop, but that it makes sure of

a superior quality. On meadow land it certainly

is unrivalled. From the repeated benefits I have

received from the practice, my estimation of fallen

leaves has gradually increased, and they have be-

come such an essential article in the cultivation of

my small farm, that I should be now at a loss how
to do without them. I have a shed in my yard, 24

feet long and 9 feet wide, which I got nearly filled

this season, with well trodden leaves. We brought

in sixteen cartloads, with Iho ladders fore and aft,

and slals on the sides. At loading, a lad stands

on and treads the leaves. They may be collected

at all times when the ground, is dry and free from

snow. They pack better if tfiey are somewhat

damp, and when mixed and chopped with the dung,

will more readily ferment.

" 1 have always planted my potatoes in hills at

about three feet three inches apart, and I believe

that there would be a risk to place them nearer.

I hoe them twice, and at each hoeing 1 plow both

ways, and each way two furrows, which leave the

ground well stirred and prepared for low square

hills, which it requires but little time and labor to

finish, and which are well formed to secure the

benefits of showers. The second hoeing should

take place before tho vines have come to their full

growth, and before the blossoms are near to open,

otherwise the roots having come to their full length,

the plowing and hoeing will disturb them, and

greatly injure the crop. When the planting is per-

formed, or at the first hoeing, one small handful of

calcined plaster of Paris to each hill, in addition

to till! usual largo shovelful (if manuri', will be of

greit service on nphind, especially if the season
should turn out dry. 'Mils article (plaster) suits

potatoes admirably : the darker and richer green
of the (ilastered hills, will readily point out those

which were omitted.

'' Although there is little or no difTurtmce in the

relative weight of the various sorts of potatoes, yet

the quantity of nutritive matter which they contain

difi"ers essentially. I tried lately of Long Red, of

Ulut, and of YcUoto potatoes, one bushel of each,

uniformly filled, and I found that they weighed
alike sixtyfive pounds. I tried next fur the starch

and fiir the fibrous matter, or grounds, after tho

starch was obtained, and here I found the result

difierent. 1 weighed four pounds of each of those

three sorts, and I obtained from the four pounds of

Lone:; Reds nine ounces and one half of dried

starch; from the four p(Uinds.of £^ufs, eight oun-
ces, and the same from the four pounds of Yellows.

The grounds or fibrous matter, after being tho-

roughly dried, weighed four ounces, alike from the

three sorts.

" This result has realized the opinion which I

entertained of the superiori/y of the Long Reds, as

containing a grearer proportion of nutritive sub-

stance, and being on that account more profitable

to raise, whether tor the food of man or of beast.

Being more substantial, they keep better than any
<itlicr sort: I have had thsm firm and hard eleven

months after they were dug. It has another quali-

ty to recommend it, which is, that it will bear bad
cooking better than any other sort. It will boar

soaking in the water alter it is siifficcntly boiled,

and yet be tolerable ealing, whilst the Blues or

ff kites would have been spoiled.

" Potatoes of a good quality will work very

well, whilst hot, into dough with wheaten flour,

and make very pood bread. Some thirty years

ago, the crops of grain failed in England and on the

continent of Europe to such an alarming extent,

that serious apprehensions were entertained ; the

government otfered great premiums for the impor-

tation of foreign grains; public meetings were

called, and among other recommendations, potatoes

were pointed out as a fit article to make into bread

with flour or meal, and they were generally used

in the proportion of one third, and by many of one

half. The bread is white, good tasted and light,

but will soon dry.

After all the farmer can do to raise potatoes of

a fine quality, it is of little avail, unless the cook-

ing of them is attended with care : it is done best

by steam ; and the moment they are done they

should be served, or placed after peeling into an

iron pot, without water, near the fire.''

To i-eni:ive grease spots from Silk.— Take a little

of the yolk of an egg, and put upon lliospot; place

over it a piece of white linen, and wet it with boil-

ing water ; rub the linen with the hand, and repeat

the process three or four times, applying hot water.
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From tlie American Agriculturist.

ANTIQUE SYSTEM OE HUSIJANDRY.

"Foore Bookes of flusbandrie, collected by M.

Conradus Heresbachiiis, 'Counsellor to the liyf;li

and mightie Prince, the Duke of Cleii ; conteynlnjj

the whole arte and trade of Husbandrie, witti the

antiquity and commendation thereof. Newly Eng-

lished and increased, by Barnabe Googe, Esquire.

Genesis iii. 19: 'In the sweate of thy face shall

thou eate thy bread, tyll thou be turned agayne in-

to the ground, fur out of it wast thou taken: yea,

dust thou art, and to dust shalt thou return.' At

London : printed for lohn Wight, 1578."

For the perusal of this relic of the olden black

letter times, we are indebted to our friend, the Rev.

J. O. Clioules, whoso zeal for the cause of agricul-

ture, and taste for whatever is rare and recherche,

has prompted him to collect and preserve one of the

best selections of valuable literary antiques on this

subject, possessed in this city. As indiciiled in

our last, our object in referring to this work, is to

afford our readers some choice specimens of the ex-

tremes of truth and error; sense and nonsense;

just observation, accurate judgment, and nice dis-

crimination, combined with a wholesale admission

of the merest figments of the brain; the confident

belief of the most preposterous conceptions, and

the indiscriminate acceptance of the most absurd

legendary superstitions, which characterize the old

writers.

The style of our author is clear, concise and

coiriprehensive, and of classical purity ; and in

brushing away for a moment some of the cobwebs

that time hath allowed to cluster before the furrow-

ed, yet benignant and placid visage of this choice

old spirit, and shaking off some of the nnoicnl dust

that sanctifies, rather than defaces his venerable

brow, wo trust we shall afford both entertainment

and instruction to our readers. They will not fail

to perceive the advantage they possess over their

ancient fellows of this time-honored craft. When
they look for instruction to the writings of tlie pre-

sent day, they are not put off with a medley, where

the good and bad are so mixed up, that the corn

can liardly be winnowed from the chaff; fuf they

know whatever will not bear the test of fair experi-

ment, has been discarded from the principles of

those who presume to act as guides. Without fur-

ther comment, we will proceed to make such ex-

tracts as our brief limits afford.

After a eulogium on the usefulness, dignity and

happiness of rural life, fortified by such authority

as Nestor, Socrates, Xenoplion, LucuUus, Scipio,

Cicero and others, his first proposition is that " the

maisters foole is the best doung for the feclde;"

or as the modern maxim is, the muster's eye (over-

looking his men.) does tho most work— a rule that

has been orthodox since the first day Adam was

driven from the garden of Eden, and will be while

the human race endure. His next, sustained by

Calo, is that •' a good husband must rather be a

seller than a buyer ;" which is equally applicable

to all times and places. A third proposition is,

that " an euil (evil) garden betokeneth an il hus-

wife ;" which is as true now as 300 years ago, for

a notable housewife will see te it if her husband

does not, that the kitchen garden, herabrium, and

flower stands, are well su|)plied from this store-

house of goodly things.

He quotes for the edification of the Jliterary far-

mer, "from the Etmite ^Sainct Antoine, who says,

the whole world serued (served) him for bookes, as
; had always good income. So do I think that rivet

a well furnished library, in which he always read

the wonderful workmanship of God."

The indications of good soil are clearly pointed

out by the location and appearance, and the natu-

ral growth of vegetation. Luxuriant "Bulrushes,

Thistles, Three-lenued Grass, Danewort, Brambles,

Blacktliorne, and such like as neuer grow but in

good ground," shews where the good but neglected

land lies, in all ages and climes. But annexed

we have a spice of gullibility that Munchausen

would envy in a reader. " Under the North Pole,

it is reported the grounde so fertil, that they sowe

in the morning and reape at noone." The custom

of " planting in Barbaric, under the Date the Olive,

under the Olive the Figge, under the Figge the

Pomegranate, and under it the Vine ; under tlie

Vino they sowe Wheate, and under Wheate, Pulse

all prospering under the other's shadow, and

yeeldyng their fruite the same yeere ;" we know

not whether taken in a limited sense, it be true or

false. It is likely, however, that when they find an

oasis in that arid clime, fed by some spring or rip-

pling stream, they cluster the whole variety of

tiieir crops, and the piercing rays of the torrid sun

afford suRicient heat to mature them all.

He specifies "Three sorts of Doung: the first

of Poultrie, the next Human, the third of Cattell.

Mali's urine, being three moneths kept and poured

upon the rootes of Apple trees and vines, bringeth

greate fruitfulnesse to the trees, and yeeldethe a

pleasante fruite. Old doung is best for Corno and

new for Meddow. What time soever it be applied

to the ground, you must look that i/ie winde be wes-

terly and the Moone in the tvanc.^'

Ijime and marl do not appear to have been used

in our author's time in England, except in parts of

Sussex and Kent; but he refers to its application

elsewhere with great particularity. "The Ger-

mans, besides sundry other sorts of enriching of

their grounds, do instead of dung, cast upon it a

kind of pith and fatness of the earth, (Pliny counts

it to be first devised in England and France,) called

Marga, as it were the fat of the earth : but I rather

think it to be the invention of the Germans, with

whom yet both the name and the use is retained:

it is gotten in deep pits, but not alike in all soils.

The part of France that lies upon the Miiase doth

show a sandy kind of iMarl, differing from the fat

marl of Germany, but of the same quality; which

carried upon the sea in vessels, is sold as a groat

merchandize. In some places the scouring of

ponds and ditches is used, to the great enriching of

tho ground, in the mounLainy and barren grounds.

In some countries they make their land very fruit-

ful with laying on of chalk, (one form of carbonate

of lime,) as Pliny testifieth of the Burgundians and

the Gasgoincs, and in Germany in our days, this

manner of mending of ground is common. But

long use of it, in the end brings the ground to be

stark nought, wherefrom the common people have

a speech, that ground enriched with chalk makes

a rich father and a beggarly son. A little lower,

not far from the Maase, in the country of Lyege,

Ihcy mend their land with a kind of slnte stone,

which cast upon the ground doth moulder away,

and makes the ground fatter. In Lombardy, they

land by overflowings, and fast ground with mud
mingled with sand an gravel, will bo made mucli

better."

In tillage, he says, ^' It \s not needl'ul lo stir ;^

gravelly and light ground as often as the slitli;

ground ;
yet we find that land the oftener it is

stirred the better it bears."

He speaks of tho stupid mode adopted by some

of the Germans of recent importation in our own

country, " who yoke their cattell by the homes,

whereat the oxen are so greened (grieved) that they

scarcely race the upper part of the earth." This

method is practiced to no inconsiderable extent by

the descendants of the French on this continent at

the present day. The free use of the rake or har.

row and the roller, are strongly urged.

The -waxing, waning, and falling of the moon,

and the course of the wind, has much to do with the

directions in sowing and planting, which are given

with great caution. The use of saltpetre with

certain kinds of seeds when sown, is shown lo be a

practice of the ancient Greeks. The origin of

Trefoil is given from Media, and its antiquity es

tablished from Columella, who noting well its great

luxuriance, asserts that "an acre will fynde three
^

horses for a yeare." f

"Of heinpe, there are two kinds, the male that is.

without floure and beareth a seed of many colors,

and the female that, to recompense her barrenness, '\

hath a white floure. It loveth a rich ground, well

dounged and watered, and deep plowed : il is nattgh-

ttj sowing it in raimj xoealher. The thicker you

sow it the tenderer it will be, and therefore some

sow it thrice, though some appoint six seeds for a

foole. When the seed is ripe it is pulled and made

up into bundles, laid in the sun for three or fom

days, afterwards laid in water with weights upor

it for eight or ten days, till the rhind wax loose

then dried in the sun, then broken in the brake'

then combed."

The Crops cultivated are similar to our moderr
,

ones, with the addition of several strange names
" wheat, rye, barley, millet, zea. Far. adoreum, oals

buck or beech-wheat, panicle, kyse, sesammi, pulse

beans, pease, lyntels, chyche, ciccrculu, tares, lu

pins, fenngreche, medica (a trefoil,) cytisuj, sperie,'

fcc, &.C.

Oats, though esteemed nought by Virgil, anc

called weeds by Pliny, were even at our author's

time much used in France for provender and in

Germany for food. In England too, they were usee

occasionally for both food and drink, and Theo
phrastus says, " it is not daintyful in the choyce ol

of its grounde, but groweth like a good fellow in

every place where no seed else will gro

In hot weather, our author recommends plowing

all night, thereby turning in all the dew and avoid'

ing the heat of the sun. We object to this foi

man or beast, but would substitute from daylight

till 10 A. M., and from 3 or 4 P. M., till twilight

again. '%

The orchard was ordered with great particularity!

and care. The fanciful notion of sympathy, or "al[,

naturall freendshippe and loua (love) betwixt cer«

tayne trees," and their antipathies are particularly

ike so well the use of ashes, as they esteem it far
]

noted, as well as all the modes of prnpagiting, bud-'*

above any dung, thinking dung not meet to be
|

ding, grafting, and cultivating. The custom ol i

used for the unwholesomeness thereof. Coluuiel- ! manuring vineyards with the trimmings of the viDf?

1.1 writeth, that his uncle was wont to mend sandy is shown to be at least as old as our author, am,

and gravelly grounds with chalk, and chalky and
j

may have descended from the remotest antiquity.

hard°grounds with gravel and sand, whereby he The lighter kind of land is preferred for the vine.^
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The 3rd. Book " cntreatyins "f Cattpll," begins

[li tlic lior.'io, wliicli is niiniilely dcscribnd, the

iult of whicli i.s, Ihnt '' tlio hole body should lie

framed, as it bee hirsje, hyp, liiiely, spritcd and

II trussed. Home liorsenn'n would liavo their

rse liiiiiiied after the proporcion of divers beasts,

to have the head and h-^-g^ of a starrije, the eares

i tayle of a fox, the neck of a swanne, tlie brest

a Lion, the buttocks of n fcninyle and the feeto

an B.-se. His tayle would bee lonsre, bristly

I curled, the lenjrth whereof is not only a bean-

biil also a ijreat coinininodjiie lo hyni to beat

ly fl.os; yet some deliifhl lo have them curtail-

specially if they bee broad buttockt."

Jndrr the head of animals, tlie .Isse has his due

ire of uttcnlion, and the habits of the dandy beast

im not to have altered mueh since the days of

ancestors. His daintiness of the water, like

It of the feline tribe, has an ample cause assign-

'•She dare in no wise como nere it, no not to

|oh it with her foote, neither will she drinke in

stran_;" wiiter, whore she may goe and stand

foo'.c. Ill drinking, they scarcely touch the

er 'uth tlieir lippes, for feare of wetting their

dly cares, as is thought. Tiiey are troubled

1 fearful dreames in their sleepe—[we should

JO as much, from the infernal braying they fre-

itly make when waking up]—and delight to be

:cd in wide roomes."

Of the /"crms oy orfn, our author says: "The
t coi.icly have these properties: large, well

and sciind lims, a long, a large and deepe

liodie, blacke horned, though in color there is

rcat matter." Varro's description is not bad

I modern ox : " Broad forehead, great eyed and

k, his ,,hawes to be large and wide, his lippes

'kish, his ears rough and hairy, his neck well

n-i! and thick, his dewlaps large and hanging
le ,1 his knees, his shoulders hrovid, his hide

'!(.. J and stubborn in feeling, his belly deep, his

well set and full of sinews and straight, rather

than long, the better to sustain the weight of
odi/, /,.';, Icnees straight and great, his feet one

'rom the other, not broad or laming in, but easi-

reading, the hair of all his body thick and short,

ail iong and big haired.

inc is recommended for taming the steers, " and

ixen waxe sooner fatte by washing them with

1 water, and by cutting their skinnes and blow-

v;jide into their bellies with a reodo." Great
diness and care of working cattle is properly

ned, and a caution insisted on to remove the

sed animal from the herd, "lest he infect the

e flock, and you impute that to the wrath of

as many fooles doe, which happeneth through

owne beastlinesee."' Twenty pages are dc-

1 to the description and diseases of this useful

,
though we opine our readers would thank us

for details of remedies as outre as then prac-

, and here we must conclude our present no-

jf our vt'iy pleasant and profitable colloquist,

the hope of renewing his acquaintance in our

ties.— Of all the fine arts in a city, the grand-

i the art of forming noble specimens of human-

The costliest productions of genius are mean

ared with a wise and good human being. A
which slionld practically adopt the principle

MAN is worth more than wealth or show, would

ne the metropolis of the earth Channing.

From the AUiaiiy Cuhivalor.

BOMMER'S METHOD OF IVIAKING MA-
NUllE.

We invito attentiim to the anne.ved Report of

Dr. Heck, on Boiii(iier',< Method of preparing Ma-
nure. From a carel'ul examiniitinn of the specifica-

tions and directions furnished us by Mr Bonimer, a,s

well as from a personal examination of the process,

from the forming of the heap to its opening, we
are convinced that the method must prove valuable,

and the manure so prepared of tlie best quality.

There are many farms on wliich immense quantities

of coarse grass, thistles, sedge, flags, and other

weeds, are annually grown, of which no use can
be profitably made— oil these, and with them the

large piles of straw whiL-li are heaped round many
barns to cause them to decay, may by this method
be expeditiously and cheaply converted into the

best of manure—the cost of the materials which
tlio fanner will have to purchase, being only from
fifteen to twenty cents per cord, and the labor only
such as is necessary to form a compost heap of any
kind.

Report on Bommer\i Process of Making J'egetuble

Manure by Ftrmentalion.

At the request of Mr Bommer, the undersigned
were pre.=ent on the 14th of September, at the pre-
paration of the materials used by him for making
the above manure. As Mr Bummer's process is

patented, it will of course not be expected that the

committee can go into details farther than what
he himself makes public. They have, however,
no hesitation in stating that the materials mention-
ed in his specification were all used ; that the ex-
periment was in every respect fairly made ; and
that the whole is evidently conducted on the most
approved chemical principles.

Two heaps were prepared ; the first made of dry
materials, principally straw of various grains, and
probably weighing about 1000 lbs.; thesecond was
composed of ligneous vegetables, dry and "reea
such as cornstalks, potato stems, thistles, and vari-

ous other weeds. This weighed probably about
450 lbs. and was propped against the first heap.

The following table was kept at the request of
the committee. It exhibits the degree of heat de-
veloped during the process of fermentation, ascer.
tained daily by immersing the bulb of a thermome-
ter in the centre of each heap.

First Heap—Dry Straw.

Dcfjrees.

Sept. 15, at n o'clock P. M. 76
" 16, at 7 o'clock A. M. 87
" at () o'clock P. M. 90

17, at 7 o'clock A. M. 9(5

" ' at 6 o'clock P. M. 98
" 18, at e o'clock A. M. 103
" 19, at 5 o'clock P. M. 95
" 20, at 7 o'clock A. M. 102
" at G o'clock P. M. 107
" ai, at 7 o'clock A. M. 113

at fi o'clock P. M. 117
" 22, at 7 o'clock A. M. 126
" 2;^, at 10 o'clock A. M. 112
" 24, at HI o'clock A. M. 123
" 25, at 10 o'clock A. M. 1.S7

" 26, nt 10 o'clock A. M. 152
" 27, at 10 o'clock A. M. 116
" 28, at 9 o'clock A. M. 122

Second Heap— Green Stuff'.

Sept. 16, at 6 o'clock P. M.
" J 7, at 7 o'clock A. M.

at 6

18, at 8

19, at 5

20, at 7

at 6

o'clock P. M
o'clock A. M
o'cl„ck P. M,

o'clock A. M,
o'clock P. M.

21, at 7 o'clock A.
at 6 o'clock P.

22, at 7 o'clock A.

23, at 10 o'clock A.

Deprpcs.

80

109

127

1GI

13<)

152

161

173

178

184

142

1.57

182

201

138

146

•' 24, at 10 o'clock A. M.
" 25, at 10 o'clock A. M.
" 26, at 10 o'clock A. M.
" 27, at 10 o'clock A, M.
" 28, at 9 o'clock A. M.

The fermentation was discontinued Sept. 28
when the heaps were opened for exhibition. The
committee examined them on the 8th of October,
and are quite satisfied that the result is a satisfac-

tory one. The heap formed of ItlOO lbs. dry straw-

was found to contain by measurement 225 solid

feet, or one cord and three quarters, estimated to

weigh 4000 lbs. The material furnished must
prove a valuable manure j and the more so, as it

employs many articles now worthless or deleterious.

In all matters of this nature, experience is of course
worth more than mere theory ; but it will be n mat-
ter of great disappointment if a process combining
as this does, an application of the most correct che-

mical principles, with the employment of the most
efficient agents, does not in due time become a fa-

vorite with the farmer.

T. R. BECK, LVmn.

Mr Bommer states in his prospectus, that the

merit of his method essentially consists in the four

following important points

:

1. In being able to reduce in a short time, all

kinds of straw and ligneous weeds to a rich, unc-
tuous and durable manure, such as wheat straw,

barley, rye, buckwheat, and other black grains;

stalks of Indian corn, rice, and other plants ; dried

or green potato tops, leaves, stalks, and roots of all

kinds of plants
;
green or dried reeds, green rush-

es, sea weeds, heather broom, stubble, in fact every
thing belonging to the vegetable kingdom, and a

great many other things lying about f^arms which
are often allowed to go to waste. f]ven the ground
itself may be converted into the best manure or

compost.

2. In the combination or alliance of fecundating

substances, the use of which when separated would
not and could not produce the desired effect.

3. In the production of a very considerable quan-
titji offactitious water, which, when combined with

other ingredients, forming lees, furnishes the far-

mer with a fertilizing liquid, the commixture of
which in either vegetable or mineral substances,

gives a manure of the richest kind.

4. In the production of a quantity of nitrate of
lime and caustic potash; of ammonia and saltpetre

—four substances which modern chemistry has
found to contain the most fecundating properties

possible.

J^ew England Outdone.—At a recent agricultu-

ral fair in Shelby county, Ky,, a pumpkin was ex-

hibited by Rev. D. T. Stuart, measuring six feet

eight inches in length, by six feet five inches itj

breadth, and weighing iCO lbs. W-h-e-u-g-h !
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OUR OWN EXPERIMENTS WITH MA-
NURES.

Ths folliiwin? iiccdiinl was prepared fur anollier

purpose besides insertiiin in llie Farmer ; there-

fore in preparing it we dropped the editorial }fe,

and used the fanner's /.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

To the Commitfec of the Essex Countij Agricultural Society

on Manures

:

Gentlfmen—During the Inst winter, I formed

a purpose to try carefully to ascertain the compara-

tive valne of various manures, as producers of seve-

ral of the crops of most common and general culti-

vation. After giving the subject much thought, I

resolved upon making the trial under such circum-

stances as might promise best, in my judgment, to

show simply the relative effects of the manures. Set-

ting aside all solicitude as to the amount of the

crop, I selected for my operations a piece of sward

land, very much bound out, and which probably

had received no manure of any kind for ten years

or more. I hoped to hnd the soil uniform in depth

and quality, when it should be turned up with the

plow; but in this I was somewhat disappointed;

for it varied considerably both in depth and appa-

rent fertility ; not more, however, than is common

in most fields that are nearly, but tiot quite, level.

Not being solicilous about the amount of the

crop, I plowed this ground when it was quite wet

—

too wet for profitable working. The following

paragraphs are copied from my journal :

18-12—April 13. Plowed up a little more than

3-](j of an acre "f sward land, on which to make

e.iperimenta with manures. The land was badly

bound out: I think it did not give more thaji 1200

lbs. of hay per acre in IStl. I plowed from 7 to

8 inches deep, and subsoiled with a cultivator tooth

fitted into an oak joist.

14th. Harrov/ed this ground, though it was loo

wet for allowing the operation to be of much utili-

ty. Then I marked off the ground into 30 square

beds, each 17 feet by 17. Used the plow in mark-

ing.

15th. Put near the centre of each bed its own

manure, leaving the manure in a small, well round-

ed heap, and slightly covered with some of the

soil of the bed.

In preparing the composts, the calculation has

been to make that for each bed cost at the rate of

about $30 per acre, including the ordinary cost of

working over and putting on to the land. Muck
or swamp mud, is estimated here at $1 50 per cord

of 128 solid feet, when first taken Irom its natural

bed, or at .f3 when it has been frozen and partly

dried. My barn-cellar compost is reckoned at $6,

and pure dung, whether from the oxen or the horse,

at $12 per cord. The other articles generally are

taken at about the usual market price, adding car-

tage for .') or G miles, and the expense of applying

them to the soil. Some of the articles base no

market value Thus far the journal.

The beds were numbered from 1 to 30, and gen-

erally, each received 3 bushels of meadow mud,

reckoned at 3 cts. per bushel, and !) cts. worth of

some other article. The meadow mud or muck

here used was taken from beneath a growth of al-

ders, where the mud was from 12 to 20 inche.';

deep. It vvas dug in December, and had been

well frozen, but not much dried, when it was mea-

sured out. This meadow or swamp mud, is desig-

nated by the term muck in the following table.

Ped
No. 1 received 3 bush, muck and G lbs. oil meal.

3 ; and 1 bush, shoemak-

waste leather chips

—

-taken up at the road-

4,

5,

6.

7,

8,

9,

10,

12,

13,

14,

15,

16,

17, rcc'd

IS

19, '

20, '

21, '

22, '

23, '

24, '

' 25, '

2G, '

' 27.

2F,

21),

30,

muck and 1 bush, new leath-

er shavings from the shop,

muck and G lbs. of fish

—

(tainted hallibut )

muck and t! qls. crushed

bone.

muck and 5 qts. salt (fisher.

erman's refuse.)

muck and 1 1-2 lb. nitrate

of soda.

muck and 5 qts. ground plas-

ter—damp and lumpy,

nmck and 12 qts. sugar se-

diment or bone black, from

the sugar refinery, E. Boston,

muck and 18 qts. of ashes

—

(mixture of wood and peat.)

muck and 5 qts. salt and

lime, in equal parts—mixed

in November last.

< 3 ' muck and 1 lb. carbonate of

ammonia—not fresh.

' 3 bushels of barn-cellar compost.

'
1 1-2 bush, pure ox dung.

' 1 1-2 do. pure horse dung,

eft without any manure.

3 bush, muck and G lbs. soapboil-

ers' scraps (meat.)

3 ' muck and 2 lbs. whale oil

soap.

3 ' muck and 3 pecks of pure

hor.se dung.

3 ' inutk and 3 pecks of pure

ox dung.

3 ' muck and 2 qts. air slaked

lime and 1-2 bush, ox dung.

3 ' muck and 7 qts. ashes (poor)

and 1-2 bush, ox dung.

3 ' muck and G qts. air slaked

lime.

'3 ' muck alone.

13 ' muck and 8 galls, salt ley

or soaper's waste.

.3 ' muck and 8 galls, ox urine.

3 ' muck and 8 galls, human
urine.

3 ' muck and 3 bush, of gravel.

3 ' muck and 2 lbs. woollen

rags.

G bushels of nmck.

probably impregnated with the sulphate of iron,

and worse than useless.

No. 29. The rags seem not to have decompose!

yet.

Nos. 6 and II. Tlio salt was apparently too pow.
;

erful ; a less quantity probably would have been '

better.

Nos. 25, 26 and 27. For each of these, 3 bu.=h.

els of muck was put inlo a cask and the liquid was

poured in about the 1st of May. After remaining

in that stale for 10 or 12 days, the contents of each

cask was emptied out on its appropriated bed. At

the same time all the heaps were carefully forked

over.

May 26. Harrowed the whole ground as well as

I could without disturbing the heaps of compost.

Then opened a slig.'it trench around each bed, to

mark its boundaries distinctly. Then spread with

care each heap upon its own bed. Then back-fur-

rowed into ridges, making five equal ridges on each

bed. The whole piece of ground was in the form

as given in the following diagram :

30
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to bo (ounil in the inanuro. In the table of re-

Its I sli ill make no nccount of the beets. Some

lowarjoc oui;lit to be made for the ditVerence in

I. .Mti^r much tliouglit upon tbis point whore

tiniun is to decide, I cun do no belter than form

other diagram, and number the squares accord-

i( to the estimated quality of the soil. And I

11 .'iupp.-so that No. I is better by l-20lh than

.
•,>, and that 2 is better by l.aOth than 3, and so

8
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Boston, Wednesday, Novejiber 16, 1842.

THE GROWING INTERKST IN AGRICULTU-
RAL PURSUITS.

Common report .says lliiit farmers general 'y are bring-

ing more thiuight, observalinn nnd study to their pursuit^

than was given to it a few years ago. Agricultural Clie-

mistry is said to lend its aid to the tiller? of the soil more

than in times pn^t. Agricultural papers are niuliiplied

and multiplying in all directions, and are reported to be

awakening an increased attention to the processes and

results of husbandry. Men of property and men of edu-

cation, both are interesting themselves in the cultivation

of fields, and the production of fruits and flowers ; and

thus, men say, the pursuit is rendered more res[ici:table

and more inviting.

In all these sayings there is some truth :— hut " all is

not gold that glistens." When a farmer, in these days

of papers, is successful ; when he is inquisitive nnd

skinful, when lie shows a deep interest in his calling,

when he makes any improvement,—(hen the world is

informed of it—and the countless number of such cases

that editors and their correspondents bring into public

notice, and the many whose success is proclaimed by

committees of agriculiural socinties, give the impression

that the farmers gener.Tlly have waked up from a pro-

found slumber, are now wide awake, and are striving

to find out betier ways than those in which their fathers

moved. But though the number whose doings are made

public, and whose minds work vigorously in conjunction

with their hands—though the number of these is legion

—

vet the number who go round and round, as true to tlie

old track as their horses at the mill, is legions of legions.

Of thi- we make no complaint. We have much respect,

not for needless stupidity and blindness, but for that love

of tried and beaten paths which keeps the tillers of the

earth from ruinously expensive experiments We like

well to see the common farmer look long and carefully

at things new, before he ventures to try them extensive-

ly himself This is the safer way— safer for the indi-

vidual and belter for the public. We like to see him

look long—we do not nay, go with liis eyes «/iu(—but

look; look frequently, look carefully, look till there can

be no mistaking the thing he looks at, and then act as is

best whether the best be a new way or an old way.

We like to li.tve the farmer read too—not that he may

be a mere follower of some other man's methods and ad-

vice, but that he may make himself a more intelligent

thinker—a more efficient and enlightened practical far-

mer. Wc pity the man who is so wise that he can leain

nothing about farming from books, fir he is rut off fiom

one source of rich pleasure ; wo pity the man who un-

derstands farming so well that he can learn nothing

from his own processes of cultivation, and from those

followed in the fields of his neighbors ; for he too is de-

barred frcmi listing one of the highest delighli that till-

in" the soil affords. Let the day when we can learn no

more about the best modes of preparing soils and ma-

nures and of cultivating our various crops, be as distant

as the List day that we shall go into the fields. We
hear it said, and truly said, that we, in this country, are

but just beginning to learn the science and art of hus-

bandry. Lei this be matter of rejoicing ; for thousands

and millions most pass their days and years in inducing

the earth to yield the fruits we need ; happy, happy for

them, if while ihey pursue their toilsome way they may

be permitted to look ojion the beauty and inhale the fra-

gt:inca o!' the. Jloioers of Uarning. Not the flowers that

bloom where Homer and Virgil, Tas^o and Shakspeare

are read—but those that can he made to open their pe-

tals in the corn field and on the compost heap. It is

matter of rejoicing that much is yet to be learned. May
the time never come when man shall be compelled to

till iho earth williout having it in his power to /earn how

to do his work better.

Our plow is running widely from a straight line to the

stake we set up when we started. We meant to be a

Iiltle heretical. It is accounted orthodox, in these days,

to rep'esent it as vi ry desirable tliat more of our citizens

should devote themselves to agricnlture ; that our pro.

cpses of cultivation should be rendered less expensive,

and that we should cimtrive ways to get larger crops and

aC cheaper rotes. Would this 7io!0 he a public benefit.'

That the individual derives a pecuniary benefit when he

discovers a way by which he can produce a ton of hay

or bushel of grain for less than it costs others, no one

can doubt. That the public would be benefited by any

discoveries that would enable a smaller number of labo-

rers to supply the nation abundantly with the produc-

tions of ihe soil, at a time when all the hands that could

be spared from agrictilturo are needed for other useful

arts and callings, we are most ready to admit. But how

is it now? We have enough of every thing that the far-

mer cultivates ; the markets throughout the land are

glutted with grains, vegetables, fruits and meats. There

would be enough—an abundance even, had the crops

been no laiger than usual. As agriculture now is under-

stood and practiced, and wilh the hands at present cm-

ployed in it, we are supplied wilh food almost to satiety.

What would bo the effect of influencing many who are

now employed in other occupations, to become farmers .'

Presuming that no new foreign market can be opened

for our produce, the effect would be to produce more

than we waul—to bring piiees down so as to ruin mil-

lions who now earn their bread between tlie plow han-

dles. What would be the efi'ect of so improving our in-

struments or processes of tillage that half or one fourth

of our laborers might be d smissed from the fields.' This

would throw thousands out of employment or throw

them into <ither occupaiions that are now full. Have

we not agricultural productions enough .' If this ques-

tion is answered in the affirmative, then we ask what

the public advantage is of teaching farmers to render

their processes less expensive or their lands more pro-

ductive, unless wc can find some other useful employ-

ment fir a portion of them ?

While w.-iting for an answer to this question, we will

put another. What other advantage than that of greater

intellectual activity and enjoyment in the farmers them-

selves, can result, in this country, at present, from the

awakening of a deeper interest in agricultural pursuits.'

" What ! Mr Editor ; quarreling with your own bread

and butter.' Trying to stop the spirit of agricultural

inquiry and improvement, when it is that spirit alone

that induces men to subscribe for your paper !'' No,

reader, we are not intending any such thing. We are

merely showing you a sample of the questions which

our weekly labors often bring up to our mind, and which

it is not always easy lo settle satisfactorily.

It is a sound general principle that men should be en-

couraged and taught to produce as much as they can,

and as cheap as they can ;
butju.st now we have provi-

sions enoutrh, hands enough for the mechanic arts, heads

enough for trade nnd the professions, laborers enough of

all kinds, and bread and clothes enough—and yet are all

complaining of the times—all in want of more profit

—

more money. We might put our questions in relation

to any other pursuit and wilh the same reason.

Something is wrung in the thread of intercommunica-

tion or exchange lietwecn the men of difl'etent occupa-

tions—it is a tangled skein ;—wliigs have been pullin«

at one end and democrats at the ither, and betweer,

them both, making the snarl worse and worse. Winn
the whole shall gel into one set of hands, we hope ihn'

patience will sit down and untie all the knots, draw ou

all the loops, and let us hang our various wares upon ,

straight and strong string and slip llum round lii.l',

from one lo another.

Farmers, produce all you can, and as cheap as yim

can

.

MANURE FOR RUTA BAGA.

Our observations for several years, led us some linit

since to the conclusion that strong ham manure was

good for giving to ruta baga luxuriant tops, and an abun.

danre of worms. Last year we used mostly a mixturt<

of common soil, sail ley or sopers' wa?te and bone. The

crop was good, both in rjuantily Ttnd quality. This past

season we took meadow mud, sand and common field

soil, in about equal portions, and run into this salt ley,

and put in bone, making a heap of 15 loads of 30 bush-

els each, that cost us not more than two thirds as much

per load as the estimated worth of good barn cellar com
post. The fifteen loads of new compost and four of tin

barn-cellar compost were used on 82 2-3 square rods ol

land not in good heart, and the two kinds were appliei

in equal thickness. Where the new and peculiar com-

post was applied tiie yield compared with the other,

was as about 17 1-2 to 15. The piece gave me at the

rate of about 740 bushels per acre. This though not a

great yield absolutely, was yet good, considering iht

previous condition of the soil. We make mention r

this 71010, without going into the details at present, If

the purpose of drawing attention particularly to the ;;ij

lion of the salt ley upon this particular root. By in;!

ing to the table of our experiments on another pagi
,

will he seen that the salt ley produced more ruta bagn

than any other one of all our twentynine different appl

cations.

EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES.
We have given but little instruction in our leading

editorial article—but on another page we have given aw

account of some experiments wiih manures, whicli havi|

occupied some of our hours fur the past season, and tcf

which we are more willing to ask special attention thai4

we are to our writings generally. Those experimenia

have been made with great care, and we think may btt

worth studying.

NEW GENESEE FARMER.

Mr Colman, editor of the New Genesee Farmer, an-

nounces ihal after the Isl of January next, he shall be-

come sole proprietor of that publication, and intends lo

enlarge, and will endeavor in other respects to improve,

the paper. He will also raise the price from 50 els to

$1 00. Mr Colman says that as it is not settled that

Miller's prediction of lire destruction of the worhl will

be fulfilled next April, but probably some time in

course of next year, the farmers who subscribe for his

(Mr C s) paper, will stand a fair chance of getting for

their dollar six or eight months' good agricultural read-

ing. We think so too.

(IT=Tlie last Albany Cultivator contains Judge Lin-

coln's report on the New York swine. It is rich—of

course. We shall copy it in our next.

There is another means, besides Phnmology, of dele

mining one's character for honesty. He who punctually

pays for Ids paper, must have " Conscienciousncss large"

—and vice versa.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Pedagogical Modesty.—The following lettor was

eliciteil by nn advertisement for a school teacher,

which appeared in the Salem (Mass.) Landmark a

iew weeks since :

—

Jour, of Com.

\y , Sept. — , 1843.

Dear Sir: Seeing your advertisement in tlie

Landmark for an English instructor, I offer myself

a candidate, with tlie following description of my

qualifications.

1st. .Acquirements.

I can read well, having a good voice, capable of

utterii g many sounds. I understand Knglish gram-

mar, arithmetic, geography, &,c. I have studied

Colburn's Algebra, though I am not master of it

yet. I can keep good order in school with very

little corporeal punishment. I have a good facility

of com-iiunicating my ideas and acconiniodating my

explanations to the capacity and genius of different

students.

2d. Personal J}ppearance.

I am a single man of 24 years. My complexion

is rather dark. My elevation is 5 11-12 feet, with

a manly form and fair countenance. My organs of

speech are perfect. My temper is mild, very mild,

and well <iisciplined. I labor under no weakne.ss

or derangement, either of iiody or mind, but have a

vigorous constitution and sprightly mien.

3d. Morals.

I have two recommendations—one from Mr

G , Preceptor of West \', Academy,

and one from Mr A , formerly Principal of

R Academy, and both concur in saying my

morals are good.

Tlie above is all 1 can say without egotism !

Yours, respectfully,

Cracking a Joke.—The confectioners, not long

since, introduced Fome new fancy work in their

line representing nuts, almonds, cfcc, in sugar.

A jocose landlady the nJher day handed one of

her new boarders a small basket of these disguised

comfits, desiring him In taste them. He at once,

(being, perhaps, not quite so green as the lady might

have'imagiueil,) caught up a pair of nut-crackers

and smashed two or three of the sugar humbugs.

"O, don't!'' said the landlady in alarm; "it's

only a joke.^'

" Well, my dear lady," said the boarder, "I'm

only cracking a joke .'"

—

Picayune.

The Difference.—A gentleman riding a very or-

dinary looking horse, asked a negro whom he met,

how far it was to a neighboring town, whither he

was going. The negro, looking at the animal un-

der the rider, with a broad grin of contempt, re-

plied, " Wi' dat ar boss, massa, it's jist fo'teen

miles. Wi' a good chunk ob a hoss, seben miles;

but ifyou jist had Massa Jimmy's boss ! Gosh! you're

dare now !"— Ibid.

Go it Boots.—A Mrs Boots, of Pennsylvania, has

left her husband, and strayed to parts unknown.

We presume the pair are rights and lefts. We
cannot say, however, that Mrs Uoots is right, but

there is no mistake that Coots is left.—Hartford

Times.

ORIJVDSTOSES ON FRICTION ROLLERS
Grinrislones of ilifTerPiit siz-'s, hungnii friulioii rollers an

moved wilh a tool trcader, is found to be a great improve

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hiin

in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wliereve

used, give universal saiisfaclion. The rollers can he ailach

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale by J

BRECK Si. Co., No. 61 North Market street.

We cannot think too highly of our nature, nor

too liumbly of ourselves.

—

Lucon.

Pretty Good.—The celebrated Mrs Robinson

had written a poem entitled " Sapho and Phaon."

Anxious, as all literary ladies are, to have their

charming effusions put favorably before the wm-ld,

Mrs R. wrote a confidential note to a Mr Boaden,

who was then editor of a leading newspaper in [,on-

don, in which she said:

" Dear Sir—Do let me have a few puffs for

Sapho and Phaon.

Yours, M. R."

The note was despatched to the office in the

Strand, by a servant. Now, it happened that there

lived in the Strand, close to the printing office, a

popular pastry cook named Boaden, to whom, by

Bseing the name over the door, Mrs R.'s servant

took the note, and returned to her with the follow-

ing answer :

" J. Boaden's respects to Mrs Robinson : Hav-

ing sent so late, all the puffs are gone ;
but he for-

wards a dozen gooseberry tails, which he hopes

will do as well."

—

Selected.

CAMBRIDUEPOKT NURSERY,

Columbia Street.

SAMUEL POND,
NURSERYMAN, Cambridgeport, Mass., has for bale

choice assortment ot

Fruit Trees, Shrubs, and Vines.

Among them are the best varinies ot Apple, I'eav, Plan

Cherry, Peach, Apricot, Grape Vines, A.-pala^'us, RlriLar

Also— Pear, Apple, Plum and Cherry ttocks eoiisiaiill

on hand.

Currents, Gooseberries, Baspberries, S,-c.

Trees of an extra size always on hand, and will be deli'

ered to any part of the city free of expense.

Orders liy Mail, or otherwise, promptly attended to.

Oct. 19. Sw

GREEN'S PATENT S TRAW CUTTER.
Tn^f.-PH IIRECK & CO. at Ihe New England A?ricul

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. .51 and 52 North Mar-

let Streerbave for sale. Green's Patent Straw, Hay and

Stalk Cutter, operating pn a mechanical principle not heh.ie

applied to any implement fortius purpose. The most prom,

meat effecls of this application, and some of the cousequeiit

peculiarities of the machine are ;

1 So "real a reduction of the quantum of power requisite

to use it,°that the strength of a half grown boy is suttieieiil

to work it efficiently.

2 Wilh even this moderate power, it easilycutstwohush-

ols a minute which is lull twice as fast as has been claimed

by any other machine even when worked by horse or steam

power.

3 The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which th sy

cut,' require sharpening less often than those of any other

straw cutler.

4 The machine is siniple in its construction, made and put

lotrether very slron^lv. It is therefore not so liable as the

complicated machines m general use to get out ol order.

J Good Toast.—TUo following toast was given

at a dinner in Connecticut, renowned, among other

" notions" of home production, lor her wooden nut-

megB:—"The JVulmeg State—W heve shall we

find a grater f

It is said that however well young ladies may

be versed in grami.iar, but very few of them can

decline matrimony.

TYi3 VP CHAINS.

Just received by 500 Chains for lyeing up Cattle
^

These chains, introduced by E. H. Uerdy, Lsq. of Salem,

and Col Jacuues, lor the purpose of securing cattle to the

stall, are Ibund te be the safest and most convenient mode

ot fastening cows and oxen to the sianchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 North

Market st.

URAPTAND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable lor Ploughing.

2110 " Truck and leadiu'4 Chains.

2U0 " Dratt Chains. I'm sale by J. BRECK & CO.,

.\o. 02 Norlh ."^larket st.

too doz- Cast Sicel Shovel

AGRICUL.T1IRAI. IMPLEMEKTS, &c
The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural Wat

house and Seed Store No. 6! and 52 Norlh MarUel sire,

would inform their cusloniers and the public i;enerally Ih

they have on hand the most extensive assortment ol Agi

culluial and Horticullural Tools to be found lu the tnit

States. Part of which are the folt

lOUO Howard's Patent Cast

Iron Ploughs
300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

60 Willis' do. do.

too Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shelters.

60 Common do do.

2o0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

50 " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1600 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

Common do.

Spades.
Grass Scythes.

Patent Snaitlis.

Common do.

Hay Rakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.
Hay do.

00 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

100 Draft do.

500 Tie up do.

50 doz. Haller do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 Grind Stones on roll

150

too

500
300
200
600
200
200
300

MUCK MANUAL..

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Mil

ual for Farmers. By Dr S, L. D.ana; price $1.

Boston, April 13.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A TVEKKLT PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in iiiivance, or$2 fiO ifnot pai

within thirty days.

N. u.—Postmasters are prrniitted by law to IranK «

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, willioi

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT, PKIKTERS.
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N. E. F ARMER.

REPORT ON farms: &c.

We copy from the Lowell Journal the following

xt roots from the Report of the Committee of the

fiddlcscx Co. Agricultural Society on Farms:

»9pple Orchards.

Of the apple orchard of Mr Zaccheus Road, Jr.,

Weslford, the Committe sny :

" Mr Read'^s troe.-i are in n thrifty state, remarka-

y well trimmed, and some of them now in full

ariny. He sets his trees 40 feet apart, and keeps

e land, which is hilly and rocky, in grass part of

e tinie, but when in grass he digs around the

es and manures them. He certainly has a re-

arkable faculty for makinir his trees look well and

arwell. . Kverythincj in the shape of a tree that

touches, thrives. A farmer would be well paid

rjgoing 20 miles fur the sake of seeing his or-

ards, some of which have received the Society's

emiums before.

The Committee award to Zaccheus Read, Jr.,

• his young orchard, the 3d premium of $8.

The orchard of Jonas Viles, of Waltham, was
ipected by the Committee. Mr Viles has over

e hundred trees, which have been set out within

I years. His treatment of orchards is somewhat
^uliar. He keeps no regular nursery, and never

ught any trees from a nursery, but sets out any
id, crooked as well as straight, that may happen
come up about his farm, and in two years after

nsplantiiig, he engrafts them. He insists upon

that trees taken up in this way, ' which have had
nrd time to begin tvith,' will do better and bear

ter, than those forced in a nursery. However
3 may be, the Committee will not say ; but cer-

a it is that his trees do present a remarkably

} appearance, and many of them are now full of

When trees grow slow, the wood is more
n, compact, mature and ripe, than it is when

y have a more rapid growth ; and if they make
ch wood, they will not, on the succeeding year,

likely to make much fruit. Hence a dr;j sea-

, so dry that trees grow but little, is generally

owed by a fruilj'ul season. The English or-

irdists undei^tatid this principle, and hfnce, if

ir trees grow so fast as not to bear well, they

ledy the evil by pruning the roots. Perhaps

Viles arrives at the -same result, though in a

'erent way.

V!r Viles haying once taken th.e second premium
this orchard, of course ia not entitled to any
V, unless it be the first.

The orchard of Aaron Foster, Jr., of South Read-
, was nc.\t examined. This orchard is situated

lut one mile north of the village, and contains

htyiinc trees, chiefly Baldwins, fiftyfour of tlicm

re set out in 1831. and the remainder in 1838.

ese trees were taken from a nursery when about

ee years old, and set out in rows two rods apart.

Foster keeps his land plowed part of the time,

. when not plowed, he digs up round the trees,

pureg and plants potatoes. These trees are

II shaped, well trimmed, have a remarkably

healthy looking bark, and present a very thrifty

appear.ince.

The Comiiiittee award to Aaron Foster, Jr., of S.

Reading, the Qd premium of $12.

The next orchard examined was that of John

White, Jr., of South Reading. This orchard con-

tains ninetytwo tribes, eighty of which wore snt out

in 1837, and twelve in 183(1. It has been treated

and appears Tuch like that of Mr Foster's, near to

which it is situated, and what has been said con-

cerning that, will apply equally well to thi".

The Committee award to John White, Jr., of S.

Reading, the 1st premium of $1.5.

The attention of the Committee was also called

to the pear orchard of James Eustis, of South Read-

ing. Mr Eustis has thirty pear trees, set out about

five years ago, some of which bear and some do

not. Having already received the second premium

on this orchard, the Committee are not authorized

to award him any further premium, until he is en-

titled to {he first. .

The Committee cannot but express the hope that

more attenticm will be given to the subject of or-

chards, by farmers uenerally. Hitherto our or-

chards have been altogether too much neglected.

Our rocky hilli, which now afford but very poor

pasturage, are peculiarly adapted to fruit trees, and

could, by a little e.xpense, be converted into or-

charding, that would pay a large and certain profit

The orchards of Messrs. Read and Viles are both

on land of this description, and the proportion of

this kind of land in the county of Middiese.x is

very large. Good and intelligent farmers always

turn their attention to the things to which their

land is best adapted. Do any wish to know wheth-

er orchards are really profitable and practicable in

our climate? Surely our farmers in West Cam-
bridge and its vicinitv, who, during the present

season, will put up tlieir^ue hundred, their thousand,

and their two thousand barrels of choice apples

each, will not lose money by the operation; nor

could they be easily induced to abandon their or.

chards. Apples that grow in this vicinity, without

being inferior in any other respect, will keep better

than those raised south or west of us, and for that

reason are preferred for exportation. These will

always ensure a good price. There is but little

danger that too many will go into the business and

thus spoil the market, since cmr home consumption

of good apples is constantly increasing, and they

can be exported to an almost indefinite extent. Be-

sides, apples are worth nearly as much as potatoes

to boil and feed out to hogs and stock. This fact

has been demonstrated. It ia now well known to

the few, and should be known to the nuiny.

Recl,..imed Peat and Bog Meadows.

Abiel H. Wheeler, of Concord, offered one acre

of reclaimed meadow, situated back of his house.

This is on a mud foundation, from two to eight

feet deep, and was reclaimed in 1837. It was .^o

miry that it could not be plowed. His metliod of

reclaiming was this. The land in the fall was

turned over by hand into long beds, thirty feet in

width, crowning eighteen inches in the centre,

with a drain between the beds. In the winter

he carried on fifteen loads of rotten loam, but his

statement does nut set forth the particular quali-

ties of this rotten loam, or whether it contained

any manure or not. In May, this loam was spread,

and oats and grass seed sowed and raked in with a

hand rake. He has spread on fifteen loads of simi-

lar loam every year since. 'I'he cost of reclaim-

ing the acre ho estimates at $'28 H.'). The crop of
oats the first year he estiuiates at $3.'). Each year
since then he has taken off four and a half tons of
hay at two cuttings, which ho values at .S7.1 per

year. The annual expense has been the loam and
the cost of getting the crop.

Joseph Merriam, of Concord, olTered one acre

and a half of reclaimed meadow, situated in front

of his house. The foundation is peat, probably

from eight to ten fi'Ot deep. It was reclaimed last

year, and the method >vas this. It was first laid

out into four beds, having ditches all round them.

In August 1841, it beiiiir then very dry, he set fire

to three of the beds. The fire ran ail over them,

and continued burning about tliree weeks. The
other bed he tried to plow, but he could only loose.T

the surfacca little. Ho then cut up the hnssocks,

roots and all, (in this lieil,) and piled thein up in

heaps, to M hich ho set fire. After the fires went
out, he spread the ashes. In the Intter part of

September, or early i.i October, he harrowed all

the beds, sowed grass seed and brushed it in well.

In the second week in July last he got his hay.

He measured off four rods, no better than the ave-

rage, and tlie h.iy that grew rm them, after being
well cut and dried, weighed 143 pounds, making
5720 pounds to the acre. The expense of reclaim-

ing is S'8 30 fur the acre and a half, being $.5 .54

per acre. No inontion is made of the expense of

draining the meiiuow, he.-auso the peat taken out

of the ditches more tli:iu p:iys for cutting them.

The value of lln' first crop cm one acre (being .5720

pounds of hay at $15 per ton) is $42 90. This

does not include the rowen. a he.-ivy crop of which

is now on the land, nor the oxpense of getting thu

hay.

The Committee award to Jos. Merriam, of Con-
cord, the 2d premium of .$1.5.

Mark Fay, of Marlboro' offered one acre of re-

claimed mc'Pilow. This meado.v has a mud foun-

dation, and was formerly a swatnp, covered with

bii.slies and brakos. It was reclaimed in 1838.

His method Was this. He first cut up the bushes

and loas and burnt them, and then he smoothed

down the surface and sowed rye and grass seed.

The cost of reclaimine and getting in the first crop

of rye and grass is $17. The whole cost up to

the piesent time, including the land at $6 per acre,

which it actually cost in 18.57, is $41. No men-

tion, however, is made of the expense of draining^

the land and getting off the crops. The whole in-

come of the land uplo the present time is $100

—

estimated present value of the land $7,5—making

in all .$17.5. Mr Fay, in his statement, says that

from exj.erience, ho thinks that planting potatoes

for two years, and by tint means ftling the top

sward, /is preferable to liurning.
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The cnmmittee award to Mark Fay, of Marlbo-

ro', th Isl premium of S'l"^.

Farms.

Sylvester Jacobs, of Groton, applied for a pre-

mium on his farm. Thi; committee regret that

Mr Jacobs was not at liorno when thoy called, as

liis written staleiiiPTit is not so full as tlicy cnulil

have wished. This farm is silnnted one mile from

the village in Gmton, and contains about sixty

acres, mostly upland, and smnewliat hilly. It is a

very pretty farm, and probably has been for thirty

years past ; but it would be dangerous to say that

any very great improvements had been made upon

it within the last ten years. It has a very good

barn, about eighty feet long, but though favorably

situated for that purpose, there is no cellar under it.

The Committee would here observe that, other

things being equal, they would certainly award the

premium to the man who has a good cellar under

iiis barn, in preference to one who has not. With

a good cellar the farmer can save all the manure

made from the urine of his slock, most of which,

without a cellar, would be lost. It has been as-

certained by experiment, that the urine of a cow

will make more manure than the other droppings.

The difference is as 17 to 20—that is, the urine of

seventeen oows will make as much manure as the

other droppings of twenty cows. The urine of one

cow, properly saved in gravel or loam, will well

manure one acre and a quarter of land. This

forms an item too valuable to be lost by any good

farmer. Add to this, that the manure made in the

open air loses much by evaporation, and it may be

safely asserted thfit a farmer can, with the same

amount of labor, make tivice as much manure in a

good cellar as ho can in the open air, without a

cellar.

[For further information on this subject, see Dr.

Dana's Muck Manual, a book which ought to be in

the hands of every good fanner.]

The committee examined the farm of Jonas

Viles, of VValtLam. This farm is situated about

two miles from Wallham plain, and eleven miles

from Boston. It contains !.)0 acres of land, part

hilly and very rocky, and part swamp and bog

meadows, four acres of which have been reclaimed.

Fifteen years ago, Mr Viles began to make im-

provements on this farm. At that lime much of it

was entirely unproductive, and covered with rocks

that would discourage most men, but with a perse-

vering, well directed industry, Mr Viles went to

work, and no doubt he has dug up and removed

Btone enough to build four momiiiients as large as

that on Bunker Hill ; and these stones have been

buried up in his meadows and disposed of in his

double walls, where they will long remain, a mon-

ument of his industry, at least. After removing

the Btone, he planted the land, and on much of it

set out apple trees. His young urchaids have al-

ready been noticed in the former part of this re-

port. He has in addition to the.<e-, more than 150

older trees, now loaded with choice apples. His

barn is 100 leet long and 3.5 feet wide, with a back

linter built on, and a cellar under about two thirds

of the whole. He makes the miiniire mostly under

cover, part in the cellar and part in the shed, and

brings about ten cords of horse manure annually.

This is a milk farm now, and has l)een for seve-

ral years, and much attention is given to tiie grow-

ing of roots for the cows, such as rula b.iga, sugar

beet, mangel wurtzel and English turnips. He
keeps 12 cows in the summer and 20 in the winter,

besides one, and sometimes two yoke of oxen,

three horses, six young cattle, and a good number

of hogs. He carries his own milk to market every

day, and buys some from his neighbors. He proba-

bly makes enough by carrying milk lor his neigh-

bors, to pay for marketing his own, and in that

ca.=e his own milk would yield him at hame the

market price ia Cambridije or Boston.

The produce of the farm the present year, is, by

estimation

—

32,.580 qts. of milk, 5 1 -2 cts. .'i!l,806 7"!

.500 bushels potatoes, 40 cts. 200 00

350 bbls. picked apples, $1 50, .525 00

Peaches, pears anri windfall aiiplcs, 130 00

Vegetables not enumerated, 75 00

$2,730 75

It should be understood that this is the amount

iidually sold, and does not include the produce con-

sumed on the place, either by the family or stock.

The expenditures are as follows:

3 men 8 months at $15, $360 00

1 man 4 n)onlhs at $12, 48 00.

Board of men. 234 00

Salt hay, grain and manure bought, 400 00

Blacksmith's bill, 50 00

Wear and tear of wagons, tool.*, &c., 100 00

3.50 flour barrels, at 20 cts., 70 00

Taxes on the farm, 30 00

!? 1,292 00

Balance of net profit, ,$1,444 75

In tlieir examination of this farm the comnr.ittee

saw many things to admire. The crops all pxe-

sentcd a fine iippearance, tho cornfields particular-

ly. Mr Viles ra.ses the same kind of corn that lie

has had for fifteen years. Every year before it is

gathered, ho goes through the field and selects the

earliest and best filled ears for seed. By long

practicing this course, he has much improved his

corn. No doubt any kind of a crop may be im-

proved by taking a similar course with the seed.

The committee were much gratified with the neat

and tidy appearance of things about this farm, and

particularly about the buildings, which are well

constructed and convenient. Indeed, at every turn

there is something to suggest the idea of conveni-

ence. The notion of uii'/ii^/ seems to prevail over

all others.

The committee award to Jonas Viles, of VVal-

tham, the Isl premium of $25.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

NAHUM HARDY, \

ABEL MOORE, \ Commillee.

NATHAN SMITH, Jk.)

Concord, Oct. 5, 1842.

To Cure a Burn.—A (iuukeress preacher in

New Yolk, was 80 successful in curing burns, that

many of the lower chias supposed her possessed of

tho power v( working miracles. The following is

Ihe recipe for the mediciin!: Take one ounce of

beeswax with four ounces of Burgundy pitch, sim-

mered together in an earthen vessel, in as much
sweet oil ns will soften them into the consistency

of salve when cool. Stir Iho liquid when taken

from the fire till quite cool. Keep it from tho air

in a tiglil box or jar. When used, spread it thin-

ly on a cloth and apply it to the part injured. Open
the burn with a needle to let out tho water till it

heals.

—

Amer. Fur.

Tliere are over 800 deaths in London weekly.

TO CURE HAMS, &c.

A writer in the Philadelphia Ledger gives the

following directions fiir curing hams, shoulders,

rounds of beef, tongues, &e., lor dryini.', which he

says he has followed successfully for twenty years,

and that hams thus cured, weresuld this last spring

for 11 cts. per pound, to sell again, wlmn thousands

of the common quality were bought of the grocers

for fi 1-4 cts.

—

Far. Cah.

" To one gallon of water add eight pounds coarse

rock salt, one pint of molassp.s, and two ounces

saltpetre ; mix the ingredients, i» these proportions,

well together, and let them remain until dissolved,

say twelve hours, and then assort your hams so as

to have them of the same or similar sizes in the

same tubs, packing them either end dowmvards, but

not flat or horizontally, until the cask is full—then

pour tho brine, as above prepared, over them, and

your work is about done. Hams of about ten lbs.

weight should remain in this pickle about four

weeks, and larger ones in proportion, and no longer

— (six weeks in common being quite too long for

pretty large hams)—or they will become too salt, a

great fault indeed for this article. All the various

laborious and tedious methods wo hear of, such as

dry rubbing with saltpetre, sugar, &c., may be very

good indeed, but quite unnecessary, inasmuch as

precisely the same end is attained by the above

process, with comparatively little trouble. After

the hams have lain a sufficient time in pickle, take

them out and let them drain for a day or two, be-

fiire hanging them up to smoke— for which purpose

hickory wood is much the best; and when brought

to a proper color, they may bo packed in casks of

any size, in 'dry saw-dust, in medium coarse salt,

(as they will take no more salt,) or any compact

article, or they may be packed without any thing,

if not intended for export ; in which case it is bet-

ter to interlay them with something to keep out

niea.

"The above recipe is unsurpassed for curing

rounds of beef, tongues, &c. for drying ; but they

must not remain in the pickle more than ten days,

then to be taken out, washed, and hung up to dry.

I do not profess to bo acquainted with the best

mode of putting up beef for shipping. But pork

seems simple enough;—-cleanliness, despatch and

plenty of salt, are the principal requisites. By de-

spatch I mean, that the meat should not be suffered

to remain unpacked so long as to become partially

tainted betore being salted. It is thought by some,

that it is sometimes left to lay too long in bulk be-

fore salting, which accounts for so much unsalea.

ble meat received from the interior. To obviate

all this, let the pork remain ns short a time as coa-

venient after becoming perfectly cool, before it ia

cat up into proper sizes, and begin to pack in sweet

casks, by first putting in the bottom salt to the

depth of two inches ; then begin to put down «•

layer of pork, in a circular form, round next the"

staves, with the skin next the wood, and so on fill-

ing up the middle last, tjirowing in between each

layer a sufficient quantity of salt to fill all the in-

terstices, and to. cover them partially ; after whici

take a wooden rammer and ram the meat down foi

sometime. Let 2 1-2 or 3 inches of salt remair

on the top— (in no case using any other than thei

best rock salt)—then let the meat stand thus for a

week or ten days, alter which pour in as mud:

pure clean water as will nearly fill the cask ; am
if well hooped and headed, it may be sent to Cal

cutta and back again, and be as good on its returi

as it ever was."
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REPORT ON SWINE AT ALBANY.
We give below the report of Jud^t Lincoln, of

Worcester, Mass., upon the swine of New York.

Our friend—the friend of tlie pigs too

—

(at least

we 80 deemed him before lie recommended tlint so

many men shmild become pigs)— our friend, we
say, has lost none of his former skill at pickling pnrk.

He always uses the best attic salt in making his

brine.—En. N. E. V.

Report.

The Judjres of Swine, of the New York State

Agricultunil Society, respectfully submit tiieir re-

port:

They have h.id the great honor of waiting on a

great company of tho.^e amiuhle animals, who claim

our warmest affections, by all those dear relations

which connect the pots ami plates of those who de-

sire to live well. The pi;:s have made Albany
the " banner county" of pork. They sent no dele-

gates to the State convention of stock; they at-

tended in person, and fcjrmed one magnificent

mass meeting." Seventy swine were present,

and deserved seventy premiums. Probably there

has never been a time since the century plant be-

gan to grow, nor u place within the Yankee land

or western world, where such large quantity and

rich quality of the most beloved of all races, have

ever before been gathered into a party, indepen-

dent of political distinctions.

The judges have had great difficulty in deciding

IS to the relative merits of the four-footed compe-
:itors for prizes. The balance of excellence was

>ften so even, that the weight of a single fibre of

Saxony wool, would have turned the scale. If the

•esnlts of their deliberations shall not prove to be

latisfactory to all, they must fall back on the re-

ierved right of consoling themselves by the reflec-

ion that they have examined with care, and have

Discharged their duty with the earnest desire to do

exact justice. The wide separation between the

lomea of the several members of the committee,

ind the habitations of the pigs, will prevent any

uspicion that the swine have availed themselves of

my local partialities or exerted improper influence.''.

The first premium of ten dollars for the be.st

loar, was awarded to Gen. Wm. Salisbury, of

,eeds, for a beautiful animal of the Berkshire breed.

Mr John Lossing, of Albany, was entitled to the

econd premium of eight dollars, for his excellent

ierkshire boar. It is possible that this creature

night have obtained a majority of the votes of the

lectors, if he had not manifested some aristocratic

eeling by remaining in a box during the exhibition,

nstead of adopting the democratic principle of

quality, by coming into the pens with the people

if Ins race.

The third premium of five dollars is given to

(Ir Samu('l Shaw, for his Berkshire boar.

Mr J. B. Nott, is entitled to a diploma for his

llheshire boar, whose grandfather was imported

rom England, by Mr Corning.

Ic is recommended that very large premiums of

>raist should be bestowed on other gentlemen.

>Ir B. Knower, of Albany, exhibited a Berkshire

loar named "Jim Crow," who could exceed the

ame of his illustrious predecessor in every thing

:xcept the facility of jumping and turning about,

vhich he could not do. This, however, was not

onsiderrd a material defect. So many turn about

n these troubled times, that a hog who regards his

wn dignity, may be excused if he deviates from
le fashionable way, and stands still. iMr Knower

should have a diploma. So should Mr S. S.Crock-
er, of Kinderhook, (which has been celebrated for

the greatness of its inhabitants,) on account of his

Berkshire. Anothrr diploma should be given to

Mr C. N. Bemeiit, of Albany, for his boar of the

imjirovcd China stock.

It is requested by the coiiiniittee, that the thanks
of the Society slioiild be tendered to Messrs. S. S.

Crocker, of Kinderhook, for enriching the show by
the exhibition of his Berkshire boar; to Mr VVm.
Kirby, of Guilderland, for bringing a good speci-

men of the nerby-^^hire breed ; ami to iMr Harmon
Bussinrr, of Bethlehem, for a fine Berkshire boar.

Mr C. N. Bement, whose praise as a successful

improver of stock, is in all the pens and styes of
the west, exhibited two Neapolitans, who were as

destitute of clothing as the famous "no-haired
horse." The hair of a pig should be short: so

should be that of a man. As the pool almost says,

" Man wants but little hair below,
Nor wants that little long."

However well they might flourish in the sunny
clime of their nativity, they would need great coats

or blankets to protect them against the stern win-
ters of northern regions. They were finely formed,
and were said to be peculiarly valuable for delica-

cy of flesh. The committee were of the opinion,

that although they might grace the table of the

epicure with a rich repast, that they avouUI bring
less of profit to the pot of the practical farmer, than
pleasure to those who are luxurious in pork.

The representatives of the females of the com-
munity of swine, were beautiful, as all females are

by whatever name they are called.

For breeding sows, the first premium often dol-

lars was awarded to Mr T. (C. Abrahams, of Wa-
tervliet. His excellent matron was surrounded by
a large and pretty family, only three days old, liv-

ing witnesses of the ability of the mother to in-

crease the population of the Empire State. The
repose of this pleasant domestic circle was unhap-
pily disturbed by the untimely death of one of the

sisters. It is hoped that the last moments of the

departed pig, were cheered by the rnflection that

it perished in priuiioting the great cause of agricul-

ture.

The second premium was assigned tc Mr Eenja-

mia Gibson, of Albany.

The third premium was given to Mr Gerrit Mid-
dleton, of Albany.

As a testimonial of the excellence of the swine
exhibited in this department, the committee recom-
mend that diplomas should be presented to Messrs.

|

C. N. Bement, Jesse Biiel, John Lossing, Wm. Lan-
don, and R. Fox, all of Albany ; Mr A. Van Ber-
gen, of Coxsackie ; and to Mr Harmon Bussing,

of Bethlehem.

Fiftyscven pigs wore in the pens ; the census of

those who were out of the |iens, was not taken. All

were of remarkable excellence.

No specific premium was proposed for the young
citizens of the coiiunoinvealtli of swine, by the So-

ciety, 'i'liey will afi"ord to their owners, by their

present merits and future value, higher rewards
than can be lueasund by any pecuniary recom-
pense in the power of the committee to bestow.

The committee have derived so much gratifica-

tion from the interviews they have had with these

nice little creatures, that they recommend to the

Society to present a diploma for success in good

breeding, to Mr Gerrit Doualson, of Bethlehem,

Mr S. R. Schuyler and Mr A. Schuyler, of Waterv-

lict, Judge Samuel Chcever and Mr Gibson, of Al-
bany, for their fine Berkshire pigs ; to Mr Thomas
I'emberton, for a pii: of the Grass breed ; to Mr
Henry Sloan, of Guilderland, for specimens of the

Cheshire and Grass cross ; and to Mr Thomas
Beighton. and C. N. Bement, fur examples of the

mingled blood of the China and Mackay stocks.

There were two pi^s of Mr Bement's, which en-
listed sympathy and excited admiration. They
were left as desolate orphans, at the early age of

ten days, by the dece-jse of their venerable mater-
nal parent. Tlieir owner has since brought them
up by hand, and has thus ani"orded another instance

of his handiwork in benefiting the tanner's stock.

His good breeding is so well known, that it cannot
be doubted tho-^e pics will have a liberal education.

A great mass of facts has been collected, illus-

trating the comparative merits of the various breeds

of swine, and the genealogy and biography of cele-

brated individuals. It has seemed convenient to

communicate the opinions of the judges with that

brevity which is demanded by the hurry of an oc-

casion where it is more desirable to sec than to

hear, and to ask leave hereafter to submit a supple-

mentary statement in relation to topics of general

interest to the agriciilturi.-it.

In the deliberations of the committee, the chair-

man has participated slightly. Ho has conceived

it to be his duty to record their decisions accurate-

ly, and he regrets that it has not been in his power
to report them more fully and perfectly. The mat.
ters which have been stated, have been determined

by his associates. For the manner in which they

have been coiniiiuuicated, he alone .iiust be respon-

sible.

The chairman ventures, without the sanction of

the committee, to take the further responsibility of

repeating sentiments. which have been sanctioned

by high authority.

Pigs arc happy peciple. We may talk dispar-

agingly about living like a pig-: To live like a pig,

is to live like a gentleman. Although it is not

permitted by the order of nature that a pig should

laugh, or even smile, he enjoys the next blessing

of humanity—the disposition to grow fat. Ho'v
easily he goes tlirnHgli llie worldl He has no fan-

cy stocks to buy— no bank n(!tes to pay—no indig-

nation meetings to attend to attend—no log cabin

assemblies to hnld. He has no occasion to take

the benefit of the bankrupt act, or to have his es-

tate confiscated to defray (he expenses of the set-

tlement. Free from all the troubles that disturb

the busy world, he is as unconcerned among the

changes of earthly affairs, as was the citizen who
was awaked in the earliest light of morning, by be-

ing told day was breaking: " Well," said ho, as

he turned again to his repose, " let Day bieak—he
owes me nothing."

When we lo'ik at the comparative condition of

the human race and of the swinish multitude, ne
may come to th*; conclusion, that if a man will not

be (I innn, he had better be a pig.

For the (,'oinmittee,

WM. LINCOLN, Chairman.

Jerome Nap(deon Bonaparte, son of Jerome Bona.
parte, formerly King of Westphalia and brother of

Napoleon, is the Chairman of a Committee of an

Agricultural Society in Maryland, to a^.vard premi-

ums for the best show of horses, &c.

The crops in England are said to be more than
usually abundant.
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OBITUARY OF THE LATE ROBERT MAN-
NING, POMOLOGIST.

A frienil and ac(|iiainlinre of ihe late Robert

Rlanninj;, lias kindly furiiislied iis with the fullow-

ing interestiiifr .ekelch of tlie Inbors of this most

wortliy and pulilic spiiiled man. We have full

confiderrco in the correctnfss nf the statements,

and most fully jciin in the praisrs bestowed. While
we gratify our own feelinns, and shall gratKy our

readers, by this notice, we feel that we are per-
|

forming only an art of justice to the memor of a

most deserving man Ed. N. E. F.

The Salem papers have recently annoiiiiced the

death, in October last, of Robekt Manning, re-

moved in the midst of his iiscfuliiess, and as the

country and himself were but beginning to en-

joy the fruits of his labors, at the age of 58.

Mr Manning was no common man, and his death

may justly be considered a serious, if not an irre-

parable loss to IIortiruHiire, particularly to those

branches which relate to Pumological science. To
him more than to any one—perhaps it would be

justifiable to say, more than to all others—is the

public indebted for the new and choice fruits that

it possesses—for the identification of the difTerent

varieties—for the correction of their nomenclature,

and testing their various qualities. For thus

bringing a delicious and healthful luxury within

the reach and means of all, and thereby adding so

much to the enjoyments of the community, he may
be, not inappropriately awarded, the title of a pub-

lic benefactor.

It is now about twenty years since Mr Manning
commenced the formation of his Pomidogical Gar-

den and Nursery at Salem. It was his endeavor

there to collect all the varieties of fruits, especially

of Pears, which he could obtain, either from the

collections of Europe or those already in this coun-

try, in order that he might ascrrtain by his oivn

observation the qualities of the diflerent varieties,

and also the properties of the trees producing them,

their mode of growth and capacily for bearing, and

such, as being free from a lialnlity to blight or

canker, were adapted to our clunate and worthy of

general cultivation.

At the time he commenced the formation of his

nursery, the collections in this county were com-
paratively few, and the mmiber of varieties therein,

(Pears are particularly referred to,) were limited.

The best sorts of Pears consisted of those choice

but old varieties, the Brown Beiirre, St. Michaels,

St. Germain and others, which though still found

in our gardens, already began to show signs of

that decay which has since driven them from gen-

eral cultivation. Apples, it is true, of good quali-

ty and in numerous varieties, could bo obtained.

Peaches too, were abundant. Plums of esteemed

sorts were not uncommon in our gardens; but the

choice Pears of foreign ori^'in, particularly the

newly raised Fleinish varieties were almost un-

known. The obstacles to importing trees and sci-

ons from Europe, independent of tlio difficully of

obtEfining the newer and more choice kinds, from

sources to be depended on, were llien much greater

than at present; for thouirh some few packet ships

Bailed regularly to and from Liverpool, with the

- continent the only means of conuiiiinication were

transient merchant vessels, and in their customary

long passages trees were so liable to perisli, that

but few would hazard the risk and expense of their

importation.

A few gentlemen had introduced from Europe

into their own gardens, some of the new varieties

and with praiseworthy liberality had, by Ihe dis-

semination of grafts, permitted Ihe public to share

in the benefits of their enterprise.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, which have

been somewhat dwell upon, that the obstacles to

be encountered in the attempt may be fully under-

.stood, Mr Manning resolved upon making a col-

lection at his garden of all the newly raised and

highly esteemed fruits, and by so doing, whilst he

gratified his own tastes, to confer an essential ben-

efit upon the public. With this object in view,

he succeeded in opening a correspondence with

Mr Knight, late President of the London Horticul-

tural Society, Mr Thompson, Dr. Van Mons, of

Louvain, the Chevalier Parnientier and others, the

principal originators and cultivators of the new
fruits. .After repeated disappointments, sufiicient

to discourage one of less perseverance, he at length

aradually succeeded, after years of effort, in form-

ing a collection of very many of Ihe varieties it

had so long been his wish to obtain. In justice

to Dr. Van Mons, the originator of a far greater

number of new pears than any one else, perhaps it

should be stated, that every facility was ofTered by

him to Mr Manning in his enterprise, by furnishing

him with scions or trees of his best sorts ; and in

addition to the [renllenien already named, it may
not be considered ina|ipropriate to menlion Messrs.

Baumann, De V.'ael, Oudin nine and Vilmorin, as

those from whom many of the varieties in his nur-

sery were received. He likewise attempted and
succeeded in collecting in his {^rounds most of the

pears of American origin, that were considered

worthy of cultivation.

Willi a liberality that had but litlle regard to his

own pecuniary interests, Mr Mannin/ by distribu-

ting scions among his friends, and disposing of

them on accommodating terms to the nurserymen
and commercial gardeners, placed the choicest and
newest fruits of Europe and America within reach

of almost every one. At the time he commenced
the formation of his nurseries, probably some fifty

kinds of pears were as many as tlic combined gar-

dens of the metropolis could at any one time exhi-

bit. Yet at the time of his death, he had succeed-

ed in collecting at his garden nearly one thousand

varieties of pears alone, and of apples, poaches,

cherries and plums, some hundreds more were
found in his nurseries— a collection greater by far

than exists elsewhere in this country, and equalled

but by few in Europe.

Taking into view, ihen, the groat number of va-

rietics of fruit that Mr M. introduced, and that the

qualities of very many of thein had been proved by

him, it can hardly be thought without reason, that

his death, by depriving the public of his future la-

bors and past experience, is deemed an almost irre-

parable loss to Horticulture.

One object of Mr M. was to ascertain by his own
observation what fruits were from their excellence,

particularly worthy of general ciiltivatiim. As
this, however, is, in a great degree, a mailer of

taste, dirt'ereiit eslimales may be formed of his labors

in this rf'sjecl ; but of anollipr object which he also

had in view, to find oui whether the different varie-

ties were propagaled under thi.'ir correct names, and
also to ascertain the ditferent synonyms under

I which the same fruit was cultivaled, i>ne opinion

only. It is thought, can be entertained of the bene-

fits derived from his exertions. In effecting these

I

objects, he was subjected to great trouble and ex-

pense. It was no uncmnmon thing to find that

trees received from Europe and elsewhere, under

new and high-sounding appellations, were of dis-

carded or worthless varieties, and to ascertain the

correctness of those which were of esteemed quali-

ties, he was often obliged, where doubts existed, to

procure trees of the same names from different and

various sources, that he (night by comparison and

observation be satisfied of the correctness of their

nomenclature.

The benefits derived from his labors in these

branches of his pursuits, can only he properly ap-

preciated by those w ho have been subjected to the

loss and disappointment caused by finding, after

years of patient cullure, that instead of choice kinds

of fruitSf they have been devoting their time and

attention' to a discarded and worthless variety.

It is confidently believed the assertion is within

bounds, when it is stated that Mr Manning has

proved and tested a greater number of fruits than

any other individual in this country or Europe, not

excepting Mr Thompson, the able and scientific

agent for this purpose, of the London Horticultu-

ral Society at their experimental garden at Chis-

wick.

As an originator of new fruits, Mr M. did not

attain to particular eminence ; that he did not,

however, wholly neglect this branch of his profes.

sion, the new and fine cherries raised by him are

sufBcient evidence ; but to this he did not devote

much attention, thinking that the varieties already

in cultivation were sufficiently numerous, and that

no improvement in qualify over those already in

our gardens, could reasonably be expected. Neith-

er did he give much time or caro to the mere culti-

vation of trees : that branch of horticulture he left

toothers:— but for introducing into the country

new and valuable varieties— testing the peculiar

adaptation of such to our climate, and skilfully

identifying the difTerent kinds—a labor alone, when
the confusion and errors in the catalogues of the

nurserymen and in the nomenclature of fruits gen-

erally are considered, for a lifetime— he stands

without a rival ; and when it is remembered tha

what he accomplished was efl'ected under limitct

pecuniary resources, and with no especial facilities

the results of his labors are a subject lor admira

tion and wonder.

Robert Manning was a man of great simplicitj

of character and liberality of disposition; freel)

imparting to others information obtained by him a

the cost of much time and labor, and never attempt

ing to appropriate to his sole advantage the bene

fits to be derived from an exclusive possession o

the choice fruits he was instrumental in introduc

ing. He was in his manners so modest and unas

suining, and in his habits of life so quiet and retir

ing, that he would have been but little known be

yoiid the pale of his immediate neighborhood, h»(

not the benefits derived from his labors made hi

name as widely known as the results of those h
bors have been extensively disseminated and avail

ed of.

- It is now some two or three years since Mr M>

was first subjected to the disease which eventuall;

destroyed his life : its attacks were however at fiw

so slight as but little to impair his general healll

and activity, and in no wise damped the ardor aO'

zeal with which he had so long devoted himself t

the attainment of his objects. During the pas

year, however, this disease had so increased in in

tensity as to prevent him from bestowing much c

his personal care and attention on his nurserie

though still able occasionally in fine weather, t
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sit his ijariien and give dircctinns respectint; his

les. Vet will I St it tlius paralyzed the powers of

3 body, il did but little diminish the activity of

s mind. His recent coiimuinications to the Hor-

lultural periodicals, are alone sufficient evidence,

other was wantini;, llmt his mental faculties re-

ined their stren^'th and vijjor. He retained too

the last, his interest in his favorite pursuits

—

d though perfectly conscious of Ins speedily ap-

oachin;^ dissolution, to ^ive directions respecting

3 nurseries and trees, was among tlie latest acts

his life.

The sufferings arising froin a protracted, severe

d hopeless disease, wore borne by Mr Manning

th patience and resignation. Finn in the cond-

uce arising from a consciencious discharge of

i duties, he calmly waited the summons which

is to call him from his labors, until death came

release him fiom his misery, on the lOlh of Oc-

3er, 1842.

In concluding this imperfect tribute of re.^pect to

J memory, the expression of a hope is ventured,

it measures may be taken to perpetuate for the

nefit of the public, the results of liis toils and en-

iprise.

ICE HOUSES.
There is an indifferent, good, better and best

y of doing every thing; and judging from the

;cess of icL'-lieopers, we should suppose the best

de of constructing ice-houses, had not uniformly

;n adopted in this part of the country. It is very

?n the case that ice is not kept beyond midsum-

r. This is owing in every instance to the want

requisite information in building houses of ma-

,als which are not too great conductors of heat.

In beginning to build, it is not only necessary to

3unt the cost," but it is very important for every

to ask himself what he wishes to accomplish,

ore he commences, lest his labor be lost. The
I imon plan is to dig in the earth some eight or

feet, and build a house from the bottom, ex-

ing from four to ten feet above the surface,

earth, and all the materials, on this plan, are

swilt conductors of heat to completely secure

ice. The better plan is, to construct a build-

entirely above ground. One house should be

It within another, the walls being about 18 or

nches asunder, and this space filled with pul-

zed charcoal, or tan bark. The door should

filled with sand some 12 or 15 inches, and a

r of tan bark thrown over it to the depth of a

inches. This kind of a floor will completely

orb the moisture and keep the air dry. Rye
w makes an excellent root. We have for many
rs noticed an ugly old double wnlled log cabin,

d as described between the walls, and. covered

h rye straw, and we do not recollect the time in

hottest summer, that there was not a. plenty of

in it. If ice-houses are made on this plan, and
large enough, there is no danger but ice will

p. The room should not be less tlian 18 feet

are in the clear.

—

JVashville Jls-ficult.

?i> prevent weeds from growing in my nursery

rees, I cover the land thickly with tanners' spent

;: il prevents every thing but the trees from
ving. I find that two loads of dung carried on
laud in the spring, worth three loads carried on
he fall of tlia year.

—

Blukesley.

8e just before you arc generous.

From (ha Farmer's Journal.

MANAGEMENT OF HENS IN COLD VVEA-
THER.

Many persons complain that hens are not profita-

ble, as they must be fed a number of months in

cold weather, without any profit, as they <lo not lay

in the cold season. This depends very much on

management. Hens are as profitable as any other

stock, if managed with the same care, and we be-

lieve more prohtablc, as there is a more ready re-

turn. Pullets generally begin to lay when five or

six months old, with good attention, and there is a

quick return in eggs to pay for trouble and expense
;

and in raising chickens, if hatched in season, a

good return will be made in a few months, as they

bring a good price in July and August, though but

partiaHy grown, if they be fat and have yellow

legs.

When hens do not lay in cold weather, it is

generally owing to their not being kept warm and

comfortable, and being well supplied with suitable

food, gravel, line, water, &c.
We do not intend to give a description of a hen

house, but would remark that it should be dry and

warm, and during warm and moderate weather, it

should be ventilated ; the amount of fresh air should

be according to the temperature of the weather.

In very cold weather the house should be kept

closed, to keep it comfortable The manure
should be often removed, especially when the wea-

ther IS mild, that the air may be pure. Whito-
washing occasionally, when the weather is mild,

will have a good effect, though it is not so neces-

sary in cool, as in warm weather. It is best to

have boards directly under the roost to catch the

manure, that it may not fall on the ground ; in this

way the place may be kept much neater. When
the manure is removed from the boards, which

should be often when it is not frozen, some ashes

or lime should be thrown on the boards to absorb

the moisture and keep the air pure.

Grain of different kinds is excellent food for hens.

Corn, barley, wheat, rye, oats, buckwheat, rice, are

all good, and the cheapest kinds may be used.

Corn and barley are about as good and as cheap

kinds of grain as any. It is better to have a part

of the corn ground and make a dough with hot wa-

ter, and use this as a part of their food : and better

still to mix the meal with other articles as named
below.

It is best to keep two or three kinds of grain by
[hens, and let them eat what they choose.

Hens will do better to have other food than

grain, or grain ground and cooked; Potatoes, ap-

ples, pumpkins, squashes, carrots, turnips, parsnips,

beets, &c., boiled, several kinds together, is the

better way, and then while hot stir in meal and

bran till sufficiently dry, and mix intimately to-

gether. Give this moderately warm, as often as

once a day. It will be a very acceptable dish.

Much stuff may be used up in this way that would

otherwise be wasted ; and fowls thus fed will lay

better than if kept wholly on grain.

Besides the common food of hens they should

have lime, in some state, gravel, meat, and green

food. Lime is necessary in forming the egg shell.

Old mortar pounded fine, pounded or ground oys-

ter or clam shells, or bones ground or cut or pound-

ed fine, are good. Fresh bones should be pre-

ferred, as they contain animal matter, and will be

eaten freely and abnnilanlly. Some persons first

burn the bones, but this is wrong, as it will destroy

the oily part, which is at least one half the value,

and this causes hens to eat bones more readily.

Chalk, which is a carbonate of lime, may be pound-

ed tine and mixed with ihei'r food. An abundance

of gravel should be kept by hens at all times, as

they cannot live without it. With this they grind

their food in the gi/.ziird. It is generally allowed

that hens will do belter to have a portion of animal

food when they are confined, or in cold weather

when they cannot olitain insects, of which they eat

a great many when they can obtain them. In cit-

ies and large towns, cheap animal food may be ob-

tained, such as liver, kidneys and acrap.s, which

can be had at one or two cents a pound. Fresh

fish will answer a good purpose. Some persons

have succeeded well with hens without giving them

animal food, but most persons 'consider this food

necessary. Hens are very fond of it, and when

they run at large they prefer this food.

When hens run at large, they eat much green

food, such as grass and various kinds of herbage,

and when they have been confined some ti.ne with-

out this food, they eat it very greedily when ihey

get out. From this it is evident that they should

have a supply in winter. The best kind is cabbage

leaves, cut up fine or fed in whole leaves. Thia

food may be saved and fed through the winter.

As a substitute for green herbage, we have giv-

en hens turnips, cut into large slices, and potatoes

and apples, and from the manner in which they dis-

posed of them, it was evident that they were very

acceptable, notwithstanding they had grain and

other food by them.

We will name an instance of the good effects of

extra attention to fowls in cold weather. We had

a lot which were supplied with grain, water, and

gravel in the cold season. They did not lay till

the latter part of February. They were old hens.

The next winter, in addition to grain, we gave thrm

warm food of potatoes, meal, &c., and green food

of raw turnips, apples, and potatoes ; we gave them

afresh lot of gravel every week, and pounded

bones and oyster shells, and care was taken to

keep the hen house clean. In January, the second

winter, the same hens laid abundantly. The eggs

were worth three ti-mes as much as the food they

consumed. ^

A friend who is well skilled in hen-ology, gave

us his method of managing, which we published

in the Yankee Farmer. He had 1900 eggs from

150 hens, in the month of January. Another per-

son gave 113 an account of his management, which

was published in the same paper. Five pullets

produced 25 dozen of eg-gs from the middle of Oc-

tober to the middle of April, which is the coldest

part of the year.

When the weather is mild and there is no snow

on the ground, it is best for hens to go out to the

ground. If they do not run at large, they should

have a yard where they can go out in suitable

weather. They shouM have a lot of fine sand, loain

or ashes to dust theniselves in.
'

The person who had so ninny eggs in January,

lives in a colder climate than this, as it is 150

miles farther north. He gave no meat to his hens,

but says it may be the better way to give them

'iieat, though he has not tried it.

Some persons give their hens red pepper, salts,

and lard occasionally in cohl weather, to ma Ice them

lay. As eggs are liable to freeze in cold weather,

pieces of chalk will answer for nest eggs. Fresh

water should be given diily, and twice a day when

it freezes.
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AM) HORTICULTURAL RF.GISTEB.

BosTou, Wednesday, November 23, 1842.

TH.\NKSGIV1NG.
" Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forncl' not all His

benefits, who crowneth llieu with loving kindness

and tender mercies."

The return of our pilgrim fathers' peculiar festival, has

come—a diiy for giving thanks to the God of the Har-

vest—to tlie bestower of every one's " daily bread."

Never had man more reason than now to bow with a

grateful hi'art before the God of the Seasons. The gar-

nered fruits of the earth are singularly abundant. Hap-

py those tillers of the soil who have not merely well

tilled barns, and granaries and cellars, but who have al-

BO those more gladdening possessions—hearts from which

flow out in constant streams, thanks to God and charity

to man. Such waters make verdant and cheerful, not

merely the banks of the channels along which they run,

but also, and eminently, the springs from which they

bubb/e up—tbe hearts from which they flow.

Piety and charity—love towards God and good will to

man, are the fruits which every wise cultivator will es-

teem the richest and most precious. Such they surely

are—moth and rust never corrupt, and thieves never

steal them. With these, though he have nothing more,

with these, the man—the imcard man—the undyin;; spi-

rit—is rich, and will not want. Without these, the gold

of all the nations, and the luxuries of every soil and

clime, cannot save from poverty or from an insatiable

hankering for something more—for something better.

The fruits of onr natural fields and gardens bring us true

wealth only when they nourish in us the growth of spi-

ritual fruits—only when they bind us by stronger cords

rtf love to God and to our fellow men — only when the

fitrength that they nourish in us is expended in acts of

piety and beneficence. The stream of (r«e enjoyment as

it flows onward, waters the roots oi henfficeni action.

" Kind deeds of peace and love betray

Wliere e'r the stream has found its way;
IJul where these spring not, rich and fair,

The stream has necer wandered there.''

Happy is that farmer, whose spiritual vision sees the

hand that brings up the sun each morning from his

ocean bfd, lo scalier light along the paths of man's daily

toils, and the hand that draws over us the curtains of

night, when fatigue seeks for stillness and repose. Bless-

ed is he if he can daily and hourly see the Maker and

Giver of the light and heat which give verdure and

growth to his plants,— if lie can see tbe hand that takes

up in vapor from ocean and sea, from lake and river,

and pond and brook the clouds that pour down in genial

rain, and give moisture to the thirsting fields. Constant-

ly mav one see—and may be made better by beholding

—

constantly may the farmer see, a hand, more skillful

than man's unfolding the leaves that lie wrapt up in the

geed that he plants, giving growth lo each bla'^e of grain

and grass, and to all the varied fruits upon his trees. He
may call all that he sees t!ie work of J^nture—he may

gay that nature's laws produce the changes and results

that he beholds—be it so : we care not for the terms he

uses, if ho will but think of Him who enforces the laws,

and without whom the laws are inoperative. Every

month and day and hour of the season God has been at

work in every field, there enforcing his own laws—the

laws by which he produces the growth and mrturity of

eveiy thing that nourishes tho life of man and his do-

mesticated animals.

To trace the agency of God through all the thousand

minute links in the chain of vegetable growth— to see

him there working from day lo day, from hour to hour,

from minute lo minute—to see Him in the opening of

spring's buds, in the expansion of summer's growth, and

in the ripening of autumn's liarvests—to do this, will

most surely disclose to the husbandman the agency of

an untiring and bountiful benefactor— it will call forth

from his soul, if he will let it, the accents of praise and

thanksgiving And why not let it .' Aye, why not en-

courage it to do thus? A gratefiil heart is its own bene-

factor. It brings man's best treasures—God's best

blessings. Be thankful for all God's kind agency in

your fields.

The annual Thanksgiving is embalmed with happy

remembrances in the minds and hearts of all who were

blessed with a happy homo in Iheir youthful days. The

feast upon good things at the supper table ; the game of

blindman's-bufr and other innocent frolics in the even-

ing; the calling home of the scattered members of the

family ; the giving and receiving visits with relatives,

neighbors and friends—all these, pleasant while passing,

and pleasant in remembrance, throw around the day as

it was in times gone, more that is cheerful and gladden-

in", than clusters around almost an;/ other thai memory

can find in the long past. We prize the day peculiarly

because it is a time for social festivities and of frolicsome

merriment : it is none the less, but much the more, for

that, a day of devout thanksgiving. The austere, wheth-

er from temperament, from disease, from their creed, or

whatever cause, may think of God's mercies enly with

sad faces and sadder meditations. In gloomy moods

they may fnd the religious feelings most active;—let

them wear the long face, and from beneath that make

vows and oflTer Iheir gifts to heaven ;—but also let the

young and gladsome have their frolic and their laugh^

and teach them while they laugh and frolic, to do that

in gratitude and thanksgiving to Him who gives the

power to be gleesome and merry. There may be as

much devotion in the joyous laugh and the mirthful

game, as in the most sobered tones and the most rigid

abstinence from sport. '• There is a lime for every thing

—a time to laugh-"

While the Giver is remembered, forget no\. lo give

The poor and the unfortunate are around you and need

a share of the good tilings that heaven has put in your

possession. The thankful heart will' ba liberal and kind.

Forget not the poor.

ed that he was in his right mind and knew perfectly

well what he was about. He camn all the way from
Lee, 70 mile.s, f .r the express purpose of making the

confession, and having made it, letuiiied peaceably home.
fie is known lo be a person ot resjiectabiliiy and intel-

ligence—and (luring the rncital of tiie circumstances con-

nected with the case, was frequently overcome with

grief and tears."

" Poiper of Conscience,'' was it .•' The voice of con-

science spoke, no doubt, and in terrific tones. That

voice often speaks in tones thunder-loud, and in tbe spi.

nt ofseverest condemnation—so at least we must sup-

pose. The thm;sand perjured ones—the perpetrators of

villainous deed»—the destroyers of life and reputation,

must hear the voice of the faithful monitor within, and

cower befiire it, in cases without number. That God,

whose vicegerent conscience. is, will not let the ears of

the wicked bo di'af: they hear—they tremble—they

would fly—aye fly from existence even, would that but

put them where the knell of their truth and honesty and

integrity would cease to send its awful lonei through the

very heart fibres—but that may not be : the voice must

go where they go—be it on earth, or be it beyond tbia

life. The voice i* Acar(i—but most hearers of the stem

mandate lack the moral courage to stand up before their

fellows and do what may be done to atone for the wrong

committed. In the c.ise above stated, there seems to ut

something more than conscience. There is a lofty mar-

tyr spirit—there is hf roism ;—there is more ihan this,

even : there is thai heavenly Christian penitence which

places the soul up where it fears not them that kill the

body, but fi-ars Him and Him only, who is above all.

If the case be rightly told, we would take the word ol

that penitent perjurer to the very letter—we would tru»i

him with our all—we would hold him up to the worit

as one worthy of sincere respect and admiration. Sina

angels 80 rejoice over a penitent sinner, why shall no

man Ho so too ? The ninety and nine witnesses wh<

have told the truth in that witness box in Bangor, hav

not shown the moral jmwer, ilie Christian greatnen

hich shine out in sun-liUe splendor, from the peniter

acts of this offender. The crime—great as it was—

w

can forget, as who can not, where penitence has washt

t in her scalding tearsi'

POWER OF CONSCIENCE.

The following is copied from the Bangor Whig, of the

4lh instant

:

" On Thursday forenoon, during the session of the

Court in this city, a person by the name of Flint, of Lee,

came into the court house and very deliberately walked

up to the witness box and sealed himself in it, placing

his head on the front rail. After sitting in that posture

for a few minutes, he raised himself in his seat and com-

menced praying fbr forgiveness for having committed

perjury on that stand. The Court here interposed and

(he ofjicer took the man out of tbe room. As, however,

lie seemed impressed with the duty of making confes-

sion for his crime in the place where he committed it,

the sherifl' kindly offered liim an opportunity of iloing so

during the recess of the Court after its adjournment for

dinner. At the lime appointed he took the stand, and

there made a full confession of the crime, and detailed

all the circumstances attending it. The false testimony

was rendered in an action tried at the May term, 1840,

in which his father was defendant, and Isaac Hacker,

plaintifl" His testimony though labe, did not alter the

result of tho case, a default having been suffered, not-

wiihstandin" the evidence. Since that time it seems the

witness has undergone an infinite deal of remorse and

trouble on account of the act, and he felt that he could

not be forgiven or at ease till the crime was confessed

in as public a place as it was committed. The witness

bore no marks of being otherwise insane, and he protcst-

SEEDLING POTATOES. "

We have received specimens of two varieties of see*

ling potatoes from Fitzwilliam S. Worster, of Bridgw

One he calls Brown Harvest and the other Whi
Harvest. Of the Brown Harvest he says thai, planti

by the side of the Long Red, they equalled that varie

in produce ; are about as early as the Chenango. Wi
the appearance of this we are very much pleased: sot

we shall comply with his request, and test their quail

for the table. In appearance they resemble in some.l

epecls the late or winter Kidney, and in other respet
,

the Chenango. If Mr W. had both of those kinds i

his place, we should conjecture that they mixed inil

blossom. If so, we should expect the result to be a ve

favorable one, fiir each of those varieties has been vel

able both for its quality and its yield. The cross woi

probably be more productive than either variety out

which it was formed. It is yet loo early to decide up

the value of this variety to the public, but it promise?

be great.

The White Harvest resemblis the Brown, but v

be, and probably is, distinct from is. Tbe Brown i-

more oval shaped and of darker color. Tbe W'i

the longer and flatter of the two—has a very A-Ai

skin. It looks well, and may prove to be a good varu

It is easier lo pretend lo be what you are not, tli:ir

hide what you really are. He that can accomplish /"

has litllc lo learn in hypociisy.

—

Lacon.
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lii\ew E:ii>;I;ui<I Farmer, liri^liltiii, Al.iM. in » shaded

i ierlycx|insiir>!, for ilic week ending Nov. 20.

Nov.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE TEMPERANCE CREW.
Air— r/ie Bold Buccaneer.

Luff up, hoys! clew up, and furl every sail

;

Clear -the cables—lei all fly, and clewj

Though rocks are alee, she will laugh at Ihe gale.

For our ship has a Tcmperamecrew.

ChOTHS.

Tho' rocks are a-lre, she will laugh at the gale.

For our ship has a Temperance Crew.

We ask net" grog courage," so vaunled of yore;

Let il Mow as it never yet blew !

To ririe amidst hreakirs upon a lee shore

Is I lie vuunlofa Temperance creio !

Chorus

To ride amidst breakers upon a lee shore

Is the vaunt ol a Temperance crew.

Down anchors—pay out—let her swing free and wide :

As our hearts, so our cables are true
; , .

, ,

Like a sea bird she sits !—now she breasts the rough- tide

!

Hold on then, brave Temperance n-ew.

Chorus.

Like a sea bird she sits, as she breasts the rough tide S

Hold on then, brave Temperance crew.

Come, a bright, bright lookout. Hail each lull, or a pause

In the gaie!—we have death in our view !

Bui may weather the squall—for in God and our cause

Is the trust of a Temperance crew.

Chorus.

But may weather the squall—for in^cd and our cause

Is the trust of a Temperance crew

Bear a hand—the storm lulls— and the tide sets off fast.

Ere again the wild hurricane brew.

Set her topsails, aud slip—and tlie danger is past;

Then huzza for a Temperance crew.

Chorus.

Set her topsails, and slip—and the danger is past

;

Then huiza for a Temperance crcu.

EXTRACTS
From Hon. J. Q. Adams's Mdress before Urn JVor-

fotk County Society for the Suppression oj In-

temperance.

"Of all animated beings, man alone excepted,

the appetites are proportioned to the wants. When
the food necessary for their continued existence

has been taken, their appetite ceases to crave for

more. It is so with man in the earliest stajie of

his infancy, but as he advances to maturity and ac-

quires the capacity of selt'-control, his appetites

transcend his wants—the food necessary for the

sustenance of his body becomes a stimulant to the

enjoyment of sensual pleasure ; tlie appetite itself

becomes sharpened and vitiated by indulgence ;

he riots in excess till his whole system, physical

and moral, becomes corrupted and depraved ; he

loses all self-control, all sense of difference be-

tween right and wrong, all sentiment of his obliga-

tion.s to his fellow creatures, all eensibility ic ihe

tenderest ties of kindred blood and of wedded love,

all reverence for his country, and all duty to his

God, and dies in the convulsions of a delirium tre-

mens, an outcast from earth and heaven !

"Fellow citizens! is this a fancy picture that I

have brought before you ? Are its colors over-

charged ? Is it the portraiture of the poor and the

ignorant alone ; or does it include numbers, untold

numbers, of the wealthy, of the learned, of the

powerful, of the exalted, among your countrymen

and mine? Of the men who have gone down to

dishonored graves, under the spell of this fascina-

tion, must you go into the hovels of poverty, and

the receptacles of obscure infamy, to search for the

victims? Yes— there you will find them, driven

thither as to their last refuge upon earth, by their

besetting sin—but not there alone shall you find

iheu'. Go into your crowded theatres—go to your

populous race courses—go to your honorary public

dinniMS— nay, enter the assemblies of your legisla-

tions, the tribunals of your judicial courts, the halls

of your National Congress, the very temples of Al-

mighty God, and where shall you fail to find a man

far downward gone in this descent to the abyss of

perdition, and descending with railroad speed, per-

haps unconsciously to himself, and like the help-

less adventurer in a bark floating unawares into

the rapids of tho Niagara, and borne by the rest-

less stream over the precipice, to be da.shed into

eternity upon the rocks below, leaving not a ruin

of the sufferer to be found.

" In the history of the human race, we are in-

formed by tho Holy Scriptures, that the fall of our

first parents from Paradise was occasioned by in-

temperance. Total abstinence was the command

and the condition upon which the enjoyment was

held of immortal life, and of every other blessing

which had been bestowed without restriction or

stint. Temptation induced in(tm/)ertfnce—the con-

dition was violated—death was the penally, and

the world was lost."

" After the awful and tremendous annihilation

of tho human species, one man with his family only

e.xcept^d, Noah, the second founder ol the race,

^ began to be a husbandman, and he planted a vine-

yard, and he drank of the wine and was drunken.'

" Noah had been spared from the general de-

struction of mankind by the Hood, and preserved

for the continuity of the species, because he was a

just man and perfect in his generation, and walked

with God.

'Mt is evident that when he planted his vine-

ysrd and drank of the wine, he knew not the con.

sequences that would follow. The vsnt had been

one of the natural productions of the earth before

the flood ; but distillation from the grape had not

been invented ; and the discovery of it by Noah

was imiiiediiitely followed by shame to himself, and

by calamity to his posterity scarcely less deplora-

ble than if he and his children had perished with

the rest of mankind by the flood."

a

GRINESTONF.SON FRICTION ROI.I.EKS.

Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction roller.* and

moved with a loot Ireader, is found to be a great improve-

ment on the old mode oi hanging grindstones. Stones hung

in this manner are becnining daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be aliach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale by J.

BRECK &. Co., No. 51 North Market street.

CAfilBRIUGfiPOUT Ml'KSERY,

Columbia Street.

SAMUEL POND,
NURSERYMAN, Cambridgeport, Mass., has forsalej

choice assortment of

Fruit Trees, Shrubs, and Vines.

Among them are the best varieties of Apple, Pear, Plum

Cherry, Peach, Apricot, Grape Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarl)

Also— Pear, Apple, Plum and Cherry Mocks tonsiantl;

on hand.

Currents, Gooseberries, Raspberries, fyc.

Trees of an extra size always on hand, and will be delil

ered tu any part of the city free of expense.

Orders by Mail, or otherwise, promptly attended to.

Oct. 19. 8w

AGRICUL.Tt!RAI- IMPLEMENTS, &c.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural War
house and Seed Store No. 51 and 62 Norlh Market sir«

would inform their cusiomers and the public generally Ih

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of Agi

cultuial and Horticultural Tools to be found lu the linili

States. Part ol which are the loUowing :

OREEJI^^ PATENT STRAW CUTTER. 3

JOSEPH BRECK &- CO. at the New England Agricul

lural Warehouse asd S-.d Store Nos. 51 and 52 North Mar-

ket Street, have (or sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay and

Stalk Cutler, operating on a niecaanical principle not belnie

applied to any impleftient for this purpose. The most prom-

ineiit effecls of this a;pplicauon, and some of the cousequeiit

peculiarities of the niachme are

:

1 So "reat a reduction oi the quantum of power requisite

to use it, that the strength,<.f a half grown boy is sufficient

to work it etlicienlly.

2 With even this moderate power, iteasilycutstwobush-

els a minute which is full twice as last as has been claimed

by any other machine even when worked by horse or steam

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in whichtlisy

cui,' require sharpening less often than those of any other

straw cutter.

4 The machine is simple in its construction, made and put

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as the

complicated machiues in general use to get out ol order.

lOUO Howard's Patent C
Iron Ploughs

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greeue's Straw Cutters.

60 Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

60 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

60 " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

1110 Ox Yokes.
1500 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 •' Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

Cast SteeJ ShoTe)
Common do.
Spades.
Grass Scythes.

Patent Snaiths.
Common do.

Hay Rakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.
Hay do.

600 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

100 Draft do.

600 Tie up do.

50 doz. Halter do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 Grind Stones on rollen

luu do
100

100

500
300
200
500
200
200
300

MUCK MANUAI.,.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Ml

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price SI.

Boston, April 13.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, ot$2 50 if not pi

within thirty days.

jvj. \i, Postmasters ape permitted by law to frank

subscriptions aird reinittancts lor newspapers, wilhi

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AKD DENNETT, 1'KI^TERS.
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PORTANCE OF PICKING AND PACKING
FRUIT CAREFULLY.

Wo mentioned last week liaving^ received from

Joseph W. Tiittle, of Acton, some large and

e flavored apples. We have since received the

lowing communication from Mr T., giving an ac-

unt of his mode of picking and packing fruit, to

ich we invite the attention of farmers. Mr Tut-

's statements may be safely relied upon, and

I show the profitable result which follows snch

node of management as he pursues in relation to

fruit.— Concord Freeman.

Mr Editor— 1 herewith submit a few facts which

ish you to communicate to your readers in re-

rd to the kind of apples whicli 1 left you a few

I'B since. I raised in my orcliard this season,

)ut twenty barrels of apples called " Hubbard-

n Nonesuch." I picked some two or three bar-

a olTthe trees early, for the purpose of letting

others grow larger ; these and those which

I before picking time, 1 sold for about $2 per

When I picked in the fall, I had about 1.5

rels, and these I placed in a cold chamber on

floor until I thought them tit to eat ; then 1 se-

Ited the largest and best, say enough to fill one

rel—2(j3 apples—carried them to Boston and

|i theru for .¥5: they were all papered with thin

I e paper. Next I selected four barrels (and pa-

(ed as before) of the largest which were left,

|ich I sold for $10. Then I packed up nine bar-

I of the third size, which I sold at Boston for

) 50, being :ibout $3 per bbl.

'. do not send you this information, thinking that

ave better fruit than some of my neighbors, but

•ely to call the attention of some of my towns-

In to the importance of picking and packing their

\it carefully. Some people think if they pick the

I
lie oflf the tree with the hand, it is sufficient

—

I haps throw or drop it in a half bushel or pail,

II bruise it as much as if it fell to the ground,

areas they should handle them as carefully as a

cer does eggs. And one thing further; many
tiik in putting up apples for market, that as they

1 bring but some two or three dollars a barrel,

y most not lose a single apple, and therefore

into each barrel about a peck of small fruit,

ich in fact does not fill up but little, and injures

sale about fifiy or seventyfive cents on the bar-

Most people if they believed they could get

y cents per barrel more by carefully picking and
;king their fruit, would do it. This would be
case.

In regard to this kind of fruit, (the Hubbardston
nepuch,) the trees need a high state of cultiva-

(1, as they are great bearers and bear v'ery younc
;

1 my opinion is that they will command as good
ces as any fruit which is carried to Boston at

s season of this year.

Yours, with much respect,

Joseph W. Tcttle.
Man, Oct. 19, 1842.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

THOROUGH CULTIVATION OF CORN.
Messrs. Editors—In the August nimber of the

Cabinet are two communications on the cultivation

of corn, than which, perhaps, there is no subject of

grealor interest to the American agriculturist : it

is one at least that will bear a thorough stirring.

I must, however, be permitted to difler with your

correspondent, "P. J.," as I apprehend very few of

us are guilty of the sin of over-working our corn

crops, in proper season ; and if he or any practical

farmer, expects to grow a full crop, by merely

''throwing a furrow from each row into the inter-

val, there to lie for a season, and then to be re-

turned to the rows, as a last tending," I fear he

will be disappointed in the result. My experi-

ence, however, has brought me to very different

conclusions. I have no fears of over-working my
crops, if done timely, for on that every thing de-

pends. I make it a point never to work my corn

when the earth is '' full of water, and when the

furrows turn over like mortar;" a worse system

could not be devised. A knowing one at my el-

bow says, " corn should never be worked except

when the dust will fly.'" In sandy land it is almost

death to corn to plow it in wet weather, being cer-

tain to " scald."

I would inquire by what kind of management
the enormous crops of 100 bushels and upwards,

have been obtained .' Is it by partial cultivation,

or by the most thorough system of working^and

stirring the soil that could be devised ? I have no

doubt, however, that better crops have in some in-

stances been obtained from fields that have receiv-

ed but little attention, than from others where a

great deal of labor hns been bestowed ; but isola-

ted cases may be taken from which any thing or

nothing may bo proven. Witness, for instance,

the fields of my two neighbors ; J., an enterprising,

go-ahead little fellow, with more zeal than pru-

dence, plowed and harrowed, without regard to the

weather; the consequence was, he "scalded" his

crop, but not a weed to be seen. B., a " slow-and-

casy," " lime-onough" kind of man, simply harrow-

ed once and plowed once, and then laid his crop

by. The weeds grew luxurantly, and he had a

better crop of corn than J.'s. Now, does this ar-

gue much in favor of partial cultivation? I think

not, Had J. consulted the weather a little more,

I have no he<;itation in saying, he would have been

a gainer of some 20 bushels per ncre.

" S. S. I." has a very interesting paper, from

which I hope to see much good result; but who
ever heard of plowing corn to the depth of 8 or 10

inches. 1 presume no field of corn would survive

such an ordeal, particularly at the season when it

is to be laid by.

And would it not be well, Messrs. Editors, be-

fore you consider the question answered, '' How is

it, It so often happens that corn which has by some
means escaped its last workings, turns out a better

crop than that which has been tended to the end,"

to inquire whether it has any foundatioj\ in fact?

I think, upon a critical examination, you will find

in it a pretty little bull. A.

CURE FOR A FOUNDERED HORSE.
I send you the following prescription, which you

may give a place in your useful paper, if you think
it will be of nny advantage to planters and travel-
lers.

As soon as you find your horse is foundered,
bleed him in the neck in proportion to the great-
ness of the founder. In extreme cases, you may
bleed him as long as he can stand up. Then draw
his head up, as common in drenching, and with a
spoon put far back on his tongue strong salt, until

you get him to swallow one pint. Be careful not

to let him drink too much. Then anoint around
the edges of his hoofs with spirits of turpentine,

and your horse will be well in one hour.

A founder pervades every part of the system of

ahorse. The phlegms arrest it from the blood;
the salt arrests it from the stomach and bowels

;

and the spirits arrest it from the feet and limbs.

I once rode a hired horso !>0 miles in two days,

returning him at night the second day ; and hia

owner would not have known that he had been
foundered if I had not told him, and his founder
was one of the deepest kinds.

I once, in a travel of 700 miles, foundered my
horse three times, and I do not think my journey
was retarded more than one day by the misfortune,

having in all the cases observed and practiced the
above prescription. I jhave known a foundered
horse turned in at night on green feed ; in the

morning he would be well, having been purged by
the green feed. All founders must be attended to

immediately.

—

Souihioesiern Farmer.

STUMPS.

Stumps are among the most troublesome obsta-
cles in the settlement of a new country. A ma-
chine is sometimes used, with lever power to eradi-

cate them. It is literally a huge " tooth puller."

It reciuires great power and much expense and time
to accomplish the business, even with this machine.
A belter contrivance, because more simple and
cheap, we saw practised the otiier day. A little

excavation was made under the stump, and some
combus'ible materials enclosed, and then set on
fire. Previous to this, however, some dry materi-

rials were piled around tlie root, above the surface

of the ground, and then covered over with a com-
pact layer of turf, forming a sort of coal-pit. It

has leen found upon experiment that the stumps
«lll burn in this way, a number of days, with a sort-

of subterranean fire, and when the turf falls in,

nearly every thing of the root is found consumed,
below and above the surface of the ground. Pass-
ing by a field near where the canal enters the Con.
neclicut, a while since, we noticed smoke issuing

from twenty little mounds of earth, and upon in-
quiry, found they were burning out the stumps iiK

the manner above described.

—

Selected.

It is calculated that out of the whal«

of London and the suburbs, abqul 4t)

subsist by thieving.
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'APPROPRIATE FOOD, PURE AIR, AND!
EXERCISE, NECESSARY TO THE HEAL-
THY CONDITION OP DAIRY CATTLE.
That the natural temperalure of food for niniinant

animals is the most appropriate, appears too plain

a proposition to be disputed; but in the general

management of cows in the vicinity of populous

places, thi? important fact is entiiely disregarded.

Man, it is true, is omnivorous. Ills stomach is

nearly equally well adapted to the digestion of ani-

mal or vegetable food, of solids or fluids. He is

also a cooking animal, and can receive his food at

varying temperatures. But it is different witti ru-

minant animals. They are essentially herbivorous,

and should receive this kind of aliment, at a natu-

ral temperature, before it has undergone certain

chemical changes, and not, as is the case in the

form of slop, reeking hot from the distillery. Their

immense complex concocting organs must have

eomething else to employ them besides receiving

some thirty or forty gallons of slush per day, which

contains but a small quantity of vegetable matter

in the form of bran disseminated through it. To
fulfil the obvious design of nature, they must have

food which requires mastication. Without the

power of rumination, or in familiar phrase, without

a cud, they will languish and die. Hence a little

grass or hay cannot be dispensed with. But a lit-

tle is not enough. They must have solid food in

sufficient quantity to fill their stomachs. The cow

that is fed on distillery-slop, so far as we know,

uses but one of her four stomachs ; all the rest are

idle; of course, there must follow great functional

derangement. And when this kind of diet is re-

ceived into the system, it is rapidly sucked up by

the thousand absorbent vessels, and thrown into

the blood ; and before it becomes animalized, pro-

bably in the course often minutes, it begins to be

strained through the organs of the udder, in the

form of a blue, watery, insipid secretion, called

milk.

How very different is the process of forming

milk out of solid food ! By the complicated appa-

ratus already dsscribod, the food undergoes various

modifications and changes. First, it is partially

chewed and mixed with the saliva ; it then de-

scends into the rumen, where it gradually traverses

its various compartments, and is probably retained

several hours, until it is thoroughly macerated;

next it is passed into the reticulum in small por-

tions, and there being softened and covered with

mucus, by a kind of anti-peristaltic action ' it is

thrown into the mouth. Here, " by a compound
motion of the lower jaw, half lateral and half ver-

tical," leisurely repeated from thirty to forty times,

on each cud or pellet, the second process of masti-

cation is completed; and being reduced to a proper

consistence, it is again swallowed, and glides di-

rectly into tlio omasum, where it sustains some
changes not well understood. It ne.tt passes into

the abomasum, or last stomach, where it is mixed
with certain fluids equivalent to the gastric juice in

the human stomach, and thus is converted into a

soft pulpy mass called chyme, from which the small

vessels of a portion of the digestive tube, still low-

er down, called lacteals, by a peculiar power which

may be denominated vital chemistry, manufacture

that bland fluid, chyle, which contains in itself all

the ultimate elements of animal bodies. This,

"'icn, is an elaborated animalized product, containing

-J
-bundance of oxygen and carbon, with some ni-

- ^ I.
and fitted for conversion into albumen, gela-

it ogeoi or any of the proximate elements of ani-

mal bodies. The blood formed from it is conse-

quently rich in all the elements which are required

to supply the wastes, and build up the various tis-

sues of the system. Of course, the milk secreted

from it is highly animalized, and essentially a vital

product ; and its separation from the blood is not a

mere mechanical straining off", from vessels distend-

ed with an unnatural quantity of watery fluid, as

when the animal is gorged with di^tjllery-slop.

In cows thus fed, it is highly p'obable there is

very little if any chyle formed; in fact, there is

very little if any appropriate matter to make it out

of. It is known that the food of animals must ne-

cessarily consist of one of the three great staminal

principles, a saccharine, an oih/, or an albuminous

principle. Thus gramineous and herbaceous mat-

ters, on which ruminants feed, contain two of these,

viz : the saccharine and the glutinous, which is a

modification of the albuminous, while every part of

an animal contains albumen and oil. But how
much saccharine matter can it be supposed is left

in the slop of the distillery or in brewers' grains,

after, by the process of fermentation, all the alco-

hol that can be obtained is extracted from it ? Spi-

rit, or alcohol, is the direct product of the saccha.-

rino portion of the grains ; and as it is rapidly de-

veloped by fermentation, it is hardly probable that

any remains behind undeeomptised. As gluten is

insoluble in water, and does not so readily ferment

as the saccharine principle, it is probable that

brewers' grains contain a considerable quantity of

it. Indeed it may be said to contain the only nu-

tritious principle that can he obtained from them.

It is fully established by the experiments of Majen-

die and other physiologists, that a diet to be com-

plete, must contain more or less of these three stam-

ina! principles. Such at least must be the diet of

man. Although animals may form a chyle, and

even live a while on one of these classes of ali-

ments, yet it is impossible that they can do so for

a great length of time. No proper chyle can be

obtained from the digestion of such food; conse-

quently no healthy blood can be formed, and none

of the secretions be healthy. This, then, is anoth-

er important reason why the health of cows cannot

be maintained on distillery-slop and similar kinds

of food.

Healthy chyle is so similar in its properties to

blood, that it has been called liquid blond; and

Vanquelin, a celebrated chemist, even regards it

asjibrin in an imperfect state. But when the food,

as is the case with distillery-slop, is of such a na-

ture that proper chyle cannot be formed from it,

we would naturally expect, when used and taken

up by the absorbents, that the entire system would

be filled with the watery and innutritious fluid, and

such, as will subsequently appear, is the actual con-

dition of animals so fed. Such food contains no

carbon, which Constitutes the greater proportion of

fibrin, or muscular fibre ; of course no fibre or flesh

could be formed, for the very good reason that

there is nothing present to furnish the materials

essential to its formation. In view of these tacts,

though uninstructed by experience, as to the actual

results, we might confidently anticipate the dele-

terious etfects which are known to take place, and

must ever be consequent upon the use of unwhole-

some and insufiicient food.

But there are other conditions which are essen-

tial to the health of these animals, which may be

concisely noticed.

First, Pure air is indispensably necessary. Any
other conclusion than this, would be as contrary to

the known laws of life and health, as to the c

mon sense of mankind. The effects of livin

foul air, are manifested by the debility which
sues—impaired digestion, depression of the

functions, and oftentimes the generation of dise

of the most malignant and fatal character. !

as air is rendered impure by r.very thing Wl

impedes its circulation, but especially by the bf

and perspiration of animals crowded togethl

small and close apartments ; the presence of ex

ments and stench, and putrifying animal and »

table matter, which, even with the strictest re|

to cleanliness, unavoidably accumulates by in

ring them in confined stables, such a conditioi

the absence of all other prejudicial causes, ca

.•ail to prove destructive to health anrl life.

Second, Exercise. It is as evidently the dei

of nature that cattle should enjoy that bodilj

tivity which is produced by the natural actlt

their own limbs, in moving from place to place

the means of subsistence, as it is that vegetl

be left undisturbed in the soil from which Ihej

bibe their nourishment. Cattle were necess

endued with powers of locomotion in order to

their own subsistence ; and it is self-evident

they cannot be condemned to a torpid veget

condition with impunity.

Nature, ever unnerring in her instincts, pro

the bounding frolics of young animals, as we
the more clumsy gambols of the old. "T
must," remarks Addison, " be frequent motiona

tations, to mix, digest, and separate the juices

tained in the body, as well to clear and ck

that infinitude of pipes and strainers of which

composed, as to give their solid part a more

and lasting tone. Exercise ferments the hui

casts them into their proper channels, thro»

redundances, and helps nature in those secret

tributions, without which the body cannot si

in vigor." And in order to this healthy acti

the vital functions, it is not suflicient that

cise be taken occasionally and at long intc

but, when the season permits, it should be

daily. Common sense and observation, ind

dent of physiological knowledge, might lead i

the conclusion, that any other management of

tie than that here suggested, must lead to thi

rangement of health, and latal diseases.

—

Hai

Essay on Milk.

Preservation of Health An ancient philol

once said, "If you find it necessary to hav'

course to medicines, there are three ivhic!

may make use of with safety, viz: a tranquil

moderate exercise, and temperate diet."'

The celebrated French physician, Dumoul

his death-bed, when surrounded by the most d

guished physicians of Paris, who regretted ihi

which the profession would sustain in his i

said, "My friends, I leave behind me three
|

cians much greater than myself." Being pt

to name them, each of the doctors supposing

self to be one of the three, he answered, '

Eiercise, and Diet."—Selected.

Improvement in Making Candles Some oP' ,

that by making the wicks of candles about ha^

common size, and then wetting them with ipil

turpentine and drying them in the sunshine 1

moulding or dipping, they will last longei

make clearer light than when made in the on

way.
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For Ihe New England Farmer.

;A)MMODATIONS AT CATTLE SHOWS,
t Editor—Complaints hnve been made for a

er of years past, of the scanty accomnioda-

at our agricultural fairs, both for spectators

rticles exhibited. These fairs are every year

ff in interest and importance ; and, for this

and the absence of other holidays, such as

ry musters, they arc frequented by vast niulti-

besides those immediately concerned in agri-

re. Consequently, the rooms for the show of

and articles of domestic manufacture, are so

ged, that a peep at them can be gained only

risk of one's garments, if not of his person,

improved agricultural implements, too, are

rally exhibited on the road-side or m some
w back yard, scattered hero and there, so that

ommittee often must spend a good part of the

o discovering their locality. In other depait-

3 similar inconveniencies are often c.xperienc-

nd the inquiry naturally suggests itself wheth-

me remedy cannot be provided and the public

itter accommodated.

has seemed to me that these desirable objects

)e effected in one of two ways. First, by hav-

he shows held, at some one central place every

and by the erection of a suitable building

Dens for that purpose. Some of our ngricultu-

ocieties have ample funds—and such as have

might raise them by assessments—which might
pplied to this object. It may be said that it

d be a dead investment, as the building would

eed but once a year. But if the building were
populous town, a portion of it might he rented

•stores and other purposes. At all events,

.her used for the shows only or not, it is deserv-

)f consideration vvhethersuch a building should

be provided.

ut many persons object to holding the shows

y year in the same place; they urge that the

-est in them would be weakened, and the pub-

honvenience would not be so generally consult-

jy such a system. This objection certainly

not apply to large counties like those of VVor-

er and Berkshire, having a large central town,

inconvenience is experienced in those counties,

re the shows are held in the one at the town of

rcester, and in the other at Pittsfield. But
Te the objection would apply, and it should be

jght best to remove the shows yearly to diffe-

l towns, the great object of the public conveni-

e could be accomplished in another way—by a

;e and substantial tent, to be owned by the So-

;y, and used for the show. We have had lately

otable sample of a tent of this description, pro-

ed by the followers of Mr Miller, wherein to

d their public meetings. Perhaps this very

t may be purchased at a bargain in season for

next agricultural sho'ws. But if it could not

we might at least copy their pattern in a new
t to be made expressly for the shows. Such a

t would make quite an imposing appearance on

field; it could always, too, be placed in the

nediate neighborhood of the cattle pens and
wing ground, which would save lime and trav-

ng, when so much is to be done in a single day

it would shelter from rain as well as any build-

;
of wood or brick, and might as easily be divid-

into apartments for the different exhibitions.

Now wl'.cre is the objection to making such tents

such purposes .' None, it seems to me, unless

the expense, and that should not stand in the way

if greiit benefits are to flow from it.

As another advantage of these tents, it might be

observed that they would give opportunity to many

small towns to have \he shows held therein, which

are now shut out entirely from this privilege for

want of the necessary accommodations.

Hoping that yourself or some of your correspon-

dents will notice this subject, for the present I close.

ALLEN W. DODGE.
HamiUon, JVov. 22, 1842.

For the New England Farmer.

EXTRAORDINARY BEET.

Mr Editor—I have observed in the New Eng-
land Farmer and other agricultural journals, fre-

quent record oC large beets, or teets of extraordina-

ry size, each professing to beat all other beets.

But a beet was exhibited at the rooms of the Mas-
sachusetts Horticultural Society, by my brother,

John A. Kenrick, of this town, about five years

since, of the mangel wurtzel species, which for

size, as I believe, exceeded any other beet which

was ever raised in the country, weighing 36 pounds,

without the tops. Several others were produced

by him in the same year, which weighed 2.5 pounds,

without the tops. I think I may safely challenge

any nne to prove that a beet so large was ever pro-

duced before in tliis country. Thus much for New
England.

Gen. Beatson, who was formerly Governor of St.

Helena, has published an account of a beet of this

same species, which was raised by him in that cli-

mate and place, which was 18 months growing, and

which weighed, ijiclniivig Ihe tops, over 100 pounds.

This beet was sent by him to England, and the

truth of his statement cannot be doubted.

WILLIAM KENRICK.
.Yonanium Hill, ,N'ewton.

Indian Mode of Dressing Skins Mr Catlin

gives the following as the method by which the In-

diana of the far West dress their skins :

"The usual method of dressing the buffalo and

other sliins, is by immersing them for a few days

under a ley from ashes and water, until the hair

can be removed, when they are strained upon a

frame, or upon the ground, with stakes or pins

driven through the edges into the earth, where

they remain for several days, and at last finished

by ' graining,' as it is termed, by the squaws, who

use a sharpened bone, the shoulder-blade or other

large bone of the animal, sharpened at the edge

somewhat like an adze, with the edge of which

they scrape tlie fleshy side of the skin, bearing on

it with the weight of their bodies, thereby drying

and softening the skin and fitting it for use.

The greater part of these skins, however, go

through still another operation afterwards, which

gives them a great value, and renders them much
more serviceable; that is, the process of smoking.

For this a small hole is dug in the ground, and a

fire is built in it with rotten wood, which will pro-

duce a great quantity of smoke without much blaze ;

and several srjiall poles of the proper length stuck

in the ground around it, and drawn and fastened

together at the top, around which a skin is wrapped

in form of a tent, and generally sewed together at

the edges to secure the smoke within it ; within

this the skins to be smoked are placed, and in this

condition the tent will stand a day or so, enclosing

the heiitcd smoke ; and by some chemical process-

or other, which I do not understand, the skins thus

acquire a quality which enables them, after being

so many times wet, to dry soft and pliant as they

were before, which secret I have never yet seen

practiced in my own country, and for the lack of

which all of our dressed skins when once wet are,

I think, chiefly ruined.

An Indian's dress of deer skins, which if wet a

hundred times upon his back, dries sufl ; and his

lodge also, which stands in the rain, and even

through the severity of the winter, is taken down
as soft and as clean as when it was put up."

Life and Death oj the Sixes.—The laws of life

and mortality between the sexes are very remarka-

ble. They may be stated thus :

1. In the present condition of Ihe white popula-

tion of the United States, the number of femaleg

born per annum is about twelve thousand less than

the males. This determines of itself that polyga-

my is not a natural condition of man, and that the >

laws of our religion and nature are the same—that

one man shall be the husband of one woman.

2. At twenty years of age the females exceej

the males. This proves that between birth anil

twenty, the mortality among the boys has been

much greater than that among the girls.

3. From twenty to forty, the men again much
exceed the women, which shows that this is the

period of greatest mortality among women.

4. From forty to seventy, the difference rapidly

diminishes, the t'emales, as in the early part of life,

gaining on the males. This shows that this is the

period of greatest danger and exposure to men

—

the least to women.
5. From seventy onwards, the women outnum-

ber the men. This shows conclusively, that rela-

tively speaking in comparison with men, the healthi-

est period of female life is the close of it. Abso-

lutely, however, no period to either sex, is bo

healthy as that of youth, the blooming period of

boyhood and girlhood.

The above deductions of statistical tables, cor-

respond with every-day observations of human life.

Women are exposed to peculiar hazards in the

middle of life ; but, in the long run, far the largest

part of exposure, danger and risk, in civilized na-

tions, fall on men in the active periods of life.

—

Selected.

.Anecdote of Franklin Dr. Franklin, while min-

ister to France, was surrounded one evening with

a circle of the aristocratic party in that country,

who argued warmly during the course of the con-

versation that our country would never prosper with

the democratic principle that the majority should

rule. Franklin contended stoutly for the princi-

ple, but his courtly opponents insisted that the wis-

dom of every country resided in the minority. The
question was finally put to vote, and the whole

company, with the exception of Franklin, Tosa in

the affirmative. Solitary and alone, our shrewd

Yankee, nothing daunted, rose from his seat, adroit-
_ ^

ly renin rking, " I rise, gentlemen, upon your princu ^..'

pie, as the wise minority, to decide the questioR«,

against you !"

—

Selected.

A lady asked her physician whether snuff

injurious to the brain. "No," said lie, "

one who has any hrains ever takes snuff."

vere pinch.

for no

A se-
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From ihe New Genesee Farmer.

VALUE OF LEACHED ASHES FOR MA-
NURE.

Mr Colman—Dear Sir— I now forward another

Brlicle for the Farfner. I selected this, not merely

aa showing the value of leached ashes, but mainly

as a specimen of the minute accuracy, care and per-

severance with which German agriculturists con-

.duct their experiments. 1 will only observe that

the relative measures are preserved, reduced to the

^English standard acre and bushel ; while the prices

are assumed to be such as would be here paid and

obtained. Though the offects of the ashes, would

probably be similar every where, in similar soils,

the profit of the application would of course depend

on their cost in each locality, and the price obtain-

able for the, products. Thus the cost of the ashes

here delivered on my own land, three miles from

town, and spreading them, would be $6 2.5; while

increased products, as the prices assumed, is worth

$19 !I8. But the actual cost of the ashes and

spreading, in the experiment, was $2 90, and the

value of the increased products was $18 62—ash-

es and labor being there much cheaper, while the

products sold at nearly as high prices as they would

have done here.

Respectfully yours,

SAM'L WAGNER.

man
pasta

^tAe

Translated for ihe New Genesee Farmer.

ON LEACHED ASHES.

BT W. ALBERT, OF ROSZLA.V, PRnSSIA.

I am induced to communicate the result of a se-

ries of experiments on the application of leached

ashes to sandy soils, in this vicinity, together with

some general remarks on the subject, to which

these experiments and an attentive observation of

theeffect of such ashes on various soils, have led.

A field, of dry, sandy soil, which had Iain in

grass eight years, and was overrun with moss, was

eiected and dressed with leached ashes, at the

rate of 06 bushels per acre, excepting a few square

rods in the centre, which were left without dress-

ing, that the effecls of the ashes might be accurate-

ly ascertainable. The land was first plowed about

six inches deep, turning down the sod carefully, so

as to close it in completely ; Ihe ashes were then

hauled on, spread, and covered in with a shallow

furrow, or about two inches deep. In this condi-

tion it was permitted to remain six or seven weeks,

when it was again plowed, three inches deep, so as

to bring up the ashes, and then seeded with buck-

wheat. The results were as follows:

In the year 1827, A, a measured square rod of

the portion dressed with leached ashes, produced

53 ounces of buckwheat.

In the same year, B, a square rod of the portion

not dressed, produced 28 1-4 ounces of buckwheat.

In 1828, tlie field having been seeded with rye

the previous autumn

—

A produced 77 2-3 ounces of grain.

B do. 44 1-6 do. do.

In 1829, oats were sown in the spring, with clo-

ve T.

j\ produced 81 1-4 ounces.

B do. 38 3-4 do.

'n 1830, the field was depastured—no additional

Qxe or stimulant having been applied. The

f.atre on the dressed part was moderately good

(;rop would probably have yielded nearly a

\ay P6r acre. On the other part scarcely

any thing grew but weeds. In the fall the field

was seeded with rye.

In 1831, A produced .53 ounces of rye.

" B do. 28 1-4 do.

Cost of ihe Jlpplicalion.—Sixtysix bushels of

leached ashes, per acre, had been applied ; which
cost, delivered in the field, 9 cts. per bushel :

66 bushels leached ashes, at 9 cts. $5 94

Spreading, 31

$6 25

Now arises the question, what profit has resulted

from this expenditure of $6 25 .' The following

calculation will show :

In 1827, A yielded 24 3-4 ounces of buckwheat,

more than B yielded—which is an excess of 247 1-2

lbs. per acre, or 5 1-2 bushels.

5 1-2 bushels buckwheat, at 00 cts. $3 30
470 lbs. straw, worth 75

In 1828, A yielded 33 1-C ounces of rye, more
than B—an excess of 331 lbs. jier acre, or 6 bush-

els.

6 bushels rye, at 02 1-2 cts. $3 75

600 lbs. straw, worth 1 50

In 1829, A yielded 42 1-2 ounces of oats more
than B—an excess of 425 lbs. an acre, or 10 1-2

bushels:

10 1-2 bushels oats, at 25 cts. $2 62^
550 lbs. straw, worth 1 00

In 1830, the field was in clover, and the increas-

ed value of the pasturage was at least .'j!3 per acre,

in favor of the dressed portion. Say

Pasturage worth, $3 00

In 1831, A yielded 24 3-4 ounces of rye more
than B—an excess of 247 1-2 lbs. per acre, or 4 1-2

bushels

:

4 1-2 bushels rye, at 62 1-2 cts.

470 lbs. straw, worth
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1 them more diversified capabilities for rcnova-

Hence, also, those alone cultivate sandy

with profit and siiccuss, who turn to account

!Xlra kindness of Nature—supplying the defi-

;ies of the soil sedulously from the greater di-

ty of resources which are available for this

jse. But when the contrary prevails—when

I injudicious course of crops and the inisappli-

n or non-application of manures or fertilizers,

oil is continually deteriorated and converted

a receptacle of weeds, then a common fate—
me poverty and destitution—awaits alike the

lanaged land and its miserable cultivator.

ROOT PRUNING.

mie of our readers will doubtless remember the

rks that we copied some time since from the

icultural Magazine upon this subject. Now
je time to practice the system, and we would

56 a trial of it. Almost every farmer has some

tree that continues to cumber the ground year

year, growing luxuriantly, but paying no rent

e shape of fruit, for the care and protection

)wed upon it. It will be worth a trial to cur-

ls barren prosperity a little, by clipping its

somewhat. By a corresponding pruning of

ranches in spring, we do not doubt that a

tre would be brought about and fruit would

This system aB'ords another advantage to

3 who have but little room for trees, and yet

n.xious to cultivate a variety of fruits. By

I

pruning they are checked in their growth,

8 more prolific, and may be planted nearer to-

er. It is in fact, the same as planting them

rge pots, only in tliis case the pots are immove-

, being made of a portion of the ground itself.

I he Chinese are said to have the art of culti-

I

ig fruit trees in pots. A peach tree, for in-

ce, is thus made to bear very abundantly, when

I
about a foot or a foot and a half high,

'ry the plan carefully but thoroughly, and note

I
results for future communication to your broth-

1 ultivators Maine iar.

TAMING HORSES.

The method of taming horses by breathing in

their nostrils—(which Mr Catlin states ii practiced

by the Indians of the fur VV^eal)—sccins to be gain-

ing friends. Mr David Clayton, of Tyrrell coun-

ty, having seen an article in our paper stating that

horses had been rendered gentle by breathing in

their nostrils, determined to try it on a young mule

belonging to him, who would suffer no person to

handle him. Mr C. fastened him in the stable, and

after considerable tronble, succeeded in breathing

several times into his nostrils. Before he left the

stable the mule became gentle, and would stand

still and suffer himself to be rubbed and wuuld

nose and smell around him. Ho followed Mr C.

out of the stable, around the yard, and wanted to

go into the house. We advise our friends who

have colts to break, to try the experinwnt—if it

does no good it can certainly do no harm.

—

JVfw-

bem Jjdi'ocate.

CURING BEEP AND PORK.
Ve have already published the following rcci-

for curing beef and pork several times, but as

I consider it the very best yet recommended, and

t nany of our readers may have not seen it, we
lish it again, that those who are fond of clean,

e and sweet meat, without the apprehension of

tainting through the summer may obtain their

ih by adopting it. It is this :

To 1 gallon of water, add

1 l-'jlb. of salt,

L(i 1-2 lb. of sugar,

L., 1-2 oz. of saltpetre.

n this ratio the pickle is to be increased to any

nlity desired.

Let this be boiled together until all the dirt

m the salt and sugar, (which will not be a little,)

ses to the top and is skimmed off. Then throw

nto a large tub to cool, and when ptrfedly cold,

jf it over your beef or pork, to remain the usual

le, say four or five weeks. The meat must be

11 covered with the pickle, and should not be

t down for at least two days after killing, during

:ich time it should be slightly sprinkled with

Itpetre.

Let this mode be once tried, and our word for it,

will be tried again in {)reference to all others.

—

'.rmantown Tel.

NEW ARTICLE OF FOOD.
We know not what to make of the annexed

statement: we should call it a fish story, but that

we find it in the N. II. Sentinel, in a grave report

of the doings of an Agricultural Fair. It must

have currency on its own basis.

—

Portland Adv.

" In a document presented by Ezekiel Rich, of

Troy, we find a new kind of vegetable, of which

he gives the following description:

Symphytum, a new kind of food; the root dried

and ground (see specimen) for man—and both root

and herb, green or dry, for cattle. The root may

be thoroughly dried for preservation and grinding,

spread thin entirely in the shade, with a moderate

degree of air, without damage.

In April, I84I, I dug from 18 square feet of soil,

of ordinary good tilth, one large bushel of green

root, of two years' growth, 2400 to the acre, equal,

I think, for the healthful sustenance of man, at

least to 500 bushels of wheat or 600 of rye or Indi-

an corn, which, after being washed, broken up and

dried for grinding, weighed 10 lbs. I never paid

very particular attention to the herb for hay until

this year, 1842. At two cuttings, (July 15th and

September 1st) on 15 square feet of the same soil,

I obtained 4 pounds of good hay (see specimen)

equal to 5 tons 10 cwt. 16 lbs. to the acre.

It requires no tilling or tending, except digging

the root in April, once in two or three years, and

mowing the herb for hay, and what weeds and

grass may be intgrmixed, twice a year, and replant-

ing a part of the c^ps of the roots, 7 or 8 inches

apart for another crop, at or about the time of dig-

ging.

It also furnishes a strongguard against consump-

tions and other diseases of the lungs, and against

stomach and other maladies, &c. With the other

usual ingredients it does well for custards instead

of eggs. If the taste, at fii-st, be in any degree

disagreeable to any, like the potatoes or bean, or

almost any kind of now food, let some trifling con-

diment, varying the taste, be used with it. Possi-

bly it yet prove a greater dietetic blessing, and a

cheaper mean* of healthful sustenance for men and

for cattle than any other vegetable now known.

Respectfully submitted.

E. BLAKE, Chairman."

CAUSING CABBAGES TO HEAD DURING
THE WINIER.

In the fall of the year when it is time to gather

cabbages, we always find more or less of them that

have not formed any heads. They may have grown
well, and have a large stock of leaves, but have

not closed up in the I'orni necessary to make a good

solid, compact cabbage.

Will. Vance, Esq., of Readfield, has practiced

for many years the following method, which effec-

tually closes these loose leaves in the course of the

winter, thereby furnishing him with a supply of the

best kind early in the spring. In the fall of the

year, just before the ground closes up he giithera

all the cabbages which have not headed, together.

Ho then digs a trench eighteen inches or more

deep, and of sufficient width to admit the cabbages.

He then closes the leaves together by hand, wind-

ing a wisp of straw or something else around them,

to keep them together, and then puts them in this

trench, with heads down and roots up. He then

packs straw or leaves and earth snug about them,

and rounds up the earth over ihem. The trench

should be dug in a place where the water of the

rains and snows runs off and will not stand about

them. A hoard, or couple of boards, nailed togeth-

er in the form of a roof and put over the mound,

may be useful.

In the spring of the year open your trench, and

you will find that the cabbages are all headed firm-

ly together, and if the water has not got in, will be

solid and hard. Mr Vance has had the goodness

to send us a few heads which he has formed in this

way, which were very nice.

—

Maine Far.

To Eradicate Corns.—Every one knows that the

surface of the body is covered above the true skin,

by the cuticle, or scarf skin. This is a thin mem-
brane, sav'e when it is exposed to pressure and rub-

bing, (friction.) In this case it becomes much
thickened and hardened, as on the soles of the feet

or on the palms of the hands. And it is not un-

worthy of remark, that the induration is indirect

proportion to the exigency of nature. But there

is a morbid induration when the pressure exceeds,

or is applied where it is not necessary. In this

case, the distinguished name of corns have been

applied to the diseased parts.

Every one who has seen a poultice applied, has

remarked that it has the effect of softening, gene-

rally of detaching, the cuticle. Now, let a poul-

tice of such size and consistency as will preserve

its moisture around the part, be applied to the of-

fending corn at bed time : on the following morn-

ing the greater part of the indurated cuticle, (the

corn,) may be removed by the fingers. A little

spermaceti ointment may be used during the day,

or the part may be simply covered with a piece of

linen. It may in some cases, be necessary to re-

peat this process once or twice, and the cure will

be safe, easy, and certain.

—

Selected.

Recipefar Making Bacon.—Allow to each ham

an ounce of saltpetre, to be first rubbed in^o the

pork. An ounce to two chops. Let the pork lie

in the saltpetre three days. Then rub it with fine

salt, as much as may be thought proper. Half

pint molasses to each ham, and in the same propor-

tion for the chops. The whole may lie in pickle

six weeks.

—

Com.

He who assumes airs of importance, exhibits ere- d^ „>[ jet your cattle lose flesh for the want of
dentials of ignorance.—i>ava(er. ! go^j foj^er and plenty of it.
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WINTER WORK.
The care of the stock on ihe /arm, ii the importanl

business of winter. Our animals should he kept dry,

and free of exposure to currents of cold air, rushing jn

through holes and cracks in the sides of the barn. These

may soon be stopped around the ]ean>to by a few shin-

gles and nails. If the shingles would be too conspicu-

ous and unseemly on the outside, then batten on the in-

aide.

That it is good for our animals of all kinds to be kept

eomforlaUe there can bo no doubt. But how much
warmth it is dtsirable to produce in the barn in order to

have them truly comfortable, that is, in order to have

be most healthy, is not a settled point. That good fresh

nir for iheni to breathe, is highly important, can hardly

be doubled by any one who has paid the least attention

to the laws of liealth. But the barn can be kept cool

onough, even when all holes and crevices immediately

around and under the cattle are carefully sad complete-

ly stopped.

Some farmers make cellars under their cattle stalls,

lay the floors not tight, and leave the ceKsrs open for

the free admission to the coldest of winter's wtnds.

These winds must be rushing up and blowing upon

those parts of the animals which are the most suscepti-

ble of harm and discomfort from cold. The belly is

much more easily harmed than the back. A barn cel-

lar in winter should be closed—this makes it better for

the cattle above it, and better lor the manure in it. If

you fear that closing up thus much will make the barn

too warm, the evil can be easily remedied by opening a

door or window in the upper part of the barn. We sup-

jwse that cattle may be kept too warm in cellars or base-

ments. They may there be made sickly. The evil,

however, is not so much occasioned by absolute warmth

as by the impurities of confined air that is breathed over

and over again. Above ground there is no danger to

getting the temperature too high, excepting for a short

time in November and December, when the barn is/uW

of hay. More cattle suffer from cold in our winters

than from undue warmth. There are but few farmers

whose hams are such that it will not be best to make
them as warm as possible.

In addition to good protection from currents of cold

air, give your cattle the pleasure and benefits of a daily

carding—this, not so much lor the purpose of making
the hair look smooth nnd glossy, as for the purpose of

keeping open the pores of the skin and promoting its

healthy action.

Careful feeding promotes the thrift and health of cat-

tle, and saves fodder. A little hay only should be given

nt a lime. The hay should be well shaken up. Where
there are various kinds of fodder, as fresh meadow hay,

alt hay, oat and barley straw, &c. &c., it is best to mix
the different kinds thoroughly and to put in also some
^ood hay—as much of this as your supply allows. See
to it th.nt your stock is kept in good order at all times.

There is no economy in trying to keep them at any time

exclusively or mostly on very poor fodder. Better is it

to keep but seven cows and keep them well, usin" a

eonsiderahle portion nf your meanest hay for litter, than

to keep ten but poorly, making ihem consume all the

coarse fodder. Spend time enough in the barn to put

every thing that is given to the cattle into the best possi-

ble state for their use.

Fuel

—

partly for this and partly for next year's use, is

to be cut and brought to the wood yard.

Ditching. There is generally opportunily to do some-

thing more than tend the stock and gel up the wood, if

one be active and enterprising. Many winters afford

better opportunities for ditching, in particular meadows
and particular spots, than occur in the summer. E.spe-

cially do they afford convenienciSs for getting on to the

meadow with teams and taking to the upland the mud
or peat taken out in opening the diich. In summer the

meadows are, many of them, at least, loo soft to bear up

the team ; if a ditch is ttien opened, the contents must

be thrown into a bank and left in that state, or else

spread out upon the meadow. Left in a bank, it inter-

feres with the proper draining of the land, and does not

look well. Spread out, it may be ofsome service, but it

is much less useful there than it would be on the up-

lands. There is enough of the came kind of matter al-

ready where you put this when you thus sprpad out.

When the frost is not more than four or five inclics

deep, it will bear up the team, nnd at such times it is

not difficult, by the use of an axe, to take off ihe lop

where you wish to open your ditch, and when that is

dime, what lies below, may be taker, out, if it be not

too wet, wilh any common spade or shovel, thrown di-

rectly on to a drag or rockboai, and hauled ii> the up-

land—or if the distance be great, throw either directly

into a carl, or first on to the bank and then into the cart.

If the meadow be quite wet, use the shovel or common
spade till you gel down nearly to the water's level, and

below ihat if the mud or peat be firm enough, use the

turf spade, peat knit(3 or whatever else be its name. We
once opened a ditch in this way in mid winter, and car.

ried the mud to the shore, where it would have been

difficult working in summer, and where it would have

been impossible to have gone with the team when the

surface was not frozen.

Gravelling Meadoms. This work can generally be

done with more convenience in winter than at any

other time, and there are but few farmers who cannot

find something of this kind to engage tlieir leisure hours

if they have but the will and energy to set about it.

conclusion that the roots are not worth what they cost us.

From this limited basis, the only inference to be drawn,

is that we should either {;ive few if any roots, or

that we should have a supply sufficient for lasting tlin

slock from early winter until late into the spring. Wt
have no wish to make any inference, or to give an opin-

ion, but only to ask our readers whether their observa-

tions and experience throw any light upon this subject.

And if they do, we hope to be favored with a glimpse of

that light.

ROOTS—THEIR VALUE AS TOOD FOR STOCK.

We have heard many farmers say—and they all say

it Biifily, as though there might be heresy in the words

—

that they have tried roots and that their animals do not

thrive well upon them. This is said sometimes in refer

ence to roots of all kinds, but ofienef in relation to the

ruta baga than any other one. The statement has come
to us from so many different and so many observing men,
that we have supposed there must be some foundation

in fact for the remark. What, the fbundatior. was,

whether they teed out roots too freely and relax ihe ani-

mals loo much-—whether there was too much dirt (oi

rather too much mffinurs) adhering to roots iio as to ren

der them injurious—or what the cause, v/e have been

unable to say. One thing has always been certain

that in England and Scotland, beef and. mutton of the

finest quality, and in great quantities . have long been

made by feeding almost exclusively or. turnips. What
has been the difficulty here ? In reading a late work
from Scotland, we find that there, young sheep—and it

is not said to be different with other animals

—

there

young {sheep do not thrive on turnips for the first six,

eight or ten weeks Uiat they feediupon them, but rather

seem to fall away. Afier this, they come on finely and

continue to do well. Now, we seldom feed upon roots

for a much longer time than thai in which the roots

seem not to do well as food ; or if we do, our observa

tions are made within titat ttme, and we come to the

FINE AYRSHIRE BULL FOR SALE OR TO
LET ON SHARES.

Mr E. T. Hastings, of Medfiird, has a fine Ayrshirs

bull, 20 mimihs old, from an Ayrshire cow, owned by

Hon. Peter C. Brooks, by the bull which Mr Cushing,

of Wateitown, presented to the Worcester County Ag-

ricultural Society.

This is said to be a very fine animal, (we haven

seen him,) and of pure blond. We have these slat

ments upon good authority. Mr Hastings is willing

sell the bull on reasonable terms, or he will let him (

hares to any one in a stock-raising section of the coui'-

try, who will lake good care of him, where his servicee

may be turned to good account.

SEEDLING POTAIOES.

Those potatoes from Mr Worsler, of Bridgewalec,

mentioned in our last paper, the White Harvest and

Brown Harvest, proved to be very good for the table.

They suited our taste, and we think they will be valua-

ble varieties.

I vastly

And

HINTS TO YOUNG- FARMERS.

You know well that one piece of land yieli

more than another piece, of equal natural fertility,

you know equally well that one man abounds more in

knowledge and usefulness than another, to whom na-

ture has been alike bountiful. It is culiure—it is the in-

dustry and perseverance of man exerted in one case,

aitd not in the other, that produces the marked contrast

in both. The cultivator of the «arth is sure to be re-

warded in his harvests for the care he bestows upon his

soil—and the reward is no less certain to him who d»-

votes his leisure hours to the cultivation of his mind.

The soil administers to our animal wants. Knowledge
not only greatly assists in supplying these wants, but ia

the primary source of inlellectual wealth, which dollara

alone cannot give; and when consorted with good hab-

its, lends to refine, elevate and distinguish men abov*
their fellows, and makes ihem noblemen indeed.

Bui knowledge is not ahvaj's wisdom; and therefore

be as scrupulous in regard to your studies, as you are r»

regard to the seed wliich you deposite in the soil. You
will reap whatever you sow ; and the mind is as liable

to be cumbeied with weeds as is the soil. Read, there-

fore, whatever tends to instruct you in your business to

establish you in good habits, and to fit you for the re-

sponsible duties of life. Acquaint yourselves with tlie.

inventions and improvements of modern art; wilh the

general facts of science ; with the wondrous laws by
which the Almighty governs the universe; and with
the endless illustrations of those laws in the world and'

all its parts. Siore your mind with such knowledge,,

and you will be possessed of wealth more lasting than.

gold, and a source of pleasure which gold cannot supply..

—Selected.

There are few causes of misery more prodhctive of
unhappiness than the undertaking of eX'jienses^ which wt:
cannot afford..
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MISCELLANEOUS

EXTRAORDINARY EFFICACY OF FAITH
AND PRAYER.

Stilling, a physician, of Badon, Germany, died

ia 1812. His character was of llie be.st. The fol-

lowing incidents in liis life are full of interest.

Goethe, the celebrated author, who was intimately

acquainted with him, says " the element of his en-

ergy was an impregnable faith in God."

In youth, Stilling was extremely poor, desti

tnte of the common comforts and necessaries of

life. After a long season of anxiety and prayer,

he felt satisfied that it wgs the will of God that ho

should go to a university and prepare himself for

the medical profession. He did not at first make
choice of a university, but waited for an intimation

from his Heavenly Father ; for as he intended to

study simply from faith, he would not follow his

own will in any thing. Three weeks after he had

come to this determination, a friend asked him

whither he intended to go. He replied, he did not

know. "Oh," said the female friend, "our neigh-

bor, Mr T., is going to Strasburg, to spend the

winter there: go with him." This touched Still-

ing's heart; he felt that this was the intimation he

had waited for. Meanwhile Mr T. himself entered

the room, and was heartily pleased with the propo-

sition. The whole of his welfare now depended

on his becoming a physician, and for this, a thou-

sand dollars at least, were requisite; of which he

could not tell in the whole world where to raise a

hundred. He nevertheless fixed his confidence

firmly on God, and reasoned as follows:—"God
begins nothing without terminating it gloriously

;

now it is most certainly true that he will accom-
plish every thing regarding me in a manner worthy

of himselt." He smilingly said to his friends who
were as poor as himself, " I wonder from what
quarter my Heavenly Father will provide me with

money." When they expressed anxiety, he said,

"Believe assuredly that he who was able to feed a

thousand people with a little bread, lives still, and

to him I commit myself. He will certainly find

out means. Do not be anxious, the Lord will pro-

vide."

Fortysix dollars was all that he could raise for

his journey. He met unavoidable delay on the

way, and when he reached Frankfort, three days

ride from Strasburg, he had but a single dollar.

He said nothing of it to any one, but waited (or

the assistance of his Heavenly Father. As he

was walking the street, and praying inwardly to

God, he met Mr L., a merchant from the place of

his residence, who says to him, "Stilling, what
brought you here?" "I am going to Strasburg to

study medicine." "Where do you get your mon-
ey to study with?" "I have a rich father in heav-

en." Mr L. looked steadily at him and inquired,

" How much money have you on hand ?" " One
dollar," said Stilling. "Well," says Mr L., "I'm
one of your Father's stewards," and handed him
thirtythree dollars. Stilling felt warm tears in his

eyes ; says he, " I am now rich enough, I want no
more." This first trial made him so courageous,

that he no longer doubted that God would help

him through every thing.

He had been but a short time in Strasburg, when
his thirtythree dollars had again been reduced to

one, on which account he began again to pray very

earnestly. Just at this time, one morning, his

room-male, Mr T., says to him, "Stilling, I believe

you did not bring much money with you," and offer-

ed him thirty dollars in gold, which he gladly ac-

cepto<l as in answer to his prayers. In a few

months after this, the time arrived when he must

pay the lecturer's fee, or have his name stricken

from the list of students. The money was to be

paid by six o'clock on Thursday evening. Thurs-

day morning canje, and he had no money, and no

means of getting any. The day was spent in

prayer. Five o'clock in the evening came, and

yet there was no money. His faith began almost

to fail ; he broke out into a perspiration ; his face

was wet with tears. Some one knocked at the

door. '' Come in," said he. It was Mr R., the

gentleman of whom he rented the room. " I called,"

said Mr R., " to see how you like your room ?"

"Thank you," says Stilling, "I like it very much."

Says Mr R., " I thought I would ask you one ques-

tion : have you brought any money with you ?"

Stilling says he now looked like Habakkuk when
the angel took him by the hair of the head to carry

him to Babylon. He answered, " No, I have no

money." Mr R. looked at him with surprise, and
at length said, " t see how it is—God has sent me
to help you." He immediately left the room, and

soon returned with forty dollars in gold. Stilling

says that he then felt like Daniel in the lion's don,

when Habak'kuk brought him his food. He threw

himself on the floor, and thanked God with tears.

He then went to the college and paid his fee as

well as the best.

His whole college life was one series of just

such circumstances. He was often in want of mo-
ney, but he never asked man for it ; for he had no
man to ask : he asked God for it, and it always

came when he needed it. Was ho authorized to

enter on a course of study with such prospects and
such expectations ? The leadings of Provi<ience

were such, that he had not a shadow of doubt that

it was his duty to enter on this course of study ;

he prayed fervently for Divine guidance, and felt

that he had it ; he availed himself of all lawful

means in his power for tlie supply of his own
wants, and when he had no means of his own, he
asked help of God ; and never failed to receive

what he asked for. He became one of the most
useful physicians and one of the greatest benefac-

tors to the poor that the world has ever seen. He
restored sight during his life, to nearly five thou-

sand blind people, most of whom were very poor

and unable to render him any pecuniary reward.—Rev. Dr. litowe.

CAAIBRIDGEPORT MrRSE2B>V,

Coli^xuliia Street.

SAMUEL POND,
NURSERYMAN, Cambridgeport, Mass., has for sale a

choice assortment of

Fruit Treei, Shrubs, and Vines.

Among Itiem are the best varii lies of Apple, Pear, Plum,
Cherry, Peach, Apricot, Grape Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb.
Also— Pear, Apple, Plum and Cherry Mocks constantly

OD hand.

Currents, Gooseberries, Raspberries, ^-c.

Trees of an exlra size always on hand, and wiUiie deliv-

ered to any par.t of the city Iree of expense.

Orders liy Mail, or otherwise, promptly attended to.

Oct. 19. Bw

fknce: chains.
Just received from England, 10,000 feet Chains, suitable

for Fences or other purposes. For sale hy J. BRECK &
CO., No. 62 North Market st. Ap'il 21

AGRICULTCRAIi IMPLEMENTS, &c. '

The Proprietors of the New England Agricullural Vj
house and Seed Store No. 61 and "52 North Market sli
would inform iheir customers and the public generally i

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of .i

cukuial and Horticultural Tools to he found in the V
)

States. Part of which are the following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast 100 doz. Cast Steel Shoj
Iron Ploughs,

30n Common do. do.

200 Cultivators,

too fireene's Straw Cutters.

50 Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.
50 " Vegetable Cutters
60 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.
200 Grain Cradles.
100 O.'i Yokes.

1600 Doz- Scythe Stones.
3000 " Austin's Rifles.
March 17.

lOO "
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TAhUAHUE NATIVE GRAPE, AND OHIO
EVER-BEARING RASPBBRRY.

The following is extracted from a letter by Mr
)ngn-orlh, of Cincinnati. The fruits which he de-

ribes are certainly well worthy the attention of

iir frnit frrowcrs here. The letter was sent to a

lend of .Mr Longworth in this city, and contained

irections to bo given to whoever might he employ-

d to sell the vines and bushes. It has been put

ito the hands of Messrs. Breck &, Co., who ex-

Gt soon to receive the box mentioned below:

The writer says :
'• A box has boen sent to Bos-

in, directed to you, containing ItlO of the Ohio

rape and 200 of the Ever-bearing raspberry. The

ape, he (the salesman) will warrant as superior to

ly other native grape, for the table. It is entirely

ee from the hard pulp common to the Isabella,

atawba, and other native grapes.

The bunches large, long, and beautifully formed,

len measuring ten inches in length, and the fruit

sembling the Meunier grape, and of equal quali-

for tiie table, but the bunches three times the

e.

The vine is of thrifty growth and hardy.

If the fruit does not answer the description, the

jney shall be returned.

The Raspberry bears an abundant crop, very

rly, and continues bearing till fro.'st ; the fruit

js abundant, but larger and finer than the first

Dp. It has been tried in the vicinity of New
irk, and a gentleman to whom I sent it six years

ice, and now with me, tells me that a week since,

e last of Oct.) he had an abundant supply on his

lie. It succeeds better at my sister's, in New.
{, than with me. The summers there are less

t, and the soil clayey. My ground is too rich

d dry. and our summers too hot, for the fruit to

as well in my garden, in the heat of summer, as

other locations. But notwithstanding this, my
de is supplied from the last of May till Novem-
r.

The price of the grape roots will be $2 each:

8 by the dozen. The raspberries $1 each, or

per dozen.

The quality of the grape for wine, I have not

Bciently tested, to speak of it as a wine grape.

is my best native grape, yet I have three other

rietics free from any hard pulp, and far superior

the Isabella or Catawba, and perhaps of equal

ility with the Ohio grape, but the bunches are

t as large, nor as handsomely formed.

Let him (the salesman) charge purchasers not to

' in the wood too close. The wood requires to

laid in thin, that the branches may have the be-

fit of sun and air. I will not only have the nio-

y returned if this grape does not prove such as I

Joniniend it, but will give $.500 for a single root,

a native grape, producing fruit in all respects

tuU to it. For thirty years I have tried to raise

reign grapes in the open air, without satisfactory

ecess. The native varieties I now have, satisfy

'fJ! to do without them."

PLOWING AND DRAWING.

The subjoined is an extract from an address be-

fore the Ontario (N. Y.) Agricultural Society, by

Myron Adams :

"Wo come, in the next place, to speak of the

plowing match. This, to farmers, is one of the

most interesting and exciting parts of the exhibi-

tion, and might be made, if rightly conducted, one

of the most u.seful. To plow well, is the most diffi-

cult part of farming. It is the part in which most

farmers fail. When we consider the consequences

of bad plowing, the obvious lessening in the amount

of crops which it occasions, we cannot too strong-

ly condemn indifferent and slovenly plowing. The

object of plowing matches is professedly to encour-

age good plowing; but from the manner in which

they are usually conducted, we might reasonably

suppose that the great desideratum was speed. Do

we ever see a man at a plowing match, going to

work deliberately ; rightly adjusting every part of

his plow, getting his team to stand steadily in the

right direction, his eye fixed upon a distant object,

getting the exact range of his furrow ? Does he

look back to ascertain that the depth and width of

his furrow are right, and that it inclines to the pro-

per angle ? Why, a man who should so conduct

at a plowing match, would be thought green in-

deed. Yet this is the way wiih good plowmen at

home. What would one of our discreet farmers

think, if when starting his teams at plowing, each

man should put his team nt the top of its speed,

halloaing and whipping as if trying to escape from

a locomotive ? He would think that John Alcohol

had returned in all his glory. Yet such is precise-

ly the way men conduct at a plowing match. It is

unreasonable, therefore, to expect any good work

to be done by men under such excitement. As

well might we expect our children to become good

readers, if their teachers should make it their great

object to learn them to read rapidly. Rapid plow-

ing is not the object, nor should any preference be

given to the man who completes his task first.

The object should be, that every furrow be

straight to a mathematical exactness, and of uniform

depth and width. Lands that are well plowed have

every part equally permeable to light, air and heat,

the three great promoters of vegetation. A crook-

ed furrow must necessarily have some parts more

pulverized than others. I like the regulations for

plowing adopted at the recent Fair of the State So-

ciety at Albany. There the quantity of ground

was laid out and plowed in two lands; the furrow

slices to lap on each other ; to be five and a half

inches thick, and the part uncovered to be also five

and a quarter inches broad. The lands to be as

nearly flat as possible from water furrow to water

furrow. No driver allowed but the plowman, nor

was he allowed to leave his team during the trial.

He was not allowed to touch the flag with his

hands, but might tramp it with his feet, provided

he did not let go the plow-handles at the time.

When we have regulations like these, we shall

not find men entering the list with an old fashioned

clevis, permitting the beam to swing to the right

and left ad libitum, without wheel or other contri-

vance to regulate the depth. We shall then sec
plowing matches exerting a beneficial influence

upon the country. Farmers who mean lo act up to

the intelligence of the age, will remove all ob-
.itructions to the plow, such as stones and stiunpu.

They will cither use a wheel or clevis which gov.
erus both width and depth exactly. We shall not
then see patches of Canada thistle.^, or burdocks,
around every stump and stone heap in the field.

The entire aspect of the farm will be changed by
the simple introduction of good plowing.

We have another match against which I am a-

ware a prejudice exists. It speaks well of the
moral sensibilities of our citizens, that such a draw-
ing match as we had last year, meets with disap-

probations. And it is due your executive commit-
tee to say, they never intended nor instituted such
a match at nil. We have no desire that cattle

should be put to their utmost strength at a dead
lift. We merely want them to draw an ordinary
load, to show the manner of their training—that

they are indeed working cattle, designed for labor

rather than for slaughter. It is worthy of serious

inquiry, whether we have not suffered cattle to go
into disuse for farming purposes to our disadvan-
tage. Oxen are so obviously the cheapest, re(iuir-

ing far less expense in their gear; subject to fewer
accidents and diseases, more convenient for secur-

ing hay and grain when near at hand, and in cart-

ing manure to our fields ; and last, though not
least, having a ready cash value when we have
done with them, which a worn-out horse does not.

In this respect, I think we should do well to return
to the good old ways of our fathers, and exchange
some of our flash horses for the faithful ox."

Taming Horses.-^A successful mode of taminc
the wildest horses, by breathing into their nostrils,

has lately been tested by numerous experiments
in England. Mr Cntlin, in his " Manners and Cus-
toms of the North American Indians," says he has
often tried the experiment so successfully on buSa-
lo calves, in concurrence with the custom of the

country, that they would follow at the heels of his

horse as closely and affectionately as if they were
following their dams. The Indians tame the wild

horses in the same manner, after having caught
them with the lasso.

Mr Ellis, of Windsor, England chanced to read

the above facts, and determined to try the experi-

ment. He did so upon a yearling colt, particular-

ly unmanageable, and so successfully as to aston-

ish the owner and grooms, who had tried in vain

to subdue it. Mr Ellis is of opinion that this ia

the secret of the celebrated Irish horse-tamers,

who displayed wonderful powers in this way. They
pretended to whisper to the animal, and played

with its head, and then probably breathed into its

nostrils.

—

Selected.

It is estimated that about 25,000 persons have

availed themselves of the benefit of the bankrupt

law throughout the country.
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For the New England F:irmnr.
1

USE OF MUCK AND RKCLAIMING MEA-
DOWS, NOT SO NEW.

Mr Editor—There appears to be an increas-

ing desire among those engajred in thi.' cultivation

of tlie soil, to read on the subject connected witli

their occupation. Still there are multitudes who
neglect to take an agricultural paper, and give as

a reason, that they have not time to read—that

they do not wish to hear of, or try, 7iew experi-

ments, but had rather go on in the old way—and

often remark that Mr A. or Mr B. have caught the

niucA' fever—or meadow fever—or green crop ma-

nure fever, and various other mild speeches, ap-

plied to the new school farmers. Now the old way
meant by them, I understand to bo the way their

fathers practiced.

George Washington, whose name is familiar to

all and justly honored, was a farmer, cultivated

four distinct farms, and gave particular directions

in reference to them, while residing at the seat of

government in the E.xecutive Chair. To show you

how appropriately the epithet "new fangled notions"

is given, I will make some extracts from the in-

structions given by Gen. Washington to his agents

on his farms.

.Mud for Compost.

" The S(!a.?on is now too far advanced, and

too cold, to be engaged in a work that will e.\pose

the hands to wet ; but it is of such essential im-

portance that it should be set about seriously and

with spirit next year, for the summer's sun and the

winter's frost to prepare it for the corn and other

crops of the next year. All the hands of the farm,

not indispensably engaged in the crops, should, so

8opn as corn-planting is 'completed in the spring,

be uninterruptedly employed in raising mud from

the swamp and from the bed of the creek, into the

scow ; and the carts, so soon as the manure for

the corn and potatoes is carried out, are to be in-

cessantly drawing it to the compost heaps in the

fields which are to be manured by it. What num-
ber of hands can be set apart for this all-important

work, remains to be considered and decided upon."

Meadows.
'' Those already established and in train must

continue, and tlie next to be added to them is the

arms of the creek, and forks, both forks of which
must be grubbed up, and wrought upon at every

convenient moment when the weather will permit,

down to the line of the ditch. And as the fields

come into cultivation, or as labor can be spared

from other work, and circumstances will permit,

the heads of all the inlets in them nmst be reclaim-

ed and laid to grass, whether they be large or

small."

Feeding.

"The work horses and mules are always to be
in their stall*, and all litered and cleaned, when
they are out of the harness ; and they are to be
plenteously fed with cut straw and as much cliopped

prain, meal, or bran, with a little salt mixed there-

with, as will keep them always in good condition

fi)r work, seeing also, that they are watered as reg-

ularly as they are foil: this is their winter feed.'

Washington raised carrots in the field, plowed
in green crops for manure, and did other things on
his farms, which are now called new. These
things were done half a century ago ; and is it

right—does it appear well, for men to s.iy that you

and others are urging them to try new things, when
you cry ".Muck, muck, muck"'! Your advice to

farmers, to be cautious in trying experiments on a

large scale, is good ; but it should be remembered
by them that some things urged upon them through

an agricultural paper, which Ihey call jicii', may by

others be called old.

WESTBORO'.

The following paragraphs are from the "Book
of the Farm," published in monthly parts, at Edin-

burg, Scotland, and edited by Henry Stephens, Esq.,

editor of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

The experience and opinions of Scotch farmers are

always valuable.

CABBAGES FOR COWS.
" As cabbages are considered good food for

cows giving milk, it may be desirable to say a

few words in regard to their use. The varieties of

cabbage most suited for field culture, are the Drum-
head (Brassica oleracea, capitata, depressn,) and the

great round Scotch or white Strasburgh, from
which the German sour-krout is chietly made. Of
these two, the Drum-hend is the most productive,

and the Scotch stands the winter best. It is al-

leged by Sinclair that, for the purposes of the dai-

ry, one acre of cabbages is worth three of turnips,

but wherein this advantage consists, is not stated,

as it ought to have been, as he mentions, that the

nutritive matter contained in Swedish turnips is

superior to that in the cabbage, in the ratio of 110
to 107 1-2. There is no doubt, however, that the

taste of milk i.s less tainted by cabbages than tur-

nips, and I believe more milk may be derived from
them. But there is considerable difference of opin-

ion with respect to the effects of cabbage on butter

and milk, and there is no doubt that a decayed leaf

or two in a head of cabbage will impart both to

butter and milk a strong disagreeable taste. ' This,'

says Sinclair, ' I have long had an opportunity of
proving.' The uses of these two kinds of cabba-
ges are, to feed milch cows, to fatten oxen, and
sheep are very fond of them. It is questionable
how far their culture should be preferred to tur-

nips, excepting on soil too strong for turnips, as

they require a fine deep strong soil- and a large

quantity of manure, means too valuable to be ex-

pended on cabbages, as an economical crop, in

Scotland. I have no experience of the cabbage as

a food for milch cows, or feeding cattle, but know
they are much relished by ^wes at the season of
lambing."

PARSNIPS.
"Although the parsnip (Pastinacta saliva edulis,

of De Candolle,) is too tender a root for general
cultivation in this country, it deserves notice on ac-

count of its fattening properties when given to all

domesticated animals. 'The parsnip,' says Don,
'has been partially introduced of late years, as a

field-plant, and is nearly equal to the carrot in its

product of saccharine and nutritive matter. Its

culture as a field-plant has chit^iy been confined

to the island of Jersey, where it attains a lame
size and is much esteemed for fattening cattle and
pigs. It is considered rather more hardy than the

carrot, and hn produce is said to bo greater. The
variety best suited for the field is the large Jersey.

In the fattening of cattle, it is found equal, if not

superior, to the carrot, performing the business
with as much expedition, and affording meat of ex-

quisite flavor, and a highly juicy quality. The

animals eat it with much greediness. They ar

given, for fattening, \n\he proportion of about 30 II

weight, morning, noon and night, the large one

being spilt in three or four pieces, and a little ha

supplied in the intervals of those periods. An
when given to milch cows with a little hay, in th

winter season, the butter is found to be of as fine

color and as excellent a flavor as when feeding i

the best pastures. Indeed, the result of expei

mcnt has shown, that not only in neat cajtle, but i

the fattening of hogs and poultry, the animals b(

come fat much sooner, and are more healthy, tlia

when fed with any other root or vegetable ; an

that besides, the meat is more sweet and delicious,

CARROTS.
" The carrot (Daucus cnrrota snlirm, of De Cai

dolle,) is raised in the fields in several parts i

Scotland. The varieties most suited for field-cu

ture are the large orange, Altringham, long re
and green top white. Arthur Young gives the ai

crage produce of an acre of carrots in Suffolk ;

3,50 bushels ; but Mr Burrow's crops averaged uj

wards of 800 bushels. In the fields in Scotlan;

the Altringham carrot has been grown to 1 1-4 11

and in gardens to 2 1-2 lb. ; and a crop of the larr.

orange carrot, manured with night soil, has hre

raised by Mr Spiers, of Calcreuch, at the rate .

9 tons the acre— probably the Scotch acre n liic

is equal to 7 tons 1 cwt. the imperial."

TURNIPS—FATTENING SHEEP.
" The way that fat is laid on sheep while on ti;

nips, and the mode of judging of a fat sheep, ai

these:—Young wethers wlien put on turnii's i

winter are generally lean ; for although they ha

been in good condition as lambs when weanc
from their mothers in summer, their growth in sta

ure afterwards is so rapid, that their flesh id bi

little intermixed with fat. For the first few wcc!

on turnips, even in the most favorable circumslai

ces as to quality of food, warmth of shelter, di'

ness of land, and pleasantness of weather, the

make no apparent advancement in condition; na
they rather seem to fall off, and look clapped in th

wool, and indicate a tendency to delicacy, in coi

sequence, I suppose, of the turnips operating mi
dicinally on their constitutions as an alterative,

not as a laxative ; but immediately after that trj

ing period for young sheep, especially trying i

bad weather, is past, when the grass has complete
ly passed through them, and the stomach and it

testines have become accustomed to the more soli

food of the turnip, their improvement is marked
the wool seeming longer and fuller, the carcas

filled out, the eyes clear and full, and the gait fin

and steady. They then thrive rapidly, and th

more rapidly the drier the weatlier."

J'eils not to be Worn.— A celebrated writer o:

sight says, that the wearing of veils permanentl
weakens many naturally good eyes, on account o

the endeavors of the eye to adjust itself to th

ceaseless vibrations of that too common article o

dress.

A cobbler on Dauphin street, Mobile, who als'

professes to teach music, has the following sig

over his door

:

Delightful task to mend the tunder .Soot,

And teacli the young idea how lo fiute.

From 800 to 1000 buildings were in the procesi

of erection at Cincinnati, a short time since.
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WINTER RKADING.
It is happy for all—farmeVa as well as others

—

if they have a tasto for rendinj. The insiniction

und enjoyment wliich hooks may afford, are {jreat

and benchcial. He who reads the opinions and

pxpcriineiils of others, engaged in the same call-

ing to which ho devotes his time, may cet many
fahiiihie Irssons and hints. None can do thi% to

1 crreali-r c.\tent than tillers of the soil. It wonid

:onlribute to the intelligence, happiness and suc-

;es6 of most farmers, were they to spend more of

heir leisure moments than they do, in reading

ivhat has been written in rci;ard to their own pur-

suit. We know that with many of them reading is

no very easy or fascinating operation. We do not

nean that they have not learned to read readily—
)ut that when they sit down hy the warin fire with

he book or the paper in their hands, they are very

ipt to fall asleep. It is often said that the long

vinter evenings afford farmers fine opportimities

or reading ; and so they do—but their active hab-

ta during the day, and tiieir e.xposnre to the cold,

make the most of them e,\cessively drowsy as soon

IS they get comfortably seated and well warmed

y the kitchen fire. But iaw books or papers then

ave interest enough to keep them awake. The
jll effects of their liabits of life upon them in this

jspect can be known only by those who have

assed some winters in the out-door work of the

irm, and others in sedentary pursuits. Probably

lere are great differences in the susceptibilities of

ffereiit constitutions to action of this kind. One
ise will not make a rule; but we have had some

jservation as well as experience ; and both tell

I that the farmer's habits during a winter day,

ake it difficult for hmi to read long with any com-

rt in the evening.

W'e do not state this to deter him from efforts to

ad, or to excuse him from all his inattention to

oks. These facts will keep us back from re-

oaching him, but will not stop us from urging

in to try often to throw off the sleepiness that

Dies upon hiin, and to get some instruction from

oks. Every trial will lessen the difficulties that

In his way— will enable him to do bettor in fu-

•e. From this let him take courage, and parse-

re in efforts for his own improvement.

—

Ed. N.

F.

REPORT ON YOUNG CATTLE.
[ The following is the report of the Committee of

Middlesex Co. Agricultural Society on Young
)ck :

Your committee report—That they entered up-

their duties at an early hour, and examined all

cattle coming under their charge, and they are

ipy to have it in their power to say, that the

Tiber was very respectable, compared with that

the last season. Still, we think there was a de-

ency in the number of our native breed. As is

tally the case at all Cattle Shows, too much
was taken to bring forward fancy cattle,

ilst those of our own native breed, which com-

e almost the entire stock of our Middlesex far-

rs, were left behind. This, in the opinion of

ir committee, was wrong. For it must be evi-

it to any person who has examined the subject

;ntively, that the best cattle, all things taken

1 consideration, are produced by a cross mixture

the best imported breeds with our native stock,

d, indeed, it may well be questioned whether

best of our native cattle, with the care bestow-

ed upon them, which wo are apt to bestow upon

fancy stock, would not be fully equal to any in the

world. We would therefore suggest to our broth-

er farmers to come forward, liereaftor, with their

entire stock of cattle, native as well as imported,

and leave it with their committees to make the se-

lection for premiums. Your committee are fully

nf the opinion that our success as breeders of fine

cattle, depends mainly upon the pains taken to im-

prove our native stock. We therefore feci author-

ized to urge our brethren strongly, to bring for-

ward their entire stock of cattle for show, and for

«a/f, if they please. It is believed that the time

will come when our annual Fairs will become a

proper place for buying and selling, as well as for

show. Entertaining these views, your committee

have taken the liberty to lay them before you, hop-

ing that thereby your attention will be called to

the subject, previous to our next annual Fair.

AH of which is respectfully submitted, by order

of the Committee.

WM. MAKINSTER, Ch'vin.

Upon the above the editor of the Connecticut

Farmer's Gazette remarks :

"With the committee, we believe much of our

success in breeding cattle, depends on the improve-

ment of our own native stock. But at the same
time, have no doubt, that a higher degree of im-

provement would be acquired in a much shorter

time, by crossing our best stock with the best im-

proved breeds of England ; the Devonshire, for

instance, for working oxen, and some of the best

English milkers, with our best. In this way, the

characteristics wanted for our own peculiar purpo-

ses, soil and climate, would sooner be developed,

and turned to account. To adapt the breed to the

soil and climate, says the celebrated Youatt, is the

grand secret of breeding,—an idea, which if car-

ried out in practice, instead of the extravagant im-

portations of so much English stock, will prove

worth millions to our country."

MECHANICS.
Mr Charles Holden, of Portland, in the conclu-

sion of a very good address to the State Conven-

tion of mechanics at Bangor, says :

" We have only to improve the advantage gained

over the prejudices of former times, by showing to

the world that in all the great purposes for which

God created man, the mechanic is ready to show

his ability and desire to be a co-operator.

If it be for integrity, let us show by our conduct

that the possession of the whole world would not

swerve us from its exercise.

If it be for nsefulness, let us show that our idea

of utility is, to promote the greatest good of the

greatest number.

If it be for patriotism, let us show that they are

the true patriots of the land, who inculcate by pre-

cept and by example, that spirit of industry, fru-

gality and temperance, hy which only our liberal

and admirable institutions can be perpetuated.

If it be for a rational service of that Father who
careth for us all, let us show that beneath a plain

coat and cotton shirt, a heart may beat with as

pure love to God, and with as fervid a desire to do

his will, as can pulsate beneath the rich cassock of

the priest, or the linen surplice of the bishop.

In all these measures, my brethren, if we but

keep a steady eye upon our duty, and have a firm

resolution to perform it, and if we are but quick.

encd in them by our gathering here, we shall be

amply blessed and rewarded for our efforts in the

new impetus we shall receive from the labors of

this Convention. So that, when wo scatter off,

each to his own circle, we shall set in motion,

doubtless, the torpid waters about us ; our circle of

influenco will be wider, and we strengthened still

more, as our principles take firmer hold of the com-
munity.

And I trust that the most timid mechanic among
all those whom we represent, or who may feel our

influence, will be persuaded to go on with us, tak-

ing this sentiment, (which is indeed true,) for his

encouragement— ' That the lowest craft, on which

an honest hand cnii he laid, is more honorable than

any trimly dressed uselessness that ever had the impu-
dence to despise it.'

"

A NEW PRINCIPLE IN HORTICULTURE.
Mr H. M. Bidwell, of this city, has just sent us

an elegant Cabbage-head from his garden, illustra-

tive of a new principle in that important vegetable,

accidentally discovered. About the middle of

June, having some last year's stumps, which had

been set out for salad sprouts, he broke off three,

about 3 or 4 inches long, and stuck them into the

ground. They took root readily, and grew thrifty

as any other plant. Two of the three liave pro-

duced fine solid heads. The one before us mea-

sures two feet six inches in circumference, with

the open, outside leaves all stripped off.. It is of

the drum-head shape. The other head is more co-

nical, and apparently a different species. Plants

may thus be obtained early, without the labor and

attention required for raising them in hot-beds.

The principle is worthy of notice.— Conn. Farmer's

Gazette.

Recipe for Making Good Bread.—James Roche,

long celebrated in Baltimore, as a baker of excel-

lent bread, having retired from business, has fur-

nished the Baltimore American with the following

recipe for making good bread, with a request that

it should be published for the information of iho

public :

"Take an earthen vessel, larger at the top than

the bottom, and in it put one pint of milk-warm

water, one and a half pound of flour, and half a

pint of malt yeast ; mix them well together, and

set it away, (in winter it should be in a warm place,)

until it rises and falls again, which will be in from

three to five hours; (it may be set at night if want-

ed in the morning)—then put two large spoons full

of salt into two quarts of water, and mix it well

with the above rising; then put in about nine

pounds of flour and work your dough well, and sot

it by until it becomes light. Then make it out in

loaves. New flour requires one fourth more salt

than old and dry flour. The water also should be

tempered according to the weather; in spring and

fall it should only be milk-warm ; in hot weather

cold, and in winter warm."

Patronizing.—The publisher of the " Register,"'

the first newspaper printed at Thomaston, present-

ed a bill to one of his subscribers who was indebt-

ed for five years' subscription. The fellow took

the printed bill and read it with apparent amaze-

ment. "Why," says he, "I can't pay this ! I on-

ly subscribed to help you along .'"

—

Me. Farmer.

It is this sort of help that impoverishes many a

newspaper publisher.
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LARGE YIELD OF CORN—MODE OF CUL-
TIVATION.

To the Eiliior of the American Farmer :

Sir: As you were kind enoiicrli to request me to

pive you my system of farming corn, I lake up my
pen to do so, though not ^^itholIt considerable hesi-

tation, as I am yet but a young farmer, and cannot

take the credit of originating altogether the plan

which I follow ; but have taken the ideas generally

from your valuable journal. I have an entire copy

of the " JJmerican Farmer," from its first publica-

tion, and refer to it on every occasion, and always

tiiid sufficient information on any subject connected

with agriculture. I consider it, in itself, a first

rate Farmer's Library.

I cannot give you my system better than by de-

tailing the manner in which I cultivated my last

crop of corn. But before I proceed farther, let me

give you a correct statement of the result of actual

measurement, as 1 was very particular in having

the field surveyed and the corn accurately measur-

ed. When I wrote you my last letter, I merely

gave you the result of the measurement of one

acre, and guessed at the average. 1'he field proved

to be smaller than I had estimated it, containing

but 15 1-2 acres, and produced 205 barrels, averag-

ing 85 bushels per acre.*

Now as to the mode of cultivation I have adopt-

ed for several years with the most satisfactory re-

suits. I plowed the field, which is a light gravelly

limestone soil, being a tough blue grass and clover

sward, about the first of last November, to the

depth of 9 inches ; harrowed it the 6th of April,

lengthwise the furrow ; tlie ground being at that

time remarkably light and mellow. Manured it

with fresh barn-yard manure, at the rate of 15 five-

horse wagon loads per acre. I spread and plow in

my manure immediately after the wagon. The

manure was turned under but about two inches

deep. I like to keep it as near the surface as pos-

sible, so that it is out of the reach of absorption

from the rays of the sun. Harrowed the ground

lightly with the plowing, and laid off the rows five

feel distant, running the rows north and south. I

I had boys to drop, and I directed them to drop it

a good step apart, (about 20 inches,) and from 5 to

7 grains in a hill. This may seem close; but if

you take into consideration the width of the rows,

the distance between four hills will be something

upwards of ten square feet. 1 am convinced that

if corn has a free circulation of air one way, it can

be planted almost as thick as it can stand the other.

I did not harrow the field in question, which I al-

ways had done heretofore, as soon as the corn is

up, and plaster. The season being so wet at the

tune, I did not like to work it; when the ground

was sufficiently dry, the plants were too high for a

large harrow to pass over them, and having but a

poor opinion of the one-horse harrow, I treated my

crop as follows :

1st. Cultivated it June Island 2d, merely setting

up what corn was covered, going three times in

each row.

2d. June 7th and 8lh, cultivated it as before,

thinnin" it down to four stalks, and it' a hill had

loss, left enough stalks around it to make up the

deficifmcy. Gave it a thorough hoeing; that is,

chopped away the old hill and gave it fresh ground,

cutting up every spear of grass.

3d. Plowed it with shovel plows June 13Lh, 14th,

• Que— Will 205 barrels give an average of 85 bush-

els ?—Ed. N. E. F.

and 15th, going four times in each row, throwing

the ground well up to the corn. Having given it

a good hoeing before, it as quite clean, and might

have done without it this time. However, I made
my hands follow the plows and level off around and
between the hills.

4th, and last time, I used a large iron fork with

three prongs, about 14 inches long, attached to a

shovel plow. 1 prefer this implement to the culti-

vator for the last working, aa it cultivates the

ground deeper, and can be run nearer the corn

without injury.

The last working 1 consider of the most impor-

tance ; by leaving the surface level and well pul-

verized, you insure to the roots every advantage in

searching out for nourishment. Nothing, in niy

opinion, is so much calculated to check the growth

of corn as leaving deep furrows in the rows. We
all know that the roots of corn extend for many
feet around the liill, and also that their depth in

the soil is regulateti by the season. Knowing this

to be the fact, how can it be otherwise when a root

comes in contact with a deep furrow, than that it

has to turn down into the cold uncultivated ground,

and, as a natural consequence, the stalk becomes
sickly and decrepid. I have often been surprised

that intelligent farmers should continue to have

their fields gutted, by having so many ditches run-

ning through them, extracting the substance from

the soil, when a moment's reflection would have

convinced them of the absurdity of the system.

One great advantage of the mode which I have

adopted, is, that iho manure is applied in the

spring, while it is yet warm, and contains all the

gases and salts ; a great part of which it loses by

remaining in the yard subject to the absorption of

the atmosphere, not to mention the great loss sus-

tained by the heavy spring and summer showers.

Whether manure loses as much by being applied

in the spring to corn, as it does by remaining in

the yard till fall, is, in my opinion, a very doubtful

point. I believe it is a general opinion that corn

docs not require the same kind, or at least does

not extract that portion of the manure which is

more particularly adapted to wheat ; hence I have

concluded, that taking a crop of corn does not im-

pair its capabilities for producing a crop of wlieat;

but, the contrary, prepares it for wheat by having

it fully incorporated with the soil.

I find that I have consumed my sheet, and have

not said all yet I intended, but will, if you think

this sample of my farming worthy of notice, give

you my system of rotation of crops. In conclusion,

I believe that the greatest art in farming is, making
manure : it is the farmer's bank, in which he must

deposit liberally, or his drafts will be limited and

his creditors troublesome.

Yours, truly, AUG. SHRIVER.
Westminster, Md., N'ov. 9.

Wo shall be thankful to our correspondent for

his system of rotation, and while wo return him

our acknowledgements for this communication,

beg leave to assure him that the communications

of practical farmers are doubly acceptable when
they give results and the method pursued to pro-

duce them, as in the present instance. Theory,

when founded in true philosophy, is beautiful—but

theory supported by practice and crowned by bril-

liant results, is transcendantly so.

—

Ed- Am.tr. Far.

The secret of getting rich is not in earning but

in saving: Almost any man can earn money, but

few can keep it.

ANTHRACITE COAL ASHES AS A MA
NURE.

We find the following paragraph in the Novei

ber number of the American Agriculturist

:

"Will some of our readers furnish us the resu

of experiments on the application of the Antlirac!

ashes to difierent crops in dissimilar soils and u

der various circumstances ? We have rcpe;iif:i

asked for the above information personally, b

h:ive met with no one able to give a satis(:ii;i(

answer to the inquiry. By many their utility

doubted, and others assort that they are posilivt

injurious. We believe, on the contrary, they C(

tain highly concentrated principles of nutriti(

which only require the proper treatment to add i

niensely to the fertility of our vegetable giu Ju

and farming lands."

We do not know that the information we i

about to give will prove "satisfactory" to the e

tors of the Agriculturist, but having had the ex|

rience of several years in the use and applicati

of these ashes, we feel oureelf called upon to e

what we do know of their efficacy aa manure, a

shall leave it to these gentlemen to determine

themselves whether the data upon which we has

our opinion of their effects were such as to just

us in the favorable opinion we formed of their i

live virtues in the melioration of the soil.

In the spring of 1836, we had a small piece

ground bordering on the main road, which v

separated from the field by a run. It contained

acre and 10 perches of r.s hard, elastic, ungai

clay as christian man ever undertook to impro

Its situation was a western exposure, rising ger

to the east, so as to form a kind of inclined pla

The eastern part of it was a tenacioua white cl

bordering on fuller's earth ; the rest a red cl

equally hard, and the whole worn out by that

provident system of culture, which looks to tak

all out and putting nothing in. As it was loca

on the public road, we were not a little anibiti

to get it in good tilth, so as to relieve na froa

burning an eye-sore. From its indurated coi

lion we felt conscious that before we could brin

to a condition of creditable fertility, it would

necessary to change the texture of the soil, in

der to give play to the action of the atmosphi

Had a sand bank been accessible to us, we she

at once have covered it with sand, at the rati

a hundred cartloads to the acre, so as to br

down its tenacity, and admit the air. But hav

no such resource at hand, we determined on ap|

ing what we believed would be a good substiti

and accordingly procured gas-house cinders, wf

we intended applying at the rate of twenty doul

horse cart loads to the acre. As the westernn

part of the ground lied convenient to the entrai

the cinders were spread thereon first, but as

could get but twenty loads, only one acre was

nished with them, so that the upper part of

piece, consisting of the white clay, and contain

10 perches, was left uncovered. After spread

these cinders, we put on and spread stable mar
at the rate of 20 double-horse loads to the a

The manure was plowed in as spread, the gro

then rtdled to break down the clods, harro'

twice lengthwise, and once crosswise, which broi

it but to a tolerable state of pulverization,

then sowed millet on the whole piece, at the i

of half a bushel of seed to the acre. It came
well, and on that part where the gas-liouse cini

were spread, the crop of millet was as luxurian
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llie heart of man could ileairc ; but, to a line, whero

the cinders stopped, the plant was as tliin ae its

ffrowtli w!is stinted and poor—scarcely worth cut-

tin'T. This differonco in product we ascribed to

the ntti'r impossibility of the roots of the plants de-

ivinjr any benefit from the air, and but partial from

the rniii, as the baked condition of the clay almost

precliuli'd the operation of percolation, and the wa-

ter stood in puddles on the surface, although this

part of the ground was the most elevated. Our

object being to pet the piece in timothy, as soon

we cut the millet, we spread 20 bushels of An-

thracite coal ashes on the 10 upper perches de-

scribed, plowed it in about four inches, rolled and

harrowed, and let"t it in that way until it was time

to prepare the whole for the timothy. We then

had the whole plowed seven inches deep, rolled,

and harrowed until we liad pulverized it as well as

t was susceptible of being made so. On the up-

per 10 perches, we spread 20 bushels more of an-

hracite coal ashes, which we harrowed in well.

We then sowed a peck and a half of timothy seed

Dn the whole piece. It all took equally well, and

yielded luxuriant cuttings of fine grass, there be-

ng no diflerence on the piece except that the part

where the coal ashes had been applied, had a good

larpet of white clover, whereas there was but little

jr none on the rest.

Finding that its action as above described had

nswered our expectations, in the spring of 1837,

vc top-dressed an acre of clover with it. It grew

n a piece of cold red clay, in bad tilth. The
)iece consisted of two acres. One half of the re-

naindcr of the piece was plastered, at the rate of

bushel to the acre. Where the anthracite coal

shes and plaster were sown, the clover was as

me as we ever saw, but on the remainder of the

ot, it was poor enough in all conscience. We
ubsequently put this lot in spring wheat, turning

n the clover-sward the previous fall, late, and sow-

ng the wheat early, the ensuing spring, the pro-

uct was good on the whole, but better whero it

.ad been plastered and ashed, and much the best

n the latter part. Tlie subsequent year we put

he whole piece in Mercer potatoes, manuring all

like and well, in the furrows ; the product was

ood, but decidedly best where the ashes had been

pplied.

In the spring of 1838, we put in three acres of

orn, in a lot, manuring the whole, at the rate of

!0 double-horse cart loads of stable and barn-yard

nanure to the acre. On one acre we spread 100

ushels of leached ashes, on another we spread 100

'Ushels of anthracite coal ashes, and on the third,

lothing. The soil was a sand, inclining to loam,

esting upon a clay bottom. The corn proved a

air yield, but much more productive on the ashed

larts, which yielded at least one fourth more. It

jrew faster from the start, looked greener and

lealthier, and made more and larger ears.

In llie spring of 1639, we planted a small bed

if the /amed "Tree Corn" in our garden. The
dot on which it grew lied low, and was too wet in

ainy seasons for corn, but as it was the only spot

vhich wo could appropriate to it, we thought we
vould overcome its inadaptation by heavy manur-

ng. We spread on 4 inches in depth of stable

nanure, had that trenched in 9 inches deep, then

lad 2 inches of cow dung spread thereon and turn-

!d in 4 inches deep, raking the ground well after

.'ach spading. We ,then spread on 2 inches of

street dirt, which we thoroughly raked in, so as to

ncorporate it willi the soil. We then laid off our

bods in furrows 3 feet apart, and drojijicd the corn

2 feet asunder in the rows. It caine up well, but

owing to a succession of cold rains, the plants

turned yellow and appeared evidently dying. Judg-

ing that it was owing to the cold, and that it would

be necessary to impart heat to the soil, so as to

counteract the effect of the cold, we applied half a

pint of anthracite ashes to each hill, workinu it in

with the prongs of a small garden hoe. The con-

sequeuce was, that it acted like magic, changing

the color of the plants in a few days, from a sickly

hue to a dark healthful groLMi. The plot of Tree

corn yielded a tremendous crop, the which we, in

chief, ascribed to the plentiful dose of manure
which we gave it, but at the same time, we be-

lieved that the anthracite coal ashes rescued it, at

the onset, from the fate of stunted corn, and per-

formed its office in its subsequent growth.

We used thorn in a compost of barn-yard and

stable manure in 1839, at the rate of 100 bushels of

ashes to 20 cartloads of manure, with which we
dressed an acre of sugar beets. The crop was a

good one—the soil a rather moist clay loam, rest-

ing on hard till.

Why, we would ask, should any one " doubt their

utilil\f' or assert that they are positively injurious?

They are the product of that which was once vege

table matter, subsequently submitted to the action

of fire. We know that clay ashes and peat ashes

have been advantageously used as moliorators of

the soil, and why should not those from Anthracite

coal act equally potent and favorable.' We do not

recollect to have seen any analysis of them, but

judging from the character of the coal from which

they are produced, their appearance, and our expe-

rience in their action, as well as from the evidence

of our eye, we do think with the editors of the Ag-
riculturist, that they contain " highly concentrated

principles of nutrition, which only require the pro-

per, treatment, to add immensely to the fertility of

our vegetable gardens and farms." Nay, we will

go farther—they only require application, that be-

ing the only treatment necessary.

May they not contain potash, in minute quanti-

ties, gypsum, carbon, and some of the phosphates ?

If so, in what are wood ashes superior, except in

the greater quantity of alkalies they contain ? In

what the chemists term the silicates of potash, we
suspect anthracite coal ashes abound to a mode-

rate extent, and we think we saw the evidences of

it in our little patch of wheat. But throwing these

suggestions as to their constituent properties en-

tirely aside, we have no lipsitancy in affirming that

these ashes are excellent as a manure, and from

what we have seen of their effects we believe them

to possess the property of nutrition, as well as be-

ing eminently stimulative ; and, of a certainty, no

one with half an eye will deny to them that of be-

ing an alterative, and well calculated to change

the texture of soils requiring amendment.

In proof of their value as manure, we will very

briefly relate a remark made to us by a very ob-

servant market gardener. In a conversation had

with him upon the relative value of stable manure

and street dirt, after giving the preference to the

former, he observed that of late years, he thought

the street dirt had much improved in its fertilizing

qualities; but upon his saying, though he had no-

ticed the difference for sevei^l years he could not

account for it, we replied that we thought he might

refer it to the admixture with it of anthracite coal

ashes, that fuel having been introduced in that

time, and the ashes thrown into the street and

forming a part of the substances scraped up and

sold as manure. Although the thought had never

struck him before, ho coincided with us in opinion,

and made the farther remark, that ho had for some
years noticed that the street dirt had become much
more lasting in its eflccts than formerly.

While we have pen in hand, we will mention
that Anthracite coal ashes are extensively used,

and with great effect as manure, in the gardens

of I'ottsville, Penn., and ihat those of Bituminous

coal are as freely and effectively used in the neigh-

borhood of Richmond, Va. In speaking of the ef-

fects of ashes, Chaptal says—" the ashes of turf

and pit coal produce wonderful effects upon grass

lands. The first of these often contain gypsum,
but frccpiently only silica, alumina and oxide of

iron. From ashes of pit coal I have obtained by

analysis sulphuret of lime." The ashes of the

broum coal, we learn from Liebig, " are much es-

teemed in the Wettereau as manure for meadows
and moist land." We mention these facts merely

as corroborative incidents to show, that ashes from

various substances have been used for agricultural

purposes and always with decided benefits, and

among others, those of the Barilla, either leached

or unleaclied, is a powerful manure.

—

Ed. Ameri-

can Farmer.

Jlpples.—We conversed a few days since, with

a gentleman lesidini; in the vicinity of Boston who
has now upwards of 30 acres of land in orcharding,

the trees in a fine healthy state, and in full bear-

ing. He was then scouring the 8tate for the pur-

pose of buying young vigorous trees, to enlarge

his orchard much beyond its present extent.

When we saw hiiu, he said he had eight hun-

dred barrels of apples on hand, in prime order, for

»vhich he could have three dollars and a half a bar-

rel.

He tells us that the demand for exportation is

limited only by the supply ; that to every part of

the globe, where American vessels go, they are a

profitable article of export, and that to an almost

unlimited extent.

One merchant in Boston applied to him, last fall,

for 500 barrels of Baldwin apples, at two dollars

and a quarter a barrel, to ship to Calcutta. He
had shipped about the same quantity for several

previous seasons and with uniform success. Ship-

ments to England, the West Indies, South Ameri-

ca, the Mediterranean, and other places, give

equally good returns.

'i'he apples of New England keep much better

than those which grow farther south, and are pre-

ferred for shipping on that account.— fVorcester

Spil-

Beautiful Figures.—Massinu, a deaf and dumb

pupil of the AbbeRicard, gave the following beau-

tiful replies in writing to the questions put to him:

Q. What is hope .'

A. The blossom of happiness.

Q,. What is gratitude ?

A. The memory of the heart.

Q. What is eternity ?

A. The life-lime of God.

It shows much more stupidity to be grave at a

good thing, than to be merry at a bad one ; and

of all ignorance, that which is silent is the least

productive, for praters may suggest an idea if they

cannot start one Lacon.
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Boston, WKDHEsnAv, December 7, 18'12.

POTATOF.S—SHOULD THE SEKD BE CUT OR
UNCUT?—SHOULD THE CUT SEKl) BE ROLL-

KD IN PLASTER?—A TRIAL.

Last spring, we designed to add another to the experi-

ments that liave been made to determine whether it is

best to cut the potatoes ihtit we ime for Becd, or to pnt

them into the ground whole. We made the trial, hut it

is not to be regarded as of great value; for though wn

did our part faithfully, circumstances beyond our con-

trol, diminished the value of the experrmrnt.

In December last, the land on which the potatoes grow,

was, much of it, covered with a thick growth of alders.

It had not been plowed within the memory of any one

now living near it, and perhaps wag never before plow-

ed. The soil was various—some of it a clayey loam,

some black or very dark vegetable mould mixed with

loam and some nearly swamp mud or muck. But

these different kinds were so distributed, that each row

or drill passed over each variety of soil, and the soil of

each row, as a whole, was of about the same fertility.

The alder roots, and the many brake roots, made the

field difficult to work : it was a rough piece, and one

great object in planting being to subdue and pulverize

the ground, very little manure was applied. As near as

we remember, four loads of barn-cellar compost, which

was more than half meadow mud and straw, mixed with

seven loads of meadow mud, al.so 200 pounds of soap-

boilers' scraps mixed with four loads of meadow nuid

—

in all 15 loads of this cheap compost—was put in the

drills on an acre or more. Each row had an equal share

ol the different composts, and each compost did about

equally well.

The soil was prevailingly wet and heavy. The great

rains of June very seriously injured the plants. The

tops generally turned yellow, and the seed rotted prema-

turely. Also the rains of August and September were

too great for this land. These are the circumstances al-

luded to above, which make the trial less valuable than

we hoped it would be. The crop was very light—vary-

ing but little from 120 bushels per acre. But since the

adverse influences acted pretty equally upon the ditie-

ront rows, we think it best to make public the results.

This land after having been plowed and harrowed as

well as its rooty and tough condition permitted, was

marked olT with a large plow into drills four feet apart

;

each drill was thirteen or fourteen rods long.

Two kiuds of potatoes were used in the trials. Onn

trial was to ascertain which of the two kinds was most

productive—another, to learn the eflecls of cutting seed

—another, to find the difference in productiveness be-

tween large and small seed—and a fourth, to ascertain

the effect of rolling cut seed in plaster. The kinds were,

one the " Merino," obtained from Pittsfield, Berkshire

county—the other. Long Reds, grown on a neighboring

farm to ours in Essex county. The two kinds are simi-

lar in appearance, hut are doubtless distinct varieties.

We took four barrels of the Merino, and selected out a

bushel and an half of the smallest, and likewise two

bushels of large ones, bul not the largest. The very lar-

gest were cut into six pieces each—the middling sized

ones, generally into four pieces. Two thirdii of the cut

ones, while the cut surfaces were moist, we sprinkled

well with plaster, and shoveled them over until thoir

surfaces were well coated wiih the plaster. In plant-

ing, we put the small whole 'potatoes and the cut pieces

about a foot opart in the drills ; the b'rge potatoes about

lo, small, uncut.
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TllEilMO.METlUCAL
KcpnrtrO lor Uie Nt>w Enularid Farmer.

U iiiifc oi ilie riiei iiiomelei- iit the (iarileiiof llie proprietors

'

III") .New Eiiglanil K.irmer, Brigliton, Maaa. in s aliaded

on lerly exposure, forilie week ending Dec. 6.

Dec. 1842. | 7,A.M. | 12, M. ( 5,P.M. |
Wind.

onddy,
iiesd.iy,

leliiesd.iy,

hiirsday,

ril.iy,

iiurday,

jnd,.y,

N. VV.

N. W.
N. E.
IM. W.
N. W.
N. W.

I
44

IKKillTON M A KKKT.—Monday, Dec. 5, 1842.

Keimrleil Torllie New England Fanner.

Al .M^.rliet 875 Cattle Bed, 150 Stores, 400 Sheep

id 770 Swine.

I'rices — Beef Cattle. Last week's prices were fully

islain'.-d, viz: A few yoke extra $4 50. First quality,

1 00 a 4 .iO." Second quality, $3 25 a 3 75. Third

lalitv, $2 50 a 3 00.

.Barrelling Cattle.—Mess $3 12. No 1, $2 50.

]StoTcs—Very few sales effected.

\Sheep —Lots were sold froin 50c. to $1 75. Wethers

jm ^1 75 to 2 75.

Swi/ic.— Lots to peddle, 2 1-2 for sows, and 3 1-2

barrows At retail from 3 to 4 1-2.

WIIOLE.SALE PRICES CURRENT.
Corrected icUh great care, weekly.

iEEDS. Herds Grass, $2 50 to 3 00 perliushel. Red Top,

I cents. Clover—Norlhern, OU to 12c.—Southern,

Ha.^ Seed, Si 75 per bushel. Lucerne, 30 c.per lb.

nary Seed, S3 50 per bushel.

IR.-il.M. Duly, Corn, Rye and Beans, free; Barley 20

cent. ; Oats 20 per cent.

'he demand has been very moderate during the past week,
the arrivals not being large, prices remain steady, and
prime mealing corn iiigher rates have been realised.

!orn— Norlhern. old, bushel 59 to 60—Southern, round
ow, ol,i,57 a 58—Southern fiat yellow, new, 61 a 54—
do. while 49 a 50 —do New Orleans, Oil a 00—Barley

1 llye, Norlhern, 72 a 73 —do. Southern, 62 a 65—
s. Southern, 27 a 23— Northern do. 30 to 32—Beans, per
ItuI r^ T 1 .^- cr....-,!. .— J....1 1.. U....U „ L>iiel 75 a 1 25.—Shorts, per double hush. — a - -Bran,

'LOUR. There has been a greatly diminished demand
'.he article since the late rise of prices ; buyers are not

ined to operate to any extent beyond their immediate re-

emeuts, and holders of stored lots are firm at the ad-

:e required.

ialtimore, Howard Street, 4 roos. cr. S5 00 a 00 —do.
rf. So 00 a I'O do. free of garlic, S4 87 d 00 — Phila-
'hia rlo. 4 mos. S4 75 a 4 87 —Fredericksburg, lowl'd 4

. S4 87 a 00 —Alexandria, wharf mountain, —4 73 a
-Georgetown, 4i5 00 a 5 25—Richmond Canal, S4 87 a 5 00
1. Ciiy,S0 00a 1100—Pelersburgh, South side SO 00 a 00
I. CouniryS4 7S aO 00—Genesee, common, cash, 45 00 a
— do lanty brands S5 25 a 00 — Ohio via Canal,
3 a 3 OO— (lo do New Orleans, cash So 00 a 00. Rye,
a OU— liulia-i Meal in bbls. S2 75 a 3 00.

ROVISIONS. During the past week the transactions

eef and Pork have been moderate.

;ef—Mess 4 i co. new bbl. S7 75 a 8 00—Navy—»7 00 a
—No. 1, 5 00 ^ 6 CO—do Prime S3 50 a 4 00—Pork—
a clear 4 mo. bbl. Sil 50 a 00 00—do Clear SioSOa U 00
Mess, 8 00 a 8 50—do Prime So 00 a 6 00—do Mess
i other Stales,— a do Prime do do So 00 a 00
Jargo do. a 00 Clear do do SOO 00 a OOOO—
er, shipping, 6 a 8— do store, uninspected, 8 a 10—do
y, 12 a 15,—Lard, No. 1, Boston ins. 7 a 7j — do
hand Western, 6 3-4 a 7 1-2. Hams, Boston, 7 a 7 1-2—
hern and Western, 6 a 7—Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,
—do new milk, 6 a 7.

OOL. Duty. The value whereof at the place of ei-

Uion shall not exceed 7 cts. per pound, free. All where-

e Taiue exceeds 7 cts. per pound, 30 per ct. ad. val. and
i per pound.

obave no change to notice in this article,

ime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, lb. 37 a 40 c.—Amer-
fuU blood, do 33 a 33—Do. 3-4 do 32 a 33—Do. 1-2 do

2-( a 30 -1-4 and conmion do 25 a '2i — Smyrna Sheep,
washed, 20 a 25-- Do. unwasheil, 10 a 13— Uciignsi do
8 a 10—Saxony, ( lean, 00— Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a lu

—

K.o. do. picked, 12 a 16—Snperline Norlhern pulled lamb 33
a 35— No. 1 do. ilo. do. 28 a an—No. 2 do do c'o 20 .1 '22—

No. 3 do ilo do — u —

.

H()PS. Duty 20 percent. !

About 130 bales have come in from the country this week,

and a part sold to dealer's at 9 1-4 per lb.

Isl sort Mass. 1842, lb. 9 a 9 1 2. 2d do. do. do. 7 a 7 1-2.

HAV, per ton, $10 to 18- Eastern Screwed 812 lo 13

CHEESE— Shipjiing and 4 meal, 6 to Be—New 9 to U.

EGGS, IS a 20.

COKN shij:i.l.krs.

A Corn shellcr is one of ihe most convenient and labor

saving implements that the practical farmer has in use.

Various machines for this purpose have been invented. It

can be used in all cases for large or small sized ears. It is

very simple in its couslruelion, and durable in its operation,

and no way liable lo get of order; one man can work it lo

good advantage, ihough a man to turn, and a boy to feed il,

works it much better than one alone. They are so light ami
portable, as to he easily removed from place lo place, and
one machine will serve lor several families or even ihe in-

habitants of a small town.
Willis's Lmproved Double Operating Corn Shel-

LER.—The most perlect and substantial article that has been
introduced for the purpose ; this machine can be worked by
hand, or any other power, and will shell two ears of corn at

the same time ; they are highly approved by all that have
used lliem.

For sale by J. BRECK &, CO., No. 51 and 52 North Mark-
et street.

WILLIS'S LATEST IHIPROV'ED V&GETABLB
CUTTKR.

This machine surpasses all others for the purpose of cut-

ling Rula Baga. Mangel Wurlzel, and other roots. The
great objection lo other machines, is their culling the roots

into slices, which makes it almost impossible for the caltle

lo get hold of them : this machine with a little alteration,

cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shape as is

most convenient for the calile lo eat. It will cut with ease

from one lo Iwo bushels of roots per minute. For sale by

J. BKECK & CO., Nos. 61 and 52 Norlh Market st.

SPLENDID BUCBOl S FLOWER ROOTS.
Just received by JOSEPH BRECK & CO , from Hol-

land, a very large and well selecled assortment of Dutch
Bulbous Roots, among which are the following.

Hyacinllis—Double white, double rosy, double red, dark
blue, light blue, light blue and yellow, single white, white
with red and purple eye rosy, pmk, light and dark blue, com-
prising 150 varieties of choice named sorts.

Tulips—Fmf late named sort-s, fine double do
,
mixed

single, mixed double, single and double, Van Throll ibr forc-

ing. Parrels, &c. &c.
Crown Imperials, double red and vellow, single red and

yellow, &c. &€ &c.
Polyanthus Narcissus, Narcissus, Jonquilles, Ranauculus,

Anemones, Iris, Crocuses of all colors and varieties. Glad-
iolus, Lilies, Pfeonios, &c. &c.

For sale hy JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No 61 and 52
Norlh Market st. Oct. 26

POUmiKTTEI PuUDRETTKII
The subscribers keep coiislantly on hand, and for s.ile,

Poudrelle in quanliiies lo suit purchasers ;
packed in Bar-

rels in Older lor shipping, or trunsportation by wagon or Rail
Road.

The experience oC five years jast has satisfied many
farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation upon
vegetable mailer, jiroducing greater abundance, and is the
cheapest manure tbey have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the
facDiy in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For sale by J.BRECK & CO, 61 and 52 North Market
St., Boston. Oct. 26.

JAVA ANU JIALAY FOWLS FOR SALE.
The subscriber ha» a few pairs of ihc Java and Malay

Chickens lo dis]iose of; they are very fine and of large
growth. I'rice $3 per pair. JOHN GILES.

Providence, R. I. Nov. ,10 3w

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have been made the.past year in the

form and workmanship of these Ploughs ; the mould beard
has been so formed as lo laii Ike furrow completely oocr,
turning in every particle oj' grass or stubble, and leaving the
ground in the best possible manner. The length of the
mould hoard has be n very much increased, so that Ihe
Plough works with ihe greatest ease, bolh wiih respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should our opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughs
we should prefer lor use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo
the inquirer, il your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try Prouty &, Mears, ha\.\{ yom landis heavy, hard orrociy,
BEGIN WITH Mb. Howard's.''

At Ihe above mer.tMned trial the Howard Plough did
more work, wilh the same p»wer of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twenlysoveo
and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while the
Howard Plough turned twentynine and one half inches, lo
the same power of leant .' All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest aud most substantially
made.

There has l^een quite an improvement made on the shoe,
or lanil side of this Plough, which can be renewed wiUiout
having lo furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secuies
the mould hoard and lundside together, and strengthens the
Plough very much.

The price of the Ploughs is from $6 to Si 5. A Plough,
sufficient for breaking up with four caltle, will cost about
Sio 60, and with cutter il, with wheel and culler, Sa 60
e.xtra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at
the New England Agricultural Warehouse aud Seed Sliire,

Nos. 51 & 52 Norlh Market Street, bv
JOSKPH BRECK & CO.

April 20

GRINDSTOHES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.

.^ I iiillilniiiwhiiliihihii I'jtiN

SEED BEANS.
The subscribers will pay cash for the following Beans, viz:

China Dwarf, Dwarf Caseknile, Horticultural, Early Mo-
hawk, and Thousand to One. They must he clean and' pure.

J. BRECK & CO. 61 and 52 Norlh Market st. Boston.
Oct. 12.

Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved with a foot ireader, is tound to be a great improve-

ment on the old mode ofhanging grindstones. Stones hung

in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be attach-

ed lo stones hung in the common way. For sale hy J.

BRECK &. Co., No. 51 North Market street.

PENCE CHAINS.
Just received from England, 10,000 feet Chains, suitable

for Fences or other purposes. For sale by J. BRECK &
CO., No. 62 Norlh Market st. April 2i
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MISCELLANEOUS

A Bright Dos; A while since, a gentleman

travelling up liie Mississippi river, imd as a com-

panion, a remarkably fine pointer dog, who seemed

to possess every faculty of intelligence but that of

speech. Among the many tricks he perfurmed,

was that of carrying notes from gentlemen to ladies

in the cabin; and, from causes which we leave

philosophers to decide, that dog would, after a

SQielling about, lay the note in the lap of any lady

whose husband sent it—while if any gentleman

sent a note into the ladies' cabin,. who Imd no wife

there, the dog would bring it back.

A young buck on board, to display his wit, sent

n note with hia name on it in full, into the ladies'

cabin, jocularly remarking to the dog, "If you are

so smart, give that to my wife." A shont of laugh-

ter was soon heard in tlie ladirs' cabin, nnd the dog,

contrary to expectation, returned without the note.

The intelligent animal had dropped it at the feet of

the Hack chamlcrmald ! The best of the joke was,

the young fop had made his attention to the said

chambermaid unpleasantly conspicuous to the la-

dies. After his exposure, he slunk away to a hid-

ing place.—JV. O. Pic.

The Calais Advertiser tells the following :—We

met a man the other day driving an active pair of

young critters, and he tried to sell us his potatoes

after the following fashion :

"Whoa, hush! I say, mister! you do n t want

to buy any of my—whoa, hush '—taters, do ye ?"

"Suppose we do, what's the price?"

" Well, they ought to be worth—whoa, hush !—

two-and-six, had n't they .'

" Won't you take less, in ready cash ?"

"Well, seeing it's you, I'll put 'em at—whoa,

hush !—two shillings, 1 guess."

" You have n't a bad pair of cattle there, friend :

"Crotch all bedlam, did ye ever— whoa, hush!

what in tophet'e got into ye r"

"Hiah feed is the difficulty."

" Why now, look here ! all under the light of

the canopy them steers get to eat is— whoa, hush !

—oat straw, and that aint more'n half thrashed.

Now if you want whoa, hush!''
^

"Well it's no consequence, if the cattle wont

stand," said we, seeing the animals moving off.

"Then I rather guess I 'II—whoa, hush 1"—and

away he went after his team, and then we dug also.

A Sensible Young Lady.—A young lady in Mem-

phis, Tenn., criticising gentlemen's modes of dress

andfashions, says: "Moustaches are never worn

by men of ordinary sense. Foppish fellows alone

carry canes. Rings, chains and breast-pins of

gold never yet captivated a woman of common in-

tellect." That 's a sensible girl— pity there is n't

more of them.

An Impudent Rascal—A fellow named Young

broke jail in Maryland, recently. He left behind

him a letter, expressing his affection for the jailer

and his wife, and regretting that his health would

not permit him to remain longer in their agreeable

society ! He felt himself (he said) growing un-

well from confinement, and tore himself away from

them confident that the climate of that portion of

the State did not agree w.tli him ! It was painful

for him to leave them thus abruptly, but circum-

stances made it advisable !

Irifidel mi Repelled.—A young fellow of deisti-

cal turn, travelling in a stage coach, forced his

sentiments upon the company by attempting to ri-

dicule the Scripture, and among other topics, made

himself merry with the .story of David and Goliah;

urging the impossibility of a youth like David be-

ing able to throw a stone with sufficient force to

sink it into a giant's forehe.vl. On this point he

appealed to the company, and particularly to a

grave old Quaker gentleman, who sat silent in one

corner of the carriage: "Indeed, friend," replied

he, "
I do not think it at all improbable, if the Phi-

listine's head was as soft as thine !"

Foretelling the Weather.—Sir Isaac Newton was

once riding'over Salisbury Plain, when a boy tend-

ing sheep called to him, " Sir, you had better make

ha'ste on, or you will get a wet jacket." Newton,

looking round and observing noil her clouds nor n

speck on the horizon, jogged on, taking very little

noticoof the rustic's warning. He had made but

a few miles, when a storm sudderdy arising, he was

drenched to the skin. Surprised at the circum-

stance, and determined, if possible, to ascertain how

an ignorant boy had attained a precision of knowl-

edge of the weather, of which the wisest philoso-

phers would be proud, he rode back, wet as he was.

"My lad," said Newton, "I 'H give thee a guinea

if thou wilt tell me how thou canst foretell the

weather so truly." " Will ye, sir ? I will then ;"

and the boy, scratching his head, and holding out

his hand for' the guinea: "Now, sir," said he, hav-

ing pocketed the money, and pointing to his sheep,

" when you see that black ram turn his tail towards

the wind, it 's a sure sign of rain within an hour !"

" What !" exclaimed the philosopher, " must I, in

order to foretell the weather, stay here and watch

which way that black ram turns his tail ?" " Yes,

sir." Off rode Newton, quite satisfied with his

discovery. ,

AGRICULTUKAI. IMPliEMENTS, &c
The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural VVr

house and Seed Store No. 51 and 52 Norfh Marlicl sir.

would inform iheir customers and the public generally t

they have on hand the most e.-itensive assortinenl of A;

culluial and Horticultural Tools to he found in the Uii'

Stales. Part of which are the following:

1000 Howard's Patent Cast KIO doz. Cast feteel Sh

Iron Ploughs.

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

60 Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

60 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

50 " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1500 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

Common
Spades.
Grass Scythes.
Patent Snaiths.
Common do.

Hay Rakes.
Garden ito.

Manure Forks.
Hay do.

500 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

100 Dralt do.

500 Tie up do.

50 doz. Haher do.

1000 yards Fence do.

26 Grind Stones on rollers

MUCK. MANUAL.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK &, CO., The Muck Ms

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price SI.

Boston, April 13.

Military Pride.—A farmer having been elected

corporal of a militia company, his wife upon hear-

ing of his exaltation, inquired in a doubting lone,

"Husband, will it be proper for us to let our chil-

dren play with the neighbors now ?" One of the

little urchins eagerly asked, " Are we not all cor-

porals ?" "Tut!" said the mother, "hold your

tongue ; there is no one corporal but your father

and myself."

Good Reason.—A person high in office, being

asked by an intimate friend, why he did not pro-

mote merit, aptly replied, " Because merit did not

promote me."

"John, can you tell me the difference between

attraction of gravitation and attraction of cohesion ?"

" Yes, sir. Attraction of gravitation pulls a

drunken'man to the ground, and attraction of cohe-

sion prevents his getting up again." A spirited

illustration.

Robert Tannehill, a Scotch poet, is the author

of a pretty little epigram on Woman:

" Nature, impartial in her ends,

When she made men the strongest,

III justice then to make amends,

Made woman's tongue the longest.

Dr Johnson, venting hia hatred of Scotland, a

person reminded him that Ood made it. " Yes,'^|

replied the doctor, " but he made it for Scotchmen.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.

in=;r.PH BRECK & CO. at the New England Agrici

tufalSoure and Seed Store ,^'-- ^'„
-''f^^f ^'i'

";
ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay ai

Stalk Cut er, operating on a mechanical principle not befo

applied to aay implement for this purpose. The most pro,

fnent effects of this application, and some of the consequc

peculiarities of the machine are

:

1 So "real a reduction of the quantum of power reqms

to use itrthat the strength of a half grown toy is suthcie

to work it efficiently.

2 With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two buf

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been clam,

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or siei

power.
, .

, ,

3 The knives, owing to the peculiar manner m which tli

cut, require sharpening less often than those o( any oil

straw cutter.

4 The machine is simple in its construction, made and
|

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as I

complicated machines m gene ral use to get out ol order.

TYE UP CHAINS.

Just received by 500 t;hain5 for lyeing up Cattle

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derby, Esq. of Sale

and Col. Jacques, for the purpose of securing cattle to t

stall are found Ic he the safest and most convenient mo

of fa'stenin" cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 52 No.

Market st.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & C(

No. 52 North Market st.

LACTOMETERS—a simple instrument for testi

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, ot$i 50 if not p«

within thirty days.
. , , , r i

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to Irank

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, willic

expense to subscribers.^
TUTTLE AKD DENNETT, PRINTERS.
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N. E. FARMER.

For the New England Fanner.

S A NEW BOOK FOR FARMERS.
There is now in preparation for the press, and to

3 published in a few wcelts, a small work upon
e following topics, interesting to farmers every
here.

1st. The cause of the slobbers or salivation of

e horse during grass feed ; with the means of
imediate relief, and a final remedy.
2d. The cause of the falling off of the milk of

8 dairy or milch cow in early summer, that viti-

es the little she gives, spoils the butter, and en-

ils diseases ; with a perfect remedy.
3d. The origin of the black bunch or rot on the

uoi tree
; its fatal conseqaence both to the tree

d fruit ; with a mode of getting rid of it, and
eserving the tree in health and beauty half a
ntury.

4th. The cause of the premature decay of the

aeh tree, and of the imperfection and paucity of
! fruit; with a remedy for both, and a mode of
'ing the tree perfect health, and imparting beau-
and richness to the fruit for many successive
ars.

5th. A new mode of cultivating the peach tree,

i also of grafting, innoculating, pruning, &c., so

t every man may be his own successful fruit

ser.

)th. The gross and unpardonable frauds com-
ted by some ot our nurserymen upon their con-
ng customers. <

These discoveries are made by a New York far-

r and fruiterer, of forty years' experience and
eful practice.

Communications on this matter, post paid, will

sive prompt attention, if addressed to M. R.
tlett, 33 Pearl street. New York.

15^\Ve know not how or whence the foregoing
ce camo to our table. Neither do we know
thing of the competency of the author to exe-

i his proposed task. Being thus left in the

<, we can only say, that if when the work is

lished, a copy of it should come to our hands,
will give it such a notice as its merits shall

Ti to deserve.

The above notice is unfortunate in its preten-
18. Claiming cerlain knowledge on points which
learned and observing have been unable to set-
after years and years of attention—and claim-
to prescribe perfect remedies for diseases that
e often baffled the best skill—claiming somuch,
cates a disposition to make a sale for the work
•ther it shall be worth any thing or not. As
know nothing of the character of those who

• be concerned in it, we can have no opinion eitli-

'lat they are, or that they are not, willing to at-

pt to humbug farmers and gardeners into pur-
sing the book. The tone of the notice leads us
ear that they put their pretensions too high.
Ve, however, are willing to make known their
les and purposes, because if the book shall be

worth the half that is claimed for it, it will be

highly valuable in every farmer's library.

—

Ed. N.

E.^F.

UNCOOKED FOOD FOR SWINE.

We had supposed the question was nearly if

not quite settled that it is best to cook food. Such

has been the general opinion of the agricultural

press for some years paet, and the practices of

most growers of pork in this vicinity have been on

the same side. But at a meeting of the Trustees

of the Essex Co. Agricultural Society, week be-

fore last, we learned some facts, and heard some

opinions, which tend to unsettle the settled ques-

tion.

One of the most enterprising and trustworthy

farmers of the county, selected five pigs in August
—weighed them, and fed three upon scalded meal,

—not boiled or made into hasty pudding, but mere-

ly scalded,—and the other two were fed upon raw
meal. The same quantity of food, viz: 3 quarts of

meal with 3 pints of skimmed milk, was given to

each pig daily. In fiftyihrec days, the average

gain per pig, in live weight, of the three on scald-

ed meal, was about 65 lbs. ; while thtt of the two

on raw meal, was 69 lbs. Then for forty days, the

two pigs that had been fed on raw meal, were fed

upon scalded, and gained each about 36 lbs., and

the other three upon the raw meal gained an ave-

rage of 41 lbs.

We write these facts from memory, and may not

be strictly correct in all the particulars ; but we
think we cannot be mistaken in the general result.

The account will be published in a few weeks,

over the experimentor's own signature.

The gentleman who made the trial was himself

surprised at the result. Before this case can be

allowed to weigh heavily against cooking food, we
want to know what would be the difference, if any,

between feeding on meal fitlli/ cooked and that

which is merely scalded, and fed out, as in this

case, quite soon after the scalding water was pour-

ed upon it.

The opinion of another observing gentleman

—

an opinion founded upon some limited experience

in feeding, and upon observation of what had been

done by others—was, that apples and potatoes do
swine more good if given to ihem raw, than if

cooked. We may add to this that a mechanic in

the vicinity of our own residence, who is very suc-

cessful in raising a large hog evert/ year, generally

of 500 lbs. or more, feeds upon raw potatoes in the

spring and early part of the summer. He has said

to us that 'he thinks the potatoes belter after they

are wilted than before.

Such facts and opinions as the above are impor-

tant. For if it be true (we must doubt, however,)

that uncooked food is quite as good as cooked, for

swine, then a vast amount of expense in both fuel

and labor may bo saved in the raising of our pork

in this vicinity Ed. N. E. F.

Slanderers are like flies, that leap over a man's

good parts to light only upon his eoree.

THE PLACE FOR HOLDING CATTLE
SHOWS.

We published, two weeks since, a communica-
tion from Allen W. Dodgg, Esq., of Hamilton, Es.
sex county, relating substantially to the question
" whether it is best that the Cnltle Shows of that
county should be held always in the same town, or
whether it is belter to change the place frequently
from one part of the county to another?"

This is a local question, not of general interest;

for in most counties, as was said in Mr D.'s commu-
nication, there is some one large town near the

geographical centre, where good accommodations
can be had, and where the inhabitants of the coun-
ty can conveniently assemble. That town will al-

ways be the place for holding the Fair. But the
large towns of Essex county are upon its borders.

The central ones are all too small to furnish such
accommodations as are desirable. The Trustees
of the Society, therefore, have caused the Cattle

Show to be held sometimes near one aide of the
county, and then, after two or three years, near
another side.

There are inconveniences attending this course.

It oflen happens that comfortable accommodations
are difficult to be obtained ; and the different parts

of the show are so widely separated, and some of
them forced into such contracted and inconvenient
rooms, that the exhibition does not show to advan-
tage, and its action upon the public mind is less

favorable than it otherwise would be, or than it is

desirable to make it. We should choose to have
some one town fixed upon as the constant place
for holding the Fair. But should this not be done,
the suggestion of Mr Dodge in respect to a tent, is

worthy of regard. It was proposed to purchase the
tent recently used in Essex county, by the deluded
followers of Miller. Should the suggestion be
adopted, some good to agriculture may come out of
Miller's fanaticism;—this is better than any thing
we hsd ventured to hope from his dreams and fol-

lies.—Ed. N. E. F.

How to Fat a Hen Friend Paine Wingate says
his experience tells him that the following process
is the best mode of fattening hens. Shut them up
where they can get no gravel. Keep corn by
them all the ti-ne, and also give them dough once
a day. For drink, give them skimmed milk. With
this feed they will fatten in ten days. If kept over
ten days they should have some gravel or they will

fall away.

—

Maine Far.

Hint to Married Women.—The following anec-
dote is "going the round" of all the newspapers
that are edited by married men :

When Livia had attained sucfi ascendancy over
her husband Augustus, that he could hardly refuse

her any thing, though emperor of the world, many
of the married ladies of Rome were anxious to

know the secret of her success ; to whom she re-

plied, " I rule by obeying."

It is better to meet danger than to wait for it.
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From Dr. Dana's Muck Manual.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOIL.

In a)l attempts at improvinnf soil by manure, two

objects are intended, which form the golden rule of

applying salts and geine ; to make " heavy land

lighter, light land heavier, hot land colder, and

cold land hotter." Are there then, notwithstanding

all that has been offered and said, differences in

soil. Have not, it may be asked, all the preceding

pages been based on the fact, that there is but one

soil ? True it has been so said, it is said so now.

Chemically, the inorganic elements of nil soil are

alike. The silicates and salts are nearly the same

in all ; the organic portion, the geine varies, snd

that to a greater degree than any other ingredient.

While the silicates compose with great uniformity,

from 60 to 90 per cent., and the salts of lime, sul-

phate, and phosphate, from 1-2 to 3-4 per cent.,

the geine varies from 1 to 20 per cent. The sili-

cates may be finer or coarser, more sandy or more

clayey. All these circumstances affect, not the

chemical, but the physical properties of soil. The

physical properties then, are the foundation of the

great diversity which soil exhibits. The physical

characters of soil are embraced under the terms,

cold, hot, wet, and dry land. These characters

are dependent on four circumstances:

First, the absolute weight of a given bulk of soil
;

Secondly, its color

;

Thirdly, its consistency
;

Fourthly, its power of retaining water.

In other words, the physical characters of soil may

be considered under.

First, its relation to heat
;

Secondly, its relation to moisture and gas
;

Thirdly, its consistency
;

Fourthly, its electrical relation.

The relation to consistency makes soil light, or

heavy; the relation to heat and moisture, makes

soil hot or cold, dry or wet. The great natural

varieties of soil are, sand, clay, and loam ; first, the

great distinction in the scale of soil, is sand and

clay: all intermediate varieties proceed from mix-

tures of these, with each other. Now the sand

may be siliceous, or calcareous—that is, silicates,

the distinguishing character of soil in this country,

or mixed with a salt of lime, the feature of much
European soil. By clay is meant common blue

clay, or sub-silicate of alumina, consisting of alu-

raina, 36 ; silica, C8 ; oxide of iron and salts of

lime, and alkalies, G.

Sandy clay is clay and sand, equal parts.

Loamy clay is 3-4 clay and 1-4 sand.

Peaty earth is geine.

Garden mould is 8 per cent, geine.

Arable land is 3 per cent, geine.

Taking these several varieties, it is found that

sand is the heaviest part of soil, wln^ther dry or

wet; clay is among the lightest part; L'eme has

the least absolute weight, so that while a cubic

foot of sand weighs, in its common damp state,

141 lbs., clay weighs 115 lbs., and geine 8) lbs.
;

hence garden mould and arable soil weigh from

102 to 119 lbs. The more geine, compound soil

contains, the lighter it is.

Among the most important physical characters of

of soil, is the power of retaining heat; this will be

found to be nearly in proportion to its absolute

weight. The weight of soil determines with tole-

rable accuracy, its power of retaining heat. The
greater the mass in a given bulk, the greater is

this power. Hence sanda retain heat longest, three

times longer than geine, and half as long again as
|

clay. Hence, the dryness and heat of sandy !

plains. Sand, clay, and peat, are to each other as

1, 2, and 3, in tluMr power of retaining heat. But

while the capacity of soil to retain heat, depends

on the absolute weight, the power to be warmed,

another very important physical character depends

on four principal circumstances: first, the color;

second, the dampness ; third, the materials ; fourth,

the angle at which the sun's rays fall. First, col-

or : the blacker the color, the easier warmed.

White sand and grey differ almost 50 per cent in

the degree of heat acquired in a given time. As
peal and the varieties of geine are almost all of a

black or dark brown color, it is seen how easily

they may become warm soils, when dry; for se-

condly, dampness modifies the influence of color,

so that a dry li^ht colored soil will become hotter

sooner than a dark wet one. As long as evapora-

tion goes on, a difference of 10 or 12 degrees will

be found between a dry and a wet soil of the same

color. Thirdly, the different materials of which

soils are composed, exert but very little influence

on their power of being heated by the sun's rays.

Indeed, if sand, peat, clay, garden mould, all equally

dry, are sprinkled with chalk, making their surfa-

ces all of a color, and then exposed to the sun's

rays, the differences of their temperature will be

found inconsiderable. Color and dryness then, ex-

ert a most powerful influence on the capacity of

soil to be warmed.

Fourthly, the last circumstance to be noticed, is

the different angle at which the sun's rays fall.

The more perpendicular the greater the heat. The
effect is less in proportion as these rays, by falling

more slanting, spread their light out over a greater

surface. But this point, which seems external to

soil, need not be enlarged on. Now the great fact

to he observed in this relation of soil to heat is,

that geine exerts the most marked influence. If

soil heats quickly, it is because it has a large pro-

portion of geine. Does it cool quickly? it is the

geine which gives up heat quickly, referring here

to tho soil in a dry slate, the modiScation produced

by dampness, having been already considered.

Connected with the power of absorption of mois-

ture, is the very important relation of soil to gas.

All soi' absorbs oxygen gas, when damp, never

when dry. Of the ingredients of soil, geine forms

the only exception to this rule. That absorbs

oxygen, whether it be wet or dry. Geine has this

power in the highest degree, clay next ; frozen

earths not at all. A moderate temperature in-

creases the absorption.

When earths absorb oxygen, they give it up un-

changed. They do not combine with it. They
merely induce on the absorbed moisture, power to

imbibe oxygen. But when geine absorbs oxygen,

one portion of that combines with its carbon, pro-

ducing carbonic acid, which decomposes silicates,

and a second portion of oxygen combines with the

hydrogen of the geine, and produces water. Hence,

in a dry season, well manured soils or those abound-

ing in geine, suffer very little. The power of

geine to produce water, is a circumstance of soil

almost wholly overlooked. It is one whose high

value will appear by a comparison with llie quan-

tity of water produced by a fresh plowed, upturned

sward, with that from the same soil undisturbed.

The evaporation from an acre of fresh plowed land

is equal to 950 lbs. per hour ; this is the greatest

for the first and second days, ceases about the fifth

day, and again begins by hoeing, while at the same

time the unbroken sod affords no trace of moi^tu .

This evaporation is equal to that which follows .

ter copious rains.

These are highly practical facts, and teach i;

necessity of frequent stirring of soil in a diy iir
,

Where manure or geine is lying in iho soil,i;

evaporation is from an acre, equal to 5000 lbs. |r

hour.

AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL JOURNAl
We copy the following from an article in 3

Pictou (N. S.) Mechanic and Farmer, by P. L. .~!.

monds, Esq., one of the editors of the Farmers' 1

.

cyclopedia, member of the Royal Agricultural ;

ciety of England, &c. :

"I have no very intimate knowledge of the I

lory, character and statistics of the agricultu

publications of America as a whole, but I believ

am not far wrong in staling that there is at le

in the proportion of one or two papers for evi

State and Territory.

I am acquainted with the following:

Indiana: "The Farmer," at Indianapolis,

Illinois: "The Union Agriculturist," at Chica-

go.

Ohio : " The Farmer," at Columbus

;

"The Western Farmer," at Cincinnati;

"The Farmer and Mechanic," do.

"The Farmer," at Middletown,

Kentucky : " The Franklin Farmer," at Frank-

fort ;

" The [Farmer's Chronicle," at Rich-

mond, weekly,

Michigan: "The Western Farmer," at Detroit,

semi-monthly,

Tennessee : " The Agriculturist," at Nashville,

Maryland: " The American Farmer," Baltimore,

Pennsylvania : " Farmers' Cabinet," Philadel-

phia, monthly,

S. Carolina: ''The Southern Agriculturist,"

Charlestoii, monthly,

JVew York : " The Cultivator," at Albany, month

ly;

"New Genesee Farmer," Rochester, do.

" N. Y. Agriculturist," N. York city, do.

" U. S. Farmer and Journal of Americai

Institute," do.

;

" Long Island Farmer," Jamaica ;

" Central N. Y. Farmer," Rome, monthly,

Connecticut : " Farmer's Gazette," New Haven
;

" Farmer's Advocate," Stamford
;

" Republican Farmer," Bridgeport,

Massachusetts : " The Cultivator," Boston, week-

ly;

" New England Farmer," do. do.

"Mass. Ploughman," do. do.

"Horticultural Magazine," do., monthly,

[The " Farmer's Journal," monthly, at

Boston, and the "Berkshire Farmer," at

Pittsfield, were probably unknown to the

writer.]

JVeio Hampshire: "Farmer's Monthly Visitor,"

Concord,

Maine: "The Cultivator," at Hallowell

;

"The Farmer," Portland

;

" Farmer and Mechanic's Advocate," at

Winthrop, weekly

;

"Mechanic and Farmer's Journal," Ban-

gor,

Georgia : " The Southern Planter," at Macon,

semi-monthly,

Missouri : " The Farmer's and Mechanic's Ad-
vocate," St Louis, weekly,
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'{rginia : "Farmers' Register," Richmond,

monthly, !•

ihode Islaiid : "Manufacturer and Farmer's

Journal," Providence, 1.

I have seen it stated in some quarter that the

ggrcgate monthly circulation of the agricultural

pers of the United States is about 250,000 copies,

'his e.^timate appears rather too high ; for suppose

neh^Hof the 35 papers I have enumerated, or

ly 17, to be published weekly, and the IS month-

r, this will give SG publications per month, and

ssu.'ning each paper to print 3000 copies, which is

large average circulation for all, this will give a

onthly issue of 253,000."

From the Conn. Farmer's Gazette.

THE POTATO.

Uses, Mode of Cultivation, Peservation.

In our preceding number we published an article

iving the origin and history of the Potato, from

le year 1619 to the present time, in the various

luntries where it has been cultivated. Since its

itrinal discovery, its edible qualities have been

reatly meliorated by cultivation. Great changes

»ve also been effected in the science of cooking,

rendering it more palatable. Like all other veg-

ables, it needs the fostering care of man to pre-

!nt its deterioration, as any particular improved

lecics is known to degenerate in the course of a

w years.

The potato has met with many hard rubs in the

oTess of its improvement and introduction into

vilized society. It was considered for a long

Tie, in some countries, as unfit for human food,

ven religious and political prejudices were stirred

( ageinst it, till it was almost banished from the

nd. In Scotland it was opposed because not

imed in the Bible. The Catholics thought it was

e forbidden fruit, and therefore sinful to eat it.

he famous Cobbett, while in America, would not

t it have any peace, but posted it as the vilest of

1 the vegetable race. He charged all the mis-

ies and evils of Ireland to their eating so many

tatoos, when it is the only thing by which they

cape starvation.

Dr. Tissot has demonstrated to his satisfaction,

at no nation who eat potatoes ever produced a

eat man.

Its general cultivation was not introduced

roughout Europe till about 1760. Now it is un-

estionably the most valuable of all cultivated

ots. It constitutes the principal food of the Irish

tion—the constant diet of more than one-third of

eir population. It is in common use throughout

I Europe, and much of the civilized part of Asia.

the United States and the British dominions, on

is continent, scarce a family is without a dish of

on the table, in some form, twice a day at least.

3 an article of diet, it is probably more healthful

an any other root, and furnishes more food for

m than all other roots put together.

The numerous ways in which it may be cooked

A converted to useful purposes, is surprising,

'om it are made bread, pies, puddings, jellies,

rup?, molasses, sugar starch, beer; brandy, cheese,

dlow dyes, and other dye stuffs, cleansing liquids

remove grease and stains from silk, cotton and

ooUen goods, substitutes and imitations of coffee,

locolate, arrowroot, tapioca and vermicelli.

As an article of profit for general cultivation,

ine can compare with it in the vicinity of large

cities and navigable waters. Tlio farmers of the

town of Greenwich, in Fairfield county, made this

discovery more than 45 years ago. Since that

time it has been their principal crop, gradually in-

creasing, by which they have become the most

wealthy town in the State, according to its popula-

tion. Bordering on the Sound, with a number of

good harbors, and their proximity to New York

city, their facilities for transportation, and advanta-

ges for a market, were highly favorable for their

pursuit.

This township is composed of several ridges

ranging north and south, with a considerable por-

tion of rough, rocky, broken surface, and all fur-

nishing stone sufficient to fence it into small lots,

which the great industry and enterprise of its in-

habitants has, it a great measure, accomplished.

The soil is chiefly loam, with some small portion

of gravel, well adapted to the use of gypsum, and

the production of grass, corn, oats, potatoes, and

other roots.

In raising potatoes, no manure has been so gen-

erally and profitable used as gypsum. Very little

has been done in the business of making compost.

The prevailing notion, that gypsum has no efficacy

on the sea-ehore, does not hold true here. More

of it may be necessary than in the interior, to pro-

duce good effect. But, preceded by any alkaline

substance as lime or ashes, in any soil where there

is any vegetable mould, there is no failure in effect,

unless temporarily, from a drought. The free use

of lime in this town would greatly enhance the ef-

fect of gypsum on any crop. The mode of culti-

vation in Greenwich has been tested by nearly

half R century's experience, and may therefore be

safely recommended.

Turf land is generally preferred, plowed twice

or more, till well mellowed. The ground is mark-

ed with the plow into squares of about 30 inches,

which barely admits a horse with a small plow to

pass between the rows. One large, or two middle

size, or three, or more small potatoes, are dropped

in a hill, generally without cutting. A small table

spoonful of gypsum is then dashed on the seed be-

fore it is covered. When the tops are mostly out

of the ground, three or four inches, a plow is pass-

ed between the rows, turning the furrow from the

hills. Then a light brush harrow is drawn across

the furrows, which in part covers the tops, and

smothers, or eradicates all young weeds. No hoe

is used at this plowing. After the second plow-

ing, turning the furrows towards the rows, the hoe

is applied to clear around the hills, and give them

a little fresh earth, where the plow has not already

done it. Previous to the next plowing, (generally

with one horse,) another small handful of gypsum is

sometimes dashed on the hill, and perhaps more

frequently sown broad cast. The plow, in good

tillage, is passed between the rows often enough to

subdue the weeds, previous to, or about the time

the blossoms begin to put out ; but the hoe is seU

dom used more than twice, and without much hill-

ing up.

Where gypsum is applied, the potatoes are all

nearly of one size, much more so than when barn,

or any compost manure, is used. An average crop

on well tilled, plastered land, is about 200 bushels

per acre. Farmers, with one hundred acre farms,

generally raise from 800 to 2000 bushels regularly,

in favorable seasons, besides corn and other grains

and vegetables. We know one farmer who, ten or

fifteen years ago, frequently planted from 50 to 90

acres, and remember one crop of 16,000 bushels.

For many years, this town, according to our es-

timate, furnished more potatoes for the New York
market than all the other towns bordering on the

Sound. Stamford next engaged in the business,

and still pursues it to her great benefit, though it

has not as great proportion of good soil for the

purpose as Greenwich.

When the city of Now York contained 75,000

inhabitants, Greenwich furnished them with from

200 to 250,000 bushels annually. They frequent-

ly obtained a dollar a bushel during some part of

the winter season when there was a scant crop.

It was no uncommon thing for men to purchase a

few acres of land at the price of 100 dollars and
upwards, and pay for it by a single crop of pota-

toes. There are several sloops which perform

weekly trips to New York, and seldom go without

being chiefly freighted with this article.

The Greenwich mode of preserving them an-

swers better than any within our knowledge. Some
make large cellars on descending ground, cover

them with plank in the form of a roof, and put on

a covering of earth and sod of proper thickness to

prevent frost from entering. In that case the pota-

toes have to be carted to the cellar, which cannot

always be convenient to every part of the farm.

But many, to save this labor and expense, scrape

off or smooth down the loose earth in some dry con-

venient place in the potato field, to which the pota-

toes are carried in the baskets as they are dug.

The heap, if of great magnitude, is extended north

and south, the top forming a ridge in the shape of

a barn roof, at an angle of about 45 degrees. A
coat of unbroken rye straw, of sufficient thickness

to keep the earth from coming in contact with the

potatoes, is put on in such a position as to conduct

the water ofl[, if any should reach it. Throw on

the earth by digging a trench around the heap, be-

ginning at the bottom of the straw, going around

till the whole is covered. In this way the earth

will press down the straw, which prevents its run-

ning through to the potatoes. Make the covering

thick enough to guard against frost. Twelve or

fourteen inches of earth is sufficient for our com-

mon winters. Be sure to put on enough, as it

costs nothing but a little labor. The trench you

make will prevent the water from getting into the

heap. If you are careful to keep your potatoes

from the wind and sun as much as possible while

digging, you will find them as good when opened

in the spring as when put up in the fall.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, Dec. 3, 1842.

Beurre d' Aremberg, Glout Morceau, Passe Col-

mar and Columbian Virgalieu Pears—fine speci-

mens—from Col. Wilder, President of the Society.

Mens. Le Cure, or Burgomaster of Boston Pears

—fine specimens—from Samuel Walker, Esq.

For the Committee,

B. V. FRENCH.

None knew how to draw long bills on futurity,

that never will be honored, better than Mahomet.

He possessed himself of a large stock of real pre-

sent pleasure and power here, by promising a vision-

ary quantum of those good things to his followers

hereafter; and like the maker of an almanac, made

his fortune in this world, by telling absurd lies

about another.

—

Lacon.
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KEEPING COWS UP IN SUMMER—GREEN
FEED, MANURE, &c.

To Ihe Editor of the Mass. Plowman :

Sir : You will recollect sonietiiiie since I called

at your office and subscribed for your paper, with

which I am well pleased. I promised in conversa-

tion with you, to give my experience in regard to

the mode of keeping cows.

Sir I am not a farmer, but a practical mechanic.

I like to see experience and practice as well as

theory in life. I do not fancy that I am relating

any thing unusual; but to tho.se who keep one

Cow and hire their pasturing, it may be useful.

My cow was raised in the neighborhood. I

bought her two years ago last spring, then a heifer.

She is small and I have kept her up two seasons

and fed her upon green feed. I have occupied

about one half acre of ground, well set to clover

and fine grass. It is in tolerable condition, though

I think one quarter of an acre in a high state of

cultivation, managed ariglit, would abundantly

support a cow through the summer season.

My statements are simply these. My cow calv-

ed the 12th of May. I kept the calf 7 weeks. I

set the milk first, took off the cream, then scalded

a portion of the milk with about one pint of meal

fed it three times per day : it (the calf) brought but

5 dollars. We made 30 pounds of butter in the

lime. For six months we used 3 gallons of milk

per week, and made G7 lbs. of butter.

Calf sold for $5 00

83 pounds of cheese worth 8c. t> 64

67 pounds of butter, 20c. 13 40

3 galls, milk per week, at 4c. per qt. 12 00

$37 04

Now, sir, the advantages of keeping cows yard-

ed, are, first, they will evidently give more milk;

secondly, you can save much in manure. I have

made during the year past, over 4 cords of ma-

nure, worth 5 dollars per cord, and with a very lit-

tle exertion shall probably make f> cords next year.

Again, every one who has a garden, in the course

of the summer finds a great many weeds to dispose

of: if you have a cow at hand she will readily eat

them, for it gives them a good relish for their grass.

My cow instead of growing thin by the heal of

summer and annoyance of flies, has thriven, or she

is in a far better case than she was last spring.

Yours, most respectfully,

SIDNEY PERKINS.

DRY WOOD AND GREEN WOOD WHICH GIVES MOST
HEAT ?

I wish to say a word on the article of fuel. I

frequently in the papers read an article by some

theorists on the advantage of seasoning wood for

the use of a family: they frequently have stated

that there is more heat in dry than in green wood:

in some kinds of wood this is evidently the case,

as with pine, poplar, and some others; but witli

sapling oak, as far as my experience goes, I con-

tend that there is more heat in it when green than

when dry, especially if seasoned out of doors.

Frequently I have had wood dried out of doors, par-

ticularly old frow oak that would not burn nearly so

free as green taken directly from the stump.

The sap of trees is composed of something more

than water, and not of this alone, as is fre([uently

supposed. This is evidently the case with the sap

of the rock-maple, the pitch-pine, the fir, &,c. For

instance, cut two lots of wood; coal or char one

when green, and lot the other dry before charring.

The coal from the green wood will be as much heavi-

er as the green wood was heavier than the dry, and

will substantially heat in a blacksmith's fire as much
more iron, and spend as much farther as it is heavi-

er than the other.

Of this I am able to speak from experience

;

now if the sap was nothing but water, this I think

could not be. I have tried wood almost every

way, and by experience I prefer the following as

the best econouiy for the poor. The rich may do

as they please.

Select one tliird, and never over one half dry,

for unless you have a bad stove indeed, you can

cook equally as well, and be as comfortably warmed,
and save one quarter of the expense. Every man
that can, should season his wood under cover, as its

value is much increased thereby.

True economy is the wealth of the nation—and it

should be the pride of all our pursuits, the pillar of

our domestic happiness—for it makes the most of

our own means for supplying our own wants, and
for being useful to others. It is truly the poor

man's wealth and capital.

Yours, &c. S. P.

Remarlts.—We are obliged to Mr Perkins for

his communication, and hope he will favor us again.

His ingenious suggestions may set many to think-

ing.

A good farmer in Westboro', tells us he intends

to make a fair trial of the plan of soiling cows
through the summer season ; that is, keeping them
in a yard and feeding them with green fodder. For
ourself we have never tried this mode of feeding.

The Hon. Josiah Quincy has tried it for many
years, and he thinks it a good mode where the land

is suitable.

The English practice soiling extensively. The
manure made from a cow so kept, will be worth
twice as much as from one kept in the usual way.

It seems that Mr Perkins has made 4 cords and
that he thinks he can make six with a little exer-

tion. This agrees with a statement in our last pa-

per that one cow would make manure enough for

an acre of tillage land each season. We have
often said a middling cow will make twice as much
manure as a middling hog.

But the great difficulty with most farmers is, that

they have lands so rough or bo distant that they

cannot be easily njown and the green crops carted

to the yard. Another objection is the increased

labor of tending the cowa. But our correspondent

suggests that a mechanic who keeps but one, may
feed her from half an acre of land, or even one
fourth of an acre, if it is made rich. Now if half

an acre will be sufficient, it will be the cheapest
keeping that a mechanic can have ; for the labor

of mowing enough for his cow, each day, would be

less than the labor of driving 80 rods to a pasture
;

and a mechanic whose business is constantly at

his own shop, could cut his grass without the least

inconvenience. Nay, he might be absent for a

day, and more, for his fodder would keep longer

than the manna of the men of Israel, and any of
his family could deal it out.

We should like to see many more trials of this

mode of feeding. We are not yet prepared to re-

commend it strenuously to our friends, though we
think there are many strong arguments in its fa-

vor. It is a fact that in hot weather, in fly lime,

cows are much more fond of getting into the barn,

or under it, than of remaining out; so are horses,

though Ihey are not so annoyed with flies.

Racks may be so made as to save nearly all th

fodder ; and where a man's land lies close to tli

barn and can be mown, it may be the most econc

mical mode of keeping his cattle. If six, or evr

four cords of manure can be made from a cow,

will make a tolerable dressing, even for land ;

tillage. But grass lands may be kept in good o!

der with one fourth part of what is required fe

grain or for potatoes. We invite our hlacksmitl

and our shoemakers to make a partial trial of th

mode of keeping.

In regard to the comparative economy of usin

dry and green wood, much may be said. It is bi

lieved by many that a green stick of hard wood,
you can make it burn, will give out more heat tha

the same stick when dried, and we are inclined 1

adopt this opinion. One advantage of dry wood i

you may keep a fire with it without putting o

half a cord at a time. If you have a stove, wil

short pipes, not liable to be choked up, you may t

well use green wood as dry, after your fire is we
kindled. We are pretty confident there is no loi

in it; there may be considerable gain, as our co

respondent suggests; and his assertion in regai

to charred wood, green and dry, is worth attcndini

to. The sap of wood is not pure water. The wai

nut and the rock maple have sap that is full of st'

gar ; and both these kinds of wood are more vali

able for fuel when green than when dry. Bol

will burn freely enough in any common fire-plac

and these are the best kinds of fuel in the countr

Next come the yellow locust and the apple tre

The sap of these also is quite rich, and both wi

burn well in a green state.

—

Ed. Plowman.

VALUE OF THE EXPORTS OF AMERICA!
PRODUCE.

Summary statement of the value of the Exports,

the growth, produce and manufacture of tl

United States, during the year commencing t

the Ist day of October, 1840, and ending on tl

30th of September, 1841

:

The Sea.

Fisheries

—

Diied fish, or cod fisheries, $602,81

Pickled fish, or river fisheries (herring,

shad, salmon, mackerel,) 148,9*

Whale and other fish oil, l,2OG,0C

Whalebone, 34.3,3C

The Forest.

Skins and furs,

Ginseng,

Products of wood

—

Staves, shingles, boards,

hewn timber, $2,54!>,812

Other lumber, 200,175

Masts and spars, 58,991

Oak bark and other dye, 153,519

All manufactures of wood, 548,308

Naval stores, tar, pitch, rosin

and turpentine, 084,514

Ashes, pot and pearl, 573,026

$2,840,85

993,2f;

437,24

J}griculture.

Products of animals

—

Beef, tallow, hides, horned

cattle, 904,918

Butter and cjieesc, 504,815

4,834,341

6,204,85
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Pork, (pickled.) bacon, lard,

live hnrrs, 2,661,547

Horses and mules, 2i>.%143

Sheep, •IS.rC?

egetable food

—

Wheat, 829,881

Flour, 7,7.59,646

Indian corn, 312,9.54

Indian meal, 662,457

Rye meal, 138,505

Rye, oats, and other small

grain, and pulse, 1.59,893

Bi.scuit, or ship bread, 378,041

Potatoes, ' 64,402

Apples, 48,396

Rice, 2,010,107

4,360,180

Tobacco,

Cotton,

11 other agricultural products

—

Flaxseed, 50,781

Hops, 28,823

Brown sugar, 23,837

12,377,282

16,737,462

12,506,703

54,330,341

Manvfadurts.
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Boston, Wednesday, Dkcember 14, 1842.

LYING ABOUT CROPS AND PROFITS. 1

" Some books arc lies frae end to end,

And some great lies were never penn'd ;

Ev'n mmisters. they have been kenn'd

In holy rapture,

A rousing whid,at times to vend,

And nail't wi' scripture."

Mr Editor—There seems to me a spirit of lying

abroad which ought to be rebuked, and I wish you

would give your roaders a homily on the subject, " And

nail't vvi' scripture." From my recollection of your ef-

forts in that way in " old times," I have reason to know

that such an exercise would bo as wholesome to some

of your correspondents and to many of your readers, as

are your excellent hints on the management of the farm.

I refer more particularly to the habit of bragging, so

mueh indulged in in the papers and public reports. In

your paper of the 7th December, there is an article cre-

dited ? to the Worcester Spy, and headed " Apples,"

which is a good specimen of what I refer to. It con-

tains as many lies as lin«s. There is no doubt that the

person referred to in the article has the thirty acres of

apple trees, and just ns little doubt that he has spent

fifty years in rearing them, and that they are nearly the

whole result of the labor of a life. The fact, however,

that the 15U0 trees on tliese 30 acres, now in a " fine

healthy slate and full bearing," produce no more than

800 barrels of apples, shows a want of skill in their se-

lection or management, which I should think he would

be slow to brag of. There was no occasion for "scour-

ing" the country for trees to make additions to his orch-

ard. Enough might be found within ten miles of

Boston and at reasonable prices loo, for his wants, if they

were ten times as great as they are.

The assertion that he could have three dollars and a

Haifa barrel for his 800 barrels of apples, is too gieat a

lie to dwell on. Every one ^who has dealt in the arti-

cle this year, knows that selected Baldwins can hardly

be sold at retail for two dollars, and that the wholesale

price has not been, and is not now, above one dollar and

a half a barrel.

If" the demand for exportation is limited only by the

supply," as the article asserts, why do not the dealers

now ship off some of the thousands of barrels that are

now rotting in our cellars and cannot be sold here.' It

is true that one merchant has shipped about 500 barrels

of this article annually for a few years past, to Calcutta

but wiih various and not uniform success. He ships

them <in his cargoes of ice, and could not of course send

them in any other way. He bought his supply this

year for $1 50 a barrel. This, after rejecting fully one

third as unfit for shipping such a distance, makes the

cost of what remain $2 25. Only the very fairest are

ever shipped to that market.

It i» notoriously untrue that shipments to England, the

West Indies, S. America, and the Mediterranean give

equally good returns. Shipments to nearly all those

places have been almost uniformly disastrous. Unless

shipped with ice, every body who knows any thing

about the matter, knows tiiat they cannot be sent a 00

days voyage with any chance of success.

1 would not be thought, by any thing I have said, to

underrate the cultivation of the Apple. It is undoubted-

ly one of the best, if not the very best crop that can be

raised between the Kennebec and the Hudson, and

whin its cultivation is belter understood, the barren

looking hills in many pans of that great region will be

covered with the trees.

Whilst on the subject of bragging, I meant to have

said something of some of the slati'inentB made to our

late excellent Siale Commissioner, the cessation of whose

useful labor.-i, we all regret. But I have only time now

I to hint to the assessors of some of the towns in the

eastern part of MiddUsex county, that if they will read

his Report f.r 1811, (the 4th), ihey will find one " facul-

ty," richly developed whicli they probably -never have

1 taxed : and such disclosures of " incomes" as canno

f^iil to be of great benefit to them when they next take

an account of the " gudes and gear" of the worthy peo"

pie in those parts. Yours, very truly,

A MIDDLESEX FARMER.

inr Lying, is it .' Perhaps it is. Much is published

about farming in general, and nbout the productiveness

and profits of particular farms, that no farmer can be-

lieve. Whether this is the result of downright ii/m^>

or the result of ignorance and llioughtlessnes?, it may

not be easy to determine. It is unfortunate that so

many false and misleading things in relation to farming,

should be circulated. They give false and deluding no-

tions to the people of all other pursuits—they tend to

make the inhabitants of cities and villages look upon

faimers as the most unthankful and grumbling set of

men upon the face of the earth—they operate also to al-

lure many a mechanic and trader from a business by

which he can earn a good living, to a farm where he

will almost surely run behind hand. In these times of

mercantile embarrassments, and of perplexities in trade,

hundreds and thousands are asking whether it would

not be well for them to leave the thronged city and sef

tie down upon a farm. To such we must say emphati-

cally, that there is no probability—that there is scarcely

a possibility that a man who has spent many of his days

in the city, and got city habits and tastes fixed upon

himself and his family— there is scarcely a possibility

that he can get a bare living from a 5 or 6000 dollar

farm. If he can live where he is, he had better stay

where he is, unless he has several thousands to spare

after the farm is paid for. To those who are practically

unacquainted with farming, we must say, do not believe

the many statements which represent farming as very

profitable. Now and then a particular crop niay give its

grower a large profit, but this is an exception to the gen-

eral rule.

We hardly know where the chief fault lies. Papers

devoted to ngricultftre are established, and must be fill-

ed from week to week or month to month. The farm-

ers themselves, they who know all the facts, are reluc-

tant to write them out; but an attempt must be made to

get them. Let an editor talk awhile with a farmer and

he may get at some of the desirable facts as to his pro-

cesses and results—but it is generally only a part of

them, and that part such as lead to wrong inferences.

In some such way as this, many of the objectionable

articles are made up, we presume, though we cannot

plead guilty to doing much in this way.

A plentiful intermixture of lies and exaggerations,

and marvels makes a paper the more palatable to too

many readers, and perhaps extends the fame and circula-

tion of the paper. This may argue a depraved public

laaie ;—but the existence of such depravity will mani-

fest itself, whether argued into light or not; and there

are loo many writers ready to earn a copper by catering

to this depravity.

The evil alluded to, and pointed out by our corres-

ptindent, does prevail most extensively. We see it and

feel it every week. We are obliged, much against our

will, to give circulation to many things coming through

most respectable exchange papers—that we can't make

up our minds to believe, and yet, we can't doubt, with

out saying to some rsspectable man—" you lie, air."

We are not sorry to see the lies of such an article n:

that which our correspondent has criticised, thus expos

ed—some of them are apparent to every reader ^ho lia

sold a barrel of apples. And if it is thought right tlir

we should bear a portion of the blame for admitting ili

lies to the columns of the Farmer—we must say Jlmcn

Self Culture, by William E. Channing, D. D,w:i
a Biographical ijketch of the Author.

James Munroe & Co., Boston, have just published ai

uncommonly neat little vol., comprising a few fact? i

Dr. Channing's life, and also an address by this gifle

man, on Self Culture, which he delivered in Bostui

September, 1838, as introductory to the Franklin Lti

tures.

The well known views of this gifted man, in regar

to the nature, capabilities and destiny of the human sou

and in regard to man's duty to himself, are all that nee

be remembered, to show that a work from his polishc

and soul stirring pen, would be instructive and useful I

every reader. We are glad to dee the address in a fori

which will make it not unseemly on the centre table i

in the parlor. It will make a pretty and useful Chris

mas or New Year's present.

Distemper among Cattle in Brairtlree.—We last wet

mentioned the death of an ox and two cows in Brai;

tree—and a report also that nine hogs, that eat of tl

meat of the ox had died. This part of the story, that i

the death of the Jwgs, is all fabulous.

Stores—It is downright madness, isn't it.' to say

word against the general use of stoves. They are

convenient—they save so much fuel—they keep t,

house so warm. All these benefits are claimed ; ai

let them be allowed. But even then it is questional

whether Ihey are worth having. The confined and u

healthy air, and the great heat, though not unpleasii

to many people, while breathing and feeling them,
j

must have, in very many instances, very debilitating

fects. Good, pure air is one of the absolute requisites

general good health. Stoves generally, and anthrac

coal in small or close rooms, both work a portion of t

debility and also of the dejection and low spirits whi

are common, and are, we think, on the increase.

Consumption.—Mr Adams Mott gives the follow!

statement in the Maine Farmer:—"A friend of mil

who resides in Industry, in this State, told me his w
was sick of what the doctors call consumption. S
was visited by five physicians, who gave her over. S

was very sick—was unable to set up—had a sevi

cough—and grew no better, but rather worse. She

collected that she had before received benefit from t

use of St. Johnswort : her husband procured some

it—it was steeped, and she made it her constant drir

For four or five days there appeared to be but little al

ration; but afier this, she grew belter very fast; a

her health was so much improved, that in the coi

six or eight weeks she was able to resume ber custon

ry occupations."

Man is an embodied paradox, a bundle of contrad

lions; and as some set-off against the marvellous thin

that he has dono, we might fairly adduce the monstro

things that he has Wieserf. The more gross the frat

the more glibly will it go down, and the more greedi

will it be swallowed—since folly will always find fai

wherever impostors will find impudence.

—

Lacon.
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MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NOTICE.

.The Coininitle« on Vegetables, are hereby notified that

there will he a meeting ut the Horticultural Rooms, on

SATURDAY next, at half-past 10 o'clock.

Dec. U SAMUEL POND, Chairman.

TllERMOMKTRtCAL
Rttptiried forihe New England Farmer.

U.in^of the riietmometerat the (lardenof the proprietors

if tilt New England Farmer, Llrighton, Mnea. in a shaded

lortiierlycuposure, foriheweek ending Dec. 11.

Dec. 1842. | 7,A.M. | 12, M. | S.P.ftlTf Wind.

Monday,
luesdav,
•Ve.lnesday,

Thursday,
'rilav,

Saturday,

iund.iy,

5
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MISCELLANEOUS

TEMPERANCE WATCHWORD.
TusEs—BroonjJidd. Bcllville. Bost. Acad. Coll.

Hark, now we answer, see we come,

We come at froetlom's holy call

:

We come, we coino, we come, we cume,

To do the glorious work of all :

And hark ! we raise from sea to sea,

The temp'rance watch-word. Liberty.

God is our guide, from field and wave.

From plough, from anvil and from loom,

We come, our countrymen to save.

And speak a heartless tyrant's doom ;

And hark ! &c.

We see the curse invade our land ;

We hear the sufferers call for aid ;

We come to lend a helping hand.

And break the bonds strong drink has made.

And hark, &c.

We draw not the devouring sword.

Nor war's destructive fires we light,

By reason and the living word

Of God, we put our foes to flight.

And hark, &c.

We bring rich blessings in our train,

And spread them with a liberal hand ;

We wipe away the guilty stain

Of drunkenness from off our land.

And hark, &e.

We come the cottage to repair,

And give back comforts banish'd long,

To spread the board with ample fare,

And tune afresh the cheerful song.

And hark, &c.

We bid the dying drunkard live,

To his parched lips the cup we bring,

We burst his fetters, and we give

.Him rest beside our crystal spring.

And hark, &c.

We come with tidings from above,

Good will and peace to men on earth

;

We come to tell a Saviour's love.

And fill the soul with heavenly mirth;

We raise the watchword liberty,

And call on all men to be free.

THE MAN WHO WAS ALWAYS TOO LATE.

I had an appointment one morning with a Mr

Benj. Hind, wlio always signs his letters " B Hind,"

and certainly a more appropriate signature was nev-

er known. I waited from twelve o'clock, the hour

mentioned, until near two, before he came, and 1

gently hinted to Mr B Hind, how much he was

behind his time.

II My dear sir," said he, "you may tliink it

strange, but I had the misfortune to be born half

an hour too late, and though I 've been in a bustle

ever since, I have never, with all my industry,

been able to bring up the'loat time."

" Indeed ! how so ?"

" Why listen, and I'll conviuoe you that in my

appointment with you, I have only been keeping

up the part allotted me by fate, even before I was

born.

My grandfather had two daughters who were

both married on the same day. He had made his

will, and then read it to them. By it, he bequeath-

ed the whole of his property, £20,000, to that

daughter who was first blessed with a eon. With

such a sum in perspective, who would not wish for

a child? And my mother no sooner found that

such a result was probable, than my delighted fath-

er engaged the doctor and nurse, and baby linen

was Tmrnediately prepared ; there was, however,

one drawback to his joy

—

my mother'a sister had

similar expectations.

" The momentous hour at length arrived, 'big

with the fate of £30,000. At eight o'clock in the

morning I came into 'this breathing world,' but

my fortunate rival at half past seven—and thus 1

was too late, because he was before me.

" My parents, disappointed in their expectations

of wealth, cared' little about me, and I was suffered

to run wild till eleven years of age, when they sent

me to school. The young urchins laughed to see

a great boy, or booby, as they called me, spelling

his a b, ab, and so teazed me during the few months

I stayed, that a dunce I remained—a sad proof

that I had gone to school too late.

" At length my father procured me a berth on

board an Indiaman. I was rigged out—my stores

sent to the vessel—I parted with my parents with-

out regret, for they loved me too late—passed two

days in London— left in the evening—travelled

all ni^ht to Portsmouth, and to my consternation

found'the ship had sailed the day before—of course,

I was loo late.

" My father thought then the best plan to settle

me would be by matrimony, and I was introduced

to a young lady who possessed both beauty and

money, but she had another suitor. However, her

father and mine agreed upon the wedding day—

the ring was bought, and every thing arranged.

To keep the matter private, I was to meet her at

the church. Unluckily, I overslept myself by the

hla\ half hour—I arrived at the church doors just

in time to see my intended bride walking out as

the wife of my rival ! I was too late, and remain-

ed B Hind solus.

"In short, I was born too late, educated too late

I can't say I was settled too late, because I have

never been settled at all—I can 't keep a lodging,

for all my landladies say I come home too late—
then I am unfit for business, because 1 get up too

late if 1 go to the play I 'm too late—whether I

have to 'buy or sell, I'm always too late—and I

verily believe, that if I were going to be hanged, I

should come to the scaffold half an hour too late.

I am called the late Mr B Hind, and, true to the

cognomen, I am always behind."—JV. Y. JVews.

AaRICUl.TCR/l.Ii IMPliBMESTS, &o
The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural Wa

house and Seed Store No. 51 and 62 Norlh JVlarliel sire

would inform their customers and the puhlic ijenerally tt

they have on hand Ihe most extensive asBiiitmenl ut Ag
cultuial and Horticultural Tools to lie found in the Unii

States. Part of which are the folic—

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
Iron Ploughs.

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

60 Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.
60 " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1500 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz
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HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS.

At tlie Rensselaer County (N. V.) Aofricultnral

•"air, the cnniniittee on Household Products made

he tbllmving report:

The undersigned committee to whom was re-

brrcd the subject of household products, report

hat tlioy have given this important subject all due

:onsidoration. Highlj' gratified by the many neat,

iseful and substantial articles submitted to their

nspcction, they have been led to desire more

tron^ly ^'''"' ever, that domestic manufactures may

le increased and presented at the next Fair, in

till greater niimber and variety.

Tlie farmer who would enjoy comfort and plenty,

nust have more to sell than he needs to buy ; in-

lulgiug in lu.xuries only when they can be pur-

liascil by t!ie surplus produce of the farm after his

lecessary wants have been supplied. That this

xtra siipplv can be secured to him by moderate

ndustry skilfully applied, ought not to be doubted.

Water power was first applied to the spinning

f cotton in 1S04. Prior to that time, a large part

four cloli.es were household manufactures. Many
hen thought the nation would be ruined by so se-

ioui an interruption of spinning and weaving, but

he s[iirit of invention and enterprise which distin-

uish our country and the age, has originated other

pheres for the exertion of skill and the display of

ndustry in the doinestic circle. And even in re-

ard to producttf much cheapened by improvements

n machinery and by " divison of labor," in connex-

jn with the application of water and steam power

herever domestic industry finds no other objects

task its skill and energy, it may yet continue to

lOVc in its wonted paths, under the full conviction

hat every exercise of skill will be duly noticed

nd appreciated.

The manufacture of palm leaf hats and straw

lOnnets (even though steatn in its wide-spread ap-

dicatinn has reached to them,) yet deserves the at-

ention of housewives and their families; and in

ther methods which their own ingenuity and good

ense will from time to time suggest, they can

how their fondness for domestic industry. But

ilk culture, in particular, opens before them an ex-

ended field for the profitable exercise of their skill

ind ti.!ent. The committee were gratified to have

vidence that in Rensselaer county this department

if domestic labor is receiving attention, and it

'ives them pleasure to speak in commendation of

he specimens of silk in this branch of industry

Thich came under their notice.

They would fain hope the time is not very far

listant when this subject will receive general at-

ention—when we shall have orchards of mulberry

rees as we now have of apple trees, and when our

adies will be dressed in silks of their own manu-

acture. It can scarcely be questioned that our

I and cliinate are both most propitious for the

Trowlli of the mulberry—we certainly have skill

and industry equal to the enterprise of cultivating

the tree, growing the worm, and manufacturing the

silk. And it is hoped those will soon bo regarded

as necessary appendages of a well regulated farm.

On this subject the ladies will give us the liberty

of addressing to them a few words of special coun-

sel. It is in our power to become a great silk

growing community, and that such a cunsuuuna-

tion is exceedingly desirable, cannot reasonably

be doubted. But for seeing this result, we must

call to our aid female itijliience—lhe lever that is

wielded with such potency lor the, accomplishment

of benevolent and useful enterprise. To us it

seems the duty and privilege of every mother in

the nation to endeavor to call forth and guide the

ingenuity of her daughters—giving it such a di-

rection that it shall elevate our national character,

and by diminishing our dependence on foreign na-

tions, form the independence of our own. Are the

females of our country inferior in point of taste and

invention to those of France? They certainly are

not, though tliey vie with each other in their ser-

vile dependence on French fashions and finery, to

the positive injury of the nation in the consequent

extravagant importations of French silks and fancy

articles for their use. But would it not be far

more independent, noble, and in every respect more

becoming, for our fair countrywomen to employ

their leisure hours in preparing dresses from mate-

rials of domestic growth and manufacture, after

patterns harmonizing with their own refined tastes,

and better suited to our climate than those of the

French ?

Let the ladies then adopt the position that grow-

ing and reeling of silk must become a prominent

object of household industry. Let them employ

their influence with their husbands and brothers, to

procure and set out the mulberry before the next

county Fair, and themselves, as soon as possible,

begin the work of growing the silk. No work

could be more appropriate for them than this, as it

is periodical, and allows of long intervals of rest,

and the reeliug is an employment at once easy, so-

cial, and accordant with feminine fingers and habits.

If information be needed as to the required process,

procure "Dennis's Silk Manual," and it will be ob-

tained.

Labor bestowed on the silk culture certainly will

not be in vain, for no department of agricultural

labor yields more ample remuneration than this.

And now will not the ladies take this department

of useful effort and ingenuity under their own spe-

cial patronage and supervision ? Could your com-

mittee obtain from them a pledge of their general

and hearty co-operation, theirs would be the pleas-

ing confidence that the business of silk growing

would at once receive an impulse that must secure

its extended and successful prosecution, and the

ladies would weave for themselves fresh chaplets

of honor by thus contributing to place our beloved

country upon a loftier eminence of national inde-

pendence and glory.

All which is respectfully submitted.

ALEXANDER WALSH,
Chairman of CommUtee,

" A death.bed is a detector of the heart."

SCIENTIFIC PLOWING MATCHES.

The various professions and occupations in life

take rank from their intellectual, rather than their

physical chnrnctcr. The most menial employment
becomes interesting and honorable in proportion to

the science and intellectual etfort required for ifc

prosecution. Hence tho.^e professions which, by
reason of their intellectual nature, are called learn-

ed, have been esteemed the most honorable. The
estimation in which agriculture has been held, and
the manner in which it has been pursued in this

country, have characterized it as a pursuit that re-

quired neither science nor intelligence. And the

idea of educating or disciplining the mind of a
youth to qualify him for that employment, is con-

sidered as preposterous, as time and money lost, as

worse than useless. The consequence is, that ag-

riculturists have not sustained their due share of

influence in legislation or other concerns of the

country. But the late advancements in science ap-

plicable to this pursuit, and the numerous and
cheap publications constantly issuing from the press,

filled with the most interesting communications,

and with every useful improvement, seem to indi-

cate a speedy restoration to its appropriate work

in our country.

Wc have been led to these reflections from no-

ticing the deep interest e.xcited, and the spirit of

improvement which has been awakened, by the nu-

merous Plowing Matches which have just been
held throughout the Northern, some of the Middle,

and the Western States. However interesting

these Fairs, Cattle Shows, and other agricultural

exhibitions have been, no part of them has fur-

nished higher gratification, or excited deeper inte-

rest, than the Plowing Match. It has uniformly

constituted the centre of attraction ; and in many
instances its influence has reached the drawing

rooms ofthe fair sex, thousands of whom have man-
ifested their cheering approbation by their presence.

The well-disciplined teams—the athletic and skill-

ful plowmen—the greatly improved scientific for-

mation of the plow itself, and the elegant process

which altogether performed, was an exhibition of

physical, mechanical, and intellectual eflx)rt, in com-
petition, in which the most refined and delicate

minds, even of the fair, find much to attract and

delight. It is the application of science, the trial

of skill, and the effurt of physical power, combined

in honor of that employment which gives suste-

nance to the world, that makes the whole operation

so deeply interesting. And when our Southern

brethren shall have literally entered the field in this

noble employment, and taken the plow in hand,

then, and not till then, may they have ftles of skill

that will throw around the plow and the plowman,

attractions which even their fair ones cannot resist.

Then will their emigration receive a check, and

then will agriculture be honored and have its ap-

propriate rank and influence throughout our Repub-
lic.

—

Conn. Far. Gaz.

If a woman would have the world respect her

husband, she must set the example.
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EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS
Delivered before the Peoria (Illinois) Agriculhiral

Socicly, hj ils President, T. N. Welles.

Knowledge a requisite far the F(irnier''s prosperity.

" '!'o produce llie greatest ultimate result in aj;-

riculture, requires not only the skill and industry

of the common laborer, but there must be added to

it the knowledge of the natural philosopher. The
geoloorist must give u.^ the general structure of the

surface of our country ; the chemist must give us

a more particular analysis of its soil, and establish

the theory of vegetable nutrition ; he must also

discover the food necessary to the growth of the

•kifferent species of plants. All of these inquiries

are worthy of the greatest minds of any age. The

artisan and mechanic [nust al.so lend their aid, in

the fabrication of the implements of husbandry,

adapted to the various offices of the farm. The

successful farmer, is not then tlie mere plodding

plowman, laboring with his hands, iiut his active

mind brings to his assistance the discoveries of

science and the inventions of the arts. The more

extensive his knowledge of the vegetable and ani-

mal kingdoms, and the greater his tact in applying

that knowledge to the details of his husbandry, the

more profitable will be the results of his labor and

the more elevated the character of his vocation."

Jlgricidtural Societies.

''Time will not permit me to specify all the val-

uable results to be attained through the medium of

agricultural societies, or to mention all the subjects

that shouUi engage their attention. Suffice it to

say that such societies operate within their legiti-

mate sphere, when they advance, through all the

means within their reach, the pecuniary interest of

the farmer, and at the .same time improve and ele-

vate his condition as a man. They should bring

from the four quarters of the globe, every species

of information that can have a favorable bearing

upon his pursuit ; they should press into his ser-

vice, science and the arts; thoy should promote the

sentiment, that as farmers we are one great broth-

erhood ; wo should in a great degree assimilate

our characters ; they should make us sensible of

the influence, which as a body we can e.xert and

direct that influence in the prosecution of our best

interests.

"The professional man, the mechanic, the manu-

facturer, the merchant and the tradesman have their

associations, their boards of trade, their trades-

unions, their periodicals, their libraries, their lyce-

ums, their museums and their anniversaries, each

and all directed to the promotion of their peculiar

interests. And why should not the farmer have

his society, his anniversary, and his paper, each

contributing to the ultimate benefit of his occupa-

tion ?

"The farmer's wife and daughters may also par-

ticipate in these anniversaries. Here they may ex-

hibit the fabrics of the loojn and needle, and inspire

each other with the love of that old fashioned in-

dustry, that once employed the diligent hands of

their grandmothers—clad in the silk and linen

wrought by their own hands, they might add anoth-

er bright lint to the halo, with which, perhaps, na-

ture has already encircled their face and figure.

What saith an old writer, whose productions per-

haps some of you have seen ? 'The price of a vir-

tuous woman is far above rubies. She seekelh

wool and fla-x, and worketh willingly with lier

hands; she girdeth her loins with strength, and

strengthens her arms ; she layeth her hands to the

spindle and her hands holdeth the distaflf; she is

not afraid of the snow for her hnusehould, for all

iier household are clothed with scarlet; .she maketh

herself coverings of tapestry ; her clothing is silk

and purple ; her husband is known in the gates,

when he sittelh among the elders of the land; she

maketh fine linen and selleth it, and delivereth

girdles unto the merchant; she openeth her mouth

with wisdom, and in her tongue is the law of kind-

ness ; her children arise up and call her blessed;

her husband also, and he praiseth her.'

'' The piano-forte and guitar discourse sweet

music when swept by fairy fingers, but in times

like the present, the hum of the spinning wheel

and the racket of the shuttle, sound far sweeter to

tlie car of the thrifty farmer; and to the taste of a

hungry husband, the guitar is a fool to the gridiron."

Respectubilili) of the F(irmer''s Profession.

"Agriculture is tlie principal source of the

wealth and happiness of nations. It is the basis

of manufactpres and commerce, and of every valu-

able interest of civilized life. It is the most pri-

mitive occupation of the human family, and should

be one of the most honorable among men.

" It is too true, however, my brother farmers,

that our occupation is looked upon by many as de-

grading in its character, and as one of the lowest

in the scale ofhuman pursuits. Many suppose the

farmer to be a mere hewor of wood and drawer of

water for the rest of society, possessed of little or

no intellectual cultivation or moral elevation of

character. Too many suppose that the professions

arc much more respectable in their character, or

that the wealthy merchant belongs to a higher

grade in the scale of society. These ideas float in

the brain of the farmer himself at times, and ac-

count for the efforts he frequently makes to free

himself or his posterity from the fancied odium of

his calling, by placing his son behind the counter,

or educating him for some of the learned profes-

sions.

" But, my friends, what is there in our occupa-

tion that is degrading? Is it a menial service to

raise pork ? Then so must it be so for the mer-

chant to pack it for market. Is it degrading to

turn over tlie fresh furrrow by dawn or at midday,

with a fine team and a vigorous hand to guide them ?

If 60, what must be the character of the lawyer,

who for money, hires himself as the agent of the

worst ofhuman passions .' Or what name shall we

give to the routine of the physician, who day and

night attends upon disease in its loathsome forms,

or hammers in a mortar the nauseous drugs of the

materia medica ?

" No ! my friends. It is not the calling which

makes the man : it is the man who gives character

to the calling ; and the reason why the professional

man stands higher in the social scale is, that by the

fortunate circumstances of his life, his opportuni-

ties for knowledge have been greater and his un-

derstanding is more improved. It is an eternal

and immutable law of our nature, that superiority

should claim our deference. Superior intelligence

commands our respect. The boy pays homage to

the man—the ignorant to the educated, and the

weak to the strong minded. Knowledge always

has been, is now, and always will be, power ; and

the only way in which wo can place ourselves on

an equality in the social scale with the highest

grades in society is, by elevating, as a class, our

intellectual and moral condition.

Common Schools—Educate your Children.

" As the chiefest means of effecting this, let i

point out that school house which stands embowt

ed in some pleasant thicket in your neighborho'

The common school, accessible to all classes, t.

poor as well as the rich, has done more to impr(

and elevate the condition of mankind, than all oil;

human inventions. It may be too late in life t

many of us to avail ourselves of its advantages, h

we may prevent the rising generation fiom r

proaching ns with the neglect of the trust conti'

to our care—the education of their minds and .

elevation of their character.

" Let us then, brother farmers, educate our chil

dren, and educate them thoroughly. For this pu

pose let us spare no rational expense ; let us Ui

the resources of our State, added to our priva

means, in building comfortable school houses

—

providing useful books and scientific apparatus-

in clustering about the youthful mind virtuous ai

pleasant associations— in garnishing the path i

knowledge with flowers instead of thorns, and

seducing the young aspirant from all that can co

rupt and debase, and leading him through pleasai

walks to the heights of knowledge and usefulnos

"Neither must we grudge the wages of tli

faithful and competent teacher. We should m
expect to get our children taught as cheaply as w

get our acres plowed and harvest cut. No man
so badly recompensed as the faithful schoolmaste

The talents and acquirements that fit him for th

station, would ensure him fourfold compensation i

any other calling. If we want good teachers w

must pay them liberally, bountifully—but the ir

competent pedagogue let us turn away as w

would the careless shepherd. jClieap education i

the dearest of all the wares of life. We pay lit

orally the faithful man to whom we can entrust th

valuable animals upon our farms; then why shoul

we grudge the hard earned pence of one to whoi

we can entrust the future character and welfare (

our children. It is money well expended."

Responsibilities oj Farmers.

" Constituting as we do, a large majority in th

community, upon us rests the responsibility of cree

ting and fostering a healthy public sentiment, npo

all the subjects connected with the general wci

fare. Upon us depends tho character of our law

for good or evil, for upon the vote of the farmer

hangs the destiny of the country. In peace th

farmer pays the tax of State; in war, he is relie

upon to defend the country. Our position, ther

my brother farmers, is no mean one in the bod;

politic. Upon our shoulders must be erected th

superstructure of a good or bad government. Le

us realize how immense the power that is entrust

ed to our hands, and let us learn so to exercise it

that it shall secure the happiness of ourselves am
of those about us. Then shall we be justly enti^

tied to the appellation of the conservators of sociC'

ty. Lot us brighten the eyes of our children with

the fire of an intelligent and cultivated soul, and

let us instill into their bosoms such sentiments as

shall guide them safely through the thoroughfares

of this life and ensure them a happy immortality.

Then shall we reap the harvest of joy, and when

the shades of life's evening shall gather thickly

around us, we shall contemplate with a proud sat-

isfaction the rich heritage that we leave to poste-

rity."

When articles rise, tile consumer is the first that

suffers, and when they fall he is the last that gains.
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WINTER WEEDING. !

Winter weeding what? Why, the "Golden

!rnil Flowers" that cluster srnnnd the parent's

irth—the domestic garden of immortal minds

t is entrusted to you. It "ill assuredly want

edinu and careful cultivation this winter, and

n't ne<;lect it, for upon it depends the most im-

taiit harvest of life. How are the implements?

;h as district school, books, and other things

lessary for this important wotk ? Much, very

ch of the benefit depends upon ihu management

parents and guardians—upon the interest they

e in them—upon the encouragement which they

e their children, and upon the aid which they

der them in their studies. Many think, that if

y spare their children during the day to attend

lool, they have discharged their whole duty,

is is a great mistake. It is hardly the begin-

iir. Children, as a general thing, not seeing or

lizing the advantages of knowledge, are con-

ually putting aside their studies, not through

;ness— that's a mistake, for children are never

B—but for pleasure, for sport ; for real down-

ht hard work under the name of play, something

t is of immediate enjoyment. This is the fir.st

ig to be guarded against. The natural vivaci-

and activity of children should n't be cramped

crushed, but restrained and directed. Parents

DESPISE NOT SMALL BEGINNINGS.

It is related of Chantrey, the celebrated sculp-

tor, that when a boy, he was observed by a gen-

tleman in the neighborhood of Sheffiield, very at-

tentively engaged in cutting a stick with a pen-

knife. He asked the lad what he was doing
;

when with great simplicity of manner, but with

perfect couitcsy, he replied, "I am cutting old Fo.n'.s

head." Fox was the schoolmaster of the village.

On this, the gentleman asked to see what he had

done, and pronouncing it to be an excellent like-

ness, presented the youth with a sixpence. And

this may be supposed the first money Chantrey ever

received for a production of his art.

This anecdote is but one of a thousand that

might be cited of as many different men, who from

small beginnings rose to great renown, and shows

the importance of not despising the day of small

things, in any condition or circumstances of life.

All nature, in fact, is full of instructive lessons on

this point. The mighty river, rolling onward its

accumulated waters to the ocean, had its beginning

in some oozing rills, trickling down some hill-side.

The tree that sweeps the air with its hundred

branches and mocks at the howling tempest, was,

in its small beginning, but a little shoot, that the

leaping hare might have forever crushed.

Every thing around ua tells us not to despise

uld inciuire of their children how they progress ; I small beginnings, for they are the lower rounds of

a ladder that reaches to great results.

Despise not small beginnings of wealth.

The Rothschilds, Astor, Girard, and most of the

richest men, began with small means. From cents

they proceeded to dollars; from hundreds to thou-

sands ; from thousands to millions. Had they neg-

lected these first earnings—had they said within

themselves, what is the use of saving these few

cents ? they are not of much value, and I will just

ly should watch them, and mark in the evening

results of the day's tuition ; should put to

Tti questions of a practical nature and help

Ti to solve the difficulties that occur. Above

they .should watch with untiring vigilance the

Tress of moral developement. This business

form the most difficult part of your task. In

:ticing the rules of arithmetic or of grammar

—

xercising their skill in penmanship or in reci-

; a task in geography, there is no natural incen-

to do it wrong—there is in fact a natural de-

to do it right, but in moral action it is, alas, far

irwise : temptations throng the child as well as

e of riper years, and where judgment, discre-

and the precepts of religion are not yet ma-

d, the chances of being led astray by pleasure

the evils which perpetually surround us are a

sand fold greater than they are of leading us

t. The moral department is always the weedi-

)art of the garden, and the good cultivator will

himself with unwearied zeal and patience to

icate them all. There cannot be too much cir-

spection on the part of teachers, parents and

dians in this respect. A school is a world in

ature. There may be found all the passions,

le propensities, all the motives, good and bad,

h are found in society of larger size and

th—all of them as capable of being turned to

od or a bad account according to the manner

verning or conducting them. It is necessary,

:fore, for us all to be ''wide awake," and not

cct the '' winter weeding."

—

Maine Fanner.

STRAW.
"How ciin I make my cattle cat straw ?" I have

often asked of some experienced farmers. "Give

them less Imy," was the general reply. Not lik-

ing this mode,, however, and knowing that good

farmers in England and this country, made free use

of straw as food for cattle, I resolved last summer,

when threshing, to change my plan. I stacked it

as usual, but in the progress of the work, sprinkled

on from one to two bushels of salt. I used the

' Pitto Thresher," which gave me the additional

advantage of mixing the chafT through the whole.

Well, during the warm weather in the first part of

last December, rry cattle, instead of wandering

about with but little appetite, might he seen any

day eagerly engaged in filling themselves with

straw. At night, when the cows were tied up to

receive their roots, their hay would be almost un-

touched. Their rotund appearance left me no ap-

prehension of their starving, liowever. This was

continued until about the 22d December, when I

was obliged to reserve the remainder of the stock

for the use of the stables. Nearly a month's feed-

ing of hay was saved.

—

Correspondent of Mb. Cult.

CASTOR OIL.

" A case has recently occurred in England, in

which the death of a horse was evidently produced

by the effects of a quart of castor oil given as a

putgative. It operated powerfully, but the animal

soon died. On examination, a large intro-susception

of the jejunum was discovered, and the mucous

membrane of the stomach and intestines exhibited

marks of severe inflammation."

I lately mot with the above in an old number of

a medical journal, which brought to mind two cases

that fell under my observation at Lexington, Ky.,

spend them, and enjoy myself as I go—they would
j

"> which the death of two valuable horses was

never have risen to be the wealthiest among their supposed to have resulted from the same arncle

fellows. It is only by the economical husbandin, administered to them .n abou the same do e as a

of small means that thev increase to large sums, purgative. Symptoms of violent intestinal irita-

tion ensued, and aflrr a few days the animals died.

apparently exhausted by the powerful purging. I
It is the hardest part of success to gain a little

;

that little once gained, more will easily follow.

Despise not small beginnings of education.

Franklin had but little early education; yet look

at what he became, and how he is now reverenced.

Ferguson, feeding his sheep upon the hills of Scot

should give castor oil to a horse with great reluc-

tance, and never if I could procure any other pur-

gative. It is a pity that so little attention is be-

stowed upon the disorders of this invaluable ani-

mal, by men of sense and intelligence, and that

ice on Cattle. 61 new Fact.—A correspondent

e Maine Farmer says: "Lice on cattle at this

in of the year, are on the butt end of the horns,

roy them now, and you will not have it do in

vinter or spring. Strong tobacco juice or al-

1 will destroy them."

is certainly the part of prudence to trust no-

; but whether for good or for evil, God made

1 any thing but prudent.

and, picked up merely the rudiments of learning, mal, by men ot =^"^«/""
'"^-^'-'^X

'

hlVfll
out ubsequently rose to be one of the first astrono- they are so generally turned over when they fa

mers in Europe Herschel, also, the great astrono- sick, to the tender merc.es of 'l^l 'S°°
.^"'^wJ/

mer, was in his youth a drummer-boy to a marching conceited horse-leech—

C

orr. Kentucky Jlgrxcult.

regiment, and received but little education; but —

-

his name is now associated with the brightest dis-
Remember the Poor said the greatest philanthro-

coveries of science, and is l)orne by the planet
|

-^ ^j^^ „.orld ever saw, or ever will see. The
which his zeal discovered. We have "O'f ^"^""S

j

gi,i)ig|i faces in our streets, the shivering boy in

us a notable illustration of our position, in Elihu
, j^.^ tatters hurrying along, the bowed widow gath-

'" *' --""
ering her thin garment still more closely around

her shrunken form, and especially that old, bent

woman, who is now picking up chips beneath our

window, remind us that the season has come when

this command is particularly emphatic.

Remember ike Poor—for the wheel of fortune

may in its unceasing whirl, one day place you

among them.

Remember the Poor—for kindness to them will

return back upon you a hundred fold.

Remember the Poor—That old woman is starving!

Dare you hoard up the surplus in your hands and

let her starve on ? Send her some food, and her

prayers and blessing will fall upon your head like

a shower of jewels.

—

Selected.

Burritt, " the learned blacksmith" of Massachusetts.

In the intervals of his labor at the anvil, he made

languages his study, and is now doubtless the first

linguist in America, being acquainted with upwards

of thirty different tongues. A host of instances

rise up to testify that, by properly improving the

small and perhaps imperfect beginnings of knowl-

edge, they may become the foundation stones of a

temple of learning, which the future shall gaze up-

on and admire.

—

Savannah Georgian.

Solomon has said, "There is nothing new under

the sun ;" and perhaps destruction has caused as

much novelty as invention ; for that is often a re-

viva) which we think a discovery.

—

Lacon,
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CORN AND OAT CROPS.

The following is a report of the Committee of

the American Iitititule on Field Crops. The pro-

ducer of the corn and ont crops below mentioned,

was Mr F. I. Belts, of Newbury, N. V., to whom
was awarded the first premium. We copy from

the Aliierican .^rrricultiirist

Corn Crop.—The soil was a very tooirh green

sward, having been several years laid down to

grass and occupied for pasturage. From the 4lh

to the 8th of February l-ist, the ground then being

entirely free from frost, the whole field was tho-

roughly plowed ; in the second week in May, I wo

bushels of salt and fifteen wagon loads of manure

per acre, were spread broadcast over the field, and

the field was then thoroughly cross-plowed and

liarrowed, and the corn was planted in hills, three

or four feet apart, each hill being covered wilh

about half a shovel-full of manure: the only sub-

sequent cultivation was plowing and hoeing twice

and going once through it with the cultivator.

On the 19th of September, the corn was cut up

close to the ground and put up in siiocks of an

equal size upon the field; and as it is not yethusk-

ed, the only practicable mode of ascertaining the

quantity of the product, has been fairly and justly

pursued by mo as follows, to wit :— I have husked

twelve of the shocks from different parts of the

field, taken indiscrnninately, and averaged the

whole crop according to the quantity produced

from them, and find that the field (containing by

accurate measurement, four acres, two roodn aild

twentythree perches of land,) has produced nine

liundred and fifty and two-third bushels of ears of

corn, eiiual to two hundred and five and a half

bushels of ears per acre. As a portion of the field

was injured by the frost in June last, the best acre

no doubt e.xceeded in product the foregoing ave-

rage.

Orit Crop —The soil had for many years pre-

vious to 1841, been laid down to grass, and the

field occupied for pasturage : in the spring of last

^ear, the field was planted in about equal propor-

tions wilh potatoes and corn, and had then applied

to it about twelve loads of manure, (a compost of

muck and barn-yard manure) per acre.

About the SSd of April last, the field was well

plowed, and the oats on the same day were sowed

at the rate of three bushels to the acre, and were

harrowed in, which was the only labor expended

upon the field until the crop was harvested.

An acre of the field was accurately measured

before the crop was harvested, and the grain there-

from has been kept and threshed by itself, and

produced seventyseven bushels of clean oats. The

whole field contained about three and three-quar-

ter acres, and the grain thereupon was about

equally good throughout the whole of it.

The undersigned cannot close this report with-

out calling public attention to the judgment and

good taste which Mr Bells has displayed in the ir-

• rigation and fertilization of the soil, the subdivision

of his farm into lots of convenient sizes, their entire

exeT:ption from vegetable excrescence, and to the

neatness, order, and cleanliness which is presented

i& every department of his establishment. This

farm contains about one hundred and twenty acres,

and may, in the opinion of the undersigned, be re-

ferred to as a pattern farm, every way worthy of

imitation.

EDWARD CLARK, Ch'mn.

JVeu) York, Od. 23</, 1842.

EXTRACTS

From the Annual Address before the Philadelphia

JigricuUurid Society, b\) its President, Nicholas
BlDDLE, Ks(i.

Cows.— "I thitd{ we have now reached a point

where the iutmduction from Europe, of animals, is

no longer necessary to the perfection of our pre-

sent stock, and that we may safely rely on what we
possess, since the Very best breeds are already nu-

merous and moderate in price. Take, for exam-

ple, the cows. There is no breed of any celebrity

in Europe that .-ire not attainable here. There is

the short-horned Durham, that race created as it

were, by refined and judicious crossing, adapted

alike for the dairy and the market; the Devons,

probably the first domestic animals imported into

New England, and who, at the distance of two cen-

turies, retain the characteristics of the parent stock,

with whom its relationship is renewed by late and

numerous importations—fast walkers and stout

workers too. The Ayrshire, a small, round-bodied,

and compact race, easily kept, and claiming to be

adapted alike to the knife and the pail. The Al-

derneys, a rawboned, ungainly race, not easy to

fatten, since all its food goes to swell its copious

and very rich supply of milk."

Plows and Plowing.—" Examine, too, these

plows. For some thousand years, man has been

using the plow, and its improvement has been the

companion of his own refinement. At first, a mere

.'liarpuned slick ; then, by degrees, strengthened,

ilien ironed ; then a heavy, cumbrous engine, led

on by four, six, ten horses ; then the refinement of

simplicity stripped it by degrees of these incum-

brances, a horse, a pair of horses, were successive-

ly withdrawn, as the machine is rendered lighter,

till at last we have now reached almost the perfec-

tion of that instrument in yonder specimens. The
great purpose of the plow is, to come as near as

possible to the spade ; not merely to open the sod,

but to turn it over, to make what was on top last

year, take its place at the bottom this year, and

rot, till it is wanted. 'I'here are plows here which

perform that better than any plows in Europe, and

lliere is one especial instrument which we ought

to remark, the subsoil plow. Our plowing is gene-

rally too shallow. We scratch the surface, and

then extract it by frequent cropping ; whereas, if

we could get lower down and loosen the surface

below, we should bring into play a fresh soil, and

almost double the extent of available ground. Thus

in light soils we get fresh food for the root crops,

and on the clay soils we open the lower stratum,

and drain off the water which cannot now pene-

trate the stiff sod. This subsoil plow, of which

specimens will be exhibited to you in actual opera-

lion, is, [ think, one of the best improvements of

the last few years, and as among our farmers tem-

perate habits are universal, I hope that instead of

deep drinking, they will take to deep plowing."

Improvement of Farmers.—" Having spoken of

the improvement of our farms, let us not omit a

much more important subject—the improvement of

our farmers. In the stirring oompetilion of all

classes around them— in the increased diffusion of

knowledge, and the general activity of mind which

now pervades all society, the farmers must main-

tain their standing by the same means. Unless

they cultivate their minds—unless in the intervals

of their labors they pursue the studies which quali-

fy men for public usefulness, they will be distanced

in the race of honorable ambition, and lose tha

high place in the public estimation and the public

councils, to which they have a right to aspire. Am
certainly, never was the advantage of their posi

lion more conspicuous than at the present hou;

In the general desolation which has swept over th

country, the only interest which hag not been visi

ted by the sternest reverses, is that of agriculturf

Undoubtedly, the people who have suffered leas

are the farmers, whose deep roots in the soil hav

enabled them to withstand the tempest.

"The same gentle vicissitudes of the sensor

have passed over them—the same abundance ha

blessed their harvests—and their industry has bee

rewarded by gains scarcely less in name, an

really greater than before. If they have not ei

joyed the feverish excitements, or the hixuriou

amusements of the dwellers on pavements, the

have been spared many an anxious thought an

mnny a heart-ache, not heard, but not the less fe

in the din of cities. Let these things rcconcil

farmers to their station ; let them enjoy in peac

the repose, the abundance, the thoughtfulness, tli

sobriety of their own healthy existence, wilhoi

wasting an anxious thought on their more acti\

and ostentatious, but not more happy brethren

for wo may now repeat with even more truth tha

the poet farmer of antiquity did, nearly two Ihoi

sand years ago: "Happy—too happy farmers

they only knew their own blessings."

From the Conn. Farmers' G.izelte.

BONE MANURE AND TURNIP CULTURl
Crushed bones as a manure are but little kn<itt

by the farmers of the United Stales ; and the:

seems to be a prejudice against their use similar

that against poudretle when first introduced in

Great Britain ; however, such prejudice will, on

fair trial, speedily give place to a more liberal fee-

ing, and a few repealed experiments \yill pro

the great efficacy of their fertilizing powers. It

now about 35 years since I first observed llu ir t

fects as a manure. It was on an extensive far

of about 500 acres of poor sandy soil, formerly e

closed as a rabbit warren, wilh herbage that wou
scarcely feed a goose per acre, but by good tilla,

and the use of bones and lime, this poor farm

the course of six or eight years, became one of tl

most productive in the country. The course pi

sued was first to spread and plow in at the thi

plowing, about 25 or 30 bushels of air-slacki

stone lime ; then well pulverized with the harrov

sow with drills about 25 to 30 bushels of half'-iD('

bones, with one pound turnip seed per acre. Thei

drill machines are so constructed as to sow tl

bones and seed in the row at one operation, at (|i

distance of half to two feet between rows, and CI

culated to do from six to eight rows at once,

followed by a roller, leaving the land perfi

smooth, to be dressed hereafter by the hand
horse-hoe. These turnips are eaten off by si

on the ground, and the following spring sown
barley or oats and grass seed, which after 1

two years is succeeded by nheat, and that a,

by turnips.

In the United Slates it would not be practicab

to sow turnips on a scale of any magnitude, as i\\

severe frosts would not admit of feeding on tl

ground. I shall therefore substitute the nationi

crop of corn, followed by spring grains and gra!

seeds, to lay for two years; then spread and plo
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about 35 bushels stone lime, and sow wlieut or

e, followed by corn, with manure, say 25 to 30

isliels of bones.

I slinuld wish to impress upon my brother far-

Drs the nece9.<!ity, previous to using, of mixing

itli the bones about one-tenth of fresh wood ash-

, well turned and sprinkled with water, wliich

1! cause ft partial forincntation and expedite their

compiisilion. I would also remark, that on lands

stiliite of calcareous material, stone lime is an

senlial ingredient, and more particularly for tlie

odiiction of wheat, oats and potatoes. It also

eatly adds to the efficacy of bones, but there is

i necessity of using lime at the same dressing

th bones. I decidedly prefer and recommend its

e on clover ley, plowed in for grain. The lime

II remain active for years, decomposing all crude

imal and vegetable matter that would without it

dormant, converting such matter into suitable

Dd for the nourishment of the growing crops of

ain and grass.

In England, where bones are in general use,

;y are ground or crushed by iron cogged rollers,

to three assortments, say, inch, half inch and dust.

le latter is esteemed of little value, being only

ailable for one crop. Inch are the most durable,

t half inch arc generally preferred, being not

ly durable, but are more active in their effects

turnips, giving an immediate and vigorous growth

the young plant. In this country, my expcri-

?nts have been on a very small scale, but so far

ve proved satisfactory ; and I cannot see why
s /iianure should not be as efScacious here as in

eat Britain, particularly where the soils are simi-

• in quality.

Should further communications on this or any

ler subject be deemed of value to your very in-

•esting periodical, they, shall be at your service.

From your friend, T. W.
Hamden, Abr. 8, 1843.

He is a public benefactor who, by the prudent

d skillful outlay of his money in bettering its

ndition, shall make a single field yield perma-

ntly a double crop ; and he who does this over

3(juare mile, virtually adds a square mile to the

tional territory— nay, he does more : he doubles

this extent the territorial resources of the coun-

', without giving the state any larger territory to

fend. All hail, then, to the improvers of the

ill health and long life be their fortune—may
eir hearts be light and their purses heavy—may
eir dreams be fe« and pleasant, and their sleep

e sweet repose of the weary—may they see the

uits of their own labor, and may their sons reap

ill heavier harvests.

—

Blackwood's Magazine.

JVew Fashioned Potatots.—The Wheeling Ga-
itte speaks of a new species of the potato plant

^at has just been imported from South America,

he fruit grows on vines, like pumpkins, and will

1 to make handsome arbors; a single seed potato

3ing sufficient to cover a verandah. The beauty

this above-ground vegetable is, that you can

ck out the finest potatoes without damaging the

lants, and leave the "small potatoes" to grow

er.

—

Selected.

Had we eyes sharp enough, we could see the ar-

3WS of death flying in all directions, and account

a wonder that we and our friends escape them a

ingle day.

CABBAGES.
The cabbage is cultivated to a groat extent by

the Long. I.sland farmers, for the New York mar-

ket. At the late Fair of the American Institute,

several cultivators of this useful vegetable, pre-

sented crops tor premium, a statemout of which is

subjoined. The ci nimitlee on the subject in their

report state that the plan of cultivation generally

adopted is, to plant a little over two feet apart, by

which means they produce, on the average, from ti

to yOUO cabbages per acre.

Cullivators. Acres. Ciibhages.

Garret Vreeland, about 3 Q.^OOO

George Vreeland, " 9 70,000

Jacob Vreeland, " 3 25,000

John Vreeland, over 1 10,000

Stephen Vreeland, about 8 G0,000

George Vreeland, Jr., " 3 25,000

Michael Vreeland, " 3 2.5,000

John M. Vreeland, " 2 1-2 20,000

Henry BrinckerhotT, " 2 1-2 20,000

Cornelius Brinckerhoff, " 1 1-2 20,000

John Brinckerhoft; " 2 1-2 20,000

John Van Horn, " 6 50,000

MrPrichard, " 3 25,000

John J. Van Horn, « 3 30,000

John G. Van Horn, " 3 1-2 30,000

Myndort Vreeland, " 31-2 30,000

John G. Van Horn, Jr., " 2 1-2 28,000

Myndort Vreeland, " 2 1-2 20,000

Abram Vreeland, " 3 2.5,000

Richard Vreeland, " 21-2 20,000

Jacob Stultz, " S 2.5,000

Abraham Post, over 1 10,000

Air Bell, about 2 15,000

Mr Jackson, " 3 1(3,000

Total—about 030,000

PULVERIZING THE SOIL.

The following short paragraph taken from the

Southern Planter, contains so much sound, good

sense, that we copy it with the view of asking all

our readers to study its truths and philosophy.

—

Southern Agricidt.

Pulverizing the Soil.—To demonstrate that dews

moisten the land when fine, dig a hole in the hard

dry ground, in the driest weather, as deep as the

plow ought to reach ; beat the earth very fine, and

fill the hole therewith ; and after a few nights' dews,

you will find this fine earth become moist at the

bottom, and the hard ground all round will become

dry. Till a field in lands : make one land very fine

by frequent deep plowing; let another be rough by

insufficient tillage alternately ; then plow the whole

cross-wise in the driest weather, which has lasted

long, and you will perceive, by the color of the

earth, that every fine land will be turned up moist,

but every rough land will be dry as powder, from

top to bottom. In the driest weather, good hoeing

procures moisture to roots; though the ignorant

and incurious fancy it lets in the drought, and

therefore, are afraid to hoe their plants at such

times.

Anisthenes, a philosopher of olden time, wonder-

ed at mankind, that in buying an earthen dish, they

were careful to sound it lest it had a crack ; yet so

careless in choosing friends, as to take them flawed

with vice. As strange a matter now as then.

"ENCOURAGE YOUR OWN."
Passing recently a shop which a young mechanic

of good trade, had been occupying, we found it

closed. The sign was down, and all was silent aa

the tomb. The cause was naturally asked.

Was ho temperate? Yes. Was he attentive

and industrious ? Yei). Were his prices reasona-

ble ? The same as others asked. Was he desi-

rous to locate at home ? He was. Then why lias

he closed shop ? Because patronage was not ex-

tended to him. He waited for months, but receiv-

ed scarcely work enough to keep soul and body to-

gether, while some of our citizens were at the same

time procuring their work from other towns, no

better executed than he was able to furnish at a

lower price.

" Encourage your oivn," said we. But our train

of thought was disturbed by an invitation to step

into a cabinet maker's warehouse. Here was as

fine a supply of furniture as decorated Faneuil

Hall at the great Fair. Sofas, bureaus, chairs, and

a hundred etceteras, were displayed around the

room. And where do you find purchasers for all

these? said we to the industrious manufacturer.

Oh, they go to the New York and Boston mar-

kets.

To the Boston market! we exclaimed; why,

neighbor has just purchased some articles of

furniture t'rom Boston, at a great bargain, he thinks

—a sofa, much like that, for forty dollars—some

splendid chairs, too— I did not know there were

any like them in town, until I now see you have

some here so much like them that I suppose you

have taken the pattern.

, That sofa, and those chairs too, replied the me-

chanic, were of my own manufacture ; and he has

paid for them, in addition to the price I ask here,

two freights and commission, besides a small bill

for repairs of injury by moving.

Mr has all his coats made in the city—no

tailor of his own town can ever make a fit: they

are only convenient to call upon when a button

gets oflT, or the elbow needs a stitch. He handed

ill an old coat to repair, to one of our establishments,

with a high commendation upon the workmanship,

and a wonder that none of the town tailors could

do so well.

Who made this coat, sir? inquired the tailor, as

ho cast his eyes over the work.
' A Mr , of the city.

Oh yes he is a very good workman— he served

his time with mc, and has just established himself

in the city. I see, however, that he has not paid

quite the attention to the stitching the collar, I

used to require of him—and I suppose a pressure

of work has compelled him to make a little long-

er stitches than T used to let pass. However, he

will no doubt improve.

'' Encourage your oivn," thought we, if you wish

to save yourself from the chagrin that was mani-

fested in the patron's countenance.

"Our Country against the World;
" Our State before any other in. the Union

;

" Our Town in preference to any other in the Slate."

This may seem selfish, but we are fully convinc-

ed that it is the true policy to insure prosperity.

Even if you pay a little more for an article, it is

better for the general thrift of a town that its own
citizens should be patronized, as it gives them the

means to extend the wave till every little circle in

the lake of prosperity unites and sets the whole

community in motion. "Encourage tocr own."
—Portimouih Journal.
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CHARMING UNCERTAINTIES.
Stiipfd work fanning would be, if we all knew tlie

best way and time of performing all the oppintions. It

would then be mere drudgery—toil for the limbs and
rotliing more. Hard times most surely would come to

us, editors, were all points pertaining to husbandry, set-

tled and understood. But luckily, no such disaster is

likely to occur very soon.

We shall not go back to old files to find and point mil
the volume and number, and thus forlily our pusitions,

but we will name a few of the things which memory
brings up as being still controverted.

In reference to the potato crop, such questions as

these are still in dispute : Is it best to spread the ma-
nure over the whole surface of the land, or to put it in

the hills.' Is it best to put the manure above, or below,
the seed ? Is it best to plant the seed whole or to cut
it .' Shall one plant in hills or in drills .' Shall he put

his seed deep in the ground, or quite near the surface.'

So of Indian Corn it may be asked, Shall we put it in

hills or drills.' Shall we manure in the hill.' Shall

we earth up, or keep the surface flat? .Shall we take
out the suckers.' Shall we top the stalks? Shall we
let the crop stand until it is ripe, or shall we cut up and
stook ?

Shall we best keep our tilled lands fmoist in times of
drought by frequent stirrings, or by letting them alone?

Is cooked or uncooked food best for swine ? Are ap-
ples of any value as food for swine or caitle ?

Is native or foreign slock most profitable ? &o. &a.

We might extend the string of questions, to which A.
would answer yes, and B. say no. The communications
found in the various agricultural journiils of the country,
thow that all thiise and an indefinite number of other
questions are yet unseltled. We trust that some of
them will forever remain unsettled. Fur it must be
true that difference in soils, atmospheric influences, and
other mailers, will require different modes of treaiment
lo make lands give out the largest crop that skill can
o'jtuin from them. A. may ascertain to his perfect satis-

faction that certain modes of tillage are the very best for

his soil
:
this conclusion may be perfectly just. B. may

find and prove to himself and others, that modes the op-
posite to those of A., are best for him These two dif-

for in opinion and inpraciice, but both are correct and
judicious. The opinions and experiences of both .-ire

valuable to the agricultural community : C. canjget some
instruction from A., and D. will profit from knowing
what U. has done.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Now, in your season nf comparative leisure, we should

bo glad lo have any of you who are accustomed to read
our paper, send ati account of your own doings and ob-

scrtalions. Sind inquiries also. Lei us hear from you.
It is not our habit to make pressing applications lo indi-

viduals to furnish matter for our columns. We like

better to liave Ihe contributors' free offerings. When
ihey copie as such, we always welcome them. We do
not give this invitation to each and all of you, with any
feeling that we have a claim upon you to write ; but the

more you will do in that way, the more interesting, pro-

bably, will be our pages : for this reason we ask. If you
send any thing of Interest, remember that you gratify

nut us alone, but each one of our many hundred readers.
Be not deterred in any case from communicating your

experience or observaiions for publication, because they
coincide with the published conclusions of others, and
are therefore destitute ofnoi'eliy. It is the concurrent tes-

timony of many witnesses upon any point that serves

to take from it its uncertainty and establish its truth.

Such views as these rIiow that most farmers may have,
in the variety of soils on their own farms, a book ever
open before them, and one that cannot be understood
without years of study and observation. A little "book
farming"—a little acquaintance with what others have
done and are doing, will help him by way of suggestions
and hints. The more the properties of soils and ma-
nures and the wants of crops are studied into, the great-
er, perhaps, should be the variety of modes and opera-
tions. There is a charm in the unsatlled stale of the
many tliousand questions— it keeps the mind at work,
and leads lo e.Mended and useful observations, which
may ultimately conduct to truth.

In the iimrning think what thou hast to do, and at
night ask thyself what thou hast done.

SNOW BIRDS.
I

Here is a flock of them under our window, busily en-

gaged in pecking the seeds from weed and flower stalks.

'Iliey look plump, contented and happy. The fallin"

snow interferes not with their enjoyments; and their

seeming scanty food keeps them round and full as litile

aldermen. Innocent and happy little gleaners:—How
wonderful is the creating and sustaining skill of Him
who formed you to find enjoyment amid cold and snow,
and to make a rich and ample repast upon the stems that

slick up through the earth s while covering.

CROW EXPERI.VIENT—IMPORTANT INQUIRY.
To the Editor of the New England Farmer

:

Sir— I, in common with your readers generally, I pre-

sume, have been both entertained and instructed by your
published details of experiments made by you the past

season, in processes and means of cultivating the earth.

There is one experiment, however, which you proposed
lo make, ("and in which I feel no litile interest,) whose
success you have not yet reported. As your inleniion

to make the trial was publicly announced, I have ex-

pected its result would likewise be as publicly given. If

you had forgotten the matter, this gentle "jog" lo your
memory may ha of some service to your readers, by

eliciting the important facts which the case involves.

You will remember that some time last spring or

early summer, you slated in the Farmer, that several

ciows had located themselves for the season of business,

by the side of your cornfield—and furthermore, thai, be-

lieving the service they would do you in the destruction

of insects, would fully repay for whatever depredations

they might commit in the e.xereise of their coin-stealing

propensities, you should not disturb Ihem, but let them
keep their selected quarters.

Now I am very desirous to learn how this benevolent

experiment of yours resvUed, since it may have settled

one, and not the least important, of the many disputed

questions in agriculture. And having wailed patiently

in the hope that you would state Ihe facts attending the

trial, (even though it might bo at the expense of a lillle

mortification,) and you not having seen fil, either through

forgetfulness or some reason best known to yourself so

to do, 1 am emboldened by your apparent good nature

and candor, (evinced in your statement of a certain " ex-

traordinary" potato crop, of which you were the produ-

cer,) to ask you thus publicly, and I trust respectfully,

how tkc crow experiment resulted? And in makin" the

inquiry, I disclaim being actuati;d by any less frivolous

motive than a desire to know if, (as 1 have never be
lieved,) there is any thing of wisdom or profit in treat

ing wilh civility and forbearance those black-hiied an.

no less black-hearted pilferers and disgrace of the feath

ered tribe, yclept crows—toward whom (though I ca
applaud your humanity,) / cannot but act in the spirit c,

the lex tnlionis, so long as they manifest such an ut;e

disregard of the laws o(meum and tuum. If your expe
rinient, however, has demonstrated that these trouble
some outlaws may be bought to respect one's rights, then
if the price be not too high, I shall most gladly pny ili

tribute, in lieu of resorting to the " murderous saltpetre.

Wilh high respect, I. KILLEAI.
Hull, Dec. 14, '42.

ITTThank you for the "jog," Mr " Killem." Whei
we stated that we should not disturb the said crows, w.

said also that we should feed them. We did so : thej

ale nf what we gave them, and they did no harm to th

cornfield. So much for the experiment, to you, Mr "
;

Killem,'' from "HkH." There 's the whole story. Hov
mortified we are ! Who would have believed, wickei
as the world is, that in all the vast multitude of dweller
in the populous town of " Hull," there could have beer

found one single heart so hard and black, as to kill th<

innocent and glossy crow ;—and also to altempt the bar
barous outrage of taking our life by " mortification ['

temporal mores!

What seer, gifted with prophetic s'ght, gave you youi
name, so descriptive of your disposition ? Cruel, fiiith-

less, murderous man ! Rightly was you named '• I Kill

em." Kill 'em, then, if such is your innate and clier

ished propensity—but we 'II feed 'em again.

Quere.—How many ciows does " Hull" hold ? We '1,

supply 'em with corn next June, at so much per head,

Come, make us a generous offer : we should like some
"grand speculation " about these times.

0°The inquiry of " A Grower," relative to the ro.

port of the Massachusetls Horticultural Society, (or De-
cember 3d, is not understood. If he will explain hia

own question so that we can perceive what he wants,

WB will then give him the best answer we can.

Jl Solemn Fact.— It is not poverty eo much as pretence,

that harrasses a ruii:ed man—the struggle between a

proud mind and an empty purse— the keeping up a hol-

low show that must soon come to an end. Have the

courage to appear poor, and you disarm poverly of itg

sharpest sling.

—

Phila. Times.

It is common to say, that a liar will not be believed,

although he speak the truth; the converse of this propo-

sition is equally true, but more unforlunate ; that a man
who h.ns gained a reputation for veracity will not be dis-

credited, although he should ulter Ihat which is false J

but he Ihat would make use of a reputation for veracity,

to establish a lie, would set fire to the temple of trutli

wilh a faggot stolen from her altar.

—

Lacon

Custom is the law of one description of fools, and fash-

ion of another ; but the two parties often clash. Cus-

tom looks to things that are past, and fashion to thing»

that are present, but both of them are somewhat pur-

blind as lo things ihat are to come. Of the two, Fashiim

imposes the heaviest burden, for she cheats her votaries

of their time, Iheirforlune, and their comforts, and repays

ihem only with ihe celebrity of being ridiculed and de-

spised—a very paradoxical mode of remuneration, yet

always most thankfully received !

—

Ihid.

Falsehood is often rocked by truth, but she soon out

grows her cradle and discards her nurse

—

Ibid.
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MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NOTICE.

rhe Commilice on Fruits, are requested to meet at the

cieiy's Roum un SATURDAY iicxi, at loo'clock, A. M.,
ward Premiums on fruits lor iho past vear.

B. V". FRENCH,
Oec. 21. Chairman.

TilKaMCMETRICAL
Rnpnrteillortlie Ntiv England Farmer,

tmgejf the rheiniometerat the fiardeuof the proprietors

III! .Sew li^ngUiiil F^irmer, ltri|;hlon, IM.i^a. in a shaded

rt lei'ly rtxposure, foriheweek ending Dec. 13.

Dec. 1842. | 7,A..M. | 12, M. | 6,P.M. |
Wind."

nday,
?sday,

In^sday,
iirsday,

lay,

orJay,
.day,

12
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M I S C E L L A N.E U S

A Mother's Love " A riiollicr's love ! How
thrilling the sound ! The angel spirit that watched

over onr infant years, shieldi^d us from danger and

cheered us with her smiles! O, how faithfully

does memory cling to the fast fading nienientues of

a parent's home, to remind us of tiie sweet coun-

cils of a mother's tongue. And oh! how instinct-

ively do we hang over the sense of liuyhood, bright-

ened by the recollection of that wakeful eye thai

never closed while a single wave of misfortune or

danger sighed around her child. Like the lone

stiir of heaven, in the deep siditude of nature's

night, she sits the presiding divinity of the family

mansion, its delight and its charm, its stay and its

hope, when all around her is overshadowed with

the gloom of despondency and despair. The cher-

ished object of her affection has risen to manhood's

years, and exchanged the sportive morn of be-

ing fur the busy and stirring adventures of the

world ; and yet, wherever he may wander—to

whatever clime or country inclination or duty may

invite his wayward footsteps—whether facing the

wintry storm on the billowy deep, or buffeting the

mountain snows—the undying prayer of a mother's

love lingers on his path and sheds its holiest in-

cense upon his pillow."

—

Selected.

Crows Oidivitted.— .\ premium on crow.s' heads

in Connecticut, as well as a desire on the part of

a farmer of that State to save his corn by diminish-

ing tlieir number, induced him to place a dead ani-

mal near a piece of woodland, where lie had erected

a suitable brush house, in which to ensconse him-

self, within proper shooting distance of the decoy.

Flocks of crows visited and feasted upon the ani-

mal when the farmer was absent from his retreat,

but whenever he was lying in wait for them with

his gun, no one would venture to approach it, al-

though witli wistful eyes and watery mouths they

beheld their favorite viands from the tops of the

neighboring trees. He continued to visit the decoy

house for several days, and with anxious solicitude

awaited the approach of the wily crows, but no one

would venture to dine upon the delicious dead

liorse while he was there secreted. Discouraged

by his want of success, he stated the circumstance

to liis neighbor, who at once informed iiim that he

could succeed in shooting them, which his discom-

fited friend had strong doubtings about. However,

they both immediately repaired with their guns to

the brush house, and after a short time the neigh-

bor requested his unsuccessful friend to take his

gun with him and go home, while he remained in

the retreat. He set across the field towards his

house, and as soon as he was out of shooting dis-

tance from the animal, down came the crows to

their repast, and the neighbor firing among lliem,

killed a large number. The farmer, seeing his

friend's success, returned to him and observed,

" The crows are cunning critters, but they can't

count."

—

Selected.

may double his reward, and I put him at defi-

ance."

Stephen Hopkins, the Quaker patriot of Rhode

Island, had been afflicted with a paralytic stroke,

ill conse(|iieiice of which his hand trembled badly.

John Adams usually acted as his amanuensis, and

at the signing of the Declaration of Independence,

asked him if he should sign his name for him. He
replied, "No! 1 will siyn it myself:— if we are

hung for signing it, you shall not be hung for sign-

ing it for me."' Mr Adams, then, in imitation of

Hopkins, took his pen, clasped his wrist with his

left hand went through the tremulous motion of

signing his own name, and in the language of Hop-

kin.s, emphatically said, •' If my hand trembles,

John Bull will find my heart won't !" which, Mr
Adams said, electrified all Congress, and made the

most timid firm in their purpose.

—

Selected.

JVovel Resting Place The Rev. Mr Moffat,

Missionary in Southern Africa, thus describes one

of the lu.\uries of the desert

:

" Being ignorant of the locality, and not know-

ing where the dangerous inhabitants (Bushmen)

might be, we made no fire, lest we should be dis-

covered. Olid we had nothing to roast. There

were no trees, and we lay down between ridges or

hills of deep sand. The wind was cold and we

had but little covering. The plan adopted by Mr
H.ienzell, a Moravian Missionary, in similar cir-

cumstances, occurred to me, and like him I made

a hole in the sand and buried myself, leaving the

head out. I soon felt very comfortable, and extoll-

ing the plan, one of my companions imitated my
ex.imple, and got under the earth. I then told

him that the missionary whom we were imitating,

having once submerged himself in the sand near

the sea-shore, was occasionally disturbed by huge

crabs a|)proachlng him, and these his faithful dog

kept at a distance. My compani(m asked :

' And what are we to do if a lion comes?"
' We arc safe," I replied, ''for he will never

eat heads when he can get whole bodies." This

removed his fears, and I do not remember to have

slept so comfortably during the whole journey, in

which we often had very sorry accommodations."

AGRICUI4TCR/VL IMPLEMBXTS, *.c

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural W;
house and Seed Store No, 51 and 62 North MarLel sir

would inform their customers and ihe pulilic generally

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of A
culluial and Horticultural Tools to lie found in the Un
States. Part of which are the following :

lUOO Howard's Patent Cast
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N. E. FARMER,

From the Albany CuUiTator.

" NATIVE" AND OTHER CATTLE.
Mcssm. Onylord ^- Tucker— I liavo read, with

great ir.fcrest, tlie first volume of tlie Transactions
of the New Vork Agricultural Society; and with
none of the papers therein contained have I been
more pleased, than with the one on " Neat Cattle,"

by Henry S. Randall, in which are many useful

suggestiuns in regard to the improvement of our
cattle, and the production of a breed or breeds
suited to our climate and purposes.

Mr R. fears that many are '' too prone to under-
rate our native stock," which he thinks " has pro-

which should show nil the principal points inshap,

and color of an improved Short Horn, as a speci-

men of the " native stock," as there is in takiiig

this ox as such. An example of this kind would
protably be regarded by the advocates of the Short
Horns as not altogether fair.

Your reviewer, Commentator, in the Oct. No. of
the Cultiviitor, in hig remarks on Mr Sotham's ex-

pression, given above, says Mr Bakewell made a

similar e.xperiment in England to that proposed by
Mr Randall, "and it is presumable with no better

cattle to begin with than Mr Randall might proba-
bly fi^d among what is called the 'native breed' in

New York." Now it may be pretty near true that

duced animcls that would suffer little by comp'ari- I
^'''^^ '*'''" began to breed with cattle which were

son with those of any other breed." In some
remarks on Mr Randall's ideas, by Mr \Vm. H.
Sotham, in the Sept. No. of the Cultivator, is the
following rather uttra expression : " He [Mr R.l

may eeiect the best [of the native stock] if he
chooses, and breed them until lie is of the age of
man, and my word for it, he will never breed a

beast tiiat a good judge would condescend to put
his iiand upon."

There r.iuy be a difficulty, T confess, in deciding
auch a proposition. In the first place, the premises
shouUi be understood and admitted by the parties.

What, then, is "native stock f Here is the grand
point; and they may aa well dispute about the

merits of British sheep, or any other species of ani-

mal which embraces vatieties very widely different

in their characters, as to attempt to decide that

matter until this point is settled.

If Mr Randall is to be allowed, (and this is ob-
viously hij intention,) to take such animals as Mr
Rust's fat ox as specimens of the scrub or " native"
breed, it appears to me he would be under no ne-
cessity of breeding till he is three score years and
ten, before he could " produce an animal that a

good judge would condescend to put his hand up.
on." While on my late trip to the East, I saw
this ox of Mr Rusl'a. He is truly a most superb
animal. He has, both in shape and color, all the
leading characteristics of a Hereford ; his should-
ers are well set, his chime full, back short, loin and
hips very wide, rump long, legs clean and sinewy,
and ho is considerably heavier than any other ani-
mal I ever saw of so little bone and offal. At the
time I saw him, Mr Rust thought his weight could
not be less tjian 3,700 pounds ; and it had been as-
certained by repeated weighing, that his gain was
at least three pounds per day. Notwithstanding
bis immense weight, he was, from the justness of
his proportions, very active. When lying down,
he would get up as quick as a sucking calf.

I saw the man who said he raised this ox ; and
the history which he gave of him was, that the bull

which sired him was ''part Htreford." In this,

both he and Mr Rust agreed. I cannot see why
tliis statement need be doubted ; for according to

in account which Mr Bement has published, some
Heretords were introduced into this part of the
»untry several years ago. But history and tradi-

tion out of the question, it appears to >ne there near Coventry, distinguished himself as a breederwould be as^much propriety in tnlung an ammal He too worked upon Sir Thomas Gresloy's stock
He was at considerable trouble in procurino- bulls
from Lancashire and Westmoreland

; and he ia
said to have had the best stock of cattle then
known." At pages 191, 192. it is said, " improve-
ment had hitherto been attempted to be produced
by selecting females from the native stock of the
country, and crossing them with males of an alien
breed. Mr Bakewell's good sense led him to im-
agine that the object might be better accomplish-
ed by uniting the superior branches of the same
breed, than by any mixture of foreign ones. On
this new and judicious principle he started. He
purchased two Long Horned heifers from Mr Web-
eter, and he procured a promising Long Horned
bull from Westmoreland. To these and their pro-
geny he confined himself." « • * .. jj^ny
years did not pass before his stock was unrivalled
for the roundness of its form, the smallness of its
bone, and its aptitude to acquire external fat, while
they were small consumers of food in proportion to
their size."

not better than those which some have called native

in this country ; but from the best evidence to be
had, it seems to me certain, that the animals with
which Bakewell began to breed, were not only very
good in themselves, but belonged to a race whose
superior excellence had been long acknowledged.
That under his master mind they attained still

higher improvement, is neither denied nor doubted
;

but that the originals were altogether superior to

our common cattle, is plain, if we admit testimony
on this subject.

The first gi-eat advantage which Mr Bakewell
possessed over any one who might attempt a simi-
lar experiment, confining himself to the common
cattle of this country, was the /are;/ character of his

stock. Their leading points had been the same,
without admixture, as far a s we learn, f.)r ages. I

Hence he might calculate on a certain transmis-
sion of the qualities possessed by those he first

selected, hereditarily, to their offspring. The ori-

ginals of our common cattle have been brought
from almost every country and district from which
this country has ever received emigrants. These
animals, so heterogeneous in their character, have
generally been bred in an indiscriminate, haphaz-
ard manner, until they have, in most cases, lost all

marked re.semblance to any distinct breed.

Youatt, in the work on British Cattle, gives a
very interesting account of the stock from which
Mr Bakewell made his original selections. Under
the head of the " Ijong Horns," he says ; "In the
district of Craven, n fertile corner of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, bordering on Lancashire, and
separated from Westmoreland chiefly by the west-
ern moor lands, there has been from the earliest

records of British agriculture a peculiar and valua-

ble breed of cattle." At page 189 is given a por-

trait of a Craven bull, " supposed to bear about him
many of the characters of the old breed." The
portrait conveys an idea of a most excellent ani-

mal ; one of the best in the book ; the body and
limbs indicating surprising strength, with a rich,

mellow coat of hair.

In 1720, it is stated that a blacksmith by the
name of Wilby, commenced the work of improving
the Craven cattle, with some cows which he pro-

cured from Sir Thomas Gresley. "Soon after

this," says Mr Youatt,

The object in making these quotations is to show
that the ancestors of Mr Bakewell's stock had been
considered excellent long before he began his ca-
reer as a breeder.

In what I have said, I disclaim any intention to
"underrate the native stock." but have been influ-
enced only by a wish that the public may be set
right in matters of fact.

SANPORD HOWARD.
ZanesviUe, Ohio, Oct. 8, 1842.

lowing

t QUERIES.
The Albany Cultivator propounds the folio

among other queries to farmers:

" What experiments have you made the past
year in husbandry .' and what has been the result ?
If favorable, you should let it be known that oth-
ers may practice the same methods; ifunfavora-
ble, that others may escape the error, or be saved
useless expenditure. Every farmer may do much
in the way of experiment, to advance the cause of
agriculture, if they are well and carefully conduct-
ed, and the results givsn to the public.

"Are your children at school.' and what have
you done to provide for them and for yourself, the
means of acquiring that knowledge so essential to
success in life .' On this point negligence is a
crime; parsimony is ruin. If you are able to do
nothing else for your children, you are at least
able to secure them a competent education. The
State guarantees the means of this ; it is for you
only to use them. Destitute of education, want-
ing ordinary intelligence, the man enters upon life
with all the chances against him. He may suc-
ceed, but the odds are fearfuh Let it be impress-
ed on the mind that in this free country, intelli-
gence is better than wealth."

Time, the cradle of hope, but the grave of ambi-
tion, is the stern corrector of fools, but the salutary

Mr Webster, of Canley, ' counsellor of the wise.

—

Lacon.
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EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS
By Hon. Ebcnezer Jackson, before the Middlesex Co-

(Conn.} Jlgricullural Society.

nUMBtRS AND IMPORTANCE OV FAHMERS.

" The consideration accorded to the farmer in

our country, is but the homage due to its rightful

sovereign and possessor. By farmers it was con-

quered from the savage, hy them were its colonies

planted, and under the guidance of a patriot far-

mer, they purchased in many a bloody field, its na-

tional independence. Upon that class of our fel-

low-citizens, the nation relies as our main buhvark
against foreign enejnies, and upon its pure and en-

lightened attachment to liberty, for the preserva-

tion of our political institutions. It is estimated

that four-fifths of tlie male population of the Uni-

ted States are engaged in agriculture, and with

such a preponderancy, it cannot be questioned that

the destinses of the nation are in their hands, and

that its safety and prosperity essentially depend

npon their social and intellectual condition. Form-
ing thus the primary interest, and vast majority of

the con.stitucncy of the republic, it is surprising

that they have forborne so long to demand of the

State and National Governments, that encourage-

ment which has been so frequently and liberally

extended to other interests. The legislative boun-

ty which has at length been appropriated to assist

the formation ot Agricultural Societies, in this

State, is but the commencement of a system which
the intelligence of our farmers will soon require to

be carried out so far as a wise economy shall per-

mit ; for next to the promotion of education, no
better or more rightful use can be made of the pub-
lic revenue, than in dispensing it for the benefit of

those who mainly contribute it."

PROGRESS or AGRICULTDRE.

"The excellence to which the science of agri-

culture has attained in some parts of the old world,

and the results which have retarded attention to it

in the United States, furnish profitable subjects for

our consideration. If we find that prodigies have
been wrought which seem beyond our reach, let us

derive encoouragement from the reflection, that at

no very remote period, the husbandry of the best

tilled portions of Europe was scarcely as advanced
as ours of the present day, and that the same ener-

gy and intelligence which have rivalled their man-
ufactures, can also bring our agriculture to equal
perfection.

"The colossal power and wealth of Great Bri-

tain, have been mainly developed and sustained by
her agriculture, which during the last century has
been fostered by every aid which physical science
could supply, until it has become the admiration
of the world. Shut out at one time from all com-
merce with the rest of Europe, and constantly with-

drawing immense numbers from her rural popula-
tion to supply the waste of war, scientific agricul-

ture, by augmenting the productiveness of the soil,

provided a compensating remedy for this incessant
drain upon her labor. Forced by necessity to rely

upon herself, she e.xhibited the astonishing fact,

that a country containing 1 18,000 square miles,

(about equal in e.xtent to the two States of New
York and Pennsylvania,) was capable of sustaining
in ordinary seasons, independent of foreign supply
& population of 24 millions !

'' It is les3 than a century since agriculture be-

gan to assume its just importance in any part of
Europe, and only fifty years since the establish

ment by Great Britain, of her celebrated Board of

Agriculture, the first efficient step taken by that

Government to extend to this important interest an

efficient protection. Before that time, the improve-

men,8 in husbandry were partial and desultory— its

statistics vague and imperfect—and no accurate

mode was provided for ascertaining the amount and

value of its products, or the quantity of land under

tillage. By means of this Board, all these defi-

ciencies were supplied ; the true condition of the

farming interest was for the first time ascertained,

and the discovery made, that one half of the whole

kingdom was 'either completely waste, or under a

very defective system of husbandry.' A spirit of

reform was aroused by these investigations througli-

out the land ; the lights of science and experience

were invoked ; the press teemed with works upon
every branch of husbandry, and the ingenuity of

the artisan was tasked to supply every facility to

accomplish the great work. * # *

" Interesting as are the triumphs of skill abroad,

their influence upon us as an example, is by no

means so impressive as that of those which have

been efl'ected in our own country, and especially

by those of our sister States whose soil and climate

assimilate with our own. Foremost in this class,

stands the venerable Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts, ivhose rapid improvement in agricultural,

commercial and manufacturing prosperity is worthy

of imitation by every other portion of New Eng-
land. Her legislature early took the lead in dis-

pensing with a liberal hand, protection and encour-

agement. Appropriations have for several years

been made for agricultural surveys of the State, to

collect accurate statistical returns of the soil and
productions, of the proportion of land cultivated in

the different townships, and in fine to obtain every

species of information which might exhibit the con-

dition of agriculture, and the resources of the Com-
monwealth. In addition to County Societies, there

is a State Society, which is enabled by the munifi-

cence of the Legislature, to offer the most tempt-

ing and liberal premiums, for which every farmer

in the State is entitled to compete. The first cat-

tle show ever held in Massachusetts, was in the

County of Berkshire in 1814, only 28 years ago;
and now every county in the State, except a very

few composed chiefly of maritime towns, has its

Society and annual show. The improvements in

cultivation of every description, and in the quality

and quantity of domestic supplies, since that peri-

od, have been surprising; of which some idea may
be formed from the fact stated in the last Report
of the State Commissioner, that the sales of neat

cattle, stores, sheep and swine during the year

1840, at Brighton, the great cattle mart of the

State, amounted to little short of two millions of

dollars. The existence of such a home market is

explained by another fact, ascertained from official

returns in 18-38, that tlie domestic manufactures of

this little State for that year, amounted to the enor-

mous sum of ninety millions of dollars. These
evidences of prosperity in a neighboring State,

possessing few natural advantages over Connecti-
cut, but on the contrary n less genial climate, prove
that we need not cross the ocean to discover the

rich rewards that are sure to follow an improved
husbandry, in conjunction with manufactures."

CAUSES THAT HAVE RETARDED NEW ENGLAND
AGRICULTURE.

"The agriculture of New England has hereto-
fore been affected by two prominent causes. One

of these has been the prevalence of a speculative

spirit, which has tempted great numbers to prefer

the delusive paths of commerce, or the crowdeil

ranks of the learned professions, to the more suro

though moderate prospects of agriculture. Tho
fatal experience of the last few years has dissipa-

ted the dreams of thousands, who have gladly ex-

changed the harassing and uncertain toils of tho

counting house, or the long deferred hopes of pro-

fessional reward, for the healthy independent, and
unfailing pursuit of husbandry. The same faithful

monitor has awakened all classes of the communi-
ty to the necessity of economy, and of establishing

the foundations of public and private prosperity,

not upon the deceptive basis of commercial or finan-

cial speculation, but upon honest industry, solid

credit, and moderate expectations. The evils

which we have suffered, and still suffer, are un-

doubtedly grievous ; but if they have the effect to

bring back the public mind to a healthy tone, and
to establish a less fluctuating standard of value in

the business concerns of life, posterity will have
cause to bless the chastening hand which arrested

us in the road to extravagance and ruin.

" Another form in which this impatient ambition

has operated to retard our agricultural advance-

ment, has been tho emigration of the young and

enterprising to the fertile regions of the West. At
an early period of her history, the products of New
England, not only sufficed for the support of her

population, but a considerable surplus was annually

exported. The vast solitudes of the Ohio and the

Mississippi had not then been invaded ; and none

had returned to inflame by glowing pictures of

their exuberant richness, that discontent to which

human nature is so prone. But when the veil waa

rent, when the interposing forests had bowed be-

fore the swelling tide of population, disclosing

boundless prairies of seemingly exhaiistle.ss fertili-

ty ; what more natural than that the inhabitants of

a stubborn soil should become dissatisfied with

their lot, and rush to seize the tempting prize

which nature so bounteously offered. But like all

extravagant hopes, how often have those of the

western emigrant been doomed to disappointment!

The difficulties and privations which attend settle-

ments even in the richest territories of the West,

and the diseases generated by the very fertility of

the soil, have caused many to return to their early

homes, and have convinced the rising generation

that the inducements for removal are frequently

outweighed by its disadvantages, and by those nu-

merous comforts and privileges which the emi-

grant abandons when he quits the paternal home-

stead. Of what avail are cattle upon a thousand

hills, if the loss of health be the price of their ac-

quisition ? or what is the advantages of granarieSi

filled with corn, when plenty reduces its price to-

one-fourth of its value in New England ? Such,

too, has become the disorder and depreciation in

the circulating medium of those States most fa-

vored by soil and climate, that this inconvenience

adds no small item to the catalogue of the emi-

grant's disappointments. He looks back with

longing eyes to his native land ; he remembers its

pure and wholesome air, its lovely scenery, its neat

and comfortable dwellings, its peaceful villages,
.

the abodes of law and order—and wonders by whal i

fatuity he could have consented to deprive himself

and his children of those manif(dd blessings. The
present sound financial condition of tho Eastern

section of our country, contrasted with that of any

other portion of the confederacy, is a signal proof
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that tlie prosperity of conimiinilica Joes not so

much (icpeiul upon local advantages, as upon indus-

try, economy and education. People dwelling in

high norlhern latitudes have always possessed more

energy, and become more permanently wealthy and

powerful, than those of milder climate, and even

ainons ourselves, we may sometimes remark in the

occnp'ints of a rocky and difficult soil, more of

thrift than in districts where the earth yields plen-

teouslv with little labor."

Krom the Albany CuUivator.

ALTERING MALE QUADRUPEDS.

After commencing operations as a farmer, I ob-

served with regret, the barbarous method of opera-

ting on domestic animals, particularly upon swine,

and in filling the bag with salt or ashes
;
but those

who were accustomed to this method could not be

persuaded to adopt any other practice. The salt

and ashes applied on such occasions act as a styp-

tic, and prevent bleeding, but they excite inflam-

mation and endanger the life of the animal. I

have noticed the agony and uneasiness of pigs after

such applications, and have recommended milder

ones. In 16401 lost a large shoat in three days

lafter the operation, and came near losing a steer by

bleeding from the cord. The method which I con-

sider preferable is exhibited in the following instan-

ts :

Sept. 1,5th, 1842. Altered a large Berkshire

loar, 3 1-2 years old, one that no person would un-

lertake to castrate, lest he should die after the

operation. I found a man, however, who was wili-

ng to act under my directions. He used a sharp

tnlfe and made a smooth cut, and after laying bare

he testis, I applied a ligature on the cord, as asur-

jeon would to a bleeding artery, and then cut the

tord below the ligature. Tlie second testis was

<emoved in the same manner, and the wound dress-

•d with a mi.Kture of tar and grease. The opera,

ion was soon performed, there was no bleeding

rom the wound, and the animal seemed to mind it

10 more than a kick. He eat his allowance daily

fterwards, and never fell off in flesh from the opera-

ion, and ia now (Nov.) a fat hog.

On the same day nine boar pigs which had been

leaned some time, were altered without tying the

ord, and the wounds rubbed with the mixture of

ir and grease. They never lost a meal nor ap-

eared to sufl^er pain or inconvenience from the ope-

ition, and all speedily recovered.

October 7lh, 1842. Altered a two year old Gal.

-av bull by the same method. Having prepared n

•axed thread, the cord was tied, and the testes re-

loved as in the case of the boar, with the loss of

nly a few drops of blood in cutting through the

iin. The wonnd was rubbed with the tar and

rease, and the animal after being kept in the barn

ird a lew nights, was sufiered to run in the field.

he ligature comes away by the sloughing or rot-

ng of the lower end of the cord, and then the

ound heals.

On tiie same day another stout Berkshire boar,

ne year old, was operated upon in the same man-

er, without the loss of blood or flesh. He recov-

ed rapidly, and is now (Nov. 9th,) in a fair way

i make a heavy porker. Richmond.

If a cause be good, the most violent attack of

3 em rnies will not injure it so much as an injudi-

ous defence of it by its friends,

—

Lacon.

CHEERFULNESS—A NKVV MEDICINE.

It is generally said, and we suppose correctly,

that the people of New England are now less ro-

bust and healthy than were the preceding genera-

tions. We claim not to be very wise as to the

causes of degeneracy and debility, liut it may

not be useless barely to name their existence.

Health is so closely connected with not only

one's ability to labor in his calling, but also with

his moral vigor and power, and with the part he

may take in making or marring the enjoyments of

others, tliat it is a matter to be much thought of

and assiduously attended to.

The general soberness of our people, and the

want of bloom on the American cheek, are proba-

bly the results of habits that are common to almost

all our citizens. Our people may give attention

too exclusively to business and to meetings of va-

rious kinds, which create anxious thought and ex-

cite exhausting feelings. They may have too few

recreations—too few frolickings— strictly frolick-

ings, or merry-makings, which in innocent diver-

sion, call fortli the merry laugh and banish care.

The good Ions;, loud, hearty Inugk, is worth more

than all the patent medicines that are advertised in

all the newspapers, and sold by all the quacks in

Christendom. Yes, give us a good laugh and tern-

perance, and with them we can keep off and throw

off, more maladies than some of these quack medi-

cines produce—and that is saying much. When
we apply at the Patent Oflice for an exclusive pri-

vilege to make and vend a medicine, it shall be for

one that will set the world a laughing, and keep

all people good natured and cheerful. "Physician,

heal thyself," we thought we heard somebody whis-

per. Yes, Mr Monitor, wo will, as soon as we

have compounded and perfected the drug. We
hipe to have the simple one that has been proved

upon ourself, and one that we shall be willing to

take—yes, take a box full at a time—be it homce-

opathic or allopathic—let it come which it may,

we hope to take it in good large doses, and shake

our sides till all the old aches and poina drop out

of our corporation. If we can only have the good

luck to compound and got used forthwith what we

are looking for, we shall have a very good oppor-

tunitv to try thoroughly its virtues; for nothing

but what is potent, will in these hard times take

the screws out of the face. If our medicine shall

only cure ourself and onr neighbors now while

failures and bankruptcies, and losses and gloomy

prospects are grievous epidemics, why, then in com-

mon times, every one who will use our pills accord-

ing to proper directions, will be able to suffuse his

face with the perpetual sunshine of smiles and good

nature.

We have no idea of divulging our secret, but be-

tween you and us, reader, we will just hint, that a

strong faith that God will never forsake the right

eous, nor let his seed be seen begging bread ; that

industry, economy, good will to man, and a con-

science void of offence—we will merely hint that

these will be parts of that medicine which we shall

urge the world to use; and as soon as ail shall

have tried it faithfully, we have no doubt that we

can get certificates and affidavits, that it will work

the most astonishing cures. In advance we wish

to proclaim to all concerned, that our medicine

will work best in the most healthy and cheerful

persons, and therefore we would have them com-

mence immediately, making their bodies as strong

and vigorous, and their hearts as full of innocent

cheerfulness as possiblo. The feeble and discon-

solate, it is true, will be greatly benefited by our

prescription ; but the strong and social, who act

and circulate much in society, will find it good not

for themselves merely, hut by their use of it, nil

others with whom they associate will bo benefited

also.—Ed. N. E. F.

Opening the Jflndpipe.—The Bucks County (Pa.)

Intelligencer makes the following very interesting

and useful statement:

On Wednesday last, Mr James Kerr, an elder-

ly gentleman, while dining at Mr Tucker's, in our

borough, was choked by a piece of roast beef lodg-

ing in his windpipe; his breathing was almost im-

mediately arrested, and in the course of ten or

twelve minutes, the functions of life were entirely

suspended. At this critical juncture. Dr. William

S. Hendrie and Clias. Geoguson arrived, wlicn the

former immediately opened the trachea, and by in-

flating the lungs repeatedly, in the course of three

or four minutes respiration was established, when
the obstruction was readily pushed up and dislodg-

ed from the throat of the patient. We loam that

the wound is healing, and that the individual has

suffered no inconvenience whatever from the ope-

ration."

We deem it a duty to assist in diflfusing such

facts as widely as possible. Presence of mind and

the prompt resort to such operations would doubt-

less have saved many a valuable life.

—

Albany DaL
Adv.

Cheerfulness in a Jf'ife.—Charles Dickens, whose

writings contain much to admire, and show a keeo

perception of human character, remarks upon this

subject as follows

:

" A woman may be of great assistance to her

husband, in business, by wearing a cheerful smile

continually on her countenance. A man's per-

plexities and gloominess are increased a hundred

fold when his better half moves about with a con-

tinual scowl upon her brow. A pleasant, cheerful

wife, is a rainbow set in the sky, when her hus-

band's mind is tossed with storms and tempests
;

but a scowling and fretful wife in the hour of trou-

ble, is like one of those fiends who delight to tor-

ture lost spirits."

An Irish Argument—As the late Mr G., a far-

mer at Duddingstone, once stood at his gate, an

Irish lad came up to him and requested to be em-

ployed. Mr G., "Go away, sir ! I will never em-

ploy any of your countrymen again."

" Why, your honor?" said Pat, "Sure we are

good workers : God bless you ! do give me a job !"

"No, I won't ;" said Mr G., "for the last Irish-

man I employed died on my hands, and I was

forced to bury him at my own charge."

"Arrah, your honor ! you need not fear that of

me ; for I can get a certificate that I never died

in the employment of any master I ever served!"

There was no resisting this. Poor Patrick got

employment and without the certificate

—

English

paper.

The London Standard says the sum of £640

(equal to $2840 fiO) has lately been given for the

bulb of a new tulip, called the Citadel of Antwerp.

Vice, virtue, and time, arc three things that nev-

er stand still.

—

Lacon.
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From the Albany Cultivator.

LARD OIL.

We have received from various sources, inqui-

ries as to the nature and preparation of oil from

lard—a subject which is becoming a matter of

great interest to the country ; and we have em-
bodied below such information as can be obtained,

for those interested.

Neither animal fat or vegetable oils, ore homo-
geneous, but are ciimposed of two substances, one

of which remains solid, while the other is fluid.

These two substances are termed Olein and Stea-

rint— the first being the fluid part, and the latter

the solid.

The degree of hardness or fluidity of the origi-

nal fat or oil, such as tallow, lard, olive oil, &c., is

depending on the relative proportion of these two
substances ; (allow containing more stearine than

lard, and the latter more than the vegetablo oils.

Chevreul was the first to distinguish and separate

these two principles, a discovery which promises

to eflTect quite a change in some of our commer-
cial interests, and to influence in no slight degree

our agricultural ones.

Lard melts at a temperature of about 82° ; its

specific gravity at 60° is 0.938. By long and pow-
erful pressure at 42° between folds of blotting pa-

per, it yields C2 parts in 100 of weight, of colorless

olein or oil, of the specific gravity of 091.5. Of
this 100 of boiling alcohol dissolves 123 parts.

The solid part of the lard left after the olein is ex-

tracted, is solid, granular, and fuses at about JOO'^.

This is the substance which when made into can-

dles, resembles spermaceti in hardness, and burns

with much clearness, while the oil so extracted is

the lard oil, which is rapidly coming into use for

lamps, machinery, woollen factories, &c. The
olein and stearine of olive oil can be separated in

the same manner as lard, by reducing the oil to a

low temperature, and submitting it to the same pro-

cess. The fact that the olein remains combined
with the alcohol in which lard, tallow, &c., has

been boiled, while the stearine separates on cool-

ing, constitutes the base of the processes for sepa-
rating and rendering marketable the two articles.

The processes adopted by different manufactu-
rers vary very much, and this is the reason why
some samples are much more perfect than others.

That prepared according to the patent of J. H.
Smith, New York, is a good article, and we e.x-

tract so much of his account of his method, as will

give a general view of his process. It may not be
amiss to state, however, that the Philadelphia man-
ufacturers produce superior oil by a somewhat dif-

ferent mode ; and those of Cincinnati, by still anoth-
er system of treatment. After stating that the ves-

sel in which the lard is to be melted and boiled,

should be of a capacity of from ten to one hundred
barrels, and that the length of time required for the

separation depends much on the quality of the lard,

(that which is fresh not requiring more than four

or five hours, while that which is old may require

ten or twelve,) he goes on to say :

'' My most important improvement in the within
described process, consists in the employment of
alcohol, which I mix with the lard in the kettle or
boiler at the commencement of the operation. When
the lard has become sufliciently fluid, I gradually
pour and stir into it about one gallon of alcohol to

every eighty gallons of lard, taking care to incor-

porate the two as intimately as possible ; and this

has the eRect of causing a very perfect separation

of the Stearine and Eleaine from each other, by

the spontaneous granulation of the former, which

takes place when the boiled lard is allowed to cool

in a state of rest. I sometimes combine camphor
with the alcohol, dissolving about one-fourth of a

pound in each gallon of alcohol, which not only

gives an agreeable odor to the products, but ap-

pears to co-operate with the alcohol to effect the

object in view : the camphor, however, is not an

eissential ingredient, and may be omitted ; while

spirit of a lower proof than alcohol may be used,

but not with equal effector benefit.

"After the boiling of the lard with the alcohol

h«s been continued for a sufficient length of time,

the fire is withdrawn or the supply of steam cut

off, and the mass is allowed to cool sufficiently to

bo ladled or drawn ofl^ into hogsheads or other suita-

ble coolers, when it is to be left at perfect rest to

cool down and acquire the ordinary temperature of

the atmosphere ; and as the cooling proceeds, the

granulation consequent upon the separation of the

Stearine from the Eleaine will take place and be-

come perfect. The material is then to be put into

bags and pressed moderately under a press of any
suitable kind, which will cause the Eleaine to flow

out in a state of great purity, there not being con-

tained within it any appreciable portion of Stea-

rine; and this pressure is to be continued until the

Stearine is as dry as it can be made in this way.

The masses of solid matter thus obtained," are to

be re-melted, and in this state are poured into box-

es or pans of the capacity often or twelve gallons,

and allowed to form lumps or blocks, which when
removed from these vessels, are piled or stacked in

a room for a week or ten days, more or less, the

room at a temperature of nearly 80°, which will

cause a sweating or oozing from the blocks, and

they will improve in quality. The blocks are then

to be rolled in cloths or put into bags, and these

placed between plates, are to be submitted to very

heavy pressure by means of an hydraulic press.

After this pressure, it is brought again into the

form of blocks, and these are to be cut up by

means of revolving or other knives or cutters, when
the pieces thus obtained are to be put into bnga

and subjected to the action of hot water or of steam,

in a press, until it becomes hard enough to be man-
ufactured into candles, or put up for other purpo-

ses to which it may be desired to apply it. And
the manner of subjecting it to the action of heated

water or steam is, to place the bags containing the

Stearine, in a box or chest into which heated water

or steam may be introduced, but not to such extent

as to fuse the Stearine. A follower is then to be

placed against the bags contained in the chest or

box, and moderate pressure made upon them, and
the material will now be found to have acquired

all the required hardness, and to possess a wax-
like consistency, such as would generally cause it

to be mistaken for wax."

We consider the manufacture of oil from lard,

as one of the most important ones, particularly for

the agriculture of the great West, that has yet

been attempted ; and its influence is as yet but be-

ginning to be felt in the country generally. For
the use of the light houses on the lakes west of

Ontario, about 11,000 gallons are annually requir-

ed ; for steamboats, ships, machinery, &c. west of

the Alleghanies, about 30,000 gallons more, mak-
ing a total of some 40,000 gallons annually; and
this amoundt is rapidly increasing.

We find in the Cincinnati Gazette, the follow-

ing statement respecting one of the manufactories

of lard oil in that city, and it must be remembered
that this is only one of many establishments al-

ready in operation for this mamufacture. They
are springing up in Illinois, Indiana, Michigon,and

Ohio; and the increasing demand for latd ni the

Atlanic cities, proves that the manufacture is not

confined to the country west of the mountams.
" R. W. Lee & Co. use every twentyfour hours,

sixteen barrels of lard at their establishmer.t. Jt

requires portions of two hogs to make a keg of

lard ; and portions of five hogs to make a barrel.

We killed, last year, about one hundred and eight

thousand of these animals in the city, and tlio cal-

culation is that about the same number are killed

out of it and brought tn the city, so that we may
put down the number in our market, at two hund-

red and sixteen thousand. From these data it will

be seen that one manufactory uses up the lard of

IGO hogs every twentyfour hours, or 1120 a week,

or 4800 a month , or 58,400 a year !* so that a few
manufactories of this kind would consume portions

of all the swine that the farmers in our section of

the country could raise."

The farmers of the Mississippi valley can make
lard enough to supply the United States with oi!

and candles, we have no doubt, and probaLly fur

nish some for exportation, to be returned to us in

the form of olive oil, as, from the demand tor lard

for exportation in our chief cities, is nov^ Joubt

less the case.

There is no question but that the oil made from

pure lard is fitter for every purpose to which olive

oil is applied, than that, and the difference in prict

makes the transmutation an object of soma conse-

quence.

There is certainly no assignable limit to thi

quantity of pork and lard that the West can pro

duce, should the demand in any form warrant ih'

efforts of the farmers in that department of agri

culture; and of the quality of the oil when proper

ly prepared, there cannot be the least doubt. Th
Cleveland Herald, in announcing the establishmeii

ofa lard oil manufactory in that place, says :—

" Lard oil for machinery and wool is unrivallec

It can be made to remain fluid in the coldest wealh

er, and the oil can no more come back to lard, tlia

whiskey can be brought back to corn, when it i

properly manufactured. The stearine caudles ar

of various qualities, from common to those exceed

ing the best of eperm. They burn better, stand

greater temperature, last longer, and are, as we!

as the oil, afforded much cheaper than sperm."

Corn oil might be made to a great extent in th

West, and considerable quantities have alread

been brought eastward. But the fact that it i

only produced in distilleries, and that its use mu6

be coupled with the extension of one of the greal

est evils that can afflict any country, will prevel

the manufacture to any extent. We have seei|

corn oil burned in lamps, and it proved of the bef

q'lality for that purpose ; and could its produ

be separated from that of alcohol, think it "

soon become one of profit to the western cot

As it is, oil from lird will be depended on ;o

ply the country west of the mountains, and

the quantity that has already been exported

•We give the article as we find it, but do not see lio

the results stated follow from tlie datagiren. five li":

to a barrel, and sixteen barrels daily, ore SO hogs d.'iil

instead of IGU, ntid so throughout the reckoning.

—

Ed
Cult.
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it bids fair to lieconie a formidable competi-

o tlio whale oil of llie Atlantic States,

re have stated that of good lard, C'2 Iba. in 100

oil, and the remainder stearine ; but this pro-

ion, it must be recollected, will not be obtained

le process of ordinary manufacture, where the

ils cannot be as accurate as in the laboratory

le chemist. Tallow contains about three-fourths

leiglil of stearine, which in the best specimeni

h resembles wax in purity and burning. It is

able that more simple and cheap methods of

rating stearine and olein will be discovered,

those now used, as the whole manufacture

he considered in its infancy.

CLOVER FOR M.4NURING LAND.

member of the United Society of Shakers, of

terbury, N. H., who are noted for their good

landry, communicates to the editor of the Far-

9 Monthly Visitor, the following " Directions

ising Clover for Manuring Lands"

:

If your soil is poor and wants enriching for

ge, seed well with clover and timothy, when

1 with wheat, barley or oats, and give it a good

sing of plaster. After harvest, be careful not

ave it pastured until the following suuimer. In

turn in any kind of stock you please, and pas-

it the remainder of the season. The next

ig plaster it again, and turn in your cattle as

do in other pastures. In the fall, say Octo-

turn over the land for another crop. The

ng following harrow first lengthways the fur-

: then sow your wheat, barley or oats, and

ow twice, crossing the furrow. Before the

harrowing sow your grass seed. Then follow

some process as before another two seasons
;

r which it is presumed your land will be strong

jgh to bear taking off two or three crops be-

lt is again seeded. And by continuing a ro-

)n of crops, say corn, oats, wheat or rye—then

er as before— it will be rather improved than

Twise, provided plaster will produce clover on

r land as it does on some lands in the State of

V York.

"rom four to six quarts of clover seed per acre

four quarts of timothy do well in this case

;

in seeding for mowing we should vary (increase?)

proportion.

'rom one and a half to two bushels of plaster

bout right for an acre.

'he plaater may be sown when the land is first

ied with clover, or it may be omitted till the

Dwing spring; but as it is a protection to the

ng clover against drought, it is generally sown

n and the following spring too.

iVhich is preferable, to pasture or plow in the

fer, our experience does not enable us to de-

e."

3n this last point (says the editor of the Visitor,)

nust be inferred that the plowing in will sooner

more effectually effect the object than pasturing,

t inasmuch as in the process of pasturing there

10 loss of crop for a single season, so if by

t process the land can be enriched, it would

!m to be the better way of accomplishing the

act.

CALCULATION FOR THE PEOPLE.

Few people are aware of the comforts that may

be procured for a poor family by tlio aggregate

savings of even four-pence-hnlfpenny a day for

one year ; in other words, there are very few who

are practically acquainted with the essential prin-

ciple, as it relates to the frequent disbursing or

withholding of small sums of money, often wasted

ill trifling indulgences, which neither profit the

mind nor the body.

We would neither advocate nor defend parsimo-

ny, but simply illustrate some of the rudiments of

economy, and make some suggestions that may

pass for what they are worth. If they benefit none,

they will certainly harm none. Most people in-

dulge themselves and their children, in various lit-

tle matters, involving more or less expense, and

they are certainly not to blame for doing so to the

extent of their ability ; but there are certain ex-

penditures in which many grown people indulge,

amounting to but little in detail, the aggregate of

which, if saved, would amount to a considerable

sum, and go far toward purchasing a snug little

farm or comfortable dwelling. Suppose for in-

stance, a man who had been in the habit of spend-

ing four-pence-half-penny a day for liquor, or any

unnecessary and unprofitable indulgence, were to

deposit that sum in a box, and not use it till 365

days had elapsed, he would then find he had

$22 81 1-4. If at the end of the year, times should

be hard, this sum would be a great help to him, in

supplying his fiimily with necessaries. Suppose,

however, he should lay by from his earnings 12 1-2

cents a day, that is to save it, let us see what it

comes to in a few years, if placed at interest, to

gether with the continued daily amount saved, to

be added to the principal sum annually, and all

kept drawing interest, by which it would be com-

pounding itself—at the end of the first year he

would have the simple amount saved, that is,

$45 73—at the end of the

2d year

3d «

Good Stnlimenls Mr A. E. F.rnest, of Bibb co.,

Geo., informs us that for several years past, he has

been experimenting in the culture of silk, and has

been cmiiienlly succesaful. The closing remarks

of Mr Ernest's paper, contain so much truth and

good sense, that we are unwilling to withhold them

from our readers.

—

j-'llb. Cult.

'The condition of our country certainly requires

that we should all be doing what we can to relieve

it from its present unhappy state. The distresses

of the country have cloarly been brought about, by

our consuming more than we have produced ; and

it can be relieved by producing more than we con-

sume, and in no other way. It is folly, or worse

than folly, to expect relief in any other way. No
single individual can do much, but each one can

do something. Any person can in himself furnish

an example of industry and economy, if they will,

and this is precisely what is wanting. If I can

throw $1000 or $10,000 worth of silk into market

every year, I shall do something ; and so with any

other articles which we can produce, but for which

we now depend on foreign countries. The con-

tributions of each may be small, but the aggregate

is large ; and it is productive industry that tells on

the nation's prosperity."

4th

5th

()th

7th

8th

9th

10th

$94 30

145 55

200 05

257 78

318 98

383 85

4.52 71

534 50

602 76

Bees. " The best place to put bees in is a dry,

cold, and dark room or out-house. The colder the

winter the better, if the air is dry. Damp cold

gives bees the rot. Put your bees there the last

week in November, and let them sleep quietly till

the flowers begin to come out in the spring. In

Switzerland a whole village club together, and

hire a cold dry room, which they darken and put

all their bees in."

We find the above in an excliange paper, and

think the system recommended at least plausible.

So long as bees remain torpid they do not eat ;aQd

to keep the.^l in this state, the temperature of the

place where they are kept must be low ; it must

also be dry, or the mass of bees and comb will be-

come mouldy. Bees die in multitudes by being

enticed out of their hives in sunny days, before

they are able to obtain food, or get back to their

hives Mb. Cult.

This may serve to give some idea of the aggre-

gate increase by interest and deposit of savings.

If the calculation be extended to ten more years in

the same way, the sum will amount to about $1670.

And how many there are, complainingof their pov-

erty, who might, by a little self-denial, save 12 1-2

cents a day.

We may all be assured that there is no alchymy

like economy. It will be found that almost all

those who are, or have been noted for their wealth,

began with little or nothing, and however different

in other respects, have agreed in that of strict

economy.

—

J^ewburyporl Herald.

There is this difference between happiness and

sdom ; he that thinks himself the happiest man,

illy is so ; but he that thinks himself the wisest,

generally the greatest fool.

—

Lacon.

^ppetUe—A relish bestowed npon the poorer

classes, that they may like what they eat ; while it

is seldom enjoyed by the rich, because they may
eat what they like.

Breath—Air received into the lungs by many
young men of fashion, for the important purpose

of smoking cigars and whistling a tune.

Aeio England CaH/e.—Speaking of the Cattle

Show of the Hartford Co. Agricultural Society, the

Albany Cultivator says:

" We have long been of the opinion that no part

of the world can show such numbers of fine work-

ing cattle as New England ; and the shows of this

year have given ample proof of this fact. A bad

day will it be for NeH*EngIand when she substi-

tutes horse for ox labor on the farm, as many other

parts of the U. S. have done, where no particular

necessity for this course existed."'

Sugarfrom Corn.—We are gratified to see from

papers in various parts of the country, that experi-

ments are making to test the practicability of mak-

ing sugar from corn, and that so far they all ap-

pear to have been successful in producing good

molasses at least. The great richness of cornstalk

juice, when the plant is prevented forming ears, is

truly surprising, and far exceeds that of the cane.

Mr Goodrich, of Terre Haute, la., finds that eight

gallons of such juice makes two gallons of molas-

ses, pronounced by competent judges equal to su-

gar house molasses, and other experimenters have

arrived at the same results.

—

Alb. Cult.
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{Cf-jYOTICE.

Tliose indehtedfor one and more years' suhstHplion

to this paper, are earnestly requested to remit the amount

of their dues forlhvnih, and greatly oblige

Bee- 28. The Publishers.

THE CLOSK OF THE TEAR.

With (h'lB number we close our labors for the calen-

dar year, and complete the second year of our editorial

services. We have come to one of those resting pla-

ces in life's journey, where tiic impulse is to look hack

upon the pasi, and to turn the mental eye also toward

the misty and uncertain future.

Between us and our readers, n? far as wc know, the

year has passed pleasantly and happily. Our labors

have been pleasant to ns, and we have had many grati-

fying evidences that they have been satiffaclory to many

whom it gives us much pleasure to please. We have

aimed more to meet the approbation of the discreet,

moderate, and reflecting, the temperate and devout, than

to gain favor and suhsoripiions from the lovers of novel-

ty and excitement, and those of unhealthy moral crav-

ings. It would have been an easier way than the one

we have taken, to fill our pages weekly with exnggera-

ted and bonib.-islic accounts of the pleasures and profits

of agricultural labor, with more ornate but less true se-

lections; with stories of more startling interest, but of

less healthy moral action. More spice could have been

put into our weekly dish, had we not feared that the

condiment, though grateful to the palate, would prove

harmful to the health. We might have given zest to

our pages by fault-finding and detraction—but such

things, however exhiliarating for the moment, would be

permanently more or less poisonous both to ourselves

and to our readers. With few exceptions, (and we wish

there were none,) we think now, as we look back, that

we have kept within the bounds of facts, of truth,

of sound morals and of kindness and good will to

all men. Sober reflection always tells us to keep there.

The past, in our editorial course, has been mostly

pleasant and gratifying. Thorns, it is true, have grown

beneath and around tho roses we plucked, and we have

ometinies been annoyed by their points—but not often

or much. In future we hope to be diligent, and true to

ourviews of duty to those who shall read our writings;

true to them as farmers, as those devoted to ihe niosi

extensive and the most irapoitant of worldly pursuits,

and true to them as moral beings. Such are our hopes

—

but our power to do, is in the hands o ; j » ho covers

the future with an impenetrable veil.

AGRICULTURAL MEETINGS OF OUR LEGIS-

LATORS.

Before we issue another number, the representatives

of the people will assemble licre to do their work.

Whether the meeting weekly for agricultural discus-

sions will he revived by them, we know not. Such

meetings have been, lo many farmers, highly instructive

and gratifying. Many interesting and valuable facts

have been disclosed there, and valuable opinions have

fallen from the lips of many men of wisdom and expe-

rience. Good has come from the meetings—but here, as

is the case in most assemblies of men, the good has with

it admixtures of evil. Questions theoretical—questions

that awaken party feelings—are apt to work in, more(ir

less distinctly, and interrupt a direct progress toward the

elucidation of questions of fact that bear directly upon

practical farming. Another drawback to the interest

and benefit of these meetings Is, the vagueness and want

of point in many epeakeis. Occasionnlly, too, we have

heard ridicule and sarcasm, and from lips not wiser than

the heads at which they were directed. But the evil

we have thought greatest, though possibly it has no ex-

istence out of our own imagination, comes of the fact

that Gen. A., Cul. B., Maj. C, and Esq. D., are not al-

ways as good farmers and as wise men as their high

sounding titles lead distant readers to suppo.se. A hear-

er of the remarks may see through the speaker, and be

able 10 make qualifications; but the reader of an impar-

tial report, who knows none of the speakers, must sup-

pose them all equally cnmpelent to give good advice

—

or at least he has no sufficient means ofjudging who are

the best advisers.

Appearances are that our representatives this year

may find it no easy matter lo make a government, and

to settle cases of contested elections. We apprehend

that their legislative duties at the first of the session

will confine them to the house and the caucus rooms so

closely, that farming will be but little thought of. Should

any of the members start the meetingB, we are ready to

assist them as far as our other engagements will permit.

In the preface to the new emission, Dr. Dana >

" It may be observed that this edition is enlarju'

hoped enriched, by several pages of new matter. A
the principal additions are several articles on ma
and a sketch of the celebrated Mulder's researcl

geine. The whole has been carefully revised."

Bixby & Whiting, Lowell, publishers.

THE FARMER'S ALMANAC FOR 184.3.

BY ROBERT B. THOMAS.

Once more our trusted and valued chronicler of what

has been or is to be, in the risings and settings of the

BUn, in the waxings and wanings, and the cmnings up

and goings down of the moon, in the ebbings and floiv.

ings of tides, &c. &c.,—once more he has sent out his

work, and we wish him an extensive sale.

THE FARMER'S REGISTER,

We lenrn, with regret, from the last No. of this ex-

ceedingly valuable periodical, that Edmund Rnffin, Esq.,

its able editor and proprietor, has disposed of his interest

jn the publication to Mr Thns. S. Pleasams, who will

after the close of the present year, conduct the work.

DANA'S MUCK MANUAL-NEW EDITION,
WITH ADDITIONS.

Last year we noticed with approbation the first edi-

tion of this work. We continue to hold it in aa much

regard as immediately upon its first perusal. Whether

it shall be sustained as a wurk of authoiily by future la-

borer.s in the field of agricultural chemistry, is a ques-

tion which no one can venture to answer without more

acquaintance wilh the subject than we claim to possess.

But what cotemporary and future chemists shall ihink

of the work, is of little consequence to the practical far-

mer. Dr. Dana lias attempted more definitely and sing-

ly to shed the light of the chemistry <if agriculture upon

Its practical operations than any other American writer.

In this he has done a good work, lie has given many

valuable directions which every one can understand.

Tho work will awaken thought and lead to many val-

uable experiments. Those parts which treat of the

properties, value and modes of preparing peat and

swamp mud, (our hobby, muck,) we legard as of great

value. These vegetable deposites in the lowlands, much

of which is but the wash fr(un more elevated grounds,

are nature's manures, and man is wise when he employs

liiinself in putting them back upon the spots where they

had their growth.' They there will increase the soil's

fertility. The Muck -Manual will be of use in guiding

many a farmer in the processes of prejiaring this muck.

The present edition is, if we may judge fiom its ap-

pearance, to be sold for less than a dollar, which was

the price of the former one.

STOVES.
Mr Potnam—All judicious persons must fuliy c

with you, in your paper if Dec. 14, as to the grea

chief done by " the unhealthy air and great he

stoves ; but is not the fault less in tho stoves the

people.' If they will burn, as 1 do, only one cc

wood a year, and keep a 3 or 4 inch ventilator al

open during bed time, as I do, directly into the chii

near the floor, I will insure them little heat enough

an atmosphere at least as pure as the air of suii

But opinions and theories are the bond-lsaves of

For about four years I have been struggling agai

complaint of ihe lungs, which has confined me t

house much of the time in summer, and almost

in winter. During that time, I have used in wintt

" Air-light Wood Stove," strictly by the accomp.ii

directions, and have gained in health incoinparahl

in winter than in summer, and enjoyed more coi

My physicians now say that I am not in consuii:(

and that wilh care I am likely to escape it.

I have now ihe " Air-tight Coal Stove" beside m
sheet iron except grate and damper, with no lining,

most never goes out, nor gels red hot. During this Dt
ber, it has kept the thermometer on tho back side o

room, (15 feet square,) at an average of more than

day and night, with an average of not more than el

pounds of anthracite coal per 24 hours. The air o

room is far moister and softer than with an opan

but somewhat drier than with the Air-tight Wood S

which usually keeps tho windows overspread with

Yours, very respectfully,

WEDGEWOO
We thank the author of ihe above for his commu

lion, and will say to our readers that his name is h

our office, and that he avows his willingness lo i

oath to the correctness of his statements.

A large number of sheep have been lately slaughi

in the neighborhood of Rochester, N. Y., for their
j

and tallow. Upwards of twelve hundred have I

slaughtered by one firm. The process is this

sheep afier being stripped of their skins, are hung up

fore large fires, in rows of 20 or 25, and roasted

the tallow begins to run freely. They then put t

into large presses, where all the tallow is expelled,

pells fetch 38 cents on an average, and the tallow i

at 5 cents per pound. Tho remains of the sheep are

to swine.

—

Selected.

The " hog season" has commenced in earnest in

Tlie Cincinnati Gazette of the 12th, says that for

week preceding, upwards of one thousand hogs w

packed daily—about tweniy establishments being in

blast. The number packed at each house varien fil

one hundred to one thousand daily, great caic hel

taken this year in the business, on account of the fi

which has heretofore been found with the cotnliimr

American pork after a voyage across the Atlantic. (

establishment has an imported Irish pork-packer.

The intcgriiy that lives only on opinion, would st«

without it.

—

Laeon.
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!ASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NOTICE.

B Premiums for the hesl Winter Apples will he award-
SATUKDAV nexl, Dec. 31, a< the Horlicullurnl

IS. HeniliMneu nre requested lo forward their hest

nens lur exhihition. U. V. KRKNCH,
Chairman.

TllEllMOAIKTKICAL
Iteporledlorltie New Engluiid Farniet.

geof (lie riieimonieterat the (iardeiiorthe proprictoia

New Uiiglaiid Farmer, Itrighlon, Mass. in a shaded

B.'ly exposure, for the week ending Dec. 25.

»ec. 1842.
I
7,A.M.

I
12, M.

I
6,P.M.

I
Wind.

av,

ii.hf,
day,

y,

lay,

19
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Jl Puzzle.—There \s a story that a ship's crew

of 30, ha!f whites and half blacks, wore short of

provisions, and it became necessary that half of

them should be thrown overboard. It was agreed

that they should be placed in a ring on deck, by

the captain, and that as he counted round and round,

every tenth man should be thrown over, until the

crew should be reduced one half. lie so placed

them that nil the blacks were taken. What was

the order of arrangement .' Can you so place them ?

There is a sort of rhyme that used to be our rule

for this, which runs thus :

Two before One,
Three before P^ive,

Here two, ihere two,

Save Four alive ;

Here one, there one.

Three thai are cast,

Now one, twice two,

Whip Jack at Ust.

Charaih.—Any one fond of the fun may unriddle

this—that is, if they can. Our "P. D." says it's

a hard 'un, and he has " given up."

My first is over many a city door,

Sometimes but one, but always half of four;

My second 'a a retir'd ahrt aoliuiry thing.

That runs as morn or midnighl bell dolh ring
;

BIy third is heard amid the battle's roar

—

My whole '« a thmg for you lo bother o'er.

Pretty Good.—Sambo was a slave to a master

who was constitutionally addicted to lying'. Sam
bo, being strongly devoted to his master, had by

dint of long practice, become an adept in giving

plausibility to his master's stories.

One day, when the master was entertaining his

guests in his customary manner, among other mar-

vellous facts, he related an incident which took

place in one of his hunting excursions.

" I fired at a buck," said he, " at a hundred yards

distance, and the ball passed through his loft hind

foot, and through his head just back of his ear!"

This evidently producing some little doubt in

the minds of his guests, he called upon Sambo to

corroborate him.

" Yes, massa," says the almost confounded slave,

after a moment's hesitation, "me see de ball hit

'im. Jas as massa lif up de gun to he eye, de

buck lif up his hind foot to 'cratch 'im ear, and

massa's hall went clear frongh 'im foot an' head at

same time."

The guests were perfectly satisfied with Sambo's

explanation, and swallowed the whole without fur-

ther hesitation ; but when the guests were gone,

Sambo ventured upon his master's good humor so

far as to remonstrate with him against his calling

upon him (Sambo) to clinch such confounded lies.

" For conscience sake, massn," said the negro,

•'when you tell a nudder such a big lie, don't put

'ura so fur apart ; me had plaguy hard work for get

urn togedder."

—

Selected.

An Illinois Court Scene.—We sometimes get

rich jokes from Illinois, and the latest is the fol-

lowing. It is a good bit of drollery, quite original,

we believe, and we must put it on file among the

funny things of the day.

A constable who had lately been inducted into

office, was in attendance on the court, and was or-

dered by the Judge to call John Bell and Elizabeth

Bell. He immediately begai at the top of his

lungs

—

"John Bell and Elizabeth Bell!"

"One at a time," said the Judge.

"One at n time— one at a time—one at a

TIME," shouted the constable.

" Now you 've done it," exclaimed the Judge,

out of patience.

" Now you 've done it

—

now you 're done it—
NOW YOU 'vE DONE IT !" yelled the constable.

There was no standing this; the court, bar and

bystanders broke into a hearty laugh, to the perfect

surprise and dismay of the astonished constable.

—

JV. O. Pic.

Anecdote of Burns.—Than Burns, perhaps, no

man moie severely inflicted the castigation of re-

proof The following anecdote will illustrate this

fact. The conversation one right at the King's

Arms Inn, Dumfries, turning on the death of a

townsman, whose funeral was to take place on the

following day, " By the by," said one of the com-
pany, addressing himself to Burns, " I wish you

would lend mo your black coat for the occasion,

my own being rather out of repair "Having my-
self to attend the same funeral," answered Burns,

" I cannot spare my sables ; but I can recommend
a most excellent substitute: throw your character

over your shoulders—that will he the blackest coat

you ever wore in your lifetime !"

—

Selected.

Candid.—A bill was once before the House of

Assembly of Jamaica, for regulating wliarfingers.

Mr Paul Phipps, a distinguished member, rose to

advocate it. " Mr Speaker," said he, " I very much
approve the bill. The wharfingers are a set of

knaves. 1 was one myselffor ten years."

Strict Construction.—" John," said a gentleman

to his servant, " I am going to church, and if it

should rain at the time meeting is out, I wish you
to bring me an umbrella ; but you need not come
unless it rains down straight." The gentleman
went: it did rain ; but, according to John's con-

struction of his orders, it was not necessary, from

the app«arance of the rain, to go with the umbrella.

While standing at the door, waiting for the rain to

come down straight, he was not a little surprised to

see his master approaching the house with drenched

garments, and a look of implacable anger. " John !

Jcdin !" said the good man, " why did n't you brin"

the umbrella?" "Because, sir," replied John, " it

rained slanli7^s:.'"—Selected.

Hard upon Him.—A gentleman remarkable for

having a great deal of lead in his forehead, called

one morning on a counsellor, who asked what news
was stirring. " Nothing extraordinary," said the

other; " my head is confoundedly out of order this

morning. '' That is extraordinary news, indeed,"

says the counsellor. "What! an extraordinary

thing for a man to have the headache ?" " No, sir,

1 do not say that ; but for so simple a machine to

be out of order is extraordinary indeed!"

—

Selected.

A tradesman pressing a gentleman very hard for

payment of his bill, the latter said, " You need not

be in so great a hurry : 1 am not going to run

away." '' I do not imagine you are, sir," returned

the tradesman, '• but /am."

" Does Mrs Swipes enjoy good health V " Yes,

ma'am—and did you ever know one who did not ?"

AGRICUL.TURA.I, IIHPI.EMEXTS, &c
The Proprietors of the New England A£rriculliir;il

house and Seed Store No. 61 and 52 Norih MarLti

would inform their customers and the pubhc general

they have on hand the most extensive assorlnien\ if

culluial and Horticultural Tools to be found m the

Slates. Part of which are the following :

lOUO Howard's Patent Cast
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THE EFFECTS OF MOUNTAINS.
Genlojy, in ils goings back and its readings of

e earth's history, finds a time when, "before the

rculatii'n of the waters commenced, no alluvial

nds, and srarcely even soil, could have existed
;

cansc these have been produced by the opera-

)n of the water. It was therefore an eirth of

ked rocks and sea." Science finds a time too,

len the. earth was a fluid mass, surrounded by an

mosplieri', taking the sjlobular form under the in-

lence of rotation, and formings into rock or sand

its surface as it cooled down. Such a globe

—

id—would, when revolving on its axis, acquire

arly a level surface; its waters would not circu-

£e ficely ; lliey would be stagnant ; and the soil

uld nourish but few of the plants on which men
d aiiimals feed. But our earth was to be made

e fit lioine for men and the many animals. How
this accomplished? The pent-up fires in

rth's centre were in God's hand. The volcano

ts hn agent. By that llie mountains were piled

—then the waters flowed way

—

''the dry land

(peaied"—the mountams helped to condense into

)uds around their own heads the floating vapors

d c..ii.-e tilt; rains to fall most abundantly on

iir hi^h tops, where they should become the fath-

i of biM.iks and rivulets, and springs and mighty

fers. The mountains which draw down tlie rains

<d feed tlie nvrrs, are among the mighty agents

lit fertiliz.e the earth. Quickly dried by the ele-

rtion which causes their waters to flow away, and

xquoiilly moistened by rains, their surfaces give a

me to many of the valuable plants and trees,

nile the wate.'s that flow down their sides, carry

im the iiiountairis tlie matters which compose the

uny fertile intervals. Upheave a mountain in the

eat desert of Sahara, and a few ages will find the

giiin far around, as fertile as the sides and foot

Atlas, or as the plains that skirt our western

.)untains.—Eu. N. E. F.

Corn Crop.—The Louisville Journal siys : Mr
Chaiubcrlin, of this neighborhood, again raised

crop of corn this year, on the plan of Geo. W.
illiniiis. Esq , of Bourbon county, laying oflf the

«vs, however, 2 1-2 (eet apart, a single stalk eve-

foot and a lialf in the rows, instead of having

e rows two fact apart with a stalk every foot.

T G. had iine acre measured, and the produce

as 112 bushels. All the work which he gave his

irn was to piss a cultivator through it once. The
ouuJ was of the ordinary fertility of his farm.

he soiison was very unfavorable to corn, inasmuch

n.it a drop of rain fell in July, the time at which

e corn most needed rain.

Jlr.rcs for Gfnius.—The Tioga Phcenix offers the

llo'.ving premium :—" For the best Comical Story,

rot less than three columns, 100 acres of wild

md, away beyond Pine Creek, where the snn does

)l set till nuon—whore cascades are beautiful,

oonsliiuc sublime, and solitude eternal."

HEMLOCK BROWSE FOR SHEEP.

Sheep, as well as other domestic animals, like

green food in the winter, and indeed the more they

can have of u heavy and succulent nature, the bet-

ter they will come out in the spring. It is a max-

im with one of our oldest and most experienced

wool-growers, that sheep should be filled once per

day with something that they ivill eat. They are

rather capricious in their appetites. This capri-

ciousness depends very much upon the weather.

When it is severely cold, they will cat almost any

thing with avidity. Common bog hay is then

greedily sought after. But when the weather is

more moderate and tliawy, they are more dainty,

and \yill turn from the same kind of fodder which

they were very fond of, perhaps the day before.

Hemlock boughs, we believe, are never refused by

them, until they become somewhat tough in the

spring of the year. They are green, succulent,

heavy, and no doubt quite nutritive. Those who

can obtain the boughs of the pitch pine, will find

them as good or better than the hemlock. Per-

haps gome of the other evergreens of the turpen-

tine order are good, but we have never tried them,

and cannot speak, therefore, from any experience of

our own. Those who have a small supply of hay

will do well to furnish a good supply of browse,

and those who have plenty of hay should also fur-

nish them with a good supply of browse by way ol

treat.

—

Maine Far.

From the same.

CANADA THISTLES.
JIr Holmes— I have frequently hoard it said,

that bushes, thistles, &c., cut during the full of the

moon, in August, would be infallibly destroyed;

but never having faith in the moon's influence upon

such matters, I have paid no attention to it.

But as a little circumstance happened under my

observation last summer, somewhat/((i)ora6/e to the

theory of lunar influence, I will give it for the bene-

fit of all concerned.

. Last summer, I mowed a patch of thistles in my

pasture, which had been mowed two years in suc-

cession without producing any favorable result.

Indeed, every mowing seemed to incrense the

thriftiness and number of the thistles, and they

spread with great rapidity. I paid no attention to

the time wlicn they were cut, cither last summer,

or at any of the previous mowings, except to see

that it was done before the thistles were out of the

blow. Passing the thistle bed frequently during

the fall, I was agreeably surprised to observe that

none of the stalks had sprouted—they all appeared

perfectly dead. This circumstance naturally led

me to the question, why had this last cutting proved

so deadly ? Curiosity led me to refer to my memo-

randum, and 1 found that the last mowing was per-

formed during the full of the moon, in August. I

know not but they would have died, thisyinr, ifthey

had been mowed at any other time. However, I

gue.ss that when I have any more thistles to de-

stroy, I shall try and cut them about the full of the

moon, in August. J- U- HtLL.

From Ihc same.

CURE OF CANCER, &c.

Mil Hoi.MKs—A few nights since, at the Hal-
lowell House, in Hallowell, I was admitted to be

in the company of one of those travelling doctors

which are plenty in these days. He informed,me
that he could extract a cancer in four hours, and
produced a great number of certificates that he had
done it, but did not inform mc how it was done.

He shew rtie a phial containing a liquid substance,

perhaps a spoonful, which he said was sufllcient

for three cancers. He also stated that angle-worms

collected and put into a glass bottle and hung up
outside of a house, in the sun, in warm weather,

would dissolve and become an oil in a few days,.,

which would be effectual to cure stiff and shrivel-

ed limbs, caused by rheumatic affections, or other-

wise. He stated that the hollow horn or horn-ail

in cattle, would be ellectually cured by cutting

the tail off as far as that was hollow, and then

split the tail two inches or mors in the pith, as he

called it, which I took to be the centre of the tail,

then place in the split a piece of onion and bind it

up. He stated that, split onions, roast them by

the heat of the fire and bind them on to the spine

every other night for several nights when going to

bed, was a certain cure for the spine complaint.

Publish the above, and the public will be aa

wise as I am in this matter. E. W.
IVinlhrop, Dec. D, 1843.

Arorn Coffee.—A correspondent of the Philadel-

phia Ledger says:—" Being recommended the use

of oak bark by an estimable physician, for an affec-

tion of the throat, I have tried a coffee made of

white oak acorns, (which is very palatable, and

probably as wholesome as that imported,) with

such decidedly good effect, that I am desirous of

making known the advantage I have received, for

the benefit of others."

Great Yield.—Elnathan Moseley, Esq., of Etna,

Maine, says the Bangor Whig, raised the past sea-

son, upon nearly an acre of ground, a crop of pota-

toes at the rate of seven hundred and twenty bush-

els to the acre. Can't Brother Holmes, of the

Alaine Farmer, obtain the particulars of this crop ?

Travellers may now leave Portland, (Me.) in the

morning, dine and do business in Boston, and be

in New York before breakfast the next morning.

Distance, 325 miles : Time, 22 hours.

The quantity of eggs used annually in France

exceeds, says one of the journals, 7,250,000,000, of

which enormous number, Paris uses about 120,-

000,000.

To Preserve Sleel Pens.—A correspondent of the

Boston Mercantile Journal recommends coarse eme-

rv, mixed with water, as an excellent prcserviitive

of steel pens.
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OUR OBLIGATION TO LABOR.

George Combe, whose recent journey through

this country attracted so much notice, and wliose

Pysiological writings have been received with great

favor, niakes the toUowing very just observations.

Speaking of the duty of man to exercise al! the

faculties''given him, and their adaptation to the va-

rious conditions of life, he says :

"In the tropical regions of the globe, where a

hiffh atmospheric temperature diminishes the quan-

tum of muscular energy, the fertility and produc-

tiveness of the soil are increased in a like propor-

tion, so that less labor suffices. Less labor, also is

required to provide habitations and rament. In

the colder latitudes, muscular energy is greatly in-

creased, and there much higher demands are made

upon it; the earth is more sterile, and the piercing

frosts render necessary a thicker covering for the

body.

The natural law appears to be, that every one who

desires to enjoy the pleasures of health, must ex-

pend in labor the energy which the Creator has in-

fused into his limbs. A wide choice is left to man,

to the MODE in which he shall exercise his ner-

vous and muscular systems. The laboror, for ex-

ample, digs the ground, and the sriuire engages in

the chase ; both pursuits exercise the body. The

penalty for neglecting this law is imperfect diges-

tion and disturbed sleep, debility, bodily and men-

tal lassitude, and if carried to a certain length,

confirmed bad health and early death. The pen-

alty for over exerting these systems is exhaustion,

mental incapacity, the desire for strong artificia'

masses will not pass into the atmosphere, or su

stances must be incorporated with them which w

unite in taking up ammonia. Hence the benefit

composts, for all tho turf, weeds, muck, and oti

decomposable absorbants, which are thiown in

and incorporated with, the manure lieap, to go

aid in taking up the salts and gases, which wol

otherwise pass into the atmosphere, and bccoi

rich manures of themselves. Any o le can s

the propriety of this. Take for instance,

dead animal and expose it on the surface of t

earth, a loathsome effluvia will pass off, as dec

advances. Bury the animal, and the stench cea;

to annoy you, but putrifaction does not stop

stimulants, (such as ardent spirits,) general insensi- merely passes into surrounding substances, insle

bilitv, erossness of feeling and perception, with of the atmosphere. Now when the ammal has

disease and shortened life.

" Society has not recognized this law; and, in

consequence, the higher orders despise labor, and

suffer the first penalty, while the lower orders are

oppressed with toil, and undergo the second. The"Farther, the food afforded by the soil in each

climate appears to be adapted to the maintenance r^J^'^-j^r"^^-^'^ to provide motives for obedience to

of the organic constitution of the people in health,
^,|g,j^„. and wherever it is recognized, and the

and to the muscular energy necessary for the par-

ticular wants of the situation. In the Arctic Re-

gions, no farinaceous food ripens, but on the ques-

tion being put to Dr Richardson, how he accustom-

ed himself to the bread and vegetables of the tem-

perate regions, was able to endure the pure ani-

mal diet, which formed his only support on his ex-

pedition to the shores of the Polar Sea, along

with Captain Franklin, he replied, that the effect

of the extreme dry cold to which he and his com-

panions were constantly exposed—living, as they

did, in the open air—was to produce a desire for

the most stimulating food they could obtain; that

bread in such a climate was not only not desired,

but comparatively impotent, as an article of diet

;

that the pure animal food, and the fatter the better,

was the only sustenance that maintained the tone

of the corporeal system, but that when it was abun-

dant, (and the quantity required was much greater

than in milder latitudes) a delightful vigor and

buoyancy of mind and body were enjoyed, and

rendered life agreeable. Now, in beautiful harmo-

ny with these wants of the human frame, these re-

gions abound during summer in countless herds of

deer, in rabbits, patridges, ducks, and in short

every sort of game, and also in fish ; and the flesh

of these, dried, constitutes a delicious food in win

ter, when the earth is wraped in one wide mantle

of snow.

' Amonff the Greenlanders and other Esquimaux

consequences are discovered to be inevitable, men

11 no longer shun labor as painful and ignomin-

ious but to resort to it as a source of pleasure and

advantage."

AMMONIA,
More commonly known as hartshorn, is an alkali,

being of a burning caustic taste, and as every one

must know, who has treated tlie nasal organ to its

aroma, is of a powerful, pungent odor. It is very

volatile in its character, for unless closely confined

from the influence of the atmosphere, its peculiar

qualities pass off and enter into new composition,

in the material system.

Its chemical composition is one part of nitrogen,

the principal ingredient of the atmosphere, to three

of hydrogen—a gas which of itself is inflamma-

ble, but which when united with oxygen, forms

water; or if taken in atomic proportions, 17 parts

of nitrogen, and 3 of hydrogen, form 17 of pure

ammonia. [See Dana's Muck Manual pp. 130.]

Thus much for what ammonia is ;
nextly, Where

is it found ?

It exists in the atmosphere— in the cloud that

floats through it—in the snow and rain that fall

upon the earth ; indeed its existence may be tra-

ced to all organized substances. It is found most

abundantly, however, where the process of decay

is going on most rapidly, and in such cases unless

tribes' nothin-T is so much relished as the fat of the I
precautionary measures are adopted to prevent its

whale, the seal, or the walrus ; tallow candle, and escape, it passes into the atmosphere, and though

a draught of train oil, are regarded as dainties
;

while a piece of bread is spit out with strong indi-

catrons of disgust.

"The plains of Hindooston are too hot for the

extensive nutrition of the sheep and the ox, but

produce rice and vegetable spices in prodigious

abundance ; and the native is healthy, vigorous,

active, when supplied with rice and curry, and

becomes sick when obliged to live chiefly on ani-

mal diet. He is supplied with less muscular en-

ergy by this species of food ; but his soil and cli-

mate require far less laborious exertion to main-

tain him in comfort, than those of Britain, Germa-

ny, or Russia.

" So far, then, the external world appears to be

wisely and benevolently adapted to the organic

system of man ; that is, to his nutrition, and to the

developement and exercise of his corporeal organs.

that becomes an annoyer as well as a benefit, for

then, while it feeds the farmers' wheat, it also

yields nourishment to his tares. If his grass flour-

ish under its influence, the thistles by the wayside

and in the ' old field,' shoot up more luxuriantly

from the aid it bestows. In the more valuable ma-

nures it is found most abundant, and Dr Dana sup-

poses the yearly product from the manure of one

cow, to be 188 pounds of pure ammonia, or 5.10 lbs.

of the carbonate of ammonia of the shops.

Other animal manures possess it in different

quantities, and it is upon this mainly, that their

effect in producing fertility is supposed to depend.

Hence the propriety of the farmers' adopting

such a course with these manures as will be most

likely to convert them to practical benefit. In

order to effect this, the process of evaporation

must be stopped until they are placed where the

or nearly all decayed, take the earth that surrour

ed it and apply it to your lands, and you will fi

the effect to fertilize arises from it. Or, if y

please, let it remain, and a luxuriant growth

weeds will for years mark the place, unless buri

so deep that its effects are not felt on the surfa.

It is just so with all manures : while tho proci

of decay is going on, the volatile and imports

parts are passing away in unhealthy stenches, pc

soning the air, and wasting the substance of t

farmer. It is his wealth, one that might soon be i

alized in the beauty of luxuriant crops, and later

dollars and cents, (those words of peculiar charm

passing off on the wings of the wind.

Even in winter, when the frost and cold are 6

erting their antiputrcscent qualities, it may hare

be said to stop ; and unless precautionary measui

are taken, spring will be sure to waste the accunr

lations winter brings. To remedy this evapoi

tion, many of the entorpris'ing farniers where ir

nures are fully appreciated, have made cellars u

der their barns and stables, into which the inani

is daily thrown to protect it Irom the drenching

storms and the effects of the atmosphere.

The saving by this plan has been found to yit

a rich profit for'thc outfit, but still the gases »

to some extent, pass oft', and a remedy for this 1

developed itself in the admixture of the sulphi

of lime, gypsum, or plaster of Paris, with mam
in winter. It should be thrown in frequently, a

its effects in summer when applied are to corre

all offensive smells, and retain the gases in th

proper places.

—

Berkshire Far.

The Blacksmith's Epitaph.—The following qua

epitaph, remarkable for its point and humor, grac

a stone in one of the parish churchyards at I]

wich, England

:

My hammer and anvil 1 'vr declined,

My bellows, too, have lost their wind,

My fire 's extinct, my forge's decay 'd.

And in the dust my rice in laid.

Gv'We have noticed this epitaph in almost eve

exchange paper within a few weeks past. It

rather a bungling abridgement of the followir

which we have seen in an almanac, printed mc

than eighty years ago.

—

Bost. Cour.

My sledge and hammer lie reclined ;

My liclloics, too, have lost their tciiid

;

My fire 's extinct, my forge decayed,

And in the dust my vice is laid ;

My coat is apenl, my iron gone ;

My nails are driven ; my work is done.

For all practical purposes, conscience is the bt

casuist, and to do as we would be done by, t

safest rule.

—

Lacon.
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KIDGE V3. FLAT DRILL.

A corrcspniident of the Doncaster Gazette says :

•' Ifavinjj heard various discussions on the rela-

ive merits of ridginrr and flat drilling white tur-

lips, I rrsolicd this year to bring the matter to the

iroof, hy trying the experiment in two or tliree

ields. I tnod in one instance flat drilling on land

rhich had laid a fortnight, against ridging and

Irillinsr on fresh monld ; the flat IC inches apart
;

Ihe drilled or ridged 27 inches apart. Tli'-y were

lolli c;irefiilly lioed and singled; but the flats yel-

Qwed very early and stopped growing ; whilst tlio

idged liixnriated in their ample space, and grew to

in uncommon size : Ihe difference in the weight of

:rop per acre is to the amount of some tons. Ad-

oinirig these, I plowed down mnnure, and drilled

in the flat, but they scarcely did better than the

ither, though they had all the same top-dressing
;

hilst the ridged ones, immediately contiguous,

Tith the same quantity of manure, did exceedingly

Tell. .-V few further observations I made on these

xperiments may not be without interest. We
ook a few loads of dung, or rather litter, fresh

rom the fold—the exact soil that modern science

greatly approves, but the turnips rejected the

lew fashioned views, and grew both sulkily and

ardily ; indeed the difference was astonishing be-

wcen this am! once-turned manure. In the same

eld snme were not rolled, some done with a wood-

n roller, and some with a heavy stone one, across.

The eli'ect on the turnips was slight, but on the

leeds impiirtant; for. just according to the weight

if the roller, had the weeds been repressed in

heir growth.

Should these observations be worthy a place in

he Gazette, you will, by their insertion greatly

blige yours, &c.

P. S.— I venture an assumption for the purpose

if eliciting remarks from some of your numerous
eaders, that fold manure acquires more vegetative

jualitios during the process of fermentation than it

OSes by the escape of ammonia.

FROZEN POTATOES.
The results of repeated experiments show that

jotatoes injured by frost are not rendered value-

ess ; hut that very good flour or meal may be pre-

lared from them, if the weather continue sufficient-

y cold to permit of repeated thawing and freezing.

Jy this process, properly conducted and continued,

he watery particles are expelled, and the inner

jart of vegetable substance is gradually converted

nto meal. The meal or flour thus formed, can be

-eadily .separated from the outer skin or peel. M.

Einhofl" exposed soft watery potatoes to the action

jf frost, and oiitained a very superior flour, which

was preserved in good condition for two years, even

in a (liiiiip cellar. When it happens, in conse-

quence of tl:e unusual severity of the season, that

large quantities of potatoes are injured by frost,

excellent and nourishing meal may by this process

be prepared therefrom, with very little expense or

trouble. Travellers relate that in the native coun-

try of the potato, the more elevated and colder re-

gions of Peru, the inhabitants expose quantities of

this vcrretable to the action of frost, for a similar

purpo.se. After repeated alternations of freezing

and thawinij, the whole mass is thrown into a kind

of vat and well kneaded or trodden with their feet

to separate the skins or peels. It is then put into

coarse baffs, and placed in a stream of clear running

water, where it is left three or four days. When

taken out, it is spread as thin as is convenient, and

dried in the sunshine, and thereafter ground into

flour.

—

Translat. from the German for ihe Genesee

Farmer.

PRODUCE OF FIVE ACRES OF LAND.
To the Etlilor of the New Encland Farmer

:

Though there is much of romance in the (iccounts

sometimes published of large crops, so that a so-

ber-minded man hardly knows how much deduction

to make from them in order to believe any part,

yet it is also true that /arts in agricultural, as well

us in other matters, are often stranger than Jidion.

I send you the following statement of the produce

of a plot of land measuring .5 acre-s and 1 1-G rods,

for the past year, owned and cultivated by Mr
Joshua Tappan, in Newbury, county of Essex. I

was on the piece in October, and from what I saw

of the crops harvested, independent of his own
statements, I have no doubt of the correctness of

the yield as given by him.

Produce of the Lot.

1 ton of hay, worth $12 00

C6 bush, corn, 44 00
42 do. oats, J2 60
61-2 tons beels, 3.3 00

272 bush, carrots, 4.5 00

12 do. parsnips, 3 00

2 do. ruta bagas, 2.')

4 do. French turnips, 50

42 do. flat do. 4 20

6 do. cabbages, 50

274 do. potatoes, 54 80

122 do. onions, 40 00

3GO0 loose cabbage heads, 36 00

I7GI good cabbages for market, 26 00

1 1-2 bush, sunflower seed, 1 50

1 peck carroway seed, 4 0(1

1-2 peck cabbage seed, 6 00

1-2 do. turnip seed, 3 00

40 lbs. carrot seed, 17 00

20 do. onion seed, 8 00

2 bush, beet seed, 15 00

4 do. peas, 6 00

2 do. beans, 3 00

120 lbs. sage, 12 00

10 lbs. hops, 80

10 bush, tomatoes, 7 00

11 do. apples, 4 50

4 dolls, worth rhubarb, 4 00

2 dolls, worth asparagus, 2 00

in many instances. Four hundred dollars worth of

products from five acres of land, when prices arc

low as at present, is a large amount

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Yours, &c.

$405 65

A. W. DODGE.
Hamillon, Dec. 29, 1842.

Oy'The prices annexed to the above articles

are given by the editor, and not by Mr Dodge.

We have put the sums low, generally, and some of

them probably are less than Mr Tappan sold the

marketable part of his crops for. But every one

acquainted with farming, well knows that most

crops have a refuse, unsaleable portion. This por-

tion is included usually in the gross amount of

crop, but cannot be sold for much. For this rea-

son, we must put prices low, or we shall mislead

many readers.

The stover, or corn fodder, is not included in the

above: it probably was worth from 12 to 15 dol-

lars.

As the quality of the articles was unknown to

us, we probably have hit wide from the true mark

KMPROVEMENT OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
'i'he care bestowed upon the improvement of do-

mestic animals in this county, has been chiefly di-

rected to working oxen, and the excellence to which

they have been brought, is not only a subject of

ju.st pride, but evidence that a similar attention ia

only necessary to produce on equal amelioration in

the qualities of our cows, sheep, swine, and horses.

So far as my limited observation may permit me to

to judge, too much stress has been laid in the Uni-

ted States, upon the groat superiority of horned

cattle, imported at extravagant cost. 1 think it is

a consideration of much importance, that our na-

tive cattle have become acclimated, and adapted to

our means of sustenance, and to improve them,

whether for the dairy, or for drauglit, appears to

me to be a more certain dependance, than to at-

tempt to niaintain the high points of a race pam-

pered by luxuriant pastures and extra feeding.

Now and then a cow of the native breed is found

to possess extraordinary qualities for the dairy, and

if her progeny should receive only half the care

with which tlie Durham Short-horns have been

reared in England, [ think it would be found that

the superiority of the latter for our purposes, is

more imaginary than real. No material improve-

ment in this part of our live stock can be expected,

until the produce of our dairies shall become an

object of more attention than heretofore ; and when-

ever that shall be the case, every farmer will find

the necessity of supplying them, especially during

our long and hard winters, with greater abundance

and variety of food, and warmer shelter, under

which treatment their value will be greatly enlianc-

ed.

Perk Raising.

The immense advantages which the Western

country aff'ords for the raising of pork, and the

very low price to which it has, in consequence fall-

en, discourage the hope of any successful competi-

tion in that article, unless we can produce it of

such a superior quality as to give it a preference

for home consumption. No class of animals so

speedily shews the results of attention to their im-

provement, as swine; and in none are there more

marked diversities of character, whetlieras respects

the quantity of foo^ necessary for their subsistence,

the time required to prepare them for market, or the

quality of the meat. Although we may not be au-

thorized to calculate largely upon this part of our

stock, it is important that what we do raise, should

be of tlie best description.

Sheep.

Our sheep are evidently of a mixed and degonc-

rate race, notwithstanding which, mutton is fre-

quently brought to market of excellent quality ;

shewing what might be expected from an improved

breed adapted to our climate. The Southdowns,

in England, are preferred to all others, for the ex-

cellence of their meat, and have the additional re-

commendation of being hardy, easily kept, and pro-

ducing fleeces much beyond mediocrity. The few

specimens of that celebrated breed which have

been introduced here, present.si striking contrast to

the gaunt and diminutive frames of our ordinary

sheep. Hon. Eben'r Jackson's .Address to the Mid-

dlesex Co. (Conn.) ^gricul. Soc.
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Prom the Maine Cultivator. tlie subject, concur in their opinion, both as re-

— garda its perfect feasibility, and the superior docili-

WORKING COWS. ty and gentleness of the cow. Tiieir stronyth,

It seems now to be pretty generally admitted also, is reported to be nearly if not quite equal to

that the cow after a certain ajre, may, by careful that ol the ox, while in celerity of movement they

management in drivinf? and feeding, be made near-
|

are {renorally much superior. A orontleman of our

ly as°profitable to the fanner as the ox. i
acquaintance, and on whose assertions we rely the

The idea, however, of reducing these noble ani- fullest confidence, a.ssures that he examined a piece

mals to the servillienco of the yoke, will doubtless of sward land, last autumn, which was broken, by

be deprecated by many as an innovation upon the four cows, and that the work was e.xceedingly well

laws of nature, and the long-descended and popu- [and neatly done.

lar usages of their honored sires. We ought al-

ways to reflect, however, that many of the practi-

ces of our progenitors were the ofl'spring of a dark

but pardonable ignorance, and that, notwithstand-

ing' they were anxious to adopt the best possible

modes of husbandry, in their day, they were pre-

vented by their want of knowledge and information

from doing so; and consequently that many of

their habits and practices, have long since sunk

into disuse and disgrace.

Why the cow should ever have enjoyed an ex-

emption from labor, is more than we can decide.

The mare does not appear ever to have escaped the

yoke of servitude, although it is difficult to ascer-

tain perhaps why she has not been so favored as

well as the cow. A neighbor of ours has recently

broken over the bounds of prejudice in this respect,

and has regularly worked his cows on the road for

several months, with flattering success. He says

that he finds them as docile, and in every respect

as easy to manage as oxen of the same age. Anoth-

er individual adopted the practice last spring, from

necessity. He was so unfortunate as to lose a

fine three year old, and not having the means to

purchase a mate immediately, he yoked up a cou-

ple of cows, with which he has since done all his

light work on the farm, besides working them fre-

quently on the road. In Scotland, the practice of

working cows is quite common. They are made

to plow, harrow, and cart materials both to and

from the fields, in short to perform all the tasks,

which, in this country, and ii:deed, even in Scot-

land, were, until a late period, imposed exclusively

upon the ox or horse. To ns it seems to be per-

fectly reasonable in keeping with the usual laws of

nature, that those animals should do something to-

wards lightening the burden of their support. The

mare usually works until a month or so of the lime

of foaling. She ia then permitted to lay by for a

few weeks, and tlien again resumes her wonted

tasks without detriment to hersoJf or foal. There

are but few farmer.s who do not keep from three to

four cows on their premises, and ol'ten a yoke or

two of oxen, and a span of horses besides, to do

their work. Now if tlie cows can bo trained to the

labor of the yoke—and there is not the least doubt

of the fact—the expense, always a heavy one, of

wintering the latter, will thus be rendered not only

impolitic but uncalled for.

We trust that our farmers generally will consider

this subject as they ought. It is one that very

nearly touches their purses, and from a candid con-

sideration of which, the most important advanta-

ges may speedily result.

Since writing the above, we have been informed

of several instances in which cows have been em-

ployed in all the various descriptions of farm work,

with the most perfect and flattering success. In

no instance, indeed, in which the attempt has been

made, has there been any thign like a failure. All

those who have adopted the plan, and with whom

we have had the satisfaction of conversing upon

POULTRY BETTER THAN PORK OR BEEF.

In this 8ge of improvement in the production of

animal and vegetable food, if there is any good rea-

son why all the science, skill and enterprise of ag-

riculturists, editors, chemists and philosophers,

should be applied to the meliorati<m and refinement

of one or two classes of animals, to the exclusion

of others ns good by nature as they are, we should

like to know it. The hog and the bullock, dubbed

with the English titles of Berkshire and Durham,

seem to walk over the land with a sort of John

Bull swagger, that has commanded all attention,

and left all their brute brethren in their uncultur-

ed native deformity ; while those foreign tiHed

gentry have, in the eyes of some, become absolute

perfectionists. Now, in the language of our de-

claration of rights, " we hold this trulh to be self-

evident," tliat (by their constitution) they are all

created equal.

We are aware that the noble Berkshires, by their

elaine and stearin, have kindled up a great light in

the West, (which we hope may dispel the black

cloud of" repudiation" which hovers over that re-

gion,) and are about to monopolize all the cure and

labor of the farmers thereabouts ; but we can see

no reason why the delicate feathered race should

thereby be debarred from sharing in the benefits

and perfi.'ctionisms of cross breeding, in-and-in

breeding, and all other scientific advancements in

the world. Tlie noble and ancient family of Chan-

ticleer, whose clarion note has been the world's

time-piece ever since Peter denied his Master, and

has never failed to sound the approach of every

rising sun ; the bird that saved old Rome from con-

flagration by her warning voice in the dead of night

—shall these lose their old established rank, and

give place in man's afi'ections to herds of swine, and

the sturdy bulls of Bashan .' What are all their

uncouth grunts and frightful bellowjngs about the

farmer's cottage, compared with all the music of

the cheerful chirping, chatting, cackling, crowing,

gobbling, quacking, squeaking, squalling, with

which his poultry yard resounds from day to day ?

But, to come more to sober matter-of-fact, we

think this branch of the farmer's concern is deserv-

ing of more attention than it has generally received.

The profit derived from a well arranged, well man-

aged poultry yard, is greater, in proportion to the

investment, than that of any other stock, bees ex-

cepted. More attention has been devoted to poul-

try in the vicinity of Philadelphia, than any other

part of our country. The Bucks County poultry

iiave acquired a good degree of celebrity, even in

the New York market, where they are sometimes

found in abundance. They are, however, but mode-

rate layers ; but their eggs are large and well fla-

vored. Yet they are not considered equal to our

dung. hill fowl in all respects.

The Dor/ling fowl stands first in the estimation

of those who have raised them. They will weigh

from 5 to 8 pounds. Their bodies are large and

better proportioned than any others, being lonj:

full, and well fleshed in the breast. Have shot

legs, and beautiful plumage, with five, instead o

four toes ; are good layers, good sitters, and gooi

nurses. Their eggs are large, clear wliitc, and c

excellent quality. When caponed, in the Engli.'--

custom, they weigh from ten to twelve pounds. M
L. F. Allen, of Bufl'alo, to whom we are indebtC'

for the Dorking history, has them for sale.

Our object in writing this article at this time, i

chiefly to suggest to our Agricultural Societies tin

propriety of ofi'ering liberal premiums for the be.s

specimens of the various kinds of poultry, at thci

next annual fairs. We need say nothing in favD

of the richness and delicacy of this luxury of tlv

table. Good premiums will soon bring out ner

species and valuable improvements in this, as ii

any other branch of agriculture.— Conn. lar. Gm

CENSUS OF THE UNITED STATES.

The following table shows the population of i-

United States, according to the last census, lli

square miles of territory, and the period at whic!

each State was settled ;

KEW ENGLAND STATKS.
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EUKOrE.VN AGRICULTUR.'VL TOUR AND
SURVK.y.

Several frentleinpii interested ill the advance-

ment (if ai;riciiltiiral ecience aud inipruvenienl, mid

of rural education, liove [iropoaed to Mr Henry Col-

man, Lite Commissioner u\ the Ai;ricultural Survey

of M issachusettfi, to visit Europe for these objects.

The plan is for him to spend a year in England,

in the examination of the Husbandry and Rural

Economy of that country, and a year on the Conti-

nent, in the examination of French, Fleini.sh, Swiss

and (lerman Husbandry, and especially the Af^ri-

cultur.il or Manual Labor Schools and the e.\peri-

mentnl Farms.

It IS thought that such an e.\aniination, as yet

inevnr undertaken by an American, niin;lu, if well

COnduct(;d, essentially conduce to the advancement

lof agricultural knowledge and improvement in this

[country, and especially serve the cause of rural

and practical education, which is nov,- exciting

great interest throughout the United States. T)ie

general plan of the Survey will conform to Mr Col-

man's Survey of the Agriculture of Massachusetts.

It is proposed to publish his reports in succes.

3ive numbers. The first number is expected to

ippear by the first of January, 1814, and sooner if

Dracticable. The rest of the numbers will follow

n convenient succession, at intervals of two or

hrce months.

The wliole work will be comprised in eight, or

itmostten numbers, of at least 100 pages each,

landsoniely printed in an octavo form, stitched and

overed, and embellished with necessary and use-

mi drawings and engravings, title pages and index.

The cost will be 50 cents each number to sub-

cribers. Gentlemen who subscribe are understood

i8 subscribing for the whole work.

As the enterprise involves of necessity a large

ixpense, it is expected that one dollar per copy

'ill be paid on subscribing ; or otherwise, one dol-

•11 on the delivery of the first number ; one on the

iclivory of the second number; one on the delive-

y of the fifth number; one on the delivery of the

•eventh number ; and one on the delivery of the

intli number, should the work be extended to ten

umbers.

Mr Colman will leave for Europe as soon as the

ubscrlption will warrant the undertaking.

An early return is respectfully requested of gen-

emeu to whom this is sent, addressed to Henry
!oluian, Rochester, N. V'. ; to Little & Brown,

{oston, Mass. ; to Charles S. Francis & Co., No.
'52 Broadway, New York ; or to Lulher Tucker,

vullivator Office, Albany, N. V.

A Jf'olfin SAee/j's Clothing.—'I'he very curious

ircumstance occurred recently at a village in

tucks county. Pa., of a gentleman by the name of

beep, having been robbed of his clothing during

ie night, by a room companion—a pompous, self-

Tiportant, dressy liltle follow, calling himself ^ol.

Voif, who forced an undue share of civility upon
iin, during an hour or two's acquaintance. In the

lorniijg Wolf was n^t to be found, but pursuit be-

ig niide, he was soon overhauled, dressed entirely

1 " Sltetp's clothing."—Phil. Sat. Cour.

By the last census, it appeared there were 759
ersons in the U. States over 100 years of ago, and
lore than 200,000 above the age of 70.

HONES FOR MANURE.
The hones of dilforcnl spei;ics of animals differ

much as to their component parts, and therefore

are not of the same value. As far as nitrogen is

concerned, the bones of cattle are the best, whilst

those of horses and sheep are preferable on account
of the greater amount of phosphate. Those who
use bones as nuinure, should bear this in mind.

In the use of bones as manure it is requisite that

they should be previously reduced into the finest

possible dust, which, however, is a ditlicult opera-

tion, on account of the toughness of their cartdnge.

The operation is [lerformed by pounding or grind-

ing, sifting the dust, and pounding and grinding

the coarse pieces again. Fine pulverization is ab-

solutely necessary, in order that the cartilage may
be the sooner dissolved in water, and the phosphate

of lime in the acids of the soil. The coarser the

dust the more it will take to inanure a certain area
;

the finer, the less: however, the coarser powder
will act during a longer period. Heavy clayey
soils will require more than light loam or sandy
fields; and if bones are to be used efficiently upon
dry sandy soil, poor in humus, the bone-dust must
be first mixed with humous earth, and be left to

rot, as we shall state hereafter.

Bone dust always acts best if brought into close

contact with the roots, and should therefore either

be harrowed in with the seed, or used as a top

dressing. In England, it is drilled in the ridges,

where turnips are sown. 700 lbs. per acre will

act even after three years, as I have found by seve-

ral experiments; the first year, however, the action

will be the greatest if the season has not been too

dry. It has been assumed, that 200 lbs. of bone
dust are equivalent in their action to 500 lbs. of

dry manure, which, however, is a very uncertain

calculation, for the quality of the manure must bo
taken into account.

If bone dust is to act properly, it is necessary

that the soil should not bo deficient in humus and
moisture; because both cartilage and phosphate of

lime are substances with difficulty dissolved in

water; the latter, especially, being only soluble in

water by the acid of the humic or carbonic acids

derived from humus. Moisture is also indispensa-

ble, because it is necessary to bring about the

change of cartilage into ammonia and carbonic

acid. Huniic acid is of equal importance, for the

sake of neutralizing the ammonia generated from

the cartilage and fixing it. If, then, manuring
with bone dust has been occasionally found to be

unsuccessful, it may have been caused by the defi-

ciency of humus or moisture.

Those vegetables will be most advanced by ma-
nuring with bone dust in which much nitrogen,

phosphorus, and chlorine are to be met with, to

which class belong all sorts of cabbages and tur-

nips, wheat, trefoil, beans, peas and vetches. Used
on meadows, bone dust brings up difl'erent species

of trefoil and vetches, and at the same time gene-
rates a rich herbage, much relished by cattle. It

has been objected to bone manure that it brings to

the land worms and insects which destroy the

crops ; but this will not be the case if the bone
dust has been previously mixed with humus earth,

and is thoroughly rolled ; because, in that case,

the cartilage which atlracls the worms and insects,

is decomposed.

—

Trans, from the German, for the

Farmers' Journal, Eng.

The slaves of fashion starve their happiness to

feed their vanity.

SELF-MADE MEN.
The following paragraph from llio pen of Horace

Greely, editor of the New Yoik Tribune, speaks
volumes of encouragement to the young men of
onr land. It is a notorious liiet, that many, very
many of the masterspirits of this country, are self-

made men, wiio have risen by their own energies
from the humblest walks of life. Those " twin
jailors of the heart, low birth and iron fortune,"
are great obstacles to younj and aspiring minds;
hut energy, integrity and faith, sraltera them froih

the path to distinction as the winds scatter the
leaves of autumn. There is, in truth, " no such
word as/((t7."

—

Boston Daily Mail.

"I have often worshipped (says Mr Greely,) in a
Baptist meeting-house in Vermont, whereon, at its

construction, some thirty years ago, a studious and
exemplary young man was for sometime employed
as a carpenter, who afterwards qualified himself
and entered upon the responsibilities of the Chris-

tian ministry. That young man was Jared Sparks,
since editor of the North American Review, of
Washington's voluminous writings, &c., and now
recognized as one of the foremost scholars, histo-

rians and critics in America."

And (adds the editor of the Mail,) we recollect

very well of entering an obscure country printing

office, some fourteen years ago, and seeing a tall

pale, awkward, and "nnjllier green" looking youth,

who had just commenced his career as " printer's

devil," and was engaged in the first rudiments of
separating and setting up pied type. The gentle-

man who accompanied us pointed him out as one
who would some day make a "remarkable man."
That youth was Horace Greelt, the author of
the paragraph above quoted, and now perhaps one
of the most influential editors in the United Slates.

TOO MUCH TRUTH.
We have been favored with the following ex-

tract of a letter from New Jersey, U. S. The wri-

ter, who was many years a resident at Brighton,

emigrated lately to the U. States.

—

English paper.

Elizabethtown, N. J., Aug. 20.

"Trade in the U. States is in a very depressed

state. It appears that the whole of the people were
intoxicated with imaginary prospects, a few years

ago, when they were borrowing capital from Eu-
rope, and greatly expanding their own currency ;

but the supplies being cut off, and the paper circu-

lation much diminished, the commereial embarrass-

ments of the whole nation are worse than anything

of the kind ever experienced in England in my
lifetime. Nature is bountiful here, and there is a
very large surplus of the necessaries of life raised

annually : but the people have contracted so much
of the expensive habits of Europeans, and dre.~s so
expensively, that the majority are in debt, even of

the farmers in this section, and are in fact poor in

the midst of plenty. The people in this neighbor-

hood dress more elegantly, and (the articles in

which they dress being imported) much more ex-

pensively than the people of the same classes in

Brighton, more particularly females. It therefore

takes the produce of a large quantity of land, at

the present low prices of farm produce, to dress a
young lady according to fashion."

Before you have fallen down more than twice on

the ice at your door, cut it up or throw some aahes

on it.
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Tho^e indebtedfor one and more, years' subscription

to this paper, are earnestly requested to remit the amount

of their dues forthwith, and greatly oblige

Dec- 28. The Publishers.

THE NEW YEAR.

To our subscribers, a Happy JVew Year. These fa-

miliar wnrds come as a matter of course at the, begin-

ning of the year. Thev are on the lipa lif all the young,

and of many in middle life and old age. They are hut

words, in ninetynine cases out of an hundred. No

thought—no sentiment is conveyed by them, ordinarily,

even when addressed viva voce loan individual. When
addressed in type to thousands, the mass of whom the

writer never saw, they may often, and perhaps do often,

mean nothing.

But should ii be so? May not the wish that others

should be happy, befell as well as expressed .' Ought it

not to he felt ? We wish to feel it, when we say again

to every reader, we wish you a happy New Year. In

Baying this, we mean to express a desire that you may

possess tlie principles, fuelin^s, and purposes which

bring true and abidmg happiness. Love towards God,

and obedience to Him ; charity towards man, and kind

deeds to him ; temperance, indnsiry, truthfulness, faith-

fulness, in all the duties of life—these we must wish one

to possess, when we heartily and earnestly wish him a

happy new year. Freedom from pecuniary embarrass-

ments, freedom from sickness, p,^in and bereavement;

freedom from losses and disappointments—the posses-

sion of plenty and of health—these are things usually de-

sired, and are valuable. We wish them to you in wish-

ing you a happy now year. But these last are not the

things which make one truly happy. The principles,

Ilie sentiments, the deeds,—thesa are the things that

constitute the fountains at which the inner, the moral,

the immorlal, the real man, drinks in his permanent

pleasures and pains, his happiness and his misery. We
wish you, then, a soul humbled by a sense of its past

misdeeds, and armed with high purposes and firm re-

solves, to do what Heaven requires—to go where duty

calls.

SETTLEMENT OF ACCOUNTS.

It is hest to settle all your pecuniary accounts at the

beginniniT of the year. Many farmers, as well a? others,

will find it difficult to meet their bills this year, but it is

best to have the accounts looked over and the balances

made out, so that you may see how you stand. Meet

the bills promptly, if you can—if they must be put ofi",

use all diligence to pay as soon a? possible. lErDo not

forget your yearly account with the publishers of the

New England Farmer. They have suftVred severely in

their pecuniary interests from ihe delinquencies of sub-

scribers.

enable him to fulfil it. We know not another man

who would be likely to do it so well as he. His labors

here have given him reputation abroad ;— he has been

made honorary member of the Royal Agricultural Socie-

ty of England ;—these things will open the gates and

take down Ihe bars before liim, wherever he may wish

to go. His own activity and inquisitivene.=!S, hii facility

in recording his observations, and his spirited style of

narrative and description, all help to fit him to perform

well what he proposes to undertake. He will give an

interesting work.

MR COLMANS VISIT TO EUROPE.

In iho lust No. of the New Genesee Farmer, Mr Col-

man, our late Agricultural Commiisioner, announces his

purpose to visit England and the Continent, for the pur-

pose of making agricultural observations. 'I'he results

of his liihors he ]iroposes to publish in numbets. For

further particulars of his project see another page.

We arc glad that Mr C. has undertaken such a work :

we trust the subscriptions will be sufiiciunlly largo to

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.

A Mr Bommer, of Connecticut, has discovered a pro-

cess of rotting down straw and other vegetable matters

rapidly—of making three or four tons of manure from

half a ton of straw, &c. (ic, and he has ;ia<cii/c(Z the

process. Various testimonials nre furnished from re-

spectable sources, showing that his discovery is valua-

ble, and that he accomplishes all that lie promises.

Wo have taken some pains to get at facts enough in

this matter to enable us to judge whether he has discov-

ered any thing worth knowing—but we remain much in

the dark : our private correspondence upon the subject

elicits no satisfactory answer. That Mr B. contrives to

excite great fermentation in heaps of coarse vegetable

matters and to decompose them rapidly, was shown un-

doubtedly at Albany, and the same probably has been

shown at many other places. But we cannot learn the

expense of the process. We think it is about time to

complain of Mr B. for not letting the agricultural world

know exactly how he proceeds. All that is peculiar to

his mode is said to be secured to his use hy patent ;— let

us then know what the peculiarities are, in order that

we may judge whether they are worth the ten, twelve,

filteen or twenty dollars charged for the privilege of us-

ing them on one's farm. Mr B. and his agents must lie

under the suspicion of being willing to spunge the far-

mers—to sell rights for more than they are worth, if

they do not tell us the whole story. Were not the use

of the peculiarities secured by law to the discoverer, not

a word of complaint could be uttured ; but as the matter

now stands, our confidence that any thing valuable to

the public has been found out, is growing less and less.

So much for Mr Bonimer.

In the Delaware Journal, we find the following.

Whether this discovery is also ^aic?i(erf, we know not;

if it is, then let ns have the whole story. Let us know
what the something is, four dollars worth of which, will

in a month, change a thousand loads of common vegeta-

ble matters " into a manure of apparently a very strong

and valuable kind." No man will believe the story

upon the assertion merely of the inveniois, and the wit-

ni'sses to the opening of Ihe heaps.

If iVlr Bommer or Messrs. Gouliart & Buckley, have

iliscovcred any thing valuable, we are perfectly willing

that they shall bo well paid for the inf irmalion they can

impart ; but if they have secured themselves by patents,

they will profit more by a frank and public exposition of

the whole process, than by such reservations as cre-

ate suspicions that they are willing to humbug the til-

lers of the soil

—

willing to sell rights to do what will be

as expensive as the old and known procesrses of manure
niaking. We are unwilling to give a copper for a right

In do, u;iB knoio not ichat

;

—nor can we advise any one

else to purchase the privilege of trying these methods

until the discoverers shall have the frankness to let us

know distinctly what they have discovered.

When they shall do this, we will look at the proces-

ses candidly, and if they shall seem to us valuable we
will say so. Until the discoverers are more explicit we
shall look upon them with suspicious eyes.

The following is the article alluded to from the Dela-

ware Gazette

:

"INTERESTING TO FARMERS.
" Messrs. John Gouliart and George H. Buckley, hav»

advertised to the public that they have discoveied meant

whereby as much compost for enriching poor, and re

newing exhausted lands, can be made in the short spac^

of twentyfivc or thirty days, as any fnrmer may desire

They say their preparation is simple and easy, that eve

ry farmer adopting it is certain of success, and that tin

ingTcdienIs composing the vegetable or other matter, o

which the compost is to be made, will cost only four dol

lars for every one thousand cartloads.

" Certificates from highly respectable gentlemen

Prince George county, who were witnesses to experi

ments made there, completely establish the utility of th

discovery.

" On the 6tli day of June last, Mr Gouliart construct

ed on the farm of Mr George B. Calvert, near Bladenf

burg, a pile composed of small brush, green and dr

weeds, tobacco stalks, corn cobs, corn stalks, leave

from the woods, dry straw and sawdust, which we

opened on the 4th day of July ensuing, in the presinc

of eleven other gentlemen, who certify that they " ei

amined the same, and found the mass decomposed an

converted into a manure of apparently a very strong an

valuable kind." The change from litter to compost,

will be seen, was effected in the brief space of 28 dayi

" The discovery is really an important one, and th

man who will not improve his land at the cheap rate th

advertiieis hold out, deserves to make short crops.

" Should any of our fiiends in this county try Messr

Gouliart & Buckley's method, we will be thankful if the

will communicate their opinion of it to us. The invei

tors of it are at this time in Baltimore, and have forme

a bank of materials at No. 20 Eutaw street, where pe

sons wishing further information on the subject can ol

tain it."

FEEDING STOCK.

We have recently been looking over a chapter by He:

ry Siephens, of Scotland, on " Rearing and Feedir

Cnttle on Turnips." In this country, we feed more ti

on hay and grain than is common in England or Sec

land, and the processes there approved, are not neccss

rily good with us. As matiersof curiosity, we will me,

tion that he recommends that the early morning me
should be large. At mid-day the troughs should 1

again replenished, and again before day-light is ron

"The quantity given at the evening meal partly dc peni

upon the state of the moon ; for cattle, as well as shee

will always feed during the night in moon-Ii^ht. Fro

tfiis fact I conclude, that if a light were placed besir

cattle, they would also feed duringthe long winter night

and of course fatten quicker." Our Yankee cattle wi

feed in tho night without the aid of a lamp.

One point insisted upon by Mr Stephens is, regularit

in regard to time of feeding. This is probably highi

important and worthy of more attention than is usual!

given to it by our feeders. He deems it important thi

the cattle-man should begin to feed at the same mini

not only each morning, but at each of the three feed

of the day. This regularity ho calls "the chief sei

in the successful treatment of cuttle."

ndt'
dJKl

The WBEiTH.— t-ome of the bright lads ot Bosto

are trying their hands at editing. They send out, sem

monthly, their four little pages, of stories and puzzlf

for the young, at ,25 ccnis per year. Well worth til

money. "The Wreath, No. 21 School street, B

stairs," their address.
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MASS. HORTICLiLTUUAL SOCIETY.
NOTICE.

A staled meeting of the Society will be held at the Rooms,

13 Trcaiont Row, ou S.iTUllDAY, at II o'clock, January

nh, ISIJ. EBENEZER WIGHT,
Jan. 4. according Sccrclarij.

TIIKKMOMETKICAL,
Rppiirtfillorllie New England Farmer.

It inge of the riiermnmeler at the <iardeiiof the proprietors

i Ihi New Englanil Farmer, Brighton, Maes, in a shaded

fort'.ierlyexposnre. for ihe week ending Jan. 1.

Jan! 1SJ3.
I
7,A.M. | 12, M. |

5,P.1VI.
|

Wind.

Mond-iy,
" ucsd.iv,

\eln?sdsy,
rhiir-day,

ri lav,

Saiurday,

sund.iv.

2-2
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MISCELLANEOUS

A HEART TO BE LET..

To be let, nt a very desirable rate,

A s;iug little linuse in .1 liealtliy slate;

"I'i* a Bachelor's Heart, anil the agent is Chance,
Aflection, the rent, lo be paid in advance.

Tile owner, as yet, ha.H lived in it alone,

S" the fi.xturcs aic nut of much value—but soon
'Twill be furnished by Cupid himself, if a wi/ie

Take a lease for the termvf her nnturol life.

'I hen ladies, dear ladies, pray do n()t forget

There 's an excellent Bacheloi 's heart lo be let.

The tenant will have a few taxes lo pay,

Love^ honor^ and (heaviest item) obkv.

As for the good will, the subscriber's inclin'd

'I'o have that, if agreeable, settled m kin'<

;

Indeed, if he could such a matter arrange.

He, 'd be highly delighted lo tnlie in e.^charge,

(I'rovided true title by prudence be shown.j
Any heart vnincnwlieicd, and free as his own.
t^o ladies, dear ladies, pray do not forget.

An excellent Bachelor's heart's lo lie let.

Ladies' Covipanion.

Snow Owls.—A writer in the New; England

Magazine thus pleasantly describes a white owl:

"But what think you of Owls, good reader?

There is not a more comical sea-fowl than your

owl, to be seen along the shore. " Doubted, Mr
Moderator," say you— '' the owl is no sea-bird, but

a most arrant land-lubber." On Deer Island, in

Boston harbor, a person straying along the shore a

few weeks since, observed on the beach, close to

the water, one of the oddest figures imaginable, for

all the world like unto a little old woman cut short-

er, most dowdily mobbed up in a white loose gown,

and a night cap. There she sat, squat upon the

sand, bobbinn- her head up end down, in a very

jiortcntons and ghost-like solemnity, now and then

making an odd sort of a hitch along the shore,

something between a stride and a stumble. Our
hero was struck all of a heap at the sight, not be-

ing able to conjecture, for the life of him, what
Pagan had come to land ; and presently, fetching

his musket, gave the apparition a knock down at

the Hrst shot. It turned out to be an enormous

Snowy Owl, who had come all the way from tlie

North Pole, to snuff the sea-breezes in Boston har-

bor! lie had been several days sharking about

the island, making night hideous, and rioting in a

fat lent, upon the products of the sea-shore, gob-

bling up muscles, cracking clam-shells, untwisting

cockles, and picking lobster's pockets. Owls of

ordinary ambition, are content with rats and mice
and such small gcme, but this was no common
owl. Nevertheless, it would be somewhat interest-

ing to know what odd affair sent his gravity upon
BO long a journey.

It is a great rarity to see one of these birds in

our neighborhood. Their home is in the North,

about Hudson's Bay, where, in the neighborhood of

the settlements, they are known for a piece of right

cunning impudence, in following the hunter, and
stealing his yaine as he shoots it. Stories are told

of their gormandizing capacity, in swallowing par-

tridges and rabbits whole, which I cannot exactly

vouch for; but it is well known that an owl com-
monly despatches his dinner in such a hurry, as to

swallow the feathers and all, of the hi.'d he is de-

vouring. The indigestible matter is cast up, rolled

into a ball. Wherever an owl's nest is found,

hundreds of those pellets are sure to be discovered.

Remember the child whose voice first lisps, to-

day, before that voice shall whisper sedition in se-

cret, or thunder treason at the head of an armed

band. Kernember the child whose hand today

first lifts its tiny bauble, before that hand shall

scatter firebrands, arrows and death. Rem.ember
those sportive groups of youth, in whose halcyon

bo.soms there sleeps an ocean, as yet scarcely ruf-

fled by the passions, which soon shall heave it as

with the tempest's strength. Remember, that

whatever station in life you may fill, these mortals,

these immortals, are your care. Devote, expend,

consecrate yourself to the holy work of their im-

provement. Pour out light and truth as God pours

sunshine and rain. No longer seek knowledge as

the luxury of a few, but dispense it among all as

the bread of life. Learn only how the ignorant

m-iy learn; how the innocent may be preserved;

the vicious reclaimed. Call down the astronomer

from the skies; call up the geologist from his sub-

terranean explorations ; sunimons, if needs be, the

mightiest intellects from the Council Chamber of

the nation ; enter cloistered halls where the scholi-

ast muses over superfluous annotations ; dissolve

conclave and synod, where subtle polemics are vain-

ly-discussing their barren dogmas; collect what-

ever of talent, or erudition, or eloquence, or au-

thority, the broad land can .=upply, and go Jorlh

and TF.ACii THIS pkople. For, in the name of the

living God, it must be proclaimed, that licentious-

ness shall be the liberty, and violence and chica-

nery shall be the law, and superstition and craft

shall be the religion, and the self-de.structive in-

diilgence'of all sensiml and unhallowed passions,

shall be the only happiness of that people who
neglect the education of their children.

—

Hon. Hor-
ace Mann''s Oration.

Answer to the "Charade" in our last :— Co.vu.v-

DRUM.

Grace Darling.—Some of our readers may not

be acquainted with the occuirence which gave ce-

lebrity lo the name of this heroic young woman,
who lately died in England. Some years since,

when the Forfarshire steamboat was wrecked on

tlie coast of Scotland in a furious gale, and when
hardy seamen refused to hazard their lives in an

attempt to succor the wrecked, Grace resolved to

go alone ; but her father, when ho saw the deter-

mination of his child, went with her. In a small

fisher's boat, in the darkness of night, they ventur-

ed on this errand of mercy, and succeeded in sav-

ing a great number of lives. Hence Grace be-

came the subject of song and story, though she

continued the same huinble-minded light-kcepei's

daughter she was before her name had become fa-

miliar to the civilized world. It is pleasing to see

that, amid all the excitement and startling public

events of the age, true heroism is still appreciated

even in a small degree ; and though this humble
heroine claims no place in the r'Cords of a world,

future generations will remember with heartfelt

emotion that page in the history of humanity which

embalms the memory of the heroic and humble
Grace Darling.—Selecled.

"I say Jem," said a plowboy the other day to

his companion, " 1 know of a new way to keep out

the wet." ''What's that.'" " Why, if you eat a

red herring for breakfast you 'II be dry all day."

A new-fashioned bonnet, just introduced, goes
by the name of " Kiss-me-quick." The only flow,

crs worn on them, we supp^.se, are Iwo-lips.—Phil-

adtl. Spirit of the Times.

AGRICULiTURA.!.. IMPIiBIIIBKTS, &c
The Proprietors of the New L^ngland Agricultural \\'

i

house and Seed Store No. 61 and'ca North MarUei sir^

would inform their customers 3:id the public [ienerall\ \\

they have on hand the most extensive assortment ol Ai
cuhuial and Horticultural Tools to he found in the I in

Slates. Part of which are I he following :

lOUO Howard's Patent Cast
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N. E. FARMER

JXPERIENCE IN SWAMPS—GRAVRL ON
POROIJ.S SURFACRS—LARGE CROI'.S—

VALUABLE LANDS.
'o llie Eviitor ol'lhe Mass. Plowman ;

Sir— (n Viiiir paper of Dec. I7th, in some re-

nnrks in reference to improvomciits on my grass

tanil-*, yon labored under n mistake in saying that

lind " I.ept out the sea and cnt Enallsli hay on

Id Minrsli bottom." My reclaimed lands are some

If them sitnated so that they are occasionally flow-

id by tide water, yet on account of the dislafice to

jhe inoulli I'f the river, tlio ivater is not so salt as

|o ijijiire the English grass ; and the location of

me piece of this land, which was reclaimed and

ceded down to grass last spring, doubtless led you

nto the error.

At your request " that I would pive some ac-

ount of n.y farming," I herewith forward you some

bservalions on bo^s and swamps, the results, in

art, of what little experience i have had in re-

laiminu such lands.

A swamp I hold to be worth draining, though

he pan or subsoil be nothing better than gravel or

«nd, provided there are 12 inches of black mould.

Vnd witii a good mould of only 6 inches to a clay-

y pan, I am confident a swamp properly back-

nrrowed into beds, will well pay the expense ;
for

lay mi.\ed with mould by frequent plowings,

irms a good soil, retentive of manures. A bog or

baking ground is always worth draining provided

he e.xpcnse of an outlet is not too great, for its

ery nature implie.s the existence of a fine black-

sh mud of considerable depth, almost or quite in-

exhaustible as f,oil. Were I about to reclaim

nothcr swamp I should dig my main ditches with-

ut regard to straightness through the lowest pla-

es, talking the pan and, not the surface as my

'uide, and carry my ditch at the outlet to such a

I'epth as would harden the surface so much when

•ettled. as to admit of its bearing a yoke of oxen
;

nd I should by all means dig these ditches one

•ear at least before I commenced digging my late-

al imes, thus giving the land time to settle and

Irain.

Some writers say that the drain at the outlet

ihould be sulnoieiilly deep to "carry off the water

rem the bottom of a marsh or shaking meadow."

But, Mr I-]dUor, if I had followed Mr Dickson and

jlhcrs in this re.-pect, with a bog of 7 feet deep, I

lave no doubt my land would have been much too

Iry, and it is my opinion that no specific rules can

36 fiven. The differences of situation and soil,

the number of springs and brooks, and their rela-

Live position, the existence of shaking grounds, the

iinevenness at the snvface, and of the hardened sub-

joil below, are all matters which demand corres-

pondent differences of management. Vet while

for good reasons we do not choose to follow a wri-

ter in every thing, we should, for equally good rea-

sons, reap all the advantages we can, not only

from our own experience but from the experience

of olhcre. Be cautious, but yci disposed to learn. 1

After digging my main ditches, &c. the second

year I shourd construct my lateral or cross ditches

as nearly at right angles with my main ditches as

the circumstances of the case would admit. I have

plowed mv lowlands into form by commencing in

the centre of what I designed as a bed, and back-

furrowing until I have obtained what I considered

the proper depth for the ditches on the outrides,

placing these ditches from 8 to 30 feet asunder, as

the degree of wetness seemed to require. I have

made ft a rule never to use the shovel in opening

ditches, nor even the scraper, (which in some situa-

tion« is a much better instrument,) where the ditch-

es could bo formed by ridgoplowings; for no in-

strument removes earth so fast as the plow, to say

nothing of the benefits derived by the soil and in

getting the land into proper shape.

1 have usually planted my swamplands with po-

tatoes and corn, giving the corn the drier parts of

the soil and using about one-half a sl.ovelfuU ot

compost manure to the hill, finding it necessary

to use no more manure on such lands, after they

were sufiiciently dry by draining, than was required

to give the crop a start. Ami I have never known

any crop on such a soil to suffer for lack of suste-

nance after June 20th. I have received in my

crops of grain and vegetables ample remuneration

for the labor bestowed after the soil was once sub-

dued
;
yet I think it a belter way to keep such

lands to grass, by giving them a very moderate top-

dressing with some good compost manure, once in

a year or two, and never allowing cattle to rove

over such soils ; for if the centres of the beds are

sufficiently dry to support their tread, they will

most certainly spoil the ditches and their edges by

" poaching'" them, as we farmers understand this

term ; thus obstructing the course of the water and

rendering the surface uneven.

I have used a [covering of gravel or sand on

some parts of my lowlands, but do not consider it

so good nor so cheap a manner of reclaiming a

fine black mould .swamp, as the above described

method ; but should much prefer it on a porous

surface. Indeed I once tried to reclaim a small

piece of such soil by draining and ridge-plowing,

and could not succeed in making any thing grow,

although there was moisture very near the surface,

until I put on three inches of gravel.

In.the years of 1820, '21, and '22, my father re-

claimed 1 acre and 34 rods of swamp land, from

whicli he obtained 5 tons and 561 lbs. of good Eng-

lish hay, in two crops, which is after the rate of

4 tons and 721 lbs. per acre. Last season I seed-

ed down this same swamp, together with about 3-4

of an acre in the same piece which was suffered to

remain unsubdued by my father in 1820, but on ac-

count of the severe drought of 1841, my grass

seed, though at first abundant, seemingly nearly

all died. In the spring of this year, vegetation in

general was very backward, and the grass in this

swamp appeared most unpromising ; indeed I seri-

ously thought of again seeding it down to grass;

but having another piece of swamp under cultiva-

tron, I concluded to be patient and see what would

come of it.

As the season advanced, the gYowlh of grass

spread and took possession of considerable part of

the ground, and to my surprise, gave me, as nearly

as wc could Judge, at the first mowing, about .'J 1-2

tons of merchantable English hay, and as the sward

was but thinly covered with grass, I concluded to

mow such parts only a second time a.s were very

stout, and I cut about 1 1-2 ton, thuaniakiuy: about

7 tons of mcrchanlible hay on about two :icre3 of

swamp land under the most favorable circumstan-

ces.

It does appear clearly certain that these soils

will not only pay their way, but may be made in

various ways the source of enriching other parts of

our farms
;
yet how few of our swamp owners can

be induced to consult their own interests in the

best way, and draw from these neglected and un-

sightly, though prolific depositories of vegetable

life, an amount of food equal to the support of a

population much greater than now exists in any of

our towns.

Yours, with respect,

CHARLES W. MACOMBER.
East Marshfidd, Dec. 24.

Galvanic Plant and Tree. Proledors—For the

benefit of our fruit-cultivating subscribers, we copy

from an exchange paper the following account of

what seems a simple and effectual preventive

against the ravages of the insect tribe :

"Galvanic Plant Protectors have been devised in

England, to protect delicate garden flowers, Sic.

from slugs, caterpillars, &ic. A conical zinc ring,

four inches high, is flanked off a quarter of an inch

at the top, and cut into several vandyked points;

a riiiT of copper is fitted immediately under. The

lower end is pressed into the ground. The insect,

on coming in contact with tlie copper, receives a

shock that throws him off. There is always mois-

ture enough present to keep the battery in action
;

the copper ring being within an inch and a half of

the ground. It has the appearance of a flower-pot

inverted over the plant."—A*. 1'. paper.

Low Prices.—Among other accounts of Ihe aw-

ful distress that prevails in Ohio, a Dayton paper

states that at a constable's sale held at that place

recently, good hay brought but oiie dollar per ton,

and e.\cellent cows went for tliree dollars each, that

being all that could be procured. The samp pa-

per a'dds that there is scarcely any money left in

circulation in the State, except a mere trifle of

good bank paper and specie, and that all prices are

depressed accordingly.

The Rochester Democrat, of last week, .''ays that

pood beef was selling in that city every day at one

dollar per hundred.

Trees. By felling the trees that cover the tops

and sides of mountains, (says Humboldt,) men in

every climate prepare at once two calamities for

future generations—want of fuel and scarcity of

water.
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For Ihe New England Fanner.

ARE FARMERS LOSING THEIR CHARAC-
TER FOR f]ONESTY?

Mr Potnam— 'I'lie farmers of Massncliusetts

have in past times, been noted for their integrity.

It may be the ciiaracter tliey still ileservo, as a body.

But, from my own observations of a portion of them,

during Ihe past year, I have been led to doubt the

existence of this principle as a characteristic. Or,

to say the least, I fear that farmers, as a class, are

rapidly losing their claim to the highest rank of

honesty ! Perhaps this backward movement is

confined to a section. I know not how extensive

it may be. In this part of tlie State, (considered

one of its best agricultural districts,) there is cer-

tainly a great want of adhesion to the truth, in the

dealings of man with man. One must witness

daily, acts of meanness and deception among
neighbors, formerly expected only in companies of

jockies and tavern-loungers.

It seems to be, almost a principle with some
farmers, that a man is not capable of doing well in

business, till he can adroitly cheat, in weight, mea-

sure or quality. If a man succeeds in selling a

worthless cow for a good breeder, he is immediately

marked as a candidate for prosperity. This same

spirit bids fair to be the rule of action with the ris-

ing generation. Nothing raises a boy so high in

the estimation of too many more advanced, as "a
good trade"—that is, a dishonest one.

I would not represent the morals in my own
neighborhood as worse than in other parts of the

State. But, in truth, I more than suspect thai in

not a few neighborhoods, the same evil is increas-

ing. The old and veritable adage, "Honesty is

the best policy," is fast getting into disrepute.

As your paper, Mr Editor, is circulated among
80 many of the New England farmers, you would

be doing a good work by occasionally stirring them
up to regain their former standard of inteirrity

—

if

they are losing ; and if my suspicions are ground-

less concerning the body, doubtless you could suit

the garment to some. B.

05^We ore sorry to be obliged to coincide with

our correspondent " B." in his views. He does

not mean, we presume, to say, that farmers are

more dishonest than men of other pursuits ; but on-

ly that they are yielding up, as well as others,

strict integrity and truly honorable dealing. We
are not willing to believe that the world is grow-
ing worse, when viewed in relation to all its acts.

The vices of intemperance and profanity are less

frequently met with than they were twenty years

ago. Other particulars might perhaps be specified

in which our community seems to be improving.

There are still in the moral horizon bright spots

—

there are some wlixli seem to be brightening.

Others, however, are dark, and a few are growing
blacker. Faithfulness—true fidelity— in money
matters, has been growing less and less in our

community. Dishonesty has been gaining ground.

Breaches of trust, frauds, indifference to the dis-

charge of pecuniary obligations, dishonesty, have
shown themselves with startling frequency for the

last few years in all parts of our land. So exten-

sive and common liave been the delinquencies of

this kind, that it has become less disgraceful to

act the rogue than it once was. This is much to

be regretted. Practices of fraud in measuring, in

deceiving in regard to the quality of goods, in mak-
ing promises with no intention of fulfilling ihem,

&c. &c.—practices like these, wliich can by no

means be reconciled with correct principles of

Christian duty, or even with any sound principles of

permanently good worldly policy, have been gain-

ing currency. Men injure themselves—most seri-

ously injure iheinselves, when they let go their

hold upon strict honesty and perfectly fair dealing.

It is true, that honesty—sterling honesty—" is the

best policy"— best, in the long run, (or one's tem-

poral interests, and best, both momentarily and for-

ever, so far as the moral and all the higher inte-

rests of man are concerned.

Whence the growing laxity that reasonably ex-

cites alarm ? The spirit of wild speculation has

hurled thousands into the midst of temptations to

dishonesty, which they had not moral power to

withstand. The fluctuations in laws relating to

debtors and creditors, mars the sanctity of obliga-

tions. The facility with which the dishonest are

allowed to continue or to resume business, removes
one powerful check which' a virtuous communitv
ought ever to keep in use. But we think there

are signs of brighter days. The laws which take

away the power of the creditor over the debtor,

will cause honesty to be more regarded than it has

been. He who has been unfaithful to liis obliga-

tions will not be trusted, as soon as the law shall

cease to give the creditor a hold upon him. Honesty— strict honesty— will, from the force of our pre-

sent circumstances, be a man's best capital, as

soon as business shall again revive. Those who
come out of llie present trying times with charac-
ter of honesty untarnished, will, in a few years,

find their honesty rewarded. We care little how
small the creditor's power to force payment shall

be made. Let the law be made permanent, and
then if ii give the creditor little power, the honest

—the truly honest—will get the business. Hon-
esty or cash must then he used by every one who
hopes to be able to do business to advantage for

any length of time. We anticipate good from the

past and existing evils. If we prophecy correctly,

then honesty will indeed soon prove to be " ihc best

policy."

—

Ed. N. E. F.

WORCESTER COUNTY AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

To Ihe Hon. John W. Lincoln, Chairman, of Ihc Judges
on Root Crijis :

The subscriber respectfully represents, that he
claims one of the premiums offered by the Society,

for having raised the greatest quantity of root crops

on cne-quarter of an acre of land.

He submits tlie following statements in relation

to those particulars which are required to be fur-

nished according to the printed proposals of the

Society.

The land on which the subscriber's crop of Car-
rots was grown, had been cultivated as part of a

garden for many years. In 1641 it was in good
condition for the prodiicti(m of vegetables.

In 1811 it was plowed in the early part of the

month of May, and again plowed in the end of that

month.

Four loads of hog manure were spread over the

largest part of the ground, hereafter described, and
one load of the same manure over the ailjoiuin"

part.

In 1841, carrots were produced on the land
where tlie roots were raised. The amount of the

crop was then about 191 bushels.

The condition of the land in the spring of ]84".2

was good, having been long tilled and well dressed.

On the last plowing of the land in the end i

May, 1842, six loads of green manure Irom t

barn-yard, were spread over the ground wher'

largest quantity of carrots grew, and two loa

the same manure over the adjoining land.

The whole ground was prepared for sowin;: '

being plowed once in the early part of May, f:'

then the manure was spread over it by the foil.,

turned in with the plow in the end of the ;

month. It was then leveled with the culli\ .i

drawn by a single horse. On the ground L,i

prepared, the seeds were sown by the macliii

used by Mr Darius Rice, of Worcester. Th
were planted on the last week of May, in rov.s

inches apart.

The carrots were weeded about tlio middle 1

June, with the hoe. They were again hoed abri
;

the middle of July : the ground was then very

from weeds, and little cultivation was requiu

nourish the growing crop. ii

In harvesting, the plow was passed near to tl

rows of the carrots, turning the furrows away fro

the roots, so as to leave them exposed ; they we
then dug up with the fork, and then removed to tl

cellar to feed the cows of the dairy. The tops

the carrots were cut off and fed out to the cattle >

the farm, as they were occasionally wanted.

Haifa pound of seed, of the Y'ellow Carrot, w
procured from Mr Darius Rice, of Worcesler,

the price of,$1 per pound; the half pound w
used over the land on which the carrots we
grown.

The amount of produce was at the rate of aboi

six hundred bushels, of 5G pounds eacli, to the ac

— as ascertained by the actual admeasurement
the load which was weighed after the whole vr.

gathered.

The expenses of seed, manure, labor and cull

vation, may be estimated as follows, for 1-4 of i

acre :

Carrot seed, 1-2 lb., $0 .50

Sowing with machine, 1 50
Weeding and hoeing, 5 days' work, (i 25
Harvesting, nearly 5 days, 6 00
Manure, 6 loads, estimated, 8 00

, .$22 25
The value of the products on one quarter of i

acre may be estimated as follows:

143 bushels at the market price, it js siipposM

would have sold at the rate of $10 per ton ; as lli

quantity a little exceeds 8008 lbs., estimating tl*

bushel at .W lbs., they would at tliis rate have bei

worth .S40 04.

The carrots, however, were not, in fact, soh

but were kepi to be fed out to the stock. A gre

quantity of excellent fodder was obtained from tl

lops, wliich were readily consumed by the cattle

the farm.

Tlie subscriber wishes to state that he lias e

deavored to obtain the largest crop on the smalle

space of land, vith the least expenditure, in m;

iiiire, labor, or cultivation, which could with reaso

able economy, be accomplished. The cerlifica

of Frederick W. Paine as to the extent of land,

filed before the committee. Before (hem are a

the proofs, as to Ihe products yielded by the Ian

which seem to be required by the Rules of the Si

city.

It should be stated that the crop of carrots, fi

which he claims a premium, were on two differei

spots of ground. The largest plot was 89 fei

wide and 119 feet long—on the north side thei
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IS a pmhiviiy, whicli linJ bcpn iiseil as an alloy

r a pirtl'Ti, iliirin;j many yenrs. Nortli nf this

omul was a similar extent of soil, sepai-ntod only

n fjravi^l walk and some rows of calibnircs, from

B large square wliero llie carrota, for "liich the

emiiini is claiincil, were raised. This was con-

lered by the owner, and believed by the siihscri-

T, to he part of the same lot. It was (il feet

ng and 44 feet wide, and wa.s refjardcd by the

oprictor as belnj portion of a large tract of many
ros.

All the evidence required by the Society is nn-

xe.l to this .-staltMni-nt. T.^PT FOSTER.
irorcesier, Dec. 2, \f-n.

Wkstboro', Nov. 58, 1843.

r the .Infixes on Root Crops of c/ic Worcester Agricultu-

ral Soctttij :

Gentlemen—My land for Beets decreased nnder

e ficrutiriy of the surveyor, and was not sufficient

r your n'^lice : that for Carrots w,is otherwise,

he crop of the same ground in 1841 was carrots,

connection with ground ailjoininn-. The qiianti-

of manure in 1841, I am not able to state with

ecision, but it did not exceed 2.5 loads (of ;J0

shels) to the acre—the quality of two parts mca-

w mud, and one part lon^ inaiinre. In the fall

the same year, was plowed in 7 loads on about

e-third of the piece. In the spring of the year

42, eleven loads were added of compost, as

ove, with the addition of cracked bone—one load

which proved hy experiment on corn, to be equal

three loads without the bone, and it is estimated

cost as much, save the carting.

Meadow mud estimated at 25 cts. ; long manure

.$] ; working over, carting and spreading, at 25
.—making the cost 75 cts. per load.

\bout one-half was plowed with a subsoil plow,

remainder with a common plow. It was bar-

red, bu?hed. and leveled in places with a hoe.

.ved May 25lh, with Willis's seed-sower, the

'8 24 inches apart. The whole care, until liar-

ting, including sowing, was let out by contract.

;y were dug with a shovel, and topped with a

fe. The expense was as follows:

.0 loads manure at 75 cts. iJ.^O 00'

Deduct carting, &c. on bone

compost, 22 loads, 5 50 $24 50

Mowing, 7 87
' larrowing, bushing, and leveling, I 12
' lowing, weeding, and care to harvesting, 23 00

larvesting and putting in cellar, 18 /5

ieed, I 1-4 lb. 94

" $76 18
' ''he value of manure for next crop, perhaps may
" ;onsidcr(;d equal to interest on the value of the

I.

Jround, one acre and three rods
;
product, G02

lels, as per enclosed certificates.

n past years I have sowed 15 and 18 inches

t, and have observed that the tops have remain-

Teen longer when 24 inches, but am not fully

sfied as to the effect on the roots. If the rows

24 inches, can use the cultivator or harrow with

irso.

Very respectfully,

GEO. DENNY.

falling 11 loads o3.

he Committee on Reot Crops, nf Me Worcester Jlj^ri-

Iturat iiocictjj :

'he land upon which the rutd baga offered for

the premium of the Worcester AgricuUural Socio-

ty were grown, contains by inoasurement 42 rods.

It was part of an old pasture, broken up in 1840,

and sowed with buckwheat, without manure. It

was again plowed in the spring of 1841, sowed

with oats, and produced an average crop. After

harvesting, the stubble was immediately plowed

under, and again in the fall a thick after-growth

from the grain which had fallen in harvesting, was

turned under with the plow. No manure was used

during the season. In the spring of 1842, about

12 common cartloads of green barn yard manure

was spread evenly upon the lot and plowed in.

The land was again plowed about the last of June

and harrowed. The drills for the seed were then

made by drawing a chain upon the ground, about

three feet apart. Four ounces of seed purchased

at the seed-store, were then scattered thinly along

the drills by hand, and slightly covered with earth,

the back of a common rake being used for the pur-

pose. The seed was sown about the first of July,

and in a fi^w days came up well. As soon as the

plants had formed two or three rough leaves, they

were thinned out by hand, leaving them at distan-

ces varying from G to 12 inches apart. A few

weeds only appeared, and the ground continuing

mellow, a single hoeing only was deemed necessa-

ry. The cullifjalor was afterwards, about the 10th

of August, passed through the rows. No further

care nor labor was bestowed upon them until the

second week in November, when the crop was har-

vested. The produce by actual measurement was

seven thousand fiflijfive pounds—or, allowing fifty-

six pounds to the bushel, one hundred and twenty-

six bushels of nita baga, free from dirt and without

tops.

The crop, under ordinary circumstances, would

not be thought remarkable; but considering the

lateness of the season when the seed was sown,

and the amount of labor bestowed, it will probably

prove more profitable than many larger crops.

The cost of cultivation I estimate as follows:

Plowing and harrowing twice, $1 .50

Seed, 25

Sowing, weeding and cultivating 1 day, 1 00

Harvesting, 2 days, 2 00

Manure $12 1-3 to this crop, 4 00

Spreading and carting same, 1 00

The value of the crop would be differently esti-

mated from 12 1-2 to 25 cts. a bushel.

At 12 1-2 cts. the value <if the crop would

be $15 75

At IS els. 22 G8

Leaving for the net profit on 1-4 of an acre of

land upon the least valuation, $(! or $24 per acre,

and upon a higher and more correct estimate $12
93 as the profit of 1-4 of an acre, or .?50 92 on an

acre. D. WALDO LINCOLN.

The Youthful Mind.—A straw will make an im-

pression on the new-fallen snow ; but let that snow
remain but a short time, and a horse's hoof can

hardly penetrate it. So it is with the youthful

mind. A trifling word may make an impression on

it ; but after a few years, the most powerful ap-

peals may cease to influence it. Think of this, ye

who have the training of the infant .mind, andleave

such impressions thereon as will operate to keep

it pure amid the follies and temptations of the

world Selected.

Consumption and its J'ictims.— It is estimated

that 55,000 persons perish annually in Great liri-

tain from this disease. It is said also to be on tho

increase, especially among the middle and higher

classes of society. The number of victims to this

disease in the United Slates must bo immense
;

and no wonder, when we consider the extent to

which the use of corsets is carried, to say nothing

of thin shoes and light dresses. A table carefully

prepared, showing the uuiiiber of victims who per-

ish annually at the shrine of fashion, wovild exhibit

a most melancholy evidence of the results of hu-

man folly and crime. Intemperance doubtless has

its thousands of victims aninially ; and yet many of

those who rail most violently at the improper uso

of ardent spirits, are quite as regardless of lifo and

health in tho manner in which they distort their

frames, and thus excite disease and death. On
looking over the bills of mortality which are pub-

lished from week to week, we find that while m<inia

a potu carries off its one, two, or three victims from

Monday to Monday, in a city like ours, from ten to

thirty are chronicled as the victims'of consumption.

The curse of intemperance has indeed been a

prevailing evil of the land ; but, thanks to the be-

nign and persuasive influence of philanthropy, it is

rapidly disappearing. 'J'here are other evils and

infirmities which scarcely require less attention.

They are more dangerous because sanctioned by

taste and fashion, and not deemed inconsistent with

good morals. Chapter after chapter is written,

death after death is recorded, and yet our fashiona-

ble promenades are as thronged as ever with the

pale and emaciated, the corseted and thinly clad,

who may thus be said to woo consumption and to

court death,

—

Philad. Inquirer.

A Challenge to Farmers.—Mr Ambrose T. Gray,

of the town of Pine Plains, butchered a cow that

had been grass fed, from which he took one hun-

dred and eighty pounds of rough tallow, which

yielded one hundred and sixty pounds of the same
article tried. Of the beef all can readily judge

from such premises.

Last spring, the same gentleman sheared a Me-
rino buck, of Ills own rearing, whose fleece weighed

ten pounds— also, a full blood Saxon Iamb, one

year old, whose fleece weighed five pounds. The
wool of the latter fleece, he assures us, was, if not

the finest, certainly of as fine quality fur the weight,

as any raised in the United States.

We must therefore put down Pine Plains against

the Union. If any farmers, in any other place,

know of any thing that can go ahead of her, li?t

them speak out, or otherwise yield the palm, and

try to beat her hereafter.

—

Poughkeepsie Eagle.

'' It is vulgar."—The following is extracted from

Lockhart's Life of Sir Walter Scott:

"Lest I should forget it, I put down here a re-

buke which late in life Sir Walter gave in my hear-

ing to his daughter ."Vnne. She happened to say of

something, I forget what, that she could not abide

it— it was vulgar. 'My love,' said her father, 'you

speak like a very young lady. Do you know, after

all, the TT.eanjjig of this word vulgar.- 'T is only

common ;— nothing that is common, except wicked-

ness, can deserve to be spoken of in a tone of con-

tempt ; and when you have lived to my years, you

will be disposed to agree with me in thanking God
that nothing really worth having or caring about in

this world, is uncommon.'' "
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SCOTCH EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING CAT-
TLE.

There are many useful facts delailed in llie sub-

joined experiuients, whicli we extract fruni tlie

" Book of tiie Farni," by Henry Steplici;?, Scotland:

Mr Brodie, Abbey Mains, East Lothian, made an

experiment on feeding' caltle, from October ]8:56,

to June ]837, on difl'erent kinds of food. There

were four lots of cattle, consisting nf live each.

The first lot was fed on turnips and straw, which,

bein? the usual treatment, formed the standard of

comparison. The second lot had half the weight

of turnips and 30 lb. of oil-cake a day. A third

lot was fed on the last quantity of turnips and

bean-meal and bruised oats. And the fourth had

distillery grains and ground beans. The value of

the caltle when put up to feed, was £11 apiece,

and they were of the Aberdeenshire polled breed.

This is a summary of the cost of feeding :

Lot 1. White turnips at 8s. 4d., Swedes

at 123. 6d. per ton, cost £53 !) 10

Average cost of each beast per week, (I 3

Lot 2. Turnips as above, oil-cake, £7 15s.

per ton, cost 48 1G

Average cost of each beast per week. 5 9

Lots. Turnips as above; bean. meal, 5s.
;

bruised oats, 3s. Gd. per bush, cost 58 8 1

Average cost of each beast per week, G 8

Lot 4. Turnips and bean-meal as above;

draff, 4s. 6d. per quarter ; dreg, 2s. 6d.

per puncheon—cost 63 3 2

Average cost of each beast per week, 7 2

The ultimate results are as follows :

Lots.

1.

2.

3.

Live weight.

St.

536

552

517

545

Beef.

St. lb.

283 3

295 10

280 7

280

Tallow.
S(. L.

3G ]0

41 G

37 2

36 11

Hide.

St. lb.

27 13

29 G

2fi 13

25 7

" Upon the whole," concludes Mr Brodie, " it is

evident, by these experiments, that feeding with

turnips as an auxiliary has been the most advanta-

geous mode of using turnips, as, by the above

statement it is apparent that it the cattle of the first

lot had only been allowed half the quantity of tur-

nips which they consumed, and had got oil cake in

lien of the other half, as was given to the second

lot, the expense of their keep would have been

lessened £4 133., and from superior quality of beef,

their value would have been increased £10, making

together £14 13i."

Three remarks occur to me to make on the pro-

gress of this experiment : the first is, if the cattle

had been sold on the 7lh April, 1837, when ihey

were adjudged by competent farmers, they would

not have repaid the feeder his expenses, as the

prime cost of lot first, with the cost of feeding to

that time, amounted to £95 1 8, and they were only

valued at .£83; lot second cost £90 19s., and they

were valued at £88 10s. ; lot third cost £93 4s.,

and were valued at £77 ; and lot fourth cost £97

4a. 5d. ; and their value was only £81 lOs. And
this is almost always the result of feeding cattle,

because i-ineness only exhibits itself towards the end

of the feeding season, and it is only after that state

of condition is indicated, that the quality of the

meat improves so rapidly as to enhance its value

BO as to leave a profit. As with sheep so with cat-

tle ; with good beasts the inside is first filled up

before the outside indicates fineness. Another re-

mark is, that this result should be a useful liint to

you lo weigh well every consideration before

disposing of your fattening beasts in the mid-

dle of the feeding season. The last remark I have

to make is, that the cattle of lot first, continuing to

receive the same sorts of food they had always

been accustomed to, throve more rapidly at first

than the beasts in the other lots, but afterwards

lost their advantage
; thereby corroborating the

usual experience of stock not gaining condition

immediately on a change of food, even of a better

kind, such as from turnips to grass.

Mr Moubray, of Cambus, in Clackmannanshire,

made experiments in the winter of 1839-40, on

feeding cattle with other th^n the ordinary pro-

duce of the farm, but as the cattle were not all sold

at the same time, I need not relate the details ; and

I mention the experiments for the sake of some of

the conclusions that may bo deduced from them.

It would appear that cattle may be fed on turnips

and hay as cheaply as on turnips and straw, for

this reason; that when straw is given as fodder,

more turnips are consumed, and, therefore, when
turnips are scarce, hay may be used with advan-

tage. It also appears that cattle may be fed cheap-

er on distillery refuse of draff and dreg, than on
turnips and straw, but then the food obtained from

the distillery requires more time to bring cattle to

the same condition.

Linseed oil has been successfully employed to

feed caltle by Mr Curtis, of West Uudham, in Nor-
folk. The mode of using the oil is this: First as-

certain how much cut siraw the oxen intended to

be fed, will consume a week, then sprinkle the oil,

layer upon layer, on the cut straw, at the rate of 1

gallon per week per ox. The mixture, on being

turned over frequently, is kept two days before be-

ing used, when a slight fermentation takes place,

and then the oil will scarcely be discerned, having

been entirely absorbed by the straw, which should

of course be the best oat straw. This mixture
when compared with oil cake, has stood its ground.

The cost of the oil is not great, its average price

being about 34s. the cwt. of 12 1-4 gallons, a gal-

ion of fine oil weighing 9.3 lb., which makes the

feeding of an ox cost only 2s. lOd. per week.

Mr Curtis has fed cattle for upwards of twenty
years upon what he calls green malt, which con-

sists of steeping light barley for 48 hours in soft

water, when tlie water is let off and the barley is

thrown into a round heap, in a conical form, till it

gets warm and begins to sprout freely. It is then

spread out and turned repeatedly as it grows. The
only care required is that the sprout or future

binde does not get cut off, as the malt will then

lose much of its nutritious quality. He finds this

substance, which costs with its labor Is. a stone,

preferable to oats at lOd. in their natural state.

A method of feeding caltle has been adopted by

Mr Warnes, jr., Trimingham, Norfolk, which in a

manner combines both the substances used by Mr
Curtis, and deserves attcnti'on. The substances

consist of linseed meal and crushed barley. The
barley may be cither used malted, that is, in a state

of " green malt," as designated by Mr Curtis, or

crushed flat by bruising cylinders. Crushed oats,

boiled peas, and bean flour, may all be substituted

for the barley and used with the linseed meal. The
mode of making this <'ompound is thus recommend-
ed by Mr Warnes. " Put 1G8 lbs. of water into an
iron cauldron or copper boiler, and aa soon as it

boils, not before, stir in 21 lbs. of linseed meal
;

continue stirring it for 5 minutes; then let 63 lbs.

of the crushed barley be sprinkled by the hand of

one person upon the boiling mucilage, while anotl

er rapidly stirs and .crams it in. After the who
has been carefully incorporated, which will u

occupy more than five minutes, cover it close

down and throw the furnace door open. Shou
there be much fire, put it out. The mass will coi

tiniie to simmer, from the heat of the cauldron, t

thu barley has entirely absorbed the mucilag

The work is then complete, and the food may 1

used on the following day. When removed
tubs, it must be rammed down, to exclude the a

and to prevent its turning rancid. The consiste

cy ought to be like that of clay when formed f

bricks."

In regard to the nutritive properties of this coi

pound, Mr Warnes testifies thus: " The last of n

experimental bullocks for 1841, was disposed of

Christmas at 8s. Gd. per stone. He weighed t

stones 5 lb., (of 14 lbs. to the stone,) and cost i

17s. Gd. thirteen months previously ; so that i

paid £17 10s. for little more than one year's kee

ing. His common food was turnips or grass ; 14 1

a day of barley or jieas compound were given hi

for 48 weeks, and an unlimited quantity the last

weeks; when, considering the shortness of th

time, his progress was perfectly astonishing, n

only to myself, a constant observer, but to niai

graziers and butchers who had occasional opport

nities of examining him. Altogether the weig

of compound consumed did not exceed 2 to.is 4 cw
at a cost of only £3 16s. per ton."

As to the expediency of cooking food for catt

Mr Warnes goes so far in opinion as to say, tl.

" neither oil no linseed should be used in a crv

state, but formed into mncilage by being boiled

water." But this opinion was evidently giv

when the results obtained by Mr Curtis on feedi

cattle with linseed oil in a crude state, were i

known to him ; although he admits " that linsc

oil will fatten bullocks, experience has placed 1

yond a doubt. Amongst the fattest beasts c\

sent to the London market from Norfolk was a

of Scotch heifers, grazed (?) on linseed oil and hay

yet ho adds, "but the quantity given pi'r day, I

cost per head, or any thing relative to profit or Ic

I never heard." I should therefore like lo sei

comparison instituted between the nutritive prop

ties of linseed meal and bruised barley, or peas

bean meal, in their ordinary state, ami after th

had been boiled and administer?d either in a 1

or cold stale, and also between the projils arisi

from both. Until this information is obtained,

may rest content with the results obtained by so:

very accurate cxperinient=i, conducted by eininf

farmers, on the same food administered in a wa
and in a cold state, and which go to prove tl

food is uiiprofilablij administered to cattle ir

cooktd stale. I shall now lay some statements o
robnrutivo of this conclusion before you.

The first I shall notice, though not in detail, t

the experiments of Mr Walker, Ferrygate, E.

Lothian. He selected, in February, lb'3.'!, six h

fers, of a cross between country cows and a sho

horn bull. They had been fed on turnips and w(

advancing in condition. He divided them into t

lots of 3 heifers each, and put one lot on raw fo

and the other on steamed, and fed them three tinr

a day, at day break, noon, and an hour before st

set. The food consisted of as many Swedes (ti

nips) as they could eat, with 3 lb. of bruised bca

and 20 lb. of potatoes, 1-2 stone of straw and 2 •

of salt to each beast. The three ingredients wc

mixed together in a tub, placed over a boiler
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uratcr, niKi conUeil by slcaining, and the bruisod

aeaiis MPie ^'veii tn tlie lot on raw food m noon,

ml onc-lialf of (he potatoes in tlio iiiornins and

noiiicr half in the afternoon. It was ."soon discov-

reil lluit the lot on the cooked food consniiiPd

nore tiiinips than the olhor, the consnniption bcinpf

xactly '-'^ iMt. JO lb., whilst, when eaten raw, it

iras only '2'> ':"t. I qr. 14 lb., the ditference beinjj

55 lb. cii'ry day, which contirnied during the pro-

jrcss of the experiment for 3 months.

JSteers were experimented on as well as heifers,

liere heinir two lots of '^ each. They also got as

nany Swcdi.sh turnips as they could eat, but had

iO lb. of potatoes and 4 1.31b. bruised beans, 2 oz.

)f salt, and l-'-i stone of straw each, every day.

The co«t of feeding the heifers was as follows :

i heifers on slenmtd food consumed of

Snedis'h turnips, 37 cwt. 1(3 lb. at 4d.

per cwt.
• £0 12 42

Potatoes, 3 cwt. 3 qr. at Is. 3d. 4 8

Beans, 1 bushel, 3

Salt, 0|

Coals and extra labor, 2

Live weight of 1 heifer, when put to

feed on raw food, 74 st.=42 st. 4 lb.

beef, at 5a. (id. per st., sinking offal, JCI 1 12 7

Cost of keep 12 weeks 5 days, at

as. 5d. per week, 3 8 10^

Total cost, £15 I 54

Live weight of the same heifer when

finished feeding on raw food, 8!l st.

3 lb.=50 St. 1 lb., at (is. Gd. per St.,

sinking offul, 16 5
5J-

U:ostof3 heifers 1 week, (7^•. 4 jd. each,) £1 2

i heifers on raw food consumed of Swe-

dish turnips, 25 cwt. 1 qr. 14 lb. at 4d.

per cwt. £0 8 C,^

Potatoes, beans, and salt, as above, 7 8|-

yostof 3 heifers 1 week (5s. 5d. each,) £0 16 3

'! stotson stetrmed food consumed of Swe-

dish turnips, 28 cwt. 2 qr,, at 4d. per

cwt. £0 7 10

Potatoes, 3 cwt. 3 qr., nt Is. 3u. 4 8

Beans, 2 qr. 7 lb. 3

Salt,

Coals and extra labor, 1

:o8tof2stots for 1 week (8s.6id.each,)£0 IG Oi

I slots on raw food consumed of Swedish

turnips, 17 cwt. 2(ir., at 4d. per cwt. £0 5 10

Potatoes, beans, and salt, as above, 7 8^

:ost of 2 slots for 1 week, (6s. 9^-d. each) £0 13 6j

The following table shews the progress of con-

ition madfc by the heifers and slots. The first

olumn denotes t'leir average live weight at the

ommencemoit of feeding ; the second, their ave-

age live weight at the end of feeding ; the third,

heir increase of live weight in 3 months:

Jeifers on steamed food,

4cifers on raw food,

5tot3 on steamed food,

Jtots on raw food,

The camj)arative profits on cooked and raw food

land thus

:

jive weight of heifers when put to feed

on slenmed food, 74 sl.=42st. 4 lb.

beef, at 5s. 6d. per st., sinking offal, £11 12 7

Cost of keep 12 weeks 5 days, at 7s.

4 1.9d. per week, 4 10

Total cost, £16 11 7

live weittit of the same h.eifers when
finished feeding on steamed food,

90 st.=50 st, tt lb., at 63. Cd. per st.,

sinking nffal, 16 9 1
.«

St.
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The times

BUSINESS PROSPECTS.

ire hard ; business is dull. Is th

prospec I of better days

any

We would gladly say, yes,

sure that has been upon us, the rich will find themselves

richer and the poor poorer.

Our defence if him thus fur is hardly such as will ex-

pose us to the charge of trying to screen these guilty of

enormous crimes, from the punishment they deserve,_,, . , . „„, „„;_, rvp I enormous crimes, Irom the punishment iney aeserve,
TliK, however, was not our proposed point. We. '

r

,,_,• .-., r„,.„„r= i,.,op 1 and which the safety of society r. quires. Pray do not
meant to end bv asliins what inducements fanners liave

I

'
., , , , .u u

were we able to do so in good failh. Better business

limes than exist jws( nojp, we do hipe fir and expect.

But such brisk times as we had a few years ago, give no

signs of their coming—ihey cast no "shadows before."

A"o!c, many and many are failing ; loss after loss comes

to this man and to that, and the courses of business are

all interrupted perpelually. The time must come ere

long, when the obligations assumed in the recent years

of expansion in business aud in speculation, will be

thrown off, either by discharging them in full, or by

calling in the aid of law to wipe them out. We are fast

learning who can stand the pressure, and who must bow

before it. When this shall be fully l!nov\'n—when the

business men shall know who may be trusted, with some

degree of safely, then business will brighten up a little.

The necessities of the country will absolutely require

some more traffic soon than is now carried on.

But there is nothing in the stale of the civilized world

at large, or in our country in particular, which indicates

to us any very great change, such ai will make business

very brisk. The world is at peace : every nation is

producing nearly or quite enough to supply its own

wants. All the countries have at present a large supply

of the principal productions of agriculture and of

the mechanic arts. Neither the euliivalion of the soil

nor manufactures seems to promise much profit, unless

markets shall become better. But better markets can

hardly be expccled, because the producers are scarcely

lessening, while the consumers do nut increase.

We have spoken of peace—peace among the nations

—

as one reason why business will not be brisk :—let us

not be undeistiiod to express sorrow for the cause.

We can name another cause of the present low prices;

we mean the Temperance Reformation. While iliou-

eands upon tliousands ofbuslmls of grain were every day

consumed in the distilleries, the effect was to keep up

the price of grain, and with that tlie prices of other ag-

ricultural products. Also, while thousands of men made

themselves unfit for labor by their intemperance, the

number of good laborers was less, and wages were high-

er. The cause of this change we are glad to see. We
are no advocates for the re-opening of distilleries, and

re-hoisting o( the flood-gates of intemperance. If the

good reformation has had some small paralyzing action

to cultivate extensively the coming year. We think

prices will be so low as not to remunerate one for hired

labor and f .r purchasing manure. Those who are abun-

dantly able, may consult their pleasure as lo what they

will do—but common farmers, whose whole properly is

the farm, must consult their means-and such we can.

not advise to incur any considerable expenses next

spring;—it will be wisest f.-r them to be themselves,

with their boys, very industrious—but to avoid hiring

as far as possible, without letting ihings run to waste.

We ere sorry lobe obliged to hold the views that we

do— but we are not able to. persuade ourself that any

brighter ones are correct.

murderer or mutineer, lecuuse he pvlUvp corn. Do not

class us with those of a sickly, if not of a wicked sym

pnthy with the awfully guilty. Remember that the only

crime for which poor crow has been arraigned at ovt

bar heretofore, is that of pilfering corn— as instinct bids

him do. But now—now the case is aliered. Now you

" An Essex Farmer," accuse him of mMrf/cr.' This is

a grave charge, and we suppose him guilty. What is

his plea why sentence of death should not be pronounced

against him ? Hear what he says :
—" Haw, haw, haw"

this is his plea; and being translated from crow lan-

guage into plain English, it means this :—" He who

made me, gave me an appetite for young rohins, and the

instinct in me which impels me to eat them, is but the

ON EDITORS AND CROWS. i^^ ^f ,,in, ^..^o made me : in eating them 1 oi.ly obey

Mr EniTOR— In your paper of the 21st of Dee., there I

i,jg commands. If the robins, whose instincts tell them

was an inquiry respbcting your "Crow Experiment." I to seek the protection of man, and build their nests where

In reading yiiur reply to the inquiry, I lliought you man-
j j j^re not go, disregard those instincts, and hatch ll

ifested too much of that disposition so common among
| young within my range, then, by our common Maker's

editors of newspapers of late. I refer to the practice of I Ja^v^ t^ey are my legitimate food. I am guilty of the

upon the business of the country, noiwithstanding this

effect, we are heartily glad tliat the reformation has oc-

curred. But our joy at that ne< d not blind our eyes lo

its consequences.

The currency of the country is much less abundant

than it was a few years ago. Let politicians dispute

about the questions as to the wisdom or folly of the ex-

pansion of the currency then, and ol the tul.sequenl con-

traction :—we leave these points lo them.

But a contraction has taken place: consequently pri-

ces have come down. We see no reason to expect that

the currency will soon be more abundant than now : we

have therefore no reason to suppo-e that prices g( neral-

ly will be much higher. Indeed we doubt whether they

have yet reached their lowest point. Those who are in

debt'will fare hard ; those who have loaned money se-

eurdy, will find ihemselves much enriched by the chang-

es which have taken place, lii coming out of the pres

defending the guilty from punishment, and of accu-ing

all those who inflict that punishment which justice de-

mands, of being hard-hearted and cruel. Who can read

what has appeared in some of the papers respecting Colt

and Spencer, and not see that they are endeavoiing lo

awaken sympathy in behalf of the guilty, instead of hold-

ing them np as examples to deter others from crime.'

Mercy to the guiliy is often cruelly to the rest of so-

ciety ;—and your reply to the communication of your

correspondent, of " Hull," shows that there is no char-

acter so black but what it may find an advocate among

the editors of newspapers.

Now it appears to me that your mercy for the crow is

cruelty to the rest of the feathered tribe. Although by

feeding him we may protect our cornfields against his

depredations, yet will he not go directly from the field

where he has been fed, and murder a wliide family of

young robins.' Did you never, Mr Edilor, hear the

heart-rending cry of the robin and other birds, us this

cruel, blood-thirsty monster flew near iheir nest? Did

vou ever see the King-bird fly around him for houis lo

keep him away from her young? Did you ever think

that the reason why the robin builds her nest so near our

dwellings was, to be 'protected from the crow? And

can we feed and protect him, without betraying that

confidence which the innocent birds repose in us?

You tell us in one paper to "spare the birds," and

then ill another that you will feed and protect llie crow,

who will destroy the eggs and the young of all he can

find.

You may feed and protect the crow and lisien to liis

continual and most unmusical cry of haw, haw, haw—
but you must be careful to keep him on your own pre,

miscs, and not lo permit him to prowl about the neigh-

borhood, killing those useliil birds which protect our

orchards fr(mi insects, and make the air vocal with ttieir

melodious songs.

AN ESSEX FARMER.

[fT=I'ere we have a hard nut to crack. While we
were concerned with the protection of the Cfirnfield

alone, we felt that we stood on firm ground. While the

hlack crow was charged only with the crime of pulling

up corn, WR were bold in his defence, as we could show

that hn would save himself the trouble of pulling up
what had been planted, provided he found enough on
the surface of the ground to satisfy his wants. It was
the crime of eating corn for which «e begged he mi»ht

not be destroyed, but left to eat the noxious]^ worms also-

deed—but necessity was laid upon me. I did only my
duty; and black as my outside is, in heart I am much

more of a Mackenzie than of a Coll or a Spenci r."

Such is the interpretation nf his speech. This is his

defence. And has he not defended us too? He has

cracked the nut.

MR COLMAN'S ADDRESS.

Mr Colman, our late .Agricultural Commissioner, has

our thanks for a copy of liis Address before the Monroe

County Agricultural Society, in Rochester, N. Y., Oct.

26, 1842.

The author opens his address by saying ihat "The

improvement of agriculture may be said to comprise two

objects : first, the improvement of the ait of cultivation,

and second, the improvement of the condition and char-

acter of the cultivators." To these two poinis he eon-

fines his remarks, and in the discussion his pen shows

its usual spirit and polish. The address is higlily appro-

priate, and of more than common excellence.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
KXHIBITION OF Fr.llTS.

Saturday, Dec. 31, 1843.

From B. 'V. French, the following Apples— Pennock's

Red Winter, Baldwin, Bellflower, Flusliiiig Seek-no
farilier, and one variety without name— all fine speei-

mens—the Flushing Seek-no-farther considered by the

coinmiltee one of the best apfdes cultivated.

From Elbridge Tufis, Coinbridge—Baldwin and Rox-
bury Ru.^set Apples—large aud fine,

Foi the Committee,
P. B. IIOVEY, Jr.

EXHIBITIO.if OF FRDITS.

'iatnrday, Jan. 7, 1843.

The specimens of fruits exhibited today were very fine

in size and flavor, viz ;

By tlie President of the Society—Pears : var. Easier

Beurre. Also, specimens of the Braiiwell Apple, a na-

tive sweet fruit, from A. H. Ernst, Esq , Cincinnati.

By Josiali Lovelt, 2d, Esq., of Beveilj—Pears: var.

Beurre Diel, (jlout Morceau, and Passe Colinar.

By J. F. Pierce, Dorchester—Ram's Horn ? and Sca-

ver Sweeting Apples, and Catilluc Pears.

For the Committee,
S. WALKER.

God will excuse our prayers for ourselves, whenever

we are prevciiled from offoring them by being engaged

in such good works as to entitle us to ihe prayers of oth-

ers.

—

Lacon.
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MISCELLANEOUS

WASHINGTON'S APPOINTMENT.
The following account of the appointment of

General Washington to t!ie snprejne command of

the continental army, June 16(1), 1775, has been

placedjn our hands by a gentleman in whose ve-

racity we have full confidence. The account we

now give is an e.xtract from a private journal, nar-

rating a conversation with John .Adams, senior, be-

fore that great and good man was called to his final

rest. Lest we should, in any way, affoct the anec-

dote, we give it in the very words of the narrator.

—Philad. Sat. Ece. Post.

The army was assembled in Cambridge, Mass.,

under General Ward, and Congress was silting at

Philadelphia. Every day new applications in be-

half of the army arrived. Tlie country was urgent

that Congress should legalize the raising of the ar-

my ; for until thoy had, it must be considered, and

was in law considered, only a mob—a band of arm-

ed rebels. The country was placed in circumstan-

ces of peculiar delicacy and danger. The strug-

gle had began and yet every thing was without or-

der. The great trial now seemed to be in this

question—Who should be Commander in Cliief?

It was e.xceedingly important, and was felt to be

the hinge on which tlie contest might turn for or

against ns. The Southern and Middle States,

warm and rapid in their zeal, for the most part

were jealous of New Kngland, because they felt

that the real physical force was there. What then

was to be done ? All New England adored Gen.

Ward: he had been in the French war, and came

out laden with laurels. He was a scholar and a

gentleman. Every qualification seemed to cluster

in him ; and it w-as confidently believed that the

army conld not receive any commander over him.

What then was to be done ? Difficulties thicken-

ed at every step. The struggle was to be long

and bloody. Without union all was lost. The
country and the whole country must oomein. One
pulsation must beat through all hearts. The cause

was one and the arm must be one. The members
of Congress had talked, debated, considered and

guessed, and yet the decisive step had not been

taken. At length Mr Adams came to his conclu-

sion. The means 'of developing it were somewhat

singular, and nearly as follows : lie was walking

one morning before Congress Hall, apparently in

deep thoijght, when his cousin, Samuel Adams,
came up to him and said,

"What is the topic with you this morning .'"

"Oh the army, the army," he replied. ''I am
determined what to do about the army nt Cam-
bridge: I am determined to gn into the hall this

morning, and enter on a full detail- of the state of

the Colonies, in order to show the absolute need

of taking some decisive steps. My whole aim will

be to induce Congress to appoint a day for adopt-

ing the army as the legal army of these United

Colonies of North America; and then to hint at

the election of a Commander in Chief"

"Well," said S. Adams, " I like that, cousin

John, but on whom have you fixed as this Com-
mander .-"

"I will tell yon—George Washington, of Vir-

ginia, a meniber of this House."

" Oh," replied S. Adams, quickly, that will never

do— never, never."

"It must do, it shall do," said John, "and for

these reasons—the Southern and Middle Stales

are both to enter heartily into the cause, and their

arguments are potent: they see that New England

holds the physical power in her hands, and they

fear the result. A New England army, a New
England Commander with New England perseve-

rance all united, appal them. For this cause they

hang back. Now, the only course is, to allay their

fears, and give them nothing to complain of, and

this ran he done in no other way than by appoint-

ing a Southern Chief over this force, then all will

rush to the standard. This policy will blend us

in one mass, and that mass will be resistless."

At this Samuel Adams seemed greatly moved.

They talked over the preliminary circumstances,

and John asked his cousin to second his rjiotion.

Mr Adams went in, took the floor and put forth all

his strength in the delineations he had prepared,

aiming at the adoption of the army. He was ready

to own the army, appoint a commander, vote sup-

plies, and proceed to business. After his speech

had been finished, some doubted, some objected,

and some feared. His warmth increased with the

occasion, and to all these doubts and hesitations,

he replied :

" Gentlemen, if this Congress will not adopt

this army before ten moons have set, New England

will adopt it, and, she—she will undertake the

struggle alone—yes, with a strong arm and a clear

conscience, she will front the foe .'^ingle-handed."

This had the desired effect. They saw New
England was neither playing nor to be played with.

They agreed to appoint a day— the day was fixed.

It came—Mr Adams went in, took the floor, urged

the measure, and alter debate it passed.

The next thing was to get a Commander for this

army, with supplies, &c. All looked to Mr Ad-
aips on this occasion, and ho was ready. Ho took

the floor, and went into a minute delineation of the

character of Gen. Ward, bestowing on him the epi-

thets which then belonged to no one else. At the

end of his eulogy of Gen. Ward, he said—" But

this is not the man I have chosen. He then went

into a delineation of the character of a Cmmander
in Chief such as was required by the peculiar situ-

ation of the Colonies nt that juncture. And after

he had presented the qualifications in his strongest

language, and ^iven the reasons for the nomina-

tion he was about to make, he said :

"Gentlemen, I know these qualifications are

high, but we all know they are needful in a Chief,

at this crisis. Does any one say they are not to

be obtained in this country ? I reply, they are

—

they reside in one 'of our own body—and he is the

person whom I now nominate

—

GeoVge WASHi."tG-

TO.N, of Virginia."

Washington, who sat on Mr Adams's right, was

looking him intently in the face, to catch the name
he was about to announce, and not expecting it

would be his own, he sprang from his .seat the mo
ment he heard it, and rushed into an adjoinini

room. Mr Adams had asked his cousin Samuel to

move an adjourimient as soon as the nomination

"•as made, in order to give the members timt

deliberate, and the result is before the wnrUl.

I asked Mr Adams, among other questions, the

following: »

" Dul you never doubt of the success of the con

flict .'"

" No, no !" said he, " not for a moment. I ex

peeled to be hung and quartered, if I was caught
;

but no matter for that—my country would be free

I knew George the HI. could not forge chains long

enough and strong enough to reach around thes

States."

AGRICIIL,TIJRAI< IMPIiE-llKSTS, &.C

The Proprielnrs nf tl)e New Englanrl Asriniiiural Wort
house and Seed Store No. 51 and S2 North MiirUet slree
would inlbrm iheir iiisIomiTS and Ihe pulihc j;t':ier&lly llii

thoy have oa liand llie most e.xlensive assortiufnl nf Aer
eultuial and Horticultural Tools to lie found iii the llnhc
Stales. Part ol whiuh are Ihe following
lUUO Howard's Patent Cast

Iron Ploughs.
.iOO Common do. do.
2110 Cullivaiors.

too Greene's Straw Cutters.

SOiWilIis' do. do.

too Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shelters.

60 Common do do.
2u0 Willis' Seed Sosvers.

50 " Vegetaljle Cutters
.'iO Common dn. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.
200 Grain Cradles.
100 Ox Vokcs.

1500 Doz- Scythe Stones.
3000 " Austin's Rifles.

JIarch 17.

too dn Cast Sicel Shnvcli
Common do.
Spades,
Gio.«s Scythes.
Paient S'nailhs.

Commnn "do.
Hay Kakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.
Hay do.

000 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

100 Dialt do.

500 'lie up do.

50 doz. Halier do.

lOOO yards Fence do.

25 Grind Sloiies un rollers

500
.300

200
son
200
200
300

MUCK MANUAL,.
For sale liy JOSEPH BRECK& CO., The Muck Mm

ual for Farmers. I3y Dt S. L. Daka; price isi.

Boston, April 13.

GREENS r.ill : • - ilVCVTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK &- CO. at Ihe New En;,'laiid Asrici

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and .".2 North Mt
iiel Street, have lor sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay a

Stalk Cutler, operating on a mechanical principle not heli

applied to any implement for this purpose. The most pro

ment effects of Ihis application, and some of the conbequi

peculiarities of the machine are:

1. So great a red'uclion of ihe quantum of power reqiiis

In use il, thai the strength of a hall grown boy is sutiicii

to work it elficienlly.

2. Willi even this moderate power, itcasilycntslwoliu!

els aminuie, which is full twice as I'asl as has hccn claie.

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or sle.

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which li

cut, require sharpeniug less often than those of any oil

straw caller.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and
|

together very strongly, ll is Ihcrefoie not so liable as I

complicated machines in general use tu gel nut of order

TYl-: rP CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for lyeing up Catlle.

These chains, introiluced by E. H. Dekby, Esq. of Salt

and Col. Jacciues, lor the purpose of securing talile to I

stall, are Inund tr he the safest and most cnnv.nienl inc

of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK &. CO., No. 62 No)

JlarUel si.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suilalile lor Ploughing.

200 •' Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Urafl Chains. For sale hy J. BRECK & Cl

No. 52 North Market si.

NEW E IN G L .-V N L) F A K INI K U ._

A. WEEKLY PAPF.R.

Terms, §2 per year in arivuncc, ui^2 5J ifnotjii

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postinasti rs arc permitted hy hnv to frank

siibscriptinns iirid reiiiillancts lor newspapers, willii

expense to subsitribers.

rUTTLE AKD DENHETT, FKIMTEKS.
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N . E . FARMER.

DR.MNTllEE CATTLE DISEASE.

Our readers may remember tliat a few weeks

ifjo, we mentioned the sudden death of an c^c and

if some cows in Braintree. What the disease was,

10 one has been able to toll us. Last week anoth-

r cou- was attacked. It was supposed that she

nust die. But the owner boiled a large quantity

f hops, which he put upon her loins, and gave her

rst, a junk-bottle full of water saturated with salt

nd lime, and subeequently another bottle full of

'ater with salt and ashes. He left her at night to

ie, but found her up, in the ii\orning, and appear

ig as though nearly recovered. It is said that

lurrain is sometimes caused by sudden change,

hether the animal be lean or fat, from dry to moist

nd rich food. Such n change had been made in

!€ding this cow, and also another belonging to the

inie man, which died a few weeks ago.—Eo. N.

.F.

EVENTEENTH AkNUAL RePORT OF THE PrISOM
DisLiPLinE Society. Boston.

This Report contains statistics from many of

e State Prisons in the United States, which show
at ihe number of prisoners is decreasing. This

atifying fact ie presumed to be caused by " Wash-
gton Temperance Societies," and by " Reformed
isons."

Accounts are given of the condition of many
isons, some of them being in a good state, so far

management, condition of buildings, attention to

iral and religious instruction, &c. are concerned,

lile others ure greatly deficient in these respects.

le other topics considered are the " Pennsylvania

stem of Prison Discipline," and "Asylums for

natics." The whole Report speaks well for the

slity and success of those devoted to the ini-

ivenient of the guilty and unfortunate Ed. N.
F.

E Teacher of Health. Wm. A. Alcott, Edi-
tor. D. S. King & Co., Publishers, No. 1 Corii-

lill, Boston.

The first No. of this work has been laid upon
table. We have looked it over with much sat-

iction and marked portions of it for insertion in

columns. '1 his is a periodical issued monthly
Dne dollar a year in advance. We like many of
Alcolt's views in regard to the laws and means

lealth, and should be glad to see his work wide-
lirculated.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

American Text Book for Letters. Nath'l
irborn, of Boston, has just put out this work,
taining not only alphabets in various forms, and
ied specimens of writing, but also " copious re-
ks on the various letters new in use, with the
it correct method for producing them with the

, brush, chisel or graver." The work is well
up.— Ed. N. E. F.

SUBSOILING, DRAINING AND IRRIGATION
IN ENGL.^ND.

The advantageous effects of draining upon wet

soils, must bo just as great as the injurious effects

of too much water ; while the good effects of irri-

gation and warping—both merely systems of ap-

plying weak licjuid manure in large quantities

—

and of the subsoil plow, as an instrument by which
the water is permitted to diffuse itself more gene-

rally through, and the atmosphere to act upon the

tenacious subsoil, so as to make a change, as it

were, in the general character of the component
parts of the soil, may be philosophically demonstra-

ted ; but this is unnecessary, for we have proof

positive in millions of acres before our eyes. Thus
the fens of Lincolnshire, Huntingdon, and Cam-
bridgeshire, which fifty years ago were stagnant

marshes, are now lu.xuriant pastures. 200,000
acres of the Lincolnshire fens have thus been re-

claimed, and in other counties many thousands

more, while 2.5,000 acres of the single fen of Deep-
ing are drained by two engines of GO and 80 horse

power ! Chat Moss, a yawning morass in 1820, is

now a golden grain-field with incipient villas;

while the several statements of Messrs. Dennison,
Craft, Graham, &c., exhibit a change from sterility

to fertility, and afford practical evidence of tho

value of the permanent improvements produced by
draining, warping, irrigation and subsoil plowing,

which are really illustrations of what these opera-

tions are doing for all ; the general results being,

that wheat in these counties is no longer a luxury

confined to the rich— it is. now the staff of the poor
man's strength—the quaking morass and the arid

moor now wave with the golden grain, and the
acre which once gave back only four times the
seed, now returns Irom eight to ten fold. Instead
too, of winter being the season of starvation to cat-
tle—when existence was all that could be hoped
for—it is now essentially the season for fat and
plenty; for if the turnip cultivation has given to

the grazier the power of increasing the quantity,

the skill of the breeder has equally increased the
quality of his stock, and this is seen in the weight
of cattle and sheep exhibited at Smithfield market,
at three different periods, viz :

1810: average weight of cattle, 26st. G lbs. ; sheep
and lambs, 2 st. each.

18.30 : average weight of cattle, 39 st. 4 lbs. ; sh«ep
and lambs, 3 st. 8 lbs.

1840: average weight of cattle, 4G st. 12 lbs.

;

sheep and lambs, 6 st. G lbs.

Such, then, is a brief glance at the progress of

this branch of agriculture.

—

Hannum.

German Silver.—Few are aware of the poison-
ous qualities of this compound. It is composed of
copper, arsenic and nickel. It oxydises very rapid-

ly, in contact with any acid, even slight vegetable
ones, and the small particles which are taken into

the stomacli imperceptibly, act as a slow but sure
poison. Pure copper spoons would be preferable.

Every one is acquainted with the nature ot arsenic
;

nickel is equally poisonous.

—

Selected.

The following are extracts from a new and excel-
lent periodical published in London, and entitled
"The Gardener and Practical Florist:

Striking Cutling.i in Charcoal—This is said to
have been practiced in the Royal Gardens, Munich,
where they use charcoal dust as they would mould!
I tried it myself, but I tried my own usual way at
the same time. I put some cutting.s into my sandy
compost, some into clean sand, some into charcoal
and some into wet moss, giving thcni all slight bot-
tom heat, covering them close with a small bell
glass, which I wiped every day inside to get rid of
the damp, and kept all moderately moist. Tlioy
all struck freely enough, but so little faith have I
in charcoal being bettor than any thing else, that I
tried it no more. Those in wet moss struck first.

Mem.—
1 believe that water is Ihe only requisite

for striking plants, and that soil is best which best
retains a moderate degree of moisture. I have
struck plenty of cuttings by only|poking the bottom
through a small hole in a slice of potato, and set
it swimming in our stove tank.

^Tovd Propa/raiion nf Potatoes.—Altending a
meeting of gardeners, heard a paper read on tho
propagation of seedling potatoes: the writer had
used the same means as those for propagating dah-
lias, taking off the shoots and striking them in
small pots. By April he had sixty potted potato
plants on an average from each potato, and planted
them out: they yielded an average crop, as if they
had been so many sets. It was only recommended
for any seedling or other potato which it was desi-
rable to increase rapidly, without regard to trouble.
Mem.—A friend of mino who iiad a seedling pota-
to sent him to boil and give his opinion, sent back
word it was very excellent ; but instead of boiling
it, he propagated it by this method, and he had a
stock of the new sort of potatoes the next season.
But cheating play never thrives: the raiser had
thrown his away because it was bad, and my cun-
ning friend had all his trouble for nothing.

|,

frost—its Effects on the Ground.—Heard for tiie

first time at our gardener's meeting, that the rea-
son why frost so mellowed the ground was easily
explained. Every body knows that it does mellow
it, and if in ridges at the time, the frost goes through
it a good deal further. Tom Johnson said that
frost expands water one-twelfth, hence it disturbs
the grain, as it were, of the soil by swelling the
moisture. When it thaws again, the moisture''falla

into its proper compass and the ground is spongy.
Mem.—This expansion and disturbance of the
ground accounts for the damage done to small
seedling plants if exposed to frost, for it must tear
their young fibres; and it accounts for our seeing
so many with their tiny roots exposed after a frost.

.American Flour.—An eminent baker of London
asserts that American flour will absorb from 6 to

14 per cent, more of water than English flour.

This is attributed to our drier and hotter climate.

Love labor: if you do not want it for food you
may for physic.
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AGRICULTURAL LETTER FRO.M GEN.
WASHINGTON.

We are indebted to llie kindness of an old friend

for the following valunblo document; valuable not

only because of tlie revered source from which it

emanates, but because it affords many excellent

lessons from an able and practical farmer : it is

strongly charactori.stic of the American hero. We
see here the exercise in private life of that atten-

tion to detail, that inflexible devotion to order and

discipline, which so eminently njark the public

character of Washington. No one can read this

letter without seeing at once that the writer was

an industrious, sound, practical farmer. He whose

indomitable energy gave freedom to a world, did

not esteem the most minute details of agriculture

unworthy his attention.

It will probably surprise the reader to find Gen.

Washington insisting upon the use of harrows and

cultivators in the cultivation of his corn ; this we

have been accustomed to plume ourselves upon as

a much more modern invention.

This letter, directed to his overseers, is taken

from the manuscript copy in Washington's own

hand-writing, and as we are informed, now appears

in print for tlie first time.

—

Southern Planter.

rhiladelphia, ]4th July, 1793.

Gentlemf.n— It being indispensably necessary

that I should have some person at Mount Vernon

through whom I can communicate my orders
;

who will see that tiiese orders are executed ; or, if

not obeyed, who will inform me why they are not
;

who will receive the weekly reports and transmit

them ; receive money and pay it ; and in general

to do those things which do not appertain to any

individual overseer.— I have sent my nephew, IVIr

Howell Lewis, (who lives with me here) to attend

to them until I can provide a manager of estab-

lished reputation in these matters. You will there-

fore pay due regard to sui;h directions as you may
receive from him, considering them as coming im-

mediately from myself. But that you also may
have a general knowledge of what I expect from

you, 1 shall convey the following view (which I

have of the business committed to your charge,)

as it appears to me, and direct you to govern your-

selves by it ; as I am persuaded nothing inconsist-

ent therewith will be ordered by Mr Lewis, with-

out authority from me to depart from it.

1st. Although it is almost needless to remark

that the corn ground at the farm you overlook, ought

to be kept perfectly clean and well plowed—vet,

because not only the goodness of that crop depends
upon such management, but also t!ie wheat crop

which is to succeed it, I cannot forbear urging the

propriety and necessity of the measure in very

strong ternjs.

2d. The wheat is to be got into the barns or in-

to stacks as soon as it can be done with any sort

of convenience, that it may not (especially the

bearded wheat, which is subject to injury. by wet
weather,) sustain loss in shocks; and because the

shattered grain in the fields may be beneficial to

the stock. I5ut no hogs are to be put on stubble

fields in which grass seeds were sown last fall,

winter, or spring; other stock, however, maybe
turned on them, as it is rooting that would be pre-

judicial.

3d. The whole swamp from the road from Man-
ley's bridge up to the lane leading to the new barn,

is to be gut into the best and most complete order

for sowing grass seeds in August—or, at farthest

by the middle of September. The lowest and wet-

est part thereof is to be sown with timothy seed

alone. All the other parts of it are to be sown

with timothy and clover seeds mixed. The swamp

on the other side of the aforesaid lane, (now in corn

and oats,) is to bo kept in the best possible order,

that the part not already sown with grass seeds,

may receive them either this autumn (as soon as

the corn can be taken off with safely,) or in the

spring, ag circumstances shall dictate.

No exertion or pains are to be spared at Dague-

run to get the swamp from JNlanley's bridge up to

the meadow above, and the two enclosures in the

mill swamp, in the highest order for grass, to be

sown in the time and -manner above mentioned.

But that no more may be attempted than can be

executed well, proceed in the following order with

them accordingly as the weather may happen to be,

for this must be consulted, as dry weather will an-

swer to work in the low parts best, whilst the high-

er grounds may be worked at any time.

1st. Begin with the swamp from Manley's bridge

upwards, and get all that is not already in grass

well prepared for it, and indeed sown. 2d. That

part of the lower meadow on the mill run, wh ili

lies between the old bed of it and the race, and

within the fences. 3d. After this is done, take

that part in the enclosure above (which was in corn

last year,) lying between the ditch and fence of

No. 4, up and down to the cross fences. 4lh. Then

go over the ditch and prepare slipe after slipe, as

the ditch runs from the one cross fence to the oth-

er, and continue to do this as long as the season

will be good, or the seed can be sown with propri-

ety and safety.

I conceive that the only way to get these grounds

in good order and expedition is, to give them one

good plowing and then to tear them to pieces with

heavy harrows. Whether it be necessary to cut

down and take off the weeds previous to these

workings, can be decided better by experiments on

the spot than by reasoning on it at a distance. My
desire is that the ground shall be made perfectly

clean, and laid down smooth; without which mea-

dows '>vill always be foul— much grass left in

them, and many scythes broken in cutting what

is taken off.

4th. The buckwheat which has been sown for

manure, ought to be plowed in the moment a sufli-

ciency of seed is ripe to stock the ground a sec(jnd

time ; otherwise, so far from its answering the pur-

pose of manure. It will become an exhauster. For

this reason, if the plows belonging to the farm are

unable to turn it in in time, those of Muddy hole,

Dague-run, and Union farm, must combine to do it,

the work to be repaid by the farm which receives

the benefit, as soon as the work is accomplished

thereat.

5th. Where clover and timothy seeds are mixed

and sown together, allow five pints of the first and

three of the latter to the acre ; and where timothy

only is sown, allow four quarts to the acre. Let

the seed be measured in the proportions here allot-

ted, and put into a half bushel, and the half bushel

filled with sand or dry earth, and extremely well

mixed together in your own presence or by your-

self, which will answer two good purposes, viz:

1st, to prevent theft, for seeds thus mixed would

not sell ; and 2dly, the seedsman being accustomed

to sow a busliel of wheat to ihu acre, would be at

no loss to cast a bu.^hel of this or any thing else,

regularly on that quantity of ground.

Oth. It is expected tliat you will begin to sow

i!

wheat early in August, and in ground per

clean and well plowed, I would have, and i

cordingly direct, that not less than five pecks

seed be sown on each acre. The plan of the fai

over which you look is given to Mr Lewis, fn

which the contents of each field may be know

And it is my express direction that every watc

and the best attention may be given to see tl

this quantity actually is put in ; for 1 have stro

suspicions (but this ought not to be hinted to tliei

that the seedsmen help themselves to a pretty lar

toll.

7th. As soon as you have done sowing, and ev

before, if it can be done conveniently, you are

set heartily about threshing or treading out

wheat ; and as fast as it is got out, to have i

livered at the mill or elsewhere, according to dirt

tions. The longer this business is delayed, l

more waste and embezzlement will there bo of t

crop. The wheat is to be well cleansed ; t

chaff and light wheat are to be properly taken Ci

of for the horses or other stock ; and the str

stacked and secured as it ought to be against wt

therand other injuries; and until the whole bee

livered, it will require your constant and close

tention.

8th. The oats at the farm you overlook, art

presume, all cut; in that case, let all the scyth

and cradles, and rakes which you have receivi

be delivered over to the mansion house; or if y

choose to keep them against next harvest, y

must be responsible for them yourself.

Oth. The presumption also is, that the flax

ere this, pulled ; let it be well secured, and a

proper season stripped of its seed and spread

rot. During this operation let it be often exam
ed, that it be not overdone, or receive injury in a

other respect by lying out too long.

10th. Get the cleanest and best wheat for se

and that which is freest from onions. T would li:

about one-third of my whole crop sown with

common wheat ; one-third with the white ; and

other third with the yellow bearded wheat. 'J

overseers (with Davy, as he knows the state of

own farm and the quality of the wheat which grr

upon it,) may meet and decide among themsel

whether it would be best to have some of eaci

these sorts on every farm ; or, in order more eff

tually to prevent mixture, to have one sort only

a farm. In the latter case, the cutting of t

which ripens first, and so on, must be aceoinplisi

by the force of all the farms, insteail of each do

its own work. If the seed on one farm was to

sown on another, especially if seed which grew

a light soil was to be sown on a itiff one ; and t

which grew on a stiff one, sown on light grou

advantages would unquestionably result from it

Ilth. The potatoes at the mansion house m
be worked by the plows from Union farm, and wl

this is required, it would be best, I conceive, to

complish the work in a day.

]2th. It is expected that the fences will be mi

secure, and no damage permitted within them

creatures of any kind or belonging to any bod)

mine any more than others.

13tli. The greatest attention is to be paid to

stocks of all kinds on the farms; and the most t

can be made of their manure and litter. They
to be counted regularly, that no false reports n

be made ; and mis.sing ones, if any, hunted for u

foun/1, or the manner of their going can be accou

ed for s.itisfactorily.

14. A weekly report, as usual, is to be handed
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[r Lewis. Ill lliis report, tluil I may know bettor

!)w tlio work "jnes on, mention when yon bofjin to

low, tmo, or otherwise work in a field, and when

lat field is linislied. The increiise, decrease and

liangcs are to be noted as heretofore—and let me

ik—
lolli. Why are the corn harrows thrown aside,

r so little used that I rarely of late ever sec or

ear of their being at work ? I have been run to

jry considerable expense in providing these and

thcr ini|ilements fur my farms ; and to my great

lortificalion and injury, find, generally speaking,

liat wherever they were last used, there they re-

ain, if not stolen, till required again; by which

eana they, as well as the carts, receive so ninch

jury from the wet weather and the heat of the

as to be unfit for use; to repair or supply the

ace of which with new ones, my carpenters (who

ghl to he otherwise employed) are continually

rcupie,! in these jobs. Harrows, after the ground

well broken, would certainly weed and keep the

rn clean with more ease than plows. I hope,

ereforo, they will be used. And it is my express

der that the greatest care be taken of the tools of

ery kind, carts and plantation implements, in fu-

for I can no longer submit to the losses I am

ntinually sustaining by neglect.

\C)ih. There is nothing. I more ardently desire,

r indeed is there any thing more essential to my

rmanent interests, than raising of live fences on

aper ditches or banks
;
yet nothing has ever been

eneral way, more shamefully neglected or

smanaged ; for instead of preparing the ground

perly for the reception of the seed, and weed-

.1 and keeping the plants- clean after they come

the seeds are hardly scratched into the ground,

d lire suffered to be smothered by the weeds and

iss if they do come up ; by wliich means the ex-

nse I have been at in purchasing and sending

seeds (generally from Philadelphia) together

th the labor, such as it is, that has been incurred,

not only lost, but (and whicii is of infinite more

portaiice to me) season after season passes away

J I am as far from the acco/iiplishment of my
icct as ever. I mention the matter thus fully to

)w how anxious I am that all these seeds which

/e been sown or planted on the banks of the

ches should be properly attended to ; and the

.icienl spots made good if you have or can obtain

1 means for doing it.

17th. There is one thing I must caution you

iinsi (without knowing whether there be cause

charge you with it or not)— and that is, not to

ain any of my negroes who are able and fit to

rk in the crop, in or about your own house, for

jr own purposes. This I do not allow any over-

r to do. A small boy or girl for the purpose of

:hing wood or water, tending a child, or such

3 things, [ do not object to ; but so soon aa they

able to work out I expect to reap the benefit of

ir labor myself.

18th. Though last mentioned, it is not of the

st importance, because the peace and good gov-

J|iment of the negroes depend upon it—and not

s BO my interest and your own reputation. I do,

refore, in explicit terms enjoin it upon you to

nain constantly at home, (unless called off by

ivoidable business or to attend Divine worship)

i be constantly with your people when there,

ere is no sdre way of getting work well done

d quietly by negroes ; for when an overlooker's

k is turned the most of them will slight their

work, or be idle altogether. In which case cor-

rection cannot retrieve either, but often produces

evils which are worse than the disease. Nor is

there any other mode but this to prevent thieving

and other disorders, the consequence of opportu-

nities. VoH will recollect that your time is paid for

by mo, and if I am deprived of it, it is worse even

than robbing my purse, because it is also a breach

of trust, which every honest man ought to hold

most sacred. You have found me, and you will

continue to find me faithful to my part of the

agreement which was made with you, whilst you

are attentive to your part ; but it is to be remem-

bered, that a breach on one side releases the ob-

ligation on the other. If, therefore, it shall be

proved to me that you are absenting yourself from

either the farm or the people without just cause, I

shall hold myself no more bound to pay the wages

than you do to attend strictly to the charge which

is entrusted to you by one who has every dispo-

sition to be

Your friend and servant,

Geo. Washington.

VIRTUES OF COLD WATER.
What can exceed the beauty, freshness, and pu-

rity of a glass of cold water taken from the spring .'

It leaves no mawkish taste behind it, no fictitious

or unpleasant odor. When it is taken before

breakfast, after a bath of general ablution, it clean-

ses all the passages, pnrifying the mouth, and fill-

ing it with sweet and pleasant fluids, making the

individual cheerful, hungry, and wide awa' e.

What a contrast this is to creeping down stairs

with the eyes half closed, huddling up to the fire,

and swallowing scalding tea, eating a few bites of

toast, without appetite, and requiring some relish

to make them go down. This drinking cold water

in the morning dilutes ihe viscid secretions, such

as bile, slimy matters, &c,, that have collected

during the night, and makes them pass off. The

determination being already to the skin, by the

wet sheet, or sweating, and the bath, or by simple

washing all over, the cold fluid being then taken

into the stomach, at first lowers its temperature,

and that of all the organs contained in the abdo-

men; helping still more to lesson any irritation and

heat, or undue collection of blood in these parts.

The water is rapidly absorbed by the stomach—
not digested, as many suppose—and not a drop es-

capes into the alimentary canal. When it is all

sucked up by the stomach, it goes into the general

current of the circulation ; mixing with the blood,

it is first carried into the lungs, and then sent on

by another set of tubes—the artf>ries—to the tips

of the fingers and the points of the toes ; and

every intermediate part feels its benefits,— giving

new life and activity to every thing it has to come

in contact with. It is then, in a great degree,

thrown off (mixed with waste matters,) by the skin

— in invisible steam—by the kidneys, and by the

breath.

When a glass of water is swallowed, the sto-

mach, by its motions, diffuses it over all its sur-

face before it takes it up, just as you would wash

the face; and it has the same refreshing and beau-

tifying effects, leaving it at a more natural tem-

perature, and giving it a more healthy color. *

* * In fine, there is no agent applied to the hu-

man body, externally, that has such influence in

awakening all the vital powers to their greatest re-

storative capabilities in arresting the progress of

disease, or preventing, when inevitable, a fatal ter-

mination, aa pure cold water. It is llio most pow-

erful therapeutical agent we possess ; the most

manageable in its application, the most easily ob-

tained, and the most certain in its results. So va-

ried are the modes in wliich it can be applied, that

there is no remedy which can bo obtained, to pro-

duce so many diversified and opposite effects; a

stimulant, a sedative, a diuretic, a sudorific, a deri-

vative, &c., and a cleanser and restorative in tlio

fullest sense of the term. Unchaining all the pow-

ers of the constitution, giving nature a gentle im-

petus, and leaving uncurbed her desire and efforts

to heal ; and all this without the necessity of strain-

ing any individual function ; and after its most

mighty results, in the most acute and dreaded dis-

eases, leaving no trace of its operation, befi>re or

after suffering, to point out where or how its pow-

er had been exercised ; a conqueror without blood-

shed ; the giver of sound constitutions without

levying f^ tribute; a divine and universal remedy!

universally dispensed, for the use of all mankind
;

and in days to come, destined to be universally

placed at the head of all remedies,

—

Dr Wilson on

the JFatcr Cure.

Value of Phtsler anil ^shes.—Mr Enoch Hoit, a

farmer upon Horse hill in this town, informs us that

in the summer of 1841 four acres of pasture land

upon his farm were plowed for potatoes—two acres

for himself and two by one of his neighbors. Both

parts were planted without manure. At the time

of planting his own, a very small quantity of .

„round plaster was thrown in each hill; and after

planting, less than a gill of ashes was thrown upon

the hill as the potatoes came out of the ground.

His neighbor made use of neither plaster or ashes.

In all other respects the two parts were treated

alike. In the course of the season the difference

in the p iiato tops was very plain upon opposite

high ground more than half a mile distant. Two
rows of each part, side by side, were dug at the

same time ; when the hills where the plaster and

ashes were used produced two bushels for one of

the ground where neither was used.

—

Farmer's

Monthly Visitor.

Religious Experience.—The Eastern Argus tells

the following capital story :

In the town of W , in this State, while

Elder K. was preaching, on the forenoon of tt^e Sab-

bath, a fcvf years since, a Mr C rose, and ask-

ed to tell his experience. The Elder desired him

to wait till the sermon was over, which he did. But

the moment Amen wag pronounced, he sprang upon

his feet, and began to relate a religious experience

of some twenty odd years. Thn first half year

having taken up more time than the sermon, the

Elder became impatient, and tried in vain to stop

him. Several who knew him, ventured to ask him

to postpone what he had to say till after dinner, but

to no purpose. At length Deacon True walked up

to him, and putting his hand gently upon his should-

er, whispered in his ear, " Brother C. I want to

speak a word to you in private," and walked direct-

ly out of the door. Mr G. with great simplicity

called out—" Deacon ! i'ts no use— I haven't got a

cent of money—and the Colt is dead."

It is perhaps unnecessary to add that Kr. C. had

bought a colt of the Deacon a few months before,

and that he supposed the " word in private," was to

dun him for the pay. Though Sunday the congre-

gation broke up in a roar of laughter.
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[ET'We would invite the attention of all who
may he called upon to take part in the offering of

premiums by agricultural societies, to look over

carefully the following list of the Plymouth Coun-

ty Society. We see in it unusual care to reward

the most skillful rather than those who ivho may
happen, they know not how, to produce the largest

crop. The appointment of a "Supervisor," whose

duty, we infer, requires hiui to watch the course of

all claimants, and get the most important facts by

personal observation, is something new. and that

promises much good. The rule that requires com-
petitors for premiun)S on crops, to make their entries

in the spring, we regard as one of the best that

could be put in operation, for the purpose of ensur-

ing accurate accounts of all that is done to the

land, and of showing the probable causes of suc-

cess or of failure. We like this list better than

any other that we have ever seen.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

CATTLE SHOW
At Bridgewater, Wednesday, October 4, 1843.

List of Premiums proposed by the Plymouth

County Agricultural Society :

Improvements.

To the person who shall on the first day of

September, 1843, have the liirgesl quantity of

land in the best state of preparation fur Eng-
lish mowing, which was swamp land or fresh

meadov, June Jsl, 1842, $25
Second premium for the same object, 15

Third do. do. 10

To the person who in the judgement of the

Supervisor and Committee, shall make and ap-

ply to his land the greatest quantity of rich

compost manure, not less than 300 loads of 40

cubic feet, before Oct. 1, 1843, 15

2d premium, 10

8d do. (i

For an e-tperiment which will show the effi-

cacy of bone manure, twenty bushels of ground

bones to be put on half an acre, and ten loads

of good barn manure on an adjoining half acre

of similar soil and tilth, the whole then to be

seeded with such plant or grain as the owner

may select, and the result ascertained by ac-

curately weighing or measuring the crop of

each half acre separately, 12

2d premium, 8

For a similar experiment with saltpetre,

not less than 100 pounds on half an acre, 10

2d premium, 6

The committee are authorized to distribute 8

vols, of the New England Farmer and 8 vols, of

the Massachusetts Plowman. Claims to be made
on or before the 15th of April, 1843, to Morrill Al-

len, Pembroke.

Produce.

For the best experiment in raising wheat
on not less than one acre of land, nor less than

20 bushels, ]5
For next best experiment, 10
For the best experiment in raising Indian

corn, half an acre to be planted in drills, and
halfanacrein hills; the soil, dressings and
culture as nearly the same on both as possible.

On the 10th of Sopt. one-half the stalks on
each half acre to be cut, and the residue left

until the time of harvest, 15
2d premium, ]0
For the best experiment in planting corn

and potatoes in alternate rows, either in drills

or hills; the experiment to be made on not

less than one acre and a half of land, half an
acre to be planted with corn alone, half an
acre with |)()tatoes, and hulf an acre in alter-

nate rows of corn and potatoes ; the produce of

each half acre to be weighed at iiarvest, to

prove whether or not there be any advantage
in mixnd planting, (5f> lbs. considered a bushel

of potatoes, and 75 lbs. of corn,) 15
2d premium, 10
For the best experiment in raising potatoes,

half an acre to be planted in drills and half an
acre in hills, soil and dressings as nearly the

same as possible, 8
2d premium, 6
For the greatest quantity of white beans

raised on half an acre, not less than 15 bush-
els to the acre, Q

For the next do. 4
For the greatest quantity of carrots raised

on not less than half an acre of land, and not

less than 300 bushels to the acre, 10
For the next greatest quantity on a quar-

ter of an acre, 5
For the greatest quantity of onions on not

less than a quarter of an acre of land, and not

less than 75 bushels, 5
For the greatest quantity of sugar beets

raised on not less than a quarter of an acre of

land, 5

For the greatest quantity of common tur-

nips on half an acre, not less than 300 bush-

els to the acre, 5
For the best crop of ruta baga, or French

turnips on half an acre, not less than 400
bufhels to the acre, 5

For the best crop of do. on not less than

one-quarter of an acre of land, 3

The committee are authorized to distribute 8
vols, of the New England Farmer and 8 vols, of

the Massachusetts Plownian, as additions to the

above premiums, or as gratuities to unsuccessful

claimants, according to their judgment of merit.

The persons who receive premiums for root crops

will be required to report what crops are raised on
the land the succeeding year, and with what suc-

cess, that the public may better understand the

influence of root crops on the soil.

N, B. Claimants of the above premiums must
make entries with the Supervisor, Morrill Allen,

Pembroke, on or before the 15th of April, 184.3,

that he may view the land to be operated on, if

judged expedient, before the cultivation commen-
ces.

A particular statement will be required of each

claimant how the land is prepared for the recep-

tion of seed, the man'ner in which the seed was se-

lected and preserved, the kind and quantity used,

and an account of all the dressings and harvest

of the crop. The Trustees do not intend in every

case to give a premium for the greatest product,

hut to consider the character of soil, local advanta-

ges and inconveniencies, and to give reward to the

persons who apply labor the most judiciously and
economically. The Supervisor will visit the fields

once or more while the crops are growing, and at

the time of harvest he will select one square rod

regarded as an average of the field, see it harvest-

ed and weighed, by which the whole shall be esti-

mated. This regulation shall apply to all Indian

corn and root crops, excepting fields of mixed plant-

ing, the whole of which must be weighed. The
Supervisor shall receive and lay before Ihe commit-

tee on improvements, the statements of every clai-

mant, to which he shall append such remarks as

may have been suggested in his several visits, and

the committee so assisted by the Supervisor, shall

recommend the award of premiums.

Slock.

For the best milch cow, not less than three

years old,

For the next best do.

For the best heifer, having had a calf,

For the next best do.

For the best heifer not having had a calf,

not less than one nor more than 3 years old.

For the next best do.

For the best bull of native or mixed breed,

not less than one year old, 8
For the next best do. 5
For the best bull calf, not less than five

months old, 4'

For the next best do. 3
For the best heifer calf, 4
For the next best do. 3

The committee are authorized to distribute 5i

vols, of the New England Farmer and 5 of Mass.

Plowman.

Beef Cattle.

For the best fat ox, Iffl

For the next best do. &
For the next best do. 5'

For the best fat cow, 6
For the next best do. 3

The committee are authorized to distribute 2

vols, of the New England Farmer, and 2 of Mass.

Plowman. Cattle not to be removed from the pens

before 1 o'clock, P. M. Claimants for premiums

on stock and beef cattle, are required to exhibit tc

the committee evidence of the mode of rearing anc

treating animals offered for premium. The com-

mittees will please strictly to enforce this requisi

tion, and award no premium for a milch cow, unless

the quantity of milk and butter produced, for a

least ten days in each of the months, June am
September, be accurately stated.

Animals must have been kept in the county sia

months to entitle them to premiums.

Claims for stock of every sort, and entries fo;

the plowing match, to be made on or before Sep
tember30th, 1843, to Abram Washburn, 2d, JBridg

water.

IVorking Oxen and Steers.

Fsr the best pair of working oxen raised

and trained in the county, Id

For the next best do. fc

For the best pair of working oxen, taking

into view their size, power and training, £

For the second best do. i

For the best pair of steers, not less than

two nor more than four years old, i

For the next best do. J

For the best pair of yearling steers, accus-

tomed to the yoke, t

For the next best do. c

The committee are authorized to distribute 4

vols, of the New England Farmer, and 4 of Mass.

Plowman.

Plowing Match. "

The plowing match will commence at 9 o'clock

A. M. on the day of exhibition.

lid
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1st prciniiiiii, $10
2(1 do. 8

M <lo.

4tli do. 4

5lh do. .'<

The work iiuist be performed with one yoke of

oxen.

The committee are authorized to distribute 4

vols, of tlie New England FBriner and 4 of Mass.

Plowman.

^Irtutts oflhe Dairy.

For the best butter, not less than 30 lbs. $7
For next best do. not less than 20 lbs. 5

For the next best do. do. '.i

F.ir tlie best cheese, not less than 100 lbs. 7

For the next best do. not less than 75 lbs. 5

For the next best do. do. 3

The committee are authorized to distribute 3 vols,

of the New England Farmer, and 3 of Mats. Plow-

man.

Fruils and Ve^tiahUs.

The committee on Fruits and Vegetables

are authorized to distribute for extraordinary

fruits and vegetables that may be deposited

"or exhibition, $2(1

/ni'en(ion».

The committee on Inventions are authoriz-

•}d to distribute for inventicms and improve,

nents in the structure of implements of agri-

:ulture, not patented, as rewards of ingenuity, §20

The committee are authorized to distribute two

ols. of the New England Farmer and two of Mass.

'lownian.

Bounds and Fancy ArlicUs.

The committee on articles of Usefulness

ind Fancy, are authorized to award $50

jilanufacturta.

The committee on cloths and the most use-

ul articles of household manufacture, are au-

honzed to award in premiums, according to

heir judgment oflhe comparative excellence

.nd utility of the articles presented, $75

Cocoons and Silk.

To the person who shall raise and exhibit

he large.st quantity of cocoon.s, $8
For the next greatest quantity, 6
For the next do. do. 3
For every ounce of wrought silk raised

.nd worked in the county, JO cents.

Articles which have received a premium, are

lot entitled to a premium afterwards. If acompe-
itor for any of the Society's premiums shall be

.iscovercd to have used any deception or disingen-

lous measures by which the objects of the Society

lave been defeated, such person shall not only for-

eit the (;remium which may have been awarded to

lim, but be rendered incapable of being ever after

. competitor for any of the Society's premiums.

P. S. Cloths, fancy articles, products of the dai-

y, cocoons and silks, articles of invention, fruits,

egetables, &c., must be deposited in the Academy
iall, before 9 o'clock, A. M. on the day of eihibi-

ion.

Articles manufactured out oflhe county of Ply-

noulh, not admitsable.

Premiums Claimable in Future Years.

For the most accurate experiment in the

lee of lime : claimant required to select one

acre of even quality ; the manure for one-

half acre to be prepared as follows, viz: As
soon as the frost is out of the ground next

spring, take lifienn cartloads of muck or mea-
dow mud and live loads of manure from slock,

and five casks of lime: let the lime be slack-

ed so aa to become fine, then carefully mix

the whole together;— at planting lime spread

sixteen loads oflhe above on the furrow, mix

it well with the soil by cultivating or harrow-

ing, and put the remainder in the hill or drill

at planting. Put the same quantity of the

same kind of manure, excepting the lime, on

the other half acre. Let the whole be pl;int.

ed to corn ; the second year be sowed to Eng-
lish grain and grass seed ; the third and fourth

years mowed, and let the produce of each half

acre he weighed and kept separate. Payable

in 1846—
Second premium,

For the most careful and satisfactory expe-

riment in the use of Plaster of Paris on one
acre of land, payable in 1847,

Second premium,

For the most accurate experiment in the

use of salt on one-fourth part of an acre, pay-

able in 1845,

Second premium,

Experiment in the use of salt as manure :

Select one-fourth part of an acre of dry land ;

prepare two compact heaps, aa follows : three

loads in each heap. In one heap mix one
bushel of salt, and in the other put the same
kind of manure and no salt. Put one heap on

one-half the lot, the other heap on the other

half. Plant one-half of each part to corn, the

other half to potatoes, ne.\t spring. The year

after, sow grain and grass seed, and on the

part on which salt was used the year before,

sow half a bushel of salt on the ground, aud
sow the same quantity of salt the third year

in the spring. Keep the crops separate, and

weigh and keep an account.

For the most satisfactory experiment to de-

termine the best time in the year for cutting

timber, to ensure durability, payable in 1849,

Second premium.

Six samples of timber shall be cut the first

year, in dift'erent mouths, according to the

judgment of the experimenter ; the sticks

shall be not less than eight feet in length, nor

less than six inches square, all to be of the

same dimensions and as near equal as possi-

ble with respect to sap wood. These sam-

ples to be equally exposed to the weather un-

til 1849. In 1844 the experimenter shall hew
out another set of samples cut in different

months from the first and expose in the same
manner, until 1849. The experimenter shall

also at the same time he cuts and hews a stick

of timber, cut a sapling of the same kind of

wood, and expose with the timber unbarked.

Claims to the Inst eight premiums must be

made to Morrill Allen, Pembroke, on or be-

fore April 14th, 184.3.

For the most extensive forest of any sort of

trees suitable for timber, raised from the seed,

not less than 1000 trees to the acre, which

shall be in the most flourishing condition, and

more than five years old in September, 1845,

Second premium for the same object,

Third do. do.

To the person who shall make the most sat-

isfictory experiment to determine the best

time to cut oak and other forest trees which
start from the sluuip, lo ensure the most flour-

ishing succeeding growth, the jiremium claim-

able in 1844, 25
For the best plantation of oak or other for-

est trees, suitable for ship timber, not le.ss

than 1000 trees per acre, to be raised from the

seed, which shall be in the most thriving con-

dition and more than three years old in Sep-
tember, 1847, 40

Second premium for the same object, 25

Premiums not demanded within a year, will be
considered as generously given to promote the ob-

jects of the Society. And on all premiums above

five dollars, awarded to gentlemen not members of

the Society, the treasurer is directed to make a de-

duction of twentyfive per cent, to increase the

funds.

The trustees will not consider themselves oblig-

ed by the terms of the above oft'ers, to give a pre-

mium in any case, when it shall be evident there

has been no competition, nor more than ordinary

exertion.

All entries for premiums may be made by letters,

post paid. Letters unpaid, will not be considered.

By order of the Trustees,

ANTHONY COLLAMORE,
of Pembroke.

Bridgwater, Jan. 184.3.

If'ho knotos the most ?—We find in an exchange
paper, the following curious table showing the com-
parative number of those who cannot read nor

write, in the several States; or rather, the ratio of

those who cannot read or write to those who can.

The table refers to white persons over 20 years of

agre :

Connecticut, 1 to every

Vermont, 1

New Hampshire, 1

Massachusetts, 1

Maine, 1

Michigan, 1

Rhode Island, 1

New Jersey, 1
,.

New York, 1

Pennsylvania, 1

Ohio, 1

Louisiana, I

Maryland, 1

Mississippi, 1

Delaware, 1

Indiana, 1

South Carolina, 1

Illinois, 1

Missouri, 1

Alabama, 1

Kentucky, 1

Georgia, 1

Virginia, 1

Arkansas, 1

Tennessee, 1

North Carolina, 1

568

437

310
^

166

108

97

67

58

56
50

43
32r

27

20

18

18

17

17

16

15

13

12^
llj

11

7

Wn do not know how correct the above table is,

but supposing it to be correct, it places Connecti-
cut at the head of the States and North Carolina at

the foot..

—

Maine Far.

The Army of the United States, at present num-
bers 9,847 men. A law passed at the last session

requiring its reduction to 3,920.
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PRICKS OF LABOR.

Every man of truly good feelings, will always rejoice

when the great mass of hired laborers receive such wa- I

ges as will supply themselves and their fiimihes abun-

danlly with the necessi.ries and ciHiiforts of life, and

such as enable the prudent and industrious among them

to lay u)) a handsome sum yearly. " The laborer is

worthy of his hire"—or at least he should be so faithful

to his employer as to be worthy of it. The o.^ that

treadf out the corn is not to be muzzled. But if one

chooses to do his threshing with his own hands, he is not

bound to feed the ox. If a farmer thinks that he cannot

get back, by the sale of his productions, the costof latori

he is under no obligations to hire.

Our view of the business prospects of ihe country,

which was presented last week, led us to advise com-

mon farmers, of limited means, to be cautious about their

outlays for the next season. This, with many of them,

will be only duty to themselves and their familits. We

are sorry that it is so. For should all the farmers of

limited means—and such make up the great mass of far-

mers—should all these curtail thfir operations and hire

as little help as they can possibly get alotig with, the

consequence must inevitably be, that many who seek for

employment as hired laborers, will he unable to find it

young men who make U[> Ihe great mass of the hired

men on the farms. If the prices of farming produce do

not rise, and we see nothing but short crops that is at

all likely to cause a rise—then, in all equity, we see not

a particle of reason why the laborers should be unwill-

in» to work for wages so low as shall put lliem and their

employeis on the same rtliitim fooling that they slood

upon two or three yiars ago. Wages, fur many kinds means of her whose " heart 's unincu

i

of service, have not yet come down in proportion to the

I

(all in mosi of the common articles of consumption. Car-

penters, masons, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, dsctors,

ministers—all, nearly, who work by the day or who are

supported by salaries or fees—charge, in this vicinity, as

much now, generally, as in times when money was plen-

ty and when the expenses of living were at their great-

est height. But changes here must soon take place

—

competition will make a change in ihe rales.

Those employed in the various branches of manufac-

ture for distant markets, do, this winter, work much

cheaper than in years past. The reduction must extend

we think, to the wages of laborers on the farm as soon

as the spring shall open. We regret this, but it seems

inevitable. That is, we regret that farmers can have no

prospect of being able to sell their beef and pork and

butter, at prices which will justify them in offering good

wages for help.

THE BREAKING UP OF WINTER.

Is the winter gone? We had not thought so; but o

day or two since, a very intelligent gentleman, of un-

commonly minute and accurate observation, whose opin-

If last year's prices for work shall be demamled, and if
j^^ ^^^^ ^|^g weather we value highly, remarked to us,

the majority offarmers shall judge themselves unable to
^^^^ ,„ually about the last of February or early in March,

THE "HEART TO LET" NOT TAKtN.

We are sorry to inform the poor bachelor who adver-

tised his " Heart," that a fail one is not sati.-^fi-d with

the place itself, or with the terms. If he will read the

following, he will be satisfied that some repairs are

needed, and that his terms are hard. We hope he will

yet be able to fit the place and the terms to the taste and

bered and free as

his own." The poetical adverlisemetit to which the

subjoined is a reply, was copied into our paper two or

three weeks ago.

For the N. E. Fanner.

THE MAIUKN'S REPLY.

I 've noticed a Bachelor's Heart 's to be let

—

But who can comply with the price he has set ?

And besides, it does not its value enhance,

That he should employ such an agent, as " Chance."

How can he require that *' true title" be shown

" By prudence," when he has got none of his own ?

'Tis said that affection is lit at a glance

—

But can ne'er, by a lady, be " paid in advance."

Would he with gallanlry mailers arrange,

Instead of a " tax," he should say an exchange.

And ne'er, as he values his hopes, should he say

That obsolete word, the much dreaded "obey."

With such rigid terms I ne'er can comply
;

So 1 'II bid the bachelor a friendly good-bye.

Though my " heart 's unincumbered and free as his

pay as mucii as heretofore, then hundreds and thousand. <

of laborers will seek for places in vain. The change

which would be best for all parties would be one which

shall bring wages to 'such rates as will enable all the

the owners of the soil to employ as many hands as here-

tofore. This would cause that the productions of the

country shall be kept up to their present abundance, and

it would cause the prices of all articles of consumption

that are grown here, to keep down at their present low

rates.

Whenever living is cheap, all laborers not in debt,

can afford—truly they can ,ifford—U> work cheaper, than

when prices are high. To such men, reduction of wa-

ges is no hardship, provided the expenses of living have

a corresponding rfduction.

If for eight dollais one can row buy as much to cat

and to wear, as he could obtain for twelve dollars two

years ago ; and if, too, his savings will procure for him

as much real estate, and as much slock as his savings

then would procure, he will do as well at eight dollars

now, as at twelve then. Most of the articles of living

have come down, (particularly the agricultural products)

mftre than .'iO per cent. The farmer's taxes and his bills

to the blacksmith, wheelwright, &c. &c., are about as

high as ever. He therefore cannot afford to pay more

than two-thirds the former prices for labor.

If all farmers were rich, there might be a sort of poet-

ical justice in urging them not to ask men to work for

much less than former wages. But, in fact, the great

mass offarmers who have occasion to hire, are not rich

Many of ihem— (it has been s«id, we know not how

justly, that /m//of them in ihe Commonwealth)—have

incumbrances, more or less heavy, on iheir farms. All

this numerous class ofemployc'rs cannot afford, and can-

not reasonably be asked, to pay more for labor than that

labor will bring them in, when they make their autumn

sales. This class of farmers, as n whole, taking their

a^es and the size of their families into account, arc not

richer are not not more able lo lose—than are the

He must still in his " snug liule house'' ive alone.

SALLY.

something in the altnosphere givei lo light, just before

Ihe rising and just afler the setting of the sun, a peculiar

tint—saffron colored—or what painters would call a

warm tint. This appearance is soon followed by a thaw

which is the breaking up of winter. This softened light

is
" the aurora of spring." Such a light was observed

this winter on the 2'tth of December, and the following

davs. On Dec. 26, this peculiar appearance led the

gentleman tdiove referred lo, to say that " the winter is

broken," although we had then, and for several days

following, no other sign of the nine days Ihaw that has

since occurred. After the weather cleared up, we had

agiin on Saturday a.nd also on Sun. lay last, the same pe-

culiar, spring-promiiing light.

AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT THE STATE
HOUSE.

On Monday evening we went to the Rppresenlalives'

Hall, which had been opened for a meeting cf farmers-

But our legislators were too much engaged about their

own business, lo attend lo other matters. There was no
meeting. We presume there will be one on Monday

next.

WHITE CARROT.

MrBreck—Sir; Please accept a white carrot which

I have selected from the many large ones 1 have raised

the past season from seed which i purchased at your

store last spring.

1 have cullivaled the white and the orange carrot, in

alternate rows. The while produced 7 1-2 bushels to a

row, and the orange bul 5 bushels.

1 cultivated them in the same manner in 1841, with

precisely the same result.

S.AMUEL F. HERSEY.
//(«^/mm,./«n. 16, 1843.

The carrot mentioned above, is said to have weighed

4 Ihs. 15 oz. when dug—its weight now is 4 lbs. 4 oz

It is 13 inches in circumference and 18 long. Mr Her-

sey has made a very fair trial for ascertaining the compa-

rative productiveness of Ihe yellow and the white, and

finds the while yielding three bushels where the others

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
To the Committee on Fruits

:

Gektieihen—The contents of this boi jire submitted

to your iiispeclion and disposal, as perhaps worthy. My
own acquaintance with apples is too limned to justify

me in saying more ihan thai I have not happened
to meet with a better sweeting than this. It is a nativo

of Hartford, in this county— raised from the seed by my
father, the late Joseph Tracy, of that town. The tree

is of vigorous and very handsome growth—a constant

and good, though not prolllic bearer.

Should yt>u think Ihe fruit worth altentlon, you will

oblige me by sending specimens and some of the scions,

in my name, to Mr Manning, of Salem, lo whom I am
under obligalions.

I am, Gentlemen, very respectfully, yours,

Windsor, Vt., Dec. 1, 1842. E. C. TRACY.

The kind letter of Mr Tracy, for which he will p!e.i.-;e

accept our thanks, was received some time since, but

mislaid. The apples sent give evidence that they will

be an acquisition to our variety of sweet ones, in which
we are more deficient than in any other variety. The
scions were put into good hands, and we trust will an-

swer the donor's expectations.

B. V. FRENCH,
Chairman Committee on Fruits.

P. S.—Mr Tracy probably had not been advised of the

death of Mr Manning, when he wrote to have scions

sent to him.

Mr Jesse Scott, of South Barre, Vt., killed the present

season, ten hogs of the common breed, whose average

weight was oO'z lbs.

THE BROOKLYN COW.
Many persons in this vicinity are curious to see a full

account of Mayor Smith's cow, of Brooklyn, N Y,
which was exhibited at the Fair of •the American Insti-

tute, and which gave 27 qts of milk per day for ten

months. Mr Allen, of the American Agriculturist, "ill

oblige us if he will obtain and publish the particulars in

relation to keep, &c.
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NOTICE.
Ah adjourned meeting of the Society will be held at the

Koonis, 23 Treniout Row, on SATURDAY, January 21si,

at 11 o'clock. EBENEZER-WIGHT,
Jan. IS. Recording Secretary.

TIIERMOiMETRlCAL
Repnrteilfor the .New England Farmer.

Umgeof the riierinometerat the Garden of the proprietors

of iIk Mew Eoglanil Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Nort lerlyexposure. forlheweek ending Jan. 15.

Jan. 1SJ3.
I
7,A.M.

| 12, M. |
5,P.M.

| Wind.

^olK^^v,
1 ucsiIjv,

Weln-s.lay,
•rinirsHiiy,

Ktil.iv,

Saiur.iav,

Sund ly,"

•IS
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MISCELLANEOUS

THE TRUE SPIRIT.

In the city of London there is a prison, called

Newgate, one part of which is used for the

confinement of women, who have been guilty of

crime. Formerly these prisoners were much
neglected—left, without instruction, to grow

worse instead of better, and to fight and quarrel

amongst themselves. There were none to care

for them, or try to reform them. Some forty

yeais ago, a benevolent Quaker lady, named
Elizabeth Fry, was moved with compassion for

these poor wretches of her own se.x, and de-

termined to make an effort for their recovery

from vice. She was told it would be of no use
;

that the convicts were so bad that it would be

dangerous for her to go amongst them. But she

was not to be deterred by such representations.

, She had faith in the power of Christian kind-

ness, and insisted on making her benevolent ex-

periment. One day " she entered fearlessly the

room where a hundred and sixty women and

children surrounded her, in the wildest disorder.

But her noble air and her pious expression

created respect from these abandoned creatures.

She olfered them her assistance : she spoke to

them words of peace, of hope, of consolation."

She told them she came to them, sent by the

commands of the Bible : and she read to them

parts of that sacred book adapted to their con-

dition. With the assistance of friends she

founded a school for the children, made cer-

tain rules for the government of the prisoners,

and had them regularly visited and taught-

She won upon the hearts of the miserable

women, and by her patient exertions, continued

through several years, " she succeeded in

changing the prison of Newgate from a recep-

tacle of vice, into an asylum of repentance and

a school of industry."

So great has been the success of Mrs. Fry,

and so extensive the fame of her good work,

that even a crowned monarch, has been ready

to acknowledge her merit and show an interest

in her Christian enterprise. During the past

year, the king of Prussia, visited England, to

attend the baptism of the baby Prince of Wales.

He inquired, among the first persons he wish-

ed to see, for Elizabeth Fry. He made an ar-

rangement to visit Newgate with her : and one

morning the King and the Quaker lady went in

the same carriage to the prison, and entered it

arm in arm, together. Mrs. Fry called the pris-

oners around her—read a passage from the Bible,

and then they all knelt in prayer : the King and

his attendants, as well as all the rest. Must it

not have been a beautiful scene ; a beautiful

triumph of Christian love. The plainly dressed,

and kind hearted Quakeress—the royal ruler of

a great nation—a hundred or more poor crimi-

nals, whom many would think it impossible to

make better, all within the gloomy walls of

Newgate, bowing before, and acknowledging
their dcpendance on the mercy and goodness of

their Father in Heaven ! Do you not think the

angels would love to look upon that scene with

far more delight than they would have looked

upon the King of Prussia at home, seated on his

splendid throne, wearing his jewelled crown and
his rich robes, and surrounded by all the nobles

and officers of his court, in their most gorgeous

dresses and sparkling with their golden orna-

ments and costly diamonds ?

I have already described to you the desola-

tion and misery war produces. Let me now
show you how a nation may be conquered, not

by the sword, but by truth and love. When the

Spaniards gained possession of the southern por-

tions of this continent, they did it by great armies

and by forcing the inhabitants to receive their

religion. To this, the usual practice, there was,

as we are told in Stevens's Travels in Central

America, at least one exception.

There was a tract of country, which the

Spaniards tried three times to conquer ; but they

tried in vain, the inhabitants were so warlike.

Las Casas, who was a superior in a convent in

Guatimala, mourning the bloodshed caused by
the attempts to subdue and convert the Indians,

wrote and declared from the pulpit that the

preaching of the Gospel was the only means
God had ordained for making the heathen

Christians. He was laughed at and sneeringly

advised to put his doctrine into practice. Undis-

turbed by the ridicule and mockery, with which
he was treated, he accepted the proposal made
to him. He took for the place of his experi-

ment, the tract of country, I mentioned above,

called Tierra de Guerra, or the land of war

:

and it was agreed that no Spaniard should re-

side in that country for five years. This settled,

the monks composed some hymns in the

Quicle language—the language spoken by the

people, whom it was intended to convert with-

out the use of the sword. These hymns con-

tained the history of the life, and teachings and
death and resurrection of Jesus ; and were
taught to some Indians who traded with Quicles.

One of the principal chiefs having heard them
repeated by these Indians, was interested, and
asked to have the story they related explained.

The Indians replied, this could only be done by
those from whom they received them. The
chief, therefore, sent one of his brothers with

rich presents to intreat tlie mor:ks that they would

come and be his teachers. A single friar went
first ; and the chief having been made to under-

stand the Gospel, burned his idols and preached

Christianity to his own subjects. Las Casas and
another friend, followed, and, like the Apostles

of old, without scrip or stafl", effected what Span-

ish arms could not, bringing a portion of the

Land of war to the Christian faith.

Sometimes the gentle spirit of a Christian wo-

man has done more good than the bravest soldier

could ever accomplish. I met, not long since,

with a touching story to prove this. About the

year 970, Micklaus, a warlike and tyrannical

king of Poland, sought in marriage a young
princess, the daughter of the neighboring Duke
of Bohemia. The noble lady refused to listen

to his suit, unless he would be baptized and be-

come a Christian. To gain her for a wife, the

haughty monarch consented to this condition,

and they were married. But of course he was
at first only a Christian in name, not in his heart.

Yet day by day the unwearied goodness and

kindness of his queen, obtained more and more
power over him, and by degrees softened his

rude nature. She was patient and long-sufler-

ing, and at last had her reward. The king on
one of his marauding expeditions, ravaged the

lands of an unotfendmg tribe of herdsmen, de-

stroyed their huts, drove off their cattle and scat-

tered their defenceless families. On his return

home, when no one else would have dared to

utt(!r a word of censure against this wicked deed,
his wife met him with kind, yet plain reproaches
and entreaties, and so in part, reached his con-
science. He was ashamed of his cruel exploit,

of his gross injustice. The flocks were restored

or paid for, the ruined cottages were rebuilt, and
the scattered people were permitted to return to

their old homes. Having done all this, the proud
spoiler was satisfied, and said boastingly to his

queen, " Cease now your accusations. I have
made good every thing to the poor wretches I

have wronged ; and I trust you will now be con-

tent." So the proud man spake. But the

Christian woman knew better than this—knew
that her husband as yet but very imperfectly un-

derstood the disposition Jesus required of him,
and how far he was from being a true penitent.

"Ah!" she replied, " think you so.? But who
will repay them for the tears they have shed V
These simple words of truth went to the heart of
the monarch— taught him how mistaken was hi.<»

opinion of his own virtue, humbled him, and
made him indeed sorry for his wickedness.

From that moment, it is said, he was a changed
man ; and made it his ambition not to conquer
with the sword, but to build churches and estab-

lish schools, and bestow on all his people the

blessings of knowledge and religion. The words
which the true spirit prompted a feeble woman
to speak, gave to Poland the divine light of the

gospel.

[Rev. T. B. Fox's Sermon to Children.

>k

GREEN'S PATENT STRA'W CUTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at IheNcw England A^riciil-

tural Warehouse aud Seed Store Nos. 61 and,i2 Nortli Mar-
Icel Street, liave tor sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay anil

Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not hefoie

applied to aay implement for tliis purpose. The most prom-
inent efl'ecls of this application, and some of the consequent

peculiarities of the machine are :

1

.

So great a reduction of the quantum of power requisite

to use it, that the strength of a half grown loy is suffieieiK

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easilycutstwo hush-
els a minute, which is full twice as last as has been claimed
by any other machiue even when worked by horse or sleam
power.

3. The knires, owing to the peculiar manner in which tli !y

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any oilier

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple inits construction, mode and put

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as the

complicated machines m general use to get out of order.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, oi$2 GO ifRot pntd

within thirty dayp.

N. U.—Postinasters arc permitted by law to frank all

subscriptions ur.d rerniltancts for newspapers, without

e.xpense to oubscriber.s.
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N. E. FARMER,

From Ihe Fanner's Monthly Visitor.

ASHES FOR TOP-DRESSING, &c.

Gov. HiLi Dear Sir—There has been quite a

irit of furminj awakcneJ the last year or two in

is section of Massachusetts. Some of our peo-

e have purchased largely of leached wood ashes,

id the *esuUs have conquered the doubts of the

optic, and even astonisliod the believer.

Capt. Leonard West, of Chilmark, (adjoining

wn,) upon a small farm for which he paid twenty-

e hundred dollars, commenced three years ago

e use of ashes as a top-dressing, being withal a

ost industrious collector of other manures. When
bought tiiis farm, it had been exhausted by bad

anagement—there was one ton of hay taken from

2 meadows—this year he cut thirty tons. He
s about fifty acres of arable and meadow land,

liefly e.'ihausted by close cropping and bad man-

ement. It is a pattern of neatness. When he

ok it, the stock consisted of a cow and horse ; he

13 now — head, and declares his belief that ho

.n bring it to summer and winter fifteen cows and

good proportion of other stock. He will do it.

e has to haul his ashes eight miles : they cost

m thirteen cents per bushel at the place of land-

g. Tliey repay the first cost and every other ex-

:nse from the first crop, and leave after crops and

e general improvement of the land, as the profit.

With us, no manure his the effect of ashes. A
w years ago, for an e.xperiment, I plowed up an

;re and a half of very dead land, and planted it

ith corn—the product, though the season was

jod, was six bushels per acre. Early next spring,

plowed up the hills, and sowed oats with ten

>unds of clover seed to the acre, and thirtyfive

ishels of unleached ashes over the whole piece,

he oats were good, but the clover was superfine ;

, least a ton and a half to the aero upon ground

the very poorest description. The effect of it

as seen for years. But to test the greatest ca-

icity of ashes to stimulate production, the grounds

lould be entirely free from weeds when they are

)wn. And to render the effect permanent and en-

jrincr, other manures, having budy, should be ad-

ed. If no other manures accompany the ashes,

len the plowing in of the green clover will be

ngularly beneficial.

Our farmers on the verge of the ponds on the

outh Shore, experience great benefit from plow-

in- in the eel grass that the high winds drive ashore

X the autumn. It is plowed under the sward

reen, and corn is the crop that derives most bene-

t from it. Forty and fifty bushels is a common
rop, and it has never been known to fail. The

econd crop is little benefitted by it. Sea-weed is

eld of light account with us.

There is a breed of swine here of great value.

cannot learn where it came from, but it is evi-

ently a cross of the Berkshire, with a very thin

'kin. It grows to a great size, is exceedingly good

lejnpered and docile, and fats easily. Bernard

Low, Esq., killed one this year, IS months old, that

weighed b'GO lbs. It had a hundred lbs. of leaf

lard" Mr N. Mayhew killed another, 15 months

old, weighing r>!)0 and odd lbs. They have never

gone higher Ihan (iGO, and seldom fall below 600 at

a year and a half old. There has been an instance

of 3(10 at nine months. As they are loss inclined

to locomotion than any hogs I ever saw, tliey are

poor contributors to the muck heap.

Yours,

Jfest Tisbury, Mass., Dec. 20, 1842,

J. A.J.

BOSTON.

Gov. Hill concludes an article in the Farmer's

Monthly Visitor upon the prosperity of Boston,

with the following remarks:

"Our object in extending the remarks upon the

great and growing capital of New England was, to

call the particular attention of our readers to the

value of the railroads, to the construction of which

the capital of Boston has been extended within the

last few years. There can be no mistake about

this matter : never has capital been placed where

it has done the country more gbod than it has done

here. We were of those who thought that the in-

vestment of money on the great western road over

and through the mountains of Berkshire, might be

injudicious. That enterprise has been carried

through ; and instantly has it converted Boston

from a place not hitherto felt to be feared by the

great commercial emporium (New York,) into a ri-

val that will control the better part of the most

profitable trade and business of the North—a ri-

val, which, tapping the western world, tempts to

its bosom the elements of uncounted wealth. How

opportunely has this great avenue been opened to

the highly favored mart of New England trade !

It has continued and kept up to her, prosperous

business, while at all the other great commercial

towns of the South and West, the trade has fallen

away.

We notice the growth and prosperity of Boston,

because in this city, communicating and connected

with every other part of New England, is involved

the prosperity and welfare of every farmer and

producer of New England. A great and growing

ciiy a place of extensive trade abroad and exten-

sive production and consumption within itselt

—

must forever furnish the aliment of wealth and in-

creased means to all the country about it. Let

Boston continue to grow, and there never can be

danger that it will not be a place for the profitable

sale°or exchange of every article of value that the

soil or the skill of the country surrounding it far

and near can furnish. Its great population must

always be ready to purchase and consume mucii of

the surplus of the farmer at its full value. As

trade expands to a greater distance from new fa-

cilities to the means of transport, so will increase

the means and the disposition to give a fair price

for every vendible commodity. Trade is but a se-

ries of exchanges—what one produces another man

buys ; and the ability to purchase is found only in

the ability to produce what may be an equivalent

for the purchase. So truo as the soil of a country

may bo made to yield abundance, so true is it that

with easy means of transport at the points of ex-

change, large and flourishing and wealthy cities

will grow up. The unerring laws of supply and

demand, will not have it otherwise. If the men of

wealth in the cities would reflect how much that

wealth may be increased by increasing the means

of production in the country about them, they might

and would soon give such an impulse to the agri-

culturo of the country, as would make the business

of the farmer among the most profitable, and the

most desirable."

Cholic in Horses.—I was told lately by a gentle-

man of Prince George county, that a tea-cup full

of spirits of turpentine would give instant relief to

horses laboring under this disorder. Ho added,

that on one occasion, all the oxen of two of his

carts were hoven—that is, as you know, suddenly

swollen by tlie generation of gas in tlie stomach,

from eating green food. The overseer expected

all would die, when our informant ordered a tea-

cup full of spirits of turpentine, diffused in oil, to

be given to each. The relief was in every case

instantaneous and effectual, almost before he could

have thought there was time to swallow. Such

facts should always be communicated for wide dif-

fusion and preservation, in agricultural journals.

—

Jlmer. Far.

To Cook Dunfish—or Cod-fish salted.—A cor-

respondent of the American Farmer, gives the fol-

lowing recipe for cooking salted fish, which he says

was communicated to him by an accomplished lady

of Boston

:

" Salt fish (meaning cod-fish,) should be put in

a deep plate, with just water enough to cover it,

the night before you intend to cook it: take it

from that water before cooking and wipe it clean.

It should not be boiled an instant ; boiling ren-

ders it hard. It should be in scalding hot water

two or three hours. The less water is used, and

the more fish is cooked at once, the belter.

It may then be served up en a napkin and each

one may take his portion and mix for himself with

cgs and butter, or it may be picked fine from the

bones and mixed with Irish potato and butter. No

dish is lighter or more digestible—not even tripe."

To Eradicate Corns.—Take a small piece of

flannel which has not been washed, wrap or sew it

round the corn and toe. One thickness will be

sufficient. Wet the flannel where the corn is,

nifht and morning, with fine sweet oil. Renew

the flannel weekly, and at the same time pare the

corn, which will very soon disappear.

—

Leeds In-

telligencer.

He that sympathizes in all the happiness of oth-

ers, perhaps himself enjoys the safest happiness, and

he that profits by all the folly of others, has per-

haps attained the soundest wisdom

—

Lacon.
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EXTRACTS FROiM AN ADDRESS
Before the Monroe County JV. Y. Jlgriciiltural So-

ciely, hj its President, Hknry Colman, Esq.

" Go Ahead."—" By the beneficent constitution

of Divine Providence, the earth, while it contri-

butes to the support of man and beast, is designed

to beconfie more productive, or to keep up its rich-

ness, from its own activity. It is like the fountain

of true charity, and beautifully emblematical of

the Divine beneficence ; the more it expends, the

more its abundance increases. It is like the hu-

man mind ; the more active it is rendered, the more

its powers are invigorated; the more it does, the

more it can do ; and tlie more its treasures are

poured forth, the more its fullness is enlarged.

The great object of the art of agriculture is there-

fore yet to be achieved. What has been done

once, can he done again. There is no monopoly

of power in this case. Nature is uniform in her

laws and operations. It is an old saying that " for-

tune favors the brave;" that is, men find their pow.

er increase witli their activity ; according to the

Latin proverb, " they are able because they believe

themselves able." In many respects they command
fortune. Taking advantage of the simplest of na-

ture's laws, and using her forces as she designed

they should be used, she is never wanting on her

part, but seconds every effort for improvement ; and

the more readily and cheerfully as these efforts are

the more spirited, energetic and determined. If

any man has raised one hundred bushels of corn,

or si.vty bushels of wheat to an acre, who nill p.-e-

tend that it cannot be done again .' No farmer,

who deserves to be called a farmer in the highest

sense, and to take rank among the noblest of this

nature's nobility—the lords of the soil—ought to

remain content until he has done it. When he

has accomplished this, then lie should not be satis-

fied unlil he has done even much more than this.

There is undoubtedly a Imiit beyond which we
cannot advance. All human attainments are ne-

cessarily finite. But who knows where this limit

is ? Who ever went so far as to he certain that

he could go no farther ? The difference between

that which cultivation hns produced already in some
hands, and that which is ordinarily produced, is

very great, and sufficient to occupy the enterprise

and ambition of most farmers for a long time to

come. But let them make tlie attempt to do all

they can do, or rather all that can be done. They
may not succeed at once. Few men succeed at

once in any great enterprise. But let them try

again, and again, and again. If, after doing their

best thoy fall short of the goal of their hopes and

expectations, yet there is a great .satisfaction to a

generous inind in the mere pursuit of a good and
useful object. An immense benefit comes to the

community from an example of intelligent and per-

severing exertion, l^et there be a generous ambi-

tion and a constant stimulus to enterprise in all the

departments of human industry and activity. Wlien
the heart beats, the impulse is felt throughout the

frame; and you cannot quicken the stream of life

in any one part, without accelerating the circula-

tions througii the whole body. Goon, then, trying

always to do bettor and better. While every oth-

er art is advancing in the career of improvement,

almost with the s|)eed of n locomotive engine, the

farmers should whip up their team, and not be dis-

tanced in the competition. There is a beautiful

circumstance connected with agricultural emula-

tion. In many of :he pursuits of life, one man gets

rich by making another man poor. Ho climbs the

ladder by putting his foot on another man's should-

er ; or, he builds his own dwelling out of the frag-

ments of his neighbor's, wiiicli he has underminpd.

This is often a crying injustice, and inflicts many
bitter mortifications, or arouses vindictive and tiger

passions. Kniulation in agricultural improvement

enkindles no such baleful fires. A man can make
no improvements in husbandry, without at once ex-

tending the knowledge and advantages of them to

others. The enlargement of the capacities of the

soil, and every increase of its productions, confers

an immediate benefit upon the whole community."

Appearance.—"I would have the windows of the

farm-house adorned with flowers, not in rusty tin

measures, and old black glazed tea-pots, and glass

bottles with the necks broken off, but in whole and

handsome ffower-pots, or neatly painted wooden
boxes, for they really cost nothing. I would have

the piazzas or porches trellised with vines, even

with scarlet runners, if nothing belter can be had.

I would have the door-yard filled with flowers and

shrubbery, and the road-side lined with trees—here

a clump and there a single line, mingling the vari-

eties as nature mingles them

—

cultivating them for

fruit, and cultivating them for mere ornament and

beauty. But this is all, you will tell me, for ap-

pearance sake. Well, is appearance nothing ?

Did you think notiiing of appearance when you
chose your wives ? and nolliing of your own ap-

pearance when you wished them to confirm the

election ? Rut why should the pleasures of sight

be so lightly esteemed .' Why should they be

spoken of in the hnguage of disdain or indifference ?

Are they not as rational, as respectable, as valua-

ble, as abundant, as innocent, as the pleasures of

the other senses? Are they not, indeed, the very

elements of some of the most refined pleasures of

the mind and heart ? Has God given us the sense

of sight, so wonderful, so capacious, so infinitely

varied in its resources and objects, for no purpose .-'

Is appearance nothing.' What is more studied

throughout the Creator's works ? What object is

there in nature, from the highest to the lowest, an-

imate or inanimate, swimming in the sea or in the

air, on the surface, or buried in the earth, which is

not, upon examination, found to be as beautiful as

if it were finished for no other purpose than to be

looked at ?" * * *

Order and J^Teatness.—"Habits of order and

neatness, mere personal cleanliness, still more the

cultivation of a taste for beauty in ourselves and
in every thing which surrounds us and comes un-

der our control, are in themselves promoters and

securities of virtue. They become so by inspiring

self-respect, and exalting our sense of character.

The man who is known to respect himself, is al-

ways, in a measure, for that reason alone, secure of

the respect of others. He finds in tliat fact a pro-

tection from incitements within to wrong and un-

worthy actions, or against degrading and dishono-

rable propositions from without. There is likewise

a natural sympathy and ciumexion between the

love of natural beauty and the love of moral beau-

ty. Respecting that in the physical world which is

neat, useful, symmetrical and elegant, we come
naturally to love and venerate in the moral world

that which is of a corresponding type and charac-

ter. Whatever tends in the best sense to in-sipire

or strengthen a sentiment of the dignity of our na-

ture, serves to secure us from that which is degrad-

ing and dishonorable. Personal appearance and per-

»'

sonal manners are of vastly more importance in

moral point of view, than men in general are w
ing to admit. Vulgarity and slovenliness lead
low tastes and pursuits. I am not anxious to f

'

the race of gentlemen fariners, technically so ca

ed, increased, though I have no prejudice agai:

them; but I am very anxious that all farm'

should be gentlemen. I have no partiality for t

kid-glove style of farming; but on the other ha
I cannot see why the farmer should go with I

hands unwashed. I have not a little contempt
a farmer, who would consider himself above p'

"

forming any labor which the business of tiie fa

might render necessary— whether it be c^tanding

the ditch or treading down the manure heap;—

1

I cannot think it neces.sary to his proper charac
as a farmer, that he should carry about him, wh i(

' is services are fiiii.slied, the badges of his empk ft

menti to the discredit of his own appearance or

the offence and discomfort of others."

detest all false pride ; I perfectly nauseate that i lilc

fectation of sensibility or superior delicacy, whi
considers any of the honest labors of the farm
degrading, or any of the operations of nature ii;

improper for their inquiry or unworthy of Ihoir c

lervatiun ; but the pride of neatness, and ord

and decency, and modesty is to be respected as

essential element in good breeding and in virti

I mean, then, sin. ply to say, that there is not^

the part either of men or women, the slightest i

compatibility between any household or outdc
care, any d<)mestic service, any farm labor whi
ever, and the highest intellectual cultivation, t

utmost delicacy and refinement of taste and ma
ners, and the most genuine courtesy and politene

which are to be found in any condition of life, a

which in their true character constitute the chai

of social intercourse." I^n

REMAKABLE LONGEVITY.

Mr Putnam— If you think the following woi

a place in your paper, you will please to insert i'

In a late excursion to a small town, in the conn
of Norfolk, containing by the last census but 8
inhabitants, it was stated to the writer, that the

were, in that town, seventy persons of 70 years

age and upwards ; of that number, there we
thirty who were 80 and upwards, and three 00 ai

upwards. Yours, L. P.

If'orcester Counlij, Jan. 17.

The Clock Slruck First George HI. was e

tremely punctual, and expected punctuality fro

every one who had business with him. The la

Lord H. was the most punctual person who atteni

ed on his majesty : he never was a second hehii

the lime. He had an appointment one day wii

the king at Windsor, at twelve o'clock : on pnssir

the hall, the clock struck twelve, on which h

lordship, in a rage at being half a minute too lat

raised his cane and broke the face of the cloc

Upon entering the king's apartment, his majesi

remiuded him that lie was a little behind his tim

which he excused as well as he could. At th

next audience, the king, as lie entered the roor

exclaimed, "Why, Lord H. ! how came you t7
strike tiie clock .'"

" The clock struck first ! your majesty."

'i'he king laughed heartily at the grave manne
in which Lord H. justified himself—the mock
lemnity of the answer adding zest to the ion m*.
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POUDRRTTE.

^Icssis. rjreck S,- Co.—Gcnllemeri :— I notice that
I ndvoilise Pouiirette for sale, made in Brook

235
SALT AND TIIR GRUB WORM.

A writer in the Snutli Western Farmer says :—
' Tlironijli the columns of your valuable paper, I

-. .„„»., viio ,,„ ^aif, imiuu 111 jirooK-

I

^"|""K" me columns ot your valuable paper IU ill you oblije me by informinfr me where
|

'mpe to make the public acquninlod with the vallio

,
an learn some particulars in rcfrnrd to its ap- <>f the common black gnib, iis an asent in the cul-
:ation to grass lands— pasture and mowing—the I tivation of corn, when their labors are directed by
de ot application, lime, and cost. the senilis of mnn Tl,;.. „:, :„ :.:._f application, lime, and cost.

If iiny publication has been made by the nianii-

turers, giving results, 1 should bo pleased to re

I am, very respectfully,
.

We insert this business letter, omitting date and
writer's name, for the purpose of giving a gen-
answer to many similar inquiries wliicli are

ie of the publishers and editor.

The Poudrette advertised in our columns, comes
n a new manufactory in Brookline, Mass., (near
iton

) The operations there were comnienced
ate last season, that there has been no opportu-
to determine by experiment the value of the

cle thence furnished. The men concerned are
ng the most skillful and flourishing farmers of
vicinily. They are well acquainrcd with the
)erties and action of the raw material from
h they manufacture, and know well what is

d in the way of making soil productive. They
3 good material to work with, are men of mucli
:tical skill in the compounding of manures gen-
ly, aud we are satisfied that it is their endeavor
jrnish Poudrette of a very good quality.
I answer to the specific questions, we take the
wing from the accounts published in New
i, by D. K. Minor,
ur wheat, 40 bushels per acre; for corn, half
II in the hill at the time of planting, and as

,}i more after the corn is up.

o account of the use on grass has been given,
r as we remember. The price of Poudrette
.oston is $1 75 per bbl.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

CULTIVATING CORN.
L> Isaac Slingluff communicates to the editor
e American Farmer the following particulars
3 method of cultivating corn. His last crop
iured871.2 bushels to the acre. The an-
d statements are in reply to some inquiries
;o him :

My ground was stirred with the barsliare plow.
run the harrow literally over the corn. Be-
doing so, I raise a row of the centre teeth, or
them out, allowing that part of the harrow
which the teeth have been taken, to pass over
ills

: this process fills the furrows and leaves
rround level

; and the absence of the teeth pro-
the corn from being pulled up or broken off.

le shovd plow penetrates the ground as deep
e first, or October plowing; and if the shovel
jpen'y constructed, it will penetrate deeper if
ground be mellow. The shovels I use are
la to 15 inches in length, and are well drawn
point. I consider that I am greatly indebted
3 depth I work the ground with my shovel
a, for my large yields of corn, together with
istance I observe in planting, for the extraor-
y size of the ear, many of which measure
12 to 14 inches in leni^th."

the genius of man. This, sir, is a new position—
a position which has for its foundation that there
has nothing been made in vain, but that all things
were made for the benefit and service of man, and
subject to his direction ; and that it is only in the
Ignorance of man that worms and insects become a
scourge upon the face of the earth. The grub has
been literally cursed for following the instinct of
lii.^ nature, which teaches him to eat the corn and
reject the grass and sorrel, with which our fields
are generally filled. Now, sir, if those who have
cursed the grub, and have advised the agrieiiltu-
nst to follow him with a sharp knife or a piece of
tin to decapitate him, had but applied common salt
to the hills of corn in the place of gypsum, then,
throughout the land, the merits of the grub would
have been duly appreciated, for he would have de.
stroyed the gra.ss nnd sorrel in place of the corn-
thus materially aiding the agriculturist.

In my humble opinion, the introduction of salt
as a manure, and to prevent the ravages of the
grub, will be an incalculable benefit to the coun-
try. Upon our farm we have used salt as a ma-
nure and as a protection to the com from the grub
for seven or eight years. We ought to be capable
of judging of the benefits we have received from
using It. During this period we have missed the
application but one season—the result was the loss
of our crop: from a field of about twenty acres,
wo harvested hut one cartload of corn, where, had
not the grub injured it, we should in all probabili-
ty have harvested fifty bushels to the acre.

Last season. 1841', we planted about twenty
acres

;
the grubs were so plenty that we despaired

of protecting it from them ; indeed, upon an ave-
rage, I should think there were twenty to every
hill of corn. We applied one bushel of salt to the
acre: the protection was ample ; scarcely a sinn-|e
blade was touched, but every spear of 'grass a^nd
sorrel was destroyed by them, and in this way they
assisted in the cultivation. The application should
be made just as the corn is peeping out of the
ground. The salt should be put exactly upon the
hills, and at the rate of one bushel to the acre

;

this IS suflicient if properly applied.

THOS. N. ALLEN.

Sinoiti/r Corn firoac'casl.—Wo find in the reports
of the Washington Co. 'A -.rriculturnl Society, tho
following account of an experiment made by Mr
Holmes, in sowing corn broadcast:

"On the .')th of May, I sowed brnndcnst nnd har-
rowed in, 13 quarts of corn on half an acre and
eleven rods of ground, without manuring, and it

was not touched again until the 22d of Sept., when
I cut it up, and set it up on the ground, in the same
way that I did the corn which I planted in hills;
and on the .5th of Ocl. I husked from it 4fi bushels
of ears, (i. e. nearly Ol per acre.) I have got a
much larger amount of fodder than from any piece
of the size which I have planted, and I have no
hesitation in saying that the stalks will more than
pay all the labor of raising it."

Farmers will doubtless another year, many of
them at least, try the experiment of sowing corn
broadcast, as a resource for winter fodder, as in
every instance where it was tried the last, either
for soiling or for winter use, it was eminently suc-
cessful.

—

Alhnmj Cult.

Importation of Wool—The following is from a
Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, communi-
cating to Congress a statement of the Commerce
of the United States, for tho year ending Sept. 30,
1841. All wool, not exceeding 8 cents per pound
at the country or port purchased, was admitted into
the United States free of duty :

Whence imported.

Danish West Indies,

Dutch West Indies,

England,

Gibraltar,

British West Indies,

British N. American Colonies,

France on the Mediterranean,
Spain on the Mediterranean,
Italy,

IS well not to depend altogether upon hired
in the tending of stock in winter. A daily
to the stable yourself, will tell well for your
Jst at the end of winter.

Ruh for Ascertaining the Height of Cattle by
Mensuremtnt.—A correspondent communicates to
the Albany Cultivator, the following from an Eng-
lish paper :—" Measure the girt close behind the
shoulder, and the length from the fore part of the
shoulder-blade along the back to the bone at the
tail, which is in a vertical line with the buttock,
hoth in feet. Multiply the square of the girt, ex-
pressed in feet, by five times the length, and di-
vide the product by 21 : the quotient will be the
weight of the four quarters in imperial stones of
14 lbs. avoirdupois. Example :— If the girt be
'- 1-2 feet, and the length 5 1-4 feet, we shall have
('J-2 multiplied by (i 1-2=42 1-4, and 5 1-4 multi-
phed by 5=26 1-4; then 42 1-4 multiplied by
20 1-4,= 11 09 1-16; and this divided by 21, gives
52 4-5 stones, nearly ; or 52 stones 11 pounds! It
18 to be observed, however, that in very fat cattle,
the fore quarters will be about 1-20 more, and those
very lean 1-20 less than the weight got by rule"

Austrian Adriatic ports,

Turkey,

Morocco,

Texas,

Mexico,

New Grenada,

Venezuela,

Brazil,

Cisplatine Republic,

Argentine Republic,

Chili,

Peru,

Africa generally,

Patagonia,

Value, $081,281.

Pounds.

89,910

19,099

228,36G

72,460

50

7,160

213,820

7,894

194,414

44,564

2,546,289

435,573

310

287,129

197

684

665,879

118,712

8,870,799

458,846

21,461

60,695

65,747

14,4p9,76

Powerjul Microscope.—A London paper gives
the following description of a new microscope re-
cently exhibited at the Polytechnic Institute, which
IS said to be the most powerful ever made. " It
consists of six powers. The second magnifies the
wings of the locust to twentyseven feet in length.
The fourth, the sting of the bee to twentyseven
feet. By the sixth, each lens in the eye of tlie fly

13 so magnified, that it appears to be fourteen in-
ches in diameter

; and a liuman hair four feet ia
circumference."

He is richest who is contented with least.
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rrora the Central New York Farmer.

RUTA BAGA.

Messrs. Editors—As you s.iy " it is the duty of

every farmer to contriburB sometliing to the gene-

ral knowledge, and that it is in his power to aid

the cause of improvement, by furnishing matter

for your columns," [ will endeavor to fulfil my p;irt,

and commence by giving you my method of grow-

ing, harvesting, storing and feeding ruta bagas.

It is now nine years since I commenced farming,

and I have never failed of trying to grow ruta ba-

gas, and have always succeeded in procuring good

crops, with the exception of the first and fourth.

The failure of the first, I attributed to bad manage-

ment, by putting them on soil too much inclining

to clay, which is not congenial to their growth, and

leaving the plants too near together: the fourth,

by using long manure on a sod, and burying it too

deep, and by omitting to plow until just before the

seed was sown, thereby not preparing the soil

properly for the reception of the seed. The ma-

nure bemg beyond the reach of the roots of the

young plant, their growth was slow, and the flea

swept tliera clean, and I was obliged to sow a se-

cond time, which carried thein so late into the sea-

son, that they did not attain their full growth.

Neither of the crops were a failure ; but they were

not satisfactory. The greatest crop 1 ever raised,

was 800 bushels to the acre, and I shall not be sat-

isfied until I can grow 1000 bushels to the acre.

The past season, I cultivated .3 1-2 acres in ruta

bagas. 'J'he land had lain in pasture for a number

of years; in the fall of 1840, it was plowed seven

inches deep, and carefully turned over by an excel-

lent plowman. In the spring following, it was

cross-plowed, harrowed, and then laid out in fur-

rows 2 1-9 feet apart, and potatoes planted. The

knolls, which inclined more to sand, were manured

with horn-shavings, and hogs' bristles, one handful

to each set. Twelve rows through the middle,

were manured with salt mackerel, wliich were

spoiled, putting half a fish to every set. It was an

unfavorable season for potatoes; a severe drought

in the summer injured their growth. Tlie rows

manured with the salt fish, I noticed stood the

drought much better than any other part of the

field; the vines were long, and of a dark healthy

color, while the others were brown and shrivelled,

and on harvesting, we found them of a large and

even size, of excellent quality, and the yield far

better than any other part of the field.

Last winter I purchased 26 two-horse loads of

the refuse of a glue factory, consisting of lime,

bones, wool, hair, and pieces of pelt,some of which

had lain there for two or three years. To 20 loads

of this, I added 40 loads yard manure, mixing it

thoroughly.

In April last, the piece was plowed deep, and

left until the middle of June, when the manure

was hauled on and evenly spread, which covered

all except 34 of an acre, on which was put six

loads of the factory refuse, without any yard ma-

nure. It was then plowed and harrowed thorough-

whcre the refuse of the glue-factory was put, they

did not show but very few plants until the lOlh day,

were sickly, and grew so tardily that the flea de-

voured them about as fast as they made their ap-

pearance ; in fact we were obliged to transplant

the whole of the 3-4 of an acre; showing most

conclusively, in my opinion, that the ruta baga re-

quires a quick and active manure, to give them an

early start, to get them out of the way of their

greatest enemy, the flea.

Oil the 18th of July, the cultivator was inn be-

tween the rows, and they wore thinned with the

hoe, leaving the plants from 8 to 10 inches apart.

In August, the cultivator was again run through

them, and they were hoed at intervals when con-

venient. Nothing more was done to them until we

commenced pulling them in November. The crop

measured 2355 bushels.

I will here remark, that where the salt fish was

used the year previous, it was perceptible at some

distance, the tops being of a darker hue, more vigo-

rous, and continued so through the season, and on

raising, we found Ihcin larger and thicker in the

neck, and smaller in the hubb, showing that the

salt will increase the top at tlie expense of the bot-

tom.

The greater part of the crop I put in a cellar,

the remainder in heaps in the field, for feeding my
ewes in lambing time. The heaps are made in the

following manner, which I have never known to

fail when properly attended to. A trench, feet

wide, of any length required, and one foot deep, is

dug in a dry situation, generally on a knoll ; the

roots after having boen topped, and divested of the

small fibrous roots, are thrown into the trench and

laid up in the form of a roof. A coat of straight

rye straw, from eight to ten inches in thickness, is

put on in such a position as to conduct the water

off, if any should reach it. Earth is then thrown

on by digging a trench, beginning at the bottom,

and going around the iieap until the Avhole is cov-

ered. Tlie earlli will press the straw and prevent

water running through to the roots. A coat of 10

to 12 inches is sufficient for our common winters.

The trench will prevent the water from getting in-

to the heap. There is more danger of getting the

covering too thick than too thin. They are more

liable to suff'er from heat than from frost. After

the earth is all put on, it should be carefully clapp-

ed down with the spade, to make it the more efiec-

tually shed the rains. After a few days, I take n

crow-bar and thrust it in the top, along the ridge,

down into the heap, no matter if it breaks some of

the roots, and open holes three feet apart, to let off

the gas or vapor which is generated by a partial

fermentation. A flat stone, one edge set up an

inch or tw«, or a wisp of straw may be put into the

holes to prevent the rain from getting in, which

completes the work for the winter.

With me, the ruta baga is a valuable crop. They

afford the greatest quantity of food per acre, for my

stock, while they seem to exhaust the soil less, and

leave it in the best possible condition for a suc-

ceeding crop. It is too rich for oats, but well cal-

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

In addition to the premiums awarded by the E

sex Agricultural Society at the annual exhibit!

amounting to four hundred sixtyeight dollars a

fifty cents, the following premiums liave be

awarded by vote of the Trustees:

To Joseph How, Methuen, for experiments

in fatting swine, the 1st premium of $15
" Daniel P. King, Danvers, for experiments

in reclaiming meadow land, 1st premium, 20
" Moody Ordway, W. Newhury, for Nurse-

ry, 1st premium, 15

" Allen VV. Dodge, Hamilton, do. 2d pre-

mium, 10

» Ralph H. Chandler, Andover, best plow,

1st premium, 10

" Charles B. Lander, market wagon, gratu-

ity, 3

" Sylvester Stevens, Stoneham, Straw-cut-

ter, gratuity, 6

" Joshua Toppan, Newbury, Mulberry trees,

1st premium, 10

" Enoch Bradley, Haverhill, Indian corn,

1st premium, 10

" Allen Putnam, Hamilton, for do. do.

a gratuity of 5

Joseph How, Methuen, quantity compost

manure, 2d premium, 20

John Chase, Andover, quantity compost

manure, 3d premium, 10

Justin Carter, Andover, do. do.

manure, a gratuity of 10

Allen Putnam, Hamilton, experiments on

manures, 1st premium, 20

Joseph How, Methuen, do. on

manures, 2d premium, 10

John Pcaseley, Danvers, crop of Carrots, ''

1st premium, 10

Allen Putnam, Hamilton, crop of ruta ba-

ly, mixing the soil and manure. It was then thrown
j ^^1,^^^^^ f^^ barley, and clover-seed always takes

into ridges, 27 inches apart; the tops flattened

with a light roller, the horse walking between the

rows, and flattening two rows at every time. The

seed was deposited half an inch deep, with a drill,

(Bement's,) on the 18lh of June.

On that part of the field where the yard manure

was applied, the plants made their appearance on

the fourth day after sowing, while on that part

well sown with it. I feed them to my cattle, sheep,

hogs, (boiled,) and occasionally to rny horses, with

apparent advantage. C. N. BEMENT.
Three Hills' Farm, Albany, Jan. 1843.

Good butter is selling at Troy, N. Y., for ten

cents a pound.

ga, premium, 10

Attest, DANIEL P. KING, Sec'i

Danvers, Jan. 2rf, 1843.

LARGE OX.

There was slaughtered here on the 14th inst.

uncomm.on ox, fjitted by Messrs. Israel Billu

Esq. & Son, of Hatfield, Mass., and sold by Ebe

zer Sumner, 37 and 39 Faneuil Hall market.
'

weight was as follows:

Hide, 142 lbs.

Tallow, 241 •'

Fore quarter, 500 "

Do. do. 515 "

Hind quarter, 405 "

Do. do. 414 "

Total, 2223 "

This is the largest ox, with one exception,

was ever cut up in the Boston market. The qi

ters of this Billings ox were heavier than were <

exhibited here before. The Fiske ox, from V
tham, slaughtered in 1820, weighed

—

Hide,

Tallow,

Fore quarter.

Hind quarter,

Total,

159 lbs

305 "

482 "

477 "

407 "

407 «

2237 "
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From llie Farmer's Cabioct.

WEARING FLANNEL.
Health to the farmer, as to all others, is a con-

idcratioii of the first importance. But we find him

more careless on this point than almost any other

lass, probably because liis habits and pursuits,

best entitle him, by the iiiimiitablo laws of nature,

to tlic largest share of its blessings. Active exer-

cise in the open air, frugal regimen, and tlie ab-

sence of many causes of mental disquietude, arc

all favorable to the maintenance of health. Still

there are many errSrs unwittingly committed, which

f corrected upon true philosophical principles,

would tend to the lessening of liuman ill. With

1 view to correct one or two errors which I con-

eive to exist, I beg leave to suggest a few hints

respecting the necessity and proper mode of wear-

ing flannel.

Flannel, I consider, should be worn at all times
;

and that wearing it promotes individual comfort.

!n this latitude, it is probalile, that to the majority

of persons, its use the year round, would be more

Dtrreeable than otherwise, if the texture of the ma-

terial be changed to correspond with the season.

Many, however, will prefer discarding it in summer,

ind this may at any time be done with impunity,

by others than invalids.

J'he idea of flannel rendering its wearer effemi-

nate, has been prejudicial to its free use, and to

health. The covering of all animals, excepting our

own species, is adapted to their necessities, suffi-

:ient to afl'ord them protection from the ordinary vi-

issiludfs of the weather. That we require cloth-

ing, all agree; let us, there'ore, imitate nature, by

using a sufficiency to gratify our feelings of com-

'urt, and the opposite of effeminancy will be the

consequence.

Another false impression exists as to the danger

of leaving off flannel, when it becomes desirable

to do so. When the weather is such that the

wearer would feel better without it, no fear need

be apprehended in relinquishing its use at any mo-

ment. So far indeed from such being the case, I

cannot too strongly recommend the practice of lay-

ing it aside at night, and sleeping in a cotton night

shirt. The primary object of wearing flannel un-

der clothing, is to preserve the body at a comforta-

ble and uniform temperature. Wool being of light

weiifht and an imperfect conductor of heat, is the

best material to convert into such garments, but at

night it is not required for the sake of warmtii.

One of the benefits of flannel, is the friction it

excites on the skin, determining the blood to the

surface and promoting a general circulation of the

vital fluids to the extreme parts of the system. Now
by wearing it constantly, night and day, the cuta-

neous surface becomes familiarized with its eflfecl,

until finally its influence as a counter-irritant is

gone. If laid aside, however, for the night, such

is not the case, as all can bear witness who are in

the habit of doing so. Another argument in favor

of the practice, may be derived from its cleanliness.

The garment being suspended in the air during the

night, becomes ventilated, and in a measure puri

fied, and in warm wealher, when moist from the

perspirable matter, is dried.

No fear of "catching cold" need be entertained

in adopting this plan. The timid may be confi-

dently assured that those who wear flannel during

the day, and during the day only, are much less

obnoxious to all diseases of the chest.

Many good and sufiicient proofs of the general

benefits of woollen next the surface, might be ad-

duced, but they are such as have been frequently

presented to the public. My object in this brief

essay, has been to draw ihc attention of my agri-

cultural brethren, to one or two points which 1 re-

gard as of considerable importance, and which

tliough well established among the intelligent of

the medical profession, are not eo well known as

they shuuld bo, to the people at large.

MEDICUS.

From the Albany Cultivator.

if they will either answer the above queiies or sub-

scribe for your paper.

We hear much said about hard times, but it in

an encouraging thought that we shall not live un-

der a cloud always.

With respect, yours, S. W. Jf.wett.

IfeybriJge, Ft., Dec. 1843.

BRINE YOUR HAY—OLD WHIMS.

Messrs. Gaylord if Tucker—It may be well

remind some of your readers of the advantage of
""J"^

salting their poor fodder, at intervals through the

winter, both for cattle and sheep.

Lay by all your hay, stalks, straw, &c. that are

coarse or damaged, then once or twice- a week, in

warm days, or moderate weather, brine this refuse

hay and other feed : to one pail of water add one

pint of salt; sprinkle this brine on one large fork-

full of dry food, and you will find that all or most

of it will be consumed, though some locks may not

be impregnated with salt.

Several important advantages may be gained by

this treatment.

First, you will dispose of all your poor fodder;

second, the stock will oat it with avidity and look

full in warm days, when tolerably good feed may

lay before them rejected, or eaten with reluctance ;

third, it answers every purpose of otherwise salting

the stock, as they should be; fourth, you will not

lose one-half the number of animals, especially

sheep, as you would to manage any other way.

Disadvantages of .Agricultural Papers.— It is

very common to hear the farmer say "I will not

subscribe for this or that agricultural paper, be-

cause it is published one hundred miles or more

abroad from me, and our farming requires a very

diflorent process where we live from the neighbor-

hood where the paper is issued."

Now, I would like to have some one of these nu-

merous objectors answer through your paper

—

Why salting stock, as above directed, except

near the sea-shore, would not be beneficial in any

other State?

And also inform us what difference there should

be of soil, in Maine, or Ohio, or any other State,

to produce corn, from that which is required in the

vicinity of your paper?

And whether the same manures, when applied

in the same manner, on the same kind of soil, will

not produce the same effect on the same grain, in

any country ?

What different effects would draining have in

the Western or Southern States over the Northern,

when executed in the samo kinds of soil, similarly

located ?

A plow that succeeds well in one State, why not

in another, if the soil and sod be the samo, where

the same kind of work is required ?

Why will not a probang or any other instrument

that may be described in your paper, that will in

all cases succeed in extracting a potato from the

throat of an unfortunate animal in Wiskonsan, an-

swer as well in the same capacity in Vermont.

I will wait on such objectors, Messrs. Editors,

with patience, and not propose any more questions,

From the same.

SICK HOGS.
The diseases and treatment of domestic animaU

must necessarily claim the attention of the farmer.

Sick hogs, I have been informed, could not be

cuied, and when they would not eat, there was no

In consulting Loudon, similar opinions

were expressed, and last autumn, when one of my
neighbors lost three hogs by sickness, I began to

think the general opinion was correct. But in

Oct, 1842, [ was led to draw a different conclusion,

the following case being the first in which I had

acted as hog doctor. The circumstances were mi-

nuted at the time, and you have them as entered

in my memorandum book:

Oct. 5lh, 1842. This morning, a young half-

breed Berkshire sow, with a litter of seven pigs,

five days old, was discovered to be sick, and re-

fused to eat. No cause for her sickness is known,

unless she may have eaten something among the

sea-weed, half a cartload of which was thrown into

the pen yesterday. Had been fed upon swill made

with bran, or ground corn and barley, and butter-

milk.

About ten o'clock, A. M., let her out of the pen,

when she appeared to be blind, would turn around

in a circle, or run against the fence, or any obstruc-

tion before her.

Turned her into a field of grass, where she kept

moving round in a circle, with her nose to the

ground, without eating the grass. Offered some

buttermilk, which she would not take.

Conceiving the disease to be in her head, I cut

ofl;" the end of her tail, and slit her ears, to bleed

her, to which she made no resistance and no outcry.

Alter wandering about the lot until noon, the

tail still trickling with blood, caught and threw her

down to administer some medicine. Drawing her

mouth open with a rope, the following dose was

aiven. mixed with molasses, and made thin enough

with water to bo easily poured down :

Recipe.—Calomel, a teaspoonfull
;

Powdered jalap, two teaspoonsfull

;

Sulphur, one teaspoonfull
;

Ginger, one teaspoonfull.

In the afternoon, had spasms, drawing her mouth

and neck to the right side. Now thought we should

lose the sow and her litter, as they were too young

to feed. In the evening the animal was no better,

and the medicine had not operated. Caught her

again, and poured down her throat a quarter of a

pound of Rochelle salts, dissolved inwarm water.

Oct. 6th. The medicine has operated, and this

morning the animal has improved—taking some

swill, and during the day, some soft nubbins of

corn. In the evening, rather languid.

Oct. 7th. In the morning, much better. In the

afternoon, well and lively as ever, eating her al-

lowance, and taking care of her pigs.

Nov. 10th. The sow and her pigs all alive and

doing well. Richmond.
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WINTER WORK.
The energetic farmer can always find enough to do

His stock cluiins in winter his special attention. The
cattle should be well and regularly tended. Go'id tend-

ers of the bnrn plnce only a small quantity of hay before

the animals at a time ; this they shake up well before

putting it into the crib. They also mix up well the hay
of different kinds and qualities, and thus work off the

coarser and le.ss palatable fodder, while they keep the

stock in good heart.

The same laws of appetite which rcjle in men, ope-

rate also to s(.me extent in cattle. They as well as we,

like variety. And where one has corn-fodder, salt hay,

and good English hay, it is not well to confine the cat-

tle to the use of one kind only until that is gone, and
then to take another and go through with that. Kut
rather give one foddering of each kind daily, and let the

ndditional fudderings be of the kind which is the most
abundant.

The catlle should bo kept from all uncomfortable ex-

posure to cold—should be kept clean and well carded,

and plentifully supplied with gond water. Their com-

fort should be promoted as much as possible.

Carting out Manure.

Occasionally, this work may be attended to in winter

though it may nut be well as the general rule. If the

manure heap is in a cellar, where the frost does not

harden it too much, one will often find it well to take
oat some of iiis manure, while the ground is firmly

frozen, and leave it on those low and soft lands, where
it is difficult carting it in the spring. There is some
waste to the manure thus taken out and exposed; and
yet the cases are not rare in which the loss is more than
counterbalanced by the greater ease of carting, and espe-
cially by the fact that the winter is a much less hurried

time for both men and team, than the spring. Pos.sibly

many farmers, especially those whose hands are nearly

as numerous in winter as in summer—we mean where
the father and boys do most of the work, may find it ad-

vantageous to take the manure out, even on to (he firm

uplands in winter. The greater convenience of doing
it then, may more than outweigh the loss from waste.

Where, too, the team is light for the work of the farm,
it is well to let as much of the work as possible be done
while the wheels move easily and when the work does
not drive.

Cutting Bushes and Bogs, or Hassocks.

There are times in winter when the smoothing of the
surfaces of wet meadows can be accomplished much
more expeditiously than in summer. While the sur-

face is frozen, the laborer has a firm and dry f„oiing—
also, the frost holds the bush firmly in place while it

meets the blow of the axe. The hassocks or bogs can
be cut much faster when the centre of them is frozen,
and the outside free from frost, than at any other time.

Gravel may be wheeled or ciirted on to meadow lands
better in winter than in summer.

The ff'yorfpi/c must be abundantly replenished before
the spring opens.

LIEBIG'S ANliVIAL CHEMISTRY.
Our thanks are due to John Owen, Esq., the publi.sh

cr, for a copy of this work.

MR NEUHALL'S FARM.
On one of the mild and beautiful days of last week,

we liad the pleasure of a ride from the city with Mr
Cheever Newhall, to his farm in Dorchester. We
know not precisely the size of this farm— it may con-
tarn eighty acres or more. lis intelligent owner is

spending a pan of the profits of his mercantile labors in

enriching and smoolhing his grounds. As far as we can
judge, he is one of the wisest in the class of gentlemen
farmers. His plans seem judicious, and his expendi-
tures prudent.

The bnrn on his place is the best we have ever seen.
It is 110 feet long, 44 wide and with 16 feet poMs. The
whrde is shingled or clapboaided. Within are scantlings

to keep the hay from pre.ssing so firmly upon the sides,

as to prevent a circulation of air, Under the whole is a
fine, deep, well-stoned cellar. About one-third of this,

running the uhole length, is a vegetable cellar ; one-
third of the remainder at one end, is intended for the re-

ception of muck or meadow mud, and other matters for
compost, which are tipped in through the floor. Here,
such part as is wanted, is always to be had for mixing in
with the droppings of the cattle in winterer summer;
and the remainder is where it is wanted as a bed for

salt ley, urine, or any other liquid which may be carted
into the barn floor and let down upon the heap below.
There the work of composting can go on in all weather,
summer or winter. Mr N. has, within a mile of him,
and of his own, meadow mud, salt marsh sods and mud,
river or creek-mud and sand—and these he diaws U[ion
freely. His farm now furnishes many tons of hay for

the marker, though his stock is about twenty cows, lour
oxen, and four horses. In a few years, apparently,
he will want more barn room.

The soil of this place is prevailingly a strong clayey

loam, well suited to grass. But we intended to speak of
the farm buildings and stock, rather than of the farm,
at this time.

Every part of the barn is convenient and substantial.

A small watering trough runs along before his cows, at

the foot of the stanchions, at one end of which stands a

pump, and here water is always put wiihin their reach

while they are in the barn. Mr N. has about twenty
cows, mostly of native or the common breed, and
we have never heard that he has paid great prices for

any of them. They are in good condition, and look
every way well. The milk from them is sold at the

barn, and an exact account of the yield is kept.

We think this gentleman informed us, about a year
since, ihal his cows for the twelve months of 1641, ave-

raged about four qls. of milk per day; including of
course all the time that they went dry. The calves

were killed at two days old.

We have never known another instance, in this vi.

inily, in which the produce in milk, of a definite num-
ber of native or mostly native cows, has been so accurate-

ly ascertained. These were good cows, and well kept,
and yet the produce was only one gallon from a cow per
day. We say only one gallon, but we do not mean by
that to hint that we deem the quantity small, fur we do
not. Take any considerable number of cows that will

give their 12 or 13 quarts per day, in the height of June
fceil, and within a month or two after calving, and they
wi'l generally fail to come up to lour quarts per day for

the whole 365. We doubt whether the cows of Massa-
husctts will average 2 1-2 (]ts. per day from the time

they are three years old, until they are dried olf to be
fatted.

I'here is a difference between a debt of revenne and
pry other debt. I!y paying our other debts, vve are

equal with all mankind ; but in refusing to pay a debt of
enge, we nre superior to him —Lacon.

I CAN'T AFFORD IT.

Many common farmers when askeil to adopt new pro.
cesses, and try ejperimants, answer, "It will do well
enough for rich men and book farmers, Lut I ca7l.^t afford
it." When Mr Coke, the great Norfolk farmer of E ng.
land, had learned that two horses abreast would do near-
ly as much work at plowing as three when harnessed
one before the other, he not only changed his own
course, and harnessed abreast, but induced many others
to do the same. In one instance, when riding, he saw a
poor man at work in the old way. Stopping his car-

riage, he went into the field, induced the man to change
his mode of harnessing for a few rounds, and foiced him
to confess that his two horses abreast seemeil to work as

easy as the three had done. " Well now, good sir, said

Coke, " get your harnesses properly fixed for working
abreast hereafter." " I think not," said the other.

"Why not.'" " Ah, this working with two horses
will do well enough for you rich men, but leant afford
it." He is not the only man who has thought himself
too poor to afford to save labor in the cultivation of his
land.

AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT THE STATE
HOUSE.

On Monday evening, the friends of agriculture met at
the State House. Hon. Jonathan Gardiner, of Pekonk,
was chosen Chairman pro tern. ; S. W. Cole, Ed. of the'

Farmers' Journal, Secretary.

H. C. Metriam, Esq , Hon. Dr. Brown, of Meilwny,
Hon. B. V. French, of Braintree, were appointed a com-
mittee to nominate officers for the meetings of the win-
ter.

This committee reported for

President— Hon. Dakiel P. King, of Danvers.
Vice Presidents—Hon. Jonathan Gardiner, of Sekonk,

Hon. B. V. French, of Braintree, and Edmund Badger]
Esq., of North Adams.

Secretaries, Reporters and Business Committee—AUen
Putnam, Ed. N. E. Farmer ; H. C. Merriam, Esq., ex-Ed.
Bost. Cultivator

; S. W. Cole, Esq., Ed. Farmers' Jour-
nal

; Wm. Buckminster, Esq., Ed. Ma.ss. Plowman.
There was much discussion, or rather there were many

remarks upon agricultural education, a report of which
we are obliged to defer until next week.

Subject for discussion at nest meeting—The Breed-
ing of Stock.

THE WEATHER.
Last Wednesday vve spoke of remarkable warmth,

with fogs and rains, for several days preceding that
time. The week since then has been still more re-
markable. The weather has been prevailingly fair, and
yei so mild that on several nighls there has been little if
any frost. The sun has taken out early in the day aM
the frost of the coldest of the nights. There can be no
frost, vve should judge, in the ground generally, and the
plow would probably run very well this day (Jan. 23.)

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION or FRUITS.

Saturday, Jan. 21, 1843.

Pears—var. Ambrette, by Cheever Newhall, Esq., of
Dorchester. Easter Beurie, Monsieur le Cure, and a
new pear from Van Mens, from the Pomological Gar-
den of the late Robert Alanning, Esq., Salem.

Apples—var. Yellow Bellflower, and Danvers Winter
Sweet—from the Pomological Garden, Salom.

For the Committee,

S. WALKER.
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MISCELLANEOUS

FROM LINES ON CHARITY,

BY MnS. SIGOURNEY.

The Christian loves his own. Hut is his God

Content with this, who, lull of houiity, pours

His Sun ray on the evil and the good,

And, like a jmrent, gathereth round his board

The thankless wilh the just ?

Speak, servants of that Blessed one who gave

The glorious precept, '' Love your enemies ;

—

Is it enough that ye should /ore yourfriends,

Even as the heathen do?

God of strength !

Be watchful ; and when we daily kneel

Beside our pillow of repose, and say,

" Forgive us, Paiher, even as lacforgive,"

Grant that the oil-repeated prayer seal not

Our condemnation.

The Punster Of all the grievances in society,

the professed punster is to me the most intolerable.

You cannot be safe in his company a minute. If

you venture an observation, he seizes on it with

the voracity of a mastiff. The silence of a puns-

ter is portentous as the calm before a storm. He
sits "hushed in grim repose," till the expected

word comes ; and then it is his cue. His ambition

is to set the circle in a roar—to perpetrate the

most execrable pun.

He comes into your room with half-a-dozen fa-

mous extempore puns, which have cost him a morn-

ing's labor to concoct. As long as he can clinch

a word, or raise a laugh, he does not care how old

or how bad tlie pun is. He will call a servant

singing in a garret, "on attic warbler." He calls

a friend of mine an itnit-harian, because he has

but one lock of hair on his head. He addresses

a shoemaker as the sovereign of the soul. He
calls a toper a spiritual being ; and if you are a

lawyer, he supposes you raise your steam from

Coke. He is indefatigable in chasing down his

pun ; he reads only to find out resemblances, and

listens only to bring in his pun. He is fond of no

play save a play upon words, and he makes game of

every thing

—

" A wit with dunces and a dunce wilh wits."

His favorite poet is Crabbe, and his light reading,

Joe Miller and "Flowers of Wit." His brain is

full of the " eggs of bon-motsand specks of repar-

tees." If you are in a dilemma, and ask him what

steps you should take, he recommends the Court

steps. Dancing he calls the " essence of Iwps"—
and if you ask him to ring the bell, with great so-

lemnity ho puts a ring on the finger of some pretty

girl. A loafer in tatters he calls an open man

—

and blacksmiths he proves to be rogues, because

they are in \.he forging business. If you tell iiim

his coat is too short, he tells you it will be /ong' bo-

fore he gets another. In short he seems to like a

good thing in proportion to its ago, and wishes to

shine not so much as the inventor as the transmit-

ter of a jest. Ho lives upon a ;>ihi, and finishes

hia career of a bad di-g-esi-ion.

—

The Pledge,

The Jrab Horse.—A most moving incident, il-

lustrative of the extraordinary strength, as well as

attachment of the Arab horse, is given by De La-

martine, in his beautiful Travels in the East:

"An Arab chief, with his tribe, had attacked in

the night a caravan of Damascus, and plundered it.

When loaded with their spoil, however, the robbers

were overtaken in their return by some horsemen

of the Pacha of Acre, who killed several, and bound

the remainder with cords. In Ihis state of bondage

they brought one of the prisoners, named Abou el

Marock, to Acre, and laid him, bound hand and

foot, wounded as he was, at the entrance of their

tent, where they slept during the night. Kept

awake by his wounds, the Arab heard his horse's

neijih at a little distance, and being desirous to

stroke, for the last time, the companion of his life,

he dragged himself, bound as he was, to his horse,

which was picketed at a little distance. 'Poor

friend,' said he, 'what will you do among the

Turks.' You will be shut up under the roof of a

khan, with the horses of a pacha or anaga; no

longer will the women and the children of the tent

bring you barley, camel's milk, or dourra in the

hollow of their hands ; no longer will you gallop

free as the wind of Egypt in the desert; no longer

will you cleave with your bosom the waters of the

Jordan. If I am to be a slave, at least, may you

go free. Go, return to your tent, which you know

so well ; tell my wife that Abou el Marock will re-

turn no more ; but put your head still in the folds

of the tent, and lick the hands of my beloved child-

ren.' With these words, as his hands were tied,

he undid with his teeth the fetters which held the

• ourser bound, and set him at liberty ; but the no-

ble animal, on receiving its freedom, instead of

bounding away to the desert, bent his head over

his master, and seeing him in fetters and on the

ground, took him up gently by his clothes in his

teeth, and set off at full speed towards home. With-

out ever resting, he made straight for the distant

but well known tent in the mountains of Arabia.

He arrived there in safety, and laid his master safe

down at the feet of his wife and children, and im-

mediately dropped down dead wilh fatigue. The
whole tribe mourned him ; the poets celebrated his

fidelity ; and his name is still constantly in the

mouths of the Arabs of Jericho."

lEJ:

GREEN'S PAXfeNT STRAW CUTTER,
JOSEPH liRECK & CO. at the New England A

lural Warehouse and Seed Stove Nos. 61 andSSlNorlh Mar

ket Street, have for sale. Green's Palent Straw, Hay am

Stalk Culler, operating on a mechanical principle not heint

applied in any implement for this purpose. The mosl prom

inent effecls of this application, and some of the «onsequei:

peculiarities of the machine are:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power requisil

to use it, that the strength of a half grown hoy is sufficien

to work it elticienlly.

2. Wilh even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bush

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been clainiei

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or steatls!!

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which th

5

cut, require sharpening less often ihan those of any olhe

straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and pu

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as ih

complicated maciiiiies in general use lo get out of order.

i'i:

AGRICU1.TURAL IMPIiEMEXTS, &c.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural Ware

house and Seed Store No. 61 and 62 North Warliel siree

would inform their cuslomcrs and the public generally the

they have on hand the most extensive assortment of Agr:

cultural and Horticultural Tools to he found in the Unite

States. Part of which are the follow'

Sharp Shooting.—They tell some tough sto-

ries of the western hunters. The following is a

specimen. The reader of course will not believe

it—unless ho chooses to. We copy as we find if.

" At a late hunt at the West, ono of the sports-

men in firing at a squirrel, sent a rifie ball through

a bee-tree. He did n't wish to partake of the ho-

ney, which was issuing pretty fast from the bullet-

hole, until bis return from the hunt ; but how to

stop it, was a (|uestioii for immediate decision.

Well, taking a bit of pine, he made a plug of the

proper size, put it. in the muzzle of his rifle and

shot it into the hole as snug as could be—thus pre-

venting any further waste!"

1000 Howard's Palent Cast
Iron Ploughs.

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

60!Willis' do. do.

100 Common do. do.

100 Willis' Palent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2o0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

60 " Vegetable Cutters

60 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1500 Doz. Scythe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz. Cast Steel Shoveli

150 " Common do.

100 " Spades.
500 " Grass Scythes.

P.ttent Snaiths.

Common do.
Hay Rakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.
Hay do.

600 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

100 Draft do.

600 Tie up do.

60 doz. Haller do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 Grind Stones on rollers;

300
200
500
200
200
300

MUCK MANUAL..
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Mar

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price SI.

Boston, April 13.

"Day AFTER THE Fair."—The Vermont States-

man announces that its editor, Mr Day. has gone

to get married.

—

Bost. Trans.

An Irishman inquired at the Post Odice if there

was a letter for him. " Your name, sir," said the

clerk. " An' is'nt it on the letter surely," said Pat.

The editor of the New Orleans Tropic was de-

termined to keep Thanksgiving as nearly in the New
England mode as the climate would admit. He
announced his intention as follows : " We shall

luxuriate over our dinner till about four o'clock, ; we

shall then go out and slide on a smooth plank for half

an hour ;
' teter' for another half hour, and then pitch

cents until iavk. In the evening we shall go a-

courting."

TYE UP CHAINS.
Just received by 600 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Dekbv, Esq. of Salcn

and Col. jAcaoEs, for the purpose of securing tattle to ih

stall, are loiind IG be the safest and most convenient mod
of fastening cows and onen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 Norl

Market st.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO
No. 62 North Market st.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLT PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year t« advance, oi$2 53 ifnot pai

within tiiirty days.

N. IS.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank ^

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, witlioi

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE ASD DEPIKITT, FKIKTEEg.
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N. E. FARMER,

fVRMERS" MEETINGS AT ,THE STATE
HOUSE.

rpor< of Remarks at the First Meeting, Jan. 22.

Mr Biickminster, Ed. Mass. Plowman, explained

3 course oF proceedingf at the nieetintrs in past

ars, and expressed his £rratification at seeing so

iny persons present at tliis time. Then he re-

irlicd tliat there is soniethinnf peculiar in the con-

ion of agriculturists as well as others, at the

;sent time. There ia much suffering-, and yet

duco is abundant and prices are low. What
ill we do ? Many of us in this vicinity must

erour courses. The markets have been chang-

•. Fniils are becoming comparatively more im-

•tant. Our fruits are gaining favor, especially

• apples. Massachusetts apples are preferred to

others. Europe cannot furnish so good ; and

•3 are better, especially for shipping, than those

t grow south of us. Our attention, therefore,

'Uld be given more to apples—and in the south-

part of the Commonwealth, we can grow as

)d peaches as they do in New Jersey.

Dther States will furnish grain so cheap, that

cannot afford to grow it for market. Hay,

ss, the dairy, we can still do something with,

vir Merriam, ex-Ed. Boston Cultivator, tliought

t an influence had gone out from our meetings

imes pust that had been good.

igricullurctl Education, he named as the subject

his remarks. Agriculture, he said, wants the

ipathy, aid, and talents of educated men. How
11 we infuse a favorable regard for agriculture

I literature and legislation.' How, but by giv-

more agricultural education ? This matter is

cult to explain and impress. Onr educated men

w but little about agriculture. Tliey can talk

ut Berkshires and improved breeds, but they are

5rant of many of the simple things in common
bandry. And in the way of legislation they

)ut little for the farming interests. This is not

< fault, for as they know nothing about agricul-

, they know not how to aid it. Something

e should be done to give the educated more ac-

intance with farming. Our college lias a course

actures on anatomy and on architecture, and

graduate can talk with the physician about

es, and with the carpenter about the parts of

work— while of the /armec's operations he

ws nolhing, and with the farmer ho can make

alk. He can hardly tell a bull from a heifer.

! man of eminence has said he did not know a

ipkin from a squash. This was not the man's

t, but the fault of his education. He, and oth-

oflearning and eminence, have no sympathy

\ farmers. How can we create such a syinpa-

? We must have a college professor of agri-

ure. Had the college an experimental farm,

I those students who had a taste for agriculture,

Id gratify it, and would fit themselves for the

ivation of the soil. Many educated men, es-

ially ministers, regret much that they know

ling about farming.

Of all the pursuits of life, farming is the most

important. Remove all theologians, and yet a

knowledge of God would bo obtained from his

works. Remove the lawyers, and we might bo

quite as well off as now. Remove the physicians,

and in the opinion of some, we might live as long

and be as well as now :—But without farmers we

cannot get along.

If the farmers ever wish talent to bear on Agri-

culture, they must educate men for the purpose of

actiuginits behalf. But they cannot do this by

means of an agricultural school—even such an one

as may at sometime be established under Mr Buz-

zy's will, cannot do enough— it can influence only

a few. We want some of this education given to

all our graduates, so that they may look upon agri-

culture as a reputable science—as much so as the

other pursuits of life, and so that the young of both

sexes shall not turn away from it. "If we would

have Agriculture as prominent as the sister arts,'"

we must make the young look upon it with favor.

In our country now, the prospects for moral and

reliiiinus growth are bright, because of the abun-

dance of our productions. We have ntmc of the

starvation which in England is stirring up the peo-

ple, and scattering "fire-brands, arrows and death."

Our agriculturists make the greater part of our

population, and pay three-quarters of the duties
;

and yet the President said nothing of agriculture

in his message. So litile is this great interest re-

garded.

Sons take their notions from the father; and

where the parents disdain agriculture and labor,

the children will do so too. All our young men at

college learn what they ought not, and what it

takes them a long time to unlearn, viz : a disdain

for the laboring classes.

In common schools there is no instruction upon

agriculture, and yet there ought to be, and might

be.

That the education of farmers is defective, has

been said by Mr Rives, of Virginia, and by Gov.

Seward, of New York. But that it is so, is not

their fault. At our colleges farming is not proper-

ly regarded. Mr M. said, I am not envious of, or

hostile to, our colleges, but I would tax them if

they will not do somelhing for farming.

Mr Brown, of Medway, thought that the gentle-

man who preceded him had been too general in his

remarks relating to the disesteem of agriculture,

and that the evil, so far as it exists, is not to be charg.

cd so much to defects in the college course, as in

the common schools, and especially in the family.

The evil lies in this, viz: an idea that those who
acquire some considerable learning cannot work, or

are not expected to work, with their hands. Here
lies the evil ; and this evil should be corrected.

It is not true that the educated men in the coun-

tnj are uninterested in farming. Many of these

men are in fact deeply interested, and are allowed

by all to be among the very best farmers. Young
men, in many instances, who have spent a boyhood

in farming, afterwards get an education, and then

carry on farms in connection with professional la-

bors. A professorship of agriculture might do

good, but its great influence would be to promote a
sort of genteel farming. We want something that

will Work more early and more widely, and that

can he applied in the school and the family.

Mr Merriam. If you dignify agriculture at the

college, the science comes up in the public esti-

mation.

Mr Cole, Ed. Farmers' Journal, asked whether,

if ministers, lawyers and doctors are of little use,

it is because they have been to college ? ,

Mr Merriam. "I did not say
,
they arc of no

use. The gentleman misunderstands me."

Mr Cole. " I think not—I have no intention to

misrepresent."

Mr C. further said, that as far as he had observ-

ed, there was no profession more respectable than

farming. Why is it that candidates for political

offices are spoken of as Jarmers, emphatically, by

their partisans? Why do men claim for their can-

didates the title of farmers, if it be not honorable ?

Mr Putnam, Ed. N. E. Farmer, was sorry that

any statements should be made which represented

that the farmer's calling is not as respectable as

that of others ; for even if such is the fact, the

proclamation of it here, and the sending it out to be

read by the youth of the land, will tend to increase

the very evil we wish to remedy. If we say it is

disreputable, the young will believe that it is so, and

will hold their notions and govern their course ac-

cordingly. His own observations did not tell him

that farmers and farming arc held in disesteem by

men of other pursuits ; so far as he knew, it is the

farmers themselves who speak unfavorably of their

calling, and not the professional men, or the mer-

chants and mechanics. Many in trade look to the

farm as the place where they hope to pass the even-

ing of their days: candidates for office are put

forward aa farmers. These are indications of the

estimate in which the calling is held. He would

be glad to see a professorship of agriculture at col-

lege, and instruction relating to farming given in

the common schools and in the family. He would

rejoice at the adoption of any means which should

make the farmers a more intelligent and scientific

class of men. But he was sorry that a representa-

tion should go out from here, that the calling ia

not jiow respectable and respected.

Mr Merriam protested .against the misrepresen-

tation which had been put upon his remarks by two

of the official reporters. He had not said that

rming was not respectable; but he wanted to

have the pursuit brought up to be regarded as fa-

vorably as other callings.

[NoTK.—We have tried in this report to make

Mr Merriam's remarks bear as slightly as his lan-

guage possibly could, against the common (and just)

estimation in which farming is held, excepting in

one sentence, where we have quoted his own lan-

guage and marked it as a quotation. We are una-

ble to see how a man can plead strenuously to

have agriculture raised up to equally favorable re-

gard as other arts and sciences, without leaving it

as a necessary inference, that agriculture now is

comparatively loiv and in disrepute.^

—

Ed.]

Mr Buckminster had worked at farming in his
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youth, nnd often also in his riper years, end lie had

never felt ashamed of it. He bad always tliought

it a good calling.

A gentleman from New Hampshire, (name not

known,) called himself a farmer—one of the work-

ing farmers—and he thought farming the best of

all pursuits. And how and where would he teach

it ? He would do it at home. As soon us the

child could, he should be made to do some work.

And he should go on working. He should cut up

bushes, and make all his grounds smooth, and neat

and productive by his loork. We complain of hard

times ;—why ? Because the young must wear a

ruffle shirt, and cannot touch a hoe without his

gloves on. Let the young men—gloves off—go

to work—and then limes will be well enough. He
did not wish the /armer to have much learning.

These learned men make good farmers, because

they spend much money in their farming operations.

PLOWING MATCH OF THE ESSEX AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

In the autumn we gave some account of the

trial of plows at Andover. We find in the last

No. of the Genesee Farmer, a more full account

in the form of a Report, from the intelligent and

accurate Chairman of the Committee, J. W. Proc-

tor, Esq. This is the best report we have .ever

seen from any of our Societies on plowing and

plows. It enters into minute details, and is, there-

fore, valuable to most readers.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

The Committee on Plowing with double teams,

Report:

That sixteen teams were entered, thirteen of

which were present and engaged in the work. The
field selected for the purpose was directly in front

of the buildings of the Theological Institution at

Andover. Lots Nos. J to 10 were 18 rods long

and Hi 1-2 feet wide. Nos. II to 13 were 17 rods

long and 20 1-2 feet wide ; each containing about

one-sixth of an acre. The soil may be described

as a heavy granite soil, with a veiy hard gravelly

or stony subsoil. Most of the fast rocks near the

surface had been removed. The soil itself appears

never to have been plowed more than- five inches

deep, and the subsoil was so hard that it was diffi-

cult to attain the requisite depth of seven inches.

Of consequence, the appearance of the furrows

was rougher and more broken than it would other-

wise have been, and the power required to move
the plow was necessarily much increased. The
lots were drawn and the work was done as follows,

vix

:

No. 1. Jesse Curtis, of Marblehcad, owner;
George W. Winslow, plowman: Andrew Curtis,

driver. Plow made by Ruggles & Co., 2d size

;

work done in 58 minutes, with 21 furrows. The
furrows were well laid, smooth, and rather shallow.

No. 2. Charles Foster, of Andover, owner

;

Charles W. Foster, plowman ; John P. Foster, dri-

ver. Plow made by Ruggles & Co., 2d size
;

work done in C4 minutes, with 21 furrows. The
furrows were lapped a little, not quite seven in-

ches deep, well laid.

No. 3. Ralph H. Chandler, of Andover, owner
;

liimself plowman ; Joseph Chandler, jr., driver.

Plow made by Ruggles & Co., Eagle size ; work
done in G2 minutes, with 19 furrows, quite deep,

and appeared more broken than most of the oth-

ers ; the work was faithfully done.

No. 4. Geo. P. Wilkins, of Middleton, owner;
James Wilkins, 2d, plowman ; Andrew F. Curtis,

driver. Plow made by Ruggles & Co., with a cir-

cular cutter, from one of Pike's plows: work done

in 44 minutes, with ID furrows. In going the se-

cond round, the point of the share was broken by

striking against a fast rock ; but this inconveni-

ence was counterbalanced by the e.\tra skill and

e-\ertion of the plowman. For this work the se-

cond premium was awarded.

No. 5. Joseph Kittridge, of Andover, owner:

Nathan Foster 3d, plowman ; Israel Foster, driver.

Plow made by Prouty & Co., size A. Work done

in 45 minutes, with 10 furrows, of proper depth
;

not so regularly laid as some of the others, proba-

bly through inattention to this point on the part of

the plowman.

No. 6. Samuel Jenkins, of Bradford, owner
;

Joshua Day, plowman; Samuel Jenkins, driver.

Plow made by Prouty & Co., size A. ; work done

in 41 miniJt.es with 18 furrows. These furrows

were wide, of full depth and well turned ; some-

what broken, favorable for tlie land. For this

work the third premium was awarded.

No. 7. Jacob S. Phelps, of Andover, owner;

himself plowman ; Chandler Phelps, driver. Plow-

made by Ruggles & Co., 3d size ; work done in

63 minutes with 20 furrows; not so even as some,

and rather shallow. The plow was not large

enough for the work.

No. 8. Wm. Peter.s, of Andover, owner ; him-

self plowman ; George Jewett, driver. Plow made

by Prouty & Co., 2d size; work done in 41 mi-

nutes with ID furrows; irregularly laid as compared

with others.

No. D. James Stevens 2d, of Hanover, owner;

Franklin KimbplI, plowman ; John Martin, driver.

Plow made by Prouty & Co., size A. ; work done

ill 40 minutes with 17 furrows. This team was a

pair of oxen and a horse ; they worked remarkably

well and quick, and with little fatigue. Their

work was done as well as any on the field, but in

the opinion of a majority of the committee, the

team was not such a double team as was contem-

plated when the premiums were offered ; of conse-

(piPnce, not a regular competitor for the premiums.

Note.—Since this decision was made, the board

of Trustees have determined that a team like this

may properly be admitted as a competitor for these

premiums.

A gratuity equal to half the first premium, is re-

commended for this performance.

No. 10. JeJediali H. Barker, of Andover, owner
;

Otis M. Clarke, plowman ; J. 11. Barker, driver.

Plow made by Prouty & Co., size B. ; work done

in 52 minutes with 19 furrows ; not cut so true as

some—wide and flat. This team was well trained,

as Mr Barker's cattle always are.

No. 11. Samuel F. Barker, of Andover, owner;

Timothy Faulkner, plowman; Samuel M. Barker,

driver. Plow made by Prouty & Co., Sod. C, ;

work done in 58 minutes with 20 furrows. This

land was less favorable fur plowing than most of

the others ; it was considered well plowed and

laid, but not the depth required.

No. 12. John F. Carleton, of Andover, owner;

Simeon Foster, plowman ; J. F. Carleton, driver.

Plow made by Prouty & Co., size A. ; work done

in (50 minutes with 21 furrows. This was laid

very smooth indeed, and in all respects well done.

For this work was awarded the fourth premium.

No. 13. Samuel Jenkins jr., of Andover, owner;

John F. Foster, plowman ; Samuel Jenkins jr., dri-

ver. Plow made by Prouty &. Co., size A.; work

done in 51 minutes with 20 furrows; very perfect-

Si 3

10

ly done indeed, and quick, without hurry or faligi

—evincing skill in plowman and driver, and pe

feet discipline in the team. For this work w;

awarded the first premium.

Recapitulation of Premiums.

Samuel Jenkins jr., Andover, 1st,

George P. Wilkins, Middleton, 2d,

Samuel Jenkins, Bradford, 3"d, 8

John F. Carleton, Andover, 4th, 6
James Stevens, 2d, Andover, a gratuity, 6

In attempting to discriminate among the perf(

mances of so many, so nearly equal, it would nat

rally follow that there would be differences of opi

ion in the minds of the committee, and probal

their opinions may in some instances differ frc

others who examined the work. Several of

committee have had much practical experieni

both in holding and driving, and their opinio

Were particularly regarded in the decisions mai

Where all did so well, it is not easy to say w
certainty which did the best.

Much credit is due to all concerned, for th

promptness in being ready for the work—starti

precisely at the time appointed, and for the ent

want of noise, and hurry and bustle in their mo
ments, and for the general propriety of the perf

mance.

Considering the hardness of the soil and

difliculties of the work, we think it was as n
done as any match we have ever witnessed. 1
plows used were designed to lay the furrows f

In a light soil this is unquestionably the preferal

mode of laying them ; but it was the opinion

some of ihe conmiittce, that on a heavy soil 1

this, on land naturally moist and cold, it is bet

to leave the furrows somewhat broken, or a li'

on the edge, so that the atmospherical agent

may aid in pulverizing them, especially if the ph

ing is in autumn, when the furrows will be cxf

ed to the frosts of the ensuing winter.

This Society has appropriated from $C0 to !

a year for 20 years last past, to encourage imprc

ments in plowing. Not less than $1,500 has b

paid for this purpose. It is fair to inquire w
benefits have resulted from this expenditure. I

not sufficient that it affords an interesting and

citing spectacle for the time, like any other gi

of hazard, but to justify the continuance of s ^i

appropriations, there should result some pract

benefits.

Having witnessed all the exhibitions in

county, and many of those in other counties,

may be permitted to testify as to their practical

Alienee, and do say without hesitation, that the

miums offered for the improvement in the coiisti

tion and use of plows, next to those for the en

management of farms, have been among the n

beneficial appropriations of the funds of the S

ety.

Who that remembers the structure of the pi

in common use thirty years since, and compi

them with the best approved structures of the

sent time, will doubt on this subject? It is
;

fectly easy to demonstrate that a saving of n^i

one-half the labor may be made by proper at

tion to the form and finish of the plow used.

The prominent points to be considered in

structure of the plow, are the power require

draw it, the ease or difficulty of directing it,

the manner in which it turns the turrow.
'

power of draft can be ascertained with great

cision, by means of an instrument constructec
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le piirposp, placeil between llie end of the beam
itl the cli.iin liy wliich the plow is drawn. Ac-

lal observation shows that some plows' will do the

ime work with about hall" the power required by

hers. Suppose this to be so, then one pair of

ittle on a plow of best construction, will elFect

I much as two pair on a plow of bad construc-

)n ; and at the same time will probably leave the

ound in better condition for cultivation.

Take into view, also, that the plowman himself

n manage tlio tenjn of one pair of cattle without

driver, and that a driver will always bo needed

ith two pair of cattle, and it is not extravai;ant to

y that in the ordinary plowing of our fields, one

If the labor may be saved by a proper attention

the structure of the plow and the discipline of

e cattle.

Let any of our farmers who liave not been at-

itivo to these improvements heretofore, apply

se principles on their own farms, and we will

aranty that they will save more than the whole

lount of all their taxes, (excepting the grocer's

£ for that which is not bread,} in the first year of

;ir application.

In the selection of plows from the numerous ap-

)ved patterns before the public, it will not do to

y entirely upon certifiratcs. If you do, like to

medicines in use. perfection will be found in

ry shop. Some plows may be admirably adapt-

to turn a proper furrow where the land is level

i free of stones and other obstructions, that

uld not answer at all in rough and hard soil.

lers are specially designed to set the furrows on

e, turning it but half over. Which of these

best, will depend upon the character of the

1, and the use for which it is intended.

The Scotch farmers, who are not a whit behind

n the shrewdest Yankees in their agricultural

)rovements, prefer the plow that cuts a narrow

row and sets 't on edge. The cast iron plows

t were introduced a few years since from the

ler part of the State of New York, broke the

und in pieces and left the furrow in a most ir-

ular condition
;
performing the double operation

1 plow and harrow.

The peculiarities of the plows now moat popular

, that they cut wide furrows and lay them flat,

iing the surfaca when passed over with a roller,

est as smooth as before it was turned. Among
valuable plows that have been offered to the

die within a few years, those constructed by Mr
e, of Danvers, are entitled to a respectful no-

. Rarely, if ever, have we seen better work

a these plows turned out when directed by the

Iful hand of Mr Tapley.

f our recollection is right, the mould board and

er upon these plo.vs were particularly adapted

he purpose. We have the testimony of iMr

man, whose authority in matters connected with

iculture, is second to that of no man among us,

at the best working plow he ever saw was made

Mr PIko, of Danvers." It is to be hoped that

lan who succeeded so well in his first attempt in

construction of this useful implement, will per-

ere in this applifation of his labor.

f we would r"£lize he full benefits to be de-

d from our plowing matches, perhaps it would

well to follow them with the offer of suitable

miums for the cultiv-tion of the field plowed.

the distinTiiisliing characteristics of each land

wed, be distinctly stated in the report of the

imittee. Let the ciltivation be similar on all,

. the quantities^ of produce be noted on each.

Then would the rcsidt show which work was best.

That plowing must bo best which has a tendency
to produce the best crops, whatever the form of the

furrow or the beauty of its appearance.

Respectfully submitted for the Committee.

J. W. PROCTOR.
Andovtr, Sept. 28, 1842.

WINTER PLOWING.
Farmers! the greatest enemy with whom you

have to contend in your pursuit, now lies in am-
bush in the soil, more numerous than the army of

Xer.xes, ready to rise up in numerous shapes quick

as the winter's frost will let them, and thick as

Rhoderic Dhu's men behind every bush. Their
attacks are made by night and by day ; some
by open warfare, while others choose the lurking

Indian mode, and immediately retreat to their

camps. Like the coney they are all a feeble folk,

and easily conquered, if, as the Romans used to

say, you carry the war into Africa ; or, to drop the

style mititaire, if you neglected to plow your
planting grounds in the fall, improve the time to

break them up during the winter, if the frost will

admit. It will do much towards destroying the

numerous insects which are so injurious to summer
crops, particularly corn and potatoes. In addition,

you derive also great benefit from the operation of

the frost and the atmosphere in pulverizing and en-

riching the soil. Your teams are now strong and
vigorous. Plow deep.

—

Comi. Far. Gaz.

was performed in two hours. The carrots wero
hoed twice, which took 2 1-2 days each time, and
2 in thinning

; 4 days harvesting, and 1 for a horse
to bring in and deliver to purchasers. Sold 143
bushels at one shilling a bushel, all weighed by
hay scales; and put 43 bushels in my cellar; mak-
ing ISC bushels, e(iual to 734 bushels an acre.
The onions were very light ; the seed being old,
but a small part cams up; had only 20 bushels.
But from the same piece of ground, I took a liorae-

cart with side boards, full of winter squashes. Sold
438 lbs. of the squashes fur one cent a pound
the remainder were used in my family and fed
out. The onions and squashes paid for the manure
and all the labor before the carrots were planted.
The manure was purchased at .50 cts. a horse load,

and paid 12 l-Scts. per bushel for ashes—both mak-
ing $7 50 cost of manure.

The carrot crop will stand thus:

166 bushels, at Is. $31 00
E.xpense— 1-2 lb. seed at 75 cts. $0 37^

Planting, 25"

7 days hoeing and thin-

ning, at 75 cts. 5 25

4 days harvesting at do. 3 CO

1 do. horse to carry in

crop, 75
Whole expense of cultivation, $9 62

For the N. E. Farmer.

CARROT CROP.
Mr Editor—I am induced to give an account

of my carrot crop, from having seen in your paper
of the 11th instant, a statement of tno crops of the

same kind, presented to the Worcester County Ag-
ricultural Society for premiums. The products
are nearly equal—both say nearly fiOO bushels to

the acre. Mr Taft Foster (one of the applicants,)

calls the land on which he raised 143 bushels, 40
square rods ; but by his dimensions, I make 48 3-4

rods, which will reduce the yield to a fraction less

than 470 bushels to the acre. Mr Foster says that

he has endeavored to obtain the largest crop on the

smallest piece of land, with the least expense in

manure, labor or cultivation, which could with rea-

sonable economy be accomplished." But his crop,

with a large expense of labor and manure falls

short of mine. Besides, he selected an old garden,

highly manured the preceding year, and also pre-

vious to planting. Mine was a piece of sward
land, remote from any building, and without any
manure for two years previous.

The land on which my carrots grew, is a little

eminence on a marsh, and at high water becomes
an island. It was measured a few years since, by

a surveyor, and contained just a quarter of an acre :

and if any thing, it is growing less every year.

The soil is a sandy loam, resting on a yellow sub-

soil. It was mowed the preceding years, and had

no mannre. The fore part of last April it was
plowed, and 10 one-horse loads of hog-pen manure
spread and harrowed lengthwise the furrow, and
then 20 bushels unleoched ashes put on and raked

in. On the 14th of April it was planted with on-

ion seed—rows 24 inches apart, for the purpose of

putting carrots between, after the onions had been

hoed once. May 28tli, planted half a pound of

Orange carrot seed, with Willis's seed sower, which

Net profit on 1-4 of an acre, .$21 37

Equal to .$85 50 an acre. But instead of selling

my carrots at one shilling a bushel, had I charged
them to my stock at $10 a ton, as Mr Foster did,

the result would have been nearly double.

One thing I think is worth mentioning in har-

vesting the carrots. I hired a man by the name of

A. W. Congdon, and set him to digging the roots

with an iron shovel, and alter he had finiclisd and
thrown them into heaps ready for topping, the time

employed did not exceed 12 hours, which made an
average of 15 1-2 bushels an hour, or less than 4
minutes to every bushel. He had no help, and
said that ho had never dug any before. No request

was made for extra exertion, and indeed I had no
right to, as his wages were only 50 cents a day.

I do not approve of sward land for carrots; they

grow large at top, but the roots are short; when
they come in contact with the sward, it prevents

their shooting down, but it requires less time in

hoeing than old ground, as there are not so many
weeds to contend with.

The tops were thrown into heaps and covered

with soil, to remain till spring, when they are to be
spread over the same ground and plowed in for

another crop of carrots. I was prompted to this

method from having seen it stated in your paper,

not long since, that if the tops of roots are left on
the ground where they grow, that the same kind
of crop might be continued from year to year with-

out a resort to rotation. I intend to try the experi-

ment and give you the result. C.

ff'ickford, R. I., Jan. 25, 1843.

(XJ^We are happy to receive statements like the

above, showing the actual products from definite

quantities of land. In this case the crop was pro-

fitable. We, however, should have charged the

carrots with their proportion of the expense of the

manure. This would not vary the profit on the

land, but would have shifted some of it from thp

carrots to the onions and squashes. Wc should be

please<l to hear from our correspondent often.

—

Ed.

N. E. P.
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ENGLAND AND FRANCE. soil, or of climate—but to the general system of

The following "Notes" we copy from the Maga- j
liig'ier cuUivation, and of deep tillage, which they

zine of Horticulture, but with additions and enicn

dations bv the author.

AoifS oil Ene:land and France, during two several

visits to those Coimtries, in the years 1840, 1841

and J842 ; ivith some remarks on their Buildings

and Horticulture, and on Rural .flffairs, ^-c. liy

William Kenrick, Nonantum Hill, Newton.

Hiverpool, which I visited for the first time in

December last, is in lat. 53" 27' north ; and, being

near the northwestern coast, is deemed a very cold

part of England. The sun rose at that time and

place at half-past 8 o'clock, and remained above

the horizon only seven hours, its greatest eleva-

tion being liut thirteen degrees at noon. From

these causes, vegetation is neither so rapid, nor is

its growth so prolonged, at that place, as in the

more southern and inland counties, and in the vi-

cinity of London. The gardens and nursery

grounds of some of the most distinguished culti-

vators, are protected from cold winds by numerous

sub-divisions of hedges, which screen them from

the cold, thus essentially promoting the growth nl'

various tender plants. These hedges being trained

very close and flat, occupy but little space. They

consist sometimes of the beech, which retains its

leaves and protecting power for a long time when

dry, and till late in winter ; or the Sorhus hybridus,

or silver-leaved mountain ash, being very hand-

some and well furnished with branches, is also

sometimes used ; evergreen privet being at times

combined with this, or with the beech, to render

the bottom more impervious and secure.

The country of England, through which 1 passed,

was generally sub-divided by hedges: it seemed a

rolling country, with but few stones ; ane in the

liighest state of cultivation. These hedges being

planted on the edge of a dry ditch, are seldom

pruned ; thus managed, they occupy much ground
;

yet though they have frequent breaches, or weak

parts, they seem to answer as an effectual fence to

the well-trained English cattle ; but I doubt wheth-

er they would answer for ours, accustomed as ours

usually are, at an early age, to roam in the under-

bush and woods. The only perfect and properly

trained hedges which I have ever seen, are those

pruned in pyramidal form ; thus pruned, and thus

only, they retain their branches to the ground, bo-

coming impervious to their base.

Between London and Portsmouth are immense
tracts of low, barren lands, black and boggy, or

wet, producing only the heath, or other useless

herbage, and extending in some places, as far as

the eye can reach. From Wimbledon Common to

Salisbury Plain, and for many miles further south,

1 think I must have seen full 50,000 acres of bar-

ren or deserted lands, which I am persuaded might
with skill be reclaimed. In some parts, the soil

appeared shallow, resting on chilk, or calcareous

rocks. These chalky rocks abound with flint

stones, which are here so abundant, that ihoy are

used in forming roads—roads thus formed, being

nearly as hard and as compact as iron.

In that country, and also in the north of France,

and especially in the vicinity or suburbs of the

cities of London and Paris, vegetation commences
earlier than with us ; and it appeared to me that

their fruits, their trees, and most other vegetable

productions, generally made much greater growth
during the whole season than is usual with us.

This I ascribe, not to any natural superiority of

pursue. By this system, the roots strike down
wards deep into the soil, from whence alone they

are able to draw continual sources of nourishment

in times of drought. Yet from the comparative

obscurity of their atmosphere, and other causes,

these droughts are, as I understand, not near so

frequent or so scorching as with us.

Throughout those fertile districts of England

and of France, through which I traversed, oxen

were never used ; at least I never saw but one

working ox, and that ox in harness, toiling with

horses. About the cities of London and Paris,

donkies are much used; a hardy, patient, and emi-

nently useful race, inasmuch as they are long-lived

troduced, cimsisting of large sheets of felt, formec

of the coarsest wool or of woollen rags; these be-

ing saturated or dipped in asphaltum, are said tcl

be both durable and cheap. The walls of largt

public buildings are strengthened at frequent inter

vals, and at all outward angles, by strong projeci

ing abutments, or upheld by other effectual modes

many of the churches being built in form of a cross

the walls of large churches or cathedrals beinj

strengthened by ranges of massive columns within

these being strongly connected with the side-walji
I

at top, serve not only to support the roof, but ti

keep also the walls in place. Still more durabli
I

structures are the large' and ancient abbeyi

These, so far as I have seen, are built of extraordi

nary strength, with compound or double side walls

and will subsist on very ordinary fare. 'J'hc heavy these parallel or double walls being firmly unitei

dray hoises of London, which are employed almost

exclusively in the transportation of porter, are of

Flemish origin and of prodigious size. It is stated

that the best-trained farm and cart-horses of the

English, are never allowed to run, but are taught

only to walk at the quick step. These horses are

generally large and fine, and infinitely more useful

than the English race-horse. Whether the team

consists of two or more horses, the plowman mana-

ges both his plow and his well-trained horses alone

—two horses working abreast.

The horses of Normandy, or those which carry

tlie diligence between Havre and Paris, are str.nt

and strong, and compactly built, and evidently of

that same hardy breed which we here call French

or Canadian horses, and which, without doubt,

were originally brought from this same country in-

to Canada, by the original emigrants from Nor-

mandy. These horses are large and handsome :

owing to a colder climate, those of Canada being

evidently of diminished size.

The lands in the vicinity of Paris, and, as I be-

lieve, throughout most of that country, are seldom

enclosed. In that country, and in the suburbs of

that city, flocks of sheep are occasionally seen

feeding in the open fields, guarded and attended

only by the shepherd-dog, who marches around the

flock in a circle continually, and the sheep that at-

tempts to stray is quickly arrested and brought

back to the fold.

At the great railroad depots or stations in Eng-
land, the car houses are never built of wood, but

of iron incombustible, with roofs of sheet-iron or

of slate. Walls of stone or brick, or pillars of

hollow cast iron support the superstructure, the

plates, purlines and rafters being of the precise

form of the edge rail, which is used on our rail-

roads ;—round rods of iron serve as ties or stays
;

similar rods also serve as cross-beams to connect

the plates on which the rafters rest. These con-

necting rods are elevated in the centre, to allow

greater head.room and space above—the slates be-

ing secured, resting on narrow strips of iron, which

are laid horizontally at intervals across the ralters.

The houses and public buildings are almost uni-

versally built of stone, or of brick, and covered

with slate or tile ; except only the cottages and

out-buildings, in some particular sections of the

country, are sometimes covered with thatch, to the

thickness of a foot; this thatch being composed of

straw, and an otherwise useless wild grass, called

ling. Timber, in those countries, being compara-

tively scarce, shingles of wood seem never to be

used, or to be quite unknown. The straw-thatched

roof seldom or never takes fire in that moist cli-

mate. A new article for roofs has been lately in-

by numerous transverse and massive partitions, o

strong sub-dividing walls, a range of numerou

small compartments, or cells, or cloisters, bein)

thus formed within the walls. Such were thi

sanctuaries or abodes of the monks of former dayi

The stone which is principally used in Londoi

is a species of sandstone, soft at first, and easy t

extract from the quarry, and to work ; and on thea

accounts even far more extensively used than harde

granite. The high chalky clifl^s which bound th

British channel on both sides, appear to be but

variety of this same sandstone. From Havre t

Paris, and on both sides of the river Seine, a goO'

portion of the country appears to be underlaid wit

this same stone—a considerable portion of Par

being built up from stones obtained from vast qua>

ries or subterraneous caverns, ^vhich have beftll,

formed beneath the city itself; the openings (||,

these caverns being now principally closed, by o; i

der of government. In the suburbs, and partici
i

j

larly on the side of Vitry and Vincennes, numiJ

rous and new openings are to be seen in the mid. ii_

of the fertile fields, through which the stones a

drawn upwards by a great wheel, thirty feet in d

ameter, from the vast caverns beneath, pillars b

ing left at intervals to sustain the superincunibe

weight. At some other places, as at the hill of t

Cloud, on the road to Versailles, these caverns a

entered horizontally, and near the base of the liil
;

„

The streets of these two great cities are pav ;

generally with stones of a cubical, but never of

round form. In the latter city, especially, asphalti

being cheap, is already much used for side-wall

The new and splendid mansions and other bull

ings at the west end of London, are general

formed of brick, and covered with a couipoaitii

which in appearance perfectly resembles stor

Stone being at that place comparatively scarce,)

use is principally confined to the public buildinf

But at Paris, where the stone is abundant, and tl

cheapest material, many splendid mansions a

formed of the rough, unhewn sandstone and CO

ered with the composition, which while soft Bl

plastic, may be moulded in any desirable or ortt

nental form.

The Londoners, of the best informed class, a

notorious for their republicanism. In their fearle

independence and manner, I recognized only tho

peculiar traits of character which belong so excl

sively to the citizens of our own republican count

and tree States. Of their government and counti

and of ours also, and of " those peculiar insiitutioni

they speak boldly and freely. * * [We nn-

omit tho writer's opinions which follow here,

being improper for our columns.

—

Ed.]

[To be continued.]
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CULTIVATION OF THE CRANBERRY.
We have had several inquiries in relation to the

tniltivalion of tliis fruit, the demand for which is

rapidly increasing in our markets. Feu' things are

more easily ^rown than the cranberry, and the cul-

tivation is very simple. Nothing more seems ne-

cessary to success than bojj or peat earth; if the

bogs are sandy, so much the better, but too much
wet is fatal to the hopes of an abundant crop. On
the sandy coasts of Massachusetts, where wet bogs

Of meadows abound, the cultivation of the cranber-

ry is increasing, and pieces of ground hitherto of

no value, now yield handsome incomes. It is

found they grow well on these sandy bogs after

draining, and the following is stated to be the

method pursued by Mr Hall, of Barnstable, who
has for some lime produced them in large quanti-

ties :

"If the bogs are covered with brush, it is re-

moved, but it is not necessary to remove the rush-

es, as the strong roots of the cranberry soon over-

power them. It would be well, if previous to

planting, the ground could be plowed ; but Capt.

Hall usually spreads on beach sand, and digs holes

four feet asunder each way, the same as for corn
;

the holes are, however, deeper. Into these holes

isods of cranberry roots are planted, and in the

wpace of three years the whole ground is covered."

Mr Kenrick remarks, that "although a moist soil

is best suited to the plant, yet, with a suitable mix-

ture of bog earth, it will flourish, producing abun-

dant crops, even in any dry soil."

Loudon asserts that Sir J. Banks, who obtained

this plant from America, raised in 1831, on a square

of 18 feet each way, three and a half bushels,

'equal to 4G0 bushels per acre. Any man who has

a bog swamp, may raise cranberries, by draining it

so that the surface at least shall be dry, either in-

verting the surface, if liard enough, with a plow, or

covering it with sand, and planting as above di-

rected. When well set, the yield of an acre will

}

not be much, if any, short of 200 bushels.

—

Albany
\'Cult.

Plaster—Speaking of plaster, a correspondent

af the British American Cultivator says :
—"A great

deal has been written by scientific men, intending

to show the chemical agency of plaster, but with-

out controverting any of those ingenious theories,

there are certain practical facts which afford amus.
ing criteria, and in which any one may in the pro-

per season satisfy himself by going over a field in

the morning or evening, which has been partly

plastered and partly not; when vegetation is in

full vigor, he may observe large dew-drops in the
grass or grain, where plaster has been sown, but
Lhe grass or grain on other parts of the field will

be quite destitute of dew or moisture. This fact

seems to be a convincing proof that affinity for

moisture is one cause of its fertilizing power. I

find that repeated dressings of plaster will have the

affect of destroying the wood sorrel, Oxalis acotosa."

Soaplocks Protected.—By the new tariff, a duty
Df twentyfive per cent, ad valorem, is put upon " hu-
man hair cleansed and prepared for use." Our
bucks will therefore be relieved from the rivalry of
foreign "soap-locks."

—

Gen. Far.

From the New Genesoo Farmer.

ON WINTER MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP.
Mr Colman— I think, so far as I have observed,

with regard to the management of sheep durinc
the winter season by many farmers, that there is

room for some little improvement as to the nuinner
in which they are protected from storms, and also

the manner in which they are fed. Perhups I can-
not better give my views of the treatment of sheep
in winter, than by sending you a short statement
of my own practice upon this subject for a number
of years past. My custojn has been to provide
comfortable shelter for them, where they can be
well protected from storms, separating the lambs
and weaker sheep from the older and stronger ones,

and putting them into a yard by themselves, pro-

vided with feeding troughs, in whicli they are fed

half a gill of corn or peas per sheep daily, and
with hay once a day, but no more than they will

eat up clean; and then they are fed on straw
through the day. The old sheep are fed one gill

of corn or peas each, daily, without any hay, giv-

ing what straw they can eat. I have generally
commenced feeding grain by the middle of Decem-
ber, and continued to feed until about the first of
April. I am satisfied by comparing my sheep witli

other flocks of about equal number, in the spring,

that it is not only better for the sheep than to win-
ter on hay without grain, but much cheaper. It

will be perceived that the amount of grain con-
sumed by each sheep, if fed one hundred and
twenty days, would be less than half a bushel ; the
cost of which would be all that the farmer would
feel, and in fact, all the e.xpense there is, save the
time of feeding ; for straw when brought into the
shape of manure by sheep, I consider worth more
than in any other state, as there is no other animal
that mixes it so fine and evenly with animal ma-
nure, to be applied to land in a long and unfernient-
ed state.

Salt should be given regularly onee a week,
which conduces much to the health of sheep. I

seldom lose a sheep from my flock during the win-
ter, which I attribute to good sheltering and regu-
lar feeding. If some farmers should not like to be
at the trouble of feeding thrashed grain to their

sheep, I would recommend feeding peas in the

vine, as I have seen it practiced with good suc-
cess.

It would appear that there is very little diversi-

ty of opinion in most parts of the country, with re-

gard to sheltering sheep in winter, as they are sel-

dom provided with any, except what they can find

by shifting from one part to another of a stock-

pen, placed upon the most bleak and windy place
on a farm, or changing their quarters from one side

to another of a barn without cither shed or hovel
attached to it, to protect them from the peltings of
a storm, as pitiless as their owner. The merciful

man will be merciful unto his beasts.

Yours, &c. M. N.
Genesee Co., Dec. 1842.

Oy'The last No. of the New Genesee Farmer
l;anie to us enlarged and improved. Mr Colman
will continue to be its editor until the lat of March.

Cure fur Warts in Horses and Cattle.—A valued
friend, of great experience in horses and cattle,

and who has imported and bred many of the best

in the United States, says that a strong wash made
of pearlash and water, applied thrice a day, will re-

move tumors and warts British Amer. Cull.

LEACHED ASHES.
We have long since been thoroughly acquainted

with the extraordinary effect of leached ashes, and
are of the opinion tliat their fertilizing (lunlities

chiefly consist in imparting to the soil a capacity

to appropriate and disseminate more abundantly the

fertilizing constituents of tlie atmosphere.
In the spring of 1839, we applied three wagon

loads of leached ashes to five roods of old meadow
land, that had been mowed, and occasionally pas-

tured for 35 years. The crop which was cut f^rom

this meadow the year previous to the lop-dressing
of ashes, did not yield more than one ton of hay,
and that of an inferior quality ; whereas the one
which succeeded the dressing, yielded upwards of
two and a half tons of the best quality of hay, and
the following crop produced nearly a like quantity.

The influence of the single dressing was visible

the two last years. We confidently state that the
additional quantity of hay realized from the three
loads of leached ashes, equal to 80 bushels, was
not less than three tons. The most extraordinary

effect produced from this experiment, was the ac-

tion of the ashes on the common white clover, in-

digenous to the country, which grew to the height
of twelve inches, and apparently as thick as it

could stand on the ground.

We made another experiment with leached ash-
es which may be worthy of notice, on a crop of ru-

ta baga, which proved not only of great importance
to the plants, but was a. great preventive of injury

from the little tormenting fly, which has been the

great bane to successful turnip culture in Canada.
It has been a practice in England for many

years to pare and burn certain lands that had been
unoccupied for many years previous, the sole ob-

ject of this process being to give a dressin" of
ashej to the land.

By adopting proper means to renovate soils

which have been exhausted by unskillful cultiva-

tion, they may be brought back to their virgin quali-

ties, and be made the most profitable lands in cul-

tivation. The two most powerful agents that are
abundantly accessible in Canada, are gypsum and
ashes. The important and various uses of these

agents will be subjects of our most constant care
and interest to communicate to our readers.

In the meantime we beg to enforce the impor-
tance of the subject upon our friends, and solicit

them to procure a (qw loads of ashes, which they
may obtain from any soap-chandter in British Ame-
rica, and spread them broad-cast on their meadow
or pasture grounds, at the rate of 70 bushels per
acre. The effect produced will remunerate them
tenfold for their trouble, and act to stimulate them
to renewed exertions in making other interesting

experiments.

Leached ashes will be found particularly effica-

cious to oats, peas, buckwheat, turnips, potatoes,

and the broad-leaved grasses, and in no case will

be found injurious to other crops.

—

British Amer.
Cull.

A large quantity of American provisions has
been imported into G. Britain, under the new tariff.

In the obscurity of the cottage, far from the se-

ductions of rank and aflluence, is nursed the vir-

tue which counteracts the decay of human institu-

tions
; the courage which defends the national in-

dependence
;
the industry which maintains ail the

classes of the Stale Alison.

Every advance of science increases the amount
of social happiness.
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Boston, Wednesday, February 1, 1843.

SECOND AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT THE
STATE HOUSE.

Mr Merri;im, committee to infi)rm Mr King of his

election as President, announced that that gentleman

accepted tlie office. Mr Merriam was gralififid that at

these farmers' meetings we had gentlemen to preside

over us, of so much eminence and respectability. He
paid a compliment to each.

Mr King, upon taking the chair, thanked the gentle-

men for tlie honor they had done him. His ordinary

duties in that chair [he is Speaker of the House.

—

Re-

porter.^ placed him, in the language wf one of his most

distinguished predecessors, upon "a thorny eminence."

But when there surrounded hy farmcTS, his duties would

be pleasafit. The profession of agriculture needs no eu-

logy : if it did, this was not the time to pronounce it.

Our object is to confer together for promoting the inte-

rests of agriculture. We have come to compare notes.

The wisdom of the world is the experience of the world.

The farmers here had Started the plow in a wide field

—

(he wished they had a better driver.) Ho would say,

" Speed the Plow."

Mr Merri.im said, that we as a body of farmers, here

hold an ex.''lled position, and it is very desirable tliat the

" reports" of our doings which are sent abroad through

the press, should be of a grave practical character. But

the reports of the last meeting, as given in some of the

papers, were calculated to bring us into disrepute or ex-

pose us to ridicule. In the Boston Cultivator, the re-

port holds us up as any thing but respectable. The re-

port in the Boston Traveller, (and these two are all that

he had seen,) is tolerably good. He did not bring any

charge against the official reporters. But he tlioughl it

might be well to have some one experienced reporter,

and named Mr Porter, Editor of the Traveller, as a good

man for the purpose. He made no motion.

Mr Buckminster said that his chief business at the

meetings is to report ;—he does not come to talk. If his

main object were to talk, he might like to have some

one else to repurt what he said. He hoped he should

not be debarred the privilege of reporting in his o«n pa-

per.

Then the regular subject for the evening—" The
Raising of Farm Stock"— viras taken up.

Col. Jaques was invited by the chair to speak. He
came, he said, to hear and not to talk, and was unwilling

to commence the discussion.

Mr Buckminster did not mean to say much, for ho

was talking every week through his paper, and his

thoughts would be but a repetitinn of wliat ho was con-

stantly giving elsewhere. He would, however, "ive

gome of his wild, odd notions, thinking they might

bring on debate. He is in favor of native stock for the

dairy. They are better than the Durhams. He does

not think it well for common farmers to p.ny high prices

for foreign breeds. The Furhams mny do for beef, and

for the West, but for the dairy here in Massachusetts,

they are not good.

Mr Merriam would comply with n request from the

committee that hu should say something. Every far-

mer should have some one distinct breed. This is im-

portant witli liim who raises stock for market—espe-

cially for him who rai.ses oxen f U' sale. In this way

only can hv. cvpect to have his iinimals well mated—and

a well mated p;iir of oxen will bring 2." per cent, more

than ill-matched ones. This is an important considera-

tion.

We can at 'pleasure breed animals that are alike in

most or all points of form, color, temper, &c., if we will

only faithfully try. But to succeed, we must know the

blood of the animals that we breed from ; we must have

that blond pure. As the painter wants that paints

should ke pure, before he is ready to mix them for the

forming of some given color, so the breeder requires that

bloods should be pur'-," before he can mix or cross them

so as to obtJiin foreseen results. If your breeding ani-

mals have different bloods mixed up in them, you can-

not calculate with ally correctness as to the results. In

blood, like produces like—not in external appearance al-

ways—but in blood.

The breeder of stock should have a distinct breed—
but xchich breed, may depend upon the use to which the

stock is destined, or upon the quality of his feed. If he

wishes to raise walking oxen, let him take a breed that

has good horns, good form, aud that are good walkers

with high tempers, or high-spirited. If his feed is short,

he should take a small breed. If his pastures are rich, a

larger one. But in either case he should have a distinct

breed, in order to get with any certainty those that will

be well mated.

The sheep have been altered at will, by crossing, and

so it may be with cattle. The creeper sheep, with its

short, crooked legs—has by crossing with the long,

straight legged, been made to wear the straight leg.

And in other points it has been altered and suited to the

wishes of the breeder.

If one wishes to get a race of short horns, let him, as

others hare done, breed from a long horn and no horn.

Perseverance in this will fix a short horn upon the

breed.

Is color within the breeder's control .' It has been

changed again and again in the human family. The In-

dian and the negro blood have been run out of some of

our families in which it was found in past generations.

Is the temper or disposiiion under his control.' The
Durhams are very much alike in disposition—and so

are the pure Devons. In the human race, dispositions

and tendencies to particular diseases, are hereditary. So

in the animal races.

Hon. J. Welles (continued Mr M.) began his opera-

tions in breeding long ago. He obtained from Bake-

well's stock, but soon found that his stock was get-

ting to be nearly wliile. This is not a favorite color

here, and tlierefnie Mr W. used two bulls of good blood,

but of a more fashionable cidor, and by this means
brought his stock to nearly a mahogany color.

The great point is purity of blood. You want a

pair of red steers, and you have a red bull of pure

blood and two red cows of the common mixed up race.

Is there any certainty, even if you get male calves, that

they will be red.' No. To get this certainty you must

have the cows too of pure blood.

There is in the State of Alaine n farm on which the

no liorned cattle were kept many years ago. By cro.«s-

ing, that blood was so far run out, that for 40 years no

hornless animal appeared; but at the end of 40 years, a

no horned heifer eaniH from that stock. This shows

how long tlie blood may have its influences. .'Similar

action of blood is often seen in pigs; for the young arc

ficqneiilly unlike either parent, and yet closely resem-

ble some ancestor of several generations' remove. If

the blood is not pure, you cannot anticipate results.

Mr M. li.is some of Mr Welles' slock. They are all

remarkalde as walkers ; their limbs and legs are straight

—they are high spirited. He hasalso another race, very

docih", that can hardly be stirred up to vigorous action.

In England, a farmer would not go out of his own
county to purchase stuck—that is, he wishes for stock

that has been used to feed similar to what his own farm

produces. When taken from richer to poorer pastures,

animals seldom do as well as those that arc sulijected to

no such change. Tliis is one reason wliy cows that

have done remarkably well and gained a great reputa-

tion in some favored spot in the country, so often fail to

answer the expectations of those who puichase and

bring them near to the city.

Col. Jaques, of Charlestown, spoke upon the subject,

and answered the questions of various gentlemen. Col.

Sheldon, of Wilmington, also spoke. The remarks of

these gentlemen we have no space for this week, but

shall give them in our next.

Subject for discussion next Monday evening

—

Root

Culture.

HARRIS ON INSECTS.

We ate glad that Dr. Harris has put out an edition of

his work for sale. The extracts we made from his re-

port soon after its appearance, have already shown our

subscribers the nature and worth of his labors in this

important department of science. All firrners are inte-

rested in knowing tlie habits of insects injurious to vege-

tation, and from Dr. Harris's work they ean get more

knowledge on this subject than from any other work.

We hope that it will meet with a ready sale, not for the

author's srike alone, liut because we think that every

cultivator who shall use it, will thence derive highly

valuable instruction.

CARROTS.
On another page will be found the statement of a crop

of carrots raised by a Rliode Island farmer, at the rate of

734 bushels an acre. \Vhen we copied the reports of

the Worcester .Agricultural Society, a weel; or two ago,

we thought the crops small for previium crops in that

rich county, and hoped to draw out statements like the

one furnished us by our Rhode Island correspondent.

In Essex county, we call 500 bushels of carrots per acre,

only a fair crop. Why is it that in Plymouth they offer

a premium for 300 or 400 only .'

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

We have received complaints from subscribers south

of Providence, of irregularity in the time of arrival ofi

their papers. The fault is not with us. Our paper isi

mailed at the same hour each week.

For the purpose of giving an early report of the dis- -l

cussions at the farmers' meetings at the Stale House,

we have concluded to delay the mailing of the Farmer'

about one day beyond the usual time. The meetings'

being held on Monday evenings, renders this course ne-

cessary in order that the report may appear in the paper

of the same week.

THE PIONEER.

We have received the 2d number of this new literaryi

periodical. It is edited by J. R. Lowell ruid R. Carter.

Its execution is good, and the literary finish of its arti-

cles is better than we often see in the periodicals of thei

day.

Ploving in Maine.—The Bangor Whig says that Ezra

Ihitchirigs, Esq , of that place, who is in the 7Gth year

of his age, held a plow all day on the 14th ult., in plow

ing his field with a span of horses; and that a large

amount of plowing was done last week in Hermon hwi

other towns in that vicinity.
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MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NOTICE.

An adjourned mceUiig of the Society will l>e held at llie

Honins, 2;! Trcmonl Row, on SATURD A V, next, at 11

o'clock, A. M. EBENEZER WIGHT,
Feb. 1. Hceordiii^ Secrelarij.

tiii:rmometrical
Ri-liorlril tortile New England Farmer.

Uingeof tlie riieimonieter iit the (iariienol the proprietors

of III-) .\'ew En^lanil Farmer, lirighlon, Mass, in a shaded

Nori lerlyftxposure, foriheweek ending Jan. 29.

}^. 1843. |7,A.M.
I
12,M. |5,P.M.

|
Wind.

Ifooilny,

1 ucsday,
VVclnesday,
Thnr-day,
Kri lav,

Saurday,
Simd.iy,

23
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MISCELLANEOUS.

A GOOD COW.

The following song, descriptive of the points of a cel-

ebrated Durham cow, was chaunlei) amidst great ap-

plause at the Darlington Agricultural Society's iiieeling,

—English paper.

She 's long in her face, she 's fine in her horn,

She 'II quickly get fat without oil-cake or corn.

Hurrah ! hurrah for this beautiful cow !

She 's clear in her jaws, and full in her r.liine,

She 's heavy in flank, and wide in her loin

;

She 's broad in her ribs, and long in her rump,

Has a straight and flat back, with never a hump-
Hurrah ! hurrah for this beautiful cow !

She 's wide in her hips, and calm in her eyes.

She's fine in her shoulders, and thin in her thighs.

Hurrah ! hurrah for this beautiful cow '.

She 's light in her neck, and small in her tail,

She 's wide in her breast, and i;ood at the pail

;

She's fine in her bone, and silky of skin—

She "sa grazier's without, and a butcher's within.

Huirah ! hurrah fur the beautiful cow !

G/ios(s.— Speaking of ghosts, Tom Hood, the

humorist, in the New Monthly, says :

"Ghosts be hanged ! No such things in nature.

All laid long ago, before the wood pavement.

What should Ihey come for.' The colliers may

rise for higher wages, and the chartists may rise

for refornC and Joseph Sturge may rise, and the

rising generation may rise— but that the dead

shnufd rise only to make one's hair rise, is more

than I can credit. Suppose yourself a ghost.

Well, if you come out of your grave to serve a

friend, how are you to help him? And if it's an

enemy, what 's the use of appearing to him if you

can 't pitch into him?"

Substance and Shmlow.—A fellow went to the

parish priest, and told him that the night before he

saw a ghost. "In what shape did it appear ?" in-

quired the priest. "It appeared in the shape of a

great ass." "Go home, and hold your tongue

about it," rejoined the pastor, ''you have been

frightened by 3'our own shadow.'"

LAW.

An upper and a lower mill

Fell out about their water

:

To war they went, that is to law.

Resolved to give no quarter.

The heavy costs remaining still.

Were settled without pother

—

One lawyer took the upper mill,

The lower mill the other.

Evidence of Greatness.—The Washington cor-

respondent of the New York Aurora, (Michael

Walsh, by name,) says in one of his letters

—

"Half the well-dressed humbugs who come here

from other places, expect to see the leading men of

Congress sit like so many statues, and to hear them

speak like so many departed patriot spirits, warn-

ing the nation from the deep recesses of a tomb ;

but when they see the master-minds of the capitol

sit laugh, joke and quiz each other, like other men,

they are entirely disappointed. Now all this, to

me, is the strongest evidence of greatness. I

know what it is to be great, gloomy, playful and

philosophical myself! Ves, and all in the space

of an hour sometimes. Bui then all the rest of

the world are not philosophers. The fact of the

business is, tlie greatest men are only great in their

happy moments. If a man was continually bril-

liant, he'd set fire to himself—and if his thoughts

were continually expanding, his head would burst."

The Washington correspondent of tiie Albany

Advertiser, gives a pretty good anecdote of Walsh,

the author of the above. Dining recently with the

occupant of the White House, in the course of con-

versation the President remarked to him that his

(W.'s) party seemed to have "repudiated" him, and

asked the cause. '' They bring a specific charge

against me, sir, that I can't get over," replied

Walsh. " What's that ?" inquired the President.

"They charge me with keeping low company T^

Gentility.—"I'd have you to know, Mrs. Stoker,

that my uncle was a bannister of the law !" "A
ficr for your bannister," cried Mrs. Scraggs, turning

up her nose, and putting her arms akimbo, " havn't

I a cousin as is a corridor in the navy ?"

Psalm Singing.—In olden times, when it was a

custom in many parts of New England to sing the

psalms and hymns at church by " deaconing" them,

as it was called, that was, by the deacon's reading

each line previous to its being sung, one of these

church dignitaries rose, and after looking at his

book some time, and making several attempts to

spell the words, apologized for the difficulty he ex-

perienced in reading, by observing,

" My eyes indeed are very blir.d.''

The choir, who had been impatiently wailing for

a whole line, thinking this to be the first of a com-

mon metre hymn, immediately sang it. The good

deacon exclaimed with emphasis,

" I cannot see at all."

This, of course, they also sung, when the aston-

ished pillar of the church cried out,

" I really b'lieve you are bewitched I"

Response by the choir: "I really b'leive you are

bewitched."—Deacon :

" The deuce is in you all I"

The choir finished the verse by echoing the last

line, and the deacon sal down in despair.

—

The

Humorist.

GRBEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTEK.

TOSPPH BRECK & CO. at the New England Agricu).

tufanV^'^^houfe and Seed Store Nos. 5, and52^on^^^^^^^^^

ket Street have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay ami

S alk Cuuer, operating on a "echanica pniu-iple no b (

annlied to any implement for tins purpose. Tic most prom-

menlelrectsof this application, and some of the consequent

peculiarities of the machine are :

1 So -reat a reduction of the quantum ol power requisite

to use H.^that the strength of a hall grown hoy is suffice,*

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power it easilycmslwobush-

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has I'-^^^'s ^;^
by any other machine even when worked by horse or steam

power.
. , , ,

•! The knives owing to the peculiar manner m which tli>y

cutrTqtnre shaipeniifg less o'fien than those of any other

straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, inade and put

together very strongly. It is therefore not so hable as lh«

Xlicated^machine'sm general use to get out of order

AGRICULTURAI- IMPIiEMENTS, &c

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural Ware-

house and Seed Store No. 61 and 52 North Market, streel.

would intlrm their customers and the public generally tha,

thev have on hand the most extensive assortment ot A ^ri-

cuUuial and Horticultural Tools to be found m the United

States. Part of which are the lollowin~
-

1000 Howard's Patent Cast

Iron Ploughs.

300 Common do. do.

200 Cultivators.

100 Greene's Straw Cutters.

SOlWiUis' do. do.

too Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn

Shellcrs.

50 Common do do.

2v)0 Willis' Seed Sowers.

60 " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.

1500 Doz. Scythe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz.°Cast SteS Shovels.

Common do.

Spades.
Grass Scythes-

Patent Snailhs.

Common do.

Hay Rakes.
Garden do.

Manure Forks.
Hay do.

500 Pair Trace Chains.

100 " Truck do.

too Draft do.

500 Tie up do.

60 doz. Halter do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 Grind Stones on rollers-

Speaking of a heavy wind, Prof H. remarked,

that it was literally a mathematical wind, as it had

extracted several roots.

The trite joke of nine tailors making a man, is

said to have originated from the following anec-

dote : Avery worthy tailor having failed, nine of

his neighbors, of the same trade, subscribed to set

him up again, and thus made a man of him.

JVew Jl'ay to Pay Old Debts.—A fire happening

at a public house, a man present entreated one of

the firemen to play the engine upon a particular

door. The firemen complied—upon which the arch

rogue, oft'ering his friend a shilling, exclaimed,

"Thank you, sir : you 'vo done what I never could

do ; for, egad, you 've ii^ui'd-ated my score !"

Legal Advice.—" Sir," said a barber to an attor-

ney who was pa.ssing his door, " will you tell me

if this is a good dollar." The lawyer, pronounc-

ing the piece good, deposited it in his pocket, add-

ing with great gravity, " If you'll send your lad to

my office, I'll return the fifty cents."'

PENCE CHAINS.

Just received from Ensl«"d, 10,000 feet Chains smtable

for Fences or other purposes, tor sale by J. BRECK *
CO., No. 52 North Market st. April ll

TVe I'P CHAINS.

Just received by 600 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H- Debbv, Esq. o Salc^

and Col. JAcauES, for the purpose of securing cattle to the

stall, are found to be the safest and most convenient mode

of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 52 Norlki

Markel.sl.

Honest.—A dentist advertises that he " will

spare no pains in his operations, to please patrons.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains
„„„„k. & cq

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.,

No. 52 North Market si.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, oi$2 50 if not paid

within thirty days.
r i ii

N B —Postmasters are permitted by law to frank ill

subscriptums and remittances for newspapers, withou4

expense to subscribers.
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For the New England Fanner.

PrGEON MANURE.
The manure of the common dove, house pij^eon,

like that of the guano, has of late been extensively

used in England, and with great success. Ciinino

was selling, I believe, last year at the rate of £22
sterling per ton—and at this high price, is said to

have amply repaid the fanner. I am not aware

that pigeon manure has ever been brought into

market; though from its effects upon land, 1 ques-

tion if it is not almost as valuable as guano.

Farmers in England very generally breed these

birds: there are few or no farms on which you do

not see one or more flocks, and some large proprie-

tors number several tliousands of them— for the

most part of the blue-feather kind, as it is termed.

Some short time ago, whilst travelling in the

midland counties, (of England,) which boast of the

most beautiful farms in creation, I met with a gen-

tleman farmer, who told me that from his youth

upwards he had cultivated and increased hi"> stock

of pigeons—using their manure on his barley land;

and that no man in the county could grow better

barley than he could. Barley grown without this

manure, he said, bore no comparison in quantity or

quality with that grown with it. He was from

Shropshire—the great barley county—a very intel-

ligent and scientific farmer. He kept his pigeons

in the loft of his barn, upon a floor made from end

to end, lor the purpose, upon which wore built pro-

per pigeon (or square wooden) boxes. In this floor

he had a trap door, through which, once a year, he

had the manure swept out into a wagon placed be-

neath, and so conveyed to the field. It was a lad's

work, and required but little (rouble. The manure

should be spread thinly, and applied every year.

The pigeon is tha farmer's friend.

(JI^This communication " is from the pen of a

gentleman who is a native of Old England, with

all which country he is intimately acquainted, and

where he has constantly resided during the last

twenty live years." So writes the friend who sent

tlie communication. To him and to the writer we
wish to Express our thanks.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

irater Running up Hill—Dr. J. V. C. Smith,

of Boston, in a recent lecture on geology, at New
York, mentioned a curious circumstance connected

with the Mississippi river. It runs from north to

south, and its mouth is actually four miles higher

than its source—a result due to the centrifugal

motion of the earth. Thirteen miles is the difle-

rence between the equatorial and polar radius ; and

the river in 2000 miles has to rise one third of this

distance, it being the height of the equator above

the pole. If this centrifugal force were not con-

tinued, the rivers would flow back and the ocean

would overflow the land.

—

Selected.

Dr. Spencer, of Petersburg, Va., has manufactur-

ed good paper from Morua Multicaulis leaves.

BREEDING OF S lOCK.

Continuation of the Discussion at the Stcond Jigri-

cultural Meeting at the Stale House.

Col. Jaques remarked, that if he could talk out

all his thoughts, they might amount to something

—

but he is not a good talker.

In 1841, said he, I stated here, to the surprise of

many gentlemen, that I could breed animals to or-

der, of any size, form, or color thai was wanted :

I now find the gentleman who preceded me taking

nearly the same ground. He had never seen this

position taken by any one who had written upon
the subject. The great English breeders never

disclosed the principles upon which they proceed-

ed. But he had no secrets. From the time when
he first read Ihe account of the peeled sticks in the

good book, he thought there was something more
there thut did not appear.

By e.\perimcnt? with rabbits and dogs, he found

that in 7 to 9 generations he could get them of

whatever color he chose.

The hluod is what he regards, and what he wants

to know. The strongest strains of blood prevail.

Our native cattle are mixed up of every thing,

and it would take 30 years to purify them, so as to

know what the blood in a particular animal is.

When he began with cattle, he found good
points in the Durham race, some of which he wish-

ed to fix upon an American breed. He took the

Durham bull Coelebs and put him to a good native

cow ;—obtained a heifer calf that was superior.

This was the mother of his "Cream Pol" stock.

She gave 21 qts. of milk per day, which made 3
lbs. of butter.

Upon the subject of breeding in-and-in, he hard-

ly knew what to say. [If we understood him, he

thinks there may be degrees of consanguinity with-

in which it is injurious to come—but that those

limits are not very wide.] On Breed's Island there

is a race of cattle all descended from one bull and

one cow, and have had no cross for 30 years—and
this stock, so far from deteriorating, has improved.

It is easy for us, if we will faithfully record the

blood of our animals, to get a breed of cows that

will make 10 or 12 lbs. of butter per week. We
may as well have such, as to go on breeding those

that will not make more than 4 or 5 lbs. The im-

proved ones would require no better feed than the

ordinary.

As to the influence of the male and female upon
the offspring, there is no diff'erence.

Col. J. gave the points of a good oow : this we
hope to give soon from his own pen.

The handling of the animal is of very great im-
portance : a soft, silky, elastic skin is desirable.

Take an ox with a hard, wiry touch, and raw-boned,
and there is no use in trying to beef him : you
might as well stick down two stakes, throw a buffa-

lo hide over them, and put your roots and grain

down before that.

The skin should be yellow ; and there should be
yelloto dandrulT in the ears ; but color is a mere
matter of fancy.

Mr Buckminster asked Col. J. whether in 20

years he had accomplished his object ; whether he
can give us cows that without fail will make 10 lbs.

of butter per week. "

Col. J. " I have had hut twenty years yet, and
beginning with two animals, and it taking about
four years to get from one generation to another, I

am not ready to furnish the whole Commonwealth
with a supply of such cows. But I can show some."

A gentleman asked whether the thicliness of the

hide gave any indications as to fattening propensi-

ties.

Col. J. " Not the thickness, but the elasticity."

Mr Merriam to Col. J. Did you ever attempt to

take any one particular quality of the Durham, and
fix it upon your stock ?

Ans. " Yes—the fullness of the chest particu-

larly."

Mr Buckminster to Col. J. How was your stock

kept?

Ans. "Upon hay and grass, excepting one or

two years, when I used ruta bagas."

Indian meal (he continued,) is destructive to a

cow, if long continued in large quantities. This

keeping does much for a time, but a cow that is

forced upon it soon fails. The milkmen in this vi-

cinity do not generally keep their cows more than

two or three years. Ruta bagas are good for dry

stock—but mangel wurtzel is better for the quali-

ty of the milk, and equally good for quantity. But
potatoes are better than either.

Mr Gray, of Boston, wished to learn whether

milch cows would do as well on grass and hay

alone as with roots. He kept a few cows and was

obliged to soil ani to give roots. If he could save

the expense of the roots, he should be glad to know
it. Carrots he found the best.

Col. Jaques said he had been obliged to econo-

mise, and had therefore fed on grass and hay. Car-

rots are good. He would rather have two bushels

of meal and one of wheat bran, than three bushels

of meal for a cow.

Col. Sheldon, of Wilmington, knows, he said,

something of the Durham stock. He thinks them

better for work and beef, than for the dairy. They
are as hearty and rugged as any cattle we have,

and will thrive on as poor feed. The Durham oxen

are generally better fooled than our natives.

The breeder should be particular about his btdl,

especially when ha wishes for good heifers. 'Ihe

male parent hae the greatest influence upon the fe-

male offspring. So it is in the human family. He
cited an instance in proof of this, of a family in

which there was a propensity to bleed to death

from very slight wounds. This peculiarity went
down from father to daughter, from mother to son.

But after all that may be said about blood, were

he at Brighton market for the purpose of purchas-

ing animals, he would bo influenced more by the

looks, than by any stories about the breed and pa-

rentage.

The points of a good working ox were then

given by Col. S. These were substantially the

same as those we published in our report of the

discussion on stock at one of the agricultural meet-

ings two years ago.
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For the N. E. Farmer.

LINSEED OIL FOR FATTENING CATTLE.

Mr Putnam—Dear Sir— I observed in your pa-

perof llie 11th inst., some extracts from a Scotcli

work (111 farminfj,—among others, an article on lin-

seed oil as a fattening food for cattle

—

giving it the

preferance to other articles. I have since referred

to some of my early memoranda of farming, in

1810. In Monk's Agricultural Dictionary, it states

that 5 galls, of linseed oil (raw) will fat a beast soon-

er than Jive pounds sterling in any other way.

Having about that period been greatly taken in in

the purchase of an expensive, large-sized cow, 1

dried her up at pasture, and early in autumn deter-

mined she should be fatted on oil. I ordered 1

pint to he well mixed in half a bushel of wheat

bran, to be for one day's food, with such hay as

she would eat. She refused absolutely to eat of

it, until the third day, after which she came to

and became fond of it, and in one week we could

perceive she was gaining finely. After using."5 galls.

I purchased 2 more. I then for a fortnight gave

Indian meal in lien of the oil. I then offered her

for sale to the butchers in my vicinity : they all

examined and declared her uncommonly well fat-

ted, but as she had been fatted on oil, they were

afraid the meat would not be good. Finally, one

young man gave $9 per ](jO lbs.
;
(she weighed

798 lbs.) 1 never saw finer looking meat, and the

purchaser several times afterwards told me his cus-

tomers often spoke of the superiority of that beef,

not knowing it had been oil fed.

One or two years after that, I fatted a yoke of

oxen. One I fed on oil, the other on meal and

vegetables. 'J'hey were very fat, and I fully thought

the oil-fed one did not cost half as much to fatten

as the one on meal and vegetables. I sold them

to an English butcher to carry to Halifax, from

whence for one or two years afterwards, I heard of

the superiority of the meat of those animals. The

purchaser told me that in England they fed much

on oil dike, and said he should, before slaughtering

the oil-fed one, for a week or ten days, bleed once

or twice, as is customary here with calves.

I have not fatted any beef animal since, or I

should have adopted the oil plan. I have frequent-

ly spoken of it, but have never heard of its being

tried since. The oil appeared to frighten thefolks,

for which 1 am confident there is no cause.

Very truly, yours,

J. PRINCE.
Jamaica Plain, SOlh Jan. 1843.

QJ^'VVe are pleased to receive and insert this

communication from Mr Prince, who has long been

one of the most liberal and generous promoters of

all matters pertaining to agriculture that the com-

monwealth has contained. The real value of oil

as an article for fattening cattle, we cannot know

without more trials than have yet been made here.

The fact that it is ranked high in " The Book of

the Farm," a work th:it is now coming to usi in

numbers, from Henry Stephens, Secretary of the

Highland Agricultural Society, and this statement

from Mr Prince, we hope will induce some of our

fanners who can afford "an experiment," to give it

further trial. 'Hie usual price of wheat bran per

double bushel, is about <'iO cents. Two double

bushels nearly and one gallon of oil nearly per

week, besides hay, would be required probably to

feed a good sized ox. The cost would be such as

to require great gain in the animal to remunerate

the feeder; but it may be that the gain would ren-

der this article a profitable one. To feed out a

bushel and an half of ruta bagas, or a bushel of po-

tatoes daily, will cost a dollar per week, or more,

and if one gives three or four quarts of meal in ad-

dition, this will cost near 50 cts. weekly. How
much more or less hay the ox might consume,

when fed with roots and meal, than when kept on

oil and bran, we know not.

The cost of proper stall-feeding is great in the

vicinity of the city, let us use what we may. That

oil would be cheaper than meal, we are not yet

prepared to say ; hut we are ready to ask those

who conveniently can, to ascertain by trial, wheth-

er it is so or not.—En. N. E. F.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ESSEX AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

The doings of this Society in 1842, will make a

larger volume than in any previous year. How
soon it will be ready for distribution we are not

iiiforiued. Nearly 100 pages of its proof sheets

have been submitted to our inspection.

The good, sensible, practical Address by Allen

\V. Dodge, Esq., of Hamilton, before the Society

at its annual Exhibition, occupies the first 20 pa-

ges. From this we shall make liberal extracts.

Then follow 15 pages upon plows and plowing,

much of which lias already appeared in our.col-

nmns. The reports of the committees on these

matters, enter into minute details, and are of un-

common excellence. The reports on stock gener-

ally contain only the names of those entered and

of the successful competitors. No information is

given by which the reader can get any instruction

upon the science of breeding, feeding, or training.

The re|)ort upon cows, makes one ask why the

committee awarded the premiums as they did. We
know nothing of the facts, excepting what the re-

port and accompanying statements disclose, and

are not all disposed to question the cornclness of

the decision ; for we know well enough that there

are often many facts which come to the knowledge

of a committee, that do not appear in the state-

ments of competitors. The account shows that

from the 1st of June to Sept. 24, Dr. Joseph Kit-

tredi^e's cow gave an average of 32 lbs. of milk

per day, on pasture feed: 1st premium awarded.

Jeremiah Stickney's, from March to Sept. 27, ave-

raged 35 lbs. per day, " on hay and grass only":

2d premium. George Hood's, for 133 days from

May 12tli, averaged 43 lbs. per day, on good pas-

ture, with oats and corn fodder, cut green at morn

ingand evening, and also 5 bags of wheat bran in

4 months : 3d premium.

The committee " assume the position that the

farmers of Essex do not consider it good policy to

feed cows with grain during the summer season."

Granting this, Mr Stickney's cow w(iuld seem to

stand much above Dr. Kiltredge's. But if we

were to speak for the farmers of Essex, we should

say that they will approve of giving grain to cows

in either summer or winter, if results shall show

that this is profitable. And where a cow gives,

as Mr Hood's did, II lbs. (or more than 1 gall.) per

day more than Dr. K.'s, we should expect to find

this excess, in four months, paying well for the 5

bags of wheat bran, and the expense of the oat and

corn fodder.

We arc not fault-finding, but asking for infor-

mation.

The statements relating to the dairy contain

nothing ne^v in regard to processes of making and

preserving butter and cheese. The committtco

(no doubt with abundant reason,) think that " some

of the claimants were not acquainted with good

butter."

The report of the committee on Reclaiininij

Meadow Lands, and the statement of Hon. Daniel

P. King, of Danvers, we copy entire.

The committee on Fattening Cattle and Swine,

favors the heretical position, that uncooked is more

profitable than cooked food for swine. A trial by

Joseph How, of .Methuen, strengthens their posi-

tion. An account of this we shall soon give to

our readers in an authentic form—though we gave

the substance of it from memory in December last.

On grain crops, it is stated that Mr Enoch Brad-

ley, of Haverhill, on interval land, sowed to oats

in 1841, stubble plowed in autumn, in '42 dressed

with 13 cords of barn manure, also on half the

land put a bushel of lime, do. of ashes, do. of

plaster, plowed twice, ground one acre and eight

rods—produced nearly ninetyseven bushels of corn

per acre. Mr James Stevens, of Andover, by com-

mon cultivation, obtained seventy bushels corn per

acre. Allen Putnam, of Hamilton, on exhausted

sward land, with a peculiar compost, 32 loads, or

from 10 to 11 cords per acre, (which cost about the

same as 5 1-3 cnids of stable manure,) obtained

07 3-4 bushels of corn per acre.

Overseers of the Poor of Danvers, upon the

town farm, obtained 27 bushels of summer rye per

acre. •

John P. Webber, of Beverly, obtained 24 bush-

els of wheat per acre.

Tn Mr Bradley was awarded the only prenjium

on corn.

To Allen Putnam, a gratuity for his "full detail

of the mode of applying his compost to his corn

crop."

Remarks upon 'the remainder of the Transac-

tions, we must defer to some future number.

—

Ed.

N. E. F.

The following is the report of the committee of

the Essex Agricultural Society on

IMPROVING MEADOW & SWAmP LANDS.

The Committee on Improving Meadow and

Swamp Lands, Retort:
That the attention of your committee has been

called to one claim only for improving these l.nnds

—that of Daniel P. King, of Danvers. Mr King

has made experiments on several pieces of meadow

lands, with good success, the crops of hay, the

first season after sowing, with the parings of the

meadow for manure, having more than paidtlhe ex-

pense of reclaiming. His statement, herewith

submitted, will explain his mode of reclaiming and

cultivating said land.

Your committee regret that more claims for pre-

miums have not been made the present |year, so

that by the statements of claimants, the process of

draining and cultivating and of the ditferent kinds

of crops produced with the greatest success, might

have been made more generally known ; but not-

withstanding there has been but one claim present-

ed, they have the pleasure to know that there are

many pieces of these lands now in the process of

reclamation within the county; that many pieces

that have been worked but a few years are very

productive in grain, grass and vegetables, and that

the result of the experiments already made, has

raised the value of these lands very much within

two or three years past. Our meadow and swamp
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Inmls, wlicro llipy can be drained nt a reasonnhle

expense, are nuiv wnrtli from fi'ty to one Imrulrcd

dollars per acre, and all doubts as to the utility of"

redeeminfT these lands from tlie mortgages of wa-

ter, bushes, &,c., under which they have so \ong

been lyinp, have passed nway, as the whole ex-

pense of rendering them productive, exclusive of

draininfT, according to statements made by several

gentlemen who have kept accur:it<; accounts of the

cost for 'nhiT, manure, &c., has lifcn reimbursed

by the crops of one or two years nt most, r\nd in

some instances including the cost of the land and

draining. See Mr Osborn's statements in the Re-

ports of the Society in I808 and \S-VJ. The lime

seems to have passed by ivhen prejudice and wunt

of confidence in the success of the undertaking

shall, as heretofore, prevent reclaiming and colli-

vatin? these lands; and hearing farmers speak up-

on this subject at the present time, it will hardly

be credited thnt some thirty or forty years ago, a

man who should have undertaken to drain a niece

of meadow land, and to have carried on sand, loam

or gravel, for the purpose of rendering it produc-

tive in grain or the best of grasses, would have

been laughed and sneered at, as ivas Noah of old

when he built the ark.

The committee, having viewecJ^Mr King's mea-

dow and examined his statements, recommend the

Society's first premium of twenty dollars be award-

ed to him.

AS.\ T. NRWHALL,
ALr.KN purr-iAM,

• RICHARD PUILLIPS.Jr.

Daniel P. King's Statement.

To the Committee on Reclniming Meadow Lands :

Gf.ntlemen—I have made several experiments

in in:proving wet meadow and peat lands which I

will, as briefly as possible, state to you.

On land which admits of plowing, I have plant-

ed potatoes on coarse stable manure; after remfiv-

ing the crop, I have sowed winter rye and herds

and red-lop seed as late as November, and they have

always grown well and given good crops. After a

few years the grass will degenerate, and I have

found nnleached wood ashes the best application

to inviii-orate the soil.

I have spread gravel and the accumulations un-

der an old barn floor, on a wet meadow, and sown
grass seed, and the crop has been very heavy.

In 1839, I plowed forty polBS of peat meadow,
and planted potatoes on coarse stable manure. I

harvesled in the fall sixty bushels of excellent po-

tatoes. The next spring I again plowed, and ap-

plied a compost of fifteen bushels of hone manure

and throe cartloads of loam : on this I raised a

large crop of sugar beets and ruta baga ; one of

the former, weighing with the lops, seventeen

pounds, and one of the latter, tweiityfive pounds.

The ground appeared like a rich bed of compost,

and I carted from it ten cords, which I spread upon

upland grass. In the fall, one cord of horse ma-

nure was plowed in, and winter rye and grass seed

sown. In July, 1841, eight bushels of rye were

reaped, and soon after, a good crop of grass. In

August, of the same year, a second crop of grass

was cut on this piece. This year, the first crop of

hay was fifty hundred to the acre, and the second

twenty.

I have drained four other pieces which were so

miry that oxen could not travel over them. The
peat for fuel fully pays the expense of ditching,

'I'he annual crop before my improvement, was not

worth a shilling per aero: it was huck-tliorn and

low bushes. This meadow has been pared with a

topping knife to the depth of three aiul tour inches,

according to the depth of the wild gra.ss and roots,

then cut into squares of fifteen inches and invert-

ed. Coarse stable manure has been wheeled on,

potatoes dropped and covered with the loosest sods.

Little labor is required in hoeing. The crops of

potatoes have been good in quantity, and excellent

in quality. Till this year, when a |)art of the

meadow was flooded by the heavy rains in .Tune,

the crop has been two hundred bushels to the acre.

Cabbages and beets have also done well. After

securing the crop of potatoes, I have taken ofTtlio

loose toppings and used them for compost. Tl;e

quantity removed is not far from sixty cords to the

acre. The toughest and most rooty sods I have

burned on the meadow, and spread the ashes, bvit

the ashes so applied have not equalled [ny expec-

tations. After removing the sods, the surface was

levelled with rakes, and winter rye. and grass seed

sown. This was on the sixteenth of November.

Early in the spring, I spread on the meadow wool-

len waste from a carpet factory, and on a part of

it, a compost of hen manure and loam. The lat-

ter produced a most luxuriant growth. The rye

was partly winter-killed, but what survived was

rank and heavy. .After reaping the rye, more than

thirty hundred to the acre of grass and stubble was

mowed, aiul nnnlhi^r crop might have been made,

hut I preferred to feed it off.

'I'he present season I have treated two parcels

in the same manner, except that I have sown foul

iTieadow with the herds grass and red-top, and I

have not sown rye, for I find that ordinarily the

grass will be forward enough to mow the summer
after sowing in the fall. I had doubts of the ex-

pediency of sowing so late as November, but my
success has encouraged me to repeat the experi-

ment. I have a compost of loam and stable ma-

nure, which I intend to spread on my reclaimed

meadows. I consider them the most profitable

land for grass, and the toppings removed, afford a

rich contribution to the barn-yard, pig. pen, and

compost heap.

'I'ho quantity of land on which I have made ex-

periments, exceeds three acres.

Respectfully submitted,

DANIEL P. KING.
Danvers, JVov. 1, 1842.

The Dry Rot.—This disease (so called) in lim-

ber, says a writer in London's Architectural Maga-
zine, ought to be designated a decomposition oj

wood by its own internal juices, which have becoino

vitiated for want of a free circulation of air. If

you rear a piece of timber in an upright position

in the open air, it will last for ages. Put another

piece of the same tree into a ship or house, where

there is no access to the fresh air, und ere long it

will bo decomposed. But should you have painted

the piece of wood which you placed in an upright

position, it will not last long, because the paint

having stopped up its pores, the imprisoned juices

have become vitiated, and caused the wood to rot.

Nine times in ten, wood is painted too soon.

For Husbands.—A man's house should be his

earthly paradise. It should be, of all other spots,

that which he leaves with most regret, and to which

he returns with most delight. And in order that it

may be so, it should be his aim to provide every

thing convenient and comfortable for his wife.

With every provision he can possibly make, her's

will be a life of care and toil. She is the sentinel

who can seldom, if ever, be relieved. Others may
sleep, but if there be one who must watch, it is

she. She ought, therefore, to be furnished with

every comfort within the means of her husband.

Bad M:ws for the Tailors.—Some of iheiBritish

manufacturers are endeavoring to bring out coats

and trowsers woven in the frame, and it is said

they are quite sanguine of ultimately accomplish-

ing their purpose. They will, perhaps, next at-

tempt to manufacture persons to wear them, which

may Jbe necessary in order to get their wares to

" fit."

—

Selected.

To Cure Sheepskins with the Wool on.—Take a

t.iblc spoonful of alum and two of saltpetre; pul-

verize and mix well together ; sprinkle the powder

on the fiosh side of the skin, and lay the two flesh

sides together, (that is, with the wool outside.)

Then fold up the sl;in as tight as you can, and

hang it in a dry place ; in two or three days, or as

soon as it is dry, take it down, and scrape it with a

blunt knife till clean and supple. This completes

the process, and makes you a most excellent saddle

cover. If when you kill sheep you treat the skina

this way, you can get more for them from the sad-

dler than for the wool and skin separately disposed

of otherwise.

Other skins which you desire to cure with the

fur or hair on, may be treated the same way.

—

Se-

lected.

Warmth in Feeding Cattle.—A late English pa-

per states, that at the Clithero agricultural meet-

ing, a communication was read from Professor

Playfair, which contained the following facts wor-

thy the attention of every farmer in a cold climate

:

" Heat is an equivalent for food, and by knowl-

edge of this fact we may economize the latter very

considerably. We know that cattle fatten umch
more slowly in winter than in summer, the reason

being that part of the food is expended in the pro-

duction of the necessary heat. Lord Ducie was

kind enough to communicate to me an experiment

of his, in which 100 sheep in the open air, and

another 100 in the same space, with sheds to re-

tire into at pleasure. The first lot ate 25 lbs. of

Swedes (turnips) per day, the latter only 20 lbs.

;

although this lot, with 5 lb. a day less, had gained

on an average 2 lbs. per sheep more than the other,

at the conclusion of the experiment."

Insane.—An article in the January number of

the North American Review, written, it is under-

stood, by Dr. S. G. Howe, gives the following ta-

ble of the proportion of insane in various countries :

In Holland, the insane are in proportion to the

the whole population, about as J to 1223

France, • 1 to 1000

England, 1 to 793

Scotland, 1 to 5G3

New Hampshire, 1 to 4GG

Connecticut, 1 to 425

Massachusetts, 1 to 421

Euclid, having offended a brother, the latter, in

his rage, said, " Let me die, if I am not avenged on

you sometime or other 1" Euclid replied, "And

let me die, if I do not soften you by my kindness-

es, and make you love me as well as ever."
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NOTES ON ENGLAND AND FRANCE.
JVoles on Evgland and France, during two several

visits to those Countries, in the years 1840, 1841

and 1842 ; with some remarks on their Buildings

and Horticulture, and on Rural Jlffairs, i{c. I3y

William Kenrick, Nonantuin Hill, Newton.

(Concluded.)

In a former communication \ have slated that

the friiit-bearing specimen trees in the garden of

the London Horticultural Society, were generally

planted in close order, or but six or eight feet asun-

der in the row, and encouraged to branch low. A
portion of the pear trees having been trained in the

qnenouille or pryaiuidal form, by bending down-

wards the young shoots at midsummer, and thus

confined for a season, they retain their position for-

ever after unchanged. In some instances, their low-

er limbs, being loaded with fruit, were found ly-

ing on the ground. Such was the case, as partic-

ularly witnessed with those new kinds, the Dun-

more and Rouselench, of Mr Knight, both of

' which have so lately proved in that garden, to be

among the number of the most productive and valu-

able of all fruits.

At the Garden of Plants, at Paris, the trees of

the pear being preserved in perfect quenouille or

pyramidal form, by the most scientific operations of

spur-pruning during mid-summer, are thus render-

ed abundantly productive, to the ground. The

same system is perfectly understood and practiced

by some of the most distinguished cultivators ot

Vitry.

In several parts of England, and particularly at

Vitry and other parts of France, the business of

the nurseryman descends from father to son, and

from generation to generation : and, by careful and

long-continued observation, the intelligent nursery-

fuan is enabled to know and to identify with accu-

focy his fruit trees of many species, in most of

their liinds and varieties. By sight, and by inspec-

tion of the tree and its leaf, or even in many cases

ly the tree alone and its wood during winter. By

certain featiires and indications they are known,

and by eigns even more invariable and infallible

than by tlie mere inspection and examination of

the fruit, liable BS .is the fruit to vary in quality

and appearance, in .different expositions and soils.

Or, as the pastor, or good shepherd knows, and is

fully able to recognize, by their varied features,

fiacfe and every individual of his own flock. 1st,

they are distinguished by the general form of the

tree, some growing tali and handsome, the shoots

rising vertically or upright; in others, horizontal

or straggling, or pendulous, ^d, by the growth of

the young wooii, which in some is very strong or

stout, in others slender and feeble ;—by the form

and position of the eyes ; by the color of the young

wood, which varies from dark brown or black, to

yellow or deep red ; by the color of the blossoms,

which vary from dark red to white ; or by the color

of the leaf, and also by its peculiar character and

form.

Of the fruits thf most approved, and of the more

recent introduction, the following kinds appear,

from the best information I was enabled to obtain,

to stand pre-eminent

:

Of Grapes, the Cation- Hall Muscat, J\'ew Sweet

fVater, IfilmoCs AViii Early Muscat, ff'ilmol's JVcui

Blnrk Hamburg ; this last being remarkably dis-

tinct in its appearance, and larger than the Black

Hamburg, more singular and beautiful, yot not

indeed deemed superior in regard to flavor to that

celebrated variety. From Mr Ronald, who from like the larch. The trunk grows tall and upright,

his position and opportunities, ought certainly to
j

the branches horizontal or pendulous. At Liver-

know, I have understood distinctly, that this kind pool I first saw the tree, in December 1841, and

is identical with the new and celebrated " f'ictoria."

Black Champion is another kind, recommended by

Mr Gray the younger, who so very lately deceased,

as new and much superior to Black Hamburg, be-

ing both a larger berry and of higher flavor, and

an excellent bearer.

Of Pears, very lately proved b'y Mr Thompson at

the Garden of the London Horticultural Society,

the Van Mons Leon Clerc, as he stated to me very

recently, is believed to be the best pear in the world,

uncommon size, beauty, flavor, and all things con-

sidered. The Beurre Bosc and the Louise Bonne
de Jersey, as there lately proved, have more than

rivalled the Marie Louise, as most valuable and

productive and profitable kinds. The last named,

particularly, has proved with us a prodigious bear-

er, and is in very high repute at Paris ; it is there

called the Louise Bonne d' Avranches, as it is sta-

ted by them to have originated either at Avran-
ches or at Cherbourg.

The Duchesse d' Orleans is another new kind, of

a beautiful golden russet color, which is very high-

ly spoken of in Normandy. Of the later trials, or

of 1841, as Mr Thompson informed me, the fol-

lowing other kinds have been there approved, as

being of very distinguished merit, and as highly

deserving of extensive circulation :

—

Thompson
Pear, a new Flemish fruit; Althorpe Crassanc, ot

Knight ; Hacon^s Incomparable , and the Dunmore,
also of Mr Knight. This last is large, and of mo.st

excellent quality, a prodigious bearer, and ripens

between those two main and most profitable and

established varieties, the Williams Bon Chretien

and Marie Louise; or it ripens a little before the

last named. From this cause, the genuine trees of

the Dunmore, as J am informed, are now sold by

some as high as half a guinea each. Rouselench is

another new kind, originated by Mr Knight, and

lately proved to be eminently valuable. All Mr
Knight's new kinds prove great bearers generally,

according to Mr Thompson. The Angora Pear
is described from undoubted testimony, lately re-

ceived from France, as new and splendid, and late-

ly sent to that country by the French ambassador

at Constantinople, brought thither from Angora.

It is of enormous size, some having weighed near

5 lbs; fine red next the sun, yellow in the shade.

A dessert fruit, as understood, which keeps till

May. Foliage distinct. New and not to be con-

founded with any other known.

Of new ornamental or useful productions, I will

ere speak particularly only of two distinct species

of trees, namely, the Deodara and the Paulownia.
The Paulownia imperialis is yet exceeding rare.

It is of a growth so rapid, that, in a highly fertile

soil, it is stated to have grown to the height of 12

feet in a single season. The leaves are of unu-

sual size. The tree—the parent tree of all in

France—which bloomed for the first time in the

Garden of Plants at Paris, in open culture, in the

beginning of May last, is stated to have produced

blossoms of a blue color, and in clusters, each in-

dividual flower like the splendid Gloxinia cartilea.

The Dtodara, Cedrns Deodara, or Pinus Deo-
dara, or Holy Cedar of the Mountains, is a new
tree from the elevated mountains of India, other-

wise termed the God Tree, so called because cer-

tain nations of those countries worship beneath its

shade.

The Deodara is an evergreen tree with leaves

perfectly hardy in that cold but moist climate,

topping, it was there made to assume the form of

the weeping willow. Altogether, it is a most rare,

useful and splendid tree. In a late number of the

Gardener's Chronicle, a most valuable journal,

which is edited in London by Dr. Lindley, ho

there states that the Deodara " is as liardy and

fast growing as the larch, more valualile in its tim-

ber, and with the evergreen beauty of the cedar of

Lebanon. Of all the trees of British India, this is

incomparably the most important to England. It

has every good quality and no bad one.'' Thus
speaks Dr. Ijindley ; and from his pre-eminent bo-

tanical knowledge, and from the position which he

occupies, no one in that country ought to be a bet-

terjudge.

(Jther new hardy and beautiful trees are the

Araliajaponica, the Sorhus hybridus, or silver-leaved

mountain Ash ; the Garrya elliplica, and some oth-

ers which I might name ; but none comparatively

appear to be so worthy of distinguished notice as

those which are above described. W. K.

N'onanlum Hill, ..Vewlon, JVov. 1642.

From the Maine Farmer.

QUERJES RESPECTING ROOTS.
Mr Holmes—Having read your valuable paper

for 9 years past, and your having promised to trim

off the knots from any communication that may
come from any of your inferior subscribers, is the

condition on which I trouble you now.

Having seen it recommended in your paper that

roots were good to feed out to cattle as a substi-

tute for hay, I should like to know the experience

of some of your knowing farmers in this business.

Suppose a man has got two cows and two tons of

hay, (which ehould be four,) and wants the value of

two tons of hay in roots; how many pounds or

bu-hels of potatoes, turnips or carrots must he get

to supply the deficiency .-

1 think if this subject was properly investigated

and generally understood, people would do better

with their potatoes than to sell them for 12 or 16

cents per bushel when hay is worth $15 per ton, as

it is down east at this time— (I mean in Hancock
county, and further east.)

I have asked a number of people what they knew
of feeding potatoes to stock, and they think that a

ton of potatoes is as good with a ton of hay, as

two tons of hay : this is nearly 50 cents per bush-

el, which 1 think is raising iaiers a little too fast

—

but I can 't say 't ain't right.

1 should like to know if raw potatoes fed to milch

cows the same as you would to cattle that are fat-

ting, (provided they have as much hay as they will

eat,) whether it will sap the flesh to disadvantage

as a dairy loan.

I should like to know how much more nutriment

there is in a bushel of boiled vegetables than in a

bushel of raw ones.

I have asked questions enough now, and must

stop: you see what I want.

I should like lor some of your subscribers to tell

something more of the good efl'ects of muscle-bed

mud or a clayey loam for growing wheal and grass,

for perhaps I might help them some.

A SCBSCRIBEB.

Jan. 15, 1843.
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KionI the tame.

i;MEDY FOR SMUT IN WHEAT.
fo/nit«— I attended the Legislature at its

sessiDD, and talked with a luimbor of the

3, whose conversation was on the subject of

jisinfT, and their {rreat complaint was that

leat smutted, and nearly destroyed the val-

iC crop. I had thought that the preveii-

heat from snuittin? was so well under-

at no farmer was willing to acknowledge

aiscd smut, any more thhn dairy-women

lling to own that their milk vessels were

;hat their milk soured in cold weather. It

been my opinion that the farmer who

nut was a sloven—so much so that he

3t to complain if he had a wife who was a

he first degree. I find that your readers

e upon line, and those who gel what little

know by borrowing your paper of their

rs, need it still more.

is a disease in wheat, as much as the itch

human race, or the scab in sheep. The
icalness in farming, and a free use of alka-

hjs been variously used but with the same

set, and it has never failed where it has

ihfully used, unless the manure has been

mut which was used on the land sowed to

Tlie Wiiithrop mill hardly knows what

but from history. I will mention a few

lat have been effectual.

Make a strong ley of wood ashes, and

3 wheat well in cold water; then take a

more and dip it into the ley while scalding

let it be in about one minute or less, then

it immediately on a floor or some conve-

ice for it to cool. A basket or a cloth may
to dip it with, then mix plaster sufficient

,
after which it may be sowed,

id. Wash clean as before, in cold water,

;nd it on a floor, and put in slacked lime,

but cold; stir it well with a shovel until it

; of the lime, after which nii.\ with plaster

it The plaster is put in that it may be

ibly sowed without injuring the hands of

^r. Others have well washed their wheat

it into a ley made of lime, a day or two

owing. Others have washed as above and

wheat into a steep of blue vitriol ; others

ed a strong brine of salt, as strong as it can

'. with hot water and salt, and after washing

n cold water have put it into that, which is

t eftoctual way if well rinsed, to clear it of

light and sickly wheat; then limed, plas-

id sowed, all of which are pretty sure re-

fer rust.

brother farmers, do not complain if you

mutty wheat, but acknowledge it the just

lent of Providence for the unfaithful and

f preparation of your seed.

A.N Old Wheat Raiser.

J 2, 184.3.

[f the writer of the above has discovered the

nedy for "amul" in wheat, his assumption

aps, pardonable;—but it seems to us that

question in regard to which there has been,

.V exists, a contrariety of opinion, he speaks

too authoritatively. Not a very dissimilar

to that which he recommends, has been

[ without beneficial effect, in preventing the

' in wheat—and this too by farmers who

from being " slovens" in their liusbandry.

However, as, from his signature, the writer may be

presumed to speak from the wisdom which e.vpc.

rience is supposed to give to age, it may be well to

prove hi:i remedy by tlriclly following his pre-

scriptions.— Com.

lilinils on Horsts.— A writer in the Alban-y Cul-

tivator s:iys: "Let me say to all who have skittish

horses, cut off" your blinds, and if your horses scare

at a leaf, let them see that it is only a leaf. A
horse is a reasonable [?] animal—and if he has a

chance to lodk around him, ho is not going to run

unless sonirlhing shows a disposition to hurt him.

If drivers would take the precautmn to turn a

horse's head quick towards the danger from which

he cannot bo reined, and let the animal see his

danger, he would be as ready to shun the danger

as his driver. Two years since, I had a pair of

horses that would run away at every unnatural

toueh or noise, until I cut off the blinds of the

bridles, and they have never run away since. To
test the truth of this, put a blind bridle on a skit-

tish ox, and he will be almost unmanageable.''

Relief of Choked Callle.—A correspondent of

the Albany Cultivator says : "Some two or three

years ago, I began to feed potatoes to my cows,

and the first time I fed them, one of them got

choked, and bloated like a bladder. I took my
knife and stuck it into her, just forward of the hip

bone on the left side ; the wind poured out; the

bloat went immediately down ; I turned her out of

the stable, end she went to the field. After some

two or three hours, I went to see her ; she was ly-

ing down, and the potato was lying on the ground

before her. Some two or three days after, I had

another cow choked. She went through the same

process, and with the same result. Sometime af-

ter that, one of my neighbors called on me, and

said one of his best cows was choked with a pota-

to. I went with him and tapped her as before de-

scribed. I found the hole inclined to stop up by

the moving of her skin. I took a goose quill, cut

off both ends, and put it into the hole ; the bloat

went down, and I left her. Two or three days af-

ter, I saw him, and he told me she threw out the

potato after two or three hours, and was well. I

have since fed a good many potatoes, and no acci-

dent has happened. I am of the opinion that this

is the surest and most expeditious way of relieving

dumb beasts, as well as the safest; at least it is

the best way that I know of. Try it.

P. Otis."

From tli« Maine Karmer.

TlIK ROLLKR.
J\fr Ifolmes— I am aware that it is niucli cneisr

to ask questicms than to answer them correctly ; or

at least, I have e»er found it to be so. Yet I am
induced to ask one, hoping that you, or some of

the " knowing ones" among your correspondents,

will give the readers of the Farmer some light up-

on the subject.

Maj. Conant, of this town, planted a piece of

corn containing some two or three acres, in tho

spring of 18;39. In the spring of 1840, he sowed
the same piece of ground to wheat and grass seed.

After harrowing in the seed, he applied the roller

to about one-half of the piece, leaving the other

half without rolling. I was in the field in July,

1841, and could tell to a foot what part of the

piece had been rolled ; there being twice as much
grass on that part which was not rolled the pre-

vious year, as there was on the other part. And
Maj. Conant informed me that the wheat"grew

much better on that part where the roller was not

used, than on the other. The weather was dry for

some days immediately after sowing. The land is

a deep loamy soil and there was no difference in

the seed, nor in the preparation or cultivation, ex-

cept rolling, both parts having been manured, plow-

ed and harvested equally alike and at the same

time.

Now, sir, I wish to know why the rolling should

injure the crop of wheat and grass in this case. Is

the use of the roller detrimental in all cases, or on-

ly in particular ones ? Please let us know the

whys and wherefores, and oblige

Turner, Jan. 1843. Job Prince."

Note.—The whys and wherefores are not so

easily explained in this case. We once had a case

somewhat similar to the above, and we never knew

the cause of it, for the roller was clearly servicea-

ble in all other instances. If any of our readers

can solve the diflicuUy, we should be pleased to

have them.

—

Ed. Me. Far.

For Bad Breath.— Mrs. Child recommends chew,

ing a bit of charcoal after every meal, as a sover-

eign remedy for an offensive breath. "The action

is purely chemical. It counteracts the acid aris-

ing from a disordered stomach, or food decaying

about the gums, and it is this acid which destroys

the teeth." She adds : " A friend of ours had,

when about twenty years of age, a front tooth that

turned black gradually, crumbled, and broke off

piecemeal. By frequently chewing charcoal, tho

progress of decay was not only arrested, but nature

set vigorously to work to restore the breach, and

the crumbled portion grew again, till the whole

tooth was sound as before. Every one knows that

charcoal is an antiputrescent. It thus tends to

preserve the teeth and sweeten the breath."

A number of the trees in Penn Square, Phila-

pelphia, are already in bud.

Potatoes.—M. Aiiberi, of France, states, as the

result of experiments continued through three sea-

sons, that abundant crops of potatoes may be grown

in poor clayey soils, by simply strewing the sets

plentifully with rye chaff previous to covering them

with earth at planting.

Professor Voelker, of Germany, covers his pota-

to sets with a layer of tanner's spent bark, two or

three inches thick, before turning a furrow over

them. He says he tliu.^ provides a loose, spongy

bed for the young tubers
;
prevents weeds from

springing up and growing in immediate contact

with the plants, and secures an abundant supply of

moisture during the season, if but one soaking rain

occur after planting, as the spent bark, covered by

the surface soil, will retain water during the most

protracted drought.

—

Selected.

Big Pip; We are informed that Mr Aze! Per-

kins, of East Winthrop, killed a pig a few days

since, which was 275 days old, and which weighed

.353 lbs. That was an industrious pig. He must
have gained more than a pound of pork a day, from

the day of his birth to the day of his death, and

very nearly 40 lbs. per month.

—

Maine Far.

Curious Tliere will be no new moonthiwDonth,

(February,) but two next.
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THIRD AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT THE
STATE HOUSE.

The President, Mr King, in the Chair,

After some discussion relntini; to the reports lliat had

been published of the former meetings—discussion which

we hope may be of service in making us all careful not

to pervert the intentions and ideas of those who are

willing to do sometliing lo in.i'ruct the assembly—the

regular subject for the evening— Roo( Culture—was

taken up.

Mr Putnam, Ed. N. E. Fiirmer, remarked, that he

should class potatoes among roots, for the time being,

although they be not, strictly, roots. These are good

for Slock—they are the best of the roots-but the ques-

tion comes, whether they do not cost, compared with

their worth, more than other roots. Some will say, yes
;

others, no ; and both will answer correctly. This turns

upon the qualities of the soil. In some parts of the

Commonwealth, potatoes are probably the cheapest and

most profitable. But lie mu-t tell his ez/icrience, and

others must tell theirs. There will be differences, and

jl is only by stating them, that we c:m arrive at correct

general conclusions.

Where he has tilled, and generally in the eastern part

of the Stale, on our common loamy fields that have fo

a century and more, been alternately in grass and under

the plow, it is difficult for us lo get gooJ crops of pota-

toes with any regularity. Here, by putting on five or

Bix cords of manure, which will cost when on the field,

five or six dollars per cord, or thirty dollars per acre,

and by the addition of twenty dollars more in seed and

labor, we may get 150 bushels per acre—including all

the small ones. Sometimes we get more—200—even

250 occasionally—but generally they will cost us from

30 to 40 cts. per bushel on such lands When we can

get a piece of reclaimed meadow land to work on, or

when we take up pasture grounds or any new lands, we

can do belter—we can get larger crops and at less ex-

pense. On our common fields, we can do belter than to

raise pot.itoes for slock.

Carrots are next lo potatoes in worth. liy taking a

field in good tilth, and one that is well pulverized, we

can, by applying about ihe same sum for manure as was

allowed for the potato crop, and adding some more la-

bor, so as to carry ihe expenses up to 62 1-2 dollars per

acre, get near 510 bushels per acre ; and when we do

that, Ihe carrots cost us about 12 1-2 cis. per bushel. He

did not know from experience the comparative worth of

potatoes and carrots, but he would certainly rather have

three bushels of carrots ihan one of potitoes.

We have among us, lalely introduced from Europe, a

white carrot, thai is found to yield in many instances

50 per cent, more than the most produclivo varieties of

the yellow. This grows partly above ground, and is

more easily harvested than the otlier.^i. Whether its

qualily is as good, we must learn by furlher us".

With the sugar beet and iniingel wurlzel, he had not

been successful. Sometimes the crop will bo good, but

it is unceilain. The beet is a great water drinker : it

requires much moisiure, and a good soil. If it once

gels checked in growth by ihe summer droiighi, it sel-

dom recovers so as to do well.

The ruta baga, oil proper soils, c:in be raised at the

least expense of any. When the carrots cost 12 1-2 cts.,

the ruta bagas can bo raised for 9 or 10 cts. These are

nulrilious an<r good fur stock But an ohjectinn is made

to them, that they give an unpleasant taste to milk.

They sometimes do. But it is by no means certain thai

they always and necessarily do. When fed out in the

fall and early winter, they often Imve this effect. But a

gentleman in Salem, who keeps a number of cows and

sells all his milk, fed, last winter, in Dec, upon sugar

beefs;—then for several weeks in mid-winter upon ruta

hagas, and afterwards upon eorrof. His customers nev-

er noiiced the change, though m.Triv of them, and also

his wife, were very panicular, nnd much di-iliked the

turnip taste. A gentleman, now in the house, keeps

nearly 20 cows, and their milk is lnought to this market

every day. It is bought at the farm by a milkman-

This man offered, in the autumn, to give the owner of

the rows 10 dollars, if he would not feed out to them

the r> or COO bushels of ruta bagas that were in his cel-

lar, saying that his customers would not like the milk-

Thn gentleman, replied, "When your cuslomnrs com-

plain, let me know it, and the cows shall h.ive no ruta

bagas " For the last month, the cows have been fed

with them, and the milkman has heard no complaint.

These loots are taken from the cellar a day or two be-

fore they are used, and laid on the barn floor, where the

strong turnipy smell passes off. They are fed out in the

afternoon.

The English or round turnip may be cultivated, if

other things are likely to be short, and it may be well

to sow with these some spots from which early vegeta-

bles have been taken ; but they are not supposed to be

very nutritious nor as profitable for extensive cultiva-

tion as the other roots. They soon grow corky. The

ruta baga, Mr P. thought, was sweeter and better to-

wards spring and through the spring, than in the early

part of winter.

The question has been agitated whether the stock does

any better for having rools in winter, than it will if kept

upon dry hay alone. Many firmers—and they are

among ihe most observing—have said that when they

use roots, the stock derive but little if any benefit from

them. This he (Mr P.) had heard from so many sour-

ces, and from such accurate observers, that his faith in

this toot had been somewhat shaken ;—but his own use

of them had led him lo regaid them with favor; and re-

cently he had been reading a new publication by Hen-

ry Stephens, Secretary of the Highland Agricultural

Society, of Scotland, in which there is a very minute

account of the use and effects of turnips. The stock in

Scotland is fed from November to .laniiary upon the

English or flat turnip and straw. When that variety of

turnip is consumed, the rula baga is used, with straw,

diirmg the remainder of the cold season. It is found

that this lurnip feed does not improve the appearance

and condition of the stock at all, until about February.

After that, the stock improves very rapidly. Now our

firniers generally gel through with their rools, or nearly

so, in the earlier part of the winter, and ifen"ects are the

same here as in Scotland, the stock will not apparently

derive benefit from roots as we use them. But it may

be that if we have a sufficient supply to last until May,

we shall find them highly beneficial.

Mr Purker asked Mr Hutnam whether potatoes were

not a good crop for rough lands .' In what slate, if yon

manure highly, will they leave the common field soil.'

And how d" you treat them, as to manure, on the re.

claimed meadow lands.'

Ans. Should take this crop for rough Jands, because

it can be cultivated, on such, better than most others,

and comparatively does well in quantity and qualily. If

vou manure highly, ihe potatoes will leave much of the

manure for future crops— but if the question be, Bhirli

exhausts the most, corn or potatoes.' lie would give it

as his opinion that potatoes do^lhough this is not the

common belief On meadow lands, he might i

barn manure, but if so, the quantity would li

Sand or soil from the U|dands, would perinan

quite as beneficial, load fi'r load, on the peaty I

barn manure.

Mr Parker asked fr Ihe process of cultivating

Ans. In Danvers, where this root is cultivate

sively, it is usual to lake land that is in good

well pulverized, to put on 5 or G cords of good

per acre and plow il in early in the spring. At

20lh of May, plow the land again, and after

three furrows, lo rake ihi^ slooes, straw, &c. intc

row l.ist made ; and thus goon until the whole

ed and raked. Then with the seed-sower, p

seed, having the rows IV"m 14 to 16 inches ap

surface is flat. The hoeing, weeding and Ihini

require about 20 days' work pi r acre. This is

al course there. But he (.Mr Putnam) thinks 1

better way. He would ridge the land, and I

rows wide enough apart to cultivate with th

Would not sow earlier than the 5th of Junt

work would be much less, and the crop nearly i

The Rev. Jared Eliot, of Conn., a century ago

in this way, plowing the earth fri>ni the carroln (

turning it back, and repeating this process seven

—and obtained good carrots, where by the comr

cess, he should not have obtained one larger

thumb.

Mr Gardner, of Seekonk, asked whether in th

cullivaliiin described by Mr P., the hoe was u.<

said that in his vicinity they are covered and ti

dug with the plow, and they get Ihein al less c(

has been named.

Ans. The hoe is used ;—the great item of co

manure, oO dollars per acre. The work done

hoe may cost 3 or 4 dollars.

[Report lo be conliuued.]

Subject for discussion at the next meeting—

F

Fruit Trees.

U'intsr Eutler.—hnsl week. Col Farnsworlh,
||,

tendant of Francis C. Lowell's farm, Wallham,

four lumps of fresh butler, beautifully stamped,

most excellent quality : we never lasted better I

made in winter, and rarely do wo find better at

son. We should be happy lo learn the proi

feedin" the cows, preseiving the milk and ma

butter.

J\'cw Slate Register for 1843—James Lori

Washington street, has just published the Massa

Register for 1843, conlainiug the New Tariff c

wilb the Tariff' Law, the Slate Legisleture, I

Ciuigress, the Army and Navy Officers, Consuls

Officers, City Officers of Boston, Salem, and

Ministers, Colleges, Charitable Societies, Banks

surance Companies, I'ost Masters, Justices, L

U. S. Census of Towns in Massachusetts, Mci

the Mass. Medical Society, Stale Apportionment

Willi China, Boundary Question, Bankruptcy C

sinners, Boston Pilotage, &c. &c.

WHi/ej-.— During the warm weather in Jnnn

New Englimd Farmer ^announced ihat some v

gentleman, about nine days before the thaw (

had seen a peculiar light in the sky, by whii

ihat " the winter was broken " What did he til.

terduy morning?

—

Post, of Tuesday.

O'Thought it had been mended.—N. E. Fab.

Srqw—On Sunday we had a fine fall of sno'j

bably or 10 inches—damp and but little drifteiil

the best for sleighing we have had for some yearsH
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have lieeii made lo cousiileialilo cxicnt, l>ut

prices.

I'r

[)l at inijiruvcd

TON M.^KKKT.—MoNDAT, Feb.G, 1843.

Kepiirlt^ii fur the Daily Advortiser.

rUel 280 Heel Cattle, 700 Slicep, and 20

Reef CiiUte —An advance was effected, and

correspond, viz : First quality, $4 50 n

cimd quality, $i 00 a 4 25. Third quality,

X Cattle were sold fur something; more than

t quotations, probably sold for about $5 00.

Nearly all at m.irUet were stall fed Wethers,

lid (roui $2 .50, to 4 75.

No s.ile.

otations last week, were probably not so high

uld have been. A lar^o number, however,

Callle were puiehased on Saturday, before

d at Brighton, ;it prices higher than sales of a

1 the succeeding Monday.

—

Rep-I

mo or Saxony Fleeces, washed, Ih 3i a 4ii c—Amer-
ican full Mood, do 32 a 33—Do 3 4 do 3:! a no— Do. l-2do
a-? n 30 -1.4 nnd cminion do 25 a 27 — Smyrna Sheep,
washed, in a 23-- Oo. unwashed, 10 a 13—-lien^asi do
3 a 10— >a\,Mi5 , i lean iiii— Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 a 10—
do. ilo pi.-ked, 13 a 10—.Superfine Nonhern pulled lamh 26
g 3U--.%i.. I do. do. do. 23 a 23—No. 2 do do do Ij a 20—
No. 3 do do do — a —

.

HOPS. Duty 20 percent.

Isl sort .Mass 1S42. lli. 9 a I 2. 2d do. do, do. 7a 7 1-2.

ilA>', p.'r lini, SUSiUo [i 00- Eastern riorewed 612 to 13

CUK1-;.SK--Shippini; and 4 meal, C to dc—New 1) to 11.

EGCiS. IS a 20.

POlinillSTTEI PlUJDnKTTK I I

The suliscritiers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,
rondrctie in qniinliiies to suit purchasers; |iackcil in Bar-
rels in order lor shipping, or Iransporlatioa hy wairon or Kail
Koad

.

The experience of five years jast has satisfied inani
Inrmers, that this manure h:is ihc quickest operation ujuiu
vegetable matter, producing greater abundance, and is the
cheapest manure ihey have ever tricit.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the
factory in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For salehy J,15RECK& CO, 61 and 02 North Market
St., Boston. Oct. 26.

SIL.K BUSIIVBSS.
Silk Worm Eggs, Tea nuts, and Sulphurs, at S3 50 per

ounce.
Mulberry Trees, Cantons and Mullicaulis at sr.o per

thousand delivered in Boston, by J. R. BARBOUR.
Oxford, Jan. 23, 1843. )

Ptear Depot on N. and W. R. Road. J
Feb. 1.

WANTS A SITUATrON AS GARDBIVISR.
An experienced ojardener, well acquainted with the various

branches of the business, and who can procure satisfactory,
testimonial, both Iroin his late employer and the most cel-

ebrated and proc'ical gardeners in this part of the country,
wants a situation Address D. C, al the office of the N
E. Farmer. Boston, Feb. 1, 1843.

)LE.SALE PRICES CURRENT.
Conecled uitk great care, weekly.

rierds Grass, §2 00 to 2 50 per bushel. Red Top,

Its. Clover—Northern, OU lo 12c.—Souihern,

It Seed, 81 75 per bushel. I.ucerne, 30 c.per lb.

1, S2 SO per bushel.

Duty, Corn, Rye and Beans, free ; Barley 20

lats 20 per cent.

;et remains without any improvement on the

r the last weekly report.

rthern.old, bushel 00 to OU—Southern, round
00 a 00—Soutiicrn flat yellow, new, 43 a 49—
le 46 a 47 —do New Orleans, on a 00— Barley
ye. Northern, GO a 61—do. Southern, 36 a 58-
rn, 28 a 29— .N'orlhern do. 3U to 31— Beans, per
1 62.— Shorts, per double hush. — a —Bran, —

There is a moderate demand for Genesee.

Howard Street, 4 mos. cr. 84 37 a UO —do.
! a 4 23 do. free of garlic, S4 25 a 4 37 — Phila-

is. S4 ISJ a 01) —Fredericksburg, low I'd 4

a 4 2J—Alexandria, wharf mounlain, 4 12 a 4 25
S4 37 a 4 50— Iliclmiond Canal, $4 25 a 00

00 a noo— I'etersliurgh, South side SO 00 a 00
ySouoaO 00—Genesee, common, cash, S4 56 a
licy brands S4 69 a 4 75 — Ohio via Canal,
-do do New Orleans, cash S4 12^ a 4 37. Kyej
-Indian Meal in bbls. S2 87 a 3 00.

3NS.—There is rather more firmness in the

ae sales have been very limiled.

s 4 110 new bhi. S7 75 abOO—Navy—S7 00
,57316 no—do Prime S4 oo a 4 50—I'o-k—
mo. bbl. Sll 00 a 00 00-do Clear SlOOO a 1050
10 a 8 50—do Prune S3 00 a 6 00—do Mess
itates.— a do Prime do do SO 00 a 00
. a 00 Clear do do Soooj a 00 Do-
ping, a 8—do store, uninspected, 8 a 10—do
16,—Lard, No. 1, Boston ins. 6^ a 7 — do
'esiern, 6 1-2 — aO — . Hams, Boston, 7 a 7 1-2

1 Western, a —Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,
vmilk, 7 a 8.

Duty. The value whereof at the place of ex-

it not exceed 7 cts. per pound, free. All where-

xceeds 7 cts. per pound, 30 per ct. ad. val. and

ind.

been a fair demand for domestic wool, and sales

A person who has a tboroUjjb knowledge of Agriculture
and Horticulture, having had twenty years' experience m oni

ol the most flourishing and principal Nurseries and Garden
in Massachusetts, would now engage himself to take charge
of any public or private estabfishmcnt in New England
The most salisfaclory references given.

A line addressed to W. W. G., post paid, to the care of
Messrs. HOVEY & Co., Boston, will command immediate
atteniion. 3w* Jan. 2J., 1843.

CORN SHBLLBRS.
A Corn shellcr is one of the most convenient and labor

saving implements that the practical farmer has in use.
Various machines for this purpose have been invented. It

can be used in all cases for large or small sized ears. It is

very smiple in its conslruclion, and durable in its operation,
and no way liable to get of order; one man can work it to

good advantage, though a man to turn, and a boy to feed it,

works it much better than one alone. They are so light and
portable, as to be easily removed from place to place, and
one machine will serve lor several families or even the in-
habitants of a small town.

Willis's Lmphoved Docble Operating Corn Shel-
LER.—The most perlect and substantial article that has been
introduced for the purpose ; this machine can be worked by
hand, or any olher power, and will shell two ears of corn at

Ihe same lime; they are highly approved by all that have
used them.

For sale by J. BRECK & CO., No. 51 and 52 North Mark-
et street.

WILLIS'S LATEST IMPROVED VEGETABLE
CUTTKR.

This machine surpasses all others for the purpose of cut

ting Ruta Baga. Mangel Wurtzel, and other roots. The
great objection to other machines, is their culling the roots

into slices, which makes it almost impossible for the cattle

to gel hold of them : lliis machine with a little altcralion,

cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shape as is

most convenient for the cattle to eat. It will tut wilh ease
from one lo two bushels of roots per minute. For sale by
J. BKECK & CO., Nos. 51 and 52 North Market st.

SEED BEJlNS,

The subscribers will ))ay cash for the following Beans, viz:

Chun Dwarf, Dwarf Caseknile. Horticultural, Early Mo-
hawk, and Thousand to One. Tliey niiisl be clean anif pure.

J. BRECK Si. CO. at and 52 Norlh Market st. Boston
Oct. 12.

LACTO.VIETERS— a simple instrument for teaiinj

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

MUCK MANUAL.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Man-

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price SI.

Boston, April 13.

HOWARDS IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have been made the past year in theform and workmanship ol these Ploughs ; the mould beard

has l.een so formed as to la,, the furrmo completely oner,turmng m ecerijparUde of grass or slul.ble, and lea/in!^ the
.. mni t„ the best possible manner. The length of ihemould board has b( n very much increased, so that the
Plongh works with Ihe greatest ease, both with respect to

•f p'l" L'" ''""L,
'"•'"'• "^^^ Committee at the late trial

ot Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should onr opinion he asked as to which of the Ploughswe should prefer (or use on a farm, we might perhaps sav lo
he inquirer, ,1 your land is mostly light and easy to wi.ik,
try Proury & Mears. but ,f your land is heavy, hard orrochj',
BEGIN wirn Mr. Howard's, " ""

At the above mentioned trial the Howard Plough didmore work tnth the same pin^e,- of team, than any olher
plough exhibded. No olher turned more than twentyse/e«and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while iheHoward I lough turned twentynine and one half inches to
the same power of team 1 All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substanliaUy

There has been quiie an improvement made on the shoe,
orlandsideof this Plough, which can be renewed without
having 10 f.irnis^h a new landside: this shoe likewise secures
the mould board and landside together, and strengthens lliePlough very much.

The price of the Ploughs is from $6 to 815. A PIohpIl

-^S'^^"' 1 '"!=^l«"'g "P w'lli four cattle, will cost about
».0 50, and with culler 4l, wilh wheel and cutler, S2 60

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at
the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed St.!re.
Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street hy

. ., „„ JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 20

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.

Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction roUera and
moved wilh a fool treader, is (ound lo be a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung
in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever
used, give universal satisfaciion. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale hy J.

BRECK is. Co., No. 61 Norlh Market street.
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BOYS AND GIRLS.

The times have indeed sadly changed. One en-

tire portion of human life is strncli out. It is now
babyhood or manliood. There is no conserrative

state—(we do not spenlj politically.) Once there

Were intermediate states of bqyhood— bare footed

and bean-porridge eating state—a spelling and cy-

phering period—when there were hoys to do the

chores and go errands— when apprentice inden-

tures were in fashion, and ihe line between boy-

hood and manhood well defined by the " freedojn

suit." But there are no such things now. The
child steps out of his diaper and frock into a long-

tailed coat, and high-heeled boots. He exchanges

the nipple for the cigar. Not one of the present

generation has ever seen a real, bona fide " nine-

day-old" pot of bean porridge; Noah Webster's

spelling book is crowded out of school by high

works on philosophy and metaphysics. There arc

no apprentices now. Young men lake a few les-

sons in the trade they fancy, and set up for them-

selves.

But the present generation is as destitute of girls

as of boys. It is either baby or lady—clout or

'' bustle"—nursery or parlor. The mother tends

her infant, or waits upon her daughter. Instead of

spinning flax for tlieir father's shirt, they reel silk

for the ladies' fair; and instead of knitting stock-

ings and mending trowsers for their brothers, they

work lace and make stays for themselves. Tlie

mother milks, churns, mends, washes and irons, and

their daughters—the "ladies"—read novels, dress,

and make and receive calls. They make parties,

instead of puddings, and cook by the book, rather

than from knowledge.

We should be delighted to see a generation of

boys and girls— in looks, actions, and dress— we
should then hope for health and streUL'th, industry

and sobriety, frugality and economy, prosperity and

happiness. We go for protection to this class

of our community. Every father should im-

pose a tarifl^, one that should amount to an entire

prohibition, on the introduction of fashionable fol-

lies into the family. He should protect and enforce

home industry. He and his wife and children

should enter into a " Home League" on the sub-

ject. This is the tarifl^that will restore confidence.

This is the bank that will freely discount and nev-

er suspend.

—

Alexandria Index.

"KICKING FROLIC."

In some of the new counties in the Western

country, they occasionally get up a nice bit of fun,

which is there termed a "Kicking Frolic." Nev-

er having attended one of these back-woods " stntn-

pedes," we were entirely at a loss as to their object,

or the manner in which they are carried on, until

we met with the following description going the

round of the papers. It seems that having no

fulling mills in the new districts, whenever a fine

piece of cloth is taken from the loom, a ''kicking

frolic" is got up, which amounts to the same thing

as one of the formur machines in the long run, al-

though the modus operandi is by hand, or rather by

foot. But we wUl let one who has taken a kick ut

a piece of cloth, tell his own story :

" The young folks of both sexes congregate from

the whole settlement, on a certain evening, for this

purpose, and the girls particularly look with as

much anxiety for the ftlc as any of the city belles

could possibly feel for the approach of their most

magnificent balls. When the guests are all assem-

bled, and the usual preliminarus passed, the host

enters with the newly wove cloth, and carefully

spreads it over the floor. He then covers it com-

pletely with that delectable siihstance yclept 'soft

soap,' which, saturating it throughout, renders it in

order for the commencement of the sport. Then
the fun begins. The Indies dnest their feet of all

their covering, and tuck up thr .-^kirts of their dress

to a convenient height ; then the gents, with the ut-

most nonchalance, draw off thoir boots, pull off their

stockings, and roll up their pantaloons to a corres-

ponding height. Thus accoutred, the whole com-
pany form a circle upcm the outspread cloth, seated

upon chairs, each one holding on to a rope passed

round the circle, somewhat after the manner that

youngsters perform the play of Copenhagen. Then
the kicking commences, and the soap-suds fly a-

round, until the faces and clothes of the 'kickers,'

the chairs, tables, floor, and in short, every thing

about, is completely bespattered. Sometimes there

will be two or three of the youths sprawling on the

floor, having lost their hold on the rope—and such

blushing and laughing when one one of the ' gals '

happens to slip down, you never saw. As the work

progresses and draws towards a close, the sport in-

creases. All is uproarious mirth—each trying to

kick harder than his neighbor—and the shouting

and laughing, splashing and uproar, are such a3>

can only be imagined by one who has been present

at a kicking frolic. This all over, the benefciary

invites the company to a ' promiscuous grub.' Hav-
ing partaken of the 'fat' things prepared for the

occasion, you 'pair off' with one of the lovely fair

ones, to join in a dance."

We have " shaken a foot" at " apple bees,"

"quiltings," "house warmings," "bran dances,"

" corn shuckings," and other country frolics, but

never have we taken part in a " kicking" scrape

like the above. Singular that Dickens, Fiddler,

nor Trollope did not find them out in their inquisi-

tive and prying wanderings.—A^. O. Picayune.

Un-FAZR Jokes.—At a late celebration of the

8th of January (Battle of New Orleans,) at Nor-

wich, Ct., the following ungallant toasts were giv-

en :

By P. M. Judson. 'Ihe Ladies—who, reversing

Old Hickory's method of defence, place the cotton

bags in the rear. [Great laughter and shouts of

applause.]

This sally was followed by another about as

good :

By Dr. Rogers. Cotton—A material in high

repute among ladies and warriors, for the erection

of breast-works. [Peals of laughter and great

cheering.]

The following sentiment was drank in cold wa-

ter at a late Washingtonian Temperance celebra-

tion in Nantucket

:

The K'halers of the Pacific Ocean—True Wash-
ingtonians—cold water their only beverage ; and

consequently they are so clearheaded, that, with

their brains, they enlighten the world.

'' Your chec.oe is made from mixed dairies," said

the customer to the cheese-monger. " You 're mis-

taken, ma'am— it's a first rate article, and there's

no two ivhcys about it."

—

Bam Gaz.

GREEN'S PATESfT STRAW CUTTE
JOSKPH EllECK. & CO. at IhelVcw Englaii.

lural Warehouse auJ Seed Store Nos. r,\ anil 52 N
ket Slreel, have for sale, Green's Patent Slrav

Stalk Cutler, operating on a niechanieal principl

applied to any implemenl lor this purpose. The rr

inenl effpcis of this appliialinu, and some of the c

peculiarities of the macliine are;

1. So great a redaction of the quantum o( po

111 use it, that the strength of a hall grown boy is

to work it etficienlly.

2. With even this nindernte power, it easily cut
els a minute, which is Jiill twice as fast as. has hoe
hy any other machine even when worked by bi

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in i

cut, require sharpening less often than lliose <>i

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple inits construction, ma
together very strongly. It is therefore not so lia

complicated machines in general use to get out i

AGRICUL.TIIRAI. IMPI.K.'HE.\TS, A
,,

Tlie Proprietors of the New England Agriculti

house and Seed Store No. 6 1 and 62 North Mai
would inform their customers and the pulilic gen
they have on hand the most extensive assortmer
cultutal and Horticultural Tools to he found in I

States. Part of which are thefollowin

lOUO Howard's Patent Cast
Iron Ploughs

300 Common do. do.

200 Cuhivaiors.

100 rireene's Straw Cutlers.

SOfWillis' do. do.

lot) Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2u0 Willis' Seed Sowers.
60 " Vegetable Cutters

50 Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.

100 Ox Yokes.
1500 Doz- Scythe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

100 doz. Cast Stet

Common k

iOO " Grass Scy
100 " Patent Sr
!00 " Common
MO " Hay Rak
!00 " Garden di

!00 " Manure F
too " Hay
iOO Pair Trace CI
00 " Truck I

Dralt Itoo

iOO

50 doz. Halter c

1000 yards Fence c
f!

25 Grind Stones i

PEN'CE CHAINS.
Just received from England, 10,000 feet Chaii

for Fences or other purposes. For sale hy J. I

CO., No. 62 North Market si.

TYK I'P CHAINS.
Just received by 600 Chains for tyeing up Cal
These chains, introduced by E. H. Derby, Esq

and Col. Jacques, for the purpose of securing c

stall, are louud to he the sal'esl and most con ven
of fastening cows and oxen lo the slanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH CRECK & CO., No.
Market st.

DRAFT AND TRACK CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Drall Chains. For sale hy J. BRE(

No. 52 North Market si.

NEW ENGLAND FARMEi
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or;|2 50 i

within thirty days.

N. B.— I'ostniasti rs are permitted by law tn

subscriptions and remittances for news(iaper

expense to subscribers.

TUTTI.E A.-«D DEKKITT. PKIKTERg.
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THIRD AGRIcaLTURAL MEETING AT
THE STATE HOUSE.
Subject, Root Culture.

[Continued.

1

Col. Jaques was invited to speak: ho declined

spenkiiig, but made the single reinarl;, that labor

ivilli MS costs so much, that ho doubts whether it

s protitable to cultivate roots for stock.

Air p>encl), of Braintree, was asked to speak,

fje came to learn, not to teach. But the potato

Top ho had found a poor one: it almost necessa-

ily nude slovenly cultivation; the weeds will get

ip aniouQ: the tops and escape detection. Potatoes

nay increase the quantity of milk, but they make
Its quality poor.

The cattle like the beet in all its varieties. And
the beet will often grow well on a field for one

ear; but after that there is a great falling off;

—

1 three or four years they will dwindle to almost

othing. The beet does not e.xhaust the land so

luch as the turnip. The turnip is a great e.xhaust-

r. When feeding cows upon ruta baga, he does

ot find that they affect the flavor of the milk. He
!eds in the morning, Thinks better of the carrot

lan of other roots.

In the year 1841, he subsoiled a field. In ]84'2,

owed near 10 inches deep, turning up some
F the subsoil that was loosened the year before,

owed in about 8 cords of manure per acre. Ridg-

, with ridges 20 inches apart; but when the tops

the ridges had been raked, the ground was near-

flat. Sowed the white carrot. Hoed, wed, and

inned twice, leaving the plants 3 or 4 inches

)art. Hoed deep between the rows. Obtained a

tie over 22 tons, or 800 bushels per acre. His

ws have each a iialf bushel of these per day, and

e doing well. In autumn he fed out the tops for

considerable time, and the cows did well upon

em. This carrot grows partly above ground, and

n generally be pulled by the hand alone.

Subsoilmg, he thinks, prepares the ground well

• this crop. We ought not to expect a good crop

these long roots on land that we plow only a

w inches deep, and where the subsoil is so hard

at one cannot force down an iron bar. He had

jsened his subsoil to the depth of 16 or 18 inches.

Mr Merriam inquired the expense of subsoding.

Mr French. Two yoke of oxen and a horse, or

ree yoke of oxen, will carry the subsoil plow at

out the rate that a good yoke of oxen will plow

3 soil :—(cost, any one may calculate.)

Mr Putnam asked what crops Mr F. had put on

ter luiniiis, which induced him to call them great-

exhausters than other roots.

[If Mr French specified any one, I have forgot-

) wliat it was. He gave me the impression that

held this opinion, but could not specify the par-

ulars of his observations Ri^P-]

Mr Putnam. I will state the reason of my ques-

n. I once saw barley following turnips, and it

i better than on adjoining land. But when In-

in corn follows, I have seen that suffer, compara-

tively. The grass, however, in following years,

has made up what was lost on the corn.

Mr French. In England, barley follows tur-

nips, usually, and perhaps we here get the reason

why no complaint is there made of the turnip as an

exhauster, (n one instance he had known English

turnips and grass seed grown together late in sum-
mer, and the grass did well the following season.

Bone manure is excellent fur turnips : where he

has applied a bushel per row of ](i or 18 rods in

length, has found it to do well.

Dr. C. T. .Tackson inquired whether salt had

been used by any one present as a manure for tur-

nips. From some Shakers in New Ilampsliire, (the

reporter did not hear the town,) he learned that

2 -]2 bushels of salt per acre had been highly bene-

ficial to this crop, while 4 bushels had done less

well.

Mr Putnann said he had made some trials—on

one square rod had put .5 qts. of salt, or 25 bushels

per acre: this was too much. Nothing did well

on this bed. But he had used various composts,

several of them containing salt, and would state as

a general result, that salt was good for turnips and

bad for potatoes.

Mr iMerriam said he liad long known that salt is

good for turnips ;— and the roots are valuable on

the farm, especially where we have to feed much
with cheap, coarse hay. He would give half a

peck daily to young animals, and a peck to grown
ones.

Mr Cole wished, he said, to bring to the notice

of farmers the cnbbage-turnip. This is much like

the ruta baga, but will yield 25 per cent. more.

He has had roots of this kind that weigked 15 lbs.

each. This is white. Its taste is like the pith of

the cabbage. stalk. It is not injured by frost ; may
be left out all winter. Its seed is raised easier

than that of the ruta baga ; it will keep perfectly

good until May, and at that time is much like a

good English turnip in autumn.

Thinks he can grow two bushels of carrots as

easy as one of potatoes and prefers the carrot.

On rich lands the parsnip docs well, and in the

island of Guernsey, it is much used for stock.

The Yellow Globe mangel wurtzel, ho thinks

good and productive. Salt is good for the turnips

themselves, and is serviceable in destroying insects.

Mr Nash, of Hadley, said he was satisfied of

one thing—that the comparative cost of the diffe-

rent crops varied riuicli in different sections of the

State. We (on the Connecticut river— heavy, rich

lands

—

Rep-) can raise potatoes, bushel for bushel,

about as che^p as we can carrots. The potato is

the best. We {of that section,) have been much
disappointed in the value of root crops. Carrots

are next in value to potatoes.

We should choose our books as we would our

companions, for their sterling and intrinsic merit

—

not for their accidental advantages. For with

books, as with men, it seldom happens that their

performances are fully equal to their pretensions,

nor their capital to their credit.

—

Lacon.

For the N. E. Fanner.

CARROTS.
Mn Editor—You inquire why the Plymouth

Agricultural Society offer premiums for .'300 and
400 bushels of carrots: the quantity is so much
less than many reported crops, some answer seoma
demanded in the case.

It has been said, if a man will daily lift a calf
from the time of its birth, he will be able to do it

after the calf has grown into a large ox. This
may not be true to the extent of the supposition,

yet there can be no reasonable doubt that (Uir skill

and powers increase in good measure proportionate

to the continuance of efforts. On this idea, the
minimum quantity of a premium crop of carrots
was fixed.

The carrot was scarcely known in this county,
as a field crop, when premiums were first offered.

It was judged best to make the conditions suffi-

ciently easy to induce experiments. No inconve-
nience could arise from the small number of bush-
els required until the number of claims might grow
perplexing—a contingency which has never hap-
pened. M. A.

Pembroke, Feb. 4lh, 1843.

QJ^We put in our query, why a premium for

carrots was offered on so small a crop as 3 or 400
bushels, hardly expecting an answer. But we are
glad to get one. We have thought it singular that

a list of premiums prepared with so much judg-
ment as that of the Plymouth County Society,

should, year after year, offer a premium for a quan-
tity of carrots no greater than they require of pota-

toes. The reason why to vs it so appears, is be-

cause we and our neighbors usually get twice as

many carrots per acre as potatoes. But such re-

sults as we are used to, are far from being univer-

sal. The reasons given by our esteemed corres-

pondent, show that there is no less wisdom in Ply-
mouth county on this point than on others.

We would take this occasion to say to the gov-
ernment of the Plymouth Society, that we should
be pleased to be favored with such of the state-

ments of applicants for their premiums as, in their

judgment, are worthy of publication. The MSS.
(if the original,) should be carefully preserved and
returned to order.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Coal.—One of the most important subjects be-
fore the Legislature, relates to the coal beds in

Mansfield, Mass. The demand for fuel is con-
stantly increasing among us, while our forests are

gradually disappearing. It is of interest to every
citizen in the Commonwealih that our coal resour-

ces should be speedily and fully developed ; and
we trust that the Legislature will give the subject

a candid hearing.

—

Bost. Trav.

Among the 178,000,000 individuals who inhabit

Europe, there are said to be 17,900,000 beggars, or

persons who subsist at the expense of the commu-
nity without contributing to its resources. In Don.
mark, the proportion is five per cent., in England
ten per cent., in Holland fourteen per cent.
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A FLOOD OF LIGHT.

All darkness upon farming matters must flee

away— fur from '' The Sunny Hollow of Onnnda-

ga, near the confines of the old Indian reservation,"

Jias sprung forth marvellous light. Sonic one in-

terested, gave us notice of its coming, which we

published on the first page of our paper of the 14th

Dec. last, under the head of "A New Bool; for

Farmers." It is well that we did so ; for had the

rays of this brilliant sun burst upon the world una-

wares, all eyes must have been blinded. For an

understanding of what the work was to be, we re-

quest the reader will turn to the prospectus in our

paper of the above mentioned date.

We own Tht Book—Ihe promised book :

"Prime Facts for ike Farmer, ihe Fruit Grower,

and the Public. Furnished by John Furman, Esq.,

Farmer and J^urseryman, IVeslern JVetv York.

By M. R. Bartlett, New York," &c.*

Such is the title. This momentous book con-

tains 64 pages, and costs 25 cts. Wo paid 18 3-4

cts., si7i'er, for it, and took it to our office, expect-

ing to be able to give our readers a rich treat.

But—oh, damper to our cxultings ! Oh, death to

our hopes ! We found—yes, at the very thresh-

old of this temple of knowledge—we found, print-

ed in italics, these supplicating words:

" Note. Publishers of papers, &c. who may

feel disposed to notice these 'Prime Facts,' are

respectfully requested not to make extracts from

the work, and thereby harm the sale.

Proprietor."

We beg pardon of "Proprietor" for extracting

Bo much ; but we couldn't well help it. These

few words show bo clearly his disinterested bene-

volence for "the farmer, the fruit-grower, and the

public,"' that we could n't help quoting them.

Please, " notice these Prime Facts," if you will,

Mr Editor, (we shall most cheerfully,) but do " not

make extracts," (we do n't wish to make many,)

" and thereby harm the sale." We wont harm the

sale. We seriously say the work is worth its cost.

We have laughed more than three fourpences'

worth over it already ;—we have got our money's

worth in that way ; and we advise every rnan who
knows any thing about fruit trees and insects, and

the milch cow, to buy thu book, the very next time

he shall feel the want of a good laugh. "Harm
the sale"! no, wo will do no such thing.

Seriously: Mr Furman, the farmer, whoso dis-

coveries and experience are made the groundwork

of this publication, may be a very worthy and de-

serving man, and withal a good farmer, and skillful

grower of fruit trees. We should have thought so,

without any misgivings, were it not that some for-

ty men, more or less, are mode to certify in his fa-

vor. l>ut even with this drawback, we are dispos-

ed to think he furnished matter that was worth

knowing, to the writer of the book. Had he told

his own story in his own words, he might have ap-

peared very well. But now, he is made ridiculous

in many of his reconnnendalions and opinions. He
is no farmer who wrote the book.

But we will come to the contents. The "slob-

bers" in the horse is here said to be occasioned by

a " wild grass," growing from 3 to 00 inches liiali

at maturity, branching much at the root, with many
seed-stalks and many seeds. Its common name is

not known ; but " Prof. Gray, of Boston," says

"ihe botanical name of the plant is Digitaria san-

guinalis." The work contains a cut representing

this grass. Wo think it likely to prove the same
that has been considered by Lovelt Peters, Esq., of

Westboro', as the cause of this trouble in the horse,

and of which he gave an account in our columns

years and years ago: the description of the leaf

answers to leaves which he sent to us last autumn.

We are by no means disposed to deny that Mr
Forman has discovered the cause of the slobbers.

Perhaps he is the first discoverer : but perhaps,

also, 'Squire Peters may contest successfully his

claim to that distinction.

What the book says of the extent of the evil

effects of the slobbers upon the horse, we receive

only in part. But let that pass.

And now, ye dairy-men and dairy-women, wo
have news for you. Open eyes, ears, mouth and

all, to take in the grand discovery. In future, milk

and butter are to be as plenty and good in dog-days

as in June,—at one time as another. Neither ex-

cess of rain or scarcity of it; neither short feed,

nor heat ; nor the distance from the time of the

coming in of the cows, nor any other cause, save

one, has any eflect in drying up your cows: for

—

(we must quote one scrap more)— for, says the

book,

" We are now prepared to say, and to prove

what we say, that the loss of the milk arises en-

tirely and exclusively from the slobber grass."

So says Mr Bartlett, the writer ; but we do n't sus-

pect Mr Forman, the farmer, of saying any such

thing. But Mr Bartlett's word is doubtless ample

proof of his assertion ; therefore, farmers, kill the

slobber grass, and resign yourselves to the selling

of biittrr at sixpence per i^ound, next September.

But take comfort ; for the quantity is to be kept up

to the highest notch every week, and the quality is

to be uniformly good^ let what will come—"slob-

ber grass" alone excepted.

Ye goslings—poor simple inheritors of your

mother's folly ! ye eat the " slobber grass." and it

is to you, says our book, " the poison "pally tvog" '

But, Mr Grunter, you are wiser; you avoid this

wonderful " slobber grass," we are told, as though

you knew it '' to be a certain death-dose" !

Poor little lambs! your mother's milk is poison-

ed by this pestiferous " slobber grass," and, as the

consequence, the book says you do not get your

proper growth, " by something more than thirty per

cent." B-a-a-h ! Poor lambs !

And now for the " Destruction of the Slobber

Grass, &c." The process is all described, and the

instrument is exhibited in a diagram.

Take, then, a large cultivator and lengthen out

the teeth somewhat, and steel the edges, so that

you can keep them sharp ; also, put under the

frame three little wheels, to keep the instrument

from sinking more than about one inch deep ; and

then you will get something closely resembling

the "Patent Slobber-Grass Drag." Mark the word

" patent."

And now for the use of this " patent" drag.

Plow your land in May ; harrow it, and then leave

it until the slobber grass has grown some ; then

go over it with this " patent" drag, having sharp

knives, and cut all clean, about one inch below the

surface, jn dry weather. By leaving your land in

fiillow, and by repeating the process of plowing

and harrowing and dragging, limes enough, and

sowing herds grass seed, you can kill all kinds of

poison grass and weeds. Wonderful ! A " patent"

drag, with plow and harrow, does all this ! Rocks

and stones and stumps all cut through, arc they.

by these sharp drag-knives? Perhaps not; and
perhaps they are;—we can't learn from the book.

We don't like to quote more, but the summing
up of the effects of the process described, and the

indication as to either the length of time it is to

be continued, or as to the duration of its effects,

we know not which, are so lucid, that we must do
it, notwithstanding our reluctance :—

'This kind of dressing, (?) honestly and judi-

ciously conducted, will secure the field against all

kinds of poison grass and weeds, even if heavily

ciiarged with the grass or the thistle, or with any

other poison vegetable, for four or five years, and
all the increase of labor and extra expense, and
will be more than counterbalanced in the quantity

and quality of the crop even of the first year's pro-

duce."

li

This is the sum of the whole matter. Astonish-

ing discovery ! Behold its economy ! Leave your
land in fallow; but plow, and harrow and drag over

and over again, for a summer or summers!—(we

can 't tell which.) What a saving in this, above
that of planting corn or roots, and working the land

well! Vou save planting, and hoeing, and weed-

ing, and what is more than all, you save entirely

the laborious and expensive work of harvesting,—
and yet you destroy the slobber grass quite as well,

no doubt, as you would do by growing a crop which

it would cost you many dollars to take off in the

autumn.

To whom the credit of this invention belongs, is

a matter wrapt in deep mystery. V\ hether it conies

from the writer or the farmer, no intimation is giv-

en. We regret that we know not which of them tc

innnortalize. In this uncertainty, we chouse tc

suppose that the writer is the deserving one, am
that ho has been modestly silent upon his own iner

its. We do this the more confidently because o

the great improbability that any workin_f farms.

would ever have had time for the vast inlellectua

labor which it indicates.

The next chapter of the volume of "Prime Facts,

is upon Plum Trees, and opens rich. In the com
mencement, the writer assumes the very novel an'

startling position, that " Trees have lice" I ! Thi

lice destroy the young leaves—those lungs of th'

tree—so that "the spring shoot is actually stifled.'

The sap is vitiated— (we must quote)

—

"andtha
portion of it which should have gone to feed th

decayed leaves and fruit,"— [we learn here forth

first time, that sap .should go to feed decayed leave

and fruit)—"falls back to the junction of th

shoot and the branch from which the shoot put oufiin

in the spring, and makes there, in time, the ^Blach

Rot,' or ' Black Bunch.' " The louse, by eatin,

the leaf, makes the bunch! Let that pass.

And now, learn a new fact in entomology : " Th
green louse becomes a winged insect," passes fioi

branch to branch, wounds the fruit, &c. Honor t

the discoverer of this metamorphosis ! " Can th

Ethiopian change his skin ?"

We must go on. The plum tree has anothe

enemy— a "black bug, somewhere called the Cm
cula." Where? Where is the Curculio calje

" Carcula," excepting in this book of "Primitk

Facts" ? " Search and see."

Next comes, " The Remedy for the Plum Tree,

Wonder of vvonders ! Where will be the end i

human contrivances? What honor and rewarcff"

shall be given to him, who has found out the way i

which we, throughout all America, can be coir

pletely rid of the destroyers of our plums. Y

'

ijt

01

h
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patrons and officers (if the Horticultural Society,

come forward—untie the purse-strings, and ehowtr

down your {.'old in profufion upon him who has

made the most wonderful of all modern discoveries !

We'll stop down from the stilts. Know ye,

then, all yo lovers of plums, that " where there are

no plum trees, there are no plum tree insects." >^o

says the hook. And the book further says, that if

all we Americans, will by one united and simulta-

neous sacrifice upon the altar of public good, burn

all our plum trees, root and branch, the insects

will all perish in a year or two. And then we may
plant anew! I! Give the g'oo^c-linfj a bunch of

slobber grass—"poison Pally wog."

A goose is wise enough to stoop when it enters

the great barn door, and the author of "Prime
Facts" hangs his head in apprehension that his

first— his "prime" remedy may not be "strictly

feasible." But should it so prove, his fertile inven-

tion can supply us with other modes of operating:

one is to cut off the affected branches "in the dead

of winter." Another is to wet the young leaves

two or three times and then sprinkle with lime or

ashes. How new! how simple! how satisfactory !

jPlunis will be as plenty as milk and butter.

Next comes the Peach tree— a delicious chap-

jter. Here are developed the newly discovered facls

latthis tree wants a warm and free soil—that it

s best to trim it or hen,d it down, and make it bush

3Ut—and that a " white grub" does it harm. We
jresume that all the peach-growers of this vicinity

(vill be astonished at these new discoveries made in

Sunny Hollow. The rose bug too, as they have

leard away up there, docs harm.

In the next entertaining chapter upon remedies,

here occurs one passage so indicative of o.\peri-

,
practical skill, and sound philosophy, that

he propensity to "extract" it, gains the mastery

ver us, and we must submit:

—

"Plant Ihe roots

f each seedling Jull ei^rht inches lower in the earth

han Ihe depth at which it stood in the nursery.'' So
ar in italics. Then, in his wisdom, he adds : " this

istancc down places the roots quite out of the

9ach of the bug and worm, and gives them a fair

old upon the earth and the nutriment it furnish-

s !" Farmers, take a lesson
;
plant your corn a

lot deep, so that the worms can't find it! Na-
ire, change your course, and make the peach root

row eight inches lower than it does ! All ye cul-

vators, put seeds and roots below where bugs and

orms can find them. What if the upper soil be

e rii'hfst and best;—what though root, as well

•i branch, needs some warmth and air ;— never

ind ! the book says, plant them down eight inch-

3 deeper than nature made them grow. How
ise ! We wonder whether the book-maker sells

ees.

Business Prospects Brightening!—An able wri-

r in the Daily Advertiser, has lately been show-

g by statistics and logical reasoning, that the

oduction of cotton is too great. But the book

jfore us shows that tlie demand is to be immense-
extended. Sales will become so extensive as

give briskness to business in all its branches.

The Rose Bug is one of the destroyers of the

!ach tree. But the destroyer is to be destroyed;

id the way is pointed out. We must quote once

ore, in order to describe faithfully the instrument

'destruction:—"This is a great sheet—cheap

•tton factory cloth, formed so as to be spread out,

ii all sides beneath the boughs of the fruit tree,

<d something beyond the limbs ; then, if sprinkled

oderatelv with water, and the bugs shaken from

the tree into the sheet, thoy will remain until ihoy

may be gathered up for dustniction."

The cotton cloth :—we want to make somelhins

of that. Wo recommend to all the fruit-growers

in western New York, to get cotton cloth enough

to catch all the rose bugs. Let each man carpet

his orchard and nur.sery with it— let him then wall

the sides as high as the tops of the trees with cot-

ton aloth—and get likewise, enough for another

covering of the whole surface; let this be fitted to

draw over as a cover to his bug-trap. Thus equip-

ped, he can destroy the ro.^o bug, and at the same
time do good service to the cotton growers and

manufacturers, and through them to "the public."

This use for cotton cloth is to the nation a " Prime

Fact."

We have done:—the few "extracts" v.'e have

made, we trust, will not " harm the sale" of the

book. And now. Farmers, Fruit-growers and the

Public, if it so please you, buy the "Prime Facts,"

and read them with gravity if you can.

—

Ed. N.

E. Fa It.

For the N. E. Farmer.

PIGEON MANURE.
Mr Putnam—Dear Sir—In the New England

Farmer of the 8th inst., was a communication on

the value of pigeons to the cultivators of the earth,

on account of the manure which they aft'ord ; and

that it had been very successfully used in England.

The facts which were stated, brought to my recol-

lection a passage in the account of Sir George
Ouseley's Embassy to the Court of Persia, in 18U1,

by James Morier, Esq. The work was published

in London, in 1818, and I subjoin an extract, to

show how ancient has been the custom in the East,

of establishing dove-cotes for the express and only

purpose of giving fertility to the soil.

''In the environs of the city of Ispahan, are

many pigeon-houses, erected at a distance from

habitations, for the sole purpose of collecting pig-

eon's dung for manure. They are large round

towers, rather broader at the bottom than the top,

and crowned by conical spiracles, through which

the pigeons descend. Their interior resembles a

honeycomb, pierced with a thousand holes, each of

which forms a snug retreat for a nest. More care

appears to have been bestowed upon their outside

than upon that of the generality of dwelling houses,

for they are painted and ornamented."

" The extraordinary flights of pigeons which I

have seen alight upon one of these buildings, aflxird

a good illustration for the passage in Isaiah: " ff'ho

are these that Jly as a cloud, and as ihe doves to their

windows ')"—ch. ix. : 8. 'I'heir great numbers and

the compactness of their mass, literally look like

a cloud, at a distance, and obscure the sun in their

passage."

"The dung of pigeons is the dearest manure
that the Persians use ; and as they apply it almost

entirely for the rearing of melons, it is probably

on that account that the melons of Ispahan are so

much finer than those of other cities. The reve-

nue of the pigeon house is about 100 temouns per

annum; and the great value of this dung, which

rears a fruit that is indispensable to the existence

of the natives, during the great heats of summer,

will probably throw some light upon that passage

of scripture, when in the famine of Samaria, "(Ae

fourth part of a cup of dove's dung was soldforfve
pieces of silver."— ii. Kings, vi. 25.

"No regulations are in force against shooting

pigeons on the wing, or in a field ; but if they aro

shot at when perched on a pigeon-house, then com-
plaints are soon made. The Persians do not eat

pigeons. These pigeons are of a cindery blue col-

or."

Thus it appears that dove-cotes aro erected and
vast flocks of pigeons reared, not for food, but mere-
ly to obtain manure.

Tavernier states that " There aro three thousand
pigeon houses in l.spahan ; for every man may
build a pigeon-houae on his own farm. All the

other pigeon-houses belong to the king, who draws
a greater revenue from the dung than from the pig-

eons ; which dung, as they prepare it, serves to

cultivate their melons."

Several of our naval officers, who have been on
the coast of Peru, have informed me that they had
visited the islands whore the guano is deposited,

and have seen it used by the farmers. They were
of opinion that it was the dung of sea-birds, which

birild their nests and rear their young on those is-

lands, and after the lapse of many centuries, the

accumulation has been so great as to be in some
places fifty or sixty feet deep.

I am very glad that Mr Kcurick has commenced
publishing in your paper, an account of the man-
ner in which gardening and farming are prosecuted

in Great Britain and France. Being a well in-

formed and experienced practical cultivator of nur-

sery trees, shrubs, and the horticultural and agri-

cultural products of this country, he was well quali-

fied to glean useful information abroad ; and fronfi

the very interesting facts he has communicated in

the two articles which you have published, it is evi-

dent that he is capable of aff'ording much highly

important intelligence. I hopo he will be induced

to extend his notes through many numbers of the

Farmer, and thus enrich his country by the knowl-

edge he has acquired, as well as by the numerous
valuable fruit and ornamental trees and plants

which he has imported.

Very respectfully, your ob't serv't,

H. A. S. DEARBORN.
Hawthorn Cottage, Feb. 9, 1843.

For the New England Farmer.

SALTPETRE FOR .MANURE—SLAVERS IN
HORSES.

I sowed 75 lbs. crude saltpetre on two acres of

ground, immediately after the hay cut thereon on

2'jd June, had been removed. The grass assumed

a deep green color and grew rapidly till the 23d of

August: it was then cut, and being cured, was

put into the barn in the best order,—weight about

2 1-2 tons.

Horses eat this hay readily, but in half an hour

after they commence slavering excessively.

Oxen take hold of it greedily, but after a few

minutes, cease to eat, and will take no more of it.

Pomfret, Ct., Feb. 1843. P.

We are not ready to infer that the saltpetre caus-

ed the salivation. We think that this must have

been caused by some variety of grass. We have

never heard of such an eff'ect being imputed to

saltpetre. The slavers is a common aff'ection, and

saltpetre is not in very common use as a manure.

—

Ed. N. E. p.

Swift said he never knew a man to arrive to emi-

nence, who was fond of lying in bed in the morning.
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For the New England Fanner.

POUDRBTTE.
Mi'Ssrs. Breck Sf Co.—GentlpniPn—I oliserve in

last number, for Jan. 25th, a requnsl for infor-

mation in relation to the inoile of using, and the

results oftlie application, of pou(//-e(fe as a manure.

In your reply to the letter of your correspondent,

whose name and residence is omitted, you refer to

" accounts published by D. K. Minor, in New York,"

but make no e.Nlracts from those ptiblications, with

the single exception of the following two lines and

a half, viz: " i o;- wheat, 40 bitshels per acre ; for

corn, half a gilt to the hilt at the time of planting,

and as much more after the corn is up"—and then

you Bay, "No account of the use on grass has been

given, 80 far ag we remember."

Presuming, that your desire is to furnish your

correspondent with the information asked for, and

believing that I have the means of doing so

—

(which 1 would cheerfully have done, by sending

him a pamphlet by mail direct, without troubling

you, if his name and residence had been given in

liis letter,)— I take the liberty of requesting you to

publish the following extracts from letters .written

by intelligent practical farmers who have used pnu-

drette in considerable quantities for several years

past, in connexion with this communication.

Mr Edward Condict, of Morri=town, N. J., says :

"In 1841, I planted a field of corn, on about one-

third of which I used poudrette, putting a small

handfull, say something less than a gill, in each

hill. The other part of the field I manured with

good barn-yard manure, a shovel full in each hill :

the corn was planted about the 10th of May, and

by the 20lh of June, when the corn was dressed

out the second time, that part where the poudrette

was used, was more than as large again as the

corn on the other part of the field ; it also ripened

a week or ten days earlier: there was, however, no

perceptilile difference in the yield. I also used it

with good effect on buckwheat, potatoes, and tur-

nips—particularly the latter. In order to ascer-

tain its effects on turnips, I sowed a strip in the

middle of the piece, mixing the turnip seed and

poudrette together, and sowing it broad-cast. The
effect was very perceptible: the turnips were larg-

er and fairer, and were not disturbed by grasshop-

pers, or any other insect. The soil on which the.se

crops grew was light and somewhat inclined to

Band or gravel. Early in October last, I used the

poudrette on a loamy soil, somewhat inclining to

clay, which I had prepared for wheat. There was

no diffL'rence in the soil nor in the preparation, ex-

cept that on about one-fourth part of the field, after

the wheat was put in, twenty bushels of poudrette

to the acre was sown broadcast. The result is,

that on harvesting, that p:irt where the poudrette

was put, is much the heaviest grain, and but very

little injured with rust or mildew, while the other

part of the field is considerably injured."

Capt. Coleman, of the Astor House, used 125

bushels of poudrette on five acres of wheat, on his

farm, near Poughkeepsie, in the fall of ]8.'59. His

main object was to ensure a good crop of grass af-

ter the wheat. About one-half of the field was
well manured with good barn-yard and stable ma-

nure, and the other half with pmidrette, as above.

The crop of wheat was best where the poudrette

was used ; and the grass was so much better on

that part of the field in June, 1842, that lie told

me " it could be distinctly marked out by the luxu-

riant growth of grass on it, being superior to that

adjoining."

Mr Win. F. BIydenburgh, of Smithtown, L. I.,

who has used over a thousand bushels within five

years, pays : '• On grass lands, in the month of

May, it has a decidedly beneficial effect as a top-

dressing. I should think twenty bushels to the

acre would double the crop for one year."

Mr Samuel Fleet, of Westchester county, N. Y.,

says: "I find it very efficient if applied when seed-

ing down. The seed took much better in the same
field where poudrette was used at seeding, than

where other manure was used, the whole being put

down at the same time."

I could give many other facts, communicated by

farmers of intelligence, if I had leisure to copy

them ; but I have not. From the statements (in a

pamphlet accompanying this,) and this communica-

tion, a good idea may be obtained of the value of

poudrette as a manure, and of the mode of using

it on various crops ; but if any of your readers de-

sire more information, or to make inquiries, I shall

cheerfully furnish them, on being applied to by let-

ter, or otherwise, any facts which five years' expe-

rience may have brought to my knowledge, in rela-

tion to its value as a fertilizer.

With respect, D. K. MINOR.
1 1 8 J^assau street, JV. Y.

[From 'Transactions of the Essex Agricultural Society.']

ON FATTENING CATTLE AND SWINE.
The Committee on Fattening Cattle and Swine,

beg leave to make the fidlowing Report:

But one claim for the premium was entered, viz:

by IMr Joseph How, of Methiien, accompanied by

an exact and minute detail of the manner of feed-

ing five swine, for the space of ninetysi.K days, end-

ing Nov. 28lh, 1842. This statement— which, we
think, will not fail of arresting the attention of the

fatteners of swine—is herewith submittled.

The committee were unanimous in awarding him

the first premium of fifteen dollars.

No claims have been entered with the committee,

for fattening cattle ; and as we have very little ex-

perience ourselves upon the subject, we will dis-

miss this part of our duty.

With respect to the fattening of swine, wo have

a little more experience : we usually fat one a year.

Considerable lias been said, of late years, in

this county, respecting apples, as food for swine.

For the last three or four years, we have been

in the practice of giving all our refuse apples to

our swine. The last year, viz. 1841, we gave him

nothing else, except the common wa.sh of two cows
and a Pmall family, for the space of three months,

and he had had but three bushels of meal when he

was slaughtered. He was of the China breed,

small-boned, and weighed in December, twenty

months old, 28'J pounds.

The swine that we are fattening this year, has

had the same food till the apples were exhausted,

when raw potatoes were substituted, and has up to

this time, only eaten four bushels of meal; he will

probably weigh between 330 and 400 pounds,

dres.sed, being of the common native breed.

We have not been able to discover any essential

difference in the progress of l;is fattening, on the

various kinds of food, either on the apples, raw po-

tatoes, or meal. A common sized hog will con-

sumcj about half a bushel of apples, or a peck of

potatoes, or half a peck of meal per day. The
feeding with uncooked potatoes was suggested by

a good farmer of Topsfield, who has been in the

practice of feeding his swine with them for many

years, and is of opinion that they are quite as good
as when cooked. We have taken particulsr notice

of his swine for several years, both before and af-

ter killing, and they always have been good. All

his stock is of the first order of thrift, and his

whole farm gives evidence of being managed by a

good farmer.

There does not appear any difficulty in making
swine eat raw potatoes, if they are accustomed to

them when young. As to apples, they are very

fond of them, especially sweet ; and we think

sweet better than sour, inasmuch as swine will eat

more of them. If uncooked potatoes are as good
as cooked, (of which I have no doubt,) at least one

half of the expense of feeding on potatoes is

saved ; for the expense of cooking must, at least,

be as much as the cost of the potatoes before cook

ing, in small families. And we think from the few

trials we have made with cooked apples, that they

are quite as good without cooking.

It is perhaps unnecessary to say, that after the ap-

petites of swine have been pampered up with cook-

ed food, they will refuse that which is not cooked

With respect to the quality of the pork which 1

have made by apples or potatoes, it has been dis-

tinctly pronounced good, by experienced raisers o

pork, and 1 have never discovered any deteriora

tion myself.

We have been told by a distinguished pomatis

in the county, that he kept half a dozen shoats al

winter on the pomace of his cider-mill, withou

any thing else, and that they did well. He en

closed ten or twelve square rods, where he deposi

ted his pomace, with a temporary shelter for then

He makes five hundred or more barrels of cider i

a year. Another gentleman told me, that for seve

ral years, since cider was not in so great denianr

he had turned his swine into his orchard, and If

them pick the apples for themselves, without an

other attention, except watering, and that he we

satisfied with their growth ; that the trees were i

much benefited as the swine. For the apple tree

standing somewhat thickly, the swine kept tf

grass from growing, and the surface of the grour

in a loose and mellow state, which increased tl

quantity of fruit.

Per order of the Committee,

R. A. HIERRIAM.
Topsfield, mv. 30, 1842.

JOSFPH How's Statkjient.

To the Committee on Fattening Call e and Swine :

Gf.mtlemf.n— I resolved, the present season,

try several experiments to ascertain the compar;

live value of different kinds of food for swine

also, scalded and unscalded food. In consequenc

however, of change of food, some of the swii

did not eat well. I found the experiment wou
not be satisfactory to myself, and I in part discoi

tinned it.

The following is the result of the experiment (

scalded and unscalded meal:

On the 24th of August, I weighed five pigs, ati

put them into four pens, and fed them with tl

same quantity of meal ; each pig was fed with 2i

pounds of meal, in fiftysix days, to wliicli was ad(

ed about three pinis of skimmed milk per day.

August 24th, their weight was as follows:

Pig in pen No. ], 100 lbs.—fed on scalded meal,

2, 110

3, i»9

4, 81

", 73

scalded meal.
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October IDlli, I again weiglieil tlieni : tliu result

n-as as IoUoh's :

Pig ill pen No. 1, 170 lbs.—gain in .5(1 days, (M lbs.

" 2, ]80 " " in ilo. 70 do.

" " 3, I(J7 " •' in do. t)8 do.

" " 4,"134 " " in do. (!1 do.

" " " 148 " " in do. (>7 do.

I then clianged their food ; those that had been

Tod with scalded meal, I gave raw meal ; and those

[hat had been fed with raw meal, I fed with srald-

d meal. .And instead of feeding them three times

aer day, as I had previously done, I fed them but

wice per day ; but gave them the same quantity of

bod— ir>() pounds, in 40 days.

November ^6lh, I weighed them again, and the

•esult was as follows :

Pig in pen No. 1, 209 lbs.—gain in 40 days, 39 lbs.

" 2, 213 " " in " " 33 do.

" 3, 207 " " in " " 40 do.

" " 4, 183 •' "in " " 35 do.

" " 183 " " in " " 49 do.

Thus it appears that two pigs, fed on raw meal,

gained in fiftysix days, 69 pounds each ; and three

ligs fed on scalded meal during the same time,

Tallied on average 64 pounds each ; also, two led

an scalded meal, gained in forty days, 36 1-2 Ib.i.

iach ; and three fed on raw meal, during the same

time, gained 41 pounds each.

After weighing the pig that weighed 183 lbs., I

iressed it, and it then weighed J54 pounds.

That there should be no mistake in regard to the

ibove exfierimenls, I have fed them nearly all the

;ime myself, and weighed them myself

JOSEPH HOW.
Meihuen, Sept. 27lh, 1843.

EXTRACTS FROM MR DODGE'S ADDRESS
Before the Essex Co. Agricxdiural Society.

Our farms too Large.—" It has frequently been

said, and I think justly, that the majority of our

farms are ton large ; thai more ground is cultivated,

or attempted to be cultivated, than there is ability

;o cultivate profitably or well. The time and labor

expended in raising ten acres of corn, would be

diminished nearly one-half, if bestowed only on

ive acres ; while, if the same quantity of manure

is is generally applied to the former, were used on

:he latter, the crop would be equally as large, and

ihe land would be left in far better heart. The
same is true, also, with regard to grass-land. Ten
tons of English hay, on five acres of ground, can

be cut and cured, with as little delay and expense,

as five tons on ten acres. The gain in this re-

spect, to say nothing of other advantages, must be

apparent to all. I know of a farm in this county,

consisting of but forty acres of tillage and mow-
ing, full one-quarter of which, when I lately saw

it, was under root cultivation, and a luxuriant

growth of rowen covered the remainder. From
this had been taken, the present season, fortyfive

tons of English hay, all of which was cut, cured

and stored by three men ; and it was but eleven

days from the time the first, till the last load went

into the barn.

But suppose that your farm is a dairy farm, con-

sisting of a large range of pasture. There are the

fences and the ga'tes to be maintained, and the

taxes to be paid, double what they would be, on

half the extent of ground. And the larger the

pasturage, the less likely will it be to receive any

efforts to renovate its fertility. Hence, we see,

throughout the county, large tracts of such land,

moss-grown and nearly barren, which needs only

the plow and a moderate supply of manure and

hay seed to bring it into good condition. But the

extent of this description of land discourages the

attempt. I am almost inclined to the opinion, that

could many of mir farms be divided into halves,

and one moiety lie fallow for five or ten years, and

the other moiety only be cultivated and fed, we

should, in the end, find our account in the increas-

ed fertility of the latter, from the very (act that our

resources were better husbanded, and our labor and

manure better applied.

The Manure Heap.— '' There is another promi-

nent error prevalent among our farmers, which ope-

rates powerfully to their injury. I mean the little

pains which they take to improve the manure heap,

Snd to preserve it in the best possible condition for

use. I say nothing as to the best method of apply-

ing manures—whether by plowing in, harrowing

in, or using only in the hill— for this is a vexed

question, and the practice of good farmers varies

in respect of it. But how few the fanners who de-

vote the care they ought to enlarge the manure

heap. How seldom are barn-yards contrived in

the manner best adapted to save the strength of nil

that goes into it; and how rarely are they supplied

with the material at the proper times and in suffi-

cient amount, to produce the greatest result. What
waste, too, is committed by the summer's sun, and

the rain and winds of spring and autumn, in dissi-

pating the virtues of that which is to constitute

the food of the coming crops. We might borrow

a useful lesson from the English farmers, by mak-

ing manure into what they term '' pies," instead of

carting it in the fall to the open field, to be strown

over a large surface, exposed to the ravages of

the weather. This may be done by placing it in

alternate layers with meadow mud or with soil, and

enveloping the whole with a side and top crust of

the same material."

The " Going to do" and the " Doing" Farmi:r.—
" Again, I would ask, if labor is as well directed, if

foresight and judgment are as often exercised as

they should be, upon our farms, in order to bring

them into the best condition .' In many places

there are yet meadows to be reclaimed ; wet lands

to be drained ; clayey soils to be mellowed by the

adiriixture of sand and sandy soils, or light soils to

be strengthened in texture by clay. Are these and

similar improvements made as often and as effec-

tually as they might be made, if undertaken in good

earnest? Do you say there is not time ? There

may always be found intervals of time for such

work, if resolutely determined upon. But the mag-

nitude of the undertaking appals many a faint-

hearted man, simply because he looks at the exe-

cution of the whole, instead of setting about it at

once, and accomplishing it as he Is able. He will

commend the improvement, wish it was made,

is persuaded of its benefit, and will freely intend

one of these years to undertake it, but ho never

does.

Such an one is a going-to-do farmer ; and is it

any wonder that he makes little or no progress ?

Look at his neighbor, who is always doing. He
spends no time In complaining of hard times, want

of means, or the extent of the job he has on hand.

Not he. If the times are hard, so much the more

reason, he thinks, why he should work the harder;

If his means are small, that does not lead him to

envy his more wealthy neighbors, but stimulates

him according to his means, to rival their husband-

ry: if the job is heavy, the sooner it is begun the

sooner it will be completed ; so at it he goi's, boys

and all, from early dawn till dusk—as he finds op-

portunity—and when it is finished, the whole fam-

ily of the g-oi'»i;;-(o-(/o begin to wonder how he finda

time to do so much. Now here is one reason, al-

most of Itself siilliclent to account for the disparity

of condition between a good farmer and a poor one.

Is it not so? And cannot you call to mind living

examples of the two pictures here drawn ?"

Parsnips as Food for Pigs Whilst staying in

the Isle of Guernsey for a couple of months, in the

summer of 1841, I was much pleased with the pe-

culiarly fine Havnr of the pork, being sweet, juicy,

firm, and beautifully wlilte, at a season of the year

when that unclean animal is thought not to be in

the highest perfection. This superiority in flavor

and appearance Is attributed to the plentiful supply

of raw parsnips with which the animal is fed. In

confirmation of a universally admitted fact, I beg

to send you the following extract from a lately pub-

lished history of the island and its products :

"Hogs prefer raw parsnips to all other roots,

and make excellent pork when fed upon them; but

the boiling of the root renders the bacon fiabby.

By this food the animal can be fatted in six weeks.

Too much can hardly be said in praise of the beef

anil pork fatted on parsnips. At this time (July

17th, 1840,) there is in the Guernsey market, a

porker 23 months old, weighing neat 7.50 lbs. Eng-

lish, which has never eaten any thing but raw pari-

nlps and sour milk : finer meat never was seen.

In the use of parsnips, one caution is absolutely

necessary— they are ncyer to be washed, but to be

given as they are taken up from the ground. Used

in that way, they are found not to surfeit the hogs

and cattle, and to fatten them better and quicker

than they otherwise would. If washed, they are

apt to satiate, and as the farmers say, will nerer

thoroughly fatten them. An ox will eat 120 lbs.

per ^ny, exclusive of hay.

—

London Gnrdener's

Chron.

Cockroaches.—A correspondent of the Gardener's

Chronicle says he has found 6,)jrits of turpentine

eflfectual in destroying cockrotphe.". He poured a

little into the crevices and holes near the hearth-

stone, and sprinkled the remaimler of half a pint

In places infested by them, ana after doing this

three times, scarcely a cockroach was left. If the

liquid ever comes In cimtacl with one of them, it

will give one or two leaps, and then fall on its

back and die immediately.

Late intelligence from Egypt states that that

country was sufl^erlng severely from the murrain

among oxen. The loss was estimated at 150,000

head of cattle. Next year's crops are likely to be

seriously affected by this loss. The cavalry and

artillery had been dismounted, and the horses sent

to assist in agriculture.

The Mark-lane Express states that the number

of sheep exposed for^ale In Smithfield market, (near

London,) weekly, during the winter, extends from

26,000 to 33,000.

Ice The Charlestown Aurora states that OTer

1900 tons of ice have been brought from Fresk

Pond, over the railroad, the present winter.
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NEAT CATTLE.—REMARKS OF COL. JAQUES

[We are greally obliged to Col. Jaques for furnishing

us his own report of his remarks at tiie second agricuItU'

ralraeeling at the State House. Hisiheorv of breeding is,

probably, in its ciiief points, original with hitn : and was

first (lubliely divulged by liim at one of the agricultural

meetinsis at the State House, in 1841. At that time

Bome of his positions (particularly his assertion that he

could breed cattle to order,J created so much astonish-

ment among the audience, that, in his own words, some

thought him " crazy," and otiiers began' to " feel his

head," to discover, by phrenology, "what manner of

man he was." Since then, some of these same princi-

ples have been advocated by others, and as if original

with them. But to Col. J. alone belongs the credit of

their conception, and of the first efforla at their proof by

practice.—The following is Col. J.'e report
:]

Upon the subject of selecting and breeding domestic

animals ceneraily, it has been my object to combine as

much as possible all the most desirable properties adapt-

ed to the soil, climate, and habits of J\~cw England, I

wish, however, it rnay be distinctly understood, that

whatever 1 may say upon this subject, 1 do not desire to

dictate to others, but hope tliose who are belter inform-

ed may make known their practice and experience.

My principles are, that the blood—the red fluid, in

every living creature, in whose body it flows, is, by the

laws of nature, the sole agent and controlling power, in

developing the general character; and that by crossing

and mixing the blood of the different varieties of the

same species, the strongest strains of blood will be found

to predominate ;—and that health, or disease—good or

cad properties—are transmissible to the progeny and de-

scent, both in the human and animal creation;—even

the color may be shaded to suit the fam y.

From over fifty years' practice and experience upon

these principles, I consider the following, among many

points, important to be observed in neat cattle generally,

but in bulls and cows particularly, viz : Muzzle fine,

with yellow nose ; eyes brilliant ; head and horns light
;

ears thin, the inside yellow, not unlike as though sprink-

led with yellow ; neck of cows, thin and clean : bulls'

necks may project from the breast and shoulders stout,

very muscular and strong, but taperirvg fine, so that the

hulls' and cows' necks be joined to the head very neat-

Iv. Throats clean, and free from much dewlap. Bo-

Bom, or breast, broad and full, projecting well forward
;

feet round and full, with their claws straight forward
;

legs straight, with fine bone, and well set apart ; the

fore arms well covered with muscle, tapering downwards

fine; shoulders smooth, and well laid in; chine full;

back straight and broad ; ribs well rounding out, the hist

rib projecting most, and not too far from the hips ; broad

in the loins and hips ; hips full and globular—neither

too close, nor ragged, but placed on a level with the

back ; rumps long and broad—very little, if any, sloping
;

pelvis, broad and lull ; tails set on strong, and on a level

with the back—tapering down to the end fine, where

they should be well covered with long silky and glossy

liair; and on opening the hair here, there should be the

same yellow appi-arance on the skin, as is mentioned

above on the inside of the ears. Not too fuil in the

twist, (whic^ is, a fullness between the hind legs or

thighs.) nor too thick in the thighs. Flanks quite deep.

It is important that the whole skin should be yellow.

The color of the hair is pretty much fancy. A good

coat of hair, even if it inclines to be long, is not unfavo.

rable; but it should be very silky and glossy. The alas-

tic handle, or touch, of the flesh, with the silhy and glos-

sy coats, are of the fjreatest importance, as these proper-

ties indicate their value as much, in comparison, as in

broadcloths of from two dollars to ten dollars per yard.

The bag, or udder of cows, should be capacious, project-

ing well, both fore and alt ; hanging moderately deep,

when full, but after the milk is drawn, to be quite the

reverse. It is very desirable in a cow, that she should

have four good teats, well spread apart, and of medium

size. Cows possessing most of the above mentioned

points, I have found generally to be deep and rich milk-

ers—also, neat cattle generally, I have found to be of

good temper, good spirits, vigorous, active, good walk-

ers, hardy, easily kept, taking on flesh readily, and that

too, on the most valuable parts ; and the bulls and cows

well adapted for good breeders, for the dairy, the yoke,

and the shambles.

FOURTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT THE
STATE HOUSE.

Mr Gardner, 1st Vice President, presiding. Subject,

Fruits and Fruit Trees.

JMr Buckminster 'considered fruits, especially apples,

more profitable here than giains. It is one of the pro-

ducts to which we in this vicinity, should give particular

attention. Most pec^ple do not understand transplanting

and managing fruit trees. If the work be well done, we
can have fiuit in four or five years. It requires land no

better than for corn. There should be no manure in the

hill, and the trees should not be set deep; but litter,

stones, &c., should be laid around them to keep them

moist. The roots should have their natural position,

and tho tree should not be fastened to a stake ; the mov-

ing of the trees by the wind is an advantage. These

remarks are the result of much practice.

Mr Stone, of Watertown. Orchards should be kept

rich. People of small means, do not attend to an or-

chard as it should be. All crops need much attention .

much of our farming suffers for want of skill ;—trees, as

well as other things When he has givea good atten-

tion to crops, he has had a good return. He has raised

much fruit, and he finds that when it is very good it may

be raised with profit—but that which is poor, is of no

value.

Mr French, of Braintree, to Mr Stone. Would you

plow an orchard that had been down to grass 15 or 20

years.^

An.i. " Yeg—though my own are plowed once in 5 or

6 years."

Mr French. Set trees, 25 years ago, in grass land
;

trims and prunes often; keeps the earth loose around

the trunk, and top-dresses the land once in two or three

years. These are mostly Baldwins, and have done well,

though the land has not been plowed these forty years.

More recently he took a well tilled field, and set the

trees v/ion the surface of the plowed land. Dug no

hole, excepting enough to accommodate here and there

an irregular root. Covered the roots with fine mould,

placing it on with care—rather sifting than shoveling.

This orchard covers 6 acres, and may contain 200 trees.

Out of this number he lost but two. These were both

of a delicate variety. Within two or three years, he

has p\u\\ ed 3nd subsoil plowed this orchard. When he

came within 8 or 9 feet of the tree, ho throwed the sub-

soil plow out. It is a handsome and thrifty orchard.

The varieties are numerous, and consequently the trees

are not uniform in appearance—but were all of them

like the Baldwins and Greenings there, he would be

willing to have it compared with any other orchard ii

the Commonwealth.

He recommends pruning every year, so that it maj

be seldom necessary to take off a large limb. If largi ^'

limbs are cut off" near the trunk, you are apt to introduc

decay. If you cut at a distance from the trunk, the tre

does not look well.

There is niuch difficulty in getting ^oorf trees and goO(

fruit- If you go into all the expense, and the interes
,^,

that accumulates while your trees are coming to thi

bearing state, it is doubtful whether orchards are a pro !'

Stable part of the farm ; and yet he should never wan j;

a farm wiihoui an orchard.

To a beginner he would say, clear the land wellcff

rocks; plant, then subsoil—manure well—get goo

stocks—take buds and scions from good bearing trees

that you know ^\ve good fruit.

[The same subject will be resumed at the next meet
i,

ing—Monday evening.]

NEW WHEAT.
Hon. H. L. Ellsworth has our thanks for the parcel

he has sent ns of the two varieties of wheat, dcscribei

in the following circular ;^

Patent Office, ^
Washington, Jan. 25, 1843. J

Sir: I take pleasure in transmitting a very beautifu

sample of " Kloss's White Blue Stem" virheat, and re

fer to the Hon. John Snyder's letter for a description

its origin and properties. The same letter will inforr

those desirous of a larger quantity, where to apply,

also send a sample of Valparaiso wheat, just receivei

from South Amerid.

I am, most respectfully, yours,

H. L. ELLSWORTH.

Hon. IIenbt L. Ellsworth,

Commissioner of Patents

:

Dear Sir:—The bushel of wheat I have sent you, i

the product of my county—Union, Pennsylvania. Il

origin is briefly this :—My neighbor. Christian Klosi

saw, in his field of Blue Stem wheat, a single Toj

proud head. He was struck with the contrast betwee

it and the wheat of the whole field, this being the onl

white head in it, and much the largest. At liarvet

time he secured the head and seeded it in his garden lb i

coming fall; (I do not recollect the time, perhaps si
J

years since ;)—he divided the next year's produce i

mongst his neighbors, and last fall there was perhaf

lUOO bushels of this seed sown ; one farmer had 40

bushels : It is called Kloss's While Blue Stem. Th
wheat I send is the growth of last year; it will be rf

collected our country was filled with rust and smut ;-

this wheat escaped—yet it is not quite as full in th

grain as the crop of the preceding year. It weighs 6

pounds per bushel.

We have the Mediterranean wheat in our county-

the White Blue Stem is considered far superior. Hof
ing it mny prove useful to the agriculturist, it bein

Pennsylvania staple, 1 hazard nothing in recominendin

it as the best wheat in the northern part of the State

and quite the best 1 ever saw.

Truly yours, JOHN SNYDER.
Jan.lSth, 1843.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.
Our thanks are due to Henry Watson, Esq.,foi a cop;

of the Transactions of the Hartford County Agricultura

Society.

To J. R. Barbour, for First Annual Report of thi

New England Silk Convention.

We have also the List of Premiums of the Essex Co
Agricultural Society, for 1843. All of which we shal

notice as soon as we find space.
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MISCELLANEOUS

SONG FOR THE SEASON.

BY JAMES T. FIELDS.

O swift we go e'er ihe fleecy snow,

VViien moonbeams sparkle round
;

When hoofs keep time to music's cliime,

As merrily on we bound.

On a winter's night, when lisarts are light,

And health is on the wind.

We loose the rein, and sweep the plain,

And leave our cares behind.

With a laugh and song, we glide along,

Across tlie fleeting snow ;

With friends beside, how swift we ride

On the beautiful track below.

O ! the raging sea has joy for me,

When gale and tempest roar
;

But give me the speed of a foaming steed,

And I 'II ask for the waves no more I

DonH be loo Posilive.—There are many young

persons who are very positive about things, when

they are, after all, mistaken.

" Tliore goes Jerry Smith," says Philip.

" Where .•" I do ii't see him," says John.

" Why, there, yonder, at the top of the hill."

" Oh I that ain't Jerry Smith."

" Why, yes it is."

"No, it is n't—that's Selh Mead,"
" I tell you it 's Jerry Smith—if it is n't I '11 eat

him."

Such is the dialogue: but pretty soon the boy

comes along, and behold it is Seth Mead, and not

Jerry Smith. " There," says John, "now you 'ye

got to eat him, Phil !"

" Where is the hammer, Peter .'" says his father.

" I do n't know, sir," is the reply.

" But you had it lust."

" No, I did n't, sir."

"Yes you did; you took it yesterday,"

"Oh, yes, I remember— I took it—but I put it

in the drawer again, where I got it."

" Are you sure .'"

" Yes, sir."

" I think you are mistaken— for if you had put

it there, it would have been tliere still."

" I 'm certainly sure I put it back there."

"Well now, my son, I found it on the grass,

wliere you had been at work. Did n't you leave

it there ?"

"Oh—yes— I believe I did. Yes, I remember:

I did leave it there."

" Well, now take a lesson from this : do n't be

so positive, when you are not so sure. In two in-

stances you have been mistaken; you said that you

had not taken tho hammer out, and you were quite

sure; you then said you had put it where you had

got it, and you were again quite positive. But re-

member that in both cases you were mistaken. Let

this teach you to be more modest and careful in fu-

ture ; and instead of saying you are sure, say, I

think so and so. No person ought ever to say he

is positive of a thing, where there is the least po.s-

sible chance of a mistake."

—

Merry's Museum.

A Western paper says : " If E. B. Doolittle who
is in the habit of robbing our hen-roost, and steal-

ing our nearest neighbor's pigs in the night, does

not desist, we shall publish his name."

Gen. Putnam.—The last nunjber of the Knick-

erbocker says : " Wc have before us nn unmistake-

able autograph letter of his, which, both for its

hand-writing and orthography, is a decided curiosi-

ty. It runs as follows :

" Dear Ginrol

After nir Talor cum to me with your ordor I imme-

diately went <m board all the rno galles and told

them it was your Pisetive orders that that they pro-

ced up the revor with 2 tier ships the 2 Rodisland

galU'S and thos2 bilt beer— immedally waied ancor

and Proceed up the revor; the oather -i have not

moved but now aply for 30 men, which ware parad-

ed by my quartors for 2 or 3 hours, and then went

tliare way—but I beleav thay nevor intend to go

and I nevor intend to Plag my self any more about

them. I am Dear Sir, ,Your most obdant humble

Sarvant, Israel Putnam.
Tuesday Evening, 8 a clock."

The subjoined letter is equally authentic and

characteristic :

" head quarters ye 14 of December, 1776.

All nffsors and solders boath thons that are New-
ly inlisted into the contenountel sarwis those of

the flieing Camp the melishey and all the Inhabi-

tence of this City are requested to parad to morrow
morning at 9 o'clock at the Markit to go on fatif

to fortify this city and so on Every morning tel far-

ther orders. Israel Putnam."

The Imagination.—The anecdote which is go-

ing the rounds in the papers, of the farmer's joke
upon the physician in regard to horse beef, reminds
me of a well authenticated anecdote which took

place not more than ten miles from Salem, in days
when the spinning wheel and loom were more com-
mon than at present,— of a good lady vvho was ac-

customed to ply her wheel on the long winter eve-

nings, long after her husband had retired to rest

from the labors of the day. Before retiring, she

was in the habit of warming her side of the bed
with the warming pan. In doing this, she was
often annoyed by his remonstrating against it, say-

ing that she would burn him, though she had often

assured him there was no danger of that. To cure

him of this habit, she one night tilled her pan with

snow instead of coals: no sooner did the pan touch

him than he sprang from the bed exclaiming, " Now
you 've done it, Mary ! now you 've done it ! you've
burnt my leg to a blister !"

—

Salem Observer.

Philosophy of Heat.—"Well, my little fellow,

said a certain preceptor to a juvenile philosopher,

whose mamma had been teasing the learned tutor

to test the astonishing abilities of lierboy, "what
are the properties of heat,'"

"The chief property of heat is, that it expands
bodies, while cold contracts them."

"Very good indeed: can you give me a familiar

example ?"

" Yes sir; in summer, when it is hot, the day is

long; while in winter, when it is cold, it becomes
very short."

The learned preceptor stopped his examination,
and was lost in amazement that so familiar an in-

stance should have so long escaped his own obser-

vation.

—

Knglish pap.

A monkey-faced fellow offered himself to Gar-
rick, as an actor. " You will not do," says Garrick

;

"but if you had a tail, no money should part us."

GREEN'S PATENT STUAW Cl'TTER,
JOSEPH BRECK & CO, at the New England Ai;ncii».

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and r>2 North Mar.

ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay am:

Stalk Cutler, operating on a mechanical principle not hehin
applied lo aHy implement for this purpose. The most prom,

inent efTecls of tins application, and some of the cousequcnl

peculiarities of the machine are:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power requisiti

lo use It, thai ilie strength of a hall grown boy is sufficieii

lo work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two husi*

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claiiiici

by any other machine even when worked by horse or slean
power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which tin

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any othei

straw culler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and pu
together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as ibi

complicated mauhines in general use to get out of order.

AaRICUIiTUUAl. IMPLEMENTS, &.C.

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural Wan
house and Seed Store No. 51 and 52 North MarLet street

would inlbrm their customers and the public generally ihi

lliey have on hand the most extensive assortment of Agri
cultuial and Horticultural Tools lo he found in the Unitet

States, Part of which are the followin

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
iron Ploughs.

300 Common do, do.

200 Cultivators,

too Greene's Straw Cutters.

50iWillis' do. do.

lou Common do. do.

100 Willis' Patent Corn
Shellers.

50 Common do do.

2uO Willis' Seed Sowers.
60 " Vegetable Cutler

GO Common do. do.

200 Hand Corn Mills.

200 Grain Cradles.
100 O.X Yokes.

1500 Doz. Scjlhe Stones.

3000 " Austin's Rifles.

March 17.

too doz. Cast Steel Shovela
160 " Common do.
100 " Spades.
500 " Grass Scythes.
300 " Patent Snailhs.
200 " Common do.
500 " Hay Rakes,
200 " Garden do,

200 " IManure Forks.
300 " Hay do,

500 Pair Trace Chains.
100 " Truck do.

too Draft do.
600 Tie up do.
50 doz, Haller do.

1000 yards Fence do.

25 Grind Stones on rolleri<

PENCE CHAINS.
Just received from England, 10,000 feel Chains, snitah

for Fences or other purposes. For sale by J. BRECK i

CO., No. 52 North Market St. April 21

TYE rP CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E, H. Debby, Esq, of Salei
and Col, Jacuue."!, for ihe purpose of securing cattle to ll

stall, are found to he the safest and most convenient niffi'

of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO,, No. 52 Nor
Market si.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CC

No. 52 North Market st.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or$2 50 if not pal

within thirty days.

N, 15,— Postmasters are permitted by law to frank i

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, witho
expense to subscribers.
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N. E. FARMER,

TRANSACTIONS Off THE HARTFORD CO.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY—1842.

We tliink that all those Societies do wisely, who

embody their annual doings in a distinct pamphlet.

The beneficial influences of their labors are by

this course vastly increased. It has been matter

of surprise to us that some of the largest County

Societies of this Commonwealth, have never taken

measures to put their addresses and reports into

such form that all members and others who may

wish to do it, can conveniently recur to them at

any moment. The funds appropriated by the Es-

sex county Society for their publication, are, we

judge, as profitably e.\-pended as any portion of

their outlay. Others would find great advantages

and e.i£tend their usefulness by taking the same

course.

The pamphlet from Hartford makes a book of

90 pages. The first 20 are occupied by an address

from S. H. Huntington. This sets forth clearly

and well the importance of cultivating well, and

improving highly, whatever land we undertake to

work upon : also the importance of a better educa-

tion among farmers.

The next 20 pages give us the report upon farms.

The premises of nine farmers were visited by the

committee. The result of their observations and

inquiries are given in an unusual form. An esti-

mate of " the cn;ji(ai which each competitor em-

ploys, as well as his crops and expenses," is fur-

nished. Land, barns, slock and tools— but not

houses—conjpose the capital. The amount of

produce generally, is given, and the worth of the

articles is not rated extravagantly high : corn is

put at 70 cts. ; oats 33
;
potatoes 25 ; hay at .$7

per ton ;
pasturing Sfi per head, &c. But in the

estimate of expenses, there seem to us some impor-

tant omissions. We find no charges for work done

by teams of any kind ; no charges for manure
;

none for taxes ; none for blacksmiths' bills ; none

for wear and tear of tools, &c. ; but the cost, gen-

erally, is made to consist almost entirely of the

wages and board of men for about seven months

of the year. The course taken by this committee

may be a very good one by which to get at the

comparative merits of the several farms and far-

mers ; but as it leads to the conclusion that the

least Buccess'ul among the nine competitors obtain-

ed 10 per cent, profit on his capital, and the most

successful, 13 3-4 per cent., they will cause many

who know but little about farming, to regard the

business as more profitable than it is in fact. We
have little faith that when the farming accounts are

lairiy adjusted, the following gentlemen, on the

cip>tal set against their names, will find that they

liavc made the net profit annexed

:

Capital, Net proft.

Ezra Dooliltle, Hartland, $6,290 $752

VVm. G. Rowe, Farmington, 6,470 797

Samuel Doming, do. 10,175 1267

Simeon Hart, do. 3,012 414

Henry Thompson, do. 5,365 533

ZephaniahAlden, West Hartford, 9,294 1370

Wm. W. Tudor, East Windsor, 3,820 457

Samuel llartlett, do. 3,700 423

Geo. G. Peck, Bloomfield, 2,843 300

In the preceding estimates, from I 1-2 to 3 1-2

per cent, is allowed for permanent improvements.

This allowance may be entirely proper ; but we

arc unable to imagine how it could be cfiected

without wear of tools and cost for keeping teams.

We presume the committee have shown us fairly

the comparative profits on the farms, and have done

their business well ; but if those nine farmers in

Hartford county have made out of their farming in

1842, the net profits allowed, and if this is a spe-

cimen of the results of an average of years, we
must move on there and go to school.

The next report is on " Reclaimed Land."

Four diflerent pieces were examined. There is

nothing peculiar in processes and results develop-

ed in the report, excepting that one man, Mr Dem-
ing, of Farmington, merely cut off bogs, or has-

socks, sowed herds grass, and clover, and manured
a part of the piece with barn-yard manure, which

produced a large burden, of good quality, while

that not manured, produced little, and that of little

value. The next season he manured the remain-

der with like success. We predict, that, if the

land be wet, the wild meadow grasses will soon

supplant the better kinds, if he does not ditch.

The reports on cattle are little more than lists

of the names of successful competitors for premi-

ums.

The sheep and swine seem to have been nume-
rously represented at the annual Fair of the Soci-

ety ; and the latter gave a silent rebuke to the pigs

of Worcester, and members of Congress, by re-

fraining from duels.

Ten teams were entered for plowing ; the

ground, " a very deep soil and strong sward ;" quan-

tity, 30 rods ; the teams generally, two yoke of ox-

en ; time taken varied from 24 to 40 minutes;

depth, 7 inches. From the report on plows, we

infer that the Hartford farmers take very wide fur-

rows.

In the report on agricultural products, we find

the following: "The committee would particular-

ly notice the new variety of potato, called the

' White Stone,' exhibited by Geo. Wells, of Weth-
ersfield: it was decidedly the favorite potato."

The report on Fruits represents the quantity as

abundant and the quality excellent.

From the Albany Cultivator.

REPORT OF DR. PLAYFAIR'S LECTURE
Before the Royal .Agricultural Society of England.

Dr. Playfair stated that the object of the lecture

was, to point out in what manner the principles of
physiology, (especially those which had been late-

ly developed by the chemical researches of Liebig,)

might be applied to the grazing and fattening of

cattle. In the first place, he should endeavor to

give a clear conception of wliat the principles of

physiology were, lh.it were involved in the feeding

and growth of animals.

Vegetables, in their growth, derive all their food

from the mineral kingdom—principally from the

air—which had been called a gaseous mineral

;

whilst animals derived their principal nutriment di-

rectly from the vegetable kingdom. Vegetables

effected many chemical changes in the food they

took up—animals, few.

Gluten and albumen are the nutrient principles

of plants, and in chemical composition they are

identical with the albumen of the white of an egg,

of the muscle of an ox, or the blood of a sheep.

By identity was not meant similarity, but positive-

ly the same thing. The albumen of blood, of mus-

cle, and of an egg, difiTered in physical but not in

chemical characters. The composition of these

substances, as analysed by various chemists from

the animal and vegetable kingdom, as seen in tho

following table, prove their identity :

Gtiticn.

Boussin
gnult.

Carbon, 54.2

Hydrogen, 7.5

Nitrogen, 1.4

Oxygen, 24.4

Casein. Jilbu

Soberer. Joi

54.1

7.1

13.6

2:!.2

5.5

7.

15.7

22.1

Oxblood Oz-fiesh.

Playfair Playfair.

54.19

7.5

15.72

22.59
1571
21 J>6

Dressing for Vineyards On the manuring of

the soil in vineyards, I cannot omit the opportuni-

ty of again calling the public attention to the fact,

that nothing more is necessary for the manure of

tho vineyard, than the branches which are cut from

the vines themselves. My vineyard has been ma-

nured in this way for eight years, without any other

kind of manure, and yet more beautiful and richly

laden vines could scarcely be pointed out. I for-

merly followed the method usually practiced in

this district, and was obliged in consequence to

purchase manure to a large amount. This is now

entirely saved.

—

Liehig.

These analyses do not differ more than the anal-

ysis of the same substance. Plants, in fact, con-

tain within them the flesh of animals, and all the

animal organization does in nutrition is, to put this

flesh in the right place. But animals take up with

their food other constituents of plants which con.

tain no nitrogen; such are starch, sugar, gum, die.

These are not nutritive principles ; they do not as-

sist in making the flesh of animals ; and when ani-

mals are fed on these alone, they die. But ani-

mals possess a certain degree of heat, and their

bodies have generally a temperature above that of

the atmosphere—about 100 degrees of Fahrenheit's

thermometer.

Whence then comes this heat .' From the burn-

ing of the sugar, starch, gum, &c. The air that

animals expire is carbonic acid, the very gas that

is produced by the burning of wood or charcoal in

a fire. Charcoal is carbon, and animals take in

daily a large quantity of carbon in their food. It

is the burning or combustion of this substance in

the body, that produces animal heat. In hot coun-

tries, animals on this account, take less carbon.

The food of the East Indian contains only about

12 per cent, of carbon, whilst that of the Green-

lander contains 70 per cent. The depraved taste

of the Grecnlander, who drinks train-oil and eata
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tallow candles by the dozen, might be pitied or

wondered at ; but it is necessary to his healthy ex-

istence. Anotlier reason for animals acquiring

carbonaceous food in cold climates is, that the air

is more condensed, and Ihe same measure contained

a greater quantity of oxygen ; tliat gas being the

agent which, by uniting with the carbon and form-

ing carbonic acid, gave out the lieat. Strong ex-

ercise also demands a large supply of carbona-

ceous food, on account of the oxygen taken in dur-

ing the hard breathing thus produced. Oxygen,

when once tal<en into the system, never escapes

uncombined, and would destroy the whole fabric

of the body unless a fresh supply of material was

given. Clothes, by keeping in animal heat, ren-

dered less carbonaceous food necessary in order to

keep the body up to its proper tejnperaturo. The
following table exhibits the principles of food ne-

cessary for the two great processes of life— nutri-

tion and respiration:

Elements of Kutrilion—Vegetable Fibrine,

" Albumen,
" Casein,

Animal Flesh,

Blood.

Elements of Respiration—Fat,

Starch,

Gum,
Sugar,

Wine,
Spirits,

Beer.

If it were' not for some power or force witliin

the animal fabric, it would soon become a prey to

the chemical action of oxygen. The force that

withstands this action is vitality—a principle inde-

pendent of the mind, and which constantly opposes

the destructive chemical laws to which the body is

subject. Disease is the temporary ascendancy of

the chemical over the vital force. Deatli is ihe

victory of the chemical force. A dead body ex-

posed to the action of oxygen is soon resolved into

its primitive elements—carbon, hydrogen, and ni-

trogen, in the form of carbonic acid, ammonia and

water; and these are the elements from which

plants again prepare materials for the living body.

These remarks will explain many facts known to

the agriculturist, and will assist him in insuring

more certainly many of the objects of his labors.

It is very well known that cattle do not fatten so

well in cold weather as in hot. The reason is

this: The fat is a highly carbonized substance,

formed by the animal from its carbonaceous food.

In cold weather, the carbon in this food is consumed

in keeping up the heat of the animal, which is at

that season more rapidly carried off. This is also

illustrated in an experiment made by Lord Ducie,

at Whitfield. One hundred sheep wers placed in

a shed, and ate 20 lbs. of Swedes each per day
;

another hundred were placed in the open air, and

ate 25 lbs. of Swedes per day
;
yet at the end of

a certain period the sheep which were protected,

Although they had a fifth less food, weighed three

pounds a head more than the unprotected sheep.

The reason of this is obvious : the exposed sheep

had their carbonaceous food consumed in keeping

Up their animal heat. Warmth is thus seen to be

an equivalent for food. This is also illustrated

by the fact that two hives of bees do not consume

BO much honey when together as when separate,

on account of the warmth being greater; and they

have less occasion for consuming the honey, which

is their fuel. Cattle, for the same reason, thrive

much better when kept warm, than when exposed

to the cold.

The cause of animals getting fat is, that they

take in more carbonaceous food than they requue

for producing animal heat; the consequence is,

that it is deposited in the cellular tissue in the

form of fat. Fat is an unnatural production, and

its accumulation is not necessary for the health of

the body. When stored up, however, it will serve

the body for keeping up its animal heat, and by

this means its life, till it is all consumed. An in-

stance is related of a fat pig having been kept

without food for ]60 days, sustaining life by its

own fat.

Another element necessary to be taken into con-

sideration in the fattening of animals, is motion or

exercise. Every action of the body—nay, every

thought of the mind, is attended with chemical

change; a portion of the deposited tissues are thus

being constantly consumed. It is on this account

that when animals are fattened, they are kept quiet

and itiU. The cruel practice of fattening geese

by nailing their feet to the floor, and of cooping

pigeons and chickens before they are killed, arises

from a knowledge of this fact. When prizes were

given by our agricultural societies for fat, and not

for symmetry, animals were strictly prevented from

taking any exerciso at all. Mr Childers found

that sheep which were kept warm and quiet, fat-

tened much faster than those that were allowed the

open air and action. It is very difficult to fatten

sheep and oxen in July, on account of the flies,

which, stinging them, keep them in a state of con-

stant motion. The Cornish miners, on account of

the laborious nature of their occupations, consume

more food than laborers with lighter work. Dur-

ing the late riots in Lancashire, the poor unem-

ployed operatives found out that exercise and cold

made them hungry ; accordingly they kept quiet in

bod, and heaped upon them all the covering they

could find. Englishmen in the East Indies, are

obliged to take a great deal of exercise, because

Ihey will insist on eating and drinking highly car-

bonized foods ; and the heat of the climate not al-

lowing the escape of much heat from the body,

they are obliged to take in by exercise, the oxygen

of the air, in order to destroy the carbon which

would otherwise accumulate in the system, and

produce liver disease. In the Scotch prisons, the

quantity of food given to the prisoners is regula-

ted by the kind of work on which the prisoners are

engaged—the hardest workers having the most

food. The reason of the flesh of the stag becom-

ing putrid shortly after its death, arises from the

quantity of oxygen which it takes into its system

during the hard breathing of the chase. A hunt-

ed hare, for the same reason, is as tender as one

that has been kept for a fortnight after being shot.

The reason is the same. In both cases, the action

of the oxygen on the flesh produces approaching

decomposition— in the one, quickly ; in the other,

slowly. Bacon, on the same principle, was, at

one time, rendered more delicate by whipping the

pig to death. Epileptic fits produce great emacia-

tion, on account of the violent action to whicli they

expose the body.

Lord Ducie has performed some experiments

highly illustrative of the foregoing general princi-

ples, and which also indicated what might be ex-

pected from their application to the practice of

grazing :

1st experiment. Five sheep were fed in the

open air between the 21st of Nov. and the 1st of
Dec.

; they consumed 90 lbs. of food per day, the

temperature of the atmosphere being about 44 deg.
At the end of this time they weiglied 2 lbs. less

than when first exposed.

2d experiment. Five sheep were placed under
a shed and allowed to run about, at a temperature
of 4!l deg. ; they consumed at first 82 lbs. of food

per day
; then 70 lbs. ; and at the end of the time

had increased in weight 23 lbs.

3d experiment. Five sheep were placed in

same shed as in the last experiment, but not al-

lowed to take any exercise ; they ate at first 64
lbs. of food per day ; then 58 lbs, ; and increased

in weight 30 lbs.

4lh experiment. Five sheep were kept quiet

and covered, and in the dark: they ate 35 lbs. a

day, and were increased 8 lbs.

These experiments prove very satisfactorily the
influence of warmth and motion on the fattening

of cattle.

Dr. Play fair then stated that he should proceed
to examine the different kinds of food of cattle.

The food of cattle is of two kinds—azotised and
unazotised—with or without nitrogen. The fol-

lowing table gives the analysis of various kinds of
food of cattle in their fresh state:

Lbs.

100 Peas,

' Beans,

' Lentels,

' Oats,

' Oatmeal, '.)

' Barley meal, 15 1-2

' Hay, 16
' Wheat straw, 18
' Turnips, 89
' Swedes, 85
' Mangel wurzej, 89 10
' White carrot, 87 12
' Potatoes, 72 27
• Red beet, 89 10
' Linseed cake, 17 75 1-2

' Bran, 14 1-2 80 1-2

A glance at this table would enable a person to

estimate the value of the articles as diet. Thus
every 100 tons of turnips contain 90 tons of water.

But the value of the inorganic and organic matters
which those foods contained, differed. Thug Mr
Rham states that 100 lbs. of hay are equal to 339
lbs. of mangel wurzel. It would be seen by the
table, that that quantity of hay contained 7G lbs. of
organic matter, whilst the mangel wurzel contained
only 34 lbs.

One result of feeding animals on foods con.
taining much water is, that the water abstracts
from the animal a large quantity of heat, for the
purpose of bringing it up to the temperature of
the body, and in this way, a loss of material look
place. The mode proposed by Sir Humphrey Da-
vy, of ascertaining the nutritive properties of plants
by mechanically separating the gluten, is unsuscep-
tible of accuracy. The more accurate way is ts
ascertain the quantity of nitrogen, wliich beinsf
multiplied by 6-2, will give the quantity of albu-
men contained in any given specimen of food.
The following is a table of the equivalent value of
several kinds of food, with reference to the forma-
tion of muscle and fat ; the albumen indicating the
»n!(.sc/e-forming principle—the unazotised matters
indicating the /a<-forming principle :

Water. Organic matters.

16 80 1-2

14 82 1-2

16 81

18 79

89

83 1-2

76 1-2

79

10

14

3 1-2

3 1-2

3

3

2

2

7 1-2

3

]

1

1

1

1

1

7 1-2

5
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FOURTH AGRICULTURAAL MEETING AT
THE STA'J'E HOUSE.

Subject, Fruits and Fruit Trees.

[Continued.

1

Mr Cheever Newhall, of Dorchester, said he

would merely describe what he had done the past

season.

In the springf, he received from Enrope 768

trees—pear, quince and cherry. The land where
lie intended to put them, had been tilled tlie year

before. He plowed and subsoil-plowed, niakinir

narrow furrows, and running the subsoil plow 18

or 19 inches deep. Set the trees soon after, and

never watered ; staked or put stones. All liis trees

lived but five, and did well, though they had a (iO

days' passage. lie ascribes Ids success in having

them live, to the good tilth and deep stirring his

soil.

Mr Cole, Ed. Farmer's Journal, said it is diffi-

cult to determine what varieties may be worth cul-

tivating, because we want to know not merely how
an apple looks and tastes, but how the tree is in re-

spect to hardiness, thrift and bearing.

He has collected many fine varieties and he ex-

hibited two—Jewell's Fine Red, and the Golden
Ball. Tliese he could recommend. The first ori-

ginated in Hollis, N. H., and flourishes far north;

in eating from October to March. The flavor fine
;

the tree hardy and thrifty ; a good bearer, espe-

cially in the even years.

The Golden Ball—a thrifty tree ; fruit large and
fine. Another variety deserving notice is the Ta-
ble Greening. This is found in the western part

of iVIaine. It is the best good apple for keeping

that he is acquainted with. In April it has not

come to its eating state, but in summer it is very

good, and will keep well until September. The
tree, he thinks, is slow of growth.

Mr French inquired of Mr Newhall, whether his

imported trees had done as well as those raised

from the seed here ?—saying, also, that he had
found American trees the best.

Ans. "I never had any do better the first sea-

son than these imported ones."

Mr French objected to staking trees. If large

wlien transplanted, he would lay a few stones

around them. He, too, objects to waterin".

Mr Merriani thinks orcharding profitable ; and
instanced two orchards, one having the trees set

deep, the other having them on the surface or near-

ly so. The last did best. In low lands, it is well

to dig out a large hole, and fill with rocks, and
plant the tree above them.

He repeated his recommendation of last year, to

cut all the limbs on old trees and engraft them.
This he would do on trees two feet in diameter;
and would never insert a scion where a limb was
more than an inch and an half in diameter. Trees
thus served do well.

Mr Cole. How long since you began this pro-

cess ?

Mr M. Four years.

Mr JVench. Such trees may live a while, but
there is danger that in a few years they will die

from plethora—over fullness of sap.

Mr Merriam. I do not get a good growth of
the scion, when I leave surrounding branches to

compete with it, and take away the sap.

Mr Newhall. How many scions do you put in-

to a large tree ?

Mr Merriam. An hundred or more. I work
upon it a day or a day and an half.

The curl of the peach-tree leaf he had stopped
from extending, by sprinkling ashes over the tree

while! the dew was on.

Salt and saltpetre around the trees—2 or 3 oz.

per tree—was of much service.

Mr Stone, of Watertown, had known the peach
tree to live 50 years, but vvhere it is well cultiva-

ted and pressed into bearing, it is not profitable to

try to get from a tree more than five or six crops.

Dr. C. T. Jackson remarked, that an observing
farmer in New Hampshire had told him, that there,

the peach was liable to winter-kill in a southern
exposure, but much less so in a northern. Is it so

here .'

Mr Stone. Trees do not often winter-kill here.

We want all the warmth on the peach tree we can
get ; therefore a southern exposure is best.

PREMIUM CROPS OF N. Y. STATE AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

There is generally some degree of gratification

in learning the size of the best crops obtained by
skillful agriculturists, even in sections of country
remote from us, and on soils difliering so much from
ours, that we have no reason to suppose that we,-by

similar cultivation, could reach like results. From
the Albany Cultivator, we collect the following

account of the size uf crops for which premiums
were awarded by the New York State Agricultural

Society :

Indian Corn—per acre :

122 bush, by S. Phelps, of Ira, Cay-
uga CO.

" 89 do. by Wm. Ingalls,Volney,Os.

wego CO.
" 8G do. by A. Van Bergen, Green Co.

Barley—per acre :

53 bush, by N. S. Wright, Vernon, Onei-
da CO.

" 40 1-4 do. by T. J. Vandeveer, Amster-
dam, Monroe co.

Rye—per acre :

32 1-2 bush, by J. S. Goodwin, Westmore-
land, Oneid:\ co.

" 29 do. by T. J. J. Vandeveen.

Oats—per acre

:

102 bush, by Samuel Phelps, Ira.

97 do. by William A. Russell, Salem,
Washington co.

81 do. by J. S. Goodwin.

871 1-4 bushels on 9 1-2 acres, or 91 3-4 per

acre, by Geo. ShefFer, Wheatland, Monroe co.

Peas—per acre :

33 34 bush, by Geo. White, Rutland, Jef-

ferson co.

Potatoes—per acre :

417 bush, by Geo. White, ''

400 do. by Geo. Sheflfer.

Ruta bagas—per acre :

855 1-2 bush, by J. M. Connel, Can-
andaigua.

Beets— per acre:

955 bush, by Geo. Sheffer.

Carrots—per acre :

985 1 -2 Wm. Risley, Fredonia, Chau-
tauquo CO.

This list shows very good crops, generally, but
they are no larger than would be expected, where
competition is open for all farmers in that large

and fertile State. The oat crop seems to us the

most remarkable ; and next to that the carrot. Mr
Sheffer must either possess very fine lands, or he
must be unusually skillful as a cultivalor. We do
not remember any account of crops, in any part of

the country, which seems to show greater success

than Mr Sheffer's. True, others have obtained

greater crops of each kind—oats, potatoes, and
beets—than these ; but when we find on a single

farm, in the same season, 871 1-4 bushels of oats

from 9 1-2 acres, 400 bushels of potatoes and 955
bushels of beets per acre, and when we remember
the different habits of these plants, and the diffe-

rent treatment they reiiuire, the inference is una-
voidable that either the soil or the cultivator's

skill is uncommonly good.

Mr Phelps obtained 122 bushels of shelled corn

and 102 of oats per acre. This s-peaks well for

him as a grain grower.

The same article in the Cultivator mentions that

Willis Gaylord (Editor of the Cultivator,) obtained

two premiums for essays—one on the General Man-
agement of the Farm, the other on the Manage-
ment and Application of Manures Ed. N. E. F.

ON THE BREEDING OF CATTLE AND
SHEEP.

Many farmers consider as matter of indifference

that on which the profitable nature of their occu-

pation mainly depends. The worse breed the fe-

male is, the more this will be the case when she is

put to a well bred male. Now, it is known to gra-

ziers, that the attempt to fatten an animal that pos-

sesses no feeding propensities, produces loss in-

stead of profit. The feeding propensities descend

from the sire—and therefore it is quite just to say.

that a breeder of cattle or sheep, who considers it

a matter of indifference what sort of a male animal

he uses, does consider it a matter of indifference

whether he gains profit or incurs loss.

The first thing to be considered in the selection

of a male, are the indications by which it may be

possible to form a judgment as to his constitution.

In all animals, a wide chest indicates a strength of

constitution, and there can be no doubt that this is

the point of shape to which it is most material to

any breeder to look, in the selection of either a

bull or a ram. The animal, also, should exhibit

great muscular power, or rather his muscles should

be large. This is a usual accompaniment of a

strong constitution, but it likewise shows that there

will be a good proportionate mixture of lean and
fat in the meat produced by the animal ; the mus-
cles being that part of which the meat is lean. A
thick neck is, both in bulls and rams, a proof of

the muscles being large, and there can hardly be a

greater fault in the shape of a male animal, of

either sort, than his having a thin neck.

In a bull there ought to be a full muscle on each

side of the back bone, just behind the top of the

shoulder-blades. He ought also to have the mus-
cles on the outside of the thigh, and extending

down nearly to the hough. It is sufficient to say,

therefore, that no male animal is fit to be used at

all as a sire, whose handling is not good, and that

the more perfect his shape is, the better.

A man can only look at the general qualities of

females he possesses, and observe what are the

faults most prevalent among them : these he should

be particularly careful to avoid in the male which

he intends to use. Ail that a man can do is to

avoid putting a male and female together, whose

imperfections are the same, thereby increasing the
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alreniiy existing in his stock. It need not be

Ihnt (hose wlio turn two or three rams of

ent slinpe anil qualities into a (lelii with all

ewes, without atteniplinj to make any solec-

amonu tlioni, have no ri;;lit to expect to be

"sstul breeders, and if they do expect it, will

inly be disoppoinled.

lere is one failings to which all breeders are

;, but to which the breeder of male animals,

he greater interest attached to his occupa-

is more particularly liable, and against which

jght most carefidly to guard himself; this is,

reat a partiality for animals bred by himself;

le ought frequently to use the stock belong-

o other breeders, and fairly compare its merits

those of his own.

will be advisable for the agricultural society

culate by all means in their power, all sug-

ons upon the art of breeding that shall appear

sni likely to be useful.

—

Mark-lant (London)

EXERCISE,

my people look upon the necessity man is

of earning his bread by labor, as a curse,

t is evident from the structure of tlie body,

ixercise is not less necessary than food for

eservation of health : those who labor are not

the most healthy, but generally the most hap-

rt of mankind. This is peculiarly the case

those who live by the culture of the ground,

great increase of inhabitants in- infant agri-

re every where, evidently proves it to be the

healthy, as well as the most useful employ-

e love of activity shows itself very early in

So strong is the principle, thot a healthy

cannot be restrained from activity. Our

of motion is surely a strong proof or its utili-

It seems to bo a law throughout the whole

il creation, that no creature, without exercise,

d enjoy health, or be able to find subsistence,

ictivity never fails to produce a universal re-

ion of the solids, whicli disposes the body to

norable diseases. When the solids are relax-

either the digestion nor any of the secretions

le duly performed. How can persons who

11 day on easy chairs, and sleep all night on

of down, fail to be relaxed ? nor do those

mend the matter who never hardly stir

.d but in a coach.

andular obstructions generally proceed from

ivily. These are the most obstinate maladies,

•ng as the liver, kidneys and other glands duly

rm their functions, health is seldom much im-

d, but when they fail, it is difficult to be re-

d.

eak nerves are also the constant companions

activity. We seldom hear the laborious com-

I of weak nerves. This plainly points out the

;es from which nervous diseases generally ori-

le, and the means by which they may be pre-

2d.

is absolutely impossible to enjoy health, where

)erspiration is not duly carried on ; but that

never be the case where exercise is neglected.

!n the matter which ought to be thrown off by

piration, is retained in the body, it vitiates the

ors, and occasions the gout, rheumatism, &c.

piece of indolence injures the health more

the custom of lying in bed too long in the

ling : the morning is undoubtedly the best for

exercise, as the air braces and strengthens the

nerves. Custom soon renders early rising agreea-

ble, and, next to lolnl nbsliiience from all intoxica-

ting drinks, nothing contributes more to the preser-

vation of health.

Every person should lay themselves under some
sort of necessity to take exercise. Indolence, like

other vices, when indulged, gains ground, and at

length becomes agreeable. Hence many who
were fond of cxercisa in the early part of life, be-

come quite averse to it afterwards. This is often

the case with gouty and hypocondriac persons, and

frequently when their diseases are difficult to cure.

Indolence not only occasions diseases, and ren-

ders man useless to society, but promotes all man-
ner of vice. The mind, if not engaged in some
useful pursuit, is constantly in quest of some ideal

pleasures. From these sources proceed most of

the miseries of mankind. Certainly man was nevj

er intended to be idle. Inactivity frustrates the

very design of his creation, whereas an active life

is the best and greatest preservation of health.

—

Oracle of Htallh.

CULTURE OF THE PEA.

This valuable crop has been unusually produc-

tive the past year, and will to a considerable ex-

tent, supply the place of the corn crop, which in

many parts of the country has proved a partial

failure. This illustrates the old remark that corn

and peas rarely succeed well in the same season.

The author of the " British Husbandry" remarks,

"that few things can be more uncertain than the

produce of the grain, which seems entirely depen-

dent upon circumstances regarding the state of the

atmosphere at the time of blossoming, and with

the precise nature of which we are unacquainted.

In dripping or wet seasons, which are favorable to

their growth, so much as 84 bushels of Marlbo-

rough grey peas have been got from a single acre,

though on good soils and favorable season, 30

bushels is considered a fair crop."

To the great moisture, and consequent coolness

of the past season, we may doubtless attribute the

excellence of the pea crop, which in several in-

stances has far exceeded all that we have ever be-

fore known in this country. A young farming

friend of ours had a crop that good judges estima-

ted at 60 bushels per acre, but which unfortunate-

ly, in spite of every exertion to save it, was so

damaged and wasted by the storms and long con-

tinued wet weather of September, all accuracy as

regards the quantity, was out of the question, The

ground was in corn the year before, and heavily

manured. It was plowed in the fall, once in the

spring, sowed to peas of the Marrowfat kind, and

well rolled.

But the greatest crop we believe on record, is

the one grown by Mr Wasson, of Leicester, Living-

ston CO., as stated in the New Genesee Farmer, of

November. They were of the kind called the

short-pod English pea, sowed on ground used for

corn two years previous, soil black and mucky,

three bushels of seed to the acre, and the quantity

grown on one acre, measured at the time of thresh-

ing, was 88 bushels and 8 quarts.

The pea, like corn, delights in a rich, deep soil,

as in these it suffers less from drought than on any

other; and on such it is valuable as preparatory

for wheat—a good crop smothering all weeds, and

leaving the soil clean and in good condition. There

is little use in attempting to grow the pea on poor

or unmanured soil."!, and those who on such soils as

these, follow the pea with wheat, arc apt to have

their labor for their pains. Peas, with corn or

roots, form a good part in any rotation ; manure
operating favorably upon them, and they leaving

the soil for a grain crop unexhausted.

—

Albany
Cult.

Trom the same.

SUBSTITUTE FOR THE ROLLER.
Messrs. Editors—One of our farmers, l\Ir John

A. Merselis, uses the following article, instead of a

roller with good effect. He takes a slab, or out-

side cut from a log, two or three inches thick, nine

inches wide, and about seven feet long ; a rope is

fastened in each end, then by means of the clevis,

he fastens his team to the middle of the rope. If

the driver is a heavy person, he uses the flat side

down next the ground ; if he is a light person,

the round side down
;
going over the field several

times, until tlie ground is sufficiently pulverized
;

the driver standing on it, to keep it in close con-

tact with the ground. By rubbing over the ground,

it pulverizes it thoroughly. The past season, I

saw two of his fields ; one planted with corn, on

our Mohawk flats, which looked like a bed in a

garden ; the rows of corn could be seen across the

field, when only an inch or two high. The other

was upland, clay and slate gravel, sown with oats,

which was equally smooth. I believe when he

uses it, he does not previously harrow. He invent-

ed it to cover Marrowfat peas, which, by harrow-

ing, he was unable to cover. He even uses it to

cover his potatoes after planting them.

Respectfully, yours,

CHS. H. TOMLINSON.
Schenectady, JV. Y.

From the same.

RELIEF OF CHOKED CATTLE.

Mesrs. Editors—In looking over the articles of

your January No., I learned a novel method of re-

lieving choked cattle ; one too that may prove fa-

tal in the hands of some one less fortunate or skil-

ful than your correspondent—that of tapping with

a knife. It is not, I believe, generally known

among farmers, that an ox or cow may be relieved

in one minute|froin the danger of death and anguish

of pain produced by a potato or any other thing

lodged in the cesophagus or passage to the sto-

mach, by an operation so simple that any boy in

his teens may perform it, without the least danger

to the patient. Take a common earriage-whip,

the butt or handle of which is an inch or an inch

and a quarter in diameter, and smooth; let an as-

sistant raise the head of the beast to be operated

on, so high that the lower jaw will be parallel with

the lower part of the neck; thrust the butt into

the mouth and push forward boldly but steadily,

.till you have pushed the potato or substance into

the stomach. I feed my cows potatoes without

cutting, as I have no fears of their being injured

by choking, the remedy in that event being so sim-

ple. I have performed it several times, and would

advise your correspondent, Mr Otis, to try it, should

ever occasion require it, before he tries the more

dangerous one of tapping; and he will be convinc-

ed that his remedy is neither "surest, most expe-

ditious," or " safest." H. D. E.

Port Byron, Jan. 20, 1843.
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Boston, Wednesday, February 22, 1843.

FIFTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT THE
STATE HOUSE.

Mr King, President, in tlie chair. TIjo subject for

discussion—Fruits and Fruit Trees—was resumed.-

Tlie chair read the following letter:—we know not

whence it came :

To the Gentlemen nf the Agricultural Society :

The application of common brown soap on apple trees

or other fruit trees, is of great benefit in preserving them

in a healthy state. Take one pound of soap— go in to

an orchard of 30 trees, from 5 lo 30 years old ; when

you see a crevice or small hole in the bark, crowd in a

piece of soap as big as a bean or chesnut ; the -rain and

dew will cause this to balhe the tree to the roots; in a

few months you will see the healih and vigor of the tree

promoted. 'I'here is no composition equal to soap for a

wounded tree ; it repels all insects;— it will stand the

rain longer than you would suppose. Apply it in April

and in August ; it will clean oft' scaly bark, destroy the

eggs of insects, moss and lice. I have found the horer

worm destroyed by the wash of the soap going in the

hole of the borer. The labor and eipense is very small.

Nothing will bring to a sickly tree like this, and it is

the thing to be used when pruning.

I am very much in favor of banking up peach trees

early in the fall. A wheelbarrow load of compost or

loam put round ihem, and a quart of ashes on top next

the tree, will prevent the early frost from freezing the

sap and cracking the tree.

Yours, respectfully, J. F. R.

After the reading of the letter, Mr Putnam, (Ed.) re-

marked that the course recommended at the last meet-

ing, of taking all the top from old trees, and inserting

scions by scores and even hundreds, might promise well

for a time; but his observation led him lo expect, that

after o few years tlie tree would perish, and this too bo-

fore it had borne much fruit. The same amount of la-

bor and expense given to young trees, would be more

profitable. He thought (he laws of the growth of trees

would lead to disappointment if we took away all the

top; for the roots of the large tree will send up sap for

a large top ;—the leaves of the scions will not be suffi-

cient to elaborate this sap ;—it will be in the tree like

undigested food in our stomachs. The scions will put

forth vigorously and do all ihey can to fit the food fo

the large trunk ; but the work is loo much for them,

and in a fetv years the bark will start from the trunk,

and the whole will perish.

He made these remarks because he was unvvillin

that statements should go out from the meeting which

should aulhcjrize the inference that the mode of taking

the whole top at once from the trees, was a good one

Mr Merriam to Mr P. What did you understand by

taking off the whole top ?

Ans. Tlrat the large limbs thai were not fit for graft-

ing, were cut otf at the trunk, and that ihe others had

scions set in them where Ihey were an inch or little

more in diameter.

Mr M. I was misunderstood. When I insert a sci-

on, I cut the surrounding limbs down or head them in lo

a level with the scions set, and let the lateral twifs re-

main on Ihem.

[With this qualification, the course is less objectiona-

ble than as we understood from ihe original descrip-

lion.— Putnam.]

Mr Badger, of Chelsea, asked whether any one pre-

sent has an acquaintance with Dr. Lee's method of graft-

ing .'—a method of laying a tree of four or five feel in

length, in a trench, and inserting scions in its side, every

5 or 6 inches, letting them grow a few years and then

taking Ihem up, sawing apart and setting out as sepa-

rate irees. (The description as contained in the New
England Farmer of Oct. last, was read by the chair.)

Mr Putnam. I copied that article as a curiosity, but

do not see any advantage it possesses in economy of la-

bor or time, over the common method.

Mr Buckminstcr concurred. We can bud or graft in

two or three years, from the seed, and in six or seven,

get Irres suitable for standards.

The borer is a great destroyer of our apple trees. We
have his history or life :—a brown fly, three-fourths of

an inch long, lays 10 eggs on ihe tree near the ground,

about July 1 ;—thefe hatch in 8 days. The young

worm immediately buries itself under the bark

—

usually near the root. The second year it goes to the

heart of the tree j the third it comes out to the bark and

opens a hole, and then remains in its burrow until it

changes to the brown fly, when it issues forth and lays

eggs- To dig for the worm, since it does not open the

hole at the bark until ils work is done, is like locking

the stable door after the horse is stolen.

A little wash in July, will destroy the borer—a wash

of potash and water. Many farmers have cut ihe worm

out or pulled it with a wire; hut this need not be done
;

for the wash will do the work. The same insect trou-

bles the quince, locust and mountain ash.

The canker worm is best destroyed by strewing lime,

potash or salt under the trees at the time when the

worms are about to quit trees in June. Ley for a wash

is better than lime ; and so also thinks Rer. M. Allen,

of Pembroke.

The peach tree has another worm. This worm works

do2cn ; and as Mr B. thinks, causes the yellows. Many
dig this out ; but you need not do it;—keep them from

getting in. Worms, he thinks, caused the trouble in the

buttonwoods. Ashes thrown around the peach trees,

or lime, or any similar substance, will keep the eggs

from hatching.

Mr French, of Braintree, wished that he might not be

reported—(but as he made no motion to have the re-

porters excused, and as we have no wish to be excused

in the case, he may happen to see a few of his good

opinions down in our page.)

He finds the borer has grown cunning, and will not

stay at the trunk, where we look for him, but goes up

to the limbs and branches,—therefore it will be difGcull

lo rpaoh all the eggs with the potash wash, and this is

not an effectual remedy.

Work as much as you may at renovating and engraft

ing an old tree, it is, after all, but an old tree.

As a preventive for the borer, he has no great faith in

any thing but the expensive process of going over the

orchard three or four times in the year, with chisel and

wires. This is only an imperfect check.

Trees may flourish any where but in ihe water. On
bleak Nuhant, Mr Tudor has produced the finest fruit

that has ever been exhibited at the Horticultural Soc

ty's rooms, and Dr. Cox made trees grow well in a field

where the sands would blow. But to get their success,

we must learn their piocesses.

The fungus or wart on the plum tree, he thinks con

tagiitus.

Mr Pierce, of West Cambridge, a most skillful practi-

cal grower of fruits, made many valuable remarks and

suggestions. We have not space to do him justice this

week, and must therefore defer our report of his re-

marks. Mr P. said, the idea of engrafting an old ti

uncultivated lands, .would not occur to him.

Mr Merriam. The trees I referred to last week,

thrifty trees.

(If ihe old, wild trees of Mr M. were thrifty tree;

if the taking off the whole top, allowed the leav

many lateral twigs on the main branches, he fai

make himself understood by us at the time, and c

us to make objections which otherwise we shoul i

have offered. We had no thought that thrifty tri

far only trimmed as to give free room to the new
serted scions, would perish under such an operati

Putnam
)

Mr Merriam succeeded Mr Pierce, and had the

for some time; but we do not remember that 1;

vanced any ihing of importance different from wl
had previously staled.

Mr Gardner, of Sekonk, said that he wished to

that there were some spots in the Commonw
where apple trees will do well in sward or grass

He had planted out, three or four years ago, an ore

part of the land has been tilled; but more of it

grass ; where tlie grass is, he keeps the soil s

around the trunk. These trees have done quite as

as those where all the land is tilled. He has al

older full grown orchard, in grassland: here }

dresses occasionally, but does not till around the t

This is a good orchard—a- very good one;—the

good. There are spots where we may have gooc

without constant tillage.

Subject for next evening—Mineral and Concen
Manures—as plaster, lime, salt, poudrette, bone, &<

Cows Shedding or Leaking their Milk.—A gentl

who has a fine cow for milk, but less so than she \

be, did not the milk drop from her before milking

wishes to know whether there is any way to pr

this loss, other than by very frequent milkings.

any thing be administered or applied that will alt

p{>wer of the muscles around the milk orifices.^

will thank any one of our correspondents to answ

inquiry and give information upon the subject.

inrln answer to the question put to us in the Jl

chusetts Spy, of Feb. 8, we say—yes. And we sa;

ther, that if the editor of the Spy has sent us the

we asked for in a private note, ue have never ret

it. Possibly it came to our office, which we do no

every day, and our miscellaneous papers are not ai

kept for our inspection. Should the paper be sent

we ask that it may be enclosed in a separate wri

and directed to Allen Putnam.

To Correspo7idents.—We are obliged to defer

week, the communications relating to Yankee 1

and Drivers— to Turnips and Oil as fatteners— 1'

Plum Trees that are the least liable to be attack

worms.

Hon. H. L Ellsworth has our thanks for his K

to Congress relating lo agriculture and its statistics

shall notice it soon.

Smart Repartee.—A single horse was taking a

and five women up a hill in Brighton—and, pass

school-girl, the man said lo her, " Wont you ride:

Girl. No—it 's too hard a case for the horse.

Man. You 're a smart one—does your mother 1

you 're out ?"

Girl. Yes, she does—and she gave me a cent Ic

a monkey with :

—

arc you for sale?
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MISCELLANEOUS

AN ADDRESS
COMPOSED FOR A TE3IPERANCE MEETING.

Ye friends of moderation,

Wiio liiiiili a reformation,

Or moral renovation.

Would benefit our nation ;

Who deem inioxication,

With all its dissipation

In every rank and station,-

The cause of degradation
;

Of which your observation

Gives daily demonstration,

—

Who see the ruination,

Distress and desolation,

The open violation,

Of moral obligation,

The wretched habitation

Without accommodation.

Or any regulation,

For common sustenation,

A scene of depravation,

UnequaU'd in creation ;

The frequent desecration

Of Sabbaths' ordination
;

The crime and depredation,

Defying legislation ;

The awful profanation

Of common conversation.

The mental aberation,

And dire infatuation

With every sad gradation

To maniac desperation :

Ye who with consternation.

Behold its devastation.

And utter condemnation
On all inebriation ;

—

Why sanction its duration ?

Or show disapprobation,

Of any combination.

For its extermination ?

Without prevarication,

We deem a declaration,

That alfers no temptation,

By any palliation.

Of this abomination.

The only sure foundation,

The total expiration
;

And under this persuasion
Hold no communication.
With noxious emanation
Of brewer's fermentation,

Of spirit distillation,

Producing stimulation ;

To this determination.

We call consideration.

And without hesitation.

Invite co-operation
;

Not doubting invitation,

And high approbation.

Without provocation
Will raise your estimation,
And by continuation.

With this association,

You may, by meditation.

Ensure the preservation

Of a future generation

From all contamination,

—

And may each indication,

Of such regeneration.

Be the theme of exultation,

Till its final consummation.
Lincoln Telegraph.

Dean Swift and the Tailor.—A tailor in Dublin,

near the residence of the Dean, took it into the

" ninth part" of his head tliat he was specially and

divinely inspired to interpret the prophecies, and

especially the book of Revelations. Quitting the

shop-board, he turned out a preacher, or rather a

prophet, until his customers had left his shop, and

his family were likely to faniisli. His monomania
was well known to Dean Swift, who benevolently

watched for some opportunity to turn the current

of his thoughts. One night, the tailor, as he fan-

cied, got especial revelation to go and convert

Dean Swift, and next morning took up the line of

march to the deanery. The Dean, whose study

was furnished with a glass door, saw the tai-

lor approach, and instantly surmised the nature

of his errand. Throwing himself into an attitude

of solemnity and thoughtfulness, with the Bible

opened before him, and his eyes fixed on the 10th

chapter of Revelation, he awaited his approach.

The door opened, and the tailor announced, in an

unearthly voice

—

" Dean Swift, I am sent by the Almighty to an-

nounce to you"

—

"Come in, my friend," said the Dean, "I am
in great trouble, and no doubt the Lord has sent you

to help me out of my difficulty."

This unexpected welcome inspired the tailor, and

strengthened greatly his assurance in his own pro-

phetic characler, and disposed him to listen to the

disclosure.

"My friend," said the Dean, "I have just been

reading the 10th chapter of Revelati(m, and am
greatly distressed at a difficulty I have met with;

and you are the very man sent to help me out.

Here is an account of an angel that came down
from heaven, who was so large that he placed one

foot on the sea and the other on the earth, and lifted

up his hands to heaven. Now, my knowledge of

mathematics, continued the Dean, " has enabled

me to calculate exactly the size and form of this

angel ; but I am in great difficulty, for I wish to

ascertain how much cloth it will take to make him

a pair of breeches; and as that is exactly in your

line of business, I have no doubt the Lord has sent

you to show me."

This exposition came like an electric shock to

the poor tailor ! He rushed from the house, ran to

his shop, and a sudden revulsion of thought and

fboling came over him. Making breeches was ex-

actly in his line of business. He returned to his

occupation, thoroughly cured of his prophetical rev-

elation by the wit of the Dean.

77ie Cropping System in France.—According to

the Parisian journals, it appears that the wholesale

dealers in human hair, have had a most successful

harvest this year, not less than 200,000 lbs. weight

having been procured. Britany is the province of

France in which the traffic is almost wholly carried

on, and all the fairs are regularly attended by pur-

chasers, both male and female. The Breton pea-

sants have particularly fine hair, and generally in

great abundence; their beautiful tresses they are

perfectly willing to sell, and it is no uncommon
sight to see several giria sheared one after the

other like sheep, and many others standing ready

for the shears, with their caps in their hands, and

their long hair combed out and hanging down to

their waists. Every successive crop of hair is tied

up into a whisp by itself, and thrown into a large

basket, placed by the side of the operator. The
highest value given by these abominable hair mer-

chants for a fine crop of hair, is 20 sous

mere frequent consideration is a giiady but t

ery cotton handkerchief, worth about IG

The profits thus netted by these hair mongers

be enormous.

GRBEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER
.lOSIiPH BRECK & CO. at 1 he New England ;

luial Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and 62 Nor
iiel Streel, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, H
Stallc Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle no
applied to any implement Tor this purpose. The i

inent elfecis of this application, and some of the con
peculiarities of the machine are

:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power r

tu use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is si

to work it efTiciently.

2. With even this moderate power, iteasilycutst*
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been i

hy any other machine even when worked by horse o
power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in wh
cut, require sharpening less often than those of an
straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made
together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable

complicated machines m general use to get out of <

AGRICULTURAL, IMPI,EMEJVTS, &,o. I

The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural

house and Seed Store No. 51 and 52 North Marke I

would inform their customers and the public genera
j

they have on hand the most extensive assortment c I

cultural and Horticultural Tools to be found in the |

States. Part of which are the following ;

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
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Mr George Pierce, of West Cambridge, eiiid he
knew no effectiml mode of destroyinij tlie borer.

In 1S35 or '36, CapU Charles Wellington topped

lan orchard of Russot trees, in March ; in June he
grafted over ; let both grafts and suckers grow the

first year: second year, cut one scion from every

stock : in the third year from that time, the orch-

ard produced 100 bbls. of apples. It is now a

handsome orchard : not a tree has failed, and only

Dne looks sickly.

The whole of the limbs were cut when the trees

were topped, but not many limbs were cut at the

;runk. These trees were from 8 to 15 inches

ihrough. The orchard was not very old. The
aarl; was smooth and the trees were tlirifty. The
jround was generally in tillage.

Mr Pierce would always keep the ground loose

round trees. In 1S3G, when he first came to the

lace on which he now lives, there were seven
each trees on it. Three of the trees that year
ad fruit on them ; he waited for it to ripen until

fter the snow came—but patience waited in vain.

he next year a man spent a day in budding these

:ees;—only two buds lived. The next fall these

tore good fruit, and the year following he got from
hem many dozens of peaches, which he sold at $1
«er dozen ; and the same the two following years.

he peaches came from the same branches which
.i'3G bore little unripened things. It is a late va-

ety—the Royal George. Cultivation of the soil

nd care of the tree wrought the change.

The yellows have not troubled him—the borer

the only enemy he has to contend with—and for

>iese he has not found ashes a perfect remedy.
For an early peach, Coolidge'a Favorite he

links best.

The most effectual wash is that which he ap-

ies to the ground—that is, good cultivation. By
is he can keep the bark so smooth that lice and
;rmin can hardly crawl up.

All worms poison and stunt trees : good cultiva-

on helps the trees to resist these evil effects.

An old peach tree may have a pruning in April,

ut a young, vigorous tree should have its branches

inned out in August. Heading down has been a

3od operation with many cultivators, but he has

ot tried it. The peach will continue vigorous and

Hiitful here more than or 7 years, though the

latement made last week may be true in regard

New Jersey.

To get good peaches, you must thin out the

uit when it is not more than half grown. He
iled to get as good fruit last year as before, by

at thinning enough ;—he disliked to take off the

saches, which would bring him a dollar per dozen,

d let this reluctance spoil the whole.

The summer before the last, in a very dry time,

J dug around twelve trees—seven peaches, and

five Bartlott pears;—dug a circle 10 feet in diame-

ter, as deep as the roots would let him go ; then

covered the ground with pea vines, &c. ; then wa-
tered freely. The drooping trees revived in a day,

and the fruit was such as paid him well for his ex-

pense.

He has been accustomed to transplanting trees

for thirty years, and does not remember that he
has ever lost one by the operation. Thinks that

the stock in some instances, may have some effect

as well as the scion upon the quality of the fruit.

PLUM TREE AND ITS ENEMIES.
To the Editor of (he New EtiKlaiid Farmer

:

Dear Sik—As it appears that many persons

suppose that all, or nearly all, the varieties of the

Plum, are subject to the attack of insects, and to

the knots and excresences caused thereby, and as

there are others who are not sufficiently conver-

sant with the subject to discriminate between those

which are, and those which are not subject to such
injuries, we now send you the names of the most
valuable varieties that are never thus attacked, or

very rarely so. Furthermore, we have established

a discriminative guide, embracing a large number
of varieties, which is this :

—

The varieties of Ameri-
can origin, are not subject to attacks of the insect ;

and this rule holds true, with but a single excep-

tion, that we are aware of, and that one is the Red
Gage ; and so universal is this exemption, that if

we did not know that the Red Gage originated at

this establishment, we should not be very ready to

believe it a native variety. Every cultivator of

plum trees, we presume, is aware that the Late
Purple Damson, which ripens in October, is more
subject to attacks of the insect referred to, than

any other variety ; and yet we have a native seed-

ling from it, scarcely differing at all from the pa-

rent in the appearance of the tree or in fruit, which
never is attacked thereby. The Green Gage, or

Grosse Reine Claude, is liable to attack, but the

three new varieties of the Gage in the annexed
list, which were originated by Wm. Prince, al-

though seedlings of the preceding one, are not

subject to such attacks.

Perhaps we may hereafter send you our views
as to a discrimination between the European varie-

ties that are, and those that are not subject to the

depredations of this insect, and comprising a most
singular deduction from affinity in iho sap

; but at

this moment we will simply state that the varie-

ties of the Dame Aubert or True Magnum Bonum,
are exempt, or nearly so, whereas many of the va-

rieties that are the progeny of the original Damas-
cus, or Damas, or Damson plum, (these three names
being synonymous,) are subject thereto.

We notice mi an editorial article in your last

number, you quote from Mr Forman's work, that

" Where there are no plum trees, there are no plum
tree insects"! ! ?—and you also quote his recom-
mendation that all the plum trees be burnt, in order

to annihilate the insects I—but, most unfortunately

for his sovereign remedy, yet luckily withal for the

poor insects, they find the Morello cherry quite as

congenial to their taste, and they also frequent the
Bird Cherry, or Prunus virginiana.

Yours, very respectfully,

WM. R. PRINCE & CO.
Lin. Bot. Garden and JVurseries, >

Flushing, Feb. 20, 1843. J

The following are the varieties of Plums above
referred to, as not liable to attacks of insects :

American Yellow Gage
;

Prince's Imperial do.

Prince's Green do.

Prince's Yellow do.

Purple or Violet do.

Washington (Bolmer's;)

Brevoort's Purple Washington
j

Coe's Golden Drop
;

Corse's plums—several varieties
;

Diamond
;

Duane's Purple French;
Blue Imperatrice

; i

Elfrey, or French Copper;
Goliah

;

Huling's Superb
;

Italian Damask
;

Large Early Black Montreuil

;

Large Black Imperial
;

Lewistown Egg ;

Yellow Egg, or Magnum Bonum
;

White Egg, or Imperial

;

Yellow Imperial
;

Red Egg, or Dame Auber a Rouge;
Prince's Large Summer Egg—new

;

Nectarine
;

Smith's Orleans
;

Italian Prune

;

Tomlinson's Charlotte;

Miller's Spanish
;

Red St. Martin, or Coe's Fine Red
;

Imperial Milan—and some others not recollected

at this moment.

OJ^We should be happy to learn from the fruit-

growers here, whether their experience in Massa-
chusetts will show that this classification by Messrs.

Prince & Co., is of any value as a guide in this

part of the country Ed. N. E. F.

Miseries oj Indolence.—None so little enjoy life,

and are such a burden to themselves, as those who
have nothing to do. The active only have the

true relish of life. He who knows not what it is

to labor, knows not what it is to enjoy. It is exer-

tion that renders rest delightful and sleep sweet

and undisturbed. That the happiness of life de-

pends on the regular prosecution of some laudable

business, which engages, helps and enlivens all

his powers, let those bear witness who, after spend-

ing years in active usefulness, have sought enjoy-

ment in retirement Selected.

Man never was intended to be idle. Inactivity

frustrates the very design of his creation; whereas

an active life is the best guardian of virtue, and

the greatest preservative of health.
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For Ihe N. E. Farmer.

TURNIPS AND OIL-CAKE FOR FATTEN-
ING CATTLE.

Mr Edttor—Dear Sir— I enclose an article on

the turnip, and another on the use of oil-cake for

faltenino; cattle and as an article of food. They
ore both from the pen of the same gentleman who
furnished the article on " Pigeon Manure," in your

journal of Feb. 8.

I have always thought favorably of the turnip

culture, as a highly profitable article of food ; but

from it.=i very bulky and diluted nature, 1 have al-

ways doubted its fattening; qualities, except only

and when combined with other substances of a

more nutritious kind. Anon.

Effects of Turnip Feed in England.—By an Eng-
lishman.

In the winter of 1833, I had occasion to visit for

a few days, a little village in the vicinity of Roth-

erham, Yorkshire, but was soon glad to leave, for

the reason that the meat—mutton and beef—milk

and butter—were but so many preparations of tur-

nips ; and I was unable to obtain any other. How.
ever, before leaving, I happened to meet with one

of the farmers of the place, and inquiring why they

fed all their cattle on turnips, his answer was,

" The fact is, we are loo poor to give them any

tiling else; hay is up, and the turnips are the

cheapest." I had the curiosity to look at this gen-

tleman's sheep, and a more miserable looking flock

I never saw. Sheep will never fatten on turnips,

and a turnipy taste is not more the milkman's than

the farmer's enemy. 'J'hey have but little or no

bitter principle, and in their nutritive qualities bear

no comparison with the carrot.

If further testimony is required, take that of Mr
Sinclair, gardener to the Duke of Bedford, whose
observations are to be found in that " invaluable

work," as it is termed by agriculturists, the " Hor-
tU3 Gramincus Woburnensis."

As to Mr Stephens' assertions, that the stock in

Scotland is fed upon turnips from November to

January, and that it is not till February that such

feeding seems to produce any improvement, they

are true so far as they go—but let them not lead

us into error ; for farmers, not unlike physicians,

not knowing more than half the facts of the case,

although knowing them well, may still go wrong.

The true exposition of the matter is this : Cattle

are fed from November to the latter end of Janua-
ry or middle of February— or, in other words, till

the young grass begins to spring—when they im-
prove wonderfully, if you like—and yet no wonder,
considering how long they have been kept upon
"short commons."

I have seen many a flock of sheep, but never
saw one in the middle of a turnip field, that was
not penned there. The turnip is always forsaken
for the miscea herbage on the hank side, of which
there is always more or less in England, even in

the depth of winter.

Let it be remembered, ol.'so, that there is scarce-

ly any hitler extract in turnips, which is as necessa-

ry to cattle as salt is to us ; and without which, as

Sinclair says, they must inevitably become diseased
and die.

Oil for Fattening.

Corroborative of Mr Prince's communication, in

your paper of last week, on feeding cattle with oil

it is so universally used in Engl.and in the form of

oil cake, that to me it appeared strange that there

should be any doubt about its powers, or propriety

of its use, in this country. In fact, I have so re-

peatedly heard farmers in England talk of exhibit-

ing it in preference to any thing else, and never

having discovered any unpleasant flavor in the

ir.cat so fed, I feel confident, in recommending it

to the farmers of America, that a trial is all that is

wanting to success. As to any scruples about eat-

ing oil-fed meat, they must vanish before the fact,

that fiU meat is but little else than oil itself.

H. St. Aubtn.

QI/^Wc are happy to receive these communica-
tions from one who for many years has been an

observer of English farming. In our own remarks

upon the effects of feeding upon turnips in Scot-

land, as described by Henry Stephens, in the Book

of the Farm, wo did not intend that the inference

should be made that no otiier food was given in

connection «ith them: straw is daily given to the

animals as well as turnips. The first of February,

which we named as the time when the turnip-fed

animals begin to thrive, is not, we think, iji Scot-

land, the time when their anhnals begin to get a

supply of fresh spring feed, though it may be in

the south and centre of England. We have not Mr
Stephens' book at hand, or we would quote what ho

says as to the time when their animals are turned

out to pasture. If we remember correctly, it is

about the first of April.

The question in regard to the value of root cul-

ture in this country, we consider so far an open

one, that we are very willing to insert facts, expe-

riments and observations that make either for or

against the general and extensive cultivation of

roots.

Should it be found true, as it doubtless is, that

roots do not contain enough of bitter extract to

make them a sufficient food for fattening when
used alone, it will not follow that they are not val-

uable in connection with hay, straw, corn-stalks,

&c Ed. N. E. F.

For the N. E. Farmer.

FEEDING HERBIVOROUS ANIMALS WITH
OIL.

Can it conduce to the health of herbivorous ani-

mals, Mr Editor, to be fed with oil ? Why, it is a

disputed question, to say the least of it, whether
oil is the best food, even for jnan— in America or

in Greenland. Yet man is claimed to be, in part,

an eater— constitutionally so—of substances con-
taining oil.

I have been led to make these remarks, or rather

queries, by the statements of Mr Prince, of Jamai-
ca Plain, in your paper, concerning the use of oil

in fattening cattle. Reasoning a /)non, as well as

from analogy, I am led to oppose such a practice.

That cattle may be fattened faster in this way, I

have no doubt : but that they are rendered sickly

in the same proportion, is equally certain. Indeed,
the statement of the English butcher, cited by Mr
Prince, about bleeding once or twice for a week or

ten days before slaughtering an animal fed in this

way, confirms the view I take of the subject. Why
would a physician bleed a man under such circum-
stances ? Would it not be to reduce the inflamma-
tory or febrile action .'

Few persons rejoice more than I, at every real

improvement in the great and important department

of philanthropy of which your paper is so worthy a

representative ; and this is one reason why I occa-

sionally drop a thought or two, for the considera-

tion of those whom it may concern. Besides, no
person, as I suppose, would prefer to eat diseased

flesh meat, merely because it is a little fatter, or

—

being a little nearer to a state of putridity when
killed—is a little more tender.

Yours, WM. A. ALCOTT.
Dedham, Feb. 20, 1843.

(15^ Dr. Alcott seems, in his opening questions,

to imply, that oil is an animal product only—and
that it therefore must be unsuited to nourish her-

bacious animals. The oils from fla,\seed, from the

olive, from Indian corn, &c. &c., are purely vegeta-

ble products, and therefore there might be propriety

in arguing their unfitness to be the food of carnivo-

rous beasts,—but none, that we can see, in hinting

that they are improper for such animals as find

corn and flaxseed a natural and wholesome food.

Our correspondent is usually awake; but he was
apparently napping, when he thought to make a
valid argument against the use of linseed oil to

feed herbaceous animals. The oil of the herb is

their natural food;—not the oil alone and uncom-
bined, it is true—but yet the oil of vegetables, igi

the natural food of the ox. It was such oil— lin-

seed oil—that Mr Prince used. Were the Green-
lander's train oil, mutton tallow, or hog's lard re.

commended, there would be pertinence in our cor-

respondent's remarks ; but we see none now ; nor

can we see a reason for inferring that vegetable oil

will naturally give disease to an animal whose
natural food is vegetable.

We will welcome an explanation or rejoinder.—

Ed. N. E. F.

Tight Dressing—It is not tight lacing alone

which is objectionable, but all lacing. In our

dress, not a pound weight— no, not an ounce, were

it possible to avoid it, should ever rest on the sur-

face of the human body. Every where should the

skin and muscles have lull, free and perfect mo.

tion. * * Have you not seen—some of the

oldest of you, at least—here and there, a grand-

mother of the last century ? Then you have seer

chests and the representatives of chests such as

are seldom to be found now. It is impossible fo:

females to be degenerating as females now are

from errors in dress and other multiplied infraction!

of God's natural law, and the whole race not sufie

by it. We are all deteriorating, at least physical

ly ; and tight dressing is one of the causes. Ant
if consumption and scrofula, and heart, stomach

and liver diseases are increasing with rapid etridei

among us, this, too, is Ihe result, in no trifling de.

gree, of the same cause. The mother, in conse-

quence of a feeble organization, and especially «

slender and feeble chest, transmits to her childrei

a tendency to the same state. Mothers, then, b«

admonished. The world rests, as it were, on you

Shall it or shall it not rise ? It has fallen by wo

man, so we are told ; if ever raised again, it cai

hardly be raised without her influence.

—

Dr. .'11

coWs Teacher of Health.

To find one who has passed through life witliou

sorrow, you must find one incapable of love or ha i

tred, of hope or fear ; one who hath no memory o

the past, and no thought of the futurerr—one tha

hath no sympathy with humanity, and no feeling i,,,

common with the rest of the species.
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[ASS. SOCIETY FOR PflOMOTION OF AG-
RICULTURE.

Report ox Farms.

The Committee appointed by the Trustees of

le Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agricul-

ire to award tlie premiiiins offered for tlie best

ultivatod farms, have attended to that duty, and

sk to report as follows :

In offcrin|r these very liberal premiums, the Trus-

>es entertained a hope that they might ?ive a new

:imiiUis to improvement and more effectually awak-

n the attention of farmers to their true interest.

Vith a view of relieving the claimants for premi-

ms of the trouble of making out their statements

1 writinir, of Ihe condition of their respective

irms, which is by many considered an irksome

isk, your committee appointed a coinpetcnt agent,

rith instructions to call upon each applicant, and

5 furnish him with all needed facilities in giving

is answers to the questions proposed by the Trus-

ses. This duty has been ably and satisfactorily

xecuted by the very worthy and intelligent gen-

leman appointed for that purpose, accompanied, in

few cases by one of your committee.

The number of applicants for the Society's pre-

niums, has, notwithstanding, been small. Still,

our committee believe that the liberal offers of

le Society have been instrumental, in no inconsid-

rable degree, in bringing about an improved state

f husbandry ; and they take pleasure instating

leir increased confidence in the beneficial results

lat may be derived from this mode of appropria-

, ng so considerable a portion of the Society's

iinds. Public attention, we are confident, has

'jen in some measure aroused, and many farmers,

Dur committee believe, relying upon the continued

Ters of the Society's premiums, are now striving

- put their farms in a condition that will not only

lable them hereafter to become successful compe-

tors for these premiums, but calculated to give

em a higher stand in the scale of usefulness

nong those by whom their good examples may be

ilnessed.

Our progress in agricultural improvement, com-

ired with that of some other countries, has hith-

to been slow. Wealth has cautiously yielded

r treasures for its encouragement, and the efforts

science, which have been so generously tender-

by the scientific friends of agriculture, have

:herto been too generally viewed with a distrust-

l eye. The opulent and enlightened advocates

agricultural improvement are, however, now

ginning to perceive that the business of farming

brds not only a safe, but profitable investment of

pital, and Ihat the profession of the farmer is as

icli benefited by the light of science as any oth-

. profession.

It was not till after the middle of the last centu-

) Unit English capitalists discovered that capital

: uiied in the improvement of their estates made

I ample returns of profit as that invested in stocks

i merchandise. From that time the light of sci-

«:e and the patronage of the wealthy have united

i furnishing the means of increased production,

I J 'jie labors of the husbandman have beenclieer-

tiie smiles of an enlightened and approving

:, till the profession of agriculture has be-

..j ihe broadest avenue to wealth and distinc-

I [1.

In England, improvements in agriculture are to

1 attributed mainly to liberal outlays by the rich

d'ners of extensive landed estates. Finding that

their tenants could produce from their worn-out

and impovcMishcd lands but little more than enough

to furnish thomsclves with a miseriible, scanty sub-

sistence, the landlord was induced to resort to va-

rious schemes and to invest large sums of money
in the improvement of his estate. By these means

he has greatly benefited the condition of his ten-

ants, and at the same time received an ample re-

munerotion for his outlay.

In this country, lands are more equally distribu-

ted and lield by a different tenure. The farmer

here is generally the owner of the acres which he

occupies, with no capital upon which he can draw

for improvement, but his own bone and muscle,

—

no means to help him on, but his own personal en-

ergies. His efforts must principally bo made to

contribute to the relief of his immediate necessities.

His progress in improvement must, therefore, ne-

cessarily be at a moderate pace. It is to men of

wealth, who can be satisfied with future and more

distant results, that we must in a great measure

look for rapid advances in this great and impor-

tant work.

In awarding the Society's premiums, yonr com-

mittea have, however, paid due regard to economy

of expenditure in the management of their farms,

by the respective applicants. They are not, how-

ever, of the opinion that the production of the

greatest crop at the least expense, will, in all ca-

ses, afford a correct test of the farmer's merit, as

this might result in rewarding the owner of a soil

naturally rich, that required but small outlay in

labor and manure to render it productive, to the

exclusion of his neighbor, who, though he may
have expended more and obtained a lighter crop

upon his less fertile grounds, has nevertheless by

enterprise and skill in managing and fertilizing his

fields, given a lesson to the public of much more

value than is afforded by tlie economy of his more

fortunate neighbor. Your committee have endeav-

ored to select such of the applicants for considera-

tion and notice, as, under all the circumstances,

have done most to advance the interests of agri-

culture, and, at the same time, have kept within

the bounds of reasonable economy.

The farm of Mr Morgan, of Palmer, exhibits an

instance of energetic and successful culture, which

can hardly find a parallel. Within the short space

of three years, with no extravagant outlay of mon-

ey, he, has, in a great measure by his skill, indus-

try and perseverance, so improved an impoverished

and worn out farm, as to increase its produce more

than four fold. In the language of the intelligent

agent who carefully inspected this farm, "the

changes which have been effected on this reduced

and rough farm, in three years, are truly astonish-

ing, and far exceed any thing ordinarily witnessed

in improvements." Any one, on reading the ac-

count of the produce of this farm, given by Mr
Morgan, and fully corroborated by the agent, must

be convinced that capital may be so invested in ag-

ricultural improvements as nut only to yield a cer-

tain, but very liberal profit.

Mr Morgan's method of renovating his '' bound

down" grass grounds, is worthy of notice by all

farmers. The process of simply scarifying the

surface of old exhausted grass fields, has long been

known and practiced ; but the addition of a dress-

ing of compost, prepared in the manner prescribed

by him, with a liberal sowing of grass seed, are

improvements upon the old process, which the com-

mittee know, from practical results, to be attended

with all the benefit ascribed to them by Mr Mor-

gan. The advantage of stirring the roots of the

gros.s in our bottnd out fields, is manifest from the

fact that a grass field simply turned over with the

plow, in very narrow furrow slices, in the fall of

the year, a:id smoothed down with (he harrow and

roller, will, witliout the aid of manure or grass

seed, more than double the crop of hay. The
grass springs up from between the furrow-slices

with renewed vigor, and at the season of mowing,
will nearly have covered the ground with a crop

that amply repays the labor of plowing, while this

process of turning over, is attended with a very

considerable improvement of the soil.

The condition of his manure when applied, and

the manner of applying it by Mr Morgan, we have

no doubt will be approved by all judicious and

skillful farmers. All manures should be applied

in such state and in such manner as to afi'ord the

greatest quantity of nourishment to the growing

crops, and, at the same time, be the least liable to

waste, from atmospheric influences. Animal ma-

nures and all animal substances applied to the sur-

face in a green or undecayed state, suffer very

considerable loss of their enriching properties. If

plowed in deep, it is not in a condition to furnish

immediate nourishment to the grain or grass crops,

either the roots will not reach it, or, if they do, it

will not be in a fit state to be taken up by them.

The objections to placing manure upon the surface

are obviated, by first placing it in contact witli

some substance, that will take up and retain ita

enriching matters, until they may be wanted by

the growing crop. This may be effected in the

compost heap.

Mr Morgan has not given us his method, nor

the time allowed by him, for making his compost.

On this subject we will take the liberty of suggest-

ino- to him, and all farmers, the expediency of al-

ways keeping a year's stock of stable manure on

hand for the new year's use. This will give am-

ple time to form his compost, and if properly mixed

with peat or swamp muck, or any vegetable mould,

two loads to one of stable manure, and occasion-

ally overhauled during the summer preceding ita

use, it may then be applied to the surface of his

fields, and if mixed with the top soil with the har-

row, or lightly covered with the plow, there will be

no risk of losing any of its valuable properties.

The mode of plowing and culliviting green-

sward, adopted by Mr Morgan, is now generally

approved by our best farmers. Some fifteen years

ago, your committee gave the first practical demon-

stration of the vast importance of this system of

culture in a country where the lands were fast ap-

proaching to steriity by an injudicious use of the

plow. They have since endeavored, at all suitable

times, to impress upon farmers, by precept as well

as example, its great importance in renovating

their worn out fields; and they are gratified in

finding it to be of so generally acknowledged

utility.*

The course pursued by Mr Morgan in reclaim-

ing his low meadow grounds, the committee do

not entirely approve. They are aware that some

farmers still hold to the practice of covering their

meadows with a coat of gravel for the purpose of

killing the wild grasses and giving firmness to tlie

surface. There can be no doubt that by putting

on a sufficient quantity of manure to enrich this

covering of unproductive material, these low mead-

ows may be made to produce larjje crops of grass

•See N. E. Farmer, vol. ia. p. 266.
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for a few years. But the lowland, sour grasses

and coarse herbage, thongli checked in their growth

for a season, are by no means exterminated, and
will, in due time, make their appearance, and flonr-

ish with a vigor inereased by the very means which
have been used to destroy them. Like all ineffeo-

tual attempts to overcome haunts of vice, they

Forve only to weaken the power of resistance, and
the unsubdued prosperity, flushed with the pride

of victory, returns to the attack with redoubled

force. The plan now generally pursued by our

best farmers, after thorough and perfect draining,

is to cultivate the surface a year or two with some
hoed crop, by which every species of the natural

grasses may be eradicated, and then, at the time

of sowing the grass seed, to top dress with com-
post made of stable manure mi.xed with a portion

of loam or subsoil. By this means, the softest

meadows will in a few years become sufficiently

firm to allow loaded teams to pass over them with-

out injury. This course, it is believed, will be

found to be more economical than graveling. Be-
sides, the labor and expanse of plowing or turning

over with the bog hoe, which must be ultimately

resorted to, incase of graveling, will be found to

be much greater and more difficult after graveling

than before.

Mr Morgan says he first cut a ditch around the

border of his meadow. This is well. But he has

omitted to state whether this is an open or covered

drain. Our agricultural ancestors had strong ob-

jections to ditchings their low meadows—particu-

larly to cutting ditches near the borders of the up-

land—for the alleged reason, that these open
drains received and conducted off into the brooks

and rivers, the enriching matter which is occasion-

ally brought down by washing rains from the sur-

rounding uplands. This argument against drain-

ing, it must be allowed, is not without some weight,

especially where meadows are surrounded by rich

and extensive uplands that are liable to bo washed
by heavy rains. This objection is at once obvia-

ted by substituting covered for open drains. Cov-
ered drains are quite as effectual as open ones, in

intercepting the cold springs that flow in from the

uplands, (which are the great source of injury to

the low grounds,) while the fertilizing matters,

which are washed from the uplands, are deposited

and allowed to remain upon the surface of the

meadow. These covered drains, if rightly con-
structed, will not be liable to become choaked.
A few hints upon the location and construction

of covered drains, may not be useless. After cut-

ting an open ditch through the centre of the mea-
dow, the drain intended to be covered, should be
opened parallel with the line of the upland, and as

near to it as the effects of a redundancy of water
may be perceived. This should be dug quite three

feet deep, where it is intended ever to use the

plow, and two feet in width. Common stones

from the field, as near eight inches in width and
thickness, as may be, are then placed at the bot-

tom of the drain, on each side, and these covered
with slate or common flat stones from the field,

thus leaving an open space for the passage of the

water, of about eight inches square. Over these

is to be placed a layer of small stones, from eight
inches to a foot in thickness ; then a covering of

tough sods from the meadow, grass side down, or

a layer of coarse hay, straw, shavings, or fine brush,

to prevent the dirt from working into the drain

before the covering of earth becomes settled, and
the whole to be covered and leveled off with the

earth taken from the drain. From this, side drain
to the centre open ditch ; cross-covered drains are
then to be made, at such distances apart as the
state of the land and quaniity of water to be car-

ried off, may require. The meadow is now put in

a condition to be drained, and after remaining a

year or two to settle, operations may be commenc-
ed, in such way as the farmer's judgment may dic-

tate.

There is a species of soil existing in greater or

less portions upon almost every farm, which would
be particularly benefited by under-ground draining.

This is a kind of land situated at the foot of high
lands on one or two sides—not peat or swamp
land, but having a thin vegetable mould on the

surface, and a hard pan of gravelly clay beneath.
These are supplied with a redundancy of water,

which, in the early part of the season breaks from
springs fed by the highlands, and remains upon it

till near midsummer, when it bakes and becomes
hard, producing nothing but a small crop of worth-
less sour grass. Such lands are neither fit for

grazing, mowing or tillage. Plowing and manur-
ing, to any extent, are of no avail, till the redun-
dant waters are taken off. This species of land

would derive peculiar benefit from covered drains

at the border, and by the aid of the subsoil plow,

(that wonderful improver of all soils,) to break up
the hard pan beneath the surface, it may be made
exceedingly productive, and, in most cases, much
more valuable than peat or swamp lands.

Taking into view the great improvements made
by Mr Morgan, his spacious barns and sheds, stor-

ed with hay and grain, his ample means for making
and saving manure, and judicious mode of applying

it, his numerous acres of renovated ground, clothed

with luxuriant crops, and his eight hundred rods of

stone wall, and all brought about in the short space
of three years, the committee have no hesitation

in recommending that the first premium of Ttvo
Hundred Dollars, be awarded to Mr Morgan for

the best cultivated farm.

The claims of Mr Elias J. Werden, of Richmond,
and Mr Ebenezer Richardson, of Pcpperell, were
considered so nearly balanced, that your committee
having doubts to which the preference should be
given, concluded to recommend that the second
and third premiums offered, be divided between
them. Both have strong claims, on the score of

economy in the management of their respective

farms, and both merit equal praise for their enter-

prise and great personal industry. In irrigating

his grass lands, Mr Werden has given an example
of the beneficial effects of this much neglected

means of increasing the crop of hay, and worthy

the notice of farmers. Much has been done in

other countries in redeeming vast tracts of unpro-

ductive and worthless land from a state of utter

barrenness to great fertility, by no other means
than the use of water. As much may, no doubt,

be done in this country, if our farmers would but

engage earnestly in the business. Not a stream

that winds its way among our hills and valleys, but

what may be made, in a greater or less degree, to

increase the product of our farms. How many of

these sources of fertility arc suffered to pass by,

with as little benefit to our lands as the winds that

blow over them, leaving nothing on their way, but

often allowed to carry off much of the natural

richness of the soil. Besides these, many of our

farms have small ponds or reservoirs of water,

which overflow in the spring of the year, and may

be made to contribute greatly to increase the crop
of grass.

It requires but little skill, and very little ex-
pense, to avail ourselves of this means of fertility.

With no instrument but his own eye, the farmer
may judge with almost unerring certainly, how to

conduct the water upon his ground with the great-
est advantage. An important principle to be known
in irrigation, is the necessity of keeping the water
constantly moving. That it will be useful only on
declivities, where its movement will be subject to

no interruption. Whenever motion ceases, injuri-

ous effects will commence. Stagnant water, on
grounds however elevated, will invariably destroy

the better kind of grasses and introduce the worst;
as soon, therefore, as it reaches the foot of the de-
clivity, it should be collected in drains and carried

oft'. Artificial dams may be constructed, when it

is necessary to raise a head of water sufficiently

high to draw it off upon the adjacent grounds or

a wind power may be used to pump water into re-

servoirs.

While Mr Werden has given us a good practi-

cal lesson upon irrigation, Mr Richardson has giv.

on one equally valuable upon reclaiming swamps
and low grounds. His plan is one which is most
generally approved. In the first place, he drains

perfectly, and then with the bog-hoe thoroughly k

eradicates all the coarse herbage and wild grosses.

[

We highly approve his plan of mixing a small ij

quantity of loam with the top soil of his meadows
i

before laying to grass. In all peaty soils there is

a deficiency of silicious and mineral matters. The
silicates contained in those substances are dissolv

ed and taken up by the roots of the grass, and

give strength, firmness and nutrition to the grow,

ing crop. Hence the necessity of applying a

small portion of loam or subsoil, not for the pur-

pose of burying the meadow, but to give strength

to the plants. These are best applied, we think

by mixing them with the compost that is used fo

a top-dressing at the time of sowing grain or graai

seed.

That both of these gentlemen have some do

fects in their system of managing their farms, the

will no doubt readily admit. They are both with

out cellars under their barns, to receive the ma
nure from the stables. This is a great oversigh'

No farmer should be without this useful and eco

nomical appendage to good husbandry. StabI

manure must be subject to great loss by exposur

to the winds, frosts and rains of winter.

There is, however, a good degree of skill an>fii

great industry and economy, evinced by both t

these claimants, and your committee take pleasurljm,

in recommending that to each of them be awardc

the sum of ,f 12.5—being together the amount
the second and third premiums.

Mr Abbot, of Westford, is entitled to much prais

«

for his enterprise and energetic labors in subduinS:

and renovating his rough grounds, as well as i»

draining and reclaiming his peat meadows—llioug-

we cannot entirely approve his plan of covering hf- ..

meadows, nor of the material used for the purpofff'ir, s,

We never can be made to believe in the expedielP-i;.

cy of covering the best soil with the poorest, wWttiJn

a view of increasing its fertility. Mr Abbot hB'tfij,

however, given a very useful example in the i\

iJcj

portant science of draining. He has began a gi

work. His labor and expenditure in making t 'i' fore

rough places smooth, have been, we have no doiil Held

judiciously bestowed, and will in due time yM HitjU
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m a handsome reward. Tlie committeo rccoiii-

end that the fourth premium of $7.5 be awarded

Mr Abbot.

The farm of Mr Harrison, of North Adams, pos-

(sses great natural advantages, and is well culti-

ited. His buildings are convenient and well lo-

tted. The preparations for making manure arc

Etensive, and so calculated as to enable him to

leserve its whole energies. The objection raised

I' him against irrigating his grass lands, is with-

it foundation. If tlie water be taken ofT at a

litable length of time before mowing, ho may be

sured that no injury will result to his grass. It

II not be made sour by the water. The com-

ittue recommend that the fifth premium of ,$50

awarded to Mr Harrison.

To Mr Sexton, of Stockbridge, who appears to

a devoted friend to the cause of agriculture,

lose system of husbandry is generally good,

ough defective in some of its parts, the comniit-

e recommend that the si.xth premium of $^5 be

warded.

Respectfully submitted by the Committee.

E. PHINNEY, Chairman.

[The statements of the successful competitors
• the State Society's premiums we have not room

r in this number. They will be given in our

xt.l

For the New England Farmer.

YANKEE OXEN AND OX-DRIVERS.

Mr Editor—We often hear of the skill of the

aniard in catching, by the use of the lasso, the

ild liorse, and easily breaking and taming him;

I the Arab's noble horsemanship ; the power and

I
etness of his steed, and his attachment to him

—

id again of those Jehus who drive four, six or

f
jht in hand.

' The Yankee ox-driver is no less a character

I
in any of these, and his oxen not less remarkable

I
their performance, it is believed, than the horse,

j ley often pet and almost caress them while

I
Ives—yoke them when yearlings—at two years

|1 they will work on the lead— at three, can man-

|e a cart—at four, will canter into a barn with a

j .d of hay. From this on, a yoke of them is a

j !tty good team for almost any purpose. But

Inerally they do not break them so young.

It is interesting to see these teams coming down
(.untains, or rough, precipitous winding roads

—

! descent often equal to ten degrees—with a

avy load, drawn by three or four yokes. The
id cattle are not heavy, perhaps, but " hold well."

le moment the wheels reach the summit, the dri-

r, placing himself at the head of the hind near

,
gives them the word for holding back. With

I long whip or long whip-stock, his leaders are

pt in line. Down they go, the hind cattle hold-

T their noses up, or out, and half the time seated

nost on their very haunches. The load presses

the driver's voice is heard, calling out louder

d louder, " Back-whoa—back-whoa—back

iwly, slowly—hold-hard." There is a sudden

•n—a precipice, perhaps, on the opposite side,

.ver down. The load pushes them hard—the

iver now hits them slightly over the head, with

S butt of his whip, loudly calling to them to

lold-back." The cattle brace themselves with

ir fore legs ; and now fairly seated on their

tunches, hold on. It is in vain—they cannot

lid it ; the load slides them rapidly along. Now

it is that the driver shows his skill, and the good
training of his team; for without both, all is lost.

His long whip is flourished in the direction of

his leaders : " Comc-whoa, come-whoa-haw, go-

long." They,have straightened their chain—are

in full trot; bringing the cart fearfully and rapid-

ly around the turn of the road. Again, at the

word, the leaders' chain is slacked ; the hind cat-

tle are doing their best—and between sliding and

running, come safe to the bottom of the hill.

On one occasion, a team coming down one of

these hills, the near ox unyoked. Still the driver

managed, by keeping the leaders on the " haw,"

their chain straightened, and heads partly across

the road, to let his load down in safety.

It is interesting to see an old pair of hind or

wheel cattle, used to jl, descending hills with a

sled. If unable to hold the load in the snow path,

at the word of the driver, the near ox will immedi-

ately spring out of the patii, pulling the near run-

ner after him, though the crust through which he

plunges, cuts his legs at every step.

Have you ever seen fifty or an hundred yokes of

these oxen with their drivers, drawing ia large

building? How they will go down to their work !

Scratching, pulling, down on their knees, and up,

and down again—knocking their horns, and tear-

ing the very earth beneath them, as if they would

go through their yokes. I "guess" the building

has to come.

A real Yankee always likes to see a good pair

of oxen pull. A Yankee friend of mine, not long

since remarked on such an occasion, whore we
were lookers on, " Well, I had rather see such a

pull as those oxen made, than to see Fanny Ellsler

dance !"

The breed of New England working oxen have

had a good deal of practice. The Puritan follow-

ed them two hundred years ago. Attached to his

plow, they broke the virgin soil ; they hauled his

wood from the forest and his harvests from the

field. They have always been the principal and

almost only team for the farm, in New England.

Hence the great docility of the present race

—

their

fine action, their power of endurance, and their

faithfulness at their work.

They are undoubtedly the finest race of working

oxen in the world. But the committee on working

cattle at Albany, last fall, I see by the Cultivator,

seem to think it necessary to cross them with for-

tign slock. Of course— ijy all means ! Nothing

purely American would do—at least it would seem
so, in the meridian of Albany. Daniel Webster
stated that he saw but one yoke of working oxen

in travelling through England and Scotland. There
are some worked, however. A neighbor of mine,

an Englishman, tells me he saw nine yokes of ox-

en, belonging to Lord Middleton, stalled with

eighty bushels of barley !

But I have spoken more of Yankee oxen than of

their drivers. I will say something more of the

latter hereafter. So look out for a story of the

"Yankee Ox-Driver"—and a true story it shall be.

Feb. 15, 1643. P.

JX7='Send it along.— Ed.

DISEASES IN PEACH TREES.
Forinorly, pcaclifs were raised in abundance in

this county ; but of late years they are very rarely

found, 'i'ho peach trees in this region become
diseased, and soon decay and die.

In one of our exchange papers, we find the fol-

lowing application recommended by a gentleman
in Maryliuul, who has successfully used the eamc.

The application to the trees consists of salt and
saltpetre combined, in the proportion of one part of

saltpetre to eight parts of salt ; one half pound of

this mixture to a tree seven years old and upward,

to be applied upon the surface of the ground
around, and in immediate contact with the trunk of

the tree ; this will destroy the worm ; but, to more
efiectually preserve the trees, I also sow this mix-

ture over my orchard, at the rate of two bushels to

the acre. 'J'he size of the fruit is increased, and

the flavor very greatly improved, the worm destroy,

ed, and the yellows prevented. This is a remedy

in the reach of every farmer, who has trees, and \a

well worthy of a trial.

—

Southern J)gricull.

From the Albany Cultivator.

USEFUL RECIPES.

To Make Brilliant Paint tvithout Oil or Lead.—
Take clean lumps of well burnt lime, about six

quarts—slack tlie same in hot water. After the

lime has become well slacked, add one pound of

whiting, one pound sugar, three pints rice flour

made into a jelly, and one pound of clean glue dis-

solved. Have over the fire five gallons of water,

into which put five quarts rock salt. The same

should be dissolved entirely, by boiling and skim-

ming clean. Pour a suflloient quantity of this up-

on the lime and other ingredients, to make it the

proper thickness to spread well with a paint brush.

If made entirely free from lumps, it will look near-

ly as well as oil paint.

Another.—To make a paint for roofs of buildings

which will render them fire-proof, slack your lime

as before directed, and the same quantity ; then

add to the same one pound of alum, halt pound

of copperas, and three and a quarter pounds pot-

ash ; the last to be added gradually. Then add

four quarts fine sand or hard wood ashes, and col-,

oring matter to suit the fancy. Its look will be

better than paint, and be nearly as lasting as slate,

and fire-proof. It must be put on hot. It should

be made the proper consistency by adding the salt

water, as above directed. Old shingles must be

first cleaned with a stiff broom, when this compo-

sition may be applied. It will stop leaks, prevent

moss from growing, render wood incombustible,

and last many years. A Reader.

Clinton, Mich.

Poisoned Sheep.— It is said that a gill of melted

lard poured down the throat of a sheep poisoned

by eating laurel, a shrub that retains its foliage in

winter, and grows abundantly on the margin of

some of our streams and mountainous districts, will

efi'ect a certain cure.

Town of Hull.—Since the stupendous influence

of this place upon the politics of our State has

given it a renown as wide-spread as the political

papers, every thing pertaining to it is regarded

with absorbing interest. The following chronologi-

cal item records an important event in its history:

"1G44. Nantasket, having now nearly twenty

houses and a minister, was, by the General Court,

named Hull."

—

Gov. fVinlhrop^s Journal.

It appears by this date that Hull is 199 years

old—and if it has gained but little, it has not, like

other empires, suflTered much, from the lapse of two

hundred years. It now turns out, in cases of

strongly contested elections, about 14 voters.
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The quantity of this silicate of poiash required by the 1 The be.t manures for corn are those that are full o

different plants, is very variable; plants of the same ammonia-as the dung of animals, flesh, &c. An ejl

kind do, according to the soil on which they grow, taUe periment of his own had shown that water m wh.ch ca,,

i-fl- „, „,n„nr.mn<, Mr Levi Barllett. of bonate of ammonia had been dissolved, gave vigorou.
It up in \ory oiHerent proportions, ivir ijevi uarueiL, ui

. , ,. , .

Warner, N.H., has learned and shown that „^r<z«es, growth to corn. Corn requires less lime than wheat.

SIXTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT THE
STATE HOUSE.

The President, Mr King, in the chair.

A communication from H. K. Oliver, Esq., of Salem,

was road, signifying his willingness to l.cture to the

meeting at some future evening, upon the Honey Bee.

The thanks of the meeting were voted to Mr Oliver,

and Mr King was requested to invite him to come two

weeks from this evening.

Subject for discussion— Mineral and Concentrated

Manures.

Dr. C. T. Jackson said, that before entering upon the

regular subject, he would give by apparatus, an illustra-

tion of the mode by which sap ascends. The process

is called endosmose, or the passage of liquids through

membranes. By taking bladder or goldbeater's skin,

he showed that liquids heavier than water will be made

to ascend in a tube to the height of 30 feet or more. Sap

vessels have diaphrams, and by means of these they

send up sap by an impulsive force—not by mere capil-

lary attraction. The bladder or skin will cease to act

instantly, if a single drop of hydro-sulphate of ammonia

be put in the liquid, or if the least putrefaction has taken

place. The process has apparently some connection

with, or aid from, electricity. Before the meeting

closed, the liquid had been forced up in the tube about

6 inches ; and this by the action of the bladder.

Dr. J. then said, that since he spoke there two years

a-'o many improvements have been made—many expe-

riments tried—some good books and many indifferent

ones had been published. While laboring in the coun-

try, he had found very many inquiring farmers—many

who wanted the light which science can give them.

Once, books upon farming were decried as unsafe

guides—and this not entirely without reason. The data

in them were limited—the conclusions not always

sound. But recently some improvements have been

made—many scientific men in Europe have been at

vfork upon Agricultural Chemistry—many practical

men have been experimenting both there and in this

country. He and others here, have been busy in the

same cause. Science is yet to do much for agriculture.

Chemistry must tell us what our crops lake from the

soil and what from the atmosphere. The crops them-

selves must be analyzed. Science must tell us what

change takes place in a barren soil when it becomes fer-

tile ; it must tell what kind of manure is best suited to

each particular crop. It will ask if there is any one

general compost, suited equally and well to all crops; it

asks too, if mineral manures are of any value.

He would say something upon mineral manures.

Some of these, the soluble ones generally, are indispen-

sable to vegetable growth and health. The coating of

cane, corn-stalks, straw, &c., always contains silica, or

the matter of fine sand and of flint. This silica alone is

insoluble and will not act; but it is dissolved by potash

and combines with it, and enters into the plant in the

form of silicate of potash. It is this which gives strength

and firmness to the plant and its vessels. It is this

which holds up the wheat and keeps it from lodging

Where this is abundant the wheat will generally stand;

but where there is a large quantity of vegetable and ani-

mal manure, the stalks are soft and the grain lodges or

falls. To get a good crop and have it stand, you must

have much silicate of potash to strengthen the fibre.

even, may have too much of this, so as'to become hard

and wiry. Where silex and poiash come together in

equal weights, the silex is soluble in water.

A soil that has been tilled a long time, is liable to be

deprived, in a great measure, of its soluble silex. Here,

ashes is the best restorative.

Alumina, which makes a part of clay, enters very

sparingly i?i(o;)?an<s; but the clay retains water and

gives tenacity to the soil. Burnt or baked clay is a very

valuable manure : the benefit of burning is in conse-

quence of the silicates in the clay being rendered solu-

ble hy the action of the fire.

Magnesia, This has been abused ; in a pure state it

may be injurious to vegetation; but when oxidized, it is

good, and it enters in some fiirm, into most plants;—

phosphate of magnesia is in all the grains ; but magne-

sia should be used in compost, if at all ; for when ap-

plied alone, it makes a cemont. In compost with peat,

it is valuable.

The proper management of lime is a delicate opera-

tion. Rightly used, it is valuable : in compost properbj

applied, Ur. J. never knew it to fail of doing good. It

is to the farmer the most valuable of all the mineral ma-

nures, because it can always and in almost all places be

obtained. But this should not be put in stable dung

and animal manures : there it would decompose and

weaken ; but it should be used in compost.

A gentleman in Rhode Island was advised to put one

loadof night soil to six of peat. Thus mixed, the night

soil remained unchanged; but upon putting a cask of

fresh dry slaked lime to a cord, the night-soil soon lost

its offensive smell, and the heap became throughout

most excellent manure, and this in a few days.

In much of the peat there exist alum and copperas ;—

here lime is a good top-dressing upon the peat meadow.

It forms, with the matters in the peat, a sulphate of

of lime—this is plaster.

Potash and soda are efficient and valuable alkalies,

but they are too expensive for general use. In compost

they are good, but when applied in solution—that is,

when dissolved in water and sprinkled upon the soil,

they are sometimes found inert.

Nitrate of potash, or saltpetre, and nitrate of soda, are

good in many places, and for some crops. Squashes,

pumpkins, melons, &c., contain them ; and this is the

reason why vines do so well where a barn has once

stood. These articles may be spread upon the surface

of the soil in small quantities. Should you put a small

lump or crystal of nitre by a hill of corn, that spot will

always be wet; and this might be a good way of apply-

ing it.

Iron is found in many trees and in grains. Taken in-

to the animal system in the grains, the iron makes the

real globules of blood.

[Here Dr. Jackson showed several drawings of Indian

corn, or sections of kernels of corn, showing that a

coating or thin sheet around the germ, is iron. In the

southern corn, the central and upper part is all starch,

while the sides, or the hard flinty part, contains oil.

The Tusoarora contains no oil, and will not pop. The

small flinty corns pop well because the oil extends all

around them. The examination of these corns he has

made in connection with Mr Hayes, who is one of the

best chemists in the Commonwealth. The Tuscarora

corn, as it contains no oil, is not so good for fattening

as others, but it cooks the more readily for being with-

out oil, and is good for puddings, &c.]

Manganese is found in the ashes of many plants; ani ^
it is abundant in most peats, and these peats are vegeta

ble products.

Bones are good for many soils—they are among tb *'

best manures, where the soil is wanting in phosphates ^t

lime ; but where this abounds, they are of no value—

«

is the case at Mr Cushing's, in Watertown

Gypsum is a valuable mineral manure in the interioi

but near the sea-coast, the salt spray is supposed to hav

the same action, and to render the plaster inert. In th

interior of France, it is found that 300 pounds of salt ar

as valuable as one ton of plaster. (Wo areapprehensiv

that there was a slip of the tongue here, but perl

not.

—

Rep.) Gypsum acts unequally upon the differec

soils in the interior, and this is unfavorable to Liebig'

theory, that plaster acts principally by absorbing ammc

nia from the atmosphere

Ashes are very good, generally, on light soils; an

here leached ashes are as good as any. He had suj

posed that repeated ashing will exhaust the soil of il

vegetable matters ; and yet it has been proved that o

Mr Anthony's sandy lands, in Rhode Island, the vege

table matters increase under the operations of ashin

and cropping.

The value of any manure is in direct proportion 1

the nitrogen it contains— or that which makes ammoni:

The best manures, or strongest, therefore, are flesl

urine, dung, &c. Guano, the dung of sea-birds, brougl

from S. America, is exceedingly powerful : in srna

quantities it produces wonderful effects.

Mr Teschemacher read an account of a wonderfi

discovery in Germany, of a mode of preparing seed, i

as to dispense with the use of all manures, and yet g'

most luxuriant crops of every kind. We wait for mo

light.

The same subject will be resumed at the next mee

ng.

h

Profitable Cow.—One of the cows at the State Lunat

Hospital, has given this year, one thousand and thirtei

o-allons of milk. The account has been kept by tl

farmer of the establishment, Capt. ChafEn. One oth'

cow is estimated to have done as' well, and a third h

fallen but little short of the other two. The cows are

common breeds, purchased of farmers in this tow

The milk of the one cow at four cents a quart, would I

worth $162 08. The keeping cost about $lo.— IVorct

ter Spy.

Jl Good Tiling.—" Every fly, and every pebble, at

every flower, are tutors in the great school of nature,

instruct the mind and improve the heart.

" Every man has in his own life follies enough—

i

his own mind, troubles enough—in the performance

his duties, deficiencies enough—in his fortune, evi

enough—without being curious about the affairs of otl

Facts.—Musty grain is made sweet by putting it 1

boiling water, (double the quantity of the grain,) lettin

it cool in the water, (skimming befi.re pouring off,) an

then letting it dry well

Plowing heavy soils when wet, does more injury tha

if the team were standing idle.

All grain fields seeded to grass, should be rolled.-

Phila. Musium.
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MISCELLANEOUS

HOPE.
BY SCHILLER.

We speak with the lip, and we dream in the soul,

Of some better and fairer day
;

And oiir days, the meanwhile, to that golden goal

Are gliding and sliding away.

Now llie world becomes old, now again it is young

—

But " The Better" 's forever ihe word on the tongue.

At the threshold of life Hope leads ua in

—

Hope plays round the mirthful boy ;

Though the best of its ch.irms may with youth begin,

Yet fur age it reserves its toy.

When we sink at the grave, why, the grave has scope,

And over the coffin, man planleth

—

Hope 1

And it is not a dream of a fancy proud,

With a fool for its dull begetter

;

There 's a voice at the heart that proclaims aloud,

" Ye were born to possess The Belter
!"

And that voice of the heart, O ye may believe,

Will never the hope of the soul deceive !

The Dead Alive.—Some hypocondriacs have fan-

cied themselves miserably afflicted in one way, and

some in another : some have insisted that they

were tea-pots, and some that they were townclock.s
;

one that he was extremely ill', and another that he

was actually dying. Hut perhaps none of this un-

fortunate class ever matched in the ullraism of

their whims, a patient of the late Dr. Stevenson, of

Baltimore.

This hypochondriac, after ringing the change of

every mad conceit that ever tormented a crazy

brain, would have it, at last, that he was dead

—

actually dead. Dr. Stevenson having been sent

for one morning in great haste, by the wife of his

patient, he hastened to the house, and found him

stretched out at full length in bed, his hands across

his breast, his eyes and mouth closely shut, and his

looks cadaverous.

"Well, sir, how do you do?—how do you do,

this morning ?" asked Dr. Stevenson, in a jocular

way. "How do I do !" replied the hypochondriac,

faintly: " a pretty question to ask a dead man."

" Dead !" replied the doctor. " Yes, sir, dead

—

quite dead. I died last night about twelve o'clock."

Dr. Stevenson, putting his hand gently on the

forehead of the hypochondriac, as if to ascertain

whether it was cold, and also feeling his pulse, e,x-

claimed in a doleful tone, " Yes, the poor man is

dead enough—'t is all over with him, and now the

sooner he can bo buried the better." Then step-

ping up to his wife, and whispering to her not to

be frightened at the measures he was about to

take, he says aloud to the servant, " My boy, your

poor master is dead, and the sooner he can be put

in the ground the better. Run to C m's, for I

know he always keeps ready made coffins by him
;

and, do you hear, bring a coffin of the largest size,

for your master makes a stout corpse, and having

died last night, and the weather being warm, he

will not keep long."

Away went the servant, and soon returned with

a proper coffin. The wife and family having got

their lesson from the doctor, gathered round him,

and howled not a little, while they were putting

the body in the coffin. Presently, the pall-bear-

ers, who were quickly provided, and let into the

secret, started with the hypochondriac for the

church-yard. They had not gone far before they

were met by one of the town's people, who having

been properly drilled by Stevenson, cried out, " Ah,

doctor, what poor soul have you got there ?"

"Poor Mr G ," sighed the doctor, "left us

last night."

" Great pity he had not left us twenty years ago,"

replied the other ;
'' ho was a bad man."

Presently another of the townsmen met them
with the same question, " And what poor soul have

you got there, doctor ?"

"Poor Mr B ," answered the doctor.

" Ah I indeed," said the other; "and so he is

gone to meet his deserts at last."

"Oh you villain!" exclaimed the man in the

coffin.

Soon after this, while the pall-bearers were rest-

ing themselves near the church-yard, another man
stepped up with the old question again, "What
poor soul have you got there, doctor?"

"Poor Mr B ," he replied, " is gone."

"Yes, and to the bottomless pit," said the other;

" for if he has not gone there, I see not what use

there is for such a place."

Here the dead man, bursting off the lid of the

coffin, which had been purposely left loose, leaped

out, exclaiming, " Oh you villain I I am gone to

the bottomless pit, am 1 ? Well, 1 am come back

again to pay such ungrateful rascals as you are."

A chase was immediately commenced, by the

•dead man after the living, to the great amusement
of the witnesses of the laughable spectacle. Af-

ter having excercised himself into a copious perspi-

ration, by the fantastic race, the hypochondriac

was brought home by Dr. Stevenson, freed from

all his complaints; and by strengthening food,

cheerful company, and moderate exercise, was soon

restored to perfect health Humorist's Own Book.

Three Horses and One Husband.—A reverend

minister of the kirk of Scotland, sympathized deep-

ly with one of his parishioners, who, in the course

of a few weeks, was reduced to poverty by the

death of three horses ; and, to add to the trial, her

husband took ill and died. The minister wrote a

petition for her, soliciting contributions for her re-

lief, as follows :
—" The bearer, widow , has

met with a severe loss by the death of three horses

and one husband, making in all four, since May
;

and on that account I would recommend her to

your support."

—

Selected.

Jl Dirty Witness A German witness in the

course of a strict cross examination on a trial dur-

ing the Oxford Circuit, was asked to state the e.t-

act age of the defendant. " Dirty," (thirty) was

the reply. " And pray, sir, are you his senior, and

by how many years ?" " Why, sir, I am dirty -two.'''

iN'atiiral Lamp.—The Pittsburg Chronicle says

that in Cincinnati they light the streets by getting

fire to pigs' tails, and then giving the animals the

freedom of the city. When this natural lamp is

burnt out, the pigs are found to be first rate ba-

con.

—

N'antucket Inq.

A person bragging of the many places he had

visited, one of the company asked him if he had

ever been in Linkunjpoop. He, taking it for the

name of a city, said, " We saw it at a distance,

i
but as we went post, we could not visit it."

GUEEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER,
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at the New England Aqru

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 and 52 North M
kel Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay
Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not bel

applied toasy implement for this purpose. The mostprt
iuent effects of this application, and some of the consequ
peculiarities of the machine are :

1

.

So great a reduction of the quantum of power requi;

to use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is suiSci
to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, iteasilycutstwobu
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been daii
by any other machine even when worked by horse or sti

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which t

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any o^

straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and
together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as
complicated machines in general use to get out of orde

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, &c.
The Proprietors of the New England Agricultural W

house and Seed Store No. 51 and 52 NorUi Marliel sti

would inform their customers and the public generally
they have on hand the most extensive assortment of A
cultuial and Horticultural Tools to he found in the Uu
States. Part of which are the following :

1000 Howard's Patent Cast
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N. E. FARMER

PREMIUM FARMS.

We give this week, as far as we have space for

iCm, the stnlenients of tlic successful competitors

r the preiiiiums on Farms, oti'ered by the Massa-

jnselis Society for the Promulion of Atrricolture.

everal of the staleinents are in tlie form of eim-

le anJ direct answers to the questions put by tlie

riislces of the Society, and are unintelligible iin-

8S amended or read in connection with the list of

jcstions. To save the necessity of re-piiblishing

le qnesliotis in connection with tlie several an-

vers, we have taken the liberty to throw in ex-

anatorv words, which are not found in the manu-

;ripts from which we print. The sentences,

^ercfore, are often bungling ; but as these farmers

re probably free of jealousy and pride in the mat-

if of tileraiy rfpulation, we hope we shall be par-

med for preferring brevity to polish.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Franklin Morgan's Statement.

Answers to questions put:

1st. My farm contains 14.5 acres.

2d. The soil is loamy, except a small part, which

light soil.

3d. I plow 7 or 8 inches deep.

4th. Etfects of deep plowing.—On three acres

ht thin soil, I have plowed deep, and in 1841

rned in a crop of clover about the time it com-

;nced flowering. The same season I sowed it to

ckwheat, and seeded it at the same time with

rds-grass, redlop and clover. This season have

t at least 1 1-2 ton excellent hay to the acre.

5th. Best method ^of improving soils.—The

imy soil ismostly put to mowing and pasturing.

hen the land becomes bound dawn, I harrow

ih a heavy drag, about the 20tli April, and seed

th the usual quantity of grass seed. The result

8 been, in some instances, lour-fold the quan-

y of grass. In addition to harrowing, I have

ually plowed a strip of the lot, and heaped it up

th about 3 pecks of lime to the cord. This com-

Bt is spread at the rale of about 12 loads to the

re.

6th. I till 21 acres : 12 of oats, manured with

loads compost to the acre, and harrowed in with

5 oats; (! acres to corn and 3 to potatoes.

7th. The manure is applied in compost.

8th. I spread on, and plow in, about 15 loads to

: acre where I plant, and at planting time put

nure and plaster liberally in the hill.

9th. Green-sward I plow flat, manure it on the

rface, harrow thoroughly and plant.

10th. I mow of upland 25 acres. Eight acres

is season, averaged 3 tons per acre ; the remain-

r, something over 2 tons per acre. Herds-grass

)od 4 1-2 feet'high, and some measured 5 feet 3

:hes.

11th and 12th. I do not irrigate.

13th. Thirty acres, lowland mowing. Quality,

» irds-grass, clover and English (or fine grass.)

verage, 2 tons per acre. Since 1839, I have very

- uch improved this ground by ditching and manur-

ing,—more than doubled the quantity and improv-

ed the quality.

14th. In the fall of 1839, commenced with 3

acres low miry ground, so soft that o.\en could not

get over it. I first made a ditch around, and then

carted gravel. Employed three men and two teams

{one yoke o.ven each) for three weeks. It is now

hard. Manured and plastered two years past.

Mowed last year for the first time. This season

have cut two crops—herds-grass, clover and Eng-

lish grass : should judge about four tons to the

acre, both crops included.

15th. Had six acres in corn. First spread on

ten loads compost to the acre, and plowed it in
;

then spread the same quantity on the surface, and

harrowed thoroughly. Rolled the seed in plaster,

and planted three feet apart.

16th. Potato land prepared as for corn. Cut

large potatoes, and plant as near even with the sur-

face as convenient, and haul earth up to them.

Planted Long-red or Merinos for stock, and Carter

potatoes (so called) for table use.

17th. No other vegetables.

18th. Twelve acres of oats, wheat and rye mix-

ed, were sowed 20th Sept. Land planted to pota-

toes last year, and prepared as for potatoes this sea-

son : plowed twice last spring: sowed 3 bush, per

acre; 2 12 oats and 1-2 bush, wheat and rye.

Average yield per acre, 40 bush.

19th. 12 acres laid down to grass 20th April.

12 Ihs. clover and 1-2 bush, herds-grass sowed

with spring grain.

20th. Means of manure making— Last year

fatted 28 hogs. I furnished them with muck from

the banks of ditches, turf from the road-side, weeds

and every thing of the kind I could collect. Fat-

ted G6 wethers, which I sold for .$58,5. Also fat-

ted 57 oxen and wintered 51 head cows, steers,

and young cattle, and one span of horses. My
entire stock was kept on cut feed. The whole la-

bor performed by two men. I am fully persuaded

this process is a great saving of fodder— 1 think

at least 20 per cent. Carted from my barn 767

loads manure last spring.

21st. Have now 103 head cattle: 24 horses fit-

ting for market, and have 97 sheep. One barn is

123 feet long by 36. One shed 48 feet by 20 ;

one55by20; and one 36 by 19: all the sheds

are 16 ft. posts. They are all filled with hay :

have sold 7 tons besides, and stacked out 32 ox-

wagon loads. Oats all put in stables. Have a

cellar under the whole barn: can drive in with

cart and oxen. Nearly all my manure is covered.

22d. Cows part native and part high bred Dur-

hams. I must give the Durham cows very much

the preference for the dairy or for fattening. They

are quick to take on flesh as soon as we leave off

milking them.

23d. When raising calves, I put two with one

cow, and let them run in the pasture.

24th. Have only made butter and cheese for my

family'? use; and rented the remainder of my cows

for .S20 each, and keep them through the season.

25th. I have 97 sheep—mixture of Soulhdowns

and Bakewells: 30 fat wethers produced 174 lbs.

clean wool : ewes average about 4 lbs. each. In

winter, give them privilege of sheds, with plenty

of water in the yard. Feed them on cut feed

through the winter. Lambs dropped in February

and March :—did not lose a single one.

26th. Kept 28 hogs. Average weight, 329 Ibn.

Cro.'ss of Berkshire and Yorkshire.

27th and 28th. Through the summer and fore

part of fall, fed them <m raw potatoes and apples,

with one bushel of corn once in two days, buried

in holes in the muck, for them to root over. Cart-

ed from iny hog-pen last spring, 443 loads manure.

See answer to question 20, for materials for mak-
ing manure.

29th. Hired help.—Four men employed for nine

months each, at $13 per month; and six in addi-

tion through haying, at $\ per day.

30th. Have about 100 apple trees. Part en-

grafted. Feed all, except choice fruit, to hogs.

31st. Have no other fruit trees worth describing.

33d. Have neither canker-worms nor borers.

33d. Allow no ardent spirits on the farm.

This farm I purchased in the fall of 18.39, for

,$2140, with the crops included, which then amount-

ed to only 35 bush, corn, 40 of oats, 120 of pota-

toes, and not exceeding 25 tons hay. It had been

worn out and run down by bad management; fen-

ces and buildings decayed. Had but one small

barn, which had been sufficient to receive the crops.

I have used this season, six tons plaster and ten

casks lime. I have not less than 150 tons hay and

20 of rowen—and could have cut 50.

FRANKLIN MORGAN.
Palmer, 1842.

Elins J. ff'erden's Statement.

Ans. i. Farm consists of about 72 acres, exclu-

sive of woodland.

2. Nature of the soil—part loam, gravel and

clay, and part clay and loam.

3. Depth of plowing.—On the soils that are

more gravelly, I plow from 5 to 7 inches ; on lliose

more clayey, from 4 to 6 inches.

4. As to the efliect of deep plowing on thin

soils, I do not know that I could give information

on that subject.

5. I consider the best method of improving lands

that are gravelly, to be by plaster and manure ;

that more clayey, altogether by manure.

6. I generally till about 12 acres, putting from

10 to 12 loads of manure to the acre.

7. For corn, our manure is taken from under

sheds in the fall, and put in heaps on our planting

ground ; and for potatoes, carried out in the spring

in its long stale.

8. For corn, we have put manure in the hill

;

for potatoes, we have tried both ways, and find that

plowing in, in dry seasons, to have done best; in

wel seasons, not much difference.

9. I prepare green-sward for corn, by plowing in

the fall and a thorough harrowing in the spring

with plowing ; and for oats, the same process.

10. I mow about 24 acres; cut, say, 40 tons in

all of upland hay: perhaps a little less than 1 3-4

ton per acre.
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11. I irrigate about 10 acres: it is flown early

in the spring, by large springs of water, which is

continued almost to the time of cutting, and the

effect is to produce large grass without manure.

12. We manure our upland mowing ground with

manure from the yard; apply from 10 to 1,5 loads

fo the acre, and have of late found by experience,

that it is best to apply it in the fall of the year.

1-3. I mow about 10 acres lowlands
;
quality,

principally herds-grass and redtop : quantity, 2 tons

per acre.

14. I have no bog or peat lands.

15. Planted two acres with corn
;
plowed in the

fall, harrowed in the spring; seed, eight-rowed

yellow corn ; manure made from sheep ; taJten

from under sheds last fall and put in heaps ; ap-

plied 10 loads to the acre, put in the hills; hoed

three times; plastered once. As I have not har-

vested my corn, I will slate that I entered my corn

to our Society fora premium ; the committee called

to examine it in the night, and husked 1-2 rod,

from wliich they obtained 1-2 bushel of ears, and

when we cut the stalks, we found six ears on those

hills.

IG. Planted about 1 3-4 of an acre with pota-

toes
;
put one large potato in a hill ; hoed twice;

10 loads of green manure to the acre: plastered

once ; those wh^re the manure was plowed in,

were plastered in the hill at the time of planting
;

those manured in the hill, plastered after coming

Dp. Quantity of product, 500 bushels—or about

980 bushels to the acre. Kinds, Mercers, flesh-

colorod, and white Orange. Not much difference

in the yield.

17. I have not cultivated vegetables e.\cept for

family use.

18. I have sowed about eight acres of oats
;

ground plowed last fall, and again in the spring,

and made mellow ; sowed llie last of April and

first of May; 3 bushels seed to the acre; had 220
shocks. One piece of two acres, gave 79 1-2

shocks; all reaped excepting a few shocks ; have

threshed a few oats, and got 1 bushel and 20 qts.

to the shock.

19. I sowed 4 acres in the fore part of May,
with oats, 4 qts. of clover, and 8 of herds-grass

seed. I approve your recommendation of sowing
more herds-grass seed, as I have been convinced

of late that we do not sow seed enough of that kind

to the acre.

20. We have not had much means of making
manure, except from our barns, straw, &c., but

have been plowing up turf at the side of the road,

and getting some out of low pjaces that are wash-

ed in this season.

21. We have a pair of horses, three cows, four

young cattle ; we have generally kept through the

winter about 250 sheep, until the two last seasons,

when (lur hay was cut off by drought; have hired

Bonie pasture for our sheep in the summer. I will

state that three years ago we wintered 243 sheep,

without losing a single one, and sold 5 tons hay.

We have more hay this season than any previous

year. I have two barns; one 42 by 37 1-2 feet,

the other 53 by 20. No cellar under them. A
portion of the manure is kept under sheds.

22. My cows are of native breed.

23. Calves intended to be raLfod, I feed on new
milk two or three weeks, and then wjth skimmed
milk, adding a little scalded flax-seed.

24. We have not weighed all our butter made
this year, but as near as we can calculate, we have
made 280 lbs., and 550 lbs. of cheese, 3-4 new milk.

Used milk and cream for a large family.

25. Our average number of sheep is about 250,
in a common season, and selling 5 tons of hay;
our sheep are of the mixed breed of Saxony and
Merino; average 3 lbs. of wool the head; feed

them in winter with hay and grain, in board racks;

when the time of lambing approaches, feed rather

more grain and some potatoes, and shelter them
from storms in sheds ; lamb first of April ; lambs
coming at this early season are better to winter,

and the ewes get in better condition. We have
lost, for a number of years, from 5 to 20 lambs
from 100 ewes. They have died, some from the

sheep not having milk, and from being disowned by

their mothers ; some from being dropped in the

night, and getting chilled before acquiring strength

to suck ; some from being in a sickly and dying
state when born. Last spring most of the lambs
died without any apparent cause. My sheep were
healthy and had plenty of milk. Lambs seemed to

be strong; would get up and suck, and lie down
and die. Cannot assign any cause.

26. We have generally kept three swine through
the winter ; one to have pigs in the spring; breed,

mixed Berkshire; have fattened from 10 to 15
hundred pounds of pork. Have not paid much at-

tention to pork.

27. In summer, feed my swine principally on
grass with a little whey and milk; fatten on boiled

potatoes and apples with some meal and corn.

28. I have from 8 to 10 loads of hog manure,
made of straw, vegetables, green-sward carted in,

cobs, &c.
29. Have hired the present year, 12 days work

in haying; other labor done by myself and three

boys, two 14 years old, and one IG.

30. We have about 140 bearing apple trees,

about 20 of which are grafted with choice fruit.

We have 70 trees planted last spring, all of graft-

ed fruit. We use our apples to a considerable ex-

tent for feeding, and make some cider for vinegar
and apple sauce. Do not drink any cider. Think
common apples worth more for feeding than for

any other use, generally.

31. We have 4 pear and 4 plum trees, in a bear-

ing state, with a large number of young ones, and
some young peach trees,

32. I have no information on the subject of cank-
er worms and borers.

33. In the cultivation of my farm I use no ar-

dent spirits—cold water altogether.

All which is respectfully submitted.

ELIAS J. WERDEN.

Ebenezer Richardson^s Statement.

Ans. 1. My farm contains 150 acres.

2. Slate and peat soil.

3. Depth of plowing, 7 inches.

4. I- have no thin soil.

5. My peat land I first drain thoroughly, then

turn the turf over with hoes and grabs, and take

nut the wood, which amounts to from 20 to 30 cords

per acre; then plant with potatoes, manuring well

in the hill ; after this crop, sow with grass : a coat

of gravel harrowed in at the sowing, is beneficial.

On slaty land I plow in my manure, or a succes-

sion of green crops.

G. I till about C acres, and put 50 loads of ma-
nul-e per acre.

7. Apply my manure in compost. Not having

cellars under my barns, I put peat under all places

where I throw out manure, to save the leachings :

in the spring, mix all together.

8. I spread manure on hard land and plow it in.

9. 1 plow green-sward as soon as is convoni
after the hay is off; let it be till spring, then n

nure and plow it in, being particular to cover al

can of it.

10. I mow about 3G acres of hard land, two
reclaimed peat, and three of swails. I cut fr

50 to 55 tons of hard land hay.

11. Do not irrigate.

12. Do not manure any land that I mow. J

hard land was so bound out when I bought it, tl

it has taken all the manure I could make. It v

not in a proper state to spread manure on
plowed.

13. I mow of low land about three acres
; qui

tity, 5 tons
;
quality, half the value of hard la

hay.

14. In reclaiming bog or peat lands, I first dr

thoroughly; then turn the turf over, and proce

as stated in answer 5. I have about 12 ac:

drained, and 9 of them turned over; from two
which I have taken an abundant crop of hay t

year; and three and a half more, which I plani

with potatoes and corn, produced good crops.

15. Had in corn five acres—4 1-2 of hard lai

which I plowed as soon after haying in 1841 a

could ; let it be till spring; then harrowed thorouf

ly ; spread 50 loads of manure per acre and plo

ed it in; then furrowed and planted it: yie

about 50 bushels to the acre. Peat land 1 man
eil in the hill : this produced nearly the same
the hard land. Seed, an early kind of eight-row

corn.

10. Had about three acres in potatoes—mos
peat land, which I manure in the hill. Hard la

f manure the same for potatoes as for corn,

planted the lonj red, blue, and yellow kinds, wbi

yielded about 300 bushels per acre.

17. Not any other vegetables. Considerin"' I

situation my land is in, I bolieve it to be more p
fitablo to raise potatoes.

18. Sowed about five acres of oats the first

May, by splitting the corn-hills, then plowed i

other way of the rows
; put in three bushels

]

acre with a peck and a half of herds grass, h

a bushel of redtop, and six lbs. of clover per ac

19. Five acres laid down to grass as descril

in answer 18.

90. I have a plenty of the best of peat witl

forty rods of my barns, which I cart into the b;

and hog-yards, with wash from the road-side a

potato tops and leaves.

21. I keep six oxen, ten cows, twelve you
cattle, one horse and twenty sheep: I have thi

barns, 40 by 30 feet, without cellars.

22. My cows are of native breed.

23. I learn my calves to drink milk, and fe

them with oats and meal.

24. I made about 800 lbs. of butter and neai

the same quantity of cheese—all four-mealed

2,5. Keep 20 sheep, of Merino and common
ed breeds, which produce about CO pounds of woi

I house them in a shed, with a place open so th

may run in and out when they please, except wh
the lambs are young in very cold weather. T,

sheep lamb generally in January or February
feed them with oats and meal and clover hay :

lambs generally all live.

20. I kept five swine : their average weigl

350 lbs. : they are of the native or common, ai

Mackey breeds.

27. I feed them on potatoes and the wash of tl
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ry, nnd f-Mvn tlicni on boiled npples and pola-

s, iiiixi'd witli a plonly of milk and Indian nioal.

28. Take nlioiit 75 loads of manure froni tlip

i.'S. It is made of peat, soil, wash from the

d-sidp, and vegetable matter.

2<). I hire one boy by the year, witli waf;ca at

m 80 to ")() dollars per year ; one man about si.t

nthf. Willi waiTcs at Vi to 14 dollars per month,

1 from I'j to 17 days work in hayin;;. I bejian

debt; also had an incumbrance of a widow's

fer during four and a half of the eleven years

t I have lived on my farm. Thus situated, and

beiiij able to hire, I have ii'-en obliged to do

principal part of my work with my own hands.

iO. Have about 300 apple trees ; aOO grafted
;

le of them in bearing nnd some not: common

03 I feed out to my hogs and cattle, the most

hem.

11. About 40 peach, pear and plum trees.

12. I have never seen any canker-worms on my
s: the borers have made Iheir appearance. To

troy Ihcm, J scrape the trees thoroughly and

on a paste made of cow-dung and clay, mixed

I a strong solution of potash.

3. I make no use of ardent spirit, other than

medicine. When a child, my father taught

to beware of its influence,

he farm I now own was wasted and run out

)re I jought it : when I first took it, I cut for

years, not more than four tons of hay per year.

EBENEZER RICHARDSON.

The statement of Ephraim Abbot comes next

rder, but its great length compels us to defer

II ne.xt week.]

Clemtnt Harrison^s Stalemeni.

My farm consists of 225 acres of improved

. The soil is sand, loam, gravel and clay.

. I plow about 5 inches deep.

. Deep plowing makes a more durable soil.

. To improve my land I plow in dung, and seed

n with a grain crop, without hoeing.

, I till about 25 acres a year, and put 20 loads

ung to the acre.

. My manure is applied in its green state.

. I spread and harrow in my manure in all

?, with an addition of dung in the hill (when

ted with corn or potatoes,) from my hog vault.

1 plant green-sward the first year, but seed

wn the second year, in all cases.

0. I mow about 15 acres of upland ; the ave-

, one and a half tons to the acre : when the

gives but one ton, I plow it immediately.

1. I irrigate five acres, but no longer than the

rr runs roily : too much water makes sour hay.

i. I manure no land except on the furrow;

ow it in while spreading, to keep it from waste

lie sun.

J. I plow all my mowing land; if swampy or

I drain it, and in a dry season of the year

' in dung and seed it down ; and in lieu of

Tip grass get timothy and redtop, and this year

a large crop, thick at the bottom, but not so

h seed.

1. If the bog land cannot be drained, I should

mmend to cart on sand.

5. I planted four acres of corn this season. I

my poorest dry meadow, turn it over, cart on

It 20 loads of dung, harrow it in, furrow it

ways three feetapart; put half a shovelfull of

I from my hog vault in a hill ;
soak my seed

in saltpetre; roll it in plaster; plant it carefully

and hoe three times. The average yield is froin

.'iO to i)0 bn«:hcl3 to the acre ;— Inst year, the com-
mittee called it !'5 to the acre.

Ifi. I planted two acres of potatoes. T prepare

the ground as for corn
;
plant two by three feet

apart ; apply long manure in the hill, and seed

with my largost potatoes—(II hills this year made
a bushel.) Plant four different kinds : for feeding,

the flesh-colored and old white. My table pota-

toes do not yield so much.
17. Raised no other field vegetables ^this year.

18. I sowed 15 acres of oats, 1(! acres of barley,

and 12 acres of rye. Last fall, all crops were very

stout—more than a common yield. I recommend
barley to seed after. In the spring, I seeded down
25 acres to meadow, with one peck of timothy seed

to the acre; if mixed with clover, a less quantity :

this is a plenty, as you see on my land I sow three

bushels of oats or barley per acre.

19. I sometimes sow wet land in August after

mowing; dung it on the furrow; and after sow-

ing it, cover it with the litter from my threshing

floor. Too much grass seed can be sown on an

acre, as well as other seeds.

20. I make manure in a vault, in which I keep

six or eight hogs for that purpose; I cart in earth,

ashes, lime, all the filth of the house, and all I can

get from low places.

21. My stock consists of four oxen, five cows,

four two-year olds, four yearlings, four calves—all

of the Durham and Devonshire breed—run into

a cherry-red color. I keep one pair of horses and

600 sheep. I have one barn 72 feet long by .38

wide—32 feet posts, with basement story and cel-

lar ; one barn 60 by 40 feet, 23 feet posts, with

basement story ; one barn 40 by 34 feet, 21 feet

posts, with basement story ; also one more barn,

40 by 30 feet, 15 feet posts, with sheds attached

sufficient to house 300 sheep. My manure is cov-

ered.

22. My cows are, ns before mentioned, mixed

breeds.

23. My calves I take from the cow at six days

old, and bring them up by hand.

24. I make butter and cheese for my own use.

25. The number of sheep I wish to keep is 500

—sometimes overrun and sometimes fall short of

this. My sheep are of mixed Merino and Saxony

breeds. I expose about 200 ewes, from which I

raise 150 lambs upon an average: they come in

May. I feed my sheep in boxes in the winter, un-

der cover. They yield from 3 to 3 1-2 lbs. of

wool to the head, and it takes about 1 cwt. of hay

to grow one pound of wool.

26. I kept eight hogs and seven pigs : breed,

Berkshire mixed with China. Made 2700 pounds

of pork.

27. Through the summer I feed with the wash

of the house and mow clover for them. I also bury

corn in the vault, with a view to make them stir

up my dung. I fat them by boiling potatoes and

pumpkins, mixing in while hot, barley meal, to

scald it.

28. I take about 40 loads of manure from my
hog sty. It is made as stated in answer 20.

2!>. I employ five hands in the months of April

and May, at .50 cents a day and board ; from the

15th of July till I get through haying, I employ 8

hands at $1 ; after haying, two hands by the month,

at 50 cents a day.

30. My apple trees are 100 in number; about

onc-hulf grafted fruit. 1 have a plenty pro\y, but

living in a manufacturing neighborhood, I cannot

siive enough for my family's use. I have 50 young
trees.

31. I have pkuiis, cherries, cranberries, pears

and quinces.

32. My trees have not been attacked by worm«.

33. I use no ardent spirits on or about my farm.

I cut about twice as much hay as I formerly did.

My barns are all full, and half of the floors.

With re.=ipect to the agricultural cause, I beg
leave to submit this to your inspection.

CLEMENT HARRISON.
Mams, Oct. 25, 1842.

[The statements of Messrs. Abbot and Sexton

will be published in our next paper.]

RESULTS AND INQUIRIES.
To the Editor of iLe New England Farmer

:

As you gave out an invitation to your subscri-

bers to send in their experiments, &c., I will take

the liberty to describe a few results, and ask many
questions.

In the fall of '41, I sowed 1 3-4 bushel of wheat

on 143 rods. During the early part of spring it

was very backward and thin ; but it improved rap-

idly after the spring rains. When heading out, it

looked finely, promising a large crop ; but the rust

struck it, as it did the wheat generally throughout

the country. My neighbors, many of them, advis-

ed me to let it stand till it was riper, as the heads

and most of the straw were quite green. To sat-

isfy myself as to what others had said, I turned to

the remarks of those who had communicated their

practice through the Albany Cultivator, and found

(hey were all in favor of cutting forthwith after its

appearance. I followed their advice, and cut all,

excepting what would make a single bundle : this

I left, to see if there would be any difl^erence in

the grain. After this had stood till the straw was

ripe, I rubbed a little of it out, and it wasso badly

shrunk that, taking this as a sample, I would have

let any person have all that the piece produced for

five bushels. And yet the yield was 21 bushels.

Had I let it stand a week longer, I presume there

would not have been five.

[The good effect of cutting grain as soon as the

rust strikes il, was no greater in this instance than

others have often found it.

—

Ed.]

Can you explain why grasshoppers like bearded

better than bald wheat. Last season, I raised both

adjoining, and I presume they dropped one-twenti-

eth part of the bearded, and scarcely any of the

other.

[They love it better, we guess, and this is all

that we can say in answer. Why they should love

it better, we know not.

—

Ed.]

I have a number of acres of muck, from 4 to 10

inches deep, resting on a subsoil of clay, which

formerly produced grass well; but of late it has

become quite unproductive—the wire and grub

worms eating the turf mostly up. I have thought

of managing some of it in the following way :

—

Plow deep, and if possible turn up the clay, (as

clay produces better than muck,) and make narrow.

beds, as the land is rather moist; sow early peas

that can he taken off in July ;
then buckwheat,

without plowing, if the land is not weedy ;
harrow

well, and when in blossom turn it under for a green

crop : next year, sow oats and grass seed. It is
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said that the wire and grub worms do not affect

peas or biickwlieat— if so, I think some of thern

will get starved out, as the grass roots are scarce.

[The plan of plowing and bedding np the muck
meadiiw, on the clay pan, is a good one. The
beds we would not make more than 30 or 33 feet

from centre to centre. It will do no harm to put

the plow a little way into the clay and bring up an

inch of that—not however for the reason that it is,

when pure, better than muck, but because a mix-

ture of the two is belter than either alone. The
difficulty with this land, we presume is, that the

clay pan holds the water till it stagnates. To re-

medy this, we should cut the ditches between the

beds, a foot deep into the clay, and spread the

clay thus dug upon the beds. This, once well

done, the land may be put to any crop as soon as

it can be sufficiently pulverized. With a common
dressing of manure, it will do well for corn, pota-

toes, grain or grass immediately, if it be mellow

enough. The wire-worm may work the first sea-

son, and therefore it may be well to have plants

which that worm avoids ; if there be such. We
have never before heard, as far as we remember,

that peas and buckwheat are spared by it. But

we have nothing to say in opposition. The course

of crops proposed may be very good for the region

where our correspondent lives. We, however,

Iiave a little objection to it. One thing that we
should avoid is, the sowing of oats with grass

seed ; and this, because in our practice, we have

found oats more unfavorable to the grass than any

other crop that we use when seeding down. It

ia doubtful whether this objection is valid as appli-

cable to all soils and climates. Also alter the

beds and ditches are properly formed, and after

the clay is properly spread upon the surface, we
should expect that the turning in of a buckwheat
crop, would undo our work too much ; it would re-

verse the clay and deform the ditches. Its bene-

fit, also, would be but little, if any, here ;—the 4,

6 or 10 inches of muck contains vegetable matter

enouKh. We sliould be willing to put in the grass

seed immediately after the peas come ofi", or even

to sow them simultaneously, if the ground is mel-

low enough. The wire-worms we should have no

fears from, for the draining of the ground will

make it an undesirable home for them. What the

grub-worm of our correspondent is, that works in

wet niuck lands, we do not know.

—

Ed.]

Is there any diflTerence in pigs, as to size and
coming to maturity, whether they are raised from

a sow one or two years old ?

[It is a common opinion that the pigs of a young
sow, are not as good as those of her subsequent

litters. In this vicinity, there are only a few grow-
ers of hogs that have opportunity to make the com-
pariapn. The common practice is, to fatten the

sow as soon as her first litter is weaned. We
never did otherwise; and yet we do not doubt that

older sows bring belter pigs.

—

Ed.]

I have heard it stated, that some farmers of lato

are in tlie habit of keeping all kinds of stock away
from their permanent ir.oadows, and of removing
the hay to some other place,—the fall growth de-

caying on it, improving it more, it is said, than the

hay would, had it been fed out upon the meadow.
The practice looks to me as fallacious.

[In relation to permanent meadows, we are in

doubt as to the exact meaning of Mr Rich. If he

means that in his vicinity they have natural mow-
ing lands, or meadows that they never plow, and

that the custom is to cut and stack the hay there,

and then in autumn turn in the .stock and let them

consume the after-growth, and after that spread the

hay over the fields or meadows, to be there eaten ;

if this is the practice, then we have no facts to

give, for nothing similar is known here. If this be

not his meaning, we do not know what his question

points to. If he means to ask—and we think he

does—whether the second crop or after-math, if

left to rot on the ground, will do as much or more

than the consumption of both first and second crop

0/1 the ground by cattle, to keep the land in good

heart, then we will give him an opinion. Take
any field, especially a moist and springy one, and

feed it from spring to winter ; and will tliis field

the following year, produce more, or will it yield

less grass, than if you had taken off with the scythe

one crop in July, and then left the aftergrowth to

rot ? The same quantity of hay is worth more for

the land in its natural state, than it is when chang-

ed into dung and urine. That is, we would rather

have for manure three tons of grass which when
dried, would make one ton of hay, than to have

the droppings from cattle while they were consum-
ing a ton of hay. Also the equal distribution of

the after-growth over the surface is much more fa-

vorable than the irregular distribution of the drop-

pings of the cattle. Moreover the harm done to

many of the grass roots by the tongues and feet of

tlie cattle is not small, especially in moist lands.

Our opinion is, that the practice which our cor-

respondent distrusts, is a good one.

—

Ed.]

Have you or any farmer to your knowledge, ever

planted corn expressly for fodder, and how many
tons of well cured stocks would be equal to one

ton of hay .' and what is probably the difference

in nourishment between corn-stalks, where the

corn ia planted so thick that it will not ear, and

those that do ?

[Wo have often sowed corn for fodder, and so

have hundreds of others in this vicinity, some of

whose experiments we have published. Land that

will yield fifty bushels of corn per aero will give

probably or 7 tons of cured stalks. How they

compare in value, ton per ton with hay, we do not

know; but they are good, especially when they

grow so thick as not to ear. Such stalks are high-

ly relished by the cattle, more so apparently than

either the tops or butts of full grown corn; and

they probably contain more saccharine matter.

When so small and tender that cattle will consume
the whole, why are they not as valuable, pound for

pound, as hay ? We are not ready to ssy that

they are, but we know not any grounds on which

we can maintain the opposite. Such feed, in this

vicinity, is usually given to the cattle while green;

and as it is seldom dried for winter use, few have

had opportunity to compare it with hay.— Eu.]

Were you to use shell-inarl, and not knowing

its qualitie.", how many bushels would you apply

to the acre, and to what soils, and if to any iirain

crops? An answer to all or any of the questions,

will be thankfully received by one of your subscri-

bers. QUINTUS C. KICH.
Shoreham, Jan. 20th, 1843.

[There is no marl here : we know nothing of its

use. But had we it, we would apply it in all quan-

titles, from 20 bushels up to 160 per acre, and on

all the varieties of soil and on all crops, and n

and publish the results.

—

Ed.]

P. S. Since I closed this communication, I h:

been and examined the land where I had spr

wheat last season, (snow being oflT,) and there

wheat alive, (caused by the grasshoppers dropp

the heads.) for two-thirds of a crop. Will it

come winter wheat .' If I was certain tha

would, I should not plow it up unless it spring-ki

Q. C. R

[Shoul4 the wheat which the grasshoppers he

ed down, start in the spring, we see no reason «

it will not fruit well in summer. And if it shou

we know not who would dispute its claims to

called winter wheat.

—

Ed.]

is.a

0.*

For the New England Fanner.

MENHADEN FOR MANURE.
Mr Putnam—Can you or any of your corr

pendents tell me any thing of the value of Mf
haden (fish) as a manure ? How should they

applied .-' What would be the value of a compt

formed by a mixture of them in alternate lay(

with swamp mud ? Are they durable or transit

in their eft'ects ?

I osk these questions because I shall probat

have an opportunity of obtaining a supply of the

the coming season, at a cheap rate.

Are they of any value as food for swine?

so, should they be given raw or cooked?

H. A.

Qy'The fish named by our correspondent

often used for enriching land, and the accounts

its efliects are in general favorable. We have h

no experience in the use of it ; and therefore o

not competent to reply to our correspondent sat

factorily. Any one of our correspondents, rea

ers, or friends who can give the desired iiilorir

tion, will greatly oblige us by furnishing it. V
believe that it is not uncommon to apply the fi

directly to the crop, putting one or two fish in

hill. But composting would doubtless be a bell

course, and the swamp mud must be a good artic

to receive the fish. They may be put in alterna

layers, but the muck should be four or five tim

as mi:ch in quantity as the fish. Swine will e

many kinds of fish freely, and grow well upon tl

food ; but whether the menhaden is to their last

and whether they wiliya//en upo:) fish of any kin

we are unable to say. Last winter, we fed up<

ruti bagas and Irallibut, boiled together, and li

growth was good. Five swine, which weight

about 100 pounds each, at the middle of Novembe
1841, fed on the turnips and fish until April, an

then put upon meal, weighed, dressed, about th

10th of October, 1842—1999 lbs. The growl

during the winter was good, but the swine i

spring were not fnt.—Ed. N. K. F.

The Weather.—The month just passed, has bee

the coldest February for 24 years, wilh the excep

tion of that of 1836.

—

Bost. Times.

Religion.—It is a great disgrace to religion t

imagine it is an enemy to mirth and cheerfulness

and a severe exactor of pensive looks and solemi

faces.

—

Dr. Scott.

Bad thoughts soon ripen into bad actions.
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N.\LVSES OF INniAN CORN AND KUTA
BAGA.

the Editor of the New Kngland Farmer:

Dear Sir—In your last week'a paper, you ex-

esscd a wisii tor nnnlysca of Indian corn and of

ila ba^a. They arc hcrewilli enclosed—and for

le purpose of comparison, potatoes are added.

100 Iba. of

—

Corn. Ruta Bae;a. Potatoes.

Fresli dug.

2.07

Conlnin of
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BosTorr, Wednesdat, March 8, 1843.

SEVENTH AGRrCULTURAL MEETING AT THE
STATE HOUSE.

The President, Mr King, in the chair.

On motion of tlie Hon. B. V. French, the following

resolve was adopted :

Resolved, That the fiirmers of this Commonwealth,

here assembled, and who have assembled weekly during

the present session of the Legislature, for the purpose

of discussing and considering subjects pertaining to ag-

riculture, have heard with pleasure, that their distin-

guished fellow-laborer, Rev. He.nrv Colman, late Ag-

ricultural Commissioner of the Commonwealih, and as

such, the Sinclair of America, intends visiting Europe

the coming season. Few in our country have advoca-

ted with more zeal and eloquence the farming interf;sts
;

few have collected such funds of agricultural statistics,

or been so industrious in dispensing the same for the

public good. Therefore, we most cheerfully recommend
him to the civilities and .kind attentions of European

agriculturists.

And it was

Voted, That the above resolve, signed by the officers

of the meeting, be communicated to Rev. Henry Col-

man, and that such editors of agricultural papers in this

country, as may concur with us in sentiment, be re-

quested to publish the same.

DANIEL P. KIJ^G, Presiderit.

Johnson G4rdner,),,- „ .,

Benj. V. French, 5
'^'" President,.

Allen Putnam, ")

S. W. Cole, I „ , .

H. C. Merriam, \SecretaTies.

Wm. BucKMiNSTER, J

Dr. C. T. Jackson then resumed his remarks, saying
that last week he dwelt mostly upon organic manures,
but should this evening dwell more upon the mineral,

though the two are closely connected, and cannot be

separated.

The minerals are decomposed by acids, alkalies and
earths. When thus decomposed, the plants take them
up

; you may with the microscope see the crystals in

the sap vessels of the plants. The plant takes up the

matters that come within its reach, and has not full pow-
er to expel such as are deleterious. Opium or arsenic

will kill a plant if taken into it. Generally, liowever,
the plant takes only what it needs.

Carbon, in a moist slate, undergoes) a slow combus-
tion, and yields carbonic acid. The vegetable matters
during the changes which decay vyorks in them, first

become acid; then take oxygen from the air and from
water; then putrify—then form crenales, apocrenates,
&c. ; then oxidation comes, and carbonic acid follows.

Animal matters first become alkaline, and give ammo.
nia; then they become a brown matter, containing nitro-
gen. When you mix animal andvegelahle matters, you
form a l.irge portion of neutral salts, and thus make most
valuable manure. A fallen tree, in its decay kills the
surrounding grass by an excess of acid ; a decaying ani-
mal carcass at first kills by the excess of ammonia

; but
when the excess passes off", the vegetable growth is more
vigorous.

Acids decompose rocks and take out from them the
alkalies. The stone found in a peat-bog is always
white, because the acids of the peat have taken out the
alkaline coloring matters. A soil containing iron is

much benefiied by an application of ashes, lime, or ani-

mal matter. The yellow color of subsoil is cau.sed by
iron. Bring this up to the surface, and by the action of
the air, the iron is oxidized and bl.ackened. n

Plants contain ammonia— this is a new discovery of

science. But in the heart of Indian corn and of all

seeds ammonia exists. There is some of this ammonia
in the atmosphere, but not enough—the greater part

comes from the decomposition of animal matters in the

soil; and the value of a manure is in proportion to the
ammonia it will form.

(Thus far in the lecture we toidt a few notes ; but be-
coming satisfied that we could do no justice to Dr. J in

an attempt to report him, we laid down the pen. He
was obliged to go over so much ground in so short a

time, that his statements were necessarily concise and
gave little more than results, without explaining the
steps by which they were reached.

Last week we were far from confident that we gave
his views correctly, and now we are less confident thai
we can give a true account of his positions and teach-
ings.

The lecture was interesting and instructive. The
meeting, we think, are under great obligations to Dr. J.

for his willingness to spend so much time and be at so

much trouble to give them information. We less rewret

our inability to report him, from the fact that we may
hope to find the results of his analyses, and an explana-
tion of his views, in his report upon New Hampshire,
which will probably be published next summer

)

Johnston's Leitures on the application of chemistry
and geology to agriculture, now being re-published in

this country, by Wiley & Putnam, New York, and for

sale in Boston by Little & Brown, Dr. Jackson noticed
with high praise. He called it l/te liest book upon agri-

cultural subjects that has ever been published. One
thing there advanced. Dr. J. said he would draw atten-

tion to, without adopting it, viz : that a strong luxuriant
crop draws to itself the carbonic acid of the atmosphere

;

so that he who manures highly, draws to his field the

carbonic acid fjom his neighbor's poor field ;—makinir
good the scripture, that to him that hath, shall be given"

and he shall have abundance.

In a few eloquent closing remarks, Dr. J. noticed the

growing attention of the world to agricultural science,

and the mutual aid which the practical farmer and the

chemist can give to each other.

£rrote.—Last week, we made Dr. J. speak of magne-
sia as becoming "ra/rfize^i." It is an oxide in its com-
mon state;—the mistake was ours, and not Dr. J.'s.

His statement " that in the interior of France it is found

that 300 pounds of salt are as valuable as a ton of plas-

ter," which we thought might be a slip of the tongue

was what Dr. Jackson meant to say ; and Jie tells us

that if he had gone to the extent of iiis authority, he

might have said 300 lbs. salt were found equal to 5000

of piaster.

Subject for next meeting—The Honey Bee.

PLUM TREES.

The fruit-growers of ibis vicinity, as far as we have
conversed with them, do not think that Messrs. Prince's

pesition, in regard to varieties of plum trees, specified

in our last paper, as not liable to be atlackeil by insects

is of any value, so far as relates to the neighborhood of
Boston.

(nrOiir thanks are due to Hon. D. P. King, Secretary

of tile Essex Agricultural Society, for a copy of the So-
ciety's Transactions for 1S42. It is unusually interest-

ing and valuable.

GUANO.
We visited the Conservatory a few days since, to wit-

ness the action of this manure (the duBg of sea-birds,
from S America,) upon several plants. Three smal
rose bushes, of equal size, were taken by Mr Tcsche
macher last June, and each was set in a pot; the pott
of equal size, and the soil the same in quality. To the
soil in two of the pots he added a tea-spoonful of guanc
for each. The rose bush which had no guano, is

about 8 inches high. One of the others is 3 feel high,
and the remaining one is 3 12 feet Upon geraniums
and japonicas, the efi'ect is almost equally wonderful.

Tins article deserves the attention of the growers ol

flowers, and probably of other cultivators. Tiiere can
bo no question that it is more efficient in producing stem
and foliage than any other applicatic.n that has been
made in this vicinity. And from the fact that a japoni-
ca two years from the seed, to which guano was applied,
has a perfectly formed seed set, Mr T. infers that this
manure will prove good in forming fruit-for this plant,
(japonica) seldom forms seeds until it is f<,ur or five

years old. But its effect in producing flowers and fruit

is not yet clearly shown.
'

It is said that a large quantity of this guano is now in
the English market. Wo know not what the cost gen-
erally may be, but in one instance nearly 10 dollars has
been charged for 200 lbs. in England. This will make
it expensive—and yet if its effects shall generally ba
such as are now to be seen at the Conservatory, it will
be economical. We advise those who may take any
interest in this matter, to visit the Conservatory, and
see for themselves what guano has done.

INQUIRIES RESPECTING A COMPOST.
Mr Editor—Late last fall, I carted about one hun-

dred loads of muck, peat, and peat with a mixture of
clay, which was thrown out in the early part of the sea-
son, into a heap. Then I drew ten loads from the hot-
torn of fresh burnt coal-pits, and added to the heap.
There was a good proportion of ashes mixed with the
coal-dust. As soon as the frost is out, I intend to add a
cask of quick lime, and ten loads of manure.

Is this compost worth as much or more for top-dress-
ing grass land, as it is for a crop of grain ?

Will this compost be sufficient manure for one acre of
corn ?—the soil was broken last full ; is a hard, gravelly
loam, and rather poor.

How will this compost suit a root crop, on a light
loamy soil ?

Respectfully, your ob'tserv't, H. D
Douglas, March od, 1S43.

It is difficult to tell any thing about the probable ac-
tion of a compost heap, from this general description of
its components. If the peaty matters are well rotted
and pulverized-if they are freed well from their acids,
the ten loads of manure and the cask of lime, with the
ashes already there, may be sufficient to make a good
compost. But we would rather recommend tliat the ma.
nure and lime should be put to half the heap than to the
whole, and would rather have the sixtyfive loads thus
prepared, for one acre of corn, than to have the hundred
and twenty proposed. The manure shruild be mixed in,
a fortnight before the lime is applied. The compost
will be good on sandy, gravelly, or warm loamy lands,
for any crop, if the proportion of peaty matter is not so
great that the ashes, lime and dung will not neutralize
the acids. Had we handled the peat, we could tell much
better than now, ho>v freely it may be used without in-

jurious effect. By careful measurement, we found that
six bushels of peat on a square rod was lees serviceable
than three.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

OH TAKE THE MADD'NING BOWL AWAY.

Oh take the madd'ning bowl away,

Remove the pois'nous cup
;

My soul is sick— its burning ray

Has drunk nay spirits up.

Take, take it from my loathing lip,

Ere madness fire my brain !

Take, take it hence, nor let me sip

Its liquid death again.

Oh dash it on the thirsty earth,

For I will drink no more
;

It cannot cheer tlib heart "ith mirth

That grief hath wounded sore;

For serpents wreathe its sparkhng brim,

And adders lurk below ;

It hath no soothing charm for him

Who sinks oppress'd with wo.

Say not, " Behold its ruddy hue

—

Oh, press it to thy lips !"

For 'tis more deadly than the dew

That from the Upas drips ;

It is more pois'nous than the stream

Which deadly nightshade laves
;

"Its joys are transient as the beam

That lights its ruddy waves.

Say not, " It hath a powerful spell

To soothe the soul of Care"

—

Say not, " It calms the bosom's swell

And drives away despair !"

Art thou its vot'ry ? Ask thy soul

—

Thy soul in misery deep

—

Yea, ask thy conscience, if the bowl

Can give refreshing sleep .'

Then hence ! away, thou deadly foe,

I scorn thy fell control !

Away, away ! I fear thy blow,

Thou palsy of the soul !

Henceforth I drink no more of thee,

'J hou bane of Adam's race
;

But to a heavenly fountain flee.

And drink the dews of grace.

IVashinsrtonian SorJSsCer.

proaching our hero, he said, with a serious counte-

nance

—

"Can I do any thing for you, Mr on this

awful occasion ?"

" Yes," replied the young officer, without chang-

ing a muscle, " won't you be so good as to turn

down my shirt collar ?"

Fortunately, the friirnte escaped— but the "turn

down my collar" of ' Pelliam," was a standing ex-

pression among hi.s messmates Bee.

The late Mr Grizzle.—A very worthy fisherman

by the name of Grizzle, was drowned some time

since, and all search for his body proved unavailing.

AfXBT it had been in the water some months, how-

ever, it was discovered upon the surface, and taken

to the shore, whereupon Mr Smith was despatched

to convey the intelligence to the afflicted widow.

Mr Smith.—Well, Mrs Grizzle, we have found

Mr Grizzle's body.

Mrs Grizzle.— You do n't say so !

Mr S—Yes, we have— the jury sot on it, and

found it full of eels.

Mrs O.—You don't say Mr Grizzle's body is

full of eels ?

Mr a.—Yes it is, and we want to know what

you will have done with it?

Mrs G Why, how many eels should you think

there is in him.'

Mr S.—Why, about a bushel.

Mrs G.—Well, then, I think you had better send

the eels up to the house, and set him again !—
Bost. Post.

Taking it Coolly-—It is said of a certain young

lieutenant of the United States Navy, who some

ten years ago Avas a past midshipman, that while

the Constitution frigate, to which he belonged, was

lying-to at one of the Azores, a heavy gale came

on. The ship was drifting towards a rock-bound

coast, where she would inevitably go to pieces.

All was consternation on board, and the probabili-

ty was, if she went ashore, not a dozen souls would

be saved. This young officer, whether on shore or

at sea, was peculiarly neat in his drcsa—rather

foppishly so ; and he had acquired, by this pecu-

liarity, the title of the "Pclham" of the Navy.

During the gale, his station was on the gun-deck

forward, superintending the paying out of a chain

cable, as the ship kept dragging, and, in some way,

his kid gloves got dirty. It should be remarked,

that with all his foppishness, he was an able, cool,

and determined young officer. During the 'height

of the gale, the chaplain went round the ship, pray-

ing here and there for blessings on those who were

about to take the great leap into eternity. Ap-

GHEEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at Ihe New England Ai?ric\l)

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nns. 51 and 02 North Mar

kel Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Str.iw, Hay am

Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not hehm

applied to any implement for this purpose. The most prom

inent effects of tins application, and some of the coiisequen

peculiarities of the machine are :

I So "reat a reduction of the quantum of power requisiti

to use it,°that the strength of a halt grown hoy is sufficieu

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two husti-

els a minute, which is full twice as fasi as has hcca claimci

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or stean

power.

3. TheUnives,i)wing to the peculiarmanner in which thai

cut, require sharpening less often than those ol any olhe

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and pu

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as lh«

complicated machines in general use to get out of order.

JInecdole of Daniel Webster.—During one of the

college vacations, he and his brother returned to

their home, in Salisbury, N. H. Their father was

a working farmer, and it was haying time. Think-

ing he had a right to some return for the money he

had expended in their education, the father put

scythes into their hands one day, and ordered them

to mow, Daniel made a few sweeps, and then

resting his scythe, wiped the sweat from his brow.

Ilis father said, " What's the matter, Dan ?" " My
scythe does n't hang right," he answered. His

father fi."(ed it, and Dan went to work again, but

with no better success. Something was the mat-

ter with his scythe, and it .was not long before it

wanted fixing again ; and the father said, in a pet,

"Well, hang it to suit yourself." Daniel, with

great composure, hung it on the next tree, and put-

ting on a gr.ive countenance, said, " It hangs very

well now— 1 'm perfectly satisfied.

One of the happiest anagrams in any language,

is that which has been made from Pilate's question

to our Saviour: " Q^uid est Veritas?" (What is

truth?) These three words make the following

anagramiTiatic sentence : J^st vir qui ndest. (The

man whom you see before you.)

Perject.—A celebrated preacher having remark-

ed in a sermon, thnl every thing made by God was

perfect, "What think you of me ?" said a deformed

man in a pew beneath, who arose from his seat,

and pointed at his own back. "Think of you-'"

reiterated the preacher, " why, that you are the

most perfed hunchback my eyes ever beheld."

Revenge is a much more punctual paymaster

than gratitude.

—

Lacon.

WILMS'S LATEST IMPROVED VEGETABLE
ClITTKR.

This machine surpasses nil others for the purpose of cut-

ting Rata Baga. Mangel Wurlzel, and oihcr roots. The
great ohjection to other machines, is iheir cutting the roots

into slices, which makes it almost impossible for the cattle

to get hold of them : this machine wilh a little alteration,

cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shape as is

most convenient fi»r ihe cattle to eat. It will cut with ease

from one to two hushels of roots per minute. -For sale hy
J. BKECK <k CO., Nos. 51 and 52 North Market st.

TYF, I'P CHAINS.
Just received by 600 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, iutroduceel hy E. H. Derby, Esq. of Salen
and Col. Jacues, lor the piirpi>se of securing cattle to the

stall, are found to he the safest and most convenient nx
of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 North
Market st.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale Ly J. BRECK & CO.,

No. 52 North Market St.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKIT PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, orf2 50 if not paid

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters ore permitted by law to frank all

enbacriptions and remittances for newspapers, without
expense to subscribers.

TUTTLB AND DENNETT. PRINTERS.
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N. E. FARMER.

PREMIUM FARMS.
[Continued.

1

Ephraim Abbotts Statement.

To the Trustees of the Mass. Agricu'tural Society :

The subscriber makes the following answers to

the inquiries respecting farms, publislu'd in the N.

E. Farmer, vol. xx. page 273.

Ans. 1. My farm consists of 114 acres, of whicli

7.3 are pasturage, mowing and tillage ; the rest i.s

wood land.

2. My soil is principally gravelly loam, the re-

mainder peat meadow.

3. My upland abounds in stones, which m.ike

deep plowing difficult. Where I can, I plow from

5 to 8 or '.) inches deep. I have plowed but about

two acrea of peat soil ; one and a quarter acre of

which I had several years before covered with

earth about three inches deep, upon n mas.sy and

wild cranberry bottom. This I plowed 8 or 9 inch-

es deep, for the purpose of getting earth enough

below the roots and moss to cultivate. The ne,xt

year's plowing was not more than three or four

inches dee,i. that the sod and moss might not be

disturbed. The rest was plowed 6 or 7 inches

deep.

4. I have no plain land, or such as may be call-

ed thin soiled, e.xcept a few gravelly knoll.'?. I

have found great benefit from plowing land deep,

that had br'en worn by excessive cropping. Land

that pro(ii;c 'd potatoes or beans scarcely sufficient

to pay for i'arvesting, I plowed twice in a furrow,

and to the depth of nearly or quite a foot. It af-

terwards produced heavier crops of beans, wheat

and grass, than any other land I have. It suffered

much from drought before the deep plowing, and

very little since.

.5. My Hnd, before I purchased it, had been for

many years the dower of a widow, and afterwards

was the inheritance of a minor ; and all which had

been plowed or mowed, was very much exhausted,

and the pasture covered with bushes. My home-

stead consists of about 3(i acres— 11 acres are

woodland—of the remainder, 9 acres were in grass,

the rest in pasturage, when it came into my pos-

session. I hired it for three years, before I pur-

chased it, in which time I broke up two acres of

tlie grass land. That which was not broken up, I

mowed; two acres of which were in Indian hills,

and yielded more hay in proportion than the other

parts. But I did not obtain in either of the three

years more than two tons and a half of hay, and a

half ton of this was meadow hay and bushes.

My method for improvement is deep plowing

and dressing with compost, made of peat mud with

lime, ashes, and barn manure. My circumstances

did not permit me to purchase stable manure, ex-

cepting a very little. My peat meadows I have

improved by ditching, sub-draining, and covering

'with earth and manure from my hog-yards.

('). I till about fi 1-2 acres : put about 30 loads

lof compost to the acre on land that I plant: have

iput none on grain crops on plowed land.

7. My manure is applied in compost.

8. I spread and harrow twice, and in different

directions, to mix the dressing well with tho earth,

after which I sometimes roll and sometimes plow

in.

0. I plow green-sward from 6 to 8 inches deep,

where the stones will permit; generally in the au-

tumn; and roll across the furrows, after drawing

ofli'the stones. In the spring, I harrow twice with

a heavy liairow; then spread and harrow, &c. as

stated in answer to question Sih. When I roll af-

ter harrowing in the dressing, I plant with a seed-

sower. If I plow in after harrowing on green-

sward, I endeavor to plow so shallow as not to dis-

turb the sod. I have sometimes, after harrowing

in the dressing, turned two furrows towards each

other and planted between them. The furrons

were not turned sufficiently near to form a ridge.

Ground thus prepared, I prefer planting with a

seed-sower. The largest crops I have ever raised

were planted in this way.

10. Have 11 1-2 acres of upland mowing, yield-

ing about 1 2-5 ton to the acre. Three or four

acres need new seeding, and I should have plowed

it before this time, if I had not needed >ny manure

to improve the pasture land that I am endeavoring

to reclaim.

11. No land irrigated.

12. Put about 15 loads of manure from my hog-

yard, to an acre of peat meadow. Have dressed

about 33 4 acres in this way.

13. Mow about two acres of lowland, consisting

of narrow runs and peat meadow, which might be

made English mowing and arable land, at an ex-

pense of about 100 dollars per acre. The grass

cut on the runs Is more than half English. I have

not weighed my liay ; but estimating GOO cubic

feet of white grass, and 700 feet of mixed clover,

herds-grass and redtop, per ton, I have 16 Ions of

upland, and 6 12 tons of peat meadoiv hay, which

is nearly all clover, herdsgrass and redtop, and

11-2 ton of run and fresh meadow hay, and more

than two tons of second crop; making in all about

26 tons.

14. I have reclaimed about 3 3 4 acres of peat

meadow. In the autumn of 1831, soon after I pur-

chased my homestead, I commenced on I 1-4 acre,

covered principally with long moss and wild cran-

berry (by some called heath.) I first dug a ditch

through the centre, about .3 feet wide and from 3

to 4 feet deep, which was deeper than the peat,

and extended into the sand beneath. After the

meadow had become sufficiently consolidated, the

wild cranberry was mowed, and tho mud drawn to

my barn-yard and hog-yards. The sand >vas spread

on the meadow, and the whole piece covered with

earth about three inches deep. The earth used

was taken from the side of a field by the road,

where it was necessary to build a bank wall. In

the spring of 1832, I put compost dressing on about

three-quarters of the piece, and sowed the whole

with grass-seed, herdsgrass and redtop and oats.

The oats and grass that grew, made about a ton of

good fodder. For several succeeding years ityield-

ed never less than two tons of good hay. The

part not manured, did not yield so large a burden
as the other part. Three years after, this part was
manured

; and afterwards it yielded a largo bur-
den.

In the fall of 1839, I deepened and widened the
main ditch, and by making a sub-drain about IS
rods, and bogging a bushy and braky piece adjoin-

ing, increased the meadow to about 1 1-2 acre,

and plowed the whrile. In the spring of IS40, I

planted it with potatoes. Owing to unfavorable

eircumstances, the potato crop was small. In It34I,

I sowed the old part with oats and the new wiib

wheat. Both kinds of grain yielded well ; but I

have not data from which I can state the amount.

With the wheat and oats I sowed herdsgrass, red-

top and some clover, and this year the crop was
more than two tons to the acre, of entirely English

hay.

In the spring of 1841, I commenced the reclaim-

ing of a piece of peat meadow, lying in the corner

of a pasture. About an acre of the central part of

tho meadow was nearly free from stones, bushes,

and brakes. I surrounded the smooth part with a

ditch four feet wide. The peat was from 2 1 -2 to

4 feet deep. This was removed for manure. Tiien

sand was taken from tho bottom in some places to

six feet below the surface, and with what was tak-

en from one corner (less than a square rod,) and
some ditches, running from the border, and from

some sub-drains, afterwards made, was sufficient

to cover 2 1-4 acres nearly 2 inches deep. This

sand. Dr. S. L. Dana, of Lowell, was good enough
to analyze for me. He found that which had most

of a clayish appearance, to contain 3 per cent, of

geine and 2 per cent, of sulphate of lime, and that

which appeared to be mere white quick sand, to

contain 1-2 per cent, of sulphate of lime, 10 per

cent of silicate of potash, (1-3 potash,) and one per

cent, of geine. I think it was much less expensive

covering the meadow with this sand, than it would

have been with any other earth that I could have

obtained. Besides, I believe the sand was better

than earth taken from a bank or hill would have

been.

The subduing of the borders without the ditch,

and preparing them to receive the sand, was many
times more expensive than applying the sand.

They were so rough with stones, and also so wet,

that they could not be plowed, and abounded so

much with brakes and bushes, that it was necessa-

ry to dig a great part of them with hoes, and to

dig out great quantities of stones, and to fill the

holes with sods and earth, and make open ditches

and sub-drains, before the sand could bo applied.

Besides open ditches, I made more than 40 rods

of sub-drains. These were made by digging ditch-

es about two feet wide, and Irom three to four feet

deep. The water courses were laid with stones as

large or larger than a mun's head, and covered with

flat stones, dug from the meadow. These were

covered with meadow hay, then with sods, then

with mud, and then with earth taken from the bot-

tom of the ditch. The earth and mud are so deep

that a plow can never injure the drains by moving

either sods or stones. Ten or twelve rods, howev-
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er are covered by a double wall, built for the pur-

pose of disposing of stones, which would otherwise

have been a nuisance, not bein^ needed for the

wall, that encloses two sides of the meadow, the

sub-drains and three stone bridges.

I did not keep an exact account of the compost

put on the part first sown ; but I think it was

about 15 loads to the aero. On the 23d of June,

the part included by the main ditch and a small

part of the border, were sown with herdsgrass, red-

top, and clover and oats. On September 4th, I se-

cured a ton of good fodder. After haying, I pre-

pared about a third of an acre more of the border,

and sowed it, I think, in September, with herds-

grass and redtop ; but no clover. After this, 1

prepared and covered with sand and manure, anoth-

er acre of the border. The rest of the field en-

closed, being most of it neither upland nor meadow,

but between both, had in it a large share of the

Bub-drains. A part of this was dug up with hoes,

'and a part plowed and planted with potatoes last

year, and all prepared to be plowed this year.

On the ]5th of April, this year, the meadow,

Banded and manured last fall, was sown vvitli oats,

4 bushels and about 1-2 bushel of herdsgrass, and

a bushel of redtop, and a little clover, and the

ground well harrowed and rolled. The oats were

cradled and threshed, and yielded 12 ;}-4 bushels.

The grass seed came up well, and when I cut my

second crop, I mowed about a ton, resembling

second crop on this piece. On the parts sown

last year, I cut more than two tons to the acre at

the first mowing, and more than one at the second.

The remaining parts of the border were plowed

last spring from 7 to 9 inches deep, harrowed, and

as much as 30 loads of compost spread on them,

and then harrowed well, and two and three light

furrows alternately turned together, and a furrow

made on these, in which potatoes and corn were

planted. About a fifth part was planted with corn

in alternate rows with potatoes. '] he crops are as

follows: Corn, between 7 and 8 bushels ;
rutabaga,

planted with the corn, 22 bushels
;
potatoes, 97 1-2

bushels ; beets, 3 bushels, and hay as estimated,

by weighing several cocks in the field, 2 tons and

17 1-2 hundred, and more than two tons at the

second mowing, and 12 3-4 bushels of oats, before

mentioned.

Before I commenced the improvement of this

land, the whole produce was of very little value,

being in a great part brakes and bushes : when the

whole is laid down to grass, the produce will pro-

bably be not less than two tons of good hay to the

acre. The whole labor bestowed upon the land,

including the building of the wall, reckoning the

labor at what I paid, and adding a quarter of a

dollar a day for board, amounts to $414 96, and

the amount of crops secured is $131 03, reckon-

ing nothing for mud, used for manure on my home-

stead. The land is now so thoroughly drained,

and the stones so generally taken out that the

whole may be plowed, or may be kept in a produc-

tive state by top-dressing.

15. Including what was planted at the meadow
as stated above, I had about 2 1-2 acres of corn.

The principal part on ground that was a rough pas-

ture, partly subdued last year. The field consists

of about 3 1-2 acres, including a small run in

grass. I commenced digging stones on it in the

autumn of 1840, anil in the spring of 1841, nearly

completed a double wall on one side with the

stones taken from the piece. Having plowed and

harrowed it, I put on 230 loads of compost, spread

it where the ground v.'as sufficiently smooth, and
harrowed it in. Where the ground was very
rough, it was put in the holes. But owing to the

severe drought, and the previously impoverished
state of most of the land, the crop was very small.

This year, the ground was plowed across the fur-

rows of last year, 7 or 8 inches deep, where the

stones would permit. It was then harrowed, the

stones were drawn off, and 97 loads of compost
spread upon it, and again harrowed and planted,

as is stated concerning the meadow in answer to

question 14. Pan of the corn was planted in al-

ternate rows with potatoes or beans. The crop
was 74 bushels of corn, 102 bushels of potatoes,

and C 3-4 bushels of beans.

The compost used was in part prepared as fol-

lows : 22 loads of mud, dug the preceding spring,

and laid in a pile during the summer, were carted

near the field in the winter. On April 5th, when
the frost was out about (i inches deep in the pile,

the part thawed was shoveled ofl^, and a cask of

unslacked lime spread on the frozen part and cov-

ered with the mud shoveled off. On the ISth, 5 or

loads of dung from the barn-cellar, were added
to the iieap and overhauled with it. It then lay

nearly a month, when it was spread. The rest of

the compost was prepared by mixing together the

mud taken from the barn-yard and hog-yard, and

manure from the barn cellar and necessary. These
ingredients were overhauled together, and lay till

they began to ferment, and then they were spread.

I planted principally the Parker corn ; but some
of the Phinney corn. All was prepared by being

soaked in a pickle made by dissolving saltpetre in

water, in the proportion of little more than two oz.

to a gallon. After the corn had been soaked 24
hours or more, it was taken from the pickle, and

plaster put with it—as much as would adhere to it.

The corn was cut up near the ground as soon as it

began to grow hard, and six hills bound together,

and five bundles set up, by placing one upright

and the others bracing against it on four sides, so

as to let the air circulate as freely as possible be-

tween them. The tops were bent over and bound
together.

10. Had about 1 1-2 acre of potatoes. Part

were planted on the border of a meadow, and jiart

in alternate rows with corn—and all cultivated in

the same manner. The rows were about 3 feet

9 inches apart, and the hills 2 1-2 feet. The corn

was seeded four or five corns in a hill, and the po-

tatoes two whole ones in a hill. Before the first

hoeing, the earth was turned from the rows by a

horse-plow, and before the second, it was turned

towards them. Afterwards, some weeds were cut

up with the hoe, and some pulled up by hand. I

should have used the cultivator before the second

hoeing, but 1 feared from its effects the preceding

year, it would injure the corn by breaking too

many of its roots. By using the plow, I made

some ridge, but the hills were small.

17. About one acre of other vegetables. One
fourth of an acre with carrots and beets, and

three-fourths of an acre with beans, peas, turnips,

cabbages, squashes, and vegetables for family use.

The carrots yielded 87 bushels, the beets 18, the

turnips 33, the ruta baga 30, the onions 4 : parsnips

not dug—probably 3 or 4 bushels; beans 8 bush-

els ; and my potatoes in all 234 bushels. I ex-

pect to feed the roots, not used in my family, to

my stock.

18. Besides the oats before mentioned, I sowed

only 1 1-4 acre with Black Sea wheat. The wheat.

2 1-2 bushels, was soaked in strong salt brine for

several days, and as much lime was mixed with it

as would adhere to it when wet. The soil was in

part gravelly loam, and part bordering on a peat

meadow, was peaty. Last year, corn was planted

on the ground, and about .30 loads of compost ap-

plied to the acre. Early in the spring, the hills

were split and the ground harrowed, and then plow-

ed 5 or inches deep. It was then harrowed and
sown with the wheat and grass seed, and then har-

rowed in. The stones that had not been before re-

moved, were then picked and drawn off, and on the

12th of April the ground was rolled. The crop

was much injured by weeds on the peaty part,

though the cultivator had been used three times

between the corn the preceding year, the corn hoed
twice, and afterwards the weeds pulled up or cut

up with the hoe. 'I'ho grain was cradled July 30,

and the crop a little more than 11 bushels.

19. Besides the acre of peat meadow before

mentioned, I have sown with grass only the 1 1-4

acre of wheat ground. On this I sowed herds-

grass 11 quarts, redtop 1 bush., and clover seed

8 1-2 lbs. The seed came up well, and promises

a good crop of hay next year.

20. I cover my barn-yard twice a year, and my
barn cellar once, with peat mud, and my hog-yards

twice with earth or mud; I also cut some brakes

and weeds and put them green into my yards. I

mow the weeds and bushes in my pastures, and

dry them and lay them up in my barn for litter for

my horse and hogs. I use a ton or two of plaster

yearly, and few casks of lime,

21. I keep one yoke of oxen, one horse, and four

cows, and have one pair of yearling steers, a year-

ling heifer and a heifor calf. My cows and oxen
are of native breed ; my young cattle partly of the

Durham breed. I have one cosset sheep and her

lamb, part Merino. The old part of my barn is

42 feet long, 26 feet wide, 14 feet posts. In this I

have made a cellar sufficiently large to contain

1000 bushels of roots, secure from frost. The
part of the barn which I have built, is of the same
width as the old part, 40 fef't in length, and the

height of the posts 10 feet. In the lower part of

this I keep my wagons, carts, sleds, roller, plows,

harrows, iSic. I have a cellar under the part of the

barn where my cattle are tied, and the manure is

dropped into it. I have also two barn sheds, one

20 feet by 10, and the other 36 feet by 10, and
chambers over both. I have a corn-lumse 15 feet

by 12 1-2, and a hog-house 37 feet by 15, with a

room 10 feet square, having a boiler set in it for

cooking vegetables.

22. Answered in the preceding.

23. I sometimes take the calves from the cows
when two or three days old, and learn them to

drink milk and milk porridge, and sometimes let

them suck till they are 12 weeks old, and learn all

to eat meal or roots. I think the calves are more
healthy when allowed to suck.

24. I keep boarders, and spend most of the milk

for family uses. Part of my cows calve in the

spring, and part at other seasons. We make no

cheese, but make a little butter at most seasons ol

the year—seldom more than 8 or 10 pounds pel

week. 1 have no data by which I can state the

exact amount.

25. See answer to question 2)st.

20. Have one iiog, three-quarters Berkshire ant

part Mackey, and one sow, half Berkshire and hall

Norfolk grass breed from an imported mother

three pigs, two offsprings of the above, and on*
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from the first described, und a thrifty lnrifC molhor,

breed unknown. Tlie last ii boar, procured to pre-
|

vent bleeding in-and-in. Last fall, I killed three
|

hogs, weighing together 1028 lbs., since which I I

have sold two shoals for $11, and nine pigs for
|

$16 ."iO. The hogs 1 now have will probably weigh

400 lbs. apiece when dressed.
j

27. 1 feed them with slops, weeds, some pota-

toes, and some meal. After apples begin to drop,

[ give th-'"Mi as many raw as they will eat. and some

refnse peaches. When potatoes are fit to use, I

boil thcin sometimes alone, and sonictimes with

apples or pumpkins, and at first put a peck of meal

into a kettle containing 45 gallons, and increase

the proportion, as they need richer food. I give

them cliarcoal occasionally, and put salt into every

kettle of dough.

28. Have about 60 loads of hog n'aniire. My
horse stable manure is thrown into the hog yard.

The other materials are as stated in answer to

question '2(). The drain from my sink runs into

the hog yard, and the manure from the necessary

is mixed with it when it is taken out in the spring

and fall.

29. I hire one man by the year, for liiHO; and

one by iUp day, he making fair weather, when I

wish it. I pay him 3 shillings per day, e.xcept in

in July and August, when I pay him 4 shillings.

I have also a boy nine years old, and I hired a few

days work at planting, a few at haying, and a few

at mowing bushes. In all perhaps 20 or 25 days.

I use between 40 and 50 cords of wood a year in

my family, and in the winter my men are employed

in cutting and hauling it, and in preparing it for

the fire, and in drawing mud. The wood is drawn

generally from two to four miles, and the mud 1 1-4.

Before last year, I had no tillage or grass land,

except peat meadow, which was not on my home-

Btead, and on this not more than ten acres, that

was not wood land, or very rough pasture. These

with all the improvement I could make upon them,

would not yield near the hay and other produce I

needed. For several years, I paid more than $100

annually for hay. This was an expense I could

not well alTord ; and I concluded instead of pur-

chasing more land, to convert some of my rough

pasture into field land. In the years 183S», '40 and

'41, I employed much more help than I do at pre-

sent. In the spring of 183!>, I began to subdue a

piece of bushy pasture land, so full of stones that

tny neighbors told me I should never be able to

plow it. It lay contiguous to my barn, garden and

orchard, and contained 4 1-2 acres. During the

months of April, May and June, I employed from

6 to 10 men, and 4 or P oxen, in digging stones,

hauling them, and laying them in walls, and pre-

paring the grounil for planting. liefore an attempt

was made to plow, all the stones that appeared

above ground, and could be raised with bars and

levers, were dug and laid in walls. On one side,

a wall was built about 5 feel wide and 5 feet high
;

and the walls on the other sides doubled in most

parts. Afier every plowing and harrowing since,

the stones that could be removed, were laid in the

walls. Two acres were planted with corn on the

29th of May. On these were put GO loads of

compost. The crop was 72 bushels. On the 29th

of June the remainder was planted. One acre

with ruta baga received 20 loads of compost, and

the crop was 251 bushels. The remainder, 1 1-2

acre, was planted with potatoes. This received

only 20 loads of manure, and the ground being

very rough, the dressing was mostly put in the

hills. The crop was 1()7 bushels. Thu next

year, 184(1, one acre was planted with ruta baga,

beets and carrots. 'I he remaining 3 1-2 acres

were planted with corn, except the outside rows.

The whole received 200 loads of compost. The
ruta bagas wore planted about as soon as the corn,

which was too early, and the crop was much less,

in proportion to the ground occupied, than those of

the small parts planted with beets and carrots.

The ruta baga yielded 215 bushels, the beets 28,

the carrots 29, the potatoes 13, and the corn 140

bushels, which was 40 bushels to the acre. In ad-

dition, on the corn ground were raised 2 cartloads

of pumpkins and 1 1-2 bushel of beans ; and on

the ruta baga acre, squashes, melons, cucumbers,

and other things worth $7. In 1841, the field was

sown with wheat and barley, and grass seed. The
wheal and barley good crops, free from blight ; but

being threshed at different times, I have not been

able to ascertain the amount of them. The crop

of hay this year was about two tons to the acre. I

think rather more two tons than less.

Besides open ditches of more than 100 rods in

length, I have made ^S rods of subdrains, 177 rods

of single wall, 4 1-2 t'eet high, 25G rods of double

wall, from 3 to 8 feet wide, and from 3 1 -2 to 5

feet high. The pieces of land reclaimed amount

in all to 12 1-2 acres.

30. My grafted apple trees are most of them

young or old trees, which do not bear much
fruit. I have 101 apple trees fully grafted, and 51

not grafted, or grafted only in part. I give most of

my apples which are not fit for market or family

use, lo my hogs and cattle. I commonly make a

s.mall pressing of cider for apple sauce, and for

vinegar. I have apple trees in my pastures, not

enumerated above, which bear apples enough in

some years, for 12 or 1.5 barrels of cider.

31. I have 24 grafted or budded cherry trees,

and 37 mazzards, and several Kentish cherry trees.

It) budded peach trees, and 29 not budded ; 8 graft-

ed pear trees, 5 only in bearing; 8 small plum

trees, 4 only bear.

32. Before I purchased my farm, the old apple

trees had been nearly killed by canker-worms, and

my neighbors advised me to cut them down ; but

by using tar for several years, the worms have disap-

peared. Many of the trees that were the least

promising, I have headed down and grafted, and

they promise to bear fruit. I have suffered very

little, if any, from borers.

33. I do not allow the use of ardent spirit or ci-

der as a drink on my farm.

Respectfully submitted,

EPHRAIM ABBOT.

Edson Sezlon's Stalement.

Ans. 1. Eighty acres in the farm.

2. Soil, a mixture of sand and clay.

3. I have not had experience in all the varie-

ties of soil on my farm. I plow t'rom 5 to 7 inches.

4. I have found that where a loam consists of

sand and gravel, and has been plowed shallow for

years, that deep plowing has a good effect.

5. On some parts of my farm, plaster is the

cheapest manure. But the most effectual way is

to use barn-yard manure with plaster.

6. I usually plow about six acres of green-

sward, and use about 16 loads of manure to the

acre.

7. Usually apply my manure in its green state.

8. I sometimes spread and plow in, and some-

times harrow in.

9. My common practice has been to plow in th«

spring and plant with corn or potatoes.

10. I mow usually about 30 acres. The ave-

rage yield about 1 1-2 or I 3-4 ton per acre.

11. Not any land irrigated.

12. I sometimes use a light dressing on some

parts of my meadow, say five or six loads per acre

applied in spring.

13. Not any low lands.

14. I have not had any experience in either hog

or peat lands.

15. Three acres of corn. A part of the ground

was plowed last fall, and part just before planting.

I plow in the best possible manner, and harrow

from six to eight times in a place, with a thoroiigh-

"oing harrow. I then furrow it both ways to ma-

nure in the hill. If I plant without manuring ici

the hill, I make a slight mark with a chain or

something prepared for the purpose. My seed 1

put into the ground dry. For two or three years

I have practiced giving my land a light dressing

with common manure and harrowing it in, and then

putting the manure made in my hog-yard into the

hill. The quantity of corn is from (i5 to 80 bush-

els per acre. The committee of the Berkshire Ag-

ricultural Society, appointed to view crops, have

estimated my corn, two years back, at 100 bushels

per acre.

16. Four acres of potatoes. I prepare my
ground much as I do for corn, with the exception

of manuring in the hill, which I seldom do. For

three years past, I have scarcely planted a potato

with a hoe. I have made my green-sward so mel-

low that I could plant my potatoes with one-fourth

the expense with my plow. The average yield

this year, about 200 bushels per acre : two years

past, from 300 to 400 bushels per acre. The va-

rieties are Mercers, flesh-color, Rohans and Kid-

neys.

17. One and a half acre of other vegetables:

three-fourths of an acre of carrots ; the rest round

turnips: the carrots yielded at the rate of 838 bu.

per acre— the turnips 500 bu. per acre. I shall

feed them to my stock.

18. Sowed eight acres of grain— oats : four

acres about the first of May, and four about the

20th. It was plowed twice and harrowed thorough-

ly, say from four to six times in a place. I take

more pains in plowing and harrowing, than most

farmers in this section. Quantity of seed sown,

about three bushels per acre.

19. Eight acres laid down to grass. Four acres

the first of May— the other four about the 20th. I

use about eight quarts seed per acre—two quarts

of clover and six of herdsgrass, sowed alone.

20. Means of making manure rather limited. I

say limited, because my materials are not easy of

access. My practice is to go into the low grounds

and bring muck into my hog and cow-yards, some-

times rich earth from the highways, and frequently

go into the forests and gather leaves, which I con-

sider a good ingredient in making manure. I have

bought many loads of manure from the livery sta-

ble, which is profitable for me.

21. Stock, usually one yoke of oxen, from four

to six cows, about six young cattle, one pair of

horses, and from 05 to 90 sheep. My barn is 32

feet wide and 42 feet long, with two sheds, 30 feet

long each, and 18 feet wide. I have no regular-

built cellar under my barn, but it stands four feet

from the ground, and I frequently put roots under

the floor, and can keep them until the first of Jan-
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uary. My manure is part of it l<ept under cover,

and part exposed to the weather.

22. None of my stock is of the entire native

breed— all crossed with the Durham.

23. My common practice with calves is to take

them from the cow soon after the milk gets good,

and (Ved them with new milk about six weeks,

then u'ilh skimmed milk about as much longer, with

a little provender.

24. I should think my cows would make 250 lbs.

of butter each, and 50 lbs. new milk cheese.

25. My flock of sheep varies from 65 to 90.

The breed is a cross of the Merino and Saxony :

they cut this year nearly four pounds per head:

they have for two or three years back, cut from 3 1-4

to 3 1-2 lbs. each. I let my sheep run in the open

air through the winter, except in severe storms. I

endeavor to have my lambs come about the first of

May, at which time they require but little atten-

tion, except in case of storm. Perhaps one in ten

dies. Causes, getting caught in storms unexpect-

edly ; ewes not owning them ; and they often die

without my being able to give any reason for it.

26. I usually fatten from five to eight swine, and

keep about the same number through the winter.

I make from 20 to 30 cwt. of pork. Swine are a

cros.s of the Berkshire and Moco.

27. I feed them on potatoes boiled and the slop

of the kitchen, and fatten on boiled roots mixed

with provender or corn meal, until within about

four weeks of killing, when I feed them mostly on

corn.

26. Have from 30 to 40 loads of hog manure,

made of leaves, muck and all refuse stuff suitable,

with the straw of their beds.

29. I have usually carried the farm on with the

help of two boys from lO'to 14 years old. Wages
in this place are from 10 to 16 dollars per month.

30. Have 140 apple trees : all the trunks are

natural fruit except 15; although I have grafted

many with our best fruit. Tlie best of them I put

into my cellar, or sell them ; the rest I feed to my
hogs and cattle.

31. I have 18 bearing clierry trees, five bearing

plum trees, two pear trees, and five bearing quince

trees; also, six young cherry trees, twenty plum

trees, three pear trees, and about forty peach trees,

that do not bear; I have also a nursery of about

2000 young apple trees.

32. My trees have not been attacked by t!ie

canker worm or borer.

33. I do not use ardent spirits.

EDSON SEXTON.
Stockhridge, Oct. 25, 1842.

Recipe for Erysipelas.—Mr Aaron Sargeant, of

N. Y. city, on hearing of the prevalence of the

erysipelas in Vermont, sent the following recipe

to the Postmaster of Montpelier

:

Dear Sir—The cause of humanity induces me
to write to you, that you may make public without

delay, the following recipe for the Erysipelas,

which I am sorry to see is prevailing to an alarm-

ing extent in Vermont:

Recipe.— 1 pint French brandy, 5 oz. common
table salt—put in a bottle, and let it stand for 24

hours. Let the patient take two table-spoonsful

three times a day, in a tea-cup of lukewarm water.

He may sweeten it to make it palateable, if he

chooses. Rub the parts affected with the liquid.

The recipe is from Mr Gardner, a gentleman of

undoubted veracity. The medicine i.3 harmless,

and a sure cure.

THE MASSACHUSETTS SPY.

If our readers will turn to the New England

Farmer, of Dec. 7, they will there find an article

copied from the Massachusetts Spy, which describes

an orchard in the vicinity of Boston, as womhrfuUy
profitable. A correspondent in our next paper,

criticised that article, and considered it a fit speci-

men by which to show that many published arti-

cles give false accounts of crops and profits. The
editor of the Spy, in his paper of Dec. 28, noticed

the strictures, and loads us to infer that he believes

in, and is dispnsed to maintain the truth of his

statements. For reasons which the editor of that

paper understand.?, and which need not be more
publicly told, we have had no opportunity until

now, to copy his rejoinder.

As to the facts in regard to the profits of (he

particular orchard, we know nothing. Upon the

general subject of " lying about crops and profits,"

we hold the same opinion as before, viz : that it is

often done ; that it misleads many ; and that it

ought to be rebuked. But whether the Spy was
guilty in the case in question, we have no means
of learning, for wo know not whose the orchard is,

and cannot make inquiries. Should we learn that

the statements were incorrect, we should be much
more ready to surmise that the fault was that of

the editor's informant than of himself. We cer-

tainly do not lay any blame now, and never did, to

the editor of the Spy. We editors have not pow.

er to "send for persons and papers," and put wit-

nesses under oath ; and we are often under the ne-

cessity of making public many things that are not

proved to be true. As an act of justice to the

editor of the Spy, we now willingly copy his arti-

cle.—Ed. N. E. F,

LYING ABOUT CROPS AND PROFITS.
This is the heading of an article in the New

England Farmer, of Doc. 14, in which a corres-

pondent of that paper comments on a paragraph

taken from an article published in the Spy in April

last, which was copied into the papers generally

at the time, but which did not find its way into the

Farmer till Dec. 7. It was in relation to the ap-

ple, and gave the statements of an extensive culti-

vator in the vicinity of Boston, as communicated

by him to us. The writer in the Farmer snyg, in

his own gentlemanly language, the paragraph con-

tained ''as many lies as lines." He does not

however, attempt to point out more than two or

three, and these we will briefly notice, as well as

some other points in the article where no charge

of lying is made.

The writer admits that there is "no doubt that

the person alluded to has the thirty acres of npple

trees," and he adds, "just as little doubt that he

has spent fifty years in rearing them, and that they

are nearly the whole result of the labor of a life."

We do not know our informant's age, but he can.

not be far from fifty. He cannot, therefore, have

spent that time in the rearing of his orchard. The
writer in the Farmer proceeds to say, "the fact,

however, that the 1.500 trees on these 30 acres,

now in a 'fine healthy state, and full bearing,' pro-

duce no more than 800 barrels of apples, shows a

want of skill in their selection and management,

which I should think he would be slow to brag of."

No such '' fact" was stated in the Spy, nor any

other from which such an inference could fairly be

drawn. In so representing it, then, is the writer

guilty of a "lie"—or by what other name will he

call it ? He proceeds:

''There was no occasion for 'scouring' the

country for trees to make additions to his orchard.

Enough might be found within ten miles o( Boston,

and at reasonable prices too, for his wants, if they

were ten times as great as they are."

True, if he had been satisfied with such trees

as were to be found within ten miles of Boston
;

but every one who has had occasion to know any

thing about it, knows that such sized trf-s as are

most profitable for setting, to those who desire

fruit soon, cannot be obtained in that vicinity, ex-

cept at extravagant prices, and but very few at any

rate. We hap[)en to knoiv, that a dealer in trees

in Boston, has, for two seasons past ordered con-

siderable numbers from this place, at 50 per cent.

above the price at which they might be bought of

such size as arc to be found in the nurseries about

Boston; and the person alluded to in our former

article, purchased two lots in this place, fur which

he paid something like double the price of such

trees. Again, he says :

" The assertion that he could have three dollars

and a half a barrel for his 800 barrels of apples, is

too great a lie to dwell on. Every one who has

dealt in the article this year knows that selected

Baldwins can hardly be sold for two dollars, it re-

tail, and that the wholesale price has not been, and

is not now, above one dollar and a half per barrel."

Very logical I Because in the fall of the most

fruitful year that has occurred for a long period,

apples may be had for $1 50 or $i per barrel,

therefore, the assertion that fine, sound selected

fruit, as was that of our informant, would bring

$3 50 per barrel the spring before, " is too great

a lie to dwell on."

"If 'the demand for exportation is limited only

by the supply,' as the article asserts, why do not

the dealers ship oflT some of the thousands of bar-

rels that are now rotting in our cellars and cannot

be sold here ?"

This is a question of the writer's own asking,

and we have no objection to his answering it to

suit himself. This much, however, we know, that

there is a good market for them near at hand. It

is a universal complaint in the cities and towns at

the south, that but very few apples are to be ob-

tained, and those of a very inferior qu.'ility, and at

exorbitant prices. We have, ourselves, bought ap-

ples in this place to supply an order from Pliiladel-

phia, and sent them on by way of Boston. I'he

obvious intent of the writer is, to have tlie infe-

rence drawn that the supply already exceeds the

demand. On this point we will bring himself as

a witness. He says, a little further on, that the

opple " is one of the best, if not the very best, crop

that can be raised between the Kennebec and the

Hudson, and when its cultivation is better under-

stood, the barren-looking hills in many parts of

that great region, will be covered with the trees."

We should like to know how this is to be brought

about, if the supply is already equal to the demand.

The writer admits that one merchant in Boston

has shipped 500 barrels to Calcutta annually for a

few years past, with various and not uniform suc-

cess, and that such as he ships (selected fruii,)co3t

hijn, this year, $2 25 per barrel. That is precise-

ly what we staled was offered for such last year,

when they were much less plenty than this year.

But he says

—

" It is notoriously untrue that shipments to Eng-
land, the West Indies, S. America, and the Medi-
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•aiiean, give equally g.iod returns. Sliipments

learly all those places have been ujiifornily dis-

XJU3. Unless shipped with ice, every body who
IW3 any thing about the matter, knows that they

not bo sent a 60 days' voyage with any chance
luccess."

rhis does not conflict with the statement or our
irmant, or with any thing- in our article. We
not pretend to say that shipments to any of

le places were attended with success, unless the

essary precautions were taken to preserve the

We did not suppose that rotten apples

1 sell there any better tlian here; and the

hat shipments have been made to these places,

hen properly made, with similar success with

made to Calcutta, still stands unconiradicted.

ving thus disposed of this article—one which,

ig from an anonymous writer, we should not

deemed it necessary to answer, had it not had
ing position in so respectable a paper as the

England Farmer, and been endorsed by its

r.nd having, as we believe, fully vindica-

he character of our informant for veracity, it

perhaps, be an act ot supererogation to say,

we consider the Editor of the Farmer bound,

irne-is, to give this article a place in his col-

,— tf'orcesttT Spy.

EFFECTS OF PLASTER.
R. Harrison reports to the Prince George

ty (Va.) Agricultural Society, that he has uni-

y found the most decided beneficial effects

the use of plaster on his farm, which he finds

lit to reconcile with the discordant and con-

opinions entertained and expressed by others

eir respective farms, but this explanation may
uglit in difference of soil. In March, he se-

i two pieces of land contiguous, believed to

ss equal fertility ; the one part was dressed

aster (sulphate of lime,) in the proportion of

usiiel per acre ; the other had no application

; kind. The soil was a loam, adapted to the

ction of both wheat and corn. The quantity

id selected for experiment, contained in each

84 square yards. There was soon evinced

d improvement in the appearance and luxuri-

of the clover, which continued to progress

it was fully grown. At this time, the clover

;h piece was neatly cut, suffered to wilt by

ure to the sun, then put up in cocks : the suc-

ig day the hay was opened to dry ; the quan-

n each piece was separately and accurately

ed, and subsequently housed, with the follow-

•sult: that portion which had a dressing of

r, weighed 747 pounds : the portion without

r weighed only 428 pounds.

js it appears, that by an outlay of about 50

per acre, an additional increased product was

•d of almost two thousand pounds of clover

jesides an additional increased quantity of

ible matter, in the roots left for decay. This

a solitary instance of its value, (says ihe ex-

jnter,) but it is corroborated by additional

ony in our vicinity. Its virtues are not con-

.0 the clover crop, hut peas, potatoes and
jre also improved by it.

VVm. B. Harrison reports that late in March
died plaster to clover on a low sandy loam,

mes omitting to plaster one bed, and occa-

ly two; and in no stage of its growth could

cover any difference between the plastered

and unpliistercd parts. On q higher and drier
field, where plaster was sown, a bed was left nn-
plaslcred—and here the difference was most strik-

ing, being observable several liiindrcd yards off",

from ilie yellow appearance and great iuleriority

of the clover to that on Ihe plastered beds. These
facts (says Mr H.) would seem to favor the opin-
ion, often expressed, and as often controverted, that
plaster acts mainly by attracting moisture.

Mr Peebles reports, that on the 1st of April he
plastered, at (he rate of three pecks to the acre,

half of an eight-acre lot of clover— Ihe soil on a
part stiff" iind inclined to clay—the other part, light
and gravelly. The eff'ect produced by the plaster
in .1 short time began to show itself, by the clover
assuming a much richer color, whilst the un|ilas-

tered clover remained of a sickly appearance. The
1 t of June, the growth was fine on the whole of
Ihe plastered clover, and very heavy on the light
portion of the lands, whilst on the land not plas-
tered, the growth was not more than half as heavy,
and was much sooner parched up by the heat of
the sun. ]st of August, plastered two 20-feet
beds across a field of young clover, which had no
efltct that he could perceive.

Middle of June, fallowed under a heavy growth
of rye on four acres of land, (the soil stiff and
cold,) and sowed 1 bushel of peas to the acre.
Alongside, fallowed half an acre of clover under,
and sowed a half bushel buckwheat ; four weeks'
after, he sowed plaster at the rate of half a bushel
to the acre, leaving several beds not plastered, to
see the effect produced, which was none that he
could perceive, either on the buckwheat or peas.
His main object in this experiment was to destroy
or prevent the wild onions seeding among wheat
on this land.

August ist, fallowed a piece of light land, dam-
aged by too heavy an application of marl, and
sowed peas. Plastered as soon as Ihey inadelheir
appearance above ground. The effect of the plas-
ter was soon perceptible, and quite a luxuriant
growth was soon upon the land.

This, with other experiments which he has fre-

quently made with plaster on difference soils, has
brought him to believe that plaster, or t.ie benefits
resulting from it, is much more perceivable on
light soils.

Mr James Cocke reports that, he has made the
followinL' experiments :

1st. As soon as he finished sowing oats, he sow.
ed clover seed upon the land, at the rate of three-
quarters of a gallon to the acre. And on four
acres he followed immediately with ground plaster,

at the rate of 11-2 bushel to the acre. And he
believes there was no benefit to either the oats or

clover.

2d. When planting corn, he mixed one bushel
of plaster with one bushel of seed corn, and plant-

ed thirteen rows through his whole field. The
soil of each row was stiff clay, a mixture of clay
and sand, and very light sand, at different parts.

At no period from the planting to the gathering of
the crop, could he perceive any difference between
the thirteen rows of plastered corn, and the parts

of the field adjoining.

—

Farmer^s Register.

To Slap Bleeding.—}. H. Young, in the Albany
Cultivator, says : " A few years ago, a valuable
carriage horse of mine, took suddenly ill on a jour-
ney. A professed furrier in the village in which I

was compelled to stop, advised bleeding in tho
mouth, which was done iccordingly. But unfor-
tunately, after the animal had bled more than a gal-
lon, it was found impossible to stop the bl-ioil. We
nil thought the horso would bleed to death. At
this crisis, a farmer happened to pass by, and di-

rected an application of the fresh excrement of
swine. A small portion of this was immediately
field on the wound made by tho farrier's iiistru.

ment, and in two minutes the blood was complete-
ly stopped. I have tried this simple thongli not
very pleasant remedy, several times since, in simi-
lar cases, and with the same remarkable success."

The Use of Money.—It is not the plenty of meat

that nourishes, but a good digestion ; neither is it

abundance of wealth that makes happy, but the

discreet use of it.

Sowing Corn for Fodder.—Extract of a letter

from Pittsburgh, Pa. : " I last spring sowed erne

acre of corn, and find it a most excellent feed for

milch cows: in fact, I consider it the best feed we
can give them, together with pasture. ,1 cut and
fed it green : 1 had two crops on the same ground.
From the little experience I have had, I would say
the ground requires to be good, and as free from
weeds as possible. The first crop, in our section

of the country, should be sown as early in the
spring as the weather will permit ; the second crop
not later than the first of July, to insure a full crop,

and time to feed green. The second crop will

outgrow the weeds."

A letter from M. P., New York, says : " I last

year sowed about two acres of corn broadcast.

Though I neither measured or weighed the crop,

it was so abundant and profitable as green and dry

fodder, that I intend doing the same while I have
a farm."—Mb. Cult.

To Preserve Flowers Fresh.—Procure a flat dish

of pocelain, into which put water sufficient to near-
ly fill it. In the water place a vase of flowers:

over the vase place a bell-glass, with its rim in the

water. The air that surrounds the flower being
confined beneath the bell glass, is constantly moist
with the water that rises into it in the form of va-

por. As fast as the water becomes condensed, it

runs down the sides of the bell-glass into Ihe dish
;

and if means be taken to enclose the water on the

outside of the bell-glass, so as to prevent ils evapo-
rating into the air of the room, the atmosphere
around the flowers will remain continually damp,
and they be preserved from wilting. Th'' rxperi-

nient may be tried on a small scale, by inserlinga

tumbler over a rosebud, in a saucer of water Se-
lected.

Comets— A comet is a vast mass of nebulous

or purely etherial matter, so light and filmy that

nothing on this earth can be compared with it. It

was calculated of one, that ils whole immense vol-

ume, if compressed into a density equal to that of

our atmosphere, would not occupy more than a cu-

bic inch! Even the denser part of these bodies

—

their appparent nucleus—is altogether filmy ; for,

through the very heart of a comet of considerable

brightness, stars of the sixteenth magnitude have

been descried JVicAo/s' Phenomena of the Solar

System.

Be slow in choosing a friend, and slower to

change him.
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BosTOd, Wednesday, March 15, 16

EIGHTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT THE
STATE HOUSE.

Mr King in ihe chair.

The thanks of the meeting were iinanimously voted

to Dr. C. T. Jackson, for his interesting and instructive

lectures at the two last meetings.

Henry K. Oliver, Esq. then commenced fiis lecture

upon the Honey Bee. This insect has been n.uch ob-

aorved, fur it.* domestioalion brings it within the conve-

nient notice of man. In ancient poetry, and in the Bi-

ble, it is frequently noticed. Virgil elaborately described

it. He hiid kings, drones and workers. There was an

orror in the outs'et : his kings should have bpcn queens.

The drones «re males. Virgil's knowledge of the bee

was exten.sive, but he made many mistakes. And few

in subsequent limes did any belter, until the 17th centu-

ry.

In a common swarm there is only one queen, though

there are several hundred males, and several thousand

workers or sterile females. The queen is 3-4 of an inch

long—the workers 1-2 an inch-and the drones 2-3 of

an inch. The disposiiion of the queen is ordinarily

very gentle— it is difficult to provoke her to sting. She

deposites from 12,000 to 80,000 eggs. Lays none from

November to I'ebruary. Her eggs are left in cells, that

are varied in size and form, according to the class of

bee that is to be hatched. The cells for queen bees are

large and long comparatively.

Last season, Mr O. had an opportunity at a friend's

house, to watch the operations of the queen tliiough her

season of laying. A tliin or sin^/c-comi gl.iss hive was

used : there she could be seen distinctly. Her motions

over Ihe comb are slow; she looks out for suitable cells

for her purpose ;— first she inserts her head ;
if the cell

is in order, she having withdrawn the head, deposits an

egg. If no cell is suitable, the egg is ofien dropped out-

side, and all thus dropped are eaten at once by the work-

ing bees. A few of the cells in this glass hi>e were

made with the side next the glass open, and the whole

process of hatching and growth in them, could be dis-

tinctly seen.

The royal bees are three days in the egg—for six days

are worms-nn ihe 10th, llth, and 12th, they are

nymphs, and on ihe IGth are perfect insects. There are

several r"vnl cells in one hive. These cells are left

open, and instinct teaches the one that hatches first to

go to the other cells and destroy the other embryo

queens. As soon as the young queen is perfect, the old

queen abdicates or leads off a swarm, taking with her

many of the old bees and many young ones. It is the

young queen that remains at home.

If a queen is lost, the appearances are, that the bees

can halch out a new one. To do this, they take three

cells containing eggs for working bees—make these

cells into one, and enlarge the house as the young queen

grows. They feed the young queen thus created, upon

a peculiar pungent food.

If there be no brood comb in the hive, this process of

making a queen cannot be carried on— in such a case

the swarm perishes.

Mr O. has stolen a queen and boxed her up ;
then he

has brushed off and boxed up the dust, rs of bees that

hung on the outside o( several hives ;- has put these all

toge'ther iind sh;iken them up well ; and then having re-

moved them three quarters of a mile from home, has

left them without a queen for a day. In ihis state they

did not work—but upon putting the stolen queen to

them, tlicy soon set to work, and that hive prospered.

The hivs from which ho had stolen the queen, wont on

well aller a few days.

Upon giving a queen to a queenless hive, they give

strong tokens of rejoicing. Their noise seems to be a

" God save our new queen. ' As soon as she is present-

ed, the bees surround her in a circle, with their heads

towards her, if she is fertile, but not if she is barren.

Whether the queen has a body guard, is not known ;

but it is certain that when she stops in her progress of

moving over the comb and deposiling her esgs, that they

clusler about her. She is ihe life of the colony—they

do nothing without her.

Only one queen can live in a hive; if two hatch at

the same time, there is a duel. Though usually gentle,

they are then terribly excited.

The Drones. These are gentlemen of leisure and

broods come out, the ol^ queen, with some old bees

many young ones, rush out and swarm, if they

not room and air. It is tho want of these that leiii

swarming.

The queen is in the centre or near the centre of

swarm. When you have hived the swarm, protec

hive from the sun. As to the best mode of hivin

general rule can be given : this must vary accordi

circumstances—and experience must tell which la

best way for each particular case. At the time of sw

ing, the bees art not inclined to sting ; if treated ge

they seldom fcarm any one.

The noises made formerly with shovel and tongi

warming pans, might be useful in calling neiglibi

one's assistance ; but as a means of detaining or <

inir the swarm, it is all arrant nonsense.

Instinct—or a propensity to perform certain an

the same unvarying manner, is strong and romar

n the bee. But in addition to this, we see

case-lazy ones too-but like other gentlemen of noih-
!

j.^,^ reason-not human reason-but yet a kind ol

ing to do, they often make a great noise. They rise
|
^^^^ ^ ^^^j,^ ,^^j ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ j^^^ j,,g |,jyg

late—say at 10 in the morning, and they retire by 3 or 4
, ^|^^j duvin, and wax was put around the edges o

shell, so that no offensive effluvia might pass off

the shell itself was not waxed over. When the

entered, he was stung to death and waxed all ovei

A piece of honey-comb was laid upon a plate,

honey was taken from the upper side; then five

pillars of wax were built in some way, on the

side, and the comb was raised up so that the I

could be obtained from the under side also.
'

things show a kind of reason.

(The lecture was beautifully written, and embel

with many appropriate poetical extracts. A ski

report shows none of its beauties, and but little

worth.)

The same subject to be continued at the next me

Errata.—We regret the occurrence of several

"raphical errors in Mr Fhinney's Report on Pre

Farms, publislied in our paper ol the 1st inst. On

27.'i, last column, 6th line of the 3d paragraph,

year's use," should have read, nej:< year's use. Ot

276, 1st column, 7lh line from the top, the word " h^

should have been habits ; and in the 9th line, "
p

rity" should have been propensity.

in the afiernnon. The ttieory of the drone is uncer-
|

tain in some respects ; but drones are doubtless the

males of the hive. Why so many when there is but

one female, the lecturer did not know. The drones are

from 500 to 2000 in a hive. By October they are all

killed. None are hatched out before May of the next

sea^ion. And yet the queen's eggs of March and April

have been fertile. Probably impregnation is made

while on the wing, and answers for the following year.

The drones are cowards, and without stings. It is

24 days from the laying of tiie eggs before the drones

are perfect. In August and September, they are all

killed ; and this is done not by stinging, but by tearing

them in two. This murder is always committed if the

hive be healthy ; but if unhealthy, they are allowed to

live. It is therefore a good indication to see this butch-

cry commence.

Tite Busy Workers. These are barren females They

are smaller than the drones, and have long stings.

When they use the sting in earnest, they generally

leave the sting behind and die. These are perfected in

21 days from the laying of the egg. 'I'heir numbers in

a good hive are from 20,000 to 50,000. When about to

sting, they utter a sharp cry and emit a strong odor.

The bee laps its food like a dog or cat. While feed-

ing at the flower, it puts the honey into its honey stomach,

but loads its thighs, especially in spring, with farina

from the flowers. These workers perform all the labor
;

they gather the honey and stow it away; they keep

guard, and they nurse the young.

The ventilators have Ihe hardest work. Stationed

near the mouth of the hive, they, by a fanning motion

of the wings, keep up a circulation of air. At this work,

they seem to be relieved in about 2,5 or 30 minutes.

If it be necessary, bees will roam four miles in search

of food ; but this is not often needful. Of the farina of

flowers, they gather and bring to the hive much more

than is necessary. This is ihe only thing in which

they seem to huk wisdom.

The wax and comb is a secretion from the bees. Jlpptarance.—l became poor, and my appari

When wax is wanted, several bees fill their stomachs evinced it. I was universally shunned : I passed t

with honey, and then they hang together, and the wax
,i,p streets as through a desert. I had three old

is secreted from their sides.
,
^^^^, ^^^^^ ^u p,,^ one new one, put it on and we

The cells in the honey.comb are not liorizonLiI, hut
! j „as .^ceosled by dozens. My wife contrived Ic

the mouth is the lowest pari— the angle of inclination
j

is about .5 deg. 1

Swarming. Between November and April, three-
|

fourths of the bees usually die—but the queen's lerlility

The Farmer's Encyclopedia and Dictiona
Rural Affairs. By (!. W. Johnson, Esq. .

ed to the United State? by a Practical Farmer
Engravings. Philadelphia : Carey & Hart,

monthly, in numbers : to contain 10 Nos. and i

cts. each.

A specimen number of ibis work has been seni

The frontispiece is a lithograph of the Durham

horn cow, in three different positions ; the dictioi

far down as alkali is given. The reputation of

ihor in England, and the character of his Trea

Fertilizers, from which we have extracted much

paper in times past, lead us to expect that this w
valuable work.

one tolerable coat out of two old ones ;— I put

also, and went out ;—every ono now recognized i

I was shaken Imn<i3 with at every corner.

Those that unfortunately have more brains th»

can make good the loss in spring. After the spring
j
note.*, can apply Ihe moral.— Poii/and Bulletin.
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tieily exposure, for llie week eiiiling March 12.

March, 1843.
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MISCELLANEOUS

If'a^hin^ton and the. Q^tinker.—1 cannot forbear

quotiiiir from the life of Washington, a characteris-

tic inci(!ent. The battle of Germantown was

fousht on the day of the yearly meeting of the

Quakers in Philadelphia; and, (lurinij the battle,

they were ennngei in praying for divine protection

to the people, and in preparing to renew their tes-

timony against war. While JaEnes Thornton was

writing this testimony, the cannon shook the house

where they were assembled, and the air was dark-

ened by the smoke of guns. Warner Mifflin under-

took the service of carrying the testimony to the

opposing generals, Washington and Ho"e—and,

ill disi;harging this duty, he was obliged to walk in

blood, ^nd iimong the dead bodies of those who

had fullen in battle. He performed it, however,

with great freedom, and in conversation with

Washington, said expressly, " I am opposed to the

revolution, and to all changes of government which

occasion war and bloodshed."

After Washington was chosen President of the

United States, Mifflin went to visit him at New
York, and was received with marked respect and

kindness. Recollecting what Mifflin had said to

him at Germantown, the President asked. " Will

you please, Mr Mifflin inform me on what princi-

ples yon were opposed to the revolution ?" " Yes,

friend Washington—upon the same principles that

I should now opposed to a change in this govern-

ment ; all that ever was gained by revolutions, is

not an adequate compensation to the poor, mangled

soldier for the loss of life or limb." Washington,

after a long pause, replied with much emphasis,

"Mr Mifflin, I honor your sentiments;

—

there is

more in Ihem than mankind have generally consider-

ed."—Stlected.

MTiat an Old JsTewspaper did.— A. North Carol)

-

==_ na paper tells us that above five months ago, a

young man named Grimsley, came into Wayne

county, N. C, where he formerly lived, having

been absent several years. Soon after his return,

he engaged himself to a Miss Martin, and the day

was fixed for their marriage. Some three or four

days previous, while cutting a Mississippi newspa-

per, about two years old, for lining to her wedding

bonnet, she noticed a proclamation of the Governor

of Mississippi, offering a reward fir tivo men

charged with murder, one named Grimsley, and

precisely agreeing in personal description with her

lover. She immediately carried it to her brother,

who called on Grimsley for information. He, af-

ter denying every thing, said he could prove his

innocence in Greene county, N. C, was obliged to

go with the brother to the places named, but no-

body could be found who knew him. He was

then arrested and confined in jail, where he con-

fessed he was present when the murder was com-

mitted in Mississippi, but denied having any part

in it.

^ Ao6/e Boy.— About a fortnight since, as two

lads, one aged thirteen, and the other eleven, sons

of Edward Godfrey, of West Point, were skating

upon the Hudson, the eldest, in passing over a

place where the ice was thin, broke through and

sunk. He rose to the surface, and struggled with

the ice, which broke with him for two or three

rods. As soon as the younger lad, who had glided

a distance down the river, saw the condition his

brother was in, he hastened to his rescue, and with

much presence of mind called out, "Don't be

afraid, Hub, 1 'II get you out." He skated as near

as it was prudent to do, then stripping off his little

overcoat, and taking it by the end of the sleeve,

he lay down upcm the ice, and swung it out to his

brother, who caught hold of it and was drawn safe

ly out.

Young as the lad is, he has saved two boys

from a watery grave—one about a year since.

Such acts of coolness, courage, and brotherly kind-

ness, should not go unnoticed. If any son of one

of " nature's noblemen" merits a place in the West
Point Academy, tiiis same little Joseph Godfrey is

entitled to it.

—

J^. Y. Jour, of Com.

Living without Drink The last Boston Medi-

cal and Surgical Journal contains a communication

from Dr. Wm. A. Alcott, in which he states that

he drimk nothing during the whole of the year

1842, and in fact, that he has not yet returned to

the use of drink. With one exception, he has suf-

fered less than formerly from thirst. This excep-

tion was in July, when, in order to make a fair ex-

periment, he worked hard at haying. The first

day or two, it being very hot weather, he felt a re-

turn of thirst, which he allayed by gurgling his

throat with cold water, and eating bread crumbled

in water. After two days he felt no more thirst,

though he worked hard. The object of the expe-

riment was to prove, for the benefit of the friends

of temperance, that if our food is simple and plain

we need but very little drink. His diet was bread,

fruits, and succulent vegetables.

GREEN'S PATKNT S TRAW CL'TTER.

JOSEPH BRECK & CO. al the New Enc;lanil A?
lurai Warehouse and Seed Store Niis. 51 and 62 North

ket Street, have for sale. Green's Patent Straw, Ha;

Stalk Cutler, operating on a mechanical principle not I

applied loaHy implement Ibrtliis purpose. The most
|

jnent efTecis of this application, and some of the conse

peculiarities of the machine are :

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power req

tci use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is sufl

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been cli

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or :

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in whic

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any

straw cutter.

4. Tlie machine is simple inits construction, made a:

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable

complicated machines in general use to get out of or

Why is the letter S like dinner ? Because it

comes before tea.

Why is an eye like a criminal at the whipping

post ? Because it is under the lash.

Why is a nail strong in a wall, like a feeble

old man .' Because it is infirm.

To Stop a Fit of Couf^hing.—A correspondent

of the London Medical Gazette, states that to close

the nostrils with the thumb and finger during

breathing md, and leaving them free during breath-

ing »n, will relieve a fit of coughing in a short

time.

In addition to the above, we can state from per-

sonal knowledge, that to press the finger on the

upper lip, just below the nose, will make the seve-

rest premonitory symptoms of a sneeze pass off

harmless. We have found the remedy useful

many a time.

—

Ezch(ms:e pap.

Look out for Punctuation.—The editor of

newspaper tlius introduces some verses: "The
poem published this week was composed by an es

teemed friend who has lain in the grave many years

for his own amusement."

Politeness.— It is related of a former Governor

of Virginia, that, walking one day in the streets.of

Williamsburg, ho was met by a negro, a slave, who

raised his hat in token of respect, when the Gov-

ernor passed. His Excellency returned the saluta-

tion in the same manner. A friend who accom-

panied him, expressed some surprise at his conde-

scension. " I should be very soriy," he replied, "to

see myself surpassed in politeness by a slave."

WILLIS'S LATEST IMPROVED VEGETAJ
CUTTKR.

This machine surpasses all others for the purpose i

ling Kuta Baga. Mangel Wurtzel, and other roots,

great olijection to other machines, is their cutting ihi

into slices, which makes it almost impossible for the

to get hold of them : tliis mivchine with a little alte

cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shapi

most convenient for the catile to eat. It will cut wit

from one to two bnsliels of root'- per minute. For s

J. BKhXK & CO., Nos. 51 an<l 52 North Market st.

TYK I'P CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for lyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introdncctl by E. H. Derby, Esq. of!

and Col. Jacues, for the purpose of securing cattle

stall, are found Ic he the safest and most convenient

of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 52

Market st.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitalile for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Cliains.

200 " Droit Chains. For sale by J. BRECK (

.\o. 52 North Market st.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year tn advance, ui^2 50 ifni

witliin thirty days.

pj. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to fri

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, n
expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENKKTT, FRIKTEKS.
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GRAZING AND FATTENING CATTLE.

. Plajlfair's Second Lecture he/ore the Royal Ag-

ricultural Society.

Dr. Playfnir, in commencing his second lecture

ilcd thai in the last lecture lie had examined the

tiire of the food of animals; in this evening's

itiire, the process of growth and fattening in ani-

ils, would be more particularly considered.

The health of an animnl depends on the supply

nutriment being equal to the waste that is going

in the bodv. Healthy adult animals weigh as

icli at the end as at the beginning of the year,

d this depended on their having had enough food

supply the waste going on in the system. In

jng and growing animals it is somewhat diffe-

iit; they require more supply than there is waste,

;au3e their bodies are constantly increasing in

p. When animals are first born, the functions

orgnnic life are chiefly performed. Respira-

is at this time more active than in the adult,

trition is also more active. The food that na-

supplies nnimals with at this period of their

is well adnpted to assist those functions. In

milk of animals is found nitrogenized matter

developing the system, and carbonized matter

supplying animal heat. The following is an

lysis of the milk of « woman, a cow, and an

made by Dr. Playfair :

Wom:in. Cow. Ass.

Casein, 1..5 4.0 1.9

Butter, 4.4 4.6 1.3

Sugar, 5.7 3.8 C.3

Ashes, 0.5 0.0 _
Water, 88.0 80.0 90.5

^he casein is the nitrogenized principle which

rds nutriment to the muscular and other tissues.

3 is in greatest quantity in the cow. The but-

ind sugar are the combustible materials, wliich

heir combustion supply heat to the body. The
:9 consist of phosphate of lime and common

,
both of which materials are necessary for the

thy function of the body. Thus, in milk we
; all that is necessary for the growth of the

/, and it is the type and representative of all

; for unless food contain the principles of

;, it is not fitted for the purposes of the body.

?ln is the principle of cheese. In its ordinary

!, as made for the food of man, cheese contains

casein and butter. The stomachs of young
lals are not adapted for separating the nitroge-

i principles from food, and the casein of milk

ipplied to Iheni ready separated.

1 the yonng ruminant, as the calf, the three

stomachs into which the food of the adult ani-

enter before it is digested, are not used at

The milk passes at once into the fourlli sto-

li. Hence the necessity of weaning these ani-

1 gradually, in order that their stomachs may
ully able to prepare the raw food for digestion,

food fur weaning children, also, should be pre-

pared on the model of milk, changing the relations

of the nitrogenized to the carbonaceous materials

only as circumstances require. In the milk of the

cow, the carbonized materials are as two to one,

but in the food of adult animals they are as six to

one. The large quantity of casein in milk is re-

quired for the rapid developement of the body
;

the butter, a highly carbonized material, is requir-

ed for supporting a large amount of animal licat.

It is, consequently, a bad thing to feed calves on

skim milk, as the butter and casein have been re-

moved, in tlio shape of cream. Earl Spencer, who

is verv successful in weaning his calves, feeds

them first with new milk, then with skim milk and

meal— the meal supplying the necessary azotised

and unazotised materials—(azote and azotised are

synonymous terms with nitrogen and nitrogenised.)

In feeding young animals, as well as young child-

ren, they should have good food, and there should

be no stinting them as to <)uaniily. That farmer

will lose in the end, who thinks to save hi:: milk

by stinting his calves.

Artificial food is sometimes made, and used as a

subslilule for milk. The Duke of Northumber-

land employs a mixture of treacle and oil-cake,

bruised flax and hay. The fruit of LeguminosiE

contains casein ; hence we may infer that peas and

beans would be good food for calves. The diffe-

rence between casein and albunien i.s, that the for-

mer is much more soluble than the latter, and proba-

bly on that account more adapted for young ani-

mals. Beans and peas are known to be good

things for growing pigs, whilst barley meal is good

for fattening them. In the growth of young ani-

mals, as well as the fattening of adult ones, all ex-

posure to cold, should be as much as possible

avoided. Cold diminishes the vitality of the body,

and whatever diminishes vitality, gives a prepon-

derance to chemical action in the body, and injury

of some kind is the result.

Exercise is also necessary for the rearing of

young animals, although it should be avoided in

fattening. In order to develope the calf and the

lamb, they should be allowed plenty of exercise
;

but in fattening, another object is to be gained.

All motion consumes something in the body, there-

fore motion is so much loss of material in the fat-

tening an animal. In the same manner, exposure

to cold, as w'as proved by the experiments repeated

in the last lecture, was a positive loss in the fat-

tening of animals. Stall feeding is beneficial,

both on account of warmth and quietude. The

primary cause of all this waste is the supply of

oxygen ; whatever increases the supply of oxygen,

increases the waste of the body, and the necessity

for supply. Fatting animals are often kept in the

dark. Darkness favors sleep, and sleep quietude.

It was thus that darkness was favorable to fatten-

ing. A case was related of a pig ihat was placed

in a box in the dark, and the sides stuck full of

pins, to prevent the animal moving in any manner,

and the animal quickly got fat. The fattening of

ortolans, in Italy, illustrated this point. The orto-

lan is a bird that takes its food at dawn of day, and

the breeders of these birds take advantage of this.

and shutting them up in a dark room, they contrive

to let in the light four or five limes a day, and to

supply the birds with plenty of food. The birds,

at every admission of light, thinking the lime is

come to eat, take their usual quantity of food, and

on the light being withdrawn, they fall asleep, and

in this manner they rapidly get very fat. Sleepy,

good-natured pigs, fallen fast ; but active pigs, as

the Irish, never get fat at all.

A question may still arise as to whether it ii

better to feed animals in stables or small yards.

The manure of the latter is staled to bo better,

and there is no doubt of this ; but then the gain of

the manure is lost in the fattening of the animal.

Manures will also vary in value, according to the

food animals take. The manure furnished from

cattle eating turnips, was nothing like the value of

the manure furnished by cattle eating linseed cake.

Feeding cows for the dairy, was a subject worthy

great attention. In the first place, it seemed ne-

cessary to supply cows with faod containing potas-

sa. Potassa converted albumen into casein—that

is, it made it soluble— and soluble albumen is cas-

ein, and casein is the n'ost important constituent

of milk. It might be a question as to whether ca-

sein was introduced directly into the blood from the

food, or whether it might not be the result of the

destruction of the already formed tissues. Ani-

mals fed in the open air, gave inilk with more ca-

sein than animals fed in close places. The lectu-

rer said he had found more casein in the milk

given in the evening after the cows were out

all day, than in milk given in the morning after the

cows had been standing all night. The tissues

are consumed by exercise, and thus yield the ca-

sein.

Parturition makes a great demand on the powers

of the system, and Bracconol found that the milk

of a cow directly after calving, contained 15 per

cent, of casein—a much larger proportion than or-

dinary. The alkalies, set free by motion, convert

the albumen into casein. The butter in milk is

not introduced, as Dumas asserts, with the food.

It is formed from the starch that exists in the food.

The only change necessary to convert starch into

fat,' is the abstraction of oxygen. The sugar of

milk is a peculiar compound : it consists of starch,

with two proportions of water. The state of the

mind affects the secretion of rnilk. In woman,

anger, sorrow, and anxiety, affect their milk so

much, that children sufiiir very much, or even die,

from the effects of partaking of it. For the same

reasons, cows should be kept free from all kinds of

irritation. When at a distance, they should be al-

lowed to walk to the milking place at their own

pace, and never be driven. Exercise is bad for

the butter. Where much exercise is allowed, the

produce of butter is small ; this arises from the

oxygen consuming the carbonaceous material that

would otherwise be secreted in the milk in the

form of butler. In summer, flies torment cows in

the day, and they do not yield so much butter.

This may be remedied by sending the cows into

the field at night, and keeping them at home in

the dny ; but this must only be done in summer as
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it would be a bad system during cold nights. Stnll

fed cows produce most butter; and where butter

is the object, c^nvs should be turned into the rich-

est pastures. With regard to the pastures for pro-

ducing casein, or cheese, there is a very general

impression that poor land is best adapted for pro-

ducing cheese. In general, in cheese di.stricts the

the pastures are poor. It is, perhaps, the exercise

which the animals take on poor land, in order to

obtain fcjod, that (for reasons before staled,) devel-

ops the casein in the milk. Stall-fed cows yield

much less casein than those fed in pastures. Cows
that are required to yield cheese, should not bo

kept poor, but it is desirable that they should have

to travel some way for their food.

Some foods that animals eat, flavor their milk,

as Swedish turnips ;—buttercups color it. Many
plants may affect cows when taken with their food.

The lecturer, a short time since, was in company
with Dr. Daubeney and Dr. Buckland, in Somerset-

shire, where they met with a farmer, who staled, as

a singular fact, that he had two pastures, the one

of which, when he turned his cows in, they be-

came purged ; and the other, when he turned them

in, produced constipation. The farmer could not

account for this ; but Dr. Daubeney, on examining

the fields, found that the one which purged the

cows, contained a large quantity of purging fla,\

(Linum Cdlharlicumj with the grass ; whilst the

other contained an equal abundance of the com-

mon tormentil, or septfoil, (Potenlilta lormcniiUa.)

a very astringent plant, which at once accounted

for their peculiar action. In Scotland, they pro-

cure good milk from stall fed cows, by feeding

them upon malt refuse, and bean and pea meal, and

giving them beer to drink. The malt refuse sup-

plies the materials for butter and sugar, the beans

and peas the casein, wliilst the beer keeps up the

animal heat. Water would carry off the heat, be-

sides acting injuriously by disaolving the blood

globules.

The principles of chemistry will also enable us

to assign the causes, and in some measure to pre-

vent the occurrence, of diseases among cattle.

What is called consumption, rot, foot rot, &c. in

cattle, arises from a slow combustion or destruc-

tion of their tissues, by the agency of oxygen.

The same process goes on in vegetables ; and it is

well known that this process can be communicated

from one vegetable to another, as from an apple to

an orange, &o., and decaying vegetable matter

will communicate this process to an animal. These
diseases always occur amongst animals closely

kept, where there is much decaying vegetable mat-

ter about. Animals exposed to drafts do not take

these diseases : the draft carries off the decaying

ferment. Wiien this process is established in the

intestines, it produces diarrlima, and this probably

arises from animals consuming bad food, lied

water and black water, arise from the same disease

extending to the kidneys. Rot in the feet, comes
on from the same cause. It always occurs at that

season of the year when vegetable decomposition

is greatest, and occurs to the greatest extent where
animals are obliged to tread on decaying vegetable

matter. The treatment of these diseases should

be by anti-putrescent niBterials, such as chlorine

and the empyreumatic oils, &c. These will disin-

fect the stalls or sheds where animals are kept.

Dr. Playfair then stated that he had a few obser-

vations to make on the character of the internal

and external structure of the organs of animals, in

order to arrive at a knowledge of them as indica-

tions of their capacity for fattening and reaching

an early maturity. Tliese observations he wished
to be put to the test of experiment, as he was a ware

that some of them were opposed to generally re-

ceived views.

First, with regard to internal structure, which
was the most im[)ortant. It was generally consi-

dered that animals with large chests fattened best,

and it was supposed that all animals with broad

round chests, had large luTigs. But this is not the

case. Sheep have round chests and small lungs.

I

Horses have narrow chests and large lungs. South
I Down sheep have narrower chesLs than Leicester

sheep, yet they have the largest lungs. The Lei-

!
cester sheep are known to fatten soonest. He

I spoke here of the aboriginal breeds of these ani-

I mals. He had asked butchers, and thoy were unan-

imously of opinion that the fattest cattle had small

j

lungs and small livers. Now this was a necessary

consequence of the preceding principles. Where
most oxygen was taken into the system, there

would there be the greatest destruction of carbon,

and consequently less carbonaceous material de-

posited in the form of fat. If two pigs had the

same quantity of food, and one had lungs of double

the capacity of the other, that l)ig would only ap-

propriate half as much of its food in the form of

fat. Milk with much butter in it, was known to

be produced by cows with s:nall lungs. The same
held good with regard to the liver; where there

was a large liver, there would bo a large secretion

of bile, and a large destruction of carbonaceous

matter. If two animals ate 60 lbs. of food, and

one secreted 37 lbs. of bile, and the other only 30
lbs., the food that was not formed into bile would

be converted into fat; hence the gain on the ani-

mal with a small liver.

With regard to external signs, small bones indi-

cated a delicacy of constitution, smallness of lungs

and liver, and a tendency to fatten rapidly ; whilst

large bones indicated just the contrary. The
''mellow" feel of an animal, (considered of so

much importance by good judges of stock,) depend-

ed en the resiliency (springing back) of the cellu-

lar tissue of the animal—the tissue in which the

fat is deposited. When there is much mellowness,

it arises from the blood being easily pressed from

one part of the cellular tissue to another, and indi-

cates a susceptibility to fattening. The reason

why animals get more rapidly fat at the end of

their feeding season is, that the fat accumulating

in the abdomen, presses upon the diaphragm and

abdominal muscle.s, and thus prevents the more
complete action of the lungs, and consequently the

destruction of the carbonaceous material, by the

inhalation of oxygen. The fat also prevents the

oxygen being absorbed by the skin, and diminish-

es by its pressure, the capacity also of the liver,

and thus also adds to the fattening process. Large

ears indicate a general coarseness of heme and

muscle, and the same condition of lungs and liver,

and are thus indicative of a small capacity for fat-

tening. There were other indications which might

be referred to, but the lecturer hoped these hints

would be sufficient to set inquiry afloat on a very

important subject. He apologized for what he

considered the incomplete evidence he had brought

forward to establish some of his views, but stated

he had experiments in progress, which he hoped

would throw more light on many of the more ob-

scure points to which he had alluded.

Lord Spencer proposed a vote of thanks to Dr.

Playfair, fir his lectures, and staled how much

gratified he had been in listening to them. H(
hoped agric\i!turists would see from these lecturei

the great benefit likely to accrue to them from s

knowledge of the principles of the science of physi.

ology and chemistry. Mr Pusey, M. P., secondec
the motion. Dr. Playfair, in returning thanks
stated that he had drawn up a series of statistica

tables for circulation amongst butchers, for thi

purpose of gaining information on the interna

structure of the animals which they slautrhtered
i

For the New England Fanner.

FATTE.^IING CATTLE.
Mr Editor—In my late communication

"Feeding Herbivorous Animals with Oil," 1 ha.

two or three points in view; and therefore failed

as I have sometimes done before, of making tnysel

intelligible, or at least instructive, in regard to anj

First, I spoke against the use of oil in feedin

herbivorous animals. But by this I did not mea
to object to the use, in any instance, of substance

which contain oil ; for it is quite possible that too

containing a small quantity of o\\, in Iht form i

oil, may bo perfectly healthy, both for man and th

herbivora. But if so, the oil must be mixed wil

the farina and other elementary substances, in n;

ture's own way, and not in ours. Admitting thi

corn and flaxseed are proper articles for our cattl

it does not follow that the oil of either of the!

substances, when separated and mixed with hay i

straw, or bran, or any thing else, is so. Yoi

readers know as well as I, that no art can in tli

respect, exactly, or indeed nearly, imitate nalur

I will not, however, conceal my doubts in regai

to the healthfulness of any substances, either I

man or herbivorous animals, which contain oil

an uncombined state. And these doubts al.va*

increase when I find the men and ^^animals that u

them viost in this way, to be most subject to disea;

and as a race or breed, to dtleriorate most. T
more exclusively horse.s, oxen, cows, sheep, &
are fed on grcss, hay, straw, and perhaps roots a

fruits, the better their health, and the health

their posterity, so far as I have observed. T
horse, it is true, may not In this way be so w
able to compete for speed, for a few years, w
the steamboat or railroad car; but he will enj

life in a higher degree, will live much longer, a

in the aggregate be quite as useful. "No chri:

inn will ever drive his horse faster than a nalu

walk," said a skeptic to me one day ; at the sai

time observing that he had just walked his hoi

all the way from Cincinnati to Hartford county,

(

Cows, too, may give more milk for using unnatu

food ; but this does not prove that it is health.

for the individual or the race.

But what I object to most, in the second pla|

is the custom of fattening animals for human fof

Wild animals—fish, fowls, quadrupeds, &c., t

one thing
; domesticated ones, quite another. I -

not believe it can be shown, by any fair procea
reasoning, that human health or longevity has

promoted by the custom of using the llesh ori

products of animals artificially treated, or fed

food which is not natural to them. If it is ai

how we are to know that a given kind of food

not natural to an animal, I reply, that if we cam
always deter/nine this « priorior from analog;}),

may often do it by experience. Fattening,

general fact, in man or beast, is a diseased pro^a
Whatever fattens, therefore, produces disease, a

Iwi.td

;
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e morn rapid tlic fattening process, as a general

le, llic mure disease. Even Dr. Playfair admits

Hil is an t(ii;irt/i(ra/ production," as wns stilled

tlio report of liis lecture in your paper a lew

eeks aiin.

One of ihe tesfs, then, of the healtlifulncss of

I article of fooil, is its tendency to keep an animal

such a state that all the functions of the hoiiy

ay have thi.ir proper play— or in other words,

eir pruprr and hoallhfiil action. In such circum-

ance.*, there will be no undue accumulation of

Tliat there may be a degree of plimipncss, I

Imit; and I also admit, that a difference of con-

ilution, (which, however, is often but an inherited

ndi'nry to disease,) will permit of a good deal of

.riety in this respect, within the limits of what

ay be called a healthy condition, is not denied,

It r'llher afliriiied.

Let us look at the circumstances which favor

; fattening proceg--. First, confinement. But

jes confinement promote health ? Secondly loo

uch keat. Does excess of heat promote health ?

it even compatible with it? Thirdly, bad air.

1st in proportion as you succeed in your efforts at

ntiuing and overheating an animal, you increase,

a general fact, the im[iurity of the air he breathes,

jes this conduce to health ? Fourthly, some far-

ers deny their fattening animals any drink. Does

is comport with the best health ? Man may sub-

st without drink, and so may beasts ;
but unless

eir food is succulent, and they have good air and

entv of exercise, they will soon deteriorate under

e process. Shall I add, as a fifth item in fatten-

a,bndfood) If we know that to be the worst

r, temperature, &c., which fattens best, why

lould not that be the worst food which fattens

;st or fastest? >

Is it asked, what man has to do with promoting

e heallh of domestic animals ? I know this is,

acticatlij, the great question, but I am sorry it is

1. For, to say notning of the intention of the

city in committing animals to the care of man, I

aintain that human health and happiness must sl-

ays be dependent, in a greater or less degree, np-

ihe healthy condition of domestic animals. It

ould he so, if wc did not eat them. I!ut when we

jiiie to take animals which have plethora, liver

jmpiaiiit, dropsy, fever, or consumption, and kill

lem (perhaps just before they would otherwise

18 of disease,) and eat them, 1 think the tendency

) disease and premature death in the conmiunity,

reatly increased. Must it not be so?

Is it said that these remarks, if true, would ope-

ite against the farming interests, at least in a

razing country, like our own? But what have

e to do with that, provided they are true ? I do

ot see, however, that such would be the result,

n the contrary, I believe, and think myself com-

etent to show, that the interests of every country

—even a Green Monntnin country—would be

oubled and trebled, by carrying out the principles

'hich have been feebly but honestly developed, or

t least hinted at, in these jiaragraphs. Nay, I be-

eve the result would be, to put money into every

armor's pocket, liealth into his children's veins,

nowled"-e into their heads, and goodness into their

hearts.
° VVM. A. ALCUTT.

Dedknm. March 15, 1643.

.Y(,(e.— I hope your readers will not be alarmed

est they should be inundated with articles on this

ubject. My book for young farmers— if I can

course, to think well of llitir own children ; hut I

cannot help believing that, as in some other mat-

ters, so in farming, "old things," ninny of them,

are destined, ore long, to "pass away." Not sim-

ply because they are old, but because Ihey are wrong.

W. A. A.

For the N. E. Farmer.

SLOBBER GRASS—" PRIME FACTS, &c.

Mr Pdtnam—Through the politeness of some

friend, I recently received a small volume enti-

tled " Prime Facts for the Farmer," &c. Notwith-

standing the pomposity of the title page, I believe

some of those "furls" deserve a passing notice.

After naming things which had been supposed

or gnessed to he the cause of slobbers in horses,

the book says :
'' Every thing known as to tlie real

cause of the complaint, was altogether blind un-

certainty, up to the period of the monih of Au-

gust, eighteen hundred and thirlyeight.^' Now, sir,

I let any one who wishes to know another fad, turn

to page 58 of the ad vol. of the New England Far-

mer, and he will find a description of a grass, which

is probably the same described by the author of

"Prime Facts." That communication is dated

Sept. 15, 1823, ./(/'(fCrt years before the "Prime

Facts" are brought before the public, but not until

several years after the discovery ; which lapse of

time had given the writer satisfactory proof that

he had discovered the true cause of the slubbers,

or slavers, in horses. It was communicated for

publication that individuals interested in the mat-

ter, might compare that species of grass with other

plants which had been supposed by some to he the

cause of the disorder called slobbers. How stupid

I was to take this course, when I might, with little

trouble, have collected a few "prime facts" about

slobber grass and its effects, and handed them to

some third-rate lawyer, or other person who was

no farmer, who would have made of them a book,

with a high sounding title, sent it forth to the pub-

lic, and perhaps have made a fortune by it. But

this was not done. My disli, as others have said,

is always upside-down when it rains porridge.

But [ don't lament,— for had I adopted this selfish

course, and the book been treated as the volume

of " Prime Facts" deserves to be, then silence

would have been preferable.

Our author says, page 14, " In the absence, how-

ever, of a traditionary cognomen, we venture to

christian it SLOBBER GRASS." An entirely

new cognomen, no doubt, to the author's self ;—but

the writer of this named it Slobber or Slaver grass.

twenty years ago—and it has been known by this

name by some others in this vicinity.

The grass described, the lime of year it begins

to affect the horse, the time of its ceasing to have

that effect,—is believed to be correct; but all the

evil effects attributed to it are not believed. H.av-

ing paid particular attention to the effects of the

slobber grass on the horse, for imofo than twenty

years, I yet have never seen or heard, till I read

the book of " Prime Facts," that it caused any oth-

er real injury than weakness. But to the poor cow

its effects are truly appalling, if we believe all the

book says. When in one instance there was more

of that grass in my pasture than there ever had

been at any one time, my cows were so affeeted

by it, tlial when they came into the yard at night.

ver ^et it out— will relieve, i^n some degree, both I
there was a stream of water running from their

our Wlers and their editor. People arc apt, of |
mouths continually. But the quantity of milk was

not lessened, nor was it discovered that lln- quali-

ty was injured— perhaps owing to our notjliaving

so much disccrniiient as the man in " Sunny Hol-

low." Neither has it ever FCrionsly injured the

health of my cows— nor, it is beli»»ed, of nnjjoth-

ers in this region. The lamb, poor thing, 'Miaa

been known to weigh less by 30 per f eiit. when

kept where this grass prevails," says the book. It

may have been so, but I do not believe it—'ind for

a very good reason. In a small pasture, where

there was so rniich of this grass that a horse had

to be taken from it, on account of his rxcessivo

slobering, there was kept a small flock of sheep

and lambs the greater part of the summer, without

any injury. They did well,—were as good lainba

as any body had. Sheep have been kept there the

greater part of the summer for forty years, and

have always done well. Perhaps if I had the dis-

cernment of the man in " Sunny Hollow," some

bad effects might liave been detected.

Again : " Yet a few cases of the disease were

found to have been known when feeding on dry

hay in the winter season." It is doubted whether

the first crop affects the horse, whether greener

dry. It is generally an early grass ;
the seed ripe

earlier, it is believed, than that of any other. Af-

ter the seed is ripe, leaves shootout from the root,

and generally have a growth sufficient for an ani-

mal t"o get a bite by the middle of June—some-

times later. The slobbers are caused by this se-

cond growth, whether LI reen or dry.

/ \vill state a "prime fact," and then have done

with the slobber grass. After being troubled ivith

this post a number of years, it was at once all gone,

and without any apparent cause, and there was no

slobbering of burses. So it has once disappeared

without the use of the " Patent Slobber Grass

Drag," invented by the sage of " Sunny Hollow."

Last season, after that long continuance of wet

and warm weatlier in August, it made its appear-

ance again, with only leaves like grain when it

first comes up.

The book is such a wonderful thing, that it seems

impossible to leave it. The peach, it says, "is

much larger—much richer" than the plum. Won-

derful ! the peach larger than the plum !—what a

discovery !—what a " prime feet" !

But again : " Here (that is, in 'Sunny Hollow,')

after a series of patient and close observations, and

carefully conducted practical experiments, extend-

ing through a period of more than thirty years, it

was finally discovered that the peach tree may be

easily and safely reared, and made to yield prime

fruit for forty or fifty years, and probably a hund-

red, as well as four or five." At the end of //i!>/i^

years' experimenting, it ij discovered that the peach

"tree may be made to yield fruit, of a prime quali-

ty too, for forty or fifty, or an hundred years

!

Wonderful discovery I—but it needs proof:—the

man has not priicticed raising peach trees forty or

fifty years yet, by his newly discovered method,

—

so it is " all guess-work," as the Yankees say.

Finally, it is reasonable to believe that the fur-

nisher of the '• Prine Facts," or the writer of them,

or both, are more conceited than wise.

LOVETT PETERS.

J','tslboro\ March 15, 1843.

After we had had onr laugh over the catch-pen-

ny " Prime Facts," we sent our copy to Mr Peters.

His communication confirms our presumption that

the slobber grass discovered by the man in " Sun-

ny Hollow,'" is identical with that desciibed by Mr

Peters years and years ago.

—

Ed. N. E. F.
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REPORT ON ORCHARDS.

The CommiUee appointed by the Trustees of

the Massnchu-etts Society for tho Protriotion of

Aoricultiiri', to award the preminm.=i for the best

orchards, have attended to that duty and report as

follo>vs

:

Two persons only have made application for

premiums, viz : Charles Brigham, Jr., of Grafton,

and Zncheus Reed, of Westford, both skillful

orchardists. When within a ccmvenient distance

from the market, no crop is more profitable to the

farmer than his apples. The soil and climate of

New England are generally well adapted to the

growth and maturity of this valuable fruit, particu-

larly of the winter varieties. No apples are said

to keep as well, and of course, none so valuable

for the purpose of shipping to foreign ports, as

those which are raised between the latitudes of

41 and 43 degrees North. .Apples produced in

more snuthcrn latitude may be of more delicate

texture and of higher' flavor, but will not keep as

long ; while those of a more northern climate,

though well adapted to keeping, are generally de-

ficient in size and flavor. Taking all its proper-

ties into consideration, this fruit is produced, per-

haps, in as great perfection in Massachusetts as in

any part of the world. There is no soil or cli-

mate better adapted to the health and vigorous

growth of the apple tree tllan may be found here

With the exception of the winter of 1831 and '3"2,

the apple tree has never been known, since the

settlement of the country, to sustain injury from

the severest cold of our winters ; and although

they are liable to be attacked by borers, canker

worms, caterpillars, &c., these are but temporary

evils, and may be overcome by a little skill and

attention. 'J'here is, then, every inducement offer-

ed to the farmer, to encourage him in the cultiva-

tion of this most valuable of all fruits.

An orchard, to be made profitable, will require

as much practical skill, and as careful an attention

to circumstances, as are required in the successful

culture of other crops.

In tho first place, the variety of apples should be

few, and these of well known character in oUr

markets. The Porter, Gravcnstein, Hubbardston

Nonesuch, Rhode Island Greening, Baldwin and

Roxbury Russet, constitute a siiflicient variety for

autumn and winter purposes. These come in eat-

ing in the order in which they are named,—are all

suited to our climate, arc of well established char-

acter, and will alv/ays command a high price in

our markets. Many orchards in this vicinity are

comparatively worthless, from the circumstance of

their having almost as many kinds of apples as

there are trees, the .qualities of whioli are untried

and unknown, and therefore unsaleable to those

who buy to sell again. The only remedy for this

defect in orchards having this unprofitable mixture

of kinds, is to cut them ofl" at once and engraft

them with some one or more kinds of well known
and established character. This should be done

not by [rrafting a part of the limbs only, and leav-

ing others to rob the newly set scions of their

nourishmi-'nt, but by engrafting every limb of suffi-

cient size at the same time, and all at equal dis-

tances and as far from the centre of the tree as

conveniently may be, and then removing every oth-

er branch. This will cause the scions to shoot

and grow vigorously, and the wound occnsiimed by

grafting, to heal speedily. In this way the growth

of the tree will be equal in all its parts, and soon

be restored to its former shape and size. No inju-

rious consequences may be apprehended from a re- ment to his trees. And although, from this cause,

and by digging about them and manuring and

washing them, ihey appear in a very healthy and

thriving condition, it will not be pretended tliat

they would not appear 6(i(er by the aid of the plow,
j

Mr Brigham's trees are set 30 feet apart. In a

good soil, we think they should not be set nearer

than 40 feet from each other. If, however, he al-

lows the grass to grow among them, it will proba-

bly be some lime before they will sutler for want

of room.

His apple trees appear quite as well now as Mr
Pvcad's, and considering the circumstance of their

being all in one enclosure, which we think renders

them of more value than if scattered over a con-

siderable part of the farm, and also that he has a

larger number of trees than Mr Reed, your com-

mittee have concluded to recommend that the first

premium of $50 be awarded to Mr Brigham.

To Mr Read, who has exhibited much skill in

the culture of apple trees, and furnished some very

fine specimens of fruit, the committee recommend
that the second premium of $30 be awarded.

Respectfully submitted by the Committee.

E. PHINNEY.

iindency of sap. Nature will make ample provi

slon against this evil, by throwing out just as many

sprouts or suckers as are necessary to absorb it.

The correctness of this theory has been fully es-

tablished, in numerous instances, by the best prac-

tical orchardists in this vicinity. By leaving a

part of the limbs, the nouri.shment which would

otherwise go to promote the growth of the scions

and to heal the wound, is diverted from its natural

course, and the 8c;ion, if it live, will languish and

become rusly and stinted, and the wound, for want

of sufficient nourishment to carry on the healing

process, will become cankered, and the whole tree

ultimately destroyed.

In the ne.xt place, the kind of apple tree should

he adapted to the soil on which it is intended to

set an orchard. The apples most common in this

neigliborhood require different soils. The Russet,

for instance, wants a strong, moist and clayey soil
;

the tree will neither grow nor produce fruit in any

considerable degree upon a warm, dry and loamy

bottom. The Baldwin flourishes best in a shelter-

ed location, and upon a ledgy, dry and warm soil,

while the Greening does best on a deep loam,

moderately moist, and in an exposed situation.

The pruning, also, is an important part of the

process in forming an orchard. This is often be-

gun wrong in the nursery. Thf tap-root, intended

by nature for the support and nourishment of the

tree, by penetrating deep into the earth in search

of moisture, is generally taken oft', and the top

headed down, as it is termed, before it has acquir-

ed sufficient height, and thereby giving it the shape

of an inverted umbrella. This may appear hand-

some, but is illy adapted to sustain its burdens.

The centre shoot should be allowed to rise until

the tree has attained a sufficient height, and the

lateral branches, which are to bear the fruit, should

be made to grow as nearly at a right angle with

the trunk as possible. These will sustain a great

weight of fruit without injury, while those that

grow up at an acute angle, (which will be the case

where the top has been^headed in,) are pretty cer-

tain to be split down by the weight of fruit. The

native trees of our forests suggest a useful lesson

on this subject. Could the pine or other ever-

greens, whose branches are liable to be burdened

with the snow and ice of winter, sustain their

heavy burdens without injury, if these brandies

were not thrown oft' at a right angle with the trunk .=

Many, otherwise valuable apple trees have been

mutilated and destroyed by this injudicious prac-

tice of cutting out the centre and thereby encour-

aging the growth of limbs in such direction as to

render them entirely incapable of supporting their

burden of fruit.

The gfoiin'd too on which an orchard is set,

should be well and thoroughly cultivated. The

farmer who plants his corn in grass land, may quite

as reasonably calculate on a good crop, as he can

that his young apple trees will grow and flourish

when placed in ground in similar condition. The

occasional breaking of a root by the plow, will no

more retard the growth of the tree, than the cut-

ting out a branch from the top. We have known

many orchards to suff'er from the want of the plow,

but never knew one to be injured by a too frequent

use of

The land on which Mr Brigham's apple trees

are set, was recently covered with a growth of for-

est trees, the decaying roots of which, may for a In marriage, prefer virtue before beauty, ar

time keep the ground loose and furnish nourish- the mind before wealth.

From the Central New York Farmer.

ASHES ON CORN.
Messrs. Editors— I have been in the habit o(

using ashes and plaster on corn, and believing that

ashes are worth the most, I thought last spring that

I would ascertain the fact. I therefore left sis

rows through the middle of my field No. 1 withoul

plaster or ashes; six rows do. No. 2 ,with plastei

in the hill on the corn ; do. six rows No. 3 witl;

ashes in the hill ; six do. No. 4 with ashes and

plaster in the hill ; six do. No. 5 ashes and plastei

in the hill, and on the corn after the first hoeing

the quantity used was about Ja table-spoonful t(

each hill. The rows were long enough to contaii

a quarter of acre, each 6 rows. The result was—

No. 1 had 22 bushels ears.

' 2, 24
' 3, 2t;

' 4, 26
' 5, 31

The field marked out three feet each way, am
the cultivator used each way, and hoed twice

Thus you see No. 1 would yield at the rate of 4'

bushels per acre, and No. 5, f;2 bushels per acre

which I should think about an average with th

rest of the field. The soil is a sandy loam, mixe

with limestone gravel.

I do not wish to be understood that plaster is o

no benefit to land, for I believe it is very benefi

cial ; I believe if farmers would apply their ashe

to their land, it would net them nearer JOO pe

cent, than 10 or 12.

A Friend or Agriculture.

Little people sometimes perform great and noti

ble deeds ; and great folks are often guilty of litl.

and mean actions.

The water that flows from a spring, does iv

congeal in the winter; and those sentiments i

friendship which flow from the heart, cannot t

frozen by adversity.
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LIQUID MANURE.
At a meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society

Great Dritain, a few weeks since, a gentleman

escnt, Mr Landor, strongly recomniended the

)re general tiso of liquid manure, a subject to

licli fanners had not given that attention which

deserved. They all knew that manure must be

duced, sooner or later, not only to a liquid state,

t to a st:ite far more subtile, before it could be

ien into the almost invisible fibres of seedling

ints ; and wherever a man lost the soakage of

! farm, he lost half his manure. Ho was con-

iced that great improvements would yet be made
agriculture by practical experiments, and by

lling to their aid that greatest of sciences, chern-

ry-

The Earl of Talbot, who presided at the meet-

r, also made some remarks, going to show the

3at value of liquid manure. He said that he

da friend went on a sort of agricultural tour

ough the farms in Switzerland, in September,
this month, he saw turnips which were just

ning up, and were about the size of radishes.

^ observed a man and woman and a donkey em-
'yed in applying liquid manure to this crop of

nips. The liquid manure was in a tub, and the

man had a kind of water-pot with which she la-

d it ; she made a circle in the earth around the

nts, and that was filled with this composition,

what it might. He asked the man whether it

uld be of any use. " Use !" replied the man,

• hy in three weeks it will make these turnips

size o( my two fists." He (the Earl) was quite

are that he should be told that the climate had

reat deal to do with it, and he admitted that it

I ; but still there was a crop of turnips upon that

d growing in September, which had been plant-

after a crop of wheat had been gathered ; and

thought, that with all the disadvantages in re-

d to climate, some plan might be adopted in

gland to multiply in some similar manner the

duco of the land."'

PREMIUM CROPS.
We copy from the Albany Cultivator, the follow-

staterrients of some of the successful competi-

for the premiums on crops, offered by the New
k State Agricultural Society :

lA.v CoR.\

—

]st Preynium— 192 bushels per acre.

3n the "S-jd of .May, 1842, I plowed up one acre

green sward, for the purpose of planting it with

After plowing it once, I harrowed it well,

gthwise of the furrows. I then marked out the

und so that the rows and hills should stand pre-

DJy two feet apart either way. On the 25th of

same month, I planted it, and was careful to

precisely three kernels in each hill : when it

large enough, I hoed it, and continued to hoe

hree different times. No other tool was used

the process of cultivation, but the hoe—being

y careful to keep the weeds and grass down as

ch as possible, and in hoeing, to leave the ground

lear level as possible each time.

'. permitted the corn to stand until it was fit for

vesting, without cutting up or topping.

Between the lOtli and 15lh November, I began

lusk and weigh the said corn. I found the ag-

gate weight from the said acre, in the ear,

^86 lbs., of a good quality.

About the first day of January, 1843, I thrashed

all the sound corn that grew on said acre, and

measured it, and found that it fully hold out (JO lbs.

to the bushel, and it produced mo oiif hundred anil

twcnlytwo husliels of good merchantable corn. My
team and man were occupied one day in plowing

the said acre; half a day harrowing; two days la-

bor, planting ; si.v days labor, hoeing; and six do.

harvesting, threshing and weigiiing. Total expen-

ses, $14.

SAM'L PHELPS.
Ira, Cayuga Cu.

Oats.—Mr Phelps' Slalement.

On the 10th dny of May, 1842, I had 30 loads of

manure drawn upon one acre of land, and spread

it evenly, or nearly so, and on the ICth day of the

same month, I plowed the acre well, and harrowed

it thoroughly, and sowed five bushels oats on said

acre, and dragged them in. The whole time of

plowing and harrowing, was two days ; two days

harvesting and securing said crop of oats, and four

days threshing, cleaning up, and measuring the

same : produce, one hundred and (wo bushels of first

quality merchantable oats.

In the same field, I sowed one and a half acre to

oats, without manuring. I took full as much pains

in plowing, harrowing, and securing the grain from

this one and a half acre, as I did on the other acre.

I sowed on this piece, 4 1-2 bushels, and it pro-

duced me but 85 1-2 bushels ; clearly showing to

my mind, that the greatest benefits always arise

from a liberal use of manure, if put on the ground

in a proper state of fermentation, and especial care

taken to distribute it over the surface evenly.

SAM'L PHELPS.
Ira, Cayuga Co.

Potatoes.—Mr Sheffer's Statement.

The soil on which my crop of potatoes was

grown, is Genesee flats, a dark clay loam. The
land had lain to meadow, si.x years previous to the

potato crop, and about one ton of hay was cut per

acre. 35 loads of stable and yard manure was ap-

plied in April, which was made the previous win-

ter. The land was plowed once, the latter part of

May; then rolled, then harrowed thoroughly, then

furrowed 3 inches deep, and 3 1-2 feet apart into

rows, and planted the last days of May, and first

of June, 30 bushels of Rohan potatoes, cut so as

to average three eyes to a piece, and dropped in the

furrows one foot apart, and one piece of potato in

a place, after which they were covered with a hoe,

4 inches deep. They were hoed twice—the first

time a cultivator was used, and then followed with

a plow and hoe. The first hoeing was done when

the potatoes were about 3 inches high ; the second

time, when the potatoes were 12 inches high, by

plowing, and after hoeing. The crop was harvest-

ed the last of Sept. and first of Oct., by digging

in the usual way with a hoe.

Quantity of land, 1 acre and 20 rods: produce,

451 bushels 28 lbs. Expense of crop, $34 14.

Average yield per acre, on four acres, 401 bush-

els 10 lbs. GEO. SHEFFER.
Wheatland, Monroe Co.

RuTA Basas.—Mr M'ConnelPs Statement.

The soil on which my ruta bagas were grown,

was part sand and part clay ;— in potatoes the year

before. After the potatoes came off, I plowed the

land ; also twice in the spring, followed by suffi-

cient dragging and rolling. I then applied 24

wagon loads of good manure from the barn-yard.

Seed sown I!»lh and 20th of May.
Quantity of land, 1 acre : produce, 855 1-2 bush-

els : expenses, 24 2.5.

JNO. M'CO NELL.
Canandaigun, Dec. 1842.

SNOW AS A FERTILIZER.
March 17.—The abundance of snow on our

grounds for the last seven weeks, and the fall of

four or five inches more last night, brought In our

mind forcibly the old saying that "snow is the poor

man's manure." Is there any ground for this say-

ing .' The gentle manner in which the water

formed by dissolving snow enters the soil, doubt-

less leaves the surface of the soil lighter and more
pervious to air and light and warmth, than it would

be if the same quantity of water came upon it

with the pounding force of large rain-drops. The
usually more gradual descent of the snow water

into the earth, allows the soil to take and retain

more fully whatever the water contains that may
lie serviceable to vegetation. Snows and rain both

bring down the ammonia, and animal matters that

will make ammonia, that are floating in the atmos-

phere ; but what the rain thus collects it may car-

ry, as it descends rapidly into the soil, below the

reach of the plants; or, as it runs off, may carry

it to the brooks and rivers. But the snow collect-

ing this ammonia, holds it at the surface of the

soil until the snow dissolves, and being thus placed,

the ammonia may combine with the decayed vege-

table matter near the surface, and be kept there

even after the snow-waters have passed away. It

may be that falling snow gathers some ammonia

and holds it to the surface of the ground until

something there lays a firmer hold upon it and re-

tains it. This ammonia is highly important to ve-

getable growth.

The atmosphere usually contains 21 per cent,

in bulk of oxygen and near 79 of nitrogen; but

the air in the snoiv is found to contain only 17 per

cent, of oxygen. The air in snow, therefore, has

more nitrogen than oommon air. It may be that

this air is peculiarly favorable to vegetation ; we,

however, know nothing about it.

Probably there is reason for considering snow a

fertilizer, and more especially such snow as fol-

lows the warm weather of spring ; for at that time

the air will contain more than its usual quantity of

ammonia, because the carcasses of animals that

have died in any part of the winter, and the dung

that has been dropped, then first putrify and send

off their effluvia freely.—Ed. N. E. F.

How Farmers can tell tphelher Ammonia is escap-

ing from a Dung-heap, even when they cannot smell

it.—Hold over the heap a feather dipped in vine-

gar, and if the ammonia is escaping, while fumtt

will immediately be perceived.

If the fumes are seen, the heap wants a thin

coating of swamp mud, or soil, or some other sub-

stance that will hold the ammonia.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Fame.—If we would perpetuate our fame or re-

putation, we must do things worth writing, or write

things v/orth reading.

Pastime.—He that follows his recreation in-

stead of his business, shall in a little time have no

business to follow.
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Boston, Wed.nesdav, Makch 22, 1843.

NINTH AGRICOLTURAL MEETING AT THE
STATE HOUSE.

. Mr King in llie choir. Subject—Tlio Honey Beo.

Mr Oliver, of Salem, alluded kindly but firmly lo the

report of his last week's lecture in one of the agricultu-

ral pnpirs, in which he was complained of for what he

did not say ; and rather unkindly treated.

Mr Buckminster replied, and showed that he took Mr
O.'s remarks to himself.

After this, Mr B. added, (hat he wished at these meet-

ings for something praclioal. He wished lo hear about

thebce-moth—how we <an destroy him. If, said he,

the gentleman can tell us this, he will give us soinclhing

more valuable in relation to bei's, than all else that has

been told since the days of the Romans.

* Besides the moth, there is also a louse which troubles

swarm from which he took 141 lbs. of huney, and left

70 pounds.

'I'he mode of hiving. This must often be determined

by the place and manner in which they alight. It is

said by some, that if you place a long board near the

liive, with one end raised three or four feel, they will

alight there five times out of six ; but his own have al-

ways gone to branches of trees.

If you are afraid, put on a bee dress— that is, a veil

over the lint, and wooUin gloves or mittens on the hands.

Mr O. takes a table—on this puts a sheet—also a few

small blocks. Then taking the branch on svhich the

bees are clustered, he lays it between the blocks—then

sots on the hive. Next he brings up the corners of the

sheet and fastens them. Thus he both keeps the bees

in and keeps them cool.

Mr Holman, of Salem— a gentleman (Mr O. said) who

has liad much experience with bees— prefers to shiiUe

the swarm into the hive; but Mr (). thinks it better to

put the hive over them. He never rubs the inside of

the hive with any sweet or other substanre, before put-

ting it over the beis. Have several hives in readiness,

for yen may have several swarms. A Mr King, of Danthe bee, especially the old bee. How can we destroy

this? It used 10 be said, that by building a fire near vers, had three swarms from the parent hive, and two

the hive, on the ever. ings of Jnly and August da)3, you of these swarmed the first seas.m—making in all five

can allure and destroy the miller or parent moth. One ' swarms from one hive in the season.

gentleman had told him, he knew not how ju.'tly, that
I

I" "ig'i' "' "^ine •'^ys alter the first swarm has left the

hy setting a pan of whey near the hive, the millers will

go to it and be caught.

Mr Oliver. Should a beginner with bees come lo me
and ask me how he shuuld proceed, I would say to htm

that it is a good course tn make his purchase of a swarm

of bees in March ; the risk of losing i.s less then than it

is earlier in winter. When you havo found a man will-

ing to sell, lilt up all 'hives and learn the condition of

each. Where the comb is well laid or built down to-

wards the bottom, and is of a light brown color, and

where the swarm is two years old, and where, too, you

find upon breathing into the hive, that there is great

agitation among the bees—there the swarm is good. A
swarm not xcnj Urge is the best. Yuii may generally

transport Ihein safely by turning the hive upside down,

and covering well.

The hive may be placed in a bee-house, whii h you

will mike plain or ornamental, according to your nie;ins

and taste. In Europe, thi'y do not shelter the hive in a

house, but place it on a post. And where hive-stealing

is common, as in England, lliey often chain the hive to

the post.

As si.'on in spring as the snow-drop and crocus open,

the bees will be out. And from that lime, they will in-

crease in numbers, so that in May you will begin to

look out for a swarming. And how may you know
when the swarm is likely to come out .' As to the first

swarm, no very definite sign of its coming is known.
The clustering of the bees on the outside of the hive, is

not a sure indication.

Provide yourself in season with a hive, such as you

prefer. Dr. Thatcher's hive led the way to many im-

provements. Next came Mrs. GrifRlh e, of New Jersey.

These are much alike, and each is designed to lisve the

bees work in the lower part of the hive first.

Mr Weeks, of Vt., Ims miide a very good hive ; espe-

cially his last ones, which let you encourage swarniin"

or not, as you shall choose.

Drs. Bevon and NutI, of England, have furnished

hives. In Ur. Bevon's, you may make the bees con-

struct the comb where you please. Mr Nutt'a is a ven-

tilating hive. Any of these are good, and Nutt's, as it

enables you to do away with swarming, is especially

good for cities. In one of these, Jlr O in 1840, had a

hive, you may go to the old hive in the evening, and if

another swarm is to come out, you will, by putting your

ear close to the hive, hear a little peeping noise from the

new queen, and she will in thai case lead off her colony

in a day or two. And the same noise eight or nine days

aferwards, wfiU be heard, if a third swarm is to come.

Do not encourage excessive swarming; this weakens

the hive and exposi's it to the moth, If they swarm too

much, you had better restore ihom to the mother hive

;

this may be efl'ecled by stealing their queen. How is

this done . I'ut your hand into the svxarm and take her

out. If you are afraid to do this, put the hive into wa-

ter and nearly drown your bees, and spread them out

and pick out the queen. As the bees revive, they

will go back to the old home. Or you may get them

drunk hy burning under them the puft'ball that is often

found in the pastures, and then may take the queen.

In the first autumn, you must not expect a harvest

from vour swarms: leave thein all the honey that they

have made.

How shall you winter your bees? Mr O. has tried

v.irinns ways. Has put them in the celh.r—but the

dampness is an objrction ;—has put them a foot or two

under ground, the hive being put in a sugar box, bulled

with the end down. This hist swarm did well, and

lost in weight only T lbs., while usually the lo.ss on a

hive in winter is yO or 30 lbs. In England, it it not un-

common to bury the hive in peat. But the. best way is

to leave the hive out of door, above ground, and let the

bees take their chance. Here they have a chance to

preserve their natural and healtliful neatness', by pass-

ing out in warm days and voiding their excrements

abroad. If shut up, the liive becomes filthy.

Through the winter, Jlr O. leaves the front of his

opiary open ; he even lets the sun shine upon the hive

;

he has put straw in front of the hives, for their comfort,

if tliey bapjien to fall in llicir feeble winter flight, but

the snows will cover it often, and it is as well to let the

bees take their chance, though tome of them should

perish.

The second season has come. Let your bees woik,

anlil lliey seem lo havo a good supply of honey in the

main body of a new fashioned or improved hive, say

until June lOtli. Then let tliein into the side or the

top. What is made here you may tako away. Sliou]

you want a little honey for summer use, you may put

tumbler over a hole in the top of the hive and have tin

filled. But the principal side or top boxes it is best ni

to remove until cold weather ; for then the bees collei

in the main body ofthe hive, which is the wannest pai

With the commcn hive you may avoid fumigation ; i

use a fumigation that is not fatal. Taku the drird pu

ball and burn it with a proper apparatus ; that is, put tl

hive over a tight box, and put your burning puff ba

into an iron tube, one end of which is put into the hi?

and putting your mouth at the other, blow the fumes i,

ward. In ten minutes your bees will be drunk, ai

will have fallen, nearly all of them, into the box ov

which the hive is set. Now take away your hive. Thi

bring another hive ; put it upon the same box, and
j

through willi the same [irocess ; make these drunk at

let them fill upon the first; shake the two families W(

together, and should you see one of the queens you mi

pick her out. When these bees wake up, and get a

bered, they will live together in peace as one faniil

If you do not kill one of the queens, there will be

[duel.

The testimony of one worthy man, of CO years' e.^p

rience, is, that the two swarms together will eat

more than one. This is strange and unaccountable, I,

yei seems lo be true. What the advaiiiage of tl

courso? We save the lives;—the wcuAcr queen U!

ally perishes. Wlial the advantage of saving live

You have stronger working bees in the spjiig. T
worker usually lives about 8 months, Ilic drone 3 mom]

and the queen 4 to ti years. The summer and aulun

born bees, do the work of spring. These are the on

you fumigated. The spring-born ones do the work

summer and autumn. The saving of the autumn bet

thcnfore, gives you a stiong body of workeis iii .'^prir

Also, by uniting the Bwarnis, you increase tlio warm

of the hive, and ihus cause the queen to C'linmence 1

laying earlier.

[We are obliged to defer the remainder f f our rep

till next week.)

At the conclusion of Mr Oliver's lecture, the thar

ofthe meeting were unanimously voted hiiii. Likew

to the Hon. Daniel P. King, fi/r the acceptable mam
in which he had presided over the meetings of the w
ler. To this Mr K. made a brief, but neal and appro|

ate reply.

THE WEATHER.
Providence, March 20, IS43

Allen Putnam, Esq —Dear Sir.— 1 would wish

inquire through you, if that old gtnthmiin has hit

seen the ytlUno streak indicating the breaking uj

winler? Yours, respectfully,

Providencb

We have not heard from him. But keep up y

spirits—hope on. The Bptin» jjnnnising light niadi

mistake, no diiubt : it came before its time, .^iid ihoi

it did drive old Boreas off from January, he renewed

fight in February, and recovered his dominion. Si

then, he has shown the spirit of triumph, .= piced wit

little revenge. But the biter will yet g'-t hit. Spi

will not permit him to 'linger' much longer in lier'i

Seriously. Though we had severe weather in Fel

ary and March, yet the spring-like temperature of ni

ly the whole of January, was good evidence thai

prophetic hues of Cbiistmas mornings, spoke the tit

Poverty is never a disgrace, unless it be th I'lui:

idleness or crime.
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MISCELLANEOUS

A Receipt for Happiness.— It is simply, when

you rise in the morning, to form a resolution to

malie the day a happy one to a fellow creature. It

is easily done—a left-ofT garment, to the man who

needs it ; a kind word to the sorrowful ; an en-

couraging expression to the striving,—trifles in

themselves light as air,—will do it, at least, for

the twentyfour hours ; and if you are young, de-

pend upon it, it will tell when you are old ; and if

you are old, rest assured it will send you gently

and happily down the stream of human time to

eternity. Look at the result: You send one per-

son—only one—happily through the day ; that is,

three hundred and sixtyfive in the course of the

year—and supposing you live forty years only af-

ter you commence this course, you have made four-

teen thousand si.K hundred human beings happy,

at all events for a time. Now^ wortny reader, is

not this simple ?—and is it not worth accomplish-

ing'? We do not often indulge in a moral dose

—

but this is so small a. pill, one that needs no red

currant jelly to disguise its flavor, and requires to

be taken but once in a day, that we feel warranted

in prescribing it. It is most excellent for diges-

tion, and a producer of pleasant slumber.

—

London

Atlas.

A Disease without a Remedy.—A certain lady

went to a physician, in great trouble about her

daughter.

" \\ hat ails her ?" asked the doctor.

" Alas, doctor ! Icanndltell; but she has lost

her humor, her looks, her stomach ; her strength

consumes every day, so that we fear she cannot

live."

" Why do you not marry her ?"

"That we would >fain do, and have offered her

as good a match as she could ever expect, but she

will not hear of marrying."
'' Is there no other, do you think, that she would

be content to marry ?"

" Ah, doctor ! that is wliat troubles us ; for there

is a young gentleman we doubt not that she loves,

that her father and I can never consent to,"

"Why, look you, madam," replies the doctor

gravely, "then the case is this, your daughter

^rould marry one man, and you would have her

marry another;—now in all my books I find no

remedy for such a disease as this."

—

Selected.

Bankrupt Lata Explained.—" Sambo, what your

'pinion ob dat bankrupt law ••"

" Tink him fuss rate, Pompey. I imply for de

application myself."

" Just explain him principles."

" Why, you see here now
;
jest lend me dat haff

dollar you got for whitewashing."

(Pompey hands him the money, and Sambo de-

liberately puts it into his pocket.)

"Dere, den, (says Sambo,) now I owes de shoe-

maker tree shilhng, and you haflf a dollar, beside

de grocer's bill ;—now, dis haff" dollar is all de

property I got
i
— 1 diwides him according to de

debts."

Pompey "I take dat haff" dollar back."

Sambo— (with amazement.)—" Do you tink dis

child o-rccn ? I 'm a bankrupt ! you gels your shar

wid de odder creditors!"

—

JV. O. Pic.

At a religion- meeting that was much crowded,

a lady persevered in standing on a bench, and thus

interrupting the view of others, though repeatedly

asked to sit down. A reverend old clergyman at

last rose and said, gravely, " I think if tlie lady

knew she had a large hole in each of her stockings,

she would not exhibit them in this way." This

had the desired eff'ect: she immediately sunk down

on he seat. A young minister standing by, blush-

ed up to the temples, and said, " Oh, brother, how
could you say what was not the fact ?" " Not the

fact?" replied the old gentleman; "if she had not

a large hole in each of her stockings, I should like

to know how she got them on ?"

—

Old paper.

Woman As the dove will clasp its winas to

its side, and cover and conceal the arrow that is

preying on its vitals, so it is the nature of woman
to hide from the world the pangs of wounded aff'ec-

tion. The desire of her heart has failed. 'J'he

great charm of existence is at an end. She neg-

lects all the cheerful exercises that gladden the

spirits, quicken the pulses, and send the tide of

life in healthful currents through the veins. Her
rest is broken ; the sweet refreshment of sleep is

poisoned by melancholy dreams ;
' dry sorrow

drinks her blood,' until her enfeebled frame sinks

under the last external assailment. Look for her

after a while, and you find friendship weeping over

her untimely grave, and wondering that one, who
but lately glowed with all the radiance of health

and beauty, should now^e brought down to dark-

ness and the worm. You will be told of some
wintry cliill, some slight indisposition, that laid her

low;—but no one knows the mental malady that

previously sapped her strength, and made her so

easy a prey to the spoile.', death.

—

Selected.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH,
Great improvemenls have liecn made the past year in the

form and workmanship of these Ploughs; the mould beard
has been so formed as to lay the furrow completely oner,
turning in every particle of g-rass or si ulSle, and leaving the
ground in the best possible manner. The length of the
mould lioard has b( n very much increased, so that the
Plough works with the greatest ease, both with respect to
the holding and the learn. The Cominitlee at the late trial
of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Plouijhs
we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo
the inquirer, if your land is mostly light anil easy to work,
try Prouty & Mears, hut if your land is heavy, hard orrocky,
BEGIN WITH Mr. HoWABD'a.''
At the atiove mer.t;oned irial the Howard Plough did

more work, with the same pswer of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentyso/en
and one half inches, to the 112 His. draught, while ihe
Howard Plough turned twrnli/uinc and one'lialf indies, to
the same power of team J All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has heen quite an improvement made on the shoe,

orlandsideof tliis Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landsiile; this shoe likewise secnies
ilie mould fioard and landside together, and strcnglhens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from $6 to «I5. A PIoudK,

.-.jflicient for hreaking up with four cattle, will cost aliriut

S.O 60, and with cutter St, with wheel and cutter, S2 60
!xtra.

The al>ove Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at
.he New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Stmc,,
Nos. 51 &. 62 North Market Street, hy

JOSKPH 13RECK & CO.

L-^fc..

GRBEN'S PATENT STRAW CLTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK &• CO. at Ihe New England Agricii

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 61 and 52 Norlh Mai
ket Street, have lor sale. Green's Patent Straw, Hay an
Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle not behii

applied to any implement for this purpose. The most pron

inent effects of this application, and some of the otiusequei

peculiarities of the machine are

:

1. So great a reduction ofthe quantum of power requisil

to use it, that ihc strength of a half grown boy is sulficiei

to work it efficiently.

2. With even this moderatepower, it easilycutstwobusi
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claime
by any other machine even when worked by horse or steal

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which thj

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any otlii

straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple inits construction, made and pi

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as ill

complicated machines in general use lu get oirt of order.

WIliLlS'S LATEST IMPROVEP VEGETABLE
CUTTKR.

This machine surpasses all others for the purpose of eul

ting Ruta Baga. Mangel Wurlzel, and other roots. Th
great objection lo other machines, is their cutting ihe root
into slices, which makes it almost impossible foi- the caltl

to get hold of them 1 this machine with a little alteratior
cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shape as i

most convenient for the catile to eat. It will cut with eas
from one to two fiushels of rnot« per minute. For sale b
J. BlvECK &, CO., Nos. 61 ami 52 Norlh Market st.

TYfi rp CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for lyeing up Cattle.
These chains, introduced hy E. H. Debev, Esq. of Saleii
id Col. Jacues, for the purpose of securing callle loth

stall, are found tp be the safest and most convenient mod
of fastening cows and oxen lo the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 52 Nort
Market st.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO,

No- 62 North Market st.

KEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKLT PAI'ER.

Terms, $2 per year zn advance, ni^ii 50 if not pnh
within thirty days.

N. 1!.—Postmastiirs are permitted by law to frank al

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, witliou

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DEMNETT. PKIKTER3.
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N, FARMER

THE HONEV BEE.

Conclusion ofMr Oliver's Rimarks at the last .Igri-

cutlural Miding.

The Moth.—Grayish white or whitish jjrey mil-

ers are about from May to September. By quick

notions, they elude the bees, and gain entrance to

veak hives ; they deposite egijs under the edges

of the liive or on the comb, and afterwards you

vi!l see a small whitish worm, with a brown hard,

lead. This worm grows in size till it becomes as

arge round as a turkey's quill ; and it keeps its

lorfy wrapt up in a cocoon: its head is out, but

his is sci hard that the bees cannot sting it. Mak-
ng its silken liouse over its body as it goes along,

liis worm eats its way through the comb—destroy-

the work of the bees, discouraging them, and

inally causing their destruction, or at least their

xpiilsion from the hive.

A lighted candle at night may allure and de-

troy some of them, but it will do the same to some
f the bees. The most effectual guard against

he moth is to make the hive as tight as possible
;

D keep the swarm strotig, by preventing swarm-
ngs; to wn.sh the floor-iioard frequently, and to

'fatch and kill as many of the millers as you can

nd. Thus you may lessen the evil, though you

annot avoid it entirely.

The only diseases his bees have been subject to

re dysentery and vertigo. Dysentery he thinks

e has cured by cleansing the hive: the vertigo

oon passes off without assistance from the apiari-

D.

The louse, spoken of by Mr Buckminster, he had

ever seen, nor had he heard of it before.

Feeding It is sometimes necessary to feed.

^he best food is honeif—and if the hive is not well

applied, it is better to feed in autumn than in win-

er. A common swarm ought to have 25 lbs. of

•oney for its winter stores. To put honey outside

'f the hive, leads to fighting between bees of dif-

srent hives. A little tin box, with one end pass-

ing into the hive and making a sort of trough on

tte inside for them to feed from, does very well.

The temperature of a hive in the coldest wcath-

r, is from 70 to 90'^
; so that moisture will gene-

ally be trickling down the sides. This is often

nheaithy ; a glass vessel over a hole in the top of

he hive, would collect the vapor and condense it,

nd thus make the condition of the swarm more
omfortiible.

In spring, when the bees first go out, it encoura-

jea and strengthens them, to give them some food.

Vermont Sugar.—Next to Louisiana, Vermont is

he greatest sugar-producing State in the Union.

The amount of maple sugar made there in 1840,

was over 2,55.4 tons : this at 5 cents a pound, is

Torth ,$25.5,9f;3 20. The Montpelier Watchman
hinks this is very far below the quantity produced

ast year, and says that the produce this season

vill, at the low price of 5 cents, be worth one
nillion of dollars.

DR. PLAYPAIR ON THE PROPERTIES
AND CHANGES OF MILK.

Before the Society of Arts in London, Fob. 8,

1843, Dr. Lyon Playfair read a paper "On the

Changes and Composition of the Milk of a (,\>w"

—the substance of which, as reported in the Lon-
don AlhenKum of Feb. 25, is as follows:

The principal object which the author had in

view in this paper was, to draw the attention of prac-

tical men to the C(mdilions which effect a change
in their dairy produce. An improved mode of an-

alyzing milk is described and followed. The
cow being in good milking condition, and at the
time fed upon alter grass, he ascertained the ave-

rage amount of her milk for five days, and then
proceeded to analyze It. In the first. day it was
observed that the milk of the evening contained
3.7 per cent, of butler, and of the following morn-
ing 5.(1 per cent. The deficiency in the first obser-

vation is referred to the con.=uniption of a greater
portion of the butter or its constituents, from res-

piratory oxidation during the day when the animal
was in the field, than during the night, when it was
at res: in the stall. When confined during the
day, and fed with after grass in a shed, the propor-

tion of butter rose to 5.1 per cent. When fed

with hay, the butter was 3.9 and 4.6 per cent.

;

when fed with portions of potatoes, hay and bean
flour, the butter was 6.7 and 4.9 percent.; with
hay and potatoes, 4.6 and 4.9 per cent.

The author then examines Dumas's theory of

the origen of fat in animals, in reference to the

foregoing experiments, and concludes, in opposi-

tion that theory, that the butter in the milk could
not have arisen solely from the fat contained in the

food, while it may reasonably be referred to the

starch a.nd other unazotised elements of the food,

as maintained by Liebig. Experiments of Bous-
eingault are quoted in favor of the same conclu-
sion, and observations of dairymen in different lo-

calities. Potatoes are particularly favorable to

the production of butter, from the starch they con-

tain ; so is malt-refuse. Porter and beer are also

well known to be favorable to the production of

butter, both in the milk of woman and of the cow,

although these fluids do not contain fat. The
(|uantity of casein (cheese) in tho milk is shown to

be dependent on the quantity of albumen in the

food supplied on different days to the cow, and to

the supposed destruction of the tissues by muscu-
lar exercise. Peas and beans are the food which
yield most casein. Pasturing in the open field is

more favorable to the formation of casein, while

stall-feeding is more favorable to the formation of

butter. It is also known that the proportion of

butter in the milk of woman, is increased by rest

and the diminution of the respiratory oxidation.

Cornstalk Sugar.—The manufacture of this has

been attempted with success in several parts of the

U. States. The Cincinnati Chronicle notices a

specimen made in Illinois, which was as good as

the New Orleans sugar. It is estimated that an
acre of corn will give 1000 lbs. of sugar.

From the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

MY MOTHER'S BUTTER.
It was as good as ever was made, and so were

her pies and symlmlls. Who is there, brought up
in the country, that has not the same foelinjv ?

Who but reverts to his youthful taste, and as his

memory furnishes forth the seascjus and times
when he enjoyed what he still thiidts the host of
butter, and of every thing else prepared bv a
mother's hand, and supplitid with an unequalled
mother's kindness ?

All kinds of modes of making and preserving
butter, have been presented again and agiin. To
make it good is now so common, that we have al-

most forgotten that it can be otherwise ; and noth-

ing speaks more favorably of the admitted neat-

ness and excelling carefulness of our unparalleled

women.

That man of self-esteem, Dickens, who was in

our ciuincry, admitted the surpassing excellence of

our females in literature, and had he been capable,

would no doubt have passed a higher encomium
upon them as wives and mothers.

But I am leaving my starting point, and what I

thought I should have said ere this, which was not

about the mode of making butter, but rather of

keeping it for a length of time as good as new.

My mother's mode was to have a barrel about
half full of brine, made from Turks' Island (not

English) salt, which is the purest as well as strong-

est. The butter when made, was divided into

lumps or rolls of about four pounds each, and put

into the brine, and kept below the surface of it by
a clean board, cut to fit, with holes in it.

The butter, if well worked at first, never be-

came rancid in the least, and was better twelve

months after it was made than at first. The bar-

rel, of course, should be always in a cuol cellar

—

cool in summer, and warm in winter.

The main object in rendering butter proof

against spoiling, is to keep it from the air, and
when put away, there should be no buttermilk or

water in it. I am now speaking of firkin butter.

The Arabs melt their butter over a slow fire,

which expels all th§ watery particles ; it will then

keep without salt; and the Irisii have adopted with

success a similar mode for exportation to the East

Indies.

The mode of keeping butter in a convenientstate

for daily use, is what I thought miglit be new to

some of your readers, and which you can, if you

think proper, make them acquainted with.

A Farmeb.

No young lady of serisc, cares a fig for a dandy
beau, who prides himself more on the cut of his

coat and whiskers, than for the more enduring qual-

ities of the head and heart ; and what young man
of sense, would not prefer a wife who can cook and

wash, and sew and scrub, as a good housewife

does, to one who can sing fashionable music, drum
on a piano, talk sentimental nonsense, and repeal

whole pages of album poetry.

—

Lowell Cour.
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For llie N. E. Fanner.

MANURES—POUDRETTE—TURNIP CROP.

No. I.

To Farmers.— I would say, there is nothing of

more importance to them tlian mnnurt ; and yet

many of them wl as if it was a matter of tlio least

consequence. A man will plow and plant and toil

as if lie expected exhausted nature would yield her

increase, without once asking himsclfthe question,

Does the soil require any aid 1 And when they

do think of manure, yet it ia with an little esti-

mate of what is the best, that it really seems of

little consequence to them what it ia, provided it

be what is called manure. I desire the attention

of the farmer to some few facts for his serious con-

sideration, as it is now the time of year when it

calls for it. Do not be offended when I put tlie

question, Do you know what is manure ?

—

of what

it is made ? You will probably say it is dung,

taken from the horse-stnbte and cow-yard. To be

Bure those articles apparently furnish the means of

nourishing plant.i and vegetables, if properly ap-

plied ; but that mass of matter which is thus taken

will afford no nourishment, or but very little, in

comparison to its true Talue, if not treated and ap-

plied priifn'rly. Listen and read, for u few minutes,

what will surprise many of you.

The value of barn-yard manure, wlielher of horse

or cow dung, if left to be operated upon by the

rain and sunshine, will soon have extracted from it

the thing c.illed ammonia, which it contains, and

the refuse mass which is left, will be of little or no

value—not sufKcient to pay for its cartage to tlie

field. To make the most of barn-yard manure, it

ought to be removed day by day, summer and win-

ter, and put under cover in some cool place where

it will nol ferment, and should be applied as long

dung, or raw manure, and put under ground some
few inches, as soon in the spring as the season will

permit. The only value which there is in that

manure, is the atnmonia which it contains. The
ammonia is a vapor or steam which arises from a

heap of manure in a state of fermentation, which

nourishes and is consumed by plants, and when
the fermentation has ceased, and the vapor passed

away, the residue is a dead, inert mass of matter,

of no value. If you put it in a heap under cover,

HO that neither the rain or the snow or sun can

reach it, yet it is advisable to cover it over with

some earthy substance that is porous, and wliich

will absorb and retain the vapor, and not let it

pass off into the atmosphere; and when applied to

tlie land, il should be plowed under some two or

three inches, with the least possible delay. It

would even pay the expense of the cart following

the plow and filling the furrows with more or less

of the dung, as required. The heap of dung should

be well covered from time to time, as it increases,

with any common earth that is porous or friable,

or covered with charcoal made fine, which will ab-

Borb and retain the ammonia in the heap, if under

cover.*

Having explained to you how you may increase

the fructifying properly of your yard manure iifly

fold and more, I nojr call your attention to another

•We S'-c nolliing in tlie above positions so peculiarly

novel as to be likely to pxcile the " suriirise" of any far-

mer of common intelligence—and our readers, we lliink,

may safely be presumed to be sotnewliut cr)nversant Willi

the nature and value of '^ the tiling cuUed a7nvionia,^'

and with llie proper rnelhod nf managing b.'irn-yard ma-
nure : if ihey are not, it is not becausu we have neglect-

ed to enlighten them on those subjects.—En.

manure called Poudretle—the cheapest and the

best, as far lis yi't discovered and known, for it is

both animal and vegetable matter. The cheapest,

because it saves, in the labor of transportation and

application to the soil, more than the price of it,

between the use of it and barnyard manure, that

has to he carted 200 yards. It was fairly tested

the last year. A boy 14 years of age, manured
with poudrette more corn ground than two men
with a double team did, in the same time, with

barn-yard manure. The poudrette cost the tenant

.$2 a barrel, and the barn-yard manure was given

to him. It proved that the poudrette was the

cheapest, because the whole cost, including the la-

bor of the boy, was less than was paid for the hire

nf the tt-am and labor of two men; and the best,

because at harvest the yield was one-third greater

in favor of poudrette.

It is nol all gold that glitters—neither is all the

poudrette that is manufactured made in a proper

manner. The ammonia that it contains is all that

is of any value in it; and it is to be regretted that

the reputation nf so valuable a manure has been

greatly injured by the bad preparation of it. It is

composed of fecal matter, taken from sinks and

privies, sometimes called yiight soil and sometimes

Flemish manure, and has been in use in Europe for

more than a century. In [•'ranee, according to the

statement of M. J. Bailey, it takes from five to six

years to prepare it. At the Lodi manufactory, near

the city of New York, under the direction of An-
thony Dey, it is made generally, in good weather,

in one week. It is prepared by a compound entire-

ly now, which absorbs and retains the ommon'a, and
is at least 66 per cent, better than what is gener-

ally obtained at any other manufactory, as proved

by a chemical analysis made by three of the most
distinguished chemists in the city of New York

—

persons who have used the poudrette of the seve-

ral manufactories, say that Anthony Dey's pou-

drette succeeds heller than any other. The ofBce of

the company is at No. 43 Liberty street, N. York.

The raw material is nol exposed to the weather, as

in other factories, nor to the action of the sun, un-

til the vapor or volatile part is absorbed and the

i

mrphitic gas rendered inodorous, 'llie Lodi manu-

I

factoring Company warrant their manure, provided

the application of it is made according to the print-

ed directions, which are furnished without charge.

Turnip Crop.— It has long been a cause of com-
plaint that the turnip crop is destroyed, as well as

all sorts of melons and cucumbers, by the fly or

bug, which eats up and dcstr<iys the vegetables
when they are just coming out of the ground. The
Lodi Manufacturing company have prepared an ar-

ticle at the cost of $2 per barrel, containing four

measured bushels, which if sowed or sprinkled over

the crop when it is coming up, while the dew is on
the ground, will drive all animalculE from il, and
effectually protect it from their ravages. This ia

a uvrrranfcrf article. It is also a manure of itself,

but has not the strength of poudrette, and it would
be well to manure the ground with poudrette at

the rate of 20 bushels to the acre, plowed in from
two to three inches deep under groiinil before the

turnip seed is sown.

The Lodi manufacuring company have agents
in almost every city or large town in the country,

through whom these manures n:ay be ordered, if

not, a letter directed to the Company at 43 Liberty
street, N. York, will no doubt meet with attention.

March, 1843. AGRICOLA.

{jy^VVe do not like the tenor of the precedin

communication. It shows a disposition to undei

value stable and barn manure. The gei.eral n
marks upon manures are not such as any practici

farmer would furnish. If they come from one ir

leresled in the sale of poudrette manufactured b

the Lodi Company—and we presume they do-

then our readers can see, as well as we can, th

circumstances which will influence the judgment c

the writer.

We do not like the substance of the communi
cation. Under cover of the general subject (

"Manures," it appears to be tho author's chief aii

to specify and land a particular article, manufac

tured by a particular company, in which we ar

constrained to infer he has a particular inleres

There seems to exist, (to borrow a Mesmeric tecl

nicality,) a "community of feeling" between hi

pocket and his pen. But we are sometimea willin

to let others speak in our columns, when their view

diffiT from our own.

Communications, the chief object of which is t

" puff" one's own commodities or those in whic

he is directly interested, and which are of vasti

more consequence to their writers than to otir read

ers, we prefer to receive in the form of udvertisi

ments, with the author's name affixed : in any oth

er form, we regard them as unworthy of occupyin

space in our columns to the exclusion of matters <

general interest.

We have no practical acquaintance with th

Lodi Co.'s poudrette, and can say nothing of il

comparative value ; but the use of such as olhei

have manufaciured, has led us to regard it as goo

for some gardening purposes, and for forcing earl

vegetables— but not worth its cost for general U£

on the farm.

With these remarks, and without recommcndin

the purchase of poudrette for the farm, we giv

insertion, though not very willingly, to the artici

of " Agricola." But by publishing this, we do nt

put ourselves under any obligation to insert an

thing more from the same source ;—and, nioreove

if this is the first of a series upon manures in gem
ral, but the poudrette of the Lodi Co. in parlicidai

we cheerfully release the writi'r from his obligt

tion to forward us the remaining numbers.— Ei

N. E. F.

Silk Manufacture.—The testimony of thoao wl;

have prosecuted the silk business for a series i

years, under ordinary advantages, establishes th

fact that silk growing yields a much better prof

than ordinary agricultural occupations ; and as fi

as we can judge, there is every probabili'y tht

the business will sustain itself, even when the hour

ly laws are repealed. The bounty paid for silk i

Massachusetts in ]8:36, was $71 37: in 1843, t

Oct. 1, it was $3351 91.

—

jV. Y. Jour. Com.

A foppish young fellow at a ball, in whiskin

about the room, ran his head against a young lad]

for which he began to apologize. " Not a won
sir," cried she, "it is not hard enough to hurt an

body."

When Dr. Johnson courted Mrs. Porter, he tol

her he was of mean extraction, had no money, an
had an uncle hanged ! To which she replied, (ha

she had no more money than himself; and that a]

thiMigh she had not a relation hanged, she had fift

who deserved hanging. She became tfie Dr.'a wif(
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from the Farmer's Monthly ViBltor.

ON ASHES AND SILICATES.

Mr Him.—I havp read in several of the agricDl-

iral papers, wiihiii a few months past, varidus ac-

junts of the value of ashes in agriculture, both

aclicd and unle.iched ; and in most cases their

jplicatioii was attended with decidedly benclicial

suits. But there is a great diflerence in the val-

ofsoapers' k-ached ashes, and those from the

)t or pearl-.ish factory. Dr. Dana says, " the soap

landler, in leaching ashes, uses about one peel;

lime to each bu-ihcl of ashes." This is used

r the purpose of taking up the carbonic acid in

shes, which makes the lye caustic ; it then

adily combines with the oil or grease, and forms

ap. The lime used with the ashes is "quick

le," or in other words lime that has had its Car-

rie acid driven oCT by the process of burning,

fter being leached, it is carbonate of lime, from

e carbonic acid derived from the aslies, ond is

emically the same as before being burnt. Then
l'i5 bushels from the soapboiler's, we get 100

ishels of leached ashes, and 35 bushels of car-

nate of lime. The manufacturer of pot or pearl-

covers the bottom of his leach tubs with swin-

e tow or straw, and puts over it a bushel or two

slacked lime, and does not renew the lime again

iring the season of making ; consequently, there

no lime mi.Ked witl> the leaclied ashes from the

tasli.

From the above facts, every one will see there

a material difference in the value and effects of

e two kind;-'. Therefore the farmer that uses

ached ashes from the potash, expecting to real-

thc same results as those do that make use of

aper's ashes, will be likely to meet with disap-

intmont.

I have never seen Dr. Dana's "Muck Manual,"

t have read a few extracts as published in the

ricultural papers. In one of them, the Doctor

es into a calculation to prove that soils are not

haustcd of their lime and ashes by cropping or

Itivation. For by his figures he makes out that

acre of soil to the depth of six inches, "contains

326 lbs. of liu-.e, and 7.3,.3I1 lbs. of potash, or

arly 1 3-4 Ion of lime, and .36 tons of potash."

'ell, every firmer must say there is enough in all

nscicnce of lime and potash in his soil ;—and 1

not at all dispute the Doctor; but if there is

et amount, I believe it is nearly insoluble, and

erefore of little use. Liebig says the lands in

rginia, by long cultivation, become entirely un-

oductive in wheat, for want of potash in the soil.

e says, (if I recollect right, it being more than a

ar since I have seen his book.) that there is 12

s. of pot.tsh annually carried off the soil, in the

lain and str.iw of an acre of wheat— 1200 lbs.

a hundred years. But according to Dr. Dana's

itemont, there would be left there, in the soil,

me 3.5 tons of potash per acre. Now, Mr Editor,

am a "plain, practical, every-day farmer," and

all not attempt to decide, where learned doctors

Bagrce. But being willing to contribute my mite

r the benefit of our crafl,l will state a few facts,

'd give my views, with the hope that they may

suit in further investigations ; but not having

e happy talent of saying much in a few words,

hope you and your readers will excuse the long

irn I am about spinning.

I think I can furnish a few facts, to prove that

e application of ashes to the soil in addition to

le 36 tons, is attended with beneficial results. I

believe also the part that ashes perform in agricul-

ture is nut fully understood. The general opinion

is, that it acts as a stimulant to the growing plants,

and a decomposer of vegetable matter in the soil,

and perhaps the above opinion is partially correct.

I apprehend the most important part ashes perforui

in agriculture, is in decomposing silica, and render-

ing it soluble, so as to be taken up by the rootlets

of plants, and by proper vessels carried to every

part, and there assimil.ated and aplied to the vari-

ous purposes fo» which nature intended it, viz: to

form the skeleton of the plant or tree, the glaze on

the cornstalk and kernel, the outer covering upon

wheat and other straw and grasses, &,c. &c. The
material of this glaze is derived from that kind of

rock called quartz, (sometimes called rock crystal,

or white flint stone;) it is di.ssnlved and rendered

soluble by an alkali. Some kinds of trees require

a much larger quantity in their structure than oth-

ers, and produce a much greater amount of ashes,

upon being burnt. The burning of wood converts

it again to silica; the insoluble part of ashes is

mostly silcx. Oak requires a much larger amount,

as it is much heavier than pine wood. To prove

the solubility of silica by potash, I will state a few

plain facts, because we common farmers want facts,

and illu.^^trated in a way that we can underslond

them. From the fact that lye di.^solves the silica

in wood, tubs for leaching ashes are usually made
of pine, as they are not so powerfully acted upon

by the lye as if they were made of oak. An oak

tub, after having been used a few times for a leach

tub, would have its silica dissolved, and a stave 4

inches in width, upon being dried, would shrink to

two inches, wholly in consequence of the dissolv-

ing of the silica (gritty part.) But the ashes do

not operate upon the vegetable tissue or fibre of

the wood.

When it was the custom of farmers' wives and

daughters to spin their thread from flax, the next

process was to boil it out in lye, to soften and re-

move the harshness of the thread by dissolving the

minute particles of silex, but it did not destroy the

strength of the vegetable texture. Manufacturers

of paper from straw, go upon this principle : the

straw is boiled in lime-water or lye, the glaze upon

it is dissolved, and the vegetable fibre is unlmrmerl.

From these facts, then, it would seem the alkoli

acted upon the inorganic, rather than upon the or-

ganic or vegetable matter.

Dr. Dana's statement of the amount of potash

in the soil, may be correct: but I will try to prove

that I am right in my conjecture as to its being in-

soluble, and therefore inert. Common granite is

the prevailing rock in New England, and is com-

posed of three different minerals—quartz, felspar

and mica. Quartz is supposed to be of an acid

nature— felspar contains 12 to 15 per cent, of pot-

ash— mica from 5 to 8 percent, of potash. Che-

mists tell us that the rootlets of living plants and

trees have the power of decomposing granite rock,

to obtain the potash we find in their ashes. 'T is

said, " the living plant is a consummate analist."

I will, though with much diffidence, give you my
theory of plants decomposing rocks.

The decomposition of veget?.ble matter always

produces an acid—or in other words, the decaying

or rotting, or more properly, tlie slow combustion

of vegetable matter partially converts it into car-

bon. The oxygen of water combines with the car-

bon and produces carbonic acid. This acid in its

liquid and gaseous form, having an affinity for the

alkali in the rock, dissolves it; the alkali dissolves

the silica, (quartz,) and by the endiiBinose princi-

ple of the living plant, the water holding these in

solution, is drawn up by the ro<illet!<, and these

salts disposed of and assituilated to the purposcn

designed by thy first great cause. In proof of

this position, I forward you a piece of rock, not

acted upon by the " living plant," but by decom-

[losing vegelnhle matter, and it will convey lo your

mind a better idea of my meaning than I can by

the pen.

In some situations, there is a superabundance of

alkali and silica— in others just the quantum need,

ed ; and in others a deficiency. These propoei-

tions I think I can explain to the satisfaction of

you and your readers. Upon the banks of a small

river, running through this town, there is frequent-

ly a strip of land one or two rods in width, and

sometimes several rods in length, a few feet above

the bed of the river. Upon every overflow of the

banks by a freshet, there is left upon them a dcpo-

sito of gravel and fine sand ; yet every year these

strips produce a tolerably heavy crop of redtop

grass, generally free from any mixture. When
secured in good order for hay, it has every appear-

ance of first-rale winter fodder. Yet our cattle

will not eat it, unless driven to the borders of star-

vation. Again, there is a similar kind of grass,

only more wircy and jointed, growing upon our

gneiss and granite ledges, and frequently quite a

thick growth of it, where the soil is but two or

three inches in depth. It is redtop grass, but from

its small and narrow leaf and wirey appearance,

but few persons would suppose it was the same

kind of grass that was growing within six feet of

if, where the soil was deeper. The grass on the

river bank, from the comminuted and fine particles

of quartz, felspar and mica, takes on and in such a

quantity of silica, that it is hard and difficult to

masticate, and probably it is not so nutritious as if

grown where there was more vegetable matter in

the soil. That, upon the ledges, the roots of the

grass rest directly upon the rock, and decompose

it: this contains more silica, and is harder than

that upon the river bank. This establishes my
first proposition.

There are other situations where all the neces-

sary constituents for a perfect developement appear

to be rightly balanced. With such spots all our

farmers are familiar. They are found wherever

the wash from rocky or gravelly roods is carried

over grass lands : the wheels of carriages and

travel on the road are continually grinding to pow-

der the component parts of stones and rocks in the

road, which renders their salts soluble. This

with the animal and vegetable matters, are sprayed

over the ground by every heavy shower ; the re-

sult is a heavy crop of grass. Herds-grass in such

places is frequently found four or five feet in height,

standing perfectly erect till mowing time, and af-

fording palatable and nutritious food for cattle.

This I offer to sustain my second proposition.

My third was, that there were other spots where

there was an absolute deficiency of potash and

silica, but an abundance of nutritious matter.

Where a piece of land has the wash of a barn, the

grass starts early in the spring, and bids fair to

yield a great growth of grass ; but for want of

stamina it frequently falls or lodges before it beards

out, and when made into hoy it will weigh light

according to its bulk : much of this is occasioned

by a deficiency of silex. The same results are

frequently exhibited on reclaimed meadows, where

there is a great amount of decaying vegetable mat-
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ter. A compost of manure, with a larire quantity

of ashes and fine sand, is the right dressing for

such spots.

When the primitive growth of wnod on our new
lands is fulled, and burnt upon the groMnd, and

there is sometimes two or three hundred cords per

acre and none of the ashes carried off, we almost

invariably obtain a heavy crop of wheat or rye. 1

hive known of more than 50 bushels of wheat, or

GO bushels of rye per acre on such lands. The
intense heat shivers up the rocks; the great amount
of alkali readily dissolves the disintegrated rock,

and, ill its soluble state, it forms a stiff stalk, with

a hard, thick glaze upon the straw, which prevents

the rupturing of the eap vessels : the sap, instead

of oozing out upon the stalk and rusting, is carried

to the head of the grain and fills it with a heavy,

plump kernel. The crops of grass that follow for

several years, correspond with the grain crops, but

ultimately the vegetable matter is used up, and

nearly all the soluble potash is used up—so that

the farmer must resort to the plow and manure to

get a fair crop again.

Every practical farmer who has attempted to

raise wheat on highly manured land that has been

long cultivated, knows that it is liable to lodue,

and very frequently to rust or mildew. These two

evils might, 1 think, be nearly remedied by the ap-

plication of the right amount of ashes— if that

tight amount could be asctrtained and obtained by

the farmer. As to the amount, he need not fear

of getting on loo much, if he will just reflect how
much is left upon an acre of burnt land where

two or three hundred cords of hard wood is con-

verted to ashes; but in all probability a very much
less amount would answer. I conceive there is

but little difficulty in any or every farmer's obtain-

ing his supply, by plowing up a small patch of

sandy or gravelly sward land, and letting the fur-

rows remain till dry, then commence a fire, with a

small quantity of wood, and gradually pile on the

sods, and very large heaps may thus be converted

to ashes. The vegetable matter would be burnt,

the particles of quartz, feldspar and mica would be

broken and shivered, and thereby rendered soluble,

and afford those very salts so essential to a good

growth of grain. After the mass had become cool

enough to be removed it should be put under cover,

to he applied to his wheat ground, aficr being

plowed in the spring. In all probability fiftf!en or

twenty cnrtloa<l3 would have the desired effect, and

the good effects would also be felt for several years

by the succeeding crops.

Frequently promising crops of wheat are almost

entirely destroyed by rust. On highly manured
lands, if there happens to be a day or two of warm,
steamy, good corn weather, in Julv or August, at

about tlie time wheat is in the milk, the rush of

sap is so great, that if it do not produce apoplexy.

It does that which is nearly as bad— it ruptures

the /eii(/<T and inefficitnt coating in the stalk ; the

Hap vessels burst; the sap exudes and forms a

coat of rust, and the crop is nearly ruined. In

some of the agricultural papers the last year, I

read an account that wheat never rusted where it

was sowed upon an old coal hearth, and that grass

and other crops always succeed well and were
luxuriant. I think this was attributed to the re-

mains of the charcoal ; but perhaps a part might
be justly attributed to some other cause—to its

furnishing a thicker coat of glaze to the grain, and
preventing the rupturing of the sap vessels.

I might cite a great many more facts in addi-

tion, to satisfy any one of the benefit of adding to

our cultivated soils, potash in a more soluble state

than we find it, as locked up in sand, gravel, stones

or rocks. Vou will find some of them in Mr Col-

man's Fourth Report, viz : Mr Haggerston's com-
post of peat and barilla; Mr Jarvis's account of

glass factory manure; Mr VVhipple's statements

in regard to iho value of saltpetre or nitre-—that

being about one-half potash ; 102 lbs. of nitre con-

tains as much potash as 79 lbs. of pot or pearlash

of commerce. He applies about "150 lbs. to tlie

acre.

Hut ashes are also useful in agriculture for neu-

tralizing acidity in soil.s, and for the formation of

nitre or saltpetre for agricultural purposes.

In the fith number (June, 184'2,) of the Farmer's

Monthly Visitor, thc^re is taken from the Albany
Cultivator, an article on, or review of, Dr. Dana's

Muck Manual. In this article there is a statement

made by the Doctor, and another by the reviewer,

which I think are calculated to lead to erroneous

conclusions. The Doctor says, his first ))rinciple

in agricultural chemistry is, "one rock, and conse-

quently one soil ;"—from this, he lays down his

second principle, " that rocks do not affect the vege-

tation which covers them." The reviewer says

that " rocks certainly exert a powerful influence on

the soil that covers them, in many cases," but this,

he says, " is owing to their physical condition, and

not to their chemical constitution." Now I think,

to the mind of every farmer, the plain English of

the above would be this: All soils are derived

from rocks; all rocks are chemically the same;
ergo, the chemical constituents of rocks never af-

fect vegetation.

For the sake of many of our farmers, I wish

the above was true ; but the weak and sickly ap-

pearance, and light and short crops of corn, we
every year see growing upon soils containing sul-

phurate of iron—iron pyrites—or what farmers

more commonly call brimstone rocks, proves the

above doctrine untrue. There are six thousand of

acres of laud in this State, that once yielded heavy

crops of corn, that now with a dressing of fifteen

or twenty loads of manure, will not give more than

the same number of bushels of corn, and wit.^out

manure it would not yield five bushels per acre
;

and this decrease in amount of crop, is almost

wholly in consequence of sulphurous or sulphuric

acid in the soil, derived from the disintegration of

locks containing sulphur and iron. Hundreds of

our farmers h:ive dug solid and heavy rocks from

the soil, and laid them into wall, and soon the oxy-

gen of the air and water coinbiiics with the iron,

and it is decomposed and converted to an oxide or

rust; this sets the sulphur free, and that combines

with oxygen and forms sulphurous or sulphuric

acid, according to the amount of oxygen in combi-

nation with the sulphur. This renders the soil

acid, and unfortunately, the more this land is work-

ed by the plow and harrow, the worse it is, by ex-

posing the stone more and more to the action of

the oxygen and eliminating increased quantities of

sulphur.

When corn is planted on lands, containing this

acid, derived from such rocks, it generally looks

well and promising for a few weeks, at least as

long as the plant draws its nourishment from the

decompo.>iing kernel. 13ut after the rootlets on the

main roots are formed, and they begin to fulfil their

office, by absorbing water from the soil, a reaction

takes place, and the plant remains stationary for

several weeks—the leaves assume a reddish pur-

ple color, the main root is corroded or rusted off,

to the length of one or two inches, and ihe farmer

generally lays all the blame to worms, \ihen in

fact, there may not be a dozen in an acre. After

a while, a new set of roots start out at the lower

joint, but so few and weak, the crop is liglit, and

a large portion of the corn in attempting to cut it,

is pulled up nt harvesting, by the sickle.

I think upon inquiry among farmers having lands

containing this kind of rock, you will find hundreds

that will confirm my statements. Here the inqui-

ry may arise, is there any remedy ? Yes : unleach-

ed ashes will neutralize the acidity of such soils,

(precisely as salsratus does sour dough,) by com-

bining with the free acid of the soil and forming a

neutral sulphate of potash. But I have my doubts

about plaster of Paris being useful on such soils,

for it is cotnposed of 40 parts sulphuric acid, (oil

of vitriol) and 28 of lime ; but the acid is neutral-

ized by the lime, and therefore inert. But reason-

ing from chemical principles, if we apply to such

soils, hydrate or slacked lime, it will combine with

the acid of the soil, and the lime will be converted

into sulphate of lime— plaster of Paris—and thus

remove the free acid from the soil, in the ratio ol

40 lbs. of acid to 28 lbs. of lime. It ciin also be

remedied by very heavy dressings of manure ; but

that is not always within the reacli of the farmer

" It is well ascertained that different soils have

different properties, prejudicial to the growth ol

some plants, and favorable to the perfection of oth-

ers ;" and it would be a most fortunate circum-

stance if these differences in the properties of soils

were better understood, and more generally actet

upon by the great mass of farmers. Notwithstand

ing the bad character I have given soils containing

sulphur in excess, for growing corn, (and for inanj

other crops it is equally prejudicial,) yet it is pecu-

liarly favorable to the perfection of others. Ii

Jones's " Conversations on Chemistry," page 136

speaking of sulphur, he says, " it exists in soin(

vegetables, especially those of a crucifurm bibe'^

that is, the tribe of plants consisting of cabbage

turnip, mustard, radish and cress, of every variety

In some respects this family of plants possesses pe

culiarities contained in no other tribe.

In the December number of the Genesee Far

mer, page 185, there is an extract copied from tin

Farmer's Journal, Eng., on soils, by VVm. Chatter

ly, from which I make the following extract:

" The state of chemical combinations, in whici

the various ingredients of the soil are found, alsi

materially influences its fertility, thoigh such com
bination should differ somewhat for particular crops

for instance, wheat requires tiiat a portion of silici

should be in union with potash; and for clovei

that sulphur should exist in the soil in Ihe condi

lion of a soluble sulphate. In confirmation of th

above theories, I will rtelale a few facts that hav

come under my immediate observation. In ]83(

I came into possession of an old farm that had nc

had a furrow plowed on it for 20 years. In one o

the fields there were 12 or 15 acres that had bee

yearly mowed all this time, and did not average

cwt. of hay per acre. Many of the rocks an

stones in the soil were of the 'brimstone order

Tliat spring I plowed about an acre and a half-

being, as far as I could judge, the best land of th

field, manured with about 20 loads of manure
something over an acri! was planted with potatoei

the rest with sorn. From the friable apjiearanc

of the soil and the long time it had laid in grass,

expected to have raised a good crop ; but in Jul
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id Aii;^iist, I observed many of flie tops wilted

id doiul. Upon examination, I found the stalks

oni tlie sui-riicc of the (jroiind to their roots, en-

rely corroded or rusted off by some cause to iiic

en inexplicable. I think the crop was less than

) bushels per acre. The part planted with corn

nountod to nothing except for fodder. The next

;ar, ('38,) all except one-tenth of an acre was

)wcd in oats—rusted bad. The tenth of an acre

as iiiannrod with about four cartloads of coarse

anure, plowed twice, and sowed with ruta baga

)out 20th of June—harvested 1st of November

—

mmed close, and accurately measured, and the

eld was KIO bushels—or 1000 per acre. In '39,

e produce of turnips was very good. The years

Gaud '-tl, in consequence of drou|Tlit, the turnip

ed mostly failed to vegetate, and what few did,

e insects destroyed. The past season, ('4'2,) I

anted three small pieces of land with squashes

id pumpkins. They were destroyed by the black

one of the pieces was set out with ruta baga

ants in July ; several very warm days succeeded,

id the tops were killed to the surface of the

ound ; and it was many days before they showed

y signs of life. When they were harvested in

ovembor, many of them were the largest turnips

ever saw. The other pieces were sowed late in

ly with English turnip seed, by merely hoeing

em in, and nothing farther was done to them till

ey were harvested. The product was nearly 20

ishels of as fine turnips as ever I saw. I cannot

•ubt but the sulphur in the soil exerted a bonefi-

al influence upon the growth of the turnips."

My experience of four years in cultivating clo-

r upon this kind of land, fully confirms Mr Chat-

rly's .statements; but from the length of this pa-

ri must t'orbear to go into particulars.

Tlie opinions I have expressed in this communi-

lion, I trust are correct ; what I have staled as

:tB, 1 believe are so, but if I am in an error, I

all be happy to be set right, as I have no favo-

e theories that I wish to establish at the expense

truth. LEVI BAllTLETT.
ff'anur, jY. H., Feb. 184.3.

E.irly Cucumbers The following has been

iind by the writer an easy and successful way to

ise them. Place small pieces of dead turf, as

rge as one's hand, just below the soil in a hot-

d, and plant the cucumber seed upon them : when
e stems are two or three inches long, the pieces

turf are removed, plants, roots and all, to rich

irden soil, and they will advance rapidly in

owth, and produce fruit two or three weeks earli-

than those planted on open ground. Suitable

rf is easily obtained where grass has been invert-

1 the previous summer or autumn. The young
ants should be set out as soon as they will proba-

y escape the frost StUded.

Corn Bees-wax Some rogue has been supply-

g the merchants of St. Louis with large quanti-

09 of " bees-wax" made chiefly of corn-meal. He
lid to one house several hundred pounds, at 'J2 cts.

!r lb., being about 2 cts. less than the price of

le genuine. Five parts of the corn-meal were

jmbined by a chemical process with one part of

jes-wax, and the whole run into a cake, which,

ays the St. Louis Republican,) would defy the

idgnient of the best connoisseur.

Look not to the praise of men for your deeds, but

Uher regard the decision of conscience.

I'Voni the Boston Cullivalor

MUSCLES AS MANURE.
Having often seen a request in your paper that

farmers would write to you, giving their experi.

cnce, and having had some experience in the arti-

cle of inusck-s (or Mylnlus) as a manure, I here

give you what informution I can respecting them.

I have used muscles two years as a top-dre.«sing

on my mowing lands, and the result has for sur-

passed my most sanguine expectations. My first

experiment was with twentyone cartloads. It was
spread as follows, in heaps of six shovels full in a

heap—the heaps were ten feet apart— where it re-

mained until the next spring; and after the frost

was well out ofthe ground, il was spread, care being

taken that none should remain on the spot where
the heap stood. The result was as follows : I cut

that season four tons of good English hay, and the

year before I cut but one ton on ihd same piece.

I will also state that there was large quantities of

Roman wormwood on the land before I spread mus-
cles on it, and it has been all killed out in this

manner.

Muscle beds are found in most of our harbors,

and amongst our islands on the coast. The way
that we procure them in this place is by means of

a scow. I live about four miles from a muscle

bed. I take two men with me; we generally start

on the first of the ebb tide, so as to get on to the

bed before the tide leaves it ; then we get out on

the bed, and shovel in on both sides; we load the

scow in about an hour and a half. She will carry

about twentyfive cartloads.

I haul it out on my land as soon as I get it, in

heaps, as before stated. The reason that I do not

spread immediately is, that it is so xvet and lumpy,

and by letting them remain over winter, the frost

slacks them, and in the spring they spread like

ashes. I think that muscles will do much better

on clayey land than on gravelly land. I know of

places on the shores of Massachusetts where a man
could drive his team off on the ice to muscle beds

at low water, and get muscles in the winter when
he could do nothing else.

I know of a farmer about forty miles from this

place, who cuts annually one hundred tons of hay
;

all his stock consists of one cow and two yoke of

oxen. Another instance I know of, in this town,

where one scow load of muscles was put on the

land eighteen years ago, and has had nothing done

to U since, and still cuts a good crop of hay. I

have now on my land twelve scow loads ready to

spread in the spring, and next fall I will write you

the result. I have given you all the infurmation

in my power respecting muscles.

Respectfullv, yours, &c.
GEO. E. TYLER.

Live honestly, hurt nobody, and render to every

one his due. 'i'o these three general precepts, Jus-

tinian has reduced the whole doctrine of law.

—

Btackslone.

To divest milk of the taste of turnips, &c. upon

which cows have been fed, put into each pail of

milk, when fresh drawn from the cows, one pint of

boiling water. The heat of the water dispels the

odor ofthe turnip, which becomes volatile as the

temperature of the milk is increased. This has

been practiced by the writer, and proved to be ef-

fectual.

—

Selected.

Suhstiliilc for Cliiztd f'rnmes in Holbeilf In

the lilicintiindische Garlen%eilung is doscnhed a

substitute lor the glazed frames of hot-bi'ds and

green-houses, which deserves the attention of flo-

rists. Instead of glass, the frames arc covered

with a fine whit? cloth of cotton. In order to ren-

der this more iransjiaront, and enable it to resist

moisture, it is covered with a preparation, the in-

gredients of which are four ounces of pulverized

ilry white cheese, two ounces of white slacked

lime, and four ouiice.s of boiled linseed oil. These
three ingredients having been mixed with each

other, four ounces of the white of eggs, and nR

much of the yolk, are added, and the mixture is

then made liquid by heating. The oil combines
easily with the other ingredients, and the varnish

remains pliable and quite transparent.

The expense of a forcing bed arranged in this

manner is inconsiderable, and it yields at the same
time many other advantages. Such a hot-bed

needs not the anxious attention required by the or-

dinary ones covered with glazed frames. During

the strongest rays of the mid-day sun they do not

require any particular covering or shade; the at-

mosphere therein preserves a nearly equal tempe-

rature almost the whole day, and requires only to

be changed from time to time, according to circum-

stances. If such a bed is provided with a soil of

horse-dung, and a proper thickness of some fer-

tile, finely sifted mo,uld is spread thereon, layers of

all sorts of flowers, early vegetables, and other

plants, may be rearwl from seeds in it.

—

Annals of
Chemistry.

Guano.—The Li/crpool United Brokers' Circu-

lar states that 2000 tons of the new manure called

guano, have been recently sold in this town, at

from \Ql. to 12/. per ton. This quantity will raise

ten thousand acres of turnips, as four cwt. per acre

has been found sufBcient for that purpose. With
that quantity, which at the present price will cost

only two pounds, we ourselves raised larger crops

of turnips last year than we were able to raise

with eight pounds' worth of common manure.

If the original importers of this valii.ible manure

had been satisfied to offer it to the public at the

present price, the consumption would have been

ten times as great as it is now ; for having tried

guano with every description of crop, we do not

hesitate to pronounce it the cheapest and most

valuable manure ever introduced into this country.

.\s we are buyers, not sellers of the article, our

praise of it is at least disinterested.

—

Liverpool

Times.

Remarkable Pluwing Mutch.—A plowing match

lately took place in the vicinity of Cleland House,

Lanarkshire, which excited considerable interest

from the novel circumstance of the rival [ilownien

being two Members of Parliament—Capt. Daliym-

ple and Edward Horsman, Esq. Both went to work

like old hands, and produced capital furrows. The
land plowed by them was named, amid deafening

cheers, " The Members' Acre." This is as it

should be ; and we congratulate the landed aris-

tocracy in possessing meinbers who are disposed

to acquire knowledge of agricultural pursuits, with

a view to promote the interests of their tenants, in-

stead of squandering away in scenes of fashionable

frivolity, the hard-earned money wrung from an

over-taxed and oppressed peasantry.

—

Scotch pa-

per.
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SPRING WORK.
The colJ and snovva of the present month, will cause

ftirnners to be later than usual in commencing the opera-

tions of plovvinjr, sowing and planting. For this reason,

there is nintu than ordinary need of laying the most

economical plans that are possible in the way of saving

labor. Such work as can be done while the snow is on

the ground, should be attended to forthwith.

The tools may be looked up and put in good order
;

fencing stuff may be fitted for use ; the topping of wil-

lows, poplars, &c. to obtain summer fuel, may be done;

old apple trees, &c. may have their dead branches re-

moved and worked up.

Tho.so who have their manure under cover, may per-

haps take it, or at least a part of it, to the fields. Wheth-

er this will be a good course, may turn upon the proba-

ble driving or press of woik upon the team in the latter

part of April and in May. There will be some waste

to the manure if laken out now and dropped upon the

snow, but tlipn it is not improbable that this loss will

be compensated by the better opportunity to plow

and harrow thoroughly, and lo get the seed in the ground

at the best season. As to this, each fanner must judge

for himself. The manure, if put in a compact and well

formed heap, and covered with snow eno.igh to prevent

much evaporation until the probable time when a coat-

wig of soil or meadow mud can be applied io :t, probably

will not wa.ste much. We have put ouf'tha most of

GUIS already in small heaps, to be spread •Sni plowed

in as soon as the state of the land will fermit. We
have two reasons for this—our learn will' not be ade-

quate to carrying it out comfortably while the ground is

soft—and our work will be thrown back loo much by

delaying the carting of the manure until the time of

planting We will not maintain that we have practiced

good husbandry in doing as we have done—but we were

willing to make the experiment.

The Compost Heap.

Those who provided swamp mud or peaty matters

last autiimn or during the past winter, may put their

manure in a heap and cover it well with the mud ; after

the manure has become warm, let the whole be thrown

over, and a lillle dry slaked lime or some ashes be even-

ly mixed in ; then put a thin coating of mud or soil over

the whole and pat it with the shovel. The mud that is

intermi,\ed and that that makes the covering, will be

penetrated by the gaseous ammonia of the dung and

will make good manure. By processes like this, the

manure heap may be much increased in value. The
common representation is that where tho process of

composting is properly conducted, one load of dung, a

cask of linn: or its equivalent in ashes, and two load of

iiwainp muck, will be as valuable as three loads of dung.

We presume it is ; but we would not advise inexperi-

enced hands to put more mud than they do dung ; es-

pecially where the compost is to be ui^ed this spring.

Early Peas.

We would say lo farmers who raise peas only for their

own use, and who yet like to get them in pretty good

season, plow your land well as soon as it is in a good

Hlnle fur working ; then cover the ground well with

horse dung or other warm manure; then back-furrow

or ridgo up tho ground, and put the peas on the ridge—
they will do much better up there, than they will put

upon manure that is buried in a furrow. Or if you will

have all the manure in the drill, then just make a little

mark along the surface of the ground and cover the

mark with the manure ; then with the plow turn up

the soil and make a ndge over the manure and put your

sei^d on the ridgo. Hill's Early and the Ccdo nulli are

the earliest.

Early Potatoes.

Prepare your ground in the same way, and set your

seed, the small or seed end up. Let this end conic near

the surface of the ridge. Tliese early vegetables will

do much better if the seed is put up on a ridge than if

put down in tho furrow.

If you are anxious to get them quite early, you may

sprout them in a box, set in some warm placu, and

when you come to plant, be careful not to break off. the

sprouts.

THOROUGH WORKING OF THE SOIL.

It is a commoi) fault with our farmers to plant and

sow before they properly prepare the ground. There is

too much of the " cut and cover ' system in our plowing :

we generally take too wide furrows and of too little

depth. Thorough plowing, excepting on some new

and light lands, is highly serviceable lo the after growth.

The English and Scotch mode is to plow not more than

9 inches wide, where the furrows are 8 or 9 deep. We
should do well to conform our practices in this respect

much more nearly lo theirs than we now do. But tho

slighting is not limited to the work by the plow ; we

do not use the roller and harrow (or drag) enough. We
mention the roller here, because this instrument ought

in most casrs to follow the phuv immediately ; where it

does it crushes lumps and puts the soil in a state to be

well pulverized by the harrow. A harrowing, after the

roller, we know is much more serviceable than it is

where the roller has not passed. The common habit

too, of considering the ground as having been harrowed

enough, when the team has drawn over Ihe ground once

a frame in which teeth are set six inches apart, is a bad

one. The hat row should go North and South, East and

West, North cast and South-west, North-west and South-

east. When this has been well done, the land may be

fitted lo receive ihe seed.

This thorough pulverizing of the soil, we recommend

as a process that gives a speedy return ; we believe that

the first crop is enough larger to pay fur the extra labor.

We had the curiosity, the other day, to look into a

book upon the homojopalhic system of medicine. What
we think of the system, is of po consequence. But we

there found the advocates of that system maintaining

that the thorough grindings or rubbings to which they

subject their medicines, greatly develope their latent

powers, and cause them to be highly efficacious in ex-

ceedingly minute doses. Whether this be so or not,

we could not help thinking that the grinding down and

thorough pulverization of the soil would greatly multi-

ply the powers of that, and cause wonders as great as

any of the many astonishing medical cures of the day.

the last drawn quart is much richer in cream than the

first. Did Dr. Playfair regard this fact and take a fail

average.' We know nothing lo the contrary. If h(

did, the analyses may be of much value—but if he di;

not, we should regard them as woithless. PresuiniUf

that he did, his inference that the cow will make mort

butter from the same quantity of milk, if kept in tht

stall, than if lurned out to pasture, secuis to be perfectly

fair.

There comes up a question here, which we are inclin

ed to put to dairymen, though we can make no answei

to it. As exercise lakes the butler from the milk, anc

as the last drawn milk is the richest, we wish to ask

whether (i?ne may not cause the butter to dimini>h .

The milk that is drawn last, is, more likely than other-

wise, the last that is formed. Now, may it not be tha

from the time it is formed in he cow until it is drawr

fiotn her, the milk is giving ofV a part of its butter to be

consumed by the oxygen of the cow's breath ? tShould

it be so, then there will be much economy in milking

often.

The assertion in that article that " potatoes aro par

ticularly favorable to the production of butler, from tht

starch they contain," we receive with murh distrust

That they contain much starch, and therefore ought or

the principles of Liebig and Playfair, to produce mucl

butter, is obviously correct; but that they do furnisl

milk that is rich in cream, is, we think, opposed to lh(

common observation of those who are accustomed K

feed and tnilk cows.

That the milk is formed, not from the food directly

but that the food first becomes flesh, a»d is then chang

cd from tissues into milk, we are not surprised to hea

advanced, because we know that when cows are firs

removed from a short pasture to abundant feed, there i

but little if any increase of milk at llie first milking-

even at the second the increase is much less than oi

the following day.

All these deductions of science are inlpresting ani

valuable. Those who are trying to throw light upoi

agriculture from the laboratory, are already helping u

to understand many things that have been mysterious

and they give promise of furnishing more and more in

struction every year.

PLAYFAIR ON MILK.

The article on our first page, copied from the London

Athcnffium, is apparently only a concise and hasty re-

port of the leading points of an extended lecture. We
should be glad to learn a few things more than this arti-

cle states, before we can estimate the value of its de-

ductions. Was the whole of the milk which was drawn

at evening or in the morning, well mixed together be-

fore a portion was taken out for analysis, or did Dr.

Playfair take out what he wanted for his purpose, with-

out not cing whether it was of tlie first or of the last

drawn .' All who are fanailiar with the dairy, know that

MR BARTLETTS ARTICLE ON FERTILIZERS

We have given much space to the article of Mr Barl

lett of Warner, N. H., because the accounis we hav

received of him, lead us to suppose that he is the moi

thorouihly scientific of all the laboring farmers of Nei

England; and because the article itself contains man

valuable opinions and facts. The suggestion that th

exposure I'f the dried tu_rf of a sandy soil to the actio

of fire, will give us a very valuable fertilizer, is worth

of remerahrance, and of being put into practice next At

gust or September, by hundreds of farmers.

(IT"It will be seen by the adverlismcnl, that the pric

of Dr. Dana's Muck Manual has been reduced lo 62 1-

cts. Cheap enough for so valuable a work. For sal

at Breck & Co.'s Agricultural Warehouse.

He that to what he sees, adds observation, and I

what ho reads reflection, is in the light road to know

edge, provided that, in scrutinizing the hearts of other

he neglects not his own.

—

iMcon.

Nothing more completely baffles one who is foil (

trick and duplicity himself, than straight-forward an

simple integrity in another.

—

lb.
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TIIKRMOMETKICAL,
RrliiirlKdIarthe New Enghinrl Parnipr.

Kmgeof t!ip riieinioinet^rut the Garden af U»c proprietors

f tli-^ New lCni;lai<il FArmer, Bri);luun, l\l^ii<8 in a shaded

lort leilynxpoaiire, Turiheweek ending March 26.

March, 1:143. | 7,A.M. | 12, M. |
6,1'. Al.

i.iul.iy, 20~j

ucsilav,

,>in.>;,l3y,

hiir>dav,

ril.iv,
"

>und,iy, 20 1
2-3

1
31
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MISCELLANEOUS

Lion's Law.—A laughable incident took ploce

in Liveipi>ol recently. A man*connected with Mr

Wrialit's menagerie, exhibiting in that town, was

arrested lor debt. After some conversation with

the sherifTs officer, he invited him in to view the

coUcolicn of aniriKils, previous to his accompany-

ing him to "durance vile." The officer agreeing,

they entered the enclosure, and the menagerie man

after describing to his friend each of the animaN,

concUided his politeness by entering the cage with

the lion, which latter feat liighly pleased the offi-
|

cer, who was waiting to conduct his entertaining

friend to prison. Finally he notified the man of

ihe menagerie that he was ready to go—but, judge

of the officer's consternation, when the man in the

cage assured him that he was not ready to go, but

preferred the company of the lions of the forest to

the lions of the law, and said it was his intention

to stay where ho was until after twelve o'clock on

that (Saturday) night, when the strong arm of the

law would be powerless. Threats and persuasions

were alike unavailing ; all the satisfaction that the

officer and his attendants, whoni he had called to

his aid, could get from the man with the lions was,

that if they wanted him, they miglit come and take

him. Not having the spunk to " beard the lion in

his den," tliey declined the invitation. After some

time the plaintilf appeared, and was so well pleas-

ed with the joke, that an amicable arrangement

took place,— English paper.

A Practical Jesl.—A man named Moore, who

deals in young trees, shrubs, seedlings, and other

juvenile vegetables, near Carlow, was knocked up,

lately, at an unseasonable hour, by a traveller, who

asked if he did not keep a "nursery." "Yes,"

.said he. " Well, then, here's something in your

line." Before he could open the door, his custom-

er had gone off at a smart trot, and left a nice lit-

tle child on the threshold.

—

English pap.

The best distinction we ever heard drawn be-

tween railway and coach accidents, was that given

by an old knight of the whip. " If," said he, "you

gels comfortably capsized from a coach into a ditch

by the roadside, there you are ; but if you gets

blown up by an engine, run off the track, or run in-

to by another, where are you'?"— lb.

Dr. Lathrop was a man of genuine piety, but

much opposed to the noisy zeal that seeketh the

praise of men. A young divine who was much

rriven to enthusiastic cant, one day said to him,

" Do you suppose you have any real religion f
" None to speak of," was the excellent reply.

Syllogi.'ims by Dogs.—There is a chapter in one

of our metaphysical works showing how dogs make

syllogisms. The illustration is decisive. Thus, a

dog loses sight of its master, and follows him by

scent till the road branches into three ; he smells

at the first, and at the second, and then, without

smelling further, gallops along the third. That

animals should be found to possess in perfection

every faculty which is necessary for their well-

being, is nothing wonderful: the wonder would be

if they did not. But they sometimes display a

reach of intellect beyond this. For instance, dogs

liave a sense of time, so as to count the days of

the week. My grandfather had one who trudged

two miles ever Saturday to market, to cater for

himself in the shambles. I know another more

extraordinary and well-authenticatod example. A
dog which had belonged to an Irishman, and was

sold by him in England, would never touch a mor-

sel of food upon a Friday ; the Irishman had made

him as good a Catholic as himself. This dog nev-

er forsook Ihe sick bed of liis master, and when he

died, refused to eat, and died also.— Soidhey.

Moderate Drinking.—Old Guzzlefunction having

drunk nine mugs of cider at a neighbor's house one

evening, observed upon rising to leave, "I believe,

neighbor T., I'll take a leelle more of your cider.

I love good cider as well as any body, but as for

swilling it down as some people do, 1 never could."

A man told his Irish servant to wake him at six

o'clock. Pat waked him at four—observing, that

•' he came to tell him he had two hours yet to sleep."

GRBEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.

JO^KPH BRECK & CO. al Ihe New England Ae;rici

tural Warehouse and Seed Store Nns. 51 andS2 Nonh Mi

kel Street have for sale, Green's Patent Slr.iw, Hay a

Stalk Cutter, operating on a mechanical priiiciple not bef<

applied to any implement fortius purpose. The most proi

incnt effects of tins application, and some of the consequc

peculiarities of the machine are:

1 So Teat a reduction of the quantum of power requis

to use it,°that the strength of a half grown boy is sufficK

to work it efficiently.

2. With even tfiis moderate power, it easily cuts two bus

els a minute, which is lull twice as fast as has been claim

hy any other machine even when worked by horse or stei

power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which tf

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any oil

straw cutler.

4. Tlie machine is simple in its construction, made and
]

together very strongly. It is tlieretbre not so liable as I

complicated machines in general use to get out of order

Jin Intelligent Dog.—A friend of ours in an

eastern city, relates the following anecdote of his

Newfoundland dog. On a certain Sunday, after

church, the family were all assembleil in the draw,

ing room, and every member of it, with one excep-

tion, occupied in reading. The dog, after making

a reconnaissance of the party, proceeded of his

own accord to the library, and taking down a book

from the shelves, returned and presented it to the

individual who was unprovided with one

—

Troy

Uliis.

What word is that of six letters from which two

may be taken and nine remain ? Bn-nign.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have Iieen made the past year in ifie

form and workmanship of these Ploughs ; the mould txard

has been so formed as to lax/ ike furrow completely oner,

turnhi^ in cveri/ particle qf^rassorsLuhble, andieavins the

s^round in the best possible manner. The length of the

mould hoard has hi a very much increased, so that the

Plough works with Ihe greatest ease, liolli with respect to

the holding and the learn. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,
" Should our opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo

the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to woik,

try Piouty & Mears, but if your land is heavy, hard orrocky,

BBCiN WITH Mr. Howard's.''
At the atinve mer.t:oned irial the Howard Pl-^ugh did

more work, ipitfi ttie same power of team, than any other

plough exhibited. No other turned more ihan twentysei'en

and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while ihe

Howard Plough turned twentynine and one half inches, to

the same power of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially

made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can he renewed wilhoui

having to furnish a new landsidc: this shoe Hkewise secuies

Ihe mould board and landside together, and strengthens llie

Plough very much. •

The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to Sl5. A Ploiiuh,

sufliciem for breaking up with four cattle, will cost aboiu

«;o 50, and with cutler Si, with wheel and cutler, Sa 60

extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed St.ne,

Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

WIIiLIS'S LATEST 1.1IPROVED VECETABl
CUTTKR.

This machine surpasses all others for the purpose of i

ling Ruta Baga, Mangel Wurlzel, and olhcr roots.
'

great objection to other machines, is their culling ihe ri

into slices, which makes it almost impossible for the CB

to get hold of them: this machine with a little allerat

cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shape a

most convenient for the catile lo eat. It will cut wilh t

from one to two bushels of roots per minute. For sab

J, BlvECK & CO., Nos. 61 and 52 North Market st.

TYR I'P CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for tyeing np Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derdv, Esq. of Sal

and Col. Jacuks, for the purpose of securing callle to

stail, are found tc be Ihe safest and most convenient tr

of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 N
Market st.

nRAPT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK &(

No. 52 North Market St.
,

NEW ENGLAND EARMKR,
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in nt/ronce, orf2 50 ifnot'j

within thirty days.

N. IJ.—Postmasters are perniilled by law to franl

subscriptions and remittances lor newspapers, will

expense to subscribers.
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N. E. FARMER,

[ALYSES or INDIAN CORN, RUTA BA-
GA AND POTATOES.

Phe Baltimore Farmer copies from our paper

Dana's communication, and remarlis upon it as

lows :

' The letter of Professor Dana, which we have

)ied into our paper today, is one of deep inle-

t to every agriculturist ; first, brcause it con-

ns an analysis of Corn, made by him—than

om no one is more competent to make it on ac-

hate principles—and secondly, because, as far as

are awnre, it i^ the first that has hen made

this <;rain, which, of all others, is of the most

Dortance to the farming interests of our country,

it constitutes fully nine-tenths of all the bread-

g consumed by thorn. Every one knows, and

1 long known, that the flour made of it is most

olesome and nutritious ; but very few indeed

re aware before, that every hundred pounds of

al contain upwards of 89 pounds of nutritive

tter calculated to impart body and strength to

flesh, muscles and fat, and that upwards of 88

inds of that consist of those principles of nutri-

1, of which fat is formed ; nor were they previ-

;ly aware, that the principles which contribute

the formation of the flesh, existed in so minute

roportion as but a little over one and a quarter

cent.

These are important facts—facts which, if prop-

i improved, may lead to results of deep moment

1 pecuniary point of view in the feeding of

:k.

3y the same analysis, it will be seen that ruta

a possesses but 14 per cent, of nutritive matter,

potatoes 20.41 ; so that every bushel of pota-

!, in the fattening or keep of stock, is nearly the

ivalent of two bushels of ruta baga ; that one

hel of corn is worth as much as 6 5-14ths of

: baga, or 3 ll-2Gths bushels of potatoes, in the

ling of stock, so far as the creation of Jicsh and

are concerned. These conclusions, however,

think are subject to some qualifications, upon

score of the value of distention, as we are of

lion that it is as important to keep the stomach

intestines of an animal in a state of healthful

on, as it is that that which he may eat shall con-

the properties of nutrition ; and from the high-

oncentrated state of nutritious matter in Indian

n, it would, perhaps, be unsafe to give it in such

ntity, at a time, as to fill those organs just nam-

If this suggestion be well founded, then, some-

ig is to be conceded, as of value, to the greater

which a quantity of ruta baga or potatoes,

taining the nutrititive matter of any given quan-

of Indian corn may possess ; hence it would,

efore, not be exactly accurate, to say, that the

live value of corn, and the roots named, were

lisproportionate, as would appear from the anal-

rbis analysis presents one other curious fact

—

3 this—that whiie the corn gives over 88 per

t. of the fat-forming principles, and the potato

only a little over 24 per cent. ; that in the flesh-

forming principles, the potato greatly c.vcecds the

corn, the former yielding 2.07, whereas the latter

only gives 1.20— and strange as it may seem, the

ruta baga, which contains but Vi per cent, of fat-

forming principles, is within a fraction ol being as

rich in the elements if the flesh. forming princi-

ples, as is corn ; their relative proporlions being as

1.20 to 1.

In contemplating and reflecting upon these facts

the inquisitive, observing mind will a.'^k those ques-

tions. As the ffsh. that is the Iran, of animals, is

the seat of the muscles, arteries, veins, bones, &c.

is it consistent with an enlightened view of animal

economy, to feed i/oi/jig' animals upon such substan- 1

ces as are calculated to produce such a state of

obesity, as might prevent the regular expansion and

vigorous growth of the enumerated pans ? Would
it not be better, by adopting a cnmpnuiid system of

feeding, that is, by mixing a limited quantity of

meal with a large body of roots, to counteract the

tendency of too much grain lo create fat? Would

it not be best in the early stage of latteiiing stock,

to feed on roots, and thus encourage the increase

and enlargement of flesh f Would it not be con-

ducive to the increase of size, if young animals, in

a growing state, were fed upon such substances as

promote the growth of /fs/t rather than /n( ? In

reflecting upon these questions, and the natural

conclusions to which they lead the mind, our mem-

ory recurs to a remark we heard made many years

since, by a shrewd Yankee farmer. He was con-

versing upon the subject of hog raising, and ob-

served, that he always liked his pigs to work for

their living, until they were ten or twelve months

old,—that he had always found that the exercise

they had to encounter, in procuring a living out of

the woods, or on a marsh, was conducive to the

groioth of their frames, and that he could always

make pigs, thus raised, weigh more than those of

the same age and breed, kept in the pen ; that

when the period for fattening came, there was

something to fill up. Upon our asking him, wheth-

er during the grazing months he did not give them

any grain, he replied that he did ; but not sufficient

to encourage fat—that his chief object was in

grain-feeding at that time, to render them docile

and fond of their home, and merely gave them

grain enough to keep their -hides a little silky.

This was the practice of a plain farmer, who with-

out knowing any thing of the constituent proper-

ties of corn, had sagacity enough, from his own

keen-sighted observation of effects, to found a sys-

tem of feeding which would do no discredit to tiie

profoundest philologist and most skillful chemist,

and would seem to favor the views indicated by

our questions.

We have thrown out these views in the hope,

that the imporfance of the interests involved, may

elicit the attention of gentlemen whose attainments

qualify them to throw light upon ihe subject, and

in that spirit would ask such gentlemen to favor us

with communications thereon."

PREPARATION OF CORN.
We publish with pleasure the following commu-

nication from a practical farmer, upon the prepara-

tion of seed corn. His mode strikes us as being
admirable in its design. The tar upon the surface

of the corn, causes the copperas in its undissolved

state, to adhere to it, and is there more firmly

bound by the articles used as a dryer.

—

Jhncr. Far.

Seed Corn.—The following method of prepar-

ing corn for seed, has been pursued by the subscri-

ber, with uniform success, for several years, to pre-

vent its destruction after being planted, by fowls,

birds, or even hogs.

Take I bushel shelled corn in a basket, ind im-

nierse it in water, so hot as scarcely to endure the

hand in it—the cprn to remain in the water until

thoroughly warmed: rinse out the basket with the

corn to drain ; have then ready some suitable ves-

sel in which to pour it, and put thereon a pint of

tar, well warmed, stirring it immediately, until

each grain is coated with the tar, which will easily

be accomplished while the whole is warm, (and

this is the whole design in warming them)— then

have 1-2 lb. of copperas ground or finely pulveriz-

ed, thrown upon the tarred corn and well stirred
;

then dry the whole by mixing slacked lime, ashes,

plaster, or gypsum therewith, when it is ready to

plant.

This coating of tar, copperas and lime, &c. is

exceedingly unpleasant to the taste, which is the

cause of its being free from depredation, and its

unpleasantness will not be afl^ected by the moisture

of the ground.

I I have kept what has been left afler planting

[

for 2 or 3 weeks, and then used it for replanting,

and it would vegetate well, but not so quickly.

I have also thrown what has been left from

planting, of this prepared corn, where pigs and

fowls h?d free access to it, without their eating a

grain. It looks very dark and unsightly in appear-

ance, but it nevertheless comes up and grows well.

JAMES C. ATLEE.

It is easier to conceal wealth than poverty.

NECESSITY OF A CHANGE OF CROPS.

Messrs. Editors—In a conversation the other day

with an intelligent friend, I stated the remarkable

fact, that if an animal were to be confined to one

particular diet for a certain number of days, sick-

ness, and eventually death, must be the conse-

quence ; when he immediately applied the ration-

ale of the fact to a subject at once so highly inte-

resting and natural, that I cannot help recording

it. "Then," said he, " this shows at once the ne-

cessity of a change of food to the crop; or which

is the same thing, a chan:.'e of crop to the soil—

a

rotation of crops, as it is called." Now in this

little remark, a volume is thrown open to our peru-

sal, and by studying it, I believe we may derive

information and advantages at present unknown

and unappreciated ; and in return for the many

useful hints and very pleasant ideas that I am con-

tinually reaping and garnering up from the perusal

of your paper, I ofl^er the above, in grateful ac-

I knowledgment.

—

Farmers'' Cabinet.
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PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE PLACE
AND MANAGEMENT OF THE DUNG-
HEAP.
Farmers have generally found out the advantage

of having a dung-pit instead of a dung heap ; but

still the rich drainage of the dung is much
of it allowed to run away ; the urine from the sta-

bles, &c., does not lialf of it run into the dung,

though it is the best part, the essence of the

wliole ; and the privy manure, which is better still,

is mostly neglected altogether.

All drainings from the stables, cowhouses, and

styes, should run into the pit, and the overflow-

ings should be caught in another pit, tu throw back

in dry weather.

The following is a cheap and effeclual method

of doing all this :—When convenient, the pit

should be on the north side of a wall, or of some

trees, to shade oft' the sun ; or under a shed, to

keep off both the sun and rain ; but these advan-

taoes cannot always be had without too much cost.

Having selected the best place for your pit, first

lay in way soil, peat, or any soil as different as

possible from that of your furm, and give it a hol-

low surface, like a great tea-saucer. Upon this

lay potatoe stalks, and any other vegetable mat-

ters, easy to ferment, and hereupon a layer of

dung. Ne.xt a layer of vegetable matter, as peat,

turf, bark, rotten weeds, ferns, leaves, or any kind

of dead vegetable, to increase your quantity ; and

so every week, cover your dung from the stables,

styes, &c., with three or four times as much dead

vegetable matter ; thus making up your heap in al-

ternate layers. The urine should all run into the

pit from stables and all, by narrow drains, where it

will not be much e.\posed to evaporation; and ano-

ther such drain should lead from it to a lower pit,

to catch the overflowings when there are any; and

keep them to throw back upon the diyig in dry

time.s. This lower pit should be deeper and

smaller than the other, and must never be allowed

to overflow, as that would be waste. It may con-

tain cabbage stumps, and other things difficult to

work, which may be thrown back upon the heap as

they rot.

The lower pit may be used as a store of liquid

manure, for watering young corn, in May or June
;

which gives it a start, and much strengthens its

growth. In leaky ground, the bottom of the pits

should be staiincheil with clay, and stones or gravel

stamped in, to harden it.

The privy should discharge into the large pit, if

possible, or else into the small one; and coal ashes

(but not wood ashes,) arc good to throw whi.'ro this

comes out. Saw-dust or turf-dust from the stacks

do very well. House-washings, as soap-suds, &c.,

should also be thrown on the heap ; but the wash of

the country, and heavy floods of rain should not be

allowed to enter it, but be led into the meadows by

other channels.

In wet seasons, the top should be slanted to turn

off the rain.

Each layer of dung being covered with a layer

of peat or other dead vegetable matter, the whole

heap, when finished, should be crusted over with

way soil, or other earth, to retain the vapois.

The fermentation will be slower or quicker, as

it is more or less covered and compressed.

Wherever your lieaps are made, whether in the

yard or the field, give them a bed of some sort to

absorb the drainage, and crust them over with soil,

and mix all up with the dung before spreading.

The drainage carries down the strength of the

heap ; sometimes enough to kill the seed in the

place where the heap stood, whil.<t it would have

been of the greatest benefit if spread out with the

dung.

—

Ph/moulh {Eng.) Hetald.

MANAGEMFNT OF CALVES.
Have as many calf bows made in winter as you

expect to have calves in the spring; hickory is the

best wood for these; split it out and whittle or

shave it down to the size of a whipstock, leave a

knob on one end, and cut in a notch at the other

end. The average lenglh before bending, should

be from 18 to 28 incnes, according to size and age

ofthec.-ilf. The cap to go over the ends of the

how has a hole 3-4 of an inch at one end, and a

hole the same size 2 inches from the other end.

An inch from this hole towards the end, bore a

half-inch hole, and cut a mortice of half an inch

from one to the oilier, so that when the bow is put

into the three-quarter hole to the neck it springs

back through to the end of the inortise and remains

stationary until removed.

For ties we u'ould recommend light trace chains,

with a small ring at one end large enough for the

bow to pass through, and a fixture at the other end

to fasten it to the calf's trough or manger, with a

swivel to keep the calf from twisting up the chain,

which any common blacksmith can make and put

in. These bows will last for many years as we

can testify from our own experience, and can al-

ways bo ready whenever there is a new calf

dropped. The advantages of tying up calves in a

calf house until weaned, is to halter-break and

make them perfectly tame and docile, so that they

never forget it ; it also accustomed them to eat at

early age. Hay, or new mown grass, roots, oats,

shorts, or Indian meal, are usually much cheaper

food than milk, it can consequently be saved for

family use by substituting these kinds of feed, and

the calf be pushed forward with about the same ra-

pidity. Water is essential once a day, notwith-

standing the calf may have milk morning and

evening. It is important to keep the calves out of

the scorching sun and away from the tormenting

flies and woodticks in summer; and from pelting

storms and oold at other seasons of the year. By

keeping them well bedded with straw and throwing

it out under a cover, such as may bo made cheaply

from loose boards laid upon poles in crotches, and

mixing muck, sods, or road scrapings with it, a

good pile of rich manure may be made in a few

months from this source alone.

—

Amer. Jlgricul-

turist.

From the same.

LUCERN FOR SOILING.—SUGAR BEET.

Messrs. A. B. & R. L. Allen,— I noticed in the

last number of your pajier, an article on the culti-

vation of rye, vetches, peas, and corn, sown broad-

cast and cutting them for soiling stock. Now I

s'hould much prefer lucern to any of these, for an

acre of it will keep five cows from the middle of

May to the middle of October, if cut and given

them when green, and it may be cut five times for

soiling, and three times for hay during the sum-

mer. It will produce three tons of hay to the acre

the first cutting, and one and a half tons each suc-

ceeding cutting.

It flourishes most luxuriantly in deep, rich, fria-

ble loams, though it will also thrive in any good,

dry soil ; but the land must be kept free as possi-

ble from weeds, otherwise its growth will be great-

ly impeded. No land is too rich for it, and I

soil must be deep and dry, otherwise it is usele

to attempt to grow lucern. The potatoe cr

heavily dressed with long manure is a good prep;

ation for it, and the ground should be plowed

deeply as possible, as it is a tap-rooted plant, and

a loose sandy soil the roots have been known
run to the depth of four feet; the seed should

sown from the 1st to the 15th of May. It may
sown on a crop of wheat, rye, or barley ; Iwer

pounds of seed should be allowed to the acre,

put in with a light harrow, and the operati

finished with the roller. The ground should

harrowed every spring to destroy grass and wee
and occasionally top-dressed with bone dust, ash

or rotted manure, as best suits the convenience

the farmer. It is an excellent food for horses a

cows whether in a dry or green state ; and wh
well laid down and properly attended to, it «

last ten years. It is quite as hardy as red clov

and much more valuable.

I have raised the sugar beet for several yea

and think them very valuable food for stock, mil

cows particularly, making them give an abundaii

of the richest milk, quite equal to that produc

from grass ; they are also very good for hogs,

have fed them to my breeding sows and store ho|

together with the wash of the kitchen, and th

are now in as good order as any fanner need <

sire ; but a Berkshire will get fat where a razi

back would starve. Respectfully, W.

From the same.

PORTABLE MANURES.
These are very valuable to the farmer at a d

tance from towns, one load being, in many cas

sufficient for several acres. They generally foi

or forward the crop, without doing much to enri

the soil with humus.

Salt, 1 ton (value 253.) is enough for 10 to

acres top dressing, though much more is ue

when plowed in to kill weeds, &c. For this p'

pose a ton may go to 3 or 4 acres.

Soot is an excellent top dressing, twenty bin

els per acre
;
perhaps still better with two or thi

cwt. salt, just damped to prevent flying about

spreading. It should be sown upon wheat in ca

evenings, when rain is expected.

Gypsum, or clover, when wet with dew or rs

and the weather clearing, that it may stick on t

leaf, 5 or G cwt. per acre.

Bone-dust, excellent to drill in with turnip eei

10 to 20 bushels per acre ; and better mixed w

half or quarter as much wood ashes. A top dre

ing of the turnips, after hoeing ; of gypsum, 3 c

and salt 1 cwt. per acre, would probably help I

bone-dust.

Nitrate of soda, and some other more ex pens

manures, seem to pay very well, when judiciou

used ; but the object of this paper being to help

small farmer forward, with but little outlay, tl

need not be dwelt on here.

It will be well, however, for the farmer to kn

that lime, in compost with three or four times

much ditch or pond mud, laid out not very thi

and occasionally turned, produces nitrate, moM
less, according to the quality of the mud.

I am, sir, yours, &c. &c.

J. Prideadx

There arrived in this country in 1842, 110,!

emigrants, mostly from Ireland and Germany.
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THE TIMES.
That a singular condition of things is cxi.sting

I the United Ststes at the present lime, is obvi-

to every one at all acquainted with the affairs

Fthe country. With general health unexampled
;

ith peace uninterrupted ; with granaries over-

owing ; the cry of hard times conies up from

very part of our broad country, mingling with

Dmplants, murmurs, and execrations, varied as the

uses supposed to produce the evils under which

e are suffering. The manufacturer has stopped

is spindles, because his sales would hardly pni-

ure the oil required by his machinery. The mcr-

hant has laid up his ships, because there was no

emand for exports, and miports could not be sold.

'he farmer has stopped his plow, because his gra-

aries are already full, and because his products

ave fallen so low that the prices will not pay the

ost of production. There are thousands of re-

Dectable farmers in our country, whose crops the

ist year were good, that find themselves on the

•rong side of the balance sheet, after wages,

ixes, and wear and tear are deducted. These are

lets, and they are serious ones ; the causes of this

tate of things are not so obvious. The evil all

dmit, the remedy varies with the individual ; but

Imost every one has his panacea for all the ills of

le body politic. With some, the enactments of

igh protective tariffs would form an infallible

ure, while others deem their total repeal all that

i needed to insure prosperity. There are some
ho consider a national bank indispensable to re-

ef, while others argue most vehemently that all

ur troubles may be traced to the existence in past

ears of such an institution. There are those who
ssert that all is wrong because the State banks

ill not " shell out :" while there are others who
rgufy as earnestly, that " shelling out" too liber-

lly lies at the root of all our troubles. Who shall

ecide, when political economists disagree .'

But while there is such a difference of opinion as

3 some of the causes that have operated so unfa-

nrably, there are others respecting which it would

3em there can be little room for dissension. Such
cause, in our view, is the general state of in-

ebtedness, in which the individual, the States, and
le government are found. There is no need of

uarrelling about the cause of this indebtedness
ow, though we believe there is a fearful responsi-

ility resting on those through whose management
lis state of things exists. The debt exists, the

inner owes, professional men one, states are

ankrupt, and the general government has not es-

aped the shame or crime of a debt. " lirethren,"

aid a preacher one day in our hearing, when dis-

oursing on that knottiest of metaphysical subjects,

ie introduction of sin into the universe— " Breth-

sn, there is no use in spending our time in con-

?cture8 as to the manner in which sin came into

le universe
; it is here, and it is our business to

o to work in earnest, and get it out as soon as

ossible." So with our debts ; they are contracted,

ney are hero, and wrangling about them is of no
se ; the only way is to go to work with steady

lerves and strong hands and wipe them out as soon

8 we can, and then look out for the future.

The great causejof the disress now existing in

ur country, is to be found in our indebtedness.

This is the millstone that hangs on the neck of ho-

lest industry, the incubus that chills the life blood

.nd stifles the breath of enterprise. Prices are

ow, and they must be low in a healthy state of

hings, while the world remains in its present con-

dition. The millions of Europe have converted

their swords into (ilow shares, and instead of

slaughtering one another, arc employed in sowing

and reaping. As producers multiply, prices must

decline, industry will be turned into now channels,

and as these are occupied the same results will en-

sue, the prices of labor will fall, and all things will

gradually find their true level. All will see that

this would bo well enough, were it not lor the fact

that too many of us owe. And the debts too were

contracted in times when the products of the soil

were at least 100 per cent higher than tliey now
are. Here is the true secret of the existing dis-

tress, the cause of the hard times of which we
complain. We must grow two bushels of wheat,

or fatten two pigs, or shear two sheep, where it

was expected one would bu sufficient; for though

we might live, and live well, on the products of

our farms at present prices, it requires double the

labor to pay our debts it formerly did, or would at

the time they were contracted.

But it is said by some, there is no necessity of

hard times, simply because farm products have de-

clined in prices ; that there is no necessary con-

nection between low prices in grain, and general

distress in a country. This might be true, were it

not for our indebtedness ; but now the efToct is ns

sure to follow the cause, as night is to succeed

day. If the merchant, or the mechanic, expects

the former to purchase as much of them as former-

ly, they nmst be mistaken. Nothing short of the

grossest infatuation could induce him to continue

his purchases, while his means have lessened one-

half. No, the old coat must be neatly brushed

and mended ; the number of dresses must be re-

duced to suit the times; the order for the new car-

riage is countermanded ; and the sofa and chairs

about which there had been some talk, it is mutu-

ally agreed to forget. Thug when the farmer is

forced to retrench, the act is felt in every quarter,

for he is the great producer, and the great pur-

chaser of the country.

We sometimes hear bitter complaints against the

banks, that they do not throw out more paper, that

they do not make money more plenty. This is all

idle. The banks are able and willing to lend ; the

difficulty is to find safe borrowers. The Report of

the Bank Commissioners of this State, discloses the

singular fact, that the specie in their vaults, actu-

ally exceeds the notes of the banks in circulation.

In what branch of industry is there any inducement

found at this time to draw money from banks .'

Money literally goes a begging in our cities, and

for profitable investments can be had at the lowest

rates. Trade is stagnant because the supply ex-

ceeds the demand; prices have fallen to the specie

standard ; and when by patient toil and persevering

industry the producers of wealth have paid their

debts and the debts of the States, which must ulti-

mately come from their earnings, times in which

less distress will be felt, may be expected. And

the times will improve exactly in proportion as this

point of freedom from indebtedness is approach-

ed. There is not the least use or necessity for the

farmers being disheartened. The times may de-

mand prudence and economy : they certainly re-

quire energy and industry. The circle of prices do

not yet correspond ; but when once this point is

reached, and matters are fast tending to that point,

the man who is free from debt, will encounter no

trouble whatever. It is said that bought wit is the

best, if not bought too dear. A terrible price this

country has paid for the lessons in political econo-

my we have received within n few years past. It

remains to be seen, by the use which we make of

them, whether the price is too great.

—

Alb. Cult.

Dtalh of the Celebrated Cow " B/ossom."—The
last American Farmer records the demise of the

Durham cow "Blossom," accounts of whose extra-

ordinary yield of milk, have often been copied into

our Columns. In an obituary eulogistic oj' the de-

ceased, the editor of the Farmer says :

" We are pained to learn that the improved

Short-horn Durham co'v lilvssom, the property of

I). S. Carr, Esq., died a few days since, soon after

giving birth to a fine bull calf, which latter, we
learn, is doing well, under the charge of a foster-

mother. Blossom, as our renders will remember,

was raised by Samuel Canby, Esq., of Delaware.
• * Take her all in all, wo fear we shall never

look upnn her like again ; for her very port and

carriage—her every lineament— gave assurance of

high and skillful breeding. Nor could one look

upon her ample udder, with its large swelling veins ;

her cream-colored hide ; her capacious hips, her

expanded chest, her delicate head and neck, and

sprightly eye, without mentally exclaiming— as

with an instinctive impulse—here, here, is, indeed,

an animal in whom all the qualities of deep milk-

ing, richness of cream, and propensity to fatten,

are most happily commingled. Nor did she, like

many bipeds we wot of, belie her looks; for, in

truth, she was all she seemed to be. We regret

her death on her own account, because she has

been cut off" in the very prime and gristle of her

cow-hood— in the midst of her usefulness—and we
regret it too, because it imposes n heavy pecuniary

loss upon her owner, whose liberal spirit and noble

enterprise, we had hoped to have seen generously

repaid, by the progeny of this late matchless and

gentle creature."

Sleamtng Potatoes.—The secret of steaming po-

tatoes is very little understood, and rarely carried

into full effect, although it is by many considered

indispensable to the full developement of the nutri-

tious properties of the vegetable. A late English

paper describes the process as follows :

" The whole mystery consists in suffering the

steam to escape, and at the same time keeping the

potatoes hot. When the cook throws off the wa-

ter, under the instruction of the cooking book,

what is she to do next .' The steam rushes out,

and she places the vessel opposite the fire ; but,

fearful that the potatoes may cool in the mean-

while, she puts on the cover. Thus she undoes

one process by the other ; for the steam no sooner

escapes from the potatoes, than, being confined by

the lid, it condenses rapidly, and falls back in wa-

ter upon the vegetables. And thus, through the

ignorance or obstinacy of our cooks, we are often

served with wliat are commonly called watery po-

tatoes—the fault of which is thrown upon the sea-

son or the gardener, or any thing or any body rath-

er than the real culprit. The Irish peasant woman,

wholly ignorant of science, but with instinctive sa-

gacity, gets rid of the difficulty by the simplest

process imaginable. Placing the vessel, uncover-

ed, in a slanting direction opposite the fire, so as

to hasten the process of steaming by the action of

the external heat, she throws a napkin over the po-

tatoes, which receives and retains so much of the

steam as does not effect its escape, while it per-

forms the equally essential office of preserving the

heat to the vegetables below,"
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From Ihe Farmer's Cabinet.

COMPARATIVE NOURISHMENT OF DIF-
FERENT VEGETABLES.

If, as an article in tlie last Cabinet, signed Vir,

states, ''the differences of opinion with rojfard to

the value of root crops, as caltle feed, are indeed

about as difibront as light is from darkness," the

following table, showing the comparative nonrish-

rnent of some of the principal hinds of vegetable

food, may possess interest. The table was formed

by Boussingault, an eminent French chemist—and

he tells us that lie compared the result of his e.x-

periments with the practical e.xperience of farmers

in feeding cattle, and found " a most remarkable

coincidence between the theoretical and practical

inference." The table is from a late number of

the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, and is as

follows :

While French beans, 100

Yellow peas, ]20

Farina of cabbage, 148
" of carrots, 170
" of wheat, 175

Wheat, 191

French wheat, 193

Rye, 200
Farina of barley, 212

" of potatoes, 225
IJarJey, 232
Indian corn, 240
Potatoes, 1096
Carrots, 1351

White cabbage, 144(i

Turnips, 2383

"Thus we see that 100 parts of white French
beans are equivalent in nutritive power to 120 parts

of yellow peas— to 1096 of potatoes, and 2383 of

turnips. A farmer, for example, in feeding cattle,

would find that 120 parts of yellow peas, would go
as far in keeping up the strength and efficacy of

his cattle, as 2383 parts of turnips." Or it would
require more than 23 bushels of turnips, or two
bushels of rye, to be equal in nutritive power to

one busliel of white French beans.

These statements, it is believed, may be relied

upon as approximating the truth ; though the fact,

that itsliould require nearly two busliels of wheat
to equal in nutrition one of beans, may be a little

to many. When farina is given, as of cabbage,
potatoes, &.C., the meaning ia, that the article was
dried and reduced to flour, by grinding, or other-

wise. INDEX.

HorlicuUure, the attendant and embellisher of

agriculture, which provides so many palatable and
healthful additions to the substantial produce of

the field, and correctors of the undue stimulus and
acrimony of much animal food, merits all the
fostering care which an uncorrupted and yet edu-
cated and refined taste has ever extended to it. A
well cultivated garden, in due alternation of vege-
table, fruit and flower, gives us poetry without its

illusions— nature divested of her ruggedness, and
art of its constraint Dr. Belt.

In most quarrels there is a fault on both sides.

A quarrel may be compared to a spark, which can-
not be produced without a flint as well as a steel :

either of them may hammer on wood forever, no
fire will follow.

—

Lacon.

From the Plyinoulh Rook. i

MUCK—LIME IN COMPOST.
!

Having attempted in my last to point out some
of the advantages derived from a compost of lime

and muck, I will now give the results of a few un-

successful experiments with muck alone in its raw
state, when taken directly from its original loca-

tion and applied lo crops.

Early in the fall of 1838, I had about forty loads

of muck drawn from a pond-hole in the woods,

which had received the wash from surrounding up-

lands for ages, togetlier with the leaves of the fo-

rest, and the annual spontaneous growth of coarse

herbage. This was applied on about an acre of

land, the soil of ivhich was a light sandy loam, in

good condition. Ten loads were composted on

the field with four casks of lime. On the J8th of

September, the ground was harrowed, and sowed
with winter rye— grass seed was sown, and the

work completed with the roller.

The rye vegetated well, and early the ensuing

spring it appeared luxuriant and promised a boun-

tiful harvest. But it failed to keep pace with the

season or to fulfil its early promise. It seemed to

come to a stand as if struck with a mildew or rust,

and before the heads shot out, it exhibited the ef-

fects of some fatal disease. At harvesting, liie

grain was small and shriveled, and we had less

than half the ordinary crop of fields in the vicinity.

There is no land in this vicinity more natural for

grain crops than this. I had known it for twenty

years, and it had never before failed to produce a

bountiful crop ; and when braiding-straw has been

in demand, I have frequently sold from twenty to

thirty dollars wortli of straw, and then harvested

more grain from what was left, than I received

this year.

The next season, the grass took an early start

and looked well ; but the roots had no sooner pene-

trated to the unfermented muck, than its growth
was retarded. The herds-grass refused to head
out, and seemed to be struck with a rust, and I

cut less than a ton of poor fodder, little better than

fresh bog-meadow hay. The succeeding crops

have been more or less affected, but are yearly

better as ihe acidity of tlie muck becomes neutral-

ized.

Another experiment was tried on a similar soil

in 1839. During the mild weather in January and

February ol that year, I had about twentyfive loads

ofthiskindof muck carted on an acre of land,

where a crop of corn had been taken off the pre-

vious year. Early in the spring this was spread,

plowed and harrowed in, sowed with spring grain

and grass seed, and rolled down. An adjoining

acre was laid down at the same time, which had

received no dressing of muck—otherwise in the

same condition.

The early appearance, after the grain had vege-

tated, was much the same at a late period. We
imagined the part dressed with muck exhibited a

darker green appearance, indicative of the health-

ful nourishment derived from the muck ; but this

was of short duration. It was subsequently effect-

ed with the same appearance of mildew or rust, as

was observable on the rye ; it failed to fill out, and
gave a scanty crop, while the other part of the field

yielded an average one, of fair, plump grain. The
suceeeding grass crop, in like manner, failed to

come to maturity, and was little better than rowen
;

the next crop was some better, but still not equal

to the other part of the same field. And now, al-

though three years have elapsed since the muck
was applied, I can point out where every heap was

dropped, which ia still barren of every vestige ol

vegetation e,\cept sorrel.

In the spring of 1842, we gave this acre a dress,

ing of three barrels of ashes and lime, which hai

nearly restored it to its former fertility.

It would be impossible to calculate with any de<

gree of certainty, the loss we have thus sustainoc

by the application of muck undivested of its acidi

ty by fermentation with lime, the alkalies or ban
manure; and altliough we believe the soil will bi

ultimately benefited, yut had this n'luck in the out

set been judiciously composted with some of tin

above ingredients, the soil would have received im
mediate and permanent benefit without any draw
back.

Dr. Jackson, in his Geological and Agricultura

Survey of Rhode Island, says :

"The pulpy matter of both peat and swam]
muck, consists chiefly of the apocrenic acid ii

part combined with the earthly bases and metallii

oxides. The crenic acid is frequently united witi

lime. Manganese, iron and magnesia occur ii

several of the peats I have analyzed. Phosphorii

acid also exists in them, both in its free state am
in combination with lime and magnesia. In somi

peats I have found traces of oxalic acid and oxa

lates. Lime is employed to decompose, the peat

neutralize the acids, &,c."

And again :

"There is one method of introducing lime tha

never fails to prove serviceable, and that is to mi:

it with our compost manures. In composts, it act

as a powerful decomposing re-agent, and render

the formerly inert matters soluble and powerfull;

active. Mr Phinney, of Lexington, says: Peat

in this region are also supposed to contain portion

of sulphate of iron or copperas, oxide of iron, &c
This opinion is formed from noticing the differerc

between the effect produced by using the pea

mud on the ground when first taken from the mea
dow^ and that which is produced after fermenta

lion with stable manure, or by mixing with lime."

In my next, I shall endeavor to point out som
of the errors committed by agriculturists in th

application of lime, &c. C.

Pembroke, Feb. 1843.

PLANTING CORN.
A correspondent of the Farmers' Cabinet says

" Immediately after planting, I go over the groun-

with a large harrow, to level it. This I find

great advantage, in regard to economy of time, a

with the large harrow the work can be better don«

in one-fourth the time it will take to go twice i

the row, with the common scraper. There .is a

advantage, too, in doing it immediately after th

corn is planted, for the ground soon gets a crust o

It, when it does not break up so nicely. And if i

is left till the corn comes up, a hand is then re

quired to uncover the plants—a job which is eel

dom well done. And the ground too, being entire

ly level, you may afterwards work much nearer th

corn. I have also found it an excellent plan t

pass over the ground after the harrow, with a ligli

roller. It makes the earth compact around th

corn, and hastens its sprouting. Further, I woul
say, drop plenty of grains in a hill—it ia far bette

to pull up, than to replant."

" The hand of the diligent maketh rich."
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ENTERING FARMS FOR PREMIUM.
We have received a communication from a far-

er in the nortli-wesiern [lart of Essex county,

hose object seems to be ti> enter liis farm for

emiuni, either witli the state or county agricultu-

1 society. Ifsuchishis wish, we must direct

im to send a letter to Hon. Daniel P. King, of

•anvers. Secretary of the Esse.\ Agricultural So-

ety, if he would be a competitor in his county,

l^'hat the Trustees of tlie State Society intend to

3 with their funds this year, they have not yet

ade public, so far as we know. It has been said

at they may think it advisable to try some new
cthod for encciui aging agriculture. But what-

per shall be their course, we presume that Benj.

uild, Esq., of Boston, the Secretary of that Soci-

ty, is the person to be applied to by all who wish

put in claims for their premiums.

Our correspondent's account of his own doings

poD his farm, show that he has made much ini-

rovement, and we hope he will draw the attention

fsome committee to his operations.

If we have misunderstood his design in writing

) us, we hope that he will write again, and we
publish his letter, if such be his desire.

—

Ed.

r. E. F.

UBSCRIPTION TO MR COLMAN'S CON-
TEMPLATED NOTES UPON EUROPEAN
AGRICULTURE.
In conversation with Mr Colman, (who started

or Europe on Monday,) we learned that 2000 cop-

es of his proposed work have been subscribed for,

md we obtained from him the subjoined statements :

"Mr Colman has the honor of acknowledging

I

le most liberal encouragement to his project on
I |e part of the agricultural public. Several Soci-

I

es have subscribed for the work with the view of

j

istributing the volumes as premiums, as follows :

I

Copies
jlew York State Agricultural Society, 100

lassashusetts Agricultural Society,

Vorcester Agricultural Society,

'hiladelphia Agricultural Society,

imerican Institute,

Issex Agricultural Society,

lassachusetts Horticultural Society,

lonroe (N. Y.) Agricultural Society,

iivingston Co. (N. Y.) Agricultural Society,

Jerkshire Co. Agricultural Society,

And several other Societies have engaged their

ubscriptions, but have not yet determined on the

umber which they will take.

Mr Colman gratefully acknowledges the most

fenerous support on the part of personal friends

nd public-spirited individuals, in different parts of

he country, and the promise of many more sub-

criptions.

Two gentlemen having subscribed for 100 copies

each
;

)ne •' 50 "

Twelve " 2.5 "

i'\x
' « JO "

''orty " 5 "

\nd a large number for two or three copies each,

resides single subscriptions.

The names of the subscribers will be affixed to

:he work ; and this emphatical and spontaneous
approbation of the enterprise on the part of gen-
tlemen of the highest character in the country, is

more gratifying than even the liberality of their

aubscriptioBS."

MODES OF DISCOVERING THK AGE OF
DIFFERENT ANIMALS.

The Horse.—The age of a horse may he ascer-

tained by his mouth, and the examination of his

teeth, till he is eight years old, after which the

usual marks commonly wear out. These are usn-

ally forty in all ; of which twcnfj four are double
teeth, (and from their otlicc, denominated grinders,)

four tushes, or corner teeth, and twelve fore-teeth

The first which appear are the foal-teeth, which-

generally begin to show themselves a uwtnh or

two after foaling ; they are twelve in number, six

above and six below, and are easily distinguished

from the teeth that come afterwards, by their small

ness and whiteness, having some resemblance to

the incisorcs, or fore-teeth of man.
When the colt is about two years and a half

old, he commonly sheds the fnur uiiddlemost ol his

foal-teeth, two above and two below; but some-
times none are cast till near three years old. The
new teeth are readily distinguished from the foal

-

teeth, being much stronger, and always twice their

size, and are called the nippers or gatherers, be-

ing those by which horses nip off the grass when
they are feeding in the pastures, and by which, in

the house, they gather their hay from the rack.

When horses have got these four teeth complete,

they are reckoned to be three years old.

When they are about three and a half, or in the

spring before they are four years old, they cast

four more of their foal-teeth, two in the upper and
two in the lower jaw, one on each side of the nip-

pers or middle teeth ; so that when you look into

a horse's mouth, and see the two middle teelh full

grown, and none of the foal-teeth, except the com-
mon teeth, remaining, you may conclude he is

four that year, about April or May. Some, indeed,

are later colts, but that makes little alteration in

the mouth.

The tushes appear near the same time with the

four last mentioned teeth, sometimes sooner than

these, and sometimes not till after a horse is full

four years old ; they are curved like the tushes of

other animals, only in a young horse they have a

sharp edge all round the top and on both sides,

the inner part being somewhat grooved and flat-

tened, so as to incline to a hollow.

When a horse's tushes do not appear for some
time after the foal-teeth are cast, and the new ones

come in their room, it is generally owing to the

foal teeth having been pulled out before their time,

by the breeders or dealers in horses, to make a colt

of three years old appear like one of four, that he

may be the more saleable ; for when any one of

the foal-teeth have been pulled out, the others

soon come in their places ; but the tushes having

none that precede them, can never make their ap-

pearance till their proper time, which is, when a

horse is full four or coming four; and therefore

one of the surest marks to know a four-year old

horse is by his tushes, which are then very small,

and sharp on the tops and edges.

At the time when a horse comes five or rather

in the spring before he is five, the corner teeth

begin to appear, and at first but just equal with the

gums, being filled with flesh in the middle. The
tushes are also by this time grown to a more dis-

tinct size, though not very large: they likewise

continue rough and sharp on the top and edges.

But the corner teeth are now most to be remarked
;

they differ from the middle teeth in being more

fleshy on the inside, and the gums generally look

rawiah upon their shooting out, whereas the others

do not appear discolored. The middle teelh arrive

at their full growth in less than three weokn, hut

the corner teeth grow leisurely, and are seldom

much abiive the gums till a horse is full five.

FVom five to five and a half, they will grow about

a quarter of an inch high, or more; and when a

horse is full six, they will be near half an inch, and

in some large horses a full half-inch above the

gums.

When a horse is full six years old, the hollow-

ness on the inside begins visibly to fill up, nnil that

which was at first fleshy, grows into a brownish spot,

not unlike the eye of a dried garden-bean, and con-

tinues so till he is seven ; with this difference only,

that the teeth are gradually more filled up, and the

mards, or spots, become fainter, and of a lighter

color. At eight years old, the mark in most horses

is quite worn out, though some retain the vestiges

of it a longer time : and those who have not had

a good deal of experience, may sometimes be de-

ceived by taking a horse nf nine or ten years old

for one of eight. After the horse has passed his

eighth year, and sometimes at seven, nothing cer-

tain can be known by the mouth. The eye-pits in

a young horse are generally filled up with flesh,

whereas in an old horse they are sunk and hollow,

and all horses, when very old, sink more or less in

their backs.

•/l/re of A'eai Cattle,—The age of cows, oxen,

and bulls, is known by the teeth and horns. At
the end of about two years they shed their first

fore -teeth, which are replaced by others, large, but

not so white ; and before five years, all the inci-

sive teeth are renewed. These teeth are at first

equal, long, and pretty white ; but as the animals

advance in years, they wear down, become unequal

and black. These animals likewise shed their

horns at the end of three years ; and they are re-

placed by others, which, like the second teeth, con-

tinue. The manner of the growth of these horns

is not uniform, nor the shooting of them equal.

The first year, that is the fourth year of the ani-

mal's age, two small pointed horns make their ap-

pearance, neatly formed, smooth, and towards the

head terminated by a kind of button. The follow-

ing year this button moves from the head, being

impelled by a horny cylinder, which, lengthening

in the same manner, is also terminated by another

button, and so on ; for the horns continue growing

as long as the animal lives. These buttons be-

come annular joints or rings, which are easily dis-

tinguished in the horn, and by which the age of

the creature may be easily known—counting three

years for the point of the horn, and one for each

of the joints or rings.

Jlge of Sheep.—The age of these animals is

known by their having, in their second year, two

broad teeth ; in their third year, four broad teeth ;

in their fourth year, six broad teeth; and in their

fifth year, eight broad teeth before. After which,

none can teli how old a sheep is while their teeth

remain, except by their being worn down. The
age of the ram, and all horned sheep, may also be

known by their horns, which show themselves in

their very first year, and often at the birth, and

continue to grow a ring annually to the last period

of their lives.

—

Johnson's Encyclop. of ^gricittt.

Love—There must be some vast and unknown

pleasure in a virtuous love, beyond all the madness

of a wild and transient amour.

—

Watts.
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SPRING OR SUMMKR GRAINS.

Among the earliest operalions in the field, is that of

sowing the spiing grains— oats, barley, rye and wheat

The most usual course wiili these crops in tliis vicinity,

is to take the ground that has been mannred one, two,

or more years, and planted to corn or potaloes. This

ground is plowed early in the spring, is usually harrow-

ed, and then sowed, with about three bushels of seed

per acre, if the grain be oats; two bushels, if barley;

and a little over one bushel, if wheat or rye. No ma-

nure is applied to the land at this time. The seed is

covered, soineliines by the use of the harrow, some-

times by the cultivator, and sometimes by a light horse-

plow. After this, the roller or brush harrow is generally

used ; especially if the land is slocked or seeded down

to grass with the grain crop—and this is oflen done. A
common seeding is about 12 qts. of herds grass or timo-

thy seed, 8 lbs. of clover, and 3 or 4 pecks of redtop per

acre. These are the usual quantities of seed used on

common farms, where the greater part of the bay is con-

sumed at home ; but such farmers as intend to sell much

of their hay in Boston market, sow little, if any other

seed than timothy, and ihey do, or should, put on 3 or

4 pecks of this seed per acre.

Grass seed sown with Ihe spring grains, has not done

so well in recent yenrs, in this vicinity, as it did in for-

mer times. The failures are so frequent that many now

will not take the risk, and are, probably, wise in refus-

in" to do so. Clover, however, though its growth might

not be large, will probably pay well for sowing with the

orain, even where it is' to be plowed in, in Aug. or Sept.

with the stubble.

The taking off a grain crop and then plowing and

seeding to grass ia tile autumn, is coming into vogue,

and the course has quite ns much to recommend it as

the old way of sowing the grass seed in the spring. The

chances are greater that the grass will set well ; the

stubble is worth more when buried by the plow than

when left on the surface, and the extra plowing and har-

rowing put the land into a better state to bear succes-

sive crops of hay. This last point is of considerable

consequence. Usually, the spring-working of the soil

is performed while the ground is too wet to pulverize

well. And when this is the case, the ground will pro-

bably be very considerably less productive for the three

or four following years, than if plowed again at mid-

summer, and made as light and fine as possible.

If you are disposed to pursue the old course, we will

merely say, that as far as our experience and knowledge

go, oals are the worst of the grains in their effects upon

the after crops of grass ; barley, rye and wheat, do not

differ much in this respect; but we should name them

in the above order, considering barley the worst and

wheat the best.

We have bepn looking over some analyses of the

ashes of these grains and their slraw, which are con-

tained in John.ston's Agricultural Chemistry. And sup-

posing oals to yield 40 bushels per acre ; barley 30, rye

20 and wheat 20, we should find them taking silica,

potash, soda and lime from the soil nearly in the follow-

ing quantities:

Straw. Silica. Potash. Soda. Lime.

Bush. ll's. It's- lbs. lbs. lbs.

40 oats, 3000 223 29 2 3-4 6 1-2

30 barley, 1840 143 8 .".1-4 U 1-2

20 rye o200 lUO 3 1-2 S 1-2 6 1-1

M wheat, 2100 9cS 3 1-4 3 1-4 4

Tills table shows one unexpected result. Wheat

—

which is said to require lime in the soil—has actually

less lime in its ashes than either of the others. Barley

seems to require the most lime, while oats take vastly

the most potash. So far as the inorganic matters in its

ashes give an indication, wheat ought to do as yvell as

either of the other crops, on a poor soil. Does it .' We
had supposed not.

The reasons why oats are injurious to the after crops

of grass, perh.ips appear in the table. They make a

great draught upon the silica and potash of the soil.

The t:ible shows that oats require a very large amount

of the matters which enter largely into the composition

of rocks and sand— f..r sand is only finely broken rocks.

It must not, however, be inferred that sandy soils are

better for oats than any others ; for our common loamy

soils contain nearly 80 per cent, of silex or sandy mat-

ters ; and clayey sods are more than half silex, in most

cases. In these soils, where the silex is very fine, the

plants may find more soluble siles, or eilex in a state

that they can take up and make use of, than there is in

the sandy soil, where the silex is more abundant in quan-

tity, but being in larger panicles, is less well adapted to

nourish and strengthen our crops. But when we come

to the bog lands, or peat meadows, where vegetable

matter is the principal ingredient, and where silex is

found only in small quantities, we may make the infe-

rence that wheat and rye might find a sufficiency of si-

lica, even where barley and nats would fail to get a sup-

ply.

This table will givo testimony in favor of Mr Bartletl's

positions in the article from his pen, published in our

last paper. It will show that we want something more

than vegetable matter, if we would get a strong and

healthy growth, and would have it stand erect until it

has matured. Want of silex, lets the crop lodge or fall.

our article could have done him any harm—but becau;

of our desire to do what we can to preserve any mi

from unjust and injurious imputations.

THE CRAINTREE OX THAT DIED.

In our paper of Dec. 7, we mentioned the sudden death

of a man who assisted in skining the ox. We said also,

there was a report that nine hogs had died that had eat-

en of the flesh of the ox. This report was without any

foundation in fact ; and we so stated in a subsequent pa-

per.

Last week we were called upon by David Holbrook,

Esq., of Braintree, who stated that he was the owner of

the above ox, and that some newspaper reports had

done him injury, by representatiims which caused many

people to suppose that he might have willingly exposed

Ihe man's life to danger, and that he had mercinarily

sold meat that he knew was diseased. We do not, nor

did we ever see, that Mr Holbrook was at all lo blame in

this matter. This ox was apparently well at night, and

was found dead in the morning. There was no reason

to suppose that the death was produced by any conta-

gious or infectious disease. It was right, therefore, lo

save the hide, and sell the carcass to a soapboiler. Mr

H. thinks that the ox was choked ; and that the man's

death had no connection with! the skinning of the ox.

This we presume is true. An opinion upon the case

by the selectmen of Braintree, was shown to us, which

we promised to look over and copy so far as it might be

needful in counteracting the unfavorable impresions in

regard to Mr Holbrook; but after the gentleman had

left our office we could find nothing of the paper, and

as we remember that he put a paper into his pocket

when about to leave us, wo conclude that it was the

one he intended to leave. We therefore are unable to

comply with our promise. But it is enough, we pre-

sume, to say that no blame, as far as we understand the

case, can attach lo Mr H. This we say, not because

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Clinton, Conn., March 28, 1843.

Ed. N. E. Farmer— Dear Sir—In looking overt!

debates at one of the meetings of the members of yoi

Legislature on the subject of agriculture, I noticed Ih

you mentioned the practice of Rev. Jared Elliott in tl

cultivation of the carrot. I have for years been endea

oring to obtain a copy of his treatise on agriculture, b

have not been able to obtain one. If you can inform n

where I can obtain a copy, you will much oblige me.

was in Boston last fall, and made inquiry for the woi

at several places.

1 am one of his descendants, and live upon and ow

most of tho old homestead. I have his poetical worl

in my possession, with a variety of articles that wei

his—but there is no copy of his work on agriculture i

this region to be found.

By giving any information you may possess in rel

tion to this subject, you will very much oblige a farm

and your friend. ELY A. ELLIOTT.

We hold Rev. Jared Elliott, who lived in Conneci

cut, and wrote upon agriculture, in 1747, in such bij

estimation, that we are truly glad to hear from any oi

descendfcd from him, and thinking that our readers mi

like to do the same, wo take the liberty lo publish tl

letter, though it might not have been designed for pub

cation.

The Essays referred to, were republished by the Mai

Society for the Promotion of Agriculture, in 1811,

vol. ii. of the Agricultural Repository. Whether a co|

can now be found among the disposable papers of tl

Society, we have not yet been able to ascertain ; but

there be, we shall with pleasure forward it to Mr E.

We should be pleased lo hear from the present pi

prietor, an account of the old farm—and especial

should we like to learn the permanent value of the

bog meadows and pond holes, which his ancestor

boldly and thoroughly reclaimed.

PLUM TREES.

The Messrs. Prince, who sent us a list of Plum tr(

which they thought exempt from the attacks of insec

are informed, in answer to a subsequent communicatit

that the Washington Plum and Huling's Superb, !

subject to the attacks of the worm in this Vicinity, a

that those gentlemen here who are the most competf

to speak upon the subject, say that the list of the Mess

Prince, is of no value for the vicinity of Boston.

have made no mistake.

EASTER BEURRE PEAR.

Our present on the first of the month was no Af

fool, but one of the most luscious pears we have e'

tasted. Mr Pond, of Catnbridgeport, was the frieni

donor. His advertisement shows that he has a gc

supply of well selected dwarf trees, of excellent vai

ties.

[Ij°C. N. Bement, Esq., of Albany, a well kno

and valuable contributor to the agricultural press, i

become associate editor of the Central New York F

mer. With the editor of the American Farmer,

hope " his new vocation may prove as profitable to hi

as his labors will to the public."

Pride is as loud a beggar as want, and a great d

more saucy.

—

Franklin.
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MISCELLANEOUS

THE CHILD'S ADDRESS TO HIS FATHER.

Dear father, drink no more, I pray,

It makes you look so sad ;

Come home, and drink no more, I say,

'T,wi)l make dear Mother glad.

Dear Father! think liow sick you've been,

What aches and pains you know !

Oh, drink no more, and then you'll find

A home where'er you go.

Dear Father! think of Mother's tears,

How oft and sad they flow !

Oh, drink no more, then will her grief

No longer rack her so.

Dear Father ! think what would become

Of nie, were you to die ;

Without a father, friend or home,

Beneath the chilly sky !

Dear Father ! do not turn away.

Nor think from me to roam ;

Oh, drink no more by night or day

—

Now come— let us go home.

Dear Father ! drink no more, I pray,

It makes you look so sad ;

Come home, and drink no more, I say,

'Twill make that home so glad !

Thus spake in tenderness the child :

The drunkard's heart was mov'd

;

He signed the pletge ; he wept ! he smil'd!

And kissed the boy he lov'd.

A Real Teetotaller.—Reading, a short time

since, " A Narrative of Voyages and Commer-

cial enterprises, by Richard J. Cleveland, " I was

particularly interested in the following part of the

narrative, which I should be pleased to see in your

paper, for it ia undeniable testimony that liquor

is entirely unnecessary for health. Mr. Cleveland

is now an officer in the Custom House, Salem, Mass.

enjoying in his old age, I trust, a clear head and

sound mind.

—

Me. Farmer.

" Those who honor me with a perusal of my

narrative, will perceive, that I have navigated to all

parts of the world, from the sixtieth degree of south

latitude to the sixtieth degree North, and sometimes

in vessels whose diminutive size and small number

of men, caused exposure to wet and cold, greatly

suffering what is not usually experienced in ships

of ordinary capacity ; that I have been exposed

to the influence of the most unhealthy places ; at

Batavia, where I have seen whole crews prostrate

with the fever, and death making havoc among

them ; at San Bliss, where the natives can stay only

a portion of the year ; at the Havanas, within

whose wall I have resided five years consecuitive-

ly ; that I have snfl'ered captivity, robbery, imprison-

ment, ruin, and the racking anxiety consequent

thereon. And yet through the whole, and to the

present 68th year of my age, I have never taken

a drop of spirituous liquor of any kind; never a

glass of wine, of porter, alo or beer, or any beve-

raire stronger than tea and coff"ee ; and moreover, I

ha°ve never used tobacco in any way whatever ; and

this not only without injury, but on the contrary,

to the preservation of my health. Headache is

known to me by name only ; and excepting those

fevers, which were produced by great anxiety and

excitement, my ife has been free from sickness."

A FEW HINTS TO KEEP AWAY HaRD TiMES.

—Rise early in the morning, and be diligent

during the day, attending to your own busi-

ness, and not worry yourself by your neighbor's

concerns.

Give encouragement to home industry, and in

all cases give preference to A.merican manufac-

tures over foreign.

Instead of following the fashions of Europeans,

cultivate a spirit of independence and decide for

yourselves how your coats, hats, and boots shall

be made.

Keep out of the streets, unless business calls

to transact that which you cannot do in your

stores, shops or dwellings.

By all means keep away from drinking and

gambling houses.

When you buy an article of clothing, study

commendable economy ; at the same time get a

good article, and when made, take particular

care of it, and wear it out, regardless of any

change of fashion. Fashion is a great tyrant,

and men are fools to be slaves to it.

Stay at home at nights, improve yourselves

by reading, writing, or instructive conversation,

and retire to your beds at an early hour.

I Be kind to your relations, obliging to yotir

[friends, and charitable to all; and never per

mil your bills with the printer to run over a year.

— Selected.

Orful !—We do not know who is entitled to the

credit of tliis transcendantly sublime eff'usion :

The lightnin' roared, the thunder flash'd,

And granny's tea-pot it got smash'd !

The rain it whistled, the wind it poured,

And daddy laid down ia the corner about nine, and

snored !

GRREIN'S PAI i ^ r S J RAW CUTTER.

JC^EPH BRECK & CO. atlbe^ew England AgriGu!

lural Warehouse and Seed Store Kos. 51 and 62 INonli Mai

ket Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay an.

Stalk Cutter operating on a mechanical principle not tieloj

applied to aay implement lor this purpose. The most prom

iiient effects of this application, and some of the cunsequci;

peculiarities of the machine are :

1 So Teat a reduction of the quantum of power requisil

to use it,°that the strength of a half grown boy is sutficier

to work it efficiently.

2 With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two busk

els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claime

by any other macliine even when worked by horse or steal

power.

3 The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which tli«

cut,' require sharpening less often than those of any olh(

slruw cutter.

4 Tlie machine is simple inits construction, made and pi

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as It

complicated machines in general use to get out of order.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have been niaite tlie past year in the

form and workmanship of the'^e Ploughs ; the mould b( ard

has been so formed as to lay the furrmo completely oner,

turning in evenj particle of grass or stuhhle, andieaving the

ground in the best possible inanyicr. The length of the

mould board has h( n very much increased, so that the

Plough works with the greatest ease, both with respect to

the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,
" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo

the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to work,

try Prouty & Mears, but if your land is heavy, hard orrocky,

BEGIN WITH Ma. Howard's.''
At the above menttoned trial the Howard Plough did

more icork, with the same peiDer of team, than any other

ploiurh exhibited. No other turned more than twentyse/en

and "one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while the

Howard Plough turned twcntynine and one half inches , to

the same power of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially

made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without

having to furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secures

ihe mould board and landside together, and strengthens the

Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 toSl5. A Piodch,

sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost abi

SIO 50, and with cutter St, with wheel and cutter, S2

extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Nos. 5t & 52 North Market Street, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

WIL^S'S LATEST IMPROVED VEGETABL.1
CUTTKR.

This machine surpasses all others for the purpose of ci

ting Ruta Baga. Mangel Wurtzel, and other roots. T
great objection to other machines, is their cutting the rot

into slices, which makes it almost impossible for the cat

to get hold of them : this machine with a little alteratit

cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shape as

most convenient for the cattle to eat. It will cot with es

from one to two bushels of roots per minute. Eor sale

J. BKECK & CO., Nos. 61 and 52 North Market st.

TYE I'P CHAINS.
Just received by 500 Chains for tyeing up Cattle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derbv, Esq. of Sale

andCol. Jacces, for the purpose of securing cattle lot

stall, are found to be the safest and most convenient m(

of fastening cows and oxen to the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BKECK & CO., No. 62 No
Market st.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. Kor sale by J. BRECK & C
No. 52 North Market st.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year tn advance, oi$2 00 if not p

within thirty days.

in B.—Postmastors are permitted by law to frank

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, with

expense to subscribers.
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N. E. FARMER.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF COWS WITH
CALVES, &.C.

The following seasonable hints are copied from

the " Book of the Farm," by Henry Stepliens, Esq.,

of Scotland :

A notion exists in some parts of England, that a

cow, when seized with the pains of labor, should

be made to move about, and not allowed to lie

still, though inclined to be quiet. " Tliis proceeds

from an erroneous idea," says Skellct, " that she
will calve much easier, and with less danger; but

so far from this beiny the case, the autlmr has

known a great many instances where tiie driving

iias proved the death of the animal by overheating

her, and thus producing inflammation, and all its

bad consequences. Every rational man will agree

in opinion with the author, that the abovo practice

is both cruel and inconsistent in the extreme ; and
this is confirmed by what he has noticed, that- the

animal herself, as soon as the pains of calving

come on, immediately leaves the rest of the herd,

and retires to some corner of the field, or under a

hedge, in order to prevent the other cows, or any
thing else, cominj near, that may disturb her in

bringing forth her young." In short, too much
gentleness cannot be shown to cows when calving,

and they cannot be too strictly guarded against

every species of disturbance.

The afterbirth, or placenta, does not come away
with the calf, a portion of it being suspended from

the cow. It is got quit of by the cow by pressing,

and when the parturition has been natural and

easy, it seldom remains with her longerthan from

1 to 7 hours. In bad cases of labor it may remain

longer, and may only come away in pieces; but

when it remains too Ion.', and is sound, its separa-

tion will be assisted by attaching a small weight

to it, say of 2 lb., which, with its continued force,

and occasional pressing from the cow, will cause it

to drop.

The usual custom is to throw the afterbirth upon
the dung-hill, or it is covered up with the litter;

but it should not be allowed to lie so accessible to

every dog and pig that may choose to dig it up.

Nay, pigs have been known almost to choke them-
selves with it. Such a custom is disgusting, and
should be put an end to. Let the substance be

buried in a compost heap, and if there is none
such on the farm, let it rather be buried in the

earth, than exposed to be used in that manner.

Should the cow seem exhausted by the protract-

ed state of calving, she may be supported with a

warm drink of gruel, containing a bottle of sound

ale ; and should she be too sick or indiflierent to

drink it herself, it should be administered to her

with the drinking horn.

After the cow-house has been cleansed of the

impurities of calving, and a supply of fresh litter

introduced, the cow, naturally feeling a strong

thirst upon her from the exertion, should receive a

warm drink. I do n't know a better one than warm
water, with a few handfuls of oatmeal stirred in it,

and seasoned with a handful of salt, and this she

will drink up greedily ; but a pailful is enough at a

time, and it may be renewed in a short time after,

should she express a desire for it. This drink

should be given her for two or three days after

calving, in lieu of cold water, and mashes of boiled

barley and gruel should be made for her, in lieu of

cold turnips ; but the oil-cake should not be for-

gotten, as it acts at this critical period, as an cmol-

lient. The practice of giving barley raw, though

so common, is a very objectionable one ; for noth-

ing could be proposed that would cause indiges-

tion so readily as raw barley or barley-straw, at the

time of calvinft, when the tone of the stomach is

impaired by excitement, and it may bo by fi.'vcr.

Boiled barley, or any other mucilaginous drink, is

quite safe ; but a substance that can hardly fail to

irritate and inflame the stomach, is most injudi-

ciously applied in the circumstances. In fact,

nothing should bo given to a cow at this time, of

an astringent nature, but rather every thing of a

laxative quality.

It is desirable to milk the new. calved cow as

soon as convenient for her, as, whether her delive-

ry has been difticult or easy, the withdrawal of

milk affords relief It not unfrcquently happens

that an unea.siness is felt in the udder before calv-

ing, and should it increase while the symptoms of

calving are long delayed, the cow may experience

considerable inconvenience, especially if the flush

of milk has been sudden.

The causes of uneasiness are an unequal hard-

ness in the udder, and there is a heat, floridness,

and tenderness all over it. Fomentation with

warm water twice or thrice a day, continued for

half an hour at a time, fidlowed by gentle rubbing

with a soft hand, and anointing with goose-grease,

will tend to allay irritation. In the case of heifers

with the first calf, the uneasiness is sometimes so

great, during the protracted symptoms of calving,

as to warrant the withdrawal of milk before calv-

ing. Should the above remedial measures fail to

give relief, the great heat in the udder may cause

direct inflammation, and consequent suppuration.

To avert such an issue, the uneasiness should not

be neglected, from the first moment it is observed,

as neglect may allow the complaint to proceed so

.•ar as to injure the structure of a portion, if not I

the whole of the udder.

Let us now attend to the young calf The first

food which the calf receives, consists of what its

mother first yields after calving, namely, biestings.

Being of the consistence of egg, it seems to be an

appropriate food for the fcetus just ushered into the

world. On giving the calf its first feed with the

hand, let the dairymaid take a little biesting in a

small dish, put her left arm around the neck of the

calf, and support its lower jaw with the palm of

the hand, keeping its mouth a little elevated, and

open, by introducing the thumb of the same hand

into the side of its mouth. Then let her fill the

hollow of her right hand with biestings, and pour

it into the calf's mouth, introducing a finger or

two into it for the calf to suck, when it will drink

the liquid. Thus let her supply the calf, in hand-

ful after handful, as much as it is inclined to take.
Sometimes on a calf being begun to be fed, wlien
lying, attempts to get upon its feet, and, if able
let it do so, and rather assist it up than prevent it!

Some people are afraid lo give a culf as much
biestings at first as it can take, because it is said
to produce the navel-ill. This is nonsense: let

the creature lake as much as it pleases for biest-

ings never harmed a calf.

I have minutely detaileil the primary and sim-
ple process of feeding a new dropped call by hand,
because very absurd ways are adopted in doinir it.

Nothin.' is more common than lo plunge the calf's
head into a large qn-.ntity of biestings, and because
the liquid bubbles around its mouth by the breath
of the nose, and it will not attempt t(i drink it, its

head is the more forcibly thrust and kept down
into the tub. How can it drink, with its nose im-
mersed among.st the fluid .' And why should a
calf be expected at first to drink with its head down,
when its natural instinct leads it to suck with its

head up'} It should always be borne in mind
that feeding calves by the hand is an unnatural
process ; nevertheless, it is a convenient, practica-
ble, and easy one, provided it is conducted in a
proper manner. The crealure must be taught to
drink, and a good mode of teaching it I have de-
scribed abovo. In this way it is to be fed as often
as the cow is milked, which should be three times
a day. After the first two or three days, however,
anothe. plan should be adopted, for the calf sliouid
not be accustomed to suck the fingers, as then it

will not drink without their assistance. The suc-
ceeding plan is to put a finger or two of the ri<»ht

hand into its mouth, and holding the small pail of
milk with tlie left, under its head, bring the head
gradually down into the pail, where the fingers in-

duce it to take a few gluts of the milk ; but in do-
ing this, the fingers should be gently withdrawn
while the head is kept down with the hand, taking
cure to keep the nostrils above the milk, (n a few
days more, the fingers will not be required, and in

a few days more still, you will see the calf rfn'nit

of its own accord.

For the first month, the calf should have as much
sweet milk, warm from tlie cow, as it can drink.

Some people grudge sweet milk after a few days,

and take the cream off it, and give the skimmed to

the calves. 'J'his is considered thrifty manage-
ment ; but it is not, except butter is preferred to

good calves, or good beasts at an after period.

Others, more generous, give half sweet and half

skimmed milk to their calves
; whilst some provide

a substitute for a part of the milk, by making
gelatine of boiled linseed or sago, and give it with

the milk. When milk is actually scarce, such ex-
pedients are permissible ; but when it is plentiful,

and is used for other purposes than merely to serve

the farm-honse, the adoption of expedients is a
practical avowal that the farmer does not wish to

bring up his stock as he might do. In regard to

suckling calves, there is no question that it is the

best way of bringing ihem up, provided the calf

has free access to its mother, or the cow which is

supporting it.
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For the New England Farmer.

MR. RICHARD SANDRRS' FARM—WEST
ANDOVER.

Sir—When I took possession of my farm ten

years ago, k was in a rougli and uncultivated stale,

For tlic N. E. Farmer.

NOTES ON THE N. E. FARMER, APRIL .5.

Tlio remarks of W. on Lucerne, are correct: I

j

have known four and five heavy cuttings in a year,

commencing with a jrood cut when clover and

having been carried on by one man 30 years to the herds-grass had but jiist began to show green from

halves.
I

under the stubble : this was from a rich, warm and

My house is 40 feet by 2(), two stories high : a I free soil, where the roots would penetrate to four

part of the lower story only finished when I took i
or five feet in depth with ease ; and it continued to

possession, with a large stack of chi'nncys stand- I
yield well for about 10 years, decreasing some,

ing in the centre, with a very shallow cellar under [however. On a .stiff' soil it has not succeeded with

one end. I have dug a cellar under the whole I me, nor am I disappointed. The nature of the tap

building, 8 feet from floor to floor. 1 have pulled

down the old chimney and built up two stacks, and

plastered the whole house, I have built a wood-

hoiiFC, 1'2 ft. by 26, and a grain house 11 ft. by 16,

resting on stone posts 3 ft. high.

My compost heap is composed of the old earth

from under my new walls, bug and pond-hole mud,
! ^|i|.g;

', Lad'a piece o7grouiid~'wl,icl7l laid'dow'n

root, which I know to grow more than 30 inches in

one year, unfits it for such soils.

"C," of Pembroke, is a good farmer, no doubt,

as are all who hold sweet communion with that pa-

triarchal farmer, Rev. Morril Allen, and follow liis

example. My experience and C.'s are somewhat

ith the ashes of about 1.5 cords of wood and turf,

vault manure, cleanings out of hen-house once a

year, and generally all the summer dung, which

amounts to 100 loads.

I plant my early peas, ruta baga, beets, carrots,

and all my white beans with this compost : the re-

mainder I put on my grass lands in the fall.

Making Drains.— As soon as I have got the

ground dry enough for the cattle to walk on, I take

my plow and plow as deep generally as 2 ft.; I

have but little to do with the shovel before reach-

ing that depth. 'J'ho remaining depth is done with

the pick and shovel; then I lay my drain and fill

up with small rocks to within about one foot of the

surface ; then I cover the whole with brush or rye

straw, then take my plow and back furrow.

I generally raise from 1000 to 1500 heads of

cabbage. My method is to set them horizontally

into my early potato hills. They undergo the

same process as the potatoes, until the digging of

the latter, when I give them a good hilling. In

the fall, I generally have as good a field of cabba-

ges as my neighbors.

My place for raising English turnips is general-

ly my early pea ground. I take my plow and back-

furrow vines and all that is on the ground ; then I

sow my seed end give it a slight raking. I scarce-

ly ever fall of having a good crop.

I dare not say much about my crops, as I see

such large statements by others, of 4 tons of hay

to the acre, &c. It is enough for me to say that

I am well paid for all my improvements and hard

labor ; now I am looking for profit.

The soil of my farm is a dark mould, resting on

a yellow loam full of rocks.

RICHARD SANDERS.
^nJover, West Parish, April 7.

Mr Sanders seems to have written more for an
agricultural committee than for our paper. The
article narrates the doings of an industrious, hard-

working man, who seems to bo contented, and
therefore is an example that many would be the

better and happier for copying. His modes of

growing cabbages and turnips, are probably eco-

nomical and good.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

words, tlian any other work I ever read on agricul-

ture. *

Yours, with respect, F.

{JJ^We have been looking up old copies of Eli-

ott's Essays on Husbandry, and the kindness of

a zealous and valued agricultural and personal

friend, has put us in possession of a good copy of

the whole, printed in 1760. This we think of re-

publishing in tlie form of a book, should we find

sufficient encouragement to do so Ed. N. E. F.

JVew Horse Shoe.—A simple, but most ingenious

invention has been laid before us in the shape of

an improvement in the horse-shoe. It is that of

making that part of the shoe now solid, concave ;

by which the foot is enabled to take a grip, which,

with the ordinary shoe, is impossible. The princi-

ple is, in fact, that of the fluted skate; and whilst

the shoo is, of course, lighter than when manufac-
tured on the usual principle, it is equivalent in

slippery weather, or on wood pavement, to one
that is roughed. The concavity runs entirely

round the shoe, having a strong rim in front equal

in thickness to the hoof of the horse's foot, and
another at the back, of half that thickness. This
mode of formation, whilst it involves less expense,

gives a far greater purchase, and is much more in

accordance with the nature, form and texture of

Ihejiorse's foot. By preventing the necessity of

turning up the shoe behind, it places the foot in a

more natural position, and thus assists in bringing

into operation the frog, (an elastic substance, de-

signed to relieve the stroke of the horny part of

the hoof,) instead of placing it out of action, and

straining all the other parts of the foot.— United

Service Gazette, England.

to grass, (herds-grass and redtop,) in the spring of

1838, with oats : it was highly manured, and the

crop promised most abundantly, by show of straw,

but it was all slraiv ; not a peck of grain could be

got from an acre : :his I did not much regret, as I

wauled straw for bedding, and as the land was not

to be exhausted by grain, I expected a great yield

of grass the coming season. But alas ! alas ! I

had a luxuriant crop of sorrel, which is not com-
mon on my land—and little or no herds-grass or

redtop. The sorrel continued in the land through

1839 and '40. In 1841, to my surprise, the sorrel

disappeared, and the herds-grass and redtop came
forward in all the luxuriance that is common for

the first year's cutting, and remained so last year,

the sorrel having almost entirely disappeared. I

mentioned this to Dr. Jackson, and he immediately

stated that I had put unfermented muck on the

land, which I denied ; but afterwards this was ex- ^'o'"' "' ^"ssachusetts—The Rochester Demo-

plained ; for I found that I had put some 20 cart-
crat says that the manufacturers of New England

loads of muck iu the bottom of my cow-yard, which last year, used over 200,000 barrels of flour, in

had been taken up befor^ it had fermented, with !

f"'^'""^ ^''^''^'^ ^nd sizing for their goods—being a

my cow manure, and put on the land : this account-
i

'"S'^'' quantity of flour than was exported to Eng-

ed for the sorrel. This, I presume, remained in
' ''^"'' '" ""^ ^^me time. The single State of Mas-

the land till the acid of the muck had become neu- !

sachusetts, during the same time, consumed more

tralized, and then the food for sorrel was gone;

but how the herds-grass and redtop should find this

out, or see fit to be tranquil till the sorrel had had

its perfect work, is more than I can account for.

You will perceive that we begin to got a little light

on this subject. Horse manure should be used to

ferment the muck : cow manure is not warm enough.

This is a great subject: the acquisition and judi-

cious application of manure to our soils and crops.

Western flour than

countries !

vas exported to all foreign

Anger.—To be angry about trifles is mean and
childish ; to rage and be furious, is brutish ; and
to maintain perpetual wrath is akin to the practice

and tempter of devils; but to prevent or suppress
rising resentment, is wise and glorious, manly and
divine Waits.

We are indebted for the following account of

March weather to a friend, who has prepared it

with great care, and whose name is a sufficient

voucher for its truth and accuracy.

—

Salem Gaz.

Cold March.—The past month having been

frequently mentioned as remarkably cold, it may
is but poorly understood, and is of vastly more im-

j

be some gratification to the curious to see the fol-

portance to the community than any other subject
1 lowing table, exhibiting the aggregate, and ave-

that could now be started. But let us persevere.
|
rage of heat or cold, shown by the same thermo-

I trust the time is not far distant when we sha

have experimental farms, with some one or more
of the able agricultural chemists which Providence

has placed among us, at the head.

Your correspondent, Ely A. Elliott, of Clinton,

Conn., has a commendable pride in inquiring for

the rich farming notes of his ancestor. Sir, I have

made many inquiries for a copy for my own use.

Having noticed the work in a London catalogue of

books, I even wrote there, and was answered that

it was out of print. Now, sir, you and I know, as

well as some others, that a copy can be procured

on loan, and it should no longer, for the credit of

the country, be said to be out of print, containing,

as it does, more solid information in the same

meter, kept in tiie same place, for several years

past, confined to the morning observations only,

made at sunrise, or as near that time as might be,

each day.

[We omit the table. The writer continues
:]

"Hence it will be seen, that 1843 gives the

coldest March for 24 years, that is, since 1819.

Further back, the writer has not the means of as-

certaining. It %vill also be seen, that the warmest
morning in March for the same time, was in 1842,

and the coldest, in 1833." L.

" Man sleeps in the earth, the sun in the sea."

This is false: instead of sleeping, both do but

shine upon another world.

—

Ritchtr.
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ACACIA OR LOCUST TREE.
The Acacia tree is well known in America,

rroni which it was introduced by the name oF the

Locust tree. It grows very rapidly in the early

stages of its progress ; so that in a few years, from

seeds, plants of eight and ten feet high may be

obtained. It is by no means uncommon to see

"hoots of this tree eight or ten feet high in one

season.

In North America, where this tree grows to a

^ery large size indeed, the wood is much valued for

ts duration. Most of the houses which were built

It Boston in New England, on the first sell ling of

he English, were constructed of this wood, and

since then it has been much used in America for

mrioiis purposes.

The seeds of the Acacia tree were first brought

;o Europe by M. Jean Robin, nurseryman to the

King of France, and author of a " History of

"lants." M. Robin brought the first seeds from

Canada : in consequence of wjiich, succeeding bo-

anists have, in honor to his name, termed the

jenus Robinia to which the Acacia tree belongs.

5oon after its introduction into France, the Eng-
ish gardeners received seeds from Virginia, from

ifhich many trees were raised.

The wood, when green, is of a soft te.xture, but

ecomes very hard when dry. It is as durable as

le be t white oak of North America, and esteem-

d preferable for axlctrees of carriages, trenails for

hips, and many other important purposes. The
irner finds the wood of the Acacia hard and well

uited to his purpose, and is delighted with its

nooth texture and beautifully delicate straw

Dior.

The tree, when aged, abounds with certain ex-

esccnces or knots, which, when polished, are

jautifully veined, and much esteemed by the ca-

net-maker. It makes excellent fuel, and its shade

' said to be less injurious than that of any other

ee, while the leaves afford wholesome food for

ittle. A gentleman in New England sowed se-

!ral acres of it for this purpose alone.

It has been employed with signal success in

irginia for ship building, and is found to be very

perior to American oak, ash, elm, or any other

ood they use for that purpose. In New York it

is been found, after repeated trials, that posts for

il-fencing, made of the Acacia tree, stand wet

id dry near the ground better than any other in

mmon use, and will last as long as those of

'amp cedar.

In forty years the Acacia tree will grow sixty

3t high, and will girth six feet, three feet from

3 ground; and although brittle in a young state,

D characteristics of the timber of a grown tree

5 toughness and elasticity.

As a durable timber, it has been proved that

thing can exceed the Acacia wood, when of pro-

r aje. But there is one important use to which

;se trees may be applied, which has hitherto os-

iped the notice of the planter, namely, hedges.

j cm its rapidity of growth it forms a fence capa-

i; of resistance in one-fourth of the time of any

Ver plant hitherto used for that purpose. Had
l! to fence in a whole estate, we should, in pre-

lencetoall others, plant Acacias. They bear

'pping, and may be raised to twenty or thirty

!t high, if required, and are so strong that no

imal can force through them. The only instance

an Acacia hedge we know of, on the continent

I
Europe, is to be seen round part of the boule-

/ rd of the city of Louvain. Plants for this pur-

pose should be taken from tha nursery lines four

feet high. At every point where the sterna croes

one another, a natural union or grafting takes

place, and as the stems increase in sizi", the spaces

between will gradually decrease ; no that in the

course op- a few years the fence becomes a com-
plete wooden wall, not occupying n space more
than twelve or fifteen inches, fornjing a barrier that

no animal can force. Fences of this description

may either be made on the level ground, or con-

cealed from the distant view.

The following highly interesting account of tliis

tree, and the mode of cultivating it in the United
Slates, is given by Dr. S. Ackerly :

—

'' The cultivation of the locust tree, on Long
Island, and in other parts of the stute of New
York, has been attended to with considerable pro-

fit to the agricultural interest, but nut with that

earnestness which the importance of the subject

demands. Tliis may have arisen from the difficul-

ty of propagating it by transplanting, or not under-

standing how to raise it from the seed.

" Tlie locust tree does not bear transplanting

well in this part of our country, but this in all pro-

bability arises from the custom of cutting of}' the

roots, when taken up for that purpose. Most of

the roots of the locust are long, cylindrical, and
run horizontally not far under tiie surface. In

transplanting, so few of the roots are left to the

body of the tree removed, that little or no support

is given to the top, and it consequently dies. If

care was taken not to destroy so much of the roots

a much larger proportion of those transplanted

would live and thrive.

" Doctor Bard's method of preparing the seeds

was to pour boiling water on them, and let it stand

and cool. The hard outer coal would thus be sof-

tened, and if the seed swelled by this operation, it

might be planted, and would soon come up. This

has been followed with success in Long Island
;

and on a late visit to North llempsted, I was led

to admire Judge Mitchell's nursery of young locust

trees, planted in the spring.

" The judge took a quantity of seed collected

on this island, and put it in an earthen pitcher, and

poured upon it water near to boiling. This he let

stand for twentyfour hours, and then decanted it,

and selected all the seeds that were any ways

swelled by this application of heat and moisture.

To the remainder he made a second libation of hot

water, and let it remain also twentyfour hoursj

and then made a second selection of the swelled

seeds. This was repeated a third time on the un-

changed ones, when nearly all were swelled, and

then he prepared the ground and planted them.

He planted the seeds in drills about four feet

apart, and in eight or ten days they were all above

ground, and came up as regular as beans, or any

other seeds that are cultivated in gardens. When
I saw them, the middle of July, they were about a

foot high, all thrifty and of a good color and con-

dition.—Farmer's Encyclop.

Mammoth Oak The largest red oak tree in

North America, says a correspondent of the Nnchi-

toches Herald, can be seen on the plantation of W.
Smith, Esq., 18 miles from Natchitoches, on the

road leading to Opelousas. This majestic oak

Iwo feet from the ground, mi!asures forh/fonr feet

in circumference, and at six feet, thirlijtwo feet.

The trunk appears sound and healthy, and its height

to the branches, is from fifty to sixty feet.

I

IHril.1.—Former! take care of the birds, um!
they will take care of you. A little attention lo

their habits and regard for their safety, will repay

you fur your trouble, and also render ihem agreea-

ble companions. A writer in the Now York Jour-

nal of Ciimmcrce, relates the lullovving pleasing

anecdote :

" Early last summer, I wno on a visit to an old

friend in the country, and while wo sat on his piaz-

za, taUuiig of things long gone by, 1 noticed that

on the trees and shrubs in liis yard, there were a

great number of birds. Presently they Hew down
upon the [liazzn, and quite a troop of them came
hopping towards me. My old friend put his hand
in his waistcoat pockel, ami took out some seeds

and crumbs of bread, and scattered them close by

his chair. The birds picked them up, and then

flew upon the trees again, singing out their notes

sweeter than the strains of Bellini or Auber.

My friend then remarked, that the spring of 1842

having come on early, had brought on (he birds

earlier than usual. The ground having become
covered with snow, they betook themselves to his

house for food. He took special pains to give it

to them, and they came regularly to be fed. They
built their nests in the neighborhood, and when
their young ones were hatched, they brought them

to the house also. He said that he took hie after-

noon nap on his piazza, and the birds sung him to

sleep. Indeed, they seemed quite his pets."

Seeds.—The germinating properties of seeds

would seem to be almost indestructible. It is sta-

ted in an English paper, that some ground in Bushy

Park, which had lain undisturbed since the time of

Charles I., was turned up last winter. In the fol-

lowing spring, a plentiful growth of migiiionette,

pansies and wild raspberries, none of which grow

in the neighborhood, shot up spontaneously.

The Mount Vernon estate is now the possession

and residence of Mrs. John A. Washington, widow

of a nephew of Gen. George Washington : so

swiftly do the generations of men follow each oth-

er in the solemn march to the tomb !

The garden is rich in rare and beautiful plants,

many of them planted by the hands of Washing-

ton. Indeed, the garden is said to bo but little

changed, since its world-renowned owner stood in

its midst.

—

Salem Gaz.

So groat is the distress existing in England, that

numbers are subsisting on turnips alone. Victoria's

dogs, upon which so much money is lavished, are

living on delicacies, while her subjects, by millions,

are living upon oatmeal and turnips.

—

Host. Post.

Si/mpMy for Laborers.—A working man re-

cently fell from a building while Q,ueen Victoria

was passing, and was killed in her sight. The

London Globe says of it : " We are happy to state

that though her Alajesty was much alarmed and

excited, no permanent injury in her Majesty's

health is likely to result." This reminds us of the

woman whose lap-dog bit a piece out of a visitor's

leg. " Poor, dear little thing," said his mistress,

" I hope it wont make him sick."

—

Salem Gaz.

We give to great men the tribute of our praise

when the grave shuts them up from hearing it
:
we

take off our hats to them after they have gone by.

—Rilcher,
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EXPERIMKNTS IN TURNIP GROWING.
At the annual exhibition of the; Sussex Express

Root Show, at Lewe.s, two samples of Sivedo tur-

nips among the extra productions were the subject

of considerable inquiry— one was grown by R.

Gray, Esq., at Barcombe, with bran as a manure,

the other liy T. Richardson, Esi)., in the same par-

ish, with oil as a manure. Both these experiments

seemed to have answered their purpose. Bran

was equal to yard manure, and oil had an evident

effect in keeping otf the fly and nourishing the

root. We may here remark that no manure can

be applied advantageously for turnips, unless there

be present phosphorous in some shape or other, for

the turnip contains in itself the chemical proper-

ties of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen as water, ni-

trogen, silicon, potassium, phosphorus in a large

degree, and a slight shade of sodium. In all cul-

tivated soils carbon is present in the shape of de-

cayed vegetation. Rain-water contains oxygen

and hydrogen. Nitrogen is invariably present.

Silicon, in the shape of gravel or sand. Potassium

is found in all clays, but phosphorus has generally

to be brought to the land incorporated with the

manures applied. Fish-oil contains a large portion

of phosphorus, as does also bran, and hence may
be traced the value of these two manures for tur-

nips.

It should be borne in mind that fish-oil, until it

has undergone a chemical change, la injurious to

both seed and plant; it is consequently applied

after having been incorporated with wood ashes,

in whit h there is a quantity of potass ; this imme-

diately changes the oil into snap, and the manure,

therefore, actually is soap, and not oil, when thrown

upon the land. Where wood ashes are not readily

to be obtained, the oil mixed with soda, dissolved

in water, will produce the change necessary for its

becoming a useful and active manure, and may

then be incorporated with road scrapings, or other

materials, to fit it for drilling.

To destroy the rapacity of the grubs, no plan

seems so effectual as turning up the ground rough

late in autumn, so that it may be exposed well to

the frost. Salt thrown sparingly over also addi.

tionally cleanses the soil. Upon stitT lands a win-

ter fallow is a great sweetener, and those who have

tried it for roots, have ever been well compensated

for their labor. To prevent the depredations of

the fly, several plans have been adopted. Dry
lime after a shower has been of great service, but

nothing li:is as yet been presented to public atten-

tion more effectual than spreading coal-tar or gas-

ashes over the land after sowing. The smell of

the bitumen is so offensive to the fly as to ward off"

its attacks. An easy method of applying this

preventive, is to obtain coal tar, and mix it with a

solution of sub-carbon-ite of soda, (the common
Boda used in household affairs.) A chemical com-
bination takes place, and the tenacity of the tar is

in a great measure destroyed. Mix the tar so pre-

pared with road scrapings, nshes, or mould : let the

compost be turned over several times, and when
well incorporated it is ready to be used, and may
be spread broadcast after the sowing is completed.

We may mention that coal-tar forms a leading

ingredient of one of the patent manures, but as it

does not contain phosphorus in any shape, it pos-

sesses scarcely any other value to the crop, except

protecting it from the ravages of the fly. As a ma-
nure for wheat or any other straw crop, its applica-

tion has been very advantageous.

As much public benefit is expected from the

growth of carrots, we may be excused for offering

some observations upon their culture upon stiff

clays, 'J'he land should be ridged up in the latter

end of October or November, and being exposed

to the winter's frost, will be ready early jn the fol-

lowing year, for the reception of the seed.

—

Sussex

(Eng.) Express.

Thfory of Manure.— If we produce a crop of

vegetables upon a fertile soil, that is, one contain-

ing the matters required by the plant, that crop

takes away from the soil some proportion of that

pabulum which is necessary to render a soil capa-

ble of maintaining vegetable life. If this crop is

succeeded by a series, it is obvious that the soil

becomes more and more exhausted of these nutri-

tious matters, and consequently becomes less and

less fertile. Common observation proves the truth

of these positions.

The use of manure, therefore, is to afford the

growing plant a fresh snpply of that food which

preceding crops have consumed, or which the soil

does not contain. If, then, this be the use of ma-

nure, if one object of its application be to prevent

a decrease in the fertility of the soil, it is obvious

that it may be applied to another object of still

more importance, viz : to increase the fertility of

the soil.

Thus, by the application to a soil of those mat-

ters whicli one crop has taken up, we restore it to

its original condition, and render it capable of

yielding another crop equal to the first, it is evi-

dent that by returning to a soil more than the pre-

ceding crop hns taken away, we improve its original

condition, and make it capable of producing still

more.

When it is considered that our population in-

creases every day, and that with this increase of

population, and increased demand for the products

of the soil arises, it will at once be allowed that

no object can be more important than this. '' Noth-

ing," said an ancient philospher, "is more grateful

than the earth ;" and if we make it a principle to

return in the shape of manure, more of the matters

nutritious to vegetables than we have carried away
iti the crop, she will vie with us in generosity.

—

Hannam''s Prize Essay.

duce little difference in the quantity of milk; bu

if an equal quantity of Swedes or carrots, anc

mangel wurtzel be given alternately, both the sup

ply of milk and butter will be increased."

Cure for Foot-Rot in Sheep.—Mr J. R. Speed, ii

the Albany Cultivator says : " I had occasion ti

procure a Spanish Merino buck, a few months age

from a distant part of the county, and on going in

to my sheep-ynrd soon afterwards, I found him ver

lame in two of his feel, so much so as scarcely t

be able to walk. I immediately removed him ti

the barn floor, and on examination found that hi;

lameness was occasioned by that scourge of thi

Ovine race—the foot-rot. I cleansed the hoof

thoroughly with warm soap-suds, and fled to m;

books for a remedy. I soon found in the " Com
plete Grazier," p. 1(55, several remedies for thi

disease, but as I had not at hand the ingredient

of which they were composed, I laid aside m;

books, and took down that cure-all among farmers

my bottle of spirits of turpentine, and with a feath

ar applied it to the parts affected, quite plentifully

twice or three times in the space of three days

(keeping him upon the floor,) when I found tha

a perfect cure had been effected, and put him will

the flock again, and have seen nothing of the lame

ness since."

Lice on Fowls.—In your Oct. number, I observci

some remarks on using sulphur to destroy lice oi

fowls. This I have tried in former years with en

tire success. Mixed with Indian meal and watei

and fed in the proportion of 1 lb. of sulphur to '.

doz. fowls, in two parcels, a few days opart, I hav(

found that it would soon exterminate the lice, am
produce a remarkably healthy and glossy appear

ance in the fowls. They should at the same tiini

be supplied with proper dusting places.

—

Jilb, Cult

Mangel H'urlzel.—A correspondent of tlie Lon-
don Gardener's Chronicle, thus speaks of the man-

gel wurtzel: "I am perfectly satisfied, if tliree

bullocks, near as equal as possible, were put up to

fatten at the same time, omj to be fed on Swedes,

one on carrots, and the other on mangel wurtzel,

that the two former would be in better condition

at the end of three months than the latter would

be in five months. The best time to use mangle

wurtzel is in the spring, as it will be found when
first given to cattle, to act as a purgative, which

will greatly benefit lean stock at that seasort. If

mangel wurtzel be given in large quantities, it will

produce diarrhoea, which would greatly injure any

kind of stock intended to be fattened for market.

I have proved the mangel wurtzel is an excel-

lent root for ewes whicli have lambs, as it will pro-

duce a greater flush of milk than eitlier Swedes or

carrots. I have also given it to milch cows, and

found the supply of milk to be greater, but no in-

crease in the weight of butter, which is another

proof that mangel wurtzel does not possess fatten-

ing qualities. Carrots or Swedes, if given to milch

cows, will increase the weight of butter, but pro-

Snow.—While we have reports of six feet o

snow below Portland, in one storm, a letter fron

Whitesboro', near Utica, to the New York'Ameri

can, says the snow is a fathom (6 feet) deep there

" On all sides as far as the eye can penetrate, ther(

is a wide, desolaling expanse of snow. In truth

the entire land, from Albany to Buffalo, and fron

Utica to Watertown, is an ocean of snow, lyinf

from four to twelve feet deep. You can ride fo

miles over the fences, take hold of the eaves o

barns, plunge into hollows, or rise on heights, a>

your fancy sways you."

—

JV. H. Sentinel.

Do n't buy any thing merely because it pleases

the eye. When you have bought one fine thing

(says Dr. Franklin,) you must buy ten more, thai

your appearance may bo all of a piece : hut it ii

easiet to suppress the first desire, than to satisfj

all that follow it.

Titles.—Titles are of no weight with posterity

and the name only of a man who has performet

exploits, carries more respect than all the epitheti

that can be added to it.— Voltaire.

Our inquiries into immortality are, alas! tO(

often made in the time of mourning and sorrow

ful bereavement, and, therefore, our views are no

sufficiently bright and cheering. We never wall

amid the graves save with crape upon our faces.

—

Ritcher.
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POUDRETTE THE OTHER SIDE.

Mr Editor—" Agricala" to Farmers, can be no

ler than one that "has a particular interest" in

Lodi Manufactiirinif Company, wliose oflice (as

is particular to mention,) is at " -13 Liberty

et, New York.

As you say you have had no practical acquain-

ce with the Lodi Co.'s poudrelle, and I /i«i'e,

ill j;ive you the result of my experiments with

article.

I drilled for ruta baga, and applied to each row

rnately in the field, poudrctte, leached ashes

i ground bones. The rows with poudrette were

'erior to either the bone or ashed rows.

For corn, I used poudrctte in the hill, manure in

hill, and ashes and plaster in the hill, on alter-

,e lands in the same field. The corn where I

3d poudrette, was not half as much as either the

led and plastered, or manured portions.

For potatoes, I used it in the hill as for corn, and

crop of potatoes was nearly as good from the

iidretle land, as from that ashed and plastered.

I used five or six barrels, and was particular to

low the directions, and not use tlie article with

after other manures.

I consider the " getting up" of the I<odi company,

d their whole proceeding, as at least an attempt

impose upon community. They havea^eaibed
their establishment. Peat is a good absorbent

and this with coal-ashes and a little night-soil,

ill make a barrel of " poudrette" very quick, as

ell as cheap.

It is much more satisfactory to the readers of

e various agricultural journals to see articles or

limals U(/i'cr(iie(i (if for sale,) than to see them

iffed in the form of a communication, by the one

ho has them for sale, or by a friend of his, and

len saying that a _/"tiP can be obtained of Mr such

a one, at a price generally about four times their

alue. We have had quite enough of this, even

1 regard to the inimitable Berkshires.

Yours, respectfully,

STEADY HABITS.
Hartford Co., Ct., April Is/, 1843.

fl^/^'We should much have liked the name of the

writer of this article. The facts here staled are

nportant, if true. As the communication is anon-

mous, we have no opinion in regard to its correct-

less. Without any positive knowledge upon the

ubject, we have seen and heard statements that

ead us to suppose that the Lodi Co. manufacture

ks good poudrette as any in this country. If the

iction of theirs is no beter than the preceding ar-

icle indicates, then farmers will find but little in-

Jucement to pay the prices for it that are now
isked.

We have no intention, by these remarks, to ad-

vise them either way. Poudrette may be made a

good, a valuable manure ; but whether the art is

yet understood in this country, is perhaps not yet

established. Some accounts of the effects of pou-

drette are favorable, and others unfavorable. More

experiments are needed before we are ready either

to discard or to recommend it unqualifiedly.

—

Ed.

N. E. F.

Youth, especially female youth, gives a poetic

tinge— a softened coloring to its sorrows ; thus

the sea, when the morning sun shines upon it, is

covered, even in the storm, with rainbows.

—

Ritcher.

ALKALIES.
Connected wiili agricultural philosophy, tlio al-

kalies lire subjects of the deepest interest.

The salts of potash and sodn, and of the alka-

line earths or mineral.i, lime, aluniine, and even

magnesia, can be obtained, by burning and certain

chemical processes, from parts of the structure of

all plants. This shows the great importance of al-

kalies and alkaline substances to the growtli and

welfare of every product of the soil. It follows

also, that with every crop removed, a portion of

the potash, &c. must be removed from the land.

To componsalo for such losses, nslies, farm-yard

manure, &c., supply alkalies to the soil, along with

other fertilizing substances.

Plants growing on n soil containing a due mi.t-

tnre of earthy ingredients, always select a propor-

tion of each, according to their several capacities

or wants. It is a fact of the highest practical val-

ue to the agriculturist to know, that where a soil

which originally contained all the elements essen-

tial to the production of a crop, becomes exhaust-

ed of one alkaline or earthy element, another may
be substituted. Where, for example, there is a

deficiency in a soil of the alkaline earth—lime,

the addition of potash, soda or magnesia, all of

which exist in the ashes of wood and other vegeta-

ble substances, may be resorted to for the purpose

of making it up.

The perfect developement of a plant is, accord-

ing to Liobig, dependent on the presrnce of due

proportions cf the alkalies or alkaline earths, since

when these substances are totally wanting, its

growth will be arrested, and when they are only

deficient it must be impeded. " Let us compare,"

says this eminent chemist, " two kinds of trees,

the wood of which contains unequal quantities of

alkaline bases, and we shall find that one of these

grows luxuriantly in several soils, upon which the

others are scarcely able to vegetate. For exam-

ple, 10,000 parts of oak wood yield 250 parts of

ashes, the same quantity of fir-wood only 83, of

linden-wood 500, of rye 440, and of the herb of the

potato plant 1500 parts.

" Firs and pines find a sufficient quantity of alka-

lies in granitic and barren sandy soils, in which

oaks will not grow ; and wheat thrives in soils fa-

vorable for the linden tree, because the bases,

which are necessary to bring it to complete matu-

rity, exist there in sufficient quantity. The accu-

racy of these conclusions, so highly important to

agriculture, and to the cultivation of forests, can

be proved by the most evident facts.

" All kinds of grasses contain in the outer parts

of their leaves and stalk, a large quantity of sili-

cic acid and potash, in the form of acid silicate

of potash. The proportion of this salt does not

vary perceptibly in the soil of corn-fields, because

it is again conveyed to them as manure in the form

of putrefying straw. But this is not the case in a

meadow, and hence we never find a luxuriant crop

of grass on sandy and calcareous soils which con-

tain little potash, evidently because one of the con-

stituents indispensable to the growth of the plants

is wanting.
" But when we increase the crop of grass in a

meadow by means of gypsum, we remove a greater

quantity of potash with the hay that can, under the

same circumstances, be restored. Hence it hap-

pens, that after the lapse of several years, the crops

of grass on the meadows manured with gypsum di-

minish, owing to the deficiency of potash. But if

the meadow ho strewed from time to time with

Hood ashes, even llie lixiviated ashes, which have

been used by sonplidilLrs, then the grass thrives

as luxuriantly as before. Tlie ashes aro only a

means of restoring the potash.

"The woodcutters in the vicinity of Heidelberg,

have the privilege of cultivating the soil for their

own use, al'icr felling the trees, used for making
tan. Before sowing the land thus obtained, the

branches, roots, and leaves are always burned, and

the ashes used as a manure, which is found to he

quite indispensable for the growth of the grain.

The soil itself, upon which the oats grow in this

district, consists of sandstone ; and although the

trees find in it a quantity of alkaline earths suffi-

cient for their own sustenance, yet in its ordinary

condition it is incapable of producing grain.

" The experience of a proprietor of land in the

vicinity of Goltingen, offers a most remarkable ex-

ample of the incapability of a soil to produce wheat

or grasses in general, when it fails in any one of

the materials necessary to their growth. In order

to obtain potash, ho planted his whole land with

wormwood, the ashes of which are well known to

contain a large proportion of the carbonate of that

alkali. The consequence was, that he rendered

his land quite incapable of bearing grain for many

years, in consequence of having entirely deprived

the soil of its potash."

—

Johrtson's Farmer's Ency-

clopedia.

Blackwood's Opinion of Moustaches.—There is

an affectation among the vulgar clever, of wearing

the mustache, which they clip and cut a la Van-

dyke ; this is uselul, as affording a ready means of

distinguishing between a man of talent and an ass

—the former, trusting to his head, goes clean shav-

ed, and looks like an Englishman : the latter,

whose strength lies altogether in his hair, exhausts

the power of Macassar in endeavoring to make
himself as like an ourang-outang as possible.

Blackwood's Opinion ofSmoking.—Another thing

must be observed by all who would successfully

ape the gentleman : never to smoke a cigar in the

street in mid-day. No better sign can you have

than this of a fellow reckless of decency and be-

havior. A gentleman smokes, if he smokes at all,

where he offends not the olfactories of the passers

by. Nothing, he is aware, approaches more nearly

the most offensive, personal insult, than to compel

ladies and gentlemen to inhale, after you, the

ejected fragrance of your penny Cuba or your

three-penny mild Havana.

JVew England Winters.—In the last number of

the Gazette, we had an extract from one of Cur-

wen's Letters, in which he stated, on the authority

of Dr. Holyoke, " that the winter of 79 "80, ex-

ceeded any since 1740. It began before the mid-

dle of December, and lasted till June nearly ; no

vegetation taking place till the last week in May."

The Boston Mail states, on the authority of an

aged farmer in Worcester county, that in the year

l/S.*!, the snow held on to the depth of four feet

until the 20thof April. It then suddenly thawed

off, and summer came on apace ; and no year be-

fore or since, within his memory, has equalled that

one in productiveness.

—

Salem Gaz.

Why is sympathy like blind-man's buff? Be-

cause it 's a fellow-feeling for a fellow-creature.
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THE MILK BUSINESS OF BOSTON.

We have made some inquiry upon tliis subject, and

learned thai one man brings in upon the Worcester Rail-

Road, about two hundred thousand gallons annually.

This is supposed to be about one-tenth of all that is sold

in the city. Two millions of gidlons per year is the es-

timated amount of annual consumption in Boston. This

at 20 cts. per gallon costs the citizens four jiundrcd thou-

sand dollars per year. And supposing the population

to be 100,01)0, this gives to each inhabiliint yearly 20

gallons, or a small fraction less than half a pint per day.

The share of each person seems not to be large. We
believe, however, that there are few cities on the globe

where milk is so extensively used as here. London

with its vast population of something like a million and

a half, is said to cmsume only 2,.'j00,000 gallons in the

year. We are glad that our own citizens can be fur-

nished so abundantly with this wholesome article of

food. The railroads will always ensure them a supply,

should they be willing lo pay the farmers a remunera-

ting price.

The dwellers in the city of " notions" have a notion

that they do pay the farmers a good price for milk

Five or six cents per quart is usually given. This does

pay the farmers of the immediate vicinity, a» well as

Ihey get paid for most of their productions. But can

those farmers live, who sell milk at their doors at 10 cts.

per gallon in summer and 12 in winter, or at an average

of 11 cents.' Many such farmers there are—and some

81-11 at lower rates than this; and yet the milk dealer

rets no more than a fair compensation for his labors, ex-

penses and risks.

Can these farmers live ? We may say to the inhabi-

tants of the city, that a cow will not yield, on the ave-

rage, a gallon of milk per day through the year; 300

gallons per cow is as much as the farmer can expect his

herd to average ; and this too, without allowing the calf

to take a supply for mure than two days. On one good

farm in this vicinity, where there are kept about twenty

good cows, which are well kept, and well supplied with

roots in winter, an exact account is kept, of the yield of

milk, and even this extra herd does not come quite up

to a gallon each per day. Though there are cowa in

this herd that will give four or five gallons per day, for

some weeks of the year, yet the whole do not come up

to the one gallon each, for the 365 days.

The necessary inference is, that the farmer will not

get more than 33 dollars per year on each cow. Ten

cows will bring him in not more than 330 dollars. And

what is the cost to him .' If his cnws are good enough

to yield yearly 300 gallons, they are worth near 20 dol-

lars apiece : if he keeps them well enough to have them

yield the 300 gallons, ihey will require the value of

three tons of good hay per cow. Twotons, or an equiv-

alent in roots or grain in winter, and pasturing in sum-

mer and autumn, equal in value to another ton. The

hay must be reckoned at a low rate, to give any profit.

Or we may estimate the expense in another v;ay. A
competent and trustworthy man" will cost 150 dollars a

year in wages, and 78 for board— in all, $228. To cut

and make the two tons of hay for winter use, will cost

six dollars, or for a herd often cows, 60 dollars. To do

the milking, would take, we judge, an hour and an half

each day. This, if we allow 12 hours as a day's work,

will require 45 days, and cost about 34. To take the

cows to and from the pasture in summer, for six months.

will, on most farms, require half an hour each day, or

about six dollars. To tend this stock properly through

the six cold months, will require li.ilf his time, and cost

(ncit one-fourth of the year's wages and board, which

would be 57 dollars, but) about fifty dollars. Then to

handle over and compost and spread upon the land the

manure from each cow, so carofully and faithfully as to

keep up the fertility of the fields, would cost in man

and team, at least five dolhirs fur each cow, or fifty dol-

lars in all. We have, ihen, in items of cash—
Hay making, $60 00

Milking, 34 00

Driving cows, 6 00

Tending herd at the barn, 50 00

Working over and applying manure, 50 00

Total, 9:200 00

Subtracting this sum from the 330 dollars' income,

there is lefj as income on the property invested, $130

And how much is thatpjoperty .' We estimate that the

land which will keep a cow the twelve months, with

the barn-room needed for lior accommodation, is worth

$250 ; or the land which will summer and winter well

ten cows together, with the barn that will well protect

them and the hay, is worth $2500 : add to this the worth

of the cows themselves, or $200, and we have $2700

investment. Six per cent, on this is $102—while the

income above the expenses is only $130.

This estimate of expense is as low as our acquaintance

with the subject will possibly allow us lo make it. The

condition of the farmer is here exhibited in a more fa-

vorable light than the majority of them find it in fact.

It will be obvious then, that those of them who owe

money—and ibey are many—are going behind-hand.

They pay six per cent, interest, and their investment

yields them only live. In this calculation we have al-

lowed nothing for house rent, excepting what may be

supposed to come in as a part of the cost of one man's

board—and the board is reckoned at the low rate of

$1 50 per week.

We can say to the city buyers of milk, that if their

bills were all paid promptly and frequently, Ihe milk-

men who go between the farmers and them, might be

able lo do well at a less advance than they now ask.

But whilo the expenses of collection and the losses con-

tinue as great as they now are, these milk-dealers are

not understood to be making much money.

Some of the farmers in the immediate vicinity of the

cily, who retail their milk, get larger incomes from their

cows than we have named, and may perhaps do better

than the more distant ones. But the higher prices of

land where they live, and the expense of going to mar-

ket once or twice every day, will keep them from mak-

ing fortunes rapidly.

true in many instances. Bui salt spread broadcast in I

spring upon the garden, at the rate of 10 or 12 bushi

to the acre, will do much to destroy the worms; a

sand or sandy wash from ihe road-side, if plentifully i

plied, will greatly enrich this soil. The manures y
have been applying year after year, have caused the «

getnble malters there to bear an undue proportion to t

sandy matters. Sail and sand for these soils whi

have been long cultivated, will be worth more than 8

plications of common manures. If it be not convenie

to carl sand, then, at your conveaience, take the

and trench your garden deep ; bring up lour or five i

ches of the subsoil and mix it in with the soil. Tf

will be of great and lasl'ng benefit. Where you do th

you may get good potatoes, free from worms.

Those who ae within reach of the sea-shore, w
find the beach sand the best of all applications lo the

long-tilled gardens. This will furnish both the silii

and the salt—the bones to the plants, and the deatl

drug to the worms

THE GARDEN.

The kitchen garden is Hie portion of the farm that

many farmers are prone to neglect most of all, and yet

it is the part which when well tfinded, contributes more

to the comfort and health of the family, and as much lo

economy in living as any other spot of land of the same

size on the farm. Good vegetables are agreeable to ihe

palate and healthful in the warm season. An abundant

supply of these lessens the desire to purchase fresh

meal, and also diminishes the drafts upon Ihe beef and

pork barrels.

But, says the farmer, things never grow well in my
garden, though it has been manured year after year, all

my days, and is rich enough, yet I never gel any thing

from it that half pays its cost. Worms will spoil pota-

toes and cabbages, and almost every thing else. This is

CATTLE SHEDDING THEIR HORNS.
|

" Cattle shed their horns when three years old." S

says an article which we copied last week from Johi

son's Agricultural Dictionary. We have been charge

with endorsing the correctness of this statement, becaus

we copied it without comment. Not so. We often h

others speak (iir themselves, without objecting to wha

they say, even when we have no faith in their assertions

This assertion that cattle shed their horns, is so obvi

ously incorrect, if understood literally and fully, that wi

asked ourselves what the intelligent writer could mean

We said to ourself, lie may mean no more than Iha

when the animal is three yeais old, the outer portion o

the horn is loosened from the head, and a ring or wrinkl

grows there and connects the horn thus loosened, will

the head. This is not much of a shcddivg^ to be sure

but we thought it possible that the writer meant no mor

than this, and we lei his remarks go without commeni

The extract is from a new work, ju.^l coming befor

American fiirmers, in a cheap form. It contsins sevc

ral statements thai seem to us incorrect, and that creal

some distrust as to its being of very great value, as

work to be relied upon.

THE SEASON.

The snow dissolved but slowly previously to Friday

April 7th. Since then the temperature has been highei

and the snow has been disappearing. The greater par

of the ground in the vicinity of the city is now bare

and a little plowing has been done.

RIASS. HORTICULTUIiAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday^ ^prit 1, 1843.

By Samuel Pond, of Csinbridgeport—Ai»brotle d' H
ver and Beurre Easter Pears. Although past their primi

they were sufficiently good to warrant the varieties

place in every well selected orchard or garden of fru

trees. For the Committee,

B. V. FRENCH.

Bpys^ and Girls' Magazine.—The young will read ti;

April No. with pleasure and advantage. This period

cal deserves extensive circulation. Published by T. i

Carter & Co.

llobert Merry's Museum.—The April No. contains il

first of" Little Leaves for Little Readers." The slorii

are simple and good. Bradbury, Soden &. Co. publisi

ers, 10 School street.
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MISCELLANEOUS

TIME'S SOLILOQUY.

Old ! call you me ? Ay ! when the Almighty

spoke creation into birth, I was there. Then was

I born. Mid the bloom and verdure of paradise,

[ gazed upon the young world, radiant with smiles.

I rose upon the pinions of the first morn, and caught

the first dew-drops that fell from heaven. Ere

the foot of man had touched the virgin earth, 1

gazed upon its splendor. The cataracts sent up

their anthems in solitude, and none was here to

listen to the now-born melody but I ! The fawns

bounded over the hills, and drank at ihe limpid

streams, witnessed by none but me. The morning

star rose in beauty upon these unpeopled shores,

and its twin-sister of Ihe eve flamed in the fore-

head of the sky, with no eye to admire their rays

but mine. Ay ! call me old ? Babylon and As-

syria, Palmyra and Thebes rose, flourished and fell,

and I beheld them in their glory and decline.

Scarce a melancholy ruin marks the place of their

existence ; but when their foundations were laid,

I was there ! Mid all their splendor, glory and

wickedness, I was in their busy streets, and crumb-

ling their magnificent palaces to the earth. My
books will show a long and fearful account against

them. I control the fate of empires,— I give them

their period of glory and splendor ; but at their

birth, I conceal in them the seeds of decay and

death. They must go down and be humbled in

the dust,

—

their proud heads bowed down before

the rising glories of young nations, to whose pros-

perity also, I shall be a witness, and behold their

decline. I poise my wings over the earth, and

watch the course and doings of its inhabitants. I

call up the violet upon the hills, and crumble the

grey ruins to the ground. I am the agent of a

higher power, to give life and take it.._away. I

spread silken tresses upon the brow of the young,

and plant grey hairs on the head of the aged.

Dimples and smiles at my bidding, lurk around the

lips of the innocent child, and I furrow the old

man's brow with wrinkles. Old ! call you me ?

Ay, but when will my days be uunr.bercd ? When
will time end, and eternity begin ? When his

purposes, who called me into being, are accom-
plished, then, and not till then—and no one can

proclaim the hour— I, too, shall be numbered with

the dead.

—

Selected.

gentleman happened to be Augustine Washington,
Esq., who was thus accidentally thrown into the

company of a lady who afterwards became his

wife, who emigrated with him to America, and in

the year ]73d, at Virginia, became the envied

mother of George Washington the great.

—

Lacon.

He that sets out on the journey of life with a

profound knowledge of books, but a shallow knowl-

edge of men, with much sense of others, but little

of his own, will find himself as completely at a

loss on occasions of common and of constant re-

currence, as a Frenchman without his snufl'-box or

a Dutchman without his pipe lb.

EFFECTS AND CAUSES.
In the complicated and marvellous machinery of

circumstances, it is absolutely impossible to decide

what would have happened, as to some events, if

the slightest disturbance had taken place in the

march of those that preceded \,Uetn. Wo may ob-

serve a little dirty wheel of brass, spinning round

upon its greasy axle, and the result is, that in an

another apartment, many yards' distance from it, a

beautiful piece of silk issues from a loom, rivalling

in its hues the tints of the rainbow. There are

myriads of events in our lives, the distance be-

tween which was much greater than that between
this wheel and the riband, but where the connexion
has been much more clo.*e. If a private country-

gentleman in Cheshire, (Eng.) about the year 17.30,

had not been overturned in his carriiage, it is ex-

tremely probable that America instead of being a

free republic at this moment, would have continued

a dependant colony of England. This coiintry-

Out of the millions vfho have professed to ad-

mire thf' precepts of .lesus, how few comparatively

have reduced them to practice! But there are

numbers numberless, who, throughout the whole of

their lives, have been practicing the principles of

Machiavelli, without having even heard of his

name; who cordially believe with him, that the

tongue was given to discover the thoughts of oth-

ers, and to conceal our own ; and who range them-

selves either under the standard of Alexander the

Sixth, who never did what he said, or of his son

Borgia, who never said what he did.— Jb.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.
JOSEPH BRECK & CO. at Ihe New England Aqr

lural Warehouse and Seed Store Nos. 51 andS2 Norlhl

kel Street, have for sale, Green's Palenl Straw, Hay
Stalk Cutler, operating on a mechanical principle not b

applied to any implement forlliis purpose. The mostp
inent effects of this application, and some of the couseq

peculiarities of Ihe machine are

:

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power reqii

to use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is suffii

to work it etficientiy.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts twol

els a minute, which is full twice as fasl as has been d^
hy any oiher machine even when worked by horse or «'

power.

3. Tlie knives, owing to the peculiar manner in whicli

cut, require sharpening less often than those of any i

straw caller.

4. The machine is simple inits construction, made an

together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable a

complicated machines m general use to get out of ord

Posthumous fame is a plant of tardy growth, for

our body must bo the seed of it ; or we may liken

it to a torch, which nothing but the last spark of

life can light up ; or we may compare it to the

trumpet of the archangel, for it is blown over the

dead ; but unlike that awful blast, it is of earth,

not of heaven, and can neither rouse nor raise us.

—lb.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvemenls have hern made the past year in Ihe

form and workmanship of these Ploughs; the mould b<'arri

has heen so formed as to lay the furrow completely oner,
turning- in ererij particle of grass or sluhble, andieav'ing the
ground in the best possible vianncr. The length of the
mould hoard hash* n -very much increased, so that the
Plough works with Ihe greatest ease, hoth wilh respect to
the holding and ihe leani. The Committee at the late trial
of Ploughs at Woroesler, say,

" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploughs
we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo
the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try Prouly & Wears, hal\[ your land is heavy, hard orrocLy,
BEGIN WITH Mr. HowAKD'3 '

At Ihe above me-.f.oned trial the Howard Plough (/id
more work, with Ihe same pawer of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentyse.'en
and one half inches, to the 112 Ihs. draught, while Ihe
Iloirard Plough turned twcniyninc and one half inches, to
the same power of learn ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has heen quile an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can he renewed without
having to furnish a new landside: this shqe likewise secures
the mould hoard and landside together, and strengthens Ihe
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to $15. A Plough,

sufficient for breaking up wilh four calllc, will cost alioul
SlO 50, and with culler Si, wilh wheel and culler, S2 CO
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at
ihe New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,
Nos. 51 & 62 North Market Street, hy

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

WILLIS'S LATEST IMPROVED VEGETAB
CUTTIiR.

This machine surpasses all others for the purpose of

ling Rula.Baga. Mangel Wurlzcl, and other roots,

great ohjeclion to other machines, is their culling the

into slices, which makes it almost impossible forlhei

to get hold of them : this machine with a little alleri

cuts them into large or small pieces, of such shape

most convenient for ihe catile lo eat. Jt will cut with

from one 10 two bushels of roots per minute. For sa

J. BRECK & CO., Nos. 51 and 52 North Market el.

TYK UP CHAINS.
Just received hy 600 Chains for tyeing up Caltle.

These chains, introduced by E. H. Derby, Esq. of Si

and Col. Jacues, for the purpose of securing cattle t

stall, lire found tc lie the safest and most convenient i

of fastening cows and oxen lo the stanchion.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., No. 62 f

Market st.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.
400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains.
200 " Draft Chains. For sale hy J. BRECK &

No. 52 North Market st.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, orf2 50 if not

within tliirty days.

N. B.— Postmasters are permitted by law to fnii

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, Wil

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENNETT. FKINTKBS.'
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NEW ENGLAND SILK CONVENTION.
We have received a pamphlet containing the

ings of this Convention, from which wc extract

s following :

" Agreeably to a call issued by a committee ap-

inted for that purpose by the Silk Convention

Id in Northampton, in 1841, delegates from differ-

t parts of New England assembled in conven-

m in that town, on Wednesday, the 28th of Oct.

42.

The Business Committee reported the following

lolutions, which were discussed in their order,

d unanimously adopted :

Besohtd, That in the general progress of the

ik business in this country, from year to year, the

invention are happy in seeing ample grounds for

Igmentcd confidence in all the great principles

I which it is based.

Resolved, That in regard to all agricultural pro-

|3ts, there is a broad and well defined distinction

I
be observed between permanent and transient

I
jses of failure or success ;— that the permanent

\iees a.re climate and soil;—and that wherever

|se are known to be favorable to any such pro-

i
;t, we should never be discouraged by transient

! ises operating against success, knowing that

I se causes operate in like manner in regard to

I such products. The late frosts of the present

! son, that nipped in the bud the food of our favo-

f!
worms, nipped also, with an impartial hand,

I

• vines and our corn ; and the unusual weather

! August and September, that injured some of our

\i crops of worms, injured in like manner, our

I 3 crops of grain, and hay, and fruit.

Resolved, That, as American silk, in the state in

I
ich the worm leaves it, has long been known to

I
of Jirst rale quality, it is adequate proof that

I
climate and soil of our country are eminenttly

1 igenial to its culture, inasmuch as these are the

I
manent causes that control the quality of all ag-

r Jitural products.

Resolved, That the silk culture demands, for its

Icessful prosecution, essentially the same cli-

1 te, and the same kind of seasons, and the same

k d of upland soils, as are required for Indian

D n ; and as this crop is successfully cultivated in

thf" Slates and Territories of the Union, there

aothing to forbid the co-extensive cultivation of

' silk crop.

Resolved, That, inasmuch as in America and

ina the mulberry tree is found in the native for-

8, it is a manifest indication of Divine Provi-

ice, that this country, as well as China, was de-

ned to be a great silk-growing country.

Jhsolved, That we are much gratified in behold-

• the manifestations of a growing public confi-

jice in the essential merits of the silk business,

II we are herein decidedly encouraged to go for-

ttrd in the business ourselves, using at the same

Die all appropriate means to enlighten the public

aid, and confirm the public confidence still more

Kly. For this purpose we will freely communi-

cate to individuals, and to the conductors of the

newspaper press, the results of our own experi-

ence, and such other information as may be in our

power, exercising all due care to keep within the

limits of rigid truth.

Resolved, That we rejoice in the liberal protec-

tion given to the silk business in the new tariff

enacted by the Congress recently closed ; and in

the fact that this section of the bill excited no op-

position from any quarter of the country, we have

a pledge that the policy now establishe<l will re-

main undisturbed ; and that amendments will be

readily secured, should experience prove them ne-

ces.?ory. And, further, inasmuch as our Congress

has never imposed discriminating duties, except in

favor of such products as may be brought forth

from our own fields and workshops, this act is only

the expressed opinion of the intelligent body that

passed it, that our country can as well make its

own silks, as its cottons and woollens, its hats and

its shoes, its nails and its axes.

Resolved, That inasmuch as we at present do

not, and for some years cannot, furnish our silk

manufacturers from our own fields with an ade-

quate supply of the raw material, a heavy duty on

raw silk would operate against the manufacturer,

and so injure the general business; therefore, for

the present, the silk-grower must look chiefly to

his own State legislature for that measure of legis-

lative aid and encouragement which, in the infan-

cy of his business, he so much needs ; and which

great considerations of public policy so clearly de-

mand that he should receive. Hence

—

Resolved, That the legislatures of the several

States of New England, that have hitherto delayed

to pass laws granting a bounty on cocoons and

reeled silk, be respectfully, yet earnestly petition-

ed to enact such laws at their next session ; and

that those legislatures that have passed such laws,

but which laws are near expiring by their own

limitation, be, in like manner, petitioned to extend

them ; and that the friends of the silk cause in the

several States, be requested to see that memorials

on the subject be duly prepared, and circulated,

and presented.

Resolved, That our manufacturers and other

business men have now every reasonable encour-

ogement to invest, in a wise and careful manner,

their funds in this new form of domestic labor

—

growing and manufacturing silk.

Resolved, That the thanks of this convention be

tendered to the conductors of the public press, for

the essential aid they have rendered the silk cause

in collecting and difl'using information on the sub-

ject, and that their further co-operation will be

highly appreciated.

A large number of letters from gentlemen indif-

ferent parts of the country, giving their experience

in the silk business, were read. We have room

only for the following :

J. R. Barbourr, Oxford, Mass.—" It is thirteen

years since I began carefully to examine the great

principles on which the Silk Business, as as busi-

ness of this country, is based. For six years I

have been personally engaged in it—extendjng my
grounds yearly. I have now five acres of trees,

chiefly tnulticaulis and large leaf Cantons, anil in-

tend to extend my grounds yet more, making this

business the leading object of attention on the

farm. In feeding worms, I have no startling results

to give. In 1830, with my second crop, I over-

stocked and lost money. My fourth crop in 1841,

hatched the middle of .^u«;ust, did not pay for it-

self. My last crops this year, hatched and fed in

the rains of August and Sepfeiiibcr, did but indif-

ferently well. All the rest of my cropn during tlje

six years, have yielded a much bettor profit than

ordinary agricultural productions ; and my belief

in regard to the entire feasibility of the silk enter-

prise, at first derived from a somewhat extensive

course of reading, is now ripened into a full and
well settled assurance.

I wish to advert to a few points that may not be

noticed by others.

Trees.—I set mine on dry, warm land, in a state

of middling fertility, 4 by 2 feet, one root in a place,

like other trees. Managed in this way, I fully be-

lieve they are safe from the dangers of winter, any

where between Canada and the Gulf of Mexico.

The unripe ends of the limbs may, or may not, be

injured ; but this is of no consequence, as they

should all be headed down in the spring. On the

other hand, by laying my trees, and leaving them
to stand as they grow, I have lost many thousands.

The reason is obvious, although, as in most cases,

it is experience that has suggested that reason.

They do not form roots. In the other way, the

roots extend and fill the ground.

2. In the spring, I cut my trees down within

about two inches of the ground, reserving a few

standing for early feed. This process adds greatly

to the quantity of foliage.

3. For two years I have thought much in regard

to the best kind of buildings for feeding. In Eu-

rope, they feed chiefly in enclosed buildings, with

the temperature regulated by artificial means. In

China, they feed altogether in open places. Which
is bestfor us? I raise the question, in the earnest

hope that it may arrest the attention of silk grow-

ers throughout the country, and be fully tested

the coming season, by extended experiments—only

adding three things. 1. Our climate, in the same

parallels of latitude, is essentially the same with

that of China. 2. Some of the best cases of suc-

cessful feeding that have come to my knowledge,

were conducted on the Chinese plan, the worms

having an unobstructed circulation of air from the

first, and taking their chance as to the changes of

the weather. .3. This is nature. The worm, in

its native state, lives, and passes through all its

changes on the tree, in the open oir, subject to all

the changes of temperature, like the caterpillar,

the cankerworm, and other annual insects. In cul-

tivating the silk-worm, should we not follow na-

ture in all things, as closely as possible ? I do

repeat the earnest wish that the question proposed

may be extensively tested, and the results publish-

ed.

4. My experience fully testifies against late feed-
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in^. The first third is worlli more tlian the last

two thirds of the season.

5. The regular extension of the silk business

may now be anticipated. It has outlived the dis-

astrous revulsion of J8-39. All our agricultural

journals are now friendly, and most of them are

zealously engaged in promoting it. The political

press is every where ready to publish any candid

statements on the subject. Unprincipled specula-

tors in trees have all left the field, and the whole

silk business has fallen into new and belter hands.

They did ih'J cause imnieuse mischief. By their

operations in 1830, and especially in the wanton

destruction of their trees in 1840, they practically

proclaimed that mulberry trees have no intrinsic

value. It has taken the regular silk growers two

or three jears to undo the mischief. Vet we have,

in a very desirable and encouraging degree, done ,yith weeds or drought.

CURIOUS METHOD OF PLANTING CORN"

Mr John W. Sweet, of Tyringham, Berks'iire

county, informs us that he plants his corn in the

following manner, and has realized 110 bushels

shelled corn to the acre.

He spreads what manure he intends for the field,

on the surface of the green-sward ; then he plows

the land into ridges about three feet apart in the

fall—each ridge or row being made of two back

furrows turned upon a narrow strip of sward, which

is not disturbed. In the spring, he rolls and har-

rows these ridges, and on llie lop of each ridge,

12 or 14 inches apart, lie plants his hills of corn,

3 or 4 kernels in the hill, and cultivates his corn

through the season with the hoe, cultivator and

plow, as much as he deems necessary. By tliis

method, lie remarked, that he was not troubled

it. Trees are now appreciated, and some sales

made at small prices. From this time, the silk busi-

ness cannot be extended at all without creating a

corresponding demand for trees. The new tariff,

by placing this business on a level v.'ith the other

In the fall, as soon as his corn is ripe, he gath-

ers the ears, then pulls up all the corn-stalks, and

lays them down lengthways between the furrows,

and then splits the ridges with his plow, and covers

the stalks up completely. Thus is made his ridge

great interests of the country, gives it a passport , for his second crop of corn, to be planted the sue-

to the confidence of business men. Our manufac- ceeding spring. The 1 10 bushels was the second

turers, in some cases, are now shaping their busi-

ness in reference to taking up silk. Othets will

do the same, as tlie times shall seem to justify.

This aids the growing of silk. The amount of

silk made in years past has been rapidly increasing

each year just about doubling upon the preceding

year. In all the States where legislative bounties

are given, we have the means of showing this in-

crease with great precision. I called upon our

State Treasurer in Boston a few days since, and

he kindly gave nie the following statement, show-

ing how this matter stands in Massachusetts:

18.36, $71 37

1837, 198 00

1838, 350 52

1839, 434 C2

1840, 1233 59

1841, 2111 42

1842—to Oct. 1. 3351 91

In view of these results, secured amidst all the

multiplied discouragements that we have had to

contend with, what may be hoped for now that we

have surmounted these discouragements and gained

public confidence ? Another consideration, calcu-

lated to urge the business forward, is found in the

fact that all our present agricultural staples are

now extremely depressed, and are likely to remain

so. The market is completely glutted. Our far-

mers must take up something new, or their suffer-

ings will be prolonged indefinitely. In this crisis,

silk comes to their aid. In the production of this

article, they cannot glut the market for one whole

generation most assuredly."

Fesding Poultry.—Professor Gregory, of Aber-

deen, in a letter to a friend, observes, "As I sup-

pose you keep poultry, I may tell you that it has

been ascertained, that if you mix with their food a

sufficient quantity of egg-shells or chalk, which

they cat greedily, they will lay twice or thrice as

many eggs as before. A well fed fowl is disposed

to lay a vast number of eggs, but cannot do so

without the materials for the shells, however nour-

ishing in other respects her food may be ; indeed,

a fowl fed on food and water, free from carbonate

of lime, and not finding any in the soil, or in the

shape of mortar, would lay no eggs at all."

duced and perpetuated. Thus the forest land, fo

centuries subject to a mighty growth, from yeart

year not only increases in fertility, by an annua

top-dressing, fitted to the very purpose for whici

it IS wanted, and composted by the unerring haa-.

of Deity, bnt also, from year to year, has some,

thing to spare for the good of man and beast.

Thus in the vegetable as in the animal world

there is a wise provision that each shall be sus

tiiined and reproduced ; and as these natural lawi

are more and more developed by science, we maj

expect the purposes of Infinite Wisdom, as to thi

vegetable world, will be less and less frnslratec

by the hand of unskillful culture.

—

Boston Trav.

crop planted over the buried stalks.

The above is sufficient to give the reader an

idea of this system. He contends that after the

first crop ho wants no manure for his corn, except

the stalks applied as we have described.

It is quite probable, the three sods and manure

being under the corn the first year, that while

these are undergoing decomposition, being the

whole period of tlie growth of the corn, the crop

will sufTer less from drought than it would were

there no vegetable matter beneath it to attract and

detain moisture till its decomposition is completed.

As to the fact that cornstalks are the best ma-

nure for corn, the idea is strictly philosophical, and

is fully sustained by chemical analysis. The doc-

trine seems to be well settled, that each crop re-

quires its own peculiar food, and unless the soil

contains this, the crop will not flourish. Hence

the necessity of rotation of crops, or the well es-

tablished fact, with practical men, that potatoes

will not thrive for many years in succession on the

same piece, because the crop has already exhaust-

ed the soil of the peculiar food of the potato, while

some other crop requiring a diflferent kind of food

from the potato, will succeed well on the same

land where the potato has failed ;—thus as the ox

and the sheep, when put to the same stack of hay,

the one will eat what the other leaves ; so it is

with plants.

Now, if you shoot a partridge, and cut open its

crop, and find in it acorns and buds, you at once

infer that acorns and buds are the natural food of

the bird. So when by chemical analysis you as-

certain the precise elements of which corn-stalks

are made, you have ascertained precisely what kind

of food the corn crop requires. Now as cornstalks

contain the very elements of the food required by

the corn crop, and return to th° soil all the substan-

ces of which they exhausted the soil, the chemis-

try of agriculture teaches us that cornstalks while

undergoing decomposition, furnish the growing

crop with those very gases required for the elabo-

ration of the solid stock and ears.

But this is not only the conclusion of science,

but a universal law of the vegetable world, by

which an all-wise and bountiful God has provided

that each precise species of plants shall be repro^;

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

LOW PRICES.

For the first time in my life—now a pretty ex

tended period— I have this day sold a fine fat pig

weighing 100 pounds, for 3 1-2 cents per pound

receiving for it just three dollars and a half! whicI

as it was of real pure Berkshire blood, is a surr

less than I was offered for it at six weeks old.

We are indeed fallen upon eventful times—ant

are tempted to ask, first, what has caused the be

fore unheard-of depression of farm produce ; ant

second, what will be the,endof it? Now, as :

live in a retired part of the country, and see bui

little of the world, and hear less of it, exceptor

market days, I suppose I am not expected to knon

much about it, except that "such things are ;" am
yet when one is made to smart so severely unde

such an infliction as that which now oppresses us

it is but natural that we should complain, and thai

It is but reasonable that we should be able to saj

what ails us.

You must know, then, I purchased the smal

place which I now occupy, eight years ago ; i

was then almost in a state of nature, and for thi

first four years I had enough to do to '' clear m;

teeth," as the saying is ; but when I had any thinj

to sell, I obtained a fair price for it, and got for

ward, although it was by slow degrees ; but afte

four years more of hard labor, and now that I an

able to raise better crops, the prices which I ar

compelled to accept for them, brings me back t

the state of destitution which I suffered at thi

first, without the hope that by my exertions I shal

ever be able to overcome my difficulties.

I may be wrong, but it strikes me that one causi

for the very low prices of agricultural produce ie

the over-supply of our markets; for unless I an

much deceived, there were not such enormou
quantities of produce brought to the market eigh

years ago, as now.

Too many are flocking into the agricultural pro

fession. And if to this be added, the facility ofTei

ed by railroads and canals, to pour in the produc

of lands once quite out of the reach of the sea

board ; with the continually increasing stream c

emigrants from foreign countries, whose grand re

source is agriculture—how, in the name of "Pc
litical Economy," are times for the farmer ever t

mend ?

Some, to whom I have applied for 'a solution c

the difficulty, are of opinion, that the prices c

land and labor must fall ; but will not this add t

the pressure, by inducing a greater number of fan

laborers to become land-holders, and grow food fo

themselves .'

It has been proposed in the "Cabinet," that va
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u!ic!cs should bo prown, other limn (hose

at are now fnrnishcd lor the mnrkots. Well,

is might slave off the difficulty for a time, but

on every demand will be supplied, and conipcli-

>n will atrain reduce the price below the cost of

ising: for instance, the article of castor-oil, wliich

ce brought six dollars a gallon, is now supplied

rsixtytwo and a half cents !

Since writing the above, an old and venerable

ighbor has dropped in, and in answer to the in-

iry, "Will thinrjs ever be belter for the farming

;erest ?" said—"' I have been young, and now I

I old
;
yet have I never seen the righteous for-

Isen, or his seed begging bread.' As in all other

ings, so in the business of agriculture—there

U ever be ebbing and flowing. Have you so

on forgotten, how that a few years ago, the pco-

3 ceased to eat beef, because the price was so

»h that few could afford to purchase ? and also

len pork was 14 cents per pound, and flour 8 or

dollars per barrel.' I remember when I was a

ung man, the price of wheat in the old country

18 so low, that a neighbor of ours delerniined to

ild a granary, for the purpose of slowing away

Ircrop until the price should rise ; hut all the

|ople laughed, and assured him that wlieat would

1 ver again be higher— it was then 6'2 cents per

I shel—but he reasoned as I now do, and before a

'ar had passed, he had sold his grain for a price

iditional, sufficient to pay for his new building;

lice which I have known the price of wheat to

i five dollars a bushel. Let us therefore not de-

lair, but hope ; and-tliings will some lime or other

1 me round of their own accord. Depend upon it,

: have still far more to be thankful for than we

serve, and the reflection should keep us humble

d confiding."

My venerable friend has relieved my mind of a

id of anxiety. I have no more hogs to sell, but

lave six in pickle, and a beef to slaughter. My
alth is good, and I have a blessed wife and four

itiful children, with food in store for a year. My
jod-house is well filled, and my chimnies never

loke. I have a capital lard lamp and a small li-

ary of books ; and subscribe and pay for the

Cabinet," and two others of our best agricultural

urnals. I have a chest of tools for a rainy day ;

elter for all my cattle, and provender in plenty
;

ith a well of as pure water as Adam ever drank
'—from which "I drink myself, and my children

id my cattle." I fear, indeed, that 1 have far

ore blessings than I deserve, and the thought

all henceforth keep me " humble and confiding."

Sckuytkitl Co., Pa. J. D.

Veterinary Medicine.—Under this head, the Ed-

burgh Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, has a

view of Pcrcival's second volume of 400 pages,

1 the Disorders of the Horse ; and, by way of

illing attention to the importance of a better

nowledge of the veterinary art, estimates the val-

e of horses, cattle, and sheep in Great Britain, at

120,000,000 sterling; and that there is a loss of

vo millions sterling annually to the nation, by

usability, disease, and death, over what there pro-

lably would be, if a proper knowledge in regard

ll) the treatment of those animals prevailed.

I

It is a great privilege of poverty to be healthy

'ithout physic, secure without a guard, and to ob-

lin from the bounty of nature what the wealthy

re compelled to procure by the help of art.

From the Albany Cultivator.

CULTURE OF THE GRAPE.
A cau.io of the failure of many who have made

a proper selection o^ native grapes, (and in the first

rank of these 1 place the Is:ibclla and (Catawba,)

has been a want of practical experience lo direct

them in the best mode of preparing the ground,

planting the vines, pruning, &c , so as to ensure a

vigorous growlh of bearing wood, and keep this

from extending loo far from the roots of the vines,

when they are planted with the design of forming

a vineyard. Some have studiously adopted the

European method of pruning and cultivating the

grape. This is not altotielher correct. The natu-

ral vigor of our native vines is much greater than

the foreign, and they require difl^erent treatment.

The more variable nature of our climate, tlie great-

er heat experienced for three or four months in the

year, and the comparative coolness of the nights

during the same period, have a great influence up-

on the vines ; as also do the severe droughts with

which wc are occasionally visited in the heat of

summer.

A proper preparation of the ground will have a

very important influence in preventing any injury

that might otherwise arise from these causes. In-

deed, after having selected good plants, the suc-

cess of the vineyard depends so much upon the

manner in which the ground is prepared and the

vines are planted, that I will here give some direc-

tions to those who may wish to enter upon the

vineyard culture of our native grapes tlie present

spring, and with whom I may not have an opportu-

nity of a personal interview. In selecting the

ground for a vineyard, give Ihnt kind the prefe-

rence which is free from clay within 15 or 18 in-

ches of the surface, and is perfectly dry. Ground
abounding in springs, after thorough under-drain-

ing, is sometimes used for this purpose, but such

land should not be selected for a vineyard, if a

preferable kind can be obtained. Sand, slate,

limestone formation, will answer well for vineyards.

Side-hills with a southern, south-eastern, or east-

ern aspect are generally preferred, leaving the

north (northeast near the seacoast,) and west winds

broken off" by trees, hedge, stone or board fence.

In this latitude, (south of the highlands of the

Hudson,) I find that the Isabella grapes ripen quite

as well when planted in a level field, protected

from the north and west winds by woods or hedges,

as on declivities. Several of my vineyards are

thus located, aud as far as I can perceive, the fruit

ripens at about the same time, and is of the same

quality as when the vines are planted on steep

side-hills. I think, however, that north of the

highlands, side-hills would be preferable.

To prepare the ground for a vineyard, the best

way is to turn under the whole of the surface soil

from l."; to 18 inches in depth, early in the spring,

soon after the frost is out of the ground, by plow-

ing twice in the same furrow. This will place

the richest part of the soil, in a position where it

will give the greatest supply of nourishment to the

vines. Few vineyards in this country have been

planted in this way ; but the cost is so small and

the advantages so great, that it should be done

wherever there are no rocks or large stones to

prevent it. Instead of adopting this method of

preparing the ground, many persons have been

content with digging pretty large holes where they

intended to plant the vines, and placing in the

bottom of these, six or eight inches of good soil,

prcniiius to pulling in the phiiils. A slill greater

nuiiilirr of those who have atlempled to lay out

vineyards, h ive not taken the trouble to resort lo

''ither plan, but havn planted the vines with the

same cari'lcs-iiiess that they would n common an-

nual, instead of giving them the nltention and care

eurh plant should receive—especially when il '\t

expected lo produce a fine crop of fruit every sea-

son after it has commenced beiring, for a hundred
years. Respectfullv,

R. T. UNDERHILL.
I'. S.—The Isabella grape ripens its fruit two

or three weeks earlier than the Catawba, and is

therefore more sure to produce a perfectly ripe

crop in a short season. The Isabella, with me, is

more certain lo give a ripe crop every year, than

any other fruit with which I am acquiiintcd.

.Yew York, March 16. R. T. U.

Every farmer, and indeed every person who has

a yard, and the side of a building on which it may
be trained, should have an Isabella grape vine.

Now is the time to procure them, and we hope the

season will not be alloweil to pass without the

planting of a large number of these vines. Fifty

cents applied to this purpose now, will in a few

years furnish an abundant supply of grapes for any

family Eds. Cult.

CUTTING ASPARAGUS.
Mr Editor— I stumbled accidentally, and from

carelessness, several years since, upon the plan of

cutting asparagus, which I have seen recommend-

ed very highly. The plan is not to cut it below

the ground, as usual, but to allow it to grow from

fifteen inches to two or three feet long, and cut off"

about one foot of the top. By doing so, almost

the whole will be equally tender and well flavored
;

while, in the old way, only an inch or two is eata-

ble. It is a fact, that asparagus does not become

lender until it turns green. I always thought it a

poor vegetable, until I cultivated it, and gathered

it as above ; and now I find it one of the best.

I think, also, that there is a great deal more fuss

(pardon the word as unclassical, but very expres-

sive,) made about the cultivation of asparagus than

there is any need for. I would say, make beds

three feet apart, lay your roots about eighteen in-

ches apart in the alley, haul the bed back upon

them, cover them well with fresh stable or other

strong manure, immediately. If you live on a sea-

island, and can make a bed in salt land, you will

find it thrive to your satisfaction; and if you live

in the interior, empty all refuse salt and salt sub-

stances upon your bod, as its specific manure.

—

Southern Jigricull.

Philosophy of Law.—Law is like fire ; and those

who meddle with it may chance to burn their fin-

gers.

Law is like a pocket with a hole in it ; and those

who risk their money therein, are very likely lo

lose it.

Law is like a lancet; dangerous in the hands of

the ignorant, and doubtful in the hands of an adept.

Law is like a sieve
;
you may see through it, but

you will have to be considerably reduced before

you can get through it Selected.

To take Grease out of Silk.—Apply a little pow-

dered magnesia on the wrong side, as soon as the

I po is discovered.
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BOMMER'S PATENT MANURE.
We have once comiilaiiied of Mr Boinmer and

his agents, as also uf olher venders of patent

rights, upon compost manures. Our objection is

that tliey asli of us faith in the value of their dis-

coveries, witliout mailing: linown ficts enough to

jusiijy fiiilli. Had tliey no patent, tliere would be

more apology for secrecy than there now is.

We were once permitted to read the account of

Mr Bouinier's process, but it was under circum-

stances that required secrecy ; and our perusal was

60 hasty that we have no opinion of our own that

we shiiuld wish to promulgate, even wore there no

obligation upon us to be silent.

Wo hr.vc had terms offered us, upon which we
might become an agent for the sale of rights ; but

we have not yet acceded to them, because we have

not been able to form any satisfactory opinion as

to whether there is any thing in the method worth

paying for. We have had no permission to try

the process upon our own premises, excepting

on condition that we will advertise, and indirectly,

at least, recommend it. Such terms we probably

never shall consent to. If we can be allowed to

try the patent process of composting, without any
other condition than that of faithfully making pub-

lic the result after the trial has been made, we are

ready for the work— but to buy a right for our.self,

by encouraging and advising others to buy, while

we are yet ignorant of the value of the article re.

commended, is unjust to our readers, and we shall

do no such thing.

With these remarks, and without giving any
opinion or advice, we are willing to let Mr Bar-

nett, the agent, speak as in the following article

from the Connecticut Farmers^ Gazette.— Eu. N. E. F.

BOMMER'S MANURE—NO HUMBUG.
Mr Editor—The invention of Mr Bommer is

presented to the public under circumstances which
ought to inspire confidence. If we were depen-
dent on Mr Bommer and his agents for information

respecting the efficiency and utility of his method,
we might, even in this case, regard it as entitled

to a candid investigation, especially when it is un-

derstood that we know nothing in their characters

calculated to excite our suspicions, or any thing in

the system of the process, incompatible with the

principles of sound philosophy. As it regards Mr
Bommer's personal character, it may be safely as-

serted that we know nothing against it; while the

valuable improvement which he has introduced

among the agriculturists of our country, very natu-

rally inspires us with sentiments of profound re-

spect for him as a gentleman of scientific research,

and of a discriminating judgment. His theory

has past the ordeal of a careful examination by dis-

interested gentlemen, whose attainments in sci-

ence pre-eminently qualified them to trace its har-

mony with the most approved principles of philoso-

phy.

'ihe practical utility of the system has been
tested both by public and private experiments, and
in every case where the principles of the theory

have been fairly carried out, it has resulted witii

complete success. The advantages of the method
are so diversified that they are not likely to be duly
appreciated without a careful consideration.

While I shall take it for granted, that the im-
portance of nutritious manure is generally ac-

knowledged by tho farmers of New England, it

must be conceded that in a majority of cases, es-

sential losses are sustained in this article for the

want of a well-adjusted system. The method of

Mr Bommer furnishes a system of the most rigid

econimiy, in saving every thing that is available,

and in using all to the greatest advantage". The
expedition with which decomposition is carried on

by this method, has very justly attracted the atten-

tion of the public, and presents inducements for

general adoption, which it would seem that the

most inveterate prejudice could not resist.

If, in any case, it may be asserted with truth,

that "time is money," it is emphatically true in

respect to the time which is saved by this rapid

process in converting articles, which are frequently

wasted, into the most valuable manure in a few

days, instead of requiring a year to consummate
the object in a manner far less effectual.

It is certainly no trifling advantage which is de-

rived from this method, that the {Terminating pow-

ers of all weeds, submitteil to decomposition by

this process, will be utterly destroyed; and that

yard or stable manure, in which foul seed is sus-

pected to exist, may be essentially improved in

quality by this mode of management, while every

kind of seed in the manure will be incapable of

vegetating. In locations where sea-weeds or other

vegetable matters are easily obtained, which are

difficult to decompose by any ordinary process, Mr
Bommer's method must prove an inestimable bene-

fit to such as avail themselves of its use. But if

we add to the above the advantages of earth and

liquid manures, and also Mr Bommer's plan of aug-

menting stable or yard manure, and the process

which will soon be communicated to the purchasers

of his method of a cheap and expeditious mode of

converting muck and peat into good manure, it will

be difficult to conceive of tho amount of profit

which will result to community if these improve-

ments should be generally adopted.

ELI BARNETT.
Wesivilk, Ct., March 3\st, 1843.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

SUBSOIL PLOWING.
Subsoil plowing, which has attracted the atten-

tion of farmers for a few years past, and has been

attended with successful results, it seems was put

in practice in Maryland in 1892, as will appear by

the following extract from the American Farmer,
of April, 1823 :

" This is to certify, that in breaking my land for

corn last spring, (about 60 acres,) I followed the

barshare plow with a substratum (subsoil) plow,

until I had broke about 25 acres. I believe the

average depth of my plowing with the barshare,

was about five inches, and that the substratum

plow worked about seven inches deeper in the

same furrow—making the whole 12 inches deep.

That otherwise, in tho planting and tillage, the

management was just the same, and the land of

about equal quality throughout the field. That the

corn on that part where the substratum plow was
used, grew about twelve inches taller, kept its color

through the season, and produced at least 50 per

cent, more corn. That the corn on the other part

of the field suffered very much with the drought,

and fired considerably.

Joseph Delaplaine.
Montgomery Co., Md., Feb. 18, 1843."

It is hoped the above successful experiment,

together with similar results within the last year

or two, in other situations, will induce more far-

mers to try their hands at subsoil plowing the com-
;

ing spring. The trials, so far as they have been

heard from, confirm the good resulls that were an-

ticipated from stirring the subsoil, without bringing

it to the surface, as is the case in trench plowing.

The subsoil plow introduced by Prouty, is a very

perfect agricultural implement, and fully answers

the purpose for which it was constructed. He has

them manufactured, adapted to one, two or three

horses, to suit circumstances. They would be a

valuable thing to rouse up a garden with. They
are nothing more than a plow without a mould-

board, rather narrower and higher than a common
plow, and can be made by any common plow-maker.

Quere Would not subsoiling be capital in po.

tato ground .' X.

Snap Suds.—There is no better manure than

dirty soap suds ; and there is not a farm-house in

the country, but what produces enough of it in the

course of a year, to manure a garden two or three

times over. Dirty suds, after washing, is almost

universally thrown into the nearest gutter, to be

washed away and wasted. Would it not be an

improvement, and show a laudable economy in the

good woman of the farm-house, to have it convey-

ed to the garden, to enrich the ground, and make
the vegetables grow more luxuriantly ? The pot-

ash, the grease, and the dirt, all of which are com-
ponent parts of soap-suds, are first-rate manures,

and should always be applied to make plants grow,

and especially when hard times are loudly com-
plained of, and sound economy is the order of the

day Ibid.

Gentle Means the Best.—The best tamer of colts

that was ever known in Massachusetts, never al-

lowed whip or spur to be used ; and the horses he

trained never needed the whip. Their spirits were

unbroken by severity, and they obeyed the slight-

est impulse of the voice or rein, with the most ani-

mated promptitude. He said it was with horses

as with children— if accustomed to beating, they

would not obey without it. But if managed with

untiring gentleness, united with consistent and

very equable firmness, the victory once gained over

them was gained forever.

In the face of all these facts, the world goes on

manufacturing whips, spurs, gallows, and chains;

while each one carries within his own soul a divine

substitute for these devil's inventions, with which

he might work miracles, inward and outward, if he

would.—A^. Y. A. S. Standard.

JVilrate of Soda The Gardener and Practical

Florist states that two cwt. per acre is recommend-

ed for farm crops ; G oz. in 4 gals, of water for cel-

ery ; 1 lb. in 12 gals, for dahlias ; 1 oz. to 1 gal.

for strawberries ; and 1 lb. to 8 gals, for onions.

For Grafting }f'ax Take 5 oz. pitch, 4 oz. re-

sin, 2 oz. beeswax, and I oz. lard, and melt them
well together.

—

English pap.

Influenza among Stock.—This contagious disor-

der seems to continue with unabated violence in

England. One extensive cow-keeper in the vicini-

ty of London, lost 170 cows from his herd, and

another 40, within four weeks.

It was thought in England that the great quan-

tity of snow might injure the coming wheat crop. "

[Snow never hurts crops En.]
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From the Now Genesee Farmer.

CULTIVATION OP ROOTS.
By root culture, is generally understood the rais-

)g of the field beets, turnips and carrots, (but not

icIudinfT potatoes
)

Although roots cannot be so extensively nor so

rofitably cultivated here as in England, yet to a

srtain extent their cultivation can bo made very

aneficial, and cspecinlly to the grain-growers,

ho have abundance of chaff and straw.

The value of roots for winter feeding is not

enerally realixed, and especially for fattening ani-

lals, and for those which are worked or milked,

'he great amount of succulent food which they

reduce per acre, and its great value for making
nd increasing the value of barn-yard manure, as

ell as for feeding, amply compensates for the ex-

a labor required in raising and securing them,

nd no farmer ought to neglect cultivating a few

sres each season.

The best variety to raise, will depend much on

le kind of soil on which they have to be cultiva-

;d, its fertility, &c.
The ruta baga or Swedish turnip, is generally

e most productive on light sandy or gravelly

lils ; but a strong clay loam is best adapted to a

)untiful crop of the wurtzel and sugar beel ; and

ey will do very well on stiff clay, provided it is

entifully manured, and well pulv(!rizod by rolling

id harrowing. The long Allringham carrot re-

lires a light and deep soil, but the large White
senibles the wurtzel, and will produce more

untifully on strong ground. A rich alluvial soil

II generally produce any of them very well.

The relative value of the various roots for feed-

j has not been satisfactorily determined. The
irtzel and sugar beet are very similar, and require

J same soil and management. The latter is

; >re nutritious per pound, but the former is gene-

I ly more productive, has fewer roots, and is.niuch

I sier gathered ; and, on the whole, is rather pre-

1 able. The carrot does not yield per acre equal

I the beet or turnip ; but for horses and working
I en, is more valuable. 'I'he wurtzel, or the large

I a;ar beet, are much the best for milch cows. For

t tening, the turnip is as valuable as any, and per-

I 3S preferable to the wurtzel. But the best for

t;h farmer to cultivate, is that which his ground

1 I produce most abundantly.

An ample supply of wtU rolled manure, (and the

I re it is mixed with the urine and droppings of

I mals the better,) deep plowing, and thoroughly

I verizing with the roller and harrow, are very es-

I itial to a bountiful crop of any of them. To as-

It the beet and carrot seeds in vegetating, soak

t former four or five days, the latter two, in soft,

li moderately warm water; roll them in plaster,

• I endeavor to sow early, before the ground be-

«nes too dry. Put on plenty of seed—four

finds of beet, or two pounds of carrot, per acre :

('erone or one and a half inch deep, and they

^ 1 seldom fail. The turnip vegetates easily, but

i frequently destroyed by the fly as soon as it

Jnes up. Soak the seed in tanner's oil, roll it in

ster, and it will check their ravages much. Sow

^ low ridges or drills, two and a half cr three

It apart, and it will facilitate thS first hoeing

1;y much.
Having cultivated from two to five acres of roots

\r annum, for 20 years, I will give what I con-

fer the best method, on stiff dry soils, (which

mine are,) and what has most generally proved

successful.

Apply abundance of well rotted manure; spread

it evenly over the surface, then plow well, (viz:

uniformly and deep ;) harrow effectually, and if ne-

cessary roll, so as to thoroughly pulverize the sur-

face and mi.x the manure with the soil, which ena-

bles it to retain tho moisture and increase the

warmth. This also assists the seeds in germina-

ting, and affords food to the young and tender

plants, giving them a vigorous start. Whenever
the manure can be applied and the ground plowed

in the fall, it is much the best; especially on stiff

clay ground.

Soak the wurtzel and sugar beet well : there is

no danger of injuring it by doing so. I have fre-

quently had it sprout previous to planting. If you

cannot plant when tho seed is ready, and you fear

it is getting too much sprouted, put it into a cool

place ; move it carefully from one vessel to anoth-

er, so as to cool and dry it a little, but do not let

the sprouts become wilted.

Planting on ridges gives the roots a deeper soil,

but the greatest advantage is in the saving of lime

in the first hoeing. Making the ridges three feet

apart, gives room to pass freely between them with

the horse cultivator and harrow, which is of more

consequence than the value of the extra ground.

Commence weeding as soon as the plants can

be seen. Taking the weeds in time, saves much
labor, and prevents them from covering the ground,

and checking the growth of the plants. If there is

a good supply of plants, thin out some the first

time of weeding, but not too much, for many of

them may yet be destroyed. At the second hoe-

ing, thin well ; never leave two plants together,

unless there is a vacancy each side of them. At

the third hoeing, thin thoroughly. Give tho wurt-

zel and large sugar beet eight or ten inches

—

white carrot six or eight— Altringham carrot four

or six inches to each plant. In July, the thinnings

of the wurtzel, white carrot and sugar beet, are

very valuable for table use, and a few may he left

when thinning for that purpose ; but they must not

be forgotten and allowed to remain. Gather in au-

tumn before the hard frost sets in. A light one

does not injure them, but when much frozen they

will not keep in winter.

Those who have not cellars, can secure their

roots in pits or heaps, similar to potatoes. Put on

plenty of straw, but little earth—five or six inches

is plenty. Leave a hole open at the top, until cold

weather sets in, to allow the steam to pass off, for

they are subject to heat, especially the carrots.

Feed to grown animals, (cattle or horses) from

one-fourth to three-fourths of a bushel per day, viz :

G.5 lbs. per bushel, according to the wish to feed

and the supply of roots. The latter quantity had

better be given at two different times.

Respectfully, W. GARBUTT.
Whealland, March 1842.

Arranging Cattle in Summer Pastures.—Oxen

and steers may run together ; cows, heifers, year-

lings, and large weaned calves, each class by them-

selves. Bulls may run with oxen, if not ill-tem-

pered. Horses are better alone, and so are sheep.

Pastures ought to be divided so as to admit of a

change, and it is very desirable to have every pas-

ture watered with a running stream or spring.

—

Jlmer. Agricult.

Fniin the New Genesee Kurmer.

VISIT TO DARIUS C;OMSTOCK'S FARM—
li.XPERIMKNTS IN RAISING CORN.

Business calling me to Lenawee county, Mich.,

I chanced to call on Dnriiis Conistock, at liin excel-

lent farm in the town of Raisin. Mr C. ia a vene-

rable mcmbor of the society of Friends; and, al-

though ho lias passi'd his 80th year, is daily en-
gaged in looking to matters about liis farm. His
eyesight has somewlmt failed, which cnnses him
much inconvenience, ns he is a student in matter*

pertaining to his occupation, and of course takes

the agricultural papers of tho day.

Mr C.'fl motto is, " if a farmer ever runs in debt,

let it be for manure : for tlmt, if well applied, will

soon pay principal and interest." Mr C. had seen

it stated in your paper, that over one hundred bush-

els of corn had been raised on an acre of land.

He determined to try the experiment on two and a

half acres of light, sandy land. He applied thirty

loads of coarse barn-yard manure to the acre, and

turned it under in the middle nf May, by a furrow

seven inches deep. It was then rolled, harrowed,

furrowed, and planted, in the usual manner. It

was once hoed, and the cultivator passed through

it twice. One portion of the field was planted

with the largo dent, and one with the Duttoii corn.

The dent produced the best yield. Part of the

field produced 113 bushels to the acre, and tho

whole field averaged over 90 bushels to the acre.

The land was considered poor, but the manure told

the story.

The same season he let ten acres of good land

to .cultivate on shares. The person had the privi-

lege of drawing manure from Mr C.'s bsrn-yard;

but he concludsd it would not pay the cost—and

what was the consequence ? Ilia corn was called

a fair crop, but it took the whole ten acres to ob-

tain as much as the old gentleman got from bia

two and a half acres !

Last year, friend Comstook again tried the ex-

periment, which Joseph Gibbons thus describes to

me in a letter :

"He selected two and a quarter acres of sandy

land—a clover ley, which had been mowed the

preceding years. On this he spread 25 loads of

barn-yard manure to the acre. From the 10th to

the JSthof May it was turned under by furrow,

about 9 inches deep ; then about 25 loads of old

ashes, scrapings of the hen-house, chip manure,

&c., were added ; after which it was well harrow,

ed lengthways of the furrows, marked out, and

planted with the large dent and red-blaze varieties

of corn, in hills two feet apart, and rows three and

a half feet apart, with from four to seven kernels

in a hill, so that there might be sufficient for three

good stalks in each, after weeding. When it came

up, a handful of leached ashes on each hill, seemed

to check the grubs, which were plenty. The cul-

tivator was passed through it three times, and

it was twice hoed. When it was harvested, it

yielded a little over 100 bushels of sound corn

to the acre. In the same field there were near

two acres of the sugar beet, which yielded 1050

bushels to the acre, or over 30 tons."

Yours, respectfully, J. Snow.

The material world has its links, by which it is

made to shake hands, as it were, with the vegeta-

ble, the vegetable with tho animal, the animal with

the intellectual, and the intellectual with what we

may be allowed to hope of the angelic.

—

Lacon.
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THE POTATO.

The extent to which this crop is grown throughoul

New England, marks it as one of ihe most important,

and as one to which much attention should be given.

Sometimes it yields plentifully, and is profiiable
;
but

often, especially in the vicinity of Boston, and on those

lands that have long been under cultivation, it does

but poorly. Is this the result of causes beyond our pow-

er to remedy .' Or is it owing to want of skill in the

cultivation ? The climale here, we know, is not as

good as it is farther north and east, for producing good

potatoes. But the trouble is not all in the climate ;
for

one man hero will hnve quite good potatoes on one part

of the farm, and poor ones upon another part. This

may be owing to difference of manures, time of plant-

ing, mode of treating, or the like : so far as such are the

causes of difference, they are under our control. Gene-

rally, in this vicinity, we get our best crops and our best

potatoes, from lands thnt have not been cultivated be-

fore-such lands as we change from natural pastures to

tillage—or, cur reclaimed meadow or swamp lands.

The escellence here is owing to the fact that the lands

are new. But such lands can only rarely be had on the

farm. We want potatoes, and we must cultivate them,

for the most part, upon grounds that have long been in

tillage. And what are our best processes ?

We meant to have answered this question elaborately,

but we are tied by slight sickness to the house, and have

not our reference books within reach. Wc can only

give general directions.

The manure, especially barn manure, should never be

put in the hill, in any considerable quantity ;
but it

Bhould be spread and harrowed or plowed in. Itis com-

mon, very common, to put all the manure in the hill

;

but this is unwise, excepting in a few wet spots of heavy

soil. A little plaster, lime, ashes, or other concentrated

manure, may be put in the hill, perhaps—but generally

these would be as well spread broadcast. Such we give

as the general inference from our reading upon the sub-

ject. Our practice has been different, and our success

very small. Potatoes have been our poorest crop.

Stale of the Ground.—The soil should in some way

be made «?/.«, if this be possible. We do not suppose

that it needs to be much pulverized, but it must be

quite pervious to the air. Straw or other coarse ma-

nure, is serviceable in effecting this end.

Place jor the Seed.—The natural surface of the field

i, as low as the seed should ever be put. No furrow

should be opened to receive the seed; but it should lie

at the surface or higher. Having loose earth under it,

the crop will be better. This we learn, not from read-

ing alone, for the experience of last year did all ihatone

year's experience could do, to prove that this is the best

way. Our own course this year will be to back-furrow

into ridges, and pkint on the ridge.

Position of the Seed.-Suppose you had a long potato

sent you from abroad, and that you had never seen one

before, You wish to plant it—how will you place it?

Upon examining it, you will see at once that the most

of the eyes are at the small end, and that the eyes gene-

rally are set to shoot up in the direction of the small

end. You will at once say that the potato should bo

set on end—i/ic large end diwn—^na that the small end

should be just even, or nearly even, with the surface <.f

the groui.d. This is the true way to plant. Try it, will

a few at least.

Seed Whole.—In our paper of Dec. 7, we gave the re-

suits of various e.xpenm.-nts which we made last season.

Those experirnenls proved ihat it is more profiiable to

plant the seed whole, than to cut. The experiments

also proved that if you cut, it is proHlable to roll the

seed in plaster. We found, too, that small seed though

whole, is less profitable than large.

Adaptation of kind to the Soil—Our readers may re

member the opinion expressed last year by Hon. Mr

Plunkett, of Piltsfield, that the round and oblong round

potatoes are much betler suited lo dry lands than the

kidney-shaped and flat. We believe there is good

ground for this opinion—for the long-red, which is an

oblong round, continues to preserve its productiveness

and its good qualities, on some dry farms, where the

Chenangoes and other flat potatoes deteriorate rapidly ;

while on some moist, and especially clayey farms, the

Chenangoes do better than the long-red.

Comparative Producliveness.—hail season, we found

the long Blue?, (Florida, Dean, Veto, &c. &c.,are

mimes given to ihe.n)—the most productive. The Me-

rino was next—and the Long Red came last, among the

kinds that we tried together. These potatoes are all

quite similar in form, and our trial was fair. If wc re-

member correctly, the Long Blues were about 25 per

;ent. and the Merinos about 20 per cent, mere produc-

tive than the Long Red. We had also the Burr, a very

large, round potato, which should yield well on a dry

soil—but we put it in a very wet place. A hill here

and there, thai escaped submersion in June, yielded

well. This miaht be, under favorable circumstances, as

productive as any variety we have tried.

Every farmer needs and must raise potatoes. But

they are not generally a profitable crop to grow for sale

in the vicinity of our city It costs much to seed an

acre- and if you sell, they leave you nothing, or almost

nothing, at home, with which to restore to the soil that

which the crop has drawn from it. We believe—though

in this we differ from the m.ijority-we believe that po-

toes exhaust the soil more than Indian corn does.

Time of Planting.—The varieties that yield largely

and keep growinguntil autumn, should be planted as soon

as the ground is in a good stale to work. The first of

May is usually ihe best time. The less productive va-

rieties, and those that mature early, generally do better

if not planted until the 5lh or 10th of June.

We shall be happy to get opinions and suggestions in

regard to ihe growing of potatoes, from any of our read-

ers.

Exhaustion of the 5oii.—Supposing the vines or tops

of potatoes to weigh, when in their greenest state, 2 1 2

lbs. per hill, and that an acre has 4000 hills ;
the weight

upon the acre green is 10,000 lbs. or 5 tons. Also, 160

bushels of roots or tubers would weigh 10,000. These,

according to C. W. Johnston, would contain of
^

Total.
122

130

49

do so much better in Maine, where limestone is a com-

mon rock, than they do here.'

Our own experiments last year, showed lhat salt, in

any form, was unfavorable to the potalo— especially to

its (/i(a(i(y—though it generally made green and luxu-

riant tops. Urine—salt ley—salt—salt and lime com-

bined—each of them gave poor potatoes. Some of our

citizens ot discriminating taste, refuse to purchase east-

ern potatoes from towns where sea manure is used.

Ho" manure, vault manure, and in general the concen-

trated manures, have a deleterious aclion upon the qual-

ity of the potato.

Potash,

Lime,

Silica,

Phosphoric acid.

Sulphuric |acid.

Soda,

Tops.
82

Roots.

40

3

1

4

23

133

50

24

9

24

302

These, with the other matters contained in the soil,

amount to 301 lbs. ; and the table shows that this crop,

especially in its tops, makes very heavy drafls upon

the limo and potash of the soil. In all the tables which

Johnston has given, we believe no other growth requires

lime 10 an equal, or any thing like an equal extent, with

potato tops. Is there in this any reason why potatoes

THE SILK BUSINESS.

We copy, this week, parts of the proceedings of the

Silk Convention, held at Northampton, last autumn ;

and we repeat a willingness, once before expressed, to

open our columns to a discussion of topics pertaining to

the production of silk. We do this mainly because of

its important bearing upon the agriculture of the coun-

try. Of all the ordinnry productions of our soil, wc

now have an abundance, and more than enough to sup-

ply the home market. Our flour, beef, pork, cotton,

&c. donot now give us much profit when sent to for-

eign markets—nor is there reason to suppose that wa

1 shall find a ready sale for what our country is likely to

produce. Farming will not bring much profit to those

I devoted to it, unless some great change can be intro-

duced. No other change promises so well as that of

orowing our own silk. Now could we produce here a

conside''rabl« part of the $20,000,000 worth of silk that

is brought from other countries, the effect would be to

furnish more labor, and to make more mouths to feed on

(,ur own soil. This would raise the price of farm pro-

duciions somewhat; then the lands appropriated to the

mulberry, would in part at least, be taken from ihe fields

now appropriated lo grain, vegetables, &c. Our ordina-

ry productions, for a time, would be lessened, and this

would raise the price of whatever is grown for sale.

Every farmer is interesled in the success of the silk

business. Let this become extensive enough to supply

the wants of the country, and our lands will be more

valuable, and our agricultural products of all kinds will

find a more ready and a better market.

But whether it is well for each farmer lo plant ou

mulberry trees, and be getting under way for the prose

culion of the business, is not so clear. Only a few cat

at present attend advantageously to the manufacture

silk.

The great want—we have said the same before—is (

known and established market for the cocoons. I

these can be sold at remunerating prices, the farme

will soon produce them. It is said there are some pet

sons in the State now, who proclaim a willingness V

buy all the cocoons that may bo brought to them. 1

there be such, we should be glad to know who they ar

—what they will give, and for how many years the

will buy, «tc. If any are ready to make contracts, vi

should be happy to publish their terms.

When last year we avowed a willingness to open oi

columns to articles upon this subject, we hoped for orig

nal communications from those who are acquainte

with the subject; but none such have came.

If our aid is wanted in this cause, we hope its frieni

will furnish us with something to say ;
unless they d

we shall be nearly silent—for we liave no practie

knowledge upon the subject.

He is happy whose circumstances suit his tempe

but he is more fortunate who can suit his temper to ar

circumstances.

—

Hume.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

From Graham's Magazine.

THE CROWDED STREET.
BT ITM. CULLEN BRYANT.

Let me move slowly llirough the street,

Filled with an evershifling train,

Amid the .sound of steps that beat

The murmuring walks like autumn rain.

How fast the flitting figures come !

The mild, the fierce, llie stony face

—

Some bright with thoughtless smiles, and some
Where secret tears have left their trace.

They pass—to toil, to strife, to rest

—

To halls in which the feast is spread
;

Tocbambprs where the funeral guest

In silence sits beside the dead.

And some to happy homes repair.

Where children pressing cheek to cheek.

With mute caresses shall declare

The tenderness they cannot speak.

And some who walk in calmness here,

Shall shudder as they reach the door,

Where one who made their dwelling dear

—

Its flower, its light—ig seen no more.

Youth ! with pale cheek and slender frame,

And dreams of greatness in thine eye,

—

Goest thou to build an early name,
Or early in the task to die ?

Keen son of trade, with eager brow !

Who is now fluttering in thy snare.'

Thy golden fortunes—tower they now .'

Or melt the glittering spires in air .'

Who of this crowd, tonight shall tread

The dance till d.aylight gleams again ?

Who sorrow o'er lli' untimely dead?
Who writhe in throes of mortal pain.'

Borne, famine-struck, shall think how long
The cold, dark hours—how slow the light!

And some, who flaunt amid the throng,

Shall hide in dens of shame tonight.

Each, where his tasks or pleasures call

They pass, and heed each other not.

There is who heeds—who holds them all

In His large love and boundless thouoht.

These struggling tides of life that seem
In wayward, aimless course to tend,

Are eddies of the mighty stream

That rolls to its predestined end.

Irish Denial—An Irish lad applied to a man for
work, and being asked if he was not Irish, denied
that he was. " I do n't know what you mean by
not being an Irish hoy," said tiie gentleman, who
was about to hire him; "but this I'll swear to
that yon were born in Ireland." "Och ! your hon-
or, if that 's all," said the boy, "small blame to
that: suppose! had been born in a stable, would
I have been a horse ?"

—

Selected.

A Lessonfor PnWe.—Alexander the Great see-
ing Diogenes looking attentively at a large collec-
tion of human bones piled one above another ask-
ed the philosopher what he was looking for.' " I
am searching," said Diogenes, " for ih°e bones of
your father, but I cannot distinguish them from
those of his slaves.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have liecn maile the past year in the

form and workmanship o( these Ploughs; the mould Uau\
has lieen so formed as to tai/ tke furrow completely oocr,
turning- m every particle nf grass or sluhble, and ieamrt" the
gro-and mike best possible manner. The length of the
mould lioard has ht n very much increased, so that llie
Plough works with the greatest ease, hoth with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial
of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

"
^<^°",l'^

""' °P'"'"'' '"= asked as to which of the Ploughs
we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say to
the inquirer, il your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try Prouly & Mears, hut if your land is heavy, hard orrocky,
BEGIN WITH Ms. HoWAno's.''
At the aliove mentioned trial the Howard Pl'-n-'h did

more work with the same pswcr of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twenlyseven
and one half inches, to the ti2 Ihs. draught, while theHoward Plough turned twentynine and one'half inches to
the same power of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantiallv
made. '

"There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe
or laud side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside; this shoe hkewise secmes
the mould board and landside together, and strengthens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to $15. A Ploneh

sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost about
*10 50, and with cutter «1, with wheel and cutter, S2 60
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail at
the New England Agricultural Warehouse aud Seed Store
Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Strpet. by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO

WINSHIPS.
Received hy recent arrivals from France a

England, 500 large Orange and Dessert Pnrtus
and Standard QUINCE TREES, six or mc
feet in height, very desirable productions foreve
Horticulturist to possess, being the large kind

Several thousand fine Pear and Apple Slocks, by t

hundred or thousand. Also, by the same arrivals, the usi
importations of new fruit bearing Trees among ihem a lar

quantity of handsome Bartlett Pear Trees, and Ornameni
productions, all of which can be had immediately, by f<

warding orders by mail, addressed to WINSHIPS', Brigl
on, Mass., or left at JOSEPH BRECK & CO.'S, 51 &
North Market street, Boston. March 29.

Fruit, Oruameutal Trees, Ac.

NURSERY OF WILLIAM KENRICK.
OF PEAR and PLUM, of PE/VCH and CHEI
RY TREES — a collection unrivalled in form
years, for fine trees of new and finest kind
Fruits most valuable, more rare, being just r

ceived from Europe in new supplies, of things all

I
and beautiful, or no where else to be obtained.

Gooseberries of firstquality. Apples, Quinces, Grape Vine
Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, &.c. The new ahridgi
and descriptive Catalogue for 1842 will be sent to all wl
apply.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Honeysuckles, &c. Splei
did varieties of double yellow Harrison aud other Roses—

i

Tree Peonies, of Herbaceous Peonies, of Double Dahlias, at
other flowering Plants, &c. Rhubarb of first rate newei
kinds. Thorns for hedges. Sic.

All orders addressed to the subscriber will he promptly a
tended to, and I'rees, when so ordered, will be securely pad
ed in Mats and Moss for safe transport to all distant place
by land or sea, and delivered in the city Iree of charge, ft

transportation by the wagon which is sent thither daily, t

orders may be loft with any ofthe authorised agents in Bostor
WILLIAM KENRICK.

Nonantum Hill, Newton, March 18, 1843. eptJt

IJVHDEiV'S IMPROVED PATKKT HORSE
SHOES,

At about as low a price as the same quality
of Horse Shoe IRON can be purchased in

1, the CUy.

1,

These Shoes are warranted of a superior
((quality of Iron and workmanship to any ever
/ offered in market, and their failing to prove
so, the money will be refunded.

For sale by

CHARLES SMITH
March 8. 3m 42 India street.

POITDUETTE I POUDUETTE I !

The subscribers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,
Poudrette m quantities to suit purchasers

; packed in Bar-
rels in order for shipping, or transportation by wagon or Rail
Road. °

cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the
factory m Erookline, will meet with prompt attention.
For sale hy J.BRECK & CO, 61 and 52 North Market

St., Boston.
o,,t 28.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,
The subscribers can furnish every variety o

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs whici
can be obtained at the Nurseries in the viciiiif

of Boston, at Jnw prices, and ofthe first quality

and pack them securely, so that they can be sen
to any part ol the country in safety.

Those who may be in want of Trees will be well accom
moilated by sending their orders to the subscribers at No. 5!

North Market Street.

March 22. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

FRTJIT, ORNASIENTALi TREES, &c.
A fine assortment of Pear, A pple. Plum, Peach

Quince, Cherry and other Fruit Trees. Currants
Grapes, Gooseberries, &c. Also, a large varietj

of Ornamental Forest trees, of large size, Roses
Tree Pa2onies, Hawthorns, and a great variety o

other Flowering Shrubs, Paeonies, &c. for sale by the sub
scriber. Orders left with Messrs. BRECK & CO , or di

reeled by mail, to the subscriber, will be promptly attendee
to, and delivered in Boston free of charee.

JOHN A. KENRICK.
Newton, Nonantum Dale, April 10.

GRIJVDSTOIVES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.
Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved with a foot treader, is found to be a great improve-
ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung
in this manner are becoming daily more in usa, and wherever
used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be attach-
ed to stones hung m the common way. For sal« by JBRbCK & Co., No. 51 North Market street.

NURSERY.#H. VANDINE, informs the public that he ^^^
has a choice collection of Pear, Plum ^'"'^aW
Peach Trees, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Isa-*^^|»
bella and Catawba Grape Vines, Shrubs, &c. ^^

Cambridgcporl, Winsor Street, 1 1 2 mile from Boston.

April 12.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.
No. 52 North Market st.

SILK BUSINESS.
Silk Worm Eggs, Pea nuts, and Sulphurs, at «3 60 per

ounce.
'^

Mulberry Trees. Cantons and Multicaulis at SCO per
thousand delivered in Boston, by J. R. BARBqUR:

Oxlnrd, Jan. 25, 1843. )

Near Depot on N. and W. R. Road. \
^"^^ '•

HARRIS' TREATISE ON INSECTS.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., Harris' Treatise

on Insects. Price 82. Also, the second edition of Dana'sMuck Manual, price 62i eta. Feb 15.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in orfrance, or|2 50 ifnotp«id|

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters aro permitted by law to frank allj

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, withoni

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLK AMD DENHKTT, PRIVTEilg.
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MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY FOR PRO.MO-
TliSfG AGRICULTURE.

Premiusi List for 184 3.

The Trustees of the Massachusetts Society for

the Promotion of Agriciillure, announce to the pub-

lic their intention to offer in premiums not only

the sum g:r?inted by the Gnvernmcnt, but the whole

amount of the income of their own funds. 'I'hey

again omit for the ensuing year, their Cattle Show
at Brighton, and they propose the following

P R E M I D W S .

For Stock,

From any County of the Commonwealth, to be

exhibited at the annual Show of the Hampshire,

Franklin and Hampden Agricultural Society, in

the autumn of 1843. Among other objects

—

For the best full blooded Bull, of an importrd

breed, not less than one year old, on satisfactory

assurance being given that he shall be kept for

use, in some county of the State, at least nine

months from the day of e.xhibition.

For the best ditto, of native breed.

For the best Milch Cow, full blood, of nn im-

ported breed, not less than three, nor more than

ten years old, with satisfactory evidence as to the

quantity and quality of her milk, and the manner

in which she has been fed.

For the best ditto, of natiTe breed.

For the best full blooded Heifer, of imported

breed, that has been milked not less than three

months, with satisfactory evidence of the quantity

and quality of her milk.

For the best ditto, of native breed.

For the best yearling full blooded Heifer, of im-

ported breed.

For the best pair of Working 0.>:en, taking into

view their size, power and training.

For the second best ditto.

For the best pair of three year old Steers, tak-

ing into view their size, power, &c.

dJ'By an aniu.al of full blood, is intended one

whose dam and sire were of the same race ; and

reasonable evidence of the fact will be required.

The amounts of the premiums for the foregoing,

being $100 in the whole, will be particularly spe-

cified in the premium lists of said Society, and no

premium will be awarded to any animal which has

heretofore had a premium of the State Society.

Competitors will be required to comply with the

rules and regulations of said Society, and also to

give notice in writing, of their intention to offer

animals for the foregoing premiums, to Benjamin
Guild, Esq., Boston, Recording Secretary of the

Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture,

on or before Monday preceding the day of exhibi-

tion.

For the Best Cultivated Farms.

For the best cultivated Farm, on which no pre-

mium has before been given, of not less than 70

acres, exclusive of wood land, regard being had to

the quantity of produce, the manner and expense

of cultivation and the general appearance of the

farm, $200 00

For the next best, 150 00
For the next best, 75 00
For the next best, 50 00

For the next best, 25 00

To obviate the objections which some claimants

for premiums may have to making a written state-

ment of the condition, products and management of

their respective farms, ns heretofore required, the

Trustees propose to relieve them of this trouble by

an inspection, either personally or by an agent, of

the farms which may be offered for premium.

The person or persons making the inspection,

will require of the respective owners or occupants

of farms, answers to the following inquiries:

1. Of how much latid does your farm consist,

exclusive of wood land .'

2. What is the nature of your soil; does it con-

sist of sand, gravel, clay, loam or peat?

3. How deep do you plow on those different

soils ?

4. What effect have you observed deep plowing

to have on thin soils ?

5. If of a part or all of the above kinds, what do

you consider the best method of improving them?
6. How many acres do you till, and how many

cartloads of manure (meaning by cartload 30 bush-

els at least,) do you generally put on an acre ?

7. Is your manure applied in its long or green

state, or in compost?

8. Do you spread and plow in your manure put

upon fields to be planted with corn or potatoes, or

put it into the hills ?

9. What is your method of plowing and cultiva-

ting green sward ?

10. How many acres of upland do you mow, and

what is the average quantity of hay upon the acre ?

11. How many acres of grass land do you irri-

gate ; at what season, and how long do you allow

the water to flow your land, and what is the effect ?

12. Do you manure the land irrigated, or any

other land you mow ; how much to an acre, and

what kind of manure do you put on ?

13. How many acres of land not suitable for the

plow do you mow, and what is the quality and

quantity of the hay cut the present year?

14. What ifl your method of reclaiming low, bog

or peat lands, and what has been your success?

15. How many acres of corn have you planted

the present season ; what was your mode of pre-

paring the ground and the seed, the kind and quan-

tity of manure used to an acre, the manner of ap-

plying it, and the quantity of corn raised to an

acre ?

10. How many acres did you plant with potatoes

the present year ;
what was your method of plant-

ing, your manner of cultivating, and what the ave-

rage quantity raised on an acre, and wliat kinds

did you plant ?

17. What number of acres of other vegetables

did you plant, what kinds, and how many bushels

of produce had you to the acre, and to what use

shall you apply them ?

18. How many acres of grain did you sow the

present year : whnt kind of grain, and at what
times; how was the ground prepared; what quan-
tity of seed did you sow on an acre ? If you have
raised wheat, of what kind; the nature of the soil,

and was it sown with or without using lime?

19. How many acres have you laid down to grass

the present season; at what time in the year did

you sow it ; how nntch seed to the acre ; and was
it sowed alone or with a grain crop?

(ITy'It is strongly renommeuded, in laying down
to grass, that a greater quantity of seed be used,

than is commonly allowed. Experience seems to

show that three pecks, or even a bu.^hel of hcrda

grass to the acre, and of red-top in proportion, may
be advantageously used. The quantity of clover

seed commonly sown, is perhaps enough. Sowing
a gQod allowance of grass seed, gives a better crop

for the same labor, and keeps down weeds.)

20. What are your means and wh.nt your manner

of collecting nnd making manure ?

21. How many oxen, cows, young cattle, horses,

and sheep do you ki-ep through the year? What
is the size of your barn or barns, and have you a

cellar under them? la your manure covered ?

22. Are your cows of native, foreign or mixed

breed ?

23. What is your management of calves intended

to be raised ?

24. How much butter did you make this year, and

how many cheeses, and what proportion of them

new milk ?

25. How many sheep do you keep, and of what

breed? How many pounds of wool do you gel

from your sheep ? What is your manner of hous-

ng, penning, rearing and feeding them, especially

n winter, and at the time of lambing ? At what

time do your sheep lamb ; and what proportion of

their young die, and from what causes ?

26. How many swine did you keep, what quan-

tity of pork did you make, and of what breed were

your swine ?

27. What do you feed them on through the sum-

mer months and on what do you fatten them ?

28. How many cart loads of manure do you

take from your hog styes in a year, and of what

materials is it made ?

29. What number of hands is employed on your

farm, and what do you pay for labor ?

30. What is the number of your apple trees ?

Are they of natural or grafted fruit? What use

do you make of the fruit?

31. What number of fruit trees have you exclu-

sive of apple trees ?

32. Have your trees been attacked by canker

worms or borers, and what is your method of de-

stroying them ?

33. In the cultivation of your farm, do you allow

the use of ardent spirit?

The Trustees are desirous that these ques-

tions should be answered with as much particularity

as possible. The applicant will not, however, be

required to answer them under oath, but according

to the best of his knowledge and belief.

The Trustees hope and believe that by the method
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proposed, many important facta may be elicited,

and the farming community enabled to derive

much useful information from the skill and expe-

rience of practical farmers.

N. B.—Claims to be addressed to Benjamin

Guild, Esq., Booton, before the first day of Octo-

ber next.

Funn of Ihc JJjiplicattnn.

To Benj, Guild, Esq., Boston :—Sir—The sub-

scriber, living in the town of , hereby

makes known his intention of applying for a pre-

mium for the best farm, and offers the same for in-

spection.

Rotatio7i of Crops.

For the best rotation of crops on the same

land, not less than two acres, for three or

four years in succession, commencing when
it is in grass, $75
Premium to bo claimed in Dec. 1843 or '44.

It is expected the applicant will state the quali-

ty and condition of the land, when he first plows

or breaks it up; the manner of preparing it each

year, specifying the times of plowing, the quantity

and kind of manure used ; the seed, whether pota-

toes, Indian corn, or other grain, planted or sown,

and the kind and quantity of grass seed, iho time

when sown, and whether with grain or alone, and

the quantity of produce each year, including the

last. The applicant's own statement, signed, but

not sworn to, is all that will be required.

Vegetable Crops.

For the best crop of the following vegetables on

the acre, regard being had not to the quantity only,

but the expense of raising—such as manure, plow-
ing and labor :

Of Carrots, orange or white, $40
' ditto on half an aero, 20
' Mangel wurtzel, 30

15

30
15

ao
10

G. The time and manner of sowing, weeding,

and harvesting the crop, and the amount of the

product ascertained by actual measurement, after

the whole produce for which a premium is claimed,

is harvested, and the entire expense of cultivation.

7. At least forty bushels of the vegetable, for

which a premium is claimed, (except onions and

common turnips,) are to be weighed, and 56 lbs.

free from dirt, will be considered ai< a bushel.

Experiments, Discoverhs and Inventions.

For the most successful experiment in

the improvement of pasture grounds, whether

by breaking up and sowing down to grass, or

to grain and grnss, or to other crop—or by

scarifying, manuring and seeding, or other-

wise,—premium to be claimed in December,

lS43'orl844,

For the best account, founded on experi-

ment, of draining and reclaiming wet or mea-

dow land, nut less than three acres, within

four years,—premium to be claimed in De-

icember, 1843 or 1844,

For a satisfactory experiment of turning in

green crops as a manure, on a tract not less

than one acre, and proving its utility, giving

an account in writing, of the process and the

result ; and particularly describing the condi-

tion of the ground before turning in the crop

—the kind of crop—when sowed, and when

plowed in.

For any newly invented agricultural imple-

ment, or machine, superior to any designed

for the same use, a reward not exceeding

fifty, nor less than ten dollars, according lo

the importance of the invention.

To the person who shall prove to the satis-

faction of the Trustees, that his mode of rear-

ing, feeding and fattening neat cattle is best,

$30

50

' ditto on half an acre,

' Sugar Beet,

' ditto on half an acre,

' Ruta Baga,
' ditto on half an acre,

' Cabbages, free from earth when weighed, 20
' ditto on half an acre, 10

For the greatest quantity of vegetables
(grain, peas, beans excepted,) for home con-
sumption and not for sale, raised for the keep-

ing of stock, regard being had to the size of

the farm in proportion to the crop, and to the

number of the stock kept ; and also to the re-

spective value of the vegetables as food, and
the expense of raising the same, 30

It is to be understood that the quantity of land
specified above, is in each case to be in one piece.

And the claimant of any of the above premiums,
shall, with one other person, make a statement ac-
cording to the best of their knowledge and belief,

to the following particulars, and shall obtain a cer-

tificate of the measurement of the land by some
sworn surveyor.

The particulars are—
1. The condition of the land in the sprinc of

1843.

2. The product, and general stale of cultivation
and quality of manure used upon it the preceding
year.

3. The quantity of manure the present season.
4. The quantity of seed used.

5. The depth of plowing.

20

.^pple Orchards.

For the best apple orchard, in any county

of the Commonwealth, planted out not less

than two, nor more than ten years before

April, 1843—regard being had to the number,

distance, and condition of the trees, the kind

of fruit, and the mode of treatment, which

must be described, $50

For the second best, 30

Claims to be addressed to Benj. Guild, Esq., in

Bo«iton, free of expense, on or before the first day

of September next.

Insects.

For the best practical treatise, in a concise

form, on insects generally injurious in this

part of the country, to trees, vegetables, and

other cultivated plants, and on the methods of

preventing their ravages, $100

Claims for the premiums on Vegetable Crops,

Manures, Experiments and Inventions, together

with the evidences required, are to be in writing,

and sent free of expense to Benj. Guild, Esq., in

Boston, Assistant Recording Secretary, on or be-

fore the first day of December next, and they will

be examined by the committee, previous to the 5th

day of December.

It is understood, that whenever, merely from

want of competition, any of the claimants may be

considered entitled to the premium, under a literal

construction, yet, if in the opinion of the judges,

the object so offered is not deserving of any re-

ward, the judges shall have a right to reject such

claims. Persons to whom premiums shall b«

awarded, may, at their option, have an article of

plate with suitable inscriptions, in lieu of the mo-

ney.

Manures.

For the best conducted experiment, or

course of experiments, in the application of

lime to the cultivation of grasses, grains, and

vegetables ; and generally to the improvement

of the soil by the use of lime. Premium to

be claimed in Dec. 1843 or 1844, the claim

to be accompanied by a written statement,

specifying the nature of the soil experimented

on. its previous use and treatment,

For the best experiment or course of expe-

riments, with bone manure
;
premium to be

claimed in December, 1843 and 1844,

Plows.

For the best improvement on the subsoil

plows now in use, adapted to reduce the

draught,

Farmer^s Diary or Day Book.

The Trustees are of opinion that great benefit

would be experienced by farmers, if they were in

the habit of keeping a day-book, or diary, in which

should be noted the particulars of all their agricul-

tural proceedings,—the time and manner of sow-

ing; the state, condition and produce of their

crops, and of their dairy and live stock ; their

mode of culture ; experiments and rotations ; with

the expense and profits of conducting their farms.

To this end, a good form or method of analysis, is

necessary ; with proper blanks, columns and
headings, for every subject. They therefore offer

For the best form of a Diary and Account
Book, adapted to the wants of New England
farmers, $30

In cases where pecuniary premiums are offered,

the Trustees may, having regard to the circumstan-

ces of the competitors, award either the Society's

gold or silver medals, in lieu of the pecuniary pre-

mium annexed to the several articles.

If any competitor for any of the Society's pre-

miums shall be discovered to have used any disin-

genuous measures, by which the objects of the So-

ciety have been defeated, such person shall not

only forfeit the premiums which may have been

50
I

awarded to him, but be rendered incapable of be-

ing ever after a competitor for any of the Society's

premiums.

The Treasurer will pay all premiums awarded,

on demand.

All premiums not demanded within six months

after they shall have been awarded, shall be deem-

ed to have been generonsly given to aid the funds

of the Society.

By order of the Trustees.

PETER C. BROOKS,
"J

ELIAS PHINNEY,
HENRY CODMAN,
FRANCIS C. LOWELL, j

^pril, 1843.

20

50

. Committee.

Sloth makes all things difficult, but industry all

easy ; and he that risetli late, must trot all day,

and shall scarcely overtake his business at night;

while Laziness travels so slowly, that Poverty soon

overtakes him.

—

Franklin.

They are few indeed who know iiow to be idle

and innocent.
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LABOR-SAVING IMPLEMENTS OF HUS-
BANDRY.

Mr Putnam—The state of the times calls for
the most rigid economy on the part of the farmer,
in order that he may •' pay his way," Onnwing pro/i't
out of the qnestion. The low prices of farm pro-
duce, as you justly observed awhile since, will not
warrant his contrncting much expense the present
season in the cultivation of his land, and I see no
ground for hope that there will be any chan<re for
the better in business affairs betwoen this and har-
vest time. At any rate, if •' coming- events" arc \

auspicious, they do not in this case " cast their
shadows before."

I

While, then, the farmer of limited means, will,
consulting hid true interest, abstain from unrlertak-
ing any extensive cultivation of his grounds, which
Hrill of a certainty involve a considerable expense,

_ nd for which, aside from the risk of an unfavora-
l>Io season, the stale of the public prosperity does
not by any means render it probable that lie will
be compensated by his returns,— while he acts
hus prudently in respect to his plans, he should
ikewise aim to save what cvpense he luay in the
:oat consequent upon the produce of such crops
IS a wise economy justifies and his necessities
;ompel.

The cost of labor, with most farmers, it is pre-
sumed, is the heaviest item in their cash expenses,

j^Vhere any considerable amount of land is kept in
i';ullivatiou, this is necessarily great, and in such
imes as the present, is the chief drawback to the
armer's thrift. And here I come to ask if this I

utiay may not be materially lessened on many
arms, by the employment of labor-saving implu-
lents .'

The day when such utensils were condemned
ithout trial, has, it is to be hoped, passed by ; and
ney are no longer distrusted simply because they
re innovations upon long-eslablished usages,
ind though it may be a matter of regret with the
hilanthropist, that mechanism should have super-
eded the employment of human labor, still, the
Jling principle of mankind is—and naturally
nough—for each to look out for his own interes't
'St—and in this, perhaps, there is nothing wrong,
-ovided that in so doing, he does not dishonestfy
Sect the interest of others.

In the matter of seed-soiving, it would seem
oni the statements of farmers whose words need
3 vouchers, that by the use of an implement for
lis purpose, (and the testimony of the gentlemen
• whom I refer, is in favor of liillis's invention,)
imething like a saving of iu-o thirds the expense
hand-sowing may be effected, and the work

ell done. So of the horse-rake, cultivator, and
•me of the thrashing machines—not to say all.

I am not able, for lack of the necessary data,
^r did I intend, to demonstrate by figures the
;tual advantage to be gained by the use of such
achines

; but merely to bring the matter to the
rmer's attention, and leave it with his better
dgment— for each must be his own judge as to
hat would be economy for him to adopt under
s peculiar circumstances.
I know better than to claim for my prescription,
some of the quacks do for their nostrums, that
will be useful in cdl cases ; and such assump-

in, I am assured, would render me liable to the
putation of lacking in that very necessary quali-
ation in an adviser of others

—

common sense.

I

But notwithstanding this, I am convinced that
'
there are many farmers who might mnkc a material

I

saving in their u.sual expenditures for labor—nii'l

j

in whose circumstances cronomy is „f necessity nstudy—by the use of such implements as Willis's
S.eed-howpr, and other machines of hi.'h renuto
and well-attested worth, for various opoiations on

I

the farm ;_and I throw out these su-rTostions—of

I

little worth in tliemselvcs-in the hope that some
ot the intelligent practical farmers who have had
experience with such machines as I havo named
may be induced thereby to impart some of the wis'
(iom which has accrued to them from such expe-
ncp.co, for the bcuetil of others-and surely this
last consideration ou„rht to be an incentive for
them so to do, for we are mutually dependem on
each other— and he is the worst of all misers who
hoards his knowledge, and nets upon the principle
o him who, in reply to a query as to his deeds of
charity, answered, (less grammatically than truly,)
" nliat /e-ifes IS wAhing to vobody."

AVith high respect, &c.

TYRO.
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DESTRUCTION OF THE BORER.
To the Editor of the New England Farmer

;

I

Dear Sir—Having last season moved on to a
small farm in this town, I found a beautiful look-
ing apple tree near my garden, that the borers
seemed determined to destroy, and I thour-ht I

would do my best to destroy them: and as°they
had entered the tree on all sides at the ground, I
in the first place moved the earth a little from the

I
roots of the tree, and dug some turf and rai.^ed a
dam 6 or 8 inches deep, and on washing days, emp-
tied the suds into it, hoping to drown the borers
out. I also brought the water th,M had settled in
the barn-yard, and put in— but all to no purpose
I then resorted to digging. I followed one hole, I
think, more than 13 inches up the tree, without
hnding the worm ; I then cleared out all the holes
as well as I could, and took some common matches
and dry b.rch, and went to the foot of the tree, and
lighting the matches near the holes, as soon as
they Ignited I inserted them in the holes In a
tew days I went to the tree again, and found at
several of the holes instead of an excresence a
substance that appeared glutinous

; and 1 have rea-
son to think the matches proved effectual in de-
stroying the borer.

I send these hasty lines to you, to make public
If you choose, and that the experiment may be
farther tested.

Respectfully,

WILLIAM SALISBURY.
Medjkld, jipril 21, 1843.

We Should have feared death to the tree—hui
it may bo well to try. It has been said that if
common brown soap be crowded into the hole of
the borer, it will destroy the worm. Mr French,
of Braintree, we believe, has found this effectual'— Eu. N. E. F.

Sow Grass Sttd Liberally.— One of the greatest
errors in farming has been that of sowing grass
seeds too thin. One seed produces but one stalk,
and though when the leaves are expanded, the
ground may appear well covered, yet when it is
mown or pastured, the roots will show themselves
too remote from each other for good neighborhood
or profit

; and there will be a poor sward to turn
down

—

Far. Cab.

i'OllK AND LARU OIL.
Of all iho new maiiufacturce introduced into the

country, there is none which has gone ahead with
.«uch a" perfect rush," (lo use « favorite western
phrase,) as the production of oil Ooui lard, and we
know of none which promises more immediately
beuchcial result.. In the great western vallev
manutactories are springing up at all the principal
points, such as Cincinnati, I.„„isville, Na.shvillc
bt. Louis, Pittsburg. Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit
&c. and two have already been established nt
Rochester, in this State. Already the principal
manufaclurers count their barrcLs of oil by tens of
thousands, and there is quite as much tr.ith as po-
etry in the sign of « manulaeturer at Pittsburg
over whose door is the representation of two mam.^
moth porkers in the act of devouring a whale.

During the present year, about 24.''.,C()0 hogs
have been killed at Cmcinnati ; and the number
slaughtered at other places has considerably in-
creased. Of the number killed at Cincinnati
about 80,000, according to the most authentic inl
formation, have, with the exception of the hams,
which are pickled and preserved, been converted
into bird at once. Formerly, it was very difficult
to try hogs in bulk into lard, without burnin-r or
otherwise injuring it so as to make an inferior a'rti-
cle

;
but now, steam has been cnlled to the aid of

the manufacturer, and every particle of fat is sep-
arated from the meat and (he bones with perfect
certainty and ease. A l.irge tub with a double
bottom is prepared, the upper one some inches
above the other. Into the tub, the hog with the
exception of the hams is put, the cover secured
and the steam let in. The fat and the meat fall
from the bones, and the lard pours through small
holes in the upper bottom, into the space between
them, from whence it is drawn for straining and
packing. The quantity of lard yielded, wher°e the
whole hog is treated for it, will of course depend
on the fatness of the animal. It is found by expe-
rience, that hogs weighing from 300 to 400 lbs.
are the best for trying; the quantity of lard, when
well fed, considerably exceeding in proportion
that of smaller ones. The per cent, where the
hog with the exception of the ham is used, varies
from .55 to 05, and some very well fed, and of the
China and Berkshire breed, have reached 70. It
has been ascertained that where the whole hog is
used, the. lard contains more oil and less stearlne
than that made from the leaf or rough fat, and it

was not so well adapted for keeping or for trans-
portation as that. This obstacle has been removed
by taking from the lard made in this way, about 40
per cent of oil, which leaves the lard of the proper
consistency for packing, and of a superior quality.

Some of the manufacturers of lard from the hog,
have adopted the practice of skinning the animal
before rendering into lard. In this method there
13 no waste of lard, as all the fat adhering to the
skin, is easily separated from it by a steel scraper.
It is then converted into leather, which is e.xcellent
for various purposes, such as saddle and harness
making, book-binding, &,c. Where the lard is
made by steam, the bones are left in a tine condi-
tion for conversion into animal charcoal, which is

worth some 2 or 3 cents per pound, used for the
clarification of sugar.

—

Alb. Cult.

Death is the only friend that can bring that peace
which wealth cannot purchase, and remove the
pain that physicians cannot cure.

—

Lacon.
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Frnm llie Farmer's CaLiiiet.

APPLICATION OF MANURES.

Messrs. Editors— ll is really surprising to see
°=<=°""' "•"

the altenlinn lliiit is beginninsrlo bo paid to the

further experitneiits in the use of bone manure, I

^jij^^^j ^C ^^.„,^i^l„g . a^jj jC ,„ this principle cotild

From the Fanners Regislur.

BONE DUST.

In my last I promised to furiiibh an

and have accordingly seated myself to fulhl my

promise.

Owing to the tardiness wiih which the spring

opens, an experiment that I have now in progress,

of applying it in the fall as a top dressing for

wheat, is n°ot sufficiently developed to warrant any

conclusive deductions in its favor ;
but from one

trial last year, I am inclined to the opinion that it

is a most powerful stimulant when applied in the

spring. In my wheat ground there was a misera-

ble wlilte flint knoll, upon which the sowing of 20

bushels per acre failed to more than vegetate the

plant; consequently in the spring it was a perfect

cye-Bore. I doublet^ the quantity, making it at the

rate of forty bushels. The wheat soon outstripped

that which surrounded it, and it is now better set

with clover than any portion of the field. It is

my intention to try another experiment ol the same

kind this spring, althounh to insure its permanency,

I would prefer sowing it in the fall, and, by a light

harrowing, incorporating it with the surface.

It was with grief that a paragraph in a newspa-

per lately met my eye, announcing the fact that a

large quantity of bone was exported from one of

our northern cities to England, where its value is

appreciated, one of whose writers, Johnston, in his

Agricultural Chemistry, analyzes a ton of dry

bodies, and gives the following as the result:

"Dry bones contain about two-thirds of their

weight of earlhy matter, the other third consisting

chiefly of animal matter resembling glue. Thus a

ton of bone dust will contain—
740 lbs.Animal matter,

Phosphate of lime,

Carbonate " ''

1245

24!>

2340 lbs.'

And again: "The farmer now rejoices in havin

in one ton of bone an equivalent to 14 tons of

barnyard manure." While such is their knowl-

edge and belief, need we wonder that our bones

serve to enrich a foreign soil .' My object, and the

only one I have in view, is to urge agriculturists

to experiment with this valuable manure, feeling

well assured that it will be followed by extensive

use, and that ere long every oily and town will

have within its limits an establishment for grinding

bones, instead of leaving them to bleach and waste

away upon their commons.
RICHARD T. 15ENTLEY.

Sandy Spring, Md.

To Raise Good Radishes Take pure sand some

depth from the surface ; or pure earth below where

it has been tilled or mowed ; or sea sand washed

by the waves ; make a bed in the garden six or

eight inches deep, and as big as you please ; in

this sow your radish seed, and (hey will grow well

without manure, and be free from worms ;
we have

tried it frequently and never failed.

Radishes that are grown very early in the sea-

son, are of slow growth, and inferior to those

grown after the weather is warm enough to hasten

them; as the faster they grow, the more tender

they are, and of finer flavor.— Y'ankee Far.

be added the more important one of pulverization

and the necessity of a change of crops be under-

stood and acted upon, our labors would be one

half lessened, and our crops be one half increased.

In reading a late treatise on agriculture, 1 have

been highly interested and instructed by the fol-

lowing observations, and conceive they would be

found of great importance to your readers, if you

could afford space for their insertion. The author

observes

:

" The application of the same kind of manure to

plants or trees that occupy the soil for more than

one year, is not always advantageous, nor does the

land prove so productive as might often be expect-

ed, from the labor and pains bestowed. The ad-

vantage of variety is, greater fermentation—con-

sequently, greater benefit from the air and rains
;

for ihe same manure operates on the soil, espe-

cially if it be not aided by cultivation, like the

same medicine, or the same food or air on the

body, which are found to lose their best effect after

too long repetition. This is not exactly the case

with arable land, because of the variety of crops

and of c«)f/i(/ ci(/iivaiio)i, which is the most pow-

erful means of all, as it admits of the application

of the same manure forever, with the same success.

But it is proper to observe, an excess of manure,

particularly when put on in a raw state for the

coming crop, is as injurious as wlien the land is

periHitted to become poor from the want of it; for

of fertility there may be named three descriptions
;

as first, extravagant fertility; second, productive

fertility; third, apoplectic fertility.

''The first is, when so early and rapid a decom-

position takes place, that the plants thrive too fast

in their youth, and then, towards harvest, they

have nearly or quite ceased to grow, without per-

fecting their seeds : this is commonly called winter

or sprina proud, and summer poor. On examining

the stalks and leaves, they will be found to be cov-

ered with r St or fungi. The healthy secretions

are at an end, and fermentation of the juices suc-

cecdino-, a gas is formed which bursts the vessels

of the plant, and fungi make their appearance.

The cause of this extravagant fertility is this—the

n-rain was sown on fresh or recently manured land,

and the result is, the crop receives its food directly

from the manure in the first instance, and of course,

in an unselccted, undiluted state, instead of disen-

gaging it from the soil, with which the particles of

the manure had been lightly combined by previous

cultivation ; for the fresh manure decays faster,

and forces itself upon the plants beyond what they

naturally and immediately require, and being aided

i
in its decomposition by the vegetative powers of

the grain, a too rapid growth is at first brought on
;

and then, as the plants have been induced to com-

mence their structure upon a large scale, by the

abundance of the materials afforded them, they re-

quire a proportioned greater quantity of the same

materials to maintain and complete what they had

begun ; but from the two-fold cause of an early

extravagance and large structure, they find those

materials deficient at the very time jwhen wanted

the most—at the formation and completion of the

seed : the soil, ail the time, from its poverty—not

by cultivation and oft-rnpeated stirring— effects

but little towards the growth of the plants. Tliere-

fore, out of the two sources of fertility, namely,

manure and cultivation, the one most important,

namely, cultivation, having been neglected, fails I

of its supply, and disease of the plant necessarily

follows.

" The cause of the second, or productive fertility,

is owing to a regular decomposition going on, with-

in reach of the rools of the growing plants, when

food is yielded sufficiently fast to meet all their

necessary demands, and continues thus from the

beginning to the end, when a well matured crop is

formed, and in quantity proportioned to the native

fertility of the soil ; this favorable result being at-

tributable to the crop being able to disengage its

food from the particles of the soil with which it

had been combined by previous good cultivation

and exposure—a fallow process. The beneficial

consequence of this is, the plants have to exert

their own decomposing and selecting energies la

obtain the food they require, and therefore take up

no more than tvhut their healthy vegetation demands,

instead, as in the former case, of having their vegey

tation impelled on, as it were, by the too rapid and

overwhelming self-decomposition of the manure.

' The cause of the third, or apoplectic fertility

is owing to a too rapid decomposition taking place

throughout the growth of the plants, as is the case

with grain growing on a dung-hill : they are seen

to flourish away with uncommon vigor, as if in a

state of intoxication, producing foliage by whole-

sale • and if standing in masses, are soon beat

down by the wind and rain ; when, the straw be-

coming broken, the sap is then impeded in its flow

through the vessels, which are already overcharg-

ed with half-concocted food, forced into circulation

by tlie too rapid decay of the manure beneath : the

consequence is, the bursting of the vessels; and il

the grain ever ripens, a lean, half-formed clevel ii

the only product.

"'I'o show the value of perfect tillage, a field o:

good land was manured and sown with wheat: iti

appearance during winter, spring and summer, was

very fine ; but when reaped at harvest, the straw

was soft and the grain of little value. The ownei

of the field was persuaded to fallow the land, al

though he conceived it was sufficiently fertile, am

not requiring such tillage ; however, he had re

course to the fallow, and then sowed wheat again

the produce amply repaid the expense, for the cro|

yielded more than 48 bushels per acre— a proof o

the superiority of cultivation over a coatof manuri

without it. The process had mixed and combinei

the manure with the soil, and had restored it

chemical powers ; and therefore the succeedini

crop drew from its resources, now rendered healthy

in exact proportion as it required the food."

The foregoing observations are invaluable ; am

must carry conviction to the breast of every on'

who is not blinded by prejudice. I have now be

fore me, the result of a single extra plowing ani

working, in a double crop of the finest turnips.

had well dunged a field for sugar beets, which

planted after once plowing, calculating that I cou!

loosen the earth by means of the cultivator, in th

after working of the crop: but I found the plant

so poor, that I determined to plow them up, we!

harrow and pulverize the land, and sow it wit

white turnips. This I did, and have never befor

gathered a crop at all comparable to it for quanti

having the manure properly mixed and distributed i ty and quality ; the bulbs are certainly heavier an
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user than any tliat I ever grew before; anil I Lost year I selected two liills of hulinii ci'rn,

w perceive tlie rationality of attributing the sii- | standini; two feet six iticlies apart; tbe leines

iriority of ttie turnip in En!»land, to tlie very were stripped off the first, it being tlie rtutside hill,

reful cultivation bestowed upon it ; the land be- | when grown to their full size, or nearly bo, and

J
plowed five times, and repeatedly harrowed

d rolled, by which it is completely pulverized
;

d the weeds are encouraged to grow, to be turn-

under by the plow; thus ridding the land of

B crops of weeds before mowing the turnip crop.

t, "can this ever pay ?" I am confident that it

n, and will. . JACOB HEINZEL.

From the Albany Cultivalor.

INDIAN CORN.
Mtssrs. Editor!—My corn crop of Inst year, was

t so good as in former years, but being resolved

know the quantity per acre, I measiin-d off half

acre— of course the best I could select midway

•OSS the field—and had it husked and measured

.h care. Tlie product of this half acre was for-

ix bushels and a half and ten quarts, oi shelled

•n : this gives over 93 1-3 bushels per acre,

is corn was grown in a young peach orchard,

! trees standing at distances of si.xteen feet

tare, and the corn planted two feet eight inches

lare, making six rows between the rows of trees,

ch tree occupied the space for five hills of corn,

ich are not counted in the measurement, but if

|3ed, would make over one hundred bushels per

ire.

(Corn should be planted so as to give a covering

Uhe ground, that will keep in check all other

|>wlhs, when the corn has attained about one-

Ird its matured height; and the experience of

he years assures me, that the ground on which it

l>ws, cannot be disturbed after this height is at-

loed, till maturity, without injury to the plant.

My reasons for close planting are adduced from

I
ctice, and are these : that I get as large ears as

< en planted wider, more of them, my field is free

I m weeds, the crop requires less work, and I have

I reator amount of fodder for my farm stock.

There is no diminution in the product of seed

I fruit, from working a plant till the secretions

I :essary for the production of seed are about be-

i; deposited in the plant.

Experiment confirms to me, that if the primitive

1 its of such corn as I plant, are injured before

1 ! lower leaves upon the stalk have lost their suc-

I ency, a sucker is produced from the crown of

!• root; but I have nev^ been able to produce a

I ;ker, by such means as I have tried, after the

lirth leaf upon the stalk had lost its softness and

Icame firm, at which time the stalk will liave at-

1 ned about one-third of its matured height. At

13 stage of growth, I suppose the gencrant ves-

1 3 are actively employed, and matter is forming

: d depositing for seed ; but where and how the

I
nerant organs aro situated in tho corn plant, I

•

11 not undertake to determine; but I will ven-

' e to say that they are not to be found either in

'3 tassel or silk, the tassel being the conduit, and

"; silk the recipient for the farina.

By pulling the leaves off the corn plant, beloio

lere tiie ear is placed upon the stalk, and while

their succulent state, no seed is made upon the

ilk ; but if the leaf is permitted to become firm

d hard, before it is pulled, little or no diminution

kes place in the product of grain. The

before they had lost their succulency, pulling

ut a time, till I came to where I supposed the shoot

for the ear would pot forth on the stalk. Tho ro-

sult of thia experiment was a large husk without

any grain. Tho other hill was left till tho leaves

had lost their softness and become hard, pulling

one at a lime, each as it becniiie hard, till the

height of tho ear was attained. In this experi-

ment I could perceive no dilTerence in grain, the

oar being as full and as large as those standing

near it, whoso leaves were not disturbed.

These, and other experiments and observations,

have induced ino to think that the new fibrous roots

thrown out from the injured radicle, took up and

carried matter for tne first wants of a young plant.

Whether this matter is the same as the ligneous

sap in the more matured plant, I do not now pro-

pose to inquire ; but if it will bear a comparison

with tho first and after wants of the animal crea-

tion, then we are to infer that the pabulum neces-

sary for the young plant, is somewhat different

from that required at a later period of its growth.

If ills dissimilar, and I have reason to believe it

is, then the plant at an advanced age, may not be

in a condition to receive this new sap, and thus

cause disease in several ways.

LYTTLKTON PHYSIC.
Cecil Co., Md.

safe to dry ihuni two or ihrce days in the sun, or

put in the oven fur two or three i:ours after bukin);

bread.

."). The value of raw silk depends materially up-

on good, even and rcund reeling ; a great deal of

silk is entirely lost by want of practice in doing

this properly, or being made of inferior quality-

It is best to reel two threads of silk at once, often

or twelve strands each, and which can be made
round by crossing, and particularly not to be flat-

tened or matted together. Use a two yard frame

and put up in '-2 oz. hanks.

The worms from .'5000 eggs may be expected to

require from 1(10 to l.'iO lbs. of leaves before rais-

ing. The product varies very much according to

success and description, and each one's experience

will alone give further data.

Samples of silk, if sent early, as soon as reeled

and ready for market, will have immediate atten-

tion, and sulos will be made to the greatest advan-

tage. Liberal advances will be made, when re-

quired, on consignments of raw silk and cocoons,

on receipt and inspection of the quality.

G. M. HAYWOOD, & Co.

128 Pearl Street, .Vtuj York.

P. S.—We have made arrangements to offer for

sale, on early application, a good description of

silk-ivorm erjgs, warranted, at 50 cents per 5000 ;

also, a proper and simple reel, at the cost of 1 lb.

of silk, by which a person can reel from 1 to 2

lbs. of good silk per day, and in the best way. All

persons that raise cocoons, are reconunended to

reel them also, and obtain the largest gain.

From the same.

CULTURE OF SILK.

Circular to Silk Growers, and to Encourage the

Culture of Silk.

The subscribers having established themselves as

silk commission merchants, with prospects of use-

fulness and success, will continue to attend partic-

ularly to the sale of American raw silk.

From long experience in the silk business, it is

expected they may be of service in finding a ready

market for American raw silk, and facilitate its

production, by giving information of the manage-

ment and care necessary to insure success.

1. To raise silk of the best quality, it is of the

most importance to obtain a good description of

silk-worm eggs, and not mixed or crossed of diffe-

rent kinds. Tho Mira-Bello or Italian Yellow

Peanut cocoon, and the Large China, White and

Yellow, are cood, and are being successfully rais-

ed in many parts of the States.

2. The eggs should not be permitted to hatch

too early, or before tho mulberry leaf will be in

suflicient supply. June to July has been usually

found the right season, and safest to raise the

worms healthy.

3. Only feed with fresh, sound, and dry leaves.

Cleanliness, also, is very necessary, and a mode-

rate use of lime has been found of advantage.

4. The cocoonery should be arranged to be csi-

ly ventilated and protected from exposure or dam-

age by storms or sudden changes of temperature,

and from attacks of vermin.

Early Cucumbers.—The following article, which

we extract from a late number of the Hartford

Courant, will be useful to those who wish to raisA

early cucumbers, and have not the convenience of

a hot-bed :

" As I am one of those small farmers whose

means are limited, and not having any hot-bed, I

will state the manner in which I forwarded my cu-

cumbers last season, and if you think it worth pub-

lishing, you are at liberty to do it.

I took a raisin box, cut a piece of turf the size

of the box, then cut lengthways and crossways, to

make eight pieces. Put it into the box inverted
;

put in rich soil half an inch deep, planted seeds

enough for a hill on each turf, covered them with

rich soil half an inch deep, placed the box by a

stove, sprinkled water on as occasion required, set

the box out the south side of the house in pleasant

weather, carrying it in nights ; and at a proper

time 1 removed them to the garden. The benefits

of this mode are, the little trouble and expense at-

tending it, and the ease with which they are trans-

planted. By removing eai h piece of turf sepa-

jately, they seem not to be stunted at all in growth."

.5. The earlier the cocoons are reeled off, the

me [belter will be the silk, and easier to reel. If not

... occurs in the peach tree—̂ he summer growth reeled immediately, it is necessary to kill tho chry-

le'ives being pulled in their succulent stale, no sails, and in doing so, the coco^ons are hable to be

Jit is obtained tho succeeding year. [injured by too much drying. It is sufficient and

Black Sea Wheal S. W. Jewelt, of Vermont,

says: "For three or more years, this variety of

wheat has been cultivated in this vicinity, and

with universal success. I have seen the grain se-

lected from the most rank and lodged portions of

the field, threshed separate, and the yield was

about one bushel to the shock ; in fact, it has inva-

riably given a good return, from 20 to 40 bushels

to the acre. The great encouragement to grow

this kind of grain with us is, that it never failed of

yielding a good return, and in most cases a large

crop, not subject to the rust, as other varieties have

been here."

—

Ml>. Cult.
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CORN.

Tliis crop wc tliink better of, compiiratively, than do

most fiirniers. It is said in our hearing almost every

week, that farmers cannot afl'ord to raise corn : that it is

cheaper for thcrn to buy this, and raise other crops. We
.Tre not able from CTprrience, observntiiin, or any fair

balancing of costs and value, lo find any one of the

common productions of the farm, (hay excepted,) that is

more profitable than corn. We know very well that

the ground for this crop should be in good tilth, and

that it wants a good dressing of manure. Suppose that

it shall take $30 worth of manure per acre, and that

all the labor upon the acre for the season shall cost $20,

and that the interLSt upon the land shall be $5. Tiiese

sums give $55 as the co.st. Such art acre may be ex-

pected to yield 45 bushels of corn, and givo stover that

is equal in value to one ton of good hay, or lo be worth

$12. Let us charge $15, or one half of the cost of the

manure, to future crops, and we reduce expenses to $40.

Then if we take from this the twelve dollars' worth of

stover, the 45 bushels of corn cost $28. Or the corn

costs 62 cents per bu.sliel. Can the coin be bought for

less than this ? You may buy it in the city for 55 or

60 cents—but you then buy flat corn— less in weight

than that which you raise, by 4 or 5 lbs. per bushel, and

not quite as good, pound fur pound. Also, it vjiii cost

you three, four, five or six cents per bushel, to transport

the corn from the city to your home.

With such views as produce these statements, we of

(fourse must advise farmers to raise as much corn as

they intend to consume on their own farms. We have

found this crop one of the surest, and one which, if it

gives no great profit, yet pays for its cost.

We made hay an exception when we called corn as

profitable as any one of the common crops. We are

willing to leave it as an exception. But we are not sat-

isfied that hay, excepting what grows upon strong, moist

lands, pays better than corn. Yuu v\ill not usually get

more than a ton and an half per acre, on the average,

for three years after you lay down your lands lo grass,

unless you apply top-dressiogs. If then you allow one-

fourih of th« labor expended upon the crop, in breaking

up and tilling the soil, to be charged lo the grass crops

—

if you charge them with half the manure—and charge

the $5 yearly for interest—and charge $3 for grass seed,

ynu will find that for the three years, the grass when

standing is to cost you $38. If your hay is to be cured

bright and fit for market, the expense < f this will be not

less than $i per acre. The whole expense of the hny

crop then, when put into your barn, is about $17 per year

on the acre, for each of the three years. If you keep

your land in grass longer than this, it will require top-

dressings, and the expense of the crop will be kept up.

The marketing ol the hay will cost you .$2 per ton

generally, or 3 dollars on the acre. This brings the

whole cost of the hay at $20 per acre, or $20 for a ton

and an half. The rate at which hay has sold for the

last year or two, therefore only a little more than pays

the cos(, even upon the supposition that the land is to

average one and an half ton per acre for three years,

without top-dressing. This it will oftener fail lo do

than the well tilled acre will to give 45 bushels of corn.

Hay has been the best crop, and perhaps is so now— the

belief of this is general—and most persons who can, arc

putting their lands to grass. The probable consequence

will be a fall in the price of hay for a few years.

But corn is our subject. Where land is in good lilthi

this does well either upon ihe sod or upon land that

has been one year or more planted to potatoes or sowed

to grain. With us, it has usually done better upon the

sod than upon old ground. 'But with many it is other-

wise. We have found no ditference between thit upon
sod inverted in the autunjn and that plowed in the

spring.

The manun; for iliis crop should be spread broadcast

and well harrowed or plowed in. Turning Iho manure
down under the sod, does well upon some warm lands

with a Jirm and warm subsoil. But generally it is bel-

ler upon the furrcjw. When |)lowed into old ground,

the manure is not generally buried in the bottom of the

furrow, but it is placed in vertical layers between Ihe

furrows. This is a fiivorcible position for it. We should

care but little whether it was worked in in this way, or

well harrowed in. Before corn is planted, the ground

should be well pulverized. After once plowing, this is

best effected by the roller and harrow. We have no
other implement by which we c.in do so much in an

hour to make an acre mellow and to pulverize it, as the

roller. This should be followed by the harrow, and the

harrow should be well loaded.

We have less faith in the importance of giving corn

a sfttr(, by pulling some manure in the hill, than most

farmers possess. For we never could fee that manure

in the hill hastens its ripening a single day. It does

hasten the growth in June, but works against it in the

hot dry weather of the last of July and the first of Au-

gust. At least, it has so worked when we have tried

the two methods on the same field The seasons in

which we gel the largest growth of corn, are those in

which it makes a rather slow growth in June.

Time of Planting.—As early as the ground is warm

and dry enough, is best. 'I'he first week of Maj-, in

most seasons, wo prefer—though any part of the month

of May will do. Mr Young, of Kentucky, who has sur-

passed all others in corn growing, having obtained more

than 190 bushels per acre, says, if we remember correct-

ly, that he will defy any man to raise a very large crop

of corn, if he does not plant early and plant deej). He
plants from 4 to G inches, and says he greatly prefers

the latter depth. We think that too deep for New Eng
land, but early and deep planting are generally favora-

ble to the crop.

Distance of Ike Rows.—Where land is well manured,

we have found about three feet three inches apart, each

way, and five stalks to the hill, gives about the proper

quantity. This gives about 20,000 stalks per acre.

This we have found a good number. With less, the

ears will be larger, but not the number of bushels.

Whether it be best in drills or hills, we do not know.

Our own course has been to plant in hills; but many,

whose opinions are valuable, prefer diills.

Variety —We last year tried five varieties in the same

field, and all were treated alike. Among them, the

Highgate was much the most productive, and was not

late. A pearl-colored corn from the borders of Rhode
I.^land, and the Hartwell, came next, and yielded about

alike. The Hartwell was the earliest of the two. A
very early corn from the north part of Essex county, we

have no fault III find with, except that it did not yield

enough. The famous Brown corn did less well than

either of the others We are unwilling to condemn it

upon one trial ; but we had less corn by ten bushels on

a half acre of this, than on the adjoining half acre of

Highgate. This Highgate corn, so called by some one

who obtained the variety from the town of Highgate,

Vt., is a yellow eight-rowed corn, of large kernel, with

a good sized stalk, and gives a large crop of both stalks

and corn. We obtained C7 bushels per acre last year.

As to the exhaustion of the scil where corn grow

we have no means of judging but by observation. W
think it less exhausting than potatoes or oats. We hai

analysis of the stalks of corn, and therefore cannot te

what they extract from the soil. Dr. Dana's analysis!

the corn itself, will make a crop of 80U0 lbs., or a litti

over 50 bushels, take from the soil

—

Potash, 6

Soda, • 7.5

Silex, 13.

Phosphoric acid, 6.6

The exhaustion by the corn itself, apparently woul

not be very great. But it does not follow from this tin

the stalks are not great exhausters.

THE PLUM—CURCULIO.
We have been informed upon very good authorii

that in one nursery the plum has been saved by sprini

ling salt around the tree as far as the branches extern

and thick enough to make the surface white, or decide!

ly whitish. This must be done while the tree is i

blossom, or while the fruit is setting. If this will prov

efl'ectual, it must be by destroying the insects or grul

while in the ground, or just as they are ready to emerg
The experiment is one that can be tried with great coi

venience, and with very little risk—for the plum tree

usually benefited by the application of salt. Some (

the most fruitful plum trees of this vicinity are in so

that was once salt Diarsh.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR.
From Augusia, Geo. we have received the first fot

Nos. of n new agricultural paper with the above tille-

published semi-monthly by fJ. W. & W.S.Jones,!

$1 per year in advance. Thus far they have done thui

work well, anrl they give promise of a useful paper.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The communications upon the " Silk Business," an

" Poudrette," as likewise the Premium List of th

Rhode Island Agricultural Society, we are obliged t

defer till next week.

DRILL PLANTING.

A correspondent of the Farmer's Register sajs :
" B

drill planting, much, 1 think, is gained. We have by ii

more than double the number of plants that the usua

method allows in safety, and leaving often two togethei

when they are nearly equal and flourishing, the distan

ces named, (lines 4 1-2 feet apart, corn dropped 10 incli

es apart,) will afford eight or ten thousand plants to ill

acre, and under the arrangement of the rows north am
south, and at least four feet apart, a sufficiency of ai

and light is secured. My crops have not suffered froii

drought as much as my neighbors', which I altributi

chiefly lo the frequent use of the cultivator, preservin(

a friable, loose surface, and thus allowing the entranceo

the fermentative agents

—

heat, air, and moisture.

Undor the circumstances recited, my crops have reach

ed, in diflerent seasons, one hundred bushels shellei

corn on one acre, and four hundred and fifty on fiv!

acres, while my neighbors, under different management
have seldom obtained more than half those ratios."

The writer plants his corn on inverted sward, turnei

down the preceding autumn ; with no after applicatiur

of manure.

Thou mayst be sure that he who in private will lell

thee of thy faults, is thy friend, fiir he adventures thy

dislike, and doth hazard ihy hatred.

—

Raleigh.
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MISCELLANEOUS

A Singular Case of Spectral Illusion.—A young

lady liaviiij I'.tfly received u viuleiit blow on the

middle of her foroliead, by running af.'ain£t a door

in the dark, enflTercit very much from pain about

the part, and also from a disturbed state of mind.

The latter being considered by two scientific gen-

tlemen as caused by a local afTection of the brain,

they inquired if she was not visited by apparitions

of persons and other objects. She replied at once

that she wa.'s, and described them in a vivid man-

ner. 'I'hese apparitions terrified lier very much,

until she was told that they were caused by a mor-

bid condition of the brain in consequence of the

blow she had received, when her terrors vanished,

and she does not new mind the visit of apparitions,

on recollecting that they proceed from this cause.

This case, with many others of the same character,

is liighly important, both in mental and medical

science, as they give to this . functional derange-

ment local and ascertainable external cause jV.

y. Sun.

Solitude.—A person of truly superior philosophic

mind would seldom wish to forego the inestimable

privilege of communing with himself. Sir Walter

Scott says in his diary—" From the earliest time

I can remember, I preferred the pleasures of being

alone to wishing for visitors, and have often taken

a bannock and a bit of cheese to the wood or hill,

to avoid dining in company. As I grew from boy-

hood to manhood, I saw this would not do, and to

gain a place in men's esteem, I must mi.x and bus-

tle with them. Pride and exaltation of spirits

often supplied the real plcafure which others seem-

ed to feel in society
;
yet mine certainly upon

many occasions was real. Still, if the question

was eternal company, without the power of retiring

within yourself, or solitary confinement for life, I

should say, '' Turnkey, lock the cell."

Canine Fidelity.—The Providence Journal re-

lates a most touching incident of canine fidelity

which occurred lately in that city. A bright and

interesting child, some four years old, the son of a

merchant, was much attached to a fine Newfound-
land dog, about a year younger than himself, and

the attachment was fully reciprocated. They were

constant companions, and the little fellow was

scarce ever without his shaggy playfellow. The
boy was taken sick, and the dog watched by his

bed with a solicitude that was most affecting. He
was almost continually in the room, and when the

physician made his daily calls, the dog would look

from him to the child, with an expression which

could not be mistaken, and which plainly showed
that ho understood both ;he object of the visit and

the danger of his little master. The child died.

The dog never tasted food afterward : he refused

every attention and every attempt to console him,

and in three days ho died. Kind hands laid the

noble brute by the side of the boy he loved so

well, and tears of genuine sorrow moistened the

turf that covered his noble heart.

Who shall say that the spirit which animated

such more than human afTection, died with the body

that vainly strove to confine it?

That integrity is the most exemplary, which pur-

sues the line of duty when the passions and interest

prompt a deviation.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have liccn made tlie past year in the

forni and workmanship of tliese Ploughs; ihe mould beard
has been so formed as to laii the furrow completely oner,
turning in even/ particle nf grass or sluhble, and leaving the
ground in the best possible manner. The length of the
mould-board has he n very much increased, so that the
Plough works with the !jrealest ease, hotli with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Woreester, say,
" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use.on a farm, we might perhaps say lo
tlie inquirer, if your laud is mostly light and easy lo wmk,
try Prouty & Mears, hut if your /ami is heavy, hird orrod.y,
BEGIN- WITH Mb. Howard's.''
At the aliove mer.tioned trial the Howard Pl'^ugh did

more work, vith Ihe same power of team, than am) other
plough exhibited. So other turned more than twentvscen
and one half inches, to the 112 Ihs. draught, while ihe
Howard Plough turned iwenlunine and one half inches, to

the same poicer of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, wliich can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside-, this shoe likewise secuies
the mould board and landside together, and strenglhens ihe
Plough very much.
The ]irice of the Ploughs is from S6 toSlo. A Ploiii>h,

sufficient for breaking up with four callle, will cost ahoiit
Sio 50, and with cutler Si, with wheel and cutter, S2 .'iO

extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at
the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,
Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, by

JOSKPH BRECK & CO.

STRAIVBERRY PLANTS.
We can supply the following varieties of Strawberry

Plants, English VVnod, Early Virginia, Hovey's Seedling,
Methven Castle, Keene's Seedling, Bishop's Orange, and
many other fine varieties. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

Boston, April 15.

10,000 PEAR STOCKS.
The subscribers offer for sale lO.POO Pear Stock of Amer-

ican growth in first rate order, and much superior to those
imported. For two feet Stock S3 00 per hundred.

One and a half do. do. 2 50 do.
Feb. 15. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

POUnUETTE ! POUDRETTE ! !

The subscribers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,

Poudrctle in quantities to suit purchasers; packed in Bar-
rels in order lor shipping, or transportation by wagon or Rail
Road:'

The experience of five years past has satisfied inanj
farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation upon
vegetable matter, producing greater abundance, and is the
cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the
factory in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For salcby J.BRECK & CO, 51 and 52 North Market
St., Boston. Oct. 26.

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.
Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved uiih a foot treadcr, is found to be a great improTO-
ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung
in this manner are becoming daily more in >is«, and whererer
used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can he attach-
ed to stones hung in the common way. For sain hy J.

BRECK Si Co., No. 51 North Market street.

SILK BUSINESS.
Silk Worm Eggs, Pea nuts, and Sulphurs, at S3 50 per

ounce.
Mulberry Trees. Cantons and Multicaulis at Sgo per

thousand delivered in Boston, by J. R. BARBOUR.
Oxford, Jan. 25, 1343. )

Near Depot on N. and W. R. Road. \
Feb. 1.

HARRIS' TREATISE ON INSECTS.
For sale by .JOSEPH BRECK a CO., Harris' Treatise

on Insects. Price 82. Also, the second edition of Dana's
Muck Manual, price 62j els. Feb 16.

WINSHIPS.
Received by recent arrivals from France

England, 500 large Orange and Dessert Porli

and Standard QUINCE TREES, six or r

feet in heigljt, very desirable productions fore

__ Horticulturist to possess, being the large kin

Several thousand fine Pear and Apple Sloclcs, bj

hundred or thousand. Also, hy the same arrivals, the u

importations of new fruit bearing Trees among them a 1

quantity of handsome Bartletl Pear Trees, and Ornami
productions, all of which can be hatl immediately, by
warding orders by mail, addressed to WINSHIPS', Bri

on, Mass., or left at JOSEPH BKECK &. CO.'S, 51 I

North Market street, Boston. . March S

Fruit, Ornamental Trees, &c.

NUIISERY OP WILLIAM KENRJCK.

OP PEAR and PLUM, of PEACH and CH
RY TREES — a collection unrivalled in foi

years, for fine trees of new and finest ki

Fruits most valuable, moie rare, being jusi

ceived from Europe in new supplies, of things

uncommon, and beautiful, or no where else to be obtaine

Gooseberries of first quality. Apples. Quinces, Grape Vi

Raspberries, t^urrants. Strawberries, &c. The new abric

and descriptive Catalogue for 1642 will be sent lo all

apply.

Ornametjtal Trees and Shrubs, Honeysuckles, &c. Sj

did varieties of double yellow Harrison and other Roses
Tree Peonies, of Herbaceous Peonies, of Double Dahlias,

other flowering Plants, &c. Rhuliarb of first rate ne'

kinds. Thorns for hedges, &c.

All orders addressed to the subscriber will be prompt!)

tended to, and Trees, when so ordered, will be securely p
ed in Mats and Moss for safe transport to all distant pi

by land or sea, and delivered in the city free of charge,

transportation by the wagon which is sent thither dadj

orders may be left with any of the authorised agents in Bos

WILLIAM KENRICl
Nonantum Hill, Newton, March 18, 18-t3. cptJl

Fruit aud Ornamental Trees and Sbrulis,

The subscribers can furnish every variet]

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs w
can he obtained at the Nurseries in the vici

of Boston, at low prices, and of the first qua
and pack them securely, so that they can be

to any part of the country in safety.

Those who may be in want of Trees will be well ace

modated by sending their orders to the subscribers at N<
North Market Street.

March 22. JOSTPH BRECK & C(

FRUIT, ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.
A fine assortment of Pear, Apple, Plum,Pe

Quince, Cherry and other Fruit 'Trees. Curn
Grapes, Gooseberries, &c. Also, a large va

of Ornamental Forest trees, of large size, Ri

Tree Ppeonies, Hawthorns, and a great varie

other Flowering Shrubs, Paeonies, &c. for sale by the

scriber. Orders left with Messrs. BRECK & CO ,
o

reeled by mail, to the subscriber, will be promptly attei

to, and delivered in Boston free of cbaree.
JOHN A. KENKIC:

Newton, Nonantum Dale, April 10.

NURSERY#H. VANDINE, informs the public that he

has a choice collection of Pear, Plum and

Peach Trees, Gooselierries, Raspberries, Isa

bella and Catawba Grape Vines, Shrubs, &,c.

Cambridgeport, Winsor Street, 1 I 2 mile from Boi

April 1-2.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck aud leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK &'

No. 52 North Market St.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or
,f2 50 if not

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to fran

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, wit

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AI»D DENlfETT. PHIKTEBS.
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N. E. FARMER,

CATTLE SHOW,
••Jnrf Plowing Mnlch at Paicluxet, R. I., on ff'cd-

nesday, Sept. 27, 1843.

The Standing Committee of the Rhode Island

Society for the Encouragement of Domestic Indus-

try, offer the following premiums:

For Grain, J'egctable Crops, and Agricultural Er-
periments.

For a satisfactory, and the most satisfactory

statement in writing, of the expense of raising

any kind of grain crop, showing the least cost per

bushel:—the soil and subsoil on which the crop is

raised must br? named, and the cost stated as fol-

lows :

Rent of land for one year

;

Quantity and kind of manure—loads of;

Plowing, harrowiiig and rolling— days at
;

Planting or sowing— days at

;

Tillage— days at

;

Harvesting— days at;

First premium, .f 12
Second, 8
Third, C

For a satisfactory, and the most satisfacto-

iry statement, showing the value of apples, or

any kind of root, compared with Indian corn

per bushel, as food for cattle, horses, sheep or

swine, 20
To the person who shall raise or introduce

into the State, potatoes of a quality superior

to any heretofore raised or introduced, to be

presented to the Society, not less than one
bushel in quantity, 10

For the most satisfactory statement of the

comparative cost of keeping stock on roots

and hay, or on dry fodder alone, 15

For the most approved statement of the com-
parative profit of fattening sheep or swine
upon the produce of a fann, the lean sheep

to be valued after shearing, 15

For reclaiming bogs—requiring a state-

: lent of the process and expense, with the in-

creased value of the land, 15

For under-draining land with covered stone

drains, so that the plow may pass over them
without injury, stating the cost per rod, after

the stones are delivered, 20
For the best comparative statement on turn-

ing in green crops as manure, on a tract of

land not less than one acre, 10

For plantations and nurseries of white ash

trees raised from the seed, 10

For plantations of yellow locust trees, set

either in cleared land or on land from which

the native growth of timber has recently been
taken, the number set on each acre, at equal

distance, not to be less than 80, 20
To the person who shall introduce any

grass, not before cultivated in this State, and

prove by actual experiment, tested by satis.

factory evidence, its superiority to any other

grass now cultivated, 10

To the person who shall, by actual experi-

ment, prove the best season and mode of lay-

ing down land to grass, whether spring, sum-
mer, or fall seeding be preferable, and wheth-

er with or without grain on different soils,

To the person who shall take up in the sea-

son, on his own farm, the greatest quantity of

good honey, and shall at the same time exhi-

bit superior skill in the management of bees.

For an approved statement, showing the ef-

fects of the following kinds of manure, in the

proportions stated, on three successive crops
;

one quarter of an acre to be appropriated to

each kind of manure: the first crop, Indian

corn; the second, English grain with grass

seed ; the third, hay. "*

.5 loads, (of 1 4 cord each,) of stable ma-

nure
;

10 bushels of ground bones
;

50 lbs. saltpetre mixed with one load of loam
;

5 loads of compost made from 4 parts peat,

1 part stable manure, to which add one cask

of lime
;

5 loads of compost made in the same man-

ner, omitting the lime.

Separate accounts must be presented of

the expense and annual results of each expe-

riment for three years, and also of the quality

of tlio soil. A premium of

For a satisfactory experiment, showing by

comparison, the most economical practice in

cultivating Indian corn :— the experiments to

be tried as follows: select an acre of ground

of uniform quality and condition
;
plant 1-4 in

hills .'3 1-2 feet apart each way ; 1-4 in drills

3 1-2 feet apart ;
1-4 in hills 2 feet apart each

way : on one-quarter, sow a pock of corn

broadcast, with the usual quantity of hayseed

on one half of it— for the broadcast, the seed

should be soaked and put into the ground a

week or two weeks later than the rest, in or-

der to keep down the weeds ;—an exact state-

ment to be rendered of the expenses on each

fourth of an acre, and the product in grain,

and value of the fodder, with remarks on that

portion laid down to grass:—only one kind of

corn to be used, and that an early kind. A
premium of

P'or the most satisfactory experiments

showing the exhausting effects of various

crops, to be tried in the following manner : In

1843, on 1 1-4 acre of land, the whole to be

manured alike, plant 1-4 of an acre to Indian

corn, 1-4 do. to potatoes, 1-4 do. to carrots,

1-4 do. to mangel wurtzel or sugar beets, and

1-4 to ruti haga. In 1844, let the same crops

in the same proportions, be planted transverse,

ly—noting the effect, if any, produced by it

on each crossing. In 1845, seed down the

whole to grain and grass, with remarks on the

crop as above. In 1846, compare the crop of

grass in reference to the crops cultivated in

1843 and 1844, and give the whole in writing.

A premium of

For the most satisfactory experiment, prov-

ing the value of fish for manure, and tho ef-

fect proiliiccd on the soil, as shown by aflor

crops. Tho nature and quality of the soil

must be stated. A premium of 10
For the most sati.sfactory experiment in

making composts of fish :

1. Of peat or curlh and fish, with quick
lime enough to render it inodorous.

2. Of peat or earth and fish, with pulverized

charcoal to render it inodorous.

3. Of peat or earth and fish, with wood
ashes at discretion.

4. Of peat or earth and fish, with gypsum
at discretion. A premium of |5

(ty'Applications lor the premium to be
made in 1844.

For the greatest quantity of carrots, raised

on 1-2 of an acre, stating the cost of cultiva-

tion and rout of land, 10
For the greatest quantity of onions raised

on 1-4 of an acre, stating cost of cultivation

and rent of land, JO

For the best experiment in converting a

bog or waste land into a cranberry bed, the

(]uan ity of tho land to be not less than 1-4

of an acre, the applicant to give a statement

of the management, expense, product or value

per acre, 25

fl[/^The Committee on Agricultural experi-

ments will meet in January, 1844, (tho time and
place will be advertised,) when claimants can

make application in writing only.

For Stock.
Bulls.

For the best Bull, not less than one year

old, to be kept for service, in this State, one

year after the Fair, .$'20

For the second best do. upon the same con-

ditions, 12

For the third best do. without the condi-

tions, 8

Bull Calves.

For the best Bull Calf, not less than four

months, nor exceeding twelve months old, 5

Cows.

For the best Milch Cow, of any breed that

has produced tho largest quantity of mil* or

butter, in any four successive weeks from the

first of May to the first of September, regard

being had to her keeping and time of calving, 12

For the second best do. upon the same

conditions, 8

For the third best do. without any conditions, 7

Heifers.

For the best three year old Heifer, which

has had a calf, 8

For the second best do. 5

For the best two year old do., with or with-

out a calf, 6

For the second best do. 4

For the best one year old do. 5

For the second best do. 3
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Hei/er Calves.

For the best licifer calf from four to twelve

months old, $4

For the second best do. 3

H'orkittg Oxen.

For the best pair of working oxen, raised

in this State, not less than four years old, re-

gard being had to their size, strength and'

training, 10

For the second best do. 8

For the third best do. C>

For the best pair of do. raised out of this

State, but having been owned in the Stale

not less than six months, and not less than

four years old, regard being had to tl;eir size,

strength and training, 8

For the second best do. 6

Steers.

For the best pair of three years old steers,

broke to the yoke and raised in this State, 5

For the second best do. 3

For the best pair of two years old do. rais-

ed in this State, 4

For the second best do. 2

Sheep.

For the best buck. Southdown, 10

For the second best do. .5

For the best ewes, not less than four in

number, of Southdown, $3 each, 19

For the next best ewes, four in number, of

any breed, §3 each, 8

Hogs.

For the best boar, not Icsa than four months
nor more than two years and six months old,

with an assurance that he shall be kept six

months for further service in this Stale, 8
For Ihc second best do. 6
For the third best do. 5

For the best breeding sow, 5

For the second best do. 3

For the best weaned pigs, not less than

four in number, 4

For the second best do. do. 2

The premiums for the bulls and boars will be

paid when evidence is produced that they have

been kept in this State for the time required. And
no premiums shall be awarded, unless in the judg-

ment of the committees the stock shall be deemed
worthy of it.

Teams

For each yoke of oxen exhibited at the fair,

which «hall appear in a team of fifty or more
yoke, (and to which no premium for any pe-

culiar excellence is awarded,) if driven less

than five miles, 25 cts.

For each yoke as above, if driven five miles

and over, 50 "

For each yoke as above, if driven ten miles

and over, 75 ''

Por each yoke as above, if driven twenty

miles and over, $1

In awarding the premiums upon stock, regard

will be had to the manner and expense of raising

and keeping. And the owner will be required to

give a satisfactory account thereof to the appro-

priate committee on the day of Exhibition, as it is

the intention of the Standing Committee to en-

courage that stock which not only may appear best

at the Show, but which, in reference to the cost,

is most profitable to the farmer.

The Standing Committee, with a view to the

most liberal encouragement of the citizens of the

State who live remote from the place of Exhibi-

tion, propose to pay at the rate of eight cents per

mile for travel, to the owners of such animals as

obtain premiums, and which are brought or driven

more than five rniles, coinputing from the place

from which the animals come to the place of the

Show. Also, to unsuccessful competitors and

owners of cattle, ofli'ered for exhibition, the like

sum, when from the report it shall appear that the

animals exhibited were of such excellence as to

claim the special notice of tiie committee ; and

that in their opinion, the owners merit such an in-

demnity for an expense which has given credit to

the Show.

No animal for which to any owner one premium

shall have been awarded, shall be considered a

subject for any further premium of the Society, ex-

cept it be for qualities different from those for

which the former premium was awarded.

Persons intending to oTfcr any species of stock

for a premium, must give notice thereof, either by

letter, post paid, or by personal application, to the

Secretary, on or before the 2Cth of September

next, the day preceding the Show, at !> o'clock in

the evening, requesting him to enter his applica-

tion, so that tickets for the pens may be ready by

8 o'clock, the next morning. The difficulty of

making arrangements for the proper accommoda-

tion of the different species of stock, without such

previous notice, renders a strict enforcement of

this rule indispensable ; and no person will be con-

sidered as a competitor who shall not have made
such application for entry, on or before the time

above specified. The owners of working oxen or

cattle e.x[iibited in the yoke, are requested to bring

a chain to each yoke, to secure them to posts.

The cattle may be removed from the pens after 3

o'clock in the afternoon of the Fair.

Butler and Cheese.

For the best cheese, all from the same

dairy, not less in quantity than one hundred

poi:nds, $8
For the next do. not of the same dairy, 6

For the next do. do. 4

For the best butter, not less than twenty-

five pounds, 15

Next best do. do. 12

Next best do. do. 10

Next best do. do. 7

Next best do. do. 6

Next best do. do. 5

Next best do. do. 2

The butter to be exhibited in kegs with covers,

and without ornament or any mark whatever

:

method of making to be given, stating the kind of

salt used, and quantity per pound. Unless in kegs,

no premium will be given.

Shop Manitfactiires. ,

For the best plow, $3
For the best dozen scythes, 3

For the best dozen axes, 3

For the best dozen hoes, 3

For the best cast steel shovels, 3

For the best dozen rakes, 3

For any newly invented agricultural imple-

ments, superior to any designed for the same
uses, a reward, (not exceeding twenty dol-

lars in all,) according to the importance of

the invention, $20

I'ivcry article of manufacture offered for premi-

um, must be entered and delivered to the person

appointed to receive them, before 9 o'clock, A. M.,

on the day of the Fair. The goods must not be

removed until 5 o'clock of the day of Exhibition,

unless by permission of the Committee of Arrange-

ments.

Plowing Match.

(No Drivers allowed.)

First plow, $9
Second do. 8

Third do. 7

Fourth do. 6
Fifth do. 5
Sixth do. 4
Scv'nth do. 3
Eighth do. 2

The depth to be plowed will not be less than

five inches, and the breadth of the furrow not more
than ten inches.

The strictest rrgulations will be adopted, to in-

sure the proper management of the cattle. They
will not be permitted to be driven faster than their

natural pace ; and these premiums will be adjudged
for the best work with the least expense of labor.

It must be understood, that in all cases, whether
there be any competition or not, it is at the di.scre-

tion of the committee to withhold a premium, if in

their opinion the object so offered is not deserving

of it.

Any attempts to obtain premiums by unfair prac-

tices, will be punished by a forfeiture of the pre.

mium, should it have been awarded before a dis-

covery, and will also preclude the oflTender from

being permitted to apply for premiums in future.

Premiums to be demanded within six months

after they are awarded.

Competitors for premiums of every description,

will be held to a rigid compliance with the fore-

going rules, as well as such other rules and regula-

tions as shall be adopted by the respective Com-
mittees of Premiums, hereafter to be appointed,

and the Committee of Arrangements for the occa-

sion.

In cases where, for want of competition, the

claimants upon a literal construction of these pro-

posals might be entitled to premiums, the Trustees

shall be at liberty to reject the claim, unless the

animal or manufactured article is of a superior

quality and value.

No owner of any number of premium animals

will be entitled to more than one allowance for

travel.

The sum of Fifty Dollars, and copies of Dr.

Jackson's Geological Report of Rhode Island, will

be distributed in gratuities to persons who shall

exhibit articles of skill and utility deserving en-

couragement, and for which no particular premium

is offered.

JOHN PITMAN, Vice President.

Elisha Dver, Jr., Secretary.

Agar said, " Give me neither poverty nor riches"

—and this will ever be the prayer of the wise. Our

incomes should be like our shoes : if too small, they

will gall and pinch us, but if too large, they will

cause us to stumble and to trip. Wealth, after all,

is a relative thing, since he that has little, and

wants less, is richer than be that has much, but

wants more.

—

Lacon.
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For the N. E. Farmer.

BO.M.MER'S P,\TENT—GIRDLED TREl^S,
&c.

Mr Pdtnam— I hate "all talk and no cider.''

We have much said in the papers ahout " Uoni-

mer's Manure." One very important part nf the

story is, it can be made in a few days, and at a

small expense. I have a large heap of peat or

muck, which I carted into my cow-yard last fall;

have also a goodly pile of manure from my horses

and cows, and some other stuff which would
answer to increase the pile ; but 1 fear it cannot

be made in season to spread this spring, unless

operated upon by sojne of Bonimer's patent modi-

cine. My object in writing to you, is to request

Mr Bommer to come forward at once, and divulge

his process. If his invention is what it purports to

be, let him put the price of the rights so low that

any one con afford to buy, and give it a fair trial.

Now is the time. A few weeks from this will be

quite too late for this season. I fear he may charge

so high, that but few will be able to buy ; that is,

if he pursues the same course of those who make
< farmers' tools, &c. I believe if these articles

' were put at a price that would give the maker a

handsome profit, twenty would be sold where there

is now but one. Winnowing macliines, hay cut-

ters, iron pumps, forks, &c., are among the high

priced and useful articles.

I have considerable land on which corn and po-

tatoes have been planted for sometime, but not

long enough to seed down to grass, according to

my neighbors' notions of farming. How would it

answer to manure and seed down this spring ? Can
I promise myself any thing like a decent crop of

hay this season, if I give it a good top dressing

and plenty of seed ?

Since the snow has melted, I find many of my
small apple trees injured by mice—some complete-

ly girdled. Can you tell me if there is any chance
to save them .'

Yours, TOPSFIELD.

05^ As to the price for Mr Bommer's patent

process, we believe it is from 8 to 20 dollars or

more, according to the size of the farm.

If the price of farming tools waa much above

cost, we should think mechanics would soon dis-

cover it, and by competition reduce the price.

We cannot expect much of a crop of hay this

season from seed sown as late as the fir.<t of May,
though herdsgrass or timothy may give something
worth cutting.

If apple trees have been girdled near the ground,

the drawing up of earth around them so as to cov-

er tlio wounds, may save them. I5ark may be tak-

en from other trees, and if well fitted in, may be

made to heal the wounds.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Irrigation-—In the States of Lombardy, the wa-

ter of all the rivers belong to the State ; in those

of Venice, the government extends its claims to

that of the smaller streams, and even to collections

of rain water. So highly, for the use of the culti-

vator, is water of every kind valued, in the north

of Italy. The water is sold by the government at

a certain rate, which is regulated by the sixe of

the sluice, and the time the run of water is used.

The rent of the irrigated lands in the north of Ita-

ly, is upon an average, more than one-third greater

than the same description of land not watered.

—

Farmer's Cab.

For the N. E. Farmer.

ONION WORM—MARIAS IN FOAL—SNOW.
Mr Putnam—Sir—For the Inst three years

the onions in this vicijiily have been tnuihled with

a worm or maggot, which will prevent our raising

them in future, unless a stop can bo put to their

ravages. They begin in the bottoms of the young

onions like fly blows, and continue to increase in

size till they exactly resemble magpots bred in pu-

trid meat. I!y fall, but few onions iire left alivo,

and those few full of the maggot. My seed tmions

were ruined by them last year. I have tried soot,

ashes, lime, soap-suds, sulphur and tansy, without

any effect. Brine will de.stroy them, but not with-

out using enough to kill the onions also. They

have been coming to us, as I believe, from the

eastward, and the foregoing is submitted in the

hope that some one can point out a remedy.

A word about mares casting foal. Vou may
recollect that I submitted, last fall, some queries

respecting it, which were answered by Mr Brig-

ham, of Westboro'. This winter, another case

has come within my observation, which has led

me to make farther inquiries, and I think the

fact established, "that although the sight and

smell of blood does not always have that effect,

yet in many cases it certainly will." I have found

four well authenticated cases, which produced that

result, and only one besides that of Mr Brigham,

which did not: therefore would not again run the

risk.

We have had a winter unparalleled, as I believe.

According to the best calculations, 17 feet of snow

has fallen, and it now lies more than four feet on

an average, and nothing is doing towards spring

work. Hay is getting scarce, although an equal

division might last a month. Grain and potatoes

are however plenty, and there will not be much
suffering of cattle. B.

Kennebec Co., Me., ..Ipril 12, 1843.

Chinese Food.—With nothing more than a few

beans, the meal of rice and corn, and some spices

and herbs, the Chinese prepare a variety of savory

dishes. Horse-flesh, rats, and mice, are standard

articles of food, and sold publicly at the butcher's.

Birds' nests are another article of food ; but neith-

er mud nor sticks enter into their composition.

The nests are found in the rocka along the coasts

of Tonquin, and are built by birds resembling the

swallow. They are constructed, as is supposed,

of a small species of sca-fiah, cemented by a glu-

tinous matter exuding from the bird itself; and

when fully formed, resemble the rind of a large

candied citron. Bears' paws form another favorite

dish. They are rolled in pepper and nutmeg, and

dried in the sun. When about to be dressed,

they are soaked in rice-water, to make them soft,

and then boiled in the gravy of a kid, and seasoned

with various spices London Weekly Review.

Strawberries.—Many cultivators suffer their beds

to run wild, and still obtain tolerable crops ; but a

still better way is to plant in drills or hills, and
keep Ihem so. Hoeing or cultivation, benefits them
as much as it does corn. By pursuing this course,

the writer obtained nearly a pint of large, fat,

plump strawberries from some single plant? the

last season. Lime had been applied two years be-

fore to the strawberry bed, at the rate of about

half a bushel to a square rod.

—

Mb. Cult.

Fonlic N. E. Farmer.

CORN—CLO.SE PLANTING, &r.

Mr Putnam — Permit me to urge some of your

readers to make an experiment this season in close

planting of corn. Take for this purpose say one
quarter of an acre : plant in hill.s or drill.s (I should

prefer tha latter,) thug—rows 2 1-2 feet apart;

seed 20 inrlies asunder in the row. Ia'I the experi-

ment be made in the same piece with cum planted

at greater distances, and let the quarter acre be

treated the same as the residue of the lot—leaving

the same number of stalks in a hill in one case

as in the other. If the result is not decidedly in

favor of close planlino, taking into iho account all

extra expenses, then I shall have still less faith

than I now have in the soundness of my judgment.

One well settled fact is worth more than a thou-

sand undemonstrated theoretical opinions ; and it

is of infinitely more importance to the farmer to

know if he can reap more profit by a method of

cultivation which is at vanance with commonly re-

ceived opinions, than that he ought to reap a cer-

tain profit by proceeding in accordance with such

opinions. "I may be wrong, but Me;n'4 my senti-

ments."

If any shall be induced to make the experiment

herein suggested, I hope, whether it results favora-

bly or otherwise, they will communicate the issue

for publication.

I see in some of the agricultural papers that the

question is beginning to be agitated whether corn

ground may not bo exempted from the application

of the rotation principle, by dressing it with the

stalks of the crop, plowed under in the fall. There
is reason in this, and science goes to support it.

Moreover, the practice of some, it would seem, has

established its feasibility. Let this point, too, be

subjected to the tost of experiment the present

season— no matter on how small a scale, if it be

fairly conducted in other respects.

The chemist may preach from his laboratory till

doomsday—but unless his efforts are seconded in

experiments by the farmer in his fields, but little

approximation can be made towards bringing about

an unanimity of belief upon the now thousand and

one controverted questions in agriculture— if, in-

deed, such unanimity were possible to be attain-

ed : and he acts the part of a public benefactor

who each year does something by way of experi-

ment, (and makes that something public,) with a

view to bettering our modes of husbandry.

While considering here whether to say more or

stop, my eye was attracted to a paragraph in an

old London periodical, lying open before me, which

I copy, thinking the information it gives may be of

interest to some, especially your lady readers,

whose muffs and boas, cloak-trimmings and other

" fixings," are particularly liable to the depreda

lions of the mischief-working moth :

" The Moth.—The Magazine of J^atural Histo-

ry, contains some hints by M. Vinet, guardian of

the Straaburg Museum, on the mode of preserving

the articles under his care from moths. Camphor,

pepper, cedar wood, savine, &c., used by some

housewives to keep moths from clothes, are per-

fectly useless if the clothes are not frequently taken

out and aired ; and if this be done often, no other

preventative is necessary. To convince himself of

the uselessness of camphor and other nostrums alone,

M. Vinet has hatched moths in an atmosphere im-

pregnated with camphor and other substances."

Yours, truly, PHILO.
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For llie New England Farmer.

SILK BUSINESS.

Mr EniTOR— I have just received the N. B-.

Farmer for this week, and I thank you for your

kind doings and sayings in behalf of the silk cause.

I drop you this to say a word or two in regard to

the matter of a mnrhet for cocoons—a point on

which your mind seems to labor, as appears from

your editorial remarks in this week's paper, and

also, as I well remember, from some remarks you

made last September. I then wrote you a line on

the subj'ict, which seems lo have fallen out by the

way, as you say you have received no original

communications on the silk subject.

But to the question. What shall I do with my

cocoons ? Can 1 sell thein ? To all which I i^ay :

(I.) Cocoons are an unfavorable ariiclt of traffic.

They are bulky. They are liable to get indented,

and thereby injured, if transported any great dis-

tance. Each cocoon has a stifled worm in it, and

of course, where any quantity, even a bushel or

two, fresh made, (and this is the time when they

ought to be reeled,) arc put up in a box or barrel

to be sent off to market, they will heat and spoil

in one or two days, if n it opened and spread.

But these considerations interpose no difficulty

in sending them a few miles, or 100, by railroad

conveyance. The great difficulty in buying and

selling silk in the cocoon, is found in the fact that

they are of such wiequal value. I have reeled for

others, by the day or by the pound, for two years

past, and you will be surprised to learn, that at the

present prices of reeled silk, cocoons are worth

all along from $0 up to .$,5 per bushel. I have

had cocoons sent in lo be reeled that vVould not

pay the wages of the reeler ; though in about all

these cases the cocoons were originally good,

some of them splendid—especially one lot of 10 to

12 bushels, grown upon the high hills of New
Hampshire. But they were all ruined by age, be-

ing one, two, and three years old. But they were

not all of this class. One lot of two bushels,

fresli made, reeled only 3 1-2 oz. to the bushel
;

whereas the best quality will reel 20 to 22 oz.

Cocoons are considered good and merchantable

that yield 10 oz. This very gieat inequality in

value, is owing somewhat to the kind of worm fed,

still more lo the manner in which the chrysalis is

Btifled, but most of all to the manner of feeding.

Diseased worms, worms half starved, or fed in a

filthy, confined room, will never do any thing, and

the sooner this fact is knoivn, and believed, the hee-

ler it will be for all concerned.

(2.) From these facts, familiar to every one con-

versant with the business, it is perfectly apparent

that no purchaser of cocoons can give or adver-

tise a uniform price. He must make a distinct

trade for each lot brought to him. But he is sup-

posed to know more about the quality of the co-

coons brought than the inexperiencedgrowcr ; and

however anxious ho may be to give a fair price,

the door, you perceive, is open for suspicions and

evil surmises, especially if he happens to be the

only purchaser in the immediate vicinity. If he

undertakes to strike a general average, say from

$3 to $4 per bushel, and this is perhaps the best

thing that lie can do, yet this is making the care-

ful, thorough-going feeder pay a heavy tax for the

benefit of the careless, slovenly feeder.

(3.) These considerations show that it is alto-

gether iiest, as a general thing, fur the i;rower to

reel his own silk. True, if a man grows a bushel

or two, and never expects to grow more, or if mil

prepared to begin ihis part of the business, let him

sell his cocoons. But if he has taken up silk-

growing as a part of his regular business, beyond

all question, he should make arrangements to reel

his own silk, or hire a neighbor lo do it, and then

he gets what, and all that is fairly his own, and no

more. If he has done his duly to his faithful

worms, they will give him a rich return. If not, as

is meet, he alone must abide the consequences.

It is understood by all this that reeled silk has a

marketable value, as much as cotton, or wool, or

corn. It is easily put up in boxes or bales, and

may bo sent, at a trifling expense, to any market

in the country, or world, most favorable for its sale.

1 repeat it, therefore, the grower should not think

his appropriate work done, nor let his silk pass out

of his hands, until it is reeled. This must be, and

will be the system. j\nd

(4.) It is equally certain, as a general thing,

that the grower should stop after his silk is reeled,

as it is that he should not stop sliort of that point.

If h goes into the manufacturing processes, ho

passes the line appropriately drawn for the divi-

sion of labor in this business. Any family can

easily grow and reel a few pounds of silk, 5, 10, or

.50, but no family can manufacture a few pounds

only, and make an article to compete in the mar-

ket with those whose exclusive business it is to

manufacture. Ilenco it is no object to get up ma-

chines for family manufactures, nor have I any de-

siro to see government bounties bestowed to en-

courage such manufactures. I may be entirely

mistaken, but it strikes me that all this is leading

the people off" upon a wrong track— that growing

and reeling belongs to one department in this

great business, and manufacturing to another.

(.5.) The reeling of silk is very simple—as much

so as spinning wool or flax, and those conversant

with both, tell me it is more so. At any rale, I

should be ashamed to own a woman as my wife

or si.<tor, if she had not gumption enough to put

this thing right through, and make a good mer-

chantable article, upon three days' practice, and in

three weeks do a day's work. And when I hear

all the dolorous complaints, and see among our

fair countrywomen such a fearful shrinking back

from coming in contact with silk cocoons and silk

reels, I exclaim, "O mores ! O tempera !"

—

wliich

means quoad hoc. O for the return of rattling

quill wheels, and the buz of the spinning wheel,

and the steady thump, thump, thump, of the old

hand loom. Why, sir, your mother or mine would

laugh at any girl who should talk about tlie diffi-

culties of reeling silk.

(6.) There is now a steady, and an increasing

cash demand for reeled silk. Under the new ta-

riff", silk manufacturing establishments are spring-

ing up, and will spring up, here and there over the

country as fast as our financial affairs will permit.

Existing establishments purchase all the American

silk, well reeled, they can gel, and pay from .50

els to .$1 more for it than for the foreign article.

And yet they do not get enough in this way lo

supply their mills one week in ten. I am now

speaking of our factories in New England. How
this matter may be at the West, I have not the

means of knowing. I say, then lo the farmers of

New England, that they cannot possibly meet the

demand for raw silk for many long years ; that the

manufacturing of silk is even now in advance of

the growing ; that raw silk has advanced in price

since the passage of the tariff ^bill, from 50 to 75

cents on the pound ; and that this is, I believe, the

only agricultural product that has been thus afl'ect-

ed. As lo cocoons, they are purchased at most or

all the factories. I would also say lo any of your

readers near Boston, who may have them for sale,

that Mr Lincoln Jacobs, of Hingham, or Mr Jacob

Pratt, of Sherburne, will be glad to purchase them.

I hope also soon to be able lo say that a regular

market for reeled silk and cocoons is opened in

this town. Very truly, vonrs,

i. R. BARfiOUR.
Orford, Mass., Jlpril 20, 1843.

For the New England Farmer.

POUDRETTE.
Mr Editor—A communication under the name

of " Steady Habits," appeared in your paper of the

12th of April, in which the writer has seen fit to

make a libellous attack on the Poudrette made by

the Ludi Manufacturing Company, and has-pre-

tended to detail facts which are untrue, and there-

fore I take the liberty to deny his statement under

ray own name.

The writer, I believe, is known to me. J may
be mistaken, but as he has not given his own name,

I have a rigiit to presume from certain circumstan-

ces well known to him, that lie has withheld his

name lest he should be discovered to be that man
of steady habits, who, under various false preten-

ces, obtained poudrette without paying for it, and

has taken the opportunity of rendering compensa-

tion in his own base coin.

.^nd first—the writer " Jlgricola," has no inte-

rest, either general or particular, in the Lodi Man-

ufacturing Co.

Second. The writer avers that he followed the

directions. This is untrue : there are no instruc-

tions given for its use on ruta baga, and I am per-

suaded from the uniform praise bestowed on pou-

drette from the thousands who have used it these

five years past, that his experiments, even if any

were made, were done in such a loose manner, and

probably by persons prejudiced against its use,

which often happens, that no true result has been,

or could be, ascertained. Let '^Steady Habits"

pay me for the six barrels which he ordered, under

the pretence which his own story now coiitradicls,

and then give me evidence detailed under oath by

himself and others who made the experiments, and

state the results, and if any unprejudiced judge

shall say the trial was fairly made, and the result

prove the failure of the poudrcue made by, and

which he procured from, the Lodi Manufacturing

Co., then he shall be repaid the amount he paid for

the poudrette, and the further sum of ten dollars,

for his services lo the public in exposing what he

says is an otleinpt lo impose on the community.

That is a fair oflfer, and if he is honest, he will ac-

cept it.

The writer, imitating a slanderer from another

quarter, has also attempted to injure the character

of the poudrette, by insinuating what he knows is

false, namely : that the Lodi Co. make use of peat,

coal ashes, and a little night soil, to make a barrel

of poudrette. This the company, through their

agents, have heretofore denied. I now repeal,

that in making poudrette, the company do not make

use of "raw peat, turf, or meadow mud; nor have

they ever made use of street manure, nor moulding

sand from the founderies, nor the ashes from hard

coal, nor coal aiflings, nor earth of any description.
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articles of compound lo trpel the mephitic gus
iirf 7nake measure,' or ani/ other innteri'U that is

t in itself a vnlunble manure;'' and I will add,

tlie salisfactioii of the public, timl only ttvo nr-

les of compound are used, and only one busliol

compound lo every ten bushels of night soil is

3d ill making the article, and the cost of one of

! articles of compound is more than the price at

lich we sell poudrette. The system on which it

now made, is entirely different from that intro-

ced by Peter Bartliclcmy. An eminent chemist

whom I confided the system of preparing the

idrelte by the Lodi Company, declared that I

] adopted the best thing in nature to prepare the

icle, which in France takes from five to six

irs, and which, in good weather, is usually done

the works of the Lodi Co. in a week.

Night soil or poudrette, has been used in Flan-

's more than 100 years ; in Franco and England,

ne 60 to 70 years, with uniform success ; and I

I only add the evidence my neighbors have giv

in the shape of the following

Certificate.

'The subscribers reside in the State of New

(tT' We have been favored with the following

hnter to a gentleman in thi.s city. We should he
plciised lo hoar fro:n the wrilor upon any matters
connected with his experience in farming—Ihn

more so, as we are informed he is a gentleman of

intelligence, and one whose statements may bo re.

lied upon. It is the contributions of such farmrrH
to our agricultural journals, that, more than any
thing else, add to their interest and enhance their

usefulness Go.

THE FLORID.\ POTATO.
Portsmouth, A', if, Jlpril 23, 1843.

Dear Sir—The following is an account of the
produce of the two potatoes which yon politely fa-

vored me with in the spring of 1842, and which you
informed me at the time, were raised in Florida,
and that yon obtained them at Mr ISreck's estab-
lishment. I call them the Florida potato.

They were planted, as well as I can recollect,

cither the last day of May or the first day of June,
without manure. The mode I adopted.was, first,

cutting out each eye spparately, by which I ob-
tained thirty-six eyes. In planting, I pul two eyes

j

in each of sixteen hills, and one eye in each of
sey, many of us in the vicinity of the works

, four hills—making twenty hills in the whole,
cted by Anthony Dey, of the cily of New

j

They came up in a very short time, and exliibi-
rk, on the Hackensack river, in New Jersey, for

j

ted fine thriving looking stalks. They were dug
manufacturing of Urate and Poudrette, called

j

aboul the first of October, and produced nearly
he Lodi Manufacturing Company.' We have |_^i,c pecA:^ potatoes, many of which were more than

CRANBKItRY MEADOWS.
Meadows that will bear good cranberries, will

yield more profit than grass meadows. Two hun-
dred bushels per acre, have often been obtained

;

and one man will harvest an acre at least expense
than ho will nn acre of corn A meadow, thoro-

fore, that will yield one-fourth of llnil quantity,

will net more profit than any acre of corn land,

and save yon the labor of planting', c f tilling, and
the cost of manure. Would it not be good policy

lo pay more attention to cranberry meaduwg ? Can
it be doubted that a little coarse sand strown on
the surface, would give a greater product on a cold

meadow ? Sand that has been saturated with the

wash of the cow-yard, would be better than that

directly from the pit. We hope some of our

friends will look to this matter, and make soino of

their cranberry meadows more productive.

It should not be forgotten that flowing in winter

and spring, has a most beneficial cfi'ect on the har-

vest. Meadows may be kept covered with water

till late in May, and no doubt they would be im-

proved by drawing the water off, and then flooding

again, after a few days, as grass meadows are. By
a little mancgenienl of this kind, the June frosts

would be prevented. Thousands of bushels were

destroyed last season by the frosts of June.

—

.Mass.

Plowman.

id the Poudrette on the spring crops this year,

40.) We find it a valuable manure, superior to

other kind that we have ever used ; and con-

jring the facility of its transportation to the

d, the small rjuanlity required in the application

he crops, the quickness of its operation on veg-

ole matter, and the ease with which it can be

lied— all tend lo recommend its use lo the far-

and gardener, as the cheapest and best ma-
e, and we recommend it accordingly. Those

i !S who have applied it to corn and potatoes,

Ilk that it ripens those vegetables quicker than

j other manure, by several weeks."

)ated " New Jersey, Oct 1840," and signed by

' acob D. Van Winkle, John Duryed, Josiah

t nblower, John Sise, John J. Newkirk, Daniel

I eland, G V. C. V. Reyper, George Demolt,

: nelius Urinkenhofl^, Israel Crane, George Sise,

nelius Van Winkle, Henry Drayton, Cyrus
rson, George Newkirk, Garret Newkirk, P. F.

Ish, Daniel Van Ripes, Joseph Munn.

I )ne word more on the subject of anonymous
;er.s, and I have done. It is more satisfactory

.11 communications, that the writer should sub-

be his name and hold himself responsible for

allegations he makes. Some persons have a

cacy in appearing before the public under their

Der name, but I hold it, however, the bounden

f of every publisher, before he publishes a li-

ivs attack, to know the author, that the injured

y may have redress on him, and not on the

lishcr for the libel.

A. DEY,
President Lodi Manufacturing Co.

*few York, April 18, 184.3.

Anions.—If onions be planted in Iho same hill

a vines, it is said they will protect the latter

n the depredations of the striped bug.

Whitewash—Don't fail lo apply this health-pro-

(er liberally about your premises.

double the size of the original potatoes.

The Florida potatoes are shaped like tl>e "Long
Reds," but their skin is of a blue color, and yel-

low within, like the " Blue Rnssian." For eating,

I think them better than the " Long Reds." They
do not, like them, contain that watery end, called

by some the pig's end, and are equal in quality to

" Pinkeyes."

The hills containing two eyes, produced double

the quantity of those which contained but one

—

making good the old adage, that " two eyes are

better than one."

They appear well calculated for this climate,

having withstood the rust, while the Chenangoes,
planted on the same piece of ground, had their

lops killed the first of August.

The difference between the yield of the Florida

and Rohan potatoes is as follows :

Twenty hills of Rolians were placed beside the

Floridians, containing more than double the quan-

tity of seed, which produced only two pecks pota-

toes. The same number of hills of "Long Reds,"

about two rods distant, yielded the same quantity

as the Kohans.

Yours, &c.

GIDEON BECK.

Extraordinuiy Crop of Oats.—The New Gene-
see Farmer states that Andrew Snider, of Henri-

etta, last season produced 440 bushels of oats, esti-

mating them at ihe legal weight of 32 lbs. per

bushel, on four acres of land ; that is 111 1-2 bush-

els per acre. The kind is called the barley oat

;

it is properly the Scotch potato oat.

Three bushels of seed were sown to the acre,

the last week in April. The land had been in

corn, peas, and potatoes the previous year. The
part which had been in corn, and that which had

been in potatoes, had been manured for those two

crops ; on that which had been in peas, wheat

straw only had been plowed in.

TO PRESERVE EGGS.

The high price and scarcity of eggs during the

winter season, render it an object of importance

to preserve them from decay during the season of

abundance, for that of scarcity. This, like every

thing else, is a very easy matter when we know
how to accomplish it, and difficult when we arc ig-

norant of the mode of effecting it.

The shells of eggs are porous, and by being

long kept, the fluid contents evaporate gradually,

and that in proportion as the lemperuture of the

weather is increased, the vacant space occasioned

by the evaporation, is immediately filled with air,

and this air acts on the contents of the ogg, and
produces decomposition or rottenness. Now if

the air can be prevented from entering through the

shell, the egg will remain sound fur an indefinite

period— for decomposition cannot take place with-

out air.

Reaumur tried varnishing eggs to preserve them,

but he found the cheapest and most effectual meth-

od was to apply oil or grease, with which they

were rubbed, or into which they were dipped.

The transpiration of matter from the egg, was
proved to be as effectually stopped by he thinnest

layer of fat, as by a thick coating, so that no sensi-

ble vestige be left on the surface of the shell. All

sorts offal, grease or oil, were found well adapted

lo preserve eggs ; they were preserved for nine

months, as fresh as the day on which they were

laid. Oilier plans of accomplishing the same pur-

pose might be stated, but the above is so simple,

cheap and effectual, that it is deemed unnecessary.

—Farmer's Cab.

A writer in the Farmer's Cabinet says, "there is

every reason to conclude, that by manuring corn

with cornstalks and constantly tilling by the plow,

the land between the rows, corn may be grown
with success for any number of years on the same
soil. Will not some one of your readers devote

an acre of land to the purpose, and deserve the

thanks of the agricultural community ?"
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wilh top out of proporlion to its roots, may need a Blono

upon the root, or the aid of a stake, but* must will do

belter without any sucli aid.

Dig the earth deep and far around ; fill up tlie hole

again, and then don't set too deep, but nearly on the sur-

face.

TRANSPLANTING TREES.

The first, and one of the most important things to be

regarded in the selling out of fruit trees, is to prepare

well the spot on which ihe tree is to stand. It is im-

purtanl to dig much more tli-in a hole large enough to

receive the roots. It is hardly possible to dig a hole loo

broad or deep, where you would place a standard apple

.,r pear. We have no doubt that a hole two leet deep

and ten or fifteen feet over, should be dug for every tree,

if .me looks forward to the growth and fruilfulness of

disiant years. It would be well to dig in autumn and

lei the subsoil ibal is thrown out take the action of a

winlor's fiosts. But this has not been done where most

of the trees lobe set this month will be placed. After

the earth has been thrown out or thrown over, it may

be niised wiih whatever can be most convenienlly had

for enriching it. Should the sub.-oil be clayey, some

Band will improve it: if it be sandy, clay will help it.

But such admixtures are generally inconvenient, and

will noloflenbe made. Where small stones can be bad,

a common cartload of tliem in the bottom of each hole,

will be of great service. They will be of more worth

permanently.lhan an equal bulk of manure. This is

probably more valuable in moist places than others, but

yet useful everywhero. But the mere moving of the

earth, the bringing ofnew partieles in contact, and the

mi.Ning up of soil and subsoil, is the essential thing, and

can be done on almost every spot where a tree is to be

placed.

Were we intending tii set an orchard on land where

the plow will move freely, we should choose to culti-

vate it well first and puverizc the sod
;
then we would

subsoil plow it as well as possible. Plowing so di:ep

with the common plow as to bring up some of the sub-

soil, and then putting the subsoil plow as deep as it

would run. In this way, provided we had previously

manured well while the field was under cultivation,

we should be willing to put out the trees without any

more digging than just enough to receive the roots; and

this would be bul little ; for we prefer selling on, or very

near, the surface. More of the transplanted trees are

lost by sellin;,' too deep, than from nil other causes.

The ne.'sl thing of importance is to gel well shaped

and thrifty trees. These are the cheapest. There is no

saving, but an ultimate loss in setting stunted or ill

ehoped trees. It is better to have a smaller number, and

those good.

'J'he roots of the tree should be spread out Qs nearly

as possible, in their natural position—the fibres well

Biraighlened out, and >vell pulverized soil well worked

in under and around them. Some manure of almost

any variety, if it be pulverized, may be mix. d wilh

the soil, and it will be of service. But the manure is of

less consequence than the digging up of the subsoil.

The manure may be applied at any time afterwards,

but the digging must be done first, or never.

The roots of Irees v\hen set, should be moist and

plump. If they become at all dried after they are taken

up, it is betlui to immerse them in water for one or two

days before they are set out. This is all the watering

they will ordinarily need.

In general, the trees themselves directly will need

nothing done lo ihem for the season after they have

been well set with the roots near the surface, and those

roots well covered by raising ihe earth a little, for two

feet or more around the trunk. Occasionally a tree

ROOT CROPS.

'I'w.i weeks ago, we gave an ailicle upon potatoes.

In ciimalee and on soils where these are a sure crop-

where they will yield, wilh ordinary country cultiva-

lion, two liundred and fifiy or three hundred bushels per

acre, on an average of years, we presume that ihey are

the best succulent fi.od that the farmer can grow for his

cattle and swine. But in this vicinity they are uncer-

tain and expensive. Here, oilier articles, not ciilirely

to the exclusion of polalues, bul in aid of Iheni, are gen-

erally ecunoniicul.

Of Ibe roots proper, we consider the carrot as prefera-

ble, generally, lo any other. It is as sure as any, and

it is good far beet, for milk, and for working oxen and

horses.

The best soil for the carrot is a slightly sandy loam,

that is not liable to sutfer much from drought—thougli

almost any fertile soil that works freely, will give good

crops.

I'rtparalion of the Soi/.—Spread all the manure as

early in the season as possible, and plow it in—plowing

deep. Let the ground remain in this state unulJune ;

then plow again, or roll and harrow, or take whatever

processes at your command are best for remixing and

pulverizing ihe soil and manure. Then, if you sow

upon a flat surface, lake the plow and make three fur-

rows; after that, rake them, bringing lumps, stones, &c.

into the last or open furrow. Tlien plow three furrows

more and rake as before. By working thus, you gel a

light, free, untrodden sui face, on which to use the seed

sower. Where the surface is kept flat, it is usual lo

sow m rows 15 lo 18 inches apart.

Time of Soming.—The most usual lime is from the

20tli lo the 25th ot May, but we piefer the 5th lo the

Will of June. The later sowing requires less weeding,

and last year better escaped the rust. Our experience

ih'late sowing, is, however, too limiled lo make our

opinion on this point of much value.

Ridging.—We like ridges better llian flat surface.

For this, after the ground has been well pulverized, take

the plow, and running it deep, ilirow the land by back

furrowing into ridges ; make tliem as high as possible,

and 30 to aC inches apart. Then, with a rake, level llie

lops of the ridges, and fit them for the passage of the

seed sower. On each ridge put one row. Thus placed,

the seeds have betotv them a greater depth of plowed

earth, and a beller chance to run deep. Tliis mode

will have less rows by from f)0 lo 100 per cent, than the

flat surface; it will require less seed, and also much

less labor in weeding the plants Mucli of the tillage

here can be perlormad by a horse—and a prudent stir-

ring of the soil in this way, alter the plants are partly

grown, is of so much service llial, though your rows

are but little more than half what you will have on the

flat surface, yet your crop will be nearly, if not quite, as

large. Four hundred and fifty to five hundred bushels

of carrots is a common crop per acre.

Variety.—The White Carrot is the most productive

that we have grown, and is the least expensive per

bushel it looks less rich than the yellow, but wliether

it is inferior lo it, we have yet had no satisfactory means

of ascertaining Try both the white and ihe larger yel-

low.

MAY 3, 184a

Preparation of Seed.— If the seed be good, and y.

put it in seasonably, no pripa alion or application lo

is of any service. Wetting and rolling in plaster m:

be well for soils where plaster is beneficial, but we hs.

no reason to recommend it without qualification, b

cause last year, for the first time, we tried it, and s

never before had such ill success as then. Our seed,

is true, was not very good ; bul others wko used fro

the same lot, without plaster, succeeded belief than v

did, in getting it lo germinate. Good seed, seasonab

sown in a good soil, usually germinates better with i

when we sow it without soaking, or preparing in ai

other way, than when we try to lielp it along.

If you intend te apply any concentrated manure to I';

carrot crop, such as poudrelte, bone-dust, plaster, &.

it may be well to work it into the ridge or drill, rath

than lo apply it broadcast.

Beets and Mangel IVurtzcIs —Tliese with us liave n

been profitable. They sufier much in a dry time, at

never recover well from the pinchings of a drougl

We think them more uncertain than the Carrol, ai

Ihougli occasionally more productive, yet are not so

an averai'o of years. Though good for milch cows, i

like the ciirrol better. The beet wants a strong, ri

soil, and one that is not liable lo lack moisture. Sot

salt benefits its growth. We cannot recommend

cultivali.>n lo any great extent.

The Rula Baga, which we hold in some favor, w

not require sowing until late in June, and wo shall spe

of it again.

THE APPLE-TREE BORER.

In the garden of B. F. Copeland, Esq., of Roxhu

we saw the other day a cheap contrivance for prevei

ing the action of the borer in his chosen spot, that

near the ground. Raising a lillle dirt up four or t

inches around the trunk, Mr C. had enclos. d that r

in the cheap thin lead from a tea chest. The loi

edge of the lead was sunk a little in the ground, wl

the upper was pressed against the bark all around

trunk. This is a remedy only at one point—bull

point the most important one, and the one where

borer likes best to work.

THE SEASON.

Grass has started well, and is as forward as usual h

at the first of May. The trees have not started as mi

as they often do as early in the season as this. 1

abundance of rain and wet has kept the farmers fi

doing their work : very lillle seed of any kind could

put into the ground in April—very little land was i

fit slate lo receive the plow. The consequence will

that as soon as good weather settles upon us, farn

will be very much hurried. This is the only unfavi

ble eflecl that we anticipate as likely lo follow this .

and wet of April. Those usually are not the most

dnctive years wlien vegetation slarla early. One of

old sayings that we often heard in our boyhood was,

dry April for a good year for hay." If there be

foundation for this, the chances are against a large (

this year. But all these maxims are about as o

fuund false as true.

Erratum.—We were wrong last week in staling

Mr French, of Brainlree, thought the borer raigli

killed by pulling soap into its iiole. The suggestion

made by some one at one of the agricultural meelinj

the State House—bul it did not come from Mr F.

Scraped horseradish made into a syrup, is said t

an excellent remedy for hoarseness.
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MISCELLANEOUS

ARROGANCE OF WEALTH.
The vassalage of fashion, which is a part of

rank, prevents CDntinually the free expansion of

men's powers. Let us liave the greatest diversity

of occupations. But this does not imply that there

is a need of splitting society into castes or ranks,

or that a certain number should arrogate superiori-

ty, and stand apart from the rest of men as a sepa-

rate race. Men may work indifferent departments

of life, and yet recognize their brotherly relation.

and honor one another, and hold friendly commu-
nion with one another. Undoubtedly, men will

prefer as friends and their common associates,

those with whom they sympathise most. But this

is not to form a rank or caste. For example, the

intellectual seek the company of the intelligent;

the pious, those who reverence God. But sup-

pose the intellectual and the religious to cut them-

selves ofT by some broad, visible distinction, from

the rest of society ; to form a clan of their own
;

to refuse into their houses people of inferior knowl-

edge and virtue, and to diminish, as far as possi-

ble, the occasions of intercourse with them ; would

not society rise up as one man against the arrogant

exclusiveness ? And if intelligence and piety

may not be the formations of a caste, on what

ground shall they, who have no distinction but

wealth, superior co.stume, richer equipages, finer

houses, draw lines around themselves, and consti-

tute themselves n higher class ? 'J'hat some should

be richer than others, is natural and is necessary,

and can only he prevented by gross violations of

inherent rights. Leave men to the free use of

their powers, and some will accumulate more than

their neighbors, and through honest means. But

to be prosperous is not to be superior, and should

form no barrier between men. Wealth ought not

to secure to the prosperous the slightest considera-

tion. The only distinctiojis wliich should be re-

cognized are those of the soul—strong moral prin-

ciple, incorruptible integrity, and a cultivated in-

tellect.

A man in proportion as he had these claims to

respect, should be honored and welcomed every-

where. I see not why such a man, however coarse-

ly, if neatly dressed, should not be a respected

guest in the most splendid mansions and at the

most brilliant meetings. A man is worth infinite-

ly more than all the gorgeous saloons and cos-

tumes and show of the universe. He was made
to tread all these beneath his feet. What an in-

sult to hnmnnity is the present deference that is

paid to dres.s and upholstery; as if silkworms and

looms, scissors and no'fedles, could produce some-

thing more noble than man. Every good man
should protest against a caste founded on outward
prosperity, because it exalts the outward above the

inward—the material above the spiritual : bo-

cause it springs from and cherishes a contemptible

pride in superficiaj and transitory distinctions; be-

cause it alienates man from his brother, breaks the

tie of common humanity, and excites jealousy,

acorn and mutual ill-will.— Charming.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have heon made the past year in the

form ami workmanship of these Ploughs; the mould Ik aril

has heen so formed as to la\j the furrow complefehj odct,
lurnlrg in every particle of grass or stubble, and leaving the
ground in the best possible manner. The length of the
mould hoard has hi n very much increased, so that Ihe
Plough works with the greatest ease, both wuh respect to

llie holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,
" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo

the inquirer, it your land is mostly light and easy lo work,
try Prouty & Mears, hut if your landis heavy, hard orrocLy,
BEGIN WITH Mu. HoWAHD's.''
At the uhove mer.f.oned trial the Howard Pl'^ugh did

more work, with the same power of team, than any other
plough crhibiled. No other turned more than twenlysc/en
and one half inches, to the 112 Ihs. draught, while Ihe
Howard Plough turned twentynine and onehalf inches, to

the same power of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most suhstanliolly
made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can he renewed without
having to furnish a new landsiile; this shoe likewise seciues
the mould hoard and landside together, and strengthens tlie

Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to Sl5. A Ploiiph,

sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost ahoiil

i'lQ 50, and with cutter Si, with wheel and cutter, S2 .'iO

extra.

The aliove Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Sture,

Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, hy
JOSKPH BRECK & CO.

A sand-bank once caved in, and covered up a

Mr Knowledfje. As his friends were digging for

liiin with their shovels and pick-axes, a passer-by

inquired what they wert; doing. " We are in pur-

suit of Knowledge under difficulties," was the re-

ply. A humorous pun upon a very grave subject.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
We can supply the following varieties of Strawberry

Plants, English Wool, Early Virginia, Hovey's Seedling,
Methven Castle, Ketiie's Seedling, Bishop's Orange, and
manyolhcr fine varieties. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

Boston, April 15.

10,000 PEAR STOCKS.
The snhscrihers offer for sale 10,000 Pear Stock of Amer-

:an growth in first rate order, and much superior to those
nported. For two feet Stock S3 00 per hundred.

One and a half do. do. 2 50 do
Fell. 15. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

POUDRETTE ! PoUDRETTE ! !

The suhscribers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,

Poudretle in quantities to suit purchasers ; packed in Bar-
rels in order for shipping, or trans[)ortatioa by wagon or Rail
Road.

The experience of five years ) ast has satisfied inaivy

farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation upou
vegelafjle matter, producing greater ahundance, and is the

cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the
factory in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For sale hy J.BRECK & CO, 61 and 52 North Market
St., Boston. "

Oct. 26.

GUTNDSTOWES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.
Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved with a foot treader, is found to be a great improve-
ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung
in this manner are becoming daily more in usa, and wherever
used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can he attach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For salfi by J.

BRECK & Co., No. 51 North Market street.

SILK BUSINESS.
Silk Worm Eggs, Pea nuts, and Sulphurs, at S3 50 per

ounce.
Mulberry Trees. - Cantons and Muliicanlis at S60 per

thousand delivered in Boston, tiy J. R. BARBqUR.
Oxford, Jan. 25, 1843. )

Near Depot on N. and W. R. Road. \

Feb.

HARRIS' TREATISE ON INSECTS.
For sale hy JOSEPH BRECK & CO., Harris' Treatise

on Insects. Price S2. Also, the second edition of Dana's
Muck Manual, price 62j cts. Feb 15.

WINSUIPS.
Received hy recent arrivals from France a:

England, 500 large Orange and Dessert Portuj
and Standard QUINCE TREES, six or mc
feet in height, very desirable productions for evp
Horticulturist to possess, being the large kind

fruit. Several thousand fine Pear and Apple Slocks, by t

hundred or thousand. Also, by the same arrivals, the usi

imporlalionsof new fruit bearing Trees among them a lai

quantity of handsome Bartlett Pear Trees, and Oriiamen
productions, all of which can be had immediately, hy fi

warding orders hy mail, addressed to WINSHIPS', Biigl

on, Mass , or left at JO.SEPH BKECK & CO.'S, 51 &
North Market street, Boston. March 29

Fruit, Ornamental Trees, &c.

NURSERY UP WILLIAM KENRICK.
OF PEAR and PLUM, ofPEACH and CHE
RY TREES — a collection unrivalled in forn

years, for line trees of new and finest kini

Fruits most valuable, more rare, being just
ceived from Europe in new supplies, of Ihingsa

uncommon, and beautiful, or no where else to fie obtained

Gooseberries of firstquality. Apples, Quinces, Grape Vin
Raspherries, Currants, Strawberries, &c. The new ahridj

and descriptive Catalogue for 1 642 will be sent lo all «
apply.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Honeysuckles, &c. Spl
did varietiesofdoulile yellow Harrison and other Roses-;
Tree Peonies, of Herbaceous Peonies, of Doulile Dahlias,!
other dowering Plants, &c. Rhubarb of first rate new
kinds, Thorns for hedges, &c.

All orders addressed to the subscriber will be promptly
tended to, and Trees, when so ordered, will he securely pa'

ed in Mats and Moss for safe transport to all distant pla
by land or sea, and delivered in the city free of charge,
transportation hy the wagon which is sent thither daily,

orders may be left with any of the authorised agents in Bost
WILLIAM KENRICK

Nonantum Hill, Newton, March 18, 1843. eptJl

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrulig,

The subscribers can furnish every variety
Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shruhs wn
can tie olilained at the Nurseries ni the vicii

of Boston, at low prices, and of the first qual
and pack them securely, so ihat they can be s

to any part ol the countr) in safety.

Those who may be in want of Trees will be well accc
moilated by sending their orders to the subscribers at No,
North Market Stieet.

March 22. JOSTPH BRECK & CO

FRUIT, ORNAMENTAL TREF.S, &e.
A fine assortment of Pear, Apple, Plum, Pet

Quince, Cherry and other Frni: Trees. Curra
Grapes, Gooseberries, &c. Also, a large var:

of Ornamental Forest trees, of large size, Roi

Tree Paeonies, Hawthorns, and a great varict;

other Flowering Shrubs, Paeonietf, &c. for sale bv the s

scriher. Orders left with Messrs BRECK & CO , or

reeled by mail, to the subscriber, will be promptly alien

to, and delivered in Boston free of charse.
JOHN A. KENRICK

Newton, Nonantum Dale, April 10.

NURSERY#H. VANDINE, informs the public lhat he ^
has a choice collection of Pear, Plum and^m
Peach Trees, Gooseberries, Raspherries, Isa ^St
bella and Catawha Grape Vines, Shrubs, &c. ^

C'amhridgcport, VVinsor Street, I 1 2 mile from EosI

April 12.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK &C
No. 52 North Market st.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKLT PAPKR.

Termsf $9 per year in advance, or f2 50 if not
j

within tliirty days.

A. B.—Postmasters arc permitted by law to franl

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, willi

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AHD DENHETT. FRIRTEES.
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E. FARMER,

From the Worcester Falludium.

SILK BUSINESS.

Mr Editor—It is with the greatest pleasure that

send you the following letter, received a few
ys since. Mr Gill, the auihor, is a gentleiniin of

e highest character as a man, and as a business

in. The document is, in my opinion, more im-

rtant than any thing that has appeared in re'a-

)n to the silk culture in this country. The let-

• was Hritien in answer to one written hy me,
iting some facts and reasonings in favor of open
;ding, and inquiring in regard to his experience

the same subject.

Yours, truly, I. R. BARBOUR.
Oxford, .ipril IS, 1SJ3.

Mou.NT Pleasant
Jefferson Co., Ohio, Apnl 17, J843:.}

T. R. Barbour, F,m\.—Dear Sir—Your views

ativc to thorough ventilation are in accordance
ih my own experience

—

having been engaged
the past five years in all the dcparments, both

iwing and manufacturing. It gives ine great

asnre to announce to you, that I shall continue

prosecute my labors as heretofore. During the

•t year, I have much enlarged my operations,

h feeding and manufacturing, and have furnish-

employment to about fifty hands on an avenige,

year round ; and have manufactured upwards
I'lOOOO worth of silk goods the past year, con-

ing of all the varieties of staple silk in demand,
.al to any imported, and sold them readily as

de, at a reasonable advance on their cost of pro-

;tion and manufacture. In fact, my efforts have

•n crowned with complete success, and I am
idly and permanently enlarging my operations

ill the various departments.

n the past five years of my feeding operations,

live frequently met with partial failures, and oc-

I ionally entire loss of lots of worms from cx-

l nely warm, close, and confined weather— but

er from cold. I have tried all tlie plans of

ding and ventilating cocooneries used or known
he United States. I found tlioy were very de-

ent in accomplishing the objects desired, viz:

apness and simplicity of construction, proper

itilation, cleanliness and economy in feeding.

esc objects are essential to the success of the

liness.

^fter testing all tlie various methods and recom-
ndations for feeding, and studying the nature,

lits, and wants of the worms thoroughly, I finally

died out and adoped the following plan, which

sts all these important objects. I have sent a

del and description to the Patent Office, ande,x-

:t a patent therefor in a few days. I shall feed

enaively on this plan the coming season. I fully

ieve my invention will work as complete a rovo-

ion in the growing of silk, as the discovery of

gin did in that of cotton. I have named it

I's Patent Feeding Tent and Silk Worm Ven-
iting Cradle.

Description :—The Tents and Cradlesi may be
constructed of any sij;e and of any materials suita-

ble, keeping in view the principles of construction.

I adopt, as a convenient size, a tent I.'j feet wide,

50 feet long, side posts 4 feet apart, drove in the

ground, and stand above ground G feet high each
side, for centre posts 8 feel apart, drove in the

ground, and stand 8 feet above ground—ridge and
eave polos to be fastened along the top of each of

those thrive ranges of posts or stakes—the tent

cloth to be of linen or any other fabric suitable

It may, or otherwise, be impregnated with paint,

tar, or other substance as desired to give protection

from the weather, and to e.xtend from the bottom

on one side over the top and do<vn to the bollnm on
theothor side, with weight poles or rollers at the

bottom on each side, so that the tent cloth jnay be

rolled up to the square, or let down at pleasure, to

give Ugq circulation of air, or exclude the same,
rain and sunshine at pleasure; the canvass is most
convenient in strips 10 feet wide, and side rollers

same length ; these when down to rest against a

plank fastened along the two outsides of upright

posts. The rollers of cloth when down, should

reach within G inches of the ground, and n drain

under thcni to carry off the water. I use the

ground for the floor.

Tlie feeding-ventilating-cradles are constructed

to embrace the following principles, and of sizes

to suit the breadth of tent.', leaving an aisle along

one side, and between each cradle. To furnish a

tent 15 feet wide, the cradle should have three

rockers 4 feet long, made of plank, 15 to 18 inches

broad and about 1 1-2 inch thick; a trough (rest-

ing across their centres, let in by a notch in the

rockers,) V2 feet long, 1 foot wide, and one end

closed—from the points of the rockers, attach up-

right posts, 30 inches long, inclined out and a cap

attached to their tops on each side, and parallel

with the trough—to this cap and side of the trough,

fallen lath 1-8 of an inch apart, whole length of

trough on both sides, forming when done a rack

about 2 1-2 feet deep and 5 feet wide at the top.

Across the trough fasten slats about 1 foot apart,

on which to. lay mulberry branches; on these

branches put the worms after their second moulting,

or when about half grown, and feed them until they

spin, with branches cut about one foot long, with

their leaves on—suspended over each cradle, have

aytinniadeof bonnet boards or any other thing

suitable, with a pendulum coming down from the

shaft which is across the tent, in two of the upright

posts ; this the feeder can put in motion in passing,

as also rocking the cradles, thereby removing all

impure air about the worms and among the branches

and shaking down all dry leaves, litter and excre-

ments into the trough, into which occasionally pour

a bucket of water at the upper end, and all is

washed out at open end, leaving it pure and clean.

The motion of the cradle is agreeable to the silk

worm, approximating to the waving of the branches

when they feed on the tree in a state of nature.

Another important advantage is, that no worms

can fall through to the ground, and those that hap-

pen to fall down in the brush, crawl to the lath

sides and mount to the top immediately ; also, the
worms readily spin among the clean bare bru.sh,

making but little floss, and seldom over double co.
coons. On the rockers I fix a fender, made of tin
or any other material suitable, that entirely pre-
vents mice, (the enemy to silk worms,) also, antM
and other insects from ascending to the worms.

This system throughout, ia simple, cheap, and
easy of constructing, and meets all the wants of
the worm and greatly facililalcs the feeding. It

curtails expenses about one-half, and more than
doubles the ([uantity and quality of cocTcms raised
from a given quantity of e>^gf, over the most suc-
cessful results of the most iinprcived method of
feeding heretofore practiced. With this tent and
cradle, and Dr. Thomas White's potent Reel and
Twister, which Mr Harris, my machinist, has
made perfect, every farmer may raise, reel, and
twist silk, with a certainly of a much more profita-

ble return for his labor a'nd investments than in

any other of his present pursuits. I authorize you
to adopt this system, in your own feeding opera-
tions, without charge, to show to the feeders in

your region what it is. I will sell individual rights

at ten dullars each, and county and State rights

low in proportion, or I am willing that any feeder
should adopt my patent system, and he give nic

one-third of the surplus cocoons he raises over tlie

same quantity he can raise from the saipe amount
of eggs hatched and fed in the old ways, or I will

give individual rights for three bushels of mer-
chantable cocoons, or two lbs. reeled silk. Will

you take an agency for the sale of rights in your
State, and on what conditions .'

I continue to purchase the best merchantable

cocoons at $4 per bushel

—

inferior in proportion.

El-en reeled silk of 8 to JO, or 10 to 12 fibres, $5
per lb.—payable half in domestic silks, half in

cash, if desired.

Respectfully, yours,

JOHN W. GILL.

Remarks.— 1. Mr Gill's statements aa to matters

of fact, are entitled to implicit credit. As a large

grower of silk, and a large manufacturer, he has

the greatest possible interest in adopting himself,

and in establishing throughout the country, the

best mode of feeding. Besides, his high character

puts all skepticism as to his statements out of the

question.

2. For two years I have been collecting and
publishing facts, all going to establish the great

principle on which Mr Gill's plan is based, viz:

open feeding, giving your worms heaven's pure air,

and all of it. TViis is nature.

3. Six years' experience and quite an extended

correspondence, has fully satisfied me that we have

much more to dread from heat than from cold. Hot
sultry weather, with no air stirring, is always bad,

and in enclosed buildings, with large lots of worms

nearly ready to spin, is almost certainly fatal.

Hence the advantages of an open shed or tenl, and

the still further benefit of a local circulation of air,

as secured by Mr Gill's simple contrivance—the

cradle and fan.
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4. The expense of such a tent must be email.

At the sail-lol'ts in our seaports, sails too much

worn to be used on vessels, can be got cheap. A

cradle ae described, would take about 60 feet com-

mon lumber, board measure, and a carpenter can

make one, rough planed, in a day, or day and a

half. A tent 50 by 15 feet would accommodate

BIX cradles 12 feet in length. Each cradle will

feed, I think, 1.5,000 worms—say 75 to 85,000 for

the tent.

5. I take it to be essential to this system that

the eg'gs be liatched, and the worms be fed from

ihejirst in a perfectly natural stale of the atmos-

phere ; that is, hatch and feed in an open room un-

til your worms are removed to the tent as directed ;

and that it be ilone in the early part of the season.

G. On this sysletn of feeding, the silk culture

may be extended indefinitely and as rapidly as

trees can be multiplied. The silk grower may have

tents located in different fields— wherever the soil

is most favorable for the growth ol the tree.

7. 1 have already published (see New Genesee

Farmer for April,) my purpose to feed at least a

few thousands under a canvass awning. I have

now only to add, that the first rainy day will find

me and my boys making cradles.

I. R. B.

THE QUINCE. „

As the time for planting fruit trees has come

round, I wish to call attention to, and invite a more

extensive cultivation of, the quince tree. The

fruit of this tree, either green or dried, always

commands a very generous price, and the market

is never overstocked with it. The quince produ-

ces the finest fruit when planted in a moist soil,

and in a sheltered situation : it may be propagated

by layers or cuttings, or by grafting. The younger

trees produce the finest fruit, and they should be

renewed every ten or twelve years, as by that

time they become aged, though they will survive

for a much longer period, but not generally to

produce fine and fair fruit.

The trees being small, they occupy but little

room, and are not very liable to be injured by cat-

tle, if [)laced near a fence. A field of ten acres is

Gt)0 feet on each side, and at a distance of ten feet

apart, will well accommodate 2G4 trees around the

fence, without interfering with the agricultural ope-

rations within the enclosure. In a few years this

number of trees would produce, on a very mode-

rale calculation, (50 bushels of quinces annually,
j

joining. Passing through for the purpose of de

From the Maine Farmer.

VEGETABLE RUST.
It may be recollected by some, that several years

ago, I made some remarks on the subject of Rust

Vegetable Rust— the substance of which was,

that a piece of beans planted on plains land, when

in the first blossom, began to rust so badly as to

appear spoiled. I put a handful of slackei' lime

upon each hill, which eflTectually stopped the pro-

gress of the rust. The second blooming came out

fresh, and I had ((uite a crop. In addition to this,

I now wish to state some further observations on

the subject.

I last spring ^vished to give my vines every fa-

cility for growth, and for that purpose, dng trenches

and filled them with the bottom of a stercorary or

hog-yard, which had been piled up the fall preced-
|

ing very rich, as I thought— covered the whole

with earth, and put in the seed of winter and sum-

mer squashes, cucumbers, water and musk melons,

each of which sliot up with uncommon vigor, and

grew till the vines had acquired a length of from

one to three yards, with dark green leaves, promis-

ing a crop exceeding my most sanguine expecta-

tions. The weather was rather wet and quite

warm, and to my surpise, I discovered in the midst

of the water melon hills or drills, something which

appeared as though some person had purposely

mangled them, just as far out as I found the ma-

nure extended—the rest of the vines looking thrifty,

but declined gradually till they were entirely de-

stroyed. The inusk-melona were soon attacked

with the same disease, and I put on a large quan-

tity of lime under the vines on the ground: the

consequence seemed to be to stay the plague.

The melons, then as large as the fist, grew to a

moderate size, but were not very good. The cu-

cumbers came next, but were tough enough to

fight it out without the aid of lime. Squashes

seemed checked, but gave a tolerable yield.

My next observation was on the vines of pole

beans, manured with common long manure, witli

an addition, plentifully applied, of the aforemen-

tioned manure, on land rather hungry and poor,

beside some fancy corn ; and to my surprise, in-

stead of a luxuriant growth, it was rusty, tardy,

and stinted, till the lime application ; then went on

better, but yielded a light crop where I anticipa-

ted abundance— corn small, beans quite small, and

speckled with rust, with the exception of those on

the top which grew afterwards.

My next advance was in a field of potatoes ad-

to gain none. To make sure, however, I put o

another slight dressing, and had a good crop

wheat, equal to twentytwo bushels to the acre.

I am not chemist enough to say what the cam'

of rust is, or what will be a sure remedy ; but wi,

to throw out these hints, that experiments may t

tried by those more competent to act more to ti

point by the aid of science and sufficient time.

The importance of our crops which are liaK

to rust, is sufficient to encourage all to examii

into facts—potatoes and wheat in particular. TI

average crop of potatoes is lessened by rust, prob

bly, one hundred bushels to each farmer, at lea

worth from $15 to 820, and the wheat nearly

much more. This rust may arise from a gaseo'

matter generated by the decomposition of manur

and which lime may from some kind of affinit

serve to absorb. If not that, what is it ?

[
The use of lime sowed on to potato fields, mig

be further beneficial to the crop, especially if I wi

right in supposing that the germ of the fly or son

insect is secreted in the unhealthy vine. This

proved by exposing green vines to a certain degri

of heal, and millions appear in a larva state. Lin

will serve at least to trouble them, and will sure

do no hurt.

The use of lime on potatoes has often been r

commended to put in the hill. If any good resul

from that, il may bo the same alluded to abov

The insect or larva has the appearance of the we

vil, and that it is so, is supported by the fact th

corn and potato ground, side by side, all alike, a

difi^erently affected by the weavil when sowed wi

wheal—the potato part being much the most i

jured, especially when the tops are left on t

ground. E. W.

which at the lowest price they were ever known to

sell, would net a sum clear of all expenses, far

greater than can be produced by any other crop

occupying the same space.

—

Farmers'' Cab.

To Make Ytast.—Take two middling sized boiled

potatoes, mash, and add a pint of boiling water and

two table spoonfuls of brown sugar. One pint of

hot water should be applied to every half pint of

the compound. Hut water is better in warm weath-

er. This yeast being made without flour, will

keep longer, and is said to be much better than

any other.

—

Selected.

Scours in Calves.—Wo have never, says the

Southern Planter, found any remedy for the scours

preferable to boiled skimmed milk. This should

be given warm.

stroying the scattering weeds, to prevent them

from seeding, just at the time the first appearance

of rust on the tops was discoverable, I found spots

on the ground, generally in the hill where a fume

seemed to have come up, which had the appearance

of the smoke of powder in the pan of a musket,

and wherever this occurred, the rust had com-

menced its work of destruction.

I recollect a few years ago I had a piece of

wheat which looked finely, but was attacked, as I

thought, with the fly. I thought to punish them

at least, if it did no good, and I sowed on about a

bushel and a half or two bushels of air-slacked

lime to the acre, and to my satisfaction, I found

the little insects disperse within the short space of

twelve hours, almost entirely, and a fume going up

from the ground, visible some rods off. On this

wheat, some appearances of rust had been previ-

ously manifest, but from the time of liming, seemed

Important to Farmers.—Hart Massey, Esq.,

this village, took a small portion of the seed en

with which he planted a field, and soaked il in

solution of saltpetre, and planted five rows wi

the seed thus prepared. Now for the result : t

five rows planted with corn prepared with saltpet

yielded more than twentyfive rows planted withe

any preparation ; the five rows were untouched

the worm, while the remainder of the field suffer

severely from their depredation.

We should judge that not one kernel saturat

with saltpetre was touched by the worm ;
wh

almost every hill in the adjoining piece suffei

severely. No one who examined the field, coi

doubt the efficacy of the preparation—so slriki

was the difference between the five rows and I

remainder of the field.

This experiment should be extensively test

as the results are deemed certain, while the «

pense is comparatively nothing.— Wash. Stands.

Sects.—We knew one Leonard Jones who got

a sect of " Live Forevers," and actually had folio

ers who believed they would never die. They li

an establishment in the lower part of Kentucky, a

were getting along quite well until an cpiden

thinned off" the believers. Jones afterwards tried

form a sect of " Non-Eaters," and got some folio

ers. 'I'hey were to eat less and less every day, uc

they lived upon nothing. Ho made a bold oflbrt

conform to his own creed, until he happened to

at a hotel in Louisville, where a roast turkey

moved his bowels that he fell from grace, and si

sequently turned Mormon, and is now probablj

Millerite.—A". O. Bee.
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IIAUSTrON OF SOIL BY INDIAN CORN.
[he Editor of ihe New England Farmer:

Jcar Sir— Your last paper contains some re-

ks on the e.\liaiistion ol" soil by Indian corn.

J actual amount of earths, &c. withdrawn by

lbs. of green stalks, is about 78 lbs. From
results of Sprengel, (to whom I am chiefly in-

ted for the earthy ingredients of the analyses I

ly sent you,) I deduce the following proportion

ach element in a ton of stalks :

Potash,
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From the Farmer's Montlily Visitor.

BLINDS TO BRIDLES FOR HORSES, &c.

Mr Hill—In tlio Visitor for tlio last montli, I

noticed a short article rccoiiiiiioniliiiu^ bridles «illi.

out blinds, as liavinp; a tendency to prevent liorses

from shying or taking frights. I agree with the

writer upon this subject, and since my attention

was drawn to it, wliich was some years ago, I have

remarked that horses, especially young ones, are

more liable to take fright wi h the blind bridle

than without. Some may suppose that the wagon

or carriage has its influence in this, but I think it

is more attributable to the blinds. Some years

ago, I read in an account of an English traveller

in Germany, that the horses in their carriages had

no blinds to their bridles, and that in travelling, or

with loads, their heads were not reined up, but

left at full liberty. This mode was approved by

the traveller for the reasons assi;;ned by the Ger-

mans, that horses are not apt to be frightened

when they can see— that their eye-sight is injured

by blinds excluding air and light, and compelling

the animal to a constrained and unnatural exertion

of that organ ;—these were the reasons assigned.

For the other peculiarity of leaving the horse's

head free, especially when on the roads with heavy

loads, the reasons are that he works easier when
he can swing l>\3 head and adapt it to his exer-

tions, ilian when restrained ; that in rising a hill

with a heavy load, a horse will bend his neck low

towards the ground, and that he will pull a load of

greater weight than he can do if his head is reined

up high, &c. Every one is aware how skillful the

Germans are in man:iging cattle, and especially

horses, and every laboring man proves the very

great importance of liaving the limbs in a proper

position for the exertion of muscular power. Those
people who pull against horsrs, or rather let the

horses pull against them, have not so great a supe-

riority in strength as may be imagined from these

exhibitions of strength. It is simply by placing

themselves in a position for resistance, by which
their muscular powers are brought most success-

fully to operate to counteract the exertions of the

horses. This is well known to anatomists and
those versed in the art of performing these feats.

Does not the same reasoning hold good in horses

in putting forth their strength .- It may answer
the purpose of a gay appearance, for carriage

horses of those who ride for health or pleasure
;

but I feel persuaded that if our farmers would use

bridles without blinds, and give horses a free use

of their heads for a short time, we should not see

the present practice again recurred to.

We have in this State a good breed of horses,

which, every thing considered, cannot perhaps be
improved hy a different race, although much may
be done by attention in crossing for points. But
we have in very many cases much room for im-
provement in the accommodations and treatment of

this noble, high-spirited, hard-tempered animal.

Tiiere is great, and it is believed, often unne-
cessary cruelty practiced in what is termed break-

ing colts. Horses appear grateful for kind treat-

ment,— they show evilent signs of affection to

those who treat them kindly. The Arabs, who
possess, perhaps, the most courageous and fiery

breed of horses known, have at the same time the

most docile and best trained. They sleep with
them iii the same tent; their children lie down
and rlimb upon their horses without fear and with-

out injury. I once knew a man in our sister Slate

of Massachusetts, who reared, and broke to har-

ness, a great number of colts. He was a practi-

cal man, of iha old three-cornered school, and the

last man in my native town who wore, which he

did to the last, the revolutionary hat. He h.id

great fondne.is for horses, and used to say that al-

though he had broken hundreds of colts, he had

never struck one with the weight of a lash.' His

practice was first to put a bridle only upon a colt,

and fasten him to the haimes of an old steady

horse beftprc the oxen about the farm, and let him

lead in this way for a day or two. He then put on

a collar and haimes, and let him lead about for a

day or so more, as convenient. Any horse would

answer, but the best was the mother of the colt.

Next he put the traces in addition, but fastened

them up between the haimes, and merely let iliem

jingle about the sides of the animal, and this an-

swered for one or two days more, or at a number
of times when convenient. By this time the young
animal became accustomed to the feel and rattle

of harness, and also to go slow, which is an im-

portant object. To finish, he is hitched before the

oxen by the side of another horse, with an empty
cart.

In this way, without the least severity, his young
horses would readily go in harness, and as my old

friend said, ihey would pull soon enough. When
once learned to go slow, they would readily learn

to go fast, and after a few days of use by the side

of anollier horse, they would quietly go without

such company. We all know how important it is

to form good habits in horses ; that if when young
they become frightened or discouraged, it is rare

that they ever forget it ; and we also know that

when a horse is what is termed obstinate, they

will die under the lash before they will move for-

ward. This is generally, if not always, owing to

mismanagement at first—and whatever is done, a

colt should never be brought into use by a timid

man, for the animal will most certainly find it out.

Have we not, many of us, much room for im-

provement in the treatment of this animal, which a

kind Providence has bestowed for our use ? After

a hard day's toil, we require a wholesome meal
and a conifortablo repose : does not the animal

that has toiled with us, require as much .' My
old three-cornered friend was ever kind to his

horses ; it was a rule with him never to let a horse

stand u|ion any other than a dirt or clay floor, and
this should be level, or very nearly so. A horse

when standing, if left to himself, will never stand

on sloping ground. He takes a level spot, and al-

most every one has remarlced the horses in a livery

stable, that if not in the act of eating, they stand
back at the halter's length, because this brings

their hinder feet upon the raised part, or rather

brings the animals upon a level. If our stables

are, as they should be, on dry ground, a very little

clay or dirt twice a year, will sufiico to fill up the

ineciualitics produced by the wear of the feet, and
keep the horse's feet in better condition and their

joints less liable to swell than when on a plank or

paved floor.

As a general truth, do we not drive our horses

too fast .' All horses have a natural gait, and
when pushed beyond that, it wears upon them and
makes them prematurely, old. Nine times out of

ten it would be diflScult I think to assign any good
cause for fast driving. If the surgeon is wanted to

take up an artery, and which, if not done promptly,
the man must die, why then put the horse to his

best, and if he is well used at other times, he will

be enabled to do it so much the quicker ; but thes

cases, and similar ones, are rare, and wc lose moi

than a little by fast driving. All teamsters accm
tomed to take heavy loads, are aware of the fai

that, with good keeping, their horses are easily ke

in good condition, for they move slowly. J

fast driving, we lose in the wear and breakage

the carriage ; we lose in the expense of keepir

our horses in creditable condition ; they are mac

prematurely old by the heat and cold from the vii

lent exercise; and to the man of a good heart wl

is tender of the mute animals given us for our iii

and not abuse, is there not also a joss in our hi

mane feelings. A FARMER.

From the Conn. Farmers' Gazette.

PLANTING POTATOES.
Mr Editor—This being the usual time for pr

paring the ground for spring planting, particular

for those crops that require more than once ploi

ing, such as potatoes, beets, carrots, luriiips, &c
and as the present promises to be an unusual

late season for planting, I would take the liber

of suggesting a mode of preparing for, and plar

ing potatoes, that may save considerable labor, I

cilitate the operation, and leave the land in exc<

lent tilth for after-dressing.

My mode is, so soon as the land is free frt

frost and dry, plow deep and clean, then spread i

such manure as may suit your convenience, 1

this be well mixed by harrowing both ways, tli^

proceed to planting by drawing a straight furrt

with the plow about four inches deep ; let yo

boys immediately follow, dropping the potatoes

such distances as may suit the ideas of the plant

I allow twelve to fifteen inches apart, then co\

up with the next furrow, and by the time your bo

have completed the first row, you have finished t

covering: then plow your third furrow, which nn

be planted as the first, and so proceed till all

completed ; then your rows will be from 24 to

inches distant, according to the width of your fi

row. So soon as the potatoes appear above groin

give them a good harrowing
;
you need not fear i

juring them ; it will only destroy the early L'ron

of weeds, save one hoeing, pulverize the grouj

and give the pota oes a fine start of their eneniie

and with a single hoeing and free use of the cul

vator, yon will, if the land is tolerably clean, t

the murphies out of danger; although an ex''

turn with the cultivator or plow will do no har

If the plow is used, the operator should take en

not to ridge up too high or too near, as the flat

the ridge, the more moisture is retained for a (

season. 'Very respectfully, your friend,

Hamden, April Gth, 1843. T. W

Corn Broadcast In an experiment of sowi

corn broadcast on the 1st of June, at the rate

1 1-2 bush, per acre, on rich land. Gen. Harnm

of Wheatland, N. Y., obtained 18 tons of grc

stalks per acre. The stalks were so full of sacci

rine matter, that the cattle ate them perfectly cle

when dry, though they were not cut uj) fine. T

yield was estimated at six tons dry fodder per ac

and was raised on a clover sod turned over a

sown the last of May, and the corn cut Sept.

The saccharine matter, which goes to supply I

corn in the ear, is retained in the stalk when i

suffered to ear, and materially adds to its nutrit

properties.

—

Jim Jlgricii.lt.
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From llic rarmcr'sCaliinct.

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES.
I remember the rnije for ji)int-stock companies,

which swept through lOngland about llie year 1825,

and am templed to copy froiii a record of itie lime,

an account of " I he ('aledonian Dairy Company,"
for tlio amusement of your readers. Itsi purpose

was to supply the inhabitants of Edinburgli witli

pure milk. The land was purchased for Jt;8,('00,

and £14,000 more were expended in the erection

of a building, which is thus described :

" In tho front of the edifice is a semicircular

projection, in tin; centre of which is the principal

entrance, having a column on either side for the

support of a handsome pediment. The interior of

this projection contains a saloon, correspondent

with It in form, and through which the visitor

passes into the great Byre, which is supported by

two rows of cast-iron pillars ; tiie stalls being di-

vided by tho same metal, and capable of contain-

ing 200 cows under one roof. It is 30 feet high,

and from the centre of it rises a large dome, for

the purpose of light and ventilation: it is also

lighted, and air admitted ut both ends and on one

of the sides ; and from a gallery over the principal

door, the visitor has a pleasing view of the whole.

The troughs are of stono, and each is supplied

with a pipe, by means of which it can readily be

cleansed, or water admitted for the common drink

of the animals. Arched vaults extend below,

through the whole length of the Byre, (cow house,)

into which the urine passes and tlio dung is con-

veyed, from whence the contents are removed

through a tunnel opening on the main road.

" Over the saloon is a room fir the nirectnrs,

and one above that for the servants. The other

part of the building, that parallel with the Byre,

contains the manager's house, counting house,

churning house, engine house, to churn the cream,

stores for potatoes, lofts for hay, steaming house,

stables for horses, a shed for the bull, and every

thing that can be required in such a place ; the

land next the road being tastefully laid out as a

lawn and shrubbery, with an ice-house for the milk

in summer. But like all other speculations of the

kind, it did not answer. There were never more

than 100 or 170 cows in the Byre, and these rapid-

ly diminished in number, until the magnificent

concern was so plainly a losing one, that it was

abandoned by the company."

Now, with this enormous outlay for buildings,

land, stock, &c., the wages of manager, servants,

cost of food for cows, with wear-and-tear and cas-

ualties, what would be reasonable to calculate as

the iirobable income for the support of the con-

cern ? Why, supposing that each cow gave two

gallons of milk a day, the whole year—which is a

very large yield— he whole quantity for 200 cows

would be r4fi,000 gallons, which, at 16 cents per

gallon, first hand, would amount to .$23,300, about

one-half of which sum would go for rent of land

and buildings, at 10 per cent, on the cost of erec-

tion ; so that each cow would have to pay about

$50 per annum, for rent of stall ; leaving the other

half to pay interest for stock, manager's and ser-

vant's wages, food, taxes, wear-and-tear and casual-

ties, and a hundred other expenses not easily cal-

culated.

But the delusion was of short duration : but the

effects of the mania are still felt by hundreds of

weak-minded persons, who were so infatuated as

to believe that the time was come for every one to

ilio were

o be a re-

make a rapid fortune, without inqiiirin

to be the conlrlbulors, if every une wa
ffi'tttr.

We are all apt to say such things will he a warn-

ing for the future; but has such been the effect ?

Witness the mulberry mania, where all proposed

to ho sitltrs of trees, and no buyers, none contem-

plating the making of silk, except on a very small

scale, to show how profitable it would be to pur-

chase his stock of trees

—

lo ketp lliein himself, be-

ing quite out of the question.

But there is one spoculation in which we may
nil indulge with safety— it is, in hig.'ily manuring
and cultivating our lands. To be sure, we arc

promised no more than from -10 to ."iO per cent, in-

terest on the capital invested ; but until we can

do better, suppose that wo submit to do bn.-"incss

in this small way—depending upon it, however,

that a " Lo here I" will soon again be heard, and

another rush will take place, wiili the same fatal

tcrminaticm.

I am here tempted to relate an anecdote, the

truth of which may be r-'lied upon. On the south

side of the Isle of Wight, England, there once

lived a plain, honest, hard-working country trades-

man, who had, by dint of industry, saved a conside-

rable sum of miMiey ; but he was tempted to join

a joint-stock company in the neighborhood, and

adventured his all in fitting out a vessel in the

fruit tr.ide, by which he was told he would double

his money the first voyage. But it ^o happened

that the vessel was wrecke

sage, almost at his very door

strewed with nuts, almonds, oranges, raisins, &c.

The poor man thus lost his all, and was accustom-

ed to walk the shore in despondency, lamenting

his fate. While tlius engaged one very fine morn-

ing, he fancied that the little rippling waves which

ran up and embraced his feet, were wooing him to

make another spec, when he immediately drew

back, and exclaimed, " Deceitful sea ! thou wantest

more nuts and almonds, dost thou ?"

JOHN TANEY.

Jl'aten) Potatoes.—Watery potatoes, or those in

which carbon doi's not abound, are always deficient

in nutritive qualities, which depend on the presence

of carbon. The latter caimot exist in its just pro-

portion independently of proper light and heat.

Hence potatoes grown in an orchard are never

good ; the light and oxygen which should act upon

them, is intercepted by the leaves of the various

fruit trees ; the deleterious portion of t .e carbon

which the light and o.xygen would have carried ofi",

mixes with the watery particles of tho vegetable,

and it becomes not only deficient in nutriment, but

absolutely unwholesome.

—

Selected.

MAKIN(; SOAI'.

A lady corresprmdcnl of the Tcnnessre Agri-

culiuri>t in a discourse to farmers' daughtcrR, has

the following remarks on soap ninkiiiL'. Tho fair

authoress, in our opinion, would nuike a most valu-

able contributor lo the ladies' monthly magazines.

Though tho practical, mnller-of-fact, cciminnn sense

character of her articlcH might not he deemed to

come within the legitimate range of belles tetlres,

they would have the mi'rit of being usifiil—and

that is more than can be said of two-thirds the stuff

which makes up the pages of most of onr popular

monthlies. A young lady—either a fanner's daugh-

ter or a merchant's daughter—who intends to be-

come a housewife, woiilil profit infinitely more from

a single essay upon the soft soap of domestic econ-

omy, than from whole toiiies of the "so// sodder"

of nauseating love.tales and " senliincnlal non-

sense." But hear the lady :

" Among other things, let me tell you to learn

how to make soap. I do not know that I should

have thought of naming this, if my ignorance of

soap-making had not troubled me exceedingly.

At first I did not know the method, and depended

on the old woman who lived with mo, to make it.

I went to her when the soap keg was almost empty,

and told her we must have some made as quick as

possible. ' Why, lor ! Miss, now do n't you see it

ain't the right time of the moon ?' I tried to per-

suade her that snap-making and the moon were but
.

i^ui
,.. ciu ..„|.f,v.,,v.u

slif htiv connected, if the other part of the
d on her homeward pas- *^'' ""o'"-'.' >

., I
, • business were wel conducted. It was, however,

or; the sea-.ehore being ""=""='^
, , , --,,,, , .

\ ^ .„;.,;„„ .«,r to no purpose. I had to wait till the 'right time

came round, before I could get my soap. After

this, when I had the superintendence of a large

fgniily, I was obliged to buy it by the barrel, be-

cause I did not well understand the manufacture of

the article, and I was really ashamed that such ex-

tra expense was caused by my ignorance. Some-

times there was too much lime with the ashes;

then again not enough : sometimes ic was too

greasy, and sometimes any thing but what it ought

to be. I tell you my experience in the matter, so

that you may learn from your mothers now, and

not have the trouble of /enr»ir»g, when you ought

to be making it. As I have given you so long a

talk on the subject, I will add a receipt I found a

short time since in the Cultivator, vol. v. page 124.

It may be of use to some of your mothers if not to

you. Mr Tomlinson writing to Judge Buel, says:

My wife has no trouble about soap. The grease

Mr Wm. Putnam, of Methuen, tells us he soaks

his cabbage seed in brimstone and soot to keep

the worms from the roots. He says that he has

good cabbages when others have nothing but pork

for the boiler. He says any one can raise the

Early York, but it requires more attention to raise

the Drumhead.
He recommends coal dust for vines of all kinds

even cinders from the forge where sea-coal is

burned. He spreads his coal dust on the surface,

covering the whole ground, and he says the squash

bug and the yellow bug are so much ofl'ended with

such proceedings, that they lly away.

—

Mass. Plow-

man.

is put into a cask, and strong lye is added. Dur-

ing tho year as the fat increases, more lye is stirr-

ed in, and all occasionally stirred with a slick that

is kept in it. By the time the cask is full, the

soap is made ready for use. It is made hard liy

boiling and adding a quart of fine salt to three

gallons of soap. It is put into a tub to cool, and

the froth scraped off. It is afterwards melted to a

boiling heat, and a little rosin or turpentine given,

which improves the quality.'

•' Some of you will think me a most unsentimen-

tal sort of a woman, when I advise you lo learn

how good bread, butter, coffee, pickles, puddings,

&c. are made ; but you will have to learn some

time, or do worse. Work with your own hands

loo, even if it should tarnish their whiteness a lit-

tle. A man does not consider the beauty of a soft

white hand a very strong recommendation, when

he finds it has been kept for show and not for use.

I think a young lady should be able to scour a ket-

tle and grace a diamond. LUCY.
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CORN FODUER.

Our rejidcrs will rfimember that wo L-aid much last

season upun sowing corn for fodder. We tlioughl well

of this crop iheti, and we continue to think well of it

yet. Upon land in good lilth, we suppose that usually

nearly or q'jite 30 lonB, undried, can be. obtained per

acre. When dried, it is probably reduced to one fourth

of its weight when green. But even then ihe result is

large ; foi 7 or 8 t )ns per acre of stulks, so small and

good tliat cattle will consume thoin without waste, is a

large product. Such stalks, well cured, the cattle ate

much more freely, and this too without much waste, in

our barn the last winler, than they did the stalks upon

which corn had ripened—though these latter wero as

well cured and as good flavored, apparently, as any tliat

we ever handled.

But corn fodder generally will be less grown for win

ter feeding than for summer and early autumn. At the

time in August and September, when the pastures are

very liable to be short, the corn fodder works in very

advantageously. No other growth that we have any

acquainiance with, does so well. Those farmers, there-

fore, whose pastures are peculiarly liable to be pinched

by drought, will do well to soio corn, and to sow some

early, that it may be in readiness for use as soon as the

pastures grow short.

The best course of procedure is not yet seliled. Some
prefer sowing broadcast and cutting with the scythe.

The labor required by this method is small. But our

lands would become very weedy if thus left without

tillage through the summer. 'I'hough the work be more,

we sow in drills, and work with hoe and cultivator.

Thus we keep down the weeds and give the soil the

benefit that comes from stirring. Whether we gain or

lose, comp.uatively, by so much labor, we are not able

to say.

Sow some corn quite soon, and then at intervals of

ten days or a fortnight, sow more ; and continue to do

this up to the 20th of June or the first of July.

What variety of corn is best for this purpose ? Mr
Asa M. Holt, of Connecticut, has in part answered this

question in the subjoined communication. He is right,

we think, in preferring northern corn to southern. The
cattle do like the stalks of the northern best, and will

waste less of them. But ainong the northern corns

there is much variety, both as to the sweetness and the

/mrrfne55 of stalks. The sweet corns have a sweeter

tasting stalk than others, and generally their stalk is not

hard and brittle. Of the various kinds that we have

used, the Tuscarora furnishes the best stalk, but there is

the same trouble attending it which IMr Holt finds with

what he calls the tall sugar, viz ; that it very often fails

to vegetate. We much wish that some accurate experi-

ments might bo made with the several varieties, and

that analyses of them might be furnished.

From what we have experienced as to their relative

britlleness when we have been binding up the stalks,

we infer that the different varieties, lake up quite diffe-

rent quantities of silicates, and probably they may of

other matters. As a general rule, we think the harder

and more brittle the stalk, the less the cattle like it.

Among all the varieties of northern corn that we have

worked much upon, the Red Blaze has the most brittle

and the poorest etulk.

We shall be glad to hear from any of our correspon-

dents upon this subject of corn fodder.

Mr Holt's letter is as fcdlows :

Gkeen Corn Fodder.

Mr Editor— I recollect iht^t some time since, you asked

for information about the relative value of the different

varieties of corn for green fodiler. To this inquiry I

then mi^ant to give you on answer at the first leisure

hour, but a pres-ure of other business and cares, has pre-

vented my doing it till this time. But as 1 think the

subject is an important one, and as the season for sowing
corn is rapidly advancing. I hasten to give you the fol-

lowing sketch, which should have been more complete

in its details, if I could have found more time to perfect it

For a considerable number of years past, I have been

in the habit of sowing corn for green fodder. And
some half dozen years ago, 1 published in the New Eng-

land Farmer, a communication on the subject, stating

something of the amount of crop, &e. Up to that time,

and since that time, till the last sea-on, I sowed the tall

southern horse-tooth rnrn, both because it made the

greatest amount of stalks, and because the st.ilks contin-

ued green l( nger than the stalks of the northern corn,

before they ripened or dr'ed up. And once I paid a

seed dealer two dollars per bushel for that kind of corn

for seed, when I might have had northern corn at less

than half that price, because the hor.se tooth corn made
so much the largest omow7i( of crop. 1 had usually let

the horse-tooth corn stand till it was 6 or 7 feet high,

and nearly ready to tassel out, befiire 1 cut it. In this

condition we cut and fed it out. My horse and cow ate

it greedily for the first day or two. Aflor this, they

generally seemed unwilling to eat much of any thing

more than the leaves, and usually left all, or nearly all

of the stalks, and seeined unwilling to eat them. With
this kind of keeping, my horse did business rather bet-

ter than he did on drij li.iy, and just about as well as

he did on green hay, or grass which was fed ont to him

as soon as it was cut. But with either of these kinds of
food, he alway.? wanted grain to enable him to do much
business.

The last season, however, I was so lucky as not to be

able to proeure the tall southern corn for sowing, and

consequently sowed one of the varieties of northern

flint rorn. Unluckily, we had used up most of our ma-
nure, before we prepared Ihe ground for the corn, and

the a?;ioun< of the crop was consequently very small in

bulk, when compared with what we usually obtained

by sowing the southern corn with a plenty of manure.

But when we fed out the green stalks which grew from

the northern corn, we thought their value was greater

than the value of the crop of southern corn which usu-

ally grew on the same spot when it was well manured.

And last season, when I began to cut my green corn

fodder, which had grown from northern corn, I gave it

to my horse without any grain, and he generally ate up

every particle which was given him— leaves, stalks and

all, without leaving a bit, and he continued to eat it

clean without wasting any of it. And what was still

more pleasing, I found that he was more active, and

gained more flesh, without grain, when fed with the

stalks grown from northern corn, than I ever had a horse

gain, when fed on stalks which grew from the southern

corn, with 4 to G quarts of oats daily into the bargain.

My oldest son has made a number of trials to see

whether there is any perceptible difference in the taste

of the juice of the stalks of the different kinds of corn;

and he says that among the kinds which ho has tried,

he finds that the stalks of the sugar corn, afford much
the sweetest juice, and that the stalks of the tall south-

ern corn afford a smaller amount of sweetness in their

juice, than any other kind which ho has tasted. This
fact seems important, and well worth the allentioD of

all those who attempt to make sugar or molasses from

cornstalks.

1 do not mean to encourage the expectation of a good
crop of green corn fodder from poor and exhausted land

without manure. But last year from northern corn, and
with very little inauure, we had a more valuable crop,

though a smaller one, than we have usually had from

the same spot, when well manured, and sowed with

southern corn—consequently, when I again sow corn

for fodder, I intend, by all means, to sow northern corn,

and 1 should greatly prefer the tall, sugar corn to all oth-

er sorts with which I am acquainted, were it not for the

fact that the sugar corn is very apt to fail of vegetating.

In haste, yours, respectfully,

ASA M. HOLT.
East Haddam, Conn, May 1, 1843.

BONES.
We have used on our little fiirm within the last two

years, nearly 200 bushels of crushed bone ; and among
all the different manures that we have used, \^e think

this the cheapest. Not that we would trust to this

alone; but would use it at the rate of 15 or 20 bushels

per acre, in connection with other manures; lessening

the quantity of the others, so that the expense shall be

no greater than though the bone w.is not applied. We
have tried mixing it with soil, that it may ferment bo-

fore it is applied to the land :—we have mixed too with

ashes and soil ;—also with ashes and salt ley. Besides

this, we have put it upon the land dry, just as it comes
from the cask ; and we are far from being satisfied there

is any need of mixing it in advance of its application to

the soil. We find it working immediately, and working

well, when we sow it broadcast just as it comes from

the mill, and harrow it in. Our use of it upon win-

ler rye, where we sowed in this way, at the time of put-

ling in the seed, showed the quickness of its action, for

in three weeks from the time of sowing, any one could

see a very marked superiority in the rye where there

were only 9 bushels of dry bones applied per acre, over

that where no bone was applied. The results of tliat

trial were briefly this. Where no bone was used, we
had only 7 bush, and 8 qls. of rye per acre : where 9

bushels of bone were applied, we had 14 bushels and 17

qls. per acre : where the bone was at the rate of 16 bush-

els, the rye was 19 bushels and 12 qts. per acre. By
fair trial we ascertained that each bushel of bone gave

us the first year three additional pecks of rye. On other

crops the bone seemed to do equally well, but in all oth-

er trials, where the bone has been used, we have used

also other manures and therefore could not so well as-

sign the exact effects of each. But we would not have

the inference made that bone is to do equally well on

all soils. Where the land is clayey or heavy, its bene-

fits are generally small. But on loamy lands, that are

not in a high state of cultivation, its action is usually

good. The easiest way to ascertain whether the bone

would be useful on your own lands, is to get a bushel

or a cask and try it.

If the farmer is compelled to purchase any kind of

manure, we think he would do as well with bone as

any thing else, unless his soils ore very rich, or heavy

and strong.

Correction.—Week before the last, we inserted a com-

munication from Mr Wm. Salisbury, of Medfield,in

which he was made to say, that he took matches and

dry " birch" to burn out the borer. He writes us that

he has never had much love for " the birch" since the

acquainiance he had with it in his boyhood. He meant

to B?y that he took a dry brick for igniting the match.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Distress in the Ifest A, correspondent of the

New York Tribune, in a letter dated at Pontiac,

Micliigaii, April 4th, says:

" I have been in this State 25 years, nnil this is

the hardest winter 1 have seen, and mure distress

amon^r men and beasts, particularly the latter, tlian

I have ever heard of before. Tlie cattle in this

county (lave suffered beyond description. It is im-

possible to tell hew many cattle, hogs, sheep and

horses, have died from starvation. It is nothing-

uncommon for us to hear that such a farmer has

killed more or less of his stock, to put them out of

misery. Many a cow has been offered for $'i, and

yesterday I saw a yoke of oxen, four cows and a

yearling sold fur .$50, because the owner had noth-

ing to feed them on."

A letter to the Rochester Democrat, from Ed-

wardsbiirg, Mich., says :

" Inevitable famine is approaching for beftsts,

^nnd we fear for man. I have tried for two days to

buy grain, but cannot secure a bushel without

money, and hardly with that—and that is scarce as

fodder. I heard from different quarters yesterday,

that cattle are dying from starvation in great num-

bers. Many are killing olT the poorest to save a

few of the best. It is estimated that more than

one-half of the people are entirely destitute of fod-

der and grain. Nothing is left for teams during

spring work, and not a particle of fodder any

where to be obtained, not even straw, for love or

money."

Manners.— Attenti(m to manners may not ap-

pear, at fir!=t view, to have any connection with the

liealth. But it is not so. All our habits of body

and mind are so intimately related, that tlieir mutu-

al influence is great; and not one of these habits

can be named that does not, directly or indirectly,

affect the health. And I maintain that geiilloinan-

ly manners prevalent in good society, are favora-

ble to healtli. I speak not here of Chesterfieldian

niceties, nor Chesterfieldian absurdities; but those

fundamental rules of politeness, which regulate

the conduct of a gentleman. These principles dis-

pose him to treat others with urbanity, kindness,

and due respect ; to make him extremely cautious

of injuring their feelings, diminishing their reputa-

tion, or throwing obstacles in the way of their en-

joyment. And on the contrary, it is a leading ob-

ject in all his intercourse with others, to ntake

them happy ; not, indeed, by any sacrifice of trflth,

or principle, but by exhibiting a disposition to be-

friend them—to overlook their minor failin!;s, and

to give them credit for every virtue which they

really exhibit. Now such treatment from our fel-

low-men, has a powerful tendency to buoy up the

mind, and make it cheerful, and thus to promote
health. And by cultivating such feelings towards

others, we shall perceive a happy reaction upon
ourselves ; contributing not a little to bodily, as

well as mental sanity and enjoyments.

—

Hitchcock.

Warm Bread.— Dr. Bell, in hia excellent work
on regimen and longevity, slates that bread yet
warm, or even recently from the oven is unwhole-
some, especially to those whose exercise in the

open air is limited. It is prejudicial to the dyspep-
tic, and to those who, without acknowledgino-
themselves to be on this list, suffer frequently from
pain and spasm in the stomach. Of the same in-

jurious nature is hot buttered toast.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great imprnvemcnts hare liecii maiic the past year in the

form and workmanship of these Ploughs; the mould Ik ard
has l.cen so formed as to lay the furrow complcldy orcr,
liinihisr in every particle of grass or slul<ble, andieavins the
fCround in the best possible manner. The length of the
mould linard has he n very much increased, so that the
Plough works with the greatest ease, hotlj^-wilh respect to
the holding and ihe team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at VVorcester, say,
" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say to
the inquirer, iC your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try Prouty & Mears, Inil if your landis heavy, hard orroel.y,
BEGIN WITH Mh. HowAUD'S.'"
At the aliove mer.tioned trial the Howard PWigh did

more work, uith tlie same pewer of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twenlyscen
and one half inches, lo the 112 Ihs. draught, while the
Howard Plough turned twenti;n!ne and one half inches . to

tlie same power of team 1 All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest aud most suhstantioUy
made.
There has lieen quite an im])rovement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside: this shoe likewise seciiies
the mould lioard and landside together, and strenglhens llie

Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to S|3. A Plough,

sufficient for hreaking up with four cattle, will cost alioul
Sin 511, and with cutler Si, with wheel and cutter, S2 DO
extra.

The aliove Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Nos. 51 &, 52 North Market Sireel, hv
JOSHPH URECK & CO.

STRA^VBKRKY PLANTS.
We can supply the following varieties of Strawberry

Plants, English Wood, Early Virginia, Hovey's Seedling,
Meihven Castle, Keene's Seedling, Bishop's Orange, and
manyother line varieties. JOSfiPH BRECK&CO.

Boston, April 15.

10,000 PEAR STOCKS.
The suhscrihers offer for sale 10,P00 Pear Stock of Amer-

ican growth in first rate order, and much superior to those
imported. l'"or two feet Slock J3 00 per hundred.

One aud a half do. do. 2 50 do
Fel.. 15. .JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

POUDRETTF, ! POUDRETTE I !

The suhscrihers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,

Poudretle in quantities to suit purchasers
; packed in Bar-

rels in order for shipping, or Iransporlation hy wagon or Rail
Road.

The experience of five years ^ast has satisfied many
farmers, ihal this manure has the quickest operation upon
vegelahle matter, producing greater abundance, and is the
cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the
factory in BrooUline, will meet" with prompt attention.

For salehy J.BRECK&. CO, 51 and 52 North Market
St., Boston. Oct. 26-

GRINDSTOXES ON FRICTION R.Ol,l.ERS.

Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction rollers and
moved with a fool (reader, is /ound to lie a great improve-
ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung
in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever
used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be attach-
ed to stones hung in ihe common way. For sale tiy J.
BRECK & Co., No. 61 North Rfarkel street.

SILK BVSINESS-
Silk Worm Eggs, Pea nuts, and Sulphurs, at S3 50 per

ounce.
Mulherry Trees. Cantons and MuUicaulis at S60 per

thousand delivered in Boston, hy J. R. BARBqUR.
O.xford, Jan. 2.1, 1843. )

Near Depot on N. and W. R. Road. \
Feb. 1-

WINSHIPS.
Received hy recent arrivals from France an^

I'.ngland, 500 large Orange and Dessert Portuga
and Standard QUINCE TREES, six or mor
Icit in height, very desirable productions for ever
Horticulturist to possess, heing the large kind o

Iruit. Several thousand fine Pear and Apple Slocks, hy lli

hundred or thousand. Also, liy the same arrivals, tlie usun

importations of new fruit hearing Trees among them a larg

quantity of handsnme Bartlell Pear Trees, and Oriiamenta

productions, all of which can be had immediately, hy for

warding orders by mail, addressed In WINSHIPS', Bright

on, Mais , or left at JOSEPH BRECK & GO.'S, 61 & 5:

North Market street, Boston. March 29.

Fruit, Ornamental Trees, &c.

NUliSERY UP WILLIAM KENRICK.
OF PEAR and PLUM, ofPEACH and CHER
RY TREES — a colleclion unrivalled in forme
years, for fine trees of new and finest kinds
Fruits most valuable, moie rare, being just re

ceived from Europe in new supplies, of things alsi

mon, and beautiful, or no where else to he olitained.

Gooseherries of first quality. Apples. Quinces, Grape Vines
Raspberries, Currants, Slrawherries, &c. The new abridgei

and descriptive Catalogue for 1S42 will be sent to all whi
apply-

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Honeysuckles, &c. Splen
did varieliesofdonhle yellow Harrison and other Roses—

o

Tree Peonies, of Herbaceous Peonies, of Double Dahlias, am
other flowering Plants, &c. Rhubarb of first rale newes
kinds, Thorns for hedges, &c.

All orders addressed to the suliscriber will he promptly at

tended to, and Trees, when so ordered, will he securely pack
ed ill Mats and Moss for safe transport to all distant places

by land or sea, and delivered in the city Iree of charge, foi

transportation liy the wagon winch is sent thither daily, o)

orders may be left with any ol the authorised agents in Boston

WILLIAM KENRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, March IS, 1843. cpiJl

and Ornamental Trees aud Slirnbg.

The suhscrihers can furnish every variety ol

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs whicb
can be obtained at the Nurseries m the vicinilj

of Boston, at low prices, and of the first quality,

and pack them securely, so that they can be sent

to any part ol the country in safety.

Those who- may he in want of Trees will be well accom-
modated hv sending their orders to the subscribers at No. S2

North Market Street.

March 22. JOSiIPH liRECif & CO.

NTRSERY#H. VANDINE, informs the public that he
has a choice colleclion of Pear, Plum aiid^^j^
Peach Trees, Gooseherries. Raspberries, Isa ^^^^&
bella and Catawba Grape Vines, Shrubs, &c. sS

C'aml'ridgeport, Winsor Street, I 1 2 mile from Boston
April 12.

Bl CKTHOBNS FOR HEDGES.
10,000 Buckthorn plants, averaging about one foot ii

height. Also, Pear Trees, standard and dwurf, of the ne»
and fine varieties, for sale by JOHN C. LEE, at his Nursery
in Dearborn street, Norih Salem. 6w. March 15.

MUCK MANUAL..
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Mm

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price 62j.
Boston, April 13.

LACTO.METERS— a simple instrument for testioj

the quality of milk. For sale by J URECK & CO.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing. I

200 '* Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale hy J. BRECK & CO
No. 52 North Market st.

HARRIS' TREATISE ON INSECTS.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., Harris' Treatise

on Insects. Price S2. Also, the second edition of Dana's
Muck Manual, price 62^ cts. Feb 15.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or $2 50 if not pai

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are pcrniitled by law to frank )[

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, withoi i

expense to subscribers.

TVTTI.E AND SENHETT. PRINTERS.
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N. E. FARMER.

From the Conn. Farmers' Gnzelte.

SORRKL.
Mr Wood— I am inJiiced to send you a few

einarks upon this troublesome plant, in conse-
quence of seeing in your Gazette of Feb. Ist, an
ibservation whieli appears to me to bo founded in

rror. You were speaking of the o.valic acid

—

rhich you say, " is found in many plants, particu-

arly the sorref, which always iniUcates a sour soil."

Ft is this idea of our soil being; connected witli sor-

rel, that strikes me as incorrect. It would be of
little importance whether it is correct or incorrect,

f it were not made the basis of all the practical di-

rections to be found in our periodicals for extermi-

nating sorrel. All prescriplinns for destroying

this weed proceed upon the idea that the oxalic

.cid found in sorrel, exists in the soil, and is ab-

sorbed by the roots into the plant. Hence we are

told, even in the Albany Cultivator—the ablest

gricultural paper in the country—that "sorrel

'ill only grow in soils where the oxalic acid is in

bundance. To destroy sorrel, it is only ni-cessary

o neiitralizg the acid tiiat produces it, and this may
fbe done by any alkali, but the most common and
cheapest is lime."

Now we farmers (let nie call myself one on a
small scale,) dislike spending our time, money and
labor in a way to produce nothing but disappoint-

ment. When our fields are overrun with sorrel,

we look to you editors to tell us how to destroy it.

" Put on lime," you say—" that will neutralize the

acid in the sour soil, and consequently starve the

sorrel." We accordingly cover the soil with lime,

and behold the sorrel, instead of disappearing,

grows more rank than ever. How vexatious !

If, Mr Wood, yon will take a careful review of

your chemistry, you will probably find that the ex-

istence of oxalic acid in sorrel, is no more proof

that the soil is sour, than a sour apple, or sour

grape, or sour gooseberry, or sour pie-plant, is

proof of sour soil. Tiie chemists ail inform ua tliat

the vegetable acids (the oxalic being one) are pro-

duced in the plants themselves, and not in the soil.

It is true the elements of which the acids are com-
pounded (carbon, oxygen and hydrogen,) arc found

both in the soil and in the atmosphere: but they

do not exist in either in the acid form which

they are made to 'assume in the plants. And
whether these elements, when taken into a plant

through its roots or leaves, are to be formed into an

acid, or into some other product, depends upon the

nature of the plant. Thus when taken into a po-

tato-plant, they form a starch ; into a corn-stalk,

they fornj sugar ; into a grape-vine, they form tar-

taric acH ;—and, in the progress of vegetation,

these products are often changed from one to an-

other, in the same plant. For illustration, take the

following from Dr. Kane's Chemistry, p. 658 : " If

we examine the composition of a young apple, we
find it to be nearly tasteless, and to consist of a

loose, ligneous tissue, in which is imbedded a quan-

tity of ordinary slarch : as its growth proceeds, the

starch diminishes in proportional amount, anJ the

fruit becomes intensely sour, from the presence of

tartaric acid ; and after some time, the acidity be-

comes of a much less disagreeable kind, and the

tartaric acid is found to be replaced by malic acid,

and in the next concluding stage of maturity, this

disappears, its place beiug-lakiMi by peoline (jelly)

and s:io;ar." None of these products come from

the soil ready-formed. It is the plant that has

formed them by its own vital powers. You will

search in vain in the soil for the starch of the po-

tato, or for the sugar of the maple sap, or for the

cream of tartar grapes, or ^or the oxalic acid of sor-

rel. But to be sure on this point, examine every

analysis of soils to be found in books, and you will

find no one that states oxalic acid to be a constitu-

ent of soil. Indeed it is impossible that this acid

should exist in soils— it is so easily dissolved in

water, that every rain would wash it out.

If all this be true, and I know of no reason to

question it, the application of alkalies to the soil

in order to neutralize an acid that does not exist

there, but only in the plants that grow on it, would

seem at least to be made in the wrong place. The
misapplication will not be less apparent, when it is

considered that no acid exists in vegetables except

in combination with some alkali. So that no plant

will grow, if it contains an acid, unless the soil fur-

nish it with an alkali. Thus Liebig says, (p. 43.)

"it is quite impossible to manure a plant of the

genua oxalis (wood sorrel,) without potash." Pot-

ash, then, instead of destroying sorrel, is absolute-

ly necessary to its growth.*

I shall conclude this portion of my remarks by

reference to a fact which you may observe for

yourself, on taking a walk to Col. Puuderston's

lime-kiln, in the neighborhood of this city. His

kiln for burning oyster shells is set into the side

of « knoll composed of coarse sand and pebbles,

which have been water-worn and washed clean of

all fine matter. Nothing can bo more barren than

this sand. It has been drawn out of the hill and

levelled off around the mouth of the kiln. Here

the burnt shells have been spread, slacked, and

have remained till carted away for manure. There
has been left on the surface of the sand a coat of

lime of considerable thickness, which has lain

there for a few months past undisturbed, the burn-

ing of shells having been suspended. A few weeks

ago, I went to the kiln, and found sorrel growing,

with great luxuriance, through the coat of lime,

which in ojie place was two inches thick, about a

bunch that was particularly thrifty. According to

the theory of the periodicals, this ought not to be

so—but unfortunately it is so.

We must look, then to some other means for the

"In treating this subject, I have gone upon the suppo-

sition that the acid in our common sorrel is the same as

that in wood sorrel, (oxalis acctosella,) that is oxalic

acid. Common sorrel, however, belongs to another ge-

nus of plants, CRumei,) and may or may not contain

oxalic acid. I am not chemist enough to determine this

point. One circumstance is against il. Oialic acid is

poisonous

—

butchildien eat iIih leaves of sorrel with

safety ; and pies or larts made of the leaves, are a whole-

eonae, though not to every one, a very palatable food.

I

destruction of sorrel, than the ap))lication of nlka-
i
lies to the soil. l,et us inquire a little into the
habits and ninnncr of growth of this plant. [t

spreads, as you well know, by long stringy roots,

running just under the surface of the ground. On
i these roots, for every inch or half inch, spring out
buds which grow uf) into leaves and steiii.i. The

I

buds are formed principally in the spring and fall

;
months, and there is a pause in their growth about

]

midsuiiiiner. Plowing the ground and turning
over the roots, while the buds are growing or ready
to grow, that is in the spring cr fall, has no effect

to kill them. Hence putting in a spring crop (not

tilled) like oats, or a fall crop like rye, tends rcther

to spread the sorrel than subdue it. But if the

ground is thoroughly broke up about midsummer,
the sorrel is pretty apt to die. Hence a crop of
buckwheat which is sown in July, is very cITectual

;

but a cropof riita baga, sowed in the same month,
and kept clean by the hoe or cultivator, is a still

better destroyer of sorrel. For the same reason,

if the roots of the sorrel are broken and the leaves

cut off through the month of July, as may be done
in tilling a crop of corn, the sorrel will generally

perish. If it comes up from seed, it is as easily

killed by hoeing as any seed, provided the hoeing
he done soon after the plant comes up, and before

the horizontal roots have begun to run.

Such are the results of my own observation and
experience. If any of your readers know any bel-

ter way to root out the sorrel, they will confer a

favor by making their mode of destruction public.

Respectfully, your friend,

NOYES DARLING.
JVew Haven, Feb. 1]//,, 1843.

Faith and Works.—There is no pursuit in life

in which the union of faith and works is more ne-

cessary, or productive of better effect, than in that

of farming. This is well illustrated by the follow-

ing little story, which we have somewhere read or

heard. At the early settlement of New Hamp-
shire, the inhabitants of a town in the interior con-

sisted chiefly of Irish or Scotch Presbyterians, who
among other things, adopted the following custom.

When their fields were planted and sown, the min-

ister, with his elders, deacons, and the farmers,

visited each field in succession, offering up a short

prayer at each, that their labors might result in a

plentiful harvest. One day the procession engag-

ed in this pious perambulation, arrived at a field,

where the minister stopped, took a quick but keen

survey, and then addressed his flock to this pur-

port : "Brethren, we may pass along: it will be of

no use to pray over this field till there is more ma-

nure spread upon il; otherwise, even the prayer of

a righteous man, however /eryeiii, cannot be effectu-

al."—Albany Cult.

We last week received from Tyler Fountain,

Esq., of Peekskill, a dozen fall pippins, which had

been so well preserved through the winter, that

they were as sound and juicy as in November.

They were packed in barrels with sifted plaster of

Paris.

—

Ibid.
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From the American Agriculturist.

THE TIMES—PROSPECT OF THE PRICE

OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.

In the January No. of this paper, we gave a

short article on the proapect.3 and price of agricul-

tural products, and a few reasons which ind\iced

us to believe, that there wduld he a rise in their

value ; and lest some of our readers may not have

the number at hand to refer to, we briefly repeat

them. The winter thus far had como upon us unu-

sually early and severe, and there was every ap-

pearance of its continuing so ; that it would proiia-

bly be followed by a cold, late spring, and that

there must conseiiuently be a much greater con-

sumption of forage than usual ; that the passage of

the late tariff would enable our artisans to resume

their manufactures to a greater extent than hereto-

fore ; that the modification of that of Great Britaui

would permit considerable exports of provisions
;

and that finally, money would become so abundant,

and to be had at so low a rate of interest, as to in-

duce capitalists to make such investments as would

ensure the undertaking of new enterprises ;
and

thus, notwithstanding the late abundant harvest,

our farmers could henceforth look to more cheer-

ing prospects.

Well, a winter of unexampled severity has pass-

ed ; a oold frosty spring is upon us, which we fear

may continue to the end ; and the corn in most in-

stances all through the south has been cut off, and

a second planting been necessary. In many parts

of the country, especially at the great West, after

consuming all the forage, thousands of cattle,

sheep and'swine have actually perished by starva-

tion. It is stated that full one-third of the flocks

and herds have died in Michigan, though we think

this an exaggeration. Now all these things must

r,ecr':.'->U, hnve an efi'ect upon prices, and howev-

er favorable the harvest ot tlie cuiiuni; Bv,^;.;n r.-.zy

be, we doubt whether produce will be any lower

than it now is ; for, notwithstanding the great crops

of the past year, all that has come forward has

been rapidly shipped or sold, and our markets now

are left comparatively bare. We cannot hope for

the abundant crop in all things, that we had last

season,— it w.as literally a year of abundance, and

such as does not often occur.

For the two past months, flour and provisions

have been steadily advancing in price. Cotton,

after falling to one cent lower per pound than it

was ever before known, has at length taken a start

both in England and this country, and we should

not be surprised if within three months it wer-

half to one per cent, higher than at present. Cer-

tainly it must be, if the season does not assume a

more favorable aspect ; for the recent attempts at

cultivation of this great staple, have signally failed

in India, and Europe must still look to the United

States for its supplies of the mid,dle and better

qualities. The rise of cotton will affect other pro-

ducts more or less ; so that with the present su-

perabundance of capital, both in this country and

abroad, we are satisfied that wo are now entering

upon a new career of prosperity, and tliat business

generally will have assumed great activity by Sep-

tember next.

Several of the States seem determined to prose-

cute their internal improvements under any circum-

stances, and contracts are now making publicly

and privately, for building railroads and digging

canals in various sections of the Union. These

enterprises, together with a fuller prosecution of

manufactures, will divert some of the labor which

for the last five years has been engaged in raising

produce, to be the consumers of it; and, to con-

clude, every thing presents a much more cheering

aspect to our mind. We may be over sanguine in

our hopes and expectations, but we confidently

think that the day of darkness is at length passed,

and that we may now look forward to a bright se-

ries of years of steady, active, profitable business.

From the same.

STANDARD OF CHARACTER FOR PRIZE
CATTLE.

Mr Editor—Sir: k is generally understood, I

believe, that the object of offering p izes for the

best stock, by the State Agricultural Sociey, is to offered by Mr Rotch :

I had not noticed it before ; and I returned home
with a determination that if ever I exhibited hiin

again, I would saw off his horns ; but this or some-
thing else, so affected the animal, that he sickened

and died in less than one month afterward !

At the annual meeting of the N. Y. State Ag-
ricultural Society, in January last, the writer called

attention to the propriety of " erecting a standard

of character for every class of stock to be exhibi--

ted hereafter for prizes; and also a standard of

form, and every point necessary to constitute a

perfect animal, to be noticed according to its influ-

ence in the decision of the judges."

This excited considerable interest, and some de-

bale as to the manner in which it could be effect-

ed, and finally resulted in the following resolution,

irollect together from different sections •Resolved, That the executive committee be re-

iiid from different herds, that a comparison may be quested to call a meeting of breeders, at such time

made by placing them side by side, that their mer- ns they may deei.i proper, for the pui'-

its Ml uenieriis may be fairly tested. A farmer,
|

pose of discussing the different points of merit in

livinif in a remote section and not in the habit of
[
domestic animals, with a view of arriving at some

visiting, except in his immediate vicinity, may sup-

pose that he possesses the finest animals in the

country, which is very natural, as he has probably

never seen any belter or perhaps equal, and his
|
(^^ ^ ^g^y important one, and requires some agi

definite opinion as to the points most desirable to

be attained in breeding."

As this subject is not only a very interesting,

being much superior to those of his neighbors, he

rests perfectly contented. This I consider a very

dangerous situation for a breeder to be nlaced in

It is only by comparison that his eyes will be open

tation, I am induced to throw out the following

hints, and solicit others to give their ideas and

opir.i ;!? vpon it.

We will suppose, for example, that the follow.

ed, or that he can be convinced of his error
;
when ing should be agreed on as the points of horned

by occular demonstration, the defects of his ani-
j
cattle for comparison, and that the animal combin

mals will be so apparent, that he will return home

with a determination to improve, until he shall ar-

rive at the acme of excellence.

These exhibitions are a school for the novice,

the young, and inexperienced. Here they not on-

ly find some of the best animals in the State, but

they meet gentlemen from all parts, interested in

.1,0 o-mo pursuit, hear the di^erent opinions, and

see the good and had points pointed out, which

perhaps heretofore had escaped their notice.

And now let me ask, how many of those per-

sons generally selected as judges of stock, know

what points are necessary to constitute a perfect

animal, or one that approaches nearest? I must

confess my own ignorance, and seek for informa-

tion. At present, there is no rule or criterion for

ll?e government of the committee, and they are

left to decide according to their whim or caprice.

We want enlightenment on that subject; and for

that purpose I coincide with the suggestion you

made page 140, vol. i. of your paper, that the

"chairman of each committee mount the rostrum,

the animal or manut-actured article be brought out

before the public, and then the explanations for

their decisions be set forth at large." " What a

school would this be to the rising, ay to the risen

generation. A person might learn more by attend-

ing one such day's exhibition and explanation, than

from studying books, and plates, and animals, un-

aided by the opinions of others, for a month."

As the awards and the reports are now made

out, we are left in the dark, and drive home our

animal, without knowing why he was or was not

successful. The writer speaks feelingly on this

subject, as he exhibited an animal last fall, in the

first class of bulls, to which was awarded the third

premium. One of the committee was asked where

his bad points were, or why he was placed third ?

The answer was, that his liead was too short, and

his horns a little loo long! Now this was news to

me, and my eyes were opened, for I must confess

ing or possessing the greatest number of these

points, shall be deemed most meritorious :

1. Head small, with a bright and prominent eye.

2. Horns small and tapering.

3. Neck small at the junction with the head,

and gradually thickening to the shoulders.

4. Brisket broad, deep, and projecting well for-

ward.

5. Shoulders full, and no hollow behind them.

ti. Hody deep, round, and capacious : back

straight.

7. Loins broad, and wide between the hips.

8. Legs short, full, and muscular above the

knee—small below.

9. Flanks well let down.

10. Tail set on even with the line of the back,

small, and tapering to the end.

Broad in the twist, and if a cow, large milk

veins, and capacious udder.

Ttuuigh last, not least, soft silky hair, thin

skin, and good handling of the flesh.

Other points might be given, but the above will

exemplify my ideas on the subject.

Truly yours, C. N. BE.MENT.

II.

12.

ffhile Carrol.—The cultiyation of this root is

attracting considerable attention among farmers in

England at present, as well as in this country. It

is stated in some instances to yield 30 tons to the

acre. Lord Ducie regularly obtains an average

of 24 tons to the acre; and Mr Harris estimates

the tops to be equal to a second crop of clover. It

has been common in Flanders and Germany for

two centuries.

—

Amer. Jlgricult.

White Worms among Cabbages.—Count do Gour-

cey, in his Agricultural Tour in England, states

that Mr Mure strewed a bed of cabbages with ni-

trate of soda after a rain, and the ravages of these

insects immediately ceased.

—

Ibid.
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FARM-DOGS.
This may be deemed by many, a em.ill siilijcct

;

ut I apprehend in a great many cases, jl is in

Toctice, found large enough to produce infinite

nischicfand inconvenience. The American peo-

le are probably more miscellaneous in llie choice

f their dogs than any other, and nothing is more
ommon than to find attached to a fiirni-hnnse, and

o pretty much every other house too, for tliat mat-

er, in this country, an overgrown and ungainly

Jose, Lion, Watch or Tiger, and in more than half

he cases, not worth in his whole life the food he

ats in a week.

In a " democratic" country like our.s, it may be

bought impertinent to criticise the public taste in

he question of a dog ; but nevertheless, as they

ire usually considered, and in frequent instances

eally are, an indispnsable adjunct of one's cstub-

islitnent, it may not be amiss to ascertain what in

ruth is the best species of animal for the farm.

Do not imagine that I am a doghater, and that

,hese interesting, as well as useful creatures at-

,raet none of my esteem. The first live thing that

t ever owned in early boyhood, was a puppy, and

faithful and favorite dog has been among my
:ompanions more or less ever since.

But I am by no means an indiscriminate admi-

rer of the race. An uncouth brute without breed-

I detest. No one better likes a true bred, sa-

gacious animal than myself. For guarding purpo-

Tses, large dogs are required, and none, perhaps,

will better answer than the Newfoundland, which

unites the generosity, ingenuity, and intelligence

of the race more than almost any other; while the

hound, setter, pointer, and the numerous kinds of

Spaniels, furnish to the sportsman all the requisites

I for his varied pursuit. The bull-dog and mastiff I

. have little affection for. Their savage, cruel, and

ferocious disposition need only be called in requi-

sition when the midnight robber or the determined

burglar are to be repelled, and for common farm

uses are little to be desired. The common cur of

the country, running through all sizes and grada-

tions, and into the limits of almost every other

breed, is, on the whole, a pretty good animal, and

answers a tolerable purpose ; but the very best

farm dog I have yet seen, is the Terrier. These
are of great variety, but the size I jirefer is not

larger than a fox ; and in sagacity and fidelity they

are equal to any except the Newfoundland, and in

courage Ihey hive no equal. To all vermin they

have a natural, and most destructive hatred ; noth-

ing escapes their vigilance. 'I'liey see at night

nearly as well as the owl, and their watchfulness

and wonderful activity are perpetually on the alert.

No buildings need be infested with rats, if they

can get under them, nor the fields with mice, wca-
zels, polecats, minks, or other noxious animals, if

two or three of these useful creatures be near ; for

if kept in pairs, or more, they will hunt for days

together, away by themselves, and destroy thou-

sands of mischievous depredators. For squirrel

and raccoon hunting and duck-shooting, the rough-

haired Scotch terrier is equal to any other ; and in

a chase, within sight of the game, few dogs are

their equal.

I now own a terrier that I have had for five

years past ; raised him from a puppy ; not cropped

either in the ears or tail, for this I detest, and it

greatly retards their activity for a farm dog, and I

have never yet seen his equal. In his labors of

watchfulness, he is now atJonded by two of his

sons of the same stock, and all vermin and mis-
chievou.'! animals are effectually kept at a distance.
Hundred-) nf racoons, foxes, and minks have tiiey

destroyed, besides whole hecatombs of field mice,
rats, and squirrels. Tlioy out little, are out of the
way. light, ai,'ile, and altogether are the best dogs
I know. They are to be found in almost every
village and prinoi|)al town in the country ; but
care should bo taken to get those of true breed, or
as near to it as may be. There arc many varie-

ties, but the rough-haired, medium sized, are the
kind I prefer.

Those who are curious and particular in their

dogs, need but try the terrier, to bo convinced of
their value. My old dog, Peterkin, has caught
many a wounded duck in the broad river, ir, lair

diving; and sivimming with heavy ice running in

the current, he has nosed out and killed several
minks under water; has swam across the Niagara
river where it is half a mile wide, with a strong
current, time and again, and was never whipped
by another dog in his life.

L. F. Allex.

THE SEASON.
To show that the backwardness of vegetation this

spring is far from being unprecedented, and that

there is no good reason for the fears e.Tpressed by
many, of an unfruitful season, we republish from
the N. E. Farmer, of May .30, 1838, the following
article furnished by the late Hon. John Lowell—
whose contributions to the columns of this paper,

will long continue to be recurred to for instruction :

R;xbury, May 21, J 838.

For many years, I published in the New Eng-
land Farmer, a comparative statement of the sea-

son, but for the last two or three years I have sus-

pended it, believing that it was read without inte-

rest, or not read at all. But many persons have

expressed a regret at my omission of the publica-

tion, and this year, in particular, I have been so

surprised, at the shortness of people's memories,
and at the peevish co;nplainls of the coldness and

backwardness of the spring, that I have resolved

to renew my old practice. I have been asked this

year, often, "Is not this the coldest spring you ev-

er knew ?" My answer has been, JVo. " Did you
ever know a spring so backward ?" Yes, many.

I will state my present opinion of this spring

and its prospects. During 32 years' residence as

a cultivator on this spot, I have never known a sin-

gle spring the promise of which was so fair to the

farmer, the market gardener, and the pomologist,

or raiser of fruits. Every plant has gone through

the winter well, and the fruit trees are loaded with

blossoms. The season is among the late ones,

and therefore hailed by the cultivator as propilious.

We dread premature heat and an early blossoming

of the trees. It would be tedious to copy all my
record for 32 years, I shall therefore select exam-

ples of late and early seasons, and compare them

with the present one.

The following trees began to blossom on the

days set under their names in the year here under

stated :

Peach. Plum. Pear.

!
Let me here remark, that I have milcd that in

j

1817, which was an rarty year, there were daily

I frosts), which killed clover, and the shootd of ill

the forest and fruit Ireen, from the I3th to the 20lh

[
of May inclusive.

j The same was true in 1824 : (yhcrrieg blossom-

j

ed on tlio 1st of May; plums, pears oiid peaches

I

on the 4lh ; but I have minuted that on the Cth of

I

the same month, the shoots of all tender trees were

'killed byfnisi. Every careful ob.server knows (hat

'it is no trifiing frost which can nlfect trees.

' The earliest season I have recorded, was that of

I
1827. In lliat year, apricots flowered on the J2lh

j

of April; peaches on the lUlh; cherries on the

. 2rst; plums on the 2ntli ; yet in the same year,

;

apples did not open till the 12th of Moy, owing lo

j

a spell of cold weather, which chocked the How of

the sap.

1 I will hero repeat, what I have often remarked,

I
that all the seasons, early and Into, tire nearly on a

I

level on the lOlh of June. The vegetation is so

much more rapid, when checked in the early months,

that it overtakes the seasons which opened prema-

turely. It is very familiar to every one, that in

Russia and Canada, the seasons are as forward as

ours, by the beginning of July.

JOHN LOWELL.

To the above, the editor of the Farmer adds the

minutes of the season of 1829, as follows—remark-

ing that it " was considered a very late season":

" 1829—Asparagus cut May I.

Apricot blossomed " 3.

Cherry " 0.

Pear " 14.

Apple " 15.

1843. The cherry, this season, began to open

its blossoms in Mr Pond's garden, Cambridgeport,

on Sunday, May 7. And he states to us that on

the 15th of May last year, his trees were little if

any more forward than now.

The grass looks remarkably well and is as for-

ward as in the average of seasons. The season is

not very remarkably backward ; but the snows of

March, and the rains of April, kept the farmers

from their field work, so that farming operations

are as backward as we have ever known them.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Cherry.

1813, May 20
1815, " 10

1816, " C
1817, " 6
1818, " 17

1838, " 15

May 5
May 14 May 22

JHfiple.

May 14

G

— May I

May 21 " 24
May 15 " 15 " 14 May 17

The Past nirtter—Starving Cattle.—The past

winter will long be remembered as one of extraor-

dinary severity. At any rate, wo hope farmers

will remember it; so that such an amount of dis-

tress and starvation among cattle may never again

occur. The scenes which we have witnessed, and

the accounts which we have read of suffering in

Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and other parts,

have been sad in the extreme, and we cannot help

thinking that the farmers have been much to blame

in this matter. Land is so plenty, and fodder co

easily obtained in summer, that no farmer should

attempt to keep stock at all without providing them

a sufficincy, even for the severest winters. In

Ohio, the farmers generally undertook to winter

twice as many animals as they should have done,

rather than sell them at the low prices offered in

the fall. The consequence has been, many have

lost the whole, or nearly so, besides witnessing the

painful spectacle of creatures, which looked to

them for support, starving to death around their

dwellings. Such things ought not to be.

—

JVtw

Genesee Far.
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From theTransaotionsorthe Essex Agricultural Society.
;

ON LIVK FENCES.
To the Commillee on Live Fences :

Gkntlkmen—In compliance with your request

that I should furnish yon with a detailed account

of my various e.xperiments in tlie formation of

" live fences," with their results, I have the plea-

sure to send you the following; statement; only

premisinnf, tlial I srave to each plant a fair and im-

partial trial, and that the information I offer, lias at

least the value of actual experience.

Tl is now more than forty years since I became

convinced of the superiority, both as regards dura-

bility and beauty, of live fences over any other

mode ofeiiclosure in use among us, r.nd mado it

my endeavor to ascertain what plant was best suit-

ed to the purpose.

1 first tried the English Hawthorn, but found it

would not bear our climate ; the long droughts

frequent in our warm summers, materially injure

Us beauty ; it is often blighted, and loses its foli-

«ge early in August, and even in the more favora-

ble seasons it assumes a wintry appearance in

September : it is disfigured by numerous dead

branches, which give it a ragged and unthrifty ap-

pearance, even in its verdant season ; and is very

subject to the attacks of the borer, by which I have

known a whole hedge to be destroyed. This first

hedge, which measure.'! about twenty rods, is still

standing in my orchard, but I have long given it

up as incorrigible, and it is not included in the pre-

sent measuroaiotit of my hedges ; and a second

one with which I had enclosed part of my garden,

was only kept from decay by subsequently inter-

posing young Buckthorn plants altern;itely with

the Hawthorns ; by this means it became a good

hedge ; but had it been nil of Buckthorns, it would

have been still better. I am so convinced of the

unsuilableiie.-JS of the English thorn for our c'ii. ,-:_•,

that I would not admit another hedge of it into (ly

grounds if it could be done free of e.xpcnee. My
next experiment was with the Triple-Thorned Aca-

cia. This is a very beautiful plant when grown

as on individual tree, but it did not answer my e.x-

pectations for a hedge; the plants ran up without

interlacing, and the thorns being mostly upon the

upper branches, the hedge was too open at the bot-

tom to be any protection to the land it enclosed
;

and it was besides too feeble a plant to bear our

more severe winters.

I made my nnxt trial with the Crab Apple, and

here I failed entirely : a hedge which I formed of

this, had nothing to recommend it in any way.

In the year 1808, I happened to have some

young plants which had come up from the chance-

scattered seeds of the American buckthorn, or

Rhamnus cartharticus, and finding they made a

good growth in the nursery to which they had been

removed, I determined to try to form a hedge of

them, and 1 have been well pleased with the re-

sult. They were set out in 180!l, and very scon

became a fine hedge of about twenty rods in length,

which has remained so until the present time ; not

a single plant having failed from it, nor have I

ever known it to be attacked by any insect. This

hedge being my first e.xperiment with the Buclt-

thorn, I did not keep it headed down so closely as

I have since found it expedient to do, and conse-

quently il is not quite so impervious at the bottom

as Bome of my younger hedges which have been

more severely pruned.

Being fully satisfied that I had at last found the

plant I wanted, I have since that time set out va-

rious hedges of il, at difTerent periods, until I can

now measure 100 rods of them, all, in my opinion,

good hedges,—and I do not hesitate to pronounce

the Buckthorn the mo.st suitable plant for the pur-

pose that 1 have ever met with. It vegetates early

in the spring, and retains its verdure late in the au-

tumn. I have often seen it green after the snows

had fallen. Being a native plant, it is never in-

jured by our most intense cold, and its vilaliiy is

so great, that the young plants may be.kept out of

the ground for a long time, or transported any dis-

tance without injury. It never sends up any suck-

ers, nor is disfigured by any dead wood ; it can be

clipped into any shape which the caprice or inge-

nuity of the gardener may devise ;
^d being pli-

able, it may be trained into an arch * over a pas-

sage way, «s easily as a vine ; it needs no plash-

ing or interlacing, the natural growth of the plants

being sufficiently iulerwoven. It is never canker-

ed by unskillful clipping, but will bear the knife

to any degree. During the last winter, I found

one of my hedges had grown too high, casting too

much shadow over a portion of my garden, and

wishing to try how much it would endure, I di-

rected my gardener to cut it down within four feet

of the ground. This was done in mid-winter, and

not without some misgivings on my own part, and

much discouraging advice from others ; but it leav-

ed out as early in the spring as the other hedges,

and is now a mass of verdure. I have been ap-

plied to for young plants by persons who have seen

and admired my hedges, and have sent them to

various States in the Union, and I have never in

any instance heard of their failure.

I have also tried the experiment with the Ameri-

can Hawthorn, or " Yankee thorn," as it is called

in this neighborhood ; but this, though a strong

«!.i' Hiirnble hedge, is vrryfar inferior in beauty to

the Buckthorn—the leaves becoming spotted in

AuiTust with yellow spots, which give the whole

plant a rusty appearance.

My method of forming a hedge, is to set the

young plants in a single row, about nine inches

apart, eithi^r in the spring or autumn : if the latter,

I should clip it the following spring within six in-

ches of the ground : this will cause the hedge to

be thick at the bottom, which 1 regard as a great

point of excellence : after this, all that remains to

be done, is to keep it from weeds, and clip it once

a year. I consider Juno as the best time to trim it,

as it soonest recovers its beauty at that season.

The clipping may be done either with the garden

shears, a hedge knife, or even with a common
scythe.

I believe, gentleman, I have now given you nil

the information in my power upon hedges; and I

must trust to your interest in the subject to excuse

me, if I have complied too literally with your re-

quest, and made a '• twice told tale" too long.

I am, gentlemen, with great respect, yours, &c.

E. HERSY DERBY.
Salem, Sept. 19, 1842.

Cough in Horses.—The boughs of cedar have

been used with complete success. They should

be cut fine and mixed with the grain.

—

Selected.

" Educate a community in the idea that to work

with their hands is degrading and dishonorable,

and you educate them for vice and misery."

CULTURF, OF THE POTATO.
It is found by experience, that in addition to the

fertility or riclines-s of soil indispensable for the

profitable growth of any crop, the potato demands
for its perfection a considerable degree of mois-

ture and a bed for tubers so light that their growth

may be unobstructed. A sandy soil is sufficiently

light, but it is most commonly too dry ; clay soils

are moist enough ordinarily, but they are too heavy

and compact. The best soil for potatoes is one

that contains a large quantity of vegetable matter

combined with the earths. Thus muck lands rare-

ly fail of producing good potatoes, where water is

not too abundant. Maine and Nova Scotia are

justly celebrated fur their potatoes; the newly

cleared lands abounding in muck, and the climate

insuring a supply of moisture.

On a sandy soil, the potato should be planted in

furrows, so that the roots may be below the gene-

ral level of the earth, and hilling should be dia-

pe'":"d "ii.h
; wlicii L!.e o^il .a ,..o;..:ing lo be

heavy, or moist, the potatoes should be above the

level, and hilling must be resorted to ; not those

little sharp cones of earth some call potato hills,

but made as broad on the surface as the distance

between the rows and the proper working will ad-

mit. There is no necessity for the tubers being

buried deep in hoeing or in growing ; it is enough

if they are fully excluded from light and air.

Where potatoes are properly cultivated, the produc-

tiveness may generally be well guessed in autumn

by the appearance of the hills, which wdl be evi-

dently enlarged, and cracked in all directions.

We find in our foreign journals some notices of

the culture of the potato, vihich our readers may
find useful, particularly in clay soils, or those lia-

ble to suffer from drought. Taking advantage of

the well known fact that tanner's bark retains wa-

ter very strongly, Prof. Voelker, of Prussia, made
some exjieriinents with spent bark, and found that

by covering his potato sets with two or three in-

ches of this material before turning a furrow over

them, he secured an abundant supply of moisture

for the season, besides providing a loose, spongy

bed for the young tubers.

We hope some of our readers who have the

means, will try the professor's method, since if it

should succeed, a material which now has little

value might be made useful to the agriculturist.

In order to obviate the difficulty arising from a

dense clay soil, of poor quality, M. Auber, of

France, strewed liberally his potato sets with chaff

made from rye straw, previous to their being cov-

ered with earth. As the results of experiments

made fur three _\ears, he states that his crops have

been most abundant and of the finest quality.

This practice is one that could hardly fail of suc-

cess in such soils ; for if not as retentive of water

as the tan-bark, the clay soil renders the quantity

less necessary ; and the material would furnish a

fine corrective to a compactness fatal to a large po-

tato crop Albany Cult.

A yew Potato.—" Mons. A. Husson, of this

city," says the New-Haven Farmer's Gazette, " has

a beautiful variety of the potato, called the Duck
Bill, wihich he brought from France. He repre-

sents them as great bearers—having obtained from

one bushel of seed, 31 bushels. From one hill,

where but o»ic potato was planted, he dug ninety-

nine. We had a sample of these potatoes last fall,

and they proved to be a rich variety."
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APPLICATION OF SALT TO LAND.
Tlio application of salt is a subject which lias

en discussed ninongr furniers during the last vear,

d is assuming a considerable degree of iinpor-

ice, inasnnich as if the statements made respect-

T it ars correct, many of the difficulties now at-

idinj- the cultivation of our staple crops will be

noved. Many statements have been published

jthis country, and in Europe, goinnr to show that

I when applied to crops, has a tendency greatly

increase the product, and also to prevent Ihc

)redations of in>!ecls of many kinds, which have
netiiiies destroyed our crops. I. will be recol-

ted that a Mr Allen published in the agricultu-

papers, nearly a year since, an account of some
leriments made by hiin, going to show that salt

y be safely applied to the corn crop after it

kes its appearance above ground, and that the

rcdations of the worm nould thereby be arrest-

The trial was made on a small scale, by a

e number of farmers, and was found to be en-

ly impracticable. We have not room for even
ibridgemeiit of the many articles which have
lifferent times been given to the public upon
subject, but shall venture a few suggestions,

3d upon the publications which have been made
n the use of salt in this country, aud in Eng-
I.

.nd first as to the advantages to he derived

; the use of salt. It is claimed in the first

:e, that on land to wliich salt lias been applied,

crops will not be affected by rust. Two or

communications were published in our first

me, going to prove this position. In addition

lese. a neighbor of ours, sowed salt in two
rate and distinct fields of oats, and although

whole crop was free from rust, at harvest he
•ms us that long aft^r the grain was removed,
the stubble in other places had turned black

Irusty, that on the salted portion remained bright

[entirely free from rust. Other experiments

(
been published, going to prove the correct-

1

of this position. It is also said that salt has

idency greatly to increase the crop. Here we
say nothing from experience, but respectable

Jfities would seem to sustain the position. In

way it acts upon the soil, we have not heard

lined. It is possible that upon dry soils, the

3ncy to moisture occasioned by the presence

It, may, in a measure, account for the increase

oduct. After preparing our seed wheat last

\g, the brine in which it had been washed, was
n on a corner of a patch of potatoes in the

en. This spot was directly in view from our

jom window, and for several weeks the exact

a where the brine was applied, could be dis-

y seen in the morning, showing a greater de-

of moisture than the ground around it. But
reatest benefit claimed from the use of salt,

3 destruction of the insects which prey upon

lants. The corn crop has suffered severely

ii State from the ravages of the. grub and

worm, destroying as they have, in many in-

es, the entire crop. Crops of small grain

also been seriously injured, and hitherto no

dy has been discovered to arrest this destruc-

of the farmer's hopes. We have no actual ex-

unts to record of the effect of salt in destroy-

Insects, hut from the statements and opinions

li have at different times been made public, we

are led to place some confidence in its efficacy.

At all events, wo design to give it a fair trial the
coming season, and hope others will do the same,
so that we can arrive at correct conclusions, and
know nhnt course to pursue in future. We ask

every lurmer who reads this article, to give the ex-
periment a fair trial, and give the results to the
public.

(iiianlily to be applied.—The properties of salt

are such that an improper application would be
very likely to destroy rather than benefit the crop,

but it may be safely applied at the rate of five or

six bushels per acre. This quantity is said to be
sufficient tor all useful purposes, and will in no
case endanger the crop. Salt may now bo pur-

chased for about one dollar per barrel, and at this

price, the expense of an application is trifling, com-
pared with tlie injury often sustained, even when
very few worms are to be found. It should be
borne in mind, that the application should in no
case be made after the grain comes up, (although

corn might not be damaged by such application,)

but that it should be sown broadcast before the

crop is planted or sown. This will ensure safety,

which should he the care of every farmer.

From ihe same.

SOWING CORN.
Messrs. Editnis—As the sowing of corn has at-

tracted the attention of some of our farmers, I will

relate a small experiment made by me last season,

that others may slum the errors I fell into for want
of experience.

I appropriated a small piece of land {,3-lCth of

an acre.) to that purpose. The land was in corn

the year before, producing about forty bushels to

the ai;re : the hills were split, three loads of yard

manure spread, harrowed and plowed under, say

f.c.T: 5 to 6 ip'-hes deep, harrowed again, and the

corn sown at the rate of four bushels to the acre,

of the early twelve-rowed yellow corn, small ker-

nel, buried with a light horse-plow, and rolled.

The corn was sowii on the 10th of May, the

ground light and in fine order, but cold rains soon

came on, and all know what an unfavorable season

we had for corn ; it was twice nipped by frost—the

last time on the II th of June, this gave all the

weeds a chance to grow, and contest the ground

with the corn ; and although the ground was well

tilled the previous year, and no weeds permitted

to seed
;
yet there were enough to injure the crop,

and although the corn out-topped them in them in

the end. When the corn was fully in tassel, it

was cut with the cradle, laid in swath, turned to

facilitate the drying. When well wilted it was

bounded in small bundles, stooked and capped with

the same ;
when cured, a part was weighed before

carrying in, and by computation found the yield to

be 5 3-4 tons per acre. It was fed mostly to sheep

and calves, but all kinds of stock eat it with avidi-

ty. Probably there is no vegetable we raise for

stock, that contains more saccharine matter than

corn, and it appears the sowing of it may be made
profitable, especielly to those who occupy but lit-

tle land, whether it be wanted for soiling or win-

ter fodder.

The most essentia! errors I fell into were, first,

I sowed too much seed. Three bushels of the

small kernel corn I believe better than four, as

mine .was so thick it did not tassel. In the next

place, I sowed too early by about three weeks.

We can have but one crop in a .-easi]!! m this

iiMrthcrn climulc, and the summer months are suffi-

ciently long to bring corn into tassel. I tliinic,

therefore, the fore part of Juno will be in season
for sowing for winter fodder. No one need be
told that land for corn must be rich, and for a sown
crop should be free from weeds. If the sowing bo
put off until June, many weeds may be destroyed
by plowing or otherwise stirring the ground befuru
sowing. The curing must be ailcnded to, as on
this the value of the crop is mostly depending

;

and to make more sure, I would recommend when-
ever it is housed, to set the bundles in an upright
position, and not pack them away aa we us'jally do
grain. Yours, respectfully,

U BLACKMAN.
I'crona, AT. Y., ^pril, 1843.

From the Albany Cultivator.

DISEASE OF COWS
Messrs. EorroRS—A friend of mine lately lost

a very valuable cow, soon after calving, under the

following circumstances. She calved and did welt

to all appearance at first, but soon began to be af-

fected in her fore quarters; if she attempted to

walk, her fore feet remained stationary, while her

hind ones moved around circularly. She soon

died. She had been kept well for three or four

years, and was so T.;, that when she died 100 lbs.

of talle.w were taken from her. As it is an uncom-
mon case among ue, permit me to inquire of you,

or sn.T.,e of your numerous subscribers, the nature

of the disease, the remedy, &c.

S. W. BARTLETT.
Scantick Village, Ct.

The case noticed by our correspondent is one

of puerperal feoer, or as it is termed by veterinari-

ans, " dropping after calving." Cows in hi^'h con-

dition are most subject to this disease, which usu-

ally appears in from one to five djys after calving.

The first symptoms are ilecidedly febrile; the ani-

mal is restless, shifting her feet, and breathing la-

boriously. The nose is hot, and the udder is

inflamed, enlarged, and tender, from the very com-

mencement. Bleeding, from six to ten quarts, to

be regulated by the impression made on the circu-

lation, must be resorted to at once, and the bleed-

ing must be followed by physic ; for which pur-

pose a pound or a pound and a half of Epsom salta

are best, and half pound doses every six hours, till

the bowels are opened. If the disease is not at-

tended to ill the outset, and it is too frequently

neglected, tlie nervous system is speedily attacked,

when the symptoms of staggering, &,e., noticed by

our correspondent, usually occur. It is occasion-

ed by a partial paralysis of the fore or hind quar-

ters, most commonly the last; the animal soon

falls, her head is bent back to her sides, and death

soon supervenes. In the last stages, there is little

hope or chance of relief; but if the pulse is such

as to indicate fever, bleeding may be resorted to

till the last, with a bare possibility of saving the

animal ; but great care is requisite, as the bleed-

ing, carried too far, is fatal at once. In some pa-

pers in the Veterinarian, Mr Friend relates several

instances successfully treated by Epsom salts in

large quantities, followed immediately by Croton

seed and sulphur.

A good temper, a good library, good health, and

a good wife, are four choice blessings.
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ODDS AND ENDS.

Tha last season /las been so unfavorable for lining

spring work, that farmers gentrally will have little time

thia month fir lioin j the linle odd jobs that it is desira-

ble til have done. Any hinis that may be given will be

lost upon most nt this time, we know ; but perhaps here

and there, a farmer may be so situnt 'd as to be able to

think a little about the minutia of his business.

We like to ."iee the headlands of a field well plowed

up near to the fences, and then the spade and pickaxe

used for turning what the plow cannot get hold of. A
field without bushes and waste strips upon its borders,

epenks well for the neatness nnd thrift of its owner.

The trees, too, on the farm will always be benefited

by labor bestowed in digging up and turning over the

soil around them. If the roots are not bruised by the

operation one need nnt fear digging too deep or too far

around. Scraping the trunks and branches, washing

with lye, potash water, urine, disB;)!ved dung, soap suds,

lime water, &c. &c., is serviceable to the growth and

health of the fruit tree.

Priming, though better perhaps, either earlier or later

than now, is yet better at this season than not done at

all.

Grafting —If your scions were cut al the proper time,

they may be set at any time before June. Many diffe-

rent composilionn are recommended for grafting wax.

Each of tliein is doubtless good. We have no one espe-

cially to recommend as profc-rable to all others. Last

Beason, upon the recommendation of a gentleman of

many years' experience in grafting, we melted beeswax

and tallow in equal parts; into this mixture, while hot,

wo dipped narrow strips of old cotton cloth, took tliem

out, and wound thi in into a ball. With these strips for

bandages, and with the beeswax and lallow for our

wax, we set an hundred or two of scions, which have

done very well. This is a wax easily made, and of very

convenient application.

The Ho/r Yard.—The early part of the season is very

good for manure making by the swine, if you will fur-

nish them with materials. The practice too commonly

is to clean out the yard in April, and leave it unreplen-

islied until the hurry of spring work is over. In this

way, four or six valuable weeks are almost lost. As

soon as the yard is cleaned out, muck, leaves, soil, hay

or whatever else you may have on hand fur the purpose,

should be thrown into the yard at once.

Working the Soil.—\\. is very favorable to the growth

of the crop to make the ground fine. The plow will

not often do this effectually. The plow is esfential in

fitting the ground for the roller and harrow—but it is

not of itself sufiicieiit. The best piocess we have found

for bringing our grounds into a good state for the crop,

and for easy working of the crop, is to roll immediately

af\er we have plowed, and then take the harrow and

go with it both ways. Some will object to this that the

harrow is too hard for the team. This is an objection,

as harrows are usually constructed. But for common
lands, a small harrow, not more than 3 1-2 feet wide

behind, and with the teeth small but numerous, is the

best. The common horse-harrow can be easily loaded

80 as to sink deep when you wish, and even then a com-

mon team will carry it easily. This loading can be easi-

ly accomplished. Take three or four sticks of hard

wood, four feel long each. Let one of them be only 4

or 5 inches through ; another 7 or 8 inches, and another

a foot. On some rainy day, cut notches into each of

these that will let it on to the harrow frame, so that it

will hold in place. Tims prepared, you may, according

to your wishes, take the harrow alone—or the harrow

and a thirty pound log ; the harrow and a sixty or sev-

enty pound log; or the harrow and an hundred and

twentyfive or hundred and fifty pound log. We like

this way much better than the using of a harrow that is

very heavy of itself With such a harrow and with the

roller, we can bring our land into a better state than we

can with the plow. Farmers genernlly do not use the

harrow enough, nor let its teeth run deep enough.

RUTA BAGA.

Next to the carrot, among roots, wf prpfer the Ruta

Baga for feeding stock. And while we like the carrot

best, we do not think it advisable to cultivate that ex-

clusively. The season is often much more favorable to

one crop than the other, and the chances for a supply of

roots is better with the two kinds, than with either

alone. Besides this reason for trying both, we have

these others also—that the ruta baga requires a less ex-

pensive kind of manure, and should be sowed later, or

at a less busy time than the last of May and first of

June. When we have had the ruta baga upon stable

or barn manure, and have sowed early, we have had

luxuriant tops in the early part of the season, but tlie

roots llien almost invariably become wormy and rotten.

When we sow from June 20th to 2oth, on composts,

with little if any dung in them, our crop usually does

well.

Muck or meadow mud and grey sand are the best

matters we have used for the main body of our compost

for this crop. Take 5 or 6 cords of the mud that has

been dried or frozen, and mix with this three cords of

the sand—grey or white—but not the red, which is im-

pregnated with iron. The action of the sand upon the

mud, in three or four weeks will reduce it almost to

powder, and will reduce the size of the heap almost

one-half, provided it be thrown over two or three times,

as It should be. Fifty or sixty bushels of live ashes or

an hundred of leached, thrown into the heap, will make

« j;cr?/ ffooi/ dressing for half an acre. Three or four

bushels of salt would be quite an improvement. Also,

10 or 12 bushels of bone substituted for one-hnlf of the

ashes, would make the compost still mora valuable.

The ruta baga requires a soil that is free and light to

work, and that will pulverize completely. A grain

stubble or clover roots, either, when plowed in, is very

favorable to the ruta baga crop. The land should be

thoroughly worked before the manure goes on. Then

spread the compost on the surface, and with the plow

throw into high ridges :W or 30 inches apart. On each

ridge put a single row of seed. We have found the im-

•ported turnip, cabbage, and radish seed invariably to do

better than American grown—though of carrots and

beets we like American best. We always take English

ruta baga seed, soak it in blubber oil 24 hours, and then

sow.

These are the safest and best rules we can give—and

by following them, we think the chances are almost

certain that 250 bushels will grow on the half acre, and

the chances are even that the yield will be 350. The

cultivation may be done mostly with the horse.

(Jj=Gen. H. A. S. Dearborn informs us that his cherry

trees, which blossomed on the 1.5lh of May, in 1841, and

on the U)th of April, in 134'J, blossomed this year on

the 9th of May. (Sec page 303—article " The Season.")

POTATOES.

We must repeat our ajvice that potatoes be not plant

ed too deep. By this we have no reference to the quan

lily oftiirl put on the top of them ; but we mean tha

they shall have below them, three or four inches at leas

of soil that has been loosened by the plow. A gooi

way is to spread the manure, then lay the potatoes oi

the surface of the ground, and cover them with th,

plow or hoe, as is most convenient. A still better wa"

is to ridge up with the plow, and then set the potatoe

into the ridge

—

seed end up.

The suggestion respecting the use of tan bark in th

production ufpotatoes, in an article on another page

is worth testing.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION OF KLOWERS.

Saturday, May 13, 1843.

We were gratified by the liberal contributions of on

friends today, and to learn from others that they iiiten

to contribute largely to our exhibitions during the pr«

sent year. It also gave us pleasure to see so many <

our li lends thus early in the season visiting our roorni

giving evidence that the science of horticulture and tb

love of flowers, has not been chilled by the icy hand e

winter. Our hall will be open every Saturday, from I

lo 1 o'clock, and we would respectfully state that w
shall do all in our power to make a visit to our rooi

agreeable to our fellow-citizens.

The Tree Rose, in full bloom, from the garden of JJ

S. Sweetser, of Woburn, made a splendid show, an

while it was surrounded with admirers, we had M
Sweetser in our mind's eye, and thought we heard hir

exclaim,

" O, fondest object of my care !

Still fairest found where all are fair."

FroniMrS Sweeter, Woburn—Roses; A Tree rose

cut roses; yellow Noisette, Lamarque, White Tea, Bet

gal Triumphant, Blush, and pink do. ; new French dc

Geraniums—Ophelia, Annette, Portia, Decorum.
From Isaac Livermore, Esq., Cambridge—Seedlin

Geranium, fine.

From J. F. Allen, Esq , Salem—Roses r Lawrenci

rubra, Princess of Nassau (musk scented,) Agripin

(Bengal,) Victoria modesta (Tea,) Cramoisie supeiieui

Eugene Beauharnois.

By Mr J. L. L. F. Warren, Brighton—several ver

hai rdsnme Bouquets.

By Miss Sumner, Dorchester—two showy Boiiqueti

From the Public Conservatory, Boston—two seedlin

I'elar^oniums and a Fuchsia, worked with Guam
The effect of this new manuie is really surprising, bo

we are under the impression that while the growth

the plant is much increased, the flower is not at all im

proved. For the Committee,
S. WALKER, Chairman.

Notice.—The premiums for Geraniums, viz ; lor III

best cut flowers, with foliage in single trusses, wiUb
awarded on Saturday, the 20th inst. The flowers mui

be in the stands by 10 o'clock.

Per order, S. WALKER, C/iairnmn-

EXHIBITION OF FRDIT3.

In the absence of the Chairman of the Committee o

Fruit, we will state that Mr J. F. Allen had a bunch (

Black Hamburg Grapes, and a dish of luscious Mal«J

Figs, fully ripe, and of good size.

We will also remark that the two Pelargoniums, sei

in by Mr Teschemacher, were the seedlings which h

exhibited at the last anniversary, as having beentreale

with Guano. They were exhibited merely to show ih

virtue of this new manure in the production of bloon

each of them having more than 300 flowers. Bein

chance seedlings, it was not expected the quality of th

flower would be superior; but the great number '

blooms for the first lime is very surprising. S. W.

EXHIBITION OF VEGETABLES.

Mr J. F. Allen, of Salem, exhibited a good specime

of Asparagus. J. A. KENRICK.
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MISCELLANEOUS

The Housetoife.—A good housewife is one of

Ihe first blessings in the economy of life. What
we mean by good is, that she possesses tliose qual-

ifications, and exercises them, which are essential

lo the good order and economy of ii family, the

tidy appearance, good manners and respeclnbility

of the children, and the comfort and enjoyment of

the domestic circle. She should understand, par-

ticularly, every branch of household duty, so as to

be able to perform it on any emergency—and

these emergencies are liable to occur to all— and

at all times be able to superintend and direct. De-

pend upon it, men put a great value upon the

housewife qualificHitiMn of their partners nfLc mar-

riage, however little ihcy may weigh with them

before ; and there is nuthing which tends

mar the felicities of married life, than a reckless-

ness or want of knowledge in the new housekeep-

er, of the duties which belong to her station. We
admire beauty, and order, and system, in every

thing, and we admire good fare. If these are found

in their dwellings, and are seasoned with good na-

ture and good sense, men will seek for their chief

enjoyments at home ; they will love their home
and their partners, and strive to reciprocate the

kind offices of duty and affection. Mothers that

study the welfare ol their daughter.--, will not fail

to instruct them in the qualifications of married

life ; and daughters that appreciate the value of

these qualifications, will not fail to acquire them

—Buel.

Dialof^ue.—Parishioner. It amazes me why

ministers don't write better sermons. I 'm tired of

their dull, prosy affairs.

Parson.—But it is no easy matter, my good wo-

man, lo write good sermons.

Parishioner.—Yes, but then you are so long

about it. I could write one myself in half the time

if I only had the text.

Parson.— O, if a text is what you want 1 will

furnish that. Take this one from Solomon : " It

is better to dwell on the house-top than in a broad

house with a brawling woman."

Parishioner.—Do you mean me, sir ?

Parson.—O, my good woman, you will never

make a good sernionizer : you are too quick in

your application Zion^s Herald.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvenienls have been maile the past year in the

form and workmanship o( these Ploughs ; the mould hiard
has been so fornied as to lay tkc t'ltrroio completely ot^cr,

turning- in ci^eri/ particle of g-rass or sliibbtc, and leaving the

ground in the best possible 7nanncr. The length of the
mould hoard has ht n very much increased, so that the
Ploucrh works wilh the greatest ease, hoth wilh respect lo

the holdini» and ihe learn. The Gommitlee at the late trial

of Plnuglis al Woreester, say,
' Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say lo

ore to 1
'he inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try E*routy & Mears, but if your landis heavy, hard orrocl.y,

BEGIN WITH Ma. Howard's.''
At the aljove mer.tloned I rial the Howard Pl'^ugh did

more work, wilh the same power of team, than any other

plough exhibited. No other turned more than tweutyso/en
and one half inches, to the 112 lbs. draught, while ihe

Howard Plough turned twenfynine and one half inches, to

the same poioer of team ! All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially

made.
There has been quite an improvement made on ihe shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can he renewed wilhoul
having to furnish a new landside ; this shoe likewise secures
the mould board and landside together, and strengthens liie

Plough very milch.

The price of the Ploughs is from S6 lo $15. A Plough,
sufficient for breaking up wilh four callle, will cost about
SIO 50, and wiUi culler Si, wilh wheel and cutter, S2 50
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Sture^

Nos. 51 St 52 North Market .Street, bv
JOSKPH BPvECK & CO.

WINSHIPS.
Received by recent arrivals from France am

England, 500 large Orange and Dessert Pnrlugi

and Standard QUINCE TREES, six or mori

feet in height, very desirable productions for ever

Horticulturist to possess, lieing the large kind «

fruii. Several thousand fine Pear and Apple Slocks, by th

hundred or ihousand. Also, by ihe same arrivals, the usu*;

imporlalionsof new fruit bearins Trees among them a larg

quantity of handsome Bartlett Pear Trees, and Oruamcntj
productions, all of which can be had immediately, by for

warding orders by mail, addressed lo WINSHIPS', Bright

on. Mass , or left at JOSEPH BREGK & CO.'S, 51 «!.tl

North Market street, Boston. ' March 29.

STRA-WBERRY PLANTS.
We can supply the following varieties of Strawberry

Plants, English Wool, Early Virginia, Hovey's Seedling,

Methven Castle, Keene's Seedling, Bishop's Orange, and
many olher fine varieties. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

Boston, April 15.

Frait, Ornamental Trees, &c.

NURSERY OP WILLIAM KENRICK.

OP PEAR and PLUM, ofPEACH and CHER
PiY TREES — a collection unrivalled in fnrmi

vears, for fine trees of new and finest kiadi

Fruits most valuable, mote rare, being just n

__ ceived from Europe in new supplies, of things als

uncommon, and beautiful, or no where else to be obtained.

Gooseberries of first quality. Apples, Quinces, Grape Vinei

Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, &c. The new abridge

and descripiive Catalogue for 1842 will be sent to all wh

apply.

Ornamental Trees and Shrulis, Honeysuckles, &.C. Splei

did varieties of double yellow Harrison and other Roses—

i

Tree Peonies, of Herbaceous Peonies, of Double Dahlias, ai

other flowering Plants, &c. Rhubarb of first rale newei

kinds, Thorns for hedges, &c.

All orders addressed to the subscriber will he promptly a

tended to, and Trees, when so ordered, will be securely pad
ed in Mats and Moss for safe transport to all distant placi

by land or sea, and delivered in the city free of charge, fi

Iransporlation by the wagon which is sent thither daily, i

orders may be left wilh any ol the authorised agents in Bostoi

WILLIAM KENRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, March 18, 1843. eptJl

Patriotism.—During the siege of Boston, Gen.
Washington consulted Congress upon the proprie-

ty of bombarding the town. John Hancock was
the President of Congress. After Washington's
letter was read, a solemn silence ensued. This
was broken by a member making a motion that the

House should resolve itself into a committee of the
whole, in order that Mr Hancock might give his

opinion upon the important subject, as he was deep-
ly interested from having all his estate in Boston.
Taking the floor, he addressed the chairman of the
committee of the whole, in the following words

:

" It is true, sir, nearly all the property I have in

the world is in houses and other real estate in the
town of Boston ; but if the expulsion of the British
army from it, and the liberties of our country re-

quire their being burnt to ashes

—

issue the order

for that purpose immediately,"

Suppose you were lost in a fog, what are yc
most likely to be .' Mist.

lU.OOO PEAR STOCKS.
The subscribers offer for sale 10,POO Pear Stock of Amer-

ican growth in first rale order, and much superior to those

imported. For two feel Stock S3 00 per hundred.
One and a half do. do. 2 50 do

Feb. 15. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

POIIDRKTTE ! POUDRETTE ! I

The subscribers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,

Poiidretle in quanlities to suit purchasers; packed in Bar-
rels in order lor shipping, or transportation by wagon or Rail

Road.

The experience of five years past has satisfied many
farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation upon
vegetable matter, producing greater abundance, and is the

cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the

factory in Brookline, will meet wilh prompt attention.

For sale bv J.BRECK & CO, 51 and 62 North Market
St., Boston. ' Oct. 26. •

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.
Grindsyines of different sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved with a foot treader, is found to be a great improve-
ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung
in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever
used, give universal salisfaclion. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale by J.

BRECK &- Co., No. 51 North Market street.

SILK BUSINESS.
Silk Worm Eggs, Pea nuts, and Sulphurs, at S$3 50 per

ounce.
Mulberry Trees. Cantons and Muliicaulis at $60 per

thousand delivered in Boston, by J. R. BARBqUR.
Oxford, Jan. 23, 1S43. ) „,

Near Depot on N. and W. R. Road. S

HARRIS' TREATISE ON INSECTS.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., Harris' Treatise

on Injects. Price 82. Also, the second edition of Dana'e
Muck Manual, price 62^ cte. Feb IS.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Slirnbg,

The subscribers can furnish every variety

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs whii

can be obtained al the Nurseries in the viciiii

of Boston, at low prices, and of the first qualit

and pack them securely, so that they can lie se

to any part ol the country in safely.

Those who may be in want of Trees will be well accoi

moilatcd by sending their orders lo the subscribers at No.

North Market Street.

March 22. JOSii-PH BRECK & CO.

NllRSKRY#H. VANDINE, informs the public that he

has a choice collection of Pear, Plum aiidj,^

Peach Trees, Goosefierries, Raspberries, Isa i

bella and Catawba Grape Vines, Shrubs, &c.

Cambridgcport, Winsor Street, 1 1 2 mile from BosK

April 12.

BUCKTHORNS FOR HEDGES.
10,000 Buckthorn plants, averaging about one fool

height. Also, Pear Trees, standard and dwi'rf, of the ni

and fine varieties, for sale by JOHN C. LEE, at his Nurse;

in Dearborn street, North Salem. 6w. March 15.

MUCK MANUAL.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Mi

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price C2J.

Boston, April 13.

LACTOMETERS— a sUnple instrument for leBH:

the quality of milk. For sale by J BRECK &. CO.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 '' Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK &&
No. 52 North Market st.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or $2 50 if not pi

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank

sobacriptions and remittances for newspapers, willii

expense to subscribers.

TVTTLB AMD DEnKBTT, PRINTERS.
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For the N. E. Farmer.

JORREL—ITS CONNECTION WITH ACIDI-
TY IN SOIL.

JIr Put.nam—I was much gratified ivilli an ar-

icle in your last, upon Sorrel, from the pen of Mr
)arling;, of New Haven. He fortifies his positions

filh convincing facts within his own observation

nd experience. Tlic common notion that the ex-

itence of sorrel is proof positive of souniess in the

oil where it grows, is most satisfactorily exploded

y Mr D.'s illustrations of its fallacy. " Tlie exis-

nce of oxalic acid in sorrel," says he, " is no

lore proof that the soil is sour, than a sour apple,

r spur grape, or sour pie-plant is proof of sour

oil." This is plain—and in view of the manifest

orrectnessof this position, it seems passing strange

3 me that the opinion should have been so gene-

ally prevalent—even among men of more than or-

inary intelligence—that wherever sorrel thrives,

ie soil must of necessity possess an undue share

f acidity.

It is commonly supposed—and such has been

18 teaching of tho agricultural press—that the

pplication of unfermnnted muck to land, engen-

ers a growth of sorrel, because of its superabun.

ance of acidity ;—and I recollect reading in your

aper a few weeks since, a communication over

le signature " F.," in which the writer favors this

elief, and says, in support of its correctness, that

leing un ible to account for a sudden appearance

f sorrel in one of his fields, he consulted Dr. Jack-

on as to the cause, who said that he (" F.") must
ave applied unfermented muck to the ground

—

'hich, tlie writer says, he subsequently discovered

'as the case ; and after mentioning that the sorrel

ontiniied in the land through two years, he adds,

lat he presumed '' it remained in the land till the

icid of the muck had become neutralized, and then

le food for sorrel was gone."*

Now I wish to ask, Mr Editor, what becomes of

his doctrine, or how do chemists explain the mat-

er, if the position of Mr Darling be correct (as I

elieve it is,) that " /Ae reg-efafc/e acids (the oxalic

line; one,) are produced in the plants themselves and
iot iji the 3oil"')\ Would it not seem from this

hat a growth of sorrel does not necessarily follow

rom an application of unfermented muck?—or do

reason from false premises ? Besides, if an acid

oil is so very congenial to sorrel, the application

>f alkaline matters to such soil, ought, upon well

ettled chemical principles, to render it equally un-

ongenial to that plant;—but such (as Mr Darling

hows,) is not the effect. He says he has seen

orrel growing in soil which had a coating of lime

wo Inches thick.

If sorrel does invariably or generally follow the

ipplicatiun of acid matters to soil, and if this is

lot the effect of the acidity of such matters, what

;ause for it does chemistry assign .'

If sorrel is not a true criterion, what, (if any,)

are the sure indications of a preponderance of acid-

ity in a soil ?—such, I mean, as may be detected

without the agency of analysis.

If you, Mr Editor, are unable to enlighten me
upon the points invoked in the foregoing queries,

may I ask the favor of Dr. Dana or Dr. Jackson,

to whom the agricultural community are already

greatly indebted for endeavors to promote their in-

terest.

Very truly, yours, D.

0[^The communication by " D." relates to a

point in agriculture upon which we are in the

dark. Until last summer, we held the opinion that

lime and ashes would diminish the sorrel on tho

land, ffliy we held the opinion, we hardly know,

but probably because we had often so read, and
perhaps experiences and observations, now forgot-

ten, had induced us to form it. But in the sum-
mer of 1841, we put »n hundred bushels of soap-

boilers' spent barilla in a heap upon a clover stub-

ble. In a few weeks after, the heap was taken up

and spread upon an adjacent reclaimed meadow.
This heap of spent barilla and lime, we supposed

to contain alkalies rather than acids—and yet, in

1842, the spot on which the heap had been formed,

gave a growth of much sorrel, and very little clo-

ver. This fact unsettled our opinion in relation to

the action of alkali upon sorrel—and it is still un-

settled. We know not what tosay. If the chem-
ists can enlighten us, we shall be very thankful

for their aid.—Ed. N. E. F.

"See N. £. Farmer, of April 12—page 322.

tSee " " of May 17— lil page.

For the New England Farjner.

BUGS ON VINES.

Mr Editor—As the bugs area great hindrance

to the growth of yines, I will suggest for the bene-

fit of my brother farmers, what I think will prove a

remedy.

I noticed in a paper last year, that the writer

had not seen any squashes that looked aa flourish-

ing as a lot of marrow squashes adjoining the

Ocean House, Phillips' Beach, Lynn, which you

know is on the sea-shore. The thought struck me
that the application of salt or brine would effectu-

ally prevent the destruction' of the vine. Care

should be taken not to use it so freely as to de-

stroy the vine. I shall try it this year, and hope

others will do the same, and give you the result of

the experiment.

A Farmer or Middlesex.

May 15, 1843.

We are glad to have this subject again brought

up. It was we, ourself, who saw the field of

squashes near the Ocean House. It was many

per cent, better than any other field of marrois

squashes that we saw in the course of the season.

We thought, too, with our correspondent, that the

salt of the ocean was the cause of their preserva-

tion. We hope our Middlesex farmer and others,

will try the salt or brine. We will suggest, too,

where it is convenient, that a little nitrate of pot-

ash (saltpetre,) or nitrate of soda, be used with the

salt, for these are thought to be peculiarly favora-

ble to the growth of vines. Hut we have fears

that this method will not answer our purpose en-
tirely. For the great mischief is done by a fly,

that dcposites eggs on the stalk of the vino near
the ground, and these eggs produce worms which
in August eat the pith of the stalk and root, and
thus bring death. Now it may be that this fly

docs not like to live in tho salt atmosphere of tho

beach, and for that reason the vines there are un-
touched by it. And yet the salt which it would do
to put around the vines, where the fly docs live,

may be insufficient to keep it off. But Itt us try.

We tried last season to keep the fly oft' by put-

ting offensively smelling matters around the hills,

but without any benefit.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

For the N. E. Farmer.

IMPROVE ALL THE LAND.
At the sides of fields, near the wall or fence,

where the plow cannot be brought to work, there

is often a strip of land left unimproved, which, if

dug vihh the spade and planted with winter squash-
es, beans, and bush peas, would, with little or no
after cultivation, pay the farmer as well as any
other portion of his land. And this need not inter-

fere Viith the attention demanded by the crops on
the main body of the field, but can be done afker

their wants have been attended to, and at a time

when the farmer is comparatively at leisure.

This may seem a small matter— but these littles

are not to bo despised. I have seen such strips of
headland left unoccupied by any useful growth,

which if improved as above suggested, would, I

verily believe, have yielded as much profit as ac-

crued from a quarter of an acre of the crops in

the field—supposing them, if corn, to have given

50, or if potatoes, 200 bushels per acre.

I maintain that it is good policy not only to cul-

tivate a little land and cultivate that well, but also

to make every inch of that of use in the production

of some crop. Leave no more space than is abso-

lutely necessary for a due operation of heat and
air, and for working the crop, (and this is much
less, in my opinion, than is generally allowed,) and
let the borders of the fields be made to contribute

in some way to the general profit. Our acres, im-

proved to the best of our nbility, return ns but a

meagre profit— but the cases are many in which
this might be enhanced by practicing the sugges-

tions above submitted. Utilitas.

May 22, 1843.

Modesty Beauty is never so lovely and attrac-

tive, as when it is accompanied by retiring modes-

ty. The most beautiful flower of the garden, that

most attracts and charms the senses, never appears

so lovely as when it is beheld sweetly peeping

frimi the midst of its curtain of green leaves, which

serves partially to protect it from the sun and the

elements, and which renders its charms doubly in-

teresting and beautiful

—

Selected.
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From the Transactions of the Essex Agricuttural Society. .

EXPERI.MENTS WITH MANURES.
To the Committee on Manures :

Gentlemen—Feeling desirous to ascertain the

com[iarativo value of different kinds of manure, I

resolved to try several experiments. For this pur-

pose I selected a piece of warm pasture land ; the

soil a gravelly loam. After it was plowed, \ mea-

sured off six lots, 5 rods long and ] rod wide.

On lot No. I, I carted one cartload of compost,

made of meadow mud, with which was mixed 13

gallons of waste soap.

No. 2, one cartload of green manure.

No. 3, compost made as follows : I hauled a

quantity of loam and meadow mud into my barn

cellar, about the middle of June, 1841. I kept on

it from six to eight shoats ; added the manure of

two horses about three-fourths of the time ; also,

the manure of about twenty head of cattle about

six weeks; also, hauled in mud as seemed neces-

sary. Hauled it out the first of December, and

covered the heaps with mud. In the spring, put

on about 75 bushels of wood ashes, and pitched it

over three times. Also, with a portion of it, mix-

ed a peck of salt to a load. On moving it, I found

there were about two loads.

Lot No. 4, one cartload of the above compost,

without salt.

No. .5, two bushels of hone.

No. 6, two bushels of poudrette.

I then carefully spread all the manure, bone

and poudrette, and harrowed it in. On the 20th

of May, I furrowed it 3 ft. and 4 in. apart, making
125 hills on each lot. Planted it with Hartwell

corn. It came up well, as there was but one hill

missing on all the lots: that was on lot No. 1.

On the 27th of September I gathered it, hnd the

result was as follows : (reckoning 70 pounds to

the bushel)

—

Lot. Ears. Lbs.

No. 1, 470 117 53 KJ-32 hush, per acre.

" 2, 470 142 04 29-32 "

" 3, 455 128 58 17-34 "

" 4, 447 122 55 24-32 "

" 5, 465 116 53
" 6, 440 112 51

In the same field I tried another experiment on

ruta bagas—manure in the hill.

Compost, soap and mud, 20 loads to the acre ;

Bone, 50 bushels to the acre
;

Poudrette, 50 " "

Green manure, 20 loads "

Compost, as above, 20 " "

The turnips on the green nnnure came up thin-

ly, but they were very large. Bone, poudrette,

and compost, made of mud and manure, nearly the

same. Those manured with soap and mud, about

twcntyfive per cent. less. In another place in the

same field, I spread a cask of lime (slacked dry)

on to the grass on twelve square rods, and plowed

it in ; also, one bushel of salt on five square rods,

and plowed it in. I then manured it with compost,

the same as the other parts of the field
;
planted

it, part with corn and part with potatoes.

There was no perceptible difference in the corn.

But the pot.ito tops, where the salt was spread,

was considerably larger. The result of potatoes,

however was as follows:

Salt, 235 bush, per acre.

Lime, 292 "

Without Salter lime, 272 " "

In an adjoining field, where I plowed in manure,

I put into the hill as follows :

Bush. Corn.

Saltpetre, 150 lbs. to the acre. 64 per acre.

Salt, 3 bush. " 54 1-2 "

Poudrette, 5 " " 60 1-4 "

Bone, 7 1-2" " 0912 "

Plaster, 3 " " 70 1-4 "

Ashes, 8 " " 68 1-2 "

Without any dressing in the hill, 60 "

The above corn was weighed, and reckoned 70
pounds to the bushel.

In the fall of 1841, I prepared compost as fol-

lows : with about eight loads of meadow mud, I

mixed fifteen bushels of wood ashes ; also, in

another heap of the same size, I mixed two casks

of lime. After a few weeks I spread it on to the

grass in the same field. The grass the present

season, showed the good effect of the compost.

But that dressed witb a compost of mud and ashes

was the best.

In the fall of 1839, I prepared a heap of com-
post as follows : one part stable manure, and two

parts meadow mud. In the spring of 1840, I used

it in the hill for potatoes. Also, part of the same
field I manured with the same quantity of barn

manure. There was no perceptible difference in

the potatoes. In 1841, it was manured, and plant-

ed with corn. In 1842 it was sowed with oats.

There was no perceptible difference in either of

the crops.

In re^iard to salt, I have used it in different ways,

and never have received any benefit from it, ex-

cepting as above stated, in potato tops and com-
post for corn.

I have also used saltpetre in various ways; and

have received very little, and in most cases no

benefit from it. I have used ashes, and generally

with very great success, although sometimes they

do but very little or no good. I believe, however,

that if our lands ever are enriched, it must be done
principally by animal and vegetable manure, al-

though other manures may be used to some ex-

tent to good advantage.

JOSEPH HO W
Methuen, Aov. 30, 1842.

EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON
THE PRODUCTION OF BUTTER.

At a late meeting of the Highland Agricultural

Society of Scotland, a paper entitled." Experiments

and Observations on the Production of Butter," by

Professor Traill, was read by the author. These
experiments were made in connection with the late

Dr. Gerard, of Liverpool, who had paid much at-

tention to the subject, and assistance was occasion,

ally given by Dr. Bostock, now in London. The
experimenters had a dairy of four, sometimes of

live cows at their disposal ; but after numerous

preliminary trials, they found that the numerical

results, on the q'lantity of the butter obtained, were

most uniform and satisfactory, when each experi-

ment was made on a few pints only. The process

could thus be carried on in glass vessels, which
enabled them to observe the progress of the opera-

tion, to collect the produce more carefully, and

use a more delicate balance to ascertain the weight

of the butter obtained. This likewise enabled

thom to make the comparative experiments on the

same milk, on the same day, a point regarded as of

essential iinportance, as the richness, even of the

same cow's milk, is liable to vary considerably

from day to day, according to the nature of her
food, her health, end possibly too, according to

the state of the weather. The time which had
elapsed since the last calving, was also found to

have much influence on the quantity of the butter.

The quantity of butter was smallest, and the pro-
portion of cheesy matter greatest, just after calv-

ing ; and generally speaking, the milk of those

cows which yielded the least quantity was richest

in buttyraceous matter.

One of the principal objects in view was to as-

certain the comparative advantages of Churnino-

1. Sweet cream alone.

2. Sweet milk and cream together.

3. Sour cream or that slightly acid.

4. Sour milk and cream together.

5. Scalded cream, or what is called clotted

cream, as practiced in Devonshire.

The principal results of the experiments are the

following :

1. That the addition of some cold water during
churning, facilitates the process, or the separatioa

of the butter ; especially when the cream is thick

and the weather hot.

2. The cream alone is more easily churned than
a mixture of cream and milk.

3. The butter produced from sweet cream has

the finest flavor, when fresh, and appears to keep
longest without becoming rancid ; but that the but-

termilk so obtained is poor, and small in quantity.

4. That scalding the cream, according to the

Devonshire method, yields the largest quantity of

butter, which, if intended for immediate use, is

agreeable to the palate, and readily saleable ; but

if intended to be salted, is more liable to acquire,

by keeping, a rancid flavor.

The process of scalding is troublesome, and the

milk, after the removal of the cream, is poor, and
often would be unsaleable from the taste it has
acquired from the heating.

5. That churning the milk and cream together,

after they have become slightly acid, seems to be
the most economical process on the whole ; be-

cause it yields a large quantity of excellent butter,

and the buttermilk is of good quality, a point of

some importance where buttermilk is largely used
as an article of diet, as it is in Lancashire.

C. That the keeping of butter in a sound slate,

appears to dtfpend on its being obtained as freo

from uncombined albumen, or caseine and water,

as it can be, by means of washing and loorking

when taken from the churn.

The author mentioned the interesting fact that,

in the course of his experiments, he found when
sweet milk and cream were churned together, and

though cold water was added, after an hour and
half, and then after three hours' churning, not a

particle of butter was obtained.

DEEP PLOWING AND SUBSOILING.

The Rev. Mr Jaffray, of Dunbar, then read his

report of an experiment in deep plowing. The ex-

perihient was made upon a small field, sixtyfive

feet above the level of the sea. The soil was
sandy, resting upon a subsoil of sand and gravel

of great depth, and so thoroughly drained by the

declivity of the surrounding lands, that want of

moisture was its natural defect. By shallow plow-

ing, little depth of available soil could be obtained,

and the field was therefore subsoiled with the

Dennston plow, for crop in 1839, eighteen inches

deep. The vigor and luxuriance of the succeeding

crop, attracted general attention. For crop in
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1841, the field was equally dressed with sea-weed,

and four acres staked off. Two of these acres

were plowed twelve inches deep, with two horses,

and two of them eitjliteen inclies deep with four

horses.

These portions, managed otherwise in every re-

spect alike, were planted with potatoes of the Don
variety, and when the plants appeared above the

grounds, it was soon evident that those on the deep

plowed land liad greatly the advantage. Upon
iiftinw the potitoes, it was found that tlie land

plowed twelve inches deep, produced fiftyseven

bolls per acre, and that plowed eighteen inches

deep, yielded sixtynine bolls per acre, being a dif-

ference of twelve bolls per imperial acre of four

cwt. each. In the deep tillage, also, the potatoes

were larger, more cqal in size, and fewer of them

of a green color than in the other division of the

field. 'l"o the account of his experiment, Mr Jaf-

fray added some general remarks on the nature

and advantages of deep plowing.

The chairman made some observations on the

necessity of obtaining a greater number of experi-

ments in deep plowing than have yet been made,

to enable us to determine whether such a process

is at all times advisable in a thin gravelly soil.

Ho had himself tried it in such a soil, and the re-

sult was unfavorable.

—

Chester (Eng.) Far. Herald.

F.ARMS AND WORKSHOPS.
The time is coming, if not already here, when

farms and workshops will be no less valued as in-

stitutions of learning, than for producing beef, po-

tatoes and cotton—or coats, plows, and spinning

jennies, and every variety of food, clothing, and

implements ; not merely for acquiring a knowledge

of agriculture and the mechanic arts, but of the

whole circle of sciences and of useful knowledge,

embracing all branches of mathematics, natural

history, political economy, history, biography, man-

ners and customs of nations, &c.

Facts, literally without number, prove as far as

facts can prove, that any young man or woman

can acquire a far better education, in connexion

with some productive employment, as a means of

support—entire support—board, clothes, tuition

and books—than can possibly he acquired under a

mere mental employment. Not merely n better

; physical education, but intellectual and moral—

a

sounder mind in a sounder body.

Some have supposed that Mr Burrit, the learned

blacksmith, is a prodigy : not so ;—he merely il-

lustrates a great principle (better, perhaps, several

principles,) of human nature and of human happi-

ness. It is, that when one member rejoices, all

the others rejoice with it ; and when one member

suffers, all the other members suffer with it. He

himself scouts with contempt the idea that genius,

( capable of high attainments, is conferred upon a

favored few, and modestly cites the twentyone first

years of his own life, in connection or in contrast

with the nine last years, as proof of his position.

The plain truth is, that the way is open and the

means abundant and at hand, for learned black.

smiths to become scientific lecturers, through the

length and breadth of our land. And not learned

blacksmiths merely, but learned printers, coopers,

hatters, tailors, shoemakers, and learned mechanics

wherever any mechanics are to be found; and

learned farmers in still greater numbers. Why
not ? Are not all farmers and mechanics experi-

menters in science ? Does not every mechanic.

in every operation ho performs, apply, and of

course illustrate, some principle of science ? Is

any other man a scientific experimenter on so large

a scale as the fanner ? Which of the natural sci-

ences does he not use in his business .-'

What is in the way, then, of all our farmers be-

coming learned farmers.' of all our mechanics be-

coming learned mechnnins ? And suppose they

were—what then ? By their intclligenoo and vir-

tue, they would form a foundation for our republi-

can institutions, and for the liberties of our rcpub-

lie, as immoveable as the everlasting hills Hoi-

brook's Self Instructor.

CULTIVATING GROUND WITHOUT MA-
NURE.

The following is from the London Gardener's
Chronicle, edited by Professor Lindley :

" Wonders will never cease While our agricul-

turists are eagerly discussing the comparative ad-
vantages of particular soils, and studying the theo-

ry of manures as propounded by Sprengel and
Liebig, a countryman of these distinguished pro-

fessors comes forward to proclaim that their labors

are vain
;

for, if we are to believe him, he has dis-

covered the art of growing luxuriant crops on the

poorest land, and without any manure whatsoever
;

and the cost of the process is so trifling, that for

the acre of wheat or maize, it does not exceed five

pence sterling ; and for rape, cabbage, &c.,

amounts to only about half that sum.

At first, we were disposed to consider such ex-

traordinary pretensions as an effusion of quackery,

and entitled to little or no credit ; but our incre-

dulity has been somewhat shaken by ihe numerous
and respectable attestations which the author has

appended to his pamphlet, and which tend to prove

that his method has been practiced with success,

during the last twelve years, in various parts of

Germany and Holland. Thus the certificates from

Vienna, dated 1829 and 1830, declare that Mr
Bick's process, which would seem to con?;ist in

some preparation of the seed, ' renders all dunging

unnecessary, is applicable to the poorest soils and
to all sorts of plants, and imparts to them a won-

derful degree of vegetation and fullness ;' and they

give the results of the experiments in the imperial

garden of the Chateau ; from which it appears that

wheat raised from seed sown by Mr 15. had larger

ears and more grains than that produced from un-

prepared seed ; that the barley showed ears with

full rows, and a large number of grains ; while

that from unprepared seed had only two rows and

a small proportion of grains on each stalk ; and

the Indian corn exhibited a far greater number of

much stronger and thicker heads.

At Budingen, again some plants of the sunflow.

er, treated according to Mr B.'s method, grew to

the height of ten to eleven feet, with woody stems

of eight and a half to nine inches in circunil'erence.

Ten or twelve potato plants, of a large yellow sort,

called Marbiiger, yielded each, on the average,

thirty good sized tubers, with stem and branches

seven feet long; and maize, which grew partly

singly and partly in rows, had from two to five, and

in some instances as many as eight and nine heads.

These crops were obtained in the garden of

Count Isenburg; and we are further assured by
the certificate, to which are attached the signatures

of two burgomasters, the court gardener, a grand

ducal councillor, and other official personages, that

they were raised in ground but partially dressed,

and in the midst of tall weeds. The trials of this

method in Holland, made in the summer of 1H;M,

were attended with results not less n.slcinishing.

Prepared wheat and rye, though sown thick, gave
."JO to (iO, and cren 80 stalks from one grain; and
a plant of barley bi>re 8 large ears. Buckwheat
rose to 4 12 and 5 feet ; llnx had 4 and .'5 stems
from one seed ; and Indian corn grew from 'J to 10
feet in height with 4 to 5 heads, from a single corn.
The green crops were equally luxuriant."

Liebig's Agricultural Cliemistry teaches us that

nm»io)ita ia the great stimulant to the growth of
plants. .\i one of the late agricultural meetings
in Boston, Dr. C. T. Jackson suggested that seeds
might bo coated with sumo guimny substance, and
t.hen rolled in guano, enough of which would readi-

ly adhere, to produce all the effects ascribed to

those foreign prepared seeds—their preparation

being a secret.

A mere teaspoonful of guano, applied to a newly
struck rose cutting of a few inches in length, had
been sufficient, by the following spring, to produce
a bush of some si.x feet in height. It is the re-

ceived opinion that the nourishment of vegetable

life is derived from the atmosphere A'ewark Mv.

Jlcid on Jf'ood—its effect on Salt and Butler.—
It has been frequently remarked by those who are

in the habit of packing butter, that that kept best

put down in stone; the next best, in oak or white

ash firkins,the wood of which had been boiled sev-

eral hours previous to working, and that butter

packed in firkins of unprepared wood, frequently

acquired a strong and disagreeable flavor, which
seriously injured its quality. The reason of this

has not been generally under.=tood. Mr Moir, of

Scotland, has been instituting a series of experi-

ments on the subject, which appear to have thrown

some light on the matter. He found that most

kinds of wood contained considerable quantities of

pyrolignic acid, which decomposes the salt with

which it comes in contact. The linden, or bass-

wood, was the only wood he found entirely free ;

but the other kinds he experimented upon were

easily freed from the acid by boiling three or four

hours, well pressed under water. It is evident

that firkins made of staves prepared in this way,
would be decidedly improved, and as the preserva-

tion of butter in a sweet and pure state, is an im-

portant matter to the dairyman, we think iniich

would be gained by a proper attention to the ves-

sels in which it is packed Selected.

Influence of Vegetation in the Formation of Soil.

—Beside rocks, vegetation itself contributes to

the formation of earth : thus upon the most naked

rock some imperceptible lichens first establish

themselves, which act upon the rock, ai?d contri-

bute, with the atmospheric influences, to decom-

pose it. Soon this first decomposition mingled

with the remains of the first vegetation, forms a

small bed of vegetable mould ; then other stronger

plants grow, such as the large lichens, the mosses,

the grasses, &c., whose more powerful action and

more considerable remains, increase with greater

rapidity, the eartliy bed, and at last convert it into

an arable soil. Such, we have reason to believe,

has been the first ni(;de of formation upon a great

number of regions, and if we still see naked rocks,

it is because their abrupt situation has prevented

the establishment of any vegetation.

—

Farm-House

of the 19lh Century.
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For the N. E. Farmer.

APPLES IN ILLINOIS.

Mr Putnam— Dear Sir— I have read witli niiicTi

interest the "Report on Orchards," signed " E.

Phinney," in the N. E. Farmer, of 22d March, and

heartily subscribe to many of tlie practical and

very iisefulTemarks which it contains. I am per-

suaded that an orchard slionld be cultivated with

as much care as a field of corn, and that no weed

should be allowed to show its head within six or

eight feet of a. tree. I felt a little chafed, liowev-

er, at what I considered an unfounded slur upon

all orchards which happen to be situated elsewhere

than under the palmy latitudes of "41 and 43 de-

grees north." Your townsman, Benjamin Willis,

Esq., favored lis with his company last night, and

this morning looked at my young orchard, which

was planted on the 23d of April, 1836. He will

probably hand you this letter, and I shall request

him to describe to you the general appearance of

my orchard, and the appearance and flavor of its

fruit. Our latitude is 36° 40', and we flatter our-

selves that we can show apples which are not sur-

passed by those of any other region for size, beau-

ty, flavor, and durability. Our apples not only

keep, but preserve their juice and relish until July,

when the earlier kinds begin to ripen.

I think that this part of Illinois, certainly, if not

the whole State, may be called "the land of the

ripple." To illustrate this assertion, I bog to state

that more than twenty ycnrs since, I visited a far-

mer then living a few miles below Alton, upon the

Mississippi, who led me through a large and thrifty

orchard. I tasted of the fruit from a great num-
ber and variety of trees, all of a good size, fair lo

the eye, and fine flavored—much of it vcn/ fine,

and none indifll'rent. After returning to the house,

I asked where he had been able to seiect so fine a

variety of choice fruit. He replied Vliat his trees

were all seedlings ! There was not a grafted

stock in his orchard. Probably the only serious

objection to his fruit was, that it was too early
;

the greater portion being fall fruit.

My orchard, as I have already stated, was plant-

ed in 183)5. Many of the trees commenced bear-

ing in 1841, and our most experienced orchardists

agree in the statement, that a well cultivated tree

will commence bearing in this less favored latitude,

in six years. My thriftiest young trees have now
a diameter of more than 21 inches, and bore from

two to three bushels to the tree of superb fruit last

year, which preserves its beauty, firmness and fla-

vor, without the slightest deterioration or blemish.

Two of my neighbors are in the habil of shipping

apples to New Orleans, and they inform me that

their apples command a better price than any oth-

ers in that market, and that they are frequently

purchased there with the intention of shipping to

Mexican ports, or to the island of Cuba.

One of my neighbors i.s a veteran orcliardist, if

not the veteran orcliardist of the State. He culti-

vates nearly fifteen humlred apple trees, and tells

me that he has a few trees in his orchard which

give him more than ten dollars a year each, net

profit, from the sale of the fruit. Ho cultivates a

nursery, and has adopted a mode of grafting which

is much more economical and t'xpcditiou.'=, and per-

haps no less successful, than any which prevails in

the Eastern States. I would describe his method,

but if you arc not too wise to be instructed, we
are too modest to think of attempting to instruct

our eastern progenitors.

Having witnessed the slow growth and the crab-

bed propensities of the apple in latitude "41 and

43," when compared with the most indificrent fruit

of tliis latitude, it seemed but an ordinary tribute

to justice, that I should attempt to correct what I

conceive to be a decided misapiirehension relative

to the culture of the apple, so far as our beautiful

climate is concerned.

Very respectfully,

WILLIAM S. WAIT.
P. S.—Our much lamented friend, Mr Fessen-

dcn, published in the N. E. Farmer, some years

before his death, an accnunt of seasons remarkable

for the degree of cold exhibited. If you could

readily turn to that account, some notice of it at

this time would no doubt be quite interesting to

your readers. 1 subjoin the range of the thermome-

ter in this climate for the month of March, during

the last three years :

Mean temperature of March, 1841, - 40'

1842, - 52°

" " " 1843, - 24°

Greatest dog. cold of March, 1841, - 10'

1842, - 24°

" 1843, . 0°

82'^

Greatest dcg. heat of March, 1841,

1842,

184.3, - 48°

We have little ice or snow in this latitude at

any time, but the opening of spring this year, is

not less than six weeks later than u=ual.

Greenville, Bond Co., Hi, J}pril 17, 1843.

Oy^The remark of our corro.spondent that his

trees of seven years, are 21 inches in diameter, we
think must have been a slip of the pen. He
meant, we presume, circumference. If such bo not

his meaning, we may think the trees fruitful for

their t/ears, but not so for their size, if they bear

two or three bushels apiece.

Our wisdom here at the East, is not so great but

that we need to learn more—and the modesty of

our western friends, will not, we hope, deter them

from instructing us.

That method of grafting, we trust, will be de-

scribed to us.

We are very happy to loarn that the dwellers in

latitude 38° 40' have so good an apple climate,

and are pleased to see one of them so well nttost

the merits of the skies that bend over him. We
take his word for the excellence of Illinois apples,

but at the same time, we shall hold our opinion

that Massachusetts apples are No. 1, until we get

a tasle of those that grow out West. Our corres-

pondent may bo sure that any thing more that he

may wish to say upon this or any other subject,

will be welcome Ed. N. E. F.

The Crops.—Tlie Germantown (Pa.) Telegraph,

of a late date, says : "Notwithstanding the back-

wardness of the season, we received on the first of

May, several stalks of rye handsomely in head.

One of them was full three feet in height. The
fields from which these were taken, promise very

fine crops ; and we learn that the grain generally,

wheat and rye, looks quite encouraging. The
grass, too, within the last week, has sprung up

amazingly, and with mild weather the present

month, will yield abundantly."

Never promise what you have not the means and

the intention to perform.

THE FARM HOUSE OF THE XIXth CEN-
TURY.

This is the title of a French work upon agricul-

ture, by M. T. Bailey—translated by Eiizur Wright,

Jr. : published in parts by S. P. Haskell, New York

:

1842.

A friend has kindly loaned us the first No. of

this work, containing 48 pages. We have turned

over its leaves, and have inferred that it will be a

valuable work in the library of every farmer who
has time and" ability to read extensively and re-

flectingly. We hope the translator will receive

sufficient encouragement to enable him to go on

and finish a work which he has well begun. The
following extract may serve as a specimen of the

work, and perhaps contain some suggestions which

may be found useful upon some cold evening or

morning:

" Of Cooling and Congelation.

" It is known that during a calm and clear night,

the bodies upon the surface of the earth, become
colder than the atmosphere, becauee in the ex-

change of caloric which goes on between^ them
and the sky by radiation, they emit more than they

receive. Certain bodies that are bad conductors

of heat, particularly, possess this property of emia-

sion. Such are the herbaceous parts of vegeta-

bles. So the vapor of water, which is dilVcised

through the atmosphere, is condensed upon their

surfaces, and forms, according to the season, the

dew or the hoar-frost

The dew exerts only a favorable influence upon

vegetation. The hoar-frost is the more to be fear-

ed, because it is ordinarily struck by the rays of

the sun, and in rapidly meetmg, must take from

the parts of the plant with which it is in contact,

so much heat as seriously to injure the organiza-

tion.

By a remarkable exception from the ordinary

laws of nature, water in passing into a solid state,

sensibly increases its volume. Its expansive force

is such in this state, that it can raise masses of

rock and burst metals. Hence when the cold sur-

prises vegetables in the sap, the latter dilating,

while the vessels that contain it diminish in diame-

ter, by congelation, there necessarily result dama-
ges, always serious and sometimes mortal.

This fact serves to explain in a general manner,
why the plants the most sensible to frost, arc those

whose vegetation, as in warm countries, is con-

stantly active, and why those of our climate dread

the alternating of sudden frosts and thaws, much
more than they do gradual and durable freezing,

although it may be much more severe.

The effects of these sudden frosts seem to be

the more fatal because the sun immediately strikes

the parts seized by them. Whether this is owing

to the considerable cooling produced by evapora-

tion, which can scarcely be admitted except when
the surface of the vegetable is covered with ice,

or to the difl'erent temperature of the part.s which

are or are not exposed to the calorific rays, the

fact is affirmed, and gardeners frequently |)rofit

by their knowledge of it, in saving' their plants.

When the plants are in pot, they take them into

closer places some moments before the sun op-

pears. Deprived for twcntyfour hours of the great

light and heat of day, they thaw gradually, equally,

and rarely experience the injury they would have

felt in the open air. If they are in the earth, they

endeavor to shade them, and cover their stems

with straw.

J
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Agriculturists luivo not the same resources. In

I
gnrt'en, straw mats or pieces of canvass, dry

talks or leaves, can to a certain extent ward off

ransicnl frosts, as tlioso generally are wliicli conio

ut of season. In tlio field, the evil is often irrenie-

iable.

Aiioiher evil of frosts is, by throwing up soils

if a certain kjnd, they unroot and partly destroy

tie fall grain. But thus, by the same action, they

id the good efTocts of the plowing of stony soils,

nd besides they render real service in destroying

^e larvfB of insects and whole generations of inju-

ious animals.

Snow is formed when the aqueous vapors lose,

y the sudden cooling of the air, a quantity of cal-

ric more than sulficient to condense them into

rops of water. It is certain that the prolonged

resencc of snow upon the surface of the soil, is

enelicial to the products of culture. Without

Beking to explain this, as elsewhere, by the che-

lical properties which snow cannot possess in a

reat degree more than rain, it is natural to sup-

ose that it acts meclianicaliy in warding off the

ost, and retaining for the benefit of vegetation

ie heat of the earth, and the small quantity of gas

hich may be disengaged under its influence. It

therefore a real protection, which provident na-

ire has destined for cold countries."

LIQUID MANURE.
At an agricultural meeting in England, Mr Kin-

lonts made the following remarks:

"It is nearly twenty years since I first cnmmenc-

d using liquid manure on grass lands. I have a

rge lank, 30 feet by 10, and 3 feet in depth, which

Ae urine from the cattle sheds, &c. runs into. I

,ve a large barrel with which I carry it out to

lie fields. Attached to the cart is a small trough,

11 of holes, such as is used for watering the

treets. It may also be used to advantage by being

iiixed with compost. I have found it useful in

ap-dressing, and good for the turnip crop.

The urine of six cows, fed on turnips in winter,

ill enrich a quantity of earth sufficient to top-

ress an English acre of grass land. It would re-

luire about £5 worth of manure to perform the

me operation.

The advantage of irrigating grass land with

Tine, I have proved on a small piece of ground,

own with Italian grass, convenient to the cistern,

hich I cut four times in one season, each cutting

iveraging four feet.

I would recommend farmers to make a trial of

The expanse of making the cistern convenient

!j the cow-sheds is but trifling ; it should be situa-

3d, also, where the slops from the house would

un into it. They will be more benefited by pur-

uing this plan, than by allowing such a quantity

f valuable manure to be lost."

—

English pap.

Gypsum, or Plaster, first introduced into the

Jniled States from Paris, by Dr. Franklin, has ef-

icted most important improvements in agriculture,

loth in this and other countries. In Germany,

ays Lampodius, one of her own agricultural wri-

ers, " It may with certainty be stated, that by the

_ise of gypsum, the produce of clover and conse-

[uent amount of live stock, have been increased at

east one-third."

—

Footers Essay on Manures.

Vtom ihi'Alliiiiiy Cullivulor.

TAN AS A FERTIM'/KK.
Eiliiors of Ihc Ciillivittor— I avail myself of the

opportunity you afliird me by the inquiry of Mr J.

\V. Saunders, of Virginia, to give you some infor-

mation respecting the value of tan as a manure,
and to point out the mode of using it most advan-

tageously. It is indeed a subject hitherto not sat-

isfactorily resolved, whether the residue of the

bark of oak, after having been employed for the

purpose of tanning, can be of any utility to agri-

culture. I have investigated the matter thorough-

ly, and made several comparative experiments, and

the fidlowing is the substance of precise results I

have obtained during several years of trial.

Tan, as such, is almost inefficacious, and even

detrimental to certain soils ; but blended with veg-

etable substances, especially when these are green,

and then subjected to violent and long fermenta-

tion, it may be successfully applied to every soil,

not as constituting manure by itself, but as a re-

tainer of the valuable properties of the matters

with which it is mixed, and as hindering the es-

cape of the carbon which is in the soil ; for by the

operation of tanning, the bark has lost the greater

portion of the salt and alkalies which every woody

fibre contains. Tan, however, has still some stim-

ulus, which, in contact with lime, serves to excite

the humus and make it soluble.

If your correspondent chooses to make use of

his tan in its natural state, and without any other

preparation, meadow land is the best recipient fiir

it; there its utility is most certain, for it increases

the vegetable bed, warms the new plant, checks

the emission of the carbonic acid developed in the

soil by manure or by vegetable or animal mutter;

there it is the most speedily decomposed, by reason

of the greater abundance of humidity. However,

it is well to mix a little plaster of Paris with it.

GEO. BOMMER.
.Yew York, Jlpril 1,3, 1843.

From the same.

A christian's life is nothing else but a short trial

)f his graces.

COLIC IN THE HORSE.

There are few diseases more troublesome or

dangerous to the horse than the colic. One of the

best descriptions of the disease, and its mode of

treatment, is to be found in Stewart's Stable Econ-

omy, from which we have condensed the following:

" The horse is usually attacked by the colic sud-

denly. In the stable, he paws the ground with

his fore feet, lies down, rolls, lies on his back, but

at times, when the distension of the belly is not

great, will sometimes lie still for several minutes.

When the distension is great, he neither lies or

stands still a minute, but lies down and gets up in-

cessantly, strikes his belly with his hind feet, and

looks wistfully at his flanks. When standing, ho

makes many and fruitless attempts to urinate, and

the owner generally imagines there is something

wrong with the water.'' Sometimes in the worst

case3°the swelling is very inconsiderable ;
but in

all cases, as the disease proceeds, the pain becomes

more and more intense ; the horse dashes himself

about with frightful violence; the perspiration runs

off him in streams ; his countenance betrays ex-

cessive agony, and his contortions are not .sus-

pended for a moment.

Sometimes he is attacked on the road. " If his

pace is fast, he should be stopped at once. To

push him oil beyond a walk, even for n Klnirl dis-

tance, is certain death. The hnw(;l.'»arc displaced,

tyisti'd and 9tran:;iilated, partly by the dislenlioii,

hut aided a great deal by the ex>'rlion, and im ined-

iciue will restnre their, to their proper position."

When death ensues, the bowels are fcniiid inflamed,

twisted, and generally ruptured.

In the treatment of colic, the first ohjoct is to

arrest the fermentation that is the primary cause,

and re-establish the digestive powers. " In mild

cases, a good domestic remedy in common use

among old-fashioned people, who have never hoard

of inflamed, spasmed or strangulated bowels, in

whiskey and pepper, or gin and popper. About

half a tumbler of spirits, with a teaspoonful of pep-

per, given ill a quart bottle of milk or warm water,

will often aflTord immediate relief. If the pain do

not abate in twenty or thirty minutes, repeat the

dose. Four ounces of spirits of turpentine, with

twice as much sweet oil, is mucli stronger ; but if

the horse is much averse to the medicine, turpen-

tine is not always safe."

" There is, however, a bettor remedy, which

should always be in readiness wherever several

draft horses are kept. Take a quart of brandy,

add to it four ounces of sweet spirits of nitre, and

three ounces of cloves. In eight days this mix-

ture or tincture is ready for use ; the cloves may

still remain in the bottle, but tlicy are not to be

given. Set the bottle by, and label it distinctly,

' Colic Tincture.' The dose is six ounces, to be

given in a quart of milk or warm water, every fif-

teen or twenty minutes, till the horse is cured.

Keep his head straight and not too high when it is

given. Do not pull out his tongue, as some stupid

people do when giving a drink. Give him room,

and if he will not stand till the drink be given,

watch him when down, and give it, though he be

lying, whenever you can get him to take a mouth-

ful ; hut give the dose as quickly as possible. Af-

ter that, rub the body with a soft wisp, walk. the

horse about very slowly, or give him a good bed

and room to roll. In eight cases out of nine, this

treatment will succeed, provided tlie medicine be

got down the horse's throat before his bowels be-

come inflamed, or strangulated, or burst. The de-

lay of half an hour may be fatal. When the se-

cond dose does not produce the relief desired, the

third may be of double or treble quantity. I have

given a full quart in about an hour, but the horse

was very ill."

Bottles are generally used for giving medicine

to horses, but unless the neck is wound with twine,

there is danger of the horse breaking it with his

teeth, and injuring himself with the pieces. A
large horn, with a small point for insertion in the

mouth, is preferred by many, as exempt from this

danger.

Lnnl Lamps.—According to the experiments

which I have made, G5 lbs. of lard will supply two

lamps in constant use 'or four hours in each 24, the

year through, and each give as much light as a

common spermaceti candle. The advantages

which the lard lamps have over common candles,

are, the light is clearer, they need no snuffing, and

they are cheaper ; while the trouble of filling them

is no more than that of cleaning candlesticks.

They have none of the unpleasant odor of whale

oil lamps ; and are attended with less than half the

expense. [The writer refers to lard, as such, not

the oil separate.]— Cor. Alh. Cult.
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Boston, Wednesday, May 24, 1843.

STUDY ON THE FARM.

More exercise of llie mind in observing nnd reflecting

upon the course of nature and the processes of cuUiva-

tion, would be of vast benefit to most farmers and to

their sons. Some few among tliem do pass over their

grounds and aU)ng ihe roads witli the eyes open. They

notice the adaptation of different crops to the difl'erent

soils ; they observe the effects of the different processes

of cultivation. Such farmers find work for the mind as

well as the body; they thus keep tliemselves bright

and contented. The lediousness of hard labor is lessen-

ed by the activity of the mind. Nor is the good result

confined to tliemselves alone ; their sons and their hired

laborers catch the same spirit of dbservalion and reflec-

tion, (if they have been cteated capable of such things,)

and thus they become more intelligent nnd more efE-

cient laborers. The sons are more contented with

home and with the work upon the farm.

Where the various crops in the field are made matters

of study, they possess an interest and a value distinct

from the amount of money they may bring in. They

become one's teachers; they give him lessons lu be

treasured up and to be used. And it is those only wlio

seek to learn and to profit by these lessons, which are

furnished by the growini; corn and potatoes and fruits

of various kinds, who really are intelligent and exem-

plary farmers. A few; by dint of unwearied toil from

year to year, and by a soul pinching parsimony, may

get money;—and this too, without observing any les-

sons, excepiing a fev/ brief ones which were inculc4ti,d

by others while Ihey were your^g. But those wj.io

stick to the old way in every tliinir, through thick and

thin, and for no other reason than because it is the old

tcay, are not mm, and are not good farmers ;—tliey are

litUe more than brute laborers, who by dint of perseve-

rance get some money, but get Utile else tliat is worth

having. We are nut ridiculing the old wmjs, but are

only Siiying that they should be compared with new

ones, before one can with any propriety maintain that

they certainly must be the best. That the old are in

very many cases the best, is undoubtedly true ; that

new ways are sometimes better than old, is also as un-

doubtedly true. It is only by comparing them that one

can satisfy himself fairly and properly which path will

lead him most directly to the desired object.

The matters upon which farmers, and good farmers,

differ, are so numerous that no one can expect to settle

them all for himself in one year, or even in one life

This is matter of rejoicing, for every farmer may be as-

sured that he can never exhaust liis opportunities for

learning something new. The pleasure of acquiring

knowledge—and this is one of our lii<;hest pleasures—is

always to be possible with the tiller of the soil.

Is your corn best when planted deep in the soil, or

when put near the surface .' Does the cornfield yiitid a

better crop when you spread all your manure, or when

you put it wholly, or in part, in the hill ? Is this crop

best when you make no hill, or when you earth up

around ii? How many hills, or how many stalks upon

the acre give the largest amount of grain ? Is it best

to plant in hill!i or in drills?

For potatoes— is it best to spread all the manure ? or

will vou put it in the hill .' If in the hill, will you have

it above or below the seed ? Are hills or drills best.'

Do you cut the seed, or plant it whole? Do you put

the seed deep in the earth or keep it near the surface ?

Is grass seed best sowed with grain in the spring? or

will you plow up the stubble and sow in August and

September? Or will you seed down to grass with the

corn crop ? Or will you simply invert your bound-out

fields, lop-dress, and put on tlie grass-seed immediately ?

Which of all is ihe safest or most profitable?

Sliall your manure be plowed down under the sod, or

will you, after plowing, put it on the surface and harrow

it in ? Do you find the most benefit from it when you

use it fresh from the barn, or when you let it ferment

and pulverize before it goes upon the land ?

These and a thousand similar questions are disputa-

ble; and the coirect answer to most of them you must

learn by obseiviitions upon your oicn lands, and the lands

of your neighbors. Books and papers upon agriculture

are valuable ;—ihey give many correct general princi-

ples and many useful hints ; but they were not written

with especial reference to the soil and subsoil of t/our own

farm ; and their teachings need modifications which

your own observations and experience must point out.

If you will but use your experience and your common

sense in connection with books, you will find the books

valuable aids; but it is only when you let what you

have seen, qualify and explain what you read, that you

can profit much by reading.

We come then to the point from which we ought to

have started—that the farm, Tjour own farm, is a place

for siurfi/ and observation; and that in order to learn

with correctness and satisf.iction, you must keep some-

thing like a regular journal in which your doings and

observations must be noted down. Most men are apt to

forget. The daily record will at all times enable you

to recal past observations, and to bring them up to bear

upon your future practice.

CATERPILLARS.

These are numerous upon the apple trees this season.

Go to work and kill them. Where the nests are within

reach, pull them off while the worms are in, and put

them under your foot. Early in the morning, for two or

three hours at midday usually, and perhaps often at oth-

er hours, you may find them all in the nest;—those are

the times to work. It is almost labor lost to strip off'

the nest at Ihe times when most of the worms are oal

upon the limbs and leaves; for those that are out feed-

ing, will build up the nest immediately upon their re-

turn to the spot where the nest was. Make their de-

struction a regular business ; take not those only that

are on the apple trees, but those also that are on the

wild cherry and other bushes.

Those that you cannot reach, may be destroyed by

making a bucket or half bucket of strong soap. suds, of

potash water, lye of ashes, suds of whale-oil soap, &c.;

any of these will answer. Then get a light pole—longer

or less long, according to the lieighl of your trees.

Around the end oi the pole, wind some old rags— fasten

them on well—then, dipping this swab in your suds, ap-

ply it to the nest in such a way as to bring the liquor on

to the worms as much as possible. Brush the nest

away entirely, and wash the limbs around where it was.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY IN HARVARD UNI-
VERSITY..

We are happy to learn that "a meeting of a few stu-

dents of our University to take into consideration the

expediency of founding a society for the promotion of

soieniific agriculture," has been held. The result, we

believe, is, that those " few" will commence the forma-

tion of an agricultural library, and will hold meetings

from time to time. We gladly give them our approba-

tion, and it will aflord us pleasure to aid them in the

accomplishment of their object-. Should any of the

alumni or other persons, have agricultural works which

it would be pleasant to themselves to bestow for the in-

crease of this library, we presume tlie gift of them will

be very gratifying to the students who are moving in

this matter.

The beginning is small and modest. It is all the bet-

ter for being so. The little seed has been planted : in

time a tree may grow from it, that will add beauty and

value to cur Alma Mater.

PRESERVATION OF ISABELLA GRAPES.

At the Horticultural rooms on Saturday, we saw a

bunch or two of Isabella grapes of last year's growth, in

a very tolerable state of preservation. They were exhi-

bited by Mr J. L. L. F. Warren. He had packed them

in cotton, last autumn, and placed them in a closet,

where they had been left forgotten, until the time of

spring house cleaning.

[p=The initials of the worthy Chairman of the Com-

mittee on Flowers, afiixed to a paragraph in the Horti-

cultural report in our last paper, was done by the type-

setter through mistake. Tlie paragraph referred to

should have been credited to the Transcript.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS.

Saturday, May 20, 1843.

By J. F. Allen, Salem—Roses : var. Agrippina, Bon-
ne Silene, Lady Byron (a perfect nonpareil,) and very

good specimens of the Hoya, or wax plant.

By J. A. Kenrick, Newton—Miignolia conspicua, and
M. soulangiaiia ; Pyrus Japonica, var. scarlet and pink,

very prolific, the stock being almost covered by the

flowers; and Azalea pontica.

By .1. L. L F. Warren, Brighton—Cactus Ackerma-
ni, Hoya carnosa, Geraniums in var. and several Bou-
quets.

By S. Sweetser, Woburn—a fine Fuchsia Gracillis, ir

pot, in bloom. Geraniums, var. Fanny Garih, Ophelia,
Conservative, Portia, Annette Roseum elegans, Victory

and Erectum.
By Miss Sumner, Dorchester— Bouquets.
From the Public Consei vatory, by J. E. TescheniB

cher, Esq.—Two seedlings of the Acacia Li phantha
One of these plants had been watered v\ith a solution n

Nitrate of Soda, one ounce to a gallon of water, threi

times a week for six weeks past. The other was truatet

in the ordinary way, both being of a size on the 5th Nov
last. The one watered with the Nitrate of Soda beinj

a third larger than the other, Ihe joints much shorter am
thicker, and appeared in a very healthy and growinj
state. We hope these plants will be presented for exam
ination at a future day, to test the durability of the stimn
lant applied.

Geraniums.—Mr Wm. Mcller, of Roxbury, exhibitei

five stands of Geraniums for the Society's premiuir
The principal portion of the trusses offered, were cu
from seedling plants , many of which were really beau
tiful. They were not named, and it would be difEcul

to describe them. Some were boldly marked, other

finely feathered and pencilled, the petals delicately col

ored, of good form and opening finely. They wer
well grown, as was seen by the specimens of foliag«

Were a comparison instituted with varieties imported i

great cost, the result, we are confident, would be favc

rable to Air Meller's seedlings. These were the onl

stands presented for premium, as will be seen by the r(

port of tfie judges subjoined.

A Dahlia (Countess of Liverpool,) was exhibited b

Mr Meller, the first shown for the season.
For the Committee,

H. W. DUTTON.

The Committee appointed to examine the Gcraniun
exhibited for premium, having attended to that dutj

award the premium of $5 for the best display of ci

flowers, with foliage, in single trusses, to Mr Wm. Mo
ler, of Roxbury. JMany of the flowers were seedlingi

and very beautiful. C W. Hovev, ) , .^
H. W. DUTTON,^-^"''^"-
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EXHIBITION OP FROITS.

Oranges nnJ Borgiipot Limes, from Mr. J. F. Allon,

fSalcin. [Those Limes were of the species frntii

hich iho oil of Bergiimot is obtained, iind were fresli

111 fragrant. Tlio oranges were very fair, sweet and
elicious]

Seaver's Winter Svvoot Apple, in fine keeping, from
r. Benjamin Sliurtlefl", Boston.

Isabella Grapes, growth of JS'12, in fine preservation,

cm J. L. L. F. Warren.
For the Ccniinitlce,

B. V. FRENCH.

EXHIBITION OF VEGETABLES.

From Mr. Samuel Sweetser, Woburn, fine specimens

•Rhubarb.
By Mr. John Hill, West Cambridge, very fine speci-

ens of Asparagus and Brocoli.

By Mr. J. L. L. F. Warren, good specimens of Aspa-

gns and Cucumbers.
For the Committee,

JOHN A. KUNRICK.

Notice.—The premium for Tulips, not less than thir-

blooms, will be awarded next Saturday, 27th inst.

Ptr order,

S. WALKER, Chairman.

TllERMOMETRICAL
Reported (or the New England Farmer,

lingeof tile i'bei mometerat the (iardenof the proprietors

111-! iVew England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

rt'iierlyoTCposure, forlheweek ending May 21.

May,lS43.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Advnnlage of Tight Lacing.—A very influential

pliysician in a populous town in Massachusetts,

was once appealed to by a gentleman to use his

influence in bringing into disuse the practice of

tiiT-ht lacing-, wliich was carried to a great extent

by the ladies in the town. The doctor heard the

appeal very tiuietly, and then returned for answer

that he could not conscientiously engage in any

undertaking of the nature, for, said he, " I think

this practice a great public benefit." " A great

public benefit I" e.xclaiuied the astonished philan-

thropist, " why, how can that be, do you not see

that a great many of our young ladies are ruin:ng

their health, and losing their lives by it?" "Yes,

yes," returned the doctor, " but my dear fellow do

you not see that it kills off only the fools, and we

shall all be wise ones by and by."

—

Selected.

Sagacity of Bears The Miltonian, published

at Milton, Penn., says : "While at Lewisburg, a

few days since, an old Indian declared that the

waters would be four feet higher this spring than

they had ever been before. His reason was, "the

hears are digging their holes four feet higher than

tltey ever did before." The old man lives on the

head waters emptying into the west branch of the

Susquehannah."

J\'osfs.—The lunatics in the Vermont Insane

Asylum publish a paper. A late number contains

some humorous remarks on noses. The mad wri-

ter says, " the nose has been placed by Providence

directly over the mouth, to pass judgment on the

food a sort of sanitary sentinel—a kind of quar-

antine officer, to prevent the entrance into port of

all things that are unsafe and unfitting."

The following beautiful idea is from Cooper's

"Two Admirals" : " It is a terrible thought, at an

hour like this, to remember that nothing can be

forgotten. I have somewhere read that not an

oath is uttered that does not continue to vibrate

through all time in the wide-spread currents of

sound—not a prayer lisped that its record is not

also to lie found stamped on the laws of nature by

the indelible seal of the Almighty's hand."

At a crowded lecture, the other evening, n young

lady standing at the ddor of the church, was ad-

dressed by an honest Hibernian who was in atten-

dance on the occasion, with—" Indade, miss, I

should be glad to give you a sate, but the empty

ones are all full."— Selected.

High Punnivs^—At a Phi Beta Krippa dinner

at Cambridge, some years ago, Edward Everett

having delivered the address, Mr Justice Story

thus complimented him :

The Orator of the Day—Applause follows the

footsteps of fame where Ever it goes.

Mr E. thus happily retorted :

The Members oj the Legal Profession—Howev-

er lofty their aspirations, they can never rise above

one Story.

An e.\"change paper mentions the poisoning of a

mother and two children by eating tnuskquash root,

mistaking it for something else. The mother died.

HOWARD'S IP/IPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have lieen maile the past year in the

form and workmanship of these Ploughs; the mould heard
has Iieen so formed as to lay Ike furrow completely ooer,
turning in every particle of grass or sliMIe, and leaving the
ground in the best possible manner. The length of the
mould hoard has he a very much increased, so that the
Plough works with the greatest case, holh with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,
" Should our opinion lie asked as to which of the Plousjhs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say to

the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try Prouty & Mears, hut if your landis heavy, hard orrocky,
BEGIN WITH Mr. Howard's. "

At the above mer-tjoned trial the Howard Pl"ugh did
more iDork, with the same psicer of teajn, than any other
plough cvkibiled. No other turned more than twentyseven
and one half inches, to the 112 Ihs. draught, while the
Hoioard Plovgh turned twenlymne and one half inches , to

the same power of team .' All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a newlandside; this shoe likewise secures
the mould hoard and landside together, and strengthens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to $15. A Plough,

sufficient for breaking up with four cattb;, will cost about
8l0 50, and with cutter Si, with wheel and cutter, 82 60
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at
the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,
Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.

Grindstones of ilifferent sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved with a (not treader, is found to be a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung

in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale by J.

BRECK &- Co., No. 51 North Market street.

POUDUETTE ! POUDRETTE ! I

The subscribers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,

Poudretle in quantities to suit purchasers ;
packed in Bar-

rels in order lor shipping, or transportation by v/agon or Kail

Road.

The experience of five years past has satisfied many
farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation upon

vegetable matter, producing greater abundance, and is the

cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the

factory in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For sale bv J.BRECK & CO, 51 and 52 North Market
St., Boston.

"

Oct. 26.

LACTOMETERS— a simple instrument for testing

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

WINSHIPS.
Received by recent arrivals from France an

England, 500 large Orange and Dessert Portugi

and Standard QUINCE TREES, six or moi
feel in height, very desirable productions for evei

Horticulturist to possess, being the large kind i

fruit. Several thousand fine Pear and Apple Slocks, by it

hundred or thousand. Also, by the same arrivals, the usui

importations of new fruit bearing Trees, among them a larj

quanthy of handsome Bartlett Pear Trees, and Ornament
productions, all of which can be had immediately, liy fa

warding orders by mm\, addressed to WINSHIPS', Brigh

on, Mass., or left at JOSEPH BKEUK &. CO.'S, 51 &5
North Market street, Boston. March 29.

Fruit, Oruamental Trees, &c.

NUIiSERY OP WILLIAM KENRICK.
OF PEAR and PLUM, of PEACH and CHEE
RY TREES — a collection unrivalled in formi

years, for fine trees of new and finest kind!

Fruits most valuable, more rare, being just ri

ceivedfrom Europe in new supplies, of tilings ah
uncommon, and beautiful, or no where else to be obtained.

Gooseberries of first quality. Apples, Quinces, Grape Vine
Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, &c. The new abridge

and descriptive Catalogue for 1S42 will be sent to all wl
apply.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Honeysuckles, &,c. Splei

did varieties of double yellow Harrison and other Roses—

i

Tree Peonies, of Herbaceous Peonies, of Double Dahlias, ar

other flowering Plants, &c. Rhubarb of first rate newei
kinds, Thorns for hedges, &c.

All orders addressed to the subscriber will be promptly a
tended to, and Trees, when so ordered, will tie securely pad
ed in Mats and Moss for safe transport lo all distant place

by land or sea, and delivered in the city free of charge, fi

Iransportalion by the wagon which is sent thither daily, t

orders may be left with any of the authorised agents in Bostoi

WILLI.'iM KENRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, March 18, 18-13. eptJl

Fruit and OrnaineULtal Trees and Slirul>s.

The subscribers can furnish every variety i

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs whic
can be obtained at the Nurseries lu the viciuil

of I'oston, at low prices, and of the first qualit;

and pack them securely, so ihat they can be sei

to any part ol the country in safely.

Those who may be in want of Trees will be well accon
modated by sending their orders to the subscribers at No. S

North Market Slieel.

March 22. JOSfPH liRECK & CO.

NURSERY#H VANDINE, informs the public that he ^^
has a cho'ice collection of Pear, Plum and^g«|
Peach Trees, Gooseberries, Raspberries, IsaS^Hj_ bella and Catawba Grape Vines, Shrubs, &c. «H

Cambndgeport, Winsor Street, 1 1 2 mile from Boslo:

April 12

HARRIS' TREATIiSE ON INSECTS.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., JIarris' TreaU;

on Insects. Price S2. Also, the second edition of Dana
Muck Manual, price 62j els. Feb 15.

MUCK MANUAI,.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Mai
uai for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Danaj price 62^.

Boston, April 13.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CC
No. 52 North Market St.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or $2 50 if not pai

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank (

subscriptions ..nd remittances for newspapers, witho:

ezpensato subscribers.
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N. E. FARMER,

INSECT AND WORM DESTROYER.
Of tlie value of the article described below, as

, worm and bug destroyer, we have no knowledge
;

ut the fact that it has, unsolicited, been sent us

'or trial, with the understanding that we are to

itnte.its results just as we shall find them, is pro-

luuiptivo evidence that it will prove serviceable.

We give publicity to the letter and the directions,

n order that any persons who may be disposed, on

.heir own judgment, to make trial of this now ar-

iclo, may know where to get it, and how to apply

in advance of our trial. We should not take

his course, but for the almost certainty that we
lannot test and make known the results of our trial

intil it will be too late for others to send for and

ise the article for their early vines this season.

>Ve do not recommend it, nor will Messrs. Breck

si Co. obtain it on thei.r own account, until its ef-

ects have been witnes.':ed. But we are willing to

id any pfrson in obtaining it who may be inclined

o moke trial of it on the strength of Mr Dey's let-

ler arid directions or card.

—

Ed. N. F. F.

„Veio York, May 20, 1843.

Mr Putnam—Sir— I have shipped one-quarter

>arrel of the Itiser.t and Jl'orm Destroyer for you,

ind another for Messrs. Breck & Co.

I ask you to accept of these, with a view that

'on shall vrperinunt tvith them, and see whether
Ihe article will be equally efficient in the destruc-

lion of bugs and worms with you as it is with us.

Mere accident brought about the discovery, and if

ray conjectures as to the extent of its efficacy arc

sorrect. I think it will prove among the greatest

oles^ings to the farjner and gardener, which liave

Been brought to light in these days.

Ask Mr Breck to try the article, and if it proves

•atisfactory, ho may advertise it for sale as agent,

und I will send to him any quantity he may order.

In haste, respectfully,

A. DEY.
43 Liberty St., Mw York.

The following printed card accompanied the

above letter

:

I Insect and Worm Destroyer,

A powder poison was discovcired the last year,

which will destroy bugs, flit's, worms, and animal-

culae of every description that infest cucumber,

melon, and other vines. It was tried with entire

[success last year on cucumber and melon vines,

with only one application, and that witliout any in-

Jury to the vines. The experiment was made by

putting a small quantity of the powder poison into

la sieve, then holding it over the hill and giving it

one blow with the hand ; a portion of the bugs

took Itight immediately, and next morning the

groimd was covered with the dead, which had ap-

parently come oui of the earth. It is a warranted

article, and it it does not answer on vines, the

money will bo returned. It is believed to be a

specific remedy against insects of every descrip-

tion, and will destroy those that infest shrubs, flow-

ers and plants, cabbages, turnips, and vegetables

of every description, the worm which destroys the

corn in the ground, that infests the peach and plum
tree, the Hessian fly ; and in fact it is certain

death to any insect or worm with which it comes
in contact and at the same time will not injure

vegetation.

It is made by the Lodi Manufacturing Company,
and may bo had at their factory on the llackcnsack

river, or at the office of the company, No. 43 Lib-

erty street. New York city. The price of one bar-

rel, $'2; half barrel, §1 50; quarter barrel, if\—
delivered on board any vessel in the city of New
York free of expense.

For the N. E. Farmer.

SHEEP DESTROYERS OF THE CANKER
WORM.

Mu EriTOR—Permit me, through the medium
of'your paper, to tell something worth knowing.

A butcher in Brighton, put his sheep into an or-

chard, and, while the next orchard, separated from

his only by a stone wall, w;a8 infested with canker-

worms, his had none. There is, probably, an odor

to sheep either so offensive that the canker-worms

are driven away by it, or perhaps it is a deadly

poison to them.

Would it not be a good plan for those whoso or-

chards are infested in this way, to turn sheep into

them to pasture, and thus save their fruit.'

May 23, 1843. A.

We know not the writer of the above, and of

course know not how far to consider the statements

in it as correct. If it be a statement of facts, the

information given may prove valuable to many far-

mers. Young and thrifty orchards generally,

would sufl'er from being put down to pasturage,

but perhaps the harm would be less from this than

the canker worms inflict. There is some difficulty

in seeing how a small flock of sheep, or as many
sheep only as could get a living in the orchard,

should be sufficient to kill by their feet all the

worms of an orchard ; but they would in this way

kill many at the time of their descent from the

tree, and this we should suppose. the cause of the

orchard escaping their depredations, rather than

any thing poisonous to them about the sheep. But

perhaps the conjectures of " A." are correct.

—

Ed.

N. E. F.

Jin Example for the Girls.—Miss Elizabeth Gun-

ning, of Michigan, a young lady of high respecta-

bility, and daughter of a distinguished citizen, late-

ly spun one hundred knots of fine run good woollen

yarn, and reeled eighty knots, all in one day, be-

tween daylight and dark. That is better than

spinning street yarn.

—

Mlchitran pap.

Education is a better safeguard for liberty than

a standing army. If we retrench the pay of the

schoolmaster, we must raise the wages of the re-

cruiting sergeant.

—

Selected.

GRAFTING ON THE MOUNTAIN ASH.
It is well known that the Mountain Ash (Sorbiia

Americana,) is one of the most beautiful ornamen-
tal trees, native in the Canadasand the mott north-

ern part of the United Slates, and that it is much
cultivated for planting in grounds and the public
avenues in many places where less liardv trccij

cannot tlirivc. It is also well known that in thoso
districts where the mountain ash thrives best, it

has been found very diflicult to propagate and
bring to maturity the apple and pear, of which tho
country bordering on the 45th degree of latitude

in Maine and the Canadas, may serve as an exam-
ple. It ie now found that this beautiful tree may
be converted to a still more useful purpose than
that of a mere ornament, viz. that of stocks for tho

propagation of the apple and pear, for which it

has been proved to be admirably adapted.

At a late meeting of the London Horticultural

Society, a communication was received from Mr
liornliy, who has been residing in Switzerland
stating that the grafting of pears on the ash was
there generally practiced, and that on some of tlie

high plateaus of the mountains, where the climate

and soil forbid the natural growth of the apple or

the pear, they were now grown with perfect sue-

cess, " the efiect being to retard the blossoms and
give vigor to the constitution." The flesh or fla-

vor of the fruit was not at all affected ; and tho

practice was successful whether budding or graft-

ing was adopted. It was found necessary that no
shoots which the stock might make the first year
should be taken off, but afterwards all such growth
must be cut away, and the graft alone remain.

Mr Thompson, gardener to the Socisty, stated in

reference to this communication, that the mountain
ash was one of the stocks on which pears were
grafted in tho Society's garden. As the pear graft

increases faster than the ash stock, he inferred that

the trees could not be as long-lived as the natural

pear tree ; still, as the mountain ash is much har-

dier than the quince, less liable to be attacked by

insects, and would thrive in almost any soil, it

might be advantageously used in many situations.

—Maine Cult.

Rich and Poor—Every man is rich or poor, ac-

cording to the proportion between hia desires and

enjoyments. Of riches, as of every thing else,

the hope is more than the enjoyment: while we
consider them as the means, to be used at some

future time for the attainment of felicity, ardor af-

ter them secures us from weariness of ourselves
;

but no sooner do we sit down to enjoy our acqui-

sitions, than we find them insufficient to fill up the

vacancies of life. Nature makes us poor only when
we want necessaries; but custom gives the name

of porerty to the want of superfluities. It is a

great privilege of poverty, to be healthy without

physic, secure without a guard, and to obtain from

tho bounty of nature, what the great and wealthy

arc compelled to procure by the help of art. Pros-

perity is too apt to prevent us from examining our

conduct; but as adversity leads ns to think proper-

ly of our state, it is most beneficial to us.

—

Johnson,
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MANURES—FERMENTATION OF—COM-
POSTING.

By the late John Yodng, Secretary of the Provincial

Agricultural Board, and Honorary Member of

the Massachusetts and Montreal
Agricultural Societies.

Tliure has been no point, perhaps, in agrictillu-

ral science more keenly contested, than the exact

degree of fermentation to which dung Bhould be

exposed, before it bo spread on the soil. Some

argue that it should be allowed to rot till its origi-

nal texture be broken down and destroyed ; others,

that the process should be carried a considerable

length, but checked about the middle of its course
;

while a third class allege, that the least incipient

Btate of putrefaction is at the expense of the vege-

table gases, and should as much as possible be

prevented, till tlie manure be deposited in the

earlli. Amid such a contrariety of warring and

discordant opinions, and these too supported by

naturalists distinguished for the extent and iinpor-

tance of tlieir discoveries, some portion of doubt

must adhere to whatever determination we adopt.

Sir H. Davy— a name of pro-eminent celebrity—
contends that the smallest degree of fermentation

is accompanied witli setting at liberty the eleinen-

tary principles, which will riaturally escape, unless

their disengagement be effected in the bosom of

the soil— in which case they wjll be imbibed and

kept in reserve for the purposes of vegetation. He
thinks, therefore, that straw, in place of being put

in the dung-yard, should he plowed down in a

fresh state, and that to facilitate its mixture with

the earth, it would be advisable to chop it small

with a machine. The conductor of the Farmer's

Magazine, although inspired with a due respect for

the conclusions of that celebrated chemist, openly

opposes this violent innovation on the common
practice of the farmer, and asserts, from a long ex-

perience, that unless a certain degree of putrefac-

tion comes on in the farm-yard, while the putresci-

ble substances ore recently voided and possessed

of natural heat, no subsequent fermentation will

take place in cold and clayey soils. He has known
dung and litter, which liad been turned down fresh

in the .''urrow, appear next spring withuut any visi-

ble change. Of course, it must have laid dormant,

without contributing to the growth of the plants.

He states, in support of his own views, an experi-

ment that was tried at the suggestion of n specu-

lative writer : " Dry wheat straw was regularly

laid in the hollows of drills, and potato sets plant-

ed above the atraw. Both were then covered with

earth: but very few potatoes ever came above the

ground, and these only towards the end of autumn.
When the field was at'terwards plowed, the straw

seemed to have undergone no change ; nor did it

convey any benefit to future crops. Had the same
straw been previously subjected to only a mode-
rate degree of fermentation in the dung-yard, there

can be no doubt but its effect would have been
very different." " Truth," says the common adage,
" lies between" ; and in all extreme cases, it is

safest to steer a middle course.

It is necessary, however, to remark that the
pushing of the putrefactive process to liie last

stage, and sufi'oring the dung to ferment till it

falls down into the black earth, is tlie most culpa-
ble and gross violation of all just agricultural prin-

ciples, and is now condemned in England with
merited reprobation. Long before animal substan-
ces come to this advanced state of putridity, the
nutritive exhalations are gone, and have mingled

with the great and imperishable elements of the
universe. All that remains is the black carbona-
ceous matter, which is scarce a sixth part of the

original bulk in value.

This controversy has lost much of its importance
since the invention and use of composts. Fermen-
tation—that great destroyer of all organic confor-
mation—is not to be feared by the farmer, if it be
conducted and carried on in the presence of earth,

which fixes and secures the gases as fast as they
are liberated. Even the degree of the process is

a matter of less consequence ; because, if the ele-

mentary principles are in keeping, and reserved
for future usefulness, it is immaterial whether this

has happened by a new absorption, or by still hold-

ing their original and unclianged form. In the

composite liill, the whole animal or vegetable
structure may be dissolved, and leave behind no
trace of existence, without the least waste of the

principles of fertility ; because the ingredients su-

peradded to the dung have become surcharged with

them, or fully saturated. We may go further, and
state, that complete decomposition is desirable in

this Case, which is so much to be avoided in the

farm -yard
;
because putrescent matter can only be-

come vegetable food by its resolution into primary
parts; and if this be effected by any preparatory

step, the young crop receives the full and instanta-

neous benefit. The compost manure is carried to

the field ready to give out its richness on the very

first call, and to supply the nascent radicle with a

copious share of nourishment.

I believe I have more than once stated that the

diversified tribes of the vegetable kingdom are

sustained by the circulation of the sap taken up
by the absorbent mouths of fibres. This sap,

which is extracted from the soil, holds in solution

either primary or secondary principle of bodies.

Whatever, then, is soluble in water, or can be ren-

dered so by the action of chemical laws, combines
with the sap and enters into all the interior reces-

ses of the vegetable structure, Both solid, fluid

and gaseous bodies are susceptible of solubility,

and of course contribute to the increase and suste-

nation of plants. Mucilage and sugar which are

solid, jelly which is fluid, ammonia, hydrogen and
carbonic acid which are gaseous, are all soluble

in water, and are besides the extracts of vegetable
matter; and these by the sap, may be drawn in as

nourishment, and either triinsformed by the secre-
tory organs into new compounds, or are still further

analyzed. The sap, then, is the stream of vital

life, and the more it is saturated with nutritive par-

ticles, the more luxuriant and vigorous the growth.
But it can only be saturated by the dissolution of
animal and vegetable bodies, and therefore the

more perfect the decomposition, provided the con-
stituent principles have not escaped, the richer the

manure. Hence a compost hill may remain for

years before it is applied, and be turned over seve-
ral times, to bring on successive fermentations,

not only without injury, hut with manifest advan-
tage

; while the simple dung of animals treated in

the same manner, would become entirely useless

and inefficient.

The putrefactive process may be carried on in

the presence of pure earth only, or of earth inter-

mingled with fibrous roots, or lastly, in the presence
of peat, which is an assemblage of inert vegetable
matter; and compost dung-hills may be formed
according to this three fold method.
JThe simplest of all composts is a mixture of

barn and yard dung, and surface mould taken from

a field under regular culture. Tlie proportions

between the ingredients are fixed by no determi-
'

nate laws, and consequently great liberty is allow,

able to the operator. I have known some instan-

ces where two carts of dung were used for one of

earth ; others, where they were ble.'ided in equal

quantities ; and it is not infrequent to compound
two of earth with one of dung. In fact, such is

the uncertainty in the composition, that almost ev-

ery farmer adopts a mode peculiar to himself, and

with equal success. No man need therefore fol-

low implicitly the rules which are laid down in

his department of rural economy, but may vary and

multiply his experiments, according to the sugges-

tions of fancy or the dictates of convenience. If

we slightly glance at the principle, we shall see

the cause of this seemingly endless variety in the

combination of the ingredients. ^The only use of

intermixing the soil with the dutig, is to imbibe

the gaseous elements of vegetable life, and hinder

their dissipation. If there be much soil, these ele-

ments will be diffused through it with less density

and compressions; if little, it will be more abun-

dantly saturated and enriched with the nutritive

vapors. Thus an ounce of sugar may be dissolved

equally in a pint or in a gallon of water; and the

muriatic acid may be so much diluted as scarcely

to exhibit its characteristic properties ; and in the

same way, the products of decomposition may eith-

er be concentrated into a small portion of earth or

scattered over a largo body. The only error into

which the farmer can run, is to supply such an in-

considerable quantity as will be incapable of im-

bibing the elastic and volatile particles, and thus

by his own mismanagement, occasion a waste of

the vegetable aliment. One cartload of soil to

two of stable dung, is the least proportion which

he should ever attempt to combine, and perhaps if

the two were mixed equally, he would be compen-
sated for the additional labor and expense.

The whole art of composting, is to arrange the

materials in alternate layers— to shake up the lit-

ter and dung with a hay-fork that it may lie loose-

ly— to cover the top and the sides with earth—and

to give it a sloping direction, that it may cast off

excessive moisture. Its height should never ex-

ceed four feet, or four and a half; and its breadth

should be such, that a man on either side may be

enabled to fling the ingredients into the centre

without trami)liiig on the heap ; for compression,

in all cases, retards the putrefactive process. If

the mass, after being compounded, is long in gene-

rating heat, urine, salt, or even fresh water poured

on the top slowly, that it may ooze downward,
will bring it on with rapidity. On the other hand,

should the process advance with too great vio-

lence, which can always be known by keeping a

stick in the middle and drawing it out occasionally

for trial, the fermentation must be rostrained by

turning over the dung-hill, and mixing anew the

ingredients. This will not only put a stop to the

mischief, but facilitate a second fermentation ; and
as fresh particles of earth will be brought in con-

tact with the decomposing matter, the whole will

be enriched and impregnated with the fertilizing

principles, 'i'hose general views are applicable to

every species of compost, and need not again be

repealed. Simple earth, although excellent for

strewing over the barn-yard, is unprofitable in com-
post heaps, because it is not a good fermcntating

agent. Of all materials for this purpose, peat is

the best—both exciting fermentation and supply-

ing a rich substance for it to work upon.
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ciu:m(cal salts as fertilizcus.
Rfii PiT.NAM— Dear Sir—Will yon Imve the

goodness to invite some of your aHriciiltiiral frieiula

who an; desinms of proinotiiior tlio science ofagri-
cultural cheinislry, to make a series of cotjiparative

experioicnis with the following salts, which inny

be obtained at any dru^jirist's store. They may
be mixed with soil and applied in small quantities

around the youn;:: plants. Those marked with *

it is most desirable to have tried :

*Carbonate of ammonia—alone and mi.xed with

swamp muck.

•Sulphate of anmionia.

'Muriate of ammonia.
•Phosphate of ammonia.
Phosphate of soda and ammonia.
•Phosphate of soda.

•Nitrate of ammonia.
Nitrate of soda.

Nitrate of potash.

Nitrate of lime.

Comparative experiments made with burnt bones
.nd ground bones, will also prove instructive.

I should like, also, to see comparative experi-

nents made with sea salt and gypsum, especially

f made in the interior of the State, whore gypsum
xts more favorably than it does on the sea-coast.

Phosphate of magnesia enters into the coniposi-

lion of many cereal grains, and it would be in-

itructive to have experiments made with the phos-

hate of magnesia and ammonia,
I have made analyses of Indian corn, wheat,

lals, rye, beans, peas, chesnuts, and of the

Beds of many other plants both of the Monocotyle-

(onous and Dicotyledonous orders, in which I dis-

(overed the presence of phosphates of lime, mag-
"€sia and ammonia, which are always in the Coty-

dons. These salts, you are well aware, can

ome only from the soil, and their general presence

1 the Cotyledons of plants, seems to indicate their

nportance in the vegetuble economy.
Their ;,ilue as necessary ingredients in the

odies of animals, must be obvious to every

^fleeting man. If vegetables did not contain

hosphate of lime, it is clear that herbivorous ani-

lals could not live, or that they would have no
ones, and carnivorous animals who live on the

srbivorous, would be equally destitute of them.

The phosphate of ammonia, which is obtained

om Indian corn, and from other plants, is also a

\
jry important principle of animal nutrition.

i The object of the above suggestions as to a

tjmparative trial of some of the chemical salts,

made with reference to the synthetical proof of

leir value as fertilizers. The chemist may make
aalyses in his laboratory, and show the presence

certain matters in plants;— he may also find

1 in the soil in small proportions ; but the far-

s experiments in the field are required in or-

. to render the proof of their value as certain as

can be made by any Iiuman means.

Let me now suggest some cautions as to the

lanagement of saline manures.

It is well known that every powerful manure if

Bed in too large quantities, will injure, or even

estroy vegetation. This is true as respects saline

nd mineral and animal manures, which have a

owerful action on plants. Saline matters, espe-

ially the carbonate of ammonia, should be used

1 very sparing quantities. If dissolved in water,
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not more than 10 grains should be put into a gnl-

Ion of water, and the plants must not bo watered
with tliis solution more than once in a week. If

used too freely, the plant will run too umch to fo-

liage, or it may even be killed, exhibiting the ef-

fecls well known to farmers, but erroneously attri-

buted to the hciit of the manure. If used in a <!ry

slate, carbonate of ammonia may bo mixed witli

dry soil or peat, or with dry swamp muck, wliich

30 doliquceccnt that it would not remain long in
the surface soil.

In suggesting oxpcrimcnts with saline manures,
I would remark that the expense of ths compari-
tive trials cannot amount to much, for a few Bijuaro
yards of soil would bo amply sulficient for each
experiment, and but a very small quantity of each
salt will be required, say I! or 1 ounces at the most.

The economical application of such salts as
may be spnringly applied around the young may be found to he advantageous to the crop, may
phints. I know by my owji researches, that if be left for subsequent consideration. \Vc have at

present only to determine their relative values, and
may find out cheap ways of preparing such as may
be desired hereafter.

Thousands of tons of valuable salts are wasted
every year which might be saved and applied to

useful purposes, if a demand should warrant the
preparation of them for the market.

The time may come when agriculturists will

look to the manufacturing laboratories for a supply
of many valuable manures.

Respectfully, your ob't serv't,

C. T. JACKSON.
Boston, May 20, 1843.

From the Farmer's Caliiuet.

used properly it is one of the most valuable ma
nures. In I8;5I, I learned from Prof. Le Coq, in

Clermont Ferrand, in France, who has made the
best experiments on saline manures, that ho had
made successful use of carbonate of ammonia as a

fertilizer, but he then supposed it would prove too

expensive for general economical use. Consider-
ing the minute quantity required, and that it now
costs but 18 cts. per pound, and will be afforded at

a much lower rate when in greater demand, I have
no doubt but it will soon become an article of gen-
eral use as an ingredient of composts.

Sulphate of ammonia I desire to have tried

against carbonate of ammonia, in order to test the

views of Lieliig as to the advantage of fixing the

ammonia as a sulphate.

Muriate of ammonia is a common product of

European volcanoes, and is exhaled from their cra-

ters in enormous quantities. Now it is known
that those volcanic districts are remarkably fertile,

and it will be interesting to know how far this

salt afl^ects the fertility of the soil. It will proba-

bly operate best on calcareous or marly soils.

Nitrate of ammonia is a comparatively high

priced salt, but if, as I anticipate, it should prove

a powerful fertilizer, it may he made at much low-

er cost than it is at present, its use being now so

limited that there are no large manufactories for

its preparation.

Nitrates of soda and of potash are already pret-

ty well known as fertilizers, but it is still desirable

that they should be compared with the nitrates of

ammonia and of lime.

Nitrate of potash I have found to be a common
saline ingredient in the juices of Cucurbitaccous

plants. It is readily obtained from the expressed

juice of the pumpkin vine by evaporation and crys-

talization. It is known, also, that nitre is abun-

dant under old buildings, and that pumpkins,

squashes, cucumbers and melons thrive remarkably

on such soils. A fine instance was mentioned to

me by the trustees of the community of Shakers

at Enfield, N. H., last summer, as confirmatory of

my views.

Nitrate of ammonia is found in many of the

well waters of Boston, and it is probably formed

by the decomposition of animal matters on the sur-

face or in tho soil.

Nitrate and the sesqui-carbonate of soda also

form in the soil, owing to the decompositicm of

sulphate of soda or of sea salt by carbonate of

lime and by animal matters. The sesqui-carbon-

ate you will find on almost any moist cellar walls

in our city. This salt forming by the action of

carbonate of lime on sulphate of soda, seems to

indicate one cause of the fertilizing agency of

those two mineral manures. Color of Plants.—Wheat, with the outward skin

Muriate of lime is also a very abundant ingre- of a purple color, is more liable to be affected with

dient in our well waters, and it must have been rust and mildew, than the varieties with yellow

formed in the soil from sea-salts, in the manner straw. Russia yellow-top, and yellow flesh tur-

above mentioned. I do not know of any experi- nips, are found to be far superior to the purplo or

ments respecting its agricultural value, but it is green tops.

—

^mer. JlgriciUt.

REARING CALVES.
At page 20 of the 'Jth volume of the Cabinet,

there is mention made of a young farmer who nev-

er kept a cow that was not a god milker : there is

much in this, and I am led to believe that my
friend Johnson is right. He keeps a number of
cows for the use of the dairy, and in a late corres-

pondence on this subject, he thus expresses him-
self: "It is true, my cows are all superior— I nev-
er keep a bad one. Neither have I any that are
too young— I never rear a calf, which you will

think strange
; but I will let you into the secret,

and then you will be as wise as I am. My neigh-
bors, knowing that my cows are very great milkers,

are anxious to purchase my heifer calves for rear-

ing; they of course are ready to give me about
three times their value for the butcher, and take

them at two or three days old. I enter every pur-

chaser's name in a book, and never lose sight of

tliese calves, from which I select, at three years
old, the best; often at a price far less than it

would have cost me to rear them. My cows are of
all colors and breeds, as I have long been convinc-

ed that quality for tho pail is not confined to size,

breed or color; but much indeed to feed and age
;

so it is true, that ' a good cow cannot be of a bad
color.' 1 a.33 quite amused when I witness my
neighbors waiting until certain young heifers shall

come in, and certain old creatures go out, when
they expect to make their full compliment of but-

ter ; but this time never comes ; for a great pro-

portion of these heifers, as is the case with the

young of other animals, will prove quite inferior to

their parents, and not worth the cost of rearing."

Now does not this look like common sense and
reason, and can we not profit by such a lesson ? I,

for one, mean to try. ZEBU.
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PICKLING SEED WHEAT.
Ws copy the following from the May No. of

the " Book of the Farm," by Henry Stephens, Esq.,

of Scotland :

"Seed wheat should be pickled; that is, sub-

jected to a preparation in a certain kind of liquor

before it is sown, in order to ensure it against the

attack of a certain disease in the ensuing- sunnner,

called smxd, wliich renders the crop comparatively

worthless. Some farmers atTect to laugh at this

precaution, as originalini,' in a nonsensical faith in

an imaginary specific. But the existence of smut,

and its baleful effects upon the wheat crop, are no

imaginary inventions ; and when experience has

proved, in numberless instances, that the applica-

tion of a steep has the effect of warding off the

evils of smut, the little trouble which pickling im-

poses may surely be undertaken, rather than the

whole crop be put in jeopardy. Jf'li)/ pickling now
should have the effect of preventing the smut at a

future period, is a different question ; and it is,

perhaps, because this question has not hitherto

been satisfactorily answered, that pickling is thought

lightly of by some farmers, rather than because

any valid objection can be urged against its prac-

tice. Indeed there cannot, for the palpable fact

stands obvious to conviction, that one field sown
with pickled wheat, and managed in the usual way,

will escape the smut, while an adjoining one, man-
aged in exactly a similar manner, but sown witlj

plain wheat, will be almost destroyed with the dis-

ease. I have seen this identical case tried by two
neighboring farmers, the Messrs. Fenton, late ten-

ants (if Nevay and Eassie, in Forfarshire. It is

true that on some farms, wheat sown in a plain

state, escapes the disease ; and it is also true that

pickling does not entireh) prevent the recurrence

of the disease on the farms; but such cases are

exceptions to the rule, which is, if wheat is not

pickled it mitij be smutted ; at least no one can

aver beforehand that it shall not be so ; and while

uncertainty exists in the recurrence of a serious

disease, the safer practice is to bestow the trouble

of pickling, the expense being very trifling, rather

than incur the risk of disease. It is now a well

ascertained fact, that inoculation will not insure

immunity from small poy, yet it will certainly

modify the attack when it occurs, and so it is with

the case of pickling wheal ; and as long as means
are used to ward off small pox, so long also, from
analogy, ought wheat to be pickled.

" Wheat is pickled in this way. For some days,

say two or three weeks, let a tub be placed to re-

ceive a quantity of chamber ley, and whenever
ammonia is felt to be disengaging itself freely

from the ley, it is ready for use. It is belter that

the efHuvium be so strong as to smart the eyes,

and water added to dilute the liquor, than that the

ley be used fresh. This tub should be removed
to the straw barn, as also the wheat to be pickled,

and part of the floor swept clean, to be ready for

the reception of the wheat. Let two baskets be

provided capable of holding easily about half a
bushel of wheat each, having handles raised up-

right on their rims. Pour the wheat into tlie bask-

ets from the sacks, and dip each basketful of wheal
into the tub of ley as far down as completely to

cover the wheat, the upright liandles of the bask-

ets preventing the hands of the operator being
immersed in tlie ley. After remaining in the lii)-

uor for two or three eecojids, lilt the basket up to

drip the surplus ley again into the tub, and then

place it upon two sticks over an empty tub, to drip

still more till another basketful is ready to be

dripped. Then empty the dripped basket of its

wheat on the floor, and as every basketful is emp-

tied, let a person spread by riddling through a

barn wheat-riddle, a little slaked caustic lime upon

the wheat. Thus basketful after bas-ketful of the

wheat is pickled, till it is all emptied on the floor,

when the pickled and limed heap is turned over

and over again, till the whole mass appears uni-

form.

" Other substances beside chamber ley are used

for pickling wheat, such as brine of salt, suftjcient-

ly strong to float an egg; scdution of blue vitriol;

all good enough, ! dare say ; but when so simple

and efficient, and easily obtained an article as ley,

can bo had, it appears to me unnecessary to em-
ploy any thing else. It is a powerful ingredient,

destrowing vegetable life in the course of a few

hours, and it is perhaps to this property that is to

be ascribed its etticacy as a protection against the

attack of that vegetable enemy of the wheat crop

—smut. The wheat pickled with it should there-

fure be used immediately after the process ; and as

danger may be apprehended to pickled wheat be-

ing kept over night, the quantity pickled should be

sown at once, and no more should be pickled at

one time than can immediately be sown. The use

of the quick-lime seems to be to dry the ley quick-

ly, so that the grains may be easily separated from

on» another in the act of sowing ; but there may
some chemical change arise between them in the

circumstances, which may be serviceable to the

purpose for which both are employed. Can it be

that the lime fixes the ammonia of the ley, and

preserves it for use until wanted by the plant or

seed ?"

HOW TO MESMERIZE LICE ON PLANTS.

A correspondent of the Macon Telegraph says:

"If you think the following is worth anything,

you can let your readers see it. I do n't think there

is any mistake in the matter. I tried it on two
plants that were covered with lice, and out of tlie

whole number I could not find one live one. I

have found great difficulty in saving ruta baga
seeds, and this year they were ruined before I

could find a remedy. After trying a great many
other things, I thought of the following, tried it,

and found it effectual.

Take a little barrel that has but one head, and
enclose the plant that contains the animals to be
mesmerized under the barrel, then with a pipe, (or

ill any other way,) fill the barrel with tobacco
smoke, then draw the dirt carefully round the

mouth of the barrel, so as to prevent the escape of

the smoke. Let the barrel continue there for

twelve hours, (perhaps a less time would answer,)

and it will be found that the animals are one and
all, completely mesmerized. No mistake about
this matter. So if plants that have been left for

seed are treated in this way, it will be found that

their liceships are completely disqualified for doing
mischief. A Subscriber."

To Cure Smoky Chimneys—(an excellent way.)
—Lay the fire as usual with coal and sticks, but
be careful not to light it. This has rarely been
known to fail, and is, at the same time, a great
saving of fuel.

—

London Punck.

From the Louisville Faimer.

CUT WORMS.
Last spring I collected some cut worms and put

them into a glass jar with a sufticieucy of dirt,

where I fed them until they rolled themselves up

in mud balls. By cut-worm I mean a worm about

an inch long, of a grey color, that lives under the

ground, and comes out in the night, and dark

cloudy days, and cuts off a i)lant, eats part, and

endeavors to drag the balance into the ground after

it. When taken out of the ground, he puts his

head and tail together and rolls himself into a kid-

ney shape. Those cut-worms, after going into

the chrysalis state, produced a grey miller or moth,

such as we frequently see about our candles in

the summer time, and are called by us candle-flies.

1 kept three of those millers in ajar, and they

deposited their eggs upon some clover leaves and

bloom that I put in the jar. On the 24th of June

those eggs hatched little caterpillars or cut-wcirms.

I fed ihein principally upon young clover leaves.

I think there must have been several hundred ; I

did not count them. When they were nearly

grown they became so voracious, and required the

jar, which held only three pints, to be filled so

frequently that I killed all but three of iliom

these wound up in mud balls on the 21st of July

came out millers, moths, or candle-flies, aa you

may choose to call them, from the 5lh to the 7tl:

of August. Unfortunately all the moihswereo;

the same sex, so that I lost the breed ; these I cali

the two-crop cut-worm.

Other cut-worms that I put up at the same time

that is, early in the spring, did not produce motlii

until the llth of August; these were n.it quite ai

dark-colored as the first. These I call the (me

crop cut-worm. This will reconcile the statementi

of two writers upon the subject who have difierei

about the time the moth makes its appearance, th'

two-crop kinds appearing at both times. I sa«

also, the moth that produces the cut-worm, tolera

biy abundant in my clover field in October.

This moth is a night-fly and is rarely seen i

the davtime, unless roused from its hiding placei

From the attraction that fire has for thu kind c

butterfly, (permit me to call a tnoth a butterfly, i

accordance with its common name,) it is probabl

that fires kindled in our fields with brush an

straw, of dark nights, might destroy a great nuir

her of them. Salt put on the ground might als

destroy the worm , but the best remedy that I hav

ever tried is fall plowing. This, by deetroyin

the vegetation, makes the fly seek other places i

depositing her eggs ; and it also destroys the roo

of the grass upon which the young worm n

live during the winter, I have had no ground

fested by them where I have had the ground plov

ed in the fall or winter.

This moth that produces the cut-worm is th

phnlena devastator of entomologists. The
worm is a very voracious caterpillar, and get the

growth in the summer time in less than a iiiont

Cold weather retards their growth, and those th:

are hatched in the fall remain in a torpid sta

during the winter, and get their growth slowly :

the spring, at which time they do us the princip;

damage in cutting off the young corn and othi

young vegetables. Though they remain in a to

pid state during the winter, they require food i

soon as the weather gets warm in the spring, ar

if the vegetation has been all destroyed by fall i

winter plowing, which is rarely the case, the
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inu.st starve. But I suppose it is not so inucli on
this ai:coiint as the turiiiii"; up the grounil and de-
stroying their coverts, wliicli allows the frost and
wet to alTi-ct them. S.\M'L D. MARTIN.

Cotbyville, Ky., ^Jalch 13, li;4."i.

BIIOOM-CORN HAY.
A writer in the Southorn Planter says :

For the last three yenrs, I Imve been in the liali-

it of sowin>,' the broom corn seed broadcast, ini-xed

with the common field peas, which lias made an

excellent hay, when properly cured. The sprinj/

of 1842, tlirough the middle of my patch I sowed a

patch abont ten feet wide with Indian corn ; the

whole being nianaged'precisely in tlie same way,

and to my surprise, when ready to cnt, the broom

corn on each side of the Indian corn, looked lilic

two walls—the broom-corn about five feet high,

while the Indian did not much e.vceed two feel.

Of course it was all seeded very thick, and it must

be thick, or it will be too coarse for good liay.

So I conclude t at broom corn is much to be pre.

ferred. I have some of the hay on hand that is

now two years old. My practice is to house it.

My slock eat it readily. I try to sow it thick to

prevent the stalk being large. I esteem it best

when the stalks are about the size of large oat

stalks, and from three to four feet high; it should

be cut just after the broom or head makes its ap-

ipearance ; that which is cut in the forepart of the

day, should be shocked up after four o'clock ; it

meed not be spread the next day, but the day after

it may just be upset and opened ; at evening it

ishould be shocked up again, and if not too coarse,

in a few days it will be ready for the house. You
meed not fear rain while in the shocks.

One word about the land and seed. Very rich

land is not so good ; as in such it will grow too

large in spite of you. I think one bushel of broom
>8eed and a half bushel of peas, clay-red or block-

eyed, will make it thick enough ; it may be sown
any time in May, upon land that water will not re-

main on long. Yours, J. Bi'NCH.

Chuckatiuk, Va., Feb. 8, 1843.

P. S.— I had like to have forgotten my cart-

wheel composition ; it is the best, black lead ex-

cepted, of anything I have ever used ; it is both

simple and cheap. I am now, and have been us-

ing it for some time : try it before you condenm it.

It is clean wood ashes mixed with any kind of com-

mon grease, or train-oil, if you please. J. B.

Siickering Corn D. H. Datton, in the Southern

Planter, says :

" After a trial of five years, I have satisfied my-
self that irreparable injury is done the corn by

pulling off the suckers. I think that in conse-

quence of the wounds inflicted on the growing

plant, the crops of fodder and corn are both great-

ly diminished. I will cite one year's experience,

1S40. IMy corn was planted four and a half by

four feet, and two stalks allowed to remain in the

hill, in July, it was not unusual to see four suck-

ers on many stalks. I directed twenty rows through

the middle of the field to be suckered ; balance

left with all the suckers on: at gathering time,

very many of the suckers had each a full ear on

them, growing from the side of the stalk, many of

the parent stalks producing two large ears. The
suckered produced no more than the unsuckered

parent stalks : the latter furnished me an addition-

al quantity of both grain and fodder."

UEMI'.DIES I'OR DISEASES OF CATTLE.
Rcdwnlcr.— Bleed (says Youall,) first, and then

give a dose of 1 lb. of Epsmn salts, and 1-2 lb. do-
ses repeated every eight hours until the bowel..*

arc acted upon. In Hampshire they give 4 oz.

bole armoniuc and 2 oz. of spirits of turpentine in

a pint of gruel.

BtarkwuUr is the concluding and commonly fa-

tal stage of rodwater.

Clennsiiiir drink.— I oz. ol' bayborry powdered,
I oz. of briinstnno powdered, 1 oz. of cununin-sucd
powdered, 1 oz. of dinpente. Bnil these together
for ten minutes

; give when cold, in a gruel.

Colic.—The best remedy is 1 pint of linseed oil

mixed with 1-2 oz. of laudanum.

.t cordial is easily made by ] oz. • of caraway
seeds, 1 oz. of aniseeds, 1-4 oz. of ginger powder-
ed, 2 oz. of fenugreek seeds. Boil these in a pint

and a half of beer for ten minutes, and administer

when cold.

Dinrrhten Give 1-2 oz. of powdered catechu,

and 10 grs. of powdered opium, in a little gruel.

Dystnitry.—The same as for diarrhcca.

Fevfr.— Bleed ; and then if the bowels are con-

stipated, give 1-2 lb. of Epsom salts in three pints

of water daily, in gruel.

Hoove or Hoven.—Use the clastic tube ; as a

prevention, let them be well supplied with common
salt, and restrained from rapid feeding when first

feeding upon rank grass or clover.

J\Inns;e— 1-2 lb. of black brimstone, 1-4 pint of

turpentine, 1 pint of train oil. Mix thein together,

and rub the mixture well in over the affected parts.

Milk fiver, or Garg;et.—2 oz. of brimstone, I oz.

of diapente, 1 oz. of cummin-seed powdered, 1 oz.

of powdered nitre. Give this daily in a little gru-

el, and well rub the udder with a little goose-

grease.

Murrain.— 1-2 lb. of salts, 2 oz. of bruised co-

riander seed, 1 oz. of gentian powder. Give these

in a little water.

Poisons swallowed by oxen are commonly the

yew, the vater dropwort, and the common and the

water hemlock. 11-2 pint of linseed oil is the

best remedy.

Purine, in poisonina;—either 1 lb. of salts in a

quart of water or gruel, or a pint to a pint and a

half of linseed oil.

Sprains.—Embrocation: 8 oz. of sweet oil, 4

oz. spirits of hartshorn, 1-2 oz. oil of thyme.

Sting of the Adder, or Sloioworm Apply imme-
diately to the part strong spirits of hartshorn ; for

sting of bees, apply chalk nr whitening mixed with

vinegar.

Jl'orms.—Bots: give 1-2 lb. of Epsom salts,

with 2 oz. of coriander seed bruised in a quart of

water.

Yillows.—2 oz. of diapente, 2 oz. of cummin
seed powdered, 2 oi. of fenugreek powdered.

Boil these for ten minutes in a quart of water, and

give daily in a little gruel.

—

Johnson's Fanner's

Encyclopedia.

Lime-water to kill JVorms.—To six quarts of

water add haJf a pound of caustic lime, and after

letting it stand a few minutes, commence watering

the ground infested by worms, and they will soon

bo seen rising to the surface, writhing about, and

will die in a few minutes, especially if a little

more of the lime-water is then sprinkled upon

them Amer. Agricull.

I-'rciiii the .Michij-an I'liriin'r.

PLANTING CORN.
Mr Monre— In complinncc with your ii>il«lion

to corrospondcnis, I give niy views on the subject
of planting Inilian corn.

I am aware of the multiplicity of opinions exist-

ing among farmers a.s to (he manner' of pluming.
Our population (of Michigan.) is composed of peo-
ple fnini dilfercnt States, and it is perfectly natural

for them to have predilection for tlio practice of
their nativity.

As regards the distatice of the respective hills,

it ought not to be leas than four feel. If planted

closer, it shades the ground too much, which, in

this northern latitude, needs the warmth of the

sun.

Some think, if they have a poor piece of land to

cultivate, they must plant closer than if it was
good. Now what we undcr.':tand by the term poor,

is a lack of material to cumbijie in a crop. And
the process of reasoning above alliidod to, amounts
to just this: if you have a given amount of corn,

which you wish to use in fattening a certain num-
ber of hogs, and it proves iiisuflicient, all you have

to do is to increase the number I

About three years since, a man in this vicinity

planted three acres of corn on a light sandy soil,

three feet each way between the hills. Between
the rows, running east and west, he planted a row
of field beans. The corn grew very fast till the

time came when it should car. The result was,

tliat there was not an ear of corn on the whole

piece. The stalks and beans had so exhaUBted

the soil that there was nothing to form the car.

The practice of planting pumpkins in the same
hill with corn, is not the best. What is gained in

the pumpkin is lost in the corn. Where there is

a thrifty pumpkin vine, there will he meagre ears

of corn. The farmer ought to he able to dis-crimi-

nate in such matters.

Ridging, under some circumstances, may be

practiced to gond advantage— on land too wot, or

that too light. The first elevates the corn above

the water—the second concentrates the soil, un-

der and around the corn. But the ground should

be well plowed before ridging, and not after the

manner of some by throwing up a little loose dirt,

on a ridge of land as hard as a brick-bat.

ELI WOODEN.
Pulaski, Mich., May 8, 184.3.

Trees.—It is a custom in Turkey, says Dr.

Walsh, to plant a ptaturnus orientalis (buttonwood

tree) on the birth of a son, and a cypress on the

death of one. Were this custom adopted in the

United Stales, it would give us, at the end of forty

years, about twenty millions of trees more than

we now have—a consideration of no mean impor-

tance to posterity. And were the trees planted

by the roadside, most of our public highways
would, at he end of that period, be converted into

delightful avenues. The road from Slrasburg to

Munich, a distance of 250 miles, is an avenue of

fruit trees.

—

Selected.

The Norlhamplun Courier states that while a

fugitive slave was giving in liis " experience" at

an abolition meeting there, one of the audience

asked him if his master was a Christian. " No,"
said he, "he was a member of Congress" ! This, of

course, produced a roar of laughter.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH CONCENTRATED MA-
NURES ON CORN, &c.

We asit tlie special sttentiiin of furmerg to an articlu

on another page, from' Dr. C. T. .laclison. We liope

that many, vcrij many of them will try the simple expe-

riments there recommended ; or if they cannot try all

of the articles, they can iry a part at least. Nothing

more is needed than to go to an apothecary's shop and

get an ounce or two of the several articles, (and the

apothecary if he knows to what purpose Ihey are to be

applied, should, and probably will, sell them cheap,)

tlien mix each of them well with two or three qts. of

soil or meadow-mud—go to your cornfield, select a spot

where llie soil is unifcirm, and then taking ten liills in

one row, apply your compost on the surface, spreading

it round evenly so as to sprinkle the ground for 8 or 10

inches around the corn. Then on ten hills in the adja-

cent row, put another compost—and so on, until you

have used the whole. Perhaps, if you will take the

trouble, it may be well to put on one-half of it early in

June, and the other half early in July. At harvest

time, go to the field with a basket and the spring balan-

ces, and husk each row, and weigh ihe product and

rnmute it down. There is the end of the whole matter.

This business should be attended to hy hundreds;

—

for Dr. Jackson is one of the farmers' best, most devo-

ted and most serviceable friends. He labors most per-

severingly and skilfully to promote agricultural science.

He is doing all that is possible in the laboratory, and he

now comes and asks us to put lo the test the results of

his researches. It is our duty both to him and lo the

cause of agriculture, to make the trials—and this should

be done by many, not one alone. A single e-xperiment

is never satisfactory.

As to the quantity to be applied, we know not how

to give specific directions—but the qnantitj, should gen-

erally be small. If your acre of land has^ipon it 4000

hills, then 100 lbs. will allow you about an ounce to

three hills. 1'his is probably more than it is safe to ap-

ply in ease of such articles as Dr. Jackson says must be

used sparingly. We would say, lake 2 oz. and apply

them to 10 hillj, and that will give about GO lbs. per

acre.

A NEW AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT.

We were invited last week to ride to Dorchester and

witness the operation of a new agricultural implement.

This is a combination of the roller and harrow. Ex-

cepting that instead of common harrow teeth, there are

knives like the common cullers of our cast iron plows.

With this tool we were highly ;pleased. More so ihan

with any thing else that we have seen in the way of in-

vention or improvement for years. We propose giving

as good a description of this as we can.

Take a common field roller ; then take a beam of hard

wood, five or six inches square, and a few inrhes longer

than the roller. Into this insert the knives, about six

inches apart. On to the beam fix two handles, to work

like f\ov/ handles. Then at the ends of your beam and

on the frame of your roller, make such gearing as will

let you fasten the beam to the roller, in the way in

which the sleigh shafts are usually fastennd to the sleigh.

Let them be fastened in such position that when the

handles are pressed down, the knives shall work under

within four or five inches of where the roller rests upon

the ground.

With such a loot as this, you cut the sods with the

knives, while the roller holds them from pushing for-

ward. You may put the knives in deep, if you have

made them of good length, and will press upon the

handles ; and in case the teeth clog, you have only to

lift the handles, and you leave the slone, or roots, or

grass that have collecled ; especially do you clear the

teeth well, if you let ihe handles come up suddenly and

strike against the cross-bar of your roller frame.

With this tool, sward land that has just been turned

with ihe (ilow, and all lumpy grounds may be thorough-

ly pulverized much more cheaply than with any thing

else that wo have seen. And while we pulverize, we.

may keep all the sods down in their place, and thus

make the cultivation more easy, and benefit the crop.

This will be especially true on all hard soils, where the

teeth of the common harrow will noi go down. Where

grounds are very rocky, the tool will not do well—nor

will any other one. But where the roller can be drawn

with any comfort, the knives may be used too.

One great advantage of this combination ol roller and

harrow is, that wherever it shall be used it will oblige

farmers to put their grounds into a much better state

than is usual with them. These knives make much

more effectual work in loosening the soil, than one

would have supposed. Let this tool be passed twice

over the ground in difi'erent directions, and the land

will be very mellow.

We anticipate as an objection, the supposition that the

draft of this will be very heavy. But while seeing it

work in a hard soil, that had been plowed for weeks,

and rained upon, so that a common harrow would have

made but little impression, we judged that the two

horses carried it as easy as ihey would have carried a

heavy harrow on soil where the teeth would have set-

tled deep. Alter thinking much upon the subject, we

are inclined lo think that the line of draft is so much

more favorable, and the form and position of the knives

so much better than those of the common harrow,

that a team can carry this double lool with as much ease

as they will carry the harrow aloi.e.

The inventor of this combination is Mr Isaac Clapp,

of Dorchester. He would be glad, (should farmers find

bis invention prove as valuable as ho thinks il will be,

and as we think it will be,J lo receive some remunera-

tion. But he does not think to debar others from a free

use of his invention, by taking out a patent. We sug-

gest, therefore, that those who shall avail themselves of

his principle, and shall find the tool to work well, shall

be as generous to him as he is lo the public, and send

him two, three or five dollars, as a remuneration for the

good he has done. This we know will be acceptable

to him. We hope he will take his CLAPP PULVERI-

ZER, (so we christen il,) to the various cattle shows in

the autumn, and that opportunity will be afforded him

to put it on to the grounds that may be plowed at the

plowing matches, aud thus give the farmers an opportu-

nity to see it work.

The instrument is simple, but there is some difficulty

in getting the right hang to it. Mr C. has had to vary

the hang of his several times, and has been at conside-

rable expense. Tliis, we hope, will be returned lo

him in premiums or in gratuities, should the instrument

prove as valuable as we anticipate. For the free lands

of the South and West, where they raise grain exten-

sively, this must bo even mora valuable Ihan in New
England.

THE SEASON.

The trees are a few days later in blossoming than in

the average of years, but they look well. The blossom

is sufficiently abundant, and the conl weather is favnra- .

ble to the selling of ihe fruit. Warm soulh-west winds-;

while trees are in blossom, by drying up the farina, in-

>

tcrrupt the impregnation, and do more harm lo the fruit|

than is done by the cold. Last si'ason we had a severe

frost in June, and much harm to fruit was expected, but

wo are nut aware that any kind was injured, unliss that

frost was the reason why we had no cranberries in this

vicinity last year. We have known several seasons

when frosts were severe, while the trees weie in blos-

som and even when the fruit was formed, but we have

not had reason to suppose that the frosts did harm.

Grass is well set, but its growth it slow. This in

many places last week, might have been owing to a lack

of moislure. But generally the wanl of warmth imped-

ed its advancement. The hay crop must turn upon the

rains yet to come. Should they be seasonable and suf-

ficiently copious to maiure all the stalks that have start-

ed, the yield will be abundant.

The cold and wet of March and April, caused farmers

to be late about their planting. The corn and potatoes

were not put in as early as last year, by ten to fourteen

days. But this is not against the prospects for an am-

ple harvest.

THE FARMER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA, &c.

The first seven numbers of the American edition of

this work by C. W. Johnson, have come to us from the

publishers, Carey & Hart, of Philadelphia. The whole

is to be comprised in Iti numbers, and sold at 25 cts. per

No. Here is a large amount of agricultural informaiion

for four dollars; and Ihe work, as far as we have exam-

ined it seems lo be well worth its cost.

b

Cement for Glass.—Common white-lead paint applied

to the broken edges, and the pieces then tied closely to-

gether. After remaining a month or two, they will be

lound to have firmly adhered.

Tulips.—Sam'l Walker, Esq., of Roxbury, has a fine

collection ofinore than 300 varieties of Tulips, which he

has generously invited all lovers of flowers to visit dur-

ing the last ten days. His tulips and his generous con-

tribution to the pleasure of his friends deserve more
praise than we have space to give this week.

MASS. HORTICULTURA L SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS.

Saturday, May 27, 1843.

From J, A. Kenriek, Newton—Pffiony Moutan Banksii,

P. Papaveracea, P. Tenuifolia, P. Laiifolia, P. Prjecox ;

red Tartarian Honeysuckle; white do. do.; Double
Flowering Almond ; yf.sculus rubicundi, A. carnescens

;

M. Soulangiana ; Azalia nudiflora, A. Pontica; Pyrua

Japonica, &c. These were all very fine specimens of

their respective tribes.

From J. L. L. F. Warren, Brighton—trusses of Gera-

niums (good,) and a Dahlia.

From Miss Sumner, Dorchester—Bouquets.

Ejchibition of Tulips.—Three stands were presented

for the Society's premium, by Messrs. S. Walker, S. R.

Johnson, and J. L. L. F. Warren. The report of the

judges was as follows :

The committee appointed to examine the Tulips ex-

hibited for premium, having attended to that duly,

award ihe first premium of $4, for the best specimen,

to Samuel Walker. For the second best, a premium of

$2, to Samuel II. Johnson.
Joseph Breck,

'

C. M. IIOVEY,
H. W. DuTTON,

'

The weather being unpropilious, the blooms did not

show to good advantage, but many fine flowers were

found in all the stands. One hundred were shown by

Mr Johnson, and the requisite number (30 blooms,) on-.'-

Iv bv the other gentlemen.
For the Committee, H. W. DUTTON.

EXHIBITION OF VEGETABLES.

Remarkably fine specimens of Asparagus were exhi-

bited by Mr John Hill, of West Cambridge.

Good specimens of Cucumbers, by Mr J. L. L. F.

Warren, of Brighton. J. A. KENRICK.

.ludges.
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ItKKJHTON MAKKliT—MoNDAT.May 29, 1843.

llepnrled forihe N. K. Farmer.

At AliirketSGO Beef Cattle, 20 pairs Working O.xen

3 Cows and Calves, 450 Sheep, and 1 ISO Swine.

I'mcES.— lleef Cattle.—A small advance vv-as effected.

xtra wore sold for something more than our liighest

JOtalions. We quote First quality $5.50. Second

jalily, $5 00 a $5.25. Third quality, $4,25 a 4.75.

Working Oxen.—No sales noticed.

Cotrs and Calves.—Duil sales. $12, $15, $20, ^2.i,

id $27.

Sheep.—SA\es. $1.50, $2.00, and $2.25.

Swine.— Lots to peddle at 4 3-4 to 4 7-8 fur sows, and 5

4 a 5 7-8 for barrows. At retail, from 5 1-2 to 7.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Con-ecled with ffreat care, weekly.

SEEDS. Herds Grass, $0 00 to 2 50 perhushel. Red Top,
to 50 cents, (.'lover—INorthern, lutol2c.—Southern, 8

9 c. Kla.t Seed, SI 75 per tiushel. Lucerne, 30 c. per lb.

anary Seed, S4 UO perhushel.

GRAIN. Duty, Corn, Rye and Beans, free; Barley 20
r cent, j Oats 20 per cent.

There is a much better feeling prevailing, and for good

waling Cnrn the market may be considered quite firm.

3orn—Northern, old, bushel 59 to GO—Southern, round
How, old, 53 a DO—Southern flat yellow, new, 65 a 56

—

. do. white 53 a 51—do New Orleans, 50 a 55—Barley
a 00 —Rye, Northern, G5 a GO—do. Southern, 58 a 6i —

its, Southern, 30 a 31— Northern do. 00 to 31— Beans, per
shel 1 OOal 02.- Shorts,pcrdouble bush. 28 a 30—Bran,
a 23.

FLOUR. The market has been active throughout the

!ek.

Baltimore, Howard Street, 4 mos. or. S3 00 a 00 —ilo.

larf, $4 75 a 00 do. free of garlic, $4 75 a 5 00 — Phila-

Iphia do, 4 mos. S4 75 a 00 — Fredericksburg, low I'd 4

)3. S4 75 a 1)0— Alexajidria, wharf mountain, 4 75 a 00

Georgetown, S4 75 a 5 25—Richmond Canal, S4 75 a 5 00

do. City, So 00 a noo—Petersburgb, South side SO on a 00

do. Country SO DO a 00—Genesee, common, cash, S5 00 a

2— do faiicy brands SO 00 a 5 25 — Ohio via Canal,
00 a 00-do do New Orleans, cash S4 62 a 5 12. Rye,
25 a 00—Indian Meal in bbls. 32 87 a 3 00.

PROVISIONS.— Several parcels of Pork changed hands

some advance on former quotations.

Beef—Mess 4 no. new bbl. S8 00 a 8 50—Navy—S7 50 a

5.—No. 1, DO :i 7 00—do Prime So 00 a 00—Pork—
tra clear 4 mo. bbl, S12 5D a 13 00—dn Clear Si 1 50 a 12 00

Mess, 00 a 10 00—do Prime S7 50 a 8 00—do Mess
•m other States,— a do Prime do do SO 00 a 00

Cargo do. a 00 Clear do do Sno 00 a 00 00—
itter, shipping, a i—do store, uninspected, 7 a 8—do
iry, lOcts. a 14—Lard, No 1, Boston ins. ei a C| —do
uth and Western, 6 a 6| — Hams, Boston, 6 a 7 —
uthern and Western, a —Cheese, Ship'g and 4 meal,

1 6—do new milk, 5| a Ci.

WOOL. Duty. The value whereof at the place of ex-

rtalion shall not exceed? cts. per pound, free. Allwhere-
the value exceeds 7 cts. per pound, 30 per ct. ad. val. and
cts per pound.

The maiket is without any change with respect to this

tide.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, Ih. 35 a 37 c.—Amer-
1 full blood do 32 a 33—Do 3-4 do 32 a 00—Do. l-2do
a 30 -1-4 anil common do 25 a 27 — Smyrna Sheep,

ished, 20 a 23— Do. unwashed, 10 a 13—Bengasi do
\ 10—Saxony, clean, 00— Buenos Avres unpicked, 7 a 10

—

. do. picked, 12 a 16— Sujierfine Northern pulled lamb 26

30—No. 1 do. do. do. 23 a 25—No. 2 do do do 13 a 20—
0. 3 do do do 12 a 15.

HOPS, Duty 20 percent.

Isl sort Mass, 1842, lb. 10 a 12. 2d do. do. do. Da 0.

HAV, 14 to 16 per ton— Eastern Screwed SIO to 12.

CHEESE— Shipping and 4 meal, 4 to 6c.—New 6 to 7.

EGGS, 12 a 14.

Hi£UUjV<:EO('S PLANTS.
For Sale by JOSEPH BKECK & CO., 100 varieties of

the finest hardy Herbaceous Plants, from 26 to 60 cents per

root— 20 different varieties for 5 dollars. Now is the time

for planting.

ALSO,

A fine collection of DOUIiLE PICOTEE and CLOVE
PINKS; P.KONIES; IRIS; POLYANTHUSES; COW-
SLIPS, &c. Boston, May 3, 1843.

liVUDEN'S IMPROVED PATKNT HORSE
SHOES.

The subscriber takes pleasure in announcing
to the public, that alter years of study and
labor, he has perlecled his machinery for the
mimuhcture of HORSE SHOES, which he

.Miow olfers at the price of Horse Shoe Iron in
'/ bar of fi^iiu; qualily, thus saving the expense
of making, (which amounts in all cases to the
first cost of the iron,) besides the Shoes are
more easily fitted to the hoof, and in no dan-

ger of pricking, the holes being all punched at a proper dis-
tance Irom the edge. The quality ol the iron is also warrant-
ed superior to any heretofore used for the purpose.

All persons desirous of testing the great value and supe-
riority of these over hand made Shoes by sending Sj by mail
or otherwise, 100 lbs assorled sizes will be immediately for-

warded, warranted to suit the section of the country for
which they are ordered, by applyins to the subscriber at the
works—Kellogg & Co. ; Warren, Hart •& Lesley, Troy-
John Townsend ; Lewis Benedict &; Co., Albany- Piersons
& Co., New York- Charles Smith, No, 42 India street,

Boston— A. M <f- B. W. Jones, Philadelphia—and E. Pratt
& Brother, Baltimore— where further inlormatinn may be
had on the subject. HENRY BURDEN.
Troy Iron and Nail Factory >

April 1,1843. >

SWEET POTATO St. IPS

Just received and for sale by JOSEPH BRECK &. Co.,
Hand 52 North Market Slrcet, Boston. May 10.

HARRIS' TREATISE ON INSECTS.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., Harris' Treatise
on Insects. Price S2, Also, the second edition of Dana's
Muck Manual, price 62^ cts. Feb 15.

POUDRETTE I POUDRETTE I !

The subscribers keep constantly on hand, and for sale,

Poudrette in quaiililies to suit purchasers; packed in Bar-
rels in order for shipping, or transportation by wagon or Rail
Road.

The experience of five years jiast has satisfied many
farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation npou
vegetable matter, producing greater abundance, and is the
cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the
factory in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For sale by J,BRECK & CO, 51 and 52 North Market
St., Boston.

'

Oct, 26.

SIUK BUSINESS.
Silk Worm Eggs, Pea nuts, and Sulphurs, at %i 50 per

ounce.
Mulberry Trees. Cantons and Multicaulis at Son per

thousand delivered in Boston, by J. R. BARBOUR.
Oxford, Jan. 25, IS43, > r. , ,

Near Depot on N. and W. R, Road, $
"^^^ '

SEED BARLEY.
too bushels prime Seed Barley, for sale by

April 25. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

MUCK MANUAL.
For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Man-

ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Daka; price 62^.
Boston, April 13.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.
200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.,
No. 52 North Market st.

AVILLIS'S I,.vri>,i- ililMtoV j;i) M I 11 >o\\|.u.
WILLIS has nnde some consi.b'rable iuiprovements m

his Seed .Sower, making it complete as time »nd hard slu.ly
can possibly make it. In using this mocliine. the farinor
mny be certain that his seed is put into the ground, and at
the same lime in the best possible manner. There has been
a great difficulty in machines for sowing garden seeds ; they
"'e V"y apt to clog up, and the farmer might go over an acre
of land and i ol sow a .single seed ; but not so with this ; it

is so constructed that it cannot possibly clog. In using thit
sower, the farmer can save one half of his seed, and do iho
work at less tlian one quarter the expense of the common
way of sowing his seeds, and have it done in a much betler
manner

; it opens the furrow, drops the seed, covers it over
and rolls them down. It will sow any kind of Car.len
Seeds

; say Ruta liaga, Mai.gel Wurlzel, Turnips, Cairots,
ueets, I'arsni])a, Onions, &.c.
For sale at the Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store

Nos. 51 and 52, Boston, Market Street.

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

SAYLE'S GAKDE.V ENGINE,

A splendid article, will throw a constant stream of water
to the distance of 50 or GO feet, with great force, and in case
of fire would be a good subsliiute'for a fire engine. The
most perfect article for the purpose ever introduced.
For sale at the Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store

Nos. 61 and 02 North Market Street, Boston.
May 24. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

-RE»OL.VING HORSE RAKE.

The Revolving Rake which has been in general use in

most parts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, is found to be

one ol the most useful and labor saving machines now in

use. One man and horse wiih a boy to lead, will rake on

an average from 25 to 30 acres per day, with ease, and do

the work well. They are coming into very general use in

all parts of the country, and will, no doubt, in a few years

supersede the use of the common hand rake. There is a

great advantage in this rake over all others, as the person

using it does not have to stojj the horse to unload the rake.

For sale at the Agricullural Warehouse and Seed Store

Nos 61 and 52, North Market Street, Boston

May 24. JOSEPH BRECK &. Co.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Filial Jlffeclion.—A Roman woman ^vas accused

of a crime before the prsetor ; was tried, condemn-

ed tj death, and delivered over to the jailer of the

prison, with orders to inflict the sentence of pun-

ishment. This man was kind in his feelings, and

being unwilling to shed blood, he determined to

let the woman starve to death, in preference to

destroying her by violent means. He therefore

confined her closely to her cell, and admitted no

one to see her, except her daughter, whom he first

carefully examined, to siscertain that she did not

bear about her any provisions, to avert the intended

punishment of her mother. At the end of a week,

the jailer was surprised to find his prisoner still

alive, and but little emaciated. His suspicions

were roused, and he determined to watch what

passed at the ne.\t interview of the mother and

daughter. He did so, and what a spectacle met

his eyes ! He saw the daughter uncover lier

breast, and ofiering it to her parent, thus furnish

the nourishment which sustained her. Overcome
by the filial tenderness and devotion of the act, ho

immediately related it to the pristor, who reported

it to the consul, but not before the people had

learned it ; so that the chief magistrate was soon

surrounded by an immense crowd of the citizens,

all iiuploring the pardon of the mother for the

sake of the Roman daughter. 'I'his was readily

granted; and a pension out of the public treasury,

enabled the virtuous child to take upon herself the

support of the parent, whose life she had saved.

The renown of the Rou)an daughter has outlived

the monuuient which the Romans erected near the

prison in commemoration of her filial virtue.

—

St

lected.

Benevolent Revenge.—Among the crowd which

attended the levees of Frederick the Great, was an

officer of great merit and bravery, but in reduced

circumstances. He wanted a pension ; and want

made him importunate. He had several times ad-

dressed the king, who always answered him, " Wait
awhile with patience—at present I can do nothing

for you." He did wait, and in vain. He then re-

newed his entreaties with so much earnestness,

that Frederick became seriously annoyed, and gave

orders that he should not again be admitted to the

palace. For some time he heard nothing more of

the officer. At last he almost forgot him. One
day a satirical publication was shown to him, in

which he was treated with great severity. Such

things had often appeared before, and it had al-

ways been his iiabit to disregard them. In this in-

stance, however, there was a point and severity in

the remarks, which provoked the king, and he of-

fered a reward of fifty louis'dors for the discovery

of the author. The next day, the oflicer made his

appearance at the gate of the palace, and asked to

be admitted. The sentinels refused him, accord-

ing to their orders. The officer persisted, alleg-

ing that it was of the utmost importance that he

should see the king, and at last he succeeded in

gaining admission. " What brings you here

again?" asked Frederick. "The reward of fifty

louis'dors, and not my pension," was the answer.

" I am the author of the satire: imprison me, and

inflict on me the penalty of the law ; but send the

amount of the reward to my wife and children, to

save them from starvation." " You shall be sent

to Spandau," said the monarch— meaning the place

where state prisoners were always confined. "Send
me there, but send the reward at the same time to

my family." Frederick immediately wrote and

sealed a letter, which he directed the officer to

take with him to the commandant of Spandau, with

strict injunctions not to open it until after dinner.

He then ordered a strong guard, and the officer

found himself in a f;iir way to be confined for some
time. When he arrived at Spandau, he delivered

the letter as directed, and the commandant and

himself sat down together to dine, the -officer in a

state of no very pleasant suspense as to the import

of the king's letter. At last, dinner being de-

spatched, the letter was opened, and was as fol-

lows :
" The bearer of this letter is appointed com-

mandant of tlio fortress of Spandau. His wife

and children will he with him in a few hours, and

will bring with them fifty louis'dors. The late

commandant of Spandau will repair to Potsdam,
where he will find a better place destined for him."

Judge how great was the mutual surprise of both

parties, at the benevolent revenge of the king up-

on the author of the satire. How iew persons

would have merged the injury in the motive which

promjited it.

—

Selected.

Justice.—When Frederick, of Prussia, was
building the palace of Sans Souci, he discovered

that the plan which ho had adopted for his gardens

would be much interfered with by a mill, which he

therefore determined to remove. Having sent for

the owner, he asked him what sum he would take

for the mill, naming at the same time its full value.

The man refused to sell it. The monarch doubled

and trebh^d the sum, and at last oflered to build

another mill, in a better situation, independent of

the price of the old one. Still the miller refused

to bargain. The mill, he said, had been the pos-

session of his great-grandfather, and he was deter-

mined to transmit it to his children as it had de-

scended to him. At last Frederick became pro-

voked, and told the man that he was silly to refuse

his offi'rs of payment, as it was in his power to ob-

tain the mill by force, without any compensation.
" Not while there is a court of justice at Berlin,"

answered the miller, firmly ; alluding to the court

established by Frederick himself, for the redress of

injuries. The monarch was pleased at the frank

reply, because it intimated a confidence in his in-

tegrity and justice, and resolving to leave the mill

untouched, he altered at once the plan of his gar-

dens.

—

Sekcltd.

Laughable Adventure.— A reverend clergyman

in Vermont, being apprehensive that the accumu.
lated weight of the snow upon the roof of his barn

might do some damage,-resolved to prevent it by

shoveling it off. He therefore ascended it, having

first, for fear the snow might all slide oft' at once,

and himself with it, fastened to his waist one end

of a rope, and giving the other to his wife, ho went

to work : but still fearing for his safety, '' My dear,"

said he, " tie the rope round your waist." No
socmer than she had done this, thnn off went the

snow and the parson with it, and up went his wife.

Thus on one side of the barn hung the clergyman,

and on the other side hung his wife. She by

screaming lustily, soon attracted the attention of

a traveller on the road, who delivered them from

their ludicrous situation.

—

Exchange pap.

To Make Chicken Slew.—Shut the door of the

hen coop, and throw in lighted fire-works.

—

Punch.

f^ '•-y-^i

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements hare lieen maile the past year in the

form and workmanship of these Ploughs ; the mould hi ard
has heen so formed as to lai/ the furrow nomplelehj oner,
lurniiiir in every particle of grass or sluhhle. andkavirt" the
srromui in the best possible vmnncr. The length of the
mould hoard has lit n very much increased, so that the
Plough works with the greatest ease, hoth with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial
of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploui/hs
we should prefer tor use on a farm, we might perhaps say to
the inquirer, il your land is mostly light and easy to work,
try Prouty & Mears. hat \{ your land is hcavi/, hard orrocLij,
BEGIN WITH Mr. Howard's."
At the- above mentioned irial the Howard Plough did

more work, with the same pewer of team, than any other
plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentyscen
and one half inches, to the 112 His. draught, while ihe
Howard Plough turned twentynine and one'half inchesJa
the same power of learn ! Alt acknowledge that Howard's

'

Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has been quiie an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside: this shoe likewise seciiies
the mould hoard and landside together, and strengthens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to Sl5. A Pious h,

sufficient for breaking up with four callle. will cost about
S;o 50, and with cutter Si, with wheel and cutter, S2 CO
e.\tra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at
the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed St.ue,
Nos. 51 & 53 North Market Street, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO. :

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION RObliEaS.

Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction rollera and

moved wilh a foot treader, is (ound to be a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stonesjiung

in this manner are becoming daily more in use, and wherever
used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale by J.

BRECK ife Co., No. 01 North Market street.

LACTOMETERS~a simple instrument for leslinff

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance,'oi §'2 5J if not jiaid

witiiin thirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by ]avi to frank all

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, without

expense to subscribers.

TUTTI.E AND DKNNETT, PKHfTEKSj
'21 School Street.
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BL.^CKSMITPI'S WORK,
many of our farmers have blacksmith's shops

ir own, the following directions for working
]

ind making edged tools, plain and simple as

re, may be of great value to theni, if careful

-

lined upon their smiths, who are frequently

bunglers in this kind of work.

—

Southern

r.

oik'ug Cast Steel —We havs recently ob-

informalion on this subject from the most

1 a no celebrated workman in the U. States,

J. Hill, of Billerica, Mass. We were a little

:ed to learn the difference in the manage-

)f c;ist steel, from that of the German.

!re is something yet remaining mysterious

egard to the nature and management of this

, which no cyclopedia or other vehicle of in-

nce Iiave as yet developed.

! process of manufacturing cast steel, it is

r purpose at present to describe ; but it is

illy composed of refined iron and carbon in

ice proportions. In the process of shaping

cutting blades and other articles, it is lieat-

I hammered in the manner of other steel
;

tempered for this purpose, it is first heated to

cherry red, and plunged into water till cold.

I' then be held over a moderate charcoal fire,

I he color of any part which has been filed or

I bright after hardening, changes to a reddish

I;

color,

s is the temper for cutting tools, but if a

I temper is required, it is heated over the

Iial
till the color approaches a blue, or rather

inclined to red. In either case when the

I 3 brought to show these colors, it is to be

?d in oil—common lamp or linseed >oil

—

will not affect the color.

ae steel is to be rendered soft, for turning or

J, it must be heated to a full red, and left to

1 partially ignited charcoal; in this way it

e made so soft as to be cut or turned into

as easily as copper, or even common pewter.

. the most curious and peculiar process is

f welding. In welding iron, a white heat is

ensable, as every body knows; but not so

;a£t steel. When the steel is to be welded

1, neither are to be heated above a full cher-

Tlie two parts are to be previously lashed

ped together, and in that condition heated:

lave then only to be immersed in calcined

, or to have the prepared borax (borate of so-

arinkled over the joint, and are ready to ad-

)y being hammered together.

borax for this purpose is to be prepared by

previously heated to a full red, and kept

i till it becomes a soft powder like flour,

lat the chemical effect of the calcined borax

3 mctalic surfaces is, is not perfectly under-

1 farther than that its affinity for oxygen is

as to deprive the jointed surfaces of any por-

•f oxygen which might prevent a ready union

3 surfaces.

When small pieces of steel are to be welded,

they are to heated to the full cherry red, and im-

mersed in tlio calcined borax, and then to bo ham-

mered together.

The most extraordinary point in the process is

the fact, that if the steel is but a little overheated,

it will immediately crack into fragments; but liy

a shifted process, and with the use of borax, the

cracks and defects may be liealed and rendered

sound and solid. We have witnessed the fact,

that by a judicious management, a fine tempered

cutting edge of cast steel may be bent, warped

and hammered, and its shape materially changed

without breaking or affecting the temper.

More may be said on this subject in a future

number, but we close for the present with the re-

mark, that even ' Anderson & Co., the celebrated

manufacturers of cast steel, are evidently unac-

quainted with all the merits of its peculiar proper-

ties Jlmer. Mechanic."

SIX REASONS FOR PLANTING AN OR-
CHARD.

1st. Would you leave an inheritance to your

children ?—plant an orchard. No other invest-

ment of money and labor will, in the long run,

pay so well.

2d. Would you make home pleasant—the abode

of tlie social virtues?— plant an orchard. Nothing

better promotes among neighbors a feeling of kind-

ness and good will, than a treat of good fruit often

repeated.

3d. Would you remove from your children the

strongest temptation to steal ?— plant an orchard.

If children cannot obtain fruit at home, they are

very apt to steal it; and when they have learned

to steal fruit, they are in a iair way to learn to

steal horses.

4th. Would you cultivate a constant feeling of

thankfulness towards the great Giver of all good ?

plant an orchard. By having constantly before

you one of the greatest blessings given to man,

you must be hardened indeed if you are not influ-

enced by a spirit of humility and thankfulness.

5th. Would you have your children love their

home; respect their parents while living, and ven-

erate their memory when dead
;

in all their wan-

derings look back upon the home of their youth as

a sacred spot, an oasis in the great wilderness of

the world?—then plant an orcliard.

6th. In short, if you wish to avail yourself of the

blessinn-s of a bountiful Providence, which are

within your reach, you must plant an orchard.

And when you do it, see that you plant good fruit.

Do n't plant crab apple trees, nor wild plums, nor

Indian peaches. The best are the cheapest.

—

Far. Month. Visitor.
'

Hhiletvash that will not rub of.—Mix half a pail

of lime and water ready to put on the wall; then

take a gill of wheat flour, mix up well in a very

little cold water, then pour boiling water over it

till it thickens. Pour it into the whitewash while

hot, and stir the whole together.

—

Selected.

LIME.
If any one doubts the paramount benefits of this

article in any soil or situation, let him try half an
acre, lime it well, and we thuik that in four or five

years he will extend the application. One wtU-done
is forever done witli this great fertilizer. Who
ever saw the ruins of a house where the plastering

and mortar is found, but has seen the rich strong

grass, at all seasons, wet and dry ? What produ-
ces this ? The fertility that gathers to the resi-

dence of man cannot thus last. Can it be any
other than the lime in the mortar ?

Lime acts more decisively upon some soils than

upon others, but limestone land is ever fertile wher-

ever found, and where it is deficient, if we add it,

it will lemain. It seems to act in the manures as

a kind of condiment, preparing them for the a|ipc-

tites of the plants.

A small portion of lime or alkaline matter is

found in all vegetables, grasses and trees; lime

supplies this, and hence the vigorous growth
wherever it is found.

It is much more advantageous to double the

produce of one acre, than to work two acres for

the same return. Let us try this article. If we
see no marked advantage the first year, and but

little the second, doubt not: for it requires time to

get this material fairly under way. But when it

does act, its operation is steady and durable, and
annually returns the cost of the application Far.

Month. Visitor.

Bleeding at the JVose The following simple

means for arresting epistaxia, or bleeding at the

nose, may be worthy of a trial, coming as it does

from a scientific quarter—Dr. Nigrier, of Angicrs.

This is nothing more than closing with the oppo-

site hand, the nostril from wliich the blood flows,

while the arm of the same side is raised perpendicu-

larly above the head. In every instance in which

he has had recourse to this means during the past

tliree years. Dr. Nigrier has always found that it

suspended the hermorrage.

—

Foreign pap.

Too True.—The celebrated John Randolph, on

a visit to a female friend, found her surrounded

with her seamstresses, making up a quantity of

clothing. "What work is this you are so busy

with ?" he asked. "O, sir, I am preparing this

clothing to send to the poor Greeks." On taking

leave, at the steps of the mansion ho saw some of

her servants in need of the very clothing which

their tender-hearted mistress was sending abroad.

"Madam," he exclaimed, "the Greeks are at your

door!"— Selected.

"John, how high as the corn got up?'' "Wall,

sir, that depends on the flight of the crows. 'T is

purty tall, any how, for I seed some of it go up out

of sight this morning."

—

Windham Co. Dim.

To Mark Linen A little vinegar in which a

rusty nail has remained a few days, makes a mark

on linen which is not easily obliterated.
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GYPSUM OR PLASTER.

Plaster, first introduced into the United States

from Paris by Dr. Franlilin, liaa effected tlie most
^

important improvement in agriculture perhaps that

has ever been made. Extensive districts in this

and other countries, have been benefited by its

introduction to an extent which, considerinfr the

comparatively smati amount of the substances em-

ployed is truly astonishing. In Germany, says

Lampodius, one of her own agricultural writers,

" It may with certainly be stated, that by the use

of D-ypsum, the produce of clover, and the conse-

quent amount of live slock have been increased at

least one third."

"There are, however, some tracts of country

where the use of plaster has been attempted with-

out success. But this arose from its being one of

the original constituents of the soil, which derived

no advantage from the addition of a new riuantity.

The existence of this salt naturally, in those lands

upon which plaster produced little or no eflTect, has

been proved by analysis."—Chaptal, p. 7.3.

Much mystery has heretofore enveloped the

modus operandi of this manure ; but before the

light of science the cloud is vanishing away.

—

Many have supposed its efficacy to arise from the

specificfooJ which is furnished to certain plants, as

to clover, for instance, which seems especially bc-

neBted by its application. But when we consider

that by the application of a handful, as it were, of

this manure, upon an acre of good ground, the

product is increased from a few hundreds to Ions

of grass, it is at once apparent that, on such a sup-

position, the cause is wholly inadequate to the ef-

fect. It was reserved for the gifted and honored

Liebig to lift the veil, and to produce a theory,

not only plausible in itself, but fully sustained in

all its parts by the experience of practical men.

His theory is this : that' the efficacy of plaster

consists in its a-rresting, as it rises in exhalations

from the soil, or descends in rain, dew or snow

from the atmosphere, the ammonia which is gener-

ated by the decay of animal matter and apprcpria-

ting it to the use of the growing crop. We will

permit him to present his own views, howevei;, in a

few extracts from liis Organic Chemistry.

" Nitrogen exists in every part of the vegetable

structure."— p. 88. " All animal," [and vegeta-

ble] " bodies, during their decay, yield the nitro-

pen which they contain, to the atmosphere, in the

form of ammonia."— p. 72. " The evident influ-

ence of gypsum depends only upon its fixing in

the soil the ammonia of the atmosphere, which

would otherwise be volatilized, with the water

which evaporates."— p. 7.5. " In order to form a

conception of the efl^ect of gypsum, it may be suf-

ficient to remark, that 100 lbs. of burned gypsum
fixes as much ammonia in the soil as f)250 lbs. of

horse's urine would yield to it."— p. 88. "If a

field be strewed with gypsum, and then with putri-

fied urine, or the draining of dung hills, all the

carbonic of ammonia will be converted into the

sulphate, which will remain in the soil."— p. 184.

" If we strew the floors of our stables, from time to

time, with common gypsum, they will lose all their

oflTensive smell, and none of the ammonia which
forms can be lost, but will be retained in a condi-

tion serviceable as a manure."— p. 18.5. " But
this is not all. When we give a plant nitrogen in

considerable quantity, we enable it to attract with

greater energy from the atmosphere, the carbon
which is necesssary for its nutrition."— 138. Now

'• carbon enters into the composition of

plants."—3. So that, by strewing a field with,

gypsum, we enable plants to supply themselves

from the atmosphere, not only with nitrogen, on

which their most nutritious principles depend, but

also with carbon, the chief constituent of all their

frame work.

This theory is confirmed by several circum-

stances which have long attracted the attention of

the observing farmer.

1. It has been observed that plaster acts with

increased efficacy when applied in connection with

manures, or recently manured lands. The solu-

tion of the phenomena by our theory is easy and

satisfactory. The ammonia, which would other-

wise escape from the decimiposing manure into

the atmosphere, is seized upon by the plaster, de-

tained ill the soil, and wholly converted to the use

of the growing crop.

2. It has been observed that plaster acts with

greater power on soils which have been recently

stirred, than on those which have lain for a long

time unmoved. Solution—By stirring the soil its

porosity is increased ; consequently it absorbs

more freely the dews that fall upon it—from

which the plaster separates and hoards up in the

soil the rich deposits of the atmosphere. In proof

of the extent to which' the atmosphere with fer-

tilizing matters, which the rains and dews are

constantly depositing upon the surface of the

earth, we will here introduce the substance of a

statemerit made to the American editor of Liebig,

by Mr. E. Tufts, of Charlestown.
" Eight years since, about three quarters of an

acre ot land, situated on one side of a lane and on

a declivity, were broken up. About the same time,

the proprietor of a field on the opposite side of the

lane, and above the land of Mr. T., commenced
gardening on a large scale, and formed an immense
bed of compost in the lane. This heap was made
up of animal and vegetable matters, and from re-

ceiving constant additions is continually undergo-

ing fermentation, and the gases and vapors emana-
ting from it are always perceptible. Four years

ago Mr. T. observed, that in some inexplicable

way, his land l)ad become so fertile as to induce

him to dispense with the use of manure, he has not

since used it, and is now fully persuaded that its

fertility is owing to certain vapors arising from the

heap and then descending on his land. None of

the soluble matters of the heap are carried to I\Ir.

T.'s field, no manure has been applied, and its fer-

tility continue unimpaired."

—

Appendix to Liebig,

p. 3(Jfi.

3. Plaster has been observed to produce but

slight effects upon old, dry and hide-bound mead-
ows. Says Liebig, (p. 87,) " Water is absolutely

necessary to efiect the decomposition of gypsum,

and also to assist in the absorption of the sulphate

of ammonia by the plants : hence it happens that

gypsum is not observable on dry fields and mead-
ows." To which may be added, that but a small

quantity of putrescent matter existing in such ca-

ses, the exhalations are inconsiderable ; and what
is deposited from the atmosphere by dews cannot

be absorbed by the soil in consequence of its com-
pact, impenetrable surface. On old, and even dry

pasture lands, the effect is much greater, there be-

ing ever present on their surface, a portion of ma-
nure to serve as a basis for its action.

4. It has been universally observed that the most

striking effect of plaster is on the clover crop.

Reason— " Red clover contains double the quanti.

ty of nitrogen that common hay docs."

—

Gray,

158.

5. It has occurred, in the experience of diffi

cnt farmers, that where one part of the field issp'

with plaster immediately before a thunder show in

and another directly alter the same shower, i

portion sown first was benefited in a far higher !

gree than the other. Reason—" Rain water mo

at all times, contain ammonia, though not alwi

in equal quantity. It must be greater in Bumr

than in spring or winter, because the intervals

time between the showers are greater. The ri

of n thunder shower after a long protracted drouj

contains the greatest quantity which is convej

to the earth at any one time."

—

Lkhis;, p- 73.

r>. Considering the beneficial effects of plas

at large, it has been observed that they depend,

general, not so much on any peculiarity in the

cation, or composition of soils, as on those phj

cal conditions which render the surface of the E

an easy medium for the transition of soluble

ter : all of which must go to corroborate the thi

ry in question.

From the views thus presented, we are led

infer

—

1. That the atmosphere ia an incxhausti

source of food for plants. 2. That the most avi

able agent for securing the benefit of this food

plants is plaster. 3. That viewed in this lig

the value of plaster in agriculture can hardly

over-rated. 4. Then it may be safely recommei

ed for general use on all soils containing a port

of fermentative matter?, and not so compact or w

as to prevent the process of exhalation and abso

tion. 5. That it should always be applied to

surface of the soil, or at least wilhin the influei

of the atmosphere. €>. That it should be sown

an early date in tho season, before the period

the most abundant dews and exhalmions has ct

mcncod. 7. That it should always accoiiip!

manures used as a top dressing, or only sligl

buried in the soil : and 8. That il should be
'

erally employed about our barnyards, slables,vau

manure heaps, compost beds, &c,— not however

compost under the supposition ihal it will has

the fermentation of the mass. " Davy has rel

ed this opinion by direct experiment, placing it

yond a doubt, that the mixture of plaster with i

nures, whether animal or vegetable, does not fai

itate decomposition."

—

Chaptal, p. 74.

The proper quantity to be used when so

broadcast upon the field, has been decided by i

perience, as also by chemical science, to be fr

one to one and a half bushels per acre.

WOOD ASHES.

Ashes, whether " live" or leached, consider!

the certainty, uniformity and power with wh

they act, as well as the permanency of their i

tion upon vegetation, may well be ranked amo

the very best manures. The fact of this superi

ity over other manures is very generally und

stood : the reason of this superiority appears qu

obvious when we reflect that they are compos

entirely of organised matter, reduced to the ni'

consolidated form, and when, further, we learn fr

chemistry that their chief bulk consists of the vt

material which enters most largely into the fit

grains and grasses. Yet, strange as it may bo,

inconsiderable portion of this priceless article

suffered to be lost to all the purp ises of cultii

tion, being permitted to lie waste about our dwi

lings, and to disappear na useless rubbish. '.
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remnrk, however, we finJ (by jjoiiijf to bo sure

]

from llio siidden trunsitions of tempornture, orul by
|eat « ny oil" for il,) one very striking exccplion. incroasinjj the moisliire of dry hot soils. It liiis a

leached ashes, transported thither fioni every specific cllcct upon all plants of the cabboKO and
in New England, and all the way from the onion tribe : nothing is more bcncflciiil to an uspara-

|adas, " are bought up on L. Island at an cx-jgus bed; and it is suggested to those who cunsnlt
e of from 35 to M cents a bushel, and consid- i

ibcir own interests by rearing the most valuable
a profitable investment at that."— Cu/<. vol. C, i

kinds of fruits, to try the experiment cautiously, of
applying salt or brine in moderate (|uantilies about
the roots of their trees.

—

Funn. Cab.
Whether, however, it will bo expedient for far-

lio most profitable use of this manure, when
ied directly to crops, is probably on light sili-

8 soils—ashes being admirably calculated not !
"icrs to introduce this manure in general practice.

to improve the texture of such soils, but to

ish to them just that kind of organic matter in

ch they are most liable to be deficient. They
be applied, however, with certain benefit to

soil, and th^t either by spreading them upon
surface of grass or grain lands, or by applying

to the hill or drills in the case of hoed crops.

practice of dropping a handful in the hill at

time of planting, has been practised by many
iiers, and with excellent results. But perhaps

r highest value will be found in the compost
since being capable of liberating a large

unt of nitrogen, they will greatly promote the

ess of fermentation. " One bushel of ashes

tains 5 1-3 lbs. of potash, a quantity sufficient

ecompose 200 lbs. of peat earth."

—

Gray's El-

ls, p.3lS.

SALTPETRE.

ji]
Saltpetre, as a manure, has been employed in

way of experiment, by several of our enterpri-

' farmers, and in some instances with signal

lefit to the crops to which it has been applied
;

use however has been abandoned by the most

iciuus, as being more expensive than profitable.

at a solution of this may be serviceable for

king seed corn, has been established by the ex-

ience of many of our farmers. That it may also

employed eftectually, to banish the canker-worm

n our apple orchards, appears from an experi-

nt made by O. M. Whipple, Esq. of Lowell—an

ount of wh.ch may be found in Colman's Fourth

port, p. 33.5.

Considerable quantities ofthia subject frequent-

nccumulate ia combination with earth, under old

Idings, particularly barns and horse sheds

—

en available in this form, the expense of saving

J applying it will alwavs be exceeded by the

ifit.

COMMO.'f SALT.

Common salt, highly recommended as a manure
some, has been as much depreciated by others,

d hence, when directly applied, is considered as

Boubtful fertilizer by almost all. The obscurity

regard to its use, however, rests chiefly on the

lantity which ought to be employed. The result

comparative experiments made in Germany,
owed that a very fow pounds per acre were suffi-

fnt to produce a largely increased return ofgrass,

aile in England il has been beneficially applied

thin the wide limits of from 5 to 20 bushels per

re, and when used for cleaning the land in au-

mn of 30 bushels an acre.

—

Appendix to Johnson

5.

Employed in moderate quantities in composts,

It is highly promotive of fermentation ; applied

aerally late in the fall, or early in the spring, is

ry destructive to worms and insects; used in the

rm of a brine for soaking seed wheat, it prevents

le smut ; and it otherwise acts beneficially—by
iraulating the absorbent vessels of plants, or im-

arting to them direct food : by preventing injury

even il it suits one's particular soil, is wholly to be
decided by a reference to its comparative expen
siveness.

This substance, consisting chiefly of geino, n
trogcn, and the salts of lime, potash, soda, ammo-

ly question being, how far tlio benefits will repay
the expense of application. 'I'lio earthy mutcriulg
arc to plants what the etoninch is to animals the
recipient of food, and the laboratory of the main
process of nutrition. The presence of clay, limo
and sand, are all essential in the soil, to enable it

lo perform its hecltbful fi.nclions. Where either
of those is naturally deficient, it may bo artificially

supplied with manifest advantage."

—

lb.

COMPOSTS.

Mr Timothy Benedict, of Pittsfield, in the full

of 1841, prepared a compost heap of swamp muck
and lime, by mixing one bushel of the latter with
a common load of the former, taken fresh from the
bed. The last spring, ho applied this to a portion
of his cornfield, a shovelful to the hill, treating the
remainder of the field in similar way with common

nia, is ranked by Dr. Dana "among the most pow. stable manure. When examined by the agricul-
erful of manures in the class consisting of geine tural committee in September, it appeared that tho
and salts." He observes: "On the principles compost bed had been equally efficacious as the
adopted for determining the value of manures, the !

manure. The crop was a luxuriant one, and re-
salts in J 00 lbs. of socit are equal to one ton of
cow-dung. Its nitrogen gives in a value, compared
with cow-dung, as 40 to 1."

—

Manual, p. 101.

A most satisfactory experiment with this sub

ceived the second premium of the Society.

Ashes and muck, in the proportion of 4 or 5
bushels of the former to a common load of the lat-

ter, form a very valuable compost. If the muck
stance has been tried by the writer the present '''^ '" '^ 'i"'' P°'*''^'^''C'l state, the materials maybe
year. From two to three quarts of soot, which had
been collected from the fire-place the last autumn,
and lain exposed to the weather through the win-
ter, was, some lime in April, carefully incorpora-
ted with the soil about the roots of an egg plum
tree, which though it had borne fruit repeatedly,
had attained but a very email size, and had not, in

the last seven years put out so many inches of
new wood. The result has been, that, by actual
measurement, it has sent forth numerous shoots
the past season, from two to three feet long, and
one to the length of four feet and a half.

SAND, GRAVFL AND CLAY.

Pure sand and gravel, from the obvious tenden-
cy they have to separate the particles, and thus in-

crease the porosity of a tenacious and compact
soil, may readily be supposed to possess no incon-
siderable influence in improving such lands as by
retaining too much water on their surface, are ren-

dered unpleasant and difficult of cultivation, and
to a greater or less degree unfruitful. It might
also be taken for granted that pure clay would be
alike beneficial when employed to give solidity to

such light and porous soils as are incapable of re-

taining manures, and exposed to sutfer severely
from drought.

"On sandy soils, a load of clay properly incor-

porated, will produce a greater, because a more
lusting efl^ect, than a load of manure. Of this the

fine farm formerly owned by Judge Buel, is an ex-

ample. This was originally a hungry, porous sand.

To give it tenacity jand proper retentiveness of
moisture. Judge Buel covered his fields with clay

from the Albany clay-banks, at the rate of from
20 to 30 loads per acre ; and his experience con-
vinced him that a load of such clay (it contained
from 20 to 30 per cent, of lime,) was of more ben-
efit than a load of barnyard manure. He distribu-

ted his clay as fast as drawn, upon the sward or

surface, where it was decomposed by the rains

and frosts, when it was pulverized by the roller,

and further distributed by the harrow."

—

Cultiva-

tor, vol. 9, p. 45.

"Even sand upon clay, or clay upon sand, are

beneficial applications to improve the soil ; the on-

thoroughly blended together, and applied at once
to the soil. But if the muck be of a strono- tex-

ture, and contain much vegetable fibre, some time
will be necessary for its decomposition. Leached
ashes will answer the purpose equally as well as
lime, if a somewhat larger proportion be employed.
To this compost too high a valuation can hardly

be attached. A series of experiments (amounting
to 29 in number,) instituted the past season, by the

editor of the New England Farmer, has resulted

in showing it to be second in the scale of composts
only to one "composted of both the dung and
ti'rine of cattle, horses, hogs and human beings,

mixed with straw and muck" in a barn cellar. See
the Farmer, vol. 21, p. 157.

Finally, it may be remarked in relation to com-
post heaps, that the more heterogeneous their ma-
terials, the more rapid and perfect will be their de-
composition ; since the greater the number of affin-

ities brought into play, the greater will be the
struggle between the particles of the mass to in-

dulge their "likings and antipathies" in making
election of their future (though it may be very tem-
porary) associates. Let not the manufacturer of
composts, then, be afraid of laying under contribu-

tion too many of the sources of animal, vegetable
and mineral substances capable of being made to

fatten his plants and to "gladden the soil."

Occasion will be taken, in concluding, simply to

express the sentiment, that would the present race
of cultivators of the soil but "come to the light"

which science is shedding upon their profession,

and in accordance with its teachings, put in full

requisition the resources of fertility which every

where abound around them, another generation

would inherit from their hands a land of garden
spots, and "shout tho merry harvest home" on
fields where now is only heard tho sad, monoto-
nous complaint of "hard, hard times."

—

Foole's

Essay on Manures, in Berkshire Farmer.

Slow Poison Some opponent of stimulating

drinks told an old gentleman that coffee was a poi-

son. " It must be a very slow one," he replied,

for I have been using it seventy years, and never

thought it injured me.— Tenn. .IgricuU.
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From the Providence Chief.

PREMIUMS OF THK RHODR ISLAND AG-
RICULTURAL SOCIETY.

No. I.

I wish to direct the attention of the farming por-

tion of your readers to the advertisement of a Cat-

tle Show and Fair, to be holden in Pawtu.\et, in

September next, issued by tlie Rliode Island Soci-

ety for tlie Encouragement of Domestic Industry,

in Inro-e show bills, and published in the New Eng-

land Farmer, of the 3d of .May. The amount of

premiums offered by the Society is largo, being

nearly eiglit hundred dollars.

The Standing Committee, I conceive, have shown

a commendable sagacity in the selection of sub-

jects for experiments and competition, and the pre-

miuiTiS are sutliciently large in some cases to tempt

the cupidity, if they do not stimulate the ambition

of our farmers to greater improvement in many

branches of husbandry. Under the head of" Grain,

Vegetable Crops, and Agricultural E.xperiments,"

the premiums otTered amount to three hundred and

seventynine dollars, and there is not a subject in-

dicated that is not more or less important to every

farmer in the State, as will be perhaps more obvi-

ous by a slight review of some of them.

First—" For a satisfactory, and the most satis-

factory statement in writing, of the e.\pense of

raising any hind of grain crop, showing the least

cost per bushel. Tlie soil and subsoil on which

the crop is raised, must be named, and the cost

stated as follows: Rent of land for one year;

quantity, and kind of manure
;
plowing, harrowing,

and rolling—days at; Planting and sowing—days

at; harvesting—days at ; tilling— days at. First

premium, .$12; second do. ."JS ; third do. .$6."

We ask the practical farmers if they can tell

the actual cost per bushel of raising any pf our

commonly cultivated grains, at a given rate of la-

bor, rent or interest of land, ami in seasons of

mean feitility ? For the want of established data

of this kmd, all the plans and calculations of the

husbandman are involved in doubt and uncertainly.

Until such, and many kindred data be fi.xed, with

all the accuracy thiit the nature of the case admits

of, there can be no such tiling as .systematic hus-

bandry in our State. At a given price for cotton

and labor, the manufacturer can determine within

t.'ie fraction of a cent, the cost of every quality of

cloth, and hence it depends upon the contingencies

of the market solely, whether his labors are to be

rewarded with profit or subject to a loss.

The farmer is equally subject to the contingen-

cies of the market, and in addition to those of the

weather, with so far as we have been able to learn,

nothing but vague and unsatisfactory guesses as to

the cost to himself of every cultivated crop. With

these views, we conceive that he will confer no

slight obligation upon the agricultural community

who shall determine with rigid accuracy, the cost

per bushel of raising corn, rye, oats, barley, and

wheat. Let a fair average yield per acre of each

crop be assumed, and all the other elements of an

exact experiment are at the command of the experi-

menter.

It is of nearly equal consequence to determine

the cost of producing other farm crops, such as po-

tatoes, carrots, onions, ruta bagas, sugar beets, &c.

But the premiums offered by the Society are re-

stricted to given crop^, and the importance of the

object, independent of the temptation of the pre-

miums, should induce competition in the settlement

of a question which bears directly upon the inte-

rest of every farmer. M.

For Ihe N. E. Farmer.

CURCULIO IN THE PLUM.

Bramlree, Mnij 2dth, 1843.

Mr Putnam—On a visit to an eminent horticul-

turist in the State of New York, in June last, he

remarked that he hnd great faith in the application

of salt under the plum tree as a sure remedy for

the Curculio on the fruit. He remarked that he

had never succeeded with the plum till the pre-

vious year (18-11,) when his yield of fruit was quite

satisfactory. lie then shew me his plum trees,

which were free from the puncture of the insect,

except one tree, which was overlooked, and which

was punctured as usual. It may be as well to

give his whole letter to me in answer to inquiries

as to when and the quantity of salt applied— and

the season, I trust, is not too far advanced for cul-

tivators of this luscious fruit to try this experiment,

as it is cheap and expeditious.

" Flushing, 4//i month, 1S43.

" Thy letter of the 27th ultimo, was duly re-

ceived, and in reply to thy inquiries about salt for

plum trees, I cannot say how small a quantity will

answer, for I have always put it on so as to make

the ground look white, a little further than the

branches extend. The salt may be put on any

time before the fruit sets. I do n't think 1 had ten

plums stung this year, except on the one where I

put no salt, and on that one, there was not a plum

but what was stung by the Curculio. I have the

fullest confidence in it. It is necessary to observe

some care, if there i-hould be other plants under

the plum trees, as the salt will destroy them.

Thine, respectfully, L VV."

There have been a number of communications

made to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

respecting the Curculio, which show the solicitude

of the public to rid Ihemsflvcs of that pest of one

of our most delicious fruits. The authors of some

of them have devoted much time and labor to the

subject:—one communication has been put into

my hands from an esleemed friend of horticulture,

from the county of Worcester, which I shall lay

before the Society at our next meeting, wherein

the habits of the Curculio are quite fully described.

'J'his must have been a work of time, patience and

careful observation.

P.ENJ. V. FRENCH,
Chairman of the Committee on Fruits of the

Mass. Hart. Society.

We are sorry that the above communication did

not find its way to us in season for insertion last

week, when Mr F. intended it should be published.

But though late, it may be well to try the effect of

salt around the trees, even now.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Those who have the care of the young should

make it an essential part of education to render

every thing as cheerful as possible for them. The

infant mind is intuitively susceptible of gladness,

and equally abhorrent of gloom, and whatever pic-

ture is jirescnted to it early, leaves a shade which

will influence every hour of its future existence:

and in fact, it is highly necessary for its after posi-

tion in life, to lay up a store of bright and cheer-

ing recollections, to enable it to bear up against

the disappointments which all experience

—

Selected.

For the New England Farmer.

SALT AS A PRESERVATIVE OF SQUA,
VINES.

Mn EniTOR— I noticed a communication in »l

paper of May 24, over the signature of " A Fan •

of Middlesex," relative to the use of salt brini

squash vines to prevent the depredations of

hugs, which was suggested to hia mind by

flourishing condition in which he saw a lot

squashes at Phillip's Beach, Lynn. Now, sir

know something about this lot of squashes as »

as many other lots that have been raised in tl

neighborhood, and the great secret about the ni

ter is not so much that the salt has an effect

keep the bugs away, as that the squashes arc

ways planted very early, and as the late frosta

spring do not do so much injury in that neighbi

hood as in Middlesex, the farmers get the squash

up and of a good size before the bugs make thi

appearance ; and as the leaves are tougher, t

bugs do not destroy them aa much as when t

plants are more tender.

I notice this, sir, because I think some may re

too much on the salt to do the work which if ti

prevented by early planting, I think must be do

by hand, and thereby lose the crop of squashi

If the " Farmer of Middlesex" will visit Pliilli|

Beach now, he will see squashes up and alreai

nearly beyond the reach of the depredations of II

bugs. Another Farmer of Midulesex,
May 25, J 843.

05^" Another Farmer of Middlesex" mi.^appr

hends the true point of inquiry in legard toll

marrow squashes on Phillips' Beach last year. V\

oursclfsaw those squashes in the latter part of Ai

gust, and it was our own remarks last year, tli:

suggested the article of May 24. Now we had i

reference to the escape of these squashes from tl

yellow or striped bug, that destroys by eating tl

first leaves of the vine. Our own vines, and thos

of many other persons, escaped that enemy. Ear

planting and good cultivation may have acted i

protection against the yellow bug. But the grei

harm to our vines for the last two years, has cun.

from a more formidable and deadly enemy— from

worm in the heart or pith of the root and the vim

This worm is the oflTspriug of a fly that deposite

eggs on the stalk of the vine in June, which soo

hatch, and the young go into the vine and rev(

there; and the consequence is, that the large floui

ishing vine of four, five or six feet in hmglh, with

crs and dies. It was this enemy that the Marroi

squash escaped on Phillips' Beach, and this varic

ty (the " Marrow,") escaped that enemy no wlier

else within the limits of our own observation

Why did it escape there') This is the question

Why did it escape— not the yellow bug— but thi

U'orm at ihe root ? Had the salt of the seashon

any thing to do with it .' This is the point of in-

quiry. Let salt and brine be tried, but let it bi

cautiously, so not to kill the plants.—Ec. N. E. F.

Beesxeax.—The neatest way, saya the Farmer'^

Cabinet, to separate beeswax from the comb is, t

tie it up in a linen or woollen cloth or bag, with

.

pebble or two to keep it from floating; place it it

a kettle of cold water, which hang over the fire;

as the water heats, the wax melts and rises to thi

surface, while all the impurities remain in the bap
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lilNTS FOR RENOVATING OLD SOILS.

Heretofore, tlio tarniers of this country have cul-

tivated a soil enriched for ajjes l>y the yearly addi-

tion of a fresh stratum of nmuld. From the tirst

existence of vegetation upon the dry land, decayed
plants, leaves, &c. have contiiuially furnished a

supply of manure, which tlie winds liavc hhcrally

spread abroad. As the supply was annnully great-

er than the consumption, the earth, unexhausted by

its productions, increased in fertility. The thick

layer of vegetable mould which covered the face

of the earth, was a storehouse of food for plant-s

and this quantity increased by the conversion of

wood into ashes, by clearing. It is not wonderful

then, that for some years, newly cleared scttlemejits

should abound in produce, and require little more
labor than that of plowin;T und reaping ; for during

this period the provision is wasting which for cen-

turies had been accumulating. But the time will

come, and indeed has come in many sections,

where the soil has been e.vhausted by improper

cultivation, and is now too iveak of itself to make
plants grow with their former luxuriance. The
grand question now presents itself—"howsliall

the soil be renovated and brought back to its for-

mer richness and fertility .-" Aly answer would

be, in addition to manuring, to break the under

crust, opening and stirring the subsoil, and partial-

ly mixing it w'ith the upper soil, by which means

it BO alters and disposes the earth in which plants

are rooted, that the radicals shoot more easily and

more extensively through it, or in other words, it

becoiiies a better filterer for straining and applying

nourishment to their inhaling or absorbing vessels.

It is a well established fact, or axiom in agri-

culture, that the deeper the soil is, the more favora-

ble will it be for the purposes of cultivation. To
produce this desideratum, several plans have been

adopted, cither by thorough trenching with the

spade, or by the use of the subsoil plow. Air and

water are the chief instruments which nature makes

use of to enrich the earth.

It is by close attention to passing events, that

any desired object can erer be obtained. As far

as experiments have been made, we find the earth

liberally affording its produce, in ten-fold quantity,

and the land that now supports one hundred inhabi-

tants, may be made to give equal enjoyment to a

thousand. But in this stage, a well managed farm

must be carried on with more labor, expense, and

more exact skill. The most profitable system of

culture is that which pays the greatest per cent.

on the money laid out in cultivation, while the

land is greatly increasing in its productive powers,

13 a truth which no one will attempt to deny.

For the last four or five years, 1 have had my
attention directed to the great benefits derived

from subsoil plowing in Europe, and have felt very

anxious to obtain an implement for that purpose,

adapted to my soil. For three years I have been

making some experiments with merely an apology

for a subsoil plow, as it only penetrated about five

or six inches below the bottom of the furrow made

by the common plow ; the share was thin and flat,

and only three inches wide at its broadest part.

Still, with this simple, and I might almost say, inef-

fectual machine, I could see a very perceptible

difference in the appearance of the crop, more es-

pecially in a drought. Corn in that part of the

field where the soil had been stirred deep with the

apology, (for that is the name I gave it,) maintain-

ed a dark healthful color, while that adjoining, that

j

had not been stirred with the skeleton or apology,

I

turned yellow, had a sickly appearance, and iho

leaves curled. In fact, the differenco was soap-
parent, that it was noticed by those passing by on
the road, although at some distance. I tried it in

I

my carrot and beet field with equal success. I

have also used it on stiff loam and on soil inclin-

inn to sand, with decided advantage. This I was
not prepared for, as I had always supposed such

soil would not be benelited by it; but on exanunn.

tion, I found the subsoil below the reach of the

common plow, very compact and nearly as hard as

a beaten track on the surface.

As for myself, and from my own experience, I

entertain not a doubt of the utility of deep plow-

ing: not by turning op the under soil, but by fol-

lowing in the furrow made by the first plow, with

a real subsoil plow, which if properly constructed,

pulverizes and stirs the earth from I'i to 14 inches.

Indian corn, and all tap-rooted plants, in such a

mnss of loosened earth, would not, 1 am confident,

suffer much from an ordinary drought. Like a

sponge, it would absorb a vast quantity of rain wa-

ter, and become a reservoir to supply the wants of

the plants. Nothing is more common in a dry sea-

son, than the rolling or curling of the leaves of

corn, and that circumstance is often mentioned as

an evidence of the severity of a drought.

There is another advantage in subsoiling. If

the season is wet, it has the cfiect of partially

draining the land, and causes the water to settle

and carry with it any vitriolic or other noxious mat-

ter.

I am not aware that subsoil plowing has as yet

in this country, received much attention, or been

tried to any extent, but from the experiments I

have made, and with a very indifferent im|)lement,

the results have been such as to warrant the belief

that it will prove of very great ndvaiitago on old

soils that have been hmg under cultivation.— C'f?!-

tnd M Y. Fur.

to kill Ihe poor harinlcsa frogs. Do such consider

it right to kill the innocent calves and lambs to

gralil'y tlieir own appetites, or to encourage Iho

butcher in his work of dcatruclioii ?

—

Boat. Cult.

"A STITCH IN TIME SAVES NINE."

Cultivators will find a great advantage in attend-

ing to every thing at the propei season. In weed.

,
iiig, a few days of delay beyond the pmpor time,

I

will frequently increase the labor one half. When

I

weeds first start from the ground, they arc very

I
tender, and a little stirring of the earth will readi-

ly (lo.-itroy them ; but if neglected, their roots soon

extend in every direction, and it requires much la-

bor to di'stroy them, and they often become so

rank, and spicad so wide that they not on'y shade

the tender plants, and rob them of nutriinent, but

render it difficult to distinguish the weeds from the

plants, and to eradicate the former without disturb-

ing the latter. Therefore every one should be

diligent and careful to do everything in the proper

season, especially the destroying of weeds, remem-
bering that "a stitch in time saves nine."

—

Ibid.

ON RAISING DUCKS.
Young ducks are very tender, and many are lost

by their being exposed to water in their early age.

If ducks arc only allowed water enough to drink,

and that under such arrangements that they can-

not get into it, until they pass their tender age,

say till six or eight weeks old, much better success

would doubtless attend this business. Large num-

bers have been raised without water to swim in,

nd care was taken to keep them dry, and ihcy

have had no diseases, and the losses have been

small, scarcely any dying, unless by accident.

We are aware that some ara opposed to this

practice, and will name insiances in which they

have allowed young ducks to run in water, and yet

they have been remarkably successful, raising all

that were hatched. But as some have had much

the best success in raising without water, and have

made experiments on an extensive scale, raising

6 or 700, their opinions are entitled to much re-

spect, and more experiments should be made on

the dry plan. Will our readers who try it, let us

know the result 1

Ducks should have a liberal share of animal

food, of which they arc very fond, and their prin-

cipal object in going into water seems to be to ob-

tain this kind of food, as they are constantly search-

ing for it. Frogs, cut or pounded fine, are very

acceptable food, and cost nothing but a little time

in catching them. Some will say that it is wicked

KEEP YOUR CATTLE OUT OF THE HIGH-
WAY.

The practice of allowing cattle to run at large

in tho highway, is one of the greatest nuisances in

existence, besides being dangerous to the lives

and property of travellers. A sad accident oc-

curred from this cause, to a citizen of this town,

while he was passing through Lunenburg the other

day. It is well known that cows will always cross

the road when a carriage approaolies them, and

aenerally at or about the time it is to pass then

In the present ca.'se— the horse being a powei

ful animal, and going at good speed—the drive

was unable to shun the cow, and slie came in co!

lision with the horse, which frightened him. Th
carriage instantly came in contact with ilie cow
breaking the shafts, rendering the horse entirely

unmanageable. A lady sprang from the carriag(

with a child in her arms, and escaped without inju

ry. The gentleman soon found it necessary to

leap from the carriage, and in doing which he had
his leg broken. Thus the lives ol three persona

were put in imminent peril by the pernicious prac-

tice of allowing cows to run in tho road. The
horse and carriage, both valuable, were much dam-
aged. In our opinion, the owner of the cow ought
in justice, to be severely fined, and be obliged to

pay all damages done to persons and properly.

—

Filchburg Stnt.

Take Care of your Hens.—A correspondent of
the Greenfield Gazette says :

—" One of tho sore

evils of social life is to live by the side of a neigh-
bor, who with a spot of ground scarcely largo

enough to raise a dozen cabbages, persists in keep-
ing a troop of hens, which with the captain of the
gang all billed and spurred for action, are ever
ready for marauding cxpeditiims upon the grounds
and gardens of their neighbors. From morn till

night the work of destruction goes on, and little

does the owner seem to care, provided their crop*

are filled from the grounds or granaries of others

The damage that is occasioned is considerable

but this is nothing in comparison to the vexatio

that is produced."

A severe drought prevails in some sections •

Georgia— cotton and wheat discouraging.
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Boston, Wednesday, Joke 7, 1843.

CARE OF TH-E GROWING CROP-TILLAGE.

Too much labor can liardly bo bestowed upon our

prounHs wbile ihe orops are starling in tlieir growlli.

Faithful stirrings of the soil in June, .ire among the

most important and most profitable of all the labors upon

the farm during the year.

We have often heard a farmer say, that in such a

year, a field of corn had but a single hoeing, and yet the

crop was as good as the farm ever gave. And frequent-

ly it has hafipened that potatoes had a single hoeing on-

ly, and did better than those on the farm that vi^ere hoed

twice and three times. From n few facts like these, an

inference is made in favor of slovenly tillage. That the

ground can be wrnrked too much and too deep in July

for either corn or potatoes, we have no doubt—but on

the contrary, wo believe that more harm than good to

the crops, is done by the deep plowing and high hilling

that are common in July. The stirrings of the soil, if

made before the corn shows its spindle on the earliest

stalks, and before the young potatoes begin to form,

are of very great service.

We regard thorough, frequent and deep workings of

the soil in June, as the most profitable of all the labors

of the year. The time and manner of tilling the crops,

have more to do with the yield than is generally eup-

The common practice is to go with the plow or culti-

vator through the cornfield early in June, and then with

the hoe draw a little fresh earth up around the corn.

The same thing is done in the latler part of June and

again in July. At the last time ;or hoeing, the plow

goes deep in tlie centre between the rows, and quite a

hill is made by drawing the dirt up around the stalks.

This process of cultivation we do not like.

A better way is to take a small jiloio, at first, and plow

as deep and as near to the corn as po.^sibla. 'J'his will

cut many roots, we know, but the benefit of moving the

soil under the hill, or almost under, while the plants

are small, is more than enough to counterbalance the

harm done by rending the roots while the plant is so

small. If you cannot go deep enough by a single fur-

row to stir the soil down nearly as deep as you stirred

it at the time of plowing in the spring, then go twice

with the plow in .the same place. If your rows are

strai"ht and your land is free from rocks and other ob-

structions to the plow, you should so work that the

space on the row unplowed will be not more than six

inches wide, and your furrow should be six inches deep.

When you have thus opened the furrows, you may

immediately, or in a day or two subsequent, plow the

furrows back, or you may use a cultivator or harrow to

level them down. At a convenient time, you may use

the hoe and just scratch the surface around the corn and

remove the weeds. But the work with the hoe needs

be but little. With plow, or cultivator, or harrow, go

onco through your corn as often as every four or five

days, all through the month of June. About tho 20th

to tho 25th of June, take the plow and run as deep as

you can in the centre between the rows. These fur-

rows may remain undisturbed for four or five days, and

then leveled down with tho cultivator. After this time,

be very careful about disturbing the routs. Whatever

is done in July, should be only a •eralching of tho sur-

face. The hoe and a very light harrow may be used
;

but the plow and tho cultivator are both too heavy for

use then. Work deep, aad close to the corn, at first.

Work deep afterwards in the centre between the rows
;

but when the corn grts to stand a foot high, only break

the surface crust and keep down the weeds. The rea-

son for our recommendation rest on tho fact that the

diep plowing of the ground just as the roots are ready

to enter and fill it, will put the ground in a much belter

state to nourish and feed those roots, than if tho soil is

not moved after the spring plowing. But when you

have once got the rools into the portion of soil that has

been plowed after the corn came up, be careful not to

rend those roots: the soil they are now in is in a good

slale, and be careful to let them work. If you put the

plow or cultivator in deep in July, you rend many roots ;

some new ones may form, but not many then. The ef-

fect will be to hasten the lipening of the corn, but to di-

minish the quantity. The course we here recommend,

goes upon the presumption that little if any earthing up

is to be done. We cultivate corn on a perfectly fiat sur-

face—make no hill—and we liko this, after years of ex-

perience, belter than we do the old practice. We put

no manure in the hill. But those who do, will find ben-

efit in turning out a pari ef the manure with the plow,

and then turning it back again.

This matter of plowing and hoeing corn, is one

that ought to be studied by farmers more than it is. For

the amount of the crop does not turn upon the manure

alone, nor upon the natural quality of the soil—but

much, very much, upon the modes of tillage. You need

not fear that your labor will be lost which you bestow

in stirring and pulverizing thesuil up to the 20th or 25th

June. You may then work much, and work deep, and

all that you then and thus do, will be well paid for.

Potatoes.—We have had less experience and less suc-

cess witii potatoes than with corn. But a single trial of

last year, gives us a persuasion that the same course of

tillage that we have described above, is well suited to

the potato, excepting that some hill mu.<t be made. We
plowed the dirt off from the potatoes on a small experi-

ment lot last season, running the plow rery near them

soon after they came up. Then we turned the d irt back,

and in this way the first hoeing may be reduced to very

little labor. Afterwards plow the dirt ofT and on

again, but do not run the plow so near to the row by

four or five inches the second time of working as you do

the first. After that you may run the plow in the cen-

tre between the rows, as deep as you can.

the European recommendation that it be sown on a dry

sandy or gravelly soil, is wise for us, with our hotter

Buns and dryer summers.

"THE CLAPP PULVERIZER."

We are informed that the implement we described

last week, the combination of the roller and harrow,

was made by Mr Chamberlain, a blacksmith in Rox-

bury, near Roxbury street, and that he is willing to fit

them for any one who may wish to make trial of the

tool.

FROSTS.

On the mornings ofThursday and Friday ol last week,

June 1st and 2d, we had severe frosts in this vicinity.

In many gardens, the squashes and beans were cut

down, and it will be necessary to plant again. This,

we suppose, is about the extent of the damage, though

the cold was so great that the plowed ground was fro-

zen so that it would crack under tho feet. On Satur-

day morning there was a thaw.

We were somewhat amused at hearing that there had

been no frost in June before for several years; for we

recollected that on the morning of June 6lh, last year,

there was a frost nearly ns severe as this of June 2d

this year; and yet the season was very fruitful. If peo-

ple would only lake the trouble to keep a record of the

seasons, and note the peruliarities of each, they might

save themselves from making many erroneous assertiona

vhich their bad memory otherwise subjects them.

LUCERNE.

We have noticed several times this season, the luxu-

riant growth of some lucerne mixed with grasses on a

part of the grounds on which the late Hon. John Low-

ell experimented. We know not how long it is since

tho lucerne was sowed ; but it is probably five years or

more. The suil we cannot pretend to describe with ac-

curacy, but it must be heavy and rather wet. It is a

sort of intervale on the banks of n small stream. Tho

subsoil must be quite wet; and yet two weeks ago the

lucerne tln-re was double the height of any of the other

grasses, and its foliage large and rich. Yes, two weeks

a"0 last Monday, when we saw it, this lucerne was

more than a foot high apparently, and had the ground

been covered with that alone, there would have been at

ihat time a good crop.

We think the lucerne has not been tried so much in

this country as its luxuriance entitles it to. It has been

made to do well in various places, and we have no

doubt that a little experience with it, would enable us to

grow it successfully on most of our farms, and that we

should find it much more productive than any of our

graiises or our clovers. The appearance of that on the

Lowell grounds has raised the question with us, whether

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXItlBITlON or FLOWERS.

Saturday, June 3, 1843.

Joseph S. Cabot, Esq., of Salem, presented some very

fine seedling Pansies. It gave us great pleasure to ex-

amine such fine specimens of this universal favorite.

"The delicacy of its texture, and the vivacity of its pur-

ple are inimitable," says the Countess, inle Spectacle dt

la Nature. " The softcsl velvet, if set in competiliun

with this flower, would appear to the eye as coarse as

canvass."

Mr W. E. Carter, of the Botanic Garden, Cambridge,

exhibited some very splendid bouquets, roses and otlier

cut flowers.

From William Kenrirk, Newton—Pa-onies : Moutan

Banksii, and other kinds; Fraxinella, Iris, Wistaria eon-

sequana, or Chinese Glycine, Purple Beech, Honey-

Froni A. Bowditch, Roxbury— Double Oleander.
_

By S. Sweetser, Woburn—Tree-rose, (Sanguinia,)

Fushia, gracelis, cutting of 1842.

From Jno. A. Kenrick, Nonantum Dale, Newton-
Dutch Pipe, Silver Bell, Pa;ony Moutan Banksii, P. Pap-

averacea, P. Tennilolin, P. Laiifolia,P. Prffiiox; Azalias,

Wayfaring Tree, Magnolia Cordata, New Scarlet Haw-
thorn, red and white Tartarian Honeysuckle, Caucasian

Honeysuckle, Spirae Hypericum, &c.
Tulips and Bouquets, by S«muel Walker, Roxbury.

Among the tulips there were three new varieties.

For the Committee,
S. WALKER, Ch'mn.

Notice.—The Committee on Flowers are requested

to meet at the rooms of the Society at 11 o'clock on Sat-

urday next, 10th insl., for the transaction of business.

Per order, S. WALKER, Ch'mn.

EXHIBITION OF FR0IT3.

From J. F. Allen— Grapes; Black Hamburg and Bar-

suraube—the latter fine. Also, beautiful Peaches, iha

first shown for tho season.

For the Committee,
OTIS JOHNSON.

EXHIBITION OF VEGETABLES.

Good specimens of Cucumbers were exhibited by Mr
J. L. L F. Warren. Also, Rhubarb, 12 stalks, which

weighed 5 1-2 pounds. „" ^
JNO. A. KENRICK.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

The Rallle-snake—« rcmarliaUt siory respecting

Us poison.—To give you an idea of ihe long time

this poison retains its proprrty, I sIkiII relate a cu-

rious but well authenticated series of facts, which

took place in a central district of the State of

Pennsylvania, some tweve or fifteen years ngo.

A farmer was so slightly liit through the boot,

by a rnttlesnake, as he was walking to view his

ripening cornfields, that the pain felt was thought

by him to have been a scratch of a thorn, not hav-

ing seen or heard the reptile. Upon his return

home, ho felt on a sudden, violently sick at the

Blomnch, vomited with great pain, and died within

a few liours.

Twelve months after this, the eldest son, who

had taken his fatlier's hoots, put them on, and went

to church at some distance. On his going to bed

that night, whilst drawing off his boots, he felt

slightly scratched on the leg, but merely mentioned

it to his wife, and rubbed the place with his hand.

In a few hours afterwards, he was awakened by

violent pain ; complained of a general giddiness,

frequently, and expired before any succor could be

applied with success. The cause of his illness

was also quite a mystery.

In the course of lime his efTects were sold, and

a second brother, through filial affection, purchased

the boots, and if I remember rightly, put them on

about two years after. As he drew them on, lie

felt a scratch, and complained of it, when the wid-

owed sister being present, recollected that the

same pain liad been felt by her husband on the

like occasion. The youth suffered and died in

the same way that his father and brother died be-

fore him. I

These repeated and singular deaths being ru-

mored in the country, a medical gentleman called

on the friends of the deceased, to inquire into the

particulars, and at once pronounced their deaths to

to have been occasioned by venom. The boots

that had been the cause of complaint, were brought

to him, when ho cut one of them open with care,

and discovered the e.xtreme point of the fang of a

rattlesnake issuing from the leather, and assured

the people that this had done all the mischief. To
prove this satisfactorily, he scratched with it the

nose of a dog, and the dog died in a few hours,

from the poisonous effects it was etill able to con-

vey. In confirmation of these facts, I am told by

native Americans, thatarrows dipped in rattlesnake

venom, would carry death for ages after.

—

Audu-

Inn's A'b/f5 on ihe Rattlesnake.

Castilione. There you will seo no pinched and

mean looking shoulders overlooking a sunken breast. I

As for the French women, a constant attention

to the quantity and quality of their food; and

bathing and exercise are as regular as their meals.

When children they play abroad in their gardens
;

they have their gymnastic exercises, their dancing,

and other social amusements, to keep up a health-

ful temperament through life. Hosides, a young

lady here does not deform and injure herself by

tight lacing. Fashion, usually insane, and an ene-

my to health, has grown sensible in this ; she re-

gards a very small waist as a defect, and points to

the Venus de Medici, who stands out boldly in the

Tuillcries, in vindication and testimony of the hu-

man sha|!0 ; and now among ladies of good breed-

ing, a waist which cannot dispense with tight lac-

ing is thought not worth the squeezing.

When I left America, the more a woman looked

like an hourglass, the more she was pretty; and

the waist most in esteem by ladies and ladies' men,

was one you could span wiih your hands

—

giving

its possessor a withered complexion, diseased lungs,

and sickly children. If this is not reformed, alas

for the republic ! A French woman's beauty, such

as it is, lasts her lifetime, by the care she takes of

it. Her limbs are vigorous, her bosom well devel-

oped, her color healthy, lier offspring robust, and

she has a greater moral courage, and is a hundred

times better fitted for dashing enterprises than the

women of our cities.

—

Letters from Paris.

A Scotch blacksmith thus defined metaphysics :

" Whrn the party who listens disna ken what the

party^wi.o speaks means ; and when the party who

speaks, disna ken what he means hiinsel— that is

metaphysics."

In marriage, prefer vitue before beauty, and the

mind before wealth.

Fi-ench Ladies.—Our climate is noted for three

eminent qualities—extreme heat and cold, and the

e.ilrome suddenness of change. If a lady has bad

teeth, or a bad complexion, or a comsumptive hab-

it, she blames it conveniently on the climate ; if

her beauty, like a tender flower, fades before noon,

it is the climate. But our climate sustains the in-

fancy, and why not its maturity ? It spares the

bud, and why not the opened blossoms, or the ri-

pened fruit ? Our negroes at the south are perfect

in teeth, and why not the whites ? The chief pre-

servative of beauty in any country is health, and

there is no place in which this great interest is bo

little attended to, as in the United States. To be

ienaible of this, you must visit F.nrope. Vou must

aee the deep bosomed maids of England, and the

females upon the Place Vendome and the Rue

HOWARD 3 IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements hare lieen made the past year in the

form and workmanship o( these Ploughs; ihe miiuld tu aril

has been so formed as to lai/ the furrmt covtplctehj oner,
turninff in every particle nf grass or sl\d'l>le, and lear'ing the
gronmt in the best possible maimer. The length ^I the
mould hoard has he n very much increased, so that the
Plough works wilh Ihe greatest ease, holli with respect to
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,
" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploughs

we should prefer for use on a farm, we inight perhaps say to
the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to woik,
try Prouty & Mears, Iput if your land is heavy, hard orrocl.y,
BEGIN WITH Mn. Howard's.''
At the ahnve mer.f.oned trial the Howard Plough did

wore icor/r, ^rith the same prrwcr of team, than any other
plougli extiibited. No other turned more than Iwentyse/en
and one half inches, to the 112 Ihs. draught, while Ihe
Howard Plough turned ttcenti/nine and one half inches, to

the same power of team .' All acknowledge that Howard's
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantially
made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shoe,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed without
having to furnish a new landside: this shoe likewise secures
the mould hoard and landside together, and strengthens the
Plough very much.
The price of the Plonghs is from $6 to $15. A Plough,

sufficient for breaking up with four catlle, will cost ahout
SlO 50, and with cutter Si, with wheel and cutter, $2 50
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, at

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, hy
JO.SKPH URECK & CO.

CHEESE PRESSES.
SELF-ROVERNING CHEESE PRESSES—two kinds

—lately iinpro\ed by the Shakers. These are so construct-

ed tlialthey goVern and regulate themselves without weights,
and are hy far the best presses now in uso.

Knrsale at the N. E. Agricultural Warehouse, 51 and 52
North Market street. JOS. BRECK & CO.
June 7, 1843.

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROl.L,ERS.

Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved wiih a foot trcader, is found to lie a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung

iu this manner are hecoming daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaclion. The rollers can be attach-

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale by J.

BRECK &. Co., No. 51 North Market street.

LACTOMETERS— a simple instrument for testing

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or $2 50 if not paid

within thirty days.

N. B.—Postmastora arc permitted by law to frank all

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, witiiout

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DElfl»ETT, PRIMTER81

21 School Street.
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N. E. FARMER,

OXALIC ACID—SORREL.—REPLY TO « D."

To ihe Editor of ihe New England Farmer;

Dear Sir— 1 conunonly receive your paper the

morning afier its publication. No. 47, (May 24tli,)

came to me iwentyfour hours in advance. I uas

sure it was not my^egiilar number, for on opening

it, I found the hand of the person who sent it,

painting to the communication of " D." on the 1st

pasre. Though I do not feel myself called upon

to reply to the request of " D.," because thus pub-

licly made, I shall be hnppy, if in this instance I

can thro>v any light upon the subject to whicli his

paper refers, by laying before him such thoughts

as have occurred to me on reading his remarks.

Mr Darling has stated in his extract from Dr.

Kane, and in his own remarks, (see N. E. Far. May
17,) the well known, long received, and established

chemistry of the oriranic acids of plants, and their

transformations. To recall this to mind, I would

state the main facts, as chemists understand tliem,

relating to oxalic acid :

1st. Plants form oxalic acid. Almost every,

perhaps all, plants contain this acid. The soil sel-

dom contains traces of oxalic acid. Wlienever it

is there found, it has proceeded from organic de-

composition : decaying plants. That plants form

this acid, is evident from the fact that some lichens

grown on naked granitic rocks, contain from 20 to

Ct) per cent, of oxalate of lime.

2d. Oxalic acid does not exist in plants free.

It is always combined with a base—generally with

lime or potash. In sorrel, (including in this both

T- )od and common sheep's sorrel

—

oxalis end ru-

mex)— the oxalic acid exists as super oxalate of

potash. Each portion of potash is combined with

four portions of acid. The salt of sorrel is the

salt of lemons of the shops.

3d. These bases, lime and»potash, are essential

to the formation of oxalic acid by plants. The
plants never form bases. They are derived from

the soil or air. Hence, before the oxalate-forming

plant, sorrel, can grow, the bases to saturate its

acid as it is formed, must freely exist in soil.

4th. Oxalic acid is composed of—carbon, two

parts ; oxygen, three parts. We cannot, plants

probably do not, form oxalic acid by the direct

union of its elements. We can, and do, for the

arts, transform starch and sugar, by the aid of

aquafortis, into oxalic acid. So, plants, wonderful-

ly more exquisite in their elaboratory, transform

sugar, starch and gum into oxalic acid. If we, in

our imitation of nature, require the strongest acid,

her delicate hand may effect a similar transforma-

tion by the aid of such weak acids as vinegar, and

the organic acids found in muck and soil. There

is some reason for this belief, when we call to

mind the fact, that without any fermentation, sugar

is easily transformed by weak vinegar into vinegar.

This is a well known process. I go farther : plants

translorni these weak acids into oxalic acid. This

is the great source of that acid. We have only to

deprive, as does the plant, vinegar of its hydrogen,

and double its oxygon, to convert it into oxalic

acid. This is done by the oxalaic-forniing plant,

simply liy the aid of oxygen only, as we in our

process of art, change alcohol to vinegar by a cur-

rent of air and the aid of a ferment. Life is this

ferment in the plant. Oxygen in either case ef-

fects all the other change.

To apply those principles to the remarks of "D."

It has been shown that lime and potash are essen-

tial to the existence of oxalate forming plants, us

sorrel ; that weak organic acids are easily trans-

formed into oxalic acid. When, therefore, such

acids dissolve, and supply easily the lime and pot-

ash to the plant, the acids being in excess, (for we

have seen that the salt of sorrel is a super salt,)

these oxalates will be formed. In other words,

sorrel grows best where free acids and small por-

tions of alkali exist. By applying sour muck, filled

with weak organic acids and their bases, to soil,

we supply it with the food of sorrel. Lime, or

potash only, is not this food. Dissolve these bases

by weak organic acids, form super-salts of them,

and you may expect to find, yea, you do find, oxal-

ates produced, sorrel growing.

But it is said that the common chemical doc-

trine of the agricultural press is wrong. What is

that doctrine ? JVeiitrctlize the free acids—take the

sour out of the soil, and sorrel grows not. The
doctrine is, netUralize. All hangs on that word.

If you only partially neutralize, you supply the

sorrel with its natural food—an acid salt. You
feed it, both with its acid in excess, to be convert-

ed into oxygen, and the base with which that acid

is to combine. You give the sorrel, in the same

spoon, both its solid and liquid food :—these acid

salts are the hasty-pudding of plants.

But is it possible that "a coat of lime two inch-

es thick," does not neutralize the acids? Yea.

Your coat of lime is here on the surface. It has

been slacked there. During that process, if by

air only, it has become an insoluble carbonate: it

has not entered the soil, [f slacked by water,

then a small portion has entered the soil as lime-

water. This portion has not neutralized the small

portion of organic acid in that soil. I go farther :

its' excess has caused the inert vegetable matter

to become acid to a greater degree than the lime

can saturate. It has formed with it an acid salt.

In this salt, sorrel finds its food. It pushes up

through your two inches of coating. That insolu-

ble carbonate does not affect its growth any mure

than sand. The small portion of lime added to,

not iipoH, the soil, having furnished the food for

which the sorrel had famished, that now springs up,

rejoicing that the lime has caused the indifferent

vegetable matter to become acid, and to act upon

the potash of the soil. Perhaps in these cases,

lime is substituted for potash,—an isomorphous

substitution.

Lay down your spent ashes, Mr Editor, in a

heap. You know its alkaline power is developed

slowly by the action of air upon its silicate of pot-

ash. Cart it off now, to top dress your reclaimed

meadow. You have left, where your pile was, the

very material to partly saturate the organic acids

of the soil— perhaps even increased them. You
have formed acid salts, by whose absorption OKal-

atc-forming plants, snrrcl, will be [produced. That
this etfecl may follow an under doso of alknlicH,

may be understood from what has been advanced.
If «// the acid is ftdli/ neutralized, then the trans-

formation of the neutral anil is probably not effect-

ed :—sorrel grows not. If, on the other hand, you
supply the weak organic acids freely, as by sour
muck, these, finding in all soils a small portion of

lime and potash, the super-salts are formed, and
sorrel grows. It will grow till the acids are ex-
hausted.

I consider, then, Mr Editor, that the common
opinion is well founded. I have great reverence
fur common opinion on such subjects. It is gen-
erally based on observation. In this case, it is

supported by chemical philosophy. The doctrine
of the agricultural press appears, in the present

state of our knowledge, to be the true one. JVeu-
tralize the fret acids— but do this by soluble alka-

lies in tho soil, not on it.

To the last inquiry of "D." I reply, there is no
better test of the presence of acid in the soil, than
the growth of sorrel or oxalate-forming plants. It

is often a better test than the chemist can apply.

Unfortunately it is an analyst always ready for the

task. Like his brother analysts, he points out the

existence of evil, but leaves to others the task of
remedy, which the study of his habits teaches.

With great regard, your ob't serv't,

SAM'L L. DANA.
Lowell, June 2d, 184.3.

SUGAR.
No one article, perhaps, enters so largely into

the use of every class in society, as sugar. Wo
scarcely eat or drink that sugar does not form a
part. Who then can doubt the importance of tho

recent experiments by which it appears that, acre

for acre, the cornstalk will vie with if not surpass

the cane. In every State in this Union, sugar

may be produced, and instead of the enormous im-
portation from abroad, we shall be enabled to pro-

duce this great article at home, thereby rewardinc

our own people, and making the return to our own
soil. It is true that experience is still necessary,

but the tact and aptitude of our people will soon

acquire this, and if each farmer shall not make his

own sugar, he may supply the cornstalk to some
neighboring factory that will do it for him. Our
Indian corn crop can be extended to aiinnst any
required extent, ond the time may not be far dis-

tant when we shall become qtcporters of sugar. It

appears from Mr Ellsworth's report, that the beet

sugar is diminishing in France, and from the poli-

cy of tho government there, giving place to that of

the French colonies ; but that the cornstalk has

there already attracted notice : already the experi-

ments made leave no doubt of the preference of

tho corn over the boot, and induce a strong proba-

bility that it will also surpnss the cane. Corn will

thrive better in our Middle and Northern States,

than in the tropical regions.

—

Far. Month. Vis.
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from the Providence Chief.

PREMIUMS OF THP: RHODR ISLAND AG-
RICULTURAL SOCIETY.

No. II.

The second premimn offered by the Society, is

" For a satisfactory, and the most satisfactory state-

ment, f-howing the value of apples, or any kind of

root, compared with Indian corn, per bushel, as

food for cattle, horses, sheep, or swine—twenty

dollars." The fourth premium, of fifteen dollars),

is " For the most satisfactory statement of the com-

parative cost of keeping stock on roots and hay, or

on dry fodder alone."

These subjects cover a broad field for experi-

ment, and thoy are of vital interest to the New
England farmer. Indian corn is here an expen-

sive crop ; at the West, it is procured with so lit-

tle labor, and in such vast abundance, that the cul-

ture of root crops and apples, as food for domestic

animals, is never thought of. The production of

cider at the present day, is an object of trifling

consequence to the farmer ; and e.xcept for vine-

gar, it would be well if this unwholesome and un-

palatable beverage should go into disuse entirely.

To turn the products of cider orchards to profita-

ble account is now a desirable object in rural econ-

omy, and within a few years, great use has been

made of this hardy fruit as food for stock. Its

value for this purpose is variously estimated, al-

though the evidence greatly preponderates in its

favor.

The value of all our root crops as winter food,

combined with the dry food which constitutes so

great a portion of their sustenance during that se-

vere season, is admitted by every intelligent far-

mer, but the sustaining and fattening qualities of

apples and roots can only bo determined by com-
parative trials; and Indian corn, the nutritious

properties of which are established beyond all ca-

vil, is selected as a standard of comparison.

Here is another instance in which we need cer-

tain data; and it is to be hoped that there will be

many competitors for the premiums, from whom
such information may be derived, as will remove
at least, some of the doubt and uncertainty in

which the whole subject is now involved.

In competing for these premiums, there is one
consideration which must never be lost sight of;

that is the comparative advantage to the health and
comfort of farm stock, when supported upon a mix-

ed food, or upon dry fodder alone. We have no
hesitation in saying, that no kind of farm stock

can be kept in a perfectly healthy and thriving

condition, upon dry feed, however excellent it may
be. The contrast from full pasturage to the stalls,

^vhere nothing but hay is fed out, and from the

stalls to the succulent spring feed, is invariably at-

tended by symptoms which any intelligent observ-

er must see is indicative of severe trial to the

health and constitution of the animal. The ox
that IS kept upon an alternation of roots and hay,

is ready for spring work, in thriving condition, and
spirits in good tone. He is refreshed and not

drenched and debilitated by an occasional bite of
green herbage.

It is stated upon the authority of an experienced
farmer, who used fifty horses and twentyeight head
of working oxen on his farm, " that his bullocks

never tasted any other fare during the winter, ex-

cept turnips and straw, with perhaps a handful of
hay while the plowmen were eating their dinner,

that they were never spared a day's usual work
;

and that thus fed, he considered one ox as equal to

the work of two on hay alone."

The cow, the most valuable of our domestic ani-

mals, when suffered to run dry, by many farmers,

is kept upon the most inlerior kind of provender,

such as bog hay, straw, or butts, even up to the pe-

riod of calving. "This, however, is highly im-

provident ; for, although it is not necessary to keep

them during that time in full flesh, yet, if allowed

to fall ofi^ until they become lean, tlieir milk will

be found thin, as well as deficient, and the injury

to the future stock, if the calves be reared, or the

consequent inferiority of the produce of the dairy,

will more than equal any saving that can be made
in fodder. Milch kine, should, in fact, be at all

times maintained not only in good condition, but in

what may be termed, a viilky hibit ; and for this

purpose succulent roots should always be given

liberally, along ivith whatever food is given them."

We want no better evidence of miserable hus-

bandry, than feeding milch cowa and young stock

through our long winters, on low meadow hay

alone. In the first place, it is owing to the igno-

rance or the idleness of the farmer, that he does

not make his bog meadow, as he might, in a major-

ity of cases, produce the best fodder in the great-

est abundance, and in the second place, cows and
young stock thus fed, are little better in the spring

than living skeletons. We have seen within a

month, some of these fleshless carcasses exposed

for sale in our market—round-backed, shriveled,

stunted yearlings, and forlorn, melancholy looking

cows, that betokened the want of thrift and man-
agement, not less than the inhumanity of their

owners. M.

Froin the Alfjany Cullivator.

BUTTER MAKING.
We have been favored with three replies to the

inquiries of " The Neighbors," on the subject of

making butter, published in our last number. We
annex two of them—one from a lady of Vermont,

to the superior quality of whose butter we can tes-

tify, and the other from n. lady of Orange county,

whence comes the best butter found in the New
York markets Ed. Cult.

Messrs. Editors—A request hag been made
through the medium of your paper, for some practi-

cal dairy-woman to give a minute description of

the process of making good butter ; the kind of

pan, churn, ladle, &c. ; but my own experience is

all I shall attempt to relate, and that will not com-
prise information with regard to improved materi-

als, or any great variety ; for I used the old fash-

ioned brown earthen pan, and a churn that might
have been manufactured from some of the first tim-

ber ever felled in Vermont, and the only ladle used
was my hands.

The process of setting and skimming the milk,

removing the cream preparatory to churning, and
separating the liquid from the butler after having

been thoroughly churned, demand great attention.

Great care should be taken to have the pans per-

feelly cleansed. Never having practiced making
butter to any extent, in mid-summer, there are

some items in my experience that would not be ap-

plicable to those who are engaged in the business

for the whole year. My practice was to place the

pans, after cleansing, around the fire, keeping them
warm till wanted for the milk, which was strained

while warm into the pan, and placed immediately

upon a shelf, where it should by no means be dis-

turbed until the time of removing the cream, which
varied from two to three days, depending upon the

heat, cold, or dampness of the weather. The milk
was not suffered to become acid, or at all thicken-

ed ; and the cream when taken from the milk, was
separated from it as entirely as possible, and
churned in three or four days, and always at eve-

ning in cool weather. Cream was removed from
the milk into a stone jar, and kept closely covered

until a sufficient quantity for making twelve or fif-

teep pounds was obtained. The churn was pre-

pared for the cream by the application of boiling

water, suflered to remain in it thirty or forty min-
utes, when it was removed and the cream put in to

stand a little lime before churning, and occasion-

ally stirred by raising the dash. It was then

churned moderately at first, the rapidity of motion
increasing as llie cream thickened ; nor was the

labor suspended until the butter was collected into

one mass ; it was then removed to a wooden tray

or bowl with the hands, pressing out all the butter-

milk possible, and a little salt added, when it was
removed to a cool place to remain until the fol-

lowing morning; then thoroughly worked, and a

little salt well mixed, and again placed in the dai-

ry for several hours, when it was again carefully

worked, and if necessary, salt added, and a loa-

spoonlul of saltpetre, with twice the quantity of

white sugar pulverized, to every six pounds of but-

ter. It was then made into small rolls, and care-

fully packed in a firkin. If to be kept through the

summer, brine should be made to cover it.

If I have not been sufficiently definite in relating

my experience in butter making, to enlighten one

person, to say nothing of "The Neighbors," it may
have a tendency to elicit some other person's expe-

rience which shall be decidedly beneficial, not only

to "The Neighbors," but to community.

Martha.

Messrs. Gaylord Sf Tucker—In the May No. of
the Cultivator, " The Neighbors" propounded some
questions as to butter making. Living, as I do, in

Orange county, which ranks A, No. ], in the man-
ufacture of butter, I felt an anxiety to give the de-

sired information, and for this purpose have obtain-

ed the following directions from an aged female

friend, who for iiwards of 40 years, has had the

management of a large dairy, and has probably

made and packed down 1.500 firkins of the very

choicest Orange Co. butler, with her own lianda.

Here you have it, " verbatim el iileratim."

jYewburgh, May 15, 1843. T. M. Niven.

'' One of the first requisites is perfect cleanli-

ness in every utensil and implement used about

the dairy. The butter should always be made and
worked in a cool cellar. The milk-pails (wood is

preferred,) should never be used for any other pur-

pose ; they should be thoroughly cleansed daily,

and be well aired and dried after washing. Imme-
diately after milking, the milk should be strained

into tin pans usually holding 12 or 14 quarts—the

pans of course being clean and sweet ; a little cold

spring water being put into each pan before the

milk is put into them.

In warm summer weather, the milk should stand

In the pans about !i4 hours, or until it becomes
thick. The milk is then thrown into the churn,

filling it about half full, (always remembering the

first requisite of cleanliness and sweetness,) and is

permitted to stand about half an hour before the
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churn is started. Care is lo be (alien that tlio

churn works mociorately, as too jjreat rapidity of

motion is injurious both to the Havor and color of

the butter.

Dissolve one table-spoonful of saltpetre to 15

gallons of milk, and put it in before the churn is

started, adding as little water ns possible during

the process, merely to prevent the milk frotliinij.

As soon ns the butter is formed, the churn should

be stopped. A pailful of cold spring- water may
now be added, as it will assist the gathering of the

particles of butter. The wooden butter-ladln and

tray are now required; they both need scalding

with boiling water, and are then kept in cold water

until the moment they are needed. The butter is

gathered with the ladle and put into the tray,

where it is worked with the ladle for some time,

until the milk is all expressed from the butter, a

little cold water being used for this purpose. Too
free use of water at this stage is injurious, as it

tends to destroy the rich flavor of the butter.

The salt may now be added, (best Liverpool fine

salt is preferred,) and as a general rule I would

say one quart of salt to 15 gallons of milk, but a

little experience will enable every person to judge

of this for themselves ; the salt should be thorough-

ly worked through the butter. In very warm

weather, it may be necessary to let the butter stand

in the tray 12 to 18 hours, in a cool, dark cellar,

frequently working it over during this time, and

expressing the brine until it becomes cool and sol-

id ; it is then in a situation for packing away in the

tub or firkin, and should be carefully excluded from

the atmosphere until used."

he instructed to milk as fast ns hi.i strength will

allow ; and the idle or slow milker I would at once

discharge from lliis branch of the dairy. While
some will milk from twelve to fourteen cows an

hour, others do not— T won't sny cannot—milk

niore than eight. 1 have had experience enough,

nlthough young, to know something about milking,

and how quick a cow can bo milked. I am confi-

dent that by attention to this point, the dairyman
would find an important addition would be made
to the sum total ot his annual profits.

Westkhn.

From the Central New York Farmer.

MILKING.
JiUssrs. Editors—That a material loss is sus-

tained by the dairyman from the manner in which

the process of milking is usually performed, there

is no doubt. In milk, the most valuable part is

the lightest, as we see from the cream rising to

the surface of the vessel ; and it is reasonable to

suppose that the same relative position is maintain-

ed in the udder as in the pan or pail ; that is, the

cream or richest part, is in the highest p^rt of the

lacteal vessels, and of course, is the last to be ex-

tracted in milking. When this operation is care-

lessly performed, or in other words, the cow is not

milked clean, the best part is left in the udder, and

lust to the dairy. It may be said, however, that

what is left at one time is obtained at another, and

is not therefore lost ; but it must be remembered

that the process of absorption is constantly going

on, and that by leaving the richest part for this ac-

tion of the vessels, it is irrecoverably lost ; and

besides, the more completely the vessels are emp-

tied the greater the secretions will be. 1 do not

approve of this dripping or stripping, as it is called
;

for the quicker a cow is milked and milked clean,

the more milk she will give. All dairymen are

aware of the fact that lo dry a cow, nothing more

is necessary than to only partly drain her udder at

each successive milking—that is, unless we leave

off entirely. I do not speak without knowing.

We have had hired help for several seasons past,

and they generally milked, and it was enough to

have worn out the patience of the animal, and

much more the patience of man, in waiting for

them to milk their number of cows. I do n't wish

to be be understood that all are alike, but in too

many instances it is the case. The milker should

I'rcim the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

HLINDERS FOR HORSF.S AGAIN.

I also concur in the views contained in the for-

mer Visitor, upon the wisd<im of dispensing with

blinds for horses. It is also recommended by con-

siderations of economy, as the plain bridle will

answer the double purpose fur harness and saddle.

All horse dealers of experience know that dark

stables are apt to make horses shy and take fright,

and it is common to man as well as animals, to

have' most fear in the dark.

In Spain, where bull fights are a national diver-

sion, these animal-s are always previously kept for

some time, in a dark place, which renders them

fierce and malicious', which they would not be to

so great a degree if kept in the light.

But in this matter of blinders to horses, we have

to encounter fashion and long usage ; and the for-

mer, beyond all question, is the most formidable of

the two. If this was an affair which was in the

hands of the French milliners, and they would but

set the example, we should see how quickly it

would travel from metropolis to metropolis, city,

town and country. Of all the monarchs of the

earth, fashion holds the first and foremost rank, de-

fying the power of despotism itself.

Like many other fashions, familiarity alone could

recommend its continuance ; for a bridle without

blinds has the better appearance, and is also better

for the preservation of the vision of the horse.

SiLVANUS.

Salt for Grub Worms.—A correspondent of the

New Genesee Farmer says, that after finding the

grub worm was cutting oflf his corn and cabbages

at a sad rate, he first applied ashes, then soot, and

Scotch snuff to the hill, hoping to destroy or drive

away the worm, but it was all to no purpose. Af-

terwards, seeing it stated that salt was very disa-

greeable to the grub, he applied about two table

spoonfuls to each lull of corn or cabbage, placing

it so as not to touch the plant. The worms left

ihern immediately.

Another says, that by putting about "a pinch"

of salt to each plant, two or three times, the worm

ceased his depredations. He also mentions a

neighbor who watered his cabbages daily with wa-

ter from a salt pork barrel, and was not troubled
;

but as soon as he discontinued the practice, his

plants were attacked equally with his neighbors.

—

Far. Cab.

" I say, boy, stop that ox."

" I han't got no stopple, sir."

" Well, head him, then."

" He 's already headed, sir."

" Confound your impertinence

—

turn him,"

" He's right side out already, air."

—

Stkcted.

Slll'.IOr DESTROYERS OF CANKER WOK.MS.
To Ihi: E.lilor of llio New Ijij-laml Katincr

;

Sir— I notice in your valuable paper, vol. xxi.

pnge48, that n correspondent has told you " soine-

thiuT worth knowing" about the destruction of

canker worms by enclosing sheep in an orchard.

Having had some evidence of the truth of tlio

statement, from a similar experiment, I thought

best to communicate it.

Having a flock of about fifty sheep which I

wished to fatten for the shaiiibleg, I put them into

an orchard near the house, for the convenience of

feeding them witli grain, vegetables, &.C., i% the

winter of 1841, and kept them in the same until

midsummer. When the canker worms appeared

in the spring, I fqiiiid this orchard free from injury

by them, while those of my neighbors, within a

stonesthrow, were stript of their verdure and tlio

fruit destroyed. I attributed the absence of the

worms to the animal oil left on the bodies of the

trees by the sheep rubbing against them. It may
be, however, as your correspondent suggests, that

the canker worm was kept back by the odor of the

sheep, or destroyed, as you say, by the animals

feeding around the trees.

Hoping that others will test this cheap, and it

appears, certain mode of averting the attacks of

this destructive vermin,

1 am, sir, yours, &e.

JOHN ALDRICH, Gardener.

Cranston, R. I., June 6, 18-13.

Vermin on Vines.—We hope our gardeners will

make various trials this summer, to destroy the

bugs and worms that are so officious among gar-

den plants. Charcoal dust can be readily procured

in most places, and this article is beneficial to the

plants in several ways— it improves the soil by

attracting nitrous substances, and it raises the tem-

perature about the plants around which it is placed,

since the rays from the sun are not reflected back

as they are from light colored substances. But

charcoal dust is always offensive to insects and

grubs, and though it may not kill them, it will drive

them away. A little may be sifted over the plants

every day or two, and we incline to think that char-

coal will prove to be as good an article as any that

has been recommended for garden plants.

—

.Mass.

Ploughman.

The If'heat Crop.—We regret to state that the

appearance of the wheat crop in Western New
York, is very unfavorable. We dislike all croak-

ing, but we speak advisedly when wo assert that

the wheat crop of Western New York will not be

more than half an average one.

—

.Vew Genesee Far.

" Spare the Birds."—Were there no birds to keep

in check the myriads of voracious insects which

swarm around us, our country, it may well be be-

lieved, would cease to be habitable by man. We
may form some idea of the value of birds, from cal-

culating the labors of a single species. Each red-

winged blackbird devours, on an average, fifty

grubs a day. One pair, in four months, consume

more than 12,0U0. If there are in New England

one million pairs of these birds, then they will con-

sume 12,000,000,000 grubs in one summer.

—

Pea-

body's Birds of Mass.

Papers from the South bring intelligence of the

decease of Hon. James M. Garnett, of Virginia,

late President of the National Agricultural Society.
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Forlhu N. E. Farmer.

ACTION OF LIME ON THE SOIL AND
CROPS.

Mr Put.nam—Dear Sir—A friend lately called

my nltc'iiiiiin to Bcveral articles which have been

recently published in your papor, in which refe-

rence has been made to my reports, and my opin-

ion WHS asked on the influence of lime as an

amendment to acid soils. 'I'he fact of my not hav-

ing seen tliose articles before, must be my apology

to the writers for a seeming neglect of their ques-

tions. A few remarks I will now offer you on the

action of lime on the soil and the crops raised up-

on it.

1st. It acts on the mineral aci(js and salts in the

soil.

2d, " " on the organic matters, both acids

and their salts.

3tl, " " on the atmosphere.

4th, " " on the plants.

Each one of the above divisions, considered in

detail, would form a lon„r chapter, and I phall not

have time now to do rr.ore than glance at the most

prominent points of practical and scientific interest.

When free acids, or acid salts, exist in the soil,

lime by combining with the acid, renders the soil

neutral ; and when carbonate of lime is brought^

into action, in this manner, it gives out gradually

its carbonic acid.

If a soil contains alum, (sulphate of alumina and

potash) or copperas, (sulphate of the prot. oxide of

iron,) or if it contains any decomposable sulphate,

carbonate of lime will prove a most beneficial ma-

nure and amendment of that soil. For two valua-

ble products result, viz: carbonic acid and sul-

phate of lime. So, also, if nitrate of ammonia ex-

ists in the soil, carbonate of lime will take the acid,

and the ammonia will be liberated in its most fa-

vorable condition, that of a carbonate. Phosphoric

acid also forms with lime one of the constant ingre-

dients of all the cereal grains, grasses, and legu-

minous vegetables. Tins acid in its free state, is

generally injurious to plants. It is found free in

the sinnt of Indian corn, and it is produced in the

soil by tlie decomposition of fish and of some ani-

mal manures, which cotitain it in excess, or com-

bined with a volatile base. Phosphate of lime is

an almost insoluble salt, but it appears neverthe-

less to be absorbed readily by living plants, as has

been proved both by analysis and by synthesis

;

the latter experiment being well known from the

action of burnt bones, which seem to possess near-

ly if not quite as strong an action on plants as

bones containing their animal matter.

Many other mineral salts owe their fertilizing

power to the fact of their containing lime as their

basis ; but the above examples are sufficient to il-

lustrate the action of thai substance on mineral

salts and acids in soils.

A few words may now be devoted to the consid-

eration of the action of lime on the organic mat-

ters of soils, which are known under the names of

mould or humus.

These names may be regarded as generic, in-

cluding a great many species of proximate elements

and their salts. Their study in detail, would occu-

py too much room in your paper, had i the time to

enter fully into the description of all the mat-

ters which have thus far been discovered in mould.

It may suffice for our present purpose, to state that

mould exists in a great many dilferent slates.

Sometimes it is nearly insoluble in water, or in the

liquids usually formed by the decay of manures.

At other times it is very soluble, both in water and

in weak alkaline solutions, especially in the car-

bonate of ammonia. It is sometimes acid, but

more frequently neutral, and when neutralized by

certain matters, is almost if not wholly insoluble
;

while if combined with other matters, it is readily

soluble in water. It is not always best to make it

as soluble as possible, for there is danger (too often

realized,) of its infiltrating into the subsoil with the

rain water which washes it from the surface soil.

By skillful management, a sufficiency is rendered

soluble each year for the growth of the crop culti-

vated.

The following acids exist in the liumus of nil

parts of the world :

Creiiic acid,

Apocrenic acid,

Uumic acid, and

Extract of humus.

Crenic acid forms two salts with lime, viz: a cre-

nate and a sub croiiate. The former is most solu-

ble in water, but the latter is not wholly insoluble.

It is very readily dissolved by rain water, which

contains a small quantity of carbonate of ammonia,

and is also acted upon by all ammoniacal manures.

Apocrenic acid forms a dark brown salt with

lime, which is still more insoluble in water than

the crenate, but is likewise most readily decompos-

ed by rain water and ammoniacal manures
;
giving

up little by little its fertilizing acid in combination

with another higlily nitrogenized matter—ammo-
nia.

Ilumic acid forms combinations with lime which

are soluble in water and in ammoniacal solutions.

Extract of humus is also a compound) body, and

is neutral. It is highly charged with nitrogen,

and is very soluble.

Crenic, apocrenic and humic acids all form in-

soluble compounds with the per-oxide of iron, and

with manganese and with alumina. The yellov/

color of the subsoil is generally owing to t.'ie pre-

sence of the humate of the per-oxide of iron. The
subsoil also contains a very large proportion of hu-

mate and crenate of lime, while the proportion of

apocrenates of iron and of lime is much greater in

the surface soil.

Now by the action of lime we may decompose

these salts of iron, so as to bring out the combined

acids in combination with lime, so as to render

them available to plants. Thus even bog-iron ore

may be made to give up its fertilizing ingredients,

(the apocrenic, crenic and humic acids.)

A soil may be free from any sour taste, and rnay

not redden the chemist's blue test paper, but ii may
still be in an electro negative condition; and this

condition I have supposed to favor the growth of

acid plants of certain kinds. So far as I have ob-

served, this appears to be the case with respect to

the growth of field sorrel. I know that it will

grow under other circumstances, but not so luxu-

riantly or abundantly. Exceptions are said to

" prove the rule"; and the cases cited by your

correspondent " D." may be of this class. Perhaps

all the conditions of the problem have not been no-

ticed, and thus we have contradictory testimony.

I can cite many cases directly opposite to the one

he has given. The experiments of Elias Phinney,

Esq., of Lexington ; Mr Dyer, of Providence, and

Mr Levi Bartlett, of Warner, N. H., seem to have

set the question of the favorable influence of limed

composts at rest. Sorrel disappeared where it was

used. It is not contended that lime alone is capa-

ble of conferring fertility upon a barren sandy

pliiin, or that it will meet every possible ease. It

will, however do much more than is generally

known, when employed in a proper manner, by

skillful hands. Its principal use with the farmer

should be as a chemical agent in decomposing his

composts, so as to render them fit for immediate

use. I have advised the farmers generally in this

primary region, so poor in calcareous matter, to

mix into their composts of peat or swamp mnck
and barn-yard manure, which have stood one win-

ter, a bushel of recently slacked lime to a wagon

load of the compost, while digging it over in the

spring, preparatory to spreading it on the soil. So

far as 1 have heard, the result of this experiment

has been universally favorable, and in all the cases

where I have personally directed the ojieralions, it

has proved satisfactory. A much larger propor-

tion of lime may be advantageously employed than

what I have above mentioned, but even that small

quantity produces a very good efi'ect.

Top dressing with lime is liable to many objec-

tions, which do not present themselves when the

lime is put into the compost, and thus at once neu-

tralized. Top dressing with lime requires several

years to make manifest its action, and it is not cer-

tain to act favorably, unless there is already a suf-

ficiency of organic manures in the soil, for it to

act upon.

So long as lime is attracting carbonic acid from

the atmosphere, it must act unfavorably on grow-

ing plants, but when this ceases and the acids gen-

erated in the soil by the decay of vegetable matters

begin to act on the carbonate of lime, then a very

favorable influence is perceived, from the disengage-

ment of carbonic acid gas, and the formation of the

organic acid salts of lime.

OwiuL' to this fact being overlooked, we have

had much erroneous statistics on the use of lime

as a manure, or amendment.

The action of lime on the atmosphere and on

plants, is considered generally in the above re-

marks. Many other observations might be made-

on the same subject, but the above will perhaps

suffice for the present. Lime enters into the com-

position of many of the saline ingredients of vege-

tables, and constitutes the basis of their ashes

when they are burnt. In the state of oxalate of

lime, it enters into the composition of all hard wood

forest trees, existing in distinct crystals in their

cells, more than a million distinct crystals of that

salt having been counted in a square inch of the

birch and locust by Prof. Bailey.

Oxalic acid, which takes its name from the cir-

cumstance of its having been obtained from the Ox-
alis acetosella, or Wood sorrel, exists in the Rumex
genu.<f, or field and garden sorrels, and also in seve-

ral other genera of plants. It is composed of carbon

and oxygen, in the proportions of 33.75 carbon

-j-()G.24 oxygen. It is possible for it to have been

formed from the atmosphere and from water, but I

am inclined to believe that it is more probably gen-

erated by the changes made in the organic acids

which the plants absorb from the soil. The rea-

sons for this opinion cannot be given here at

length, since I should occupy too much of your

paper. In the sorrel, oxalic acid is combined with

potash, forming a bin-oxalate, or acid salt. In

forest trees it is imprisoned in the cells, in the

stale of insoluble oxalate of lime.

But few experiments have been made to ascer-

tain whether it exists in the soil. Indeed, some
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leniisU deny tlic tact, but do not give us nuy ex-
jriiiients to prove it. We well know that it does
:cur in the soil, forniinir the mineral c;\llcd lluni-

(itite, which consists of oxalic acul •Iti.U, and
•ot. oxide of iron .'J3.8t). How extensivuly this

lit exists in soils, is yet unknown, nnd it is also

tiknown liow it would act on vegetation. It is

fobable that since it exists in all hard wood trees,

at it may, by decay, foiMu a manure, which would
ovo fertilizing to some species of plants.

Fur llio N. E. Former.

THE LODI MANUF.\CTURING COMPANY.
Ma EoiTOR—"A. Dey," who appends to his

signature, " President of the Lodi Manufacturing
Co.," has, in your paper of 3d May, for the sole

purpose of drawing llio public from the true point,

i. e. the t'«/iie of his poudrclteasa manure, attacked

the writer, or supposed writer, of" Steady Jfabils"

by making many assertions of which he is totally
rhe agricultural chemist knows full well that ignorant. Jle says SUa,!;/ Habits "has detailed

e moment organic matters enter the rootlets of

ants, they begin to undergo transformations,

hicli end in the assiinilation of the convertible

atter into the peculiar subitances which compose
e diffsrent parts of the stem, fruit and foliage.

Plants deiive their nourishment from the air,from
iter, and from the soil—and any one who would

/iic(i which are itntnte ;"' that he "believes the

writer is known to him," and " that ho is the man
of Steady Habits, wlio, under various false preten-

ces, obtained six barrels of poudrctte without pay-

ing for it," that "he (Steady Habits) avows that he
followed the directions," and says, '• this is untrue,"

and that "he has insinuated what he knoiis to be
nit them to but one of these sources of supply, \futse, namely, that the Lodi company make use of
ovided by nature, IS liable to commit grave errors

j

pea(, coaZ as/ics, and a little night soil to make a
reasoning, which, however, he cannot very barrel of poudrette." lie also asserts that the

invenienlly carry out in practice

Respectfully, your ob't serv't,

C. T. JACKSON.
Boston, May 30th, 1843.

P. S.—In your kind notice of my article on ex-

riments with chemical salts, you requested the

-mers to experiment on Indian corn. I hope
ey will do so, and communicate their results to

u. They rannot fail to prove interesting.

Will you also invite them to apply a small quan-

ly of each salt in solution, to a patch of grass

id. I suppose it is not too late yet to make the

periment. Saline manures generally augment,
a very remarkable manner, the foliage of plants,

d this is what we want in mowing lands.

C. T. J.

From the Albany Cultivator.

LICE ON POULTRY.
Messrs. Editors—I have seen a number of reci-

a in the Cultivator lately, for destroying hen-
e. Any person that will try oil-cake meal,
cording to the direction in one of the back num-

Irs of the Cultivator, I think will not be troubled

th them. I had a hen-house last season, about
feet square, in which I kept CO hens, the most
the time shut up, and the lice became so thick

It I could not go into it without being almost
|vered with them. I took two quarts of oil meal,

d sowed it with my hand, throwing it all about
house and nests, also up against the rafters

d sides of the building, and I was not troubled

th them afterwards. I used six quarts in the

urse of the summer—two quarts at each time
;

It I <lo not know but once would have answered,
I saw no lice after the first time I used it, and
Sid not clean out the house or nest in the whole
mmer, which should be done two or three times.

A SuBSCniBER.
Poughkeepsit, April 18, 1843.

The Cut Worm The Germantown Telegraph
itea that Mr Isaac Newton, of Delaware county,

nn., has discovered what is considered a certain

nedy for the ravages of the cut worm. He has
ed it several seasons, and in all cases with en-
e success. It is simply by mixing lino salt with

ster, in the proportion of one quart of salt to

Jr quars of plaster, and applying it to the corn

,er it has come up Aib. Cull.

writer "Agricola," has no interest in the Lodi Co.

Mr Dey then says, that in making poudrette, the

Company do not make use of raw peal, turf, or

meadow mud, nor have lliey ever made use oi ashes

from hard coal, nor coal siftings, &,c.

In 1840, Air Dey circulated a large number of

pamphlets to enlighten the public regarding the

value of a farm of 400 acres, with im.piovements,

for which he wished to get 200,000 dollars. .Amrmg
other things on said farm, he says there is " a ma-
chine house lo grind peat in." "On this farm in

detached pieces, is a peculiar kind of peat, of the

very best quality for the purposes of the [Lodi] Co.,

which [the peat] is one of three or four articles

which are used in the compound to disinfect and
eiierminate the gas from the night soil, and reduce
\\. iown \.o mother earth." Again: "If the com-
pany had to pay the price for peat which was paid

for it last year, and in proportion to the extent it is

contemplated to manufacture poudrette, it is esti-

mated it [the peat] would cost not less than $5000,
and from that upwards."

No man can doubt that rau< peal (unless grind-

ing cooks it,) is liberally used in the manufacture

of Iheir poudrette. If they now have a machine
for grinding and sifting hard coal ashes, that arti-

ticle may not iioio be as readily discovered as it

was in the ten barrels sent me for poudrette.

" Agricola" as well as Anthony must be Solo-

mons in chemistry. Agricola say the only value

of manure is the thing called ammonia it contains;

and that the matter left in a dung heap after the

vapor has passed away is of no value.

Early in April, 1840, I enclosed to A. Dey, ten

dollars, and ordered five barrels of poudrette to be

sent to mo immediately. He got my money, and

/ got from him a number of letters, and finally five

barrels of his nostrum called poudrette, about the

25th of May. On the 2Cth, I applied it in the hill

for Broom corn, on the 27lh for Mercer potatoes,

and on the 28th for JSTorthern Dent corn— and to

all according to directions in the pamphlet, except

measuring it in a pewter measure instead of a tin

one or the hand. On the 28tli, I drilled this stuff

with parsnips and carrots in alternate rows, also

with ruta baga, and used it with melons and cu-

cumbers, without the least perceivable benefit to

either crop. About this time, or perhaps earlier,

I ordered five barrels more, without remitting the

money, for the purpose of experimenting with it on

* Who before ever heard of facta untrue f

tobacco. 'I'hcse five barreU were rccrivcd llio

l',*th of June, nnd the principal part of this was np.

plu'd to a portion of three separate piece* of tobac-

co, on the l.'ith, 18lh, and 20lh of June, and on a

few rows of planLi about the middle of July. [

personally attended to oil this, and placed boards

with date, (S;c. written upon them, at every place

where used. 'I'lic labor was principally perfiprniod

by my sons, who were all desirous to bo bencfilod

by its use, but were sadly disappointed. It must
have been, that this no.^truin sent as poudrette,

was worthless as a manure, or the kinds of corn,

potatoes, &c., with the use of the pewter measure

instead of a tin one, nculrolizeil for a time the

stufl" as he says in his pamphlet, urate or poudrette

if mixed with other manures, will operate on those

manures until they are consumed before they are

beneficial to plants ! ! I

About this time Mr Dey was very profuse in his

communications to me—sent mc a lot ol' his pamph-

lets, for which I was heavily postage taxed, and by

letter requested me to di.-ilribute thoin nnd obtain

subscribers for iiis slock. I distributed a part of

his pamphlets, but got no stock taken.

Finally I was appointed agent, under something

of a new organization, with the offer of a heavy

commission, to induce me to aid them in filling'

their gull trap.

I paid ten dollars for the first five barrels receiv-

ed ; for freight and cartage, .$3 50 ;— fiir freight

and cartage of the other five barrels, 1 paid ^'i 50 ;

for postage of pamphlets, letters, agency, &c., about

.$5. All this was paid for the ten barrels of hum-

bug nostrum, and lost, besides the labor.

It is well known by every intelligent agricultu-

rist, that night soil has been advantageously used

in Flanders, France, England and China as a ma-

nure for a great length of time— but that is no

proof that the article sold by A. Dey as poudrette,

is good for any thing as a manure.

The greatest medical quack as well as the great-

est quack in poudrette making, find no difficulty

in procuring names to append to whatever pulT

they may choose to make of their nostrums, even

if it is an "Insect and Worm Destroyer," or a

" powder poison." Believing that the public, with

my experiment detailed, will be satisfied they were

fairly made, and that the sliifi' sent me was worth-

less as a manure, and that 1 have paid dearly for

the humbug, I shall leave Mr Dey to be satisfied

or not with the results, for I at present will not

further trouble you, your readers, your printer's

" devil" or myself, regarding him or his humbugs.

HENRY WATSON.
East Windsor, MayZUl, 1843.

(JJ^'We hope to be bored with no more commu-

nications from any quarter touching the Lodi com-

pany, its wares, or its president—certainly we

shall publish no more if sent us—as the subjects

are of no interest to ninetynine in a hundred of

our readers—and in saying this we mean no dis-e-

spcct to those concerned in the controversy, who,

for any personal knowledge of ours to the contra-

ry, may be honorable men.

Hoot it out.—A young lady was magnetized by

a gentleman of this town—one of our neighbors

—

last week, and wliile in the magnetic state had a

tooth—a real hard customer, too—drawn without

moving a muscle. There's nothing in it— this mat-

ter of animal magnetism—all humbug— all imagi-

nation— hoot it out! So say the would-bc-thought

wise men of the nineteenth century.—JVaiAua Tel.
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GLlftlPSES BY THE WAY.
WoHCKSTER, Juno 9, ]843.

Yesterday we left the City of Notions, expecting to

be absent from our editorial sanctum for two or three

weeks. But v/u shall try to furnish our readers with a

few tliing-i (rom our own pen as we move on. Kailroad

travelling furnishes opportunity for glimpses only at the

farms and fields. On our way yesterday to this " heart

of the Commonwealth," we thought the grass generally

looked well Some fields and neighborhoods showed

little else than soriel; but generally appearances and

promises were good. The spring grains are backward,

but look green and healthful. Winter rye, which by

the WJiy, is now a much more common crop in the east-

ern part of the State than it was a few years ago— this

rye generally appears jjromising, tli*»ugh the crop per

acre, taking all fields together, will not be large, for we

noticed in almost every field that there are many spots

where the rye was winter Killed. These spots are the

basins, often very shallow, in which water was retained

while the ground was frozen. We differ from many

who have noticed the killing of grain last winter, as to

the particular agent of destruction. Some say that the

great depth of snow caused the harm by its pressure.

We do not give in to that opinion. We must dissent

—

because the same kind of harm, which we notice in our

own grain fields this season, we are most accustomed

to' see after open winters. And it was the openness of

last January which caused death to many spots of rye.

Or, rather, it was a rain followed imtnediately by severe

cold. JJear the end of January, while there was fiost

in the ground, a heavy fall of rain came, which

filled with water all the hollow or basin shaped spots

upon the surface of the field. Intense cold followed the

rain, and wherever the collected waters were not more

than one, two or three inches deep, they were soon con-

gealed, and the rye, branch and root, was encased in

ice. This freezing, as similar freezings had done in

years past, killed out much of our rye; and we think

this was the cause generally of the death of that wliich

has died the past winter. Not the stmws of February

and March, but the rain and cold of January thinned

the grain fields. The rye that survived, (and the

greater part of it did,) looks well.

Indian corn has hardly made its appearance to railroad

travellers. It is backward. On one or two fields we
could see it in rows as we were whirled along—but

generally it was quite indistinct. This backwardness

is not against l\iP, irrowth of the corn, though it does in-

craise the danger that the corn will not ripen before the

coming of autumnal frosts.

Caterpillars.—Shame to the farmers along many parts

of the AVorcester Railroad. The apple trees for miles

and miles, are slript of cTCri/ ^reera /en_/— literally every

lenf^by caterpillars. We never saw worse ravages by

the canker worm. Nests by dozens, and twenties, and

fifties, are scan on a single tree—nakedness and desola-

tion is on all the branches. Never before did wo see

such destruction permitted to go on by an enemy that

can be easily subdued. If the farmers of this region

lose all their fruit, and have their trees harmed for years

to come by the stripping which their trees have suHered,

then lot them not come to US for sympathy. We shall

only reprove them for neglect. They might have saved

their fruit and their trees. The eaterpill.ir may be tho-

roughly destroyed. It takes time and labor, we know

—

but one man could, in three weeks' time, destroy every

nettt and all the worms in it, that has been made on any

five hundred of these trees tliat are now leafl««s. Yes,

three or fnur dollars worth of labor to each hundred

trees, would have saved the whole Where the canker

worm works we can have pity for the owner of the

orchard, fitr it is not easy to subdue this worm. But he

who loses his fruit and trees by caterpillars, gets noth-

ing but what his negligence or laziness deserves. We
have no pity for him. When eight or ten miles below

our present stopping place, we said, (while gazing upon

the desolation.) to a Worcester gentleman, '* IVhat town

is this .?' " 1 do n't know," sard he :
" It ain't Worces-

ter.'' *' \\ e congratulate you," said we. We did it

heartily ; for we should be ashamed to own as fellow-

townsmen farmers (.') who so shamefully leave the cat-

erpillars to do their destructive work.

COMPOSTS.

June, on most farms, affords opportunities for prepar-

ing materials for compost. The soil by the roadside

may now be taken up and formed into heaps, so that its

vegetable matters shall undergo decomposition, and all

its parts become fitted by mechanical reduction and pro-

bable chemical changes, to benefit the lands when they

shall be applied in autumn next year. It is not the deep

deposit of rich black soil alone, that is worth digging up

and using; but common soil, sandy wash, clayey wash,

and all such matters by the way side, may be turned to

profitable use. If the road by you is much travelled,

there will be a collection of rich matter by the fences

which line the road. The gravel, and loam and clay

are constantly being ground down by the wheels, and

the feet of horses and o.ten ; and in dusty times, a con-

siderable quantity of this finely pulverized matter is

lodged under and near the walls. This powder is en-

riching. The silica and potash it contains are in a state

much more favorable to the growth of plants than they

are before the rolling of the wheels and the treading of

beasts of burthen. This dust— this fine silica—or sili-

cate of potash, is an important ingredient in the most

of our crops;— it gives firmness to grass, to grains, and

Indian corn ; it abounds in potato tops, and in almost

every thing that we grow upon tho farm. Now in near-

ly all soil by the road-side, we shall find more of this

than in the soil of the open field ; consequently the

soil from the road would be a good addition to that of

the field i it will pay for working up into heaps, throw-

ing over, and spreading out as a top-dressing upon grass

lands, and for using in various composts. We do not

call it rich manure, but it is worth using. The leisure

days or hours of the present month, will be a good time

for piling it up.

The hog-yard must now be faithfully attended to.

The warm weather of June, especially if it be wet, is

very fnvorable for the making of good composts by the

swine. Let them have soil, meadow-mud, old hay,

leaves, &c., in abundance, and treat them like reasona-

ble beings, who seek a *' quid pro quo" for what they

do. Hide some corn under the matters which you

throw into their yards, and they will soon understand

that if they dig down to the corn they are entitled to

the prize as a reward for their labors. Thus stimulated

they will work well. If you do not get profit from them

in this way, they are hardly worth keeping, at the pre-

sent prices of pork.

Jf you have manure left now that your planting is

over, you should mix it up and coat it over with soil or

moadow-mud ; and thus not only preserve it from throw-

ing of? its richness into the air, but neutralize the acids

in your soil or muck, and fit Ihem to enrich your land.

MASS. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION or FLOWERS.
t

Saturday, June 10, 1843.

From the garden of the Messrs. Winship, Brighton,

two very large bouquets.

By Mr Joshua Norton, Jr., Chelsea— five ve.'y fin

specimens of PiEony Moutan.
Bouquets, by Messrs. Warren, Hovey , Bowditch, Sum

ner and Walker.
By Mr A. Bowditch—Roses: var. Multiflora, Undu

lata, Noisette, and Prone, Honeysuckle, var. Tartarian
Snriw-halis, &c.
By Mr Wm. Meller, Roxbury—32 fine seedling G«

raniums; Cactus Speciossimus ; Rose, var. Prineess M»
ria ; Dahlia, var. Countess of Liverpool; Passiflor

Alata, Mimulus Denhamii, and two fine bouquets.

By J. F. Trull, Dorchester—Magnolia tripetala, Pac
nies and bouquets.

From the garden of Messrs. Hovey—Tritonia longi

flora, CereUB Splendidutn, C. Jenkensoni, and three nei

seedlings. Also, Roses of the following sorts: Henno
sa, Larjiarqiie, Marjolin, Mis.s Sargent, Suter's Susanni
Noisette elegaiis, Lauiencia rubra, Auguslin Lcleui

White Tea, Romeo, Louis Philip of Angiers, Cramois
siiperieure, Roi de Cramoiso, Victoire Modesle, 'J'rium

phant.

By Mr Wm. Kcnrick, Newton—PEeonics: Moutar
Arborea, Papaveracea ; Iris Libirica, and others; Ln
burnum. Yellow Day Lily; Scarlet and Double Whil
Plawthorns ; Purple Beech, &c.
By Mr Jno. A. Kenrick, Newton—Double Whit

and new Scarlet Hawthorn ; Dutch Pipe ; Pceony Albi

cans. Rosea, Rubra, Tennuiifolia, &c. Azalias, 7 var.

Scotch Laburnum, Magnolia tripetala and Cordata ; eai

ly white Italian, red and white Tartarian and Caucasia
Honeysuckles ;

P«ony Banksii and Papaveracea, &c.
We should not do justice to the cultivators of some (

the above specimens, were we to pass them by withoi

a brief notice. The seedling Geraniums, by Mr Me
ler, of Roxbury, were very fino, and remarkably we
grown. Mr M. is one of the best, if not tAe best, geran;

um grower in this Stale.

In the stand of the Messrs. Hovey, there were soni

superb blooms of Roses and Cereus, tfiat did them credit

they were fine, well grown specimens, and put into tfi

stands in good order.

In the collection of Mr Wm. Kenrick, and also of M
John A. Kenrick, of Newton, we noticed specimens i

Laburnum and Hawthorn, (May bush of the English

We know of no shrubs more beautiful and deserving i

cultivation.

" A bush of May flowers with the bees about them

—

Ah, sure no tastr-ful nook would be without them ;

And let a lush laburnum o'ersweep them.
And let long grass grow round the roots, to keep then]'

Moist, cool, and green."

For the Committee,
S. WALKER, Ch'mn.

Notice.—The premiums for the best display of Paei

nies, will be awarded on Saturday, June 24ih.

Per order, S. WALKER.

exhibition of fruits.

The table of the rooms was finely decorated toda

with superior .specimens of fruits, viz :

From J. C. Howard, Woodland Grove, Roxbury—
dishes Grapes— Black Hamburg, finely colored and ric

bloom; White Cliasselas, very large berries; Milloi

Burgundy, very superior specimens.

From J. F. Allen, Salem— Royal George Peaches-

(clingstone.) They were uncommonly beautiful spec

mens. Black Hamburg grape, large and beautiful ; Bai

sauraba grape, very fine.

John A. Kenrick, Newton—Coggswell Apples, (

1842, in fine order, and upon trial by the comniittei

found to be of fair flavor and of much perfume.

Fur the Committee,
J. L. L. F. WARREN.

exhibition or vegetables.

The finest Rhubarb ever exhibited in the Hall, wa

brouglit by the Messrs. Hovey—of the variety known!
Mijatt's Victoria— 12 stalks of which weighed 10 Ibi.

within an ounce.

Cucumbers, by Mr J. L. L. F. Warren.
JNO. A. KENRICK.

QiJ'Soak your Ruta Baga seed in tanner's oil.
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MISCELLANEOUS

ECCENTRICITIES OF A MADMAN.
Mr , a liiwyer in Vermont, doing a good

business, at once became insane, and took it into

his head to abandon the practice of law, and en-

gage in basket-making. He was at first a very

awkward hand at this employment, but by dint of

perseverance, hn soon became very skillful, and

could weave a basket as well as he had formerly

woven an argument at the bar. He followed this

business about six months, when taking a new no-

tion into his head, he abandoned it for that of chair

bottoming.

The material used in this business was bark,

which is stripped from the trees in sinnmer, when
it peels most easily. Having come home one day

covered from head to foot with mud, he was asked

where he had been, that he had got so thoroughly

bedaubed. He answered, that he had been in a

neighboring swamp after elm bark, of which he ex-

liibited a strip about forty feet long.

" Do you remark this?" said he triumphantly.

"Yes; but how does this account for your be-

ing so muddy.' It isn't usual to find mud on the

top of a tree."

" No, but you may sometimes find it at the bot-

tom, though. I '11 tell you how I found it. I cut

the bark near the root of the tree, and then stripped

it upwards, expecting it would come to an end and

break ofl^, and run itself out alter a while. But it

hung on like a suit in chancery—and I stript, and
stript, until it run up forty feet, and as strong as

ever. Thinks I to myself, there is no use in pur-

suing the thing any farther, and so I '11 enter a

nolle prosequi. But not to lose the benefit of what

I had done—that was the point to be decided. I

wished at least to save costs. But pshaw ! I for-

got— I 'm not a lawyer now. Well, as I was say-

ing, I looked at the subject to see how I could se-

cure the bark. It was too strong for me to break

off. At any rate, thought I, there's more ways
than one to skin a cat: if I cannot break off this

bark, I can climb up by it. No sooner thought

than done. I seized hold of the strip, and placing

my feet against the trunk of the tree, ran up hand

over hand. Uy this method of climbing, you will

perceive that my back must have been downward,
and nearly in a horizontal position,—my feet being

braced against the tree, and my head standing

from it in an angle of nearly ninety degrees. Hav-
ing arrived at the proper height, I was then in a

quandary how to get my knife out of my pocket,

and how to get it open when it was out. If I let

go wiih one hand, I was fearful the other would
not hold me. However, says I, it's neck or noth-

ing. I '11 try the experiment at any rate—so I

gripped powerfully with my left hand, while I took

out my knife with my right, and opening it wjth

my teeth, whipped off the bark as clean as the law

would dock an entail. And what do you think was

the result ?"

" Why, you came down flat on your back, of

course."

" Right, gentlemen of the jury—a very correct

verdict indeed. I came down flat in the mud.

Never was a client laid flatter on his back than I,

and never was one so completely bedaubed with

filth and mud. But, thanks to the yielding nature

of the soil, I saved my bones, and only brought

away the mischief on my coat. I gained my cause

loo— which is more than I can say of all my un-

dertakings."

Tlie company laughed heartily at the ex-lawyer's

account of his exploit, while the latter, hanging

his coat up in the sun, said that the mud, like the

old woman's grease, would rub off when it was dry.

He continued awhile longer to follow his occu-

pation of chair bottoming, when suddenly becom-
ing sane again, he resumed the practice of law,

and has, ever .«ince, preferred laying his opponents

on iheir backs, in a legal way, to being laid on his

own in so ludicrous a manner as that above rela-

ted.—A. Y. Trans.

The. Spirit of Liberty.—Soon after the close of

the long French war in Europe, a boy was stand-

ing on one of the bridges that cross the Thames
at London, with a number of small birds in a cage

for sale. A sailor, who was passing, observed the

little prisoners fluttering about the cage, peeping

through the wires, and manifesting their eager de-

sire to regain their liberty. He stood for some
time looking at the birds, apparently lost in thought.

At length, addressing the boy, he said

—

" How much do you ask for your birds ?"

" Sixpence apiece, sir, was the reply.

" I do n't ask how much apiece," said the sailor,

"but how much for the lot: I want to buy the

whole."

The boy began his calculations, and finally of-

fered them for six shillings and sixpence.

"There's your money," said the sailor, and

opening the cage door, he let all the birds fly away.

The boy, looking quite astonished, exclaimed,

" What did you do that for, sir.' You have lost

all your birds."

" I 'II tell you, boy. I was shut np three years

in a French prison, as a prisoner-of-war— I know
how precious liberty is, and I am resolved never to

see any thing deprived of it that 1 can make free."

— Selected.

cheese: presses.
SELF-GOVERNING CHEESE PRESSES—two kinds

—lately improved hy llie Shakers. These are so construct-
ed that they goVerii and regulate thcmselres williout weights,
and are ijy Jar the best presses now in use.

For sale at the N. E. Agricultural Warehouse, 51 and 62
North Market street. JOS. BRECK & CO.
June 7, 1843.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improvements have heen made the past yenr in tl

form and workmanship of these Ploughs ; the mould hca
has lieen so formed as to lay the fiirrmr nomplelely om
turning in evenj particle of g-rass or stubble, and icuvhi' I
ground m the best possible manner. The leiicth oi^ i
mould hoard has he n very much increased, so that t
Plough works with the greatest case, holh with re-;ppct
the holding and the team. The Committee at the late tn
of Ploughs at Worcester, say,

" Should our opinion he asked as to which of the Ploui;
we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps say
the inquirer, if your land is mostlv light and easy In win
try Prouty & Mears, hut if your lan'dis heavij, hard orrock
BEGIN wrrH Ma. How;\rd'3.''
At the above mer.t:oned trial the Howard Pl-^ugh o

more work, with the same pewer of team, than any oti,

plough exhibited. No other turned more than twentyse?
and one half inches, to the 112 Ihs. draiiglit, while I

Howard Plongh turned twentijnineand one'half inches
the same power of team ! All acknowledge that Howun
Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantin
made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the sh

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed willii
having to furnish a newlandside; this shoe likewise secu
tlie mould hoard and iandside together, and strengthens I

Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to Si 5. A Ploiii

sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost ain
tlO 60, and with cutter $1, with wheel and cutter, t2
extra.

The above Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail
the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed St.
Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, hy

JOSEPH BRECK & CO

^^#iin>>.

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.

Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction roUera

moved with a loot Ircader, is iound to lie a great impn
|

mem on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones h

in this manner are hecoming daily more in use, and wlier

used, give universal sati-sfaction. The rollers can he att

ed to stones hung in the common way. For sale tq

BRECK & Co., No. 51 North Market street.

LACTOMETERS— a simple instrument for trt

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & 0(

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEKKLY PAPKR.

Terms, .fSper year in advance, or $2 00 if»^™|,
within thirty days. ^^BH

N. B.—Postmasters arc permitted by law to fri

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, will

expense to subsoribera.

TUTTLE AND BEIVNETT. PRIMTERSi

21 School Street.
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N. E. FARMER.

THE PEACH TREE.
From Mr Downing's new Catalogue, vra select
5 following " Reinarks," ivhicli he lias attached
hi3 list of peacliecj. They should receive the
icntion of every ^'riiwer of this delicious fruit

6. Cult.

'Of lale years, owinnr to the appcnraiice of two
eases in our orchards, the Peach has become
mparatively short-lived and unproductive. These
eases are yet scarcely at all understood by the
jority of cultivators. Wo therefore offer the
lowing sug^'estions, with the knowledge, that if

irecialed and carried into practice, this fruit will

found as healthy, fine and productive in our
dens now, as at any previous period.

[. The Yellows is the greatest malady of the
ch. It affects the whole tree, and the seed-
js reared from it are also more or less diseased
the same manner.

I. The Fc.'/oiM is a fon/d^ioiis disease, spreadincr
tree to tree gradually, and it may be propa-

ed by grafting or budding from the infected
cimcns.

II. This malady may be infallibly known by
following characteristics: a decidedly ^cWotti-

co/or in the whole of the leaves of the tree

:

-t and slender branches growing here and there,
hed with small, half-starved, narrow leaves, one
•th or o;ie half the usual size: and mottled,
11 fruit of inferior quality ripening hefore the
jer season.

V. A singletree with this disease will by its

.agioiis influence, gradually de.stroy a whole
lard of healthy iree;;. No pruning or m(jde of
tincnt, hitherto discovered, will restore to a
ihy stale a tree thoroughly diseased with the
ows.

. It is absolutely necessary to deslroy all trees
ng the Yellows, in order to in.'ure a sound con-

jon in young plantation yet healthy. In small
lens, where there are diseased trees contigu-
the neighbors must bo prevailed upon to enter
the plan : in farms and larger places, it will
3rally be sufficient Id destroy all victims of tlio

ows on the premises, as the disease spreads
ly. In trees received from nurseries, there
frequently be found an infected subject, and
ould he at once rooted up, and its place sup-
1 by a healthy tree. It is much belter to de-
/ a single tree, though young, at once, than by
wing it to stand, in the vain hope of its rccov-
to spread disease among all in its neighbor-
i. »

we direct our attention to this matter, we
1 find in almost every neighborhood, a number
ickly and diseased trees, which, although
hiess, are allowed still to occupy the ground.
, frequently an old and favorite tree, now leun
juuiiflked, occupies, year after year, a corner
iie garden, more from the recollection of the
fruit it once bore, than from any present value.
e desire healthy and thriving peach trees, all

these diseased specimens, old or young, must be
entirely e.\-termiiinted. While the.^o are allowed
to stand in any garden disseminating a contagious
disease on every side, it is idle to liope for healthy
and long-lived trees.

The second enemy to this tree is the Pfach voim
orborT. This ini^ect. (.Ef^erui rxiliosn.) dvpos\U
its eggs in the soft part of the trunk, just at the
surlace of the ground. Those, (,n becoming bor-
ers or grubs, perforate and consume the baiit, and
id time girdle and destroy the tree. To maint.iin
an orchard in good health, so far as regards this
insect, it is only necessary, every 'spring, to re-
move the earth for three or four inches at the base
of the tree, and to cut out and destroy with the
knife every one of the borers. Their presence is

generally indicated by gum just below (he sur-
face of the ground, and a little practice will ena-
ble a man to go over an orchard of an acre in a

day.

The productiveness and longevity of the peach
tree, will be greatly promoted by shortening or
pruning the extremities of the branches of bearing
trees, from one to two feet in July, every year.
This will keep the tree full of bearing buds and
healthy wood.''

From the Albany Culiivamr.

"VALUABLE COWS," AND TOUGH STO-
RIES.

Messrs. Editors—There was a clergyman "down
east," who had among his parishioners a youuT
man who was more remarkable for plaipness of
speech than courtesy, and who soinetimos got him-
self into difficulty by callin? things by their rii'ht

names. To prevent this, the minister one day
hinted to him, that when a man asserted what he
believed to be false, it was impolite to tell him he
lied, but that dissent might be expressed by a

i(i-/i-e-u-ff.?i .' or whistle, proportioned in intensity

to the enormity of the offence. The clergyman
was one of those who explain as the result of natu-

ral causes, all the miracles recorded in the bible.

'I'he very next sabbath, his text related to the

loaves and fishes that fed the multitude in the wil-

derness. The loaves, ho contended, were not or-

dinary loaves, but of the size of Mount Tom, (re-

fi-rring to a well known conical hill in the vicini-

ty.) At this point of the discourse, the clergyman
and the audience were electrified by a whistle so

shrill and prolonged that many sprung to their feel.

"What!" said the clergyman, addressing the of-

fender, " you disbelieve me, do you .'" " Oh, no,"

was the prompt reply ;
" I was only thinking wh<it

an oven it must have been that Ihein loaves were

baked in !"

Now I sometimes read the papers, and I am so

easy of faith, that I am able to sivallow nearly

every thing I find in print ; but now and ihen I

meet with something that will not go down, no

way I can fix it. In the N. G. Farmer, for May,
I met with the following stumper, copied from the

Conn, Fanner's Gazette :

" I'aluahle Cows.—Mr Samuel 15:,ldwin, of
VVashinglon, Conn., made, between March 'Ith'nnd
December 8tli, 1843, from two cows, besid.is sup.
porting a family of two persons, four hundred and
thirtyninc pounds of butter, and twelve hundrnj
and hftyfour pounds of cheese."

I rubbed my eyes and read it over again, to see
there was no mistake. Two hundred ainl nineteen
and a half pounds of butler to a cow! said I to
my.self: well, that miirht possibly be, though iho
best dairies in the country rarely average one hun-
dred and eighty pounds to a cow; and -"when Dea-
con Green's old red made in the whole year 2U0 lbs
it was thought most marvellous. U.it'jn addition'
to this, hne was six hundred and twentyseven lbs.
of cheese to each cow._morc than was ever be-
fore made from any cow in this country, when tho
whole nrcam, butter and milk, and all went in—and
full double the yield of ordinary dairies ! But my
nond genius whispered that it was not best to
whi^tle yet, and suggested that the cheese nii^ht
be ichile oak cheese—that is, cheese made from
milk from which all the oily matter has been skil-
fully extracted, and that in this way all th" bulter
and a« the cheese tr.ight be separately obtained.
The answer to this was, that in all the'biiiter antl
cheese making I had ever seen, there would bu
bttler-milk and whey, a little at least, and hero
was scarcely any provision for either. Thus yon
see that like many other folks, the more I studied
the worse ofl" I was

; and finally, after pvcry efTort
to fro it, and even pinning back its cars and greas-
ing it, a la Crockett, am unable to swallow the
" crilhir." Still the fault may bo in my faith, and
not in the story

; if so, let the good old land of
steady habits have the glory of possessing two
cows, "unrivalled and unequalled." So says one
who boasts of being A Co.n.necticut Uoy.

To Destroy Slugs amon/r H'htal—Collect a num-
ber of lean ducks

; keep them all day without food
and turn them into the fields towards evening

i

each duck wbuld devour the slugs much faster
than a man cculd collect thciii, and then iret |i,t

for market.

—

jVashvilte Agricull.

It has been remarked before the American Insti-
tute, that " the revival of Agriculture commenced
in Flanders, about .seven hundred years a^o. There
the soil was little belter than white barren sand
now its incre.ise is said to bi- twice as great as
that in England. The grand maxim on which the
Flemish turiner acts, is, without manure, no corn
without cattle, no manure—and without root crops,
no cattle."

—

lb.

A correspondent of the Albany Cultivator says :

''
1 have at various times tried several expedients

to destroy caterpillars, and among other things tur-

pentine, sulphur. &,c., but have invariably failed,

until I discovered that the spirits of liartshorn, ap.
plied by means of a sponge attached to tho end of
a pole, and thrust into the midst of the >veb, caused
inslantaiicous death to all living matter it touched."
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Judge Taylor tif Alabama, recently sent the

following coniinunicatinn to the editor of the Mo-

bile Advcrtisi>r. It is of an interesting character.

Mr. Langdon, the editor in introducing it to his

readers says, that every fact stated can be corro-

borated by hundreds of the most voracious citi-

zens. Bnt we presume that the statement will not

be donbted-^-as fncls of n n1ore Citraordinary cha-

racter, well attested, illustrating the sagacity of

iho horse, have, from time to time, been laid be-

fore the pnblic.— And the cow, too, has not been

backward in vindicating her claims to the exercise

of reason. Not long ago, a " well authenticated"

tale was told, of a cow, which, being thirsty, and

no water in the throDgh, took the pump-handle be-

tween her horns, vi'orkcd it with astonishing dex-

terity and success— insomuch, that she filled the

trough and quenched her thirst !

—

Bos. J\lrr. Jour.

CAN A HORSE REASON ?

C. C. Langdon—My purpose is not to discuss

the question at the head of this article, bnt to sub-

mit some facts fur the speculation of those who

may be cnrious in such matters. As you are

aware, I own a horse called John, hat for several

years has not only amused, but astonished the pub-

lic, by his various feats of intelligence and sagac-

ity.

Every body knows John, and if he is seen, as he

ofterr is, in a buggy, and no one in it, walking,

trotting or galloping througli the most crowded

streets, threading his way among carriages and

drays, no citizen offers to stop him, but if a stran-

ger attempts it, ho only excites a laugh, and is

asked how lonj he has been in the city. I have

witnessed some amusing scenes of this kind at the

expense of some one's good ink7itio)is.

It is proper, I should state, that for the last

seven years, with the e.\ception of the past and

present winters, I have resided about two and a

half miles from the city. I penerally come to

town evf'ry day about eleven or twelve o'clock. I

frequently drive to town and back without touch-

ing the rein. If I come down St. Francis street,

lie is certain lo stop at the Waverley, with.out any

thing being said to iiim, and as soon as I gel out,

he will start in a trot or gallop, and stop at the

Corinthian. If I come down Dauphin street, he

will go directly to the Post OfKce, where he will

Btop until I gel out, when he will wheel across the

street ind remain there in his opinion, a reasona-

ble time ,'— if he wants water, he will go to a

pump, and from one to another, until he finds a

friend to pump it for him, when he will return.

John is also a general fivorite. The " Free-

ttom" of the city, was long since presented to him

)n a buggy I He is therefore, not confined to ajiy

particular street, but goes where he likes, in pur-

suit of me or his own amusenu'nt. He will some-

times go to Walter street, and then to Commerce,
where, with excellent taste iiid judgment, he will

sample bales of hay nn the side-wulk ; but unlike

the cotton samplers, he was never known to fill a

bag and carry it off on his back. He not only

knows me from others, but can distinguish my
voice from all others, as may be easily proved.

Hundreds of persons may pa-s him daily without

attracting from him any particular notice. If I

come toward him when his head is turned from nie,

and h.nppen to be talking at the time, although

from his tight check ruin the motion may be difli-

ciilt and painful, he will turn his head round, rest-

ing it against his side, » itli his eye, which then

exhibits a peculiar tremulous motion, fixed on me
until I pass. If he then desires to go home, he

will rai.se his head, point his ears, and start after

me, stepping loftily and keeping me in view. Al-

though a spirited animal, nothing " frightens him

from his propriety :" in fact, he "dares do all that

may become a"

—

horse. It is a fact quite noto-

rious, that he will go about the city in pursuit of

me ; it is equally so that experiments have been

made to induce him to leave me, by turning him up

the street leading to the country, bnt alter turning

a block or two he would invariably come back.

There are many instances of gentlemen having dri-

ven him lo their residences in different parts of the

city, and turned him loose to come back, and I am
informed that some bets have been pocketed on

such performances. I had a standing bet for some

years, that I would send him to the market or the

post office, or any house or point that might be de-

signated, and that he would return safely with the

buggy. No one doubted he would do it.

But a (evf months since, I sent him from my
house across the country to the spring hill road,

and up that roail a distance of a mile, to the house

of a friend, although he had not been there for

more than a year. I have often sent him on er-

ranils of a similar character. I have only to go

with him and show him a place, and he never for-

gets it. He is perfectly under command of my
voice. I speak to him as I would to a servant, and

that he understands many things I say to hiin, is

proved by the fact that he obeys me. In harness

or out of it, he follows me about like a dog. He
stands in no fear of me, and has no cause, for al-

though I may sometimes scold him, I have never

struck him, as I believe, in the seven years and a

half I have owned him. He therefore does noth-

ing from fear, but every thing from kindness.

It is getting quite late—two or three o'clock—

I

must have gone up the street. He turns up Royal

street ; and stopping a short time at the Literary

Depot and several other places, he goes to the

Waverley. There is no use in going further in

this direction, for he knows I seldom go above th;:t

point. He becomes uneasy; turns b.ick and goes

down the street as fir as the Court House. He
turns again, much excited ; his ear'i thrown back,

his neck arched, his nostrils flattened, and starts

into a fast trot. As he passes the Mansion House,

he is in a round gallop, wildly throwing his head

from one side of the street to the other. If he sees

me he will stop, or come to me. I get into the

carriage, and without saying a word to him, or

touching the rein, he takes up the first street lead-

ing lo our house. Here is a narrow lane leading

to the gale, and lo make a clean turn through it, it

is necessary to keep to the right, near the fence.

John knows it, and stops at the proper point; I get

out, open the gate and pass through. He wheels

short round, describing a quarter circle, and sees

all is right before him—the gate is narrow, there

being but five or s\k inches to spare between the

wheel and the post. John knows it, and in more
than five hundred times passing through that gate,

he has not touched the post more than three or four

times ; but when he happens to do so, he will im-

mediately back, sheer off of his own accord, and

pass througli—never failing in his second attempt.

There are tnany instances of having locked his

wheels with other cnrriages, when eiuleavoring to

gel a good shade, and disengaging himself in a si-

milar nrjnner,and which have been noticed by Gen-
eral T. D. W. and others. But for the oddity of

it I certainly should not use either rein or bridle.

In going to the city, or back, but especially at

night, I would trust him sooner than a professed

watchman. Not the slightest injury has ever oc-

curred to the carriage by any fault of his.

But he has also a mode of communicating his

wishes and wants, by signs, looks and actions,

which is as perfectly comprehensible by me, as if

expressed in the plainest language spoken by man.

He not only uses language to express his ideas,

emotions, &c., but he has clearly invented that lan-

guage himself, as I think I shall prove. A portion

of the year, the stable being left open for thai pur-

pose, John is allowed lo come to the house and

kitchen when he likes. About twelve o'clock one

light night, I heard a heavy knocking at the kitchen

door. The Unocking continued so loud, that I got

up and went to the window, when I found that it

was John creating the disturbance. His hind feet

were on the ground and his fore feet on the upper

step. Lifting his foot, he would strike the point

ofhis hoof against the door ten or fifteen limes, re-

peating it every few minutes. From many other

feats of his sagacity, I was well convinced of his

object. I called up the servant and charged him

with neglecting to feed the horse, but he stoutly

denied the chirge. It is certain I did not believe

him. But the same thing happened several times

afterwards, and I had as often called up the ser-

vant, who still asserted the horse had been fed.

One day I happened to hear the old negro talking

to the sorvunt in the kitchen, laughing heartily,

and repeating, "John won't lie, and master knows

it." A laugh. "He believes John and won't be-

lieve me." Another laugh. "I won't tell any

more lies about feeding John. It's no use." They
all laugh ; and I laugh. When he wants water he

goes to the well, and knock against the curb or the

water tub in the same manner.

Of late years, the servant gets up at the earliest

knocking, for he knows that no sleep is to be had

on the premises until John's demands are complied

with. I often direct that he should not be fed in

the morning, for the purpose of inducing him to

adopt some other mode of communicating his wish-

es. After exhau-iling his patience in his usual ef-

forts, he would come to the house and walk by the

door, stepping short and quick, and wheeling ab-

ruptly round. After practising in this manner for

some time, he would give one of the quearest

squeals I ever heard, as much resembling the yell

of a Choctaw, as any thing else, although he can

if he likes, squeal in English. In November last,

Mr. H. of C—, who ivas at my house, desired to

witness some of John's performances. After per-

forming several feats I have related, and we had

gone into the house, the house servant came to mn
and said John would not let her go to the kitchen.

We went out on the gallery, and saw that John

had planleil his heels directly opposite to the kitch-

en door, looking very savagely. I ordered the

girl to drive him away, which she attempted to do

with a stick. But no, John would not move an

inch. With his head near the ground, his ears

backed, stamping violently and shaking his head,

he bid defiance. All this I knew was merely for

effect. 1 knew ho would not injured the least of

living things. I then told the girl lo go lo the

well and draw him water. As soon as she started

in that direction, he threw off his theatrical char-

acter and followed her, looking pleased and high-

ly gratified at the success of Ins ingenious experi-

ment. I will relate one feat of a different charac-
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ter. A year or two ago, when 1 cinio to tlie city

ono inoriiinfr, I loft John at a shop in Churt-h

street to bo shod, reiinestinnr the smith after lio hml

done so, to |)iit the horse in the bnirory nrul let him
go; a practice I have pnrsned at tlmt mid other

shops for several years. An lionr or two after, I

was standing on the side-walli opposite to tlie Man-
sion House, when I saw John coming down Gov-
ernment street, and tlien up Royal, in a fast trot,

stopping within a lew feel of me. He soon com-
mencod stamping violently with his fore foot.which

continued for a moment or two. The West Ward
onmibus was standing some thirty feet in front of

him. Walking up to it, he put his foot on the up-

per step, and commenced biting it. After reliev-

ing himself of the fly, (as I supposed it was) he

backed the buggy to his old position. Although

John hncio, and had his reason why ho went to the

imnibus, yet it is proper the learned public should

l)e informed that as his check rein would not allow

lis heitd to be brought down to his foot, he went to

he omnibm to bring up his foot to his head. Mr.

P. then and now of this city, and a number of oth-

'r gentlemen, were amused spectators of this per-

ormance.

I have thus related a few only of a great number
)f similar facts, to show that the theory that all the

irts of the brute proceed from mere instinct ought

lot to receive absolute belief; that it is not a the-

iiry which precludes all doubt. If the proper defi-

lition of inslincl be a blind tendency to some mode
if action, independent of the consideration of the

nd to which the action tends, these various acts

an only be the result of mere chance, or accident

!

Jndoubledly instinct may in some cases be com-

non both to man snd brute. Both may eatinstinc-

ively to preserve life. But if you place a variety

If dishes before a man, ho will select that which

? most agreeable to his taste. No one would

oubt that this art would iie the result of reason—
•ut put several parcels of food of dilTercnt quali-

lies before a horse, and he will do the same thing

ki'ith equal taste, from the same motive
;
yet mcta-

hysicians tell us this art is mere instinct. An el-

phant may drink from instinct as well as man. In

ravelling over a desert, man supplies himself with

•ater. The elephant after satisfying his thirst fills

is triinlt. In both the motive is the same- -to provide

supply, not for present, but for future use ; thug

xtending thought beyond the reality of the pre-

ont, to light up a vision in the void of a future.

I man or a horse may walk instinctively, without

njoct or motive operating on either at the time
;

ut place them in an enclosure with a narrow open-

ig, and each will determine with equal judgment

helliiT it is sufficiently large to enable him to pass

itliuut injury.

If I have stated a few facts which may tend to

iruw some light on an abstract subject which of

ite has elicited some attention, in the mean-time

shall have redeemed a promise made to many
lends, at their solicitntion, to give some account

f the arts, doings and character of my horse John.

[e is a northern horse, finely formed, and without

blemish ; and although in his twelfth year, he

as all the playfulness and elasticity of n colt.

H. W. Taylor.
Mobile, Ma. JlpriL 4, 1843.

Wheat struck with the rust, or mildewed, should

B cut at once, no matter how green in appearance,

this is the only chance of saving any thing from

.

—

Amer. Agricidt.

I-'roin the Pioviduncn Chuf

PREMIUMS! OF TIIK RIIODK I.SI,A.\'I) AG-
RICULTURAL SOCIHTV.

No. III.

'i'lie si.xth preminm oirered by the Si^cicty, is for

reclaiming bogs, requiring a statement of the pro-

cess, and expense, with the increased value of the

land, $1,").

In a hirmer article we ventured the assertion

that a vast majority of low meadows and hogs might
be made productive of the best kinil of hay in groat

abundance.—We may add, that every peat bog or

swam;j that is capable of being drained, may he con.

verted into the richest meadows or tillage land.

We speak advisedly upon thi.'s subject, and trom

what we have seen in repeated instances, we are

sure that the most valuable portions of many farms

in Rhode Island, from the want of proper induslry,

enterprise or knowledge, are now, not merelv en-

tirely unproductive, but are olten the source of
the most malignant and fatal diseases. Thorough
draining, the removal of the brush wood, root and
brancli, and the application of some slimiilatiii!.'

manure, are all the necessary preparation for a hoed
crop or even immediate seeding to grass. We pro-

test against spreading sand upon such low mead-
ow or swamp lands ; it is never necessary and al-

ways expensive. Upon this subject, we refer with

pleasure to Mr. Pliinney's letter, published in Dr.

Jackson's Report upon Rhode Island. Having wit-

nessed the results of his skill in reclaiming such
waste places from the dominion of water and worth-

less herbage, and converting Ihem into fields and

meadows of extraordinary and almost cxhaustlcss

fertility, we can recommend the directions of that

distinguished farmer as worthy implicit observance

hy all who may compete for the Society's pre-

mium.

The eighth premium, of Ten Dollars, is " For

I

the best comparative statement on turning in green

I

crops and manure on a tract of land not less than

one acre."

I

This is one of those controverted subjects in

[agricultural practice, in reference to which there

j

have been no satisfnctory experiments in our State,

j

that have come to our knowledge. Whilst this

practice constitutes a principal feature in the sys-

1 tem of cultivation pursued in certain parts of our

[country, it is strongly condemned, in others, as be-

j

ing wasteful and inetlicicnt. We have seen no

com;)aroiu'e /n'fi/s, like those contemplated by the

Society in offering this premium. It is an <ibject

of no little importance, as tlieri> are extensive tracts

of land in our State, that seem to us, condemned
I to everlasting sterility, unless some more practica-

ble means than have yet been devised, can be ein-

[

ployed to impart fertility to them.

j

The extensive use of swamp muck and peat in

1 composts or the turning in of green crops as ma-

nure must form the basis of an improving system

of cultivation upon nearly all that portion of the

State indicated by yellow on Dr. Jackson's Geolo-

gical map.

We say of an improving system of cultivation,

for nine-tenths of the farms where light, sandy

soils prevail, have not improved an iota in produc-

tiveness within the memory of man. If the sterili-

ty which characterises such farms be not natural,

or inherent, they seem to have been reduced to that

condition at an early period, and to have been

transmitted from generation to generaiion in an un-

altered state of barrenness and infertility. Wo

know, from the successful Ireptment of such soils,

by several enlightened and enterprising fanners,

that tiny are cap.ibic of a permanent iiuprovemcnl,

and a reinuncratinL' return for tlio labor and ex.

peiise bestowed upon them ; but it is very ques-

tionable if the expense which these men have in-

curred, would be advisable or justifiable ii))on farm.s

that cannot, from their distance, command u ready
market for garden vegetnbles and milk.

The proprietors of farms fo situated, if Ihi.-y

have any wish to raise more than from ten to (Tftoeii

bushels of Indian corn, or eight to fi'Urtccn bush-

els of rye, and half a ton of hay per acre, and to

witness a constant improvement in the condition of
the soil, may rest assured, that it can only be done
by incorporating with the soil more of the mate-
rials which sustain vegetation. Decayed vegeta-
ble matter from swamps and pent bogs, composted
with stable manure and liberally applied, will do
this ; but where these resources are not at com-
mand, will the turning in of green crops elTect this

desirable object? This is the principal question to

be settled, and, as we understand, the main object

in ofTering the premium. M.

From the New Geneseo Farmer.

CANADA THISTLE.
Mr Editor—Having been a reader of the New

Genesee Farmer fiir a number of years, and no-

ticed therein many pieces on the destruction of

the Canada thistle, and thinking the subject is not

wholly exhausted, I lend my mite. I am the more
induced to make this conuuunicalion, (and perhaps

there is nothing new in it,) as I understand some
persons arc about the country, imposing upon the

farmers by selling rigkls for killing the Canada
thistle by cutting them on certain days of the year :

which, in my opinion, is against all principles of

natural philosophy ; for, in my humble judgment,

to kill the thistle by cutting, it must be cut in a

certain stale of vegetation ; and who does not

know that in different years there is as much as

from ten to fifteen days' variation in vegetation ar-

riving at the same point of perfection.

My farm was badly infested with the Canada
thistle when I came on to it, and I was alarmed

for the consequences ; but I have learned to man-
age them to good account. My course of treat-

ment is this : I seed my land down thickly, so as

to create a thick, smooth and unbroken sward ;

remove every obstacle that may have a tendency

to break the sward or impede the scythe, and make
the laud sufficiently rich (if it is not already ) to

bear a heavy crop of grass. The better way is

not to feed the land thus prepared for killing the

thistle, at all in the spring; and when the top

blossoms of the thistle begin to (-pen, cut thistles

and grass all together, and put thein up for fodder.

If there should appear to be no grass among the

thistles, I put them up the same, for, if left on the

ground, they break the sward and prevent the kill-

ing of the thistle. Cattle or sheep will eat the

thistle cut and put up thus, all except the large

stalk, as readily as they will the best hay. The
way I manage to cut them in proper time is, I com-

mence mowing as soon as the top blossom makes

its appearance, and mow paths from one spot to

another, until all are crillecled and put.up.

By observing the above rule, the thistle will dis-

appear, 60 that within three years lime, there will

scarcely be a thistle left to tell where they grew.

GAIUS STEBBINS.
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RRMRDIKS AGAINST THE TURNIP FLY.

As the ciilllvaliDii oT tlio different kinJs of tur-

nip is becoming somewhat extensive in the United

Stati's, and wlierever adapted lo soil and ecnnomi-

ral feedin;;, is a valuable crop, a few hiols for

their protection against enemies may be nsefnl.

The principal danger to the turnip plant is imme-

diately after it appears above the surface of liio

{.'round. There are a variety of insects that feed

upon and destroy it during the first few weeks of

its existence ; but its most considerable enemy is

» small black bug, that seizes ujjon the tender coty-

ledons the moment they make their appearance.

Where the enemy is not in sufficient force to c«n.

eiime all the vounjr leaflets as they appear, the

plant ivill make a jrradual, though slow progress ;

and when so far advanced as to be able lo put

forth its larger and more fibrous leaves, it will

generally reach maturity. But it must be remem-

bered that any diminution of iis leaves, especially

ill its early existence, is prejudicial to its growth.

The leaves are to plants what the lungs are to ani-

mals, and in nearly all cases they superadd, in 'no

small deirree, the functions of the stomach also;

! the value of the above applications for killing the

insect, they arc all directly beneficial in promoting

llie growili of the p lo the full value of the

cost of the material and labor.

Folding sheep on the grounds where turnips are

to be sown, is an excellent preparation. New
land, when it can be had, is admirably adapted for

a turnip crop, as it is free from injects, and pos-

sesses an abundance of the alkalies, which are ev-

ery way suited to the rapid growth of the turnip

about as if drunk. It is sometimes made into hay,

which is nutritive, but tedious to make, and should

be consumed before winter. It is often j;rnwn on

poor, exhausted soils, and plowed in when in bloom

In this way it increases very inaterially the fertili-

ty of the soil, and it is a mode often practiced in

Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, (Eng.,) and in Scot-

land. Mr Ballingal has given an account of his

experiments with it upon a clay loam recently

limed ; from the result of which lie warns his broth-

crop, is a good precaution, as thereby a portion of

the eggs and insects are destrojed. Deep plowing

will exterminate all that are placed so far beneath

the surface as to be unable to reach it again. The
use of long manure, or sowing on a stubble field,

are objectionable, as they harbor and protect the

insects.

Where enemies are numerous, 3 or 4 pounds of

seed should be sown in drills, and twice as much
more broadcast, which affords more food for the

fly, and there may possibly be sufficient left for a

crop, after supplying the foragers with all they

want; the excess, if any, may be thinned with the

culfivator and hoe. But in all cases the soil should

be in good condition, and be prepared with some

for in addition to throwing off a portion of the stir- i rich, stimulating manure, such as night-soil or otli-

plus moisture, oxygen, &c., taken in by the roots,
j
er concentrated aliment, by which the plant will

they absorb carbim largely from the carbonic acid

of the atmosphere, which becomes fixed in the veg-

etable as a liTge proportion of its nnttured sub-

stance. Of course the early leaves of all plants

should be protected with the utmost car6.

For the protection of the turnip, I have found no

more efficacious means than soaking the seed in

the most offensive tiinner's oil for two or three days

previous to sowing. This saturates the seed with

the repulsive taste and odor, and as the germ which

first appears above ground, is furnished (-xc/wsiDe/^

from the seed, the cotyledons, which are most ex-

posed to the insect, are charged with a flavor every

way adapted to their protection from its ravages.

In addition to this great advantage, the oil is one

of the most nutritious siib.-tances for the support of

the young plant, and helps it forward with a rapid

growth, by which it sooner gets beycuid the reach

of danger.

Phosphoric acid, in the proportion of ] part of

ncid lo 2 of water, forms a steep or soak which

gives wonderful acceleration to the growth of

plants : soak in this 20 lo 50 hours.

After soaking, the seed can be pre|)ared for sow-

inn-, by mixing with plaster, ashes, or air-slacked

lime, so intimately mixed, as to obviate any incon-

venience from adhesiveness of the seeds.

If the insect is found to pursue the plants after-

ward, they may be sprinkled with the stale liipiid

from a tanner's lime pit. This is most convenient-

ly done with a common watering-pot. If u tan

nery is n^t accessible to the farmer, he may easily

prepare any desirable qua:ility of liquid, equally

valuable, by collecting stale urine and the strong-

est drainings from the dung heap, in large hogs-

heads, or what is better, in permanent cisterns,

which should have a place in every farm-yard, add-

ing lime in proportion to the quantity of liquid.

The addition of putrid flesh, fish, &c. will add lo

its efficacy. A weak brine, diluted sulphuric or

nitric acids (oil of vitriol and uquafortis,) may be

eprinklcd over the plants with sncces-. Unleach-

ed ashes, lime, plaster, and sool. sown broadcast

over the plants after a rain, or while the dew ia on,

are sometimes effectuil remedies. In addition to

be enabled lo push itself rapidly beyond the reac

of marauders. Alternating turnips with potatoes,

sugar beet, and other crops in no way related to

this family of plants, (the crucifeiffi,) is useful, by

cutting off ihe supply of food lo its enemies, by

which it is starved out or compelled to shift its

quarters for subsistence.

The frequent use of the cultivator and hoe is

beneficial in disturbing and destroying the insects,

besides materially assisting the growth of the

plant. All family weeds, colewort, water-cresses,

hedge-mustard, and the like, which afford food to

the coninum enemy, should be carefully extermi-

nated ; and such other kindred vegetables, as cab-

bages, cauliflower, mustard, table and horse-radish,

&c., fhoulil be cultivaiud remote from the turnip

field, so as to afford no rendezvous for their perpet-

uation. U. L. A.

Burning the rubbish on the land required for this
|

or farmers that it is "needless to ottempt to grow

it upon damp soils, or to expect full crops upon

Unds exhausted by over cropping."

In reaping buckwheat, many farmers prefer pull,

ing it, as less likely to shed the seed. The niorn-

in£r, or late in the evening, should be chosen for

this purpose, when the dew is upon the plant.

M. Vanqnelin found 100 parts of its straw to

contain 29..5 of carbonate of potash, 3.8 of sulphate

of potash, 17.5 carbonate of lime, 13.5 carbonate of

magnesia, 1(5.2 of silica, 10.5 earth of alum, and 9

of >vaier.

Buckwheat is extensively cultivated in the Uni-

ted States, the species usually sown being ihe

Pohjgonum fiiy;opyruin of botanists. The grain

affords a favorite article of food. It is generally

thought to be a severe crop upon land, and for this

reason is seldom sown on highly imfiroved ground.

Rough and hilly districts are considered peculiarly

favorable to the culture of liuckwheat, which is ad-

mirably adapted to subdue new or wild lands.

Buckwheat comes to maturity so quickly, that it

is usual to sow it upon the same ground from which

wheat or other grain crops have been taken. It

flourishes best in a mellow, dry, loose, sandy soil,

but even on the poorest land, so that it be not

moist, it will produce a tolerable crop in from threu

to four months after sowing. When intended for

seed, it is best to put in the crop early enough to

allow the grain to become perfectly matured be-

fore frost. In the State of New York, buckwheat

is frequently sown in August, along with winter

wheat, affording a ripe crop in the fall, without in-

jury to the wheat, which gr»ws along with and

succeeds it. When sown broadcast, ihe usual

manner, a bushel of buckwheat is generally put

npon the acre. Half the quantity is said to answer

when put in with a proper drill machine. When
harvested, it is usual to mow it with the scythe,

and allow it to remain some time before it is taken

from the field.

One of the purposes to which buckwheat has

been applied, and for which it appears, from the

rapidity and exuberance of its growth, peculiarly

adapted, is the plowing down the crop to add fer-

tilily to the land. This can be done when the

soil is loo far exhausted to produce clover for a

similar purpose. " We cannot," says the editor of

the Theatre of Agriculture, " too much recommend

after our old and constant practice, the employment

of this precious plant as a manure. It is certainly

the most economical and convenient the farmer

can employ. A small quantity of seed, costing a

mere trifle, sows a large surface, and gives a great

crop. When in flower, first roll, and ihen plow it

in, and it is soon converted into manure." This

crop is recommended by Mr Taylor, in the Maine

Farmer, as an ifTectual destroyer of that frequent

pest of the field, called couch-giuss, (jtiick-grass, SfC.

For this purpose it must be sr)wn as early in the

season as frost will permit, and as soon as it gets

into flower, rolled down and turned under with the

plow, and the same crop again sown.

—

Far. Encydo'

BUCKWHEAT.
Iieat is a plant knownBuckwheat is a plant known in almost every

part of the world. It has been supposed to have

been first known in Europe after the time of the

Crusade.''. It is well adapted to light and sandy

soils. It begins flowering in July (in England,)

and is generally fit lo mow about the beginning of

October. If put together, says Mr Main, a little

green or damp, it does rot much signify, for al-

tlmugh ever so mouldy, the grain is never damaged,

and the more mon'dy it is, the earlier it can be

thrashed. It is the easiest of all barn work for

the t.'irasher.

It must be sown when there is no longer any

danaer to be apprehended from the frosts; for so

lender is this vegetable at its first appearance, as

to be unable at an earlier |!eriod, to withstand the

vernal eold.

It is nn excellent food for poiillry
;
pigs thrive

upon and are fond of it; it is commonly given to

them mixed with potatoes; and when bruised, it is

good for horses, two bushels being equal, it is said,

to three of oats. Cows when fed with it, yield a

large increase of milk. Sheep, when fed upon
this plant when in blossom, stagger and tumble
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BOTS.

Til furriery, a kijul of worms very troiibloscMiie

ti) horses. Bols are tlio larvec or maggots uf a spe-

cies of gad-fly, which deposits its e<:<rg on the legs,

mane, or those parts of tlio hnrse that the animal
is apt to licli. The c^g is immcdiatoly hatched by
the wnrmtli and nmislure of the tongue, and the

little worm conveyed into the mouth, whence it

crawls down the ffl-5ophagii3 into the stomacli. It

adheres to the ciiticiilar coat of the stomach by
means of little hoolis, wilh which its [noulh is fur-

nished ; anil there it remains from the summer of

one year to the spring of the next, nourished by

Ihe nmcns of the stomach, or the food which it

contains. Then having attained its full size as a

maggot, it loosens its hold, .nnd is carried along the

intestines with the other contents of the stomach,

and cvitcuated with the fiBces. Before it drops, it

generally clings for a whiie to the verge of the

anus, and tickles and teases the horse to a very

great degree. Kxcept they exist in most unusual

numbers, b"ts do neither good nnr harm during

(heir residence in the stomach of the horse. It is

the habitation which nature has assigned to them ;

and the safety of so noble an animal as the horse

would not have been compromised for the sake of

a maggot and a fly. The best advice that can be

given, therefore, is to lot them alone, or at most to

be content with picking them ofl^ when they ap-

pear under Ihe tail. There are two good reasons

for this. Tlie first is, Inat there is not any inedi-

cine that wili e^pel them; the strongest and even

the most dangerous purgative is insufficient. The
-second reason is, that if Ihe hots are let alone, they

will, in due time, come all away without our help

or meddling. Green food, however, e.xpcls them
readily as does common salt jn the proportion of

two to four ounces to a quart of water. The most
simple and efficient remedy is a quart of milk,

mixed well with a quarter of a pound of honey or

brown sugar, given fasting. This is much better

than aloes.

—

Farmers' Encydop.

REMEDY FUR IIOELOW MORN.
.\ correspondent of the Eaton County Gazelle

gives Ihe following as an invariable cure for the
Hollow-horn. As lliis disease is quite prevalent
among cattle at this season of tlic year, the remedy
may he useful to many of our readers.

Take a large table-sponnful of black pepper,
fine

; an ccjual quantity ot sail, and mi.\ with about
half a pint of sharp vinegar. Bore the horns on
the under side, and after the niatlcr contained in

the horns has discharged itself, plug the holes, and
bore again near the toj) of the horns, and pour in

the composition through a quill inserted in the
cork of the bottle containing it.

A year ago, (says the writer,) I had an ax so
badly aflliclcd with the hollow-horn, Ihat when I

poured the preparation above mentioned into liis

Iiorns, it found a passage through liis head and ran
out of his nose upon tne ground. I repeated this

application two or three times a day, until the holes
of the tiorns were grown over inside, so that by in-

serting any thing sliarp, it was followed by fresh

blood. This treatment, (together with a plenty of

soot and salt given to the animal to e.xcite and reg-

ulate the appetite,) I believe will almost invariably

etfect a permanent cure. Try it.— Sekileil.

THE MILLET CROP.
Farujers who are deficient in grass land, or an-

ticipate any scarcity of fodder, should remember
the di-ilress of the past winter, and sow a few acres

of millet. Tills is a very certain crop, and par-

ticularly valuable on account of the lateness of the

time for sowing, and the very short period it occu-

pies the ground. It should be sown from the 13th

to the 30th of June, in the same manner as oats,

on good foil, well ploughed and harrowed. From
half a hiishel to three pecks of seed is requisite

for an acre, when fodder is the chief object. It

can bo procured at the seed*stores for about $i .50

per bushel. The crop should be cut as soon as

the seed begins to turn yellow, which v/ill be about

the end of August or early in September. Cure

t the same as any other hay, and horses and cat-

tle will eat it as freely as timothy or clover. The
product is generally about three toni of fodder to

the acre; and, if thrashed, about twenty busljels

of seed.

—

jYeiv Genesee Far.

GAPES IN CHICKENS.
A writer in the Farmer's Cabniet says, positive-

ly, that the gapes in chickens, which cause so

many to die, are occasioned by worms in the wind,
pipe

; and that if the poulterer is pleased to take a

feather, strip the sides all off except a small tuft

at the end, dip this in spirits of turpentine, catch

the chicken, open its mouth and just touch this tur-

pentine to the mouth of the windpipe, which may
easily be seen at the top of the tongue and near
its roots, the worms will almost instantly die, and
the chicken as instantly recover. He says there

is no danger to the chicken from this course.

—

jV.

E. Ph wboy.

We believe with the writer of the above, that it

is worms whicli occasion the gnpcs, and think that

the application of tlie spirits of turpentine would
prove etl'ectual

;
but we deem it proper to add the

remedy which we have always found effectual.

Whenever we found our chickens laboring under

the disease, we gave them each a lenspoonful of a

strong solution of assafop.tida, which invariably

cured the disease, and as we supposed, by dislodg-

ing the worm, which we took it for granted, was
the cause of the disease.

—

^mrr. Far.

For ihe Skin.—One of the best cosmetics ever

used for softening and giving elasticity and smooth-

ness to the skin, is corn meal. A table-spounful

Tubbed on the hands and face while washing will

be sufficient to impart the most delightful softness

Itu the skin.

—

Jiiner. Far.

TIME FOR CUTTING TIMBER.
Many persons finding that timber cut in the

spring is not durable, have been careful to cut at

a season as far from that as possible, and acting on

this principle, the fall or first of llie winter has

been fi.vcil upon as a good time for this purpose.

But su far as experiments liave been made, they

generally show that June is the best time for cut-

ting timber, provided the bark be taken off, and

this can be done conveniently at this season. In I

June, the sap is passing into tlie leaves, and after i

becoming elaborated into suitable juices for the

formation of wood, it is returning and forming a

new layer of wood between the wood and bark.

This sap causes a rapid decay of wood if the bark

remain on, but when the bark is taken ofi^, the

wood seasons very fast, and as the sap has been

constantly passing into the leaves, there will be

but little in the wood to cause its decay. .

.\ " Jack-ulall-lrndes," "ho had used timber for

more than twenly years, for various purposes, which
had been cut at dilferent sensons, remarki'd ihnt

timber cut in June was harder, heavier, niid more
durable than that cut at tuiy other Hensoii. When
the tree is in ils str"iige>t vigor, the sap in ihiii

and rapidly passing through the wood, and if the

tree he then iiit and peeled, the sap will readily

escape through the pores of the wood. But in the
winter and spring, the sap contained in the Irco is

thick, having been prepared the previous year and
reserved to commence the new growth. This thich

sap will not so reodily escape, but leinains stag- '

nant in the limber and becomes the principle of ils

destruction.

A gentleman who had been coiisidernbly engag-
ed in ship. building, informed us thnt he had used
ill the same ves.^el, timber cut at dilfennt seasons,

and that cut in Juno was the most durable. Nu-
merous e.vperiinenis in cutting timbsr for ships and
other purposes, show the same result Host. Cult.

VITALITY OF SEEDS.
The length of time that seeds of some kinds

will retain their vitality, when excluded from li;;hl

and air, is very remarkable. We liclieve it is a

wellauthcnticated fact, thai grain found in ller-

ciilaneum, where it must have lain sn many centu-
ries, has germinated and produced a crop. It has
come within the personal observation of almost
every one familiar with the culture of the earth,

that small seeds will grow ul'icr having been buried
for very many years.

A writer in a recent number of the Ploughman
speaks of it as a remarkable fact, and indeed as a.

new discovery, (hat peach stones would grow after

having lain in the ground two winters. We sup-
posed that every one who had cultivated peach
trees fnuii the stone, knew that a considerable por-

tion of the stones, frequently would not grow till

the second year, and some of them not till Ihe

third or fourth. We put some plum stones out in

1841, and very hw came up the next spring, but
this spring they have come up freelv. A friend

of ours tells us that he has known peach stones to

lie in the ground five years, and then grow.
Frederick W. Paine, Esq., of this town, informs

us that he has recently plowed up a lot of land on
which there formerly was a peach orchard, but the

trees have been gone some 40 years or more. Since
the land was plowed, great numbers of peach trees

have sprung up, upon it. These must have come
from stones dropped there while the orchard was
in existence, as Ihe situation of the lot is such as

to preclude Ihe supposition that they may have
been deposited there more recently.

In this Connection, we may state a circumstance
which occurred in a neighboring town. In dig-

ging a cellar for a house, the earth was thrown up-

on a small bed of asparagus, to the depth of three

or four feet, where it was suffered to remain. Of
course the asparagus did not appear the next

3[)ring. Some twenty years after, when it had be-

come almost forgotten, it again showed itself, hav-

ing been ihat long period of time in working its

way up through the superincumbent muss of earth

— H'orcesler Spy.

Silk Dr. Charles Stuart, of Breckenbridge Co.,

Ky., has manufactured in his family during the

present season, .'iOO skeins of beautiful sewing

silk.
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Boston, VVednksday, June 21, 1843.

THE DISEASE OF THE SYCAMORE TREE.

To llie Edilor of the New England Fanner:

On my return to Bosinn, I fortl-.witli commiinicatcil

to my friend, Mr l^ C. Bpuiks, a sluteniHiil in relation

to tlio sycnmore tree, wImlIi he thought best to take

forlhwuh to Dr. T. W. Harris, well known lor his learn-

ing in entomology. His commiinication of the some

rime, was sulimitiecl to the Trustees of the Massiicliu-

setls Society for the Promotion of A^rirulture, on the

lOth June; anil I wa.5 requested to usk Dr. H.irris's

leave to have thn papers published, for which purpose I

now transmit them

Yours, J. Vv'ELLES.

Boston, June Ctli, 1643.

Him. Peter C. Brooks .— Dear Sir— I lately had oeca-

sion to go as far South as Richmond, in Virginia. The

olijei-t of my journey being accomplished, 1 found lei-

sinu to apply myself to any object, agricultural or other-

wise, thai might be interesting. The desolate condi-

tion of the syriamori! tree was in melancholy perspec-

tive daily before me, as an object of much solicitude.

The causes that hail led, for three years past, to the en-

tire loss of ils foliage, had excited, I well knew, the at-

tention of t'le " Massachusetts Society fir tlie Promotion

of Agriculture," as well as of many other Societies and

individuals.

The production of the foliage twice in a year it was

gcinorally thought must lie destructive to the tree.

'Westward of Virginia, I learned from many inielligent

individuals that this unfortunate event had not occurred,

and tliev expressed great surprise and regret at findmg

this ornamental tree leafless as they entered that State.

In passing homeward through Maryland, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and New York, all were mote or less de-

prived of their leaves, and the cause seemed to be un-

known.

On my arrival at Springfield, where the sycamore has

heretofore been llirifty, and many of tlicm highly orna-

mental, I was desirous to know what led lo this result,

iieveral of the inhabitants were prompt to assist me,

with a zeal and good will that was encouraging. On
the 3l6t of May and 1st of June, I proceeded to exam-

ine the limbs and leaves within reach, but without any

discovery. From my expression of a wish to have the

foliage oil the upper parts of the trees brought to view,

Mr John G. Tappan, to whose aid I was much indebted,

sent his gardener, who by the means of a long ladder,

procured a number of the liigher hrinches. A vast

number of small insects were found covering every

leaf wtiich vveie perforated in numberless places, and as

their incisions were extended, the leaves became dis-

colored, shrunk, and fell from the tree. The work of

deslruciion went lower and lower, till the tree was left

generally leafless. Farther South, this was fully the

casu : here they were at this lime in an earlier stage of

operation. Great numbers were collected on the under

side of the le.if, lo which they invariably adhere. Many
of the smaller of the insects were about the extremity of

the last year's growth. How far, th<iugh minute, such

« number of insects could produce bucIi an effect, is for

consideraiion.

There were found besides, a great number of worms.

of a small green color, varying in size, and feeding on

llie leaf of the tree.

A considerable number of the small limbs of the tree,

fir the food of these tenants in common, were taken on

in large paper bundles, and brought in good preserva-

tion lo be subniilteil to some one learned in entomology,

for a better knowledge of their iharacter; and I sin-

cerely hope some means may bi discovered for the pre.

scrvation of tliis highly ornamental tree.

j am yours, with respect,

JOHN WELLES.

CiMBiiiDGE, June Cth, 1843.

Hon. John Wrllrs, President of the Agricultural So-

ciety of Massachusetts :—Dear Sir—The Hon. P. C.

Brooks put into my hands, this afternoon, two parcels

of the leaves of the sycamore or buttonwood, contain-

ing some insects which you liiid delecU-d upon them;

and requested me to examine them, and write lo you

on the subject.

The insects, in one of the parrels, were very small,

flattened, nhilisli bugs, belon;;ing lo the geiius Taigis,

of Fiibriciiis. In some seasons, they may be seen on

the sycamore, ihe linden, and on several other kinds of

trees, in immense numbpis. If you walk among the

trees infested by them, when the limbs are shaken by

the wind, and especially if you are brushed by the fo-

liage in passing, you will sometimes find yourself cover-

ed with a swatiu of these little insects, which look upon

the clothing like a plentiful sprinkling of coarse bran.

They are very brauiiful objects when seen under a mi-

croscope ; the whilish semi-transparent armor that cov-

ers their blackish bodies, (consisting of the broad shield

of the thorax and the wing-scales,) is curiously veined,

and, as it were, enibo.=sed; and the head is pmlecled

by an inflated projection of the fore part of the back,

somewlial like a helmet or hood. Insects of this kind

live by suction, being provided with a slender beak,

lodged in a furrow under the breast, wherewith they

pierce the leaves and suck the juices of plants, 'i'hey

underjio only n partial transformation, being, when

young, nearly of llie siime form as when fully grown.

The specimens collected by you are winged, and in the

adult state. I do not know enough of the history of

this particular species to say how much injury it is able

to do, or to warrant me in asserting that it lias been con-

cerned in preventing the due e.\|iansion of the leaves

of the sycamore.

The other sample of leaves contained several green-

ish caterpillars, of various sizes, the largest measuring

about five-eighlhs of an inch in length. When fully

grown, they will spin their cocoons, and will finally be

transformed to small moths or night-butterflies. The

species can only be determined by feeding the caterpil-

lars, and keeping them li|l they finish their transforma-

tions. Most of the leaves have holes eaten through

ihem by these caterpillars, and are more or less stuck

together by the fine threads that they have spun. The

amount of mischief which they have done, is apparent

from the holes in the leaves, and cannot have been suf-

ficient lo cause the sickly appearance which the syca-

more trees now exhibit.

You must have remarked that, while the rest of the

tree is almost hare of foliage, the uppermost limbs put

forth a few leaves, and on these we may expect lo find

such insects as are peculiar lo the sycamore at this sea-

son of the year. From the beginning of the desolating

calamity that has ulfecied this noble tree, many of the

buds have been found to perish without expanding at

all ; others produce only a shriveled and abortive fo-

liage, which soon withers, becomes black, and falls off.

The few leaves that expand fully, are unable to carry

on the functions concerned in the growth and health of

the whole tree, the failure of which appears lo threaten

its entire destruction.

Hitherto I have not been able to find any insects, con-

stantly and ill sufficient numbers on the sycamore, lo

produce either the entire or Ihe partial destruction ol

the leaf-buds, and therefore have been led to think that

this wide spread disease must have had a difl'erent ori-

gin.

Believe me lo be, my dear sir,

With great respect.

Your most ob't friend and serv't,

THADDEUS WILLIAM HARRIS.

WHITE-WEED, OR OX-EYE DAISY.

This weed is an intruder in many of our fields that we
should like lo see expelled, liiit to do this is probably

impossible. Where only a few small patches on the

farm are covered witfi it, one may get the upper hands

of it by pulling up each root and then pulling on to the

spot where the root grew, a spoonful of salt. Digging

alone or pulling alone, will nol do the work—but these

aided by salt will do it. The same is true in regard to

the yellow dock, and the Camda lliislle.

The white weed is an exterminator of the grasses.

While the grounds are in good heait, and for a year or

two after they have been seeded down, the grasses will

keep the white weed under—but in ihe end the weed

will conquer, if it has once had lull possession.

This weed makes pretty good hay when cut young,

and on some poor lands it yields nearly as much as

could be obtained with grasses of any kind ; but it will

never grow very thick where it lias exclusive posses-

sion, and never gives a large' burthen. Therefiire keep

it from your grounds, if you conveniently can—but if it

be in them, its injury, though somcihing, is not very

great.

WEEDING.

Be careful to keep down the weeds. They are sub-

dued with much less labor if attacked while small ; and

taking them then, pri-vents ihcir drawing the food from

the soil, which your crops will by and by want* The
checking of weeds and the stirring of ihe soil must be

most perseveringly and faithfully perfiirmed, if you ex-

pect to obtain good crops. And no weed should be

suffered lo mature before being destroyed :
—''One year's

seeding," says the old proverb, "makes seven years'

weedinij."

PETS.

We like to see pels about llie fiouse and barn. No
mailer what animal—a hen, a sheep, a fiorse, a cow, a

pig—any thing that has life and feeling, we like to see

caressed. We like to see it pulling entire confidence

in your kindness, and coming up lo you familiurly. You

cannot show kindness to the brute without making your

heart kinder. All the kind and good feelings grow

striinger the more they are exercised. It will do you

good to have pets among your animals ;— it is for your

enjoyment and your profit to treat very kindly all your

domestic animals, and lo win their confidence.

[nj=Tlie present volume of the Farmer expires with

the next number. Those indebted for this and past vol-

umes, are earnestly requested to remit their dues forth-

with, and thus nol only discharge a duty, but manifest

that they set some value upon, and feel an interest in

the prosperity of, ihe Old New England Farmer.

Qj=" We" have taken the responsihilily of deferring

the second " inslalmenl" of llie Editor's "Glimpses,"

to give place to tho correspondence pertaining to the

sycamore.
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MASS. HORTrCUI/l'UllAL SOCIETV.
An luljouriifil inceling of the Society will Ijc held at llic

RooiDS, To Ticmout Uow, nn S.ATUKPAY, next, iit 1
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oclock, A. M. E15EIVEZER WIGHT,
June 21
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The tr,insnetiat!s in this nriitle, durini; the week, have
been to o fair extent, without any material change in prices.

Pnine or Saxuny Fle.'ces. washed, Ih. 30 a 40 e,— Ainer-
ican full Idood il.ias a 34—Do 3-4 do 32 a 00— t)o. 1-2 do
29 a 30 -1-4 and common do 2j a 27 — Smyrnu Sheep,
washed, 2U a 23-- Do. unwashed. 10 a 13— llcni;usi Jo
8 a III—Saieonj,clean.OO— Ruenos Avre* iiiifieked, 7 a to—
-10. do. picked, I2 a IS—Sii|ierfine Norlliern pulled lainh 26
a 3U—No. I i(.,. do. do. 23 a 23—iNo. 2 do Uu do U a 2U—
No. 3 do do do 12 a 15.

HOPS. Duty 20 percent.

1st sort Mass 1S42, 111. 12 a 13. 2d do. do. do. Oa 0.

HAY, 14 to 16 per tun- Eastern Screwed SIO to 13.

HEESE— Sliippiiig aud 4 meal, 4 to Oc.—New 6 to 7.

EGGS. 11 a 12.

iSUKiHru.N iMAKliirr.-Mo.MJAr.Jurie 19, 1(343.

Kelmrmt for the N. E. I'.irmer.

At Market 410 Beef Cattle, lo Cows and Calves, 600

Sheep, and ;i75 ijwine.

50 iJeef Cattle unsold.

riiicEs.— ISeef Caltle —Last weeks prices were not

sustained. We quote a few extra at $5.r)0. First quality,

$5.U0 a $5.25. Seci.nd quality, §4.50 a $4.75.

Third quality, $4 a $4 50.

Cowa and Calves.—Sales, $\6, $19, $24 and $27.

Sheep— Lots were sold at $1.50, $2.00 and $2.25.

iiwinc.—Former prices were not sustained, a lot to

neddle 4 for sows, and 5 for bnrrows. And a lot rather

arge 3 1-4 for .sows and 4 1-4 for barrows. At retail,

"rom 5 to 6 1-2.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.
Corrected ulth great care, weekly.

SEEDS. Herds Grass, gi) 00 to 2 30 per bushel. Red Top
.") to 50 cents. Clover—Northern, 10 to 12c.—Soutliern, 7

M 9 c. Max Seed, Se 00 per I'ushel. Lucerne, 33 c. per lb.

Janary Seed, S4 5U per bushel.

GRAI.X. Duty, Corn, Rye and Beans, free ; Barley 20

jer cent. ; Oats 20 per cent.

There still continues a good demand for mealing corn, but

->f the common descriptions prices have given way consider-

ably.

Corn—Northern, old, bushel 00 to 60—Southern, round

'ellow, ol 1, 53 a uO—Southern flat yellow, new, 55 a 66—
lo. do. white 52 a 53—do New Orleans, 50 a 53—Barley

'0 a 00 —Hye, Northern, on a 70—do. Southern, 58 a 6 —
lats. Southern, 30 a 31— Northern do. 32 to 33— Beans, per

lushel 1 00 a I C2.— Shorts, per double bush. 23 a 23 -Bran,
i5 a 18.

FLOUR. There has been quite a stir in the market since

inr last, on account of the advance of prices in New York.

Baltimore, Howard Street, 4 mos. cr. S6 37 a S 50 —do.

wharf. So 00 a 00 do. free of garlic, S5 37 a 6 50 — Pliila-

lelphia do. 4 mos. S5 23 a 5 37 — Fredericksburg, low I'd 4

ftos. So 31 a 5 37—Alexandria, wharf mountain, 00 a 00

-Georceiown, S3 37 a 5 73— Richmond Canal, So 00 a3 50

-do. City, eo no a II 00— Petersburgh, South side So 00 a 00

—do. Country So 00 a 00—Genesee, common, cash, S5 37 a

. 44— do (aiicy brands S5 So a 5 62 — Ohio via Canal,

>80 00 a 00— do ao New Orleans, cash *3 00 a 5 25. Rye,

>i3 25 a 00- Iiidia-i Meal in bbls. S2 87 a 3 00.

PROVISION'S. The market has been more quiet this

jveek, and few sales of either description have been made.

Beef—Mcas 4 no. new bbl. S^ 00 a 8 50—Navy—S7 50 a
• 75._,\n. 1, 00 17 00—do Prime £0 00 a 00—Pork—
Sxira clear 4 mo. bbl. S12 00 a UO 00—do Cllear Sll OUa 1 1 50

io. Mess, 9 50 a 10 50—do Prime S7 50 a 8 50—do Mess

rom other States,— a do Prime do do So 00 n 00

lo. Cargo do. a 00 Clear do do SOOonaOOOO-
3utter, shipping, a I—do store, uninspected, 7 a S—do
lairy, 10 els. a 14—La'd, No. 1, Brston ins. 00 a 00 —do
South and Western, 5 a 6J — Hams, Boston, 6ia7 —
Southern and Western, i\ a uj—Cheese, Sliip'g and 4 meal,

i a 6—do new milk, i\ a ti^.

WOOL. Duty. The v,\lue whereof at the place of ex-

jirlation shall not exceed 7 cts. per pound, free. All where-

iillhe va:ue exceeds 7 cts. per pound, 30 per ct. ad val. and

B cts per pound.

The subscriber takes pleasure in nnnonncini;
to the public, thai after years of study and
labor, he has perlected his machinery for the
mi nulacture of HORSE SHOES, which he
now oilers at the price of Horse Shoe Iron in

bar o\ cqnai ijHtililif, thus saving the expense
olinakiiii;, (wbi'h amounts in all cases tn the
lir.-t cost of the iron.) besides the blioes are

more easily tilted to the hoof, and in no dan-
ger ofpricUing, the holes being all punched at a proper dis-

tance lionitlie edge, The quality ol the iron is also warrant-
ed superior to any heretofore used for the purpose.

All persons desirous ol* testing the great value and supe-
riorityof tiiese over h.ind ma.le Shoes.by sending $.:» by mail
or otherwise, loo lbs assorled sizes will be immeilialely for-

warded, warranted to suit the section of the country for

which they are ordered, bv ap[dving to the subscriber at the
works—Kellogg & Co. ; Warren, Hart &, Lesley, Troy-
John Townsend ; Lewis Benedict ».V Co., Albany- Piersons
& Co., New York— Charles Smith, No. 42 India street,

Hosion-A. .M if- H. W. Jones. Philadelphia-atid E. Pratt

&. Brotlier, Baltimore— where further inform, itioii may be

had on the subject. HENRY BURDEN.
Troy Iron and Nail Factory

^

April 1, 1643.
)

SWEET Pi^iTATO SLIPS

Just received and for sale by .JOSEPH BRECK & Co.,
51 and 52 North Market Slreci, Boston. May 10.

HARRIS' TREATISE ON INSECTS.

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK &, CO., Harris' Treatise

on Insects. Price S2. Also, the second edition of Dana's
Muck Manual, price 82j cts. Feb 15.

POUDRETTE I PoUDRiiTTK ! !

The subscribers keep cnnstanlly on hand, and for sale,

Pondrelie in quantities lo suit purchasers; packed in Bar-

rels in older for shipping, or transportation by wagon or Rail

Road.

The experience of five years yast has satisfied many
farmers, that this manure has the quickest operation upon
vegetable matter, producing greater abundance, and is the

cheapest manure they have ever tried.

Orders left at the New England Seed Store, and at the

factory in Brookline, will meet with prompt attention.

For salebv J.BRECKikCO, 61 an4 52 North Market
St., Boston. Oct. 26.

SIIiK BUSINESS.
Silk Worm Eggs, Pea nuts, and Sulphurs, at t3 50 per

ounce.

Mulberry Trees. Cantons and Muhicaulis at 860 per

thousand delivered in Boston, by J. R. BARBOUR.
Oxford, Jan. 23, 1S43. ) „,,

,

Near Depolon N. and W. R. Road. I
""' '•

SEED BARLKY.
too bushels prime Seed Barley, for sale by

April 25. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

MUCK MANUAL..

For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO., The Muck Man-
ual for Farmers. By Dr S. L. Dana; price G2j.

Boston, April 13.

DRAFT AND TRACE CHAINS.

400 pair Trace Chains, suitable for Ploughing.

200 " Truck and leading Chains.

200 " Draft Chains. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.,
So. 52 North .Market si.

\VII..l,IS-.«S LATICST i.1il>l(0\F.D SKKD SOAVEH.
WILLIS has ni.ide .some considerable iniproveim-nts in

his Seed Sower, making it cnmplele as time imil hnrd vtudy
can possibly make it. In using this machine, the farmer
iiniy be certain that his seed is put into the grnuiid. nnrt al
the same time in the best possible innnner. There has Iweii
a great difficulty m machines fur sowing garden seeds ; they
are very apt lo clog up, and the farmer might :oov.r nn arre
ol land and i ot sow a single seed ; but not so with this ; n
is so constructed that it cannot possibly clog In using this
sower, the farmer can save one half of Ins seed, and do the
work at less than one quarter the expense of the cnnimnn
way of sowing his seetis, and have it done in a much belier
manner

; it opens the furrow, drops the seed, coiers it over
and rolls them down. It will sow any kind of Garden
Seeds

; say Ruta Bnga, Margel Wurtzel, Turnips, Cairois,
Beets, Parsnips, Onions, &c.
For sale at the Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store

Nos. 51 and 52, Boston, Market Street.

JOSEPH BRECK &, CO.

SS.VVLK'S QARDE.Ii E.\UI\E,

s,,l, <,.Ii,, .irl,.Jc, will ilirow a constant stream of water
to the distance ol 60 or Co leet, with great force, and io case
of fire would be a good substituteYor a fire engine. The
most perfect article for the purpose ever introduced.
For sale at the Agricultural Warehouse ami Seed b'tore

Nos. 51 and 52 North Market Stieel, Bo-ton.
May 24. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

REVOLVING IIURME RAKE.

The Revolving Rake which has been in general use in

most parts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, is found lo be

one of the most useful and labor saving machines now in

use. One man and horse wiih a boy to lead, will rake on

an average from 26 to 30 acres per day, with ease, anil do
the work well. They are coming into very general use )n

all parts of the country, and will, no doubt, m a lew years

supersede the use of the common hand rake. There is a

great advantage in this rake over all others, as the person

using it does not have lo stop the horse lo unload the rake.

For sale ai the Agricultural Warehouso and Seed Store

Nos. 61 and 53, North Market Street. Boston

May 24. JOSEPH BRECK & Co.
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MISCELLANEOUS

j1 Good Sign.—There is mi mistake in llie sign

(lescribeil ui the followiiiti iirlicle. WlialHver niiiy

be tliotiL'lit (if Millerisni in the abstract, in the con-

crete, this piirticuhir omen is worthy to be specially

regardi'il. We fin(i it without credit in an ex-

change paper, but its authenticity Bhoiild not be

<|nestioned <ni that account, as such tilings " t-oine-

times occur."

—

Worcestir JEgis.

A Mr Biindjnan, pilot of a flatboat on the Ohio,

recently saw a most wonderful sig-n in the lieavens.

lie was walchmg eascrly the comet's tail, wlicn

all at once he saw the tail curl up, and form in big

letters the word

PAY
He did n't pay iniich attention to it, but in a few

minutes he looked round ajiaiii, and saw distinctly

in the same place, the uord

T II K

Astonished at this, he ran below to inform the

captain, and when he had pot back, upon looking;

at the tail, he found that it had chanijed again, and

liad lormed the word

PRINTER.

Whereupon he and the captain marvelled great-

ly, and resnlved instantly to heed the admonition,

and as soon as they got liome to pay the printer.

We wish a good many coulil see that same sight,

and profit by it.

Fair Jf'enther Heartrs uncivil to their Ministers.

—The following remarks are from a sermon by the

Ute Rev. ISradford Homer:

"I beseech you that you be not over sciupulous

about the height of the thermometer, or the aspect

of the clouds on a Sabbath morning ; tliat you

doom not the prcdcher to come in from a lowering

and desolate sky, to the more desolate scene of an

empty church. I mean not to intrude upon the

delicacies of life, and 1 know that there are many
constiiutions that will not bear an e.xposuro to the

inclemency of the storm. I leave every man's con-

science to his bodily physician. But 1 beg of you

to be consistent patients: that admirable doctor,

13 never more stupid than under the sound of the

church-going bell ; and if the lire-fide of home
looks inviting, and the storm beats cheerlessly

against the window; above all, if the heart from

within does not cry out for the courts of the Lord,

It IS easy, too easy, to get an invalid's exemption

from one unscientific guide, or conjure up some

lion, in the shape of a formidable siiow-drifi, or

a pelting rain, or a burning sun, no one ol which

would excuse iis to a client, or a customer, but

any one of ihein can be put off on the minister or

<jod. Still, politeness forbids me to enter the pri-

vate circle and say to this and that person, you

ought to be a„ church. But as a minister, you

must excuse me, if I beg you to remember the man
whose profession obliges him to go to church in

all weathers; nhose taste will not permit him to

reward the faithful few with an old sermon, or a

desultory talk inspired by empty pews ; whose

sense of justice obliges him to bring but the hard

earnings of a week's toil, when one and another

and another, for whom that sermon was written,

are not in their seals. I say I wish they would

iliiuk of him from the good easy chair, and by the

blazing hearth of home, and cast on him the light

of their faces."

./J Remiirknble. Man.—At a temperance meeting

recentlv held in Alabama, Colonel Lahmanousky,

who had been twentythree years a siddier in the

armies of Napoleon, addressed the meeting. He
arose before the audience, tall, erect, and vigorous,

with the glow of health in his face, and said :

" Yon see a man before you seventynine years old.

I have fought two hiinJnd hnllles ; have fourteen

wounds on my body, have lived thirty days on

horse flesh, with the bark of trees for my bread,

snow and ice for my drink, the canopy of heaven

for my covering, without stockings or shoes on my

feet, and with only a few rags for my clothing. In

the deserts o, Egypt, I have marched for days with

a burning sun upon my naked head, feet blistered

hy the scorching sand, and with eyes, nostrils and

month filled with dust, and with a thirst so tor-

menting that 1 have torn open the veins of my

arm and sucked my own blood ! Do you ask how

could I survive all these horrors? I answer, that,

next to the kind. providence of God, I owe my pre-

servation, my health and vigor, to this fact, that I

never drank a drop of spirituous liquor in my life—
and," he continued, " Baron Larry, chief of the

medical staff of the French army, has stated it as

a fact, that the six thousand survivors who safely

returned from Egypt, were all men who abstained

from the use of ardent spirits."

" I expect to witness a good many deathbed

scenes in my day," said a young niedi»al practi-

tioner to an old physician. " No doubt that you

will," was the reply, " if you have much practice."

A noblPinaii told Lord Chesterfield he had drank

six bottles of champaigne. " That," said his lord-

ship, "IS more than I can sivntlow." A polite way

of saying, / btlicve you he, sir.

CHEESE PRESSES.
SELF-GOVERMNG CHEESE PRES.SES—two kinds

— lately iinprn\ed hy tlie Shakers. These are so construct-

ed that ihcy gnVerii and regulate themselves without weights,
and are hy far ihe best presses now in use.

K"rsale at llie N. E. Agricultural Warehouse, 51 and 52
North Market street. JOS. BRECK &. CO.
June 7, 1343.

'\ _.-.:ftn'a*

HOWARDS IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.
Great improyemenis have heon nmile ttie post ye.ir in l!ii»

form ami worlimaiiship o( these Plousjhs ; ihe nronld bi arc!
has hcen so formed as to lat/ i'le Jurroir u>7;i/ilf!ehi orcr,
turning in everij parfide of grass or stuWe, and leav'inq (lie
n-rounU in the brst possible manner. The length of the
mould hoard has Ik n verv muoh incroasef', so ihal Ihe
Ploiiirh works wiih the o;rcatesi ease, holh wiih respect to
ihe hoUling and llie team. The Committee at the !ale trial
of Ploughs at Worrester, say,

".Should our opinion he asked as to which of thePlouL'hs
we should prefer lor use on a (arm, we imisht perhaps say to
the inquirer, it your land is mostly lighl'an.f easy to work,
try Prouty & Wears, liut if vour landis licarij, hard orrochi,
BKGIN WITH Mh. HoWAIlD'a.''
Al the aliove rner.tioned irial the Howard Plough did

more tmrk.iedh Ihe same pmer of leant, than any other
plough eihibitrd. No other turned more than Iweni'. se/cii
and one half inches, to the 112 Ihs. drausht, while ihe
Hmrard I-'loitgh turned twenlyninc and onchalfinckes.to
the same power of team ! All acknowleriKC that Howard's
Plouglis are much the strongest and most sulistantially
made.
There has Iieen quite an improvement made on the shtie,

or land side of this Plough, which can he renewed without
having to liiraish a new landside; this shr
Ihe mould hoard and laiulside together, an
Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from SC t(

sufficient for breaking up with four call!

' likewise secuies
:i slreugthens the

A Plonuh,
cost alioiit

S.o 50, aud with cutler $1, with wheel and culler, $2 60
e.\tra.

The ahove Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, as
the New England Agricultural VVarehnasi' and Seed Sl.ue,
Nos. 51 & 52 -Morlh Market Street, hy

JOSEPH BRECK & C(».

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.

Grindstones of ililTerent sizes, hung on friction rollera and
moved wiih a loot Header, is louild to be a great noprove-

meiit on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung
in this manner are hecoming daily more in use, and wherever
used, give universal sati.-faclion. The rollers can he attach-

ed to slones hung in the comnuui way. For sale liy J.

URECK & Co. ."No. 51 North Rlaiket street.

LACTO.METERS—a simple inslriinient for testing

the quality of milk. For sale by J. BRECK & CO.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEEKLY PAPER.

Terms, $2 per year in advance, or $2 50 ifnot paid

within tliirty days.

N. B.—Postmasters are permitted by law to frank alt

subscriptions and remittances for newspapers, without

expense to subscribers.

TUTTLE AND DENKETT, PKINTEKS*

'il School Street.
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From the Albany Cultivator.

SMALL STONES O.V LAND.
Messrs. Eililors— I find I differ from some of my

iirDiin": friends wiUi rrgard lo the propriety of en-

irely frecin;^ the land we cultivate from all the

tones, largs and small, to bo found upon it. f

lave an impression ihat too clo.ae a removal would

le injurious ratlier tlian beneficial. Will you bo

o kind as to give us your opinion on the subject.

A You.NG Farmer.

Soinethini^, we think, would be depending on

he nature of the soil, and something, perhaps, on

he kind of stones most common in the soil. On a

ery light gravelly or friable soil, it would scarcely

e possible to separate the stones too closely ; for

;reator compactness is what is wanted on such

ands. On the contrary, if the soil is inclining to

e cold and dense, a too close removal of the small

tones would be decidedly injurious.

These opinions do not rest on mere theory

lone. Mr Marshall, in his works on agriculture,

lentions an instance in which a turnpike company,

• ishing to obtain a quantity of slone, purchased of

farmer all that could be found to the depth of 18

nches in a certain field. The field abounded in

ne stone, and the farmer congratulated himself on

he final removal of this formidable obstruction to

ts culture. The whole earth, lo the required

cpth, was passed through a sieve or riddle, which

eparated every thing larger than an ounce ball.

?he appearance of the field was greatly improved

y the operation, but the farmer found that its ca-

lacity for cropping was almost destroyed, and

vould have been lieartily glad to have returned

he money received, could the stones removed

een replaced.

A friend has informed us of a somewhat singular

nstance in this State. A gentleman near the Cay-

iga bridge, had a. field of ten acres of excellent

oil, producing fine crops of wheat, but rendered

insightly by the abundance of broken limestone,

arge and small, with which it was covered. To
ree it from this nuisance, as he considered it, he

lad all the large or suitable sized ones removed,

ind made into walls, and those unfit for use rcmov-

;d, and used for filling up a swamp in another

)lace. He is now convinced he erred greatly in

emoving them too closely ; the land is more dense

md compact, and in spite of the most careful culli-

/ation, it does not produce wheat near as well as

ormerly, or as well as similar land from which the

itones have not been removed. All stones have

in influence more or less on the soil ; and the

imestone, in addition to the effects of common
stone, is constantly undergoing a decomposition

which exerts a powerful action in modifying the

character of a soil.

The value of the agricultural products consumed

annually in New V'ork city, is estimated by the

True Sun at $14,900,000.

BREAKING COLTS.
Somebody has said, " tliere is no man wholly

evil," and we are inclined to the opinion that there

is no animal wholly or irreclainiably vicious. Many
arc made nearly so by injudicious or brutal treat-

ment, and the con.se(iuence of our own misconduct

i.s charged upon the beast as instinctive or natural.

'l"he great secret in the management of all anin\als

is gentleness: lnvc, in this case at least, is more

powerful than fear ; and the animal socm learns

that docility and submission go not unrewarded.

Read, in Burkhardt or Lamartine, the manner in

which the Arabs treat their horses, rearing tliein

among their children, and frequently dividing their

last barley cake with them, and we cannot wonder

there are no vicious and unmanageable horses

among them. The mares and foals not unfrequenl-

ly occupy a part of the same tent with the family,

and the children climb upon and fondle them with-

out fear or injury. The affection and attachment

between the Arab and his horse, is reciprocal : the

animal meets him with a neigh of pleasure, and

bows his head to receive the expected caress.

Ai d throughout the country it will be found tliat

the man who.treats his liorses and other animals

with the most kindness and attention, has them

most docile and manageable, and the most free

from vicious propensities. The following, which

we copy from a communication in the Union Agri-

culturist, written by Mr Churchill, will better illus-

trate the effect of this law of kindness than any

remarks of ours

:

"My father, while I was young, kept a number

of mares for raising colts, among which wer? two.

which we called pretty high strung ; and the colts,

in that respect, were generally alter the mares.

One in particular, after injuring two or three men
in the neighborhood, by throwing them, he sold to

a horse-dealer, who took it to Hartford, Conn.,

wliere it killed one negro, and nearly killed anoth-

er in the same way, both noted for sticking to a

horse's back. After these accidents, the driver

sold the colt to go to the West Indies, where, as

he said, there were plenty of negroes to kill.

Having another colt of the same stock to break,

my father was concluding to take strong measures

to effect his object. I proposed to try more gen-

tle means ; told him that he had had his smart ri-

ders, that could jump from the ground on to the

back of a wild colt, without touching a hand, and

get thrown as quick. 'Give me Dowd,' said I, (a

young man equally as clumsy as myself,) 'and the

colt, and we will try what we can do.' After

lauThino- at us to his satisfaction, and some impor-

tunity on my part, he consented.

We took the colt into a smooth pasture, where

it was familiar with every object, and led him

around the pasture very gently ; then, when stand-

ing, Dowd put his left arm over the colt's back,

and let it feel some of his weight; stood a lew

minutes in that position, the colt quite uneasy at

first, but soon became pacified by kind treatment.

I then took hold of Dowd's ancle, when his fool

was raised, and assi.'^ted him lo place himself across

the back of the colt. After remaining in this po-
sition some five or six minutes, ho then gradually
put his right leg over, and raised himself to a per-
pendicular position.

We let the colt stand thus till it showed a dis-

position to walk forward. At first it would take
but one or two steps, but soon found lliat it could
move with a man upon its back. In one hour's

time, Dowd rode the colt to the house without dif-

ficulty. During the whole time we were careful

to treat llie colt kindly
; to make no sudden or

quick motions to frighten it ; and by all means
not to vex it. Tliia colt, though extremely spirit-

ed^ proved a safe animal to ride. So much, we
said, on our return to the liouse, for kind treat-

ment ; and so much I have found to be correct

since in breaking colls, steers, or heifers. If an
animal shows a disposition lo fight, it must bo con-

quered ; after this is done effectually, kind treat-

ment is the best."

—

Mb. Cult.

THINGS TO BE REMEMBERED.
Horses should never be put to severe work on

a full stomach. .More horses are hurt by hard

driving after a full feed, than by a full feed after

hard driving.

If the fanner wishes to have his pork barrel and

meal chest hold out, let him look well to his kitch-

en garden. Plenty of vegetables conduce not

more to health than to profit.

In laying in a stock of winter fodder for animals,

let it not be forgotten that a little too much is just

enough. Starving animals at any time is misera-

ble policy.

As you treat your land, so it will treat you.

Feed it with manures liberally, and it will yield

you bread bountifully.

Avoid debt as you would the leprosy. If you

are ever templed to purchase on credit, put it off

for three days. You need time for reflection.

Never beg fruit, or any thing else you can pro-

duce by the cxpendiluro of a little time or labor.

It is as reasonable to expect a man to give away
the products of his wheal field, as of his orchard

or fruit garden.

The man who uses good seed, has a good soil,

and works it in good season, rarely fails of liaving

a good crop lo reward his toil.

Never forfeit your word. The saying in truth,

of any farmer, "his word is as good as his bond,"

is worth more to liim than the interest of 810,000

annually.

—

Ibid.

Cause of Rain.—The theory propounded by Dr.

Hutton, that rain occurs from the mingling togeth-

er of great beds of air of unequal temperatures,

differently stored with moisture, is that which was

adopted by Dallon, Leslie, and others, and is the

current one, having been illustrated and strength-

ened by the clearer views, of the nature of deposi-

tion, which we now possess.

—

Utephens' Book oj

the Farm.
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CHEMISTRY OF AGRICULTURK.
The following interostins and valuable paper

was read before the late Convention of Geologists

at Albany

:

Dr. C. T. Jackson road a report on the organic

matters of soils, and exhibited specimens of them

and their characteristic salts and compounds. He
demonstrated the complex nature of mould or Hu-
mus, and proved that only refined and exact analy-

ses would show the causes of fertility and barren-

ness in soils. Several cases in point were cited,

and among others the analysis of three soils ; one

of which was almost barren ; the second was mo-

derately fertile ; while the third was remarkably

productive and had been cultivated fjr nearly one

hundred years. In these three soils the relative

proportions of organic and mineral matters were

precisely the same, insomuch that it was supposed

at first that they were all taken from the same

spot; but a more refined analysis showed a very

marked difleronce in the condition of the organic

matters, and to this difference, imperceptible to an

ordinary or crude analysis, the difference in fertili-

ty was owing.

The organic matters formerly confounded under

the names of Ulniin, Geiue and Humus, are nu-

merous and very different in their chemical na-

ture, varying in different soils and producing va-

.rious degrees of fertility.

Berzelius who first described and named Goine,

has utterly abandoned that name as improper,

there being no such proximate principle, it having

been proved to be a very complex compound of

new and peculiar acids. Those which we know
at present are the following: Urenic acid, Apo-
crenic acid, Humic acid, Humin, Extract of Hu-
mus, Glairin, Glucic acid, Apoglucic acid and

Coal of Humus. The five first of these substan-

ces are generally present in fertile soils. Crenic

acid forms two salts with lime, one of which, the

Crenate, is very soluble in water and in alcohol,

while the sub-Crenate is more difficultly soluble.

Apocrenic acid is highly charged with Nitro-

gen, and is a very valuable ingredient in soils,

furnishing a portion of the nitrogenous matter of

plants. It is probably formed by the gradual

change of vegetable matters through the influence

of the air and anomical salts derived from decom-
posing animal manures and from rain. It forms

from the Crenates and Humates ivhen they are ex-

posed to atmospheric influeneo, by breaking up the

soil during cultivation. Hence we see that a yel-

low soil turns black by two or throe years expos-

ure to the atmosphere, and from an unfertile state

becomes fertile. We can readily produce the

same result in a few hours, when we operate on a

small quantity of soil in the Laboratory. Apocre-
nic acid forms salts with lime and with peroxide of

Iron, which are nearly insoluble ii,! wjler, but

which are readily decomposed by the action of

Carbonate of Ammonia, or by potash or soda ; so

that we may readily conceive of the fertilizing in-

fluence of these alkaline matters, since they ren-

der the organic manures, which were before inso-

luble, perfectly soluble in water, so that they may
be absorbed by the rootlets of plants. If these

matters are absorbed, as they infallibly must be, it

is evident that they must undergo a series of modi-

fications in the sap vessels, so that they are no
longer found in the juices of plants in the state

which they were when they were first absorbed.

Now, by analysis of the sap of plants before the

putting forth of their foliage, we find certain ex-

tractive matters and sugar. In some, Apoglucic

and Glucic acid have been discovered.

Let us then nmsider the composition of these

substances, and see whether it is possible for Hu-
mic acid, for instance, to pass, by chemical changes,

into Sugar.

Carbon. Hydrogen. Oxygen.
Sugar is composed of . . fi 10 5

Glucic acid of 8 10 5

Humic acid of 40 24 12

Ulniin from sugar .... 40 32 14

Now 11 atoms of Sugar consists of 06 carbon,

110 hydrogen, 55 oxygen, and may form, by de-

composition according to Multer,

Carbon. Hydrogen. Oxygen.
3 atoms of glucic acid 24 30 15

1 " ulmin....40 33 14

I " formic acid 2 2 3

23 " water 46 23

66 110 55

Then by the opposite action, which is the rege-

neration of vegetable matter, we may have ulmin

or humic acid converted into glucic acid, formic

acid or sugar. Now since this action takes place

in trees anterior to the development of the foliage,

the organic matter operated upon may be derived

from the soil.

By the action of the atmosphere, glucic acid is

converted into apoglucic acid, and by the action of

nitrogenized bodies it is further converted into

crenic acid and apocrenic acid. Thus we see how
these important organic matters may be formed

from ordinary vegetable matter, by exposure to the

influence of moisture, atmospheric air, and the

soil.

Dumas regards vegetables as true organs of re-

duction or do-oxidation, while animals are regard-

ed as organs of combustion or oxidation. Thus
while plants absorb carbonic acid and give out

oxygen, animals absorb oxygen and give out car-

bonic acid gas. Plants directly or indirectly fur-

nish us with our aliment, and after consuming it,

animals render the same amount of matter to the

vegetable kingdom in another form, which is better

adapted to their use. Thus we see the great and

mysterious circle of the revolution of organic ele-

ments is complete.

Besides the organic matters derived ftom vege-

table mould, we must consider the action of sa-

line matters which constitute the necessary com-
ponents of plants.

We have already seen by the beautiful research-

es of Prof. Baily, that nearly all kinds of forest

trees contain in their bark, and enclosed in their

sap vessels crystals of oxalate of lime, more than a

million of which Jiave been discovered in a square

inch of the bark of the birch tree. This discovery

is truly interesting, for it shows us another step in

the process of changes of organic matter ; for it is

one of the easiest things for the chemist to con-

vert sugar into oxalic acid. We must not fail to

remark also that while oxalic acid is a deadly

poison, that oxalate of lime is perfectly harmless
;

so that here we have this powerful acid in chains.

What function this salt performs in vegetation is

yet unknown.

When we examine any kind of grain or any

seed which is not charged with oil so aa to pre-

vent an examination by the lest we shall now de-

scribe, it is discovered that the seeds contain phos-

phates of certain bases. During the spring of

1840, Dr. J. discovered the presence of phosphoric

acid in Indian corn, wheat, oats, beans, peas ant

chesnuts. This was done by burning away the

seeds by heat and nitric acid, when in several

cases glacial phosphoric acid and phosphates ot

lime and magnesia wore discovered. In his first

operations the whole seed was burnt in order to ob
tain the ashes for analysis, but having been shown
by Mr. A. A. Hayes specimens of Indian corn
which were soaked in a weak solution of sulphate

of copper, whereby the precise limits of the phos-

phates were shown by the formation of phosphates

of copper, he was induced to examine the situation

of these matters by this test; and then by dis-

secting out the organs of the plant which contained

the phosphates, he was enabled to analyze them in

a more thorough manner so as to arrive at inter-

esting and important results.

Specimens of various seeds were exhibited to

the Association, which demonstrated the presence
of phosphates in the Cotyledons only. This was
stated to be a general fact in every case where the

experiment had been tried. The presence of the

salts above noticed is a most important discovery.

It explain? the origin of the bones of animals.

Around the cotyledon of Indian corn, Mr.
Hayes discovered a layer of a salt of peroxide of

iron. This was also demonstrated by examples
shown to the Association. This iron shield around
the cotyledon of corn is not to be overlooked, for

it is the source of the oxide of iron which enters

into the composition of the red globules of the

blood of animals.

Indian corn also contains a fat oil which exists

in the transparent hard portion of the corn, com-
bined with starch and a peculiar nitrogenized body
called Zeine. This serves to form the fat of ani-

mals, and the starch and zeine form the carbona-

ceous compounds of the muscles and tissues.

What an interesting subject for reflection is a
grain of corn !

In order to advance agriculture, the best ser-

vices of the chemist are required. Rude analyses,

such as are recommended by most of the news-
papers and popular books on agriculture, serve

only to retard the progress of this most important

of human arts, and to degrade it in the eyes of the

people, and it must be kept in view that no analy-

sis containing an error of two per cent in the min-

eral constituents or one Jive hundredth per cent in

the organic matters and salts, will show the differ-

ence between utter barrenness and the richest fer-

tiliry.

The results arrived at by the researches of che-

mists may be thus briefly summed up:

—

Plants derive their nourishment from air, water,

and from the soil.

The principles which they absorb are taken up

in a gaseous or in a liquid state, and are absorbed

part by the foliage and partly by the rootlets.

The matters taken from the air are carbonic

acid gas, oxygen, and perhaps a portion of nitro-

gen.

The carbonic acid is decomposed by the com-
bined action of the foliage and sun-light ; carbon

is retained in the plant, and oxygen is eliminated

and exhaled.

During the germination of seeds, and during the

ripening of fruits, oxygen is absorbed.

It is probable that nitrogen enters into plants

only ill solution in water or in combination with

hydrogen, ammonia, or with the organic acids,

which have been described in the former part of

this report.
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Certain saline mattera are necessary to tlio

healtliy groivth of plants. Pliospliatcs arc re(iuireJ

by nearly all the known nutritious grains, and form

an essential part of lliein. .Mkalie.^, either vola-

tile or fixed, operate on plants partly as contribiita-

ries to form the saline ingredients, and partly by

conveying organic manures into the sap vessels.

Gypsum dues not act, as was supposed by Lie-

big, only by forming sulphate of ammonia from the

carbonate of ammonia of atmospheric origin, for it

operates very differently in ditTercnt regions where

the rain water is of the same nature. Sulphate of

ammonia has never yet been proved to be so good

n manure as carbonate of ammonia, and we have

every reason to consider the latter salt more valu-

able than the former.

Ashes, being the mineral basis of plants, forms

|one of the best saline manures, and is especially

applicable to light or sandy soils which are poor

in potash and lime salts, and are full of acid organ-

ic matters of vegetable origm.

Carbonate of ammonia acts very powerfully on

plants. In the proportion of 10 grains to the gal-

lon of water, it very much increases the growth of

the foliage, but it must not be applied too often or

any stronger, for it acts like a " too hot manure"
if it is too abundant. Tliis explains the influence

of excess of animal manure ; for the plants are

laasily destroyed by it, being, as it was supposed

Iby the farmer, burnt. This is due to too much
ummonis. Ground bones, in very large quantities,

iict in the same manner if put directly in a hill of

:orn. Guano, if used in too large quantities, has

.he same effect. So has pigeon's dung, and all

ijther highly nitrogenixed manures. The farmer,

l.herefore, must exercise his skill and discrimina-

ion in the application of saline manures. By
:areful trials, he will soon learn the best propor-

ions for liis various crops.

Peat and swamp muck should be made the basis

jf all composts into which saline manures enter,

io that they be properly divided and have a basis

.0 act upon.

Peat is an excellent material to absorb the liquid

Tianures which drain from the stables and stalls,

it should always be put in the barn-yard or into

he barn cellar. In the spring, a bushel of recent-

y slacked lime should be mixed wilh every load

)f peat compost, and the value of the manure thus

ormed, will be much increased. During the ac-

I ion of the lime, ammonia is generated, and may be

1 ibsorbed by fresh peat or by ground gypsum.

This brief abstract gives only a rough outline

' )f the report submitted to the Association. The
vhole essay will probably appear in the transac-

I ions, which will be printed some time during the

jresent summer.

—

Albany Evt. Jour.

.Making Cows milk easy ivilh a penknife, (saya a

orrespondent of the Albany Cultivator,) seemed

bout as strange to me when I first heard of it, as

urn:ng lard in a common lamp, (which I have

net! successfully.) However, experience proved

lilt a penknife blade of a proper shape, or a har-

lesi awl, which is better, inserted in the hole of

he teat that milks hard, improves the milking pro-

pess very much. Fill the teat full of milk, and

out in the instrument the proper length, without

:ouching the sides of it, and most cows, I think,

will not flinch, if the knife be sharp. All that is

:ut is a thin skin, and the pain is trifling. If the

;nt is not too large, the cow will not leak her milk.

TO COLOR RED AND Yf.LLOW.
To color red and yellow, wo give the following

receipts, which wo arc assured by lliose most com.
potent to judge, will produce superior colors. The
receipt is for dyeing wool or woollen clolh.

To dye one pound of yarn or flannel, requires

the following articles :

r? ounces of alum,

1 " creaui of tartar,

8 " madder,

1-2 " stone lime.

J. Prepare a brass or copper kettle with about
five gallons of water, bring it to a scalding heat,

then add throe ounces of alum pounded lino, and
one ounce of cream of tartar ; then bring the li(pior

to a boil, and put in the woollen and boil it for

two hours. It is then to bo taken out, aired and
rinsed, and the liquor thrown away.

2. Prepare the kettle with as much water as be-

fore, and add to it eight ounces of good madder
pounded fine, and well mixed in the water before

you put in the woollen. When the dye is as hot

as you can bear your hand in, then put in the wool-
len, and let it remain in the dye for one hour, dur-

ing which time the dye must not boil, but only re-

main at a scalding heat, observing to stir about the

woollen constantly when in the dve.

3. When the woollen has been in one hour, it

is to be taken out, aired and rinsed.

4. Add to the dye one-half pint of clear lime

water, which is made by slaking half an ounce of

lime to powder, then add water to it, and when
settled, pour the clear part into the dye, and mix
it well. Now put in your woollen, and stir it

about for ten minutes, the dye being only at a

scalding heat. It is then to be taken out and rins-

ed immediately.

N. B. If you wish the red very bright, add quar-

ter of an ounce, or nearly half a table spoonful of

what dyers call aquafortis composition, at the time

of putting in the madder.

For yellow dye the same proportions as for red,

excepting that for the eight ounces of madder, one

pound of fustic is to be substituted. The woollen

must be boiled in the alum and tartar water an

hour and a hall, then taken out, cooled and rinsed

slightly.

In a new liquor put in your fustic, secured in a

thin, coarse bag, and boil it for two hours ; then

take out the fustic and put in the woollen, and stir

it while boiling for one your. Then to be taken

out, cooled and rinsed.

—

Alb. Cult.

Potato Bread.—The potato makes a pleasant,

palatable bread with wheat, in the proportion of

one-third, but if one-fourth, it is still lighter and

better. Specimens of bread made of barley and

potatoes, and also of oats and potatoes, were sub-

mitted to the Board of Agriculture, which promised

well. In some cases the potato was not boiled,

but merely grated down into a pulp and mixed

with wheaten flour, in which mode it made excel-

lent bread. It has been found by other trials, that

good bread may be made from equal quantities of

flour and potato meal, which has been greatly the

practice in those countries most remarkable for the

plentiful culture of the potato. The most ready

method of making potatoes into bread is, after

boiling, steaming (the best.) or baking them, to re-

duce them to a moderately fine powder. If made

up with milk, the quality of the bread will be much

improved.

—

Farmers' Emyclnp.

ANl.MAL POISONS.

The venom ui the bee and the wasp is a liquid

contained in a small vcsticle, forced through tho

hollow tube of the sting into tho wound inflicted

by that instrument. From the experiments of Fon-

tana, we learn that it bears a etrjking reseinblanco

to the poison of tho viper. That of the bee is

much longer in drying when exposed to tho air

than the venom of the wasp. Tho bting of tho

bee should be inunediately extracted ; and iho best

application is opniin and olive oil : one drachm of

the former finely powdered, rubbed down with an

ounce of the latter, and applied to the part afloctcd

by means of lint, which shnuld be frequently re-

newed. No exjierimcnts upon which we can rely

have been made upon tho poison of tho spider

tribe. From the rapidity with which these ani.

mals destroy their prey, and even one another, wa

cannot doubt that their poison is sufficiently viru-

lent.

Soft poultices of fresh flesh, bread and milk, or

in the absence of these, even mud, arc excellent

applications to stings of insects, and even the bites

of the most venomous snakes. The specifics re-

commended in such cases for internal use, are not

to be compared in efficacy with the timely applica-

tion of a poultice of the flesh of a chicken or other

animal recently killed. The flesh of tho rattle-

snake itself is in some parts of America reckoned

to possess specific virtues, and doubtless will an-

swer nearly, if not quite as well, as any other good

soft and moist poultice, which will seldom fad to

effect a cure when promptly applied and frequently

renewed. In this way the irritation and inflamma-

tion induced by the poison in the part bitten, \a

often arrested at once, and prevented from extend-

ing to vital parts. Thpse conclusions are the re-

sults of experiments nir.de with the poison of the

rattle-snake, in which U'je most celebrated Indian

and other specifics were, used with little if any ad-

vantage.

—

Farmer's Encifclop.

A SUCCESSFUL SURGICAL opEiiATio.v was per-

formed on a woman in this city yesterday, while

she was in the magnetic sleep. Tho subject, the

wife of Mr. Ebenezer Davis, of Jarvis Gore, was

thrown into the mesmeric state, when a tumor was

removed from her shoulder by Dr. Rich of this

place. While he was performing the operation.

Mrs. Davis exhibited no other symptom of suffer-

ing, we are informed, than a slight twitching of the

muscles and compression of the lips. When awak-

ened she was unconscious that any thing unusual

had taken place in regard to herself—she did not

know that the tumour had been removed until in-

formed by others. All of the parties are most re-

spectable people, and tho facts we have given ap.

pear to be indisputable. This case of mesmerism

applied to surgical science is wor;hy of the serious

consideration of the gentlemen of the medical pro-

fession Bangor Dan.

Effttts of Culture Celery, so agreeable to

most palates, is a modification of the apium graveo-

lens, the taste of which is so acrid and bitter that

it cannot be eaten. Our cauliflowers and cabba-

ges, are largely developed coleworts, that grow

wild on the sea-shore, and do not weigh more than

half an ounce each. The rose has been produced

by cultivation, from the common wild briar; the

luscious plum from the acrid sloe, and the golden

pippin from the harsh, bitter crab.

—

Far. Cab.
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE—GLIMP-
SES BY THE WAY.

J^orwidi, Conn., June 10, 184-3.

The railroad from Worcester to this place passes

through a country of little agricultural interest to

the flying traveller. The face of the country is

rough, and the natural growth upon it indicates no

great lertility. Here and there a garden or field

shows good care and promises s good return. But

generally, corn, grain, grass, &r., look .small, and

nothing indicates that even the most favorable sea-

son will give very ample harvests. But the south-

ern portion of Worcester county is watered by a

rapid stream or streams, which furnish many water

privileges. Factories of various kinds, are seen

all along the route, often causing the growth of

quite respectable looking villages. These manu-

facturing establishments, that spring up wherever

the waters have a fall, are the hope of New Eng-

land agriculture. The great and fertile West will

furnish all agricultural products that are not quite

perishable, or that are not so bulky as to make

their transportatron very expensive, cheaper than

we can here. It is mainly by the increase of con-

sumers here in our rnidst—mainly by the growth of

manufacturers and trade here at home, that we can

hope for a remunerating price for the productions

of our farms. Every manufacturing village makes

a market for s'ummer vegetables, summer butter,

milk, hay, &c., which cannot be transported any

great distance. It is by furnishing these that the

farmers in the immediate vicinity, may liope to

flourish. The more these villages multiply and in-

crease in size and wealth, the better will it be for

New England agriculture. We do not feel com-

petent to say what aniotjnt of duties, what tariff

would be best ; but we are convinced that the New
' England farmers are most deeply interested in hav-

ing such regulations concerning the importation of

foreign goods and foreign raw materials, as shall

cause our manufacturers to take American raw ma-

terial to work upon. American siik and American

wool should be so protected as to make it for the

interest of New England farmers to grow wool and

produce cocoons. Also, foreign manufactured

woollen and silk goods should come in under such

duties that the material which the farmer produces.

are needed in the laws, taken in connection with

the reduced rate of wages, consequent upon the

reduction of the currency in the country, is a

question which none but the wisest and ablest of

our statesmen can satisfactorily answer. All that

we, individually, wish is something fi.xed and per-

maneni agreed upon, giving just protection enough

to induce our farmers and manufacturers to go to

work in earnest. The lower the duties can be,

nnd yet enable ns to go on with our busin-'ss, the

more likely is the ivhoh country to be satisfied with

the duty regulations—the more likely are we to

have the rates of duties permanent—the more like-

ly are we to have a long period of prosperous busi-

ness without ruinous fluctuations.

The farmers of New England are interested

most deeply in this matter; for all products that

are durable, and that admit of easy and cheap

transportation, will come to us from the West so

cheap that we cannot afford to grow them upon

our soils, which require high manuring and much
labor in the tillage. We want a large consuming
population to consume our butter, milk, vegetables,

&c., in summer.

NewLondo.n On the steamboat deck down 1
not all of them—not the largest lots. Our host,

the Thames from Norwich to New London, wo had [however, is the owner of a large farm, most of

which belonged to his ancestor. Having relin-

quished mercantile pursuits, he now makes himself

almost exclusively a farmer, and seems to conduct

his operations with much intelligence, energy and

skill. He has been clearing many acres of strong,

rich, loamy lands of rooks, enclosiiig them with

substantial stone walls, and bringing them into

grass, which they bear abundantly. At this place,

sea manures are easily obtained, and the white

fish is laid in thousands and hundreds of thousands

upon the tilled lands, nnd they are found highly

serviceable, especially on the strong and heavy

soils. These fish are usually sold at about one

dollar per thousand on the beach. As this is the

season when they begin to frequent the shore in

schools, they must be applied to the crops after

they are up. We noticed that it is the custom to

put about two fish to a hill, and leave them unbu-

r.ed for a few days until they become putrid, and

then while hoeing, to cover them. What a stench!

The good people there, like the old woman's eels,

are used to it, and do not mind it.

JVew Haven, June 14.

Locusts.—The veritable locusts—the devourera

of vegetation—have actually come. We saw a

box of them this morning, which had been brought

into this beautiful "City of Elms," from a neigh-

boring town. It is feared that their ravages in

this vicinity will he extensive. Here, too, we first

see peas and strawberries of New England growth

of 1843. A few of Hovey's seedling were brought

in for exhibition, one of which measured three and

an half inches in circumference. The strawber-

ries we had to our sugar and cream at the Tontine,

came from New York, but were fine, as were all

things else at that house.

On the way from Clinton to this lovely place,

through Guilford and East Haven, we found better

lands and those under higher cultivation than any

others we have seen since we left Worcester. All

along the coast of the Sound winter rye isj the

moit common grain, and it looks tall and thick, and

its heads are,long. There is every promise of an

abundant harvest. The fi-ih, we were told is au

excellent manure for this crop.

When within a few miles of New Haven, wo

came to the rcrf soil lying upon the red sandstone

formation. This soil must be warm and fertile, so

far as the springing crops and the grass and trees

at this season of the year give evidence. We
have no where else seen the corn so large—(here,

in some fields, it appeared to be 8 or 9 inches high,

as it stands)—no where else on our route have we

seen grass so forward. It is not often one meets

with a better looking farming district than that

which stretches ten or twelve miles east from New
Haven. Here we noticed that the cattle are near-

ly all of a deep red color and well formed. The

slock looked better than often meets the traveller's

eye. We think that New Haven county would be

able to make as good a cattle show as any county

through which we have ever passed.

Hartford, June 15 In the rushing cars, we

could only see that all the soil was red—some-

times clayey, sometimes loamy, sometimes sandy.

Generally it was good, and well cultivated for the

vicinity of a railroad. The frost in this vicinity

on the 2d of June, was quite severe

—

killing beans,

vines, &c., and cutting down corn and potatoes.

Many of the forest trees looked badly frost-bitten.

a view of pleasant banks, often bold and generally

verdant. But the agricultural operations were too

far ofTand too much hidden, for us to take note of

them. One incident related by the captain of the

boat, may be worth recording. Y'estcrday, while

making his trip, a lady dropt overboard a letter en-

closing eleven dollars. Though the boat was a

quarter of a mile or more from the letter before the

captain heard of the misfortune, he put back and

found letter and money.

Crossing by stage from New London to Lyme,

near the mouth of the Connecticut, we saw a more

rough and a less cultivated country than we sup-

posed existed any whore along the shores of the

Sound. The people there had much rather keep

geese and drag shad seines, than to use the plow

and hoc. No great wonder : for the soil is forbid-

ding until you get near the river : there (in Lyme,)

its appearance is good.

June 12.— Crossing the river, we passed through

Saybrook to Clinton, formerly a part of Killing-

worth. Here the soil is better than along the road

we trav.j'!ed on Saturday. Here, and all along the

Sound, the fruit trees are free from devouring

worms of all kinds. The foliage is rich and fair,

excepting upon the peach and the buttonwood.

The peach h^re looks sickly audits leaves are bad-

ly curled. The buttonwood is a very common tree

in the forests, and both there and where it has

been set for shade and ornament, it is nearly leaf-

less, and looks as though destruction had nearly

come to it. This is a great loss hero, because

this tree has been more frequently planted by the

roadside and by buildings, than any other orna-

mental tree. Since we left Worcester county we
have hardly seen a caterpillar's nest—or, in Con-

necticut dialect, a '^bng ivorins" bag. The quince

here is much more common than in Massachusetts,

and it looks much more thrifty and vigorous. We
should judge that the shore of the Sound might

supply New York, Providence and Boston markets

with an abundance of quinces in a few years, were

a little pains taken to plant out orchards of them.

Clinton, June 13.—Here we have been hospita-

bly entertained by Gen. Ely A. Eliot, great grand-

may be here profitably wrought. What changes I son of Rev. Jared Eliot, of Killingworth, wlio near

ly a century at!0 published several valuable essays

upon husbandry. Our readers may remember that

we have frequently quoted from these writings of

Eliot, and noticed his labors, both in the reclaim

ing of wet meadows and in the tillage of light

plain lands. His principles of tillage and his views

as to the worth of peat and bog lands, are as good

as v;e have found in any writings of any age. We
learn that Mr Eliot, who was a grandson of "the

Apostle Eliot," of Roxbury, was an extensive med-

ical practitioner, a smelter of iron from black sand,

and an extensive farmer. He was minister, doc-

tor, manufacturer, and farmer—and in each of

these pursuits his labors were extensive. We
were curious to see the lands which ho reclaimed

a century ago. They have been neglected for a

long time ; the ditches are filled up in part, and

large portions are covered with trees or with wet

meadow grasses. But the marks of his doings are

still there, and the lot which had long been a

"pond for keeping cattle from miring," is now so

firm that the cattle have been upon parts of it this

season, and fed it down. Those meadow lands are

not now in the possession of his descendants, or
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the Eilitor of llie New Eiislaiui Farmer

:

Dear Sir— [ ask leave to correct a material er-

ir in tiie statoiiient of tlio results of the nnnlysis

r Indian corn whicli I sent you, ond whicli you
jblislieil in your paper of March 8, ISl!!.

1.2(i should be I'iXl Deducting this number,
le product of multiplying the nitrogen of corn by

20, from the water of vegetation and the salts,

e have 77.01).

The corrections thus made, the results are—
'lesh-forming i)nnciples—gluten, albumen,

&c. 12.G0

ht-formxn^ principles—ae gum, sugar, starch,

woody fibre, oil, &c., 77.0!)

Water, D.

Salts, I.:31

]00.

With regard, your ob't serv't,

SAM. L. DANA.
Lowtll, June 10, 1843.

From the American Agriculturist.

CITV MANURES.
Glass is a silicate of potash or soda, which en-

rs into the composition of all grasses, straw,

rain aud corn, forming a fraction of the solid por-

Lin of probably all vegetation. Silicate of pot-

;h and of soda, is silicious, and chemically com-

ned with those alkalies; that is, such sand as is

immonly found on our sea-beaches. Wheat con-

ins a larger portion of silicate than any other

rain ; and if sown on land totally exhausted of

is material, no wheat will be produced, however

ch the soil may be in other fertilizers. When
)wn on land mostly exhausted of silicate, the

op will be small and the grain light in weight.

To apply glass to land, it should be ground as

ae as flour. I have sold about 25 barrels of it to

n farmers within the last six months, and the

)ming crops will test its value. The price charg-

i has been $1 75 per barrel, the barrel included
;

id when our farmers know that each barrel con-

ins more than three hundred pounds, and that in

lis quantity there are from one hundred and five

one hundred and twenty pounds of potash or so-

1, they will know it to be one of the cheapest

rtilizers they can purch.isc, independent of any

Tect from the silex dissolved in it. It is pur-

lasing pure potash or snda, at less than one cent

)d three-quarters per pound. I should consider

le barrel per acre to be an ample supply for two

3ars' crops.

Alany hundreds of tons of broken gl.iss are

irown away in New York and Brooklyn annually ;

id as every hundred tons contains from 35 to 40

ms of alkali, our Long Island and New Jersey

rmers may judge how much they lose by not em-

ioying it on their land.

I shall now call your attention to the plaster of

aris thrown away in New York. Such an asser-

on will no doubt surprise many a farmer who

5es plaster
;
yet it is true that scores of tons of

le purest of plaster have been annually thrown

way in our city. I last summer had carted away

1 barrels of it to put into a compost heap at

Iravesend. In making soda Avater, they use car-

onate of lime, from which they separate the car-

onic gas to saturate the water contained in their

luntains. To do this, they have to use sulphuric

cid ; this combines with the lime, separating it

om, and liberating its carbonic gas, and the re-

siduum thrown away, is the purest of plaster.

Such plaster will be moist, yet sufficiently solid to

cart away in flour barrehs. Let those farmers who
find plaster beneficial to their land, attend to this

source of supply.

I shall now call your attention to the dock mud
taken out of our docks by dredging mat'hines. I

was quite astonished the other day, to learn that

this material was landed in scows, then warped to

the tide current, and there tlirown into the rirer!

This is probably one of the most valuable fertili-

zers we have in the country, and the quantity is

immense. It contains the whole wash of the city ;

and after a rain storm, the most valuable portion of

our street dirt settles in the docks. The very

smell from the docks when foul, or tho tide is low,

is a pun;jent proof of its fertilizing power.

This material should be collected in some con-

venient spot where it can be landed, put into heaps

under open sheds, mi.\ed with lime, plaster, or

charcoal, and let lie until a thorough decomposi-

tion takes place, ami then applied to the land.

There can be no doubt that one cartload from such

a compost heap, would be more valuable to the

farmer than three loads of the best street dirt.

WiM. PARTRIDGE.
.Yew York.

From the Farmer's Cafjinet.

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES OF FARM-
ING.

It is a prevalent opinion amongst young men—
those who are engaged in agriculture, as well as

many who are connected with commerce, that farm-

ing is less advantageous, and subject to greater

hardships than most other professions ; but this

arises, in a great measure, from partial views of

tho subject, and from an unacquaintedness with

the vexations and hardships incident to the em-
ployments of others : they therefore form opinions

merely from external appearances, without investi-

gating the disadvantages attendant upon other oc-

cupations ; and thus enterprises are commenced
and preci])itale resolutions formed, which lay the

foundation of many disasters, which daily take

place in families and amongst individuals. But

the farmer possesses many advantages which these

persons are apt to underrate. And first, his moral

honesty is not so hardly tried as it would be in

many other kinds of business ; and consequently,

"defalcation" is not often charged upon him.

Again, he has no knowledge of that competition

which exists between those of other trades and

professions; so that when he retires from his la-

bor, he is free from those inward ranklings which

often harrow up the minds of persons engaged in

trade. Nor is he in that danger of losing his pro-

perty by casualties— fire, the winds and waves,

and the depredations of dishonest men ; and as he

raises those articles upon his farm that are most

necessary for his comfort, and which have always

been considered cash articles in the market, he is

not so liable to be put to hia wit.s' end to procure

money to purchase the necessaries of life.

It has been objected that farming is a laborious

and dirty employment ; but is there not hard and

dirty work in the shop of the blacksmith ? and do

not the carpenter and mason encounter both in the

repairs of old buildings, &c. 'f and are the grocer,

the warehouseman, the harness-maker, and the

shoe-maker exempt?
Another objection to farming is, it is a slow way

to got money. True, there ore shorter ways to

make money, but it very often happens that those

who accumulate property tho quickest, cannot pro.

duce such u title to their wealth os will procure

eaiisfactiiin and a quiet conscience. Multitudes,

deluded by the deceptive alliircinent.i of trade,

have entered into ruinous speculations, to the de-

striiclion of their own prospects and the peace and
happiness of their families ; stamping lasting blight

upon their characters ami future welfare, and all to

gratify an insatiable appetite to make money quick-

ly— overlooking the fact, that generally, the for-

tunes that have been made the most suddenly, arc

the most suddenly dissipated, and that those who
enjoy tho privilege of making money last, have

often to pay dearly for it, both in their persons and

characters, and arc made to exclaim, " all is not

gold that glitters." Few know or consider, tho

personal assiduity, the economy, the self-denial

and perseverance which are necessary to secure

success in trade : there is no occupation exempt

from its peculiar evils and trials: the physician,

ihe lawyer, and the clergyman have their full

share, of which the farmer is little aware; and if

he could comprehend all the dilTicultica and un-

pleasant occurrences which even these are contin-

ually liable to encounter, he would rejoice at hia

lot, rather than envy that of others, be thankful

that his " lines have fallen to him in such pleasant

places," and grateful for his " goodly heritage."

S. BROWN.
If'ilmington, Mass

From the same.

THE UNIVERSAL CORN CROP.

Universal indeed ! and yet there are still fea-

tures in its character that have not been sufficient-

ly, if at all noticed by us. One of these is, the

great difference in the cost of seed for planting,

when compared with that of wheat, amounting to

about a rent of the land at the first start ;
for while

the two bushels and a half'per acre of seed wheat,

cannot be valued at less than three dollars, or per-

haps four, the seed-corn necessary for an acre of

land is so insignificant in cost, that no one, scarcely,

ever counts upon it. And then at the time of har-

vest, the difference is still greater; for while the

corn will stand to ripen without the loss of a single

grain by shaking out, the britting of the wheat

crop and loss by scattering, at the time of cutting,

cannot be counted less than about the seed sown,

and oftentimes double that quantity. Here then,

are six or seven bushels of wheat to be put to the

account of seed grain and loss at harvest—an am-

ple profit per acre, on the corn crop to begin with,

to say nothing of the greater increase of crop, as

might in all cases be calculated upon, if justice be

done in the working. It is admitted that this after

working is laborious and expensive ; but one-half

the cost should lie transferred to the succeeding

crops, which are benefited by this admirable sys-

tem of fallowing, fully to that amount. In short,

any how you can fix it, there is nothing like corn.

How far it would be expedient to substitute its cul-

ture for that of roots, is another and interesting

question fur future discussion. ,
M.

It is highly gratifying to observe in our market

a general upward tendency in agricultural produc-

tions. Let each one get out of debt and keep so,

and the period of activity and thrift will soon open

to us.

—

Philadelphia Far. Cab.
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Boston, Wednesday, June 28, 1843.

nj-PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

The Ticentyjirst volume odhe New England Far.mek

closes Willi lliis number ; and tlie Publishers take the

occasion to express their thanks to patrons and corres-

pondents for their past favors They have no promises

10 make for the future, other than to say that it is their

intention to make the paper as useful as their means

will permit. It has been their endeavor during the sev-

en years of their proprietorship of the paper, to maintain

fur it the high character it won under its founder and

late lamented Editor, Mr Fessenden. How far in this

they liave been successful, is not for thimi to say; but

they may say, they think, that the FAitMER during that

period, has not been without its influence in promoting

the cause of agricultural improvement in New England.

The Publishers in expressing their own satisfaction of

the inanner in which Mr Putnam has discharged his

duties as Editor during the last two and fa half years,

have reason to believe also, that his labors liave been

equally satisfactory to the patrons of the paper. Me

has attained during his editorship, a high standing

anion" the prominent agriculturists of the country, by

his writings and experiments, and if circumstances

should induce him to withdraw from his editorial voca.

tion, wo hope for a continuance of his valuable aid as a

frequent contributor to the pages of the Farmer.

The Publishers, having been most disastrously affect

ed in their pecuniary interests by the delinquencies of

non-paying subscribers, and determined to avoid in fu

ture, if possible, a like misfortune, announce their inten

lion of adhering strictly hereafter to the terms of pay

ment, (^2 in advance, or $2 50 if not paid within sixty

days,) and also of sending the paper in future to such

only as have shown a disposition to pay for it.

And the publishers earnestly appeal to those indebted

for one or more year's subscription to the paper, to make

immediate payment.

JOS. BRECK & CO.

Boston, Jane 28, 1843.

CORN MEAL.
Mr Putnam—Dear Sir—In the course of the past

vtinter, I became accidentally aware of the fact, that

corn meal lost its line flavor by being very finely ground

this was most especially observable in baked Indian

puddings. I was unwilling to subscribe to the reason

given by the "gude woman," uniil repeated trials of

coarse and fine ineal, from the same parcel of corn,

given a similar result. Puddings from the coarse meal

were light, sweet and palatable ; while those from the

fine meal, even with the addition of eggs, were compara-

tively heavy and insipid. Indeed, the luscious, juicy

rich, sweet and jelly like qualities sought for, were in

all cases found peculiar to puddings from the coarse

meal ; and I doubt not that it is to these, that poets who

have sung the praises of" baked Indian pudding," had

reference; for most certainly those from very fine meal

are not entitled to lake rank among the luxuries of bi-

peds.

The change was evidently a chemical change, pro-

duced by the more thorough grinding; and very natu-

rally gave rise to an inquiry as to the ef?ect the severe

grinding might have upon the nulritive, as well as sa-

vory qualities of meal, either for cooking or for feeding

domestic animals. The question thus presented, be-

came to me, one of much interest, especially when

taken in connection with the common practice of grind-

ing meal and provender; the fanners in this viciuily, I

believe, generally preferring iheir provender lo be finely

ground, and the miller is thought to do best who grinds

t the finest.

For the purpose of gaining some further light upon

the subject, 1 left with Dr. Dana, of Lowell, two sam-

ples from the same sack of corn, <me of coarse and one

of fine meal, with a request that if convenient he would

analyze them, and give the result, with his views rela-

tive 10 the fads and question above slated, in aid of the

common interest.

A few days since I received from Dr. Dana the letter

herewith enclosed, which, although perhaps not written

for the press, I doubt not his free accord that you should

publish all or any part of the same that you may think

useful or interesting to the readers of the Farmer.

The mill had been standing still, at least for a while,

and probably the stones were cold, or nearly so, when

the samples were ground, and therefore they may not

have given a fair test of the lull effect of ordinary severe

grinding.

Doubtless there is yet something further to be learned

in this matter. Perhaps the breaking of the envelope

of the starchy globules, and presenting the oil of corn

in the manner incident to the fine grimling, as mention-

ed by Dr. Dana, gives us the reason or cause of the pain-

ful etfects from eating Indian bread or puddings, expe-

rienced at times by dyspeptics and some others; if so,

it would seem thai this pernicious effect can easily be

obviated by rejecting fiir pudding and bread making,

both fine ground meal and the fine part always found in

coarse meal.

Most respectfully, yours,

8WILLIAM CLARK,
Northampton, June 2Qth, 1843.

Lowell, June 'id, '43.

Dear Sir—A few days after you were here, I fell in

company with a very intelligent dealer in grain, going

with his wife lo Boston. I set myself down by her, and

our conversation turning upon the education of daugh-

ters, naturally led lo thai essential part of such educa-

tion, domestic economy—and so, naturally, to pudding

making. I mentioned the result you had brought lo

my notice; whereupon, the husband expressed great

surprise that the fact that finely ground meal will not

make good pudding, was new lo me. He had long

known it, and always had his corn ground coarse to

make Indian puddings of His wife says she will use

none other. Going, a few days after, to a mill, to ascer-

tain the tern pel ature of the meal as it comes from the

stones, I met the miller, who told me unless I could

spend a day at the mill, one observation wimld do me

little good. In the morning, all being cool, the meal

heats of course but little ; in the course of a day's work,

the stones gelling holler, he said, he could hardly bear

his hand on tho meal. The miller, learning my object,

said, that from the same sack of « lient, or rye, or corn,

he could make meal which would afford exnelleni dough,

and bread, or no dough, nor good bread, nor puddings.

All dependedon the grinding. All grain ground very

fine and heating much, lost its bread-making projierties.

The flour all ru«5, as the phrase is; it will not form

good dough nor good bread. This is, be slated to me, a

long known fart. You see, therefore, your notion of

the effects of fine or coarse grinding, is quite well con-

firmed. I am quite at loss lo define the cause, but I at-

tribute it, first, to the change produced by heat, upon

the arrangement of the elements of starch. You are

aware that there are great varictits of this substance, all

exhibiting the same prujioriions of carbon, hydrogen,

and oxygen. They are chemically the same, and slight

causes change one lo the (dlicr. From starch, the transi-

tion is easy to gum and .sugar. Some varieties of starch

are converted by boiling into gum. The heat of the

mill stones may cause this change, or at least such an

approach to it that the additional heat of boiling or bak-

ing may complete it.

I atlribuie the effect of fine grinding, secondly, to tho

probable abrasion of the envelope of the starchy globule,

by which the starch at once absorbs even cold water

like a sponge, and becomes jelly like. Such flour runs

when made, or attempted to be made, into dough. Then
when made into pudding, of course a very little boiling

or baking will change such starch lo gum, and you may
as well expect gum as this starch to form puddings.

The question you raised, whether tho nutritive proper-

ties are not afiecled by the mode of grinding is one of

great weight, if we admit, that tho change of form from

one variety of starch into another, of from starch to

gum or sugar, affects its fat-forming power. I cannot,

from any facts known to me, or from general principles,

admit that these changes have any such effect. From

the cfl'ect upon ourselves, I should say that the nearer

the food is brought to the 'slate of cooked food, thai is,

to gum and sugar, the easier its digestion, and conse-

quently its conversion into fat. But we are not left

here to " a priori" reasoning. Practice among the hog-

raisers in our neighborhood, as the miller told me, has

led to the use of meal {Indian) for fuitening hogs; but

horses, it is found, thrive best on such coarsely ground

corn as is used for puddings. Perhaps the explanation

of this rests in part upon the facts mentioned to me, a

day or two since, by my esteemed chemical friend, Mr

A. A. Hayes, who has made a vast number of experi-

ments on corn. The oil of corn, he says, is highly irri-

tating to the stomach of man and of the horse, but innox-

ious to the hog. Hence being finely ground, the hog

extracts and uses for his own fat the oil of corn, which

the more coarsely ground grain retains, and hence acts

more kindly upon the horse. Wishing, however, to

test my opinion respecting the conversion of ihe starch

to gum, by grinding, and desirous of gratifying your re-

quest, I analyzed the samples of corn you left with mo.

The results are as follows :

Coarse ground. Fine do.

83. 82. • Starch and husky matter.

17. 18. - Gluten, oil, gum, &C.I&C.

100. 100. - Soluble in water and alkali.

The difference between the quantity of starch is so lit-

tle, ihat I am inclined to think the change efi'ccted by

grinding depends upon converting one form of starch

into another, rather than into gum, and upon the grind-

ing offor abrading the starch envelope.

1 assure you. the question which you stated tome,

from its great practical bearings, has excited my atten-

tion more than that relating to the sugar from corn.

The slate of food best for fattening animals, is one of

deep interest, but I believe this will resolve itself wholly

into a question of the ease of digestion. On no point is

the farmer under greater obligations lo Liebig, than for

his most admirable researches respecting the origin of

fat. His views here are not only of the highest piacti-

cal utility, but are among the most philosophical devel-

opments of modern chemistry. But here, new experi-

ments, such as those of Mr Hayes, to which I have re-

ferred, are wanting, to show why food in one slate is

more digestible than in another. Let us go on : light

always beams upon those who will seek it.

With great regard, most truly yours,

SAM. L. DANA.
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MISCELLANEOUS

THE DRESS IS NOT THE MAN.
When we behold Uie repulsive spectacle tjf a

beintr overladencil with yaiuiy decorations and

gewcraws, the (iiicstion nauirnlly arises in our

minds if the external gems are an idea of llie in-

ternal and as readily answered, we see no gems

crlistening through its opening vistas, but too clear-

fy behold" vanity leering through the gandy tinsel-

ry of fashion. But mankind are so prone lo admi-

ration and to judge from external appearance, that

few escape its decision.

Should we contemplate for a moment, how ma-

ny there are that by a splendid apparel, cloak a

vicious heart, we should be more reluctant of ap-

plauding those of whose character we know noth-

ing ; and also how many " flowers blush unseen

and unknown" we should be less hasty in forming

our estimate at first sight. If we would consider

that a handsome hat which has excited our admi-

ration, may cover an empty head, or a handsome

cloak a person devoid of every good quality, on

whom no one could look but with feelings of dis-

crust, while plainer materials may clothe one en

seven feet four and a half inches—the length oi

the barrel, six feet, one inch and a half—the size

of the calibre will carry twelve balls to the pound;

the length of the face of the lock ten inches, Ihe

whole weight of the Gun twenty pounds and twelve

ounces.

At the commencement of Philip' s war, i

the Indians became so morose, the penple in the

month of June fled for safety to the fort which was

built near what was called the four corners, ni

Middleboro'. The Indians would daily appear on

the south easterly side of the river and ascend what

is called the hand rock, because there was the im-

pression of a man's hand indented on it. There

they would be in fair sight of the Fort. Here, in

the words of an antiquarian author, the Indians

would present the "seat of honor" to the people in

the fort and in an insulting manner would slap

their hand on it. The people became tired ol

such daily insults. Lieut. Thompson, the com-

mandant in chief, ordered Isaac Howland, a distin-

guished tnarksman to take his gun and sh^ot the

Indian, in the attitude of insulting them. This he

did and gave the Indian a mortal wound in that

part, so insultingly presented as a target. Filled

wiih revenge for their wounded companion the In
dowed with the accomplishments of a well educa-

. ,
, . n .

ted mind, one that is adorned without ornaments, M'-^ns took to the woods-_runnmg down the h.ll to

and whose jewels are imperishable, we would ex

claim, " So ! the dress is not the man." What, I

would inquire, causes the name of Washington to

be extolled ? Was it dross or deeds of valor ? We
well knew, had it been the former, it would have

followed him no farther than the grave ; but on

turning over the pages of history, we find his dress

scarcely spoken of; good and valliant deeds, a

great and noble mind, cultivated with peculiar

care, exerting such a mysterious influence, as to

prevent many complicated evils—these are the

characteristics which live alone through the lapse

of years, and while a son of liberty lives, will ever

speak the praises of the illustrious dead. Thus we

see that dress is a poor criterion whereby to judge

of the character. The eagle that soars on the

majestic wings to the birth of morning has not the

most glittering plumage ; the bee that gathers its

treasures from every flower has not the finest coat-

ing ; it is the butterfly, that idly flutters on the

passing breeze, that displays the love of vanity
;

and those persons whose minds are occupied by

dress alone, who would imitate tlie painted butter-

fly, will be claimed by folly as her children, intel-

ligence blushes at their blindness and laments

their want of discernment. It is a remark of Dr.

Franklin that onr own eyes only cost us a pair of

glasses, but other people's eyes cost us all our gay

dresses and splendid carriages. How true is this,

with a majority of the world. Then, my young

friends let us pay to science constant vows while

her light around us glows, remembering that al-

though fortune may deal hardly with ns, we have

a jewel that will shine brighter than the diamonds

ofGolconda—that, although external appearances

strike at first, internal is the most durable.

tlie mill just below the fort, where the miller was

at work—he discovered them, seized his coat and

fled. Placing his hat on the end of a stick, as he

ran through the brush to the fo:t and holding his

coat ever his head, the coat was perforated by sev-

eral balls. The Indians dragged their wounded

companion two miles and three quarters, to the de-

serted house of Win. Nelson the farm now occu-

pied by Major Thomas Bennet. The Indian died

that night and was buried with their accustomed

ceremonies, and the house was burnt. In the year

1821, nearly one hundred and fifty years after the

Indian had been buried, Major Bennett, in plough-

the land, disinterred some of his bones, a pipe,

a stone jug, and a knife, nil much decayed, by the

slow, but all devouring hand of time. Major B., a

few years since measured the distance from the

fort to the rock where the Indian was, and made

the astonishing distance of 155 rods— nearly half a

mile.

—

Barre Gaz.

CHFFSE PRESSES
SELF G0\ ERINING CHCESE PRESSES—two kinds

—lately improved by the Shakers. These are so construct-

ed that ihey goterii and regulate themselves without weights,

and are liy far the hest presses now in us''.

Kor sale at the N. E. Agricultural Warehouse, 51 and 52

North Market street. JOS. BRECK ic CO.
June 7, 1843.

An Old Gun.—Zadock Thompson, Esq. of Ha
lifax, Plymouth County, Ms., has now in his pos

session an old Gun, which has descended to hin

from his ancestors, who cnnio from Plymouth, in

the third embarkation from England, in the month

of May 1622. The Gun was brought to this coun-

try at that time. It is of the following descrip-

tion. The whole length of the stock and barrel,

GRINDSTONES ON FRICTION ROLLERS.

Grindstones of different sizes, hung on friction rollers and

moved with a foot Header, is found to lie a great improve-

ment on the old mode of hanging grindstones. Stones hung

in this manner nre hecommg daily more in use, and wherever

used, give universal satisfaction. The rollers can he attach-

ed to stones hling in the common way. Vm sale liy J.

BRECK & Co., No. 01 North Market street.

HOWARD'S IMPROVED EASY DRAUGHT PLOUGH.

Great improvements have liecn made the past year in the

form and workmanship of these Ploughs ; the mould b( ard

has lieen so formed as to lay the furrmo completely oiKr,

turning- in every particle of grass or stubble, and leavinff tht

ground in the best possible manner. The length ot the

mould hoard has he n very murh increased, so that the

Plough works with the greatest ease, liolh with respect lo

the holding and the team. The Coinmiliee at the late trial

of Ploughs at Worcester, say,
" Should our opinion be asked as to which of the Ploughl

we should prefer for use on a farm, we might perhaps sny 10

the inquirer, if your land is mostly light and easy to work,

try Prouty & Mears, hut if your land is heavy, hard orrocky,

DEGIN WITH Mr. HoWAUD'S.''
At the ahove mer.tioned trial the Howard Plough (lid

more work, with the same pmrer of team, than any oilier

vlongh exhibited. No other turned more than twcnlysevcn

and one lialf inches, to the 112 Ihs. draught, while the

Howard Plough turned twentynine and one half inches.it

the same power of team .' All acknowledge that Howard's

Ploughs are much the strongest and most substantiallj

made.
There has been quite an improvement made on the shne,

or land side of this Plough, which can be renewed witlmut

having to furnish a new landside; this shoe likewise secuies

the mould hoard and landside together, and strengthens tlie

Plough very much.
The price of the Ploughs is from S6 to $15. A Plough,

sufficient for breaking up with four cattle, will cost ahniit

S;0 50, and with cutter $1, with wheel and cutler, S2 60

extra.

The ahove Ploughs are for sale, wholesale and retail, «l

the New England Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Sluie,

Nos. 51 & 52 North Market Street, by

JOSKPH BRECK & CO.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
A WEHKLT PAPER.

year in advance, or f2 50 if not jioMTerms, $2 p
Mthin sixty days
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